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ADVERTISEMENT 

FIFTH EDITION. 

In the present Edition considerable improvements and additions 
have been made. The text has been carefully gone over, and the 
results of additional evidence, from new MSS., and the more 

exact collation of others previously known, have been embodied 
in it. 

The digest of various readings has been nearly re-written since 
the publication of the Fourth Edition. I regret that the printed 
edition of the Codex Sinaiticus did not reach me till the Three 
first Gospels were printed. In the Digest to the Gospel of St. 

John, the whole of its readings are incorporated. 
The marginal references have undergone careful and thorough 

revision, and will be found more practically useful, and more ex- 

haustive of the occurrence of words and constructions, than in the 

former editions. 
The notes have, for the first time since the publication of the 

First Edition in 1849, been subjected to entire revision. I could 
have wished to have taken account in them of every recent contri- 

bution to the exegesis of the sacred text: but this has been found 

impossible. Bleek’s valuable posthumous “ Introduction to the New 
Testament” has been consulted throughout: and many additional 
notices have been inserted from other modern works. 

` 



vi ADVERTISEMENT TO THE FIFTH EDITION. 

I would request the reader, before entering on the work itself, 
to consult the following portions of the PROLEGOMENA : 

Chap. VI. § 1. Of the Arrangement of the Text in this Edition. 
— 2. Of the Various Readings. 
— 3. Of the Marginal References. 

Chap. VII. § 1. Manuscripts referred to. 
— 2. Versions referred to. 
— 3. Fathers and other Ancient Writers referred to. 

I would also take this occasion of stating, that the matter of the 

prolegomena, digest of various readings, and notes, throughout my 
work, must be understood to be gathered from all sources to which 

time and opportunity have afforded me access. 

Deanery, Canterbury, 

May, 1863. 
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PROLEGOMENA. 

CHAPTER I. 

ON THE THREE FIRST GOSPELS GENERALLY. 

SECTION I. 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THREE FIRST GOSPELS. 

1. ON examining the four records of our Lord’s life on earth, the 
first thing which demands our notice is the distinctness, in contents 
and character, of the three first Gospels from the fourth. This difference 
may be thus shortly described. 

2. Matthew, Mark, and Luke, in relating His ministry, discourses, 
and miracles, confine themselves exclusively to the events which took 
place in Galilee, until the last journey to Jerusalem. No incident 
whatever of His ministry in Judæa is related by any of them. Had we 
only their accounts, we could never with any certainty have asserted 
that He went to Jérusalem during his public life, until His time was 
come to be delivered up. They do not, it is true, exclude such a sup- 

position, but rather perhaps imply it (see Matt. xxiii. 37; xxvii. 57, and 
parallels ; also Matt. iv. 12 as compared with iv. 25,—Matt. viii. 10, 
xvi. 1); it could not however have been gathered from their narrative 
with any historical precision. 

3. If we now turn to the fourth Gospel, we find this defig@gncy 
remarkably supplied.. The various occasions on which our Lord t 
up to Jerusalem are specified; not indeed with any precision of date 
requemce, . mainly for the purpose of relating the discourses and 

u they were signalized. 
ee in character between the three first Evangelists 

* more striking. While their employment (with 
that almost exclusively in Matthew, of the 

rie to events in the life of our Lord) is 
: & 

LI 
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1 
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PROLEGOMENA. | THE THREE GOSPELS. (cH. I. 

narration without comment, the fourth Evangelist speaks with dogmatic 
authority, and delivers his historical testimony as from the chair of an 
Apostle. In no place do they claim the high authority of eye-witnesses ; 
nay, in the preface to Luke’s Gospel, while he vindicates his diligent 
care in tracing down the course of events from the first, he implicitly 
disclaims such authority. This claim is, however, advanced in direct 

terms by John (see below, ch. v. § ii. 1). Again, in the character of 
our Lord's discourses, reported by the three, we have the same dis- 
tinctness. While His sayings and parables in their Gospels almost 
exclusively have reference to His dealings with ws, and the nature of 
His kingdom among men, those related by John regard, as well, the 
deeper subjects of His own essential attributes and covenant purposes ; 
referring indeed often and directly to His relations with His people and 
the unbelieving world, but usually as illustrating those attributes, and 
the unfolding of those purposes. That there are exceptions to this (see 
e. g. Matt. xi. 27: Luke x. 22) is only to be expected from that merci- 
ful condescension by which God, in giving us the Gospel records through 
the different media of individual minds and apprehensions, has yet fur- 
nished us with enough common features in them all, to satisfy,us of the 
unity and truthfulness of their testimony to His blessed Son. 

5. Reserving further remarks on the character of John's Gospel for 
their proper place (see ch. v. of these Prolegomena), I further notice 
that the three, in their narration of our Lord's ministry, proceed in the 
main upon a common outline. This outline is variously filled up, and 
variously interrupted; but is still easily to be traced, as running 
through the middle and largest section of each of their Gospels. From 
this circumstance, they are frequently called the synoptic Gospels: and 
the term will occasionally be found in this work. 

6. Besides this large portion, each Gospel contains some prefatory 
matter regarding the time before the commencement of the Ministry,— 
a detailed history of the Passion,—fragmentary notices of the Resur- 
rection, and a conclusion. These will be separately treated of and 
eompared in the following sections, and more at large in the Com- 
mentary. 

SECTION II. 

THEIR INDEPENDENCE OF ONE ANOTE” ’ 

1. Having these three accounts of one a` 
Ministry of our Lord, it is an important er 
may be considered as distinct narratives, —h 
another. It is obvious that this enquiry o 
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$1] INDEPENDENCE OF ONE ANOTHER. [PROLEGOMENA 

direct historical testimony, be conducted by careful examination of their 
contents. Such examination however has conducted enquirers to the 
most various and inconsistent results. Different hypotheses of the 
mutual interdependence of the three have been made, embracing every 
possible permutation of their order’. To support these hypotheses, 
the same phznomena have been curiously and variously interpreted. 
What, in one writer's view, has been a deficiency in one Evangelist 
which another has supplied,—has been, in that of a second writer, a 
condensation on the part of the one Evangelist of the full account of 
the other;—while a third writer again has seen in the fuller account 
the more minute depicting of later tradition. 

2. Let us, however, observe the evidence furnished by the Gospele 
themselves. Each of the sacred Historians is, we may presume, anxious 
to give his readers an accurate and consistent account of the great 
events of Redemption. On either of the above hypotheses, two of them 
respectively sit down to their work with one, or two, of our present nar- 
rativen before them. We are reduced then to adopt one or other of the 
following suppositions: Either, (a) they found those other Gospels $n- 
sufficient, and were anxious to supply what was wanting; or, (B) they 
believed them to be erroneous, and purposed to correct what was inac- 
cur@te ; or, (y) they wished to adapt their contents to a different class 
of readers, incorporating at the same timo whatever additional matter 
they possessed ; or, (8) receiving them as authentic, they borrowed from 
them such parts as they purposed to relate in common with them. 

3. There is but one other supposition, which is plainly out of the 
"ange of probability, and which I should not have stated, were it not the 
mly one, on the hypothesis of mutual dependency, which will give any 
wegunt of, or be consistent with, the various minute discrepancies of 
rangement and narration which we find in the Gospels. It is (e) 
tat (see last paragraph) they fraudulently plagiarized from them, slightly 
disguising the common matter so as to make it appear their own. One 
man wishing to publish the matter of another's work ae his own, may 
be conceived as altering its arrangement and minutis, to destroy its 
distinctive character. But how utterly inapplicable is any such view 

1 1. That Matt. wrote first—that Mark used his Gospel—and then Luke both these. 
This is held by Grotius, Mill, Wetstein, Townson, Hug, &c., and Greswell, who advances, 
and sometimes maintains with considerable ingenuity, the hypothesis of a supplemental 
relation of the three taken in order. 

2. Matt., Luke, Mark.—So Griesbach, Fritzsche, Meyer, De Wette, and others. 
3. Mark, Matt., Luke. So Storr and others, and recently, Mr. Smith of Jordanhill, 
4. Mark, Luke, Matt.—So Weisse, Wilke, Hitzig, &. 
5. Luke, Matt., Mark.—So Büsching and Evanson. 
6. Luke, Mark, Matt.—So Vögel. See reff. to the above in Meyer's Commentary, 

vol, i. Einleitung, pp. 30, 31. 

3] a 2 



PROLEGOMENA. | THE THREE GOSPELS. (cH. I. 

to either of our three Evangelists! And even supposing it for a 
moment entertained,—how imperfectly and anomalously are the changes 
made,—and how little would they be likely to answer their purpose ! 

4. Let us consider the others in order. If (a) was the case, I main- 
tain that no possible arrangement of our Gospels will suit its require- 
ments. Let the reader refer to the last note, and follow me through its 
divisions. (1), (2), (5), (6) are clearly out of the question, because 
the shorter Gospel of Mark follows upon the fuller one of Matthew, 
or Luke, or both. We have then only to examine those in which Mark 
stands ret. Either then Luke supplemented Matthew,—or Matthew, 
Luke. But first, both of these are inconceivable as being expansions of 
Mark ; for his Gospel, although shorter, and narrating fewer events and 
discourses, is, in those which he does narrate, the fullest and most par- 
ticular of the three. And again, Luke could not have supplemented 
Matthew ; for there are most important portions of Matthew which he 
has altogether omitted (e. g. ch. xxv. much of ch. xiii. ch. xv.) ;—ner 
could Matthew have supplemented Luke, for the same reason, having 
omitted almost all of the important section Luke ix. 51— xviii. 165, 
besides very much matter in other parts. I may also mention that thi: 
supposition leaves all the difficulties of different arrangement and minut 
discrepancy unaccounted for. 

5. We pass to (g), on which much need not be said. If it were so, 
nothing could have been done less calculated to answer the end, than that 
which our Evangelists have done. For in no material point do thei 
accounts differ, but only in arrangement and completeness ;—and this 
latter difference is such, that no one of them can be cited as talténg any 
pains to make it appear that his own arrangement is chronologically 
accurate. No fired dates are found in those parts where the differentes 
exist; no word to indicate that any other arrangement had ever been 
published. Does this look like the work of a corrector? Even sup- 
posing him to have suppressed the charge of inaccuracy on others,— 
would he not have been precise and definite in the parts where his dwn 
corrections appeared, if it were merely to justify them to his readers? 

6. Neither does the supposition represented by (y) in any way ic- 
count for the phenomena of our present Gospels. For,—even taking 
for granted the usual assumption, that Matthew wrote for Hebrew 
Christians, Mark for Latins, and Luke for Gentiles in general,—we do 

not find any such consistency in these purposes, as a revision and 
alteration of another's narrative would necessarily presuppose. We 
have the visit of the Gentile Magi exclusively related by the Hebraizing 
Matthew ;—the circumcision of the child Jesus, and His frequenting 
ihe passovers at Jerusalem, exclusively by the Gentile Evangelist Luke. 
Had the above purposes been steadily kept in view in the revision 

4] 



§ n. INDEPENDENCE OF ONE ANOTHER. PROLEGOMENA. 

of the narratives before them, the respective Evangelists could not have 
omitted incidents so entirely subservient to their respective designs. 

7. Our supposition (ô) is, that receiving the Gospel or Gospels before 
them as authentic, the Evangelists borrowed from them such parts as 
they purposed to narrate in common with them. But this does not 
represent the matter of fact. In no one case does any Evangelist borrow 
from another any considerable part of even a single narrative. For 
such borrowing would imply verbal coincidence, unless in the case of 
strong Hebraistic idiom, or other assignable peculiarity. It is incon- 
eeivable that one writer borrowing from another matter confessedly of 
the very first importance, in good faith and with approval, should alter 
his diction so singularly and capriciously as, on this hypothesis, we find 
the text of the parallel sections of our Gospels altered. Let the ques- 
tion be answered by ordinary considerations of probability, and let any 
passage common to the three Evangelists be put to the test. The 
phznomena presented will be much as follows :—first, perhaps, we shall 
have three, five, or more words identical; —then as many wholly distinct: 
then two clauses or more, expressed in the same words but differing 
order :—then a clause contained in one or two, and not in the third :— 

then several words identical :—then a clause not only wholly distinct 
but apparently inconsistent ;—and so forth ;—with recurrences of the 
same arbitrary and anomalous alterations, coincidences, and transposi- 
tions. Nor does this description apply to verbal and sentential arrange- 
ment only ;—but also, with slight modification, to that of the larger 
portions of the narratives. Equally capricious would be the disposition 
of the subject-matter. Sometimes, while coincident in the things 
related, the Gospels place them in the most various order,—each in turn 
connecting them together with apparent marks of chronological se- 
quence (e. g. the visit to Gadara in Matt. viii. 28 ff. as compared with 
the same in Mark v. 1 ff. Luke viii. 26 ff. and numerous other such 
instances noticed in the commentary). Let any one say, divesting 
himself of the commonly-received hypotheses respecting the connexion 
and order of our Gospels, whether it is within the range of probability 
that a writer should thus singularly and unreasonably alter the subject- 
matter and diction before him, having (as is now supposed) no design 
in so doing, but intending, fairly and with approval, to incorporate the 
work of another into his own? Can an instance be any where cited of 
undoubted borrowing and adaptation from another, presenting similar 
phenomena ? 

3 The examples cited from modern historians by Mr. Smith of Jordanhill, are not in 
point. In almost every one of those, reasons could be assigned for the adoption or 
rejection by the posterior writer of the words and clauses of the prior one. Let the 

student attempt such a rationale of any narrative common to the three Gospels, on any 
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PROLEGOMENA. | THE THREE GOSPELS. [cm. I. 

8. I cannot then find in any of the above hypotheses a solution of 
the question before us, how the appearances presented by our three 
Gospels are to be accounted for. I do not see how any theory of mutual 
interdependence will leave to our three Evangelists their credit as able 
or trustworthy writers, or even as honest men: nor can I find any such 
theory borne out by the nature of the variations apparent in the re- 
spective texts. 

SECTION IIT. 

THE ORIGIN OF OUR THREE GOSPELS. 

1. It remains then, that the three Gospels should have arisen inde- 

pendently of one another. But supposing this, we are at once met by 
the difficulty of accounting for so much common matter, and that nar- 
rated, as we have seen, with such curious verbal agreements and dis- 
crepancies. "Thus we are driven to some common origin for those parts. 
But of what kind? Plainly, either docwmentary, or oral. Let us con- 
sider each of these in turn. 

2. No documentary source could have led to the present texts of our 
Gospels. For supposing it to have been in the Aramaic language, and 
thus accounting for some of the variations in our parallel passages, as 
being independent translations,—we shall still have no solution whatever 
of the more important discrepancies of insertion, omission, and arrange- 
ment. To meet these, the most complicated hypotheses have been 
advanced, —all perfectly capricious, and utterly inadequate, even when 
apprehended, to account for the phenomena. The various opponents of 
the view of an original Gospel have well shewn besides, that such a 

hypothesis of priority, and he will at once perceive its impracticability. If Matthew, 
Mark, and Luke are to be judged by the analogy of Suchet, Alison, and Napier, the 
inference must be, that whereas the historians were intelligent men, acting by the rules 
of mental association and selection, the Evangelists were mere victims of caprice, and 

such caprice as is hardly consistent with the possession of a sound mind. 
3 It may be worth while, as an example, to state the nature of Bp. Marsh’s hypothesis 

of the origin of our three Gospels. He supposes, 1) w, the original Hebrew Gospel, 
2) xa Greek version of the same. 3) x + a -+ A, a volume containing a copy of tho 
Hebrew original Gospel, accompanied by lesser (a) and greater (A) additions. 
4) n + B + B, another copy of ditto, accompanied by other lesser (J) and greater (B) 
additions. 5) x + y + I, a third copy of ditto, accompanied by a third set of lesser 
(y) and greater (T) additions. 6) 3,a Hebrew gnomology (collection of sayings of the 

Lord), varying according to differant copies. 
Hence he holds our Gospels to have arisen: viz. the Hebrew Matthew, from n +- 2 

+a+A+ y+ l:—Leke, frome 4- 2 4- 8 -- B -- y +T- 8:— Mark, frome + a + 
A. 4- 8 -- BTM: the Greek Matthew, to be a translation from the Hebrew Matt., 

with the collation of & and of Luke and Mark. This is only one of the various arrange- 
ments made by the supporters of this hypothesis. For those of Eichhorn, Gratz, &c., 
see Meyer's Comment. vol. i. Einleitung, pp. 25—27. A 8] 
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Gospel could never have existed, because of the omission in one or 

other of our three, of passages which must necessarily have formed a 
part of it; e. g. Matt. xxvi. 6—13 (see there) omitted by Luke‘. I 
believe then that we may safely abandon the idea of any single original 
Gospel, whether Aramaic or Greek. 

3. Still it might be thought possible that, though one document cannot 
have originated the text of the common parts of our Gospels, several 
documents, more or less related to ohe another, may have done so, in the 

absence of any original Gospel. But this, it will be seen, is but an 
imperfect analysis of their origin ; for we are again met by the question, 
whence did these documenta take their rise? And if they turn out to be 
only so many modifications of a received oral teaching respecting the 
actions and sayings of our Lord, then to that oral teaching are we re- 
ferred back for a more complete account of the matter. That such 
evangelical documents did exist, I think highly probable; and believe 
I recognize such in some of the peculiar sections of Luke; but that the 
common parts of our Gospels, even if taken from such, are to be traced 
back further, I am firmly convinced. 

4. We come then to enquire, whether the common sections of our 
Gospels could have originated from a common oral source. If by this 
latter is to be understood,—one and the same oral teaching every where 
recognized, our answer must be in the negative: for the difficulties of 
verbal discrepancy, varying arrangement, insertion, and omission, would, 
as above, remain unaccounted for. At the same time, it is highly impro- 
bable that such a course of oral teaching should ever have been adopted. 
Let us examine the matter more in detail. 

5. The Apostles were witnesses of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus. 
In this consisted their especial office and work. Others besides them 
had been companions of our Lord :—but peculiar grace and power was 
given to them, by which they gave forth their testimony (Acts iv. 88). 
And what this testimony included, we learn from the conditions of 
apostleship propounded by Peter himself, Acts i. 21, 22: that in order 
to its being properly given, an Apostle must have been an eye and ear 
witness of what had happened from the baptism of John until the ascen- 

Those who maintain the anointing of Matt. xxvi. 6 to be the same with that of Luke 
vii. 86, forget that it is incumbent on them in such cases to shew sufficient reason for 
the inversion in order of time. It is no reply to my argument, to say that Luke omits 
the anointing at Bethany, because he had related it before in ch. vii. Had he not had 
Matthew's Gospel before hun, it is very likely that he may have inserted an incident 
which he found without date, in a place where it might illustrate the want of charity of 
a Pharisee: but laing (on their hypothesis) Matthew’s Gospel before him, and the in- 
cident being there related in strict sequence and connexion with our Lord’s Death, it is 
simply inconceivable that he should have transposed it, and obliterated all trace of such 
connexion, deeply interesting and important as it is. 

7] 
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sion : i. e. during the whole official life of our Lord. With the whole of 
this matter, therefore, was his apostolic testimony concerned. And we 
are consequently justified in assuming that the substance of the teaching 
of the Apostles consisted of their testimony to such facts, given in the 
Holy Ghost and with power. The ordinary objection to this view, that 
their extant discourses do not contain Evangelic narrations, but are 
hortatory and persuasive, is wholly inapplicable. Their extant discourses 
are contained in the Acts, a second work of the Evangelist Luke, who 
having in his former treatise given all which he had been able to collect 
of their narrative teaching, was not likely again to repeat it. Besides 
which, such narrative teaching would occur, not in general and almost 
wholly apologetic discourses held before assembled unbelievers, but in 
the building up of the several churches and individual converts, and in 
the catechization of catechumens. It is a strong confirmation of this 
view, that Luke himself in his preface refers to this original apostolic 
narrative as the source of the various ¢inyfeee which many had taken in 

hand to draw up, and states his object in writing to be, that Theophilus 
might know the certainty (áe$áAeuav) of those sayings concerning which 
he had been catechized. 

It is another confirmation of the above view of the testimony of the 
apostolic body,—that Paul claims to have received an independent know- 
ledge, by direct revelation, of at least some of the fundamental parts of 
the Gospel history (see Gal. i. 12: 1 Cor. xi. 23; xv. 8), to qualify him 
for his calling as an Apostle. 

6. I believe then that the Apostles, in virtue not merely of their 
having been eye and ear witnesses of the Evangelic history, but espe- 
cially of their office, gave to the various Churches their testimony in 
a narrative of facts: such narrative being modified in each case by the 
individual mind of the Apostle himself, and his sense of what was 
requisite for the particular community to which he was ministering. 
While they were principally together, and instructing the converts at 
Jerusalem, such narrative would naturally be for the most part the same, 
and expressed in the same, or nearly the same words: coincident how- 
ever not from design or rule, but because the things themselves were the 
same, and the teaching naturally fell for the most part into one form. 
It would be easy and interesting to follow the probable origin and 
growth of this cycle of narratives of the words and deeds of our Lord in 
the Church at Jerusalem,—for both the Jews, and the Hellenists,—the 
latter under such teachers as Philip and Stephen, commissioned and 
authenticated by the Apostles. In the course of such a process some 
portions would naturally be written down by private believers, for their 
own use or that of friends. And as the Church spread to Samaria, 
Cesarea, and Antioch, the want would be felt in each of these places, of 
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similar cycles of oral teaching, which when supplied would thence- 
forward belong to and be current in those respective Churches. And 
these portions of the Evangelic history, oral or partially documentary, 
would be adopted under the sanction of the Apostles, who were as in all 
things, so especially in this, the appointed and divinely-guided overseers 
of the whole Church. This common substratum of apostolic teaching. 
never formally adopted by all, but subject to all the varieties of diction 
and arrangement, addition and omission, incident to transmission 

through many individual minds, and into many different localities, — 
T believe to have been the original source of the common part of our three 

ls. 
7. Whether this teaching was wholly or in part expressed originally in 

Greek, may admit of some question. That it would very soon be so ex- 
pressed, follows as a matter of course from the early mention of Hel- 
lenistic converts, Acts vi., and the subsequent reception of the Gentiles 
into the Church ; and it seems to have been generally received in that 
language, before any of ita material modifications arose. This I gather 

from the remarkable verbal coincidences observable in the present Greek 
texts. Then again, the verbal discrepancies of our present Greek texts 
entirely forbid us to imagine that our Evangelists took up the usual oral 
teaching at one place or time; but point to a process of alteration and 
deflection, which will now engage our attention. 

8. It will be observed that I am now speaking of those sections which 
our Gospels possess IN COMMON, and WITHOUT REFERENCE TO THEIR 
ORDER. The larger additions, which are due to peculiar sources of 
information,—the narratives of the same event which have not sprung 

from a common source,—the different arrangement of the common sec- 
tions, with all these I am not now concerned. 

9. The matter then of those sections I believe to have been this 
generally-received oral narrative of the Apostles of which I have spoken. 
Delivered, usually in the same or similar terms, to the catechumens in 

the various Churches, and becoming the text of instruction for their 
pastors and teachers, it by degrees underwent those modifications which 

the various Gospels now present to us. And I am not now speaking of 
any considerable length of time, such as might suffice to deteriorate and 
corrupt mere traditional teaching,—but of no more than the trans- 
mission through men apostolic or almost apostolic, yet of independent 
habits of speech and thought,—of an account which remained in sub- 
stance the same. Let us imagine the modifications which the individual 
memory, brooding affectionately and reverently over each word and act 
of our Lord, would introduce into a narrative in relating it variously and 
under differing circumstances :—the Holy Spirit, who brought to their 
remembrance whatever things He had said to them (John xiv. 26), 
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working in and distributing to each severally as He would ;—let us place 
to the account the various little changes of transposition or omission, of 
variation in diction or emphasis, which would be sure to arise in the 
freedom of individual teaching,—and we have I believe the only reason- 
able solution of the arbitrary and otherwise unaccountable coincidences 
and discrepancies in these parts of our Gospels. 

10. It might perhaps be required that some presumptive corroborations 
should be given of such a supposition as that here advanced. For the 
materials of such, we must look into the texts themselves of such sections. 

And in them I think I see signs of such a process as the latter part of 
paragraph 9 describes. For, 

11. It is a well-known and natural effect of oral transmission, that 

while the less prominent members of a sentence are transposed, or dimi- 
nished or increased in number, and common-place expressions replaced by 
their synonymes, any wnusual word, or harsh expression, or remarkable 
construction is retained. Nor is this only the case, such words, expres- 

sions, or constructions, preserving their relative places in the sentences, 
but, from the mind laying hold of them, and retaining them at all 
events, they are sometimes found preserved near their original places, 
though perhaps with altered relations and import. Now a careful 
observation of the text of the Gospels will continually bring before the 
reader instances of both of these. I have subjoined in a note a few, 
more to tempt the student to follow the track, than to give any adequate 
illustration of these remarks *. 

12, With regard to those parts of our Gospels which do not fall under 
the above remarks, there are various conceivable sources whence they 
may have arisen. As each Evangelist may have had more or less access 
to those who were themselves witnesses of the events, whether before or 

5 Of unusual words, &c., retaining their places in the parallel sentences,—dxap6y, 
Matt. ix. 15, Mark ii. 20, Luke v. 35; caraxAdoag, Mark vi. 41, Luke ix. 16; driew 

pov, Matt. xvi. 24, Mark viii. 34, Luke ix. 23; duceéAwc, Mark x. 23, Luke xviii. 24; 
cuvOA\dw and Awpáo, Matt. xxi. 44, Luke xx. 18; xoAo(3óu, Matt. xxiv. 22, Mark 

xiii. 20; ABL (whereas they generally use Aap. simply), Matt. xxvi. 55, Mark 
xiv. 48; ĉaßirw, Matt. vii. 5, Luke vi. 42; yevynrol yvyauey, Matt. xi. 11, Luke 
vii. 28. 

Of unusual words, expressions, or constructions, found at or near their places in 
parallel passages, but not in the same connerion,—arxixw, Matt. vi. 2 al., Luke vi. 24; 
xoriay x, Matt. xiv. 16, Luke ix. 11; eg, Mark viii. 19, 20, Luke ix. 13, John 

vi. 9; ecóAÀo, Luke viii. 49, Mark v. 35; ro, Mark iv. 17, Luke viii. 12; BacavíiZo, 

Mark vi. 48, Matt. xiv. 24; mic, Mark v. 16, Luke viii. 86; dvaceiw, Mark xv. 11, 

Luke xxiii. 5; 9A@ev (of Joseph of Arimathea), Matt. xxvii. 57, Mark xv. 43, 
John xix. 38; mtpirí0gui, Matt. xxvii. 28, Mark xv. 17: construction (but see var. 

read.) Matt. xxiii. 13, Mark xii. 89, 40; rpocgwviw, with dative, Matt. xi. 16, Luke 

vii. 82. 
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during the public ministry of our Lord, or as each may have fallen in 
with a more complete or a shorter account of those evente, so have our 
narratives been filled out with rich detail, or confined to the mere state- 

ment of occurrences :—so have they been copious and entire in their 
history, or have merely taken up and handed down a portion of our 
Lord's life. These particulars will come under our notice below, when we 
treat of each Gospel by itself. 

13. The above view has been impugned by Mr. Birks (Hors Evan- 
gelice, &. Lond. 1852), and Mr. Smith of Jordanhil (Dissertation 
on the Origin and Connexion of the Gospels: Edinb. 1853). While 
maintaining different hypotheses, both agree in regarding oral tradition 
as quite insufficient to account for the phenomena of approximation to 
identity which are found in the Gospels. But both, as it seems to me, 

have forgotten to take into account the peculiar kind of oral tradition 
with which we are here concerned. Both concur in insisting on the 
many variations and corruptione to which oral transmiseion is liable, as 
an objection to my hypothesis. But we have here a case in this respect 
exceptional and sui generis. The oral tradition (or rather ORAL TEACH- 
ING) with which we are concerned, formed the substance of a deliberate 
and careful testimony to facts of the highest possible importance, and 
as such, was inculcated in daily catechization: whereas common oral tra- 
dition is careless and vague, not being similarly guarded, nor diffused as 
matter of earnestinstruction. Besides which, these writers forget, that I 
have maintained the probability of a very early collection of portions of 
such oral teaching into documents, some of which two or even three 
Evangelists may have used; and these documents or é:yhoetc, in some 
cases drawn up after the first minute verbal divergences had taken place, 
or being translations from common Aramaic sources, would furnish many 
of the phenomena which Mr. Smith so ingeniously illustrates from 
translation in modern historians and newspapers. I have found reason 
to infer, Vol. IL, Prolegg. p. 14, that St. Luke was acquainted with 
Hebrew ; and he would therefore be an independent translator, as well as 
the other two Evangelists. 

14. For the sake of guarding against misunderstanding, it may be 
well formally to state the conclusion at which I have arrived respecting 
the origin of our three first Gospels: in which, I may add, I have been 

much confirmed by the thorough revision of the text rendered necessary 
in preparing each of these later editions, and indeed by all my observation 
since the first publication of these prolegomena : 

That the synoptic Gospels contain the substance of the Apostles’ testi- 

mony, collected principally from their oral teaching current in the Church, 

—Ppartly also from written documents embodying portions of that teaching: 

that there ie however no reason from their internal structure to belseve, 
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but every reason to disbelieve, that any one of the three Evangelists had 
access to either of the other two Gospels in its present form. 

SECTION IV. 

THE DISCREPANCIES, APPARENT AND REAL, OF THE THREE GOSPELS. 

1. In our three narratives, many evente and sayings do not hold the 
same relative place in one as in another: and hence difficulties have 
arisen, and the faith of some has been weakened; while the adversaries 

of our religion have made the most of these differeyces to impugn the 
veracity of the writers themselves. And hence also Christian commen- 
tators have been driven to a system of harmonizing which condescends 
to adopt the weakest compromises, and to do the utmost violence to 
probability and fairness, in its zeal for the veracity of the Evangelists. 
It becomes important therefore critically to discriminate between real 
and apparent discrepancy, and while with all fairness we acknowledge 
the former where it exists, to lay down certain common-sense rules 
whereby the latter may be also ascertained. 

2. The real discrepancies between our Evangelistic histories are very 
few, and those nearly all of one kind. They are simply the results of 
the entire independence of the accounts. They consist mainly in 
different chronological arrangements, expressed or implied. Such for 
instance is the transposition, before noticed, of the history of the passage 
into the country of the Gadarenes, which in Matt. viii. 28 ff. precedes 
a whole course of events which in Mark v. 1 ff.: Luke viii. 26 ff. it 
follows. Such again'is the difference in position between the pair of 
incidents related Matt. viii. 19—22, and the same pair of incidents 
found in Luke ix. 57—61. And such are some other varieties of 
arrangement and position which will be brought before the readers of 
the following Commentary. Now the way of dealing with such discre- 
pancies has been twofold,—as remarked above. The enemies of the faith 
have of course recognized them, and pushed them to the utmost; often 
attempting to create them where they do not exist, and where they do, 
using them to overthrow the narrative in which they occur. "While this 
has been their course,—equally unworthy of the Evangelists and their 
subject has been that of those who are usually thought the orthodox 
Harmonists. They have usually taken upon them to state, that such 
variously placed narratives do not refer to the same incidents, and so to 
save (as they imagine) the credit of the Evangelists, at the expense of 
common fairness and candour. Who, for example, can for a moment 

doubt that the pairs of incidents above cited from Matthew and Luke 
are identical with each other? What man can ever suppose that the 
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same offer would have been, not merely twice made to our Lord in the 
same words and similarly answered by Him (for this is very possible), 
but actually followed in both cases by a request from another disciple, 
couched also in the very same words? The reiterated sequence of the 
two is absolutely out of all bounds of probability :—and yet it is sup- 
posed and maintained by one of the ablest of our modern Harmonists. 
And this is only one specimen out of very many of the same kind, notices 
of which may be seen in the following Commentary. 

3. The fair Christian critic will pursue a plan different from both 
these. With no desire to create discrepancies, but rather every desire 
iruthfully and justly to solve them, if it may be,—he will candidly 
recoghize them where they unquestionably exist. By this he loses 
nothing, and the Evangelists lose nothing. That one great and glorious 
portrait of our Lord should be harmoniously depicted by them,—that 
the procession of events by which our redemption is assured to us should 
be one and the same in all,—is surely more wonderful, and more plainly 
the work of God's Holy Spirit, the more entirely independent of each 
other they must be inferred to have been. Variation in detail and 
arrangement is to my mind the most valuable proof that they were, not 
mere mouthpieces or organs of the Holy Spirit, as some would suicidally 
make them, but holy men, under His inspiration. I shall treat of this 
part of our subject more at length below (in § vi.) : —I mention it now, 
to shew that we need not be afraid to recognize real discrepancies, in the 
spirit of fairness and truth. Christianity never was, and never can be 
the gainer, by any concealment, warping, or avoidance of the plain truth, 
wherever tt is to be found. 

4. On the other hand, the Christian critic will fairly discriminate 
between real and apparent discrepancy. And in order to this, some rules 
must be laid down by which the limits of each may be determined. 

5. Similar incidents must not be too hastily asswmed to be the same. If 
one Evangelist had given us the feeding of the jive thousand, and another 
that of the four, we should have been strongly tempted to pronounce the 
incidents the same, and to find a discrepancy in the accounts: but our 
conclusion would have been false :—for we have now both events narrated 
by each of two Evangelists (Matthew and Mark), and formally alluded 

to by our Lord Himself in connexion. (Matt. xvi. 9, 10. Mark viii. 19, 20.) 
And there are several narrations now in our Gospels, the identification 
of which must be abstained from; e. g. the anointing of our Lord by the 
woman who was a sinner, Luke vii. 36 ff., and that at Bethany by 
Mary the sister of Lazarus, in Matt. xxvi. 6 ff.: Mark xiv. 3 ff.: John 
xi. 2; xii. 8 ff. In such cases we must judge fairly and according to 
probability,—not making trifling differences in diction or narrative into 
important reasons why the incidente should be different ;—but rather 
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examining critically the features of the incidents themselves, and discern- 
ing and determining upon the evidence furnished by-them. 

6. The circumstances and nature of our Lord's discourses must be taken 
into account. Judging à priori, the probability is, that He repeated most 
of His important sayings many times over, with more or less variation, to 
different audiences, but in the hearing of the same apostolic witnesses. If 
now these witnesses by their independent narratives have originated our 
present Gospels, what can be more likely than that these sayings should 
have found their way into the Gospels in various forms,—sometimes, as 

especially in Matt., in long and strictly coherent discourses,—sometimes 
scattered up and down, as is the matter of several of Matthew's dis- 
courses in Luke? Yet such various reports of our Lord’s sayings are 
most unreasonably by some of the modern German critics (e. g. De 
Wette) treated as discrepancies, and used to prove Matthew's discourses 
to have been mere arrangements of shorter sayings uttered at different 
times. A striking instance of the repetition by our Lord of similar dis- 
courses varied according to the time and the hearers, may be found in 
the denunciations on the Scribes and Pharisees as uttered during the 
journey to Jerusalem, Luke xi. 37 ff., and the subsequent solemn and 
public reiteration of them in Jerusalem at the final close of the Lord’s 
ministry in Matt. xxiii. Compare also the parable of the pounds, Luke 
xix. 11 ff, with that of the talents, Matt. xxv. 14 ff, and in fact the 

whole of the discourses during the last journey in Luke, with their 
parallels, where such exist, in Matthew. 

SECTION V. 

THE FRAGMENTARY NATURE OF THE THREE GOSPELS. 

1. On any hypothesis which attributes to our Evangelists the design 
of producing a complete history of the life and actions of our Lord, and 
gives two of them the advantage of consulting other records of the same 
kind with their own,—the omissions in their histories are perfectly inex- 
plicable. For example,—Matthew, as an Apostle, was himself an eye- 
witness of the Ascension, an event holding a most important place in 
the Divine process of the redemption of man. Yet he omite all record or 
mention of tt. And though this is the most striking example, others are 
continually occurring throughout the three Gospels. Why has there 
been no mention in them of the most notable miracle wrought by our 
Lord,—which indeed, humanly speaking, was the final exciting cause of 
that active enmity of the Jewish rulers which issued in His crucifixion ? 
Can it be believed, that an Apostle, writing in the fulness of his know- 
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ledge as such, and with the design of presenting to his readers Jesus of 
Nazareth as the promised Messiah,—should have omitted all mention of 
the raising of Lazarus,—and of the subsequent prophecy of Caiaphas, 
whereby that Messiahship was so strongly recognized? The ordinary 
supposition, of silence being maintained for prudential reasons concerning 
Lazarus and his family, is quite beside the purpose. For the sacred 
books of the Christians were not published to the world in general, but 
were reserved and precious possessions of the believing societies: and 
even had this been otherwise, such concealment was wholly alien from 
their spirit and character. 

2. 'The absence of completeness from our Gospels is even more 
strikingly shewn in their minor omissions, which cannot on any suppo- 
sition be accounted for, if their authors had possessed records of the 
incidents so omitted. Only in the case of Luke does there appear to 
have been any design of giving a regular account of things throughout: 
and from his many omissions of important matter contained in Matthew, 
it is plain that his sources of information were, though copious, yet 
fragmentary. For, assuming what has been above inferred as to the 
independence of our three Evangelists, it is inconceivable that Luke, 
with his avowed design of completeness, ch. i. 3, should have been in 
possession of matter so important as that contained in those parts of 
Matthew, and should deliberately have excluded it from his Gospel. 

3. The Gospel of Mark,—excluding from that term the venerable and 
authentic fragment at the end of ch. xvi.,—terminates abruptly in the 
midst of the narrative of incidents connected with the resurrection of our 
Lord. And, with the exception of the short prefatory compendium, 
ch. i. 1—13, there is no reason for supposing this Evangelist to be an 
abbreviator, in any sense, of the matter before him. His sources of 
information were of the very highest order, and his descriptions and 
narratives are most life-like and copious; but they were confined within 
a certain cycle of apostolic teaching, viz. that which concerned the 
official life of our Lord: and in that cycle not complete, inasmuch as he 
breaks off short of the Ascension, which another Evangelistic hand has 
added from apostolic sources. 

SECTION VI. 

THE INSPIRATION OF THE EVANGELISTS AND OTHER N. T. WRITERS. 

1. The results of our enquiries hitherto may be thus stated: That 
our three Gospels have arisen independently of one another, from 
sources of information possessed by the Evangelists ;—such sources of 
information, for a very considerable part of their contents, being the 
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narrative teaching of the Apostles; and, in cases where their personal 
testimony was out of the question, oral or documentary narratives, pre- 
served in and received by the Christian Church in the apostolic age ;— 
that the three Gospels are not formal complete accounts of the whole 
incidents of the sacred history, but each of them fragmentary, containing 
such portions of it as fell within the notice, or the special design, of the 
Evangelist. 

2. The important question now comes before us, In what sense are the 
Evangelists to be regarded as having been inspired by the Holy Spirit of 
God? That they were so, in some sense, has been the concurrent belief 
of the Christian body in all ages. In the second, as in the nineteenth 
century, the ultimate appeal, in matters of fact and doctrine, has been 
to these venerable writings. It may be well then first to enquire on 
what grounds their authority has been rated so high by all Christians. 

3. And I believe the answer to this question will be found to be, 
Because they are regarded as authentic documents, descending from the 
apostolic age, and presenting to us the substance of the apostolic testimony. 
The Apostles being raised up for the special purpose of witnessing to 
the Gospel Mstory,—and these memoirs having been universally received 
in the early Church as embodying that their testimony, I see no escape 
left from the inference, that they come to us with inspired authority. 
The Apostles themselves, and their contemporaries in the ministry of 
the Word, were singularly endowed with the Holy Spirit for the 
founding and teaching of the Church: and Christians of all ages have 
accepted the Gospels and other writings of the New Testament as the 
written result of the Pentecostal effusion. The early Church was not 
likely to be deceived in this matter. The reception of the Gospels 
was immediate and universal. They never were placed for a moment 
by the consent of Christians in the same category with the spurious 
documents which soon sprung up after them. In external history, as in 
internal character, they differ entirely from the apocryphal Gospels; 
which though in some cases bearing the name and pretending to con- 
tain the teaching of an Apostle, were never recognized as apostolic. 

4. Upon the authenticity, i. e. the apostolicity of our Gospels, rests 
their claim to inspiration. Containing the substance of the Apostles' 
testimony, they carry with them that special power of the Holy Spirit 
which rested on the Apostles in virtue of their office, and also on other 
teachers and preachers of the first age. It may be well then to enquire 
of what kind that power was, and how far extending. 

5. We do not find the Apostles transformed, from being men of in- 
dividual character and thought and feeling, into mere channels for the 
transmission of infallible truth. We find them, humanly speaking, to 
have been stil distinguished by the same characteristics as before the 
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descent of the Holy Ghost. We see Peter stil ardent and impetuous, 
stil shrinking from the danger of human disapproval;—we see John 
still exhibiting the same union of deep love and burning zeal ;—we find 
them pursuing different paths of teaching, exhibiting different styles of 
writing, taking hold of the truth from different sides. 

6. Again, we do not find the Apostles put in possession at once of the 
divine counsel with regard to the Church. Though Peter and John 
were full of the Holy Ghost immediately after the Ascension, neither 
at that time, nor for many years afterwards, were they put in possession 
of the purpose of God regarding the Gentiles, which in due time was 
specially revealed to Peter, and recognized in the apostolic council at 
Jerusalem. . 

7. These considerations serve to shew us in what respects the working 
of the Holy Spirit on the sacred writers was analogous to His influence 
on every believer in Christ; viz. in the retention of individual character 
and thought and feeling,—and in the gradual development of the ways 
&nd purposes of God to their minds. 

8. But their situation and office was peculiar and unezampled. And 
for its fulfilment, peculiar and unexampled gifts were bestowed upon 
them. One of these, which bears very closely upon our present subject, 
was, the recalling by the Holy Spirit of those things which the Lord had 
said to them. This was His own formal promise, recorded in John xiv. 
26. And if welook at our present Gospels, we see abundant evidence 
of its fulfilment. What unassisted human memory could treasure up 
saying and parable, however deep the impression at the time, and report 
them in full at the distance of several years, as we find them reported, 
with every internal mark of truthfulness, in our Gospels? What in- 
vention of man could have devised discourses which by common consent 
differ from all sayings of men— which possess this character unaltered 
notwithstanding their transmission through men of various mental 
organization—which contain things impossible to be understood or ap- 
preciated by their reporters at the time when they profess to have been 
uttered—which enwrap the seeds of all human improvement yet attained, 
and are evidently full of power for more? I refer to this latter alter- 
native only to remark, that all considerations, whether of the Apostles' 
external circumstances, or their internal feelings respecting Him of 
whom they bore witness, combine to confirm the persuasion of Chris- 
tians, that they have recorded as said by our Lord what He truly did 

say, and not any words of their own imagination. 
9. And let us pursue the matter further by analogy. Can we sup- 

pose that the light poured by the Holy Spirit upon the sayings of our 
Lord would be confined to such “sayings, and not extend itself over the 
other parts of the narrative of His life on earth? Can we believe that 
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those miracles, which though not uttered in words, were yet acted 
parables, would not be, under the same gracious assistance, brought 

back to the minds of the Apostles, so that they should be placed on 
record for the teaching of the Church ? 

10. And, going yet further, to those parts of the Gospels which were 
wholly out of the cycle of the Apostles’ own testimony,—can we ima- 
gine that the divine discrimination which enabled them to detect the 
‘lie to the Holy Ghost,’ should have forsaken them in judging of the 
records of our Lord’s birth and infancy,—so that they should have 
taught or sanctioned an apocryphal, fabulous, or mythical account of 
such matters? Some account of them must have been current in the 
apostolic circle; for Mary the Mother of Jesus survived the Ascension, 

and would be fully capable of giving undoubted testimony to the facts. 
(See notes on Luke i. ii.) Can we conceive then that, with her among 
them, the Apostles should have delivered other than a true history of 
these things? Can we suppose that Luke's account, which he includes 
among the things delivered by those who were eye-witnesses and ministers 
of the word from the first, is other than the true one, and stamped with 

the authority of the witnessing and discriminating Spirit dwelling” in 
the Apostles? Can we suppose that the account in the still more 
immediately apostolic Gospel of Matthew is other than the same history 
seen from a different side and independently narrated ? 

11. But if it be enquired, how far such divine superintendence has 
extended in the framing of our Gospels as we at present find them, the 
answer must be furnished by no preconceived idea of what ought to have 
been, but by the contente of the Gospels themselves. That those contents 
are various, and variously arranged, is token enough, that in their selec- 

tion and disposition we have human agency presented to us, under no 
more direct divine guidance, in this respect, than that general leading, 
which in main and essential points should ensure entire accordance. 
Such leading admits of much variety in points of minor consequence. 
Two men may be equally led by the Holy Spirit to record the events of 
our Lord's life for our edification, though one may believe and record, 
that the visit to the Gadarenes took place before the calling of Matthew, 
while the other places it after that event; though one in narrating it 
speaks of two dæmoniacs, —the other, only of one. 

12. And it is observable that in the only place in the three Gospels 
where an Evangelist speaks of himself, he expressly lays claim, not to 

any supernatural guidance in the arrangement of his subject-matter, 
but to a diligent tracing down of all things from the first; in other 
words, to the care and accuracy of a faithful and honest compiler. After 
such an avowal on the part of the editor himself, to assert an immediate 
revelation to him of the arrangement to be adopted and the chronological 
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notices to be given, is clearly not justified, according to his own shewing 
and assertion. The value of such arrangement and chronological con- 
nerion must depend on various circumstances in each case :—on their 
definiteness and consistency,—on their agreement or disagreement with 
the other extant records; the preference being in each case given to 
that one whose account is the most minute in details, and whose notes of 
sequence are the most distinct. 

13. In thus speaking, I am doing no more than even the most scru- 
pulous of our Harmonizers have in fact done. In the case alluded to in 
paragraph 11, there is not one of them who has not altered the arrange- 
ment, either of Matthew, or of Mark, and Luke, so as to bring the visit 

to the Gadarenes into the same part of the Evangelic History. But, 
if the arrangement ttself were matter of divine inspiration, then have 
we no right to vary it in the slightest degree, but must maintain (as the 
Harmoniste have done in other cases, but never, that I am aware, in 
this) two distinct visits to have been made at different times, and nearly 
the same eventa to have occurred at both. I need hardly add that a 
similar method of proceeding with all the variations in the Gospels, 
whick would on this supposition be necessary, would render the Scripture 
narrative a heap of improbabilities ; and strengthen, instead of weaken- 
ing, the cause of the enemies of our faith. 

14. And not only of the arrangement of the Evangelic History are 
these remarks to be understood. There are certain minor points of 
accuracy or inaccuracy, of which human research suffices to inform men, 
and on which, from want of that research, it is often the practice to 
speak vaguely and inexactly. Such are sometimes the conventionally 
received distances from place to place; such are the common accounts 
of phænomena in natural history, £c. Now in matters of this kind, the 
Evangelists and Apostles were not supernaturally informed, but left, in 

common with others, to the guidance of their natural faculties. 
15. The same may be said of citations and dates from history. In the 

last apology of Stephen, which he spoke being full of the Holy Ghost, 
and with divine influence beaming from his countenance, we have at 
least two demonstrable historical inaccuracies. And the occurrence of 
similar ones in the Gospels does not in any way affect the inspiration or 
the veracity of the Evangelists. 

16. It may be well to mention one notable illustration of the prin- 
ciples upheld in this section. What can be more undoubted and unani- 

$ To suppose St. Luke to have written idofev rápol, r. r. A. if he were under the con- 
scious inspiration of the Holy Spirit, superseding all his own mental powers and facul- 
ties, would be to charge him with ascribing to his own diligence and selection that 
which was furnished to him independently of both. Yet to this are the assertors of 
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mous than the testimony of the Evangelists to THE RESURRECTION OF 
THE Lorp? If there be one fact rather than another of which the 
Apostles were witnesses, it was this: and in the concurrent narrative of 
all four Evangelists it stands related beyond all cavil or question. Yet 
of all the events which they have described, none is so variously put 
forth in detail, or with so many minor discrepancies. And this was 
just what might have been expected, on the principles above laid down. 
The great fact that the Lord was risen,—set forth by the ocular witness 
of the Apostles, who had seen Him,—became from that day first in 

importance in the delivery of their testimony. The precise order of His 
appearances would naturally, from the overwhelming nature of their 
present emotions, be a matter of minor consequence, and perhaps not 
even of accurate enquiry till some time had passed. Then, with the 
utmost desire on the part of the women and Apostles to collect the 
events in their exact order of time, some confusion would be apparent 
in the history, and some discrepancies in versions of it which were the 
results of separate and independent enquiries;—the traces of which 
pervade our present accounts. But what fair-judging student of the 
Gospels ever made these variations or discrepancies a ground for doubt- 
ing the veracity of the Evangelists as to the fact of the Resurrection, or 
the principal details of the Lord's appearances after it? 

17. It wil be well to state the bearing of the opinions advanced in 
this section on two terms in common use, viz. verbal, and plenary 

inspiration. 
18. With regard to verbal inspiration, I take the sense of it, as 

explained by its most strenuous advocates, to be, that every word and 
phrase of the Scriptures is absolutely and separately true,—and, whether 
narrative, or discourse, took place, or was said, in every most exact par- 

ticular as set down. Much might be said of the à priori unworthiness 
of such a theory, as applied to a Gospel whose character is the freedom 
of the Spirit, not the bondage of the letter: but it belongs more to my 
present work to try it by applying it to the Gospels as we have them. 
And I do not hesitate to say, that being thus applied, its effect will be 
to destroy altogether the credibility of our Evangelists. Hardly a single 
instance of parallelism between them arises, where they do not relate 
the same thing indeed in substance, but expressed in terms which if 
literally taken are incompatible with each other. To cite only one 
obvious instance. The Title over the Cross was written in Greek. 
According then to the verbal-inspiration theory, each Evangelist has 
recorded the exact words of the inscription; not the general sense, but 
the inscription itself,—not a letter less or more. This is absolutely 

necessary to the theory. Its advocates must not be allowed, with con- 
venient inconsistency, to take refuge in a common-sense view of the 
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matter wherever their theory fails them, and still to uphold it in the 
main’, And how it will here apply, the following comparison will shew :— 

Matt., obrôc lor incovc ó Hutu, röv lovdaier. 

Mark, ó Bacidetv¢ rà» lovdalwy. 

Luke, 6 Baccdteve röv iovdaiwy osroc. 
John, lnovig 6 valwpaiog ó Bacireve rey lovdaier. 

19. Another objection to the theory is, that if it be so, the Christian 
world is left in uncertainty what her Scriptures are, as long as the 
sacred text is full of various readings. Some one manuscript must be 
pointed out to us, which carries the weight of verbal inspiration, or some 
text whose authority shall be undoubted, must be promulgated. But 
manifestly neither of these things can ever happen. To the latest age, 
the reading of some important passages will be matter of doubt in the 
Church: and, which is equally subversive of the theory, though not of 
equal importance in itself, there is hardly a sentence in the whole of the 
Gospels in which there are not varieties of diction in our principal MSS., 
baffling all attempts to decide which was its original form. 

20. The fact is, that this theory uniformly gives way before intel- 
ligent study of the Scriptures themselves; and is only held, consistently 
and thoroughly, by those who have never undertaken that study. When 
put forth by those who have, it is never carried fairly through; but 
while broadly asserted, is in detail abandoned. 

21. If I understand plenary inspiration rightly, I hold it to the 
utmost, as entirely consistent with the opinions expressed in this 
section. The inspiration of the sacred writers I believe to have con- 
sisted in the fulness of the influence of the Holy Spirit specially raising 
them to, and enabling them for, their work,—in a manner which dis- 
tenguishes them from all other writers in the world, and their work 
From all other works. The men were full of the Holy Ghost—the books 
are the pouring out of that fulness through the men,—the conservation 
of the treasure in earthen vessels. The treasure is ours, in all its rich- 

ness: but it is ours as only it can be ours,—in the imperfections of 
human speech, in the limitations of human thought, in the variety 
incident first to individual character, and then to manifold transcription 
and the lapse of ages. 

22. Two things, in concluding this section, I would earnestly impress 
on my readers. First, that we must take our views of inspiration not, 
as is too often done, from à priori considerations, but ENTIRELY FROM THE 
EVIDENCE FURNISHED BY THE SCRIPTURES THEMSELVES: and secondly, 
that the MEN were INSPIRED, the BOOKS are the RESULTS OF THAT IN- 
SPIRATION. This latter consideration, if all that it implies be duly 
weighed, will furnish us with the key to the whole question. 

7 This has been done, as far as I have seen, in all remarks of verbal-inspirationists on 

this part of my Prolegomena.—Sept. 1862. 
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SECTION VII. 

IMPRACTICABILITY OF CONSTRUCTING A FORMAL HARMONY OF THE 

THREE GOSPELS. 

1. From very early times attempts have been made to combine the 
narratives of our three Gospels into one continuous history. As might 
have been expected, however, from the characteristics of those Gospels 

above detailed, such Harmonies could not be constructed without doing 
considerable violence to the arrangement of some one or more of the 
three, and an arbitrary adoption of the order of some ome, to which 
then the others have been fitted and conformed. An examination of 
any of the current Harmonies will satisfy the student that this has been 
the case. 

2. Now on the supposition that the three Gospels had arisen one out 
of the other, with a design such as any of those which have been pre- 
viously discussed (with the exception of e) in § ii. 2, 3, such a Harmony 
not only ought to be possible, but should arise naturally out of the 
several narratives without any forcing, or alteration of arrangement. 
Nay, on the supplementary theory of Greswell and others, the last 
written Gospel should itself be such a History as the Harmonizers are 
in search of. Now not only is this not the case, but their Harmonies 
contain the most violent and considerable transpositions :—they are 
obliged to have recourse to the most arbitrary hypotheses of repetition 
of events and discourses,—and after all, their Harmonies, while some 
difficulties would be evaded by their adoption, entail upon us others even 
more weighty and inexplicable. 

3. Taking, however, the view of the origin of the Gospels above 
advocated, the question of the practicability of Harmonizing is simply 
reduced to one of matter of fact :—khow for the three Evangelists, in 
relating the events of a history which was itself one and the same, have 
presented us with the same side of the narrative of those events, or with 
fragments which will admit of being pieced into one another. 

4. And there is no doubt that, as far as the main features of the 
Evangelic history are concerned, a harmonious whole is presented to us 
by the combined narrative. The great events of our Lord’s ministry, 
His baptism, His temptation, His teaching by discourses and miracles, 
His selection of the Twelve, His transfiguration, His announcement 
of His sufferings, death, and resurrection, His last journey to Jerusa- 
lem, His betrayal, His passion, crucifixion, burial, and resurrection,— 

these are common to all; and as far as they are concerned, their narra- 

tives naturally fall into accordance and harmony. But when we come 
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to range their texts side by side, to supply clause with clause, and 
endeavour to construct a complete History of details out of them, we at 
once find ourselves involved in the difficulties above enumerated. And 
the inference which an unbiassed mind will thence draw is, that as the 
Evangelists wrote with no such design of being pieced together into a 
complete History, but delivered the apostolic testimony as they had 
received it, modified by individual character and oral transmission, and 

carefully according to the best of their knowledge,—so we 
should thus simply and reverentiall receive their records, without 
setting them at variance with each other by compelling them in all cases 
to say the same things of the same events. 

5. If the Evangelists have delivered to us truly and faithfully the 
apostolic narratives, and if the Apostles spoke as the Holy Spirit 
enabled them, and brought events and sayings to their recollection, then 
we may be sure that F we knew the real process of the transactions 
themselves, that knowledge would enable us to give an account of the 
diversities of narration and arrangement which the Gospels now present 
to «s. But without such knowledge, all attempts to accomplish this 
analysis in minute detail must be merely conjectural : and must tend to 
weaken the Evangelic testimony, rather than to strengthen it. 

6. The only genuine Harmony of the Gospels will be furnished by 
the unity and consistency of the Christian's belief in their record, as 
true to the great events which it relates, and his enlightened and intel- 
ligent appreciation of the careful diligence of the Evangelists in ar- 
ranging the important matter before them. If in that arrangement he 
finds variations, and consequently inaccuracies, on one side or the other, 
he will be content to acknowledge the analogy which pervades all the 
divine dealings with mankind, and to observe that God, who works, in 
the communication of His other gifts, through the medium of secondary 
agents, has been pleased to impart to us this, the record of His most 
precious Gift, also by human agency and teaching. He will acknow- 
ledge also in this, the peculiar mercy and condescension of Him who 
bas adapted to universal human reception the record of eternal life by 
His Son, by means of the very variety of individual recolleetions and 
modified reports. And thus he will arrive at the true Harmonistic view 
of Scripture ; just as in the great and discordant world be does not 
seek peace by setting one thing against another and finding logical 
solution for all, but by holy and peaceful trust in that Almighty Father, 
who doeth all things well. So that the argument so happily applied by 
Butler to the nature of the Revelation contained in the Seriptures, may 
with equal justice be applied to the Qooks themselves in which the record 
of that revelation is found,—that ‘He who believes the Scriptures to 
have proceeded from Him who is the Author of nature, may well expect 
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to find the same sort of difficulties in them, as are found in the constitu- 
tion of nature.’ 

CHAPTER II. 

OF THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MATTHEW. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Tue author of this Gospel has been universally believed to be, THE 
ArosrTLE Marrnew. With this belief the contents of the Gospel are 
not inconsistent; and we find it current in the very earliest ages (see 
testimonies in the next section). 

2. Of the Apostle Matthew we know very little for certain. He was 
the son of Alphæus (Mark ii. 14), and therefore probably the brother of 
James the less. His calling, from being a publican to be one of the 
Twelve, is narrated by all three Evangeliste. By Mark and Luke he is 
called Levi; in this Gospel Matthew. Such change of name after 
becoming a follower of the Lord, was by no means uncommon ; and the 
appearance of the apostolic, not the original name, in the Gospel proceed- 
ing from himself, is in analogy with the practice of Paul, who always in 
his Epistles speaks of himself by his new and Christian appellation. 
(On the doubts raised in ancient times respecting the identity of 
Matthew and Levi, see note on Matt. ix. 9.) 

8. The Apostle Matthew is described by Clement of Alexandria* as 
belonging to the ascetic Judaistic school of early Christiane. Nothing 
is known of his apostolic labours out of Palestine, which Eusebius men- 
tions generally (é érépovc, Hist. Eccl. iii. 24). Later writers fix the 
scene of them in Ethiopia, but also include in their circle Macedonia, 
and several parte of Asia (Rufin. Hist. Eccl x. 9. Socr. Hist. Eccl. 
i 19). Heracleon, as cited by Clement of Alexandria, Strom. iv. 9, 
p. 595, relates that his death was natural. This is implicitly confirmed 
by Clement himself, and by Origen and Tertullian, who mention only 
Peter, Paul, and James the greater as martyrs among the Apostles. 

* Mar@aiog piv od» ô dwécrodog oreppdrwy x. depodpiwy x. Aayávev dviv epeév 
perehapBarey, 'Iwávynç 0d òreprelvag rij iyepdraay áepiðaç c. pods fjo8uy dpf 
Peodag. ii. 1, p. 174-6. 
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SECTION II. 

ITS OBIGINAL LANGUAGE. 

l. It has been much disputed among biblical scholars, whether this 
Gospel was originally composed in HEBREW (i.e. Syro-chaldaic, the 
vernacular language of tbe Hebrew Christians in Palestine) or in 
GREEK. I shall state the principal arguments on both sides, and give 
my own judgment on them. 

A. Those who maintain a HxBREW original rest on the evidence of the 
early Church. And this evidence was unanimous. It mainly consists of 
the following testimonies : 

(a) Parras, bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia in the beginning of the 
2nd century. Eusebius thus describes him (H. E. iii. 86), — Ilaxiag, ric 
év 'IepasóAec vrapowíac kai aùròç éixioxoxoc, àv) rà wárra sri pddora® 
Aeyweraroc kal ypagije eichpwr. He wrote five evyypáppara, entitled 
Aoylwy cupiaxey é&myfonc (ib. iii. 39); as Irenæus also states (Her. 
v. 88, p. 382),—where he calls him 'Ieárrov pév áxovorfic, IHoAvxápzov dé 
£raipoc ye yo, ápxyatoc àrvfjp. It is true that Eusebius asserts him, with 
reference to his adoption of chiliastic opinions, to have been oe$ó?pa 
epacpóc roy vov» (H. E. ibid.): but this, it is alleged, cannot be brought 
to bear on the validity of his testimony to a matter of fact; being only 
said controversial, and with regard to the adoption by Papias of 
apocryphal stories, and his belonging to a particular school of interpre- 
tation, from which Eusebius dissented. His testimony runs thus: 
MarOaios ud» ody éfpotB. Sua Mkre rà NG ovveráfaro: Apyryveuce d abrà 
ús dbóvaro (or fv Buvards) Exacros. That Papias meant by rà Aóyia the 
Gospel of Matthew, not merely a collection of discourses, is probable, 
from his calling Mark’s Gospel (apparently), cbrrakic r&y rupiard doyiwy 
(Eus. ib.) : and from the title of his own work (see above). It would 
seem from the latter words of tbe above testimony, that Papias was not, 

The author of the article on the first edition of this vol. in the Edinburgh Review, 
July, 1851, would render dv5p Aoyewraroc ‘a man full of anecdotes,’ and thereby dis- 
parage Papias’ testimony. But not to mention how inconsistent this is with the whole 
tenor of the passage in which the term occurs, which goes to exalt that testimony, the 
usage of Aóytogc by Eusebius himself is decisive against the Reviewer. See, e. g., H. E. 
vi. 15 (of Origen), diavelpag rà *1505, rv ‘“Hpachdy rüv yvepipev poxpivac, iy re 
roig log o sovÜaior, cai dc Ovra Aoyusrarov ávüpa x. girocogiag obx ápoqoy, 
rose d za0iorg ric kargxfjatec : ib. 20,—1f«patov 82 card rovro sAsíovc Aóyiot 
z. lx goiao rio ápÓpec, . . among whom he enumerates Beryllus of Bostra, Hippolytus, 
Gaius (Aoywéraroc dvfp): cf. also v. 16 (init.), vii. 7 (abròc obrog Aóyióg re ral 
Oavpácigc). See Heinichen’s note on the word in the passage cited in the text. 
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at all events, aware of any authoritative contemporaneous version in 
Greek. 

(8) Inenzvs, Her. iii. 1, p. 174: ó piv MarBaiog £v roic ‘EBpaing rj 
idig Ceadéxry airwy xai ypagny ikhveyzey evayyediov, rov Ilérpov xai rov 

abo év 'Pwpp cvayyelopérur cal OepeAcobvrwy ri)» &cAncíar. Nota 

word is here said of Papias: indeed, by the last clause, this testimony, it 

is said, manifestly rests on independent ground. That such a note of time 
Should have been, as has been supposed (Edin. Rev. July 1851, p. 88), 
a calculation of Irenæus himself, is inconceivable. 

(y) EUskBTUs, H. E. v. 10, relates of Pantenus, 6 Darratvoc xai 
tic I: dog £A0eiv. Aéyerai, EvOa Aóyoc edpeiy atrüv wpodÜácar riv avrov 

wapovoiay ro kara MarÜaiov ebayyédioy rapa rwv. abrófi roy xpurróv 
éxeyvwxdaty, olc BupOodopatoy ray dxoorohwy Eva «puta, abroic re 

"Efpaiwy ypappace rj» rou MarÜaíov xaradenlar ypaghy, fy kai odlecBar 

elc rò» dndovpevoy xpóvor. This tradition recognizes a Hebrew Gospel 
according to Matthew, and thus agrees with the testimonies before cited. 

(€) ORIGEN, Comm. in Matt. tom. i., preserved in Eus. H. E. vi. 26, 
describes himself as £v wapadécet paday rept röv recodpwr ebayyeriwy & 
xai pova ávavripigrá čorır i» r vro roy obpavòy txcArnolg rov Otov, Öri 
wperor p» yéypaxrat ro xarà roy woré reÀwynr, Üarepoy 06 dxdorodoy 
'"Ineov xpwrro?, MarÜaioy, éxdedwxcra abro roig axe ‘lovdarcpod morevoace 

ypáppaoct £f) paixotc ovvreraypérvoy. 
(e) EvsEB1IUS, Hist. Eccl. iii. 24: Maraioc pèr yap wpórepov 'Effpatotc 

enpbtuc, c čpeAe kal & érépove lv, rarpliy yXerry ypagy wapadouc rò 
car abroy evayyédor, rò Retro rj avrov xapovaíg rovro ag’ dv iaréA- 
Acro Cia ric ypagiic ávexAfjpov. With this may be compared another 

passage of Eusebius (ad Marin. quest. ii, p. 941): AéXexrac dé Spe tod 
caBBdrou xapa rov ípumvebócavroc rjv ypaphv' ò pey yap sbayyeMorüc 
MarÜaioc EH ydwrrp vaptéCwie rò tUayyéAior. This last passage 

shews that Eusebius himself believed the Gospel to have been written in 
Hebrew. 

() Eprrenantvus, Her. xxix. 9, p. 124, says of the Ebionites and 
Nazarenes, éxove: & ro xarà MarÜaioy eùdayyéňor xAnpéoraroy éBpaicri. 
rap' avroic yap caóé&c rovro, rab iÈ dpx Eypagn Epaixoic ypappaccy, 
Ert owZerar, And again, Her. xxx. 8, p. 127, cal ĉéxorraı èy xai aùro 

ro xara MarÜaior evayyéNtoy . . . Kadover dt abró xarà ' EOpalovc, òc rà 

&AnUij toriy EH, Gre MarÜatoc póroç EBpuiori xal EBpaixotc ypáppacuw iv 
rj kaw ScaOhxy d rothjcaro rv tov evayyediov ExOesiy re xal küpvypa. 

(n) JE ROME, Pref. to Matt.: “ Matthæus in Judea Evangelium Hebrao 
sermone edidit ob eorum vel maxime causam qui in Jesum crediderant ex 

Judœis. Also de Viris illustr. 8: “ Mattheus, qui et Levi, ez publicano 
Apostolus, primus in Judea propter eos qui ex circumcisione crediderant, 
Evangelium Christi Hebraicis literis verbisque composuit, quod quis postea 
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in Gracum transtulerit, non satis cerium est. Porro $psum Hebraicum 
habetur usque hodie in Casarienss bibliotheca, quam Pamphilus martyr 
studiosissime confecit. Mihi quoque a Nazorais qui in Berœa urbe 
Syria hoc volumine utuntur, desoribendi facultas fuit. In quo animad- 
vertendum, quod ubicumque Evangelista, sive ex persona vera sive ex 
persona Domini Salvatoris, veteris. scripture testimoniis utitur, non 
sequatur LXX iranslatorum auctoritatem, sed Hebraicum, e quibus illa 

duo sunt: ' Ez Ægypto vocavi filium meum :' et, ' Quoniam Nazaræus 
vocabitur." Also, in quatuor evv. ad Damasum prefatio: De novo nune 
loquor testamento, quod Græcum esse non dubium est, excepto Apostolo 
Mattheo, qui primus in Judæa Evangelium Christi Hebraicis literis 
edidit. Again, Ep. Damaso de Osanna: Matthæus, qui Evangelium 
Hebraico sermone conscripsit, ita posuit osanna berama, id est, Osanna 
in excelsis, &c. Again, Ep. Hedibiw, quest. viii.: In Evangelio autem 
(Matthæi, from context), quod Hebraicis literis scriptum. est, legimus, 
non velum templi scissum, sed superliminare templi mira magnitudinis 
corruisse. Again, Comm. in Hos. xi. in treating of the words ‘ Out of 
Egypt have I called my son, he says, Hunc locum in septimo volumine 
Julianus Augustus quod adversum nos, i. e., Christianos, evomuit, 

calumniatur et dicit, quod de Israel scriptum. est, Matt. Evangelista ad 
Ohristum transtulit, ut simplicitats eorum qui de gentibus crediderant 
iluderot. Cui nos breviter rospondebimus : 1°, Matthewm Evangelium 
Hebrais literis edidisse, quod non poterant legere nisi hi qui ex Hebrœis 
erant: ergo non propterea fecit ut illuderet ethnicis." Jerome refers also 
to the tradition mentioned under (y) above, and says, Reperit 
(-Pantenus) in India Bartholomeum de duodecim Apostolis adventum 
Domini nostri Jesu Ohristi juxta Matthaei Evangelium prœdicasse, quod, 
Hebraicis litteris scriptum, revertens Alexandriam secum detulit." (De 
Viris illustr. 36.) 

(8) Gregory Nazianzen, Chrysostom, Augustin, Isidorus Hispalensis, 
Theophylact, Euthymius, and others, assert the same. 

B. Those who maintain a GREEK original, rest principally on the 
internal evidence furnished by the Gospel iteelf. But they also demur 
to the sufficiency of the external evidence above cited. They object, 

I. () That the testimony of Papias, on which much of this evidence 
rests, is unsatisfactory, as having proceeded from a man of weak judg- 

ment. 
(<) That there appears to have been some confusion between the 

(supposed) Hebrew original of St. Matthew, and the heretical ‘ Gospel 
according to the Hebrews.’ Jerome, de Viris illustr. 3, says (see above, 
[u]) that he had seen the Hebrew original of Matthew at Berea by 
favour of the Nazarenes, and bad copied it. But further, in his Com- 

mentary on Matt. ii. he says, In Evangelio quo utuntur Nazaræi et 
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Hebionitm, quod nuper in Grecum de Hebreo sermone transtulimus, et 
quod vocatur a plerisque Matthei authenticum, &c. And the Com- 
mentary on Matt. was written some years after his Treatise de Viris 
illustr. Again, still later, Dialog. adv. Pelagianos, lib. iii.: In Fran- 
gelio juxta Hebreos, quod Chaldaico quidem Syroque sermone, sed 
Hebraicis literis conscriptum est, quo utuntur. usque hodie Nazareni, 
secundum Apostolos, sive ut plerique autumant, juxta Matthewm, quod et 
in Cosariensi habetur bibliotheca, narrat historia (then follows an 
apocryphal anecdote). 
Now let these notices be compared with his assertion above, that the 

Hebrew original of Matt. related *euperliminare templi mire magnitudi- 
nis corruisse, and it will appear, 

1. That Jerome once believed the Hebrew MS. in the Cesarean 
library to be the original Gospel of St. Matthew. 

2. That he believed this original to be different from our present 
Greek Gospel: for he quotes from it things not found there. 

8. That in subsequent years he modified his opinion that this docu- 
ment was the original Hebrew text of St. Matthew, and took refuge 
under ‘guod vocatur a plerisque, and ‘secundum Apostolos, sive ut 
plerique autumant, &. 
(A) Light is thrown on this uncertainty by the assertion of Epipha- 

nius (above, [C), which clearly shews that he was misled by the 
Nazarenes and Ebionites to believe their Gospel to be the genuine 
Gospel of Matthew. 

II. But the advocates of the Greek original rest mainly on the 
phenomena of the Gospel itself. They maintain, 

(u) That the present Greek text stands on precisely the same footing 
as that of the other Gospels: is cited as early, and as constantly as 
they are. 

(») That the hypothesis of a translation from the Hebrew altogether 
fails to account for the identity observable in certain parts of the text of 
the three synoptic Gospels. For the translator must either have been 
acquainted with the other two Gospels, —in which case it is incon- 
ceivable that in the midst of the present coincidences in many passages, 
such divergences should have occurred,—or unacquainted with them, in 
which case the identity itself would be altogether inexplicable. 

(E) A further observation of the coincidences and divergences is said 
to confirm the view of a Greek original. The synoptic Gospels mainly 
coincide in the discourses and words of our Lord, but diverge in their 
narrative portions; and while verbal identity is found principally in the 
former, the latter present the phenomena either of independent transla- 
tions from the same original, or of independent histories. 

(o) Again, whereas the Evangelists themselves, in citing the O. T. 
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usually quote from the Hebrew text, our Lord in his discourses almost 
uniformly quotes the Septuagint, even where it differs from the Hebrew. 
This is urged as tending to establish the Greek original of St. Matt.: 
for if the Gospel were really written in Hebrew for the use of Jews, it 
is not conceivable that the citations would be given in any but the 
Hebrew text: and equally inconceivable that the translator would have 
rendered them into the language of the LXX in our Lord's discourses, 
while he retained the Hebrew readings in the narrative. 

(x) But the same fact would also tend to establish that our Lord 
spoke usually in Greek '*, —that Greek was the language commonly used 
and generally understood by the Jews of Palestine,—and consequently, 
that the composition of a Hebrew Gospel for the early Judzo-Christians 
would be unnecessary, and in the last degree improbable. 

C. (p) It would exceed the limits of these Prolegomena to argue the 
question at length. I can only state my own judgment on the point in 
debate. In the first edition of this work, I acceded to what ap- 
peared to me the irresistible weight of testimony of antiquity. But 
I have since then studied very closely the text itself, especially with 
reference to its revision in those passages which find parallels in the 
other Gospels: and I am bound to say that my view of the Hebrew 
origin is much shaken. 

(c) Besides which, it certainly appears to me, that the testimonies of 
Epiphanius and Jerome go to shew that they beleved the so-called 
Gospel to tke Hebrews TO BE THE VERITABLE ORIGINAL of St. Matthew: 
that so believing, Jerome copied and translated it, and quoted from it : 
but subsequently found reason to doubt this, and gradually modified 
his former assertions. Strange as this may be, I do not see how 
we can deny it as the result of combining the above extracts from his 
wri 

(r) On the whole, then, I find myself constrained to abandon the view 
maintained in my first edition, and to adopt that of a Greek original. 

(v) We thus have to consider the first Gospel on the same ground, 
and to judge it by the same rules, as the second and third Gospels. 

1* This has been ingeniously maintained (by the late Duke of Manchester) in * A Chap- 
ter on the Harmonizing Gospels,’ printed at the University Press, Dublin, 1854. See 

also Hug, Einleitung, ed. 4, vol. ii. pp. 27—49, on the ordinary language of Palestine 
when Matt. wrote his Gospel. 
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SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJEOT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

l. The statements in several of the testimonies above cited, shew the 

prevalence of a general opinion that Matthew originally drew up his 
Gospel for the use of the Jewish converts in Palestine. And internal 
notices tend to confirm this inference. We have fewer interpretations 
of Jewish customs, laws, and localities, than in the two other Gospels. 
The whole narrative proceeds more upon a Jewish view of matters, and 
is concerned more to establish that point, which to a Jewish convert 
would be most important,—that Jesus was the Messiah prophesied in 
the Old Testament. Hence the commencement of his genealogy from 
Abraham and David; hence the frequent notice of the necessity of this 
or that event happening, because it was so foretold by the propheta; 
hence the constant opposition of our Lord’s spiritually ethical teaching 
to the carnal formalistic ethics of the Scribes and Pharisees. 

2. But we must not think of the Gospel as a systematic treatise 
drawn up with this end continually in view. It only exercised a very 
general and indirect influence over the composition, not excluding nar- 
ratives, sayings, and remarks which had no such tendency, or even par- 
took of an opposite one. 

3. Grecian readers were certainly also in the view of the Apostle; and 
in consequence, he adds interpretations and explanations, such e. g. as 
ch. i. 23; xxvii. 8, 33, 46, for their information. 

4. In furtherance of the design above mentioned, we may discern 
(with the caution given in 2) a more frequent and consistent reference 
to the Lord as a King, and to his Messianic kingdom, than in the other 
Gospels. Designing these Prolegomena not as a complete Introduction 
to the Gospels, but merely as subsidiary to the following Commentary, I 
purposely do not give instances of these characteristics, but leave them 
to be gathered by the student as he proceeds. 

SECTION IY. 

AT WHAT TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The testimony of the early Church is unanimous, that Matthew 
wrote first among the Evangelists. Clement of Alexandria, who dis- 
sented from the present order of our Gospels, yet placed those of 
Matthew and Luke first: xpoyeypagOac Af rev ebayyediwy ra 
wepiéyovra trac yereadoying (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vi. 14). Origen's 
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testimony see above (5 ii. 1, 8). And lreneus (see above, ibid., 6) 
relates that Matthew wrote his Gospel while Peter and Paul were 
preaching and founding the Church in Rome. Without adopting 
this statement, we may remark that it represents a date, to which 
internal chronological notices are not repugnant. It seems, from ch. 
xxvii. 8, and xxviii. 15, that some considerable time had elapsed since 
the events narrated; while, from the omission of all mention of the 

destruction of Jerusalem, it would appear that the Gospel was published 
before that event. All these marks of time are, however, exceedingly 

vague, especially when other notices are taken mto account, which place 
the Gospel eight years after the Ascension (Theophyl. and Euthym.) ; 
— fifteen years after the ascension (Niceph. Hist. Eccl. ii. 45): —at the 
time of the stoning of Stephen (Cosmas Indicopleustes. Fabricius, Bibl. 
Gr. iv. 5). 

SECTION V. 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. The Gospel of Matthew is written in the same form of diction 
which pervades the other Gospels, the Hebraistic or Hellenistic Greek. 
This dialect resulted from the dispersion of the Greek language by the 
conquests of Alexander, and more especially from the intercourse of 
Jews with Greeks in the city of Alexandria. It is that of the LXX 
version of the Old Testament; of the apocryphal books; and of the 
writings of Philo and Josephus. In these two latter, however, it is 
not so marked, as in versions from the Hebrew, or books aiming at a 
Hebraistic character. 

2. Of the three Gospels, that of Matthew presents the most complete 
example of the Hebraistic diction and construction, with perhaps the 
exception of the first chapter of Luke. And from what has been above 
said respecting its design, this would naturally be the case. 

8. The internal character of this Gospel also answers to what we 
know of the history and time of its compilation. Its marks of chrono- 
logical sequence are very vague, and many of them are hardly perhaps 
to be insisted on at all. When compared with the more definite notices 
of Mark and Luke, its order of events is sometimes superseded by theirs. 
It was to be expected, in the earliest written accounts of matters so 

! The Edinburgh Reviewer blames it in me as an instance of carelessness, that I have 

here combined a passage relating to the existing Greek Gospel, with one referring to the 
hypothetical Hebrew one. But I own I am unable to see why the view of the early 
Church, as to a matter of date, may not be gathered from both, irrespective of the 
question of a Hebrew or Greek original. 
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important, that the object should rather be to record the things done, and 
the sayings of our Lord, than the precise order in which they took place. 

4. It is in this principal duty of an Evangelist that Matthew stands 
pre-eminent ; and especially in the report of the longer discourses of our 
Lord. It was within the limits of his purpose in writing, to include all 
the descriptions of the state and hopes of the citizens of the kingdom of 
heaven which Jesus gave during His ministry. This seems to have 
been the peculiar gift of the Spirit to him,—to recall and deliver down, 
in their strictest verbal connexion, such discourses as the Sermon on the 

Mount, ch. v.—vii.; the apostolic commission, ch. x.; the discourse 

concerning John, ch. xi.; that on blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, 
ch. xii; the series of parables, ch. xii.; that to the Apostles on their 
divisions, ch. xviii.; and in their fulness, the whole series of polemical 

discourses and prophetic parables in ch. xxi.— xxv. 
5. It has been my endeavour in the following Commentary, to point 

out the close internal connexion of the longer discourses, and to combat 
the mistake of those critics, who suppose them to be no more than col- 
lections of shorter sayings associated together from similarity of subject 
or character. 

6. On the connexion between the Epistle of James and some parts 
of this Gospel, see the Prolegomena to that Epistle, Vol. IV. 

CHAPTER III. 

OF THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MARE. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. As in the case of the two other Gospels, we are dependent entirely 
on traditional sources for the name of the author. It has been univer- 
sally believed to be Afarcus: and further, that he was the same person 
who in Acts xii. 12, 25; xv. 37, is spoken of as 'Ieárrnc 6 éxexadobvpevoc 

(éxexAnBeic, kaXobperoc) Mápkoc: in xiii. 5, 18, as 'Ieáyrgc : in xv. 89, as 

Mápxoc: also in Col. iv. 10: 2 Tim. iv. 11: Philem. 24. The few par- 

ticulars gleaned respecting him from Scripture are, that his mother's 
name was Mary (Acts xii. 12); and tbat she was sister to the Apostle 
Barnabas (Col. iv. 10); that she dwelt in Jerusalem (Acts, ibid.); that 
he.was converted to Christianity by the Apostle Peter (1 Pet. v. 13); 
that he became the minister and companion of Paul and Barnabas, in 
their first missionary journey (Acts xii. 25); and was the cause of the 
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variance and separation of these Apostles on their second (Acts xv. 37 
- )), Barnabas wishing to take him again with them, but Paul re- 
fusing, because he had departed from them before the completion of 
the former journey (Acts xiii. 13). He then became the companion of 
Barnabas in his journey to Cyprus (Acts xv. 39). We find him however 
again with Paul (Col. iv. 10), and an allusion apparently made in the 
words there to some previous stain on his character, which was then 
removed; see also Philem. 24: 2 Tim. iv. 11. Lastly, we find him with 
Peter (1 Pet. v. 18). From Scripture we know no more concerning 
him. But an unanimous tradition of the ancient Christian writers 
represents him as the 'interpres' of Peter: i. e. the secretary or ama- 
nuensis, whose office i& was to commit to writing the orally-delivered 
instructions and narrations of the Apostle. See authorities quoted in 
§ ii., below. 

2. Tradition (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. ii. 15) brings him with Peter to 
Rome (but apparently only on the authority of 1 Pet. v. 13); and 
thence to Alexandria. He is said to have become first bishop of the 
Church in that city, and to have suffered martyrdom there. All this 
however is exceedingly uncertain. 

SECTION II. 

ITS ORIGIN. 

1. It was universally believed in the ancient Church, that Mark’s 
Gospel was written under the influence, and almost by the dictation, of 

Peter. 
(a) Eusebius quotes from Papias (Hist. Eccl. iii. 89), as a testimony 

of John the presbyter, Mápxoc pèv épusvevrüc llérpow yevdpuevoc, dea 
Eurnpdvevcer, ákpuJec éypaper, x.. A. 

(3) The same author (Hist. Eccl. v. 8) says, Mápxoc 6 padnric xai 
Eppnrevrac Dérpovs, xal abroc rà bxó Ilérpov xnpucocpeva éyypagwe Jui 
wapadédwxe. This he quotes from Irenæus (iii. 1, p. 174); and further that 
this took place pera riv rovrev (i. e. rov Iérpov x. rov IavAov) £todov. 

(y) The same author (Hist. Eccl. ii. 15) relates on the authority of 
Clement (Hypotyp. vi.) and Papias, that the hearers of Peter at Rome, 
unwilling that his teaching should be lost to them, besought Mark, who 
was a follower of Peter, to commit to writing the substance of that 
teaching ; that the Apostle, being informed supernaturally of the work 
in which Mark was engaged, hi- ry ro arépéy xpoBupig, vvp&cal re 

THY ypagny eic kurt ul rūc éxadnolac. This account is manifestly incon- 

sistent with the former. 
(ò) In Hist. Eccl. vi. 14, Eusebius gives yet another account, citing 
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the very passage of Clement above referred to: that Peter, knowing of 
‘Mark’s work when it was completed and published, wporpexruég phre 
KwAvoat pyre xporpepaobat. 

(e) The same author, in his Demonstr. Evang. iii. 5, p. 122, says, 
Ilérpoc òè ravra wepi éavrov paprupel’ warra yap rà wapà Mapxy rov 
Ilérpov &taMEre» elvai u axropynporeipara. 

(C) Tertullian (cont. Marcion. iv. 5, p. 867) relates: Marcus quod 
edidit Evangelium, Petri adfirmatur, cujus interpres Marcus." 

(n) Jerome (ad Hedibiam, quest. xi. p. 844) writes: Habebat ergo 
(Paulus) Titum interpretem, sicut et beatus Petrus Marcum, cujus 
Evangelium Petro narrante et illo scribente compositum ost." 

2. The above testimonies must now be examined as to how far we are 
bound to receive them as decisive. We may observe that the matter 
to which they refer is one which could, from its nature, have been known 
io very few persons; viz. the private and unavowed influence of an 
Apostle over the writer. (For I reject at oncé the account which 
makes Peter authorize the Gospel, from no such authorization being 
apparent, which it certainly would have been, had it ever existed.) 
Again, the accounts cited are most vague and inconsistent as to the 
extent and nature of this influence,—some stating it to have been no 
more than that Peter preached, and Mark, after his death, collected the 
substance of his testimony from memory ; others making it extend even 
to the dictation of the words by the Apostle. 

8. It is obvious that all such accounts must be judged according to 
the phenomena presented by the Gospel iteelf. Now we find, in the 
title of the Gospel, a presumption that no such testimony of Peter is 
here presented to us, as we have of Matthew in the former Gospel. 
Had such been the case, we should have found it called the Gospel 
according to Peter, not according to Mark. 

4. If again we examine the contents of the Gospel, we are certainly 
not justified in concluding that Peter's hand has been directly employed 
in its compilation in its present form. The various mentions, and 
omissions of mention, of incidents in which that Apostle is directly 
concerned, are such as to be in no way consistently accounted for on 
this hypothesis. For let it be allowed that a natural modesty might 
have occasionally led him to omit matters tending to his honour,—yet 
how are we to account for his omitting to give an exact detail of other 
things at which he was present, and of which he might have rendered 
the most precise and circumstantial account? This has been especially 
the case in the narrative of the day of the Resurrection, not to mention 

numerous other instances which will be noticed in the Commentary. 
Besides, the above hypothesis regarding his suppressions cannot be con- 
mstently carried out. A remarkable instance to the contrary may be 
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seen ch. xvi. 7, where eírars roig paOqraic avrov xai T$ Nérpy stands 
for etxare roic pa@yraic abro in Matthew. 

5. We are led to the same conclusion by a careful comparison of the 
contents of this Gospel with those of Matthew and Luke. We find that 
it follows the same great cycle of apostolic teaching ;—that its narra- 
tives are derived in many cases from the same sources ;—that it is im- 
probable that any individual Apostle should have moulded and fashioned 
a record which keeps so much to the beaten track of the generally- 
received Evangelic history. His own individual remembrances must 
unavoidably have introduced additions of so considerable an amount as 
to have given to the Gospel more original matter than it at present 
possesses. 

6. But while unable to conceive any influence directly exerted by 
Peter over the compilation of the Gospel, I would by no means deny 
the possibility of the derivation of some narratives in it from that 
Apostle, and recognize in such derivation the ground of the above tes- 
timonies. The peculiarly minute and graphic precision (presently, § viii. 
to be further spoken of) which distinguishes this Evangelist, seems to 
claim for him access in many cases to the testimony of some eye-witness 
where the other two Evangelists have not had that advantage. I have 
pointed out these cases where they occur, in the Commentary; and 
have not hesitated in some of them to refer conjecturally to Peter as 
the source of the narration. 

7. The inference to be drawn from what has preceded is, that,—the 
general tradition of the ancients which ascribed to Mark a connexion 
with Peter as his secretary or interpreter, being adopted, as likely to be 
founded on fact,—yet the idea of any considerable or direct influence of 
Peter over the writing of the Gospel is not borne out by the work itself. 
We may so far recognize in it one form of the probable truth; —it is 
likely that Mark, from continual intercourse with and listening to Peter, 
and possibly from preservation of many of his narrations entire, may 
have been able, after his death, or at all events when separated from 
him, to preserve in his Gospel those vivid and original touches of 
description and filling-out of the incidents, which we now discover in it. 
Further than this I do not think we are suthorized in assuming; and 
even this is conjectural only. 

SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

l. Internal evidence is very fullas to the class of readers for whom 
Mark compiled his Gospel: the Gentile Ohristiane are clearly pointed 
out by the following indications :— 
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(a) The omission of all genealogical notices of our Lord’s descent. 
(8) The general abstinence from Old Testament citations, except in 

reporting discourses of our Lord (ch. i. 2, 3 is the only exception, xv. 
28 being rejected as spurious). 

(y) The appending of interpretations to the Hebrew or Aramaic 
terms occurring in the narrative (ch. v. 41; vii. 11, 34). 

(8) The explanations of Jewish customs, as for example ch. vii. 3, 4. 
(e) Remarkable insertions or omissions in particular places: as, e. g. 

adoty roic éOveov, ch. xi. 17, which words are omitted in Matthew and 
Luke:—no mention of the Jewish law :—omission of the limitations 
of the mission of the Apostles in Matt. x. (common however also to 
Luke.) 

2. It is true that too much stress must not be laid on single par- 
ticulars of this sort, as indicating design, where the sources of the 

. Gospels were so scattered and fragmentary. But the concurrence of all 
these affords a very strong presumption that that class of readers was 
in the view of the Evangelist, in whose favour all these circumstances 
unite. See Prolegomena to Matthew, § iii. 2. 

SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The most direct testimony on this head is that of Irenæus, iii. 1 
(see above, § ii. 1, f), that it was after the deaths of Peter and Paul. 

This would place its date, at all events, after the year 63 (see Prolegg. 
to Acts, chronological table). But here, as in the case of the other 
Gospels, very little can be with any certainty inferred. We have con- 
flicting traditions (see above, $ ii.), and the Gospel itself affords us no 
clue whatever. 

2. One thing only we may gather from the contents of the three first 
Gospels,—that none of them could have been originally written after 
the destruction of Jerusalem. Had they been, the omission of all 
allusion to so signal a fulfilment of our Lord's prophecies would be 
inexplicable. In the case indeed of Luke, we can approximate nearer 
than this (see below, ch. iv. 8 iv.); but in those of Matthew and Mark, 
this is all which can be safely assumed as to the time of their first 
publication ;—that it was after the dispersion or even the death of most 
of the Apostles, and before the investment of Jerusalem by the Roman 
armies under Titus in the year 70. 
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SECTION V. 

AT WHAT PLACE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

Of this we have no trustworthy evidence. Most ancient writers 
(Clement, Eusebius, Jerome, Epiphanius, Ke.) mention Rome; but 
apparently in connexion with the idea of Mark having written under 
the superintendence of Peter. Chrysostom mentions Alerandria ; but 
no Alexandrine writer confirms the statement. In modern times, Storr 

has advanced a hypothesis that Mark wrote at Antioch, which he grounds, 
but insufficiently, on a comparison of ch. xv. 21, with Acts xi. 20. 

SECTION VI. 

IN WHAT LANGUAGE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. There has never been any reasonable doubt that Mark wrote in 
Greek. The two Syriac versions contain a marginal note, that Mark 
preached in Rome in Latin: and four mss. enumerated by Scholz, 
Prolegg. p. xxx, append a notice, rd «ar. pap. cbay. iypáġn puwpaiori 
ir 'Pópn pera črn y ric åvaħfpewç rov xvpíov. This statement, how- 
ever, is destitute of probability from any external or internal evidence, 
and is only one more assumption from the hypothetical publication in 
Rome under the superintendence of Peter, and for Roman converts. 

2. Many writers of the Romish Church have defended the hypothesis 
of a Latin original, being biassed by a wish to maintain the authority 
of the Vulgate: and a pretended part of the original autograph of the 
Evangelist is still shewn in the Library of St. Mark’s church at Venice; 
which, however, has been detected to be merely part of an ancient Latin 
MS. of the four Gospels,—another fragment of which exists, or existed, 
at Prague,—formerly preserved at Aquileia. 

8. If Mark wrote in Latin, it is almost inconceivable that the original 

should have perished so early that no ancient writer should have made 
mention of the fact. For Latin was the language of a considerable and 
increasing body of Christians,—unlike Hebrew, which was little known, 
and belonged to a section of converts few in number:—yet ancient 
testimony is unanimous to Matthew’s having written in Hebrew,— 
while we have not one witness to Mark having written in Latin. 
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SECTION VII. 

GENUINENESS OF THE GOSPEL. 

l. This has never been called in question, till very recently, by some 
of the German critics (Schleiermacher, Credner:—which last however 
[see Meyer, Com. ii. 9, note] has since seen reason to abandon his 
view,—and more recently still, Grimm) on, as it appears to me, wholly 
insufficient grounds. They allege that the testimony of Papias (see 
above, § ii. 1, a) does not apply to the contents of our present Gospel, 
but that some later hand has worked up and embellished the original 
simple and unarranged notices of Mark, which have perished. 

2. But neither do the words of Papias imply any such inference as 
that Mark's notices must have been simple and unarranged ; nor, if they 
did, are they of any considerable authority in the matter. It is enough 
that from the very earliest time the Gospel has been known as that of 
Mark ; confirmed as this evidence is by the circumstance, that this name 

belongs to no great and distinguished founder of the Church, to whom it 
might naturally be ascribed, but £o one, the ascription to whom can hardly 
be accounted for, except by its foundation in matter of fact. 

8. On the genuineness of the remarkable fragment at the end of the 
Gospel, see notes there. 

SECTION VIII. 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. Of the three first Gospels, that of Mark is the most distinct and 
peculiar in style. By far the greater part of those graphic touches 
which describe the look and gesture of our Lord, the arrangement or 
appearance of those around Him, the feelings with which He contem- 
plated the persons whom He addressed, are contained in this Gospel. 
While the matters related are fewer than in either Matthew or Luke, 
Mark, in by far the greater number of common narrations, is the most 
copious, and rich in lively and interesting detail. 

2. In one part only does Mark appear as an abridger of previously 
well-known facts; viz. in ch. i. 1—13, where,—his object being to 
detail the official life of our Lord,—he hastens through the previous 
great events,—the ministry of John, the baptism and temptation of 
Christ. But even in the abrupt transitions of this section, there is 
wonderful graphic power, presenting us with a series of life-like pic- 
tures, calculated to impress the reader strongly with the reality, and 
dignity, of the events related. 

8. Throughout the Gospel, even where the narratives are the most 
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copious, the same isolated character of each, the same abrupt transition 
from one to another, is observable. There is no attempt to bind on 
one section to another, or to give any sequences of events. But occa- 
sionally the very precision of the separate narratives of itself furnishes 
accurate and valuable chronological data:—e. g. the important one in 
ch. iv. 35, by which it becomes evident that the whole former part of 
Matthew's Gospel is out of chronological order. 

4. Mark relates but few discourses. His object being to set forth 
Jesus as the Son or Gop (see ch. i. 1), he principally dwells on the 
events of His official life. But the same characteristics mark his report 
of our Lord's discourses, where he relates them, as we have observed in 

tbe rest of his narrative. While the sequence and connexion of the 
longer discourses was that which the Holy Spirit peculiarly brought to 
the mind of Matthew, the Apostle from whom Mark’s record is derived 
seems to have been deeply penetrated and impressed by the solemn 
sterations of cadence and expression, and to have borne away the very 
worde themselves and tone of the Lord's sayings. See especially, as 
illustrating this, the wonderfully sublime reply, ch. ix. 39—50. 

5. According to the view adopted and vindicated in the notes on ch. 
xvi. 9—20, the Gospel terminates abruptly with the words ¿poßoùrro 
yap, ver. 8. That this was not intentionally done, but was a defect,— 

ig apparent, by the addition, in apostolic times, of the authentic and 
most important fragment which now concludes the narrative. 

6. I regard the existence of the Gospel of Mark as a gracious and 
valuable proof of the accommodation by the divine Spirit of the records 
of the life of our Lord to the future necessities of the Church. While 
it contains little matter of fact which is not related in Matthew and 
Luke, and thus, generally speaking, forms only a confirmation of their 
more complete histories, it is so far from being a barren duplicate of 
that part of them which is contained in it, that it comes home to every 
reader with all the freshness of an individual mind, full of the Holy 
Ghost, intently fixed on the great object of the Christian's love and 
worship, reverently and affectionately following and recording His posi- 
tions, and looks, and gestures, and giving us the very echo of the tones 
with which He spoke. And thus the believing student feels, while 
treating of and studying this Gospel, as indeed he does of each in its 
turn, that,—without venturing to compare with one another in value 
these rich and abiding gifts of the Holy Spirit to the Church, —the 
Gospel of Mark is at least as precious to him as any of the others; 
serving an end, and filing a void, which could not without spiritual 
detriment be left uncared for. : 
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CHAPTER IV. 

ON THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LUKE. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. AttHoveH the Author of this Gospel plainly enough speaks of 
himself in his Introduction, and in that to the Acts of the Apostles, we 
are left to gather his name from tradition. Here, however, as in the 

case of Mark, there seems to be no reasonable ground of doubt. It has 
been universally ascribed to Lucas, or Luke, spoken of Col. iv. 14, and 
again Philem. 24, and 2 Tim. iv. 11. 

2. Of this person we know no more with any certainty than we find 
related in the Acts of the Apostles and the passages above referred to. 
From Col. iv. 11, 14, it would appear that he was not born a Jew, being 
there distinguished from oi órvreg éx repirohijc. It is, however, quite 
uncertain whether he had become a Jewish proselyte previous to his 
conversion to Christianity. His worldly calling was that of a Physician ; 
he is called ó iarpóg 6 åyarnróç by Paul, Col iv. 14. A very late 

tradition (Niceph. Hist. Eccl. ii. 43), generally adopted by the Romish 
Church, makes him also to have been a painter; but it is in no respect 
deserving of credit. His birthplace is said by Eusebius (Hist. Eccl. 
iii. 4) and Jerome (Script. Eccles. under Lucas) to have been Antioch, 
but traditionally only, and perhaps from a mistaken identification of 
him with Lucius, Acts xiii. 1 (Lucas = Lucanus, not Lucius). Tradi- 
tion, as delivered by Epiphan. Her. li. 11, p. 438, Pseudo-Origen, Theo- 

phylact, Euthymius, &c., makes him to have been one of the seventy, Luke 
x. 1; but this is refuted by his own testimony, in his Preface,—where he 
by implication distinguishes himself from those who were eye-witnesses 
and ministers of the word. It seems to have arisen from Ais Gospel 
alone containing the account of their mission. 

3. Luke appears to have attached himself to Paul during the second 
missionary journey of the Apostle, and at Troas (Acts xvi. 10). This 
may be inferred from his there first making use of the jirst person plural 
in his narrative; after saying (ver. 8) cure ni eic Tpwaca, he pro- 
ceeds (ver. 10), evOéw. £nrfjcapev ékeNOciv elg ry» Maxedoviay. He thence 

accompanied Paul to Macedonia, remaining perhaps at Philippi (but 
see below, § iv. 3) until Paul returned thither again at the end of his 
second visit to Greece, after the disturbance at Ephesus.  Thence (Acts 
xx. 0) we find him again accompanying Paul to Asia and Jerusalem 
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(xxi. 17); being apparently with him at Cæsarea during his imprison- 
ment (xxiv. 23); and travelling with him to Rome (xxvii. 1—xxviii. 
16). There we also find him remaining with the Apostle to a late 
period, very nearly till his martyrdom. (See 2 Tim. iv. 11.) 

4. Of the time and manner of his death nothing certain is known, 
and the traditions are inconsistent with one another: some, as Greg. 
Naz., alleging him to have suffered martyrdom, while the general report 
is that he died a natural death. 

SECTION II. 

ITS ORIGIN. 

1. A plain statement of the origin of this Gospel is given us by the 
Author himself, in his preface, ch. i. 1—4. He there states that many 
had taken in hand to draw up a statement, according to the testimony 
of those who were from the beginning eye-witnesses and ministers of 
the word, of the matters received (or fulfilled) among Christians ; and 
that it therefore seemed good to him also, having carefully traced the 
progress of events from the first, to write an arranged account of the 
same to his friend (or patron) Theophilus. 

2. From this we gather, (1) that Luke was not himself an eye-witness, 
nor a minister of the word (Vxnpírnc rod Ao) from the beginning; 

(2) that he compiled his Gospel from the testimony of eye-witnesses and 
Apostles, which he carefully collected and arranged. For (1) he im- 
plicitly excludes himself from the number of the abrószra: x. ix. r. AG or- 
and (2) by the xápoí he includes himself among the «oAAoi, who made 
use of autoptic and apostolic testimony. 

3. I have before proved generally that the Gospels of Matthew and 
Mark cannot have been among the number of these dinyhceg of which 

Luke speaks. I may now add to those proofs, that if Luke had seen 
and received, as of apostolic authority, either or both of these gospels, 
then his variations from them are, on his own shewing, unaccountable ; 
if he had seen them, and did not receive them, his coincidences with them 

are equally unaccountable. The improbabilities and absurdities involved 
in his having either or both of them before him and working up their 
narratives into his own, I have before dealt with, in the general 

Prolegomena to the three Gospels. 
4. Judging entirely from the phenomena presented by the Gospel 

itself, my conclusion with regard to its sources is the following :—that 
Luke, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, drew up his Gospel inde- 
pendently of, and without knowledge of, those of Matthew and Mark; 
—that he fell in with, in the main, the same cycle of apostolic teaching 
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as the writers of those Gospels placed on record, viz. that which em- 
braced principally the Galilean life and ministry of our Lord, to the 
exclusion of that part of it which passed at Jerusalem before the formal 
call of the twelve Apostles ;—but that he possessed other sources of 
information, not open to the compiler of Matthew's Gospel, nor to 
Mark. 

5. To this latter circumstance may be attributed his access to (I 
believe, from its peculiar style and character) a documentary record of 
the events preceding and accompanying the birth of the Lord, derived 
probably from her who alone was competent to narrate several parti- 
culars contained in it :—his preservation of the precious and most im- 
portant cycle of our Lord’s discourses and parables contained in that 
large section of his Gospel, ch. ix. 51—xviii. 15, which is mostly peculiar 
to himself:—numerous other details scattered up and down in every 
part of his narrative, shewing autoptic information :—and, lastly, his 

enlarged account of some events following the Resurrection, and the 
narration, by him alone, of the circumstances accompanying the Ascen- 
sion. 

6. A tradition was very early current, that Luke’s Gospel contained 
the substance of the teaching of Paul. Irenæus, Her. iii. 1, p. 174, 
states: Aouxdc dé 6 áxóXAovÜoc Habbo rò ùr’ kel vou xnpvocóutror evay- 
yédtoy ¿v BA care dero. See also Tertullian, cont. Marc. iv. 5, p. 367. 

But this is contradicted by the implicit assertion of the Evangelist him- 
self in his preface, that the Gospel was compiled and arranged by himself 
from the testimony of those who dz’ apyiic, From the beginning of our 
Lord's ministry,’ were eye-witnesses or ministers of the word. Among 
these it is not, of course, possible to reckon Paul. 

7. It is however an interesting enquiry, how far his continued inter- 
course with the great Apostle of the Gentiles may have influenced his 
diction, or even his selection of facts. It is a remarkable coincidence, 
that the account of the institution of the Lord’s Supper should be nearly 
verbatim the same‘ in Luke xxii. 19, and in 1 Cor. xi. 23,—and that 
Paul claims to have received this last from the Lord. For we know, 

2 Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome go so far as to understand the expression ro ebay- 
vii pov, Rom. ii. 16, of the Gospel of Luke. But this is contrary to the usage of 
the word ebayyidcoy in the N. T.: see notes there. 

3 The Edinburgh Reviewer denies this. But it is implied by the nyt» and idoker 
xápoí. Had Paul been the source of his information, he would surely have expressed 
himself otherwise in his preface, and not have so plainly classed himself among those 
who were dependent for their information on the avréxrat and ix pira: rod Aóyov. 

* Even after conforming the texts to the best MSS. Cf. the two passages. ; 
5 It is impossible, with the Edinburgh Reviewer, to regard dà rov xvpíov here as 

spurious. The variations are otherwise accounted for: rapa, by ropa HO preceding; 
— 6o), by the invariable practice of noting in the margin, where ô xóp«og occurs, —6O«óc, 
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that to compensate to Paul in his apostolic office for the want of au- 
toptic authority, and to constitute him a witness to the truth of the 
Gospel, a revelation was made to him,—to which he refers, Gal. i. 12: 
Epb. iii. 8: 1 Cor. xi. 28 ; xv. 3,—embracing at least the leading facts of 
the evangelic history. And this circumstance may have acted imper- 
ceptibly on the mind of Luke, and even shaped or filled out some of his 
narratives, in aid of direct historic sources of testimony. 

B. There is very little trace of Paul's peculiar diction, or prominence 
given to the pointe which it became his especial work to inculcate in the 
Gospel of Luke. Doubtless we may trace a similar cast of mind and 
Joeling in some instances; as e. g. Luke's carefulness to record the 
sayings of our Lord which were assertive of His unrestricted love for 
Jew and Gentile alike: Luke iv. 25 ff.; ix. 52 ff.; x. 30 ff. ; xvii. 16, 

18. We may observe too that in Luke those parables and sayings are 
principally found, which most directly regard the great doctrine of 
man's free justification by grace through faith: e. g. ch. xv. 11 ff.; 
xvii. 10; xviii. 14, in which latter place the use of dedixatwpéroc (see 
note there) is remarkable. These instances, however, are but few,— 

and it may perhaps be doubted whether Commentators in general have 
not laid too great stress upon them. lt would be very easy to trace 
similar relations and analogies in the other Gospels, if we were bent 

upon doing 80. 

SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WBITTEN. 

1. Both these questions are formally answered for us by the Evan- 
gelist himself. He states, ch. i. 8, that he wrote primarily for the benefit 
of one Theophilus, and that he might know the certainty of those accounts 
which had formed the subject of his catechetical instruction. 

2. But we can hardly suppose this object to have been the only 
moving cause to the great work which Luke was undertaking. The 
probabilities of the case, and the practice of authors in inscribing their 
works to particular persons, combine to persuade us that Luke must 
have regarded his friend as the representative of a class of readers for 
whom his Gospel was designed. And in enquiring what that class was, 
we must deal with the data furnished by the Gospel itself. 

8. In it we find universality the predominant character. There is no 

or xpreréc, by way of explanation. And if it be genuine, then Paul did certainly re- 
ceive matters of fact by special revelation. The idea of the facts of the Gospel history 
having been ‘familiar to Paul when he was a persecutor’ is too absurd to require refu- 
tation, as will at once appear from applying it to such a fact as this very one, viz. the 
institution of the Lord’s Supper. 
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marked regard paid to Jewish readers, as in Matthew, nor to Gentiles, 
as in Mark; if there be any preference, it seems rather on the side of the 
latter. In conformity with Jewish practice, we have a genealogy of our 
Lord, which however does not, as in Matthew, stop with Abraham, but 
traces up his descent even to the progenitor of the human race. Com- 
mentators have noticed that Luke principally records those sayings 
and acts of our Lord by which God's mercy to the Gentiles is set forth: 
see ch. xv. 11 ff.; xviii. 10; xix. 5 (but see notes there); x. 33; xvii. 19; 

ix. 52—56; iv. 25—27. Such instances, however, are not much to be 
relied on ;—8ee above, ch. i. § ii. 6 ;—to which I will add, that it would 
be easy to construct a similar list to prove the same point with respect 
to Matthew or John *;—and I therefore much prefer assigning the above 
character of wniversality to this Gospel, which certainly is visible 
throughout it. That it was constructed for Gentile readers as well as 
for Jews, is plain; and is further confirmed from the fact of its author 
having been the friend and companion of the great Apostle of the 
Gentiles. 

4. I infer then that the Gospel was designed for the general use of 
Christians, whether Jews or Gentiles; and subordinately to this general 
purpose, for those readers whose acquaintance with Jewish customs and 
places was sufficient to enable them to dispense with those elucidations 
of them which Mark and John have given, but which are not found in 
Matthew or Luke. 

5. The object of the Gospel has been sufficiently declared in Luke's 
own words above cited,—that the converts might know the certainty of 
those things in which they had received oral instruction as catechumens ; 
in other words, that the portions of our Lord's life and discourses thus 
imparted to them might receive both permanence, by being committed 
to writing,—and completion, by being incorporated in a detailed narra- 
tive of His acts and sayings. 

* e.g. Matthew relates the visit of the Magi, ch. ii. 1 ff.; refers to Galilee of the 
Gentiles seeing a great light, ch. iv. 15, 16 :— Many shall come from the East and 
West, &c. ch. viii. 11.—* Come unto Me all ye that labour,’ ch. xi. 28: the Syropko- 
sician woman (not related by Luke), ch. xv. 21 ff.: ‘The Kingdom of God shall be 
taken from you, and given to a nation,’ &c. ch. xxi. 48 (omitted by Luke): ‘The elect 
From the four winds of heaven’ (not in Luke), ch. xxiv. 81: * The judgment of xavra 
ra in, ch. xxv. 31—46: * Make disciples of xdvra rà iOyn,’ ch. xxviii. 19.—Again, 
John relates the visit to the Samaritans, ch. iv.; ‘The other sheep not of this fold, 
ch. x. 16: ‘not for that nation only, but that he should gather together in one the 
children of God that were scattered abroad,’ ch. xi. 52: ‘The request of the Greeks 
at the feast,’ ch. xii. 20, Ke. Ke. See the view, that Luke wrote for Greeks principally, 

ingeniously illustrated in the lecture prefixed to this Gospel in the first volume of Dr. 
Wordsworth’s Greek Testament : which however, like the other notices of this learned 

writer, is written far too strongly in the spirit of an advocate, who can see only that 
which it is his aim to prove. 
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SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. We are enabled to approximate to the time of the publication of 
this Gospel with much more certainty than we can to that of any of the 
others. The enquiry may be thus conducted.— We may safely assume 
that the ‘former treatise’ of Acts i. 1, can be no other than this Gospel. 
And on that follows the inference, that the Gospel was published before 
the Acts of the Apostles. Now the last event recorded in the Acts is an 
interview of Paul with the Jews, shortly after his arrival in Rome. We 
further have the publication of the Acts, by the words of ch. xxviii. 30, 
postponed two whole years after that arrival and interview; but, I 
believe, no longer than that. For had Paul continued longer than that 
time in his hired house before the publication, it must have been so 
stated ; and had he left Rome or that house, or had any remarkable 
event happened to him before the publication, we cannot suppose that 
so careful a recorder as Luke would have failed to bring his work down 
to the time then present, by noticing such departure or such event. I 
assume then the publication of the Acte to have taken place two years 
after Paul's arrival at Rome: i. e. according to Wieseler (Chron. des 
Apostolischen Zeitalters, pp. 117, 118: see chronological table in Prolegg. 
to Acts, Vol. II.), in the spring of A. D. 63. 

2. We have therefore a fixed date, before which the Gospel must have 
been published. But if I am not mistaken, we have, by internal 
evidence, the date of its publication removed some time back from this 
date. It is hardly probable that Luke would speak of, as ó xpéroc 
Aóyoc, a work in which he was then, or had been very lately, engaged. 
But not to dwell on this,—even allowing that the prefatory and 
dedicatory matter, as is usually the case, may have come last from the 
hands of the author,—I find in the account of the Ascension, which 

immediately follows, & much more cogent proof, that the Gospel had 
been some considerable time published. For while it recapitulates the 
Gospel account just so much that we can trace the same hand in it 
(compare Acts i. 4 with Luke xxiv. 49), it is manifestly a different account, 
much fuller in particulars, and certainly unknown to the Evangelist when 
he wrote his Gospel. Now, as we may conclude, in accordance with the 
sapncodovOncére wae rpc, of Luke i. 8, that he would have carefully 
sought out every available source of information at the time of writing 
his Gospel, —this becoming acquainted with a new account of the Ascen- 
sion implies that in the mean time fresh sources of information had been 
opened to him. And this would most naturally be by change of place, 
seeing that various fixed cycles of apostolic teaching were likely to be 
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current in, and about, the respective mother churches. Now the 

changes of place in Luke’s recent history had been,—two years before, 
from Cesarea to Rome, Acts xxvii. 1 ff.; two years and a half before 
that, from Philippi to Jerusalem, Acts xx. 6 ; xxi. 15 ff., —and Cesarea. 

This last is left to be inferred from his leaving Cesarea with Paul, ch. 
xxvii 1 at all events he was during this time in Palestine, with, or 

near Paul I shall make it probable in the Prolegomena to Vol. II. that 
during this period he was engaged in collecting materials for and com- 
piling the Acts of the Apostles; and by consequence (see above), that 
in all probability the Gospel had been then written and published. 
This would place its publication before A. D. 58 ;—consequently, before 
the traditional date of the Gospel of Matthew,—see above, ch. ii. 
§ iv. 

8. Tracing Luke's history further back than this,—it has been thought 
that he remained at Philippi during the whole time comprised between 
Acts xvii. land xx. 6, because he disuses the first person at the first of 
those dates, at Philippi,—and resumes it also at Philippi, at the second. 
Now this was a period of seven years : far too long for such an inference 
as the above to be made with any probability. During this time he may 
have travelled into Palestine, and collected the information which he 
incorporated in his Gospel. For that it was collected in Palestine, is 
on all accounts probable. And that it should have been published much 
before this is, I think, improbable. 

4. My reasons are the following:—I have implied in the former part 
of these Prolegomena, that it is not likely that the present evangelic 
collections would be made, until the dispersion of all or most of the 
Apostles on their missionary journeys. Besides this, the fact of 
numerous óupyfae having been already drawn up after the model of the 

apostolic narrative teaching, forbids us to suppose their teaching by oral 
communication to have been in ite fulness still available. Now the 
Apostles, or the greater part of them, were certainly at Jerusalem at the 
time of the council in Acts xv. 1—5 ff., i. e. about a.p. 50. How soon 

after that time their dispersion took place, it is quite impossible to 
determine :—but we have certainly skis date as our terminus a quo, 
before which, as I believe, no Gospel could have been published. 

5. After this dispersion of the Apostles, it will be necessary to allow 
some time to elapse for the dinygcere of which*Luke speaks (ch. i. 1) to 
be drawn up ;—not less certainly than one or two years, or more; which 

would bring us just about to the time when he was left behind by Paul 
in Philippi. This last arrangement must however be, from its merely 
hypothetical grounds, very uncertain. 

6. At all events, we have thus eight years, A.D. 50—58, as the limits 
within which it is probable that the Gospel was published. And, 
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without pretending to minute accuracy in these two limite, we may at 
least set it down as likely that the publication did not take place much 
before Luke and Paul are found together, nor after the last journey 
which Paul made to Jerusalem, a.D. 58. And even if the grounds on 
which this latter is concluded be objected to, we have, as a final resort, 
the fixed date of the publication of the Acte two years after Paul's 
arrival at Rome, after which, by internal evidence, the Gospel cannot 
have been published. 

SECTION V. 

AT WHAT PLACE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. Our answer to this enquiry will of course depend upon the con- 

siderations discussed in the last section. Adopting the view there 
taken, we find Luke in Asia Minor, Syria, or Palestine (probably) 
previously to his first journey with Paul a.p. 51; and from that time 
till his second journey A.D. 58, perhaps remaining in Greece, but 
perhaps also travelling for the sake of collecting information for his 
Gospel. At all events, at the latter part of this period he is again 
found at Philippi. We need not then dissent from the early tradition 
reported by Jerome (Prolog. in Matt.), that Luke published his Gospel 
‘in Achaiw Boeotimque partibus, as being on the whole the most likely 
inference. 

2. The inscription in the Syriac version,—and Simeon Metaphrastes 
in the tenth century,—report that the Gospel was written at Alexan- 
dria, but apparently without any authority. 

SECTION VI. 

IN WHAT LANGUAGE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

There never has been any doubt that Luke wrote his Gospel in 
Greek. His familiarity with Greek terms and idioms, and above all, 
the classical style of his preface, are of themselves convincing internal 
evidence that it was so’. 

SECTION VII. 

GENUINENESS OF THE GOSPEL. 

1. It has been generally and almost unanimously acknowledged 
that the Gospel which we now possess is that written and published 
by Luke. 

2. Whatever doubts may have been raised by rationalistic Com- 
mentators as to the genuineness of the two first chapters, have been 

7 See the lecture above referred to, prefixed to St. Luke in Wordsworth’s G. Test. 
vol. í. 
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adopted in aid of their attempts to overthrow their authenticity (on 
which see the next section) ; and have rested on no sufficient ground of 
themselves. Their principal appeal is to Marcion, who notoriously mu- 
tilated the Gospel, to make it favour his views of the Person of Christ. 

8. On the genuineness of ch. xxii. 43, 44, see various readings and 
notes there. . 

SECTION VIII. 

THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE TWO FIRST CHAPTERS. 

1. If the view maintained above of the probable time of the publication 
of the Gospel be adopted, — and its later terminus, the publication of the 

Acts two years after Paul's imprisonment at Rome began, is, I think, 
beyond question, —l cannot see how any reasonable doubt can be thrown 
upon the authenticity of this portion of the narrative. For there were 
those living, who might have contradicted any false or exaggerated 
account of our Lord's birth and the events which accompanied it. If 
not the Mother of our Lord herself, yet His brethren were certainly 
living: and the universal reception of the Gospel in the very earliest 
ages sufficiently demonstrates that no objection to this part of the sacred 
narrative had been heard of as raised by them. 

2. The áxpiBac vapnxoXovÜnkór: of Luke forbids us to imagine that he 
would have inserted any narrative in his Gospel which he had not ascer- 
tained to rest upon trustworthy testimony, as far as it was in his power 
to ensure this: and the means of ensuring it must have been at that 
time so ample and satisfactory, that I cannot imagine for a moment any 
other origin for the account, than such testimony. 

3. If we enquire what was probably the source of the testimony, I 
answer, that but one person is conceivable as delivering it, and that 
person the Mother of our Lord. She was living in the Christian body 
for some time after the Ascension; and would most certainly have been 
appealed to for an account of the circumstances attending His birth and 
infancy. 

4. If she gave any account of these things, it is inconceivable that this 
account should not have found its way into the records of the Lord's 
life possessed by the Christian Church, but that instead of it a spurious 
one should have been adopted by two of our Evangelists, and that so 
shortly after, or even coincident with, her own presence in the Church. 

5. Just as inconceivable, even supposing the last difficulty sur- 
mounted, is the formation of a mythical, or in any other way unreal 
account of these things, and its adoption, in the primitive age of the 
Church. For the establishment of this I refer to the late Professor 
Mill’s able tract, On the Mythic Interpretation of Luke i. ;—in which 
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he has stated and severally refuted the arguments of Strauss and the 
rationalists. 

6. I infer then that the two first chapters of this Gospel contain the 
account given by the Mother of our Lord, of His birth, and its prefatory 
and attendant circumstances; of some of which circumstances that in 

Matt. i. 18—25 is a more compendious, and wholly independent account. 

SECTION IX. 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. We might have expected from Luke’s name and profession, that he 
was a man of education, and versed in the elegant use of the Greek, 
which was then the polite language in the Roman empire. We accord- 
ingly find that while we have very numerous Hebraisms in his Gospel, 
we also have far more classical idioms, and a much freer use of Greek 

compounds than in the others. By consulting the marginal references 
in this edition it will be seen that the number of &rat Ae Ye in Luke 

is very great, far exceeding those in any other Gospel; and that very 
many of them are classically-authorized compound words. 

2. The composition of the sentences is more studied and elaborate 
than in Matthew or Mark: the Evangelist appears more frequently in 
the narrative, delivering his own estimate of men and things ;—e. g. ch. xvi. 
14; vii. 29, 30; xix. 11 al. ;—he seems to love to recount instances of 

our Lord's tender compassion and mercy ;—and in the report of His 
parables, e. g. in ch. xv., is particularly simple in diction, and calculated 

to attract and retain the attention of his readers. 
3. In narrative, this Evangelist is very various, according to the 

copiousness or otherwise of the sources from which he drew. Some- 
times he merely gives a hasty compendium ; at others he is most minute 
and circumstantial in detail, and equally graphic in description with 
Mark: see as instances of this latter, ch. vii. 14; ix. 29. It has been 

remarked (see Olshausen, Bibl. Comm. 1. p. 20) that Luke gives with 
extreme accuracy not so much the discourses, as the observations and 
occasional sayings of our Lord, with the replies of those who were 
present. This is especially the case in his long and important narrative 
of the journey up to Jerusalem, ch. ix. 51—xviii. 14. 

4. On the question how far those doctrines especially enforced by the 
great Apostle of the Gentiles are to be traced, as inculcated or brought 
forward in this Gospel, see above in this chapter, § ii. 7. 

5. In completeness, this Gospel must rank first among the four. The 
Evangelist begins with the announcement of the birth of Christ’s Fore- 
runner, and concludes with the particulars of the Ascension: thus em- 
bracing the whole great procession of events by which our Redemption by 
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Christ was ushered in, accomplished, and sealed in heaven. And by 

recording the allusion to the promise of the Father (ch. xxiv. 49), he has 
introduced, so to speak, a note of passage to that other history, in 
which the fulfilment of that promise, the great result of Redemption, 
was to be related. It may be remarked, that this completeness,—while 
it shews the earnest diligence used by the sacred writer in searching 
out and making use of every information within his reach,—forms an 
additional proof that he can never have seen the Gospels of Matthew 
and Mark,—or he would (to say nothing of the other difficulties attend- 
ing this view, which have before been dealt with in ch. i.) most certainly 
have availed himself of those parts of their narratives, which are now not 
contained $n his own. 

6. The chronological notice, on the discovery, by the younger Zumpt, 
that Quirinus was twice governor of Syria, and the light thus thrown 
on Luke ii. 2, inserted here in the third edition, is now incorporated in 
the notes ad loc. 

CHAPTER V. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1, THE universal belief of the Christian Church has ascribed this 
Gospel to the Apostle John. I shall not here anticipate the discussion 
respecting its genuineness (see below, § vi.), but assume that it has been 
rightly so ascribed. 

2. John was son of Zebedee and Salome, and younger (f) brother 
of James. His father was a Galilsean, and by occupation a fisherman on 
the lake of Galilee. Where he resided, is uncertain: perhaps at Beth- 
saida: but the circumstance of Simon Peter, who was of that place, 

being (Luke v. 10) partner in the fishing trade, or perhaps, in that par- 
ticular expedition only with the sons of Zebedee, is no proof as to their 
residence there also. 

3. The family of John seems not to have been one of the lowest 
class: we find hired servants in the ship with Zebedce, Mark i. 20; their 

5 This is by no mcans certain. While Matt. and Mark always write ‘ Peter, James, 
and John'—Luke, ix. 28, and Acts i. 13 (not in rec.), has Peter, John, and James ;’ 

although in the other catalogue of the Apostles, Luke vi. 14, he keeps the usual order. 
It is impossible to say whether the order arose from any account at all being taken of 
mere seniority. 
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mother Salome was one of those women who came with Jesus from 
Galilee, and ministered to Him of their substance, Luke viii. 8; xxiii. 
55, compared with Mark xvi. 1; the same Salome was one of those who 
bought sweet spices and ointments to anoint Him (Mark, ibid.) ; and, 
John xix. 27, we find John himself taking the mother of our Lord «ic ra 
téca, which though (see note there) it need not imply that John had then 
G house at Jerusalem, certainly denotes that he had some fixed habita- 
tion, into which she was received. If, as is moet likely, John be meant 
by the áAXoc pabyrne of ch. xviii. 15, he was personally known to the 

High Priest Caiaphas. From all these facts the inference is that his 
family belonged to the middle class of society ; the higher grade of thuse 
who carried on the by no means despised or ungainful business of fisher- 
men on the sea of Galilee. 

4. If (see note on John i. 41) the second of the two disciples who 
heard the Baptist’s testimony to Jesus, and followed Him in con- 
sequence, was John himself,—we have his acquaintance with our Lord 
dating from the very beginning of His ministry. And to this agree the 
contents of chapters ii. iii. iv. v., containing particulars of the Ministry 
at Jerusalem and in Galilee which happened previous to the commence- 
ment of the official record of the other Evangelists. It seems that John 
accompanied our Lord to Jerusalem, —with perhaps those of the Apostles 
already called,—and witnessed those incidents which he has related in 
that part of his Gospel. 

5. In the intervals of our Lord’s first circuits and journeys, the 
Apostles seem to have returned to their families and occupations. Thus 
in Luke v. 1—11, we find the sons of Zebedee, as well as Simon Peter, 
again engaged in fishing, and solemnly and finally summoned by Jesus 
to follow Him ;—an incident which, as Lücke acknowledges (Comm. in 

Joh., Einleitung, p. 12), would be inexplicable even by the miracle, unless 
there had been a previous acquaintance on their part with our Lord. 

6. From that time John belonged to that chosen number known as 
‘the Twelve,’ who were nearest to the Person of Jesus during His 
ministry. And of that number, he seems to have been the most person- 
ally beloved by our Lord. For the assumption that he is the author of 
our Gospel, also identifies him with ‘the disciple whom Jesus loved,’ so 
often mentioned in it. (See ch. xiii. 23; xix. 26; xx. 2; xxi. 7, 20, 24.) 
He, together with his brother James, and Peter, was witness of the 
raising of Jacirus’s daughter, Mark v. 37: also of the transfiguration, 
Matt. xvii. 1 fl.; and of the agony in Gethsemane : he lay on the bosom 
of Jesus at the last supper; and was recognized by Peter as being the 
innermost in His personal confidence, John xiii. 23. To him was com- 
mitted the charge of the mother of Jesus, by Himself when dying on 
the Cross, John xix. 26, 27. 
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7. And to this especial love of the Redeemer John appears to have 
corresponded in devoted affection and faithfulness. He fled, it is true, 

with the rest, at the dark hour of the capture of Jesus: but we find 
him, together with Peter, soon rallying again,—and from that time, 
John xviii. 15, 16, even to the end, xix. 25 ff., an eye-witness of the 

sufferings of his divine Master. In John xxi. we find the same per- 
sonal distinction bestowed on the beloved disciple by our Lord after 
His Resurrection. 

8. In the Acts of the Apostles, John comes before us but very seldom, 
and always in connexion with and thrown into the background by Peter. 
See Acts iii. 1 ff.; viii. 14—25. The history leaves him at Jerusalem: 
where however he appears not fo have been on Paul's first visit to Jeru- 
salem, Gal. i. 18 ff., A. D. 38—40 (see chronological table in Prolegg. to 
Acts, Vol. II.), for he states that he saw none of the Apostles save Peter 
and James. On his second visit, Acts xi. 29, 30, cir. A.D. 43 (see as 
above), we have no intimation whether John was there or not. If the 
journey to determine the question about circumcision, Acts xv. 1, was 
identical with Paul's third visit, Gal. ii. 1 (which I have maintained in 
Prolegomena to Acte, Vol. II., p. 26), then at that date (i. e. cir. A. D. 50) 

John was in Jerusalem. After this time, we lose sight of the Apostles, 
nor can we with any approach to certainty point out the period of 
their final dispersion. It took place probably some time between this 
council and Paul's last visit to Jerusalem, Acts xxi 18 (cir. ap. 60), 
when we find only James resident there. 

9. For the after-history of John, we are dependent on tradition. And 
here we have evidence more trustworthy than in the case of any other 
Apostle.. 

() It is related by Polycrates Bishop of Ephesus at the end of the 
second century,—in his Epistle to Victor Bishop of Rome on the keep- 
ing of Easter,—that John, whom he numbers among the great lights 
(sracxeia, see Eusebius, iii. 31, and Heinichen’s note) of Asia, died and 

was buried (xexo(ugro«) in Ephesus. 
(8) Irenæus also, —the scholar of Polycarp, who himself was a disciple 

of John,—relates that John remained in Ephesus till the times of Trajan. 
(Adv. Heer. ii. 39, p. 148; iii. 1 and 8, pp. 174, 178, cited also by 
Eusebius, iii. 28.) To the same effect testify Clement of Alexandria 

(Euseb. ibid.), Origen (Euseb. iii. 1), Eusebius (ibid.), and Jerome (de 
Viris Illustr. c. 9). 

10. But assuming as a fact the long residence and desth of the 
Apostle at Ephesus, we in vain seek any clue to guide us as to the time 
when, or the place whence, he came thither. The Asiatic Churches 

were founded by St. Paul, who made it a rule not to encroach on the field 

of labour of any other Apostle, Rom. xv. 20:—who never, in his Epistles 
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to the Asiatic Churches, makes any mention of nor sends any salutation 
to John: — who, in his parting speech to the Elders of the Ephesian 
Church at Miletus (Acts xx.), certainly did not anticipate the coming of 
an Apostle among them. So much then we may set down as certain, 
that the arrival of John in Asia must have been after the death of Paul. 

11. We may perhaps with some appearance of probability conjecture 
that the dangers which evidently beset the Asiatic Churches in Paul's 
lifetime,—and to which Peter in his first Epistle, written to them, not 
indistinctly alludes (see 1 Pet. i. 14: ii. 1, 2, 7, 8, 12, 16 al. fr.), had 
taken so serious a form after the removal of Paul their father in the 
faith, that John found it requisite to fix his residence and exercise 
apostolic authority among them. This is supposed by Lücke, Einl. p. 24, 
and Neander, Leitung u. Pflanzung der Kirche, 4th edition, p. 614. 

12. But we are as far as ever, even if this conjecture be adopted, from 
arriving at any method of accounting for the interval between John's 
leaving Jerusalem, and his coming to Asia Minor: a period, on any 
computation, of nearly six years, A.D. 58—64. It is not necessary, how- 

ever, as Lücke also observes, to reject a tradition so satisfactorily grounded 
as that of John's residence and death at Ephesus, on this account ;— 
especially when we consider that we seem compelled to interpose 
some influence corresponding to that of John, between the state of the 
Asiatic Churches as shewn in the Pauline Epistles, and that in the time 
of Polycarp, who immediately followed the apostolic age. See Neander, 
Leitung u. Pflanzung, 4th edition, p. 615. I reserve the discussion of 
the other element of uncertainty in this matter,—the possible confusion 
of two persons named John, the Apostle and the Presbyter, for the 
Prolegomena to the Second Epistle of John, in Vol. IV. 

13. I mention here,—reserving its discussion for the Prolegomena to 
the Apocalypse, Vol. IV.,—the tradition universally received in the early 
Church, which records that the Apostle John was exiled under Domitian 

to the island of Patmos. Assuming the Apocalypse to be his work, the 
fact of such an exile is established, sce Rev. i. 9,—but the time left 
uncertain. But even those who do not ascribe the Apocalypse to him, 
relate this exile, e. g. Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. iii. 20. 

14. It is also related (Euseb. ibid.) that he returned under Nerva to 
Ephesus, and that his death (under Trajan, see above) took place (in 
what manner is uncertain, but probably not by martyrdom) in extreme 
old age. It would be out of place here to recount the other traditions, 
some of them highly interesting, which are extant. See one of them in 
note on 1 John iii. 18, and the whole recounted and commented on in 

Stanley’s Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age, pp. 275—289. 
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SECTION II. 

ITS SOURCES. 

1. In several places the Author of this Gospel plainly declares or 
implies that he relates what he had seen and heard. See ch. i. 14; 
xii 2; xvii. 15; xix. 26; xx. 2, and especially xix. 35°. Also xxi. 
24. 

2. And with this declaration the contents of the Gospel agree. 
Amidst the entire disregard of minute specifications of sequence or 
locality as a general rule, in almost every narrative we have undoubted 
marks of autoptic testimony. 

8. The only question which arises on receiving this as the fact, has 
reference to the diversity of style observed in the discourses of our Lord 
as related by the three other Evangelists, and as related by John. In 
their more or less common report, a certain similarity of style is sup- 
posed to be observable throughout the parables and sayings of Jesus, 
which is wholly absent from them in John's Gospel Let us examine 
this matter more closely. 

4. In order to form a satisfactory judgment on this point, it would be 
necessary to be in possession of some common matter reported by both. 
But such common matter, in any sufficient quantity for this purpose, we 
do not possess. No one discourse is reported by all four. Certain 
insulated sayings are so reported ; e. g. John ii. 19 ; compare Matt. xxvi. 61, 
Mark xiv. 58.—John vi. 20; Matt. xiv. 27, Mark vi. 50.—John xii. 7, 8; 

Matt. xxvi. 10, 11, Mark xiv. 6, 7.—John xiv. 20; Matt. x. 40, Luke 
x. 16.—John xiv. 21; Matt. xxvi. 21, Mark xiv. 18.—John xiv. 37, 38; 

Matt. xxvi. 33, and |[.—John xx. 19; Luke xxiv. 36.—Now in these 
common reports, amidst much variety in verbal and cireumstantial detail, 

such as might have been expected from independent narrators, there is 
no such difference of style observable. 

5. We have then the following remarkable phænomenon presented by 
the two classes of narrators ;—that the sayings of our Lord reported by 
the one are different from, and exclusive of those contained in the other. 
And this must very much modify our view of the subject in question. 

6. It would be in the highest degree probable that our Lord would 
discourse mainly and usually on £wo great branches of divine truth: one 
of these being, the nature and moral requirements of that kingdom which 
He came to found among men, which would embrace the greater part of 

® On the futility of the attempt to shew from this verse, on account of rdceivoc, 
that the eye-witness spoken of is a different person from the writer of the Gospel, see 
note on the usage of iseivog by our Evangelist, John vii. 29. 
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His discourses to the multitude,—His outer or popular sayings, —His 
parables and prophecies :—and the other, the deeper spiritual verities 
relating to his own divine Person and Mission. Of these latter, there 

would be two subdivisions: one class of them would be spoken in the 
gracious condescension of love to His own disciples when conversing 
privately with them, and the other in the fire of holy zeal when contend- 
ing against His bitter adversaries, the rulers of the Jews. 

7. Now of the two greater classes just mentioned, let us enquiro which 
would most naturally form the matter of the oral apostolic teaching to 
the Churches in the first age. Let it be remembered that that teaching 
was mostly elementary,—matter of catechization ;—selected for the 
edification of those who were to be built up as Christian converts. 
Would it not unquestionably be the first? Granted, that some few of 
those deeper sayings (deeper, I mean, in their very form and primary 
reference) might occasionally find their place in the reports of longer 
discourses (see e. g. Matt. xi. 27: Luke x. 22), yet I cannot imagine 
the main stream of oral apostolic teaching to have been otherwise com- 
posed than as we find it: viz. of the popular discourses and parables of 
our Lord, to the exclusion for the most part of His inner teaching and 
deeper revelations respecting his own divine Person. These, in case the 
Apostles had been suffered by Providence to carry on systematically 
their testimony to the Church, might have followed after: but certainly 
they would not be likely to form the first subject of their oral teaching. 

8. But that they would dwell powerfully on their minds, and in pro- 
portion to their individual receptivity of the Spirit and Person of their 
Lord, is most evident. And this consideration, united with that of the 

very nature and purpose of the apostolic office, and with the promise 
specially recorded that the Spirit should bring to their minds all things 
which He had said to them, will fully account for there arising, late iu 
the apostolic age, so copious and particular a report of these inner and 
personal discourses of our Lord. 

9. That such a report should be characterized m some measuro by the 
individual mind which bas furnished it, was to be expected, on any view 

of spiritual guidance. But that this individuality has in any con- 
siderable degree modified the report, I think extremely improbable. 
Taking the circumstances into consideration, the relation of John to his 
divine Master, the employment and station from which he was called, 
and the facts also which have been noticed respecting the sayings 
reported by all in common, I think it much more probable, that the 
character and diction of our Lord's discourses entirely penetrated and 
assimilated the habits of thought of His beloved Apostle; so that in his 
first epistle he writes in the very tone and spirit of those discourses; 

and when reporting the sayings of his own former teacher the Baptist, 
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he gives them, consistently with the deepest inner truth of narration 
(see note on ch. iii. 81), the forms and cadences so familiar and habitual 
to himself. 

10. It belongs to the present section of our subject, to enquire how 
far it may be supposed that John had seen or used the synoptic Gospels. 
I confess myself wholly unable to receive the supposition that any of 
them, in their present form, had ever been seen by him. On such a sup- 
position, the phenomena presented by his Gospel would be wholly inex- 
plicable. To those parts of it which he has in common with them, the 
reasonings of the former part of these Prolegg. will apply. And though 
these are not so considerable in extent as in the case of the three 
Gospels, yet they are quite important enough to decide this question. 
The account and testimony of the Baptist in ch. i.;—the miraculous 
feeding in ch. vi.;—the whole history from ch. xii. 1, in its subject- 
matter, will come under this description. Let any common passages be 
selected, and tried by the considerations above advanced, ch. i. § ii.— 
and our conclusion must be that the report is am independent one, not 
influenced or modified by theire. Of those parts of his Gospel which are 
peculiar to himself, I will speak in another section. 

ll. It is, however, an entirely distinct question, how far John had in 
his view the generally-received oral teaching from which our three 
Gospels are derived. That he himself, answering so strictly to the 
description in Acts i. 21,—laying so much weight as he does on tes- 
timony, ch. i. 19; xix. 35; xxi. 24,— bore his part, and that no incon- 

siderable one, in the Apostles’ witness to the facts of the evangelic 
history,—I take for granted. It will follow that he was aware of the 
general nature and contents of that cycle of narratives and discourses of 
our Lord which became current at Jerusalem from his own testimony 
and that of the other Apostles. Accordingly we find him in his Gospel 
assuming as known, certain facts contained in that cycle. See ch. vii. 41, 

and note,—ch. xi. 1,—also ch. i. 40, where Simon Peter is referred to 
as one known, before the giving of the latter name is related. 

12. I can hardly however suppose, that John wrote with any fixed 
design of filling up by a supplementary Gospel the deficiencies of the 
generally-received oral account: Sometimes, e. g. ch. vi. 1—14, xviii., 

xix., he goes over the same ground with it: and in no part can it by the 
most ingenious application of the supplementary theory be shewn, that 
he in any respect produces or aims at the effect of a work designed to 
fill up and elucidate those which have gone before. This point wil] be 
dwelt on more at length in the next section. 

13. I have no hesitation, therefore, in receiving as the true account 
of the source of this Gospel, that generally given and believed ;—viz. 
that we have it from the autoptic authority of the Apostle himself. 
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SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

l. This Gospel presupposes readers already Christians, and was 
written to build them up and confirm them in the faith. (See ch. xix. 
35; xx. 81.) It is, as Lücke remarks (Einl. p. 185), neither complete 
enough, nor elementary enough, for the first founding of a belief in 
Christ in the mind. This must have been, even as early as the apostolic 
times, the work of no written Gospel (see Luke i. 1—4), but of the oral 
preaching of the word. 

2. Being written then for Christian readers, the main and ultimate 
purpose as regards them is sufficiently declared in ch. xx. 81,—raira 
yéypasxrat Tva xiorebenrt Gre 'Incouc ker Ó yxptoroc ò vióc rov Orov, xal 

iva miorevovrec Qui)» Eynre &v ro órópart avrov. 

8. This purpose however, as it would be common to all the sacred 
writings of the New Testament more or less, in no way accounts for the 
peculiar cast of the Gospel, or the portions of the Christian's faith which 
are most prominently brought out in it. These will require closer 
examination. 

4. It will at once appear, that some especial occasion must have 
induced John to write so pointedly as he has done on certain doctrines, 
—and to adopt, in doing so, a nomenclature unknown to the rest of the 
New 'Testament writers. Some state of opinion in the Church must 
have rendered it necessary for the Apostle to state strongly and clearly 
the truth about which error was prevalent, or questions had been raised : 
the method of speaking which even ze, under the guidance of the Spirit, 
adopted to convey that truth, must have become familiar to and valued 
by the educated and philosophic minds in the Christian community. 

5. It may be well to set down the opinions of the ancients on this, 
before we enter into the matter itself. 

Irenæus states that John wrote his Gospel to controvert the errors of 
Cerinthus, and before him the Nicolaitans . Tertullian (de Prescript. adv. 
Her. 33, p. 46) in the main agrees with this. Epiphanius (Her. li. 12, 
p. 433) and Jerome! repeat it as a certain fact, that John wrote against 

10 Hanc fidem annuntians Johannes Domini discipulus, volens per evangelii annun- 
tiationem auferre eum qui a Cerintho inseminatus erat hominibus errorem, et multo 

prius ab his qui dicuntur Nicolaite, qui sunt vulsio ejus, que falso cognominatur 
Scientis,—ut confunderet eos et suaderet quoniam unus Deus qui omnia fecit per ver- 
bum suum, ..... sic inchoavit evangelium, &c. Adv. Hser. iii. 11, p. 188. 

! Joannes Apostolus novissimus omnium scripsit evangelium, rogatus ab Asis epis- 
copis adversus Cerinthum aliosque hereticos et maxime tunc Ebionitarum dogma con- 
surgens, qui asserunt, Christum ante Mariam non fuisse. De Viris Illustr. c. 9. But 
he also gives in the same place another reason : see in the text below. 
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Cerinthus ; but instead of the Nicolaitans, they mention the Ebionites. 
Those who assert him to have written against Valentinus or Marcion are 
evidently chronologically in error. 

6. Several of the ancients give in substance, the supplementary view 
of the design of John's Gospel. Clement of Alexandria, as cited by 
Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vi. 14, related, róv 'Ieárrgv icyaroy avvicórra ore 

Tù owparika £v roic evayyeXiore dedjAwrit, porpaxérra vr r&v yrupipwr, 
xveupare OeogopnOérra, xrevparexoy rosat cia yyéNor. Eusebius in 
another place (Hist. Eccl. iii. 24) states, that whereas the other Evange- 
lists wrote the history of the official life of our Lord subsequent to the 
imprisonment of the Baptist, John wishing that there should be a com- 
plete account, gave in his Gospel the particulars preceding that event. 
The same is repeated almost verbatim by Jerome, ut supra. Later 
authors (see Liicke, Einleitung, p. 189) reproduced the conjectures of 
their predecessors as being traditions of the Church; and for the most 
part united the polemical with the supplementary theory 

7. None of the above-cited authors appeal to any historical or tra- 
ditionary fact, as the ground of their own statements. Those state- 
ments have therefore for us so authority ab extra, and must be judged 
by their own intrinsic probability or otherwise, as established by the 
contents of the Gospel, and the state of the Church at the period of its 
publication. In modern times, these last considerations have given rise 

to several opinions, which I shall now briefly state; acknowledging, 
throughout this part of the section, my obligations to Liicke, whose facts 
and remarks I have for the most part borrowed. 

8. Grotius, and some of the Socinian Commentators, supposed,—on 

account of the contrast strongly drawn in the prologue, ch. i. and c!so- 
where, between Jesus Christ as the true Light, and the Baptist as only 
having come to bear witness of that Light,—that the Evangelist wrote 
against the so-called disciples of John, who held the Baptist to have 
been the Messiah. Others (as Herder, Overbeck, Ziegler) thought that 
the Sabe, who combined gnostic errors with an overweening estimation 
of John the Baptist, were principally aimed at. Others, not finding in 
this a sufficient account of the peculiarities of the Gospel, supposed this 
or other polemic aims, to have been united with the supplementary one. 
Of this last number arc Storr, Wegscheider, Hug, &. Others again 

(as Paulus) finding in the Gospel no sufficient evidence either of a 

2 For an instance of the kind of use which is made of these notices in Eusebius and 
others by the advocates of the supplementary theory, see Wordsworth’s note intro- 
ductory to St. John: where such parts of them as suit that theory are strongly affirmed 
as fact, and called * the uniform consent of antiquity concerning the design of St. John’s 
Gospel in relation to the other three,” while the part not suiting it is hushed up under 
* for other reasons of a doctrinal nature." 
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polemical or a supplementary intention, fell back on the didactic aim set 
forth ch. xx. 31. This view, however, was never found satisfactory to 
explain the peculiar phenomena of the Gospel. 

9. Meantime, however, the critical study of the other Gospels had so 
far advanced, that it became more and more clearly seen, that the hypo- 
thesis of John having been acquainted with, and having wished to com- 
plete or correct them, was entirely untenable. Again, not finding traces 

of a polemical design sufficiently prominent in the Gospel, some critics, 
slightly altering the term, have supposed it to be apologetic in its cha- 
racter (Hemsen, Seiffarth, Schott). Some, lastly, pronounced it un- 

worthy of the Apostle to follow any secondary designs, considering his 
own avowal in ch. xx. 30, 31 (Credner). But, as Lücke remarks, even 
granting this, it may stil be a lawful enquiry, What peculiar circum- 
stances led to his realizing this his great design in the present peculiar 
Jorm of composition. The synoptic Evangelists had, he says, beyond 
question, the same great design, and yet have followed it in a very dif- 
ferent manner. Something of this may doubtless be explained by the 
individual character of the writer’s mind, but clearly not all: and that 
character itself was modified by surrounding events. We are driven 
therefore to the special circumstances under which the Gospel, but espe- 
cially the prologue, which in this matter rules the Gospel, was composed. 

10. Into these Liicke enquires under two heads: (1) the relation of 
John’s Gospel to the other three; (2) the character of the age and 
section of the Church in which the Evangelist lived. In treating the 
first of these he disproves, much in the same manner as has been done 
in these Prolegomena, the probability that John intended to supply, or 
had ever seen, our present Gospels; and maintains that an acquaint- 

ance on his part with the general stream of oral testimony from which 
they were derived, will sufficiently account for the relations observable 
between him and them. His inference is, that if his Gospel (as un- 
doubtedly is the case) sometimes supplies and gives precision to theirs, 
this has been only the result, but could in no way be the aim of his 
writing; the peculiarities and object of which must be altogether 
accounted for from considerations belonging to the other head of the 
enquiry. 

11. In pursuing this, he distinguishes three classes of writings likely 
to arise in the apostolic age: (a) the simple committal to paper of the 
cycles of oral narration, with a view to fixing them for the general and 
continued edification of the readers. To this class he refers the Gospels 
of Matthew and Mark. (f) Writings compiled with a more set pur- 
pose of giving a complete account, in order, of the events of our Lord's 
life on earth. In this division he classes the Gospel of Luke. (y) The 
third class would arise from the growing up of the faith, which at first 
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was a simple historical belief, into the maturer yysore of doctrinal system. 
In the course of this progress, various questions would arise respecting 
the life and teaching of the Lord Jesus, which the generally-received 
oral narration was not competent to answer. And these writings would 
be composed to satisfy such enquirers by presenting such an apologetic 
view of the Lord’s life, and such a doctrinal account of His teaching, as 
might tend to set their questionings at rest. To this class he supposes 
may have belonged some of the gnostic apocryphal writings; and to 
this class certainly does belong the Gospel of John. 

12. At the time of its composition, many questionings were already 
raised between the believing and unbelieving, and among the believing 
themselves. ‘Traces of such we find even in the Pauline Epistles, 1 Cor. 
i 23; xv. 1. Lücke instances some of these questions which this 
Gospel was well adapted to answer. (a) The rejection of the Lord 
Jesus by His own people the Jews, was an event likely to prove a 
stumbling-block, and to be used by unbelievers against our religion. 
To the elucidation of this,—the tracing its progress, step by step,—the 
shewing its increasing virulence amidst the blameless innocence and 
holy words and deeds of the Redeemer,—does John especially devote 
the middle and principal section of his Gospel. He shews that thereby 
His enemies were fulfilling the divine purpose, and that they were even 
forewarned of this by one among themselves, ch. xi. 51, 52. (3) We 
may evidently see, from the diligence with which John accumulates 
autoptic evidence on the subject of the actual death of Christ, and His 
resurrection, that he has in this part also some in view, who did not 

receive those great events as undoubted facts, but required the authority 
of an Apostle to assure them of their truth. (y) The way also in 
which he relates the testimonies of our Lord respecting the manner, 
results, and voluntary nature of His own death,—that it was His true 
glorification,—that it was undertaken freely, but in complete accordance 
with the Father's will,—seems to point to doubts as to the character of 
that event, which the Evangelist meditated removing. (ô) It was cer- 
tainly, later (see Origen against Celsus, quoted in note on Matt. ix. 9—18), 
a reproach against the Apostles, that they were low-born and ignorant 
men. In the case of Paul, we find very early a disposition on the part of 
some in the Churches, to set aside apostolic authority. And those who 
were 80 disposed might perhaps appeal to the oral narrative which forms 
the foundation of the synoptic Gospels, to prove that the Apostles often 
misunderstood the sayings of the Lord, and might from thence take 
occasion to vilify their present preaching as resting on similar misunder- 
standing. John,—from his relating so much at length the discourse of 
our Lord in which He promised the Comforter to guide them into all the 
truth, and bring to their minds all that He had said to them, and from 
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noticing (ch. xii. 16; xx. 9) that they understood not certain things at 
first, which were made clear to them afterwards,—seems to be guarding 
the apostolic office and testimony from such imputations. 

18. But all these designs, possible as they may have been, do not 
reach so far as to give any account of the very remarkable cast and 
diction of the prologue. This opening gives a tone to the whole Gospel, 
being no less than a compendium or programme of its contents, gathered 
up and expressed according to a nomenclature already familiar to certain 
persons within the Church. The fact of John having been led to adopt 
the gnostic term Aóyoc as the exponent of his teaching respecting the 
person of our Lord, would of itself make it probable that he had the 
combating of gnostic error in his view; or perhaps, speaking more accu- 
rately, that he was led to take advantage of the yearnings of the human 
desire after an universal and philosophic religion, —by grasping and 
lifting upward into the certainty of revelation the truth which they had 
shaped to themselves,—and thereby striking off and proscribing their 
manifold and erroneous conceits. But neither the language of the pro- 
logue itself, nor any prominence given to antagonistic truths in the 
Gospel, justify us in ascribing to the Evangelist a position directly 
polemical against the peculiar tenets of Cerinthus’. The stand made 
in the Gospel, is against gnosticism in the very widest sense: in its 
Ebionitish form, as denying the Divinity and pre-existence of Christ,— 
and in its Docetic, as denying the reality of His assumption of the 
Human Nature. 

14. While, however, John contends against false yréorc, he is, in the 

furtherance and grounding of the true yréec, the greatest, as he was 
the last, of the spiritual teachers of the Church. The great Apostle of 
the Gentiles, amidst fightings without and fears within, built in his 
argumentative Epistles the outworks of that temple, of which his still 
greater colleague and successor was chosen noiselessly to complete, in 
his peaceful old age, the inner and holier places. And this, after all, 
ranging under it all secondary aims, we must call the great object of the 
Evangelist ;—to advance, purify from error, and strengthen, that maturer 

Christian life of knowledge, which is the true development of the teaching 
of the Spirit in men, and which the latter part of the apostolic period 
witnessed in its full vitality. And this, by setting forth the Person of 
the Lord Jesus in all ita fulness of grace and truth, in all its mani- 
festation in the flesh by signs and by discourses, and its glorification by 
opposition and unbelief, through sufferings and death‘. That he 

3 For an account of them, see Neander's Church History, Rose's translation, vol. ii. 
p. 49. 

* I cannot here forbear from referring to an important work on the Gospel of St. 
John, Luthardt’s Das Johanneische Evangelium nach seiner Eigenthümlichkeit geschil- 
dert und erklärt, Nürnberg, 1853, 2 voll. The reader will find all the preliminary 
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should have been led to cast his testimony into a form antagonistic to 
the peculiar errors then prevalent,—that he should bave adopted the 
thoughts and diction of previous seekers after God, so far as they were 
capable of serving his high purpose and being elevated into vehicles of 
heavenly truth,—these are arrangements which we may not, because 
they are natural and probable, the less regard as providential, and ad- 
mirably designed for that which especially was his portion of the apostolic 
work,—the PERFECTING OF THE SAINTS '. 

SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT PLACE AND TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1, These two questions, as relating to John’s Gospel, are too inti- 
mately connected to form the subject of separate sections. 

2. The most ancient testimony, that of Irenæus, relates that it was 

matter copiously and ably handled in vol. i.,—and vol. ii. contains a running commen- 
tary in which many striking ideas are suggested. Without subscribing to all Luthardt’s 
views, I cannot but think his book a most valuable contribution to a right under- 
standing of our Gospel. The greater part of the new matter in my notes on St. John 
is derived from this source. Note to 2nd edition. [I may now say, that having since 
used Luthardt’s book during a continuous pulpit exposition of the earlier part of St. 
John, I have ever found more and more reason to value it. No such attempt to give 
a general account of the aims and characteristics of the Gospel has ever before been 
made. A good translation of it could not fail to bring about in England a worthier 
appreciation of this wonderful Gospel.—Note to 8rd edition.] [The above opinion re- 
maining in its full force, I may now add, that the second edition of Stier's Reden Jesu 
notices and reviews throughout the remarks of Luthardt, and forms a very valuable cor- 
rective to the sometimes overwrougbt views of that earnest and delightful writer.— 
Note to 4th edition.) 

* It will be hardly necessary to state, but I do &o in order to bring down the views 
respecting the Gospels advocated in these Prolegomena expressly to the date of this last 
edition, that additional study, and subsequent reflection, convince me more and more of 

the untenableness of the ordinary Harmonistic theories, and of that which attributes to 
St. John the design of supplementing the rest. I need only ask any student, who shares 
with me the same general idea of the fair and ingenuous principles which should rule 
our enquiries respecting this subject, to consult the introductions to the Gospels in 
Dr. Wordsworth’s Greek Testament; and I feel assured he will derive similar confirma- 

tion, as far as it is gathered from seeing to what shifts the advocates of the procrustean 
theories are driven. Witness, c. g. the objection (1) and answer, p. 206: where those 

who doubt, as matter of fact, the communication of the three Gospels to St. John, are 

charged with disbelief in Inspiration, and are refuted by an à priori decree of Dr. 
Wordsworth's as to what was “morally certain” to have been the procedure of the 
Holy Spirit. And this is really but a fair sample of the way in which every received 
theory of the patristic and middle ages is advocated, and enforced by strong anathemas, 
in that and similar works. I may also mention, that the remarks in a work entitled 
“The Gospel of St. Mark, in the Authorized Version, arranged in Parts and Sections, 
with Titles and Summaries of Contents, Marginal Notes of Time and Place, and a 
Preface; to which are appended, Cautions against the Greek Testament of Dean 
Alford, and the Hulsean Lectures of Dean Ellicott. For the Use of Schools and Young 
Studente. By the Rev. J. Forshall, M. A., F. R. S., formerly Fellow of Exeter College, 
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published a£ Ephesus’. This testimony is repeated by Jerome’ and 
others, and is every way consonant with what we have above (8$ i.) 
related of the history of the Apostle its author. Some later writers 
have reported that it was published from Patmos, during John's exile ; 
some have combined the two accounts, and made John dictate the 

Gospel in Patmos, and publish it at Ephesus after his return. But of 
these the only account which from ite date and character deserves atten- 
tion, is that of Irenæus. 

8. The Gospel itself furnishes only negative or uncertain evidence on 
this point. From the manner in which the sites and habits of Palestine 
are spoken of’, it seems evident that it was composed at a distance from 
that country. If again we regard the peculiar nomenclature of the 
prologue, and enquire to what locality this points, two places occur to 
us where it would be likely to have been adopted; one of these, Alex- 
andria,—the other, Ephesus. The first of these cities was the home 
and birthplace of the gnostic philosophy; the other (Acts xviii. 24) 
was in communication with, and derived its philosophic character from 
Alexandria! Now as no history gives us any account of the Apostle 
having laboured or ever been at Alexandria, this consideration also forms 
& presumptive confirmation of the tradition that the Gospel was written 
at Ephesus. 

4. If so, we have some clue, although but an indirect one, to the time 

at which it was published. If John cannot be supposed to have come 
thither till some time after the ultimate disappearance of the Apostle 
Paul from Asia Minor“, then we have obviously a time specified, before 
which the Gospel cannot have been published. 

5. The voice of tradition on this point is very uncertain. Irenæus 
states that this Gospel was the latest written of the four: which, as he 
places Mark's and Luke's after the deaths of Peter and Paul (but see 
Prolegg. to Luke, § iv.), would bring us to a similar date with that 
pointed out in the preceding paragraph’. As usual in traditional 
matter,—on our advance to later writers, we find more and more par- 
ticular accounts given:—the year of John’s life, the reigning Emperor, 
&c., under which the Gospel was written’. In all such cases the stu- 

Oxford,” have not induced me to modify any of the statements or expressions in these 

* "lwdvene 6 pabarig roù cvpiov, 6 cai ixl rò erijdog abro’ dvaxeauy, cai abròg 
Id re rò ebayyidoy, iv Ege rig 'Acíag QGuarpidwr. Adv. Har. iii. 1, p. 174; 
cited also by Euseb. H. E. v. 8. 

7 Prologue to Matthew. 

* “See ch. ii. 6, 13; iii. 23; iv. 4; v. 2; vi. 4; x. 22; xi. 18, 49—51, 64, 55; xviii. 
1, 13, 28 ; xix. 13, 31. 

* See note on John i. 1 (I. e). 
! Sce § i. of the present chapter, paragraph 10. 
3 Bimilarly Clement of Alex., Origen, and Eusebius ; sce Eus. H. E. v. 8. iii. 21. 
3 [xi rj yaparig abros u,, nerd Irn ivyevicovra ri); lavroU Zwijc, nerd rů» 
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dent wil do well to remember, that such late traditions are worthless 
exactly $n proportion to their particularity of detasl. 

6. But we have thus no direct indication, at what date to place the 
Gospel. On examining its contents, we find no such indication given 
by them. It is true that the Evangelist speaks in ch. v. 2 of the pool 
of Bethesda in the present tense as being near the sheepgate, and thence 
it might seem as if he wrote before the destruction of Jerusalem :—but 
such indications are confounded by the fact that he alone of the Evangelists 
Speaks of places near Jerusalem, which would remain after the destruc- 
tion, in the past tense (ch. xi. 18), which seems to shew that no stress 
is to be laid on such expressions, which were perhaps used by him 
according to the cast of the particular narrative which he was then 
constructing, without any reference to the existing state of things at the 
time of his writing‘. See, however, note on ch. xi. 18. 

7. It has been variously inferred,—from ch. xxi. 18, 19,—that the 

Gospel must have been published during the lifetime of Peter ;—for that, 
had the Lord's prophecy been fulfilled before the account was written, 
some notice would have been taken of such fulfilment ;—and from ch. 

xviii. 10, that it cannot have been published till after his death, —for that 
Peter's name would not have been mentioned, had he been still living. 
But it is plain that we might just as well argue for ch. xxi. 18, 19, being 
written after Peter's death, on account of the definiteness of the inter- 
pretation there given to the prophecy; and I have shewn in my note on 
Matt. xxvi. 51, that no stress can be laid on the other inference. 

8. Nor do we find any more certain indication by comparison of the 
Gospel with the First Epistle, or with the Apocalypse. The dates of 
both these are very uncertain ;—and it has been disputed whether their 
contents presuppose the Gospel or not. Such expressions as ó Aeyoc 
re Qwijc, à) C alere, fric hy vpóc roy xarépa kai ipavepwOn ,, 

1 John i. 1, 2, and similar ones, make it at least probable, that the 

Epistle was written after the Gospel (see Lücke, iii. 21 ff). But how 
long after, we have no means of even conjecturing. And with regard to 
the Apocalypse, if we assume the Domitianic date (95 or 96 A. p.), upheld 
in Prolegg. to Revelation, $ ii., we yet get no trustworthy points of com- 
parison whereby to infer the date of the Gospel. 

9. Our only resource then must be, the space included between the 
very wide limits above indicated. The final departure of Paul from Asia 
Minor, and indeed his death, must be supposed to have happened some 

time ;—this, such as it is, will be our terminus a quo ;—and our terminus 
ad quem, the probable duration of John's life, or more properly speaking, 

abrov á-xó rie IIarpov ixdvedov, r)v ixi KAavüíov yevopiyg» Kaicapoc. Epiphan. 
Har. li. 12, p. 433. 

* See also ch. xviii. 1; xix. 41. 
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of his power of writing as we find him writing in thie Gospel. And as 
antiquity testifies that he lived to a great age, and survived his vigour, 
this latter terminus will be even less definite than the former. 

10. One consideration, however, may tend somewhat to narrow its 

limits. I have argued in the Commentary, that ch. xxi. is a genuine 
addition by the hand of the Apostle himself, probably in the decline of 
life, some years at least, from internal evidence of style, after the Gospel 
was completed. Add to which, as hinted above, that the style of the 
Gospel is, as Liicke has also remarked, that of a matured, but not of an 
aged writer. 

ll. Whether then we set the death of Paul with Wieseler in A.D. 64, 
or, as upholders of a second Roman imprisonment, in A.D. 68, we per- 
haps must not in either case allow our terminus a quo to be placed much 
earlier than 70: nor, supposing John to have been a few years younger 
than our Lord, can we prolong our later limit much beyond a.D. 85. 
We should thus have, but with no great fixity either way, somewhere 
about fifteen years, —A.D. 70—85, during which it is probable that the 
Gospel was published. 

SECTION V. 

IN WHAT LANGUAGE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

l. 'The testimony of antiquity is unanimous that John wrote in Greek. 
(See Lücke, Einleitung, $ xi.) Nor is there any reason to doubt the fact. 
If he lived and taught in Asia Minor, he must have been familiar with 
the Greek language. 

2. Some among the moderns (Salmasius, according to Lücke, the first) 
have held an Aramaic or Hebrew original They seem to ground this 
principally on the citations from the Old Testament being from the 
Hebrew, not from the LXX. But this latter is by no means without 

exception: see ch. i. 23; ii. 17; vi. 45; x. 34; xii. 14, 15, 38; xv. 25; 
xix. 24, 86. That we find other citations (xii. 40; xiii. 18; xix. 87) 
after the Hebrew solely or principally, was to be expected from the 
Apostle's personal history, as a Jew of Palestine who had been brought 
up in the knowledge of the Hebrew original: and is a confirmation of 
the genuineness of the Gospel. See below in the next section, and Bleek, 

Beitráge zur Evangelien Kritik, p. 87. 

SECTION VI. 

ITS GENUINENESS. 

l. It would enlarge these Prolegomena too much, to give a detailed 
history of the recognition of this Gospel, and its impugnens, in ancient 
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times. It may suffice to refer to such works as Lücke's Einleitung, 
where this history will be found. The result of his researches on the 
subject is, that down to the end of the second century the Gospel was 
by all recognized and attributed to the Apostle whose name it bears, 
with the sole exception of the Alogi, an unimportant sect in Asia Minor, 
who, from excessive opposition to the heresy of Montanus, rejected 
both the Apocalypse and Gospel of John, as favouring (according to 
them) some of the views of that heretic. Such an exception rather 
strengthens than weakens the general evidence of ancient Christendom in 
its favour. 

2. Equally satisfactory is the testimony of the fathers after the close 
of the second century. The citations by Irenæus from this Gospel are 
very frequent, and express, both as to its canonicity and the name of its 
author. And hig testimony is peculiarly valuable, because (1) he was an 
anti-gnostic: (2) his acquaintance with the whole Church, Eastern and 
Western, was greater than that of any other ecclesiastical writer: and 
(8) in his youth he had conversed with Polycarp, himself a disciple of 
the Apostle John. Theophilus of Antioch, Tertullian, Clement of Alexan- 
dria, Hippolytus, Origen, Dionysius of Alexandria, Eusebius,—the ancient 
Syriac version, the Peschito,—the adversaries of Christianity, Porphyry, 
and Julian,—all these refer to the Gospel as without doubt the work of 
the Apostle John. 

9. We may then, as far as antiquity is concerned, regard its genuine- 
ness as established. But there is one circumstance which has furnished 
many modern writers with a ground for doubting this. Neither Papias, 
who carefully sought out all that Apostles and apostolic men had related 
regarding the life of Christ,—nor Polycarp, who was himself a disciple 
of the Apostle John,—nor Barnabas, nor Clement of Rome, in their 

Epistles, nor lastly Ignatius (in his genuine writings), makes any men- 
tion of, or allusion to, this Gospel. So that in the most ancient circle of 
ecclesiastical testimony, it appears to be unknown or not recognized. 

4. But this circumstance, when fairly considered in connerion with 
its universal recognition by writers following on these, rather serves for a 
confirmation of the genuineness of this Gospel. It confessedly was written 
late in the apostolic age. As far then as silence (or apparent silence) 
can be valid as an argument, it seems to shew that the recognition of 
this Gospel, as might have been expected, was later than that of the 
others. And it is some confirmation also of this view, that Papias, if 
Eusebius (iii. 89) gives his testimony entire, appears not to recognize 
Luke's Gospel, but only those of Matthew and Mark. It is remarkable, 
however, on the other hand, that Papias (Eusebius, ibid.) recognizes the 
First Epistle of John, which, as remarked in § iv., was probably written 
after the Gospel. This would scem to make it probable that we have 
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not in Eusebius the whole testimony of Papias given; for it would cer- 
tainly seem from internal grounds that the First Epistle and the Gospel 
must stand or fall together. 

5. It is evident that too much stress must not be laid on the silence 
of Polycarp, from whom we have one short epistle only. He also 
(apparently) was acquainted with the First Epistle of John’. But he 
wrote with no purpose of giving testimony to the sacred books, and what 
reason therefore have we to expect in his Epistle, quotations from or 
allusions to any particular book which did not happen to come within 
his design, and the subject of which he was treating ? 

6. The same may be said of the silence of Barnabas, Hermas, and 
Ignatius. Had any intention existed on the part of the primitive Chris- 
tian writers of informing posterity what books were counted canonical 
in their days, their silence would be a strong argument against any 
particular book :—but they had no such intention: their citations are 
‘fortuitous, and most of them loose and allusory only. So that we cannot 
argue from such silence to the recognition or otherwise of any book, 
unless it be universal and continuous, which is not the case with regard 
to this Gospel. 

7. Again, the Lind of testimony furnished by Irenæus is peculiarly 
valuable. He does not relate from whom he had heard that John wrote 
a Gospel, but he treats and quotes it as a well-known and long-used 
book in the Christian Church. What could have induced Irenæus to 
do this, except the fact of tts being thus known and used? So that this 
character of his testimony virtually carries it back farther than its 
actual date. Besides, when one who has had the means which lrensus 

had of ascertaining the truth in a matter, asserts things respecting that 

matter,—the ordinary and just method is to suppose that he draws his 
information from his superior opportunities of gaining it, even though he 
may not expressly say so: so that when Irenæus, who had conversed with 
Polycarp bimself, the friend of the Apostle John, quotes this Gospel as 
the work of that Apostle, we may fairly presume that he had assured 
himself of this by the testimony of one so well capable of informing 
him. 

8. Another historical argument used against its genuineness is,—that 
in the dispute about the time of keepmg Easter between Polycarp and 
Anicetus bishop of Rome about the year 160, the former defended the 
practice of the Asiatic Churches,—which was to keep their Christian 
passover at the time of the Jewish passover, the evening of the 14th of 
Nisan, by what he had learned from John and the other Apostles 
(Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. v. 24). But, say the opponents, John himself in 

5 wag yap Bc dv p} ópoloyg 'Iņnoosy xpurróv iv oapel iAnrvOlva:, &yriypiorés 
deri. cb. vii. p. 1012, ed. Migne: compare 1 John iv. 8. 
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his Gospel clearly relates that our Lord instituted the Lord's supper on 
the evening of the 13th of Nisan, and was crucified on the 14th. There- 
fore either Polycarp falsely appealed to Jobn’s authority, which is not 
probable, or John did not write the Gospel which bears his name. But, 
as Lücke has shewn, this argument is altogether built on the assumption 
that the Christian passover must necessarily coincide with the time of 
the institution of the Lord’s supper; whereas such a coincidence does 
not appear to have entered into the consideration of the litigants in this 
case, but merely the question, whether the Churches should follow the 
Jewish calendar, or an arrangement of their own. Even in the later 
dispute between Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus, and Victor (Eusebius, 
ut supra), on the same point, thie question was not raised, but the 

matter was debated on other grounds. 
9. The last historical objection which I shall notice is, that this Gospel 

was first circulated by the Gnostics, and therefore is to be looked on 
with suspicion. But Lücke has shewn (Einl p. 119) that this was not 
the case: that unquestionable traces of catholic reception of it are found 
before it was received by them: and that, at all events, Irenæus recog- 
nized and used it contemporaneously with the Valentinians. The known 
opposition between the catholic Fathers and the Gnostics furnishes a 
sure guarantee, that, had they first promulgated the Gospel, tt never 
would have been received into the Canon of the catholic Church. 

10. The modern opponents of the genuineness and canonicity of this 
Gospel have raised two arguments against it upon internal evidence. 
The first of these rests upon the assumed radical diversity between the 
views of the Person and teaching of Christ presented to us by John, 
and by the synoptic Evangelists. On this point I have said nearly all 
that is necessary in § ii.; and I will only now add, that supposing the 
diversity to be as unaccountable as it is natural, it would of itself serve 
as a strong presumption that the Gospel was not the work of a forger, 
who would have enlarged and decorated the accounts already existing, 
but a genuine testimony of one who was not an imitator of nor depend- 
ent on those others. 

11. The second endeavours, by bringing out various supposed incon- 
sistencies in the narration, to shew that the Apostle John cannot have 
been the Author. Such are,—imagined want of connexion in certain 
parts (ch. iv. 44; xiii. 20; xiv. 81, where see notes) ;—an imputed incon- 
sistency in the character and development of the treachery of Judas (see 
note on ch. vi. 64) ;—the not naming once in the Gospel of his own 
brother James (which, as Lücke remarks, is far easier to account for on 

supposition of its genuineness than on that of its spuriousness*) ;—the 

James, the son of Zebedee, though one of the favoured Three, comes forward 
no where personally in the Gospels, nor in the Acts; and vanishes tho first of all the 
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supposed want of accurate information with regard to the geography 
and customs of Judea. But again, the passages cited to support this 
involve only geographical and archseological difficulties, such as would 
never have been raised by an impostor ;—and one in particular (ch. vii. 52: 
see note there) is chargeable, not on the Evangelist, but on the Sanhedrim, 
who were likely enough to have made the mistake, or purposely overlooked 
the fact, in their proud spirit of contempt for Galilee. The other objec- 
tions derived from internal considerations are hardly worth recounting. 
They are fully stated and answered by Lücke, Einleitung, pp. 186—140. 

12. An hypothesis was advanced by Eckermann, Vogel, and Paulus, 
and brought to completeness by Weisse, founded on a compromise 
between the evidence for and against the Gospel: that it is partly 
genuine, and principally in the didactic portions, which are veritable 
notices from the Apostle John: but that a later hand has wrought 
upon these, and added most of the narrative portions. But first, eccle- 

siastical tradition gives no countenance to this, always citing the Gospel 
as a whole,—and dropping no hint of any such distinction between its 
parts ;—and secondly, it is quite impossible to draw any line in the 
Gospel itself which shall separate the original matter from the supposed 
additions. There certainly is a marked distinction in diction and style 
between the rest of the Gospel and ch. xxi. (of ch. vii. 58—viii. 12, I do 
not now speak; see notes there) :—which I believe to be accounted for 
by that chapter being a later addition by the Author himself: but farther 
than tbis, no such distinction can, even by the most fanciful analogies, 

be established. "The same spirit pervades the form of the narrative and 
didactic parts: and so strongly, that the impugners of the Gospel have 
made this very circumstance an argument against the authenticity of the 
latter ;—how unjustly, I have shewn above in § ii. :—but the fact of the 
objection having been made is important, as fatal to Weisse's hypothesis. 

13. The principal arguments against the genuineness of the Gospel 
have been repeated and elaborated by Baur (in Zeller’s Theologisches 
Jahrbuch, 1844, 1. 3. 14), who tries to shew that the whole is apocryphal, 
—and has arisen from a pious fraud of an author in the latter part of 
the second century. I mention this attempt because an admirable 
answer to it has appeared, by Ebrard, Das Evangelium Johannis und 
die neueste Hypothese über seine Entstehung, pp. 217. Zurich, 1845. 
In this work he has gone over carefully all the arguments treated in 
the preceding sections, and shewn their entire untenableness. Luthardt 
also, in the work above referred to, has treated at length of the view of 
Baur and his school, vol. i. pp. 280—237. 

Apostles from the historic field of view. It is very unlikely that John would have in- 
troduced mention of him merely because he was his brother. He has not named 
several others of the Apostles. See ch. xxi. 2, and note. 
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14. Our conclusion then from internal as well as external evidence, 
must be that the Gospel is what it has generally been believed to be,— 
the genuine work of the Apostle John. And this result has been ob- 
tained by rigid criticism, apart from all subjective leanings either way. 
To dilate on the importance of this conclusion, does not belong to these 
Prolegomena; but I cannot avoid pointing it out, in an age when on 
the one hand the historic truth of our scriptural accounte is being again 
boldly denied; —and on the other, we providentially stand at a point 
in the progress of criticism, where none but the most rigid trial of them, 
—none but the fairest and most impartial judgments,—can or ought to 
satisfy us. 

SECTION VII. 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. This is the only one of the four Gospels to which a pre-arranged 
and systematic plan can with any certainty be ascribed. That such does 
not exist in the other three, any farther than the circumstances under 
which they were each respectively written have indirectly modified their 
arrangement, has been already shewn. But that such a plan is proposed 
and followed out by the Writer of this Gospel, will become evident by 
an examination of its contents. 

2. The prologue contains a formal setting forth of the subject-matter of 
the Gospel :— that the Eternal Creator Word became Flesh, and was 
glorified by means of that work which He undertook in the flesh.’ This 
glorification of Christ he follows out under several heads: (1) the testi- 
mony borne to Him by the Baptist; (2) His miracles; (8) His conflict 
with the persecution and malice of the Jews; (4) His own testimony in 
His discourses, which are very copiously related ; (5) His sufferings, 
death, and resurrection. And this His glorification is the accomplish- 
ment of the purpose of the Father, by setting Him forth as the Light and 
Life of the world,—the One Intercessor and Mediator, by whose accom- 
plished Work the Holy Spirit is procured for men; and through whom 
all spiritual help, and comfort, and hope of glory, is derived. 

3. Several subdivisions of the Gospel have been proposed, as shewing 
ita arrangement in subordination to this great design. The simplest 
and most satisfactory is that adopted by Liicke: (1) the prologue, 
ch. i. 1—18; (2) the first main division of the Gospel, i. 19—xii. 50; 
(8) the second main division of the Gospel, xiii. 1— xx. 81; (4) the 
appendix, ch. xxi. 

4. Of these divisions, I. the prologue, contains a general statement of 
the whole subject of the Gospel II. The first main division treate of 
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the official work of the Lord in Galilee, Judæa, and Samaria, His recep- 
tion and rejection, and closes with the general reflections of the Evan- 
gelist, ch. xii. 37—43, and summary of the commission of Jesus, ib. 44— 

50 :—ite foundation in the will of the Father, and purposes of grace and 
love to men. III. The second main division may be subdivided into 
two parte, (1) the inner glorification of Christ in His last supper and 
His last discourses, (2) His outer and public glorification by His Suffer- 
ings, Death, and Resurrection. Then IV. the appended chapter xxi. 
relates, for a special purpose, an appearance of the Lord, after His resur- 
rection, in Galilee :—see notes there. 

5. In all these, except the last, the great leading object of the Gospel 
is kept in view, and continually worked out more fully. After having 
stated it in the prologue, he relates the recognition of Christ’s glory by 
the testimony of the Baptist; —then by the disciples on their being 
called ;—then the manifestation of that glory by His miracle in Cana of 
Galilee,—by His cleansing of the temple,—by His declaration of Him- 
self to Nicodemus,—and so onwards. But the more this is the case, 

the more is He misunderstood and withstood: and it becomes evident 
by degrees, that the great shewing forth of His glory is to be brought 
about by the result of this very opposition of His enemies. This reaches 
its height in the prophetic testimony of Caiaphas, ch. xi. 47 ff.; and the 
voice from heaven, xii. 28, iddfaca xal radtw dofacw, seems to form the 
point of transition from the manifestation of His glory by His acts, 
discourses, and conflict with the Jews, in Part I.—to that by His 
Sufferings, Death, and Resurrection in Part II. Thus, as Liicke re- 
marks, these words form the ground-tone of the whole Gospel,— The 

public working of Christ manifested His glory; but at the same time 
led on to His Death, which Death again manifested His glory.’ 

6. In the course of the Gospel the Evangelist steadily keeps his great 
end in view, and does not turn aside from it. For its sake are the 

incidents and notices introduced, with which his matter is diversified ; 
but for its sake only. He has no chronological, no purely historical 
aims. Each incident which is chosen for a manifestation of the Lord's 
glory, is introduced sometimes with very slight links, sometimes with 
altogether no links of connexion to that which has preceded. So that 
while in the fulfilment of its inner design the Gospel forms a closely 
connected and perfect whole, considered in any other view it is disjointed 
and fragmentary ’. 

7? Lathardt’s division is: 

I. Jesus tnx Sox o» Gop: ch. i.—iv. 
1. The Christ. ch. i. 1—18. 
2. Tbe introduction of Jems into tho world g. 19-—4 11) by the testimony (0) 

of the Baptist (i. 19—40) ; (b) of Himself (i. 41—ii. 11). 
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7. With regard to the style of this Gospel, it may be remarked, (1) 
that Dionysius of Alexandria, as cited by Eusebius, Hist. Ecel. vii. 25, 
remarked the purity of its Greek as compared with that of the Apo- 
calypse. rà pé» yap (the Gospel and First Epistle) où uóvov axraicrwe 
Kara rjv r&y EMV gwriy, GAG kal Aoywrara raiç A£fsot, roig avÀ- 
Aoyisoig, raiç ovvratecc rüc Eppnvelac yéypaxrat. wodAov ye dei d- 

Bapóv reva 90%, f) codomicpor, fj & idewreapor iv abroic cbt. 
(2) That without subscribing to the whole of this eulogy, if classical 
authors are to be the standard of comparison, the same will hold good of 
this Gospel as compared with the other three. (3) That the greater 
purity of its Greek is perhaps mainly owing to its far greater simplicity 
of style. While the deepest truths lie beneath the words, the words 
themselves are almost oolloguial in their simplicity ; the historical matter 
is of small amount as compared with the dialogue. (4) That while the 
language is for the most part unobjectionable Greek, the cast of expres- 
sion and thought is Hebraistic. ‘Sermo quidem Grecus sed plane 
adumbratus ex Syriaco illius ssculi' (Grotius). There is, both here 
and in the Epistle, very little unfolding or deducing one proposition 
from another: different steps of an argument, or sometimes different 

8. First revelation of Himself as the Son of God (ii. 12—iv. 54), (a) in Jerusalem 
and Judæa (ii. 12—1ii. 96), (b) in Samaria and Galilee (iv. 1—54). 

II. Jesus AND THE JEWS: ch. v.—xii. 
1. Jesus the Life. Opening of the conflict. ch. v. vi. (a) His divine working as 

Son of God—beginning of opposition (v. 1—47): (b) Jesus the Life in the 
flesh, —progress of belief and unbelief (vi. 1—71). 

2. Jesus the Light. Height of the conflict. ch. vii.—x. (s) He meets the un- 
belief of the Jews at Jerusalem (vii. 1—52) : (b) opposition between Jesus and 
the Jews at its height (viii. 12—59): (c) Jesus the Light of the world for 
salvation, and for judgment (ix. x.). 

8. The delivery of Jesus to death is the Life and the Judgment of the world. ch. 
xi xi. (a) The raising from the Dead (xi. 1—57): (b) Prophetic announce- 
ments of the Future (xii. 1—36): (c) Final judgment on Israel (ib. 37—50). 

III. Jesus AND His OWN: ch. xiii.—xx. 
l. Jesus' Love and the belief of His disciples. (a) His Love in condescension 

(xiii. 1—30) : (b) His Love in keeping and completing the disciples in the faith 
(xiii. 31—xvi. 33): (c) His Love in the exaltation of the Son of God (xvii.). 

2. Jesus the Lord: the unbelief of Israel, now in its completion: the belief of 
His own (ch. xviii.—xx.). (a) His free self-eurrender to His enemies, and to 
the unbelief of Israel (xviii. 1—xix. 16): (b) His self-surrender to Death, and 
divine testimony in death (xix. 16—42) : (c) His manifestation of Himself as 
passed from death into liberty and life, and the completion of the disciples’ 
faith worked thereby (xx. 1—29). 

The APPENDIX: ch. xxi. The glimpse into the future. (a) The symbolic draught 
of fishes (1—8): (b) the symbolic meal (9—14) : (c) The calling and its prospect 
(15—23) : (d) conclusion. 

These leading sections he follows out into minor detail in other subdivisions of much 
interest. 
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conclusions from mutually dependent arguments, are indicated by mere 
juxtaposition :—and the intelligent reader must be carrying on, as it 
were, an undercurrent of thought, or the connexion will not be per- 

ceived. (5) That in this respect this Gospel forms a remarkable con- 
trast to those parte of the New Testament written by Hellenistic 
Christians; e. g. the Epistles of Paul, and that to the Hebrews; in 
which, while external marks of Hebraistic diction abound, there is yet 
an internal conformation of style, and connexion of thought, more 
characteristic of the Grecian mind :—they write more in periods, and 
more according to dialectic form. In observing all such phenomena in 
our sacred writings, the student will learn to appreciate the evidence 
which they contribute to the historic truth of our belief with regard to 
them and their writers :—and will also perceive an admirable adaptation 
of the workman to his work, by Him whoee one Spirit has overruled 
them all. 

8. The reader will find a very elaborate and detailed account of the 
peculiarities of diction and style of this Gospel in Luthardt’s work 
referred to above, vol. i. pp. 21—969. 

CHAPTER VI. 

SECTION I. 

OF THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE TEXT IN THIS EDITION. 

1. Iw order to set clearly before the student the principles on which 
the text has been revised, it may be well to premise a short account of 
what has been hitherto done towards ite revision in modern times. 

2. The received text of the Greek Testament is that of the second 
Elzevir edition, published at Leyden in 1633, and founded on a collation 
of the third edition of Robert Stephens (1550),—which itself was 
founded on the fifth edition of Erasmus (1585),—with Beza's editions. 
The term received text’ appears to have originated in an expression 
used by the Elzevirs in their preface—‘ Textum ergo habes nunc ab 
omnibus receptum, in quo nihil immutatum aut corruptum damus.' 
(For particulars respecting the previous editions of the Greek Testa- 
ment, see Wetstein, prolegomena, p. 116 ff.: and Tregelles, Printed text 
of the Greek Test.) 

8. The critical authority of the received text is very feeble.— The fifth 
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edition of Erasmus mentioned above was nearly a reprint of his fourth, 
which was founded on his former editions corrected by the * Compluten- 
sian, which had just been published at that time. But neither Erasmus 
nor the Complutensian editors had before them any sufficient critical 
apparatus whereupon to construct their text;—nor did the latter use 
faithfully even that which they had. Wetstein has shewn that their text 
is singularly corrupted and inaccurate. Erasmus also, besides com- 
mitting numerous inaccuracies, tampered with the readings of the very 
few MSS. which he collated’. Stephens has given but a very vague 
account of the additional MSS. to which he had access, and the work 
appears to have been done with levity and carelessness. The Elzevirs 
differ from Stephens’s third edition in about 150 readings only. (Tischen- 
dorf, ed. 7, p. Ixxxv.) 

4. The first systematic attempt to revise the received text which I 
shall notice here, as embracing in itself some previous partial ones, is 
that of J. J. Griesbach, whose edition (complete) appeared in 1796— 
1806. He collected and systematized the previous labours of Mill and 
Wetstein, adding to them very many collations of his own. His theory 
of various recensions of the Greek text apparent in the different classes 
of MSS., although arbitrarily carried out by him and those who have 
adopted it from him, has certainly a foundation in truth, and corresponds 
in the main to the phenomena: —but it misled him in the recension 
of the text. Nor has he been sufficiently careful in his collation of the 
principal MSS., nor consistent in the application of his own critical rules. 
Besides which, the number and complexity of his symbols indicating his 
judgment on the quality of the readings, form an objection to his edition 
as furnishing a text for general use. 

5. The next considerable attempt to revise the text is found in the 
edition of Dr. Scholz, late Roman Catholic professor of sacred literature 
at Bonn. In his extensive travels undertaken in pursuance of his work, 
he discovered, and cursorily collated very many MSS. unknown before: 
and in this, the pioneering department of criticism, his services were 
considerable. But the theory which he upheld with regard to the recen- 
sion of the text is as untenable, as his own departure from it is manifest. 
He adopts, in the main, Griesbach’s classification of MSS., arranging 

* Published at Alcala (Complutum) in Spain, under the superintendence of Cardinal 
Ximenes. This edition was ready in 1514, two years before Erasmus published his first 
edition ; but, from various delays, not published till 1522, after Erasmus had published 

® Ut jam non repetam, quod Erasmus lectionem eorum quos habebat codicum Evan- 
geliorum, Actorum et Epistolarum aliquoties temere mutaverit, cujus rei vestigia adhuc 
dum in ipsis codd. manifesta conspiciuntur, prseter loca supra p. 44 allata. Quin neque 
ipse diffitetur, ultro ad amicos scribens “so codices suos preecastigasse." Wetst. prolegz. 
p. 127. 
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them however in fwo great families or recensions, the Alexandrine and 
the Constantinopolitan. Of these he holds that the latter contain the 
true original text of the sacred books, the former having been altered and 
corrupted by transcribers and grammarians. But notwithstanding this, 
he continually receives into his text, in almost every page, Alexandrine 
readings, against the nearly unanimous testimony of the Constan- 
tinopolitan MSS.“ In fact, his is a text constructed in spite of, not 
according to, his theory. Besides which, with all respect for Dr. Scholz’s 
labours in the cause of biblical criticism, it must be confessed that the 

extreme inaccuracy of his edition of the New Testament renders it almost 
unfit for the use of the scholar”. 

6. In 1831 a stereotype edition of the New Testament appeared, 
followed in 1842 by a first part, containing the Gospels, of a larger 
edition with various readings and the Latin Vulgate annexed, by C. 
Lachmann. The view with which he reconstructed his text is explained 
at length in his prolegomena to the edition of 1842. He professes to 
give the text as it was received in the East in the fourth century. To 
this end he cites as his authorities entirely the older MSS, ABCPQTZ 
in the Gospels as of primary, and D as of secondary authority: neglect- 
ing altogether the other uncial MSS. and all the cursive mas. :—of the 
versions he lays most stress (and properly) on the ancient latin, repre- 
sented by ite most important MSS., a, ö, o, D-lat, but to the entire neglect 

of the important syrr., copt., æth., arm., sah.“ Of the Fathers, in 

the Gospels he cites Origen only as of primary authority,—Irenzus, 
Cyprian, Hilary, and Lucifer as of secondary ;—and lastly, the vulgate 

of Jerome. But this rejection of the greater part of the witnesses for 
the text has reduced him, in a very considerable part of the New Testa- 
ment, to implicit following of one MS. only (e. g. A does not contain 
Matt. i.—xxv. 6, besides other lacunæ ; B does not contain the Epistles 
to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon, nor the Apocalypse; and the lacunzj 
in C are large and frequent). Besides which, he has not consistently 

2 Dr. Scholz himself informed me in 1847, not long before his death, that if he lived 
to bring out another edition of his Gr. Test., he should transfer into the text most of 
the Alexandrine readings which now are noted in large type beneath it. And the 
same intention is alluded to in an academical prolusion published by him in 1845. 

2 So viel aber ift entſchieden daß man den Angaben dieſes Kritikers nimmer mit 
Zuverſicht vertrauen kann, und daß feine Arbeiten, die denen welche fidh damit befaffen 
nur vergebliche Mühe und Zeit loften, als vollig unbrauchbar moͤglichſt bald der 
Bergeſſenheit überliefert werden ſollten. Gs gibt wenig Zeilen im Vol. 1. dieſes N. T. 
worin ſich nicht irgend eine Incorrectheit nachweiſen ließe. Schulz, cited by Tischendorf, 
ed. Lips. 3, prolegg. p. xxxix,—who adds: ‘Quod D. Schulz testatus est; Es gibt wenig 
Zeilen u. ſ.w.: id majorem in modum in vol. ii. quadrare quævis pagina docet.’ 

3 See catalogue of MSS. below, ch. vii. § i. 
* See, for all these, catalogue of versions below, ch. vii. § ii. 
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followed his own system, as Tischendorf, ed. Lips. 2, prolegg. p. xlv, has 
shewn by many instances. And he has not taken the pains which he 
should have done to obtain the best collations of the Vatican MS. (B), 
by far the most important for his work“; having neglected altogether 
that of Bartolocci, which was known and accessible to him ;—nor of the 
Parisian Codex Ephremi (C), which was also accessible to him, but 
which he has taken from the imperfect collation of Wetstein. 

7. These defects necessarily take off considerably from the otherwise 
valuable services of Lachmann to N. T. criticism. And it is much to 
be lamented that, owing to the nature of his plan, and the fact of its 
never having been thoroughly carried out, his work has ever been very 
general and fatally misunderstood, and its readings cited by ignorant 
persons as if they were the result of the Editor's deliberate judgment. 
All this ought in fairness to be recognized, when we discuss the re- 
siduum of value which Lachmann's provisional labours now possess for 
the biblical student. It is undoubtedly true, as Dr. Tregelles has observed, 
—“ Printed text of the Greek Test., p. 118,—that, “ let any objections 

be raised to the plan, let inconsistencies be pointed out in the execution, 
let corrections of varied kinds be suggested, still the fact will remain, 
that the first Greek Testament, since the invention of printing, edited 
wholly on ancient authority, irrespective of modern traditions, is due to 
CHARLES LACHMANN.” At the same time the student must take 
caro to keep this high praise in its proper place. Lachmann's was 
the work of a pioneer, not that of a builder. It was not in his de- 
sign, in the work which we now possess, to give us a critical and trust- 
worthy text. This he might have done, had he lived, and had he not 

been deterred and discouraged by the general misunderstanding of what 
he had done. His real service to the cause of sacred criticism has 
been, the bold and uncompromising demolition of that unworthy and 
pedantic reverence for the received text, which stood in the way of all 
chance of discovering the genuine word of God; and, the clear indication 

of the direction which all future sound criticism must take, viz. a return 

to the evidence of the most ancient witnesses. For the firm hold which 
this latter principle has taken, for the comparative absence of blind 
fautorship of the received text, in spite of repeated attempts to shake 
the one and to re-establish the other, we have mainly to thank Lach- 
mann: and this,—even in the midst of all conceded objections to his 
plan, to his carrying it out, and to his tone and temper,—is surely no 
mean eulogy. 

For further and full description of his Edition, see Tregelles, “ Printed 
text,” &c., pp. 97—115. 

5 See below, ch. vii. § i. catalogue of MSS. under B. 
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8. Dr. Tischendorf has published at Leipzig several editions of the 
Greek Testament. I shall speak here of two only: the second, which 
appeared in 1849, and the seventh, in 1859. In his revision of the 
text, as explained in hie prolegomena to the edition of 1849, he has 
followed the most ancient MSS., not however disregarding the testi- 
mony of the later ones and of versions and fathers, where the former 
disagree, or where the readings of the elder MSS. have apparently 
sprung from corruption of the text. And to judge of this last, he lays 
down the following rules:—Readings are to be suspected,—1. which 
are peculiar to one or other of the elder MSS., or which savour strongly 
of the character of some one class of recensions, and have therefore pro- 
bably proceeded from some corrector :—2. which although supported by 
many MSS., have manifestly or probably sprung from the error of a 
copyist:—3. which have sprung from a desire to assimilate citations 
from the Old Testament to the text of the cited passage, or parallel 
places in the Gospels to one another. In such cases (unless there be 
strong cause to the contrary) the discrepant reading is to be preferred 
to the accordant one. 4. A reading is to be preferred, which appears to 
furnish a clue to the others, or to contain the elements of them in itself. 

5. The usage of the New Testament writers in general, and of each one 
in particular, is to be regarded in balancing readings with one another. 
For the discussion of these rules, I refer the student to the work itself. 
The theory of them is unobjectionable ; it will be by the practical carrying 
out of them that the New Testament Editor must be judged. And, on 
the whole, his principles appear to have been boldly and consistently 
carried out; and the text of this edition of 1849 is, in my view, very far 

superior to any which preceded it. The fact of my never having adopted 
it myself, will shew that I do not consider this praise to be in all cases 

deserved. The edition is very unequal in its various parts. His design 

grew on him as he advanced, and he did not re-write the earlier portion 

to correspond with the later. In the Epistles, he gave in full the autho- 

rities for the reading which he adopted, as well as those for that which 

he rejected : in the Gospels, very rarely the latter, — sometimes neither. In- 

deed the digest, in the early Gospels, was miserably meagre. Full one-third 

of the readings of D were omitted, aa well as many others of importance. 

Compare only, e. g., the various readings of Matt. xii. 1—8 with those in 

Lachmann. And the same is true of almost every page. His adoption of 

resdings was not always distinguished by watchfulness to detect trips 

of transcribers, as e. g. in John vi. 51, where the homœoteleuton & 

?éow was obviously the first source of confusion: see also Luke xxiv. 

51, 52. But, allowing for such imperfections, and for instances of care- 

lessneas such as are incident to all who undertake a work of this kind, I 

cannot but regard Tischendorf's 2nd edition as the most valuable contri- 
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bution, at the time of its appearance, which had been yet made to the 

revision of the text of the New Testament. And I believe that all 
future texts arranged on critical principles, will be found to approach 
very closely to his. Such has been tbe case with my own, although in 
every instance of correction or re-arrangement I have been led, not by 
him, but as the careful reader may see, by the rules which he and I 
have followed in common.  Ánd it will be found by any who will take 
the trouble to compare our texts, that the differences between us are 
both numerous and important. 

9. Tischendorf's seventh edition is a far larger work, and, on account 
of its many departures from the second and subsequent ones‘, requires 
special notice. 

As far as regards uniformity of plan and execution, this edition is 
certainly superior to the second. The array of witnesses cited for and 
against the text adopted is every where as copious as circumstances 
would admit. But it may be doubted whether in point of text this 
later edition is any advance on that other. While professing the same 
critical principles as before, the Editor has involved himself far more in 
subjective speculations, the tendency of which has been to lead him 
&way in very many instances from the safe path of the consensus of our 
most ancient evidence, into the defence of a speculative text, respecting 
which arbitrary opinion may be as strongly pronounced on one side as 
on the other. This habit has resulted in a going back in a number of 
passages to the received text: so much so, that the defenders of that 
text against ancient evidence have claimed this edition of Tischendorf's 
as a victory on their side". Undoubtedly, on all sound critical prin- 
ciples, it must be regarded, as far as its text is concerned, as a retro- 
gression, rather than an advance, since that of the edition of 1849. 

10. lt is much to be regretted that in many particulars Tischendorf's 
digest should stil present so many marks of inaccuracy; and that, 
where not borne out by others, so little reliance can be placed upon its 

citations of versions and Fathers. This is the universal testimony of 

those who have taken the pains to compare his citations with the 
originals: and I can add to it from my own experience. "When I have 
had occasion to search the works of a Father to discover the real bearing 
of a passage which has been obscured by being partially extracted in 

9 This term must, in Tischendorf’s case, bo taken with some qualification. His 
various editions do not represent successive deliberate recensions of his text and digest, 
nor do they embrace the same design, as in most other works: but they are merely, for 
the most part, varying forms under which he has issued his text, with or without an 
abbreviated digest of various readings. Properly speaking, we have had but three 
editions from him: the first in 1841, the second in 1849, and the third in 1857.9. 

7 So, . 5 Dr. Wordsworth, Prefaco to his Greek Testament, vol. i. P. xiv. 
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his notes, I have, at least as often as not, found that it ought not to 
have been alleged as evidence. 

11. And the complaints made with regard to the versions are even 
more loud and general. The charges are made against Tischendorf, 
that he has referred very carelessly to the Curetonian Syriac: that in 
the case of the important Syriac version (Peschito) he relies on the 
Latin translation of Leusden and the very unsatisfactory edition of 
Schaaf: and it would appear certain from his silence (Proleg. edn. 7, p. 
xix) that he has neglected the much more important editions of Wid- 
manstadt and Lee (see Tregelles, Horne’s Introd. to N. T. vol. iv. p. 260). 
He has passed over in silence the edition of the Coptic (Memphitic) version 
of the Acts and Epistles by Dr. Paul Bótticher—which though not per- 
fectly satisfactory, should still not have been left unconsulted by a pro- 
fessed critical Editor—and has relied on the very incorrect Latin of the 
older edition of Wilkins. Again, in the case of the Armenian version, 
he has trusted wholly to the incorrect and partial collations (Tregelles, 
ib. p. 811) which were made for the N. T. edited by Scholz. It is also 
not unjust to say, that I have been informed by a friend who has some 
knowledge of the original languages, that in the case of other versions, 
where Tregelles and Tischendorf differ in their statement of the readings 
adopted and the impreseions given by an ancient version, the English 
Editor is commonly right, and the German Editor commonly wrong. 

12. Still, with all these faults, Tischendorf's last edition is an indis- 
pensable book to the thorough biblical scholar. Its research, and 
accumulation of testimonies are wonderful, considering that they are 
the work of one man: and the digest contains what must necessarily 
form the materials for all future revisions of the N. T. text. It is all 
the more to be regretted that such a work should be disfigured by 
blemishes so considerable, and should not have been carefully kept free 
from those elements of untrustworthiness, which its Author was so 
ready to point out and insist on in his predecessor, Dr. Scholz. 

13. In 1857, Dr. Tregelles published the first part of his edition of 
the Greek Testament, containing the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. 
Mark: and in 1861, the second part, containing the Gospels of St. Luke 
and St. John. The ends which he proposes are thus stated in his Intro- 
ductory notice :— 

I. To give the text of the New Testament on the authority of 
the ancient witnesses, MSS., and versions, with the aid of the 
earlier citations, so as to present, as far as possible, the text best 
attested in the earlier centuries. 

II. To follow certain proofs when obtainable, which carry us as 
near as possible to the apostolic age. 

IIl. So to give the various readings, as to make it clear what is 
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the evidence on both sides: and always to give the whole of the 
testimony of the ancient MSS. (and of some which are later in date 
but old in text), of the versions as far as the seventh century, and 
the citations down to Eusebius inclusive. 

In order to accomplish this end, Dr. Tregelles has himself spent much 
time on the labour of collating and re-collating, and has availed himself 
of trustworthy materials before collected by others. 

14. It wil be superfluous, to those who are acquainted with the cha- 
racter of Dr. Tregelles's previous biblical labours, to say that his work 
has been done with scrupulous fidelity and accuracy. And it is on this 
ground principally that his Edition is so peculiarly valuable: that we 
every where are assured of the ground on which we stand: and are not 
left to the fallacious influence of vast catalogues of authorities on which 
we know not whether we can fairly depend. 

15. It was perhaps to be expected, that Dr. Tregelles, approaching 
biblical criticism from the side of faithful research and thorough assur- 
ance of his ground, should be somewhat more dependent than others on 
mere diplomatic evidence, and less alive to the necessity of judicially 
estimating, and in some cases even putting aside, the evidence of our 
oldest MSS. And if Tischendorf, in his last edition, has run into a fault 

on the side of speculative hypotheses as to the origin of readings found 
in those MSS., it must be confessed, that Tregelles has sometimes erred 
on the (certainly, far safer) side of scrupulous adherence to the mere 
literal evidence of the ancient MSS. I shall elsewhere try to shew, that 
to accept merely such literal evidence, is, in fact, to shut our eyes to very 
much of the real evidence which due study of the habits of the MSS., 
and consequent intelligent judgment on that literal testimony, might set 
before us 

16. Believing this, I cannot concur with Dr. Tregelles in his view of 
the conclusion to be arrived at from the evidence in many disputed 
places. My reasons will be stated at length in the subsequent para- 
graphs. Meantime I would beg my readers to carry away in their 
minds the impression, not of my dissent from Dr. Tregelles in regard to 
such passages, but of my thorough concurrence with his principles 
on the whole, and of my great value for his biblical labours, and for 
the spirit of painstaking and accuracy, and reverence, which every where 
distinguishes them. My personal obligations to him in the preparation 
of this edition will be acknowledged under their proper heads“. No one 
among those interested in the elucidation of the sacred text can more 
heartily wish than I do, that he may have health and eyesight spared 
him to complete the important work which he has so faithfully and 
worthily begun. 

E * See below, in the list of MSS. 
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17. It remains now that I should explain in detail the principles on 
which I have revised the text. | 

18. The text which I have adopted has been constructed by following 
in all ordinary cases the united or preponderating evidence of the most 
ancient authorities: in cases where the most ancient authorities do not 
agree nor preponderate, taking into account later evidence; and in cases 
where the weight of diplomatic testimony is interfered with by ad- 
ventitious circumstances (such as parallelism or the like), applying those 
principles of criticism which appear to furnish sound criteria of a spurious 
or genuine reading. The object of course is, in each case, where evidence 
is divided, to mount up, if possible, to the original reading from which 
all the variations sprung: in other words, to discover some word, or some 

arrangement, which shall account for the variations, but for which none 
of the variations will account. 

19. The carrying out of this primary object will lead to several critical 
maxims, more or less applicable under varying circumstances. These 
have been for the most part so well detailed long ago by Griesbach, that 
I shall need no apology for transferring to my pages his important para- 
graphs on the subject :— 
1) Brevior lectio, nisi testium vetustorum et gravium auctoritate pe- 

nitus destituatur, praeferenda est verbosiori. Librarii enim multo 
proniores ad addendum fuerunt, quam ad omittendum. Consulto vix 
unquam pretermiserunt quicquam, addiderunt quam plurima: casu 
vero nonnulla quidem exciderunt, sed haud pauca etiam oculorum, 
aurium, memorim, phantasiw ac judicii errore a scribis admisso, adjecta 
sunt textui. In primis vero brevior lectio, etiamsi testium auctoritate 
inferior sit altera, præferenda est, 

a) si simul durior, obscurior, ambigua, elliptica, hebraizans aut 

soloaca est, 

5) si eadem res variis phrasibus in diversis codicibus expressa 
legitur, 

c) si vocabulorum ordo inconstans est et instabilis, 
d) in pericoparum ' initiis, 
€) si plenior lectio glossam seu interpretamentum sapit, vel paral- 

lelis locis ad verbum consonat, vel e lectionariis immigrasse 
videtur. 

Contra vero pleniorem lectionem breviori (nisi hanc multi et insignes 
tueantur testes) anteponimus, 
a) si omissioni occasionem prebere potuerit ópotoréAevrov, 
B) si id quod omissum est, librariis videri potuit obscurum, 

! In the beginnings of the ecclesiastical portions we often find a word or a clause sup- 
plied,—the proper name of the agent or speaker, or the like. 
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durum, superfluum, insolens, paradoxum, pias aures offendens, 
erroneum, aut locis parallelis repugnans, 

y) si ea que absunt, salvo sensu salvaque verborum structura 
abesse poterant, e quo genere sunt propositiones, quod vocant, 
incidentes, prsesertim breviores, et alia, quorum defectum 

librarius relegens qus scripserat haud facile animadvertebat, 
à) si? brevior lectio ingenio, stylo aut scopo auctoris minus con- 

veniens est, 

€) si sensu prorsus caret, 
Ç) si e locis parallelis aut e lectionariis eam irrepsisse probabile 

est. 
2) Difficilior et obscurior lectio anteponenda est ei, in qua omnia tam 
plana sunt et extricate, ut librarius quisque facile intelligere ea 
potuerst. Obscuritate vero et difficultate sua em potissimum indoctos 
‘librarios vexarunt lectiones, 

a) quarum sensus absque penitiore grecismi, hebraismi, historise, 
archseologis, &c. cognitione perspici non facile poterant, 

b) quibus admissis vel sententia, varii generis difficultatibus ob- 
structa, verbis inesse, vel aptus membrorum orationis nexus dis- 

solvi, vel argumentorum ab auctore ad confirmandam suam thesin 
prolatorum nervus incidi videbatur. 

8) Durior lectio praferatur ei, qua posita, oratio suaviter lensterque 
fluit. Durior autem est lectio elliptica, hebraizans, soleca, a loquendi 
usu græcis consueto abhorrens aut verborum sono aures offendens. 

4) Insolentior lectio potior est ea, qua nil insoliti continetur. Vocabula 
ergo rariora, aut hac saltem significatione, que eo de quo quseritur 
loco admittenda esset, rarius usurpata, phrasesque ac verborum con- 
structiones usu minus trite, preferantur vulgatioribus. Pro exquisi- 
tioribus enim librarii usitatiora cupide arripere, et in illorum locum 
glossemata et interpretamenta (presertim si margo aut loca parallela 
talia suppeditarent) substituere soliti sunt. 

5) Locutiones minus emphatica, nisi contextus et auctoris scopus 
emphasin postulent?*, propius ad genuinam scripturam accedunt, quam 
discrepantes ab ipsis lectiones quibus major vis inest aut inesse videtur. 
Erudituli enim librarii*, ut commentatores, emphases amabant ac 
captabant. 

* Both these must be applied with caution: the first, because it is quite possible that 
an intelligent librarian might correct fo the well-known expression of his author: the 
second, because that which on a mistaken conventional view of a passage, seems without 
sense, often acquires an admirable sense when the true context is discovered. 

3 But it is evident that this exception requires the utmost caution in its application. 
* Librarios enim dicimus, et hic et alibi criticos simul ac codicum possessores intel- 

ligi volumus, qui in suis libris, e quibus alii deinceps exscripti sunt, vel ipsum textum 
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6) Lectio, præ aliis sensum pietati (presertim monastice) alende aptum 
fundens, suspecta est 

7) Praferatur aliis lectio cui sensus subest apparenter quidem falsus, 
qui vero re penitus examinata verus esse deprehenditur. 

8) Inter plures unius loci lectiones ca pro suspecta merito habetur, 
gue orthodoxorum dogmatibus manifeste pra ceteris faciet. Cum 
enim codices hodie superstites plerique, ne dicam omnes, exarati sint 
a monachis aliisque hominibus catholicorum partibus addictis, cre- 
dibile non est, hos lectionem in codice, quem quisque exacriberet, 
obviam neglexisse ullam, qua catholicorum dogma aliquod luculenter 
confirmari aut hzresis fortiter jugulari posse videretur. Scimus enim, 
lectiones quascunque, etiam manifesto falsas, dummodo orthodoxorum 
placitis patrocinarentur, inde a tertii seculi initiis mordicus defensas 
seduloque propagatas, cæteras autem ejusdem loci lectiones, que 
dogmati ecclesiastico nil præsidii afferrent hsereticorum — perfidis 
attributas temere fuiase *. 

9) Cum scribe proclives sint ad iterandas alieno loco vocabulorum et 
sententiarum terminationes easdem, quas modo scripsissent aut mox 
scribendas esse, precurrentibus calamum oculis, previderent, lectiones 

er ejusmodi rhythmi fallacia facillime explicanda, nullius sunt 
pretii’. 

10) Hisce ad peccandum illecebris similes sunt aliæ. Librarii, qui sen- 
tentiam, antequam scribere eam inciperent, totam jam perlegissent, 
vel dum scriberent fugitivo oculo exemplum sibi propositum inspice- 
rent, sæpe ex antecedentibus vel consequentibus literam, syllabam aut 

immutarunt, vel margini saltem qualescunque suas animadversiones et emendationes 
illeverunt. (not. Griesb.) 

5 Thus, e. g., in Rom. xiv. 17, where the kingdom of God is said to be not meat and 
drink, but ducascocivy x. iii x. xapà iv xy. d yiq, the ms. (4) inserts after d:catociyn, 
zai Gecnorg. In some portions, such interpolations and corrections abound. Cf. as an 

example 1 Cor. vii. with the varr. readd. 
* This rule, sound in the main (and hardly to be cited, as Scrivener, p. 875, would 

wish me to do, without its concluding sentence), must be applied with the following 
discrimination :—1f the passage is of such a nature, that, whichever reading is adopted, 
the orthodoz meaning is legitimate, but the adoption of the stronger orthodox reading 
is absolutely incompatible with the heretical meaning, then it is probable that euch 
stronger orthodox reading was the original. For while the heretics would be certain 
to annul the expression offensive to them and substitute the weaker one, the orthodox, 

on the above hypothesis, would have originally no motive for alteration.—A case in 
point is the celebrated rjv decAnciay roù 0tov, Acts xx. 28. Had @eou been the original, 
it would have been certain to be altered by the heretics: had «vpiov been the original, 
no reason can be assigned why the orthodox should have tampered with it. It is pro- 
bable therefore, as far as this consideration i is involved (see note in loc.), that Gov was 
the original word. 

? See a curious instance, among many others, of mechanical repetition of a phrase 
from association, 1 Cor. xiv. 18: and Rom. viii. 1. 
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vocabulum perperam arripuerunt, novasque sic lectiones procuderunt. 
Si v. c. duo vocabula vicina ab eadem syllaba vel litera inciperent, 
accidit haud raro, ut vel prius plane omitteretur, vel posteriori temere 

tribueretur, quod priori esset peculiare. Ejusmodi hallucinationes 
vix vitabit, qui libello paullo verbosiori exscribendo operam dat, nisi 
toto animo in hoe negotium incumbat: id quod pauci librarii fecisse 
videntur. Lectiones ergo, quz ex hoc errorum fonte promanarunt, 
quantumvis vetuste ac consequenter in complures libros transfuss 
sint, recte rejiciuntur, presertim si codices cœteroqui cognati ab hujus 
labis contagio puri deprehendantur *. 

11) E pluribus ejusdem loci lectionibus ea prestat, que velut media 
infer caeteras interjacet ; hoc est ea, que reliquarum omnium quasi 
stamina ita continet, ut, hac tanquam primitiva admissa, facile ap- 
pareat, quanam ratione, seu potius quonam erroris genere, ex ipsa 
csetere omnes propullularint. 

12) Hepudiantur lectiones glossam seu interpretamentum | redolentes, 
cujus generis interpolationes nullo negotio emunctioris naris criticus 
luteolfaciet. 

18) Hejiciendas esse lectiones, e Patrum commentariis aut scholiis ve- 
iustis in textum invectas, magno consensu critici docent. (He pro- 
ceeds at some length to caution against the promiscuous assumption 
of such corruptions in the earlier codices and versions from such 
sources. ) 

14) Respuimus lectiones ortas primum in lectionariis, que sepissime 
in anagnosmatum initiis ac interdum in clausulis etiam atque in 
medio contextu claritatis causa addunt, quod ex orationis serie sup- 
plendum esset, resecantque vel immutant, quod, sejunctum ab ante- 
cedentibus aut consequentibus, vix satis recte intelligi posse vide- 
retur. (Similar cautions are here added against assuming this too 
promiscuously.) 

15) Damnande sunt lectiones e latina versione in grœoos libros invectœ. 
(Cautions are here also inserted against the practice of the earlier 
critics, who if they found in the græco-latin MSS. or even in those of 
high antiquity and value, a solitary reading agreeing with the Latin, 
hastily condemned that codex as latinizing.) 

* The vast number and extent of mistakes of this kind are only known to those who 
have carefully observed the phenomena of the later and usually lese regarded mss. 

There is hardly an opportunity presented by similar endings of words, of which the 
fertile genius of error hus not availed itself. And even in our most ancient MSS., these 
occur not unfrequently. A remarkable instance is found in A, 1 Cor. vi. 2—6, where 
because iAaxLa-rev ends ver. 2, and dn (ore ends ver. 6, the whole lying between is 
omitted, the transcriber's eye having passed on from the first wr to the second; and 
another in B, Matt. xii. 46—48, where the whole ver. 47 is omitted between AaAjjoas 
and AaAjjea:. 
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20. Having reprinted for the use of students these excellent rules of 
Griesbach’s, I must be contented to refer for their ampler illustration 
to the prefaces of his and other editions, especially that of the 7th 
Leipzig edition of Tischendorf, pp. xxvii ff. : 

21. It is mainly in accordance with these rules that my text has 
been arranged. Every various reading has been judged with reference 
to external MSS. authority and internal probability combined,—and 
that reading adopted, which on the whole seemed most likely to have 
stood in the original text. Such judgments are of course open to be 
questioned, and in many cases the reading will perhaps never be com- 
pletely agreed on; but I do not know that this should deter successive 
editors from using all means in their power to arrive at a decision in 
each case, and conscientiously discharging their duty by the sacred text’. 

22. The reader will expect to find a statement, how far, in this Fifth 
Edition of the present volume, I have remained firm to the principles 
enunciated in the previous ones, and how far increasing experience, and 
the labours of others, have modified the manner in which I have aimed 
at reaching the end above enounced. 

23. The tendency of any change which time has bronght about in my 
critical views, may be described as twofold: both branches being con- 
sistent and concurrent. 

24. Fer, I have become disposed, as research and comparison have 
gone on, to lay more and more weight on the evidence of our few 
most ancient MSS. and versions, and less on that (in its present 
state at least) of the great array of later mss. which are so often 
paraded in digests as supporting or impugning the commonly received 
text. 

25. It is but due from me to render a reason for an assertion 
apparently so much at variance with some passages in the prolegomena 
to the Second Edition of this vol., and in the prolegg. to the former 
editions of Vol. II. 

I am still willing to endorse what was said there, Vol. II. p. 59, par. 5 
(3rd edition). 

* With regard to MSS. testimony, it has been my endeavour to com- 
bine, as far as possible, that furnished by the later MSS. with that of the 
more ancient, and to give them, as well as the others, due weight in 

the determination of readings. The great thing required, in weighing 
the testimony of MSS., is a knowledge of the habits of various classes of 
correctors and transcribers. Long before the date of our earliest MS., 

* In this part of my work I have found of especial service the critical notices prefixed 
to each chapter in Meyer’s Commentary, and the similar discussions of readings in the 
text of that of De Wette: and have consulted whatever else I have been able to find on 
the more important and celebrated varieties of reading. 
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& systematic course of correction had begun, and there existed errors of 
transcription of considerable standing. The earlier those corrections or 
errors originated, the more extensively would they be spread among our 
present families of manuscripts, and the more likely are they to have 
found their way into the generally received text. Also, I need hardly 
say, the more difficult are they of detection. The only sure way to 
detect them, is by intimate acquaintance with the general phenomena 
of manuscripts, the cursive as well as the uncial. Such acquaintance 
will enable us at once to pronounce a reading to be spurious, which yet 
has a vast array of MS. authority in its favour: just because we know 
that it furnishes an instance of a correction or of an error commonly 
found in other places. 

26. But it is in the very course of applying this in practice, that 
difficulties have sprung up, of a nature so formidable, as to produce in 
me an oscillation back towards the purely diplomatic principle, as after 
all the only trustworthy one under our present circumstances. 

27. For let us consider, the remarks above cited being taken as 
substantially correct, how we are to proceed. We find a certain num- 
ber of MSS. and versions respecting which our knowledge is definite 
and reliable: whose date we can determine within very narrow limits of 
deviation. So far, as to external evidence, we are safe. We cannot 

arrive by their means at the original sacred text, for the reasons stated 
in the paragraph above quoted: viz. because, before they were written 
and made, a course of correction, and a series of mistakes in tran- 

scribing, had taken place: but we can arrive at a result of which we 
know the value: we can ascertain, in the main, what was the text of 
the times to which that body of evidence belongs: and we can then, 
under safe caution, apply to that text the above canons of subjective 
criticism: of which application I shall speak by and by. We now 
come to the great mass of cursive mss., written in later ages. What is 
stated above, that some of these possibly may be transcripts of texts of 
at least as much value as those of our more ancient MSS., hardly admits 
of a doubt: and in some few cases it has been ascertained that it is so. 
But in the great majority of cases, where are we now, as to definite- 
ness of evidence? What do we know of the character of the texts 
which we are citing? Even supposing that our collations have been 
thoroughly made, as in the case of the mss. examined by Mr. Scrivener, 
how can we be sure that many of our witnesses ought not to be reduced 
to one, as being mere transcripts of one and the same text? Here all is 
uncertainty ; all is vague, and liable to wide mistake. In this field it is, 
that the strong assertions may be safely made, which we so constantly 
find in the pages of those who would uphold the received text at all 
hazards: who tell us again and again that “four or five mes. only” read 
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this or that, and “all the rest agree with the received tet: when 
perhaps those four or five” are just the consensus of our most ancient 
and venerable authorities, and “all the rest may, for aught we know, be 

in many cases no more worthy to be heard in the matter, than so many 
separate printed copies of the present day. 

28. The tendency of these remarks has been to shew, that though 
there may yet lie hid, among the mass of cursive mss., texts of great 
value and of independent ancient origin, we must be contented to take, 
as our basis of revision of the sacred text, such ancient texts as can, at 

each period of revision, be definitely pointed out to us; and we must 
not assume at random that because the mass may contain more of such, 
therefore it is to be regarded as made up of them. Future researches 
will very probably bring to light more such trustworthy witnesses: as 
this happens, let them be admitted into our list, as has been already 
done in the case of the mas. 1, 33, 69, and some others. And let the 

existence of any remarkable readings be carefully noted in the other 
cursive mas., that their value and position may be by degrees ascertained. 
But it is high time that it should be acknowledged, with humility and 

ingenuousness, that we of this age, when sacred criticism is yet in its 
infancy, must be contented with a provisional text, founded on such 
data as are well assured and defined for us: and must leave it to other 
times, and more complete states of our manuscript evidence, to ap- 
proximate closer and closer to what may be presumed to be our ultimate 
best text. 

29. It is considerations such as these which have led me to banish 
from my digest the long processions of cursive mss. of which I have been 
speaking: and to base my revision only on those witnesses respecting 
which I am able to speak with something like certainty. 

80. SECONDLY, experience has brought about some change in my con- 
victions with regard to the application of canons of subjective criticism to 
the consensus of ancient MSS. In proportion as I have been led severely 
to examine, how far we can safely depend on such subjective considera- 
tions, I confess that the limits of their applicability have become nar- 
rowed. In very many cases, they may be made to tell with equal force 
either way. One critic adopte a reading because it is in accord with the 
usage of the sacred writer: another holds it, for this very reason, to have 
been a subsequent conformation of the text. Omne believes a particle to 
have been inserted to give completeness: another, to have been omitted 
as appearing superfluous. 
Now doubtless the statement of such uncertainties as these will lead 

mere reviewers, and those who like them only skim the surface of the 
subject, to east contempt on all application of subjective considerations. 
But such ought not to be its result, and will not be, on any critical mind. 
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The limits of such application will become narrowed: but by that very 
contraction it will become safer and more certain. It is manifest that 
we ought, in every case where it seems to be called for, to look at and 
weigh both sides: where the probabilities appear to be balanced, we are 
bound, in fair dealing with the sacred text, to leave on the mind of the 
critical reader the impression of that equilibrium, and for the general 
reader, who must be furnished with a text, to give the ancient witnesses 

the benefit of the doubt :—where the preponderance appears to us to be 
clear (a matter which I will presently illustrate) against the ancient MSS. 
and versions, we ought not to adhere stiffly and formally to diplomatic 
conformity, but boldly. to reject them in this case, as we boldly follow 
them in others. 

31. And as to this latter, I do not know that the difference between 

the principles of intelligent critics is very great. Certainly, as before 
remarked, Tischendorf, in his last edition, has committed himself to sub- 

jective speculations of a vague and untrustworthy kind: but they have 
been violations of his own principles. The difference with which I am 
mainly here concerned on this point, is that between the practice of 
Dr. Tregelles, and my own. In order to set this clearly before the reader, 
I will cite some of the principles which he has enounced in the Intro- 
ductory Notice to his Greek Testament. 

32. He says, 
* (3.) If the reading of the ancient authorities in general is unanimous, 

there can be but little doubt that it should be followed, whatever may 
be the later testimonies: forit is most improbable that the independent 
testimony of early MSS., versions, and Fathers, should accord with 

regard to something entirely groundless." 
And, 
* (6.) The readings respecting which a judgment must be formed, are 

those where the evidence is really divided in such a way, that it is 
needful to enquire on which side the balance preponderates. In such 
cases, it is not enough to enumerate authorities: they must be 
examined point by point. OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL, (a) an early 
citation will sometimes be decisive, especially if it is given in express 
terms. (b) Also if one reading accords with a parallel passage and 
the other does not: (c) or if one introduces an amplification given 
elsewhere: (d) or if one seems to avoid a difficulty which the other 
does not: (e) or if there is one well-attested reading, and several 
others which may probably have been taken from it: (J) or if the 
one reading might be easily accounted for on principles connected 
with the known origin of variations: in such cases it is not difficult, 
on the whole, to form a judgment as to what was probably the original 
reading. It is quite true that at times it may be very doubtful 
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whether the quantity of direct evidence may not overbalance all 
modes of procedure derived from the application of a principle, and as 
to which of two seemingly conflicting considerations ought to have 
most weight." 
33. Now with the whole of these statements I accord in the main, 

and it is only on a certain portion of frontier ground, so to speak, that 
I have any difference with Dr. Tregelles: on that namely which lies 
between the cases described in these two paragraphs of his. Where . 
ancient evidence is vastly preponderant in favour of some reading, but 
at the same time we have very strong reasons for suspecting that 
reading, it is in these cases, which I am bound to say very seldom 
oceur, that I sometimes feel bound to go one way and Dr. Tregelles goes 
the other. 

34. There is one element, implied perhaps in his case (J), but not 
explicitly stated, which'in such cases deserves more weight than he has 
given to it. It is this: the known habite of early copyists, and of the 
particular MSS. with which we are dealing. All biblical critics know, 
that certain ways of writing, e. g. ac for « and vice versá, n for et, ee for 
t, v for o, &c., prevail to such an extent as to form a subject for dis- 
crimination, entirely separate from that of various readings. One MS. 
reads eracpe, another erepae: but we hardly as much as notice this at 
all’. We call it iacism, the name by which such normal enormities 
are known: and no further notice is taken of it. Of these Tregelles 
himself says, Horne, vol iv. p. 51, Such interchanges as these are 

frequent even in the oldest MSS. extant: and their occurrence belongs 
rather to the head of orthography than to that of various readings in 
the proper sense of the term. In general, they may and ought to pass 
unnoticed: but when they happen to form an actual word it may require 
some consideration to determine what was the word intended.. . The 
sense and meaning must determine: for the spelling has no authority at 
all between «erac and sore, exere and exerar, and similar words. Even 
if every MS. should agree in one spelling, there would be no liberty 
taken by any who read the other: since these vowels and diphthongs are 
used indiscriminately.” 

35. Now there are other variations in our ancient MSS., not quite of 
the same character, but very nearly approximating to it, which ought 
whenever they occur, to be taken cum grano salis, bearing in mind the 
entire uncertainty whether they ought really to be reckoned as various 
readings or not. 

36. To give but one instance, that of the convertible use of the long 

1 J believe that on one occasion or other, specimens of all these monstra" will be 
found noticed in the digest ; but no point has been made of inserting them threughout. 
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and short vowels. A reads Cons for Qwvgv Mark vi. 8; Aauflareytr 

for Aauflavogey 1 John iii. 22: B reads exwpev for «youev Gal. vi. 10: 
C reads {nowper for Cheoner Rom. vi. 2, and avigewycv for -oper ib. 8: 

D reads xepwe» cxtopa yewerac Mark i. 22: AB read dewxoper for 
õwcwpey Rom. xiv. 19: AC read acepywueOa for -opeĝa Heb. iv. 3: 
AD read xpoceviwpar twice for -opat in 1 Cor. xiv. 15. Dr. Tregelles 
attempts (Horne, ut supra) to clear the most ancient MSS. from the 
charge of this confusion: butin vain; they are amenable to it in common 
with, though not to such an extent as, the later ones. 

37. With these facts before us we come to such a reading as the 
exwuer of Rom. v. 1. Here we have certainly not one or two ancient 
MSS., but the consensus of all, together with the oldest versions and 
Fathers. And I own to having been so far shaken in the trustworthiness 
of subjectivities, that in the last edition of my second volume, I have 

edited eywper, as matter of strict duty. But I have felt, while doing so, 
that my confidence in it, as the orginal word of St. Paul, was very 
much diminished owing to the practice of the MSS. of interchanging 
o and w. 

88. But let us descend from this almost irrefragable diplomatic ground 
to the far more common case, where perhaps first-rate evidence being but 
scanty to begin with, all that exists in the particular case presents just 
such a reading as the mistakes or corrections of copyists are constantly 
bringing before us: where, without that balance of evidence which 
Tregelles seems to require as the condition for the exercise of critical 
judgment, some one of his six considerations might in most minds carry 
conviction as to the original reading; are we to abstain, in such a case, 
from sitting in judgment on the reading, and on the authority of two, or 
even but one, of our early uncials, to carry into our text what we are all 
but sure is not part of it, or leave out of it that which we are nearly 
certain belongs to it? 

89. The question which I have just asked applies to the majority of 
passages where my readings differ from those of Dr. Tregelles. It would 
lead us too far, in these prolegomena, to examine them one by one; but 
if the reader, who follows my text and digest, notes the passages where 

I have been led, not by the weight of ancient external testimony, but by 
some one of the above-stated principles which seems to me to establish 

the text in spite of it, he may be nearly sure that in those Tregelles and 
I diverge. 

40. The principal matter in which our great MSS. are at fault in 

the three Gospels, is, the piecing one Gospel from anotber in parallel 

places. The observation of a close student of the text will not fail to 

convince him, without *assuming tbat in every passage where there is 
variety of reading, the probability that two Evangelists did not use the 
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same words exceeds all other probabilities *," that in even the earliest 
MSS. there has been constant tampering with the text of one Gospel 
to conform it to that of another. And surely, such being a patent fact, 
nothing can justify us in lending ourselves to sanction such a practice 
by adopting it in our text, nor ought we to follow the multitude, 
whether it be of moderns or of ancients, in thus doing evil; but, even 

with the possibility of mistake in judgment, to avoid the almost cer- 
tainty of mistake in fact. These cases require a discrimination which 
we can hardly expect in any critic to be faultless: but I submit that 
they do peremptorily require it; and I cannot believe that it will be 
found entirely wanting to those who with the human appliances of 
study of the sacred text, and ripened caution, unite that spirit of con- 
scientious reverence, without which all biblical labour is in vain. 

41. It remains that I should say something of the principles of re- 
cension of the text enounced and defended by Mr. Scrivener, in his 
edition of the Codex Augiensis, and now more elaborately in his “ Intro- 
duction to the Criticism of the N. T." 

42. From what has preceded, it will be clearly seen that I cannot 
consent to the course which he would prescribe for us, that of seeking 
our readings from the later uncials, supported as they usually are by 
the mass of cursive mss. : for to this his practice really amounts, after all 
the explanation which he has given of it in the work last cited. Nor 
can I conceive & time when examinations of texts, whose character is 

now latent, should lead scholars to such a procedure. For what right 
have we to set virtually aside these two wonderful facte; First, the 
agreement in the main of our oldest uncials, at the distance of one or two 
centuries, —of which, owing probably to the results of persecution, we 
have no MS. remains, —with the citations of the primitive fathers, and 
with the earliest versions? I say, the agreement in the main: for Mr. 
Scrivener's instances of discrepancy’ are in vain used by him to produce 

2 So Mr. Hort, in an able notice of Tischendorf and Tregelles in the Journal of 
Philology for March, 1858, expresses himself, charging us with making the assumption. 
But surely this is not quite fair. We do not asswme this, all other things being equal ; 
but we are led to conclude this to have been so in the particular case, other things being 
wnegual. E.g. where one Gospel is undisputed in the use of some particular word or 
phrase, and where in the parallel place in the others this word or phrase is found as the 
reading of one or more (perhaps all that happen to be present, in case of defect of one 
or more) of our great MSS., against the concurrence of the later uncials. It is obvious 
that in such a case as this we make no assumption such as that with which Mr. Hort 
charges us. 

4 Mr. Scrivener, no doubt without designed unfairness, but very unfortunately, chose 
for his field of comparison the Gospel of St. Mark, in which we have not the Curetonian 
Syriac, on the testimony of which Tregelles very much relies. 
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an impression, which we know would be contrary to the fact in the 
majority of instances *. 

43. Secondly, the very general concurrence of the character of text of 
our earliest MSS., versions, and Fathers, with that text which the soundest 

critical principles lead us to adopt. This surely invests the authority of 
those early witnesses with a claim upon us which can never be set 
aside: whereas on the other hand, the fact, that the character of the 

text generally received, depending as it does in the main on our later 
uncials and on the mass of the cursive mss., instances so much more 

frequently the violation of sound critical principles, does seem to me to 
detract from the weight of those later witnesses in a measure which no 
mere concurrence of numbers can ever fill up. 

44. If this were reversed: if we found, the earlier we mounted up, 
the Gospels more conformed, instead of more divergent: easy readings 
abounding instead of difficult ones: if we found that the text at present 
received differed from that of the early ages in being more harsh, more 
apparently discrepant from itself, more difficult and startling: then 
indeed we should have good reason to cling pertinaciously to it, and to 
believe, in spite of history, that the vigilance of the church over the 
sacred word had been ever on the increase, at a period in her history 
when all her other graces were on the decline: then we should be com- 
pelled to take as truth the plaint of the old tragedian, är worapey 
ipe» ywpover mayai’, and to accept for once the prodigy, that the 
Further from the source the clearer the stream." The fact that all this 
is undeniably the other way: that the process by which the present 
received text has been attained has been that of crumbling down 
salient points, softening irregularities, conforming differences, favouring 
prevalent doctrines *,—forms what will ever prove to me an insuperable 

* It would be impossible here to range over such a number of examples as would 
prove this to the reader. But Mr. Scrivener himself furnishes a comment which may 
at least tend to relax the stringency of his own conclusion from those which he 
adduces : I am fully aware that in a field so wide as the criticism of the N. T., those 

who dexterously select their examples may prove just what they will.” It is true he 
has avoided the imputation of “ dexterous selection” in those now brought forward 
by him (Introd. &c. pp. 401, 2): but may not almost the same be said of any limited 
selection of examples as set against the great prevailing currents of MS. evidence? 
The dissidence of ancient testimony is, I own, more valuable to me than the con- 

currence of that which is later. The study of the various readings in parallel places in 
the gospels will, I should imagine, bring most minds to the same conclusion. 

5 Eur. Med. 414. 
€ Mr. Scrivener says (Introd. p. 406), “ I am sorry he should think it right to add, 

‘favouring prevalent doctrines.’ Why should any one be backward in stating that 
which is a notorious fact?" Mr. S.'s two next pages are very instructive as to the 
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barrier against accepting the principles so ably advocated by Mr. 
Scrivener. 

45. Of course it will be inferred that still less can I accede to the 
principles of recension enounced by another school of critics, e. g. by 
a writer in a number of the British Quarterly. I need but mention 
these principles by way of illustrating by antagonism those which I 
believe more and more to be the only sound ones. They seem to be 
nearly as follows: 

1. That the received text requires alteration in comparatively few 

passages. 
2. That in making alterations, the earlier mss. should have much less 

authority yielded to them than critical editors have hitherto 

3. That the confert ought to have great weight in determining the 
true reading. 

4. That ancient versions, fathers, and such known facts as corruption 
from parallel passages, should only be used in subordination to the 
mass of mss. and considerations derived from the context. 

46. In fact, to dwell but on one point here put forward, the con- 
sideration of the '* context” is the very last that should be allowed by a 
critic to be present in his mind as an element of his judgment. I do 
not say that in some extreme cases it may not have to be introduced, as 
perhaps (but I should now speak doubtfully even in this case) in Rom. 
v. 1, where there are so many confusing considerations arising from the 
habits of the mss.: but certainly we may say, that it is by this very 
consideration of the context, and of N. T. usage, that our deteriorated 
Textus receptus has in many instances arisen', and that the general 

difference in view between him and myself as regards tho dissidence of ancient, and 
concurrence of later evidence. The challenge which he there throws out to me, to 

“ illustrate the next edition of my text of the Gospels with a further accession of 
various readings from the best cursive codices," is one which I of all men should be 
most ready to accept, if, on the one hand, my digest were to be taken for more than a 
compendium of various readings: and if, on the other, I could find that the character 

of the text of the various cursives had been sufficiently studied to be accurately 
ascertained. 

? See two notable instances of these combined, 1) in a note of Dr. Bloomfield’s, 
quoted with approbation by Dr. Wordsworth on John vi. 69—where the ancient 
reading 4y:oc is rejected by both, because the expression dytoe rov 9405 does not 
elsewhere occur except in the confession of the dæmoniacs, and xpiwróc, ô vide 
rob Ore? frequently occurs in the N. T. () A purer piece of arbitrary subjectivity 
can hardly be imagined. And 2) Dr. Wordsworth's own note immediately following, 
in which he retains rov Lövrog in the text, against BCDL (A being deficient, which 
he does not state) 1. 83, all the old latin versions except f, the vulg. copt. arm. Cyr. 
al, as being “very expressive and relevant to this place in connexion with phpara 
dec, ver. 68.” 
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adoption of it as a critical gnomon would be the worst imaginable retro- 
grade step in sacred criticism. 

47. I am very anxious, in concluding this section, not to leave the 
impression on the reader that my present text differs from the former 
ones, or from those of Tischendorf and Tregelles, more than ts really 

the case. In fact, with regard to the principles which regulate the 
decision in by far the greater number of differing readings, we are all 
in accord. It is but seldom, in most parts of the N. T., that those pas- 
sages occur where our reasons of divergence come into play. And the 
same caution should be carried yet further. When it is objected by 
such writers as the critic in the British Quarterly, that “the texts in 
the modern critical editions are not even substantially the same," let 
the reader not bastily take this for granted, but carefully examine for 
himself how far it is true. He will find, that while in some passages 
differing views as to the comparative value of mere diplomatic evidence 
and of subjective considerations have led modern critical editors to 
different results, in the great mass of cases they are in accord. And 
let him hence learn to estimate the real gain which has accrued to our 
knowledge of the sacred text from that modern criticism which it is 
now becoming the fashion to despise: the positive progress which has 
been made in all those places where the ancient MSS. are unanimous 
against our received text: and the more satisfactory state of our know- 
ledge by means of more collations, and the exercise of critical judgment, 
even in those places where the true reading is, and perhaps must ever 
remain, a matter of doubt. 

48. It now remains to give a brief account of the method of spelling 
adopted in the text which I have edited. It has been taken, like the 
text itself, from the testimony of our most ancient existing MSS. 

The following table is intended to bring into one view the main out- 
lines of the course pursued in this volume, and to aid in freeing the digest 
as far as possible from all purely orthographical details :— 

Ges, Mk i. 16, 17, ABI. [But àueig retained in Mt iv. 18, 19 (akwje B!, akute 

C) and Lu v. 2 (akte ACQN). In Mk i, C is defective; M has altes ver 16, 
adeerg ver 17.] 

for dAAd (or vice versa). Whenever weighty testimony necessitates a change in 
the ordinary text, the chief witnesses for the form adopted are given as briefly as 
possible in the digest ad loc. Similarly with all other cases of elision or non- 
lisi l 

dvdyarow ABCD. (Mk xiv. 15; Lu xxii. 12.) 
åváwapos ADR. (Lu xiv. 18, 21: B! has the two forms.) 
åvrwépa ABDRAN. (Lu viii. 26.) 
é&srocrérrev AC, and sometimes DN. 

Ba ABCD. (Lu xxiv. 1.) 
BeXAáeriov ABD, supported also by CT. 
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Boernpyés ABC. (Mk iii. 17.) 
Bods, Lu iii. 32, ABD and C(def in La) Mt. But we read Boés with BN in Mt i. 5. 
ví *npe ABCD. (Compare under ‘Iwaydy below. Similarly p for pp, e. g. épippévos 

BCN, Mt ix. 36; ipdmoay ABCDZ, Mt xxvi. 27; wpocipgKe» (not edited) 
BDN, Lu vi. 48; and B has wapgcig Mk vii. 92, daphfag Mk xiv. 68, ef 
imilia.] 

Peéonpave (- vet) ABCD. (Mt xxvi. 36; Mk xiv. 32.) 
Aaveíð ABCDN. So also LIT of gosp., E of Acts, and (always) D of Epistles. The 

abbreviated form sad is exclusively used in FKNPQRUXZTA 83. 69; it is also 
found in ACEGHLM AX 1, E of Acta, F of Epistles. The word is found at full 
length in BD always; in A, Lu iii. 81; in C, Heb iv. 7; in N, Mt i. 6. See 

digest on Lu iii. 81, from which this is partly taken. Aavid is read in 
BEMVIA, and in F of Epistles; but Aaveid is supported by overwhelming 
MS. authority and is the form adopted by Lachmann, Tischdf., Tregelles, and 
Westcott. 

Bévaro and 45óvoro. The best MSS. have the one almost as often as the other. 
When a consensus of MSS. leads to a form different from that found in the tertus 
receptus the authority for our text is given in the digest. 

[- u- and +-. See under Atvei.] 
exepivos ABDP, Lu xvi. 20. [Cf. &vástipoc.] 
ixarovrépyys BC, Mt viii. 18. (AD defective.) But icarévrapyog Mt viii. 5, 8 (read 

by BC notwithstanding the xy in ver 13); xxvii. 64 (-yn¢ D); La vii. 6 (-xgc 
BL); xxiii. 47 (-xnc B). 

Aout ABD, Lu iv. 27. [Cf. yírgpa, above.] 
bros ABCD. But in Mt xxvii. 46 D has evvar., in ver 45 evar. ([ivevqeovra is 

also read in BD. Cf. yivnpa.] 

n BZ, Mt xix. 5. But elsewhere in gosp. jvecev is retained. Except Lu vi. 22, 
where all agree in Iveca; and elvexev Lu iv. 18, in which the uncials agree. 
[B has eveca in Mt v. 10, 11; Mk xiii. 9; D, in Mk x. 29; Lu xxi. 12. B has 
t rt Lu xviii. 29.] 

BCR, and sometimes A. 
ipevvéáv BN Joh v. 39 al. 
ipphOyn BD. (AC defective in Mt v. 21, 27, 31, 38, 38, 48.) In Rom ix. 12, 26, AB! 

have tippen, and so also Cod. Clarom. 1. m. 
d BM in Mk i. 6; BD in Lu vii. 38, x. 7, xxii. 80. In other places te@lav as 

rec. 
ebSSnyoa and nbSdanca; eU éynoa and yòàóynoa; eUpvoxov and pen; et similia 

treated as idévaro and ġbúvaro q. v. 
eb. BC every where in Mk (except i. 18; where, however, LN have eh). 
d, Joh iv. 52, ABCDN. 
dpérovy, Mt xv. 28, BCDN. [So also CN in Mk iv. 10, where ABD and tho text have 

ev. | 
“lepoodAvpa, Mk xi. 1, BCD. This is the form used in all other places in Mt, Mk, 

and John (gosp.), except Mt xxiii. 37, where there is clearly special reason for the 
Hebrew form found alike in the ancient MSS. and in the ordinary text. 

“Iepovoadyp, Lu xviii. 8, BDR. This is the form found in all places in Lu (gosp.) 
except ii. 22, xix. 28 (IepovcaAnp D), xxiii. 37. 

"Jeevár (for'Ieavvá) AB, Lu iii. 27 (C defective, D has a different genealogy). 
Similarly B generally reads ‘Iwdync, which Tregelles has edited. But B has 
"Lwárrvgc Lu i. 60, 68; Acts iv. 6, 18, 19, where Vercellone states expressly, 
“sta cod. eum duplici . In the other great MSS. pe: double v Ro its 
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ch, kåpol, cdu, xüv, xüxei, xüxeiDev, xüxeivos, or their respective uncontracted 
forms, edited according to the preponderance of the early testimony briefly given 
in the digest. "Variation only noticed when this consensus differs from the 
textus receptus. 

Kaġapvaoúp BDZN. [The received Ka rep. is found in ACP.] 
xpáßarros ABCD. [B!(Verc) has rpaßßurroç in Mk ii. 9, 11, 12, and only there; 

xpaBarroc in ver 4; also in Mk vi., Joh v. &c. In Joh v., N has xpaflakrov 
(sic). ] 

Aeywév BDN. So also C in Mk v. 9, but in v. 15 -; -e- has been retained in this 
edition in Mk xxvi. 58, Lu viii. 30. Aeyetoy is the form in D Mt xxvi. 53, and in 
B' Lu viii. 30: in both these MSS. e and : are constantly confounded; this is 
therefore equivalent to Aeyiwy, as ACV, D? (Lu viii. 30) is to A. 

Aevel AB, Lu iii. 29. Similarly Aevei Heb vii. 5 (BCD'N) ; Aeveig Heb vii. 9 (BCi), 
Lu v. 27 (ABCDRZ), Lu v. 29 (ABCRE) ; Acveirne Lu x. 32 (BD), Joh i. 19 
(BM); Aevarıxóç Heb vii. 11 (BDN). In all places B has et-, but as it is 
certainly a special characteristic of B to substitute « for « (e. g. ytvopat, 
yerecsu, kptye, peow, rto), it has not been followed in Aevei or Aeveic 
(except when further supported, as above), HAsac, Ieptywo, Taan, 
BAnuca(jer. It is fair to remark that : is not invariably found in B, e. g. xp«ve 
is spelt with; xpíve, with er: we find also (and have edited) BCIciac. 
Zayapiac, AB, ‘Iepepiag, 'Iexovíac, Avoavlaç. The tendency in C was rather 

to substitute « for æ; but in Mt xxviii. 3, we have ventured to reject adea 

though supported by ABCD, and in Mk i. 5 IepocoAvpera: (ABD). There is no 
doubt that some names should be written with « which it has been customary to 
spell with « but about many others there is an uncertainty which it has been 
thought best that the text of this edition should reflect. The following names, 
occurring for the most part in the genealogies of Mt i. and Lu iii. have 
been edited with -e-:—Apava8éB B (Mt i. 4 D defective) D (Lu iii. 33, an 
omission in B), EM AB, Hu AB, let BD, MeAye(. AB, Nupel AB, 

Nevevetras ABC(D) in Mt xii. 41 (but Nevevirac Lu xi. 30, with AC against 
B, D omitting the ver), ‘Ofelag BD, Xepaleiv ABC. 

NEO. ABCDNQRTN. So also in all compounds. Similarly dyéAynpys ABCD 
(Lu ix. 51), Au yu ABD! (Phil iv. 15, C defective). 

Mapıáp and Mapla. The leading MSS. do not seem to be uniform in their practice. 
All agree in Mapıáp Lu i. 27, and in making the genitive case Mapiac (it occurs 
7 times). In the dative, there is no reason to depert from tbe received reading 
Map Lu ii. 5 (D alone reading Mapíg), Mapig rj May. Mk xvi. 9 (C has 
Mapa). In the accusative, there is sufficient authority throughout the gospels 
for editing Mapiap ; rejecting the received Mapiay in Joh xi., on the authority of 
BC: but Maptay is read in B Mt i. 20; in D, Lu ii. 16; and in ABC, Rom xvi. 

6. [For variations between p and , compare ‘leavdg and Kaiwdp (Lu iii. 30, 
86) where p has been edited with BN: similarly in ver. 27 for 'Ieavév, 'Ieaváp 
is read in N.] 

Maó6avos BID and, in Mt ix. 9, Lu vi. 15, N. This form has been adopted by Lach- 
mann, Tischdf., and Tregelles. The received Mar@. is supported by AC &c., and, 
in Mk iii. 18, by N. Similarly Maso (Mt i.) and Ma@@dr in Lu iii. 29, but 
Mar@dr (so even B, Verc) in Lu iii. 24. 

r. Mt xxvi. 52 (ABC), Lu xxii. 49 (BI DT). Similarly wlyppipys BEN (Lu vi. 

us BD and, at least sometimes, RN; so also occasionally A (Rev xv. 3) C (Heb 
iii. 2, 5). In the dative Mwvos: is the form generally found in BDN, but B! has 
-on in Mk ix. 4. The accusative occurs only once in the gospels (Lu xvi. 29), and 
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there all the uncials agree in the received termination S. In the Acts and 
epistles (4 places), however, there seems to be a similar agreement in favour of 
-eny. 

v igeXcvoriuéy uniformly added notwithstanding occasional exceptions in the MSS. we 
follow. 

Nalapéð, NaLapér, and Nafapa. Some of the second and third-rate uncials have 
adopted one form throughout: thus L always has Nalaper; and HMUVA, 
Nafepe9. But in our earliest and best MSS. we find no such artificial uniformity. 
A has Nalapar 4 times, NaZapa@ twice, and Nalaper 3 times; B, NaZapsr 6 

times (besides 8 times secunda manu), NaZapeO 4 times and Nafapu 
once; C, Naapa 3 times, and Nalape0 4 times; X, NaZaper, NaZape@, and 

Naapa, each once; D, however, has Natapto 7 times, NaZaper and NaZapsd 
each once. We have then four or five forms, each of which has strong claims to 
be considered as the ancient or even the original reading in one or other of the 
twelve passages in which the word occurs. In Acts x. 88 and Mt xxi. 11 we have 
no difficulty in adopting NaZapi@: in the former case on the authority of BCDE 
against AGH, and in the latter on that of BCDX &c. against FGLT. With as 
little hesitation we are bound to accept NaZapér in Joh i. 46, 47, with ABLX 

against EFGHMUVA. In Mt iv. 13, a third form, Naapa, establishes itself on 
the authority of BZ 83 Orig, supported as they are by X in Lu iv. 16, lat-e 
in Joh i. 46, and Eus (teste Scholz) in Mt ii. 23: see also Griesbach's fourth 

Canon. In Lu ii. 39, 51, the agreement of B! with D &c., confirmed in ver. 89 by 

E, establishes the form NaZapi@. The five remaining cases admit of considerable 
doubt, and in fact it is almost impossible to come to any steady decision upon 

them: for in Mt ii. 28, NaZape@ is supported by C &c. Nalapir being the 
reading of B(sic) DL; in Mk i. 9 NaZapir is supported by BLTA, NaZapar by 
AP, and Nacapto by DFHKMUV;; in Lu i. 26, we have B for Nalapir, C for 
NaZape9, and A for NaZapa@; in Lu ii. 4 NaZapir is supported by BEKLZ, 
Natape0 by DFGHMUTA, and Natapaé by ACA; lastly, in Lu iv. 16, we have 
every variety, and little or nothing to guide our decision; for though we read 
Natapir with BEL, yet A has Natapar ; EFGHMUVTA, Nalape0; A, NaZapaé; 

D, NaZap«ó ; and X, NaZapu. [We may mention here that l'evygcapír, though 
it only occurs three times, and then with preponderating authority for the usual 
form, is still, in one or two uncial MSS, varied in a manner similar to NaZapir. 

Thos we find Uae yevvneapar, and even (in Di) yev»aap.] 
Nespéy ABC(D), Lu iv. 27 
ores before a consonant, edited uniformly. So, but with occasional exceptions, 
OCDE &c. 
wapaSoi e. g. Mk iv. 29 BDN. Similarly yvos e. g. Mk v. 43 ABD. 
xev BCD(N), Joh iv. 7, 9, 10. [N bas 11, so A ver. 9.] 
«peós BCDN. Similarly rpaérne in the Epistles. 
Saß ABCD, Mk xiv. 45. But faB( retained in all other places, though in most, if 

not all, BN read pa3«. 

jeBBovr( ABC and all other uncials (Mk x. 61 and [rec also] John xx. 16). [B has 
es-] 

ZoÀogéevos ABDTN and sometimes C. Similarly DoAopeva. 
owexovldropa AB(D) &c. (Mk vi. 27, C defective.) 
owlareiy ABCD. Adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Tregelles. [This is 

clearly a distinct case from the following, where in spite of the best MSS. the 
ordinary form has been retained. ivcacavy ABDQ (Lu xviii. 1, C defective); 
wadivyevsoca BCDZ Mt xix. 28; ovveaOnc0ac ABCP (Mk xiv. 54, var. lect. in 
D); evysaAu». ABCD; cvvAadey BD and, twice, C (cvAA. A and, once, C); 
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evyvpaünrgc ACDN (Job xi. 16 : ovup. B[Verc]) ; ovArAapBaver holds its ground 
in B: in ed. Verc. avAA. is read 11 times, ev». only once (Phil iv. 3). The same 
is the case with MAI: ovdX. all 7 times in B (av»A. D in Mt xiii. at least).] 

ovvAvmsioGa: BCD (Mk iii. 5). | 
ovvwapaylveoGar ABCDPQR (Lu xxiii. 48). 
ouveviyay ABCD. [Corrige Mk iv. 19.] 
cvvropeseoÓa, ABC. (Mk x. 1, var. lect. in D.) 
cvvaTavpoUv ABN. (Mt xxvii. 44 [C def., D var. lect.], Joh xix. 32 (CD def. J.) 
raheto BD Mt vi. 6. [All agree in this form in the 3 other passages. ] 
TegG«páxovra AB'CPN. (C contains only one of the 4 places [Mt. iv. 2] in the 

gospels in which the word is found.) But réccaprc in B throughout the gospels ; 
reoaepec in N (Joh xi. 17 ; xix. 23) ; rip. 6 times in A, reactpa once (Joh xix. 
28). So also ixa@epicOn has been edited in Mk i. 42 with A B'(sic) C; but 
ixaðapicðn in the 7 other places, in 6 of which B has -@ap-, in Mt viii. 3 -0«p-, 
1. m. 

xpeodeérqs ABDI,PRAE. (Lu vii. 41; xvi. 5. C defective in both.) 

49. The conflicting claims of dy and dd, have in general more the 
character of various readings than of mere orthographical variations. 
But the habit of B and many other MSS., and also of the printed text 
from the tertus receptus to that of the present volume, brings before us 
many cases in which ¿áy must be looked upon merely as a popular cor- 
ruption for är. The following is a list of certain of these, compiled 
by Kuenen and Cobet (N. T. ad fidem Cod. Vat. Praef. p. lxxii), in 
which B has ear. Mt. v. 19 (once); xi. 27; xii. 82 (once) *; xv. 5; 
xvi. 19 (once) “, 25%; xviii. 5, 18 (once), 19; xx. 4; xxii. 9*; xxiv. 
28; xxvi. 13; Mk iii. 28*; vi. 10; viii. 35 (once) *; x. 85; xiii. 11; 

xiv. 9; Lu. vii. 23; ix. 57*; xvii 33; Acts ii. 21%; viii. 19. On 
looking out these places in critical editions, we find that in every one of 
them D has ar. In those marked with an asterisk the text of this 
edition differs from the received. In the rest, the received, as well as our 

text, has the form found in B. Three other instances in the Gospels and 
Acts are included in Cobet's list, these are :—Mt viii. 19, where, D being 

deficient, there seems to be no important variation from the reading éa» ; 
Lu ix. 48, where it is doubtful which reading is really found in B (the 
Bentley collation contradicting the two Roman editions) ; and Lu x. 35, 
which we have separated because it is the only one of the list in which 
B stands alone, and in which we have retained the reading not found in 
that MS. 

50. One other matter, referred in the digest to the prolegomena, must 
be treated of here. We have to decide in some way or other between the 
readings Taòapnvor, Tepagnrwy, and I'epycogyw» in the parallel passages 
of the three synoptical evangelists (Mt viii. 28; Mk v. 1; Lu viii. 26, 
87). There being strong ancient evidence for each of these words, and 
each occurring in all three gospels, how are we to find out which of them 
belongs properly to any one of the three? The ancient versions are 
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here of little assistance: for Syr syr-txt uniformly adopt Tadapnrwy ; 
latt, Tepacnyey; copt ath arm, Tepyeonvey. We have endeavoured 

then to assign the proper reading to each Gospel by weighing MS. 
against MS. in the light of the principle called * corruption from parallel 
passages. In St. Matthew, we have BC' for Ta8apnvev; against D for 
Tpacnror (A being here defective), and we therefore adopt Tadapnrér. 

Again in St. Luke, we have Tepacnvey, supported by BC'D; against 
Taòapnror, which is the reading of A; we therefore place Tepaonvòv in 
the text of St. Luke. Lastly, in St. Mark's Gospel, we find that BD 
are arrayed against AC; the former supporting Tepacnvor, which we 
have already accepted as St. Luke's word, the latter supporting Tacapnyey, 
which seems to be the right reading in St. Matthew. What is to be 
done in this division of the best MSS., joined as it is to the high proba- 
bility that there has been corruption in C from || Mt, in BD from || Lu? 
At this juncture, the second-rate MSS. come to our aid, supported by 
other considerations of importance: A reads Tapacy»w» in St. Matt., 
Taòapnror in St. Luke, but Depyeonvev in St. Mark; U deserts the class 

with which it is usually found, to support the same reading, which is 
moreover the only one found in the three places in L 1. 33 copt æth arm, 
is the reading of PZ in St. Luke (the only one of the three passages in 
which they are extant), of X elsewhere, of Epiphanius, of ev-y, and 
(though in other places it has D'paegre») of the margin of the later 
Syriac. 

51. The punctuation of the text in this and my other editions has 
been revised on the principle which as far as I know Lachmann was 
the first to apply to the N. T., viz. the dropping of commas wherever 
they were unnecessary, i. e. wherever the sense of itself sufficiently 
indicates the break: and the frequent substitution of commas or periods 
for the colons so plentifully scattered in the received text: of commas, 
where the sense flows on, and the colon hindered it: of periods, where 
the sense is entirely broken, and the colon seemed to connect it. 
Almost all printed books are sadly over-punctuated. There is no greater 
hindrance to the flow and connexion of thought in the mind of a reader 
than that festooning off words and clauses by commas, of which our 
modern typographers are so fond. And if the getting rid of them is 
desirable in other books, it becomes a duty in our treatment of the 
sacred text. All stops in it are purely human inventions: and though 
some are absolutely necessary for the guidance of the general reader, 
they should be as few as possible and only those positively required. 
Among other services which modern criticism has rendered to the 
sacred text, this, though it may seem one of the least, is no mean one, 

that it has cleared it from the exegetical obscuration of many thousand 
commas. 
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SECTION II. 

OF THE VARIOUS READINGS. 

1. The digest of various readings in the fourth edition of this volume 
was entirely re-written. In the present edition the whole has been care- 
fully revised and the processes mentioned in the next paragraph carried 
out more thoroughly and consistently than in the previous edition. This 
labour has been undertaken and carried through, under my own super- 
intendence, by the Rev. A. W. Grafton. 

2. The particulars in which these editions differ from their predecessors 
may be thus stated : 

a) The weeding out of matter untrustworthy, or irrelevant, or not 
properly belonging to a work whose main purpose is philological 
and exegetical. 

3) The insertion of valuable additional matter which has chiefly accrued 
by the labours of collators during the years 1856—April, 1863. 

8. With reference to the former of these, I may remark that expe- 
 rience has shewn great numbers of the cursive MSS. commonly cited 
for or against readings in the sacred text, to be evidence of the most 
uncertain and questionable kind. Their readings have been very im- 
perfectly collated: their individual character is little known: the im- 
pression given by a long array of them on one side is most fallacious, 
for we know not whether an equally long array might not be mustered 
on the other, had they been more thoroughly collated. This remark 
applies to very many readings which are commonly supposed to rest on 
the almost unanimous testimony of the later MSS. The whole reason- 
ing founded on them has been loose and baseless. We know not the 
stability of our ground. 

4. It seemed therefore in re-arranging the digest for the fourth edition, 
that it would be best to banish from it all uncertain and ill-assured 
evidence, and to construct our text out of that only, on which we could 

entirely depend. The abbreviations al,, Scholz,” * al Tischendorf,” 
and the like, no longer appear, since, in our entire ignorance of any definite 
particulars, such statements tend only to mislead. A summary of the 
evidence of the cursive MSS. is given in passages where they have been 
really examined. We have been able to place on our margin and cite 
systematically three of the most important and most thoroughly collated 
of the cursive MSS. Others have been occasionally cited, chiefly with 
the view of shewing something of the relation which they bear either to 
our more ancient MSS. or to the textus receptus. 

5. As respects the omission of irrelevant matter, it may be remarked, 
that at the same time with the long lists of cursive MSS., has vanished 
from our digest the pretension of being a complete account of all various 
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readings. And since no such complete account could be given, it became 
a question whether it were really answering any worthy purpose to 
encumber our pages with numerous insignificant readings of later MSS., 
or versions which could not under any circumstances enter into con- 
sideration in editing the text. And the reply to this question has been, 
the exclusion as a general rule of all readings which are not supported by 
at least some one MS. as old as the sixth century. Even with respect to 
these, mere variations in orthography and alteration of grammatical 
forms have been in this fifth edition to a great extent omitted. The list 
given above, pp. 94 et seg., is intended as a summary account of such 
matters. In a manner similar to that which is there described (under 
xd, xayo, &c.) we have treated the frequent substitution of the first 

aorist sixa for the second clror; 1 aor. dra, for perfect cédwxa; and 

the like. 
6. The additional MSS., &c., incorporated in the digest in this edition, 

will be found specified in detail in the enumeration of the apparatus criticus. 
7. I have given, in all cases, the authorities both for and against the 

text which I have adopted; and have, where it seemed requisite, inserted 

in the digest, in brackets and in italics, the reasons which influenced my 
judgment 

8. In some cases I have found it impossible to decide between two 
conflicting readings. When it seemed to me more than usually doubtful 
whether one or more words ought to be inserted or omitted, they have 
been printed in the text, but marked by square brackets. In more com- 
plex cases, where this expedient could not be used, one of the two 
readings stands in the text itself, the alternative one in the digest, but 

with accents and in the same type as the text. 
9. I would recommend to the student, though it may seem irksome 

at first, the diligent study of the digest of various readings. It is of the 
first moment, to become familiar with the criticism of the sacred text: 

to be able to decide for oneself in each case, or at all events to be ac- 
quainted with the reasons on which others have decided. Charges of 
rashness are often brought against us as Editors, by persons totally un- 
acquainted with the science of criticism: and nothing short of a patient 
examination of classes of various readings will prevent students from 
being misled by such easy and random verdicts. 

10. In the digest of various readings, I have used the following signs 
and abbreviations : 

aft, after. 

al, alii = some cursive mse. 

* Where only one or two MSS. are cited for a particular variation from the edited 
text, and none in support of that text, it is to be concluded that at least the remaining 
MBS. indicated on the margin contain the reading adopted. 
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appy, apparently. 
ast, asterisk. w-ast, or with-ast, marked with an asterisk or asterisks : 

see note on ob below. 
bef, before. 

beg, beginning. 
comm, commentary—when appended to the name of a Father, it 

denotes that the reading referred to is found in the body of his 
commentary, and not in the text printed at the head of the com- 
mentary. This last is often very much tampered with. 

corr, corrector. corrd, corrected. 

ed, edition. 

elz, elzevir edition of the Greek Test. 

e sil, e silentio collatorum. 
ev, evangelistarium, i. e. a copy of the Gospels arranged for church use. 
exc, except. 
expr, expressly. 
gr, greek—when appended to a letter denoting a Greco-latin MS. 

means that the reading of the Latin text differs from that of the 

Greek. 
ins, insert—“ ins cat AB means that the MSS. A and B insert cac. 

marg, margin. marg-eccles denotes that the reading cited is given 
on the margin as an alteration to be made in reading the passage in 
church, e. g. the name of our Lord, where the pronoun would other- 

wise stand, at the beginning of a “ Gospel for the day.” 
ob, obelus. w-ob, or with-ob, marked with an obelus or with obeli. 

This abbreviation and ast are principally used with reference to 
the later Syriac version“. 

om, omit— om ca: AB " means that the MSS. A and B omit the ca: 

given in the text or inserted by other MSS. 
pref, prefix. e. g. aft re ins cat A: pref C.“ * pref" means that C 

inserts xat bef ri instead of after it as A does. 

rec, the textus receptus, or received text of the Greek Testament. 

Used in this edition when elz and Steph agree. 
rel, reliqui—means that all the other manuscripts named on the 

margin have the reading to which this is appended. 

® On these marks Tregelles observes: “The asterisks and obeli shew points of simi- 
larity to the Syriac version of the Old Test. made from the Hexaplar text of the rxx as 
revised by Origen. As that translation employs those marks, borrowed from the Greek 
text, to indicate variations from the Hebrew, so too here, they seemed to be used in a 
similar manner; they thus point out respectively additions, and words which are marked 
as if they should be omitted. It looks, therefore, as if in revising, additions had been 
introduced marked with an asterisk, and that whatever was or was deemed redundant 
was marked with an obelus.” (Treg. in Horne, vol. iv. p. 272.) 
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Steph, Stephens’ Greek Testament. 
Tischdf, Tischendorf. 
iransp, transpose. 
Treg, Tregelles. 
txt, text—when followed by a list of MSS., versions, &c., means that 

the reading adopted in this edition is supported by those MSS., 
versions, &c. 

ver, verse. 
vss, versions. 
vv, verses. 
Wtst or Wetet, Wetstein. 

The figures 2, 3, &c. inserted above the line to the right hand, imply a 
second, third, &c. hand in ams. Thus B' means the original scribe of 

B; C' the first corrector of C; C', the second; D', a recent corrector 

of D; and so on. B-corr! means B as corrected by the original scribe, 
or the contemporary SwpÜOwrfic. 

The same figures below the line, imply recurrence of the reading 2, 8, 
Kc. times in the author mentioned; e. g. Aug:, Origs, Bas. 

[But f, means (see p. 185) that Corbeian MS. which is cited by 
Scholz, &c. as “ Corb. 1." 

Ia “Corb. 2;” fis “Corb. 1 and 2." Similarly in the cases of 91, 

Im Jis- 
V., means the original scribe of Latin M8. J.. 
F, means the corrector of i. 
F, the original scribe of MS. J.] 
See further the note on the list of Fathers below. 

SECTION III. 

OF THE MARGINAL REFERENCES. 

1. The references in the margin of this Edition of the Greek Testa- 
ment are not those usually printed in other Editions. Those are refer- 
ences to the subject-matter of the text: and are most useful and neces- 
sary to every biblical student. As however they are now to be found 
in many editions of our English Bible, it seemed unnecessary to reprint 
them here. Instead of them, I have drawn up a body of references 
to verbal and idiomatical usages, which I hope will be found an addition 
to our apparatus criticus, as tending to exhibit, simultaneously with the 

text itself, the peculiarities and áza£ deyspeva of the passage under 

consideration. 
2. The materials for constructing such a body of references have of 

course been principally found in the various Greek Testament Lexicons, 
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aided by personal study of the text in matters of which Lexicons do not 
treat. I have also used with profit, but not extensively, Grinfield’s 
Editio Hellenistica Novi Testamenti, and take this opportunity of 
acknowledging my obligations to that work. 

8. The hindrances, as well as the helps, to such a compilation, should 
be mentioned. They mainly consisted in the almost uniform snaccuracy 
in the references in the existing Lexicons. In Schleusner and Parkhurst, 

little more than half of the passages referred to were to be found. Their 
citations are copted without verification. In Wahl, this was not the case, 
nor are the inaccuracies so many; but the errors in printing have intro- 
duced far more than were compatible with a profitable use of his very 
laborious and copious work. An honourable exception to the general 
inaccuracy of our Lexicon references I found in Robinson’s Greek and 
English Lexicon to the New Testament, edited by Dr. Bloomfield. I 
was however constrained principally to use Wahl, from his greater 
copiousness in detail. I cannot omit to mention the very complete and 
accurate Concordance of Bruder, as saving the scholar very much of the 
complication of lexical arrangement, and giving freer scope for the 
exercise of his own judgment. I only wish I had been acquainted with 
it seventeen years ago, when I began to compile these references: as I 
might have been saved many a weary hour's search. 

4. In the present work, no reference has been inserted which has not 
been verified’: and I trust that the accuracy of the printing has cor- 
responded to my earnest desire that the whole may be found correct. 
In the course of so many thousand citations, I cannot expect but that 
errors will occasionally have crept in: those which have been discovered 
will be found in the table of errata, and I shall still be obliged to any 
reader who may discover additional mistakes, to communicate with me 
(addressed at Messrs. Rivingtons’, Waterloo Place) that they may be 
corrected. 

5. The sources whence the references have been drawn have been, 
(1) the text of the Greek Testament itself, as affording instances of 
similarity of usage or construction,—of use of the same or different 
words in parallel passages of the Gospels,—or of tacit reference to the 
words and acte of our Lord in the Epistles :—(2) the Septuagint version 
of the Old Testament; as being, from the place and time of its publi- 
cation, its use by the New Testament writers, and its similarity of style 
and diction, so full of interest in the elucidations of the sacred text :— 

(3) the Apocrypha, which approaches even more nearly than the LXX 
to the peculiar Hellenistic style of the New Testament :—and (4) the 

! An exception to this has arisen: as experience has approved the almost unex- 
coptionable accuracy of Bruder's Concordance, I have generally cited from him in the 
later additions to my references, without verifying. 
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works of Josephus and Philo-Judzus, who occasionally are found using 
expressions and constructions similar to those in our text. To these 
may be added, (5) a few instances from the classic writers, especially 
Xenophon, justifying or elucidating New Testament words or con- 
structions. 

6. For convenience in arranging this body of reference, it has been 
found necessary to use some few signs and abbreviations, which will 
here be explained. 

(«) When a reference is preceded by the sign (=), it is indicated 
that the word which is the subject of reference is used, in the 
passage referred to, in the same sense as in the text. 

(3) When, in the Gospels, the sign (||) occurs in a reference, it is 
signified that the word occurs $n the parallel place in the other 
Gospels, which will always be found indicated at the head of the 
note on the paragraph. When the sign (||) is qualified, thus, 
(|| Mark, or || Matt. Mark, &c.) it is signified that the word 
occurs ia the parallel place in that Gospel or Gospels, but not in 
the other or others. 

(y) When the words ‘ here only, or in such and such places ‘ only,’ 
occur in a reference, they are always to be understood as mean- 
ing that the word occurs in that place or those places only of the 
New Testament; and as having no reference (unless so implied 
by their following citations from the LXX) 20 its occurring in 
the LXX or elsewhere. 

(6) When a reference is followed by the sign f, it is indicated that 
the word does not occur in the Canonical Septuagint version of 
the Old Testament, though it may occur in the Apocrypha. 

(€) When a reference is followed by the sign f, it is indicated that 
the word does not occur in the Canonical LXX in the same sense 
as in the text. 

(z) The abbreviation (constr.) occurring before a reference, indicates 
that it is the construction of the clause or sentence which is 
referred to. 

(9) Other abbreviations will be understood from the context: e. g. 
‘trans. or intrans., that the verb is used transitively or intran- 
sitively in the passages referred to: gen., dat., acc.’ that the 
verb or preposition governs these cases respectively in those 
passages: so of ‘ act., pass.’ &c. &c. 

(6) In one only case are the references not to verbal or idiomatical 
usage, but to subject-matter. Where the text contains a citation 
From or reference to the Old Testament, or to an earlier place in 
the New Testament, the place of that citation or reference is indi- 
cated in the margin, but in small capitals: thus: ‘Isa. liii. 5.’ 
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7. The student is requested not to consider the references in any 
instance as embracing the whole number of times where a word occurs in 
the New Testament,—unless it be expressly so stated. In by far the 
greater number of cases, they consist merely of a selection, at discretion, 
from an abundance of similar instances. At the same time considerable 
pains have been now taken to make some one set of references in each 
volume exhaustive ; which one has then been used as the stock reference 

for that particular word or construction. 
8. To avoid mistakes, I think it well to advertise the student, that 

when the references extend below the text, they are to be read in single 
lines across the page. 

9. In this Fifth edition as well as in the Fourth, the whole body of 

references has been gone over, and many corrections and insertions made. 
The object proposed in doing this has been, to supply a more complete 
account, both of ära Aeyópera and of peculiar usage of words and con- 
structions, in the sacred Writers, however common such words or con- 

structions may be in ordinary Greek: to add, in very many instances, 
references to the LXX : and to bring the former portion of my work, in 
which the design of the body of references had less opened before me 
than it afterwards did, into harmony with the subsequent volumes. In 
this part of the preparation of these two last editions, I have had the 
valuable co-operation of the Rev. Robert Hake, M.A., Minor Canon of 
Canterbury, without whom it would have been impossible that it should 
have been accomplished. 

CHAPTER VII. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS i. 

SECTION I. 

MANUSCRIPTS OF THE GREEK TESTAMENT REFERRED TO IN THIS 

: EDITION. 

Manuscripts written in the capital, or uncial character. 

A. The MS. referred to by this symbol is that commonly called the 
Alexandrine, or CopEx ALExaANDRINUS. It once belonged to 
Cyrillus Lucaris, patriarch of Alexandria and then of Constantinople, 

1 For a more complete account of the subject of this chapter, I would refer the 

reader to Tregelles’ vol. iv. of the new edition of Horne's Introduction, p. 152 ff., and 
to Scrivener’s Introduction to N. T. Criticism, p. 76 ff. 
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who in the year 1628 presented it to our King Charles I. It is 
now in the British Museum. It is on parchment in four volumes, 
of which three contain the Old, and one the New Testament, with 

the Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians. This fourth volume is 
exhibited open in a glass case. It will be seen by the letters in the 
inner margin of this Edition, that the first 24 chapters of Matthew 
are wanting in it, its first leaf commencing 6 ruppioc, ch. xxv. 6 :— 
as also the leaves containing Tra, John vi. 50,—to Aéye, viii. 52. It 
is generally agreed that it was written at Alexandria ;—it does not, 
however, in the Gospels, represent that commonly known as the 
Alexandrine text, but approaches much more nearly to the Con- 
stantinopolitan, or generally received text. The New Testament, 
according to ita text, was edited, in uncial types cast to imitate 

those of the MS., by Woide, Lond. 1786, the Old Testament by 

Baber, Lond. 1819: and its N. T. text has now been edited in 

common type by Mr. B. H. Cowper, London, 1861. The date of 
this MS. has been variously assigned, but it is now pretty generally 
agreed to be the fifth century. 

B. The Coprex Varicanus, No. 1209 in the Vatican Library at 
Rome; and proved, by the old catalogues, to have been there from 
the foundation of the Library in the 16th century. It was appa- 
rently, from internal evidence, copied in Egypt. It is on vellum, 
and contains the Old and New Testaments. In the latter, it is 

deficient from Heb. ix. 14 to the end of the Epistle;—it does not 
contain the Epistles to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon ;—nor the 

Apocalypse. An edition of this celebrated codex, undertaken as 
long ago as 1828 by Cardinal Angelo Mai, has since his death been 
published at Rome. The defects of this edition are such, that it 
can hardly be ranked higher in usefulness than a tolerably complete 
collation, entirely untrustworthy in those places where it differs 
from former collations in representing the MS. as agreeing with the 
received text. An 8vo edition of the N. T. portion, newly revised 
by Vercellone, was published at Rome in 1859 (referred to as Verc) : 
it of course supersedes the English reprint of the 1st edition. Even 
in this 2nd edition there are imperfections which render it neces- 
sary to have recourse to the MS. itself, and to the partial collations 
made in former times. These are, (1) that of Bartolocci (under 
the name of Giulio de St. Anastasia), once librarian at the Vatican, 
made in 1669, and preserved in manuscript in the Imperial Library 
(MSS. Gr. Suppl. 53) at Paris (referred to as Ble’); (2) that of 
Birch (Bch), published in various readings tothe Acts and Epistles, 
Copenhagen, 1798 — Apocalypse, 1800—Gospels, 1801; (8) that 
made for the great Bentley (Btly), by the Abbate Mico; this colla- 
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tion is published in Ford’s Appendix to Woide’s edition of the Codex 
Alexandrinus, 1799. It was made on the margin of a copy of 
Cephaleus' Greek Testament, Argentorati 1524, stil amongst 
Bentley's books in the Library of Trin. Coll Camb. (4) Notes of 
alterations by the original scribe and other correctors. These notes 
were procured for Bentley by the Abbé de Stosch, and were till 
lately supposed to be lost. They were made by the Abbate Rulotta 
(Rl.), and are preserved amongst Bentley's papers in the Library of 
Trinity College, Cambridge (B. 17. 20). The Codex has been occa- 
sionally consulted for the verification of certain readings by Tre- 
gelles, Tischendorf, and others. A list of readings examined at 
Rome by the present editor (Feb. 1861), and by the Rev. E. C. 
Cure, Fellow of Merton College, Oxford (April 1862), will be 
found at the end of these prolegomena. A description, with a 
photograph of a portion of a page, is given in Burgon’s “ Letters 
from Rome,” London 1861. This most important MS. was pro- 
bably written in the fourth century (Hug, Tischendorf, al.). 

C. The Copkx EPHRAEMI, preserved in the Imperial Library at Paris, 
MS. Gr. No. 9.—It is a Codex rescriptus or palimpsest, consisting 
of the works of Ephraem the Syrian written over the MS. of 
extensive fragments of the Old and New Testaments’. It seems 
to have come to France with Catherine de’ Medici, and to her from 

Cardinal Nicolas Ridolfi. Tischendorf thinks it probable that he 
got it from Andrew John Lascaris, who at the fall of the Eastern 
Empire was sent to the East by Lorenzo de’ Medici to preserve 
such MSS. as had escaped the ravages of the Turks. This is con- 
firmed by the later corrections (C') in the MS., which were evi- 
dently made at Constantinople*. But from the form of the letters, 
and other peculiarities, it is believed to have been written at 
Alexandria, or at all events, where the Alexandrine dialect and 
method of writing prevailed. Its text is perhaps the purest example 
of the Alexandrine text,—holding a place about midway between 
the Constantinopolitan MSS. and most of those of the Alexandrine 
recension. It was edited very handsomely in uncial type, with 
copious dissertations, &., by Tischendorf, in 1843. He assigns to 

it an age at least equal to A, and places it also in the fifth century. 
Corrections were written in, apparently in the sixth and ninth cen- 
turies : these are respectively cited as C, C’. 

3 The extent of these fragments being indicated in every case by the notes in tbe 
inner margin of the text, I have not thought it necessary to swell the Prolegomena by 
also specifying them here. The same remark applies to the lacung in the other MSS. 

3 The general reader may be advantageously referred to the careful and accurate 
account of this MS. given in the “Christian Remembrancer” for October 1862, Vol. 
xliv. p. 273 et seq. 
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D. The Copzx CawTABRIOIENSIS, or Brezæ,—so called because it 

was presented by Beza in 1581 to the University Library at Cam- 
bridge; where it is now exposed to view in a glass case. He pro- 
cured it in 1562, from the monastery of S. Irenæus at Lyons. It 
is on parehment, and contains the Gospels and Acts, with a Latin 
version. Its lacunz, which are many, will be perceived by the inner 
marginal lettere in this edition. It once contained the Catholic 
Epistles: 3 Joh. 11— 15 in Latin is all that now remains. It was edited 
with very accurate imitative types, at the expense of the University of 
Cambridge, by Dr. Kipling, in 1798. Mr. Scrivener is preparing a 
new edition carefully revised and more generally accessible. (See also 
foot note, p. 115). The text of the Codex Bez» is a very peculiar 
one, deviating more from the received readings and from the principal 
MS. authorities than any other. It appears to have been written 
in France, and by a Latin transcriber ignorant of Greek, from many 
curious mistakes which occur in the text, and version attached. It 

is closely and singularly allied to the ancient Latin versions, so 
much so that some critics have supposed it to have been altered 
from the Latin: and certainly many of the phzenomena of the MS. 
seem to bear out the idea. Where D differs in unimportant points 
from the other Greek MSS., the difference appears to be traceable 
to the influence of Latin forms and constructions. It has been 
observed, that in such cases it frequently agrees with the Latin 
codex e (see the list further on). Its peculiarities are so great, that 
in many passages, while the sense remains for the most part unal- 
tered, hardly three words together are the same as in the commonly 
received text. And that these variations often arise from capricious 
alteration, is evident from the way in which the Gospels, in parallel 
passages, have been more than commonly interpolated from one 
another in this MS. The concurrence with the ancient Latin ver- 
sions seems to point to a very early state of the text; and it is im- 
possible to set aside the value of D as an index to its history ;— 
but in critical weight it ranks the lowest of the leading MSS. Its 
age has been very variously given: the general opinion now is that 
it was written in the latter end of the fifth or the sixth century. 

E. The Codex Basileensis (Public Library at Basle, formerly B. vi. 21 ; 

now K. iv. 85). Contains the four Gospels with some considerable 
lacunz. Collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles. Said to be of the 
middle of the eighth century. 

F. The Codex Boreeli, once possessed by John Boreel, Dutch am- 
bassador in London under James I. It was lost for many years, 
till found at Arnheim by Heringa, a professor at Utrecht. It is 
now in the public library at the latter place. Heringa wrote a 
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dissertation on it, so copious as to serve for an edition of the codex 
itself. This dissertation was published by Vinke in 1843. Con- 
tains the four Gospels with many lacun», which have increased since 
Wetstein’s time. Tischendorf in 1841 examined the codex and 
compared it with Heringa's collation. Tischendorf assigns it to the 
ninth century: Tregelles, to the tenth. 

G. The Codex Harleianus, 5684, in the British Museum, brought by 

Andrew Seidel from the East. Contains the Gospels with many 
lacunæ. Collated by J. C. Wolf, to whom it once belonged, and 
recently by Tischendorf and Tregelles (known as Seidelii I, or 
Wolfii A). Aseribed to the ninth or tenth century. 

H. The Codex Wolfii B, now in the public library at Hamburgh. Its 
history is the same as that of the last MS. Its contents, the 
Gospels, —with many lacuns: its assigned date, about the end of 
the ninth century. It was collated by Wolf, Tregelles, and Tischen- 
dorf. 

I. FRAGMENTA PALIMPSESTA TISCHENDORFIANA (or Codex Tischen- 
dorfianus II.). Certain portions of the New Test. in Greek, under 
Georgian writing. The parts appear to vary from the fifth to the 
seventh century. Examined by Tregelles, and since edited by Tischen- 
dorf in his Monumenta Sacra, 1855." (Tregelles.) The volume is 
now in the Imperial Library at St. Petersburg.  Tischendorf states 
that he can distinguish the remains of seven different MSS. The three 
most ancient of these he considers quite equal to C or A both in age 
and in purity of text. The first of these [cited in this edn as I,] 
contains: John xi. 50—xii. 9; xv. 12—xvi. 2; xix. 11—24. The 
second [I,], 1 Cor. xv. 58—xvi. 9; Tit. i. 1—13; Acts xxviii. 

8—17. The third [I.], Mt. xiv. 18—16 and 19—23 ; xxiv. 37— 
xxv. 1; xxv.32—45; xxvi. 31—45. Mk. ix. 14—22 ; xiv. 58—70. 
These are all ascribed to the fifth century. The fourth fragment 
[Ia] contains Mt. xvii. 22—xviii. 8; xviii. 11—19 ; xix. 5—14; 
Lu. xviii. 14—25; Joh. iv. 52—v. 8; xx. 17—26. The seventh 

[I.], Lu. vii. 39—49; xxiv. 10—19. These two are assigned to 

the sixth century and compared with Cod. P. The two remaining 
fragments, Tischdf's fifth and sixth, contain portions of the Acts 
and are ascribed to a century later than the two preceding. 

K. The Codex Cyprius, brought from the island of Cyprus to Paris, 
and now in the Imperial Library there (MS. Gr. 63). Contains 
the Gospels (entire), memoirs of the saints of the Greek Church, 
and the canons of Eusebius. Collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles. 
Its text is peculiar and sus generis; and is consequently of much 
value. Assigned to the ninth century. 

L. The Codex Regius Parisiensis (Bibliothéque Impériale Manuscrit 
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grec No. 62), contains the Gospels with some lacunæ. Edited by 
Tischendorf in his Monumenta Sacra," 1846, pp. 57—399. Its 
text, both in various readings and in grammatical forms, is of the 
kind which has been called Alexandrine, and is very nearly related 
to that of B. From the careless positions of the accents, Scholz 
and Griesbach think it to have been copied from some more ancient 
MS. which had no accents. Ascribed by Tischendorf to the eighth 
century; by Tregelles and others, to the ninth *. 

M. The Codex Campianus (Paris: Bibl Imp. MS. Gr., 48). Pre- 
sented to Louis XIV. by the Abbé des Champs, in 1706. Contains 
the Gospels, with notices of the saints of the Greek Church, the 

Canons of Eusebius, and much inserted matter betokening late date. 
Its text is irregular in character, and has some readings common 
only to itself and K. Assigned to the latter part of the ninth or 
beginning of the tenth century. Collated by Tregelles, and copied 
by Tischendorf. 

N. Copex PunPUREUS. “ These fragments (of the sixth century) are 
found in three places: four leaves are in the British Museum 
[Cotton. C. xv.], denoted J or I by Wetstein and others; two are 
at Vienna [Imperial Library, Cod. Theol. Gr. num. 2 Lambec.], to 
which the notation N was formerly restricted ; and six in the 
Vatican [No. 3785], called by Scholz I. Edited by Tischendorf in 
his Monumenta Sacra, 1846."  (Tregelles.) 

P. Q. By these symbols are designated the portions of two ancient 
MSS., discernible (as also are fragments of Ulphilas’ gothic version) 
under the later writing of a volume known as the Codex Carolinus 
in the ducal library at Wolfenbüttel. P (GuELPHERBYTaNUS A.) 
contains fragments of each of the Gospels. Q (GuELPH. B.) frag- 
ments of Luke and John. Both are probably of the sixth century. 
They were edited by F. A. Knittel in 1762; and, more thoroughly 

by Tischendorf in 1860, * Monumenta Sacra," vol. iii. 
R. Conex Nirrrensis. A palimpsest in the British Museum (Addi- 

tional MS. 17211): the same vol which contains the palimpsest 
Homer. Brought from a Nitrian monastery. Contains large frag- 
ments of St. Luke's Gospel Edited by Tischendorf in 1857, 
Monumenta Sacra,” vol ii. Tregelles had however previously 
collated it, and has given several corrections of Tischendorf's edition ; 
these are noticed in their proper places in the digest. This MS. is 
ascribed to the sixth century. 

S. The Codex Vaticanus 354, contains the Gospels entire, with the 

* Griesbach describes this M8. as ‘incredibili cam venerandis illis exemplaribus quse 
Origenes olim suis manibus versavit consensu insignem." 
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canons of Eusebius. Written by Michael, a monk, in the year 
949. Collated by Birch, whose collation Treg. and Tischdf. have 
used; hence when quoted as agreeing with the received text, its 

testimony is only “e silentio Birchii." 
T. Copxx Boreus 1, in the Library of the Propaganda at Rome, 

of the fifth century (probably). Contains fragments of Lu. and 
Joh. with a Sahidic version. The portions Joh. vi. 28—67 ; vii. 
6—viii. 81 were published by A. A. Georgi, at Rome, in 1789: and 
examined by Tischendorf. This Greco-Egyptian MS. also contains 
a portion of St. Luke, ch. xxii. 20 to xxii. 20, which was first 
brought to my notice by Dr. Tregelles, as being mentioned by 
Zoega in his Catalogus codicum Copticorum MSS. qui in Museo 
Borgiano Velitris adservantur.’’ My brother, the Rev. Bradley 
H. Alford, happening to be at Rome, was fortunate enough to 
obtain permission to collate this ancient fragment, and sent me the 
collation, from which the readings were, in edn. 4 of this vol., first 
published. Two other portions of the same MS. were once in the 
possession of C. G. Woide and were published by Ford in the 
Appendix to the Codex Alexandrinus, Oxford, 1799. "They com- 
prise Lu. xii. 15—xiii. 32; Joh. viii. 38—42. 

U. The Codex Nanianus 1, in St. Mark's library at Venice (I. viii.), 
contains the Gospels entire, with the canons of Eusebius. It has 
been collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles. Assigned to the tenth 
century. 

V. A MS. in the library of the Holy Synod at Moscow. (No num- 
ber, referred to as “in a box.") Contains the Gospels,—as far as 

Joh. vii. 39, in uncial letters of about the ninth century (Tischdf.) ; 
—after that, in cursive characters of the thirteenth century. Collated 
by Matthri. 

X. The Codex Monacensis, formerly Ingolstadiensis. (University 
Library, Munich, I. 26.) Contains the four Gospels with nume- 

rous lacunæ. It is accompanied by an interspersed commentary. 
Ascribed to the end of the ninth, or beginning of the tenth century. 
Collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles. 

Y. A fragment, No. 225, in the Barberini library at Rome. Contains 
Joh. xvi. 8—xix. 41. Assigned to the eighth or ninth century. 
Edited by Tischendorf, Monumenta Sacra,” 1846, pp. 37—50. 

Z. The CopkX Rescrietus DUBLINENSIS, in the library of Trinity 
College, Dublin. Contains, of the N. T., the Gospel of Matthew. 
It was discovered (under the cursive writing of a copy of Chrysostom 
de Sacerdotio, extracts from Epiphanius, &c.) by Dr. Barrett, who 
published all that he could read in not very exact copper-plate fac 
simile at the expense of the college in 1801. "Tregelles, in 1853, by 
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the aid of a chemical mixture was able to decipher the portions 
which had baffled Barrett, and carefully re-collated the whole. It 
has many lacune, which will be seen by the letters in our inner 
margin. The date assigned to it is the sixth century. 

T. Codex Tischendorfianus IV. A MS. brought by Tischendorf from 
the East, and now in the Bodleian Library (Auct. T. Infra II. 2). 
It contains portions of St. Matthew and St. John, the greater part 
of St. Mark and the whole of St. Luke. Collated by Tischendorf 
and Tregelles. In 1859, Tischendorf procured 99 more leaves of the 
same MS.; these are now at St. Petersburg, and contain Mt. i. 
I. 31; ix. 6—xii. 18; xiv. 15— xx. 25; xxiii. 18— xxviii. 20, 
and the whole of Joh. minus the two portions [vi. 14— viii. 8; xv. 
24—xix. 6] preserved in the Bodleian. Ascribed to the ninth century. 

A. The Codex San Gallensis, in the library at St. Gall. Contains 
the Gospels entire, except Joh. xix. 17—85, with a Latin version. 
Edited in lithographed facsimile by Rettig, at Zurich, in 1836. 
This MS. and Cod. Boernerianus (G of St. Paul’s Epistles: see 
Prolegg. vol. II.) are of the same country and date (i. e. Switzerland, 
in the latter part of the ninth century), and originally formed part 
of the same volume. 

©. The Codex Tischendorfianus I, brought by Tischendorf from the 
East, now in the Library of the university at Leipsic. It con- 
sists of four leaves, containing a few fragments of Matthew; xiii. 
46—55 (but this almost illegible) ; xiv. 8—29 ; xv. 4—14. Of 
the latter part of the seventh century. Edited by Tischendorf 
* Monumenta Sacra,” 1846, pp. 1—10. 

A. Codex Tischendorfianus III, now in the Bodleian (Auct. T. Infra 
I. 1). Contains the whole of the Gospels of St. Luke and St. John. 
Collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles. Ascribed to the eighth or 
ninth century. An early cursive copy of Mt. and Mk. taken by 
Tischendorf to St. Petersburg, in 1859, is said by him (“ Notitia 
Cod. Sinaitici,” p. 58) to be part of the same codex. 

XX. Copzx ZacywrHiUSs. Edited by Tregelles, London, 1861, with the 
types cast for printing the Codex Alexandrinus. The following is 
an abridgment of his account of the MS.: On the 11th of August, 
1858, I received a letter from Dr. Paul de Lagarde of Berlin, 
informing me that a palimpsest MS., hitherto unused, contain- 
ing a considerable portion of St. Luke's Gospel, with a Catena, 
was in the Library of the British and Foreign Bible Society. 
It is noted in the Catalogue, and on the back, 24, Greek Evan- 
gelisterium. Parchment.’ In many parte the ancient writing is 
illegible, except in a very good light. The later writing is a Greek 

Lectionary from the Four Gospels, and belongs, I suppose, to the 
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thirteenth century. The elder writing must have been part of a 
volume of large folio size; for the leaves are now folded across, the 
later writing running the other way. The text is in round full 
well-formed Uncial letters, such as I should have had no difficulty 
in ascribing to the sixth century, were it not that the Catena of the 
same age has the round letters (E OC) so cramped as to make me 
believe that it belongs to the eighth century. Besides the ordinary 
kepadara or rírAo, this MS. contains also the same chapters as the 
Vatican MS., similarly numbered. The only other document in 
which I have ever seen this Capitulatio Vaticana is the Vatican 
Codex itself; nor do I know of its being found elsewhere. Occa- 
sionally the same portion of Scripture occurs twice, when accom- 
panied by a different Patristic extract.” 

M. The Copkx Srvarricus. Procured by Tischendorf, in 1859, from 
the Monastery of St. Catherine on Mount Sinai. A magnificent 
edition prepared at the expense of the Emperor of Russia appeared 
in January, 1868. The Codex Frederico-Augustanus (now at Leip- 
sic), obtained in 1844 from the same monastery, is a portion of the 

same copy of the Greek Bible, the 148 leaves of which containing 
the entire New Testament, the Ep. of Barnabas, parts of Hermas, 
and 199 more leaves of the Septuagint have now been edited by 
the discoverer. The assertion made by Dr. Simonides that the MS. 
was written by himself about 1840, he being then a very young 
man (accounts of his age vary) is contradicted by the phenomena 
of the MS. itself; and is moreover only one of an astonishing 
series which the learned men of Greece, Germany, and England 

have found it impossible to believe. The MS. has four columns 
on a page, and has been altered by several different correctors, 
one or more of whom Tischendorf considers to have lived in the 
sixth century. The work of the original scribe has been examined, 
not only by Tischendorf, but by Tregelles and other competent 
judges, and is by them assigned to the fourth century. The internal 
character of the text, down to the most minute particulars, agrees 
with the external, as the student may judge for himself by its 
readings given in the digest on the Gospel of St. John. The 
correctors as distinguished by Tischendorf are :—A, of the same age 
with the MS. itself, probably the corrector who revised the book, 
before it left the hands of the scribe, denoted therefore by us corr'; 

B, who in the first page of Mt. began inserting breathings, accente, 
Ko., but did not carry out his design, and touched only a few later 
passages; C* (cited as N) has corrected very largely throughout 
the book. Wherever it is not stated to the contrary in our digext, 
it is to be understood that C* altered the reading cited as found in 
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N' ; C? (cited as N'*) lived about the same time as C, i. e. some cen- 
turies later than the original scribe. These are all that we need 
notice here. Tischendorf has distinguished most minutely between 
contemporary scribes and correctors. A full account is given in the 
Christian Remembrancer" for April, 1868. The Editor has been 
able to procure a complete collation of the Gospel of St. John, 
from the expensive imperial edition, which is the only one that 
reached this country in time to be used for this volume. In the 
other Gospels the readings given in the “ Notitia Cod. Sin." are in- 
serted in their proper places, and also some others communicated by 
Professor Tischendorf to Dr. Tregelles, who kindly forwarded them 
to the present editor’. 

Frag-cant. Fragmentum Cantabrigiense. Now preserved in a frame 
between pieces of glass in the Library of Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge. Ascribed to the eighth century. The scraps of which this 
fragment is made up were discovered in 1861 by Mr. H. Bradshaw, 
Fellow of King's Coll. Camb., in the binding of a copy of Gregory 
Nazianzen formerly brought from Mt. Athos. It contains portions 
of Mk. vii. viii. ix. The text is very peculiar and interesting. 
The readings have been inserted in this edition from a photograph. 

Frag. Mosq. (called O by Tischdf) Fragmentum Mosquense. A 
Codex of the Holy Synod at Moscow, No. 120. From Mount 
Athos. It consists of 8 leaves, used in the binding of a MS. of 
Chrysostom, and contains Joh. i. 1—4; xx. 10—13; 15—17; 
20—24. Edited by Matthwi, in one of the Appendices in his 
N. T. Appears to be of the ninth century. 

Frag. Neap. (Wo in Tischdf. ed. 7.) Fragmentum Neapolitanum re- 
scriptum. Naples Library, II. C. 15 (LXXIX.). Contains beneath 
more recent (fourteenth century) ecclesiastical writing of the Greek 
Church, twelve or fourteen leaves of an ancient M8. of the Gospels, 
probably of the eighth century. Only one page, containing Mk. 
xiv. 32— 89, was examined by Tischendorf. 

Frag. Nitr. (Nb in Tischdf.) Fragmentum Nitriense. A few verses 
of the xiiith and xvith chapters of St. John's Gospel deciphered by 
Tischendorf under Syriac writing in a British Museum MS. (Ad- 

5 It may be well here to mention, that there is in preparation at the University 
Press, Oxford, an edition of the New Testament which will exhibit the entire texte of 

the earliest known MSS. in parallel columns. Vol. I. (already printed) contains the 
Gospels from ABCD and (in 8t. Matthew) Z. Vol. II. (also printed) contains the Acts 
from ABCDE, the Catholic Epistles from ABC, the Pauline Epistles from ABCDeP, 
the Apocalypse from ABC. Vol. III. will contain notes stating the alterations 
made by later hands in each MS., a collation of the Codex Sinaiticus, a general 
account of the plan of the work, facsimile plates, &c. 
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ditional, 17186) brought from the Nitrian valleys. Edited by 
Tischdf. in Mon. Sacra Nov. Coll. vol. ii.“ Tischendorf ascribes 
these fragments to the fifth or even to the fourth century. 

Frag. Par. (W* or W in Tischdf.) A fragment in the Imperial Library 
at Paris, attached to MS. Gr. 814, containing only two leaves, 
Lu. ix. 86—47; x. 12—22. Edited by Tischendorf in Mon. 
Sacra," 1846, pp. 51—56. Ascribed to the eighth century. 

Frag. Sang. (W° in Tischdf. ed. 7.) Fragmentum Sangallense. Three 
leaves published by Tischendorf, Mon. Sacra, vol. iii. Contains 
Mk. ii. 8—16: Lu. i. 20—82; 64—79. Ascribed to the ninth 
century. 

Frag. Sin. (A in Tischdf. ed. 2.) Two fragments, Mt. xx. 8—15 ; 
Lu. i. 14— 20, found by Tischendorf in the monastery of St. Catherine, 
Mount Sinai. Published in “ Annales Vindobonenses," 1846. Of 

the former part of the ninth century. 
Cod. Guelph., Cod. Bodl., Cod. Veron., and Cod. Turic. are MSS. 

at Wolfenbuttel, the Bodleian, Verona, and Turin respectively, 
which contain one or more of the hymns in Lu. i. ii. Tischendorf 
calls them O3, Ob, Oe, Od, and ascribes the first two to the ninth, 

and the last two to the sixth century. 
Coisl.-oct.-marg., or Coisl.-Lxx-marg. (F* in Tischdf.) On the margin 

of the great Coislinian Octateuch of the Septuagint several texts 
from the N. T. are written in uncial characters of the sisth or 
seventh century. The following are the passages from the Gospels: 
Mt. v. 48; xii. 48; xxvii. 25: Lu. i. 42; ii. 24; xxii. 21: Joh. 

v. 35; vi. 58,55. The whole are published by Tischendorf, Monu- 
menta Sacra," 1846, p. 400. 

Manuscripts written in cursive letters. 

(I.) Serivener'e Manuscripts‘, 

a. Lambeth 1175. Brought from the Greek Archipelago by Professor 
Carlyle. Very few rare or noticeable readings will be found in 
this document, which approaches as nearly to the received text as 
many of a much lower date." Probably of the eleventh century. 

b. Lambeth 1176. Well merits Burney's commendation, *eximisz 
not.“ About the twelfth century. 

* These MSS., none of which (except ev-y) have as yet been shewn to be of any 
great critical value, have been occasionally cited in the present edition (as Scr’s a, 
Scr’s b c d, and the like); especially in those places where their evidence may help to 
point out the time at which the more modern of the received readings arose. “ Scr’s 
mss." appended to any reading in the digest, means that all the MSS, in this list 
which contain the passage, with the exception of any (Scr’s c g, or the like) expreasly 
cited for some opposing reading. The remarks given above are extracted from 
Scrivener’s own description. 
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c. Lambeth 1177. “ Written with irreverent and scandalous ne- 
gligence, but abounding with remarkable readings frequently coun- 
tenanced by more ancient authorities.” Probably of the twelfth 
century. 

d. Lambeth 1178. Tenth or eleventh century. 
e. Lambeth 1179. Many lacune. Possibly of the tenth century. 
f. Lambeth 1192. Of very little critical value. Of the thirteenth 

century. 

g. Ephesius, Lambeth 528. (71 of critical editions of the N. T.) 
Brought to England in 1675 by Traheron. Dated A. p. 1160. 

h. British Museum, Arundel 524. About the eleventh century. 
i Trinity College, Cambridge, B. x. 17. Brought from Mount Athos. 

Belonged to Bentley. Assigned to the thirteenth century. 
k. British Museum, Additional MS., 11800. Came from the library 

of the Bishop of Cæsarea Philippi at the foot of Lebanon. Eleventh 
century. 

I. Codex Wordsworth. In Dr. Wordsworth's possession. Thirteenth 
century". [= g in Acts and Epistles. | 

m. (Scholz’s 201) British Museum, Additional MS. 11837.  Con- 
tains the whole New Testament. (See 201 below.) Formerly at 
Florence. Purchased for the Brit. Mus. from the heirs of Dr. Sam. 
Butler, Bp. of Lichfield. Dated A. D. 1857. 

n. British Museum, Burney 18. Contains the Gospels and two leaves 
of the Ep. to the Hebrews (ch. xii. 17 to end). Dated A. p. 1866. 

o. British Museum, Burney 19. Belonged in 1809 to the Library of 
the Escurial. Possibly one of the MSS. numbered 226—283 below. 
Assigned to the tenth or eleventh century. 

p- British Museum, Burney 20. Written by a monk named Theo- 
philus, A. p. 1285. 

q. Codex Theodori When collated by Mr. Scrivener it was the 
property of Pickering the publisher Written by Theodore 
A.D. 1295. 

r. British Museum, Burney 21. Written by Theodore, A. p. 1292. 
Text very similar to that of q. 

s. British Museum, Burney 23. Very much mutilated in Lu. Ends 
at Joh. vii. 14. Written in the fteel/?h century. 

t. Lambeth 1350. St. John's Gospel appended to Damasc. de Fide. 
Written about the fourteenth contury. 

* * regard codices I m n as representatives of the ordinary Greek copies in general 
use for two centuries before the invention of printing. The connexion between m and 
n is too close to be accidental, and I can only conjecture that they were written in the 
same monastery, though by different hands. Nearly as they approach the standard or 
printed text, they still exhibit some remarkable and rare readings.” (Scrivener.) 

117] 



PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. [ok. vn. 

u and v, once formed part of the Carlyle collection, but were returned 

in 1817 to the Patriarch of Jerusalem. u badly collated in Mt. 
and Mk. for Carlyle. v collated in Mk. i. 1—iv. 16: Joh. vii. 58— 
viii. 11 by Dr. Burney. The readings from these collations, and 
from his own accurate collations of MSS. a to h and k to t pub- 
lished by Scrivener in “ A full and exact collation of about 20 Gr. 
MSS,” 8vo. Cambridge, 1853. 

v. The readings of this MS. are given (with those of i and w) in the 
Appendix to Scrivener’s “ Codex Augiensis." When cited in this 
volume it is referred to as 236. (See below.) 

w. Trinity College, Cambridge, B. x. 16. Written A. p. 1316. [= I in 
Acts and Epistles. | 

ev—y. Brit. Mus. Burney 22. Dated 1319, but Scrivener thinks 
this was added some time after the writing of the MS. and that it 
really dates from the twelfth century. The text is a very important 
one. 

(II.) Cursive MSS. contained in the liste of Scholz and others. 

Identification. Date. Collator. Remarks. Paul.] Act. | Apoc- 
—— 

1 |Basle, K. iii. 3. (ate X. Wetstein, Tregelles, and Roth °, 111 — 
B. vi. 27.) 

2 |Basle, B. vi. 25. XV. Used as the copy for Erasmus’ edi- 
(now — 7) Lund 8. the Gospels. Bengel’s 

8 Vienna, Theol. 5, XII. Alter. Knoym as Corsendoncensis. 
Kol. (Forlos. 16.) 83] 8|— 

4 |Paris, 84. XII. Stephens . Scholz (Mt. Joh.). 
Defective Matt. ii. 9—20, Joh. 
i. 49—iii. 11. — — | — 

6 |Paris, 106. XII. Stephens ð’. Scholz. 5| 6| — 
6 |Paris, 112. XIII. Stephens . Scholz (At., Mk. 

(orXL)| i.—iv., Joh. vii., viii.). 6| 6; 6 
7 |Paris, 71. XI. Stephens +’. Scholz (Mk. i.—vi., 

Joh. iii.—viii. —|-—|— 
8 |Paris, 49. XI. Stephens 2. Scholz (Joh.). — — — 
9 Paris, 83. 1168 Stephens . Kusters Par. 8. 

Scholz (Mt. i.—viii., Mk. i.—iv., 
Joh. lv.—viii.). — E —: 

10 |Paris, 91. XIII. |Kuster's Par. 1. Inspected b 
Griesbach. Scholz (Mk. i. i ud 
Joh. v.— viii. — — — 

11 Paris, 121, 122. XII. |Kuster's Par. 4. Scholz (“denuo”) | — | — | — 
12 |Paris, 230. XI. Scholz (Mk., Lu., Joh.). ( Wetstein 

gives, under this num , read- 
ings from MSS. 119, 120, and 
from another which has not been 
identified, all mixed together.) | — | — i — 

3 « There are uncial MSS. of the Gospels more recent than this cursive copy ; but 
none of the later MSS. of that class is comparable to this, as to the goodness of the 
text in the Gospels.” (Tregelles.) 

118] 



§ r.] CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS. [PROLEGOMENA, 

Ideatification. Date. Collator. Remarks. 

13 |Paris, 50. XII. |Kuster’s Par.6. Griesbach. 

119] 

XIV. 

XVL 

XI 

XI. 

XI. 

xxi. 18—95 
XII. Darosi in Mill (Colb. 3). Scholz 

trup (in Birch and Schulz’s 
Griesbach). Defective Mt. i. 1— 

xxviii. 10; Mk. i. 2—46 ; Joh. xxi. 
2—end. A very valuable MS.: 
text closely allied to that of MSS. 
69. 124. 346. 

Kuster’s Par. 8. Scholz (^ maxi- 
mam partem Mt. Me., Joh.). 

Wetstein. Scholz (Mk.). The 
Y in column. De- 
fective Mk. xvi. 6—20. 

Scholz ( and Acts). 
tional in Reiche. 

Scholz (“ integre”). 

Larroquein Mill (Colb. 2). Scholz. 
Defective E 17—ix. 12; 
xiv. 88—xvi.10; xxvi. 70—xxvii. 
48; Lu. xx. 19— xxii. 48; Joh. 
xii. 40—321iii. 1; xv. 24—xvi. 12; 
xviii. 16—28; xx. 20—xxi. 5; 

i., Joh. V.— viii). 
leaves supplied in Cent. XV. 



PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. Lok. vn. 

Identification. Date. Collator. Remarks. 

80 Paris, 100. XVI. |Readings from Ist chapters of Mt., 
uein Mill. Cited with 81 

asin Colb. 4. Inspected by Scholz. 
Written by CM 

81 |Paris, 94. XIII. Readings from Mt Larroqu 
in Mill Cited with 30 as Cold. 
4. 5 by Scholz. 

82 |Paris, 116. XII. 

83 |Paris, 14. XI. 

84 |Paris, Coisl. 196. XI. 

85 |Paris, Coisl. 199. XL 
14 | 17 

87 Paris, Coisl. 21. XII. 

88 |Paris, Cosil. 200. XIII. 

19| ? 
89 |Paris, Coisl. 23. XII. 

copy of 84. (Wetst.) — |=| — 
40 Paris, Cosil. 22. XI. C. e. Wetst. Sz Commentary. 

From Constantinople, once at Mt. 
Athos. Ends at Joh. xx. 25. — | — — 

41 |Paris, Coisl. 24. XI. C. c. Wetst. Sz. 5 
with Commen — | — — 

42 e e. e. . e . e. — Mills Med. P ossibl y the samo 

K above. WD ees eem 
43 [Bibl. de LP Arsenal, | XI. Wer pea by Simon and Scholz. 

Paris, 4. own as San Maglorianus. 130 | 54 | — 
44 Brit. Mus. Addl. MES. XI. De Missy in Wetstein. — | — | — 

4949. 
45 |Bodleian, Baroc. 81. | XIV. |Mill’s Bodi. 1. Inspected by Gries 

46 |Bodleian, Baroc. 29. | XV. Mills Bodl. 3. € 
47 |Bodleian, Misc. 9. XV. e Bodl. 6. Ussher in Walton’ 

o t 1). —|—|— 
48 |Bodleian, Mise. 1. XII. Mila. odl. 7. du — | — | — 
49 |Bodleian, Roe 1. XI. |Mill's Roe 1 — | — | — 
50 (Bodleian, Laud. 83. | XI. {Mill’s Zaud. 1. Catena. Defec 

tive Mt. i. 1—ix. 35; xii. 3—34 
xxv. 20—31; Mk. xiv. 40—xvi. 
20; Joh. v. 18—end of Gosp. 

Bodleian, Land. 91. | XIII. |Mill’s Laud. 2. Insp. by Griesbach. 
Bodleian, Laud. 8. | 1296 |Mill’s Laud. 5. Insp. by Griesbach. 

. |Mill’s Seid. 1. 
Bodleian, Selden. 54. 1338 |Mill's Seid. 2. 
Bodleian, Selden. 5. | XV. |Mill's Seid. 8. 

66 |Linc. Coll. Oxf., 18. XV. (Ussher in Walton. Mill (Lisa.) 
Inspected by Dobbin (with 61). 

120] 
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§ 1.) CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS. [PROLEGOMENA. 

Identification. 
SS — d 

Date. 

57 Magd. Coll. Oxf., 9. | XI. 

58 [New Coll. Oxf.,68. | XVI. 

88 888 8 88 A 

Brit. Mus., Harl. 8778. 
Not identified. 

Bodleian, Misc. 76. 

Lane. Coll. Orf., 17. 
Leicester MS. 

rit. Mus., Harl. 5647. 

19. 
Vienna, Theol. 300, N. 

jenna, Theol. 154, N. 

. Ch. Oxf., Wake 26. 
Ch. Oxf., Wake} XIII. 

? 

XIII. 
P 

XI. 

XIT. 
XIV. 

1160 
XL 

XI. 

XI. 
XI. 

XL 

Collator. Remarks. 

Hammond in Walton. Mill's Magd. 
1. Def. Mk. i. 1—11. 

Ussher in Walton Nov. 1. Mill's 
N. 1. Dobbin (with 61). 
5 Ussher's Gon. in Wal- 

chow. : 
Borner eed Koster's Mill. Addi. 

tional readings in Be- 
longed to Carpzov. 

Insp. in Joh. viii. Def. Lat. version. 
Bynseus (in Wetatein). a 
to T. G. Grsevius, then to J. 

the Xilithoont.have born cited] 
[Number used as equivalent to 

* found by L. Valla (Ansnotationes 
1440) in one or more of the MSS. 
consulted by him.“ 



PROLEGOMENA. | 

Identification. 

Munich, 518. 
Munich, 568. ES: 

85 |Munich, 569. 

nich.] 

88 

Not identified. 

96 |Linc. Coll. Oxf., 16. 

Bodleian, Misc. 8. 

Not identified. 

Bodleian, Clarke 5. 

Leipsic. 

Pesth, Univ. Lib. 
101 | Not identified. 

122] 

Munich = Public 
ibrary at Mu- 

Date. 

XI. 
XII. 

XIII. 

XII. 

XVI. |A 

XV. 

1500 

XII. 

XVI. 

X. 
XVI. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

Collator. Remarks. 

Bengel's Augustanus 1. 
Bengels Augustanus 2. Contains 

only Mt. Mk. Defective: Mt. 
i, 1—18; xiii. 10—27 ; xiii. re. 
iv. 8; xviii. 25—Xlix. 9; 
a 4; Mk. vii. 13—end, d 

"s Augustanus 8. tains 
only the following passages : Mt. 
viii. 16—ix. 17; xvi. 12—xvii. 
20; xxiv. 26—46; xxvi. 25—54; 
Mk. vi. 18—ix. 453 Lu. iii. 12— 
vi. 44; Joh. ix. 11— zii. 5; xix 
6—24; xx. 23—xxi. 9. 

5 Vol. ii. part ii. pp. 
85 —166. 

Contains Joh. with a catena. 
Edited at Antwerp by Corderius. 

etstein's 87 is 250 of this and 
holz's list. 

Cited by Joachim Camerarius in 
his ** Annotationes in N. T.” 

Bengel. Matthsi’s 20. 
of one of Theodore’s MSS 
by James Favre of Daven- 

ter. 

Codex Perronianus. Extracts in 
Mill. 

Codex Foeschii 1. Contains Mk. 
with Victor's Commen ; 

Codex Gravii. Once cited by Vos- 
sius. “Anut est idem at- 

Codex — 2. Contains Mk. 
Lu. with a commentary. 

Mill’s Wheel[er]| 2. Contains Lu. 
from xi. 2) Jo (ex 3 leaves). 
oh.v mie re- eo for Scholz. 

Ussher (in Walton) and Mill. Cited. 
by them as Tyit. because written 
by Abbot John Trithemius. Con- 
tains John. 

ever at Giessen as Michaelis, &c 
have stated. 

Mt. vi. ix. x.; Mk. v. vi.; Lu. iv. 
—vi. collated by Scholz. 

Matthei’s 18. Contains Mt. iv. 8 
—v. 27; vi. 2—xv. 80; Lu. i. 
1—18. 

Cited only once. Def. Joh. xxi. 25. 
Cod. Uffenbachianus 8. Contains 
sae Cited by Scholz at Joh. 
vii. 58. 



§ 1.] CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS. [PROLEGOMENA. 

Collator. Remarks. 'Paal.| Act. | Apoc. 
j — — — 

The readings seem to have 
derived from Cod. B. (So Rev. 

. Test. of Plantin’s. : 

B. F. Westcott in Scriv. Introd.) — | — | — 

stein. 

Cited by Wetstein on Joh. viii. 1. 
ackson (in Wetastein). 

. [Readings from Mt. vi. ix. x.; Mk. 
v. vi. ; Lu. iv.—vi.; Joh. v. vi. 
in Scholz. 

XI. Alter, Birch, Scholz. Commentary. 
2 vols. Belonged to Parrhasius.| — | — | — 

Mus,  Addl| 1826 by Wetstein. Belo 
to Meade and then to Askew. 75 22 | — 

XVI. A transcript (2 vols.) of the Com 
utensian edition, at Berlin, 

as the Codex Ravianus. | — | — | — 
III. Scholz (in same passages as 107) 

Def. Joh. xx. 25—end. —|—i— 
Bodleian, Clarke 10. | XI. Scholz (selected cha : —i-—i— 

v. 1—vi. 36 ; vii. 53— viii. 12). 
Griesbach. Defectiv 

vii. 4—18; xxvi. 59—73 ; xxviii. 
19—Mk. i. 12. 

by Griesbach. Defectiv 
t. i. 1—viii. 10; Mk. v. 

86 ; Lu. i i. 78—ii. 10; vi. 4—15 
Joh. xi. by Ore 25. 

out. 
; Alter. Birch. (Lambec. 30.) 

124 Vienna, Theol. 188,N.| XII. Alter. Birch. Defective Lu. xxiii. 

125 |Vienns, Theol. 6, Kol.| X. ter. Birch. (Forlos. 16, so 
but in Alter it is 16 in Kollar’s 
Supplement; 6 in Auct. Forlos.)) — | — | — 

128] 



PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

181 

132 

184 

187 

189 

Identification. Date. Col lator. Remarks. 

Wolfenbüttel, xvi. 16 XI. Mentioned by Knittel. Consul 
in some places by Tischendorf. 

Vatican, 949. i 88 % per omnia d 
Vatican, 856. I. P Birch in Mt. v. 47 an 

ee viii. 1. 
Vatican, 358. XII. Birch (Luke i.—ix. and Mt. xxvii 

16,17; Mk. xvi. 9; Joh. i. 28 
xxi. 25). 

Vatican, 859. XIII. |Birch (* loca selecta ex Mt., 
Mk., Joh., integrum Lues Evan 

ium accurate contulimus"). 
tin version. 

Vatican, 860. XI. Birch ("quatuor evangelia acou- 
rate per omnia contuli "). 

Vatican, 861. XI. Birch (“ Lu. i—iv. accurate” and 
inspected in other places). 

Vatican, 863. XI. Birch (La. i—x. and select places). 
Vatican, 864. XI. {Birch (“citatur Lu. i—iv. et 

Joh. viii. 1“). 
Vatican, 865. XI. Birch (“ Lu. i—iii., accurate 

i in other 
first 26 leaves supphed by a late 

Vatican, 665. XIII. Contains Mt. and Mk. with com- 
mentary. by Birch 
in select of Mt. 

Vatican, 758. XII. |Cited in a few passages by Birch 
ith a marginal commen 

Vatican, 767. XII. |Inspected by Birch. Commentary 
and scholia. 

Vatican, 758. XII. Contains Lu. and Joh. with com- 
mentary. Inspected by Birch. 

Vatican, 1158. XII. {Inspected by Scholz. 
Vatican, 1160. XIIL |Inspected by Scholz. 
Vatican, 1210. XI. {Inspected by Scholz. 
Vatican, 1229. XI. Lu. i—vi. accurately collated by 

Birch. N 
Vatican, 1254. XI. Inspected rx Scholz. 
Vatican, 1548. XIII. Hte iT Birch and Scholz. 

tains only Lu. Joh. Lu. xvii 
—xxi. written by a differen 
hand from the rest. Def. Lu. iv 
16—v. 86; Joh. i. 1—26. 

Vatican, Palat. 5. | XIL [Contains Mt. Mk. with marginal 
commentary. Inspected by Birch 
and Scholz. 

Vatican, Palat. 89. | XI. by Birch and Schols. 
Vatican, Palat. 186. | XIT. Tapeten Birch and Scholz. 

Scholi 
Vatican, Palat. 171. | XIV. |Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
Vatican, Palat. 189. | XII. |Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
Vatican, Palat. 220. | XI. Tapen 15 y Birch and Scholz. 

o 
Vatican, Palat. 227. | XI. |Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
Vatican, Palat. 229. | XIII. |Scholz (“ maxima pars ”). 
Vatican, Alex. 28. XIII. by Birch and Scholz. 

s commentary 
Vatican, Alex. 79. XIV. se by Birch 2 and Schols. 
Vatican, Alex. 189. | XII. |[nspected by Birch and Scholz. 
Vatican, Urb. 2. XII. IInspected by Birch and Scholz. 

124] 



Identification. 

158 |Vatican, Pio 58. 
159 |Rome: Barberini, 8. 
160 Rome: Barberini, 9. 
161 Rome: Barberini, 10. 

Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
. |Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

1123 {Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
Ws eris y Birch and Scholz. 

Joh. xvi. 6—xxi. 25. 
162 Rome: Barberini, 11. 
163 Rome: Barberini, 12. mci d 5 E 

ini, 13. 1040 ire Scho 
1197 |I T Birch and Scholz. 

ith the te Latin. 
XIII. 9 by Birch and Scholz. 

tains Lu. ix. 88—xxiv. 24, 
and Joh. 

nspected by Birch and Scholz. i| XIV. 

168 i, XIII. pee by Birch and Scholz. 
Thl.'s commentary. 

169 . XII. {Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

170 | XII. [Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

171 XIV. |Inspected by Birch and Schols. 

XII. 

XII. |Inspected by Bireh (Basilianus 22) 
Defective Joh. xiii. 

1—xxi. 25 
Inspected pe irch (Bas. 41) and 

holz fective Mt. i 1—ii. 
5 Joh. i. 1—27; viii. 47—xxi. 

agree by Birch (Bas. 119) 
Defective Mt. i. 1—iv. 

by Birch (Baz. 73 
and Scholz. Defective Mt. i. 1 
—x. 18; Joh. ii. 1—xxi. 25. 
— by Birch and Scholz. 

ective Joh. i, 1—29. (For- 

Ins i by B Birch and Scholz. 

174 1053 

175 

176 

[s.l 

gs given by Zoega (in Birch, 
as Borg. 2) and Scholz. Acts 
and Epistles added in 1284. 
MS. belonging to Francis Xavier 
Cardinal de Zelada, inspected by 
Bireh. Scholia. 

Coliator. Remarks. Paul.] Act. |Apoc. 



PROLEGOMENA. | 

187 

191 

202 

[203] 

204 

205 

Identification. 

Brit. Mus, 
MS., 11837. 

Not identified. 

Addl. 

M m Can. Reg., 

me Mark's Venice, 5. 

St. Mark’s Venice, 6. 
St. Mark’s Venice, 8. 

St. Mark’s Venice, 9. 
St. Mark’s Venice, 10. 
St. Mark’s Venice, 27. 
St. Mark’s Venice, 

589. 

126] 

Date. 

XII. 

XIII. 

XIII. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

Collator. Remarks. 

Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

ae by Birch and Schola. 
oh. defective at end. 

Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

Inspected by Birch and Schols. 

Inspected by Birch and Schols. 

Inspected by Birch and Schols. 

Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
Catena. 

Contains, besides Ep. of Ja., onl 
ee of Mt. E Im: 

"s men nspected b 
Birch and SeS E 

Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

pes “h” in * Roin, and “ b” 
in 

by jireh. Formerly No. 
705 in Lib. of Monastery of St. 
Mary, Florence. 

A MS. in modern Greek. formerly 
No. 707 in Lib. of St. Mary, 
Florence. 

Inspected by Birch. 

h. Written for 
ion. In Gospels 

and Apoc. apparently copied from 
209. 

by Birch. 
Inspected by Birch. Defective at 

Mentioned by Birch. Catena. 
ur sen Birch. Arabic version. 
z Pre at beginning of Lu. and 

0 

8 

91 

te | 

[Rll $8 



§ x] 

E B EM BEP B BOE BOB BON BBS BE 

CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS. 

Identification. Date. 

St. Mark's Venice, XI. 
540. 

St. Mark's Venice, XI. 
542. 

St. Mark’s Venice XIV. 

543. 
St. Mark’s Venice, XI. 

644. 

St. Mark’s Venice (?)| ? 

St. Mark's Venice, XIII. 
L8 

Vienns, Theol. 28, N.| XIII. 
Vienna, Theol.321, N. XIII. 
Vienna, Theol. 337, N. XIV. 
Vienna, Theol. 117, N.| XI. 

Vienna, Theol. 180, N.| XIV. 

Vienna, Theol. 301, N.] XIV. 

Vienna, Theol. 8, Kol. P 
Vienna, Theol. 9, Kol 1192 
Escurial, x. iv. 17. XI. 

Escurial, x. iii. 15. | XIII. 

Eecurial, x. iv. 12. XIV. 

Escurial, x. iv. 21. 1140 

Escurial, ¢. iii. 5. 1018. 

Escurial, 9. iii. 6. XII. 

Escurial, 9. iii. 7. XIII. 

Escurial, v. ii. 8. XI. 

ppenhagen, 1. 1278 
Gam "nire 2. 1814 
Camb niv. Lib.,| XII 

127] 

Collator. Remarks. 

Inspected by Birch. 

Inspected by Birch. 

Inspected by Birch. 

Inspected by Birch. en fon MI 
Addl. readings (e. t. 
xxiv., Mk. iv, Lu. iv, Joh. v.) i 

LH b, en irch, as brought 
Venice, from 

with a Commentary. 
Birch (Lambec. 40). Contains frag 

ments of Mt, Lu, Joh. with 
Catena. 

Contains only Mt. (Forlos. 80.) 
Alter ? rloa. 81.) 
gium) y Moldenhauer (in Birch, 

2 
Bii by Moldenhauer a Birch, 

20; Joh. i. 1—11. 
Readings by Moldenhauer (in Birch, 

Bendingsby Moldenhauer (in Birch, 

ees DU OM a 

1181 



PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

» 
Collator. Remarks. 

Matthei (k). Belonged to Mat 
thei 

Identification. Date. 

241 Dresden. XI. 
: 120 

242 Moscow: Synod, 380.) XII. Mat theei 0. 121 
243 Moscow: Typogr., 13.| XIV. |Matthei (m). Contains Mt. Lu. 

with Thl.’s commentary. — 
244 Moscow: Typogr., l| XII. Matthæi (n). Euthymius com- 

men — 
245 Moscow: Synod, 265. 1199 Matthi (o). — 
246 Moscow: Synod, 261. XIV. Matthæi (p). Defective Mt. xii. 

41—xiii. 55; Joh. xvii. 24— 
xviii. 20. — 

247 Moscow: Synod, 878. XII. Matthi (q). — 
248 Moscow: Synod, 264. 1275 Matthi (r). — 
249 Moscow: Synod, 94. XI. Matthæi (s). Contains Joh. with 

catena. — 
[250]. . . . . . - | — {The cursive portion of Cod. v 

above. Better cited as Vt, — 

251 Moscow: Tab. Imp. | XI.  |Matthsei (x). — 
252 Dresden. XI. . (z). Belonged to Mat- 

à t = 
268 P XI. |Matthei (10). Once belon 

St. Michaels Mo go 
salem and then to Abp. Nice- 
phorus. — 

254 ? XI. |Matthei (11). Belonged to Mat- 
thei, in 1482 to the Monastery 
of St. Athanasius. Contains Lu. 
Joh. with scholia. — 

[255][Moscow : Synod | XIII. |Matthsi (12). More properly 
189. MS. of Chr.’s commentary. I 

contains only fragments of 

256 Moscow: Typogr. 8. | IX. ? |Matthei (14). Scholia on Mk. Lu. 
with fragments of the text. — 

[257] ° ° . ° . e 0 = = -mosq (above, P 115). — 

258 |Dresden. XIII. |Matthei 17. — 
269 NON : Synod, | XI. |Matthesi (a). — 

260 |Paris, 61. XII. |Scholz (“maxima pars ). — 
261 |Paris, 52. XII. |Schols (Mt. xi—xiii; Mk. v—vii.; 

Lu.i—v.; Joh. v—viii.). Mt. i. 
1—xi. 1 supplied in the XIVth 
century. ective Lu. xxiv. 
89—end of gosp. — 

262 Paris, 53. X. (“in ?). Various read 
oper al pen A give 

the original scri ext v 
like that of Cod. A. — 

263 Paris, 61. XIII. Scholz (Mt. viii.—ziv. ; Mk. i.—iv. 
Joh. 1i.—v.). Additional read- 
ings given by Reiche; who sta 
that it does not contain th 
Apocalypse. (“ Codicem snsig- 
niorum Par, asserv. Descrip- 
tio. 137 

264 Paria, 65. XIII. Scholz (Mt. xviii.—xxiv.; Mk. iii. 
—v.; Joh. iv.—viii.). — 

206 |Paris, 66. X. Scholz. (Mt., the whole; Mk. i.- 
v.; Lu. xxii—zxxiv.; Joh. v.— 
viii). 

128] 
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266 Paris 67. Scholz (Mt. i—zi.; Mk. iL—v. 
Joh. v.—ix.). T EX SE 

267 Paris, 69. Scholz (Mt. ii.—x.; Joh. vii., viii.). 
Defective Mt. i 1—8; Mk. 1. 
1—7; Lu. i 1—8; La. xxiv. 

268 Scholz (Mt. xxvi.; Mk. i—iv.; 
Joh. iv.—viii.). —|—i— 

269 Bcholz (Mt. and Mk. i.—iv.). — 4 —— 
270 Scholz (“ maxima pars „ 
271 Scholz (“ maxima ). — — — 
272 Scholz (Mt. vi.—xi.; Mk. i.—iii.; 

Joh. v.— viii.). 
Inspected by Scholz. Mk. vi. 21— 

64; Joh. iii. 18—iv. 1; vii. 28— 
42; ix. 10—27; xviii. 12— 29, 

; supplied by a later hand. 
Inspected by Scholz. Defectiv 

Mk. i. 1—17 ; Joh. i. 1—20. 
275 Scholz (Mt., Mk. i. ii.; Joh. iii. 

75 — | — — 
276 Scholz (Mt.; Mk. i.—wi.; Lu. iv., 

xxii.; Joh. v., vii — | — — 

23 
"siad Mk. "a xv. 

Scholz (Mt. vii.—x.; Mk. i.—v.; 

xxviii. ll—end of gosp. Lu. i. 

ELL "n HR [Entered 

vangelisterium and should there 
fore not be cited as ev-59.] 

. Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected Scholz. Defective 

Mt. i. 1—vii. 14; Joh. xix. 14— 

ABS sey 
: Mt. i. 1—11.. 

Vor. I.—129] i 



PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. Lok. vir. 

Collator. Identification. Remarks. 

Paris, 123. 

XII. Scholz (“ maxima pars ). 
XI. Scholz (“ cod. integer). 
XI. Scholz (“ cod. integer"). 

tains Mt., Mk., and Lu., wi 
catena and Thl.’s comm. 

XI. Scholz (“ cod. integer”). With 
catena. 

XVI. Inspected by Scholz. Contai 
fragments of Mt. and Lu., with 
a commentary. 

XII. Contains Joh. i.—iv. with Thl.’ 
comm. Bound up with ev-62. 

XIII.'Inspected by Scholz. Contai 
Mt. and Mk. With a catena. 

XIII.|Inspected by Scholz. Contains Mt. 
and Mk. with a catena. 

XII. Contains Mt. and Joh. with Thi.’ 
comm. 

XI. Contains Mt. and Joh. with a com- 
; mentary. 
XII. Contains Mt. and Joh. with a com- 

1308 |Inspected by Scholz. Contains Mk. 
with Victor’s comm. 

XIV. |Inspected by Scholz. Contains Lu. 
with a catena. Defective. 

XII. |Inspected by Scholz.  Contai 
Joh. with commentary. 

XIII. Inspected by Scholz. Contai 
Joh. with commentary. De- 
fective ch. xiv. 26 —ch. xv. 16; 
ch. xxi. 22—25. 

XII. |Inspected by Scholz. Contains Lu. 
and Joh. with a commentary. 

ve. 
XII. by Scholz. Contai 

oh. x. 9—xxi. 25 with a catena. 
XIV. is on by Scholz.  Contai 

oh. vii. 1— xxi. 26 with & com- 
mentary. 

XII. |Ins by Scholz. Commentary. 
efective. 

XI. Inspected by Scholz. Contains Lu. 
with a commentary. 

. |Entered twice in Scholz’s list. An 
evangelisterium. (See Catalogu 
of Paris MSS., p. 45.) Shoul 
be cited as ev-101. 



Identification. Date. Lo MOT Remarks. pr. i 

322 Paris, 815. XV. Inspected by Schol by Scholz. — 
323 |Paris, 118 a. XVI. Contains Mt. vi., vii. — 
324 |Paris, 376. XII. 'Scholz. Bound up with ev-97. — 

831 Habs Cain. 197. XII. 
rin, 

20) 

[337] TIPP oe rin, 52. (B. v. 82.) Contains 
only select places of Mt. with a 
commentary. E 

338 835. (c L 53 XII. [Inspected by Scholz. — 
339 802. (C. ii. 5.) XIII. [Inspected by Scholz. 170 
340 in, 844. (B. i. 18. | XI. Inspected by Scholz. — 
341 rin, 850. (B. i. 21.) 1296 Scholz. — 
342 Turin, 149. (B. ii. 3.) XIII. Inspeeted by Scholz. — 
948 Milan: 

Lib., 18. 
844 |Milan: Ambr, 16. | XII. 

MAS Milan: Ambr, 17. | XI. Inspected iy Scholz. Defective 

Milan: 

Milan: 
852 |Milan: 

353 Milan: Ambr., M.93.| XIII. 

354 Venice, 

355 Venice, 

131 

»4 (B. iv. 1) | XIII. 

in, 48. (B. v. 28.) XIV. 

CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS. [PROLEGOMENA. 

P .. Paris, 877. Is an evangelisterium 
(ev-98) written in the XIIIth cen- 
tury over more ancient writing. 
Entered twice in Scholz's list. 

"P .. Faris, 878 (here entered in Scholz’ 
list) contains only certain pas- 
sages with comments. 

Entered me in 4856 Catal An 
evangelisterium. ogue 
of Paris MSS., p. 68.) Should 
be cited as ev-99. 

= ev. 100. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
53 by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholx. 

Inspected by Scholz. Contains Mt. 
and Joh. with catena. 

Inspected by Scholz. Contains Mt. 
and Mk. with commentary. 

. |Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. Contains Lu. 

with a catena. 

20. (B. iv.| XI. 

Ambrosian; XII. Scholz (Mt. Joh.). 

Scholz (“integer”). ^ Defective 
Joh. iii. 6—vii. 52. 

Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 

Ambr., 61. | 1322 Inspected by Scholz. 
: Ambr. B. 62. XI. [Inspected by Scholz. The 4 fi 

leaves supplied in XVIth cent. 
Defective Joh. xxi. 9— 25. — 

Ambr., 70. | XI. bare — 
Ambr., B. 98. XII. {Inspected Scholz.  Defectiv 

Mt. i. 117 Mk. i. 1—16; xvi. 

29. XI. 

541. XI. 

Inspected by Scholz. Contains Mt. 
with Thl.s comm. — 

Inspected by Scholz, € 
i2 

A 

| 

poe. 



PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. : [on. VIE. 

Paul. Act. |Apoc. 

textus oe pos v (Scbol) — — |] — 
Inspected b 

Lu. and Job. an a catena. 
858 Modena, 9. (II. 4. 9.) XIV. |Inspected by Scholz. 
859 Modena, 248. (III. B.] XIV. |Inspected M Scholz. 

16.) 
860 |At Parma? XI. EAR INT MES 
861 |At Parma ? XIII. D 2. a rer ==] 2 ES 
862 Not identified. XIII. |A MS. of Lu. with catena. Descri 

Marre i, A.D. 1738, as then at St. 
's Monastery, Florence. 

868 Florence: Laur., vi. XIII. E by Scholz. 180; 144; — 
18. 

864 Florence: Laur., vi. XIII. |Inspected by Scholz. — — | — 
24. 

965 5 Laur., vi. XIII. |Inspected by Scholz. 181| 145] — 

866 Florence: Laur. XII. Contains Mt. with a catena. Def. 
(2607 ?) at beg. — — 1 — 

867 27067 Laur.,| 1832 |Inspected by Scholz. 182| 146| ? 
|_ (2708 

868 |Florence: Ri XV. |Inspected by Scholz. Con 
84. Joh., Apoc., Epp., a lectionary 

(cited as lect-37), and Plato' 
Ep. to Dion jd 230 150 8f 

869 Florence: Niccardi, XII. Fragments of (vi.—28—ix. 45; 
x. 17—xvi. 9) bound up with 
Greek Grammar &c. — — | — 

870 | Not identified. XIV. |Formerly Riccardi K. I. 11. De- 
scribed by Lami. With Thl. 
comm. — | — | — 

871 |Vatican, 1159. X. {Inspected by Scholz. —|—|— 
872 Vatican, 1161. XV. x sies y Scholz.  Defectiv 

oh. iii. 1—end of gosp. — | — | — 
$73 |Vatican, 1423. XV. [Inspected by Scholz. Catena. De- 

fective at end. -= | æ — 
374 Vatican, 1445. XII. Inspected by Scholz. Commen- 

876 Vatican, 1533. XII. LH by Scholz. - | — | — 
376 |Vatican, 1539. XI. Inspected by Scholz. — | —|— 
877 |Vatican, 1618. XV. |Inspected by Scholz. — | — | — 
378 |Vatican, 1658. XIV. A fraguient of Mt. with Chr.'s 

comm. bound up with other 
matter. — — | — 

879 Vatican, 1769. XV. Inspected by Scholz. —{|-—|— 
880 |Vatican, 2139. XV. |Inspected by Scholz. — — — 
381 Vatican, Pal. 20. XIV. |Inspected by Scholz. Contains Lu. 

with a catena. —|—|— 
882 |Vatican, 2070. XIII. Scholz (“ maxima pers"). Defec- 
- 171 jour Leaves misplaced. — | — | — 

| Three MSS. at the ' sud Aras feni 884 darn XVI. Comin Inspected b Scholz. = a 
385 [ Collegio Romano. | XVI. Comm. : * 
886 Vatican, Ottob. 66. XV. Inspected by Scholz. 199 151] 70 
887 |Vatican, Ottob. 204. | XII. |Inspected by Scholz. -| — — 
888 Vatican, Ottob. 212. | XII. {Inspected by Scholz. —-|—i— 
889 Vatican, Ottob. 297. | XI. {Inspected by Scholz. — | — | -— 
890 Vatican, Ottob. 881. | 1252 |Inspected by Scholz. 20811641 71 

182] 
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CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS. 

Collator. Remarks. 

Inspected by Scholz. Mt. i. 1—8 
La. 5 Joh. vii. 53 — viii. 
11 supplied in XVth century. 

Inspected by Scholz. Thl.’s 
Bound up with MS, * Y." 

by Scholz. 

„Turin, 92 (C. iv. 6). Only con 
tains select passages with 
catena. 

XV. [Turin, 109 (C. iv. 29). Contains 
commentary on the gospels “ 
textas non semper adscriptus’ 
(Scholz). 

XV. |Pappelbaum. Contains (of the goe- 
y Ee) only Mt. xii. 89—xiii. 2. 

XI. by Scholz. Con 
t., Mk. vi. l—end of gosp., 

La., Joh. i. 1—xii. 1. 

gosp.; Mk.; Lu. i. 1—v. 21; v. 
86.— end of gosp.; Joh. i. 1- 
xviii. 38. 

gosp. and Joh. i. 1—ix. 
XII. (Nan 7.) Inspected by Scholz. — 
XII. |(Nan. d Inspected by Scholz. — 
XIV. (Nan. 10.) Inspected ty — 
XIV. (Nan. 11.) (Inspected by Scholz ?)) — 
1801 (Nan. 12.) Inspected by Scholz. | — 
1802 (Nan. 18.) Inspected by Scholz. | — 
XIV. (Nan. 14.) Inspected by Scholz. | — 
1356 (Nan. 15.) Inspected by Scholz. | — 
XIV. (Nan. 17.) Scholz. 

Defective Mt. 1. 1— xxv. 85, Joh. 
xviii. 7—end of gosp. — 

XIV. (Nan. 18.) Contains Mt. Mk. Lo. 
Defective at beg. and end. 

P |(Nan. 21.) Contains Mt. and Mk. 
XL  |Formerly at Venice, mon. of St. Mi- 

chael, 241. Described by Mitta- 
relli. Defective Joh. xxi. 7—end. 

XIV. [Inspected by Minter. 

[PROLEGOMENA. 

Paul.] Act. |Apoa 
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Identificaticn. Date. 

P bre 210. 

d 

421 
XI. 

490 |Munich, 437. 

Strasburg, Molsheim- 
ensis. 

432 |Munich, 99. XVI 

483 |Berlin. XII. 

434 Vienna, Thool. 71, N.| XIV 

435 |Leyden, Gronoviil31j ? 

496 |Not identified. P 

437 St. Petersburg (?) XI. 
488 Brit. Mus.,6111,5112.| XI. 
489 Brit. Mus., 5107. 1159 
[440] |The same MS. as 

above. — 
[441] b. Univ. Lib, — 

MS. Nn. 6. 27. 

[442] amb. Univ. Lib., — 

MS. Nn. 8. 20, 21. 

443 (Camb. Univ. Lib., XII. 
MS. Nn. 2. 36. 

444 Brit. Mus, Harl.| XV. 
6796 

445 Brit. Mus, Harl. 1506 
5786. 

i 
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„(Augsburg 9.) Contains Lu. vi. 

comm. 
[Augsburg 11.) Scholz ( magma 

- |((Lambec. 42) Inspected by Scholz. 

Collator. Remarks. 

Inspected by Münter. 
Inspected by Scholz. Joh. writ 

later than XIth cent. 
Inspected by Scholz. Contains Mt 

with a catena. 
Inspected by Scholz. Contains Lu. 

with commentary. 
Inspected by Scholz. Contains Joh. 

with commentary. 

17 — xi. 26, with catena. 
(Augsburg 10.) Inspected by Scholz. 

Contains Mk. and Lu., with Thi.’ 

pars”). Closely related to MS. 
300. 

Inspected by Scholz. Contains ques 
tions and answers on Mt., Job., 
and Lu. i. l—ii. 89, with a 
catena. 

Inspected by Scholz. Contains Joh. 

with Victor's comm. 
Pappelbaum (in Scholz and Der 

mout). Contains Mt. i. 1—21 
vi. 12—82; xxii. 206 —Mk. v. 29; 
Mk. ix. 21—xiii. 12. Lu. viä. 
27—Joh. ix. 21. Joh. xx. 1 
end of Gos 

Contains Lu. with a Catena. 
Dermout, Griesbach. Defective Mt. 

i, 20—ii. 18; xxii. 4—9. 
Once Meermann's, 117. En 
by mistake a second time i 
Scholz as ev-153. 

Mentioned by Matthei, 
Inspected by Bloomfield. 
Inspected by Bloomfield. 

A folio copy of the Greek Bibl 
printed at Basle, 1545. A few 
notes are written on the margin. 

A copy of the printed Greek Test., 
8vo, London, 1728, interleav 
and bound up in two volumes. 
Contains MS. notes by John 
Taylor. 

Scholz (Mk. v.). 

Scholz (Mk. v.). 

| 

—————Ó — 7 



§ n.] VERSIONS REFERRED TO.  [rsorxzcourwma. 

Identifiation. Date. |: Collator. Remarks. Paul. Act. | Apoc. 

446 Brit. Mus, Harl. XV. Scholz (Mk. v.). Defective Mt. i. 
5777. 1—17; Mk. i.7—9; Lu.i.1—18; 

Joh. i. 1—22. = 
447 area Harl XV. (Mills Cov. 5. Scholz (Mk. v.). —|— 

448 Brit, Mus, Har 1478 Scholz (Mx. v). = 

449 Brit. Mos, 4950,| XIII. Scholz (Mk. v.). = 

450 | 1048 |1 1 Contains Mt. Mk. Lu. with an| — 
XII. 2 Arabic Version.  Coxe's 6 — 451 

452 || MSS. at the great XIV. 3] — (Bcriv.). - 
453 Greek Monastery| XIV. 5 In Schole’s list. (Only in — 
454 at Jerusalem. XIV. by him.) 
455 XIV. E 6 has a commentary. 
456 XIII. 7J 7 is Coxe’s 43. (See Senner) — — 
457 XIII. 2 234 
458 1272 — 
459 XII. 7| — 

460 || MSS. at the Monas-/ ŽIT- || Inspected by Scholz, who | 5 — 
461 — of St. Saba them b 462 P 0 XIV. Y 410 235 463 near J XIV. the annexed numbers. 11 a 

464 XI. 12 — 
465 XIII. 19 — 

XIII. 20 237 

Il1EIgILILTRILTILTLTL LL Gg 

466 
467 |) MSS. at the Monas- XI. | E | — 
468 | tery of St. John, XII. |; Inspected by Scholz and Coxe. 
469 |) Patmos XIV. |] 21 — l 

A few EYANGELISTARIA have been occasionally quoted, but as their evi- 
dence has been nowhere particularly examined in this edition it will be 
sufficient to refer to Scrivener's “Introduction to N. T. Criticism,” as 

containing the latest information with regard to them.  ev-y has been 
very frequently cited ; see above under Scrivener's MSS. 

SECTION II. 

ANCIENT YERSIONS OF THE N. T. REFERRED TO IN THIS EDITION. 

(See more complete accounts of these by Tregelles in Horne, ed. 10, Vol. IP., 
and Tischendorf in hia Gk. Test., ed. 7, Prolegg. p. cozzvits ff.) 

The ancient Latin Versions before Jerome are known to us by the 
following MSS. Horne, ed. 10, pp. 287—243. 

lat-a. Codex Vercellensis, fourth century. 
lat-b. Codex Veronensis, fourth or fifth century. 
lat.-c. Codex Colbertinus, eleventh century. 
lat-e. Codex palatinus Vindobonensis, fourth (or fifth) century. 
lat-f. Codex Brixianus, about stzth century. 
lat-Fi. lat. Ji. Codices Corbeienses (very ancient). 
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lat-g,. 
lat-^. 

lat-s. 

lat-k. 
lat-L. 
lat-». 

lat-o. 
lat-p. 
lat-g. 

spec. 

lat-g,. Codices Sangermanenses (very ancient). 
Codex Claromontanus (very ancient). 
Codex Vindobonensis, about fifth century. 
Codex Taurinensis, fifth century. 
Codex Rhedigerianus, about seventh century. 
Codex Sangallensis, fourth or fifth century. 
Fragmentum Sangallense, about seventh century. 
* Frag. Sangallense Scottice scriptum sec. vii. vel viii." 
Codex Monacensis, sixth century. 

The Latin readings contained in a MS. ‘ Speculum’ at Rome. 
Published by Mai. 

vulg. The Vulgate version (A. D. 883), since its completion by Jerome 
variously emended and edited: quoted from the authorized edition 
of the Church of Rome put forth by Clement VIII. in 1592, which 
differs in many respects from the equally authoritative edition of 
Sixtus V. in 1590. See Horne, pp. 243—257. 

The following ancient MSS. of Jerome's Vulgate are cited when they 
differ from the Clementine edition. 
am. Amiatinus, written about 541. Tischendorf has published it 

entire, and considers it the oldest and most valuable extant. 

fuld. 
tol. 

Fuldensis, about sisth century. 
Toletanus, at Toledo, written in gothic letters. . 

em. Monasterii S. Emerami, A.D. 870. 
forj. Forojuliensis. 
foss. Fossatensis. 
gat. S. Gatiani. 
harl. Harleianus 1776 : about seventh century. 
ing. Ingoldstadiensis: about seventh century. 
mm. Majoris monasterii: tenth century ? 
mt. Martini Turonensis: eighth century ? 
pe. Perusinus. 
san. enta Sangallensia. 

latt. The Latin versions: an abbreviated way of writing vulg. 
*  lat-a b c &c. 

Syr. The Peschito (or simple) Syriac version. Supposed to have been 
made as early as the second century. The text as edited is in a most 
unsatisfactory state. 

syr. The later or Philoxenian version made at the instigation of 
Philoxenus, Bp. of Hierapolis in Phrygia A.D. 488—508. Re- 
vised, A.D. 616, by Thomas of Harkel in Palestine, to whom the 

readings on the margin (cited as syr-marg) are due’. 

° A supplement to the Harclean text is cited in the Pericopa Adultera as yr · un, 
from a MS. of Archbishop Useher’s. 
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syr-cu. The Syriac version discovered by Dr. Cureton amongst the 
Nitrian MSS. in the British Museum. Perhaps the earliest and 
most important of all the versions. 

syr-jer. The Jerusalem Syriac Lectionary, made from an ancient and 
valuable Greek text, probably in the jifth century. 

syrr. = Syr. syr. (These two alone.) 

copt. The Coptic or Memphitic Egyptian version. Fourth century ? 
copt-wilk. Wilkins' edition of the Coptic version. 
copt-schw. 'That of Schwartze. 
copt-dz. Codex Diez, written about the fourteenth century (so Treg.). 

sah. The Thebaic or Sahidie Egyptian version. Third century ? 
sah-ming, Mingarel's; sah-mnt, Munter's editions of the Thebaic ; 

sah-woide, the MS. of the Thebaic published in Woide's appendix 
to the Codex Alexandrinus. 

coptt. Denotes that the Egyptian versions agree in supporting a given 
reading. The ordinary citations, repeated in this volume, cannot be 
thoroughly relied upon. 

goth. The Gothic version. Made from the Greek by Ulphilas about 
the middle of the fourth century. 

sth. The Æthiopic version. Assigned to the fourth century. 
æth-rom. The edition given in the Roman polyglott. 
sth-pL Pell Platt’s edition. 

arm. The Armenian version. Made in the H century. 
arm-usc, arm-zoh. The editions of Uscan and Zohrab respectively. 

The Persian, Arabic, Georgian, Sclavonic, and Anglo-Saxon versions 
have not been cited, being all of them comparatively recent translations 
from the versions named above, and not from the original Greek. 

SECTION III. 

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN CITING FATHERS, &.“ 

(N.B.—the abbreviation is designated by the thick type. In the remainder of the word 
or sentence Latin writers are described in italics.) 

Ambrose, Bp. of Milan, I. D. 374— | Ammonius of Alexandria, 220 
897 Amphilochius, Bp. of Iconium, 374 

Ambrosiaster, i. e. Hilary the Dea- | Anastasius of Sinai, fl. 560 to end 
con, fl. 384 of Cent’. 

! When a citation is made thus [ Ambri, it means that there is nothing to indicate 
from which of the evangelists the father is quoting ; when thus (Ambr), that he is 
quoting loosely or paraphrastically. Ambr. ie, Ambra, Ambros Ambr,;, Ambrexpr, 
Ambreerte—mean respectively that the father indicated quotes a particular reading 
alicubi or aliquoties (— sometimes), often, in his commentary on the particular paseage, 

expressly, certainly, 
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Andreas of Crete, 635 
Antiochus of Ptolemais, 614 
Antony the Hermit, b. 251, d. 356 
Archelaus of Mesopotamia, 278 
Arnobius of Africa, 806 
Athanasius, Bp. of Alexandria, 
326—373 

Athenagoras of Athens, 177 
Augustine, Bp. of Hippo, 396—480 
Avitus, Bp. of Vienne, 490—528 
Barnabas, Cent’. I. or II. 

Basil, Bp. of Cæsarea in Cappado- 
cia, 870—379 

Basil of Seleucia, fl. 440 
Bede, the Venerable, 731 

Cæsarius of Constantinople, 368 
Ceosariue, Episc. Arelatensis, 502— 

544 

Canons Apostolic, Cent“. III. 
Carpocrates, Cent’. IT. 
Cassiodorus, b. 479, d. 575 
Chromatius, Bp. of Aquileia, 402 
Chronicon Paschale Alexandrinum, 

Cent’. VII. 
Chrysocephalus, Cent’. XIII. 
Chrysologus, Peter, Bp. of Ravenna, 
433—450 

Chrysostom, Bp. of Constantinople, 
897—407 ; Ohr-montf, a MS. 
cited from Montfaucon ; Chr-wlf, 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. [cm. vir. 

Wolfenbüttel ms. of Chr written 
in Cent’. VI.“ 

Clement of Alexandria, fl. 194 
Clement, Bp. of Rome, 91—101 
Cosmas Indicopleustes, 535 
Constitutions, Apostolic, Cent’. III. 
Cyprian, Bp. of Carthage, 248258 
Cyril, Bp. of Alexandria, 412—444 
Cyril, Bp. of Jerusalem, 348—386 
Damascenus, Johannes, 730 

Dialogue against the Marcionites 
printed amongst the works of 
Origen. 

Didymus, of Alexandria, 370 
Diodorus, Bp. of Tarsus, 378—394 

Dionysius, Bp. of Alexandria, 247— 
265 

Dionysius Areopagita, Cent”. v. 
Ephrem Syrus, b. 299, d. 878 
Epiphanius, Bp. in Cyprus, 368— 

403 

Eucherius, Bp. of Lyons, 434—554 
Eulogius, Bp. of Alexandria, 581— 

608 

Eusebius, Bp. of Cæsarea, 315— 
820; Eus Canon, his harmoni- 
zing tables 

Eustathius, Bp. of Antioch, 323 
Euthalius, Bp. of Sulci, 458 
Euthymius Zigabenus, 1116 

3 The following MSS. have been cited in St. Matthew's Gospel :— 

. Paris, 687. Cent. xi. 

. Paris, 695. Cent. xi. 

. Paris, 685. Cent. x. 

. Middlehill, 486. Cent. xii. 

Paris, 688. Cent. xi. CARN KR ROMANO Op 

Trin. Coll. Camb., B. 8.4. Cent. xii. or xiii. 

Emm, Coll. Camb., I. 1. 12, 13. Cent. xi, 

Bodleian, Cromwell 19. Cent. xi. 

Bodleian, Barocc. 198. Cent. xi. 

Bodleian, Barocc. 283. Cent. xi. 

British Museum, Arundel 543. Cent. xi. 

Trin. Coll. Camb., B. 9. 12. Cent. xi. 

. Emm. Coll. Camb., I. 1. 14, 15. Cent. xi. or xil. 

1. 8. 5. 8. a. G of the former part. | Matthsei's, chiefly 
2. 6. 9. y. 9. p. of the latter part. 
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Evagrius Ponticus, 880 
Fastidius, Bp. in Britain, 430 
Faustinus, 383 
Faustus the Manichee,cited by Aug. 
Firmicus, Julius F. Maternus, 345 

Fulgentius, Bp. ia Africa, 508— 
533 

Gaudentius, Bp of Brescia, 887 
Gelasius of Cyzicum, fl. 476 
Gennadius, Bp. of Constantinople, 
458—471 

Gildas, fl. 581 
Glyeas of Sicily, 1120 
Gregory, Bp. of Rome, 590—605 
Haymo, Bp. of Halberstadt, 841— 

853 
Heracleon the Gnostic, fl. cir. 125, 

cited in Orig.’s Comm. on John 
Hesychius of Jerusalem, Cent’. VI. 
Hilary, Bp. of Poictiers, 854 
Hippolytus, disciple of Irenæus, 

220 
Homilies ascribed to Clement, 

Cent’. III. 
Ignatius, Bp. of Antioch, d. 107 
Irenzus, Bp. of Lyons, 178 ; (Iren- 

lat as represented by his inter- 
preter; Iren-gr, when his own 

. words are preserved.) 
Isidore of Pelusium, 412 
Jacobus, Episc. Nisibensis, cir. 320 
—340 

Jerome, fl. 378—420 
Julian (cited by Aug.), Pelagian 

Bp. in Italy, 416 
Justin Martyr, fl. 140—164 
Juvencus, 330 

Lactantius, 306 
Leo, Bp. of Rome, 440—401 
Leontius Scholasticus, 580 

Lucifer, Bp. of Cagliari, 354—367 
Macarius of Egypt, 301—391 
Macedonius of Constantinople, 881 
Marcellus, cited by Eus. 
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Marcion (130) Fragments in Epiph. 
(Acion-e) and Tert. (Moion-t.) 

Marcosii, cited by Iren. 
Maximus Taurinensis, 480—466 
Maximus Confessor, l. 630—662 
Meletius, Bp. of Antioch, 881 

Methodius, fl. 290—312 

Michael Psellus of Constantinople, 
d. 1078 

Nazianzenus, Gregory, fl. 370—889 
Nestorius, Bp. of Constantinople, 
428—431 

Nonnus of Panopolis, Cent’. V. 
Novatian, 251 

Nyssenus, Gregory, Bp. 371 
Optatus, fl. 864—375 
Opus Imperfectum in Mattheum, 

Cent. XT. 
Origen, b. 185, d. 254 
Orosius, 416 

Orsiesius the Egyptian, 845 
Pacianus, Bp. of Barcelona, 370 
Palladius, Bp. of Hellenopolis, 368 
— 01 

Pamphilus of Palestine, fl. 294 
Paulinus, Bp. of Aquileia, 776 

804 
Pelagii Ep. ad Demetr. 417 ? 
Peter, Bp. of Alexandria, 800— 

811 
Philastrius, Bp. of Brescia, fl. 380 
Phobadius, Bp. of Agen, cir. 850 
—390 

Photius, Bp. of Constantinople, 
858—891 

Polycarp, Bp. of Smyrna, d. 169 
Porphyry, d. 304 
“ Predestinatus." A work ascribed 

to Vincent of Lerins (434) 
Proclus, Bp. of Constantinople, 

434 
Procopius of Gaza, 520 
* De Promissionibus dimid. temp." 

Cent/. Iv. 
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Prosper of Aquitaine, 434. 
Protevangelium Jacobi, Cent’. IT. 
Prudentius, 406 
Ptolemæus gnosticus apud Epipha- 

nium 
* Qugmstiones ex vet. et nov. Testt.” 

Printed among the works of 
Aug. 

* De Rebaptiemate.” Among Oypr's 
works. 

Recognitions, the Clementine, 
Cent’. IIT. 

Rufinus of Aquileia, 897 
Salvianus, 440 

Sedulius, 430 
Serapion of Egypt, 845 
Severianus, Bp. in Syria, 400 
Severus of Antioch, Cent’. VI. 

* De Singularitate Clericorum." 
Among Oypr.'s works. 

Socrates of Constantinople, 440 
Sozomen of Constantinople, d. 450 
Suidas the lexicographer, 980 
Synoellus, George, of Constan- 

tinople, 792 
Synodical Epistle of Council held 

at Antioch against Paul of Sa- 
mosata, 269 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. [ok. vn. 

Thaumaturgus, Gregory, Bp. of 
Neocesaréa, 248 

Theodore of Heraclea, 394 
Theodore, Bp. of Mopsuestia, 399 
—428 

Theodore of the Studium, 795— 
826 

Theodoret, Bp. of Cyrus, 420— 
458 

Theodotus the Gnostic. Extracts 
made by Clement of Alexan- 
dria. 

Theodotus of Ancyra, 438 
Theophanes Cerameus, 1040 
Theophilus, Bp. of Antioch, 170— 

182 

Theophilus, Bp. of Alexandria, 885 
—412 

Theophylact, Abp. of Bulgaria, 
1071 

Tichonius, 390 
Timothy, Bp. of Alexandria, 880 

Titus, Bp. of Bostra, cir. 360—377 
Valentinus and the Valentinians, 

Cent“. II. 
Victor of Antioch, 401 
Victor, Episc. Tanunensis, 565 
Victorinus, 380 

Synopsis ascribed to Athanasius. Vigilius, of Thapsus, 484 
Tatian of Syria, 172 Zeno, Bp. of Verona, 862—880 
Tertullian, 200 Zonaras of Constantinople, 1118 
Thalassius, 640 Zosimus, Bp. of Rome, 417, 418 

SECTION IV. 

LIST, AND SPECIFICATION OF EDITIONS OF OTHER BOOKS QUOTED, 

REFERRED TO, OR MADE USE OF IN THIS COMMENTARY, VOL. I. 

AMBROSE. Cited throughout from the Benedictine pages in Migne’s 
edition of the Fathers. 

AUGUSTINE. Cited throughout by the work and the section, without 
pages. 

Box, Umriss der biblischen Seelenlehre: Stuttgart, 1848. 
BENGEL, Gnomon Novi Testamenti, vol. i. Tübingen 1836. 
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BxRWHAEDY, Wissenschaftliche Syntax der griechischen Sprache, Berlin 
1829. 

BixanmaM, Origines Ecclesiastice, Works, 2 voll. fol. Lond. 1726. 

Breer, Dr. F., Beytráge zur Evangelien-kritik, Berlin 1846. 
Idem, Synoptische Erkl&rung der drei ersten Evangelien, Leipzig 1862. 
BLooMFIELD, Dr., The Greek Testament, with English Notes, &., 9th 

edn., Lond. 1855. 

CaLvin in N. T. Commentarii, ed. Tholuck, Berlin 1834. 
CATENA AUREA, Commentary on the Gospels from the Fathers, col- 

lected by Thomas Aquinas, 4 voll. Oxford 1843. 
Curysostom, Homilis in Mattheum, and other works. Cited through- 

out from the Benedictine pages in the Abbé Migne's Edition of the 
Fathers. 

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA: cited by Potter's pages in Migne’s edition of 
the Fathers. 

Crprian: cited by the Abbé Migne's pages in his Edition of the 
Fathers. 

CYRIL OF ALEXANDRIA: cited by Aubert's pages in Migne's Edition of 
the Fathers. 

CYRIL or JERUSALEM: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne's Edition of 
the Fathers. 

Davrpsox, Dr. S., Introduction to the New Testament, vol. i. the four 
Gospels, Lond. 1849. 

Dxvanrvus, De Gr. Ling. Particulis. Ed. Klotz, 2 voll. Lips. 1835. 

Dx Werre, Dr. W. M. L., Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum 
Neuen Testament, 8rd edition, Leipzig 1845 (Matt.—Mark, Luke, 
and John, 1846). Subsequent editions by Brückner, who has 
added much valuable matter of his own. 

Drpvuus: cited by the Abbé Migne's pages in his Edition of the 
Fathers. 

Dorner, Dr. J. A., Entwickelungs-geschichte der Lehre von der Person 
Christi, Stuttgart 1845. 

Exprarp, Wissenschaftliche Kritik der Evangelischen Geschichte, Frank- 
furt 1842 ;—Das Evangelium Johannis und die neueste Hypothese 
über seine Entstehung, Zürich 1845. 

ELLIcOrr, Br., Historical Lectures on the Life of our Lord, London, 

1860. 
EPIPHANIUS: cited by Petavius’s pages in Migne's Edition of the 

Fathers. 
EUvSEBIUS, Historia Ecclesiastica: cited by book and section, without 

payer. 
EvUTHYMIUS ZIGABENUS, épumrvtía eic rà réocapa ebayyéta, 2 voll. 

Athens 1842. 
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FRIEDLIEB, J. H., Archäologie der Leidens- geschichte unsers Herrn Jesu 
Christi, Bonn 1843. 

GREGORY THE GREAT: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne’s Edition of 
the Fathers. 

QRESWELL, DR. E., Harmonia Evangelica, 8rd edition, Oxford 1840; 

Prolegomena in Harm. Evang. Oxf. 1840; Dissertations on a Har- 
mony of the Gospels, 3 voll. Oxford 1830; Preliminary Disserta- 
tions, Oxf. 1884; An Exposition of the Parables and other parts of 
the Gospels, 5 voll. Oxf. 1884. 

GRINFIELD, E. G., Novum Test. Grecum. Editio Hellenistica, 2 voll. 
London 1843; Scholia Hellenistica in Novum "Testamentum, Lon- 
don 1848. 

GaorrUs: cited from the Critici Sacri and Pole's Synopsis. 
HARE, ARCHDEACON, The Mission of the Comforter, 2 voll. Cambridge 

1846. 
HanruNG, Lehre von den Partikeln der griechischen Sprache, 2 voll. 

Erlangen 1882. 
Hasz, Dr. KARL, Das Leben Jesu, 2nd ed. Leipzig 1835. 
HERVEY, VEN. Log» ARTHUR, On the Genealogies of our Lord, Cam- 

bridge 1853. 
HriLARIUS: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne's Edition of the 

Fathers. 
HiePoLYTUS: cited by the Abbé Migne's pages in his Edition of the 

Fathers. 
Horne, Tuomas HARTWELL, Introduction to the Critical Study and 

Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, 4 voll. 10th ed. Lond. 1856. 
(See Tregelles, below.) 

Hud, Einleitung in die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 2 voll. 4th ed. 
Stuttg. u. Tübingen 1847. 

Inkxæxus: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne's Edition of the Fathers. 
JEROME, Works: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne's Edition of the 

Fathers. 
JONES, JEREMIAH, On the Canon of the New Testament, 8 voll. Oxford 

1827. 
JosxPHUS, ed. Richter, 6 voll. Leipzig 1826. 
Justin Marr, Works: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne's Edition 

of the Fathers. 

KüHNER, Ausführliche Grammatik der griechischen Sprache, 2 voll. 
Hanover 1884. 

Kurworzn, Novi Test. Libri Historici Grece, cum Commentariis D. 
Christiani Theoph. Kuinoel, 8 voll. Lond. 1886. 

Krrkx, Observationes sacre, Wratislav 1755. 
LACHMANN, Novum Test. Grece et Latine, vol. 1. Berlin 1842. 
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Laure, Comm. Exeg. Analyticus in Ev. Joh. 3 voll. 4to. Amsterdam 
1726. 

LARDNER, DR. NATHANAEL, Works, 11 voll. Lond. 1788. 

Liemrroor, Hor» Hebraice in N. T. 2 voll. fol. Franequerm 1618. 
Licxe, Dr., Commentar über das Evangelium des Johannes, 3rd ed. 

Bonn 1840. 
Lvrnuanpr, das Johanneische Evangelium nach seiner Eigenthümlichkeit 

geschildert u. erklärt, 2 voll. Nürnberg 1858. 
F. M., Anonymous Notes on the Gospels and Acts, 2 voll. Pickering, 

Lond. 1838. 
Mur, Cardl. Angelo, Novum Testamentum (vol. v. of the whole work) 

ex antiquissimo codice Vaticano, Rome 1858. The second Roman 
edition, corrected by Vercellone, has been used throughout. See this 
edition characterized above, under. B in the list of MSS. 

MALDONATUS, Evangelia ; 2 voll. Svo. Mainz 1855. 
MaTTHIE, Greek Grammar. Translated by Rev. E. V. Blomfield. 

2 voll. London 1829. 
Meyrer, Dr. H. A. W., Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar über das 

Neue Testament. From the 2nd ed., Gottingen 1844—52. St. 
Matthew, 4th edn. ibid. 1858: St. John from the 8rd edn. ibid. 
1856. 

MIDDLETON, Br., On the Greek Article, ed. Rose, Cambridge 1833. 
Mr, PaorEssoR, The historical character of St. Luke’s first chapter 

vindicated against some recent mythical interpreters, Cambridge 
1841; The Evangelical Accounts of the Descent and Parentage 
of the Saviour vindicated, &. Cambridge 1842; The. Accounts 
of our Lord’s Brethren in the N. T. vindicated, &. Cambridge 
1843. 

Muman, Dean, The History of Latin Christianity. 2nd edn. London, 
1857. 

NRANXDER, Dr. Avaust., Das Leben Jesu Christi, 4th ed. Hamburg 

1845. 
OLsHavsEN, Biblischer Commentar, 8rd ed. Königsberg 1887. 
Omerxx, Works: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne's Edition of the 

Fathers. 
PaTRES APOSTOLICI, ed. Hefele, Tübingen 1847. 
PRILo-Junxus, Opera Omnia, 8 voll. ed. Richter, Leipzig 1828: cited 

by Mangey's pages. 
PRRTNICI Ecloge Nominum, &. ed. Lobeck, Leipzig 1820. 
Ronrssow, Dr. Epwarp, Biblical Researches in Palestine, Mount Sinai, 

and Arabia Petrea; 8 voll. London 1841; a Harmony of the Four 
Gospels in Greek, with Explanatory Notes, Boston, U. S. 
1845. 

RosENMÜLLER, Scholia in N. T. 6 voll. 6th ed. Nuremberg 1803. 
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RovrH, Dx. M., Reliquis Sacre, Oxford 1846. 

SCHLEIERMACHER, Dr. F., Essay on the Gospel of Luke, English trans- 

lation, London 1825 ; Predigten, 4 voll. Berlin 1848. 

ScHoETTGEN, Horse Heb. et Talmudiee in N. T. 2 voll. 4to. Dresden 
and Leipzig 1788. 

ScHoLz, Dr. M. A., Novum Test. Grace, 2 voll. Leipzig 1840—9. 
ScHROEDER, Nova Janua Hebraica, 8 voll. Leipzig 1835. 
ScRIVENER, Collation of MSS. of the Holy Gospels, Cambridge, 1853 ; 

Codex Augiensis, Cambridge 1859; Introduction to New Testa- 
ment Criticism, Cambridge 1861. l 

SurrH, DR., A Biblical Dictionary, by various Writers, London 1861. 
STANLEY, Dr. A. P., Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age, Oxford 

1847; Sinai and Palestine, London 1855. 
STIER, DR. Ruporr, Die Reden des Herrn Jesu, 6 voll. Barmen 1848— 8: 

2nd ed. Barmen 1852—4. 
TERTULLIANUS: cited by the Abbé Migne's pages in his Edition of the 

Fathers. 
THEopoRI Episcop MorsuvEsrENI in N. T. Commentariorum qus 

reperiri potuerunt. Ed. Fritzsche, Zurich 1847. 
THEOPHYLACT, Comment. in IV. Evangelia, Act. &c. cited usually from 

the works of others. 
TuHoLucEK, Dr. A., Philologisch-theologische Auslegung der Bergpredigt 

Christi nach Mattháus, 2nd ed. Hamburg 1885; Commentar zum 
Evangelium Johannis, 6th ed. Hamburg 1844. 

'Tuousox, DR. W. M., The Land and the Book, Ke. London 1860. 
TiscHENDOR?, DR. Æ. F. C., Novum Testamentum Gr., 2nd ed. Leipzig 

1849; 7th do., Leipzig 1859; Codex Ephremi Syri Rescriptus 
Leipzig 1843. 

'TrrMAXN, de Synonymis Ni. Ti., Lips. 1829. 
TREGELLES (DR. S. P.), An Account of the printed Text of the Gr. Test. 

London 1854; Greek Testament, parts i. ii. London 1858, 1861; 

Introduction to the Holy Scriptures (Horne), vol. iv. (written by 
Tregelles), London 1856. 

TRENCH, Dean, Notes on the Parables, Lond. 1841; Notes on the 

Miracles, 2nd ed. Lond. 1847; The Sermon on the Mount illus- 
trated from the Writings of S. Augustine, Lond. 1844; Synonyms 
of the N. T., Lond. 1854. 

VIER de Idiotismis, ed. Hermann, 4th edn., Leipzig 1884. 
WTSTEIN, Nov. Test. Grecum, Amsterdam 1751. 

WIESELER, Chronologische Synopse der vier Evangelien, Hamburg 1843; 
Chronologie des Apostolischen Zeitalters bis zum Tode der Apostel 
Petrus und Paulus, Göttingen 1848. 

WiLLIiAMS, Rev. Grone, The Holy City; or, Historical and Topogra- 
phical Notices of Jerusalem, Lond. 1848. (Ist edition.) 
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Wiser, Dr. G. B., Biblisches Realwórterbuch, 2 voll. 8rd ed. Leipzig 
1847—8; Grammatik des Neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms, 6th 
ed. Leipzig 1855: English translation, part i. Edinburgh 1859. 

WorpswortH, DR., The New Testament in Greek: part i. London 

1856: part ii. ib. 1857: part ii. ib. 1859: and subsequent Edi- 
tions. 

The editions of the Septuagint version and Apocrypha referred to in 
the marginal references are those of the Vatican recension by Valpy, 
London, and of the Alexandrian by Field, Oxford, 1859. 

The later classics, Strabo, Dionysius Halicarnasseus, Diodorus Siculus, 

Plutarch, Appian, lian, Ptolemy, Dio Cassius, Arrian, &., are cited 
from the small Berlin editions of Tauchnitz. 
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READINGS OF THE CODEX VATICANUS. 

Readings of the Codex Vatiemrus (B) in the text of this volume ascertained by the 

Editor’s personal inspection of the MS. at Rome, February, 1861; and, marked with 

an asterisk, by Rev. E. C. Cure, April 1862. 

Matt.i.4. vans bis, not «wy as Bent- | x. 14. an def nea: is in marg. 1. m., as 
Bireh. ley. 

X 9. eEecacay 1. m. 2. m. has not 21. xarnp recvoy, not s. To Texvor 

inked over the e. as Bentley. 

23. guev o soc, not om o as 28. eo nU Te, not mee as Bent- 

Birch. ley. 

ii, 22. avrov npwdov, not avrov Tov 82, 83. ew Tous ovp. in both verses. (So 

np. as Bentley. also Burgon.) 

23. vaZaper, not -ô as Bentley. 
iii. 14. cat ov epxn, not kat epx as 

Mai. (So also Burgon.) 
iv. 6. kac Aeyey, not «ac. evwev as 

Bartolocci. 
18. vaZapa 1. m., not -par as Ru- 

lotta. 
* 16. yadsAaa (not · ac). 
* 24. axndOey (not Ge). 

v. 16. epya in marg. is 1. m., not 2. 
m. as Mai. 

18. a» written once is 2. m. 
* 20. vuwy 9 ducatocuyn. 
49. 1. m. has daneac@a:, not da- 

vac- as Mai. 
vi. 4. y cov n tAtgu. nob y cov 
Ten. as Mai. (So also Bur- 

gon.) 
34. 1. m. has puepiuy got avrgc, not 

eavrnc as Mai. 

vii. 9. «ori is 1. m. in margin as 
Vercellone. 

18. ov ĝvyaraı, not u ov as Bent- 

24. rovrovc is written in a very 
unusually small hand in the 
margin. 

viii. 29. re gu kat goi, not ge as Bar- 
tolocci. 

ix. 5. eyecpos, not pe. 
86. 1. m. epepp. 
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87. cat to aktog is in marg. 1. m. 
xi 18. Rulotta notes on Jdatporey, 

“ad marg., quasi daipome scri- 
bere voluerit.” This is very 
doubtful. The mark on mar- 
gin is not distinct enough to 
make it even probable. 

xii. 48. pov (at end) is written over by 
both 1. m. and 2. m. 

xiii. 17. enrat cas dcx. is in marg. 1. m. 
82. ra rar is 1. m. 
86. Ao reg is not omitted as Bar- 

89. o dB., not & tag. as Bentley. 
xiv. 2. dia rovro is in marg. 2. m. 

8. Tq before gvAacy is written 
over by 1. m. 

7. argo gra: as Vercell. 
18. „e is not omitted. 
80. to xvpoy in marg. is 1. m. 
86. avro» in marg. is 1. m. 

xv. 89. ro w*AÀowy, not ro» wot» as 
printed in Vercellone. 

xvi. 8. emeZnrec is 1. m. in marg. 
#12. aXXa aro. 

17. ori is 1. m. in marg. 
20. reren in 1. m.: duore- 

Aaro in a writing more recent 
than 2. m. 

24. 2. m. has corrected 1. m. to 

o ic. 
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xviii, 14. pow vow t» opp, mot pov ty 
avp. as Mai. 

15. apagryoy, not -se as Barto- 
locci. 

19. evp(or » ?)$wrvgeuciv, not ov- 

ow as Bentley. 
22. aA Suc. 

xix. 12. 1. m. desen v, 2.. m. da- 
pevoc. 

14. 1. m. ara. 
17. tc is written over by 2. m. 

* xx. 6. raus, omitting às. 
xxi 4. Mo, not sAe«p- as Hug. 

This and the four following 
words are written íwice by 
1. m. 

88. e€edere 1. m. 
xxii. *6. dovdove avrov. 

10. 1. m. o »vu$«v; o nog is 
written as an alternative in 
marg. by 1. m., and inked over 
by 2. m. 

81. vzo, not 

dotted. 
xxiii. *86. exywvopevor (not m.) 

87. avrog is in marg. 1. m. 
xxiv. 17. va (not Te) se rc ow. 
xxv. 10. 1. m. has ge uue09. 

40. The marginal writing supposed 
to be rev able pov, or 
rovrwv, was quite illegible to 
me. 

xxvi. 53. rov Aaow omitted 1. m., in- 
serted 2. m. 

4, cat axoxcravecty is in marg. 
both 1. m. and 2. m. 

13. de is written over by 1. m. 
xxviii. 15. Rulotta notes that ra before 

apyvpia is erased and has been 
reinserted. There is no re at all. 

Mark i. 28. avrev svOvc. 
#88. cxopeva (not · ac). 
42. exa0epu009 is 1. m., not 2. m. 

as Vercellone. 
ii. 3. atpopevey is 1. m., but 1. m. 

has corrected it to -vov. 
4 zpafarrov is 1. m., but 1. m. 

has erased the former r. 
9. Here, and in ver. 11, 1. m. has 

spaPBarroyv. 
#16. as in Mai, edition 1. 
* 26. ucc (no zwc) 

9 iii, 17. Boavggyer. 
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exo, the ö is 

iy. 22. wa (1st) is not omitted in cod. 
v. 15. 1, m. certainly (not “ fortasse”) 

Mywera. . 
29. «£npav8s in cod. 

vi. 17. rs» yvva:xa in marg. is 1. m. 
87, Sucaper, not docent» as Mai. 
64. avray in marg. is 1. m. 

vil. 9. kat eAeyer avroicis not omitted, 

as Bentley. 
16. rov is not omitted as Birch. 
92. NA. is I. m. 

viii. 14. N 1. m. 
17. 1. m. ovwsser:; 2. m. cumers. 
19. ore, not cat ore as Mai. 

985. ry» jvxnv avrov (2nd time). 
ix. 4l. ava) ers, not cu, as Bentley. 

48. wa rev, nok eva Tevrev ruv 
as Birch, 

4. Codex (2 m.) a ew, ^ 
aA Aot. 

48. 2nd nas to uptix ate in margin 
1. m. 

xi. 82. ada ne is in cod. 
xii 4 sreuaca» is in cod. 

xii, 18. Codex has ec reo. 
24. wawrovrec in codex. 

xiv. 97. ueyuoac 1. m., hut 1. m. has 
erased the . 

xvi 9. After spoBouvro yap follows as 
at end of other gospels, the 
subscription, cara papcoy : but 

of the column, and the whole 
of the next to the end of the 
page, are left vacant. I found 
no other instances of this in the 
N. T.: the next book always 
beginning on the next co- 
lumn. 

Lake ii. 5. «avacrevpevo is 1. m., not 2. 
m. as in Mai, ed. 2: 2. m. has 

- 
14. in «vdoriac, the C is left very 

pale : it certainly has been 
there. 

25. o is in cod, not citer. 
88. Cod. has uagrgp Savpalorrec, 

not parnp avrov 0. as in Mai, 

ed. 1. 
86. 2. m. has avrg 

pera Tov avdpoc erg esa. 
88. avr) rn wpa, not rn aury epa 

as Bentley. 

k 2 



READINGS OF THE CODEX VATICANUS. 

liL 1. Saec, alternative reading 
for yyepostac is in marg. 1. m. 
oparync, in marg. after Irov- 

patag, is 1. m. 
14. roten is in cod. 
87. taper is 1. m., caped 2. m., not 

the converse as stated in Mai, 

ed. 2. 
v. 7. exAnoay, not exrAnoOncay as 

Bartolocci. 
vi. 17. lovóatag xas Tepovoadnp xat 

ric wapadcov, not Iovòdatag kat 

ryc rapauov as in Mai, ed. 2. 

vil. 1. reid is in cod. 
#12. avrgv ny. 

4l. xpeog. is in cod. 
48. ecuiev, nob o eiue as Bentley. 

' viii. 9. eg is accentuated é: j. 
12. axoveayrec, not axovovrec as 

Muralto. 
16. rigo, not eseriü goi as Mu- 

ralto. 
30. 2. m. has Aye, not \eyrwy as 

stated in Mai, ed. 2: 1.m. pro- 
bably had sv, not -ewy 
as in Mai. 

40. ev dt Tw, not eyevero ĝe «v rw 
as Bentley. 

51. reva, not r.yas as Mai, ed. 1. 

ix. 2. enpvoceay, not -gooey as Mai, 
ed. 2. 

10. vrexwpnosy, not gvvtx. as Mai, 
ed. 1. - 

12. »8n, not nde as Mai, ed. 1. 
97. eyevero de rn, not ev rn as Mai, 

ed. 1. 
59. kvpu is written over by 1. m. 

x. 1. duo twice, not once only as 
Bentley. 

2. exBadn, not rRNA as Bent- 

15. rov before ovp. is added by 
1. m. 

27. cov after Osov is written over 
by 1. m. 

91. careBacvey ry, nob ew ry as 
Mai, ed. 1. 

84. exifliJaeag, not emBacarg as 
Mai, ed. 2. 

36. rev rpiwy, not 1h¹ as Bent- 
ley. 

ib. wAnocoy doxss gor, not sAgotoy 
gos d. cot as Mai. 

148] 

x. 89. 1. m. has apparently papıap 9 
rat, but there has been a long 
erasure, and all is in confusion. 
For zvpıov, 1. m. perhaps had 
toov. 

xi. 2 ff. The Lord's prayer was carefully 
collated and found to be as Mai, 

ed. 2, omitting the obelized 
clauses. 

#25. Abov. 
20. y yeva avry yeva wovypa, 

not omitting the 2nd y«vea as 
in Mai, ed. 2. 

40. ove is 1. m. 
42. rov 000 is written over by l.m. 

apuva: is 2. m. 
44. o wzepiw., not without o: as 

Bentley. 
xii. 20. agpwy, not a$pov as Mai, 

25. rx, not ryyvy eva as Woide. 
(The Bentley collation itself is 
right.) 

88. BadAarria, not Bada. as Mai, 
ed. 1. 

85. 1. m. oc$vatc, 2. m. oogverc. 
xiii. 14. ev ace is written over by I. m. 

16. 1. m. has ara. 
* 27. XD. 

xiv. 10. 1. m. has rue. 

#1, m. has avawece. 
12. yeynrat avraroĉopa go, not 

avr. go. yev. as Bentley. 
16. peya has » written over by 

2. m. 

27. The first ov is written over by 
1, m. 

xv. 29. avrov is not omitted as Mai, 

ed. 1. 
80. ro» otrevroy pocyoy is in cod. 

xvi. 4. ek is not omitted as in Mai, 

ed. 1. 
9. 1. m. has càrn; 2. m. has 

written over e, between the A 

and the 1. 
xvii 24. asrpary acrparrovea, not 

aorpaxrn 4 grp. as in Mai, 
ed. 1. 

85. 9 pia. 
xviii. 9. eKovOsvovvrtc, not wea «č. as 

Mai, ed. 1. 
* 13. ornOog avrov. 

16. avrwy is written over by 1. m. 



READINGS OF THE CODEX VATICANUS. 

xviii. BO. or ovy: x, not oc ovy: ov as 

in Mai, ed. 1. 

xix. 8. guwia is 1. m.: 2. m. has 
written e over, between c and :. 

22. *rpive, hoc acc" Bentley. 
There is no accent at all in 
cod. 

25. xvpu is written over by 1. m. 
40. ciexycovcy, not -secty as 

Mai. 
44. Mo ews Abov «v cor, not 

Aue ev cor sxe Atu as Woide. 
(The Bentley collation itself is 

right.) 
xx. 20. Aoyov, not Aoyov as Bentley. 

at 
xxi. 34. in cod. it is epewady: I. m. has 

written the a over the e, and 
2. m. has added the : to it. 

xxii 19. entre rn» epgv avayy. 1. m.: 
eig is written over by 2. m. 

at 
80. cod. has za0gcsc0c: all 1. m. 

_ 3, 86. BadXavr. both times. 
97. cas yap ro, not cas ro as Bent- 

kai 
89. avre o: ua0gra: : all 1. m. 

tigte 
40. pn uc wepacpoy: all 1. m. 
42. yevecOw is 2. m. 

o 
xxiii. 6. es avOpwoc: all 1. m. 

85. Osov o sxXtcrog, not omitting o 
as Mai, ed. 1. 

88. o Ba., not omitting o as Mai, 

line: just before, ver. 51 we 

have tovdaw in the same 

position.) 
xxiv. 15. between oN, and avrovc, 

cas is written over, uncertain 

whether by 1. m. or 2. m. 
17. lera0gcav. 
21. 1. m. has gAwZaper. 

927. cipi savr. 
34. or: ovrec nyepOn o xc, not ori 

o kç ovrwec yen as Woide. 

(The Bentley collation itself is 

right.) 

149] 

v 
John i. 13. The 2nd » in eysynOncay is 

2. m., not 1. m. as Vercellone. 

14. The cas between xapıroç and 
adgGuac is 2. m., not 1. m. 

» 
15. ovrog ny o eo is in cod., the 

y being written over by 2. m., 
and no sign of a horizontal line 
by 1. m. 

18. povoytvgc Oc carefully sub- 

stantiated. 

50. awexpi0y avre, not omitting 
avre as Mai, ed. 1. 

ii, 11. egutev 1. m.: ew» 2. m. 
iii. 4. cod. hoc loco 1. m. 

84. ro wry. is in marg., 1. m. (So 
also Verc.) 

iv. 5. evyap, not xa as Mai, ed. 1. 
9. ovenc is not omitted as in Mai, 

ed. 1. 
15. &upxopa: is in cod. 

we 
40. 

ov 
ov» nAGoy is in cod. : all 

1. m. 
42. Mo overt, not eXeyoy. on 

ourert a8 Mai, ed. 1. 

Enpw»* nv di rig carefully sub- 
stantiated. 

6. rovrov, not avrov as Bentley. 

rat is not omitted as in Mai, 
ed. 1. 

. pe is not omitted as Bentley. 

. epabiywy 1. m. 
15. epyecGe is in cod. 
ib. avexywpnoty, not «yep. as Bent- 

&c 

v. 8—6. 

ley, 40. 
17. x, not -Ür as Bentley. 
18. ĉıeysıp. is in cod. 
71. neu, not suse» as Bentley. 

vii. 8. o poc kaipoc is in cod. 
10. rore is not omitted as Bentley. 
80. Aud, not · Oe as Bentley. 

84, Abey exes, not omitting exe as 
Mai, ed. 1. 

89. ayiov. Cedopevoy carefully sub- 
stantiated. 

— $7ne9nc our tytiperat 
E Ec j Aeh ovy avrog chada 

without a break. 
viii. 23. Cod. at end, se rov roopow rov- 

Tov, not e£ TOUTOU ToU coopou 
as Mai, ed. 2. 

A 



READINGS OF THE CODEX VATICANUS. 

viii. 24. vpuy is 1. m., not 2. m. as 
Mal. 

66. 1. m. has adn: 3. m. has left 
the s pale. 

ix. 10. qveexOncav is in cod., not «»- 

as Mai, ed. 2. 
11. rov R. is in cod. 

* 11. cat vupat. 
#21. om avrog bef R. 
X. 6. y is in cod., not yy as Mai, 

ed. 1. 
26. aA. 

xii. 6. speAev, not ege» as Mai, 
ed. 2. There is no sign of re- 
duplication. 

40. exwpwoey is 1. m.: 2. m. has 
written w and « over. 

xiii. 7. axcepiOn ic avre, not as&kpi0n 
avre as Mai. 

26. awocpiyera: ovy rs not o ig as 
Bentley. 

27. raxtov 1. m. 
9 xiv. 8. cat «rouiacge. 

va * 10. riorvotig 1. m. 

150] 

xiv. #10. 1. m. has a eye» ope corrected by 
theinsertionof Acywover theline. 

914. rovre soujew omitting tye. 
xvii. 1. o weg, not more as Bentley. 

6. ove e)waac, not ove Sed. as 
Mai, ed. 1. 

ll. w dedwxac examined and sub- 
stantiated. 

nuec (not ec). 
15, 16. In cod. it is thus: 

re tC TOV KO ano aÀÀ cra rypy 
* yap onc aerouc 

VE TOV EK TOU BOC NOV ER Tov cocpov. 

The w and wag written over 
the text, are 2.m. The mar- 

ginal writing, 
opov add tva rgpy 

ong avrovc 
«Kk Tov KOCHOY 

is 1. m. and 2. m. 
© xix, 23. appaeec- 

XX. 17. row srarepa wopevos de, not 
rov T. pov 7r. de as Mai, ed. 1. 

$0, one, erm, no Cypea a 
ar. as Bentley. 



ERRATA. 

ERV ot-note :— 
"lovdalag in iv. 44 (to the authorities for which, 

the Codex inaiticus must now be l) would seem to introduce 
an exception. But the notice of a ministry in Judæa would even 
J and no visit to Jerusalem is 
im 

— BA, lines 24, 3 
Page rim er Des e x. 25, add [ John viii. 4]. 

2 — 43, notes, nune o or Theo read Thol. 
— 46 — —2,— m end, for xpocguAacrind read poévAakruá. 
— e — Ib — B, for papel read 3 
— — —1. — imposter read impostor. 
= 60, ref. £, after 42 insert || L. 
— 118, — r, for Luke iv. 18 read Luke iv. 19 
— 126, — t, after 83 only add Deut. xxxiii. 11. 
— 131, — i, for ver. 21 re or ad ver. 20. 

— €, after xv. 59 add John xxi. 11; also at, p. 167 ref. p after || Mk. 
— 193, notes, col. 2, line 10 from end, for capacity read incapacity. 
— 194, rel by dele Mark x. 6 and Gen. xxv. 8. 
— 201, — h, for Luke ix 8, 14 read Lake ix. [9] 14. 
ss SOR, — L for here read uke xii. 20. 

— 232, — b, after xiii. 34 add xvii. 87 ; the same correction to be made at p. 243, 
pL, Cmm h. 

T Le d Fe or supxvlyovew read cuymyiyovery. 
8 from end, dele and d 
1, insert for before moure. 

; 33 read ?3 
H i. 3, 4, read Hos. i, 2, 8. 
2, line 6, for 58 read 18. 
1, — 12, Jor rakieag read zaMetic. 
Ma . xii. 18 read Matt. xii. 10. 

ine, insert lst before tav. 
2, Teri 17 from end, for extricable read inextricable. 
1 FVV 

— 645, ref. n, for t read road Wied. xviii. ji. 22 onl (?). 

2 

I SEE Xt in t 
EN BER MI yig | : H er dt : 
n 2, line 5, rend uses, mith Ste sil): txt ABI,N rel. 

— 904, notes, col. 2, line 2 from from end, dele in this note the words from But to besides, 





BEKL 
MsUVA 

1. 33. 

EYAIPEAION 

KATA MAOOAION. 

I. ! e 2 yevicewe "Inaov 
— e Mark . 26. 

pio rod d vtov Aavtió ` Lake i dal. 
Gen. 1n. é. 

b ver. 14. Lake 1. 1 Jamesi. 33. iji. 6 oniy. Gen. xxxvii. 9. Wied, vii. 5. 
F. 8, „ 7,1). Pa H 2. civ .16. Dan. ix. 35 (96 LXX.). d ch, xiL 28. 225 

TITLE. rec ro cara par@. ayıov (om ay. elz) evayy.: cara nad. B!: txt CREM 
SUVA 33, and D(head of pages) L(before the ge$áAa:a). 

[N. B. lat-5 is defective up to BaBuAwyog ver 11.] 

Title] ebayyétov, in earlier Greek, sig- 
nifies a as a return for present 
good news (see Hom. Od. £. 152. 166, also 
2 Kings iv. 10), or a sacrifice offered in 
thanksgiving for the same (Aristoph. Eq. 
658); in later Greek, the good news it- 
self, as in LXX (2 Kings xviii. 20, 22, 25, 
in all which the noun may be, either from 

or 5 ia Si sue em 
N. T. in t sense the goed news of salvation by Christ Jesus, 
Hence it came to be applied to the writings 
themselves which contain this good news, 
very early : so Justin M. Apol. i. 66, p. 83, 
ot á vócroAo: iy roig ytvopávow Um ' abra» 
dwopynpovebpacy, à cadtira ebay- 
Aia. xara M.] as delivered by Mat- 
thew—implies authorship or editorship : 
so “Opnpog xara 'Apicrapxor. This use 
of the prep. denotes, generally, the rela- 
tion of s to persone, cf. huc. vi. 16, 
iv r$ gar abroòg Biy,—i. 54, rd card 
#$a¢ vaváyia,—and see Bernhardy, Syo- 
tax, p. 241. It is not merely = a 
tive—of Matthew (as rò tbayy. pov, 5 
xvi. 25, al.), which would have been «sed, 
had it- been meant.—Nor does i£ signify, 
that the original teaching was Matthew's, 
and the present Gospel drawn up after 

Vor. I. 

that teaching. See Prolegg. to Matt. 
—€— H. E. iii. 24, says, Mar@aioc 

. ypaeg *apado)c xaT ahr 

Cuar. I. 1—17. GENEALOGY or Jxsvus 
CHRIST. 1. Bios yevéouws]} Not 
always used of a only: see reff. 
Here however it appears that it refers 
exclusively to the genealogy, by ‘Incot 
Xprorou Ead used in the enunciation, 
and the close being ‘Incote à Aeyónuevoc 
Xpwróc. Then ver. 17 forms a conclu- 
sion to it, and ver. 18 passes on to other 
matter. "Incov] see on ver. 21. 
Xptorou] = mP, anointed. In reff. it is 

promised Deliverer. ‘Thocphylect says, At verer. says, Àí- 
erat Ò cpo, xprorés: eal ès Barde, 

[sacthevee yàp ward rác apapriag’ cai 
és lepeós, mpochyaye yàp davròy 0 
brip nnd ixpic0n d cai abric evpiwc 
ry áAnÜwg ai, rg åyip wyebpare 
It is here used (see ver. 16) in that sense 
in which it became affixed to '1gcobc as 
the name of our Lord. It does not once 
thus occur in the of the Evangelic 
history ; only in the prefatory parts of the 

„ here and vv. 16, 17, 118 Mark 
L1: John i 17, and once in the mouth 

B 



2 ETATTEAION I. | 

e Gm. xxv. 20. yigy Affpaáp. 2 *' ABpaày "éytvvnaev. TOV “Isaa, "Icaáx 
de e eyévvnoe TOV ‘Tax, Jane de € eyévyncey roy Job dar 
Kal TOUC dd Ape avroi, 3 "Tobdac de Eyévunocy rov C sas 

ders ba Habe Kat TOY Zaoa ‘ kx nc Oapáp, Dapèc dt € t yt vet v BCEKL | 

x Tov ‘Espen, Ep de eyévynoey rv Apán, t "Apap à rt 
Eyévynoey Tov Alleivad ;. Anuvabaf 66 eyévvyoev rov 
Naaccóv, Naaacovy de EYévvnaev rov ZaAnov, 5 Lad 
à € eyévvnoev roy Boic ' EK THE ‘Paya, Boic de € éytvvnaev 
róv 'le(jnó ec rnc 'Po0, 

Cuar. I. 3. Zap: B. 
5. rec Boot, with L rel latt: Booc 

om Al lat-a. 
(88) coptt th arm Epiph Jer. 

6. rec aft da. de ins o BaciAevc, with CL rel latt syr 

TwBnd 8 Eyévynoey TOV 

C 38: txt BN lat-* eoptt. xaß 
rec wind (twice), with CSL rel (oB E [1st time] L): pu Babe 

eth: om BN forj lat-91 2 k 
Syr syr- cu coptt arm Aug Op. (Possibly omitted to conform to the rest of the genea- 

of our Lord Himself, John xvii. 3 (on 
Pilate’s words, ch. xxvii. 17, 22, see note 
there); but passim in the Acts and epis- 
tles. This may serve to shew that the 
evangelic memoirs themselves were of 
earlier date than their incorporation into 
our present Gospels. viov] both 
times refers to our Lord. q i (Ben- 
David) was an especial title of s Mes- 
siah: see reff. That He should be son 
of Abraham, was too solemn a subject 
of prophecy to be omitted here, even 
though implied in the other. These words 
serve to shew the character of the Gospel, 
as written for Jews: ovdiy yàp obrwc 
dvirave rovc i£ "lovdaiwy wemsorevedrac, 
wo Tò nabe tre ix anípparoc 'ABpadp 
cal Aavid s» 6 xpwróc. Euthymius. 
Luke, ch. iii. 23 ff., carries his geneal 
further back. 2. cal r. 44] 
These additions probably indicate that 
Matt. did not take his genealogy from 
any family or public documents, but con- 
stracted it himself. Cf. also Grot., ‘ Obiter 
Matthæus Christum ut cognatum omni- 
bus Israelitis commendat." 3.] These 
children of Judah were not born in mar- 
riage: see Gen. xxxviii. 16—80. Both 
the sons are named, probably as 
the incident connected with their birth. 
The reason for the women (Thamar, 
Rahab, Ruth, and Bathsheba) being men- 
tioned, has been variously assigned: by 
Wetst., «£ tacite Judaeorum | objections 
occurreretur: by Fritzsche, for the sake 
of minute accuracy. It most probably is 
that given by Maldonatus: ‘ Prstermisit 
Evangelista quod ordinarium erat, quod 
autem ri et dubium exposuit.’ 
There may be something also in that sug- 
gested by Grotius: ‘Mulieres in hoc sensu 

obiter paucs nominantur, extraneo ortu 
aut criminibus nobiles, quarum historia 
ad vocationem idololatrarum ot criminoso- 
rum per Christi evangelium Abe 2d 
as also in De Wette's view, that t 
serve as types of the mother of our ld 
and are consequently named in the course 
of the genealogy, as she is at the end of 
it. 5. 'Pexéf] “ Rachab illam Hie- 
richuntinam dici, vel articulus, rijg P., 
ejusque vis relativa docet.” Bengel. It has 
been imagined, on chronological grounds, 
that this Rachab must be a different 
person from Rahab of Jericho. But those 
very grounds completely tally with their 
identity. For Naashon (father of Salmon), 
prince of Judah (1 Chron. ii. 10), offered 
his offering at the setting up of the taber- 
nacle (Num. vii. 12) 39 years before the 
taking of Jericho. So that Salmon would 
be of mature age at or soon after that 
event; at which time Rahab was pro- 
5 aa, ber father and mother 
were living (Josh. vi. PE ade edid say 
objection that Achan, 
scent from Judah by Zara, is 5 
with Salmon, the sixth of the other branch : 
since the generations in the line of Zara 
average 69 years, and those in the line of 
Phares 49, both within the limits of pro- 
bability. The of the interval 
of 866 years between and David 
does not belong to this only, but 
equally to Both iv. 21, 22; and is Was 
means insuperable, expecially when the ex- 
treme old age sacar Jome. implied in 1 Sam. 
xvii. 12, is considered.—1 may add that, 
considering Rahab’s father and mother 
were alive, the house would hardly be 
called the house of Rahab except on ac- 
count of the character commonly assigned 



2—11. KATA MAOOAION. 3 

Itocet, © Isasa: St eyévyncev rov Aavess rov Baordéa. 
Aavad & tyévynoey rov ZoAopora f éx 5 rng rob Oupiov, ssec. x 
7 Todos & iyé sy "PoGodu, ‘PoBodu Sb ey». fai ouwy Of Eyfvvuctv Tov Bon Body Bey v- zl. . 
vnot rov Afa, Afra & cyivvgaser rov Acad, P “Acad 

d Eyirvnatv. tov "Iwaagar, lecajdr N iyévynosv róv 
lepéu, loodu 86 éyévynoev ròp 'Ofdav, ?'Ofuac 3i 
2 5 a 9 7 5 ld » p 1 

Eyévynoey tov IG aden, Iwaban & tyévynoev rov Axad, 
Axel d eyévynoey rov "EZuciav, 19 'EZixlac dt eyévwnoev ^ rz les, 
rov Mavacen, Mavacayc & éyivuncey rov Apwc, Ane Toro. 
Moi 5 7 ll? , y a . Ohad. 

tytvyncey tov lwocttav, Iwotlac 8€ €yivrnot» rov f. Nab. 

Ie x oi xai robe adeAgove avrov, imi rag "pero Ac vii a, 

logy % Meyer. But the words may have been inserted Jrom the preceding.) 
, 8. rec aga, twice yore (conformed to Lxx), with L rel vulg lat-a f ff, syrr 

syr-cu: txt (cf D in Lake) BC 1 lat-c g, F syr-marg coptt eth arm. 
10. rec aye» (twice), with L rel vulg lat-a f syrr syr-cu: txt (of D in Luke and A 

in EXT) BCMA 1.33 lat-c ff, g, , coptt sth arm Epiph Op. 
II. aft eyevvynocv ins (to obviate the omission, see note; cf D in Luke) rov iwf. 

iwar. Òs eyeyynoew MU (i.) 33 syr (mas with ast, or without, or on marg) syr-jer Iren 
(Joseph enim Joacim et Jechonic filius ostenditur, quemadmodum et Matt gene- 
rationem ejus exponit): om BC rellatt Syr syr-cu coptt Porphesn, Eus(says of Jechonia 
and Joacim elc 62 hy ai ó abròg dtwrvupig ypepevoc) Hilcerte. 

to her. 6. ras row Ob.] This con- tions in the second teeseradecade. 
struetion, which is not properly elliptical, The solution of the pue by Ae And 
but possessive (Grotius compares Hectoris the name to apply to both Khaki 
Andromache,’ Virg., — Meyer, Luthers his son, and to mean the former in ver. 11 
Katharine, and Bernhardy, Syntax, p. and the latter in ver. 12, is unsupported 
160, Aic “Aprepec,—Znvog ATU 5 and contrary to the usage of 

genealogy. When we notice that the 
Gren Thuc. vi. 59, &c.), 5 the 3 of Jechonias aro 1 his e and 

to dente various tions : this way o ing sanction 
see reff. ; "Iepág .. . . . Obleíar] 2 Chron. d 10, where Zedekiah, a 
Three kings, viz., Ahaziah, Joash, Ama- of these, is called his brother, we are led 
ziah (1 Chron. iii. 11, 12), sre here omit- to seek our solution in some recognized 
ted [i ied in syr-cu, lat-a, D in Luke]. manner of speaking of these kings, by 

im, Lightf., Ebrard, &c.] which Eliakim and his son were not ac- 
think that they were erased on account counted two distinct generations. If we 
of their connexion, by means of Athaliah, compare 1 Chron. iii. 16 with 2 Kings 
with the accursed house of Ahab. Simeon xxiv. 17, we can hardly fail to see that 
is omitted by Moses in blessing the tribes there is some confusion in the records of 
(Deut. xxxii): the descendants of Zebu- Josiah’s family. In the latter 
lun and Dan are passed over in 1 Chron. where we have “his father's brother," 
and none of the latter tribe are sealed in the LXX render rdw vióv abrov. Lord 
Rev. vii. But more probably such erasion, A. Hervey, in his carefü] work on the 
even if justifiable by that reason, was not genealogies of our Lord, has suggested a 
made on account of it, but for convenience, reason for the difficulty: viz. that the 
im order to square the numbers of the dif- tert may originally have stood thus: 
ferent portions of the jes, as here. ‘Iwaeiac Gt iyityynney róv “Iwaxeip cal 
Compare as illustrating such omissions, roòg ddeAgnic aérob, ‘Iwactip di iytv- 
1 Chron. viii. 1 with Gen. xlvi. 21. ynoey róy ‘lwayeip ini rijg. perotseciac 
11. 'Iuescíos ..... gar] Eliakim, son — BaGvyAGvoc, nerd 62 rij per. B. Ida I 
of Josiah and father Jechonias, is iyivynoev ròv Taka, x.r.À., and a 
omitted; which was objected to the Chris- copyist may have omitted the Idar. à. iy. 
tians by Porphyry. The reading which in- rov 'Iway. as an accidental repetition. 
serta Joacim (Le. Eliakim) reste on hardly This view may perhaps be imagined to 
any foundation, and would make uu . from the digest: but 
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, 1 æ Fe xtolac ` Ba(jvAcvoc. 
Gen. ili. 9 
Jer. ii. in 
ht ra- 
roves e yerva TOV ZopoPaped, 

I. 

12 pera St thy ` uerowtatav Bafjv- 
Awvoc lexoviac yeva tov ZaAaUn, Tan à: 

13 Zopofjá eA à: yevvg TOV 
Iph. T. 1078, ABl b, AgBiobð de eyévynoey Tov Equaceis, EXaxein 

Of eyévynoev roy Alio, M Ada ot eyévynoey roy 

Zadwr, Zaðwx de Eylvvnatv TOV "Axel. Axen & 
"EAcovd, Eyévvnotv TOV 15 Eid ài eyévynoey Tov 

"ErtaZap, “EdeaZap & eyévyncey row Ma00av, Ma00av 
à Eytvvnaty rov laxe), 16 "lax 88 tyivvmaw rov 

Int 8 reff. 
eb. xa vil. 17, 
72. 

Ich. xxiii. 85. 0 
micas xi. Ae ry 

k Nic. 

ke Oavels 

Aeyóuevoc 
A Bpaàn, 7 

opc, kai 

Jong TOV avdpa Mapíac, JEE ie eyevunOn * "Incovc 

masar ovv at yeveat 

yeveat Sexaréooapec, cal 

7 two TOU 

xo ro yeveat Orkartocaptc. 

12. rec (for yevva, twice in this ver and once in next) eyeyygor, with CLP rel: txt 
B. od NN (twice) B lat-. e vowel points of syr-cu and Buchanan's edn of 
Syr are surely no evidenee, yet Tischdf cites them.) 

it seems to me that the objection to it is, 
the present occurrence of 'Ityovía» and 
-ac in all our copies. This Lord A. Hervey 
does not satisfactorily account for in say- 
ing “the form ‘Ieyoviag was doubtless 
substituted in St. Matthew’s Gospel much 
later, to bring it into accordance with 
1 Chron. iii. emi at the 
time of the migration i davis (on 
this usage of ¿ri with a gen., derived from 
its meaning of local juxta-, or superimpo- 
sition, see Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 246) :— 
and perà rjv ner., after the migration. 
For the construction, per. BaB., see reff. 

"Iexov. .... Tab.] So also 
the genealogy i in 1 Chron. iii. 17. When, 
therefore, it is denounced (Jer. xxii. 30) 
that Jeconiah should be ‘childless,’ this 
word must be understood as explained by 
the rest of the verse, ‘for no man of his 
seed shall prosper, sitting upon the throne 
of David and ruling any more in Judah.’ 
The LXX render this word y, iecfjpvx- 
rov : but the Talmudical writers explain it 
according to our rendering. Taka. 

-] There is no difficulty here 
which does not also exist in the O. T. 
Zerubbabel is there usually called the son 
of Shealtiel (Salathiel). Ezra iii. 2, &c. 
Neh. xii. 1, &c. Hag. i. 1, &c. In 1 Chron. 
Hi. 19, Zerubbabel is said to have been 
the son of Pedaiah, brother of Salathiel. 
Either this may have been a different Ze- 
rubbabel, or Salathiel may, according to 

the law, have raised up seed 0 
138. ZopoB. . ABA] A 

is not mentioned as a son of the bbe. 
bel in 1 Chron. iii.—Lord A. Hervey, p. 
122 ff., has made it probable that Abiud is 
identical with the Hodaiah of 1 Chron. 
lii. 24, and the Juda of Luke iii. 26. Dr. 
Mill (p. 178, note) mentions this conjec- 
ture, but does not adopt it. The objec- 
tion, that thus the first generation after 
Zerubbabel would be omitted, need not 
have much weight, after the omission of 
three generations in the last tesseradecade. 
I cannot but recommend to the student 
the perusal of Lord A. Hervey's work. 
Whether or not we may be inclined to 
adopt his conjectures on so intricate and 
uncertain a subject as the reconciling of 
the genealogies, too much praise cannot be 
given to the spirit of combined Christian 
reverence and enlightened critical co 
in which it is treated throughont.—On 
the comparison of this genealogy with 
that given in N see notes, Luke iii. 
28—88. yeveal Sexariowupes } 
If we carefull shee ve Matthow's arrange- 
ment, we have no difficulty in com- 
pleting the three tesseradccades. For the 
first is from Abraham to David, of course 
inclusive. The second from David (again 
inclusive) to the migration ; whic 
no name, as before, to be included in oth 
the second and third periods, but which is 
mentioned simultaneously with the beget- 

i azo 2 ow 

! amo BCEE 
Aaveid ? ews rig "ptroutaiac BaBvrcvoc yeveat Sexaréa- 12 

ars rue utroictolac BafuAwvoc 



12—18. 

WToy & 'Incov Xptorov 9 

° pvnartvÜianc P yap | rnc umrpüc avrov Mapiac Ty 

gut avrovc "lwang, ° zpiv n 

3 Tim. H. 7 
ro pare daly c Guo vil. 5 v. r. & note). 
t ver. 33, from Isa. vii. 14 P. oho ante. 10 Jj. 

A X ] —. . — Exe UREEESE 

KATA MAOOAION. b 

° yéveore ovrac jv. R [atei z. 
Dear. up y: 

xii. 23. 

* eupiOn * ev ' yaorpi E : 
q Mark xiv.30. Acts. 90. Gen xrix.9 5. Exod. 19. La vil 15. 

. Dan.v. 47 Theod- 
2.9. Exod. xxi. 933 

7 = as above, Lake i. 81 (Tit. 1. 19) only. 3 Kings xi. ô. 

18. yp. bef tno. B, Chr autem Jesu Orig- lat (ii. 965 d): 
Iren, Thl-ms Aug Chrysol Vig Op: om yp. al 

. potuerat dicere Matth. “Jess vero 
autem” co Iren - lat: but in . 11. 8, omitted in Grabe) for 

Petr- alex 
eth V Eus [. 
E ast &€ 

* Christi eren we read rov ĝe ine. xp. 
so often used above), with L rel: txt 
schol ascribed to 

IE 
Dial tric: ins CLP 4 rel D-lat 

ting of Jechonias, leaving him for the 
third pe This last, then, takes in 
from Jechonias to Jesus CHRIST inclu- 
sive. So that the three stand thus, ac- 
cording to the words of this verse: (1) 
dx *ABpadyu fw Aavid. (2) dxd Aavid 
tec r. ptr. Baf., i. e. about the time when 
Par begat Jechonias. (3) awé r. per. 
PS e. from Jechonias) fec ro) ypu- 
Tow. ag scd say, that the wacas 
does not, as T imply that ety 
intended to give the genealogy com 
and was not aware of the omissions. go 
why should this be so? May it not just 
as well be said, that having, for the con- 
venience of his readers, reduced the ge- 
nealogy to this form, he then says to 
them, “So then you have from Abraham 
to David, 14 generations, &c. ?” 
M 5 OP 5 

18. rov 3è ‘Iycov e com- 
bined name is emphati ically put first as re- 

the subject of ver. I, and the 84 takes 
up the di which has connected all the pre- 
vious members of the series, introducing a 
reason for this i —— iE $c lyevy 0s, 
with which this last on brought 
in, ver. 16. . The ordi- 
nary ing yívv5etc seems to have been 
taken up from ver. 16, and the ydp, which 
tia appended to account for the aor 
tion in this last case to the direct 
of iyivvnosv throughout the geneal 
vévecw must be understood in a 
sense, as nearly identical in meaning with 
ri as “= *origo, not merely 
‘ birth, Mey. It probably is chosen by 
the Holy Spirit to mark a slight distinc- 
tion between the yivynoiç of our Lord 
and that of ordinary men. See schol. in 

CPSZA 1 1 syr Ath 
and annexed to some mss, it is noticed that SE ani yer qoi 
= Pn ien Anwra iy óccórgre sic nd, Iban 

1 at 1 latt syrr coptt arm 

om ie. D-lat latt syr-cu 
: txt CLPZA rel yrr coptt 

c sed 

prob corr» rom verb yov mc 

om yap 
lat Did Lug 

digest. prnorevOcloys | The inter- 
val between betrothal and the consumma- 
tion of was sometimes consider- 
able, during which the betrothed remained 
in her father’s house, till the bridegroom 
came and fetched her. See Deut xi. 7. 

[yáp] here is explicative; ‘guum 
videlicet ... So Soph. Trach. 475, ray 
iis ¢pdow rah nete obòl cpipopar loriy 
àp obrec & creep obrog. ivvixu. Lysias, 

tosth. § 19, ele Tocaurny . . alaypo- 
cipdecay dgixovro, ric yàp Nido xo 

yawuóc r. r. 4. See more examples in 
N Partikellehre, i. 469. We may 
perhaps with equal likelihood say that it 
Is apologetic for the obrec: thus it took 
place ; and an account of it is needed, for 
&e.’ ply 4] is said to belong to the 
middle age of Attic. With an aor. fol- 
lowing, it betokens the entire completion 
of the act indicated. See it treated in 
Hermann on Viger, p. 442; Klotz on De- 
varius, p. 726. ouved civ] Here to 
be understood of living together in one 
house as man and wife; the deductio in 
domum mariti: see especially Kypke, Ob- 
servationes Sacre, p. 1 ff, who remarks 
well, that it answers to the word mwapaia- 
Beiv, vv. 20, 24. Chrys. Hom. iv. p. 49, op- 

this view: obs elwe wpiv i ax Onvas 
atray eig r)v olxíav rov vunpiov, cal 
àp tvdoy jv. og yàp roig ra 

ec rd wodAd iv olxig rdc ptuvgoarevpivag 
tye, c. r. A. But it seems most agreeable 
to the context. His following remark is 
doubtless a just one: cai rivog ler où 
xpd Tij¢ penoreiag isinoey ; 1 iva .. . GU. 
oriacÜ jg rò y'vópsvov rie, ral iva rdcav 
wovnpay ciagiyy n wapÜivog VN οοον,.. 

ebpéón] not merely for i), as some 
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— ww L e U U LY 1 e 9 a 

5 i £y ouœ "eK rvthuaroc M ayiov. 19 Iwong òè o arno pr 
Rom. iz. 10. * œ~ 7 * 1 ` 9 à 

ves Ln) avre, “aç wy, kat py OA abr * Gteysariaat, 22 
afr. Fa. l. „, $ 2 i ‘a d 1. 33. 
II. ha. Y Anf NAG À 20 ravra dd T in. 1a, 11. €'OUAT ad %, awoA^Augat aur. TauTa ot auTou 

we Mark vi. b? 0 ne 18 ` LA À 7 d 2 „ 
"m Ln tvUuunUEVTOC tÓOU a y*yt£^oc Kuplov KAT uvao Epayn 

1. 1. x Col. il. 16 only t. wapad., Heb. vi. 6 only. Numb. zxv.4, Esek. xxvii. 17. Palyb. xv. 
89. 5 and al5, i; aor. pass, James 1. 18. iu. 6. 3 n 12 caly. Bud. x. 37. ach. iL 
7. Jobn xi. 18. Acts xvi. 87 only. 1 Kings xvili. 22. aoch.v.81,82al: Rar ix. 96. b ch. 
1 h. iL 18, 19. xavill, 2. Lake l. 11, )8. ii. 9 al. Exod. M. 2 al d ch. 

4 
x.4 only. Josh. vi. 18. o ch. 

fi. 19, 18, 19, 22. ch. xxvii. 19 only t. see Gen. xx. f. 

19. rec wapaderyparicat, with CLPN'* rel syr-marg-gr: traducere latt : prepalare 
P- lat: divulgare lat-k Aug: detegere Vig: lege in eam decerni Hil: txt BZN? 1 Eus. 
Eusebius words are as follows: E) yobv por elpijoQat wdr: d rov ebayyedtoro® cat | 
70 pn Auv ar Üuyparicar ob yàp igneey ui) 0v abri» wapadayparicat, 
AAG, pi) Secyparica: GR, vToXMjc obonc iv robroiç Stagopac .... 7d ply yàp 
wapaderyparions ry éxicacy wpakarrt xavrac gavepuciy re cai di Ày broader 
votiv* Ò roivuy “Iwong diratog dy cai ph Oitwy abriv Oayparica rovriory eic 
gavepdy rote racy &yayiv iBuvrinOn AdOpa ˙dro⁰ο ,. words taken 

m Eus. ad Steph. have been ed in a scholium blunderingly given in Cramer’s 
Catena: the above is plainly the true reading. The corresponding passage of the Latin 
translation will be found ei Migne, vol. iv. p. 884.] 

have said, but in its proper meaning: 
she was discovered to be, no matter by 
whom: ixi row mwapadófev, cai rap 
Aida da icBaivovrwy, cai ob æpoc- 
Socwpivwy AiyerOat elt, Chrys. The 
words le wy. dy. are the addition of the 
Evangelist declaring the matter of fact, 
and do not bel to the discovery. 
lie wy. dy.) by (the agency of) ‘the oly 
Ghost. reff. and those to ver. 20: 
and compare by all means Chrys.’s re- 
marks, Hom. iv. p. 50 f. The interpre- 
tation of wv. åy. in this must 
thus be sought: (I) Unquestionably ra 
Tv. TO 5 . T. as signify- 
ing the Holy Ghost. Luke iii. 22: Acts 
i 16: Eph. iv. 30. (2) But it is a well - 
known usage to omit the articles from 
such words under certain ci 
e. g. when a p ition precedes, as eig 
Aire (Plato, Theat. $ 1), Kc. We 
are therefore justified in interpreting ix 
wy. ay. according to this usage, and un- 
derstanding rò wy. rd dy. as the agent 
referred to. And (3) even independently 
of the above usage,—when a word or an 
expression came to bear a technical con- 
ventional meaning, it was also common to 
use it without the art. as if it were a pro- 
per name: e. g. Otóc, vópoc, vide Oto, 
&c. 19. Arp] so called, though 
they were as yet but betrothed: so in 
Gen. xxix. 21, Deut. xxii. 24. èi. 
xatos) just; «ai uù 0. being, as the pý 
plainly shews, not the explanation of di- 
kaioc, but an additional particular. He 
was a strict observer of the law,—and 
(yet) not willing to expose her. The 

sense of kind," ‘ merciful,’ is inadmissible. 
Aáfpo] Not ‘ without any writing 

of divorcement, which would have been 
unlawful; but according to the form pre- 
scribed in Deut. xxiv. 1. The husband 
might either do this, or adopt the stronger 
course of bringing his wife (or betrothed, 
who had the same rights, Maimon. in 
Wetstein, and Philo de legg. spec. p. 788, 
ai Mad ing yd no (cod vrapova:)) to jus- 
tice openly. "The punishment in this case 
would have been death by stoning. Deut. 
xxii. 23. Maimonides (quoted by Buxtorf 
de divort.) says, “ Femina ex quo despon- 
sata est, licet nondum a viro cognita, est 
uxor viri, et si sponsus eam velit repu- 
diare, oportet, ut id faciat libello repudii." 

Werk gen! intended. — was minded: 
bi expresses the mere wish, BobdAopo< 
the wish ripened into intention: see 1 
Tim. v. 14, note, and Buttmann’s Lexilo- 
gus, i. p. 26. 20. Bus] answers to 
the Hebrew dun, and is frequently used by 
Matt. and Luke to introduce a new event 
or change of scene: not so often by Mark, 
and never with this view in John. 
anaa K.] The announcement was made 
to openly, but to Joseph in & dream ; 
for in ‘a case faith and concurrence 
of will were necessary,—the communica- 
tion was of a higher kind,—and referred 
to a thing future; but here it is simply 
an advertisement for caution's sake of an 
event which had already happened, and is 
altogether a communication of an inferior 
order: see Gen. xx. 3. But seo on the 
other hand the remarks at the close of the 
notes on ver, 21. cer Svap} óvap, 



19—22. KATA MAOOAION. 7 

avro A/ wong vioc Aaveid, un $of9nfgc ° wapadaPecv * zi. 25 
De Mapiau rv '-yvvaiká cov’ ro yap ev avrp yervaÜüiv tT Rar: ziz. 
;*" Eic wveparoc tony ayiov. > réčsrai & vióv, wat Bret izi 

` ” *5 « P9 ~ , Po = Yer. 
1 'kaAégttc TO 'ovoua aurov “Incovy’ avroc yao ! owas " des a3 

"s ` ` 9 — 2 & - e - - - 4 om. 11. £v. 
174 rov Àaor avrov aro roy dpaortwv avrov. rovro & i % 
e. ø 7 k v j - q mu 4 m e * 7 25. ch. il. 2. oov yevyovey “iva 'wAnpwhy ro év Puro Kuptouv Lake l. si yeye npwðy prô uptou aksi ai, 

II. Gen. xvii, 19. xii 61. i Lake 1. 18, 81. H. 21. Gen. as above. 1 Kings i. 20. 
j= (bet w. dx) Esek. axxvi. 20. k sce Mark iv. 22. Rom. xi. 11, 82. | = Gospp. passim. 

James li 28. 2 Chron. xxzvi. 21, 23. m ch. ii. 16 (17. iii. B v. r.). xxii. 31 only. n vv. 15, 
17. ch. i, 28 al. Mt. osiy. 

20. gaptaw BL 1 coptt Eus Chr- Cyr. ayıov bef «eri» DL latt Orig Iren-lat. : 
txt BCPZ rel Eus. 

simply, is the classical equivalent,—xar' 
6vap belonging to later writers, Strabo, 
Plutarch, &c. ob xp!) car’ óvap Aye, 
werep ob0€ rad Üxap, dÀAd Svap rai 
Grap, oloy, Gvap slov rèv deva, Thom. 
Mag. See Lobeck on Phrynichus, p. 423. 

vids Ave g] These words would 
recall Joseph's mind to the promised seed, 
the expectation of the families of the 
lineage of David, and at once stamp the 
message as the announcement of the birth 
of the Messiah. May it not likewise be 
said, that this appellation would come 
with more force, if M also were a 
rn nid of David? The nom. for 

vocative is frequent in the gospels: 
generally with an article. See Luke viii. 
54: ch. xi. 26, al., and particularly John 
xx. 28. Thy vvv. cov] Not ‘ae thy 
wife; but in apposition with Mapedp, 

thy wife: see ver. 24, which decides 
this, as Meyer, ed. 3, now acknowledges. 
The addition serves to remind dei zd ud 
that relation which she already held by 
betrothal, and which he was now exhorted 
to ize. See above ou ver. 19. 
TÒ yàp iv ab. .] iv is here not instru- 
mental, ‘that which is conceived by her,’ 
but local, that which is begotten in her. 
The gender here is not to be pressed as 
involving any doctrinal uence, but 
to be regarded as the usual way of speak- 
Ing of the unborn fetus: we have vióv 
first after Er, ver. 21. Seo also John 
Hi. 6: 1 John v. 4. 2L In- 
ev] The same name as Joshua, the for- 
mer deliverer of Israel. It is written 
reer in the Lew and Prophets, but yer 
in the Hagiographa. Philo says, 'I5coUe 
donnveberat, curnpia cvpion. mut. 
nom. § 21, atrég] He, emphati- 
cally: He alone: best rendered, perhaps, 
‘it ie He that.’ tow NA abrov] 
(not abrob, any where, except when a 
special emphasis is intended : and there is 
none here, no distinction between His 

le, and the le of any other, bein 
made). In the primary sense, the Jews, 

whom alone Joseph could have under- 
stood the words : but in the larger sense, 
all who believe on Him: an explanation 
which the tenor of prophecy (cf. Gen. 
xxii. 18: Deut. xxxii. 21), and the subse- 

t admission of the iles, warrant. 
. a similar use of ‘ Israel’ by St. Peter, 

Acte v. 81. &vó rév duapriav] It 
is remarkable that in this early part of 
the evangelic history, in the midst of pedi- 
grees, and the disturbances of thrones by 
the supposed temporal King of the Jews, 
we have so clear an indication of the epi- 
ritual nature of the office of Christ. One 
circumstance of this kind outweighs a 
thousand cavils the historical 
reality of the narration. If I mistake not, 
this announcement reaches further into 
the deliverance to be ht by Jesus, 
than any thing mentioned by the . 
list subsequently. It thus bears the in- 
ternal impress of a message from God, 
treasured up and related in its original 
formal terms. — Meyer understands the 
words of a political emancipation and pros- 
perity of the Jewish people, and strangely 
enough refers to Luke i. 68 for confirma- 
tion of this idea; adding, however, that a 
religious and moral reformation was con- 
sidered as ub rn connected gs such 
& change. is not put for the 
punishment of sin, but is the sin itself — 
the practice of sin, in ite most pregnant 
sense. ‘How suggestive it is,’ remarks 
Dean Ellicott, ‘that while to the loftier 
spirit of Mary the name of Jesus is re- 
vealed with all the prophetic associations 
of more than David's glories—to Joseph, 

hance the aged Joseph, who might 
ve long seen and realized his own spiri- 

tual , and the needs of those around 
him, it is specially said, thou shalt call his 
name Jesus : for He shall save his people 
From their eins.’ Historical Lectures on 
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(xaAMéeeis ). olsa 14 did rov woopnrov Atyovroc 23 „Ido n xapÜtvoc " ev BCOPE 

Pyaorpt ke kai Tréberae "S vióv, kat ‘xadisovow ro Sza — 
*ovoua avrov Eppavovnà’ 0 tort» "usÜtounvevoutvov Med 

A t ycpbeic d o lwen aro rov UTVOU 
v. A1 al. 
Prol. Str. Row t , vind, MADV O beoc. 
x . 

only. Xen. Oec. vil. 8. àieAQosent . . éwraerias r. Paxar wapéAafer, Jos. Autt. I. 19. 6. 
L 84 oniy. Gen. iv. 1, 35 al. 

32. rec ins rov bef xvptov, with L rel Eus: om BCDZA 1. 33. 

v. T.) o» / e $ 7 9 ~ 
ewoinoey wç *mpoçiračer avro 

/ æ 9 e 

onl. Gea. 'aaocAa(9ev rv yuvaika avrov. 
20 

I. 23—25. 

o ayysioc kvpiov, Kat 
Lj L 

kat ovk " eyivwoKev 

a= Luke 

aft mpo. ins 
noaov D lat- a b c f g, syr-cu-jer syr arm Iren-lat, [Similar insns are made by lat - a 
and syr-marg in ver 5. 

23. raktotic (as in wp s Eus, Epiph Vig: vocabit lat. D-lat! : cocabitis Cypr : 
ig-lat vocabitur syr-cu Iren-lat 

24. rec duyep9ec, with CDL rel, exsurgens latt : txt BC!Z 1 Epiph. 
two. KZA Scr's k p w. «avrov Z. 

the Life of our Lord, p. 66.22. TOVTO 
Bà SAov] It is impossible to interpret iva 
in any other sense than in order that. 
The words rovro 2. b. yiy. and the uni- 
form usage of the N. T., in which tva is 
never used except in this sense, forbid any 
other. Nor, if rightly viewed, does the 

require any other. Whatever may 
ve been the partial fulfilment of the 

prophecy in the time of Ahaz, its reference 
to a different time, and a higher deliver- 
ance, is undeniable: and then, whatever 
causes contributed to bring about robro 
doy, might be all summed up in the ful- 
filment of the divine purpose, of which 
that prophecy was the declaration. The 
accomplishment of a promise formally 
made is often alleged as the cause of an 
action extending wider than the promise, 
and purposed long before its utterance. 
And of course these remarks apply to 
every passage where iva orDrwc vAnpwO0g 
are used. Such a construction can have 
but one meaning. If such meaning in- 
volve us in difficulty regarding the pro- 
phecy itself, far better leave such diffi 
culty, in so doubtful a matter as the in- 
terpretation of prophecy, unsolved, than 
create one in so simple a matter as the 
rendering of a phrase whose meaning no 
indifferent person could doubt. TÀN- 
pn] The immediate and literal fulfil- 
ment of the prophecy seems to be related 
in Isa. vii. 1—4. Yet there the child 
was not called Emmanuel: but in ver. 8 
that name is used as applying to one of 
far greater dignity. i ix. 6 
seems to be a reference to this prophecy, 
as also Micah v. 3. 23. 4j wapOdvos | 
Such is the rendering of the The 
Hebrew word is the more general term 
moy, and is translated by Aquil., Symm., 

om o bef 

and Theodot.  vedvic. De Wette cites the 
LXX rendering as a proof that the pro- 
)hecy was then understood of the Messiah. 
But is it not much more probable that 
Aquila and the others rendered it H ne 
to avoid this application? Can it be 
shewn that the birth of the Messiah from 
a wapGivoc was matter of previous expec- 
tation? Certainly Pearson (on the Creed, 
art. iii.) fails to snbstantiate this. 
xaddcovow] This indefiuite plural is 
surely not without meaning here. Men 
shall call—i.e. it shall be a name by 
which He shall be ge aa of his LM 

tions. The change of person from 
BEP which could not well have been 
cited here, seems to shew, both that the 
prophecy had a literal fulfilment at the 
time, and that it is here quoted in a form 
suited to its greater and final fulfilment. 
The Hebrew has y ‘thou shalt call’ 
(fem.). 'Eppavovýà] = x voy, God 
(is) with us. In Isaiah, prophetic pri- 
marily of deliverance from the then im- 
pending war; but also of final and glo- 
rious deliverance by the manifestation of 
God in the flesh. 8 lori peð.) This 
addition is by some used to shew that 
Matthew wrote his Gospel in Greek, not 
in Hebrew, in which it would not be likel 
to occur. On the other hand, it is sai 
it might have been inserted by the po 
who translated the Gospel into Greck. 
See Prolegomena, and John iv. 25. 
24.] årò ToU Ürvov, from his sleep—the 
sleep which was on him when he had the 
dream. 25.] *'n»ou cognovit eam, 
donec. Non sequitur, ergo post : sufficit 
tamen confirmari virginitatem ad um 
usque: de reliquo tempore lectori æquo 
relinquitur existimatio." And 
with regard to the much - controverted 
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sense of this verse we may observe, 
(1) That the primá facie impression on the 
reader certainly is, that obr iyivwocey was 
confined to the period of time here men- 
tioned. (2) That there is nothing in 
Scripture tending to remove this impres- 
sion, either (a) by narration,—and the 
very use of the term, ddeAgol xvpiov (on 
which see note at ch. xiii. 55), without 
qualification, shews that the idea was not 
repulsive: or (8) by D wen dnt for 
every where in the N. T. marriage is 
spoken of in high and honourable terms ; 
and the words of the angel to Joseph 
rather imply, than discountenance, such a 
supposition. (3) On the other hand, the 
words of this verse do not require it: the 
idiom being justified on the contrary hy- 
pothesis. See reff. On the whole it 
seems to me, that xo one would ever have 
thought of interpreting the verse any 
otherwise (han in its primá facie meaning, 
except to force it into accordance with a 
preconceived notion of the perpetual vir- 
ginity of Mary. It is characteristic, and 
historically instructive, that the greet im- 
pagner of the view given above should be 
Jerome, the impugner of marriage itself: 
and that his opponents in its interpreta- 
tion should have been branded as heretics 
by after-ages. See a brief notice of the 
controversy in Mil Hist. of Latin 
Christianity, i. 72 ff. As to the ezpres- 
sion, compare the remarkable parallel, 
Diog. Laert. iii. 1. 2, where he says of 
the father of Plato, kaÜapáv yáyuov $v- 
Ad kat, loc Tijg ámokvfatwc, with ib. 4 
(said of Plato) Jox d adedgode Aòèei- 
pavrov x, l'Àaóxwva x. ádeAó rv IIorovg». 

dcddecev | i. e. Joseph; see ver. 21. 
Cnar. II. 1—12.) VISIT AND ADORA- 

TION OF MAGI FROM THE EAST. 1. 
Bub. Tis los.] There was another Beth- 
lehem in the tribe of Zebulun, near the 
sea of Galilee, Josh. xix. 15. The name 
Bethlehem-Judah is used, Jud. xvii. 7, 8, 

sah: rov viov ro rororo D*(and lat) L: om BZN 1. 33 lat-a 
(appy) ö c g, k syr-cu Ambr, Hil Jer Greg. 

ry 
9: 1 Sam. xvii. 12. Another name for 
our Bethlehem was Ephrath, Gen. xxxv. 
19; xlvii. 7; or Ephrata, Mic. v. 2. It 
was six Roman miles to the south of Jeru- 
salem, and was known as ‘the city of Da- 
vid,’ the origin of his family, Ruth i. 1, 19. 

dv An Hp HEROD THE 
GREAr, son of Antipater, an Idumean, by 
an Arabian mother, made king of Judæa 
on occasion of his having fled to Rome, 
being driven from his tetrarchy by the 
pretender Antigonus. (Jos. Antt. xiv. 14. 
4.) This title was confirmed to him after 
the battle of Actium by Octavianus. He 
sought to strengthen his throne by a se- 
ries of cruelties and slaughters, putting to 
death even his wife Mariamne, and his 
sons Alexander and Aristobulus. His 
cruelties, and his affectation of Gentile 
customs, gained for him a hatred among 
the Jews, which neither his magnificent 
rebuilding of the temple, nor his liberality 
in other public works, nor his provident 
care of the people during a severe famine, 
could mitigate. He died miserably, five 
days after he had put to death his son 
Antipater, in the seventieth year of his 
age, the thirty-eighth of his reign, and 
the 750th year of Rome. The events here 
related took place a short time before his 
death, but necessarily more than forty 
days; for he spent the last forty days of 
his life at Jericho and the baths of Cal- 
lirrhoe, and therefore would not be found 
by the magi at Jerusalem. The history 
of Herod’s is contained in Jose- 
phos Antt. books xiv.—xvii. payo 
1d ávarolev] Magi from the t; 

(not ax. dwar. wapey.) The absence of 
the art. after payor is no objection to this 
interpretation. In fact it could not have 
been here expressed, because the concrete 
noun payot is not distributed: as neither 
could it in such an expression as d»@pw- 
voc dv wvevpart áxaÜápro, Mark i. 28. 
In the case of an anarthrous abstract 
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noun, the art. may follow, but may also 
be omitted, cf. xapd iv wveópari ayes 
Rom. xiv. 17: the distinction being, that 

95 iv wy. ay. would specify, amo 
various kinds of joy, that one, which is 47 
ay. ay., whereas y. iv wy. dy. merely 
asserts the fact that the joy is iv v». åy., 
without suggesting any comparison with 
other kinds. —De V. ren remarks, that if awd 
dvar. belonged to rape y., it would pro- 
bably follow that verb, as IE ófov does, 
ref. Luke. I may add, that wapayivopat 
occurs with a preposition and a su 
tive twelve times in the N. T. and in no 
case are they prefized.—It would be use- 
less to detail all the conjectures to which 
this history has given rise. From what 
has been written on the subject it would 
appear, (1) That dvarotai may mean 

Arabia, Persia, Chaldea, or Par- 
thia, with the provinces adjacent. See 
Judges vi. 8: Isa. xli. 2, xlvi. 11: Num. 
xxiii. 7. Philo (leg. ad Caium, p. $84) speaks 
of Evy rà tga xai hyenò vie abr Tap- 
vaio. In all these countries there were 
magi, at least persons who in the wider 
sense of the word were now known by the 
name. The words in ver. 2 seem to point 
to some land not very near Judæa, as also 
the result of Herod's enquiry as to the 
date, shewn in &wó dierovc. (2) If we 
place iain (a) the prophecy in Num. 
xxiv. 17, whi could hardly be unknown 
to the hinein a d (3) the 
assertion of Suetonius (Vesp. c. 4), * Per- 
crebuerat Oriente toto vetus et constans 
opinio, esse in fatis, ut eo tempore Judæa 
profecti rerum potirentur, —and Tacitus, 
v. 13, Pluribus persuasio inerat, antiquis 
sacerdotum literis contineri, eo ipso tem- 

re fore ut valesceret Oriens, profectique 
udza rerum potirentur, —and (y) the 

phecy, also likely to be known in the 
Fast, of the seventy weeks in Daniel 
ix. 24 ;—we can, I think, be at no loss to 
understand how any remarkable celestial 
appearance at this time should have been 
interpreted as it was. (3) There is no 

und for supposing the magi to have 
Been th three in number (as first, apparently, 
by Leo the Great, a.p. 450; “tribus 
igitur is in regione Orientis stella 
nove clantatis apparuit," Serm. xxxi. 
ip^ ed. Migne), or to have been kings. 

e first tradition appears to have arisen 
from the number of their gifts : the second, 
from the prophecy in Isa. lx. 3. (Tertul- 
lian seems to deduce it from the similar 
prophecy in Ps. lxxii. 10, * Reges Arabum 
et, Saba munera afferent illi: nam et magos 

reges fere habuit Oriens" Adv. Jud. 
“as ed. Migne; adv. Marc. p. 559, ed. 

9. abret tov dorépa] 
[Mach has been said and written on the 
ollowing note in no friendly spirit; but, 

for the most part, in entire misunder- 

ques- 
tion for us is, Have we here in the 
sacred text a miracle, or have we some 
natural appearance which God in His 
Providence used as a means of indicating 
to the magi the birth of His Son? Dif- 
ferent minds may feel differently as to the 
answer to this question: but I submit 
that it is not for any man to charge an- 
other, who is as firm a believer m the 
facta related in the sacred text as he him- 
self can be, with weakening that belief, 
because he feels an honest conviction that 
it is here relating, not a miracle but a 
natural appearance. It is, of course, the 
far safer way, as far as reputation is con- 
cerned, to introduce miraculous agency 
wherever possible: but the present Editor 
aims at truth, not popularity. 1862. 
This expression ‘of the magi, we have seen 
his star, does not seem to point to any 
miraculous appearance, but to something 
observed in the course of their watching 
the heavens. We know the magi to have 
been devoted to astrology: and on com- 
paring the of our text with this 
undoubted fact, I confese that it 
to me the most ingenuous way, fairly to 
take account of that fact in our exegesis, 
and sot to shelter ourselves from an ap- 
parent difficulty by the convenient but 
Jorced hypothesis of a miracle. Wherever 
supernatural agency is asserted, or may be 
reasonably inferred, I shall ever be found 
foremost to insist on its ition, and 
impugn every device of rationalism or semi- 
rationalism ; but it does not therefore follow 
that I should consent to attempts, however 
well meant, to introduce miraculous inter- 
ference where it does not appear to be 
borne out by the narrative. The principle 
on which this commentary is conducted, is 
that of honestly endeavouring to ascertain 
the sense of the sacred text, without regard 
to any preconceived systems, and fearless 
of any possible consequences. And if the 
scientific or historical researches of others 
seem to contribute to this, my readers will 
find them, as far as they have fallen within 
my observation, made use of for that pur- 
pose. Now we learn from astronomical 
calculations, that a remarkable conjunction 
of the planets of our system took place a 

BCDEK 
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short time before the birth of our Lord. 
[I may premise, that the whole of the 
statements in this note have been remark- 
ably confirmed, except in the detail now 
corrected, “that an ordinary eye would 
regard them (the a one star of 
surpassing brightness," the Rev. C. 
Pritchard, in a paper read by him before 
the Astronomical Society, contain- 
ing his calculations of the times and near- 
nessea of the conjunctions, as verified by 
the Astronomer Royal at Greenwich. The 
exact days and hours have been inserted 
below from Mr. Pritchard’s paper} In 
the year of Rome 747, on the 20th of May 
[29th, Pritchard }, there was a conjunction 
of Jupiter and Saturn in the 20th degree 
of the constellation Pisces, close to the first 
V part of the 

vens noted in astrological science as 
that in which the signs denoted the great- 
est and most noble events. On the 27th 
of October [29th Sept., Pritchard], in the 
same year, another conjunction of the same 

took place, in the 16th degree of 
: and on the 12th of November 

pposing the magi 
to have seen the first of these conjunctions, 
they saw it actually in the East; for on 
the 29th of May it would rise 31 hours 
before sunrise [Pritchard]. If they then 
took their journey, and arrived at Jerusa- 
lem in a little more than five months (the 
journey from Babylon took Ezra fowr 
months, see Ezra vii. 9), if Mer ee 

— N urliod, th Deer the evening, as is implied, the 
j iow, in 15° of Pisces, would be be- 

fore them is the direction of Bethlehem. 
VV... esie 

j These circumstances would 
seem to form a remarkable coincidence with 
the history in our text. They are in no 
way inconsistent with the word doripa, 
which cannot surely (see below) be mo 
to its mere literal sense of one single star, 
but understood in ** 

ing: nor is this explanation of t 
stor divs directing them to Bethlehem at all re- 

t to the plain words of vv. 9, 10, 
mnporting its motion from s.g. towards 
s.w., the direction of Bethlehem. We 
may farther observe, that 20 part of the 
text respecting the star, asserts, or even 
implies, a miracle; and that the very 

Gen. l. 16. e ver. 9. 

slight apparent inconsistencies with the 
above explanstion are no more than the 
report of the magi themselves, and the 
general belief of the age would render 
unavoidable. this subservience of the 
superstitions of astrology to the Divine 

oses be objected to, we may answer 
with Wetstein, ‘Superest igitur ut illos 
ex regulis artis sus hoc habuisse existi- 
memus: quse licet certissime futilis, vana, 
atque fallax esset, casu tamen aliquando 
in verum incidere potuit. Admirabilis 
hinc elucet sapientia Dei, qui hominum 
erroribus et sceleribus usus Josephum per 
scelus fratrum in Egyptum deduxit, re- 
gem Babelis per haruspicia et sortes Ju- 

seis immisit, (Ezech. xxi. 21, 22.) et 
hic per astrologiam ad Christum direxit." 
—1t may be remarked that Abarbanel 
the Jew, who knew nothing of thie con- 
junction, relates it aajne haschnah. 
cited by Münter in Wissensch. 
Kritik, p. 248) as a tradition, that no con- 
janction could be of mightier import than 
that of Jupiter and Saturn, which planets 
were in conjunction A.M. 2965, before 
the birth of Moses, in the sign of Pisces; 
and thence remarks that that sign was 
the most significant one for the Jewe. 
From this consideration he conelodes that 
the conjunetion of these in that 
sign, in his own time (A. p. 1463), be- 
tokened the near approach of the birth of 
the Messiah. And as the Jews did not 
invent astrology, but learnt it from the 
Chaldæana, this idea, that a conjunction in 
Pisces betokened some great event in 
Judæa, must have ailed among Chal- 
dæan astrologers. [It is fair to notice the 
influence on the position maintained in 
this note of the fact which Mr. Pritchard 
seems to have substantiated, that the 
planets did not, during the year B. c. 7, 
approach each other so as to istaken 
by any eye for one star: indeed not 
* within double the nt diameter of 
the moon.” I submit, that even if this 
were so, the inference in the note remains 
as it was. The conjunction of the two 
planets, complete or incomplete, would be 
that which would bear astrological signi- 
ficance, not their looking like one star. 
The two bright planets seen in the east, 
—the two bright planets standing over 
Bethlehem,—these would on each occasion 
have arrested the attention of the magi; 
and this appearance would have beo de. 
nominated by them à dorijp aùroð. To 
object that it is der ijp, not derpoy, is 
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surely mere trifling: the appearance could 
not called ** dcrpov, a constellation," 
as required by Dr. Wordsworth, who sug- 
gests the ingenious solution for all the dif- 
ficulties of the narrative, that “the ster, 
it is probable, was visible to the 
alone. A iv Tjj åvar.] Not ‘at ite 
rising, in which case we should expect 
to find abrop, if not here, certainly in 
ver. 9,—but in the East, i. e. either in the 
Eastern country from which they came, or 
in the Eastern quarter of the heavens, as 
above explained. In ver. 9, iv r. ávar. is 
opposed to ixáve ob hy rd saidiov. 
wposkuvyjoa:| To do homage to him, in 
the Eastern ion of prostration. Ne- 
cesse est enim, si in conspectum veneris, 
venerari te Regem, quod illi 5 
vocant. Corn. Nep. Conon, 3 3. 
èrapáxðņ]) Josephus, Antt. xvii. 2. 4, re- 
p resents these troubles. as raised by the 
harisees, who prophesied a revolution. 

“Howdy pl» cararabotog ápx iic d ò OroU 
byngiopivnc abr re xai yive re ax’ 
avrov. Herod, as a foreigner and usurper 
feared one who was born King of tko Jews Jews: 
the people, worn away by seditions and 
slaughters, feared fresh tumults and wars. 
There may also be a trace of the * 
notion that the times of the 
would be ushered in by great tribulations : 
so Schéttgen, ii. p. 512, from the book 
Sohar, ** quo tempore Sol redemtionis i ipsis 
illucescet, tribulatio post tribulationem et 
tenebre post tenebras venient ipsis: dum 
vero in his versantur, illucescet ipsis Lux 
Dei S. B." rag 'Iepocólvpa] Here 
and apparently at ch. iii. b, used as a femi- 
nine singular. Joseph. Bell. Jud. vi. 10. 1, 
uses dei "Iepog. . .. . adovea . , but 
none of these instances are decisive: an 
ellipsis of j rig being possible. 

arm: txt BDZN 1 lat-6 c & copt Eus. om aca 

4. gwa i.e. says Lightfoot, he 
hist p Sanhedrin. f For the San- 
hedrim co of seventy-one members, 
and comprising Priests, Levites, and Is- 
raclites (Maimonides), under the term 
dexeptic are contained the two first of 
these, and under ypap. r. Xaov the third. 

. are most likely the High Priest 
and those of his race, —any who had served 
the office, —and perhaps also the presidents 
of the twenty-four courses (1 Chron. xxiv. 
6). ‘yp. consisted of the teachers and in- 
te of the Divine law, the vopuoi 
and vouotidáokaAo of St. Luke. But the 
axpeoBurepo: rob Àaov are usually men- 
tioned with these two classes as making 
up the Sanhedrim. See ch. xvi.21; xxvi. 
3, 59. Possibly on this occasion the 
apy. and yp. only were summoned, the 
question being one of Scripture learning. 
* &oxuepeis," says Dr. Wordsworth, “is a 
word suggestive of the confusion now in- 
troduced into the nomination to the office 
of High Priest, when the true High Priest 
came from heaven to 'purify the sons of 
Levi’ (Mal. iii. 8).” I of one High 
Priest for life, there were many, made 
and unmade in rapid succession. As Span- 
heim says, Dub. Evan. ii.37, “ dpyipecóvy9 
confusa, Christo exhibito. Summum sa- 
cerdotium pessime habitum, Herodis et 
Romanorum licentia." verrat] 
The present tense is often used indefinitely 
of subjects of prophecy, e. g. ò ipxóptvoc, 
ch. xi. 8: Heb. x. 37; épyerai, in an ex- 
5 ir y pe rallel to this, John vii. 

oú) This is a free para- 
a of the prophecy in Micah v. 2. It 
must be remembered that though the 
words are the answer of the Sanhedrim 
to Herod, and not a citation of the pro- 
phet by the Evangelist, yet they are 
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by the latter as correct. Light- 
foot renders the Hebrew, * parvum est ut 
sis inter chiliadas, and adds, that the 
Chaldee paraphrast, who may possibl 
have been present at this very counci 
renders the words ‘ intra illum es ut 

yi ‘low 5 
t for wédr¢: the dis- 
E 

the names of the chiliads inscribed in the 
blic records of their respective cities, 

Ía Judges vi. 15 Gideon says ido? ij xouác 
pow ġabivnosyv iv Mavaccg, on which 
R. Kimchi (cited b 1 annotates, 
“Some un Alphi to mean ‘my 
father,’ as if it were Alluph, whose signi- 
fication is ‘ prince or lord ” And thus, it 
appears, did the Sanhedrim understand the 
word (which is the same) in Micah v. 2. 
The word who, without pointe, may mean 
either Tag, iv xouám, or TM y 7yt- 

t9. ix vo? yap &. Ji t has been 
remarked that the singular Latin expres- 
sion, which occurs both in Tacitus and 
Suetonius (see the passages above in note 
on do àv. dy.) ‘Judæa profecti, may 
have been derived from these words of the 
LXX. 7. $«p(fecev] 

accurately. Aron row] lit. the time 
(or, duration: perhaps as an element in 
his calculation of age) of the star which 
appeared: . being the part. pres., re- 
ferred back to the time when they saw the 
star. The position of $. between the art. 
and ite subst. forbids such renderings as 
* the time when the star eared.’ 
8. wopevOdvres . . . LAOdv] The pleonastic 
use of these words, common as a Hebraism 
Tain; T. (see reff.), is also idiomatic in 

it may be remarked, that 
rn uni not strictly needed in the sen- 
tences where they occur, their insertion 
always gives fulness and accuracy to the 
meaning. 9.] On this see note on 
ver. 2. ob} y (elliptic for 
rémwov ov iv) T. *. may mean, over that 
part of Bethlehem where the young child 
was,’ which they might have ascertained 
by enquiry. Or it may even mean, ‘ over 
the whole town of Bethlehem’ If it is 
to be un as standing over the 
house, and thus indicating to the i 
the position of the object of their search, 
the whole incident must be regarded as 
miraculous. But this is not necessarily 
implied, even if the words of the text be 
literally ; and in a matter like 
astronomy, where popular language is so 
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ch. vl. 19 ` 
i ^ xat 

vous O., Jos. Antt. xi. 8. 4. 
Heb. xi. 15 only. 3 Kings xii. 20. 

XIII. 19. xxvi. 81 only.  EEod. li. 15. Mosea xii. 12 

II. rec (for sov) evpow (prob from ver 8), with (none of our mss raise Vig. trt BCD rel 8 Epiph Promiss Vig: txt 
Orig Eus, Chr Juv Leo Op. 
1. transp avre» and avaxep. D. 

Dr. i 

ETATTEAION 

aft avrov ins eig r7» xepav avrwy B. 

if. 

k Rev. 
m John ziz. 80 only. Ps. ally. 8. (ride v, Mark xv. 38.) 

och. 1. 20 reff.and note. Matt. oniy. p Luke x 6. Acts xviii. 
al6. Mark Ii. 7. Joha vi 15. Acts 

lat-b c ffi g i Scr’s-25-mas lat-a f syrr syr-cu coptt arm Iren 

for avrw», rov payor (sic) C3, rev payer 
egavg B latt sah-ms arm 

Iren-lat lat-ff: txt CDLZA rel.—«ar ovap bef verb (cf car ovap «$av5, ch i. 20) BCK 

universally broad, and the Scriptures so 
generally use popular e, it is surely 
not the letter, but the spirit of the narra- 
tive with which we are concerned. 
11. perà Maplas] No stress must be laid 
on the omission of Joseph here. In the 
parallel account as regarded the shep- 
herds, in Luke ii. 16, he is mentioned. I 
would rather regard the omission here as 
indicating a simple matter of fact, and 
contributing to shew the trut of the 
narrative: that Joseph happened not to 
be present at the time. If the meaning of 
iv oixiay is to be (as in a matter 
of detail I think it should), it will confirm 
the idea that Joseph and Mary, probably 
under the idea that the child was to be 
brought up at Bethlehem, dwelt there some 
time after the Nativity. Epiphanius sup- 
poses that Mary was at this time on a visit 
to her kindred at Bethlehem (possibly at a 

ver) as much as two years after our 
rd's birth. (Vol. i. pp. 48, 154, 430.) 

But if Mary had kindred at Bethlehem, 
how could she be so ill-provided with 
lodging, and have (as is implied in Luke 
ii. 7) sought accommodation at an inn ? 
And the supposition of two years having 
elapsed, derived probably from the d robe 
of ver. 16, will involve us in considerable 
difficulty. There seems to be no reason 
why the magi may not have come within 
the forty days before the Purification, 
which itself may have taken place in the 
interval between their departure and He- 
rod's discovery that they had mocked him. 
No objection can be raised to this view 
from the dn dterove of ver. 16: see note 
there. The general idea is, that the Pu. 

rification was previous to the visit of the 
magi. Being persuaded of the historic 
reality of these narratives of Matt. and 
Luke, we shall find no difficulty in also 
believing that, were we acquainted with 
all the events as they happened, their 
reconcilement would be an easy matter ; 
whereas now the two independent ac- 
counts, from not being aware of, seem to 
exclude one another. This will often be 
the case in ordi life; e. g. in the 
giving of evidence. And ing can 
more satisfactorily shew the veracity and 
independence of the narrators, where their 
testimony to the main facts, as in the pre- 
sent case, is consentient. [I must caution 
the reader against the misanderstanding 
of these last remarks in Dean Ellicott's 
Lectures on the Life of our Lord, p. 70, 
note 4; and indeed of my own views as 
regards apparent! ere narra- 
tives in the , gen throughout 
his notes to chat work. W 
chests or bales, in which the gifts were 
carried during their journey. The an- 
cient Fathers were fond of tracing in the 
gifts symbolical meanings: g Backer, 
tov xypusóv. we 62 reOynEopiny, rý» 
opipvay. we di Og, rbv AiBavurdy. 
Origen, ag. Celsus, p. 875, and similarly 
Irenæus, ili. 9. 2, p. 184:—*pvcà» abre 
yev»nQivr. Baccalac obuSorow wpoç- 
hi ol uáyox. (Clem. Alex. p. 206, 
Potter. We cannot conclude from these 
gifts that the magi came from Arabia, — 
as they were common to all the East. 
Strabo says, xvi. p. 1120, Wetst., that the 
best frankincense comes from the borders 
of Persia. 
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„rap T loci) Mu Eyrpbeic " yapáAo(3e ro radio 2 
kai Tw umripa avrov, Kat $ev ye tic Alyurroy, Kai 

KATA MAOOAION. 15 

r oh. y ig 

Au. iig 
"tot e xxix. 

éxet tec Gy sire cot pede 028 Heóinc *Grrew ro Loue 
qai!ioy " TOU awoAicat avro. 4 O88 vob rap( Auger 

xix. 1, 14. 
see Joho vil. 
1, 19, &c. 

rò rut d oy kai THY unrepa avrov vucròc Kai * a avtyipyatv d 

46 Atyurroy, 15 

Aéyovroc ' 

a bere only. Gen. xxx. 

33: txt DL rel vulg. 

kai ay éxet Ewe rüc " réÀevriic Hoodov 

iva * whnpedy ro " pnbiy v rd kupiov id TOU wpo$iirov ES TON 
EE 3 exaAeca roy vie pov. 

Honc iov ore 7 everaly On vro rov * payor, hn 
ings, ch. „ fosly. Gen. xzxiz. 14, 17. Exod x. 2. 

v here oaly. 
20 rg 

ch. 1. 22 
16 TOTE 7 ALRT L 

= Lak e niv. 
29. uf our 
Lord's sufer- 

a ver. 1 sef. 

rov maida (twice) and avrov D (so vv 20, 21). 
14. ĉuy:phuç (here and in ver 21) D 83 [= de eyepBuic PJ. 
15. rec ins roe bef xvgiov (as frequently), with L rel: om BCDZA 1. 33. 

FLIGHT INTO EGYPrT. i 
13. dyepte ,Tep-] Arise and take 
thee; not, ‘ When thou hast arisen (in 

„ cake.’ The command was 

wvrróc below, as having arisen the same 
night and departed forthwith. The words 
gari 5 are also used in vv. 

21, where no haste is necessarily im- 

refuge. 
a Hebraism, but pure Greek, implyi 
purpose. See Soph. Trach. 57, and 
mann’s note. Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 867, 
notices that it is rarely found in earlier 
Greek writers, but more common as we 
advance to the middle and later Attic. A 
few instances occur in Xenophon, more in 
Demosthenes, and abundance in after- 
writers. Bee on the usage, Winer, § 44. 
4. b. 15. d£ A ] This cite- 
tion shews the almost universal application 
in the N. T. of the prophetic writings to 
the expected Messiah, as the general anti- 
type of all the events of the 
tion. We shall have occasion to remark 

by its adoption in the N. T., received the 
sanction of the Holy Spi it Himself, and ini and dark sayings, was He who 

to come, or the circumstances atten. 
t on His advent and reign.—The words 
written in Hosea of the children of 

, and are rendered from the Hebrew. 
expression with regard to Er N X: " 

Israel is found in Exod. iv. 22, 23.— tva 
must not be explained away : it never de- 
notes the event or mere result, but always 
the purpose. 16.) Josephus makes 
no mention of this slaughter; nor is it 
likely that he would have done. Probably 
no great namber of children perished in so 
small a place as Bethlehem and its neigh- 
bourhood. The modern objections to this 
narrative may be answered best by re- 
membering the monstrous character of 
this tyrant, of whom Josephus asserts 
(Antt. xvii 6. 5), nik yoà} abróv 
C iri wae ikaypiaiyovea. Herod 

ho had marked the way to his throne, and 
his reign itself, with blood; had murdered 
his wifo and three sons (the lut just 
about this time); and was likely enough, 
in blind fury, to have made no enquiries, 
but given the savage order at once.— 
Besides, there might have been a reason 
for not making enquiry, but rather taking 
the course he did, which was sure, as he 
thought, to answer the end, without di- 
vulging the purpose. The word Aá0pa in 
ver. 7 seems to favour this view.— Macro- 
bius (Saturnalia, ii. 4) relates an anecdote 
of Augustus : * Cum audisset inter 
quos in Syria Herodes rex Judeorum intra 
bimatum jussit interfici, filium 
ejus occisum, ait, Melius est Herodis 

m esse (rò» by?) quam filium (ròy 
wóv P). But Macrobius wrote in the 
fifth century, and the words ‘intra bima- 
tum’ look very like a quotation from 
our narrative. Besides, the anecdote 
shews great ignorance of the chronology 
of Herod's reign. Antipater, the last put 
to death of his sons, was of full at his 
execution. peo AXI note, x un 

78. vewasy Loqaitur a 
a sensu et pated a D Herodis, (Calvin.) 
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, 1 7 9 a N 

bu A. Alay, kat " amooreiÀaç ^ averAey mavraç rove Tatdac roùç 
17. Gen. xli. 

* Led - 

Salis Bere m Bub Ass kat ev wacwy rote 

7 18 , M M , a b? , 
tro Kat KaTW@TEOW, Kata TOV Xopovor» ov nkpiBwoer 

only. 
zzii. 2. 
xxiii. 82 and 

a opiotc aurinc, Caro (à 

Aj S Tapd rov “uyw. 17 rörs | émAnpicUn rò | puÜiv | da 
H.8. Heb. ¢ , — , 7 18 K a 2 e — 
x. soniy. [epexiov rov mpopnrou Àtyovroc Owm ev Papa 

.- * , 

99 al. 
4 ch. 1. 18 cl. DK ota», 

Mt. Mk. 

fuod. vil, 4 O Uk © eigi 20d. Vill, od. vil. 2 yat, Ort. ovK F oiv. 

! kAavÜuóc Kat " oðupuòç modtvc, Pax 
° kAatovca ra ríkva aurn¢g Kai ouk nOedev ° wapaxAnOn- 

19 reAeurnoavroc d rov Hpwédow, 

BY Chron. io) dye AO kvpiov * gaiverat kar *óvap ry lwoùp év 
xxvii. 
3 Chron. 
=xxi, 10. 

f here only. 

At ybrro 20 At yu Extobeic s rapd Aue TO watcioy 

$e xs Kai THY unTépa avrov, kai wopevou tig yw Ip 
only. (-ría, : , 4 * t æ ` t ` - 7 
Sa reOvnxacw yap ot "Cnrovvrec ru Vu rov watdtou. 

(e] 
above.) 

tiny Maxedovinesy Kaiupésr ). b ver. 7 reff. {= ch. i. 22 reff. 
Ich. xiii. 42, 50 al4, Mt. only, exc. Lake xlii. 28. Acts xx. 87. Gen. xiv. 3. 

l. e n w. acc., here only. Gen. XXI 

note. Matt. only. 
iv. 19. 

16. ĉureaç DI: bimatu latt Lucif lat-ff. 
om o» Z. 

17. aft onde ins vro rupiov D al, 

g here only. (dv) 1 Chron. as above. (-repos, Eph. iv. 9.) of time, Diod. Sic. 1. 8 («arerépe 
kJzz.xzrvil. (xxxi) 15. 
m 2 Cor. vii. 7 oalg. Jer. 

9 « Cb. v. 4. 
qeh.1 20 (ref) aud 

t Rom. xi. Sonly. Exod. 

for carwrepw, carw D. 

rec (for dio) vwo, with L rel syr-marg-gr: txt 
BCDZN 33 latt Syr syr-txt eth arm Justin Chr Jer. 

18. rec ins Opyvoc xat bef cravOpoc (from rxx ; if any of the three had been omitted 
by mistake, it would not have been the first of them but the second or the third: the 
eye of the copyist passing on from -oç xav to -oç cat or from -oç to -oc), with CDL rel 
syr-cu syr arm: om BZN 1 latt Syr syr-jer coptt æth Justin Ambr Jer (remarking nec 
juxta Heb. nec jurta Lxx) Hil Op. for odvppoc, Bpvypog Z. 
Hil: txt BCL rel syr Justin Hippol (lat-5 

n0sA qoi» DZ latt 
def. 

19. rec car ovap bef $a«werac (see on ver 18), with CL rel syr: txt BDZ 1 sah, 
apparuit in somnis vulg lat-a c f Fi apparuit angelus domini in somnis am lat-b Syr. 

Grd Burovs] i. e. wasdiov, not 
xopóvov. This expression must not be 
taken as any very certain indication of 
the time when the star did actually ap- 

. The addition cai karwripw implies 
that there was uncertainty in Herod’s 
mind as to the age penes out ; and if so, 
why might not the jealous tyrant, al. 
though he had accurately ascertained the 
date of the star's appearing, have taken a 
range of time extending before as well as 
after it, the more surely to attain his 
point ? roig óplow abr; will be- 
token, as Meyer, the insulated houses, and 
hamlets, which belonged to the territo 
of Bethlehem. 17. 7$ pm. StA “Iep. 
Apparently, an accommodation of the pro- 
phecy in Jer. xxxi. 15, which was ori- 
ginally written of the Babylonish capti- 
vity. We must not draw any fanciful 
distinction between rére ixAnpwOy and 
iva Ap i, but rather seek our explana- 
tion in the acknowledged system of pro- 
phetic interpretation among the Jews, 
still extant in their rabbinical books, and 
now sanctioned to us by N. T. usage; at 

the same time remembering, for our cau- 
tion, how little even now we understand 
of the full bearing of prophetic and typical 
words and acts. None of the expressions 
of this prophecy must be closely and lite- 
up Len elink of connexion seems 
to Rachel's sepulchre, which (Gen. 
xxxv. 19: see also 1 Sam. x. 2) was ‘in the 
way to Bethlehem ;" and from that cir- 
cumstance, perhapa, the inhabitants of 
that place are called her chi We 
must also take into account the close rela- 
tion between the tribes of Judah and 
Benjamin, which had long subsisted. Ra- 
mah was six miles to the north of Jeru- 
ealem, in the tribe of Benjamin (Jer. xl. 
1: “Er-Ram, marked by the village and 
green patch on its summit, the most con- 
spicuous object from a distance in the ap- 
proach to Jerusalem from the South, is 
certainly * Ramah of Benjamin.' " Stanley, 
Sinai and Palestine, p. 213); so that nei- 
ther must this part of the prophecy be 
strictly taken. 20. «ac ydp | 
The plural here is not merely idiomatic, 
nor, as Wordsw., “for lenity and forbear- 
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< 
avrov Kai ecnAGe sc ym» IopanA. 
"ApxéAaoc " BaciAeóu [eri] rnc Iovòalac "vri rov 
rarpòe avrov 'Hpó8ov, EpofInOn ext " awedOev, / yon- 

* avexépnoe» etc ra * uépy rnc 
T'aXuAaíac, * kai iA, " xargknotv sic. rów Ae yo- 

uarigÜsic dd ? kar ovap 

KATA MAOOAION. 

7| o 82 EyspÜsic " rapiAa(Jev. rò wabiov xal 

17 

Tiv pnrépa , 
? id | @ 

axovoag & Ore fe. . 

sup 
pras iE 1. 

Y = here only. 
8 Kiogs id. 7 
Al. fr. sce 

uv Natapir owwe 5 wAnpwty rò * pnOi» did rov xpo- Xen. 2. 
pur, ore Nalwpaiog «AnOnoerat. 

avii Sal. Deet. i. 87. 
12, M ref, 1 Kings xix. 10. 

ow. eit, ch. iv. 18. Acts vil. 4 S chron. zir. 4 vat. 

21. ree (for acuh) „A0, with DL rel latt syrr sah: txt BCX copt. 
ya”, rar D. 
23. ODL a R E T 

1 avrov, with CD rel vulg Eus: txt 
for da, vro C. 

ance, in speaking of the dead; but per - 
haps a citation from Exod. iv. 19, where 
the same words are spoken to Moses (En- 
rely ry Mx = dp dpi): or, as 
Meyer, betokening, not the number, but 
the Cx. Soph. (Ed. CoL 968. 
Herod tho Great died of a dreadful disease 

3 reign age: t : : : : 

A.U.C. 750. Jos. B. J. ij. 88. 8. : 
dacboag ARCHELAUS was the son of 
Herod althace, a Samaritan woman : 
he was ht up at Rome (Jos. B. J. i. 
31. 1); his father, but never 
had the title of king, only that of Eth- 
narch, with the government of Idumma, 
Judæa, and Samaria, the rest of his 
father's dominions being divided between 
his brothers Philip and Antipas. is 
Antt. xvii. 11. 4) But, (1) very likely 
the word Ra is here used. in the 

was 
kal 

Lapapesor xpuaápevog eue, mpeoßev- 
Capivey izaripey car’ abrov roie Kai- 
capa, . . . guvyadeberas piv ele Biivvay 
Gaal. (et 5. 7. 8. . . i. ä in 

- (Ibid. i. 7. 8. épncey 
«ls 7. p. T. rah.) This account gives rise 
to some difficulty as compared with St. 
Luke's history. It would certeinly, on & 
first view, appear that this E j 

p^ ch. xvii. 
20. John 

i-re 22. fl. xvi. 18 al. — . . be ver. ore 
d ch. L 29 reff. 

for 

arm Eus, rec ypwdow bef rov rarpog 
[not avrov rov np. in B, as Btly.] 

And it is no real objection to this, that he 
elsewhere calls Nazareth rjv warpida 
abrob, ch. xiii. 54, 57. It is perhaps just 
possible that St. Matthew, writing for 
Jews, although well aware of the previous 
circumstances, may not have given them 
a place in his history, but made the birth 
at Bethlehem the prominent point, view J 
that his account begins at the birth (ch. 
18), and does not localize what took place 
before it, which is merely inserted as "€ 
servient to that great leading event. 
this view be correct, all we could expect 
is, that his narrative would contain so- 
thing inconsistent with the facts related in 
Luke; which we find to be the case.—I 
should prefer, however, believing, as more 
consistent, in foro conscientia, with the 
fair interpretation of our text, that St. 
Matthew hi was not aware of the 
events related in Luke i. ii., and wrote 
under the praa ion 5 = 
the original dwelling- 
and Mary. Certainly, had we only his 
Gospel, this inference from it would 
universally be made. $pucev must 
not be pressed (as Wordsw., al.) into the 
service of iling the two accounts by 

ing rendered returned; for the same 
word is used (ver. 14) of the journey to 

, 23. Pres *A»pe0j] These 
words refer to the decis porpose M e 
event, not to that of Joseph in bringing it 
about. TÒ jn» 5. r. *p-J These 
words are no where verbatim to be found, 
nor is this asserted by the Evangelist; but 
that the sense of the prophets is such. In 
searching for such sense, the following hy- 
potheses have been made—none of them 

i ry :—(1) Euthymius says, woio 
Npogijra: rovro elxov, p) ** ox 
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e Matt., ch. H. 
I. ver. 18 
daly Mark * 
xiv. only. 

III. 

III. E, à raiç üutpaic exetvare * wapayiverat scr 
Ivavvnc o Barriorhc, 'xnpbcoov tv rg *"tphuw rig val. 

John iii. 
viii. 2 rec.] only. 1 Cor.zvi. 8. 3 Tln. iv. 18. Heb.iz. 1] osly, exc. Lake vil. 4. 90 ale. Acts v. 31, 29, 26 all, 
[ =æ Josh. H d 1 1 XII f geb. iv. 14. 1 Mace. iv. 46. 

1. 23.7 aL Exod.iii.1. Jndg.L 16. 
f = Gospp. (not John) Epp. passim. Exod. . 6. 

Cuar. III. 1. om é DL rel tol lat-3 f, g, syr-cu(as often elsw) copt-ms arm Chr 
Thi Hil: ins BCU 1 (33, e sil) vulg lat-a c f 9, syrr coptt. 

ebprouc yap dibri rod rà» Bpogyrie 
key Blwy ávoXovro, rà ply iy raiç 
alypadwoiac, rd & kal IE dpedsiag r&v 
"Elpalev, riva & cal ix carovpyiac. So 
also Chrys., Theophyl, Le Clerc, &c. But 
the expression did r. mp. seems to have a 
wider bearing than is thus implied. (2) 
The general sense of the prophets is, that 
Christ should be.a despised person, as the 
inhabitants of Nazareth were (John i. 47). 
So Michaelis, Paulus, Rosenm., Kuin., 
Olsh., &c. But surely this part of the 
Messiah’s prophetic character is not gene- 
ral or prominent enough, in the absence 
of any direat verbal connexion with the 
word in our text, to found such an inter- 

tion on: nor, on the other hand, 
oes it appear that an inhabitant of Naza- 

reth, as such, was despised ; only that the 
obscurity of the town was, both by Na- 
thanael and the Jews, contrasted with our 
Lord's claims. (3) The Naszarites of old 
were men holy and consecrated to God; 
e. g. Samson (Judg. xiii. 5), Samuel (1 Sam. 
i. 11), and to this the words are referred 

ert., Jerome, Erasm., Beza, Calvin, 
rot., Wetst., al. But (a) our Lord did 

not (like John the Baptist) lead a life in 
accordance with the Nazarite vow, but 
drank wine, &c., and set himself in marked 
contrast with John in this very particular 
ch. xi. 18, 19); and (8) the word for 
azarite is Nat ip (Judg. xiii. 6 vat.), or 

Nafepaiog (ib. and xvi. 18 F,—Lam. iv. 
7), whereas this, denoting an inAabifant 
of Nazareth, is a i always in the 

. T., except in Mark (i. 24; x. 47; xiv. 
67; xvi. 6), and Luke iv. 43 (xviii. 37, 
xxiv. 19 v. r.), where it is NaZapnwdc. 
(4) There may be an allusion to W. 
& branch, by which name our Lord is 
called in Isa. xi. 1, and from which word 
it appears that the name Nazareth is pro- 
bably derived. So ‘eruditi Hebrai,’ in 
Jerome on Iss. xi. 1, and Pisc., Casaub., 
Fritz., De Wette, &c. But this word is 
only used in the place cited; and in by 
far the more precise prophecies of the 
Branch, Zech. iii. 8; vi. 12: Jer. xxiii. 5; 
xxxiii. 15, and Isa. iv. 2, the word mos 
i$ used.—I leave it, therefore, as an un- 
solved difficulty. 

Cuar. III. 1—19.) PERŁACHING AND 

BAPTISM OF JoHN. Mark i. 1—8: Luke 
iii. 1—17. Here the synoptic narrative 
begins, its extent being the same as that 
specified by Peter in Acts i. 22, ‘from the 
baptism of John unto that same day that 
He was taken up us.’ For a critical 
comparison of the narratives in the various 
sections, see notes on St. Mark. In this 
Gospel, I have generally confined myself 
to the subject matter. 1. dv 82 rais 
typ. èx.) The last matter mentioned was 
the dwelling at Nazareth : and though we 
must not take the connexion strictly as 
implying that Joseph dwelt there all the 
intermediate thirty the pipas 
ixeivas must be understood to mean that 
we take up the persons of the narrative 
where we left them; i. e. dwelling at 
Nazareth. See Exod. ii. 11, LXX. 
wapaylveras | Comes forward —' makes his 
appearance.  Euthym. asks the question, 
de; and answers it, ard rijc ivioripac 
iphuov. But this can hardly be, owing 
to the iv rg ipn following. The verb 
is used absolutely. The title Iw. 6 Barr. 
shews that St. Matthew was writing for 
those who well knew John the Baptist, as 
an historical . Josephus, in men- 
tioning him (Antt. xviii. 6. 2), calls him 
"lwavyne d iwicadotpevoe Bar r rc. 
John was strictly a prophet ; 
belonging to the legal dispensation; a re- 
buker of sin, and her of repentance. 
The expression in St. Luke, lyivero Hua 
Orou ixi 'Iwarvgv, is the usual formula 
for the Divine commission of the Pro- 
phets (Jer.i.1: Ezek. vi. 1; vii. 1, &c.). 
And the effect, of the Holy Spirit on John 
was more in accordance with the O. T. 
than the N. T. inspiration; more of a 
sudden overpowering influence, a8 in the 
Prophets, than a gentle indwelling mani- 
fested throngh the individual character, 
as in the Apostles and E iste. —The 
baptism of John was of a deeper signi- 
ficance than that usual among the Fan 
in the case of proselytes, and formed an 
integral part of his divinely appointed 
office. It was emphatically the baptism of 
repentance (Aovrpóv usravoiec, mys Ois- 
hausen [cf. e iii. 3}, but not Aovrpàóy 
waktyyeveciac. Titusiii. 5). We find in Acts 
xviii. 24—26; xix. 1—7, accounts of per- 
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‘iby ice ve ù Baoi- 1 e, 
oUroC yap torw o FEnbꝛie dia HIE 

ii, K. tees bis alt0, 
Isa. zivi. 8. 

.8 € iphuy, tromacare ry» 000v kvplov, " cb being woutire rác Ja. avii 
ae 17 | Mk. "xe rd Lam. w. 18. Esek. xii. 28. 

B. see doba i. 
k Isa. xL 8. em 0 

m John i. 23 (from 1. o.) reff. a IL. re. = 

2. rec ins pai DA rere conform to ch iv. 17), with CDL rel latt syr arm: om 
BN lat-g, 

3. rec (for da) vro, with L rel: txt BCD 1. 18. 83 latt Syr sah wth arm. 

sons who had received the ba of John, 

practised disci har tho Tape by tbe les before the 
surrection wia of tho mmo kind, and re- 

1 Lord Himself having received 
baptism from John, is decisive against the 
identity of the two rites, as also against 
the idea (Olsh. i. 154, note) derived from 
Acts xix. 4, that John used the formula 
Barrie ot elc rà» ic prid His whole 
mission, as Olsh. observes, was cal- 
culated, in accordance with the office of 
the law which gives the knowledge of sin 
that state in — invites 

and hea 

m 
aleo he had been brought eund 
This tract was not strictly a desert, 

and abounding in pas- 
tures for flocks. Josephus, B. J. iii. 10. 7, 
mays, that the Jordan diaripve rij Tev- 
yeap pier 0 7 e t ý- 
Ro € rv Au 

Judg. i. 1 Kings i ii. 34. 
This Bow answers ri swüca wtpiyepoc 

9 Iopóávov in Luke iii. 8. See note on 
iv. 1. 2. ire] Used by 
Baptist in the O. T. sense of 

to God as His people, from the spiritual 
idolatry and typical edaltary in which the 

à among the Jews were involved. 
course, included personal amend- 

ment in individuals. See Luke ii. 10— 
14. Josephus describes John, Antt. xviii. 
5. 2, as rove "lovdaiove geAsbovra aperiy 
iwactotyrag cai wpdc Grove di- 
sacccbyy cai mpòç rà» Ordy hei 
pepévove pina d =f ian 

— The 
An expression 

8 t. Matthew. 
more usual one is 7 Bac. roð 0toV : but 9 
B. r&v obp. is common in the Rabbinical 
writers, who do not R 

turning Jon id ce an opal 

or two places, mean by it the reign of the 
Messiah, but the Jewish religion din 
theocracy. Still, from the use of it by St. 
Matthew here, and in ch. iv. 17; x. 7, we 
may conclude that it was used by the 
Jews, and understood, to mean the advent 
of the Christ, probably from the prophecy 
in Dan. ii. 44; vii. 18, 14, 27.—It has 
been observed by recent crities, that 
wherever the term (jac. r. op. (or ite 
equivalent) is used in the N. I., it signi- 
fies, a arg Church, ig the Christian 
religion, but strictly the kingdom of the 
Messiah which is to be revealed pel e 
I should doubt this being exclusively true. 
The state of Christian men sow is un- 
en ee eee 

of Christ, and, as such, is in- 
cl in this term. See xii 94, 
and note on ch. v. 8. 8. obros 
ion] Not the erie of a Apan 
meaning iy yap sipe, as in John i. 28, 
but of the Evangelist ; and ieri» is not 
for 1j», but is the prophetic present, repre- 
poe 19 Ua the eee Of vag, Ban 
fills in the divine 
gel says well, . 
exoriri tum debuerit uii ver. 1, 3 descri- 
bitur, quia sic um erat. The 
words i» rj lohn belong in the He- 
brew to iroeiuácare, but in the LXX and 
here to Borg. The primary and literal 
application of this prop to the return 

ubtful. If it 
ication, we may 

safely my ery its i ns Mew ad en 
ectly and sparing fulfilled in t 

rici fe any Which followed it, 
that we are ily directed onward to 
ite | paged falfilment—the announcement 
of the of Christ. Euthymius 
remarks, d Ji xupiov xai rpiBoug abrov 
kasi rdc Vvxác, ov leiBaivey Epsddev à 
Adyog rov evayyeAlov, Ac xai xporpiwsras 
drowpaluy, hyovy rabaipev, ry ipyadedyp 
THC ptravoiag &vacxevrag pi» rác 
ázávOac rev rad, icpirrorrat 0i rote 
Aidorg ric dnapriag, xai obrec sbOsiac 
cal dpardg atrdcg dwepyatecOas poc 
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oloni, Oen. ° rpt(Jovc avrov. 4 P abróc & o I ei xev ro " EvOvpa DAT 
ix '- aurou awe rpty wv " kauAov kat " Zovnv depnariynvY repi Vai 
ark vi. 17. 

1 en v. 
1 l. dl. AU “aypiov. 5 

Zepb. I. f. 

rů» 6g avrov ù Ob "por iy avrov dàxpidec xai 
rore ° 

only, exc. 1 -~ e » 7 1 Ld e 
Leisxi.29. Avua Kai masa n lovoaia Kat raca T 

Ec opebero poc avrov 'Itpoco- 

R wtpiyepoc rov 
d , q Ld é 9 - p , - 

rài “Toodavou, 9 kai ° (Jasritovro tv rw Iopóavg [Tora 
Mk. ch. z. 

: e Mk. Acts Xl. 11 bis. Rev. i, 18. zv. 6. t4 uper 8. LE only. Gen. i A. 
vi Mk. Lake xil. 85. Actsil. 80. Eph. vi. 14. Heb. vii. 6,10. 1 i. 18 only. Gen. xzxv. II w oh. vi. 

25 al. fr. Ps. ex. 6. x Mark l. 6. Rev.izr. & 7 "yid Lev. xi. ad ' Rev. z. 9, 10 
only. Judg. ziv. 8. 8 = Mark i. 6 (Jude 18) only. a Elsp ie . Polyb.2f.8 9 al. 

a= Rov. xvi. 14. see Deut. xxviii. 7. b ch. xiv. 56 al. (not John.) do. xiii. 10. o vv. 31 bis, 32, 
&. al. fr. 4 Kings ". 14. 

4. om 6 D 13. 218 al Chr-a. 
6. aft sBawriZovro ins savr ec (from 

worapw (see || Mark), with C*DL rel latt 
syr-cu syr-jer coptt mth arm Bas. (om sv re v w? ev-zis ev-160 s 

rec avrov bef g», with L rel latt: txt BCD 1. 
Mark i. 6? 
Hi: ins 

C? 33 al Hil rec om 
Ma 1.18. 33 Scrsabdgqr 

ders 
[rorapw] Chr, so Field and Matthai’s 6 mss.) 

brofoy:)» abro. 4. abr 8 3 
"Ie.] ebrós recalls the reader from the 
prophetic testimony, to the person of 
John: now John himself.... As John 
was the Elias of prophecy, so we find in 
his outward attire & stri similarity to 
Elias, who was áv5)p Üac)g, kai Cy 
Sepparivny  vtpulLecpivog T)» dogpiv 
abrov. 4 Kings i. 8. The garment of 
camel's hair was not the camel's skin with 
the hair on, which would be too heavy to 
wear, but raiment woven of camel’s hair, 
such as Josephus speaks of (B. J. i. 24. 8), 
boOijrec ir rpeyðv werrownpévat, as a con- 
trast to led. Bacouxat. Zech. xiii. 
4, it seems that such a dress was known 
as the hetic garb: ‘neither shall they 
65 prophets) wear a rough garment 
div rptyivny, LXX, who, however, 
make it a garment of penitence for having 
deceived) to deceive.’ &xp(Bes | 
There is no difficulty here. The depic, 
permitted to be eaten, ref. Levit., was 
used as food by the lower orders in Judæa, 
and mentioned by Strabo and Pliny as 
eaten by the Athiopians, and by many 
other authors as articles of food. Jerome, 
adv. Jovinian. ii. 6, says, * Apud Orien- 
tales et Libys populos quia per desertam 
et calidam eremi vastitatem locustarum 

Ebionites as follows: cai rd Bpõpa abro? 
HF Āypıov, ob ij yevore hy rov parva, ec 
yrpic iv iħaip, and adds, iva dj dev 
peracrpivwa róv roc dAnGeiac Adyoyw ele 
Weddoc, cal áyrl depider wothowor iy- 
apidag ty Rr. &yproy]} See 

1 Sam. xiv. 25. Here, again, there is no 
need to suppose any thing else meant but 
honey by wild bees; rò iv raiç rov 
werpwy cyicpatc urd Trev ptiucur 
yewpyobpevoy. Euthym. Schulz (cited 

Winer, Réalw., and De Wette) found 
such honey in this very wilderness in our 
own time. See Psalm lxxxi. 16: Judg. 
xiv. 8: Deut. xxxii. 18. The passage 
usually cited from Diodorus Siculus (xix. 
94) to shew that péà: d ypioy exuded from 
trees, does not necessarily imply it; - 
eras yàp rap' abroig rd irtpi dxd rev 
Civipwy, cal uii wodd rd cadodpevor 
åypiov, @ xpňvraı wore pı? Bdaroe. 
Suidas certainly makes it a gum: p. dy. 
Üxsp. drò rov divépwyw irıovvayópsvor, 
ávva roic oO wpocayopeterar. And 
eyer prefers this view, on account of the 

predicate ãypov, which, he says, is a ter- 
minus technicus, pointing out this parti- 
cular kind of honey. But he does not 
give any authority for this assertion : and 
it seems just as likely that ãypto» might 
be applied to it as made by wild bees. 

5. rére Ufew.] The latter cai here 
has been su to mean ‘ sally, 
seeing that Judæa was part of the repi- 
wpoc ; as in the expression dAÀwc re zai. 
ut the former rai vdo will hardly allow 

this. cal waca Å wep. means all the 
neighbourhood of J not included in 
Jerusalem and Judæa before mentioned. 
Parts of Perma, Samaria, Galilee, and 
Gaulonitis come under this denomination. 
—There need be no ise at such mul- 
titudes going out to John. The nature of 
his announcement, coupled with the pre- 
valent expectation of the timo, was enough 
to produce this effect. See, as strictly 
consistent with this account, chap. xi. 7— 
15. 0. ife aes 
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vw avrov, ^ opoAoyoupevo rac apapriaç avrav. 7 ov a 
& wodXovc rwv Daprcaiwy Kai Laddovcaiwy toyopivove kuser, 

were admitted as proselytes, three rites 

and oblation 3 When tomen, two—baptism 

whole person; and w stan in the 
water the proselyte was instru in cer- 
tain portions of the law. The whole 
families of proselytes, including infante, 
were baptized. It is most probable that 
John’s baptism in outward form resembled 
that of proselytes. See above, on ver. 1. 
Some (De Wette, Winer, Paulus, Meyer) 
deny that the proselyte baptism was in 
use before the time of John : but the con- 

and 

proselyte on 
admission would follow as a eng hed of 
course, by analogy from the constant legal 
practice of lustration after all unclean- 
nesses: and it is difficult to imagine a 
time when it would not be in use. Be- 
sides, it is highly improbable that the 
Jews should have borrowed the rite from 
the Christians, or the Jewish hierarchy 
from John. 4 pavor T. Ax. 
«b.] From the form and expression this 
does not seem to have been merely ‘ shew- 

a contrite spirit, ing them- 
es sinners,’ but a particular and indi- 

vidual confession; not, however, made 
privately to John, but before the people: 
see his exhortation to the various classes 
in Luke iii. 10—16: nor in every case, 
but in those which required it. Josephus 
uses the very same expression, Antt. viii. 
46. The t 3 carries with 
it a certain logical force; “confessing, as 
they did,” = “on condition of 
confessing.” So Fritzsche, “si peccata 
sua confiterentur.” 7. Sap . ka 
Ze88.] These two secta, ing to Jo- 
sephus, Antt. xiii. 5. 9, origi at the 
same period, under Jonsthan the High 
Priest (B.o. 150—144). The Pharisees, 
deriving their name probably from wR, 

ance of the law and all its requirements, 
written and oral. They had great power 
over the people, and are numbered by Jo- 
sephus, as being, about the time of the 
death of Herod the Great, above 6000. 
(Antt. xvii. 2. 4.) We find in the Gospels 
the Pharisces the most constant opponents 

of our Lord, and His discourses frequently 
directed against them. The character of 
the P as a whole was spooni i 175 
outside acknowledgment an ouring 
God and his law, but inward and cal 
denial of Him ; which rendered t the 
enemies of the simplicity and genuineness 
which characterized our Lord's teaching. 
Still among them were undoubtedly pious 
and worthy men, honourably disti 
from the mass of the sect; John iii. 1: 
Acts v. 34. The various pointe of their 
religious and moral belief will be treated 
of as they occur in the text of the ls. 

ZaBBowalev] Are said to have 
derived their name from one Sadok, abont 
the time of Alexander the Great (n. o. 
323): bat more probably, as stated by 
Epiphanius, Hær. xiv. p. 81, drovopaZov- 
ow tavroic Laldoucaiouc à joe awd &. 
catob nc ric dxwuAngaeec sppepivne 
odr yàp (whence the adjectival form, 
prr, seo Gen. vi. 9, xviii. 25 al. fr.) Ih 
veberar Üwaiwocóvg. They rejected all 
tradition, but did not, as some have sup- 
posed, confine their canon of Scripture to 
the Pentateuch. The denial of a future 
state does not a to have been an 
original tenet of uceism, but to have 

. Sprung from its abuse. The particular 
side of religionism ted by the Sed- 
ducees was bare literal moral conformity, 
without any higher views or ho They 
thus escaped the of tradition, but 
fell into and worldliness, and a 
denial of spiritual influence. While our 
Lord was on earth, this state of mind was 
very prevalent among the educated classes 
throughout the Roman empire; and most 
of the Jews of rank and station were Sad- 
ducees.—The two sects, mutually hostile, 
are found frequently in the Gospels united 
in opposition to our Lord (see ch. xvi. 1, 
6, 11 ; xxii. 23, 34; on iuda s the 
Pharisees representi ypocritical super- 
stition ; de 3 poling bar 

opdvovs] as came. 
would a here l, if these Pharisees 
and Sadd acces came with others, and be- 
cause others did, without any worth 
motive, and they were probably deterred 
by bis 3 ptism at 
his hands. We know, from Luke vii. 30, 
that the Pharisees in eral ‘were not 
baptized of him.’ trl denotes the moral 
direction of their purpose, not merely mo- 
tion towards : as in Mevidaoy orid\uy 
ixi ray ‘EXivay, Eur. Iph. Anl. 178,— 
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. Af)paáu" A yap piv Sri Jóvaraı o Oed¢ éx rov Aide 

Asrar. II eyes ul Har rio dc & dare eic utrávotav* 
1 see 1 Thess. i. 10. m Mt. L. tr, Rev. zzii. 

Gen. i. 11, 18. see Isa. v. 4. d:d6vac K., ch. xili. 8. Mark iv. 7,8. $épew g. in John, AH. 9€. xv. 3, &c. 
a Loke zziii. 41. Acts zxvi. 960. 9 Maco. iv. &pEnote | L.) 1 Cor. zi. 18. PhiL 4i. . Susan. $. 

ch. ix 21 al. fr. Gen. xviii. 19. Esth. vi. 6. 2n rS., ch. Avi. 8. 
p 15 Acts xiii Ja 211. oniy. Dent. xix. 6 al. t = Lake xxii. 56. 
u = Joba li. 6. 2 v Luke xill.7, 9. Bom. xi. 98, 94. Daa. je. 11 (14 Theod-FP.). ix. 99. xxi.9. Rev.iv.9. 
w « ch. viii. & zzvi. 18 al. 1 Kingsix. 14, Wisd. xl. 28. 

8. rec caprovs abiovs (perhaps as more 
7. om avrov BN ssh Orig, Chr-8: ins CDL rel Scr's mas latt syr-cu syr copt. 

appropriate, or from || Luke), with LU 38 
lat-a g, Syr syr-cu Bas Chr Cyr Thl Euthym Amb 
lat-b c d f ff, syr coptt th arm Iren-lat Orig. 

r Aug spec txt BC rel vulg 
Hi . 

10. rec aft yòn ðe ins xas (see || Luke), with L rel syr: om BCDMA 1 Scr's b! 
latt Syr syr-cu coptt eth arm n-gr Orig Bas Did Lucif. (lat-a def.) 

11. vag bef BaxriZw (fo correspond with up. Barrie below, where there is no 
other reading) BN! 1. 83 am(with forj) lat. g, Justin Orig (Clem) Bas Chr Cyr Cypr, 

and similar expressions; cf. Bernhardy, 
Syntax, p. 252 f., where many examples 
are given. Some interpret it in a hostile 
sense, ‘to oppose his baptism,’ as in éwrd 
iri O3 Bac : but this is manifestly incon- 
sistent with the context. THis p 
Aoúons Spyiis}] The reference of John’s 
ministry to the prophecy concerning Elias, 
Mal. iii. 1; iv. 5 K i. 2), would natu- 
rally suggest to men’s minds ‘ the wrath 
to come there also foretold. It was the 
general expectation of the Jews that trou- 
blous times would accom y the appear- 
ance of the Messiah. John 1s now speak- 
ing in the true character of & prophet, 
fo ing the wrath soon to be poured on 
the Jewish nation. 8. oiv] expresses 
an inference from their a nt intention 
of fleeing from the wrath to come: gq. d., 
if you are really so minded, 9. 
p Sé€yre X.] Not pleonastic: but, Do 
not fancy you may say, &c. In Justin 
Martyr's dialogue with ho the Jew, 
§ 140, p. 230, we read: eil è Ader ovv- 
rerpippivos kai Gwp pr) avviyovric, ode 
epvtay vpiy ol ddaceara h abray 

. kai mpòç robrot tavroóg cai 
bópàg BovroXAobsw, brolau(JMávovrtg bri 
wávrwc roig ávà rije oropãg vrijc cara 
cápxa rol ‘ABpadp ovat, xdv ápaprwAol 
dot, kai RIOTO, cai dxueig wpòç roy 
Oióv, 9 Bacirttia xr) aléviog obora. 
The expression Myety iy. lavroic, as simi- 
lar expreesions in Scripture (e. g., Ps. ix. 

6 (27), 11 (82) ; xiii. 1; Eccl. i. 16, ii. 15; 
al. fr.), is used igni 

lische Sehlenlehre, p. 83. TV 
À. T.] ee des cgi adi ura 
of the Jordan. He possibly referred to 
Isa. li. 1, 2. This also is propheti 
admission of the Gentile ; 
Rom. iv. 16: Gal. iii. 29. Or we 
take the interpretation which Chrysostom 
prefers, also referring to Isa. li. 1, 2: pẹ 
vopifere, pnoiy, Sri iàv ùneĩc dwólmeOs, 
Gxatéa wovjgere roy vargidpyxgy. or ior: 
roùro, obe fort. ry ydp Oey duvardy cai 
awd Au» dvOpdzouc abrq Jovva, cai 
ele ovyyiveay abrov dyayttv, iwel cai 
i£ dpxne obreg iyivero. ry yàp iz As- 
re vOperouc LE sit ima y rà 
wo rijc parpag lÀktivgc ric calggac 

wpoedOeiy xesblov. 10.] Of 48y 84, 
Klotz says, Devar. p. 606, “ respondent La- 
tinis particulis jam vero, et habent idoneum 
atque alacrem transitum ab una read aliam 

Transitum faciunt ills particulsa, 
ut nos ad rem presentem revocent :” Eurip. 
Med. 772: Rhes. 499 : Herodot. vii. 85. 
The presents, kâra, dxxdéwreras, and BéA- 
Aera, imply the law, or habit, which now 
and henceforward, in the kingdom of hea- 
ven, prevails: ‘ this time st is so.’ 
11. dv 08.] iv is not redundant, but signi- 
fles the vehicle of baptism, as in iv mp. 
ay. x. wupi afterwards. ipxópevos 
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&y "y Xp avrov, Kai 

Kal 

60. Lake xxi.84. Joha zii. 84, Ie. lv. . 
12. Ter. H. 8. vil. 9, 9. Gen. i. 11. 
II. v. 688. fiL. caly$. 
12. Isa. zzv. 10 al. 

Jes shore (6) Laks 

al Dent. vil. 6, 3 

spec: wn ev vå. B. N3. 

Jatt syrr syr-cu copt Justin 

KATA MAOOAION: 

æ @ Led am 

diacabapitẽ rv ©adwva avrov, ar aso 
, E ` - > ~s 5 * bj? 2 a Qs al Gen. 

ouvatet roy airov avrov ac ryv ™ anobnkyv, ro 06,55 
k 1 , 5 m? , 
axyvpov karakavsu tupi " dor. 

e 

L. oh. vi. 96, xii. 80. i == John í Gen 
ron. xzvilj. 11, 19. Esek. zzvii 18. boe 

23 

Y 
X 1 Mk. Joh 

ou 5 28 
, å > x € ~ oniy. Nek. 

araca: avrog vac sili. 
v A y I. Luke xi. 89. 

12 d où r0 ° arboy Nue. 

ziv. 

b = Mark zie. 
18. Lake vii. 
14 al. 

Cam Mark ix. 

d constr., Mark vil. 26. Acts xv. 17, from Amos ix. 

e§L.only +. Theocr. vii. 156. Hom. 
giL. only. Rath iif. 9. Job 1 

. e 1 s 

1 KIL. 
ch. xiii. 80 (40 v. r.). Acts xix. 19. 1 Cor. iii. 16 7. &. IL. ch. 

L. Mark ix. 43 (46) only 9. 

om xat mvp ESV Scrsadfik 1m noqruverv-z 
ev-150 (al fere 100 Tischdf) syr-jer Thl Euthymes 

Orig, Eus [Iren-lat] 
spec: ins (from || Luke?) BC rel 

Hil. 
- 12. om 8rd avrov (see || Luke) ELU 13 Ser's i v bari! lat-a b ff, Sam Syr-cu arm 

spec. Justin Clem Cyr Iren-lat Ambr Aug, : ins BC rel 
aft axo0n«g» ins avrov BELU Scr’s v w? harl! lat- 
Ambr sce om C rel vulg lat-a c f coptt Justin 

e. 

The present participle is used of & certain 
and i fature event; “he 
that is to come.” See on ch. ii. 4. 

te off wy. ayip as be- 
longing to one set of persons, and wupi 
as belonging to another, when both are 
united in vydc, is in the last 
harsh, besides introducing confusion into 
the whole. The members of comparison 
in this verse are strictly parallel to one 
another: the baptism by water, the end of 
which is uerávo:a, a mere transition state, 
a note of preparation,—and the baptism 
Ly the Holy Ghost and fire, the end of 

lat-c df coptt 
g, 8yrT syr-cu eth arm 
em Tren. at Hil Aug. 2 

which is (ver. 12) sanctification, the en- 
tire aim and man’s creation 
and renewal So Chrys.: rg ire ENA 
rod wupdc warty rò 0$00pày Kai dkáÜtkroy 
THC xaprog ivdaevipevoc. Thus the 

jal superiority of the Redeemer (which 
is all that our Evangelist here deals with) 
is fully brought out. The superiority of 
nature and pre-existence is reserved for 
the fuller and more dogmatic account in 
John i. 12. ob 1d wrvov] ob... abroð, 
a very common redundancy. See reff. 
ov is not ‘ whose,’ which is implied in ró: 
it belongs (against Meyer) to yepi, not to 
bor, and the sense is just as if it had 
stood, ob i» rj xepi abrod rà rrúov. 
In the Rabbinical work Midrash Tehillim, 
on Ps. ii., is found: * Advenit trituratio, 
stramen projiciunt in ignem, paleam in 
ventum, sed triticum conservant in area: 
sic nationes mundi erunt sicut co: . 
tio furni: ast Israel conservabitur solus." 
(Quoted by Lightfoot on 

Quva] The 
barn-floor. (De 
Job, eicgoice di cov (coi roy dAwyva. 
Or perhaps owing to Stara. (shall 
cleanse from one end to the other) the 
floor itself, which was an open 
trodden space in the middle of the field. 
See “ The Land and the Book," p. 638 ff, 
where there is an illustration. ey 
little use is now made of the fan, but 
have seen it employed to purge the floor 
of the refuse dust, which the owner throws 
away as useless.” p. 540. &xvpov] 
Not only thé chaff, but also the straw: 
seo reff.: all that is not wheat.’ 
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» ver. 1 ref 18 Tore "wapayiverac o Incovc azo rnc Tak Aalac P vero: 
o constr., oh. 9 $ a » p a a p e 0 æ es e... 

inis x, Emi TO» lopOüvmv pòc row Iwavuny, °rov (asxrwÜnva: BCEKL 
45. Acte zii. „ > " - 14 * gr? , P , > os 7 r) a U 

4.111139 Yr avrov. “ o òè loavvnc StexwAvev avrov Aéyoy Ey vais. 

xosíav tyw br cov Barr) kai ov Epyy mode pe; 
15 * 4 e’ — 1 ` > ^ ew » 

AmokpiÜsic 8: o Incovc strev wpoc avrov " Arc apri. 
ziv. 16. John Kl. 10. 1 Thess. I. 8. Iv. 9. v. 1. Den. iii. 16. 

al. fr. 
3 y q 
ere on e 

P Judith zii. 7 
only. 

q w. inf., ch. 
F = ch. xlii. 14 al. Sir. xxiii. 1. 

14. om wavy5c B sah Eus: wav. after the verb in P- lat a ö c gi: txt C P(appy) 
dc Hg lat.f ff, vas. [B does not om ov, as in Mai. 

r wpoc avrov, avrw B 18. 124 evv-y-z latt copt Eus. 

18—17.] Jesus HIMSELF BAPTIZED BY 
HIM. Mark i. 9—11: Luke iii. 21, 22. 
It does not appear exactly when the bap- 
tism of our Lord took place. If the com- 
parative age of the Baptist is taken into 
account, we should suppose it to have been 
about six months after this latter began 
his ministry. But this is no sure guide. 
The place was Bethany (the older read- 
ing), beyond Jordan ; John i. 28. 
18. rou Bawr.] Why should our Lord, 
who was without sin, have come to a 
baptism of repentance? Because He was 

sin for us: for which reason also 
He suffered the curse 5 the 1 be- 
came Him, being in the likeness of sin, 
es, to go through those appointed ah 
and purifications which belonged to that 
flesh. There is no more strangeness in 
His having been baptized by John, than 
in His keeping the Passovers. The one 
rite, as the other, bel to sinners— 
and among the transgressors He was 
numbered. The prophetic words in Ps. x]. 
12, spoken in the person of our Lord, indi- 
cate, in the midst of sinlessness, the most 
profound apprehension of the sins of that 
nature which He took upon him. I cannot 
suppose the baptism to have been sought 
by our Lord merely to honour John (Kui- 
noel), or as knowing that it would be the 
occasion of a divine recognition of his Mes- 
siahship (Paulus), and thus preordained by 
God (Meyer): but bona fide, as bearing 
the infirmities and carrying the sorrows of 
mankind, and thus beginning here thetriple 
baptism of water, fire, and blood, two parts 
of which were now accomplished, and of the 
third of which He himself speaks, Luke 
xii. DO, and the beloved Apostle 1 John 
v. 8, where rvevpa = mčp.—His baptism, 
asit was our Lord's closing act of obedience 
under the Law, in His hitherto concealed 
life of legal submission, His rA rac. 
dir., so was His solemn inauguration and 
anointing for the higher qfficial life of 
mediatorial satisfaction which was now 
opening upon Him. See Rom.i.8,4. We 
must not forget that the working out of 

perfect righteousness in our flesh by the 
de an tless keeping of God's law 
(Deut. vi. 25), was, in the main, accom- 
plished during tho thirty years previous 
to our Lord's official ministry. 14. 
BuxéAvv] A much stronger word than 
cel, implying the active and earnest 
preventing, with the gesture or hand, or 
voice, as here. The imperfect tense con- 
veys, not that he endeavoured merely to 
hinder Him (see Hermann's note on 
Ajax, 1105), but began to hinder Him, 
was hindering Him.—There is only an 
apparent inconsistency between the speech 
of John in this sense, and the assertion 
made by him in John i. 38, I knew him 
light A — ts matter in this 
ight :—John begins his mini 2 
commission from God, wha ae aon 
ishes him, that He, whose Forerunner he 
was, would be in time revealed to him by 
& special sign. Jesus comes to be bap- 
tized by him. From the nature of his 

relationship to our Lord, he could not but 
know those events which had accompanied 
his birth, and his subsequent life of holy 
and unblameable purity and sanctity. My 
impression from the words of this verse 

rtainly is, that he regarded Him as the 
Messiah. Still, his belief wanted that 
fall and entire assurance which the occur- 
rence of the icted sign gave him, 
which the word gó«» implies, and which 
would justify him in announcing Him to 
his disciples as the Lamb of God. See 
the ancient opinions in Maldonatus's note. 

15. &voxpibe(s] Dr. Wordsworth 
remarks, on this, the occurrence of 
this very common form, that it is stigma- 
tized by the grammarians as a solecism. 
The passage is in Phrynichus, . ed. 
Lobeck, p. 108, — d*woxpiüva« Ócrróv 
ápáprnua. idea yàp Niyaw ádsorpivac- 
ga, cai eldivas Ori rò OuaxepecO vas 
onpalve, crep ody kal rà lvavrioy ab- 
ToU, 1d cvykQiÜrva, elc ły ral rabróv 
RO. eld ody rovro, iwi pl» rd q- 
do Vat rhy rep, | ásokpistoOn: 
Ai ye, iwi d rod QuaxepioOjvat, rd ásro- 



13—16. 

ovrec yap °xplxov toriy huv ‘ rAnpwoat 
" éuatoctvny. rore 'apinow avrov. 
"Incovg avéiBn «vÜUc aro rov vóaroc. 

2 2 € v 9 [] 1 « a — - - U 

xbnoav avry oi ` oùpavoi, cal siev ro mvevpa roù Ütov n. 
$9. Row. vili. 4. Ps ziz. 4. 
(vii. 66 v. 1.) . 11. Rev. ziz. U. Bsek. i 1. 

16. rec (for Bare 8 Barr., with CD Dr P 
l e, txt BC! 18 al, vulg lat. J Syr coptt Op.— d f g, b syr-ca syr Hi 

ed evOug bef aveBny (sec | 
Chr Hil Vig Op: om evOvc 38: txt CLP 
B HippoL 

kpiOsjvac. The exact i 
is difficult. It e well be that whi 
the E. V. at first sight gives, that some- 
thing was to be done sow, inconsistent 
with the actual and hereafter-to-be-mani- 
fested relation of the two . Rather 
—‘ though what has been said (ver. 14) is 
true, yet the time is not come for that 
as yet, dori, now, are we in another rela- 
tion (viz. our Lord as the fulfller of the 
law, John as a minister of it), therefore 
suffer it.’ Bo Ch : ob Cinvecee 
ravra lera, GX’ Shes pe iv robrag olg 
bwcOupeice dre pávro« vrdpetvor rovro 
am. xii. p. 161). This drt is spoken 

the ’s foreknowledge, that this 
relation of subjection to John was only 

, and that hereafter their rela- 
tive situstions would be inverted.’ Meyer. 
Stier remarks (Reden Jesu, vol. i. p. 14, 
edn. 2), that now was fulfilled the 

ic announcement of Ps. xL 7, 8. 
iv] not for poi, but molas eal ool. I 

— 

cannot h be Bee word 
giances at the relationship previous 
acknow destinations of the speakers. 
It bas however a wider sense, as spoken 
by Him who is now first coming forth 
officially as the Son of Man extending 
over all those whose baptism plants them 

le Ae. See Stier, ibid. 
ivyv] requirements of the 

See ch. vi. 1, where the sense is 

1) The appearance and 
se oec Mie Minden eria d our 
Lord and the Baptist only. They may 
have been alone at the time: or, if not, 
we have an 5 
an appearance being confined to one per- 
eon, whilo the others present were uncon- 
scious of it. We can hardly however, 
with some of the Fathers, say, that it was 
we revparent Oewpia.—or drracia, ob gboic 
rò pasvópevov, Theod. Mopsaest., — or 
‘Aperiuntar celi non reseratione elemen- 
forum, sed spiritualibus oculis, quibus et 

KATA MAOOAION. 

ark 

95 

? masay ’ Ls xi18. 

16 Bawriobeic & o mui 
LLL a v9? L 

Kai Sov dre 

u Acts xiii. 10. 1 Kings xii. 7. vil. Acts 

rel Scr’s mas lat-a b o 

BDN 1 latt syrr syr-cu coptt sth Hippol 
lat- D-lat syr arm 2 vewyOnoay 

avre om (as unnecessary, and not understood) B tol a ed Iren- 

Ezechiel in principio voluminis sui apertos 
eos esse commemorat. Jerome in loc. 
(2) The Holy Spirit descended not only in 
the manner of a dove, but cwyaru ción 
(|| Luke): which I cannot understand in 
any but the literal sense, ae THE BODILY 
SHAPE OF A DOVE, seen by the Baptist. 
There can be no objection to this, the 
55 in ion of the nar- 
rative, which does not equally a to 
the Holy Spirit being visible af oil's ich 
John himself asserts Him to have been 
(John i. 82—84), even more ly 
ni is asserted here. Why the tor 

irit may not have assumed an organized 
body bearing symbolical meaning, as well 
as any other material form, not seem 
clear. This was the ancient, and is the 
only honest interpretation. All the mo- 
dern explanations of the eg: wepior. as 
importing the manner of coming down, 
belong, as Meyer has rightly remarked, to 
the vain rationalistic attempt to reduce 
down that which is miraculous. The ex- 
press assertion of Luke, and the fact that 
all four Evangelists have used the same 
expression, which they would not have 
done if it were a mere tertium compara- 
tionis, are surely a sufficient refutation of 
this rationalizing (and, I may add, blun- 
dering) interpretation. «bó. be- 
longs to åvißn, not to Baxr., nor to 
ávte x0. It is the first member of the 
conjunctive clause of which cai (dod is the 
second—as we say, the moment that 
Jesus was gone up out of the water, 
behold. (3) Two circumstances may be 
noticed respecting the manner of the de- 
scent of the Spirit: (a) it was, as a dove: 
—the Spirit as manifested in our Lord 
was gentle and benign. Lord Bacon (Me- 
ditationes Sacre, cited in Trench on the 
Miracles, p. 37) remarks :—“ }loses edidit 

i et igavit ios pestibus 
multis: Elias edidit, et occlusit coelum ne 
plueret super terram : Elisæus edidit, et 
evocavit ursas de deserto que laniarent 
impuberes : Petrus Ananiam i 
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"nds Ete «ara[jatvoy * weel * weptorepay [xat] a £p xópevov er auroy. D xo- 
EEND uL kai tou 7 n ex Trew ovpavisy éyouca Ourdg otw x BCDEK 

Uva 1 eso viog pov O " ayamqróc, &v  * evdoKnoa. 
ii. 14,16 
only. y 1. ch. xvii. 6 l. Aste x. 18,15, 8 Pet. L. 1, 18. € Kings xix. 13. s |. ch. zii. 

18. xvii. II 2 ret 1.17. Gen. xxil.3. = eere Aq. aj. 1 Cor. x. 5. 2 Cor. xii. 10. [2 Thess. 
il, 19.) 2 Loge xxii. 99. Ps.cxiix. 4. oli. 5. 

lat-mas Hil, Vig. 5 Osov (omg ro and rov) B, sv. r. 0. copt. aft 
eld gi ins ex rov ovpavov D gat(with mm) lat-a b c g, , | Hil. for ace, 

om kai bef exo BN am (with forj harl! tol) lat-a beg, 1 yen 
Iii lat Hil. for ew’ [bef avrov], uç D' Eus Ebionite-gosp: «poc CE 
BC*D? rel Iren-lat. (P 88 defective.) 

17. aft Aeyovea ins wpog avrov D lat-a b g, À. 
yqudocnoa CL Scr’s b evv-x-y Orig, Eus, syr-cu Aug). 

hypocritam morte, Paulus Elymam ma- 
gum escitate percussit: sed nihil hujus- 
modi fecit Jesus. Descendit super eum 
Munus in forma columbe, de quo dixit, 

escitis cujus Spiritus sitis. Spintus Jesu, 
spiritus columbinus : fuerunt illi servi Dei 
tanquam boves Dei triturantes granum, et 
conculcantes paleam : sed Jesus agnus Dei 
5 judiciis." On the story of 

eymbo for the Holy Spirit, see 
Liieke’s Comm. on John, vol. i. 426. (8) 
This was not a sudden and temporary de- 
scent of the Spirit, but a permanent 
though special anointing of Saviour 
for his holy office. It ‘abode «pos Him,’ 
John i. 82. And from this moment His 
ministry and mediatorial work (in the 
active official sense) begins. «50iwc, the 
Spirit carries Him away to the wilderness : 
the day of His return thence (possibly ; 
but see notes on John i. 29) John points 
Him out as the Lamb of God: then fol- 
lows the calling of Andrew, Peter, Philip, 
and Natbanael, and the third day after is 
the first miracle at the marriage in Cana. 
But we must not imagine any change in 
the nature or person of our Lord to have 
taken place at his baptism. The anoint- 
ing and crowning are but signs of the offi- 
cial assumption of the power which the 
king has by a right independent of, and 
higher than these. (4) The whole narra- 
tive is in remarkable parallelism with that 
of the tion. There we have 
seal ate 55 glorified in the 

of two jn prophetic person- 
ages, Aces Modos and who peak of Hi of His 
decease,—on the journey to which He 
forthwith sets out (ch. xvii. 22, compared 
with xix. 1); and accompanied by the 
seme testimony of the voice from heaven, 
uttering the same words, with an addition 
accordant with the truth then symbolized. 
(5) In connexion with apocryphal addi- 
tions, the following are not without in- 
terest: xarsAOóproc rot Ib iwi rò 
ödp, sai wip dvagdn iv rq 'Iopüáyg 

for ovrog tory, ov u D lat-a 

cal &vadóvroc abro rò rod téaroc 
r. r. A. Justin Martyr, Dial. § 88, p. 185. 
The author of the tract ‘de 
among the works of Cyprian, the 
spurious book called Petri Predicatio,' 
for relating, among other things, of Christ, 
* cum ee ignem super aquam 
esse visam, in evangelio nullo est 
scriptum." die) m Tho Ebionite gospel, 
5 phanius, Her. xxx. p. 
138, after iv & i 
cüptpov yeyivyned at. kai ebOdc x 
lXapie róv rówov gr piya. 5v iov à 
"Ieáyygc Abys abre. T ri el kópu ; cai 
warty $wv) i£ obpavob 1p abr 
obréc leri ó vlóg pov à dyarnréc, al by 
nbdécyoa. ral rére ò 'Iw. Tpocweowy 
abr leye Abopai cou kópu, cb pe Bar- 
rigov. à Gt icαννεν abre Mywv “Ager, 
Sr: otra lori wpiwoy wAnpeOnva ravra. 

tizemur ab eo. Dixit autem eis Quid pec- 
cavi ut vadam et bap! ab eo? nisi 

i r 

Iopò : rod evtónaroc 5 - 
T tig Hpac yy yevopivg Gea rò fopsiv 
abróv rà irie capa. cai obe imi 7 
Beregu rot Aóyov yéyovtv, AMA 

1. 33. 
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IV. I Tore Inos ar tic THY nu⁰h,m ÚO rob dEr 1 

wvevparog © rupacOnvat vro rov SAD. 
orevoacg nuípac r&cotpákovra cal vUkrag rtGGEDüKovrG 
fU e? , 8 
vo reo ETELPGGEV. 

3. Job 1. 6. Wied. il. 34. 

s40.. with CDP rel: om BUA. (88 def.) 
* 3. xpocadOev o wap. cac D lat-a b c. 

cal wpocsAÜuv o ° rapalwy "s 

2 10 
Kat VN” e 1 Cur. vii. 6. 

James i. 13. 
8 Bing x. 1. 
Daa. i. 12. 
L. al. fr. 

Mark.) 
Chron. xxl. 

ir VVVVVVVVCCVVCCVCCTTGCC ee xiii. 
2, 8 ouly. not in Jehn nor E 3 X. J8 al. (-o7vcr, ch. Av. . -ovedesr, e 

d d K 1}. Prov. Vd. : i. 
b pres. part., e» 1 Thess. iil. 6 only, 

Cumar. IV. 1. for rore ino. avnxôn, ay. Ès o «o. C'(appy) L. 

. . [Sch. 

E 1 Cor. ve 11. L] 21. Phil. iv. 12 

rec ins o bef 

rec ins gure bef o tf, with CDP 
rel lat-a b c f g, , & syr-cu syr sah Justing 335 eat L Syr 

eth arm. fee om avre [aft corey), With CP rel lat-f syr sah ; ips BD . 13. 83. 
124 latt Syr syr-cu copt eth arm Chr. 

Spe» mdv àyiacpóy, iva rod xplenarog 
ebroù pae une «cee TOG ydp &upíov 
ec drOperov Aovopiívov tlc rò» 'Iop- 
dávny, hne huey ol iv abro cal rap 
abroõ Aovóptroy sai dexopivov dt avroð 
rd v dum, npeic Hyer oi rap abros yevó- 
pevot rovrov dN ir. What follows is wel] 
wo ing, shewing the pre-eminence 
of our Lord’s anointing over that of all 
others, Ps. xlv. 7: Isa. ixi. 1: Acts x. 38. 

Cuar. IV. 1 TEMPTATION OF 
Jxsvs. Mark i. 12,13: Luke iv. 1—18. 

1. nen eis T. I.] The Spirit 
carried Him away, (see Acta viii. 39,) aù- 
rà» iads, Mark i. 12: compare - 
sostom’s excellent remarks on this agency 
of the Holy Spirit, in the opening of his 
13th homily, p. 167. Had St. Luke's 
fyyrro ly rg wy. been our only account, we 
might have supposed what took place to 
have been Pone a vision a : ue tad 
pressions in the two other Evangeli 
entirely preclude this. The desert here 

ken of may either be the traditional 
of the Temptation near Jericho 

thence called antaria: it is de- 
scribed in the Land and the Book, p. 
617, as a high and precipitous mountain, 
with its side facing the plain perpendicu- 
lar, and apparently as high as the rock of 
Gibraltar, and with caverns midway be- 
low, hewn in the rock), or as scri 

lism between Moses, Elias, and our 
leads one to think, the Arabias 

desert of Sinai. we vas] The 
express purpose of dvny9n. No other 

ing is even matical, Hence it 
is evident that our Lord at this time was 
not ‘led up’ of his own will and design, 
but as a part of the conflict with the 
Power of Darkness, He was brought to the 
Temptation. As He had been subject to 
his earthly parente at Nazareth, so now 
He is subject, in the outset of His official 
course, to his Heavenly Parent, and is by 

His will thus carried up to be tempted. 
In reverently considering the nature and 
end of this temptation, we may observe, 
(1) That the whole is undoubtedly an ob- 
jective historical narrative, recording an 
actua] conflict between our Redeemer and 
the Power of Evil. (2) That it is unde- 
termined by the letter of the sacred text, 
whether the Tempter appeared in a bodily 
shape, or, as a spirit, was permitted to 
exert a certain power, as in ver. 5, and 
ver. 8, over the n of our Lord, even 
as the Holy Spirit did in ver. 1. If the 
latter were tbe case, the words en at 
the various stages of the temptation, were 
suggested by this Evil Power to the soul 
of our Redeemer. But (3) such an inter- 
pretation, whileit cannot justly be accused 
of unreality by any who do not reject be- 
lief in the spiritual world, hardly meets 
the ex i of the text, wpoceAOev 
ver. 8, id» srecov wpockvyogyc po: ver. 9, 
and dine airéy ver. 11. Nor do the 
two members of ver. 11 correspond to one 
another in this case, for the ayyeAo: must 
have been visible and co , a8 in the 
parallel case at Gethsemane, Luke xxii. 49. 

SiaBSXov] The aceuser, or adver- 
sary: Batan. Not any Auman tempter or 
foe: no example can be adduced of a mas 
being absolutely called ô d:a8. In John 
vi. 70, Judas is by our Lord called d:a8., 
which is the generic substantive without 
the article; and in Esther vii. 4 and viii. 
1, Haman is called 6 &iáfoAog, where the 
art. bas no such meaning as would be 
here required. 2. vynereioas] Not 
in the wider ecclesiastical sense of the 
word, but its strict meaning, of abstaining 
from all food whatever; ove fQaysv 
obóày iv raiç nuipate izeivaiç, Luke, ver. 
2. Similarly Moses, Exod. xxxiv. 28, ny 
ivavrioy Kvpiov TtGCapóxovra np. c. TEO. 
vic. ápror obr lgayt, ral bwp oòùòr irie, 
and Elias ixope60y if loxti rijg Bpectec 
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v » > ® ea y — s * d e 5 V 
iwtra U. elrev avr Ei vidg el roù deo, tir wa ot. Aor obro 
Mark iti. 8. j” k aZ 4s EH , 0 ̀  y T: Lez e, aprot ` yévwvrat. “o òt awoxpiec ctv Tiyparrat z o s- 
Trad. stay. Oux | èr Gory povy ™ Chorai & avOpwxoc, aÀÀ "év Lurs 

j diar.. ck. zl t «9 o * Sid , cod 5 7 UVZA 
4 Die. if ai. Tri PHuare exmropevopivy ta oroparog Utov. TOTE 1.33. 
Exod. xvi. 99. p 2 9» 4 e 43 7 ` q ss 

1 lebe . 70 aAau(Jávu avrov o id oloc ec r- ayiay - 
Rev. viti. 8. Exod, iv. 8. le Ji only. Gen. zzvii. 40. Dur. vili. 8. I . K. 

14 oniy. see John vi. 67. nm John 80. 1 Oor. iv. 4. o = ch. xv. 11, &o. Nam. xxxii. 94. 
p — ch. Il. 18, Te. xvii. 1. Mum. xxii. CI. qch. xxvil. 68, Rev. xi Soniy. Isa. xlviii. L Hi. I. Dan. 

ix. 34 Theod. 

4. for o 8t asroep., aworp. ĉe o yc. Di, simly D. lat b c d f g, I syr-cu. rec om, 
o bef avyOpwsroc (omd S and other mss in || Luke, and 
with KM (S and Scr’s mss, e sil) Eus: ins BCDPZ rel Scr's k. 

also by some rxx-maes), 
rec (for ev) ewe 

(to conform to Lxx and to preceding), with BP rel Eus: txt CD 18. 69. 124. 243, 
in latt Hil. As lat-b defective.) 
eyr-jer (so|| Luke) 

ictivng reo. ij. kal rec. v., 8 xix. 8. 
torrepov éwely.] Then probably sot 

during the time itself. The period of the 
fast, as in the case of Moses, was spent in 
& spiritual ecstasy, during which the wants 
of the natural body were suspended. 
3. nal -poseAÓév] From the words of 
both St. Mark and St. Luke, it appears 
that our Lord was tem also during 
the ere days. Whether the words of 
St. Mark, v nerd rà» Onpley, allude to 
one kind of temptation, is uncertain : see 
note on Mark i. 18.—The word xpoceA O. 
need not be understood of the first ap- 
proach, but the first recorded at a cer- 
tein time the tempter approaching, &c.' 

ê wapd{ev, ‘the tempter.’ Here 
first we find the N. T. meaning of wecpa- 
Cuv, to solicit to sin, which does not oc- 
cur in the LXX, nor in the classics. The 
use of the pres. part. with the art., as de- 
noting employ, or office, is very common. 
See, among other places, John iv. 86, 37, 
and ch. xiii. 8, xxvi. 46, 48. Cf. Winer, 
8 18. 8. el] vouiZey u er Arat 
atrby roig byxwpios, Chrys. Or, as 
Euthymius, Fro Sri wapaxmoOnoera 
rq Adyp, rabd rep dvedcabelc ixl rẹ pH 
lya: vióc Geov. At all ae rat is no 
doubt expressed, as Wolf and Bengel 
think. vids rot beot) In the N. T. 
are found three combinations of these two 
substantives and the article, and all with 
one and the same meaning, viz. THE Sox 
or Gop, in the highest and Messianic 
sense. (1) The expression in the text, of 
which our Lord says, John x. 36, ð» ò 
Haro nylacey cai dwioredev tic róv 
zócpov optic Akyere Sri BrXacgnpsic bri 
iror Ylds rod Oot tpi; seo also Matt. 
xxvii. 40.—(2) 6 wióc rov 0. In John ix. 
85, we read, o9 rtertötig tig Tav vlàv Tov 
Ocot; ..... Ò Aas nerd cov lucivds 
iorsy.—{3) viòç 0. In Luke i. 85, rd 

om exwopevoperw ĝia croparog lat-b 91 , D-lat 

evywpsvoy Ğyioyv cryOnoerar vide Oecd. 
Bee also ch. xxvii. 54 (|| Mk.), and notes 
there and on Luke xxiii. 47. 4. 
Our Lord does not give way to the temp- 
tation, so as to meet him with an o 
declaration, I am the Son of God: thus 
indeed He might have asserted his Lord- 
ship over him, but not have been kis Cos- 

The first word which He 
again 

Mas shall not live,’ &c. 
other text, is taken from the history of 
Israel's temptation in the wilderness: for 
Israel represents, in a foreshadowing type, 
the Son of Man, the servant of God for 
Righteousness, the one zx og, in 
whom alone that nature which in all men 
has degenerated into sin, Ap xacay 
Ówaiocóvgy. Adam stood not,—Israel 
according to the flesh stood not,—when 
the Lord their God tem them: but 
rather, after Satan’s likeness, tempted 
their God: but now the second Adam is 
come, the true Israel, by whose obedience 
the way of life is again made known and 

—'that man truly liveth on and 
in the eternal word of God." Stier's 
Reden Jesu, vol i. E 16 (edn. 2). Ob- 
serve also how our resiste Satan ia 
His humanity; at once here numbering 
Himself with men, by adducing 6 dv9pe- 
wog as including His own case; and not 
only so, but thus speaking out the mys- 
tery of his humiliation, in which He had 
foregone his divine Power, of his own 
will.—By ‘every word (or ‘thing, for 
Pina is not expressed in the original) that 
proceede th out of the mouth of God,’ we 
must understand, every arrangement of 
the divine will; God, who ordinarily sus- 
tains by bread, can, if it please Him, sus- 
tain by any other means, as in the case 
alluded to. Compare John iv. 32, 34. 

b. tére xap.) Power being most 
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kai Aéyea avro Ei vide ti TOV bob, Bars ctavrOv Nd ro- 5 

1 Cor. x. P oniy: Devcr. vi. 16 bis. Deut. vill. 16. nme 18 oaly. 
Esek. xl. 2, Daa. vii. 28 Th 

29 

TiL. ont 
! Kings xv. 

rds , 

roc = 
7 E$n avro 9 ‘Inoovc , LL, 

ixrupáouc cbptoy rov Geov gov. 

" &aBodog sic " ópoc P; Ira 
9 A zy , *wácac rdc " BaoiXsiac 

5. rec erho-, with P rel: txt (so also || Luke) BCDZ 1. 88 sah Eus. 
S for takes C. || Luke) Z se 7). 

care e syr-marg arm. 
the reading of || Luke). 

. for ovk exx., ov weipacetc D. 

om rov bef 0«ov Di. ins evrevOty 
atpovesy D (but tollent D. lat: txt is 

8. for Üuxruciw, eeey D (from Luke iv. 5). 

bably given to the tempter over the 
adi our Lord. In St. Luke, this 
temptation stands third. The real order 
is N in the text; for other- 
wise our 's final answer, ver. 10, 
would not be in its place. It may be ob- 
served, that St. Luke makes no assertion 
as to succession, only introducing each 

whereas róre« and 

1 agineyw paki follows 
the order alll a by th For åy. r. see 
reff. e same power b 
which he brought Soci 
Abundant instances have been 5 
to shew that wripoy was applied to 
pointed roof or gable. Now the LXX 
use ripo and wrepóyiov as synonymous 
with rigen; why may not the same be 
done in tbe N. T.? 
that our Lord was placed on Herod’s 
royal portico, described in Jos. Antt. xv. 
11. 6, is probably right: and the ró is in 
no way inconsistent with it. That 
overhung the ravine of Kedron & 
dizzy t, ec, ai rig d] dxpow rod 
rabrac riyouc, ange cuvriOeic rà gdon, 
dior reboi, oxorodingy, obe iEscvoupivac 
ric Mt sic ápirpnrov róv BuOéy. The 

that it was probably on the 
side, next the court, is grounded on 

the perfectly gratuitous assumption, that 
an exhibition to the people was intended. 
There is no authority for this in the text ; 

on being one not of ambition, the temptati 
but of presumption. The inference from 

eae who, quoting Hegesippus, (Hist. 
) describes James the Just as set on 

dt t from rà wrepiytoy rob yaoi, 
among the people, is not decisive: for this 
term might embrace either side, as ‘the 
cornice,' or 1 ? would. 6. 
yeypawra: (nearly verbatim from 
the LXX, as aso all Uke texts in this 
narrative) as applying to all servants of 
God in general, and à fortiori to the Son 
of God: not as a hecy of the Messiah. 

7. sáv} not ‘contra,’ which it 
never simply means, not even in Gal. v. 3: 
1 John ii. 8: but! rursus’ or iterum, as 
the versions rightly render it. The addi- 
tion of a second Scripture qualifies and 
interprets the first; fut does nol refa 
it. 8. Spos by. M.] The enquiry 
where and what this mountain was, is — 

nugatory, no data being furnis 
by the tee eo Selavvow air. v. r. fl. 
The additional words in Luke, iv orcypyg 
xpóvov, are valuable as pointing out to us 
clearly the supernatural character of this 
vision. If it be objected, that in that case 
there was no need for the ascent of the 
mountain,—I answer, that such natural 
accessories are made use of frequently in 
supernatural revelations: see especially 
Rev. xxi. 10. The attempts to restrict 
roù kócpgov to Palestine, (which was, be- 
sides, God's s pees portion and vineyard, 
as distinguished from the Gentile world) 
or the Roman empire, are mere subter- 
fuges: as is also the giving to deicyvaty 
the sense of points out the direction of.’ 
The very passage of Polybius cited to sup- 
port this view, completely refutes it, when 
taken entire. Hannibal, from the Alps, is 
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tive. Exod 
xiv. 21 onl 

n. LAAvil. 7, 
13. 

Av. 41$. l Mk. reff. ch 

9. rec (for .) Aye, with P rel: txt BCDZ 33 latt Orig. 
oot (the simpler order), with C*DP rel latt Iren-lat : s. ø. r. 

12 *Axovaac 9$ ort Iwüvvyc 
e 6 oh. xii. 26 al, fr. Gir. xxi. 97 only. . 

only in Ms. IL. Lake xxiv. 62. Joha lv. (.) 98, 94 Rev. ix. 90. ziii.8, 18, 16. xiv.0, 11. zz 
Ge 9. Judg. vii. 15 P. fi L. Lake l. 7 „„ la Coser: Acts vil. 7, 42 al. 

ge 920,29. John =e fr. 2 Kings Av. 16. = į Mk. ch. xz 
— . 

rape d, avey ipae» 
€ w. acc. here 

. 4 bis . 
E * 

Mark 

d Davr. vi. 18. x. 29 

v. 44. 
== ch. ii. 12. 2 Macc. v. 27. 

rec Tavra vavra 
ig, Chr-s-5-8-a (and 

Field): r. r. o. Chr-1: txt BC'Z 1. 33 am(with forj) lat-/ Orig, Chr-. 
10. aft uraye ins orıaw pov C?DZ rel harl! lat-3 f Al Ga 9,1») syr-cu syr-with-ast 

sth arm Justin Archel Petr-alex Ath Chr Nest ms Ambr Aug Vig 
Op: om BC!KP S(e ail) VAN 1. 13. 124 vulg lat-f E coptt Origezpr Petr-alex Iren-lat 
Tert Hil-ed Jerezpe Juvenc. (There can, it appears to me, be no satisfactory reason 
assigned for the omission of these words, if originally in the text. On the other 
hand, if originally wanting, they were very 

Their omission te consequently more likely to be xvi. 29. See also on || Luke. 
ine than their insertion.) 

likely to have been supplied from ch. 

19. rec aft ds ins o gaovc (ver 12 is the commencement of an ecclesiastical portion, 
there lied, as 8 and the name was ore suppl Cappy) 

rr syr-cu arm Hil Gaud ; om 
Aug. 

directing the attention of his soldiers to 
the view of Italy; induxvbpevoc abroic ra 
wepl róv Idoy wedla (in sight)... pa 
dd ral róv ric "Pepe abroic rósov bro- 
Saxviwy, where we may observe the dis- 
tinction between the two compounds év- 
and &ro-deicvyunt: and farther, that it is 
not rv P. but Tbv ric P. ro that he 
pointed out to them. Euthymius, how- 
ever, interprets our verse thus, . . Ab ye" 
iv rohr uiv rey pipe ceira: ij Bacca 
ré» "Pupaiev, iv rore dd ij r&v Mep- 
có», lv ixiíyp d j röv 'Acavoier, cal 
rà ig ópolueg" cai Sri ij piv Eye dt 
ixl roicót Toig eldeotw, ) 62 imè roicde, 
wai GAAn iw’ doc, cal áwAGc wavra 
caradéys; and even Maldonatus approves 
it.—In this last temptation the enemy 
reveals himself openly, as the dpywy rov 
«dopou rovrov, and as the father of lies; 
for though power is given him over this 
world and its sons, his assertion here is 
most untrue. 10.] Our Lord at once 

him openly; not that He did not 
know him before, —but because he had thus 

enly tempted Him ; but not even this of 
His own power or will; He adds, for it 
is written,-—again, as Man, appealing to 
the Word of God. There does not 

dz queis ia the case), with C?P rel latt 
Z 33 am (with forj) lat-& copt wth Orig, 

appear to be sufficient ground for the dis- 
tinction sometimes set up between the 
meanings of spockwvei» with the dative 
and the same verb with the accusative. 
See, besides refi., Gen. xlix. 8: Exod. xi. 8. 
From this time, our Lord is known b 
the devils, and cast them out bra wont 
Mark i. 24, 34; iii. 11; v. 7. i. 
A lane abróv] but only for a season, see 
|| Luke. The conflict, however often re- 
newed in secret (of which we cannot 
speak), was certainly agais waged i» 
Getheemane—atrn dn der ij Spa, cai 
ij I᷑ovola rob oxérovg. (Luke xxii. 63, 
compare John xiv. 80.) The expression in 
Luke x. 18, i0«opowv róv caravay we 
dorpariy ic rod obpavov mecéyra, must 
be otherwise understood: see note there. 

Siyxdvovy] viz. with food, asin the 
case of Elias, 1 xix. 6, 7. 

19—392.) JESUS BEGINS uis MINISTRY. 
CALLING OF PETER, ANDREW, JAMES, 
AND Jon. Mark i. 14—20. Luke iv. 
14, 15. Between the last verse and this is 
a considerable interval of time. After re- 
turning from the temptation (see note on 
John i. 28, amy aar Lord was pointed out 
by John the Baptist, (ib. vv. 29—34,) 
and again on the morrow to two of his 
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LMPS 
CVA 

* 15° TH ZaBovdev xai yn 

V: relinquens D-lat A-lat ; relicta civitate latt. sarocnow D. 
14. ins rov bef Aeyovrog D. 

disciples, Andrew and (probably) John, 
who followed Him, and were (on the next 
day ? see note, John i. 44) joined by Simon 
Peter (35—43) : then on the morrow Philip 
and Nat were called (44—62) ; ; three 
days after was the marriage in Cans (ii. 
121; then our Lord went down to 

and remained not many days 
(12); then followed the Passover; the 
cleansing of the temple (13—22); the be- 
lief of many on Jesus (28—25) ; nd 
course with Nicodemus (iii. 1—3l) ; ; 
baptizing by Jesus (i. e. his disciple) 
(22—24); the question about 
and testimony of the Baptist 26—36) ; 
the journey through Samaria into Galilee, 
&nd discourse with the woman of Samaria 
(iv. 1—42) ; the return to Cana and heal- 

of rulers son in Capernaum 
(43—64); and the journey to Jerusalem 
related in John v. 1. After that c 
8t. John breaks off the first of his 
narrative, and between his v. 4 and vi. 1, 
comes in the synoptic narrative, Matt. 
iv. 12—xiv.15: Mark i. 14—vi. 30: Luke 

ledge. 
optic narrative generally omits this whole 
section of our Lord's travels and mi , 

persons who became attached to Him at 
a later period than any of the events re- 
corded in that first portion of John’s 
Goepel. The objections to this view are, 
the narrative, in the three G of the 

and temptation; but the former 
of these would be abundantly testified by 
John’s disciples, many of whom became 
disciples of Jesus; and the latter could 
only have been derived from the mouth 

our Lord Himself. 13. A 
not ‘ returned,’ but retired, indes] 
see ch. ii. 22, and note. No notice is given 
whence this withdrawal took place. The 
narrative is evidently taken up after an 
interval and without any intention that 
it should follow closely on ver. 11. Wiese- 

- 162 fl., sees in this 

T. N.] Not on account of the behaviour 
of the Nazarenes to Him after the preach- 
ing in the 8 Luke iv. 28, 29, as 
nd ; see notes, ib. ver. 81. 

NT This town, on the 
1 , was cen- 
tral in situation, and in the most ulous 
and frequented part of Galilee. It be- 
sides was the residence of four at least of 
the Apostles, Andrew and Peter, and 
James and John—and probably of Mat- 
thew. redii dia ee o a 
. rg re» dipwy thæpaoiy 
cai wayy 9. 25 eras yourpwrary, pied 
vaobp avrijy ol ic ix pio. cadover [ Josep 
B. J. iii. 10. 8], — j M. vicus conso- 
lationis. It is from this time called Hie 
"pd ch. ix. 1, see also ch. xvii. 24. 
15. e propie is spoken with direct 

nce to the days of the Messiah. It 
is here freely rendered from the Hebrew, 
without any regard to the LXX, which is 
wholly different. This, coming so imme- 
diately after a string of quotations lite- 
rally from the LXX, seems to mark the 
beginning of a new portion of the Gospel, 
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15. 7a, ͤ B(Mai, not Verc: not ascertained) DL am(with forj, not fuld) lat-a 
Bef! ff, gi: & (but not k). 
. D. 

elm, e. g. 

rec uô. bef $wc (simpler 
BC 1. 13. 88. 124 am(with forj) lat-a b c 
D lat-a b c g, &. om Ist ca: D lat 
lat-a b c 191 ̂. 

17. ia rore ins yap D. 
18. xa tp tar L, autem Jesus ambulans 

In i. 79. Hom ii. 19, ceores occurs wit 
Ni rel Hippol Orig, Eus (-r. CAN!): txt BDN? Orig, ( 

: see also Lxx), with 'DP rel 

cf fh Orig Eos 

rec (for axoria) oxort (simpler and more usual form : 
hout variation): with C P(Tischdf) 

(-rtia D, but -r:ea BN). 
-ed Hippol Orig,: txt 

doy Cyr. 
o: caOnpevos D, qui sedebant 

om 2nd ca: D'(and lat), is regione umbra valg-ed(not am fuld) 

om o bef «qoc. D. 
(but ambulans autem am): sepes. „valg 

(neither ĝe nor ear) E! : wapaywy ĉe D, cum transiret lat-a b c f g, & Eus spec. 
rec aft zepurarwy ĝe ins o ujoove (Beginning of an „ with ELA 

ed lat- a e À arm spec; dominus noster syr-cu am(with forj harl vulg 
tol) lat-5 F ff, Jı syrr copt sth Eus Chr Cyr Thì (simly in next ver, aft avro C? 
lat-a c A Syr syr-cu eth Cyr spec ins o «goovc). 

ur to what was said before. 
] the country round the 

coast of the lal (d All the members of this 
sentence are in apposition with one an- 
other: thus wépay roð 'IopB. is not a de- 
scription of the land before spoken of, 
which was not thus situated, but of a differ- 
ent tract. The later meaning of y. WYP, 
as signifying the tract to the west of the 
Jordan, and which naturally sprung up 
cong the captivity, is not to be thought 
of in Isaiah, who wrote before that event. 
See 1 Chron. xxvi. 80 in the Hebrew, 
where, however, the E. V. renders ‘on this 
side Jordan westward.’ Meyer strangely 
makes óðòyr Oar. the objective after pr 
understood, and construes ‘the land of 
Zabulon and Nepthalim saw the way of 
the sea on the other side of the Jordan: 
Galilee of the Gentiles dc. saw a great 
light ? i.e. ‘the light which went forth 
from Capernaum when Jesus dwelt there, 
i» represented as sending its bright beams 
over the Galilean sea, so that Zabulon 
and Nepthalim by this light could see the 
my leading along the other side of the 

Tak. T. dóv.] Galilee superior, 
5 to Tyre and Sidon, which was inha- 
bited by a variety of nations. 17. 
dnd rére) That is, began His ministry in 

Galilee. The account of Matthew, being 
that of an eye-witness, begins where his 
own experience began. It is not correct 
to suppose, as some of the German Com- 
mentators have done, (De Wette, Strauss,) 
that this preaching of repentance was of a 
different character from the after-teachiag 
of our Lord ; we recognize the same for- 

only partl 
x. 7: Luke x. 10, and fin 
preaching repentance, Luke xiii. 8, after 
repeated tions of His Messiahship. 

18. wapa Thy 6éAeccar tis Tau- 
halas) The lake of Gennesareth or Tibe- 
rias (John vi. 1) called in the O. T. “ the 
sea of Chinnereth,” Num. xxxiv. 11, or 
Chinneroth, Josh. xii. 8: the evynoa- 

ric AA of Josephus, Antt. xviii. 2. 1: 
rabo 17. p. 766 Plin. v. 16: Ptol. v. 
16. It is of an oval shape, about 13 geo- 
graphical miles long, and 6 broad: and is 
traversed by the Jordan from N. to s. 
« 3 most hl feature is its deep 

ion, being no less than 700 feet 
s the level eof the ocean.” See the 
interesting article by Mr. Porter in Smith's 
Biblical Dictionary. If we give any 
consideration to the circumstances here 
related, wo cannot fail to seo that the ac- 
count in John is admirably calculated to 
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complete the narrative. We have there 
furnished to us the pong why these two 
brethren were so ready to arise and follow 
One, whom, if we this account only, 
we should infer they had never before 
seen. Add to this, that there is every 

bability that one of the other pair of 
E John the son of Zebedee, is 
there described as having gone with An- 
drew to the dwelling of our Lord. It also 
tends to confirm the chronological view 
here taken, that Philip, the onl 
mentioned expressly by John as Aaving 
been called by Jesus, is not mentioned here 
as called : and that Andrew, and the other 
disciple of John the Baptist, clearly were 
not called by Jesus in John i. 35—40, or 
the words rap abr lpuvav rij nuipav 
dacivyy, sies d not have been used: that 
these two continued disciples of the Bap- 
tist, is not probable; but that they were 
henceforth, but not invariably, attached to 
our Lord. I believe that the disciple whom 
Jesus loved was in His company during the 
whole of the eventa in John ii. iii. iv. and 
v, and on His return from Judæa with His 
disciples, John having for a time returned 
to his business, as our Lord was now resi- 
dent in Capernaum, received, as here re- 
lated, this more solemn and final call. We 

Vor. I. 

1. 33 latt Syr(Treg) syr copt sth arm Eus Thl: om B 167 

must remember, that the disciples would 
naturaly have gone up to Jerusalem at 
the Passover, John ii. 28, without a call 
From the Lord, and by what they saw 
there would become more firnly attached 
to him. The circumstance related in John 
xxi., that even after they were assured of 
the Resurrection, the Apostles returned to 
their occupation as fishermen, gives addi - 
tional probability to the usual explanation 
of the call in our text. 20. 
c. r. A.] i. e. from this time they were con- 
stant followers of the Lord. But when 
He happened to be in the neighbourhood 
of their homes, they resumed their fish- 
ing, cf. Luke v. 1—11, which occurrence 
was, in my belief, different from, and later 
than the one related in our text. See 
notes there. 

23—95.] HE MAKES A CIRCUIT OP 
GALILEE. (Mark i. 39: Luke iv. 44, or- 
dinarily: but qu.? There is no neces- 
sity for believing this circuit of Galilee to 
be identical with those, even if we read 
Tul aiag in the passage in Luke. Our 
Lord made many such circuits.) 
23. dvvaywyois] These were the places 
of religious assembly among the Jews 
after the return from the captivity. Tra- 
dition, and the Targums, 55 a very 
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early origin to synagogues: and Deut. 
Ixxi. ll, and Ps. lxxiv. 8, are cited as 
testimonies of it. But the former pas- 

does not necessarily imply it: and it 
is doubtful whether that Psalm was not 
itself written after the captivity. They are 
generally supposed to have originated in 
Babylon, and thence to have been brought, 
at the return, into the mother land. See 
Neh. viii. 1—8. At the Christian era there 
were synagogues in every town, and in 
some larger towns several. See Acts ix. 2, 
20. In Jerusalem, according to the Rab- 
binical writings, there were upwards of 
450. (See Acts vi. 9, and note.) The 
people assembled in them on sabbath and 
estival days, and in later times also on 
the second and fifth days of each week, 
for public prayer and the hearing of por- 
tions of Scripture. ray lepiwy ĉi rig à 
capo» ray ytpóvrwev tic ávayweoxtu 
rove iepode vópovc abroic ral xab’ Écaarov 
M nyetrai pixps o xe06v del qc diac. Philo 
Fragm. vol. ii. p. 630. See Luke iv. 16: 
Acts xiii. 15. The officers of the syna- 
gogues were (1) the dpxtovvaywyde, Luke 
viii. 49; xiii. 14: Acts xviii. 8, 17, who 
had the care of public order, and the ar- 
rangement of the service; (2) the Elders, 
mpeoßúrepoi Luke vii. 8, dpy«ovvaywyol 
Mark v. 22: Acts xiii. 15, who seem to 
have formed a sort of council under the 
5 of the dpyrovvaywyéde ; (3) the 
gatus or angelus ecclesia, who was the 

reader of prayers, and also secretary and 
messenger of the syn es; (4) the 
bórnpérnc (Luke iv. 20), or chapel clerk, 
whose office was to prepare the books for 
reading, to sweep, open, and shut the 

e. Besides these, there appear 
. been alms-gatherers. The syna- 
gogue was fitted up with seats, of which 
the first row (xpwrocaQedpiat) were an 
object of ambition with the scribes (ch. 
xxiii. 6). A pulpit for the reader, lam 
and a chest for keeping the sacred books, 
appear to complete the furniture of the 
ancient synagogue. Punishments, e. g. 
scourging, were inflicted in the a- 
gogues. (See ch. x. 17 ; xxiii. 34: Luke 
ix. 49: Acts xxii. 19; xxvi. 11.) The 
catechizing also of children seems to have 
taken place there (Lightfoot, xi. 281), as 
also disputations on religious questions.— 
Our Lord was allowed to and teach 
in the synagogues, although of meen ex- 
traction according to the flesh, because of 
His miracles, and His supposed character 
as the professed leader and teacher of a 
religious sect. abrév] viz. of the 
Galileans: the subject being taken up 
out. of Tadtkaig preceding. See reff., 
and Winer, § 22, 8. Kp 
Tò ebay.] For the exact meaning of 
these words, com the declaration in 
the synagogue at Nazareth, Luke iv. 16— 
80. 24. Xvplav] Answering to A 
ray wepiywooyv ric l'a3aaiac, Murk i. 28. 
On Bácavos, see Lexx. Our word * trial” 
has un e a change of meaning very 
similar. the datpomZdprvor see note 
on ch. viii. 28. The ceAqniaZopevos were 
probably epileptics: see an instance in 
ch. xvii. 14 and I: 25. Aexawédews ] A 
district principally east of the, Jordan, so 
called from ten cities, some of the names 
of which are uncertain. pag iig Hist. 
v. 18) says, Jungitur ei lateri Syrie 

MSUV, 
1. 33. 



V. I. 

V. IId. 8 rove OyAovc ' avéBn sç ró dpog’ 
Lake iz. 38. Ezod. zis. 8. 

Tépev T. I Perxa. The country 
east of a set E between the rivers 
Jabbok and Arnon. See Jos. B. J. iii. 
3. 8. 

Cnarr. V. VI. VIL] Tux SERMON 
ON THE Mount. In this form peculiar to 
Matthew. 

and t of our Lord's Sermon 
on the Mount, I shall state the principal 
vicus o ihe ealgests, ad some 

questions is, as to the identity or other- 
wise of the Sermon with that given in 
Lake vi. 20—49. There is (I) the view 
that they are identical. This is gene- 
rally taken by ordinary readers of Scrip- 
ture, from their similarity in many points. 
It is also taken by most of the modern 
German Commentators, who uniformly re- 
ject every attempt at harmonizing by sup- 
pou similar words to have 

t uttered. This view is, how- 
ever, beset by difficulties. For (a) the 
sermon in L „ 
been delivered after the selection of the 
Apostles: whereas that in the text is as 
expressly, by continual consecutive notes 
of time ex to the call of Matthew, 
(before which the Apostles cannot have 
been MR ore that event. 
And it is wholly unlikely that St. Mat- 
thew, assuming him to be the author of 
our would have made a discourse, 
pe sag fse must have 5 al 

call as an Apost. e - 
fore that call.—Then (B) this 3 
was spoken on a mountain,—that, after 
descending from a wountain, in the plain. 
Possibly this may be got over, by ren- 
a iri rórov sidivo “on a level 

See note on Luke, I. e.: and the 

taining much 
different. Of 107 verses in Matt., pue 
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$ r^. xiv. . 
Kat 

Mark til. 18 
g as a (f). Lake vi. 12 al. 

contains o ä his four beatitudes 
are by as many woes: and in 
his text, of the sermon are intro- 
duced sayings, which do not 
them in tt. (e. g. Luke vi. 89 ff., 45 ff.), 
but which naturally connect. ct with them. 
(II) St. Luke epitomized this discourse, 
leaving out whatever was unsuitable for 
his Gentile readers, e. g. ch. v. 17—88. 
Bat this is improbable : for Luke in several 
verses is fuller than Matthew, and the 
whole discourse, as related by him, is con- 
nected and consecutive. De) The two 
discourses are wholly distinct. This view 

vL gas cord from the argumenta above 
t it also is not without grave 

dificultios, iall especi if we as 
Gres. does, that L e had the of 
Matthew before him (but on this see Pro- 
legg. ch. i. $ ii). two discourses 
wholly distinct should contain so much in 
common, seems- and unnatural. 

ministry, and two discourses delivered to 
the same audience, not identical, which 
might have been very probable, and im- 
pressive from that very circumstance, —nor 
consecutive, nor explanatory the one of the 
other, but only coincidiug in fragmenta, 
and not even as two different reports at 
the distance of some years might be ex- 
pected to do. Add to this, that those 
1 in which Luke and 

bew agree, occur in both in almost 
the same order, and that the beginning 
and conclusion of both are the same. 
(IV) St. Matthew gives a general com- 
pendium of the sayings of our Lord during 
thie part of His ministry, of which St. 
Luke’s discourse formed a portion, or 
Fut tk was another shorter compendium 
ut the last stated objection applies with 

still greater force to this hypothesis, and 
renders it indeed quite untenable. Be- 
sides, it labours under the chronological 
difficulty in all its bearings. And to one 
who has observed bout the close 
contextual connexion of parte in this 
discourse, it will be quite incredible that 
they should be a mere collection of sayings, 
set down at hazard. See notes through- 
out. (V) Tie appar discrepancies are 
sometimes y remembering, 
that there is no fixed 42. mentioned in 
any Evangelist for the special ordination 
of the posten, mat Oat vores 
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9. edidakew docuit D. 

ful whether they were at any set moment 
so ordained all together. Thus Matthew 
may have been a usual hearer of our Lord, 
an nt with the whole of the Apostles, 
as related in Luke, though not yet formally 
summoned as related in Matt. ix. 9 ff. 
The introduction of the discourse in Luke 
by the words iyivsro d iv raig 9pípaic 
rabratc (which I maintain to be, on Luke 
vi. 12, not only possibly, but expressly 
indefinite, and to indicate that the event 
go introduced may have happened at any 
time during the current great period of 
our Lord's ministry, before, during, or 
after, those last narrated,) allows us great 
latitude in assigning Luke’s discourse to 
any precise time. is, however, leaves 
the difficulties (above stated under I) in 
supposing the discourses identical, in force, 
except the chronological one.— With re- 
gard to the many sayings of this sermon 
which occur, dispersed up and down, in 
Luke, see notes in their respective places, 
which will d pr my view as to their 
connexion and original times of utter- 
ance, in each several instance. See also 
notes on Luke vi. 20—49. Tò ] 
Either some hill near Capernaum we 
known by this name, and called by it in 
the reff. to Mark and Luke, (tradition, 
not earlier probably than the Crusades, 
which points out a hill between Caper- 
naum and Tiberias as the Mount of Beati- 
tudes, near the present Saphet, is in such 
a matter worthless as an authority. But 
the situation seems to modern travellers 
[see Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, p. 368] 
* so strikingly to coincide with the inti- 
mations of the gospel narrative, as almost 
to force the inference that in this instance 
the eye of those who selected the spot was 
for once rightly guided. It is the only 
height seen in this direction from the 
shores of the lake of Gennesareth. The 
lain on which it stands is easily accessible 
m the lake, and from that plain to the 

summit is but a few minutes’ walk. The 
platform at the b; is evidently suitable 
for the collection of a multitude, and cor- 

nds precisely to the *level place' to 
which He would ‘come down’ as from one 

31 L4 © m M ^" n , e LEN » 
Makapiot oi vr Jol ty " TvtUpart, Ort aurov tgrty 

k= ch. xiii. 86, from Ps. IX vil. 3. Acts vili. (39, 
1 ch. xi. 6 al. fr. (not Mark). P». zzzi. I, J al. 

nm» Mark viii. 19. John xi. S8 aL snbj. dat., 1 Cor. vil. 

om avrw B Orig. 

of its higher horns to address the people. 
lts situation is central both to the pea- 
sants of the Galilean hills, and the fisher- 
men of the Galilzan lake, between which 
it stands, and would therefore be a na- 
tural resort both to Jesus and His dis- 
ciples when they retired for solitude 
from the shores of the sea, and also to the 
crowds who assembled * from Galilee, from 
Decapolis, from Jerusalem, from Judæa, 
and from beyond Jordan. None of the 
other mountains in the neighbourhood 
conld answer equally well to this descrip- 
tion, inasmuch as they are merged into 
the uniform barrier of hills round the 
lake: whereas this stands separate the 
mountain, which alone could lay claim 
to a distinct name, with the exception of 
the one height of Tabor, which is too dis- 
tant to answer the requirements,) or the 
mountain district, certainly imported by 
the word in ch. xiv. 23.—See a full de- 
scription of the locality in Tholuck, Bergpr., 
ed. 3, pp. 63 ff. ol ] in the 
wider sense: including those of the Apos- 
tles already called, and all who had, either 
for a long or a short time, attached them- 
selves to him as hearers. See John vi. 66. 

9. dvolfag T. or. ab.] as in reff., a 
solemn introduction to some discourse or 
advice of importance. adress] i. e. 
roóc paOnrac. The discourse (see vv. 13, 
14, 20, 48; ch. vi. 9; vii. 6) was spoken 
directly to the disciples, but (see vii. 28, 
29) also generally to the multitudes. It 
is a divine commen on the words with 
which His own and the Baptist’s preach- 
ing opened: gravotirs y yet v ydp 5» 
Bao. r. otpavay. It di ides itself into 
various great sections, which see below. 

$—16.] TuE DESCRIPTION OF THE 
Lorp’s DISCIPLES, THEIR BLESSEDNEeGS, 
AND DIGNITY. 8. ol wr. 7. uv. ] oùe 
ele, of rr. Toic yonpacir, àÀÀ', ol wr. 
TQ xvedpart, rovricrw ol raravoi rg 
*poaipácit kai rj wvyg. Euthym. ri 
icr “ol wrexol rq xvedpars;” ol 
ra revo kai cvyrirpuiuivo, rr)» capdiay. 
Chrysostom, Hom. xv. in Matt. p. 185. 
‘Ne quis putaret paupertatem, que non- 
nunquam necessitate portatur, a Domino 
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n ° Dacia trav ° oupavwv. * uaxápioi oi P wevOovvrec, „i. 
pe 2 9» 8 . L Ort avrot ° xapaKxAnOnaovrat. 

II. Ke. Ten. lzi. 2. 

transp 
Nyssen Tert Hil, Jer Aug: txt BCN rel 

predicari, adjunxit, spiritu, ut humili- 
tatem intelligeres, non penuriam. Beati 
ie spiritu, qui propter Spiritum 

ctum voluntate sunt pauperes.' arome 
in loc.) ‘Pauperes spiritu, humiles et ti- 
mentes Deum, id est, non habentes in- 
flantem (or, inflatum) spiritum?’ (Au- 
gustine in loc.) Again: ‘Pauper Dei in 
animo est, non in sacculo.’ (Aug. Enarr. 
in Ps. cxxxi. 26.) — r, wv. is in opposition 
to rg capri: so ásxipirugrot rg capdig, 
Acts vii. 51; dyia r. rq owpare £. ry 
wveopart, 1 Cor. vii. 3£—These wo 
cannot be joined with pacdpeos (as Olea- 
rius, Wetst., Michaelis, Paulus) : see ver. 8. 
—The meaning of voluntary poverty, as 
that of the religious orders, given by many 
Romish interpreters, is out of the qwes- 
tion. It seems however to have 
adopted by many of the Fathers. Basil 
(on Ps. xxxiii. 5, vol. i. p. 147) says, ob 
dil ixawer)) 9 rrextia, GAA ij I po- 

card roy sbayyeXtcdy ccordy 
karogÜovpivg: mohol yàp xrwxol piv 
vj wepovoig, xXtovecricwrara Cb rj 
mwpoatpicons rvyyavovery. But the same 
father elsewhere explains the words, mre- 
xo$c ob roàc card yonpara ivdetic Nye, 
Ad rovc Ty davola M rev (vol. i. 
p. 597).— And Chrys. himself seems to 
waver: for next to the comment above 
cited, he says wveipa ydp ivravOa 705 
Wuyi» kai rv xpoaipisw tye. He 
probably however means that the V. and 
zpoaíp. are the departments of our being 
sm which the wrwyeía takes place. — See 
Clem. Alex., ‘Quis dives salvus, § 17, 
p- 934, Pott.— As little can the bare literal 
sense of the words, which Julian scoffed 
at, be understood: viz. those who are ill - 
furnished i» mind, and uneducated. See 
Rev. iii. 17. The idea (De Wette) is not 
improbable, that our Lord may have had 
a reference to the poor and subjugated 
Jewish people around him, once members 
of the theocracy, and now ex ta of 
the Messiah's temporal ki m; and, 
from their condition and hopes, taken 
occasion to to them the deeper 

iritual truth. abrév tor. & p. 7. 
.] See Luke iv. 17—21: James ii. 5. 

The Baci cía must here be understood in 
ita widest sense: as the combination of all 
rights of Christian citizenship in this 
world, and eternal blessedness in the next, 
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see note, ch. 

ix, 15. 

ii. 
r eh. xl. 99. Al. 

Origenpr Clem Eus- canon 
syrr copt th arm Orig, Hil, Op. 

ch. vi. 83. But Tholuck well observes 
Bergpredigt, p. 74 ff.), that all the senses 

of Bac. r. 0tov (or ovp., or xpioros) are 
ear | different sides of the same great idea 
—the Mi: sara of all things to God in 
Christ. He cites from Origen (spi edyiic, 
vol. i. p. 239) : rg ov» iv piv Baotreig 
rod coU 9 áxpórnc ddiaktivroc rpo- 
zóxrovci» lvargotra, draw sAnpu0g rd 
mapa rq drr cipnplivov, Sri à 
Xpicróg, wávrwv abrq r. ly0pov ùro- 
rayivrwy, wapadwou T. Baciíay r. Org 
c. warpi, iva g å Gg ra wavra iv rd.. 

4. pax. ol xev.) The spiritual 
qualification in the former verse must be 
carried on to this, and the mourning un- 
derstood to mean not only that on ac- 
count of sin, but all such as happens 
fo a man in the spiritual life. All such 
mourners are blessed: for the Father of 
mercies and God of all consolation bei 
their covenant God, His comfort sh 
overbear all their mourning, and taste the 
sweeter for it. In Luke ii. 25, the Mes- 
siah’s coming is called ) swapáxkAmgeig 
rod ‘Iopand.—This beatitude is by many 
editors (Lachmann, e. g.) placed after 
ver. 5. But the authority is by no 
means decisive, and I cannot see how 
the logical coherence of the sentences is 
improved by it.—In placing these two 
beatitudes first, the Lord follows the order 
in Isa. Ii. 1, which He laimed in the 
synagogue at Nazareth, Luke iv. 18. 

5. ol wpacis] A citation from Ps. 
xxxvii. 11. The usual dividers and al- 
lotters of the earth being mighty and 
proud conquerors, and the Messiah being 
expected as such a conqueror, this an- 
nouncement, that the should inherit 
the earth, struck at the root of the tem- 
poral expectations of power and wealth 
in the Messiah’s kingdom. This meek- 
ness is not mere outward lowliness of de- 
meanotr, but that true wpavrgc of Eph. 
iv. 2, whose active side (Stier) is dyá»m, 
and its passive side paxpoOupia. On the 
promise, compare Isa. lvii. 13—15 ; 1x. 21 : 
1 Cor. iii, 22. That kingdom of God 
which begins in the hearts of the disciples 
of Christ, and is not dk rov xóopov roú- 
rov, shall work onwards till it shall be- 
come actually a kingdom over this earth, 
and its subjects shall inherit the earth: 
first in its millennial, and finally in its 
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30,81. 1 Tim. L 18,16. Esck. vil. 9. 
b see Heb. xli. 14. 1 Jobn dil. 9. Bev. zzi. 4. 

920. seo James Hi. nm d Hos. 1. 10. 
vi. 2.) 11 John iH. 1. Isa. xlix, 6. 

y Heb. ii. 17 only. Prov. xi. 17 ai. z Rom. xi. 
a Ps. xzifi. 4. see 1 Tm. 1. 5. Ps. I. 10. constr., ver. 8. 

o here only J. X Hell. vi. & 4. (-wovetv, Col. l. 
. Rom o - zx. . viii. 34, 18. iH 16. . x 4, sm (Gen 

g = Acts vii. 53. Gal. iv. 20 al. Ps. vii. 1. 3 Maec. v. 8 
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renewed and blessed state for ever. 
8.] Seo Ps. cvii. 9; lxv. 4; xxii. 26: Isa. 
xh. 17. This danger and thirst is the 
true sign of that new life on which those 
born of the Spirit (John iii. 8, 5) have 
entered; and it is after decacoc., i. e. per- 
Sect conformity to the holy will of God. 
This was His meat, John iv. 34. IIlo 
cibo saturabuntur de quo ipse Dominus 
dicit, Meus cibus est ut faciam voluntatem 
Patris mei, quod est, justitia : et illa aqua, 
de qua quisquis biberit, ut Idem dicit, flet 
in eo fons aque salientis in vitam æter- 
nam. Aug. But he elsewhere says (in 
Ev. Joh. . 26. 1), after quoting this 
verse, Justitiam vero nobis esse Chris- 
tum, Paulus Apostolus dicit. Ac per hoc 

i esurit Hunc Panem, esuriat Justi - 
tiam: sed justitiam que de ccelo descendit, 
justitiam quam dat Deus, non quam sibi 
facit homo.’ (Chrysostom confines him- 
self to the moral explanation, as also 
Euthymius.) They shall be satisfled—in 
the new heaven and new earth, iv olg &- 

jvn xaToutei, 2 Pet. iii. 13. Cf. the 
remarkable „ Ps. xvi. 15 (LXX), 
dy 88 iv Steatocivy bp0noopar rë 
wpocwary cov, xopracÜncoum idv rg 
3905 v. rij óav cov. This hunger 
and thirst after righteousness, is admirably 
set forth in the three first petitions of 
the Lord’s prayer,—‘ Hallowed be Thy 
name—Thy kingdom come—Thy will be 
done on earth, as it is in heaven. 
7. Mefnoves] ody! did xpnpárwv pévoy 
boriy Age, GAAd kai Adyou küv poly 
Exyc, did Caxpiwy. — mowiAoc ydp à rijc 
iXenpoovyne rpósoc, xal wiartia abr i 
EvroAn.  dAenOncovra: bb, iyrabOa piv 
rapd åvôpørwr ie db wapd rob Oto. 
Euthymius, expanding Chrysostom. This 
beatitude comprises ev: egree of sym- 
pathy and mutual love and help; from 
that fulness of it which is shed abroad in 
those who have been forgiven much, and 
therefore love much,—down to those first 

beginnings of the new birth, even among 
those who know not the Lord, which are 
brought out in ch. xxv. 37—40, where see 
notes. 8. cab. Tjj xapSlq] See Ps. 
xxiv. 4,6. It is no Teritieal cleanness, 
nor mere moral purity, that is here meant: 
but that inner purity, which (Acts xv. 9) 
is brought about rj riore, has its fruit 
hs i. 5) „ YaN is, as in ra- 
apóv ġõcç, kaap xapd, &c., 1 to 

all ónjvyía (James i. 8), and all hypocrisy 
and outward colouring ; so that the rað. 
r. c. are ol pepavriopiva rde capdiac and 
cuvedincenc wornpay (Heb. x. 22). Hoc 
est mundum cor, quod est simplex cor: et 
quemadmodum lumen hoc videri non po- 

. test nisi oculis mundis, ita nec Deus vide- 
tur nisi mundum sit illud quo videri po- 
test. (Aug. in loc.) But there is also 
allusion to the nearer vision of God at- 
tained by B ur eun sanctification, of 
which St. Paul speaks, 2 Cor. iii. 18, —— 

indeed in this life, but not per- 
fected till the next, 1 Cor. xiii. 12. Read 
the magmificent conclusion of Augustine 
De Civit. Dei, xxii. 29, in which he enters 
more deeply into the meaning of this verse. 

: rororo] More than the 
peaceful (* pacifici, Vulg.). It is doubt- 
ful whether the word ever has this mean- 
ing. Thus Euthymius, mostly after Chry- 
sostom : ol uà uóvov abrol ph araeváLoy- 
Ttc, Àd ral tripove araciáZovrac ovv- 
&yovreg elc elpnyny viol & Orob H 
coyrai, oc ptunoapevor r povoytyi) vió» 
abro) - I yiyoviv lpyov cvvayaytiv rà 
gicorò ra kai karaAMdEai rd iererohepa- 
píva. But even thus we do not seem to 
reach the full meaning, which probably is, 
“they that work peace;" not confining 
the reference to the reconciliation of per- 
sons at variance: see note on James iii. 
18: and, for the more special meaning, 
Xen. in reff. implies 
the reality, as in ver. 19; shall hat only 
be, but also) be called, i. e. i in 
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E QuoEwoww kat clmwow rav wovnpov Kal uwv " peuso- ,. 1 Kr. 
pevot evexey éuov, 12 
PuucÜoc usw wodvg tv roc 
SeStwkav rovc wpopnraç ° 

sen John viii. 66. 1 Pet. i. 8. 
Peal. Ps. ii. 11 al. 

q Levit. xviii. 28. 

10. svexa B. 
Clem Alex (Strom. iv. p. 581 P) 

xaipere kai. "^ ayadAraobe, ori o m Goepp 

o Lake 
p = ver. 48. cb. vL 1, &c. 

ins ric bef Quaiocvygc C. 

Ps. ci. 8. 
here 
Roa. 

ovpavoic* ovrwç Yap vlan 
e N e ~ 13 Y - Isa. liz. 18. 

TOUC FR po UMV. ptc a 1 E 

x. 21 al. Matt. bere only: mot in Mk. or 
John iv. 86 al. Jer. xxxviii. (xxx1.) 18. 

for sartw, tors (i. e. at) erit D. 
, after having quoted this verse as in text, says, 

À öc reveg rev peraridévrey rà sbayyDuaa, paxaprot, dnoiv, of ded. bed rrjg dir., ore 
ebroi isovras rides, kal paxdpion où Cedtwypivoe Eveza épov, Gre EEover rómov brov 
ob OwyÜgsorra.:. 

II. transp def. and ovedsc. D lat - 
rec aft xovypov ins pnpa, with 

copt setb Lucif. (lat-a def.) 

-cu copt sth.—diefovery D.—diwkovow D. 
rel syrr Orig Constt Op : om BDN latt syr-jer 

xaO vn bef sav zovgpor (for perspicuty) D 
flor lat-À k syrr syr-cu Constt Tert Lucif spec. om Pevdousvo: (probably as super- 
Sluous, its reference not being clearly understood, as its being placed after even. ep. 
skews) D flor lat-b ooh km Orig Tert Hil, Lucif: ins aft svez. ep. lat.f Syr. T 

47 lat-a for spov, Qutaioc vy gc la 

avrey U lat - b c. 

the highest sense, both generally, and by 
the Highest Himself, as such. Cf. Mal- 
donatus: ‘plus etiam quiddam mihi vi- 
detur vocari quam esee significare: nempe 
ite aliquid esse, ut appareat, ut omnium 
ore celebretur. Let it ever be remem- 
bered, according to the order of these 
beatitudes, and the assertion of James iii. 
17, that the wisdom from above is rp 
ayy, Šwevra eipgrucfj, implying no com- 

with evil. And it is in the work- 
ing out of this áàyvórgc that Luke xii. 51 
is iall true. 10.) ‘ Martyres 
non facit pana, sed causa. Nam si pœna 
martyres faceret, omnia metalla martyri- 
bus plena essent, omnes catene martyres 
traherent: omnes qui gladio feriuntur, 
coronarentur. Nemo ergo dicat, Quia pa- 
fior, justus sum. Quia ipse qui primo 
passus est, pro justitia passus est, ideo 
magnam exceptionem addidit. Beati qui 

tionem patiuntur propter justi- 
fiam. . Enarr. in Ps. xxxiv. 13.) 
See 1 Pet. iti. 14; iv. 14, which probably 
refers to this verse. The repetition of the 
promise in ver. 3 is a close of the string of 
promises as it began. See the remarkable 
variation in the var. readd. 1L] 
With the ing verse the beatitudes 
end, in their reference, and in this 
our Lord His disciples particu- 
larly. The actions described in this verse 
are the expansion of dediwypivos in the 
last. een, however, still means per- 
sesute; ite legal usage is unknown in the 

c g, Ambrst Hil, Ambr. (D-lat def. ?) 
12. reovpave D lat-a b A Tert Hil, Lucif 

xorre» Di, simly gwi ante vos fuerunt lat-a 
. (txt D-lat ?) aft vpwy ins vrap- 
lat Iren-lat Hil Lucif : ins ot warepec 

N. T. « does not belong to 
Ivecev lpov, as some recent Commentators 
have supposed (Tholuck, Meyer), but to 
siwwe. The pres. part., as usual, carries 
with it the logical condition. 13. ô 
Klee p.j A reward, not of debt, but 
of grace, as the parable in ch. xx. 1 ff. 
clearly represents it. ‘An expression,’ as 
De Wette observes, ‘taken from our 
earthly commerce, and applied to spiritual 
things; in which however we must re- 
member, that the principal reference is to 
God as the giver, and not to us as the 
deservers : see the parable above cited, 
where the pro@é¢ is not what was earned, 
but what was covenanted. ‘ Deus est 
debitor noster non ex commisso, sed ex 

misso. Aug. (Tholuck.) These words, 
TOig otpavois, must not be taken as 

having any bearing on the question as to 
the future habitation of the glorified 
saints. Their use in this and similar ex- 
pressions is not local, but spiritual, indi- 
cating the blessed state when ) Bae, 
rey obpavev shall have fully come. The 
local question is to be decided by wholly 
different: testimonies of Scripture ;—by the 
general tenor of prophecy, and the analo- 
gies of the divine dealings: and all of 
these seem to point rather to this earth, 
urified and renewed, than to the heavens 

in any ordinary sense of the term, as the 
eternal habitation of the blessed. 
dBiefev] For instance, Jeremiah was 

Jer. xx. 2; Zechariah son of Je- 
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xxiv] t ch. vii. 6. 

only. v Acts a vil. 21. xix. 27. (2 Tim. ii. 
48. Lake ziv. 86. John av. ^. 1 John iv. 18 al. 
only. 2 Chron. xxv. 18. 1 Macc. ili. 61. 

13. om ert D mm lat-a b g, h Syr syr-cu Cypr Aug Jer. 

u Mark ix. 40 bis only. Levit. nt supra. Esek. avi. 4 (Ezra iv. 16 compl.) 
11. 14 v. r.) w= Gal. v. f , James v. . x ch. xi 

y ch. vii. 6. Lake vili. 6. xil. 1. Heb. 2. 39 
s) Tim. v. 96. Jer. xxix. (xlix.) 10. 

rec BAnOnvar Ew kat 
kara rartiodat, with D rel latt: txt BCN 1. 83 syr-ms Orig. 

hoiada was stoned, 2 Chron. xxiv. 21; 
Isaiah, according to Jewish tradition, was 
sawn asunder by Manasseh.— The reason- 
ing implied in ydp may be thus filled up: 
“and great will be £heir reward in hea- 
ven." 18.] The transition from the 
preceding verses is easy and natural, from 
the dediwypivor Evecey Steatosiync, of 
which vv. 11, 12 were a sort of applica- 
tion, and the allusion to the ancient Pro- 
pns to peç iore rò GA. r. y.—Elisha 

aled the unwholesome water by means 
of salt (2 Kings ii. 20), and the ordinary 
use of salt for culinary purposes is to pre- 
vent putrefaction : so (see Gen. xviii. 23— 
33) are the righteous, the people of God, 
in this corrupt world. ]t hardly seems 
necessary to find instances of the actual 
occurrence of salt losing its savour, for 
this is merely hypothetical. Yet it is per- 
haps worth noticing, that Maundrell, in 
his travels, found salt in the Valley of 
Salt, near Gehul, which had the appear- 
ance, but not the taste, having lost it by 
=e ira to the elements (see the citation 
below) ;—and that Schóttgen maintains 
that a kind of bitumen from the Dead Sea 
was called ‘sal Sodomiticus,’ and was used 
to sprinkle -the sacrifices in the temple ; 
which salt was used, when its savour was 
gone, to strew the temple pavement, that 
the priests might not slip. This, however, 
is but poorly made out by him, (Schdtt- 
gen, Hor. Hebr. in loc.) Dr. Thomson, 
‘The Land and the Book,’ p. 381, men- 
tions a case which came under his own ob- 
servation: where a merchant of Sidon had 
Stored up a quantity of salt in cottages 
with earthen floors, in consequence of 
which the salt was spoiled, and Dr. T. saw 
*large quantities of it literally thrown 
into the street, to be trodden under foot 
of men and beasts.” He adds, “It is a 
well-known fact that the salt of this 
country, when in contact with the ground, 
or 553 to rain and sun, does become 
insipid and useless. From the manner in 
which it is gathered, much earth and 
other impurities are necessarily collected 
with it. Not a little of it is so impure 
that it cannot be used at all: and such 

salt soon effloresces and turns to dust 
not to fruitful soil, however. It is not 
only good for nothing itself, but it actually 
destroys all fertility wherever it is thrown : 
and this is the reasou why it is cast into 
the street.” Ths yfjs, mankind and 
all creation: but a more taward refer- 
ence, as to the working of the salt, than 
in roù «éopov, ver. 14, where the light ia 
something outwardly shewn. pe- 
pavOy = dvadov yivnrat, Mark ix. 50. 

édtotiicera:| i.e. the salt; not 
impersonal, as Luther has rendered it,— 
womit wird man ſalzen ? wherewith shall 
salting be carried on?’ for rd & Rag is the 
nom. to all three verbs, pwpav0g, adic@., 
and iøyús. The sense is: ‘If you become 
untrue to your high calling, and spiritually 
effete and corrupted, there are no ordinary 
means by which you can be re-converted 
and brought back to your former state, 
inasmuch as you have no teachers and 
guides over you, but ought yourselves to 
be teachers and guides to others.’ But 
we must not from this suppose that our 
Lord denies all repentance to those who 
have thus fallen: the scope of His saying 
must be taken into account, which is not 
to crush the fallen, but to quicken the 
sense of duty, and cause His disciples to 
walk worthily of their calling. (See Heb. 
vi. 4—6, and note on Mark ix. 49, 50.) 
The salt in the sacrifice is the type of 
God's covenant of sanctification, whereby 
this earth shall be again hallowed for 
Him: His people are the instruments, in 
His hand, of this wholesome salting : all 
His servants in general, but the teachers 
and ministers of His covenant in particular. 
Chrysostom observes, oi piv ydp dAÀÀos 
uvpid eig xirrorreg Öúvayraı rvyxtiv 
svyyvepung & dt sdacxadog làv rovro 
dy, donc amcoripnrat dwrodoyiac, kai 
rij icydrg» df riyswpiay (Hom. xv. 
P 194).—d-wà róre Ew Birrer roð 
itdackaMkoU. áÉwparoc, rai carararti- 

Tai, rovriare caragporetrat. Euthym. in 
loc. There does not appear to be any al- 
lusion to ecclesiastical excommunication. 

14. rà $és ToU xóg.) And yet only 
in a lower and derivative sense; Christ 
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f Mark iv. 21. Lake vili. 16. xi. 83. Heb.iz.2. Rev.1.12, &c. H. 1. 5. xi. 4 only. Ezod. xxv.8) (in 

classical Greek, -10», see Phryn. 
vil. 24. 2 Cor. iv. 6 only. Prov. iv. ! 

11 Cor. ix. 24. 

1 Pet. ii. 19 on ly. n N. T. passim. Ps. zx 
p oonatr., w. inf, d. il. 2. iz. 18 al. Gene xlii. 8. Neh. vi. 10. 

20. Gal. H. 18. 3 Maec. ii. 32. iv.) 

Lobeck, p. 818 f.) 

x. k Acts xil. 7. 9 Cor. iv. 6. Isa. ix. 2. =~ 
meh. u vi. Io Mk. John x. 82, 88. 1 Tim. fil. 1. v. 10, W Tit. H. 7, 14. 1H. 8, 14. 

om 

g see below (k). otberwise, ch. xvii. 2. Loke 
b constr., bere oaly. Wisd. v. 6 vat. 

jw ch. vi. I aL fr. 
Heb. x. 24. 

ver. 45. ch. vi. 1, 3, h al. ir. 
Q = Acts v. 88, 8U. Rom. xiv. 

16. [:pya in B is in marg, but a prima mane, not as Mai, a secunda. 

Himself being rd ġõç rà dAgOwó», ð 
rige ravra GvOpwxoy, ipxóutvov «ic 
réy &Ócnpov, John i. 9; rò gwe roù xóc- 
pov, viii. 12. His ministers are Avyvor, 
John v. 35, and gweriypec, Phil. ii. 15, 
receiving their light, and only barning 
Sor a time. ‘Johannes lumen illumi- 
natum: Christus lumen illuminans, Aug. 
Serm. ceelxxxii. 7. And here too, gu¢ 
in this verse = Avywog in ver. 15, 
where the comparison is resumed. So 
also Eph. v. 8: sre exóroc, viv dà ġðcç 
iv xvpie—light, as partaking of His 
Light: for wá» rò $avwepobutvov (see 
note, ib. ver. 13) gwe lori». ob 
Bévaras . . . .] Of course it is possible 
that our Lord may have had some town 
before Him thus situated, but not Bethu- 
lia, whose very existence is probably fabu- 
lous, being only mentioned in the apocry- 
phal book of Judith. Recent travellers, 
as Drs. Stanley and Thomson (Sinai and 
Palestine, p. 429: the Land and the Book, 
p. 273), have thought that, notwithstand- 
ing the fact shewn by Robinson, that the 
actual city of Safed was not in existence 
at this time, some ancient portion of it, 
at all events its fortress, which is ‘as aged 
in appearance as the most celebrated ruins 
in the country’ (Thomson), may have been 
before the eye of our Lord as He spoke. 
It is ‘placed high on a bold spur of the 
Galilaan Anti-Lebanon,' and answers well 
to the description of a city *lying on the 
mountain top. ‘The only other in view 
would be tbe village and fortress of Tabor, 
distinctly visible from the mount of Beati- 
tudes, t h not from the hills on the 
lake side. Either or both of these would 
suggest the illustration, which would be 
more striking from the fact, that this 
situation of cities on the tops of the hills 
is as rare in Galilee, as it is common in 

Judea.’ Stanley, ubi supra. But the 
CRUROH ov Gop, the city on a hill (Isa. 
ii. 2: Gal. iv. 26: see also Heb. xii. 22), 
in allusion to their present situation, on 
a mountain, is most probably the leading 
thought. 15. »é8:0v] A Latin word 
(the art. is by many supposed to express 
that the pddiog is a vessel usually found 
in the house: but it is rather to be re- 
garded as the sign of the generic singular, 
asin romot róy dvyÜpwszoyr, ch. xv. 20)— 
called by the more general name ottvoc, 
Luke viii. 16. xaíovoi, i.e. men in ge- 
neral: shewing, in the spiritual reference 
of the parable, that these lights of the 
world are ‘ lighted’ by Him for whose use 
they are. See above. 16. es] 
i. e. like a candle on a candlestick—like 
a city on a hill; not obrwc, Srwe, ‘so 
.... that,’ as our English version seems 
rather to imply. By rendering obrec in 
like manner, the ambiguity will be 
avoided. See ref., and note there. The 
sense of this verse is as if it were Irc, 
lòò reg pv r. r. Ipy. QoEdawaiw r. v. ö. 
2... the latter verb, and not the former, 
carrying the purpose of the action. Thus 
the praise and glory of a well-lighted and 
brilliant feast would be given, not to the 
lights, but to the master of the house; 
and of a stately city on a hill, not to the 
buildings, but to those who built them. 
The whole of this division of our Lord’s 
sermon is addressed to all His followers, 
not exclusively to the ministers of his 
word. All servants of Christ are the salt 
of the earth, the light of the world (Phil. 
ii. 15). And all that is here said applies 
to us all. But à fortiori does it apply, in 
its highest sense, to those who are, among 
Christians, selected to teach and be exam- 
ples; who are as it were the towers and 
pinnacles of the city, not only not hid, but 
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18. yvyra; bef ravra D. 

seen far and wide above the rest. 
17—48.| The SECOND PART OF THE SER- 
MON, is which our Lord sete forth His 
relation, as a lawgiver, to the law of 
Moses, especially as currently interpreted 
according to the letter only. 17. 
Ader] Observe how our Lord, through 
the whole sermon, sets forth Himself, in 
his proceeding forth from God, as the true 
ipxópevoc. dy v. J robs wpod. | 
It is a question whether our Lord includes 
the prophecies, Properly so called, in His 
meaning here. I think mof: for no per- 
son professing himself to be the Messiah 
would be thought to contradict the pro- 
phecies, but fo fwifil them. Neither, it 
appears, does He here allude to the sacri- 
ficial and typical parts of the law, but to 
the moral parts of both the law and the 
prophets; which indeed he proceeds to 
cite and particularize. If however we 
prefer to include both ceremonial and 
moral in this assertion, we may under- 
stand it in its more general sense, as ap- 
plying, beyond the instances given, 
to His typical fulfilment of the law, which 
could not as yet be unfolded. Thus Au- 
gustine: H«c precepta sunt morum ; illa 
sacramente sunt promissorum: hsc im- 
plentur per adjuvantem gratiam, illa per 
redditam veritatem, utraque per Christum, 
et illam semper gratiam donantem, nunc 
etiam revelantem, et hanc veritatem tunc 

mittentem, nunc exhibentem. Contr. 
ust. xix. 18.—Much unnecessary ques- 

tion has been raised (see Thol. 
edn. 8, p. 132 f.) respecting the ij, whether 
or not it can have the sense of cai. It 
is simply the disjunctive conjunction ne- 

in order to apply the carbon. 
to each severaly, which would naturally 
be replaced by the copulative, where an 

ive assertion respecting the same 
two things is made. r im- 
plies more than the mere fulfilling : see 
reff, where the word has the sense of 
filling out or FE cepe i. e. here, give 
ing a deeper and holier sense to—fulfilli 
in the spirit, which is nobler than the 
letter. Theophylact compares the an- 
cient law to a sketch, which the painter 
où caradiu, Gd’ dyn rA . ToU 

LXX yéoosre. t= t — ob. zxiv. 34, 
lil. 10. Ps. cxivili. 6. u here only f. 

vóuov ydp rà rily rà» dpaprguárev 
rb for, Ô ypwrüc xal rdc dpxde 
écwdvoev. Euthym. in loc. irei ô xoteròg 
obre iE leparixijc pi, triyxavey &, 
wai rep Epedrey elgny io mpocOfgka 
rig Hy, ob phy Rarrodea dM imrei- 
»vovoa r)v dpergw xposdec dn rep 
raüra piovra abroòg raparray, Tpiv 
 rotc Oavpacrode izsivovçc lyypáva 
vópovc, ixBadlru rò iM abróv b$op- 
priv rj Ówvoig. ri & jy rò Spoppouw 
kai dyricpovoy; ivdgtlow abrüv ravra 
Myovra dr ávaipí(ct: r&y wera vo- 
pipuv vouly. rabri roivvy lara riv 
txévoay. Chrysost. Hom. xvi. p. 203. 
See a history of the exegesis of the word in 
Theol. edn. 8, p. 185.— The gnostic Marcion 
characteristically enough maintained that 
the Judaizi istians had altered this 
verse, and that it originally stood,—ri 
Coxeire, Sri jAOov. weAnpweat róy vómov 
Ñ rote rpophrac ; "A0ov caradveat, add’ 
ob xAnpwcat. 18. Ai] = dAnOiic 
in St. Luke, ix. 27; xii. 44; xxi. 3. See 
reff. The double fes &v renders the de- 

— a I rat i t. e two expressions 
seem to be strictly parallel: fec à rap. 
ô ovp. x. ù yñ, and dg dv xavra yiv. 
According to this view these latter words 
will mean, till the end of all things." 
But the other interpretation, ‘til a 
ie: is written in the law) shall have 

Sulfilled’ (as iu the English version), 
is no doubt admissible, in which case the 
sense will stand thus :—While heaven 
and earth last (lec dv ò xócpoc diapivy, 
Euthym.) one jot or one tittle shall not 
pess away from the law without all 

falfilled. Tholuck remarks on 
wapipxeo0a, “It denotes, as rapadpa- 
peiv, wapagipeoOa, rapdyay, ‘to peas 
by,’ to pass out of view’ (see Wetst. in 
loc.): cf. Aristid. i. 216: rep Se- 
wep poGot, and the phrase rapipxerai & 
ri, ‘something escapes my memory. 
in the Heb., yy, Ps. xxxvii. 86; Nah. i 12; 
Job xxxiv. 20. Cf. the passing away of 
the heaven, ch. xxiv. 89; 2 Pet. iii. 10; 
Rev. xxi. 1 ;—xapayerat, 1 John ii. 17 ;— 
the intrans. rapd yu, 1 Cor. vii. 31.” 
Lora is the Hebrew (*) Jod, the smallest 
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letter in the : al are the 
little turns of strokes by which one 
letter differs from another similar to it. 
Origen on Ps. xxxiii. (cited by Wetatein) 
says—rev oroxtiev Tap EBpaioic, Aly 
& roo xd$ cai rov BHO (3 and ) rox - 
Ag» ópotóryra ö vr, we card und- 
N CuAMAárrTu»  Bpayeig xepaig 
póry. The Rabbinical writings have 
many sayings similar in sentiment to this, 
but spoken of the Litera written law. 
(See Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. in loc.) It is 
important to observe in these days how 
the Lord here includes the O. T. and all 
its unfolding of the divine purposes re- 
garding Himeelf, in His teaching of the 
citizens of the kingdom of heaven. I 
say this, because it is always in contempt 
and setting aside of the O. T. that ra- 
tionalism has . First, tts historical 
truth —then its theocratic dispensation 
and the types and prophecies connected 
with it, are swept away; so that Christ 
came to fulfil nothing, and becomes only 
a teacher or a martyr: and thus the way 
is paved for a similar rejection of the 
N. T. ;—beginnmg with the narratives of 
the birth and infancy, as theocratic myths 
—advancing to the denial of His miracles— 
then attacking the truthfulness of His own 
sayings which are grounded on the O. T. 
as a revelation from God—and so finally 
leaving us nothing in the Scriptures but, 
as a German writer of this school has ex- 
pressed it, * a mythology not so attractive as 
that of Greece. That this is the course 
which unbelief Aas run in Germany, should 
be a t warning to the decriers of 
the d. T. among ourselves. It should be a 
maxim for every expositor and every stu- 
dent, that Scripture is a whole, and stands 
or falls together. That this is now begin- 
ning to be deeply felt in Germany, we have 
cheering testimonies in the later editions 
of their best Commentators, and in the 
valuable work of Stier on the discourses of 
our Lord. [Since however these words 
were first written, we have had lamentable 
proof in England, that their warnings 
were not unneeded. The course of unbe- 
lief which has issued in the publication of 
the volume entitled ** Essays and Reviews," 
has been in character and progress, exactly 
that above described: and owing to the 

(sot r. IX. 
4.) 

x = ver. 9. 

Avos (faciam) 

injudicious treatment which has multiplied 
tenfold the circulation of that otherwise 
contemptible work, ite fallacies are now 
in the hands and mouths of thousands, 
who, from the low standard of intelligent 
Scriptural knowledge among us, will never 
have the means of ing them. 1862. ] 

19.] There is little difficulty in this 
verse, if we consider it in connexion with 
the verse preceding, to which it is bound 
by the o?» and the robore», and with the 
following, to which the ydp unites it. 
Bearing this in mind, we see (1) that 
Avey, on account of what follows in ver. 
20 and after, must be taken in the higher 
sense, as referring to the spirit and not 
the letter: whosoever s break (have 
broken), in the sense presently to be laid 
down. (2) That róv dvr. robr. tow . 
refers to iðra Ev h pia xepaía above, and 
means one of these minute commands 
which seem as insignificant, in comparison 
with the greater, as the /&ra and cepaia 
in comparison with t portions of 
writing. (8) That MAN Gros kA. does 
not mean ‘shall be excluded from,’ inas- 
much as the question is not of keeping or 
not keeping the commandments of God in 
a legal sense, but of appreciating, and 
causing others to „ the import 
and weight of even the most insignificant 
parts of God’s revelation of Himself to 
man; and rather therefore applies to 
teachers than to Christians in general, 
though to them also through the Avcy 
and wojoy. (4) That no deduction can 
be drawn from these words binding the 
Jewish law, or any part ‘Aas as such, 
«pon Christians. That this is so, is 
lainly shewn by what follows, where our 
Lord to pour upon the letter of 
the law the faller light of the spirit of the 
Gospel: thus lifting and expanding (not 
destroying) every jot and tittle of that 
precursory dispensation into its full mean- 
ing in the life and practice of the Chris- 
tian; who, by the indwelling of the di- 
vine Teacher, God’s Holy Spirit, is led 
into all truth and purity. (5) That these 
words of our Lord are decisive against 
such persons, whether ancient or modern, 
as would set aside the Old Teetament as 
without significance, or inconsistent with 
the New. See the preceding note, and 
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the Book of Common Prayer, Article vii. 
dAéxwrros is in direct allusion to 

i\ayiorwy ; but it can hardly be said (De 
Wette, Tholuck) that, because there is no 
article, it means ‘one of the least’ (ein 
geringſter), for the article is often omitted 
after an appellative verb. péyas rests on 
different grounds; being positive, and in 
its nature generic.—See ch. xi. 11 ; xviii. 
1—4. On «Anbiceran, see note on ver. 
9. Observe the conditional aorists, Abep, 
rotijop, did Ep, combined with the indic. 
fut. kÀg0gorrau—and thus necessitating 
the keeping the times distinct. The time 
indicated by cxOUiG fra is one when the 
Avoat, xornoat, QiáZar shall be things 
of the past—belonging to a course of re- 
sponsibility over and done with. 
20.] An expansion of the idea contained 
in wAnpweat, ver. 17, and of the differ- 
ence between Abo, which the Scribes and 
Pharisees did by enforcing the letter to 
the neglect of the spirit—and 20:69 «ai 
áy, in which particulars Christians 
were to exceed the Pharisees, the punc- 
tilious observers, and the Scribes, the tra- 
ditional expounders of the law. 
Sixarocivyn, purity of heart and life, as 
set forth by example in the wroouvreg, 
and by precept in the diddocovrec. The 
whole of the rest of our Lord's sermon is 
a comment on, and illustration of, the 
assertion in this verse. Téev] 
Persons devoted to the work of reading 
and expounding the law (Heb. 196), whose 
Office seems first to have become frequent 
after the return from Babylon. They 
generally appear in the N. T. in connexion 
with the Pharisees: but it ap from 
Acts xxiii. 9, that there were Scribes at- 
tached to the other sects also, In Matt. 
xxi. 15, they appear with the chief priesta ; 
but it is in the temple, where (see also 
Luke xx. 1) they acted as a sort of police. 
In the description of the assembling of 
the great Sanhedrim (Matt. xxvi. 8: Mark 
xiv. 53; xv. 1) we find it composed of 
d pxiepe ĩc, wpecBurepor, and ypappareic; 
and in Luke xxii. 66, of dpycpei¢g xai 

ver and the whole of this (homaotel) D. 
dicatoovvy bef vn, with M(Tischdf) S(e sil Bch) U 1. 33 

ypauparíev kai Dapicaiwy, ov py 
hes. eicéAOnre sic rriv? Bacıdciav rov " ovpavov. 21 "Hxod- sin. io. 

rec n 
em, Orig: txt B rel 13. 

themselves to our Lord; watching 
im to find matter of accusation, Luke 

vi. 7; xi. 53, 54; perverting His sayings, 
Matt. ix. 3, and His actions, Luke v. 30; 
xv. 2; seeking to entangle Him by ques- 
tions, Matt. xxii. 35 (see note there) ; Luke 
x. 25; xx. 21; and to embarrass Him, 
Matt.xii.88. Their authority as expounders 
of the law is recognized by our Lord Him- 
self, Matt. xxiii. 1, 2; their adherence to 
the oral traditionary exposition proved, 
Matt. xv. 1 ff.; the respect in which they 
were held by the people shewn, Luke 
xx. 46; their existence indicated not only 
in Jerusalem but also in Galile, Luke 
v. 17,—and in Rome, Josephus, Antt. 
xvii. 3. 5. They kept schools and audi- 
tories for teaching the youth, Luke ii. 46 ; 
Acts v. 34, compared with xxii. 3; are 
called by Josephus sarpiev lUEnynrai 
vóuwv, Antt. xvii. 6. 2; sogarai, B. J. 
i. 33. 2. The construction xAeiov rev 
Yoappariwy kai r&y» Papicaiwy elip- 
tically for wi. ric ówatocbvnc r. yp. æ. 
T. G., is illustrated in Kühner (Gram. ii, 
8 749) under the name of ‘comparatio 
compendiaria, by Hom. Il. 6. 191, cpi, - 
g Ó' abrt Aiòç yeveh Torapoio ré- 
rvxrat ; Pindar, Olymp. i. init., ugà' dAvp- 
ia dywra giprepoy abdacopey, &c. No- 
tice, that not only the hypocrites among 
the Scribes and Pharisees are here meant ; 
but the declaration is, * Your righteous- 
ness must be of a higher order than any 
et attained, or conceived, by Scribe or 

isee.” ob pù als.] A very 
usual formula (see ch. vii. 21; xvii. 3; 
xix. 17, 23, 24: John iii. 5 al.); implying 
exclusion from the blessings of the Chris- 
tian state, and from the inheritance of 
eternal life. 21—48.| Siz examples 
of the true FULFILMENT 0f the lae by 
esus.—FIRST EXAMPLE. The law of 

murder. (For a very full discussion of 
the various points of Jewish and Christian 
law and morality occurring in this part 
of the sermon, consult throughout Tho- 
luck’s elaborate commentary, 3rd edn.) 

. The Scribes uniformly op- 

BDEKL 
MSUVA 
1. 33. 
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5. 8 Kings 

Lake ifi. 15. Gen. Irae 12 but? fo, nw ix. 12. ‘as 
e E105. xx. 16(18). Dxvr. dat. of the 

` Deut. xix. 
b ch. xviii. H axi. 7. Lake 
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authorities being so 
dicided, and internal evidence being equally indecisive. Griesbach and Meyer hold it 
to have been expunged from motives of moral rigorism :—De Wette, to have been 
inserted fo soften the apparent rigour of the precept. 
more probable.) 

91. ikoócere] viz. by the reading 
of the law in the synagogues, and the 
5 of the Scribes. TOUS 
åpxalou ] has been rendered, as in E. V., 
by the ancients ;’ in which case, Moses 

and his traditional expounders are classed 
together; or, to the anciente,— which 
last interpretation seems to me to be cer- 
tainly the right one. Both constructions 
are found (see reff.); but every instance of 
the former is either (as ch. vi. 1) resolvable 
into the latter, or, as Luke xxiii. 15, am- 

and none can be produced with 
i}pnOn, whereas all the latter have this 

word, which is never followed in the 
N.T. or LXX by any other substantive but 
that den the persons fo whom the 
words are spoken. The omission of roig 
dpyaiorc, vv. 27, 81, 88, 43, also favours 

rendering fo, which was the interpre- 
tation of the Greek fathers. Chrysostom 

it thus: ri ody abrog gnay ; 
$«obcars ors ibpiOn roig apyaiog Ob 
35 Kairos 6 kal ixsiva dodc abróç 

t^ AMAd rig ånmpoçcwøzwç abrd rie 
Onosy. sire yàp elxey Sri Heobcare ÖT: 
alzoy roic &pxaíotc, doc rapaderroc ò 
Aéyoc iyivero, cai rds dy rpoçiorn 
roig dcoboοõt sire ab warty erwy 
Gre Heovoare Ör: ippiby roic dpxaioig 
rapd roù Tarpóc pov, ixynyayey RVG 
dd Aiyo, 9 àv ldoker elvat ò abba- 
$(iacpóc, Hom. in 210. Meyer (ed. 
2) has well observ that 7725 more 
dpxaiosç corresponds to AA Ci vpiv, an 
the 47 to the understood subject of ipp. 
He has not, however, apprehended the 

truth which underles les the omission 
of the subject of ib. that it was the same 
person who said both. It will be noticed 
that our Lord does not here speak against 

The latter seems to me the 

the abuse of the law by tradition, but 
that every instance here given is either 
from the law itself, or such traditional 
teaching as was in accordance with it 
(e. g. the latter part of this verse is only 
a formal expansion of the former). The 
contrasts here are not between the law 
misunderstood and the law rightly under- 
stood, but between the law and its an- 
cient exposition, which in their letter, 
and as given, were ceya,—and the same 
as spiritualized, xexA\npwpiva, by Christ : 
not between fo lawgivers, Moses and 
Christ, but between ol ápxaiot and ònerg; 
between (the idea is Chrysostom's) the 
children by the same husband, of the 
bondwomas and of the freewoman. The 
above remarks comprise a brief answer to 
the important but somewhat misappre- 
hended question, whether our Lord im- 

ed the Mosaic law itself, or only its 
inadequate interpretation by the Jewish 
teachers? See this treated at great length 
by Tholuck, Bergp. pp. 153—165, edn. 3. 

ere is no inconsistency in the above 
view with the assertion in ver. 19: the 
just and holy and true law was neces- 
sarily restricted in meaning and degraded 
in position, until He came, whose office it 
was to fulfil and glorify it. xplores ] 
viz. the courts iu every city, ordered Deut. 
xvi. 18, and explained by Josephus Antt. 
iv. 8. 14 to consist of seven men, and to 
have the power of life and death. But 
ry cpo. p the next verse (see note) is 
the court of judgment in the Messiah's 
kingdom. 225 The sense is: There 
were among the Jews three well-known 
degrees of guilt, coming respectively under 
the cognizance of the local and the su- 
preme courts; and after these is set the 
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tevva rov wupéc, the end of the male- 
doctor, whose corpse, thrown out into the 
valley of Hinnom, was devoured by the 
worm or the flame. Similarly, in the 
spiritual kingdom of Christ, shall the sins 
even of thought and word be brought into 
judgment and punished, each according 
to ite degree of guilt, but even the least of 
them before no less a tribunal than the 
judgment-seat of Christ.’ The most im- 

rtant thing to keep in mind is, that there 
is no distinction E kind between these 
punishments, only of degree. In the thing 
compared, the xpíceic inflicted death by the 
sword, the cuvéidpow death by stoning, 
and the disgrace of the yiewva ro svpóc 
followed as an intensification of the horrors 
of death; but the punishment is one and 
the same—death. Eo also in the subject 
of the similitude, all the punishments are 
spiritual ; all result in eternal death; but 
with various degrees (the nature of which 
is as yet hidden from us), as the degrees of 

ilt have been. So that the distinction 
wn by the Romanista between venial 

and mortal sins, finds not only no coun- 
tenance, but direct confutation from this 
pessage. The words here mentioned must 
not be superstitiously pi snp to have 
any damning power in themselves (see 
below), but to represent states of anger 
and hostility, for which an awful account 
hereafter must be given. On ale (see 
var. readd.) Euthymius remarks: pop 
0b rò sik], obk drei wavraxace rjv 
öh, åd pdvny ry deapoy AZ i BM 
M yàp sUxa«poc An. Grotius: Me- 
rito eic ij additum. Neque enim iracundus 
est quisquis irasci solet, sed qui olg o dei, 
kai ig olg ob dei, cai nd Ñ Set, ut 
Aristoteles loquitur. On the sense, cf. 
1 John iii. 15. Sand] «7, empty; 
& term denoting contempt, and answering 
to ù dvÜperrt kevi, James ii. 20. On the 
a representing the *, see Tholuck’s note, 
p. 172, edn. 8. papí) Two interpreta- 
tions have been given of this word. Either 
it is (1), as usually understood, a Greek 
word, Thos fool,’ and used by our Lord 
Himself of the Scribes and] Pharisees, ch. 
xxiii. 17, 19,—and ite equivalent dyógrot 

t ch. iv. 11, 20, 22. zxiv. 9 al. fr, 

of the disciples, Luke xxiv. 25; or (2) a 
Hebrew word, signifying ‘rebel,’ and the 
very word for uttering which Moses and 
Aaron were debarred from entering the 
land of promise: . . . OO qwe: 
‘Hear now, ye rebels.“ Num. xx. 10.— 
« Others take the Greek word, according to 
the Hebrew usage of 53), in the sense of 
áOtoc. So Phavorinus : eipyra: xai iwi roù 
áÜtov xai ávícrov." Thol. p. 174. 
voy. els is perhaps a pregnant construction 
for iv oxog ecrs A g0rvaieig: but see reff. 

T. yéevvay roù v.) To tbe 8. R. of 
Jerusalem was a and fertile valley, 
called dnn ‘the vale of Hinnom, and 
rendered l'aíwva, Josh. xviii. 16, LXX. 
In this valley (also called Tophet, Iss. xxx. 
33: Jer. vii. $1) did the idolatrous Jewa 
burn their children to Moloch, and Josiah 
(2 Kings xxiii. 10) therefore polluted it ; 
and thencefo it was the place for the 
casting out and burning all offal, and the 
corpses of criminals; and therefore ite 
name, ) yityva roD rwpóc, was used to 
signify df ruri of everlasting punish- 
ment. f. ov] an inference from 
the guilt and danger of all bitterness and 
hostility of mind towards another, declared 
in the verse. Chrysostom re- 
marks: rad co$óc larpòg ob póvov 
Tà TpocóvAiakruird ray voonparey riby- 
ew, GdAd cai rà CuopSerea, obrw cai 
abròg wot. rà piv ydp cwrduy cadsiv 
pepóv, wpogvAasrecéy tors ric Ex8pac 
rò dt wehedeey karalAayijva,n r&v nerd 
rhy Ix6pav yevopivwuv voonpdrwy ara. 
perucóv. Hom. xvi. p. 218. The whole 
of oo oo gei is excellen 
The Sepovw is any kind of gift—sacrificial 
or e Exe Ti xara od is 
remarkable, as being purposely substituted 
for the converse. It is not what com- 
plainte we have against others that we 
are to consider at such a time, but what 
they have against «s; not what 
we have given for complaint, but what 
complaints they, as matter of fact, make 

inst us. See the other side dealt with, 
ark xi. 25. Tholuck has shewn at 

length (p. 187, ff.) that the distinction 
attem to be set up between dak - 
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Aue as implying a meéual, and karaA- 
Adoce, a merely one-sided reconciliation, 
has no foundation in fact. Our dia- 
Ay. is simply become reconciled 
self, without being influenced by the 
status of the other towards thee. Remove 
the offence, and make friendly overtures 
to thy brother. wpwrov belongs to é braye, 
not to StakAd not, (1) because bx. rpa- 
rov is opposed to róre Ae, the depar- 
fere to the return, not ĉıaààdynðı to 
ro chepe; (2) by the analogy of the usage 
of such adverbs with imperatives. Com- 

ch. vii. 5 and the similar passage, 
e vi. 42: ch. vi. 33; xiii. 30: Mark 

vii. 27. No conclusion whatever can be 
drawn from this verse as to the admissi- 
— emir i Ch as applied to the 

Table under the Christian system. 

Holy Communion; but further nothing 
ean be inferred. 25.) The whole of 
this verse is the earthly example of a spi- 
ritual duty which is understood, and runs 
parallel with it. 3 
*As in worldly affairs, it is prudent to 
LÍ up s mstter with an adversary be- 
F 

spi man to a and rigorous imprison- 
ment, so reconciliation with an offended 
brother in this life is abeolutely necossary 

vulg lat-e ff, 9, , ^ irl iis syr-with- 
arm Orig Cyr 

before his against us to the 
Great J , and we be cast into eternal 
condemnation.'—The ávríBuos, in its ab- 

representation it is 
the offended brother, who is to us that 
law, as as he has its claim. Spon 
us. "The in the in 
the way in which all men , the zige 
zig THE Tic of 3 Kings ii. 2, the 
ddd¢ y obr imavacrpagncopa of Job 
xvi. 22. In the civil process, it represents 
the attempt at arbitration or private ar- 

ent before into court: see 
Tho p. 193, 3rd edit So Chrys. : reò 
piv a rijc sicódov oè róptoc e rov 
wavyróc dà» d ixe ixtivwy rov rpo- 
Gépwr, odi o c Tov)áCuy duyncy rà 
cal’ lavróy wç Bote ğıabiiva:. Hom. xvi. 
p. 219. 26.] These words, as in the 
earthly example imply future libera- 
tion, because an earthly debt can be paid 
in most cases, eo in the spiritual counter- 
part they amount to a negation of it, be- 
cause the debt can never be discharged. 
We have lec droa rò dpecdopevoy in ch. 
xvii. 30, where the payment was clearly 
impossible, ory = wpárrep 
in Loke xii. 58, and is the officer uf the 
court who saw the sentences executed. 
If we are called on to assign a meaning to 
tanpirne in the interpretation, it must 
represent the chief of those who in ch. 
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22. 10) ie, cou "cuuéípr yap oo iva awoAnra ev rwv * peAwy 
9 v. B. 

m ch. x ziv. 48. 1 Cor. vil. . Deut. viii 17. 
XXzYv.(xzxil)ib5 only. Prov. iv. 13 Aq. 

n Zech. zi. 17 bis. och, xvii. 27 al. fr. 7 Sir. ix. & xxili. B. 
p= ch. xviii. Y only. (Acts vii 10 al.) võ» Swear èfaipebe- 

cw, Polyb: xil. 7. b. q w. tva, ch. xvili. 6. John xt. 50. xvi. 7. w. Inf, ch. xix. 10 ref. 
rob, x. 35. I Cor. iv. 8. " SOPs here (bis) only, Paal, Rom. vi. 13 al. fr. James lii. 6, l. le. 1 oniy. Ler 

Laal. t Joba xi. 50. Prov. vili. 10. Joel ji. 18. a Mark ix. 45, 47 only. see ch. xvili. 9. Lake xii. 5. 
v ver. 22 reff, w ch. ill. Io. zi. 22, 34 al. Exod. xxi. 27. Jer. vi.6. 

28. rec (for Ist avrov) auric (grammatical corrn), with M 1 Justin Athen Orig, 
Eus: txt BD rel Thph-ant Clem Orig Constt Eus. 

29. o deko bef cov D. 
D-lat ?) syr-cu copt. 

30. om ver D (i. e. from yeevvay to yttvyay). 
y. (From ver 29), with A rel lat F syrr 
latt(including A-lat) syr-cu copt seth ( 

xviii. 34, are hinted at by Bacamerai, 
viz. the great enemy, the minister of the 
divine wrath. xopSpévrny, quadras- 
tem, a Latin word (= Ae rr in || Luke), 
the fourth part of an as. See note on 
Luke, l. c. 
27—30.] SECOND EXAMPLE. The law 

of adultery. 28. was ô BNE 
The precise meaning should in this verse 
be kept in mind, as the neglect of it may 
lead into error. 
the sin of adultery, and therefore, how- 
ever the saying may undoubtedly apply 
by implication to cases where this sin is 
out of the 5 g. to the impure 
beholding of an enmarried woman with 
a view to fornication (it being borne in 
mind that spiritually, and before God, all 
fornication ts adultery, inasmuch as the 
unmarried person is bound in loyalty and 
chastity to Him. See Stier below)—yet 
the direct assertion in this verse must be 
understood as applying to the cases where 
this sin is in question. And, again, the 
Ri r xpdc rd 5x0. must not be inter- 
preted of the casual evil thought which is 
checked by holy watchfulness, but the 
gazing with a view to feed that desire (for 
80 wpoc ró with an inf. must mean). And 
again, jdn ip. abr. iy r. x. aùr., whatever 
it may undoubtedly imply respecting the 
guilt incurred in God's sight, does not 
directly state any thing; but plainly un- 
derstood, affirms that the man who can 
do this—viz. ‘ with a view to feed 
unlawful desire’—has already in his heart 
passed the barrier of criminal intention ; 
made up his mind, stifled his conscience ; 

Our Lord is speaking of 

«avrov B. 
BAD. L: ass (eat) D lat-a b o g, & (not 

rec (for eic y. axeXOn) An eic 
th arm: BAnOnca ac rg» y. L: txt BN 1. 33 
ig Ambr Aug Lucif). 

in thought, committed the deed. But 
perhaps there is justice in Stier's remark, 
Reden Jesu i. 129 (edn. 2), that our Lord 
speaks here after the O. T. usage, in which, 
both in the seventh commandment and 
elsewhere, adultery also includes fornica- 
tío»; for marriage is the becoming one 
flesh, —end therefore every such union, 
except that after the manner and in the 
state appointed by God, is & violation and 
contempt of that holy ordinance. 
29.] An admonition, arising out of the 
truth announced in the last verse, to with- 
stand the first springs and occasions of 
evil desire, even by the sacrifice of what is 
most us and dear to us. ravra rpoc- 
irašev ob wepi HN diadeyopevoc, 
dxaye obdapov ydp ric capede ra lycA¹U 
para slvai gnoww, Md wayraxov ric 
mune rūc roy np ij karryopia. ob yàp 
oda ng lori 6 ôpõv, GAN’ Ó wove cai 

ò Aoyiepdc. Chrys. Hom. xvii. p. 225: 
and to the same effect Euthymius, who 
adds dAX’ 698aXuóp piv fe radci row 
Ciceny ó$0aXuov crepyopevor eid» piñor 
xpa d deEidy rdw dicny xupóc xogo- 
pevorra dekidy Uanpirny, cai eire avdpec 
tlsy aire yuvaicec. Aye roivuy bre dd 
ol rocourot ceavdadiZwoi ce mpòc iprá- 
Sen, pntt roúrwv siap? GX’ Excoor 
atrove rijg wpóg ce M* ,,, kal fi 
wéppw cov. Philo Judxus reports that 
he had heard dd Oeoreciwy ávópov an 
interpretation of Deut. xxv. 12, singularly 
agreeing with this verse: elxorwe oUv rrjv 
e». Xtpa. . . . awoxéxray disipnras qoj- 
Boec, ob ö rec axpwrnpialnra rò 
Capa crepóutvoy ávaykatorárov pipove, 
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cov cal pn 0Àov rò cüpá cov ac ` yéevvav * awéADy. oa © 
31'EopnÜn 9b Oe av *awoAvoy rij 
dre avrg *arooraciov. © iyù 88 AGV dew Ore raç 
o “awoAvwy rüv yuvaika avrov 

rJ 9 a Y "vis xxiv. 

yuvatka auTOu, , 2 1. 19. 
- xix. 8, &e. |. 

— xvi. tB 

b s 08 t i a 86. ruptcroc Aoyou Jos. att. xv, 
ropveiac mowi aurny ° uod Kat Oc tav " amoAsÀv- aa 11. 21 

Av. 3, 6 (1, 8). Ia. I. 1. Jer. ili. 8 only, but always w. g. BRN. 
38 (ch. xix. 9 v. r.) only t. Derim AM C= 

. here (bis) and ch. Polyb. Al. 6. 6 
(-xevecy, ver. 28 ref ) 

only. Deut. 

b Acts xxvi. . 9 Cor. zi. 
Acts x. S9. de Tiva Aóyov woseiva: vod ro, 

XI. V bis f only Jer. X. 2. Eszek. xvi. 89. 

SL rec ins ort bef oc, with A rel: om BDL 1. 13. 38. 124 al latt Chr Hil. 
33. om or: D lat-a b g, A Aug. rec oç av arokven, with D rel lat-a b gi A E 

syr-cu copt [Orig]: txt BELMA 1. 33 Scr’s u w evv-y-z-P-160 vulg lat-o f ff. gal 

syrr goth wth arm. 

5 usurpari volunt, satis 
Chr,; Thdrt : pocyac@a: L rel Bas Chr.. 
D 64 lat-a b k gr-and-lat-mse-mentd-by-Aug Tert. 
(see ch xix. 9). 

dM rip ToU vávrac rc Yvxe abiove 
ripyvay Aoywpobc. De Spec. Legibus, § 82. 
We may obeerve here, that our Lord 
grounds His precept of the most rigid and 
decisive self-denial on the considerations 
of the truest self-interest, got. 
veia xvii. 8, 9, ye gn T. 

to cvu$. co: (see John xvi. 7); 
and not (Meyer) to the foregoing, making 
on. yap oo: parenthetical. 

Al. 13. THIRD EXAMPLE. The law of 
divorce. See note on ch. xix. 7—9. Light- 
foot. Hor. Hebr., gives a form of the d ro- 
ordowwy, which was a divorcement a mensá 
et thoro, and placed the woman absolutely 
m her own er, to whom she 
pleased. In t. xxiv. 1, the allowable 
reason of divorce is ‘some uncleanness.’ 
This the disciples of Shammai interpreted 
only of adultery ; those of Hillel of any 
thing which amounted to uncleanness in 
the eyes of the husband. 82.) pa 
velas must be taken to mean ain, not only 
before marriage, but after it also, in a 
wider sense, as including uoixeía likewise. 
In the similar places, Mark x. 11; Luke 
xvi. 18, this exception does not occur ; see 
however our ch. xix. 9. Chrysostom ex- 
plains the connexion of this verse with the 
former to be, tva yáp pù) áxobcac " E£eAs 
roy ó9UaAuóv, vopiage zal wepi yvrawüg 
ravra iyecOas, sbeaipwo ixnyays rv 
imsdsdpOwory ratrny, ivl rpóto pire 
Cvyxupary icßáňuy ahr, iripp d ob- 
devi. Hom. xvii. p. 228. The ive 
senses of xopyeia cannot be admissible here, 
us the law is one having reference to a defi- 
nite point in actual life; and this its aim 
and end, restricts the meaning to that kind 
of rope immediately applicable to the 
case. Otherwise this one strictly guarded 

Vor. I. 

uo. evUnvat (perhaps, as Griesb., corrn, ut grammati- 

sxevery et uouyaa0a. de maritis, no«xtvscÜat autem de uxoribus 
> but see ref Ezek) BD 1. 18. 83. 124. 209 Thph-ant Orig 

om xa: to poryaras (pory. to noix. j) 
o ,n, D yaundac 

exception would give indefinite and uni- 
versal latitude. rote abr. poix. 
‘ Per alias nupti 9 dat 
divortium.’ L ês láv] How 
far the marriage of the innocent party 
after separation (on account of wopyeia) 
is forbidden by this or the similar pas- 
sage ch. xix. 9, is a weighty and difficult 

By the Roman Church such 

misgivings 
ee ee ee uta inis vs s 
cupiens solvere difficillimam qusestio- 
nem. Quod utrum enodatissime fecerim 
nescio; immo vero non me pervenisse ad 
hnjus rei perfectionem sentio. Retract. ii. 
57. On the other hand, the Protestant and 
Greek Churches allow such marriage. Cer- 
tainly it would appear, from the literal 
meaning of our Lord's words (if droXeX. be 
taken as perfectly general), that it should 
not be allowed : for if by such divorce the 
marriage be altogether dissolved, how can 
the oo be m uo xd oa. by a second 
marriage ? or how will . 
(1 Cor. vii. 11) find place, in which he 
says, idy ò cai xywpicOg, pevirw dyapoc 
$ re ddp caradr\aynte? for stating 
this as St. Paul does, prefaced by the 
words oùx 17, dM ó kópioc, it must be 
understood, and has been taken, as refer- 
ring to this very verse, or rather (see note 
in loc.) to ch. xix. 6 ff., and consequently 
can only suppose wopyeia as the cause. 
Besides which, the tenor of our Lord’s 
teaching in other places (see above) seems 
to set before us the state of marriage as 
absolutely tndissoluble as such, however 
he may sanction the pulso a mened et 
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7. kata, Heb. vi. 18. eic, ver. 85. acc., James v. 19. 

thoro of an unfaithful wife. Those who 
defend the other view suppose the dzo- 
AEN ,. to mean, when uslawfully di- 
vorced, sot for wopyeia: and certainl 
this is not improbable. We may we 
leave & matter in doubt, of which Augus- 
tine could write thus: In ipsis divinis 
sententiis ita obscurum est utrum et iste, . 
cui quidem sine dubio adulteram licet 
dimittere, adulter tamen habeatur si alte- 
ram duxerit, ut, quantum existimo, venia- 
liter ibi quisque fallatur De Fide atq. 
Op. c. 19. Meyer gives as a reason for 
believing 4 oA. to refer only to the un- 
la ly divorced : d xoR. is not quali- 
fled (cf. wapexrdg Adyou woprslac), be- 
cause the punishment of death was at- 
tached to adultery (Levit. xx. 10; Michael 
Mos. Recht. $ 260 ff.), and consequently 
under the law the ing a woman di- 
vorced for adultery could never happen.” 
Stier says in a note to his 2nd edn.: “ we 
hold it clear that áo. can only refer to 
the woman unlawfully divorced, and then 
there is no prohibition of the second mar- 
riage of one divorced on account of adul- 
tery ; I here pee at all * Me 
rum,’ as Augustine in the passage ci 
Alford." [I may remark, that beer vd 
pévqv is most naturally rendered, “her, 
when divorced :” not “a divorced wo- 
man,” as Words. It is a secondary pre- 
dicate, of which the subject is to be sup- 
plied out of abr above. Still less of 
course is it to be rendered “the divorced 
woman," rjv dwroteduptiyny. And thus 
understood, the saying concerning mar- 
riage after divorce applies only, as far as 
this passage is concerned, to unlawful di- 
vorce, not to that after vopviía.]) 

939—937.] FOURTH EXAMPLE. The law 
of oaths. 88, 84.] The exact mean- 
ing of these verses is to be ascertained by 
two considerations. (1) That the Jews 
held all those oaths not fo be binding, in 
which the sacred name of God did not di- 
rectly occur: as Philo states (De Special. 
Legg. p. 770, Potter), rpocAapirw ric, el 
BovdAorro, p) plv rd áveráre cal wpis- 
Bérarov tig airiov, ddAd yfiv, fjv, 
ácrípac, obpavóy, róv oópuayra kóapov. 
And Lightfoot (Hor. Hebr. ad locum) 
cites from the rabbinical books, ‘Si quis 
jurat per calum, per terram, per solem, 

k w. è», ch. zziii. 16, Ke. Rev. A. 6. N. IIIl. 11. Jer. v. 

etc....non est juramentum? See note, 
ch. xxiii. 16. It therefore appears that a 
stress is to be laid on this technical dis- 
tinction in the quotation made by our 
Lord ; and we must understand as belong- 
ing to the quotation, ‘but whatever thou 
shalt swear not to the Lord may be trans- 
igs (2) Then our Lord passes so 

beyond this rule, that He lays down 
(including in it the understanding that all 
oaths must be kept if made, for that they 
are all ultimately referable to swearing by 
God) the rule of the Christian community, 
which is not to swear at all; for that 
every such means of strengthening a man’s 
simple affirmation arises out of the evil in 
human nature, is rendered requisite by 
the distrust that sin has induced, and is, 
therefore, out of the question among the 
just and true and pure of heart. See 
James v. 12, and note there, as explana- 
tory why, in both cases, swearing by the 
name of God is not specified as forbidden. 
In the words, ‘Swear not at all,’ our Lord 
does not so much make a positive enact- 
ment by which all swearing is to indivi- 
duals forbidden, e. g. on solemn occasions, 
and for the satisfaction of others, (for 
that would be a mere technical Pharisaism 
wholly at variance with the spirit of the 
Gospel, and inconsistent with the example 
of God himself, Heb. vi. 18—17 ; vii. 21; 
Y the Lord when on earth, whose dani 
nny iyw bui» was a solemn assevera- 

tion, and who at once respected the solemn 
adjuration of Caiaphas, ch. xxvi. 63, 64 ; 
of His Apostles, writing under the guid- 
ance of His Spirit, see Gal. i. 20: 2 Cor. 
i. 28: Rom. i. 9: Phil. i. 8, and 5 
1 Cor. xv. 31; of His holy angels, Rev. x. 
6,) as declare to us, that the proper state 
of Christians is, to require no oaths ; that 
when rò sovnpó» is expelled from among 
them, every vai and ob will be as decisive 
as an oath, every promise as binding as a 
vow. We observe (a) that these verses 
imply the unfitness of vows of every kind 
as rules of Christian action; (3) that the 
greatest regard ought to be had to the 
scruples of those, not only sects, but in- 
dividuals, who object to taking an oath, 
and every facility given in a Christian 
state for their ultimate entire abolition. 
There is a very full account in Tholuck, 
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1 1 Cor. v. 1. 
5 

" vrowddio £OTLV Twv roiv " abe zx. 43 
v. r.), Acts 

" 1 35. vil. 
° ut r and Heb. 

* Quoc gc, 

Deux 16. 
Cant. L 6. v.11. Zech. ef. Peer 

T constr here only ce ver. 47. see Eph. Hii. 20. 

ge ef. Paa. xivil. 3. 
Lev. xili. 87 

36. rec n peAacvay bef roinaa: (easier order), with A rel syr goth: mosey rp. ut. A. 
n ged. Di: rono. e we Tong. p. Tpixa À. 9 ped. 1: alii aliter: txt B 33. 124. 209 
it copt exhi am Cypr 

9T. rec er (from homes’ v. 12, or perhaps the tmperatives following), with DL rel 
latt goth Justin hom-Cl, Clem, Iren-lat Tert inp: txt B 245 Eus. 

$8. om xa, D 13 lat-a b c g, 4 L Orig-lat Hil. 

Bergpredigt, pp. 258—75, of the 
of opinions on this question. 
3$.) Compare ch. xxiii. 16—22. Dean 
Trench observes (Serm. on Mount, p. 55), 
‘men had learned to think that, if only 
God’s name were avoided, there was no 
irreverence in the uent oaths by hea- 
ven, by the earth, by Jerusalem, by their 
own heads, and these brought in on the 
slightest need, or on no need at all; just 

now -a-da i half- 
Name will often 

— who woul not be wholly pro- 
fane, to substitute for that name sounds 
that nearly resemble, but are not exactly 
it, or the name, it ma b of some hea- 
then deity. Observe t the predicates, 
Opóvoc, btonóliv, réduc, being placed for 

before the are without 
: it would be ðr: icri» à Opóvoc, 

94.] For the allusions see reff. 
Isa. and Psa. ópv. dv is a Hebraism : 
the classical usage is with cará and a gen., 
or sim with an acc.; see reff. 
36. ob Tp. X. r. N h.] Thou 
hast no con — bend i not 

y regard it as ‘such now, even 
87. val val oô o6] 

The .similar place, ref. James, admirably 
illustrates this—fre opóv rò vai vai xal 
ra of o6—let these words only be used, 
and they in simplicity and unreservedness. 

ix rot wovnpos] Seo reff. The 
gender is ambiguous, as it 6 

tionally be in the Lord's prayer, ch. vi. 18, 
but see note there. It is quite immaterial 
to the sense, in which gender wo under- 
stand it; for the evil of man’s corru 
nature is in Scripture spoken of ae 
work of ò xovnpóc, and is séself rd ro- 
ynosy. See John viii. 44: 1 John iii. 8. 

—Ai.) FIFTH EXAMPLE. The law 
of retaliation 38.] That is, such 
was the e l the Moraio 
law, and, as psg it im 
spirit of retaliation whic 
such redrees; for the fases er 
refers to private as well as public retri 
bution. Here again our Lord appears 
to speak of the true status and perfection 
of a Christian community,—not to forbid, 
in those mixed and but half-Christian 
states, which have ever divided so-called 
Christendom among them, the infliction 
of judicial penalties for crime. In fact 
Scri speaks, Rom. xiii. 4, of the 
minister of such infliction as the minister 
of God. But as before, our Lord shews 
us the condition to which a Christian com- 
munity should fesd, and to further which 
every private Christian’s own endeavours 
should be directed. It is quite beside the 
purpose for the world to say, that these 
precepts of our Jord are too highly 
pitched for humanity, and so to find an ex- 
cuse for vio. them. If we were disci- 
ples of His in the true sense, these pre- 
cepts would, in their spirit, as indicative of 
frames of mind, be s observed ; and, 
as for as we are His disciples, we shall 
attain to such their observance. 
Here again, our Lord does not contradict 
tho Mosaic law, but expands and fuifils it, 
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d here only 1. 
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x Lake vi. $9 only. ue zi.4 Isa. I. d. 
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b & constr., here only. 1 Macc. x. 38, 82. 
e Lake xii. 58j. 

ix paristt emi thy Oelav * oa y cov, OTPEPOV G orra.. 
1 Se , — 

40 kat rø ÜtAovri cor 7 kpiÜnva: 
* ipa- 

, " d ' v ev 
ayyapevon “ pity ev, bay 

y = 1 Cor. eL I. 6. -— 
Acts ix. 89. 22 vx. 

ech. xxvii. 82. Mark 

tic BN al Scr’s d r evv-y-150 [Clem 
Orig] Chr: ex: D rel Eus. (sç is the reading Lu vi. 29 of D, exc of the other mss.) 

om dE (as in || Luke) D lat-mss-mentd-by-Aug [Dial Ephr Cypr] 
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declaring to us that the necessity for it 
would be altogether removed in the com- 
plete state of that kingdom which He 
came to establish. Against the notion 
that 666. &àvri 468. «.r.A. sanctioned all 
kinds of private revenge, A ine re- 
marks, * Quandoquidem et illud antiquum 
ad reprimendas mas odiorum, sevien- 
tiumque immoderatos animos refrenandos, 
ita preceptum est. Quis enim tantundem 
facile contentus est reponere vindicte 
quantum accepit injurie ? Nonne vide- 
mus homines leviter lesos moliri cedem, 
sitire sanguinem, vixque invenire in malis 
inimici unde satientur? . . .. . Huic 
igitur immoderate et per hoc injuste 
ultioni lex justum modum figens, poenam 
talionis instituit: hoc est ut qualem quis- 
ue intulit injuriam, tale supplicium . 
t. Proinde, “ Oculum pro oculo, sen 

tem pro dente," non fomes sed limes 
furoris est; non ut id quod sopitum erat 
inde accenderetur, sed ne id quod ardebat 
ultra extenderetur impositus.’ Cont. Faust. 
xix. 25. See 1 Cor. vi. 1—6. The accu- 
satives eb ó)óvra are perhaps in 
ref. Exod. governed by dhe, which im- 
mediately precedes them. But it may be 
noticed, that in ref. Levit., where the con- 
struction would require nominatives, we 
have the saying, as a proverb, in the accu- 
sative form. In ref. Deut., the case is 
exactly as here. 89. ph &rrwrrfvo] 
Here again, we have our divine Lawgiver 
legislating, not in the bondage of the letter 
so as to stultify His disciples, and in man 
circumstances to turn the salt of the eart 
into a means of corrupting it,—but in the 
freedom of the spirit, laying down those 
great principles which ought to regulate 
the inner purposes and consequont actions 

of His followers. Taken slavishiy and 
literally, neither did our Lord Himself 
conform to this precept (John xvii. 22, 
23), nor his Apostles (Acts xxiii. 3). But 
truly, and in the epirit, our blessed Re- 
deemer obeyed it; ‘He gave his back to 
the smiters, and his cheeks to them that 
ucked off the hair, and hid not his face 
m shame and spitting ' L 6): and 

his Apostles also, see 1 Cor. iv. 9—13. 
T9 wovnpe]) the evil man; him 

who injures thee.’ Or, perhaps, in the 
indefinite sense, as before, evil, gene- 
rally, ‘when thus directed against thee.’ 
Only, the other possible meaning there, 
‘the evil one, is precluded bere. ávri- 
ornre rp dia: but not this particular 
Form of his wor (viz. malice directed 
against thyself) so as to revenge it on 
another. 40, 41.] See note on ver. 
89. xpilfjva. imports legal contention 

, and is thus distinguished from the 
violence in ver. 89. (Meyer, against Tho- 
luck [but not in edn. 3] and De Wette.) 
Aefiv, i. e. in pledge for a debt: see 
Exod. xxii. 26. xvré&va, the inner and lesa 
costly garment ; Twv, the outer and 
more valuable, also by the poor as a 
coverlet by night (Exod. ubi supra). In 
Luke vi. 29 the o Winvetol amd ap 
pears to be that in which the two garments 
would be taken from the body, that verse 
referring to abstraction by violence. See 
the apostolic comment on this precept, 
1 Cor. vi. 7. & Herod. 
viii. 98, after describing the Persian post- 
couriers, adds rovro ro ópdunua rey 
inrwy caÀAtovct Tipoa: dyyapniov. E- 
chylus, Agam. 285 (Dindorf), says of the 
beacons which brought the intelligence of 
the capture of Troy to Mycons, $pvsróc 
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h = 2 H. 1.15. Tit. 1.14. Heb. xli. 95. Wied. xvi. 3 ó ©. và yia, Jos. B. J. fl. 19. 6. 
i — here only. (see note and Lev. ziz. 18. Dent. x 

2.19. Jer. liz. 4 vat, 
v. 2. k Eph. vi. 18, 19. Col. l. v. Kings 

42. rec (for doc) didor (see Luke vi. 30), with L rel: txt BDN 18. 124 Clem. 
Tæ Gerorr: D 88 ev-12 latt. 
éameacGa: Bl. 

om «exo cov. D lat- Clem Cypr Hil spec. 

44. rec aft vpwy ins evdoyure rovc karapepevovc vpac rale Toutré TOUC u 
Tac vpas, with DL rel (which however have row jucovciw) lat-c d fh eyrr DX seth 

Eus Dial Iren- arm: om BN 1. 11. 22. 58. 113. 209 lat-k syr-cu copt Thph-ant Orig 
lat Tert, Cypr, Hil, Ambr Jer Fulg. (The insertion seems to have b 

question this on account of the order of the Lake vi. 27,23. Meyer and De Wette 
clauses in Luke being different: but this inversion 
or other of them being supplied in the margin, and 

een made 

easily have taken place by one 
oth at last having found their 

way, irrespective of order, into the text. Their omission, if genuine, would be per- 
Sectly unaccountable. I therefore agree with Lachm, Tisch, and Treg in ing 
them here.) The Ist clause is inserted alone (but qu? from Luke) by Athen Clem 
Eus, Thl : the 2nd, alone, by vulg lat-a ö ff, g, | Aug Juvenc Epiph Phot Op. 

8 $pvxróv öp’ dx’ áyydpov xupdc 
iveprey. The Jews i ly objected 
to the duty of furnishing posts for the 
Roman government ; and Demetrius, wish- 
ing to conciliate the Jews, ised, among 
other things, re d undi ayyapebecOar 
ra ‘lovéaiwy vroliyia (Jos. Antt. xiii. 
2.3). Hence our Saviour represents this 
as a burden ;—and in the same manner 

i says, dv dd dyyaptia ý ral 
orparwernc irányra, age, pù) ávrí- 
Tuve pyè ye. Dr. Burton. The 
iwearaOpia, or billeting of the Roman sol- 
diers and their horses on the Jews, was 
one kind of this áyyaptía. ona 
The proper ing of the comman 
in this verse may be arrived at from con- 
sidering the way in which the Lord Him- 
self, who declares, ‘If ye shall ask any 
thing in my name, I will do it’ (John 
xiv. 14), performs this promise to us. It 
would obviously be, not a promise of love, 
but a sentence of condemnation to us, 
understood in its bare literal sense; but 
our gracious Saviour, knowing what is 
good for us, so answers our prayers, that 
we never are sent empty away; not al- 
ways, indeed, receiving what we ask,—but 
that which in the very disappointment we 
are constrained thankfully to confess is 
better than our wish. So, in his humble 

bere, should the Christian giver act. 
o give every thing to every one—the 

sword to the madman, the to the 
imposter, the criminal request to the 
temptreas— would be to act as the enemy 

of others and onrselves. Ours should be 
a higher and deeper charity, flowing from 
those inner springs of love, which are 
the sources of outward actions sometimes 
widely divergent ; whence may arise both 
the timely concession, and the timely re- 

As Chrysostom observes on a for- 
mer verse, pti) roivvy q Rd g rd Tpáypara 
Ie rufe, ddAd xai caipò xai alriay 
cai yywpny kai tpocwrey Cragopdy, cal 
Seca dv abroig Frepa aupBaivy, wavra 
uerd drpegBeiac Cnrapsr obdt yap lor 
dripwe dirt rijg ddnOPeiac. Hom. xvii. 
p avelo Here, to 

w,—without «swry, which was for- 
bidden by the law, Exod. xxii. 25; Levit. 
xxv. 87; Deut. xxiii. 19, 20. 

43—48.] SIXTH EXAMPLE. The law 
of love and hatred. 43.] The Jews 
called all Gentiles indiscriminately ‘ene- 
mies. In the Pharisaic interpretation 
therefore of the maxim (the latter of 
which, although a gloss of the bis, is 
a true representation of the spirit of the 
law, which was enacted for the Jews as 
a theocratic people), it would include the 
‘odium humani generis’ with which the 
Jews were so often c . But our 
Lord's ‘ ful * of neighbourly love 
extends it to all mankind—not only foreign 
nations, but even those who are actively 
employed in cursing, reviling, and - 
cating us; and the hating of enemies is, 
in His 5 of it, no longer an in- 
dividual or national aversion, but a ome 
out and being separate from all that robe 
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. morovow ; * 5 kai tav ‘acwaonabe rovc adeApovc vue 
= ver. 13. ch. vi. 1, A. z. 41, 42. 1 Cor. iil 8. P E 

qch.x.8al. Mt. L. oniy, rae Mark ii. I, 16 . Polyb. H. 18. 9. (-vevedio:s, 
1 Macc. 29.) r Luke L 40. x. 4. Exod. xvii 

rec ins ewnpeaZovrey vpac kai: bef rwv Qwrovrev (exnp. being the word answering to 
Suwa. in Lu vi 28 was 
being added), with (D)L rel latt 

laced here in the margin: then insd in the teat, the 
arm: om B 1.11. 22. 24. 209 em -k 

syr-cu syr-jer copt eth Athen Orig, (Orig, has it, omg r. Owe. vu. with goth) Dial 
¢ Iren- lat Cypr Aug Lucif.—om vnc 

46. „ere D 13. 124 latt(exc ff, 97 Cypr 
(see below ver 47 and Lu vi. 33), with B 
txt DZ 88 lat- k syr-cu copt seth 

Lucif Aug. 
rel: rovro 1 latt : hec 

Lucif. 

rec (for ovrec) ro avro 
lat-g, syrr arm: 

4T. for adsAgouc, pio, (probably a gloss) L rel Scr's-mss lat A syr goth arm 

against God. 45. Swe ylvnab< 
Probably, as Wordsw., the e 
“that ye may become is not to be alto- 
gether lost sight of here. Bot the aor. 
somewhat modifies it, being literally 
“ that ge may kave become,” i. e. “may 
be.” similar instances in ch. xviii. 3; 
xx. 20. viol ToU w.] i. e. in being 
like Him. Of course there is allusion to 
our state of vioi by covenant and adop- 
tion; but the likeness is the point espe- 
cially here brought out. So peunrai roù 
(0$, Eph. v. 1. The more we lift our- 
selves above the world's view of the duty 
&nd expediency of revenge and exclusive 
dealing, into the mind with which the 
‘righteous Judge, strong and paene who 
is provoked every day,” yet does good to 
the unthankful and evil, —the more firmly 
shall we assure, and the more nobly illus- 
trate, our place as sons in His family, as 
elcehOdyrec eig ray Bacisiay r&v obpa- 
væv. Chrysostom beautifully observes, 
kairoiye obUapoU rò yevópevov Icov, ob 
póvov 61d r5)» ric ibepye inc bwrepBorny, 
GAA cal Od rv rfc akiag Urepoyny. 
c9 ply yàp rapa rov dpodoiAov karagpo- 
»j dceivog è srapà rov QoóAov tai pupia 
tus pyiridiv roc xai od piv phpara ya- 
pily «Pxóptvog vrip abro), airdc dd 
Tpüyuara vo) peydda kal Oavpacrá, 
roy ijuov ávámrrev xal rove irnaioue 
OpBpovc Čıðoúç. GAN’ dne xai obrw ĝi- 
duni co evar, ac dvOpwrov iyxwpei 
elvat. pi) roivuy pices Toy ro r ra- 
Kec, roovray yra sor *oÓLivov dyabay, 
kai tig rohr üyovrá oe riu". pi) 
karap rq i*gprdlovrv. drei roy uiv 
vóvoy Uxiornc, rod di caprou d rtortpij- 
Onc «al rjv piv Lpiay ole, rdy òè 

ned droktig- Srep laydrne deriv 
ároiag, rd yaXerwrepov voptivavrag TÒ 
iAarroy rovrov py $ipuv. Hom. xviii. 
p. 239. Sn, use, ‘in that: 
ives the particular in which the con- 
rmity implied by viol consists. 

T. uo dvar. | Meyer quotes a sentiment 
of Seneca remarkably parallel: ‘Si deos 
imitaris, da et ingratis beneficia: nam et 
sceleratis sol oritur, et piratis patent ma- 
ria." 46.) On dyamrgy and cis, 
see Tittmann, Syn. p. 54. He remarks, 
* Manifesta est ratio cur Dominus jusserit 
dyargy rove ix0poóc, non autem sui». 
Nam get, amare, pessimum quemque 
vir honestus non potest: sed poterit eum 
tamen ayamgy, i. e. bene ei cupere et 
facere, quippe homini, cui etiam 
Deus benefaciat. Amor imperari non po- 
test, sed dilectio: dilectio humanitatis 
est, amor eorum tantum, quibus eadem 
mens est, idem animus.” See further in 
notes on John xi. 5. ra This 
race of men, so frequently mentioned as 
the objects of hatred and contempt among 
the Jews, and coupled with sinners, were 
not properly the publicans, who were 
wealthy Romans, of the rank of knights, 
farming the revenues of the provinces ; 
but their underlings, heathens or 
Jews, who usually exacted with - 
ness and cruelty. “The Talmud classes 
them pb thieves and assassins, m ss 
gards their repentance as impossible.” 
Wordsw. In interpreting these va we 
must carefully give the persons spoken of 
their correlative value and meaning: ye, 
Christians, sons of God, the true theo- 
cracy, the Baa. r. obp.,—these res va. 
or i@»ccol, men of this world, actuated by 
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VI. * Ueocixere . c. tpwv o '" ovpávioc "ridge torv. 
[Se] riv 'Owatoctvny ópwv pn wow EumpoaOev rov TATY 21. 

HL 2. Gen. vi. 9. Dent. xvill. I Bal. 

uF h pai Thee . only. Y. 
zzv. 16. es 

Bas Thi Lucif: txt BDZ 1 (Scr’s u, e sil) latt S 
s8yicot) red (see preceding ver), with L rel k - 

latt syr-cu syr syr-jer ä , 96e Matthei) Bas Cypr Lucif. 
rec (for ro avro) ovre, with (but ovrac) KES 

1. 93 

Was bvse (vl Lukeili18. Acts 42 vi 19 only . Esdr, vi. 15. 2 
z .17. Lake zzi. 

y = ch. v. 99. Acts x.85. Heb. xi. $8. 1 Joba iL 99. 

v ch. vi. 14, 96, 89 al. xv. 18. xxiii. 9 
Maco, 

brut. Al. 23. 2 Chron. 
Tobit xii. 8,9. xie. 11. 

-cu copt sth Cypr. rec (for 
Syr syr-ms goth arm : txt BDZ 

A lat-A syr-cu syr copt(Treg) : 
txt BDMUZ 1. 33 latt(Aoc) Syr goth æth arm Cypr Lucif. (It being thus determined 
fhat ro avro is the read here, it seems to follow that ver 46 was altered to ro avro 
to conform it to this, and consequently that ovrec must be read there.) 

48. rec wore p oe gr elegance), with D rel: txt BLZ Coisl-zxx-marg 1. 18. 83. 
124. 225 (Clem, Orig,) Eus Chr-1-3 (and Field) Damasc. 
Tete ovpavac (see ver 45), with E'KMSA lat-b c dg, A Syr 

rec (for ovpavioç) ey 
-cu Clem, Chr-txt 

Lacif, er ovpavo«; D! Chr-s-a: txt BD*E'LUZ Coll; crasse 1. 13. 83. 124 vulg 
lat-a f ff, 9, | syr eth arm Clem, Orig, Ath Damasc Cypr. 

Caar. VI. 1. rec om de, with BD rel latt syr-cu goth arm Hil: ins L 1. 33 
lat-g syrr copt eth 
overlooked, and. its 

Fee the omn arose from the connezion with ch v. being 
ing supposed that an entirely new subject commenced here). 

rec (for dicatoovynr) eAenpoovryy (a mistaken gloss, the general nature of this 
opening caution not 

worldly motives,—' what thank have ye in 
being like them ?’ 4T. Ard 
Here, most probably in its literal sense. 
Jews did not salute Genfiles: Mohamme- 
dans do not salute Christians even now in 
the East. 48. freos] Not alto- 

her imperative in meaning, but includ- 
mg the imperative sense: such shall be 
the state, the aim of Christians. 
Tél] complete, in your love of others; 
not one-sided, or exclusive, as these just 
mentioned, but all-embracing, and dod- 
like, — oicrippovec, Luke vi. 36. opeis 
is emphatic. No countenance is given 
by this verse to the ancient Pelagian or the 
modern heresy of perfectibility in this life. 
Such a sense of the words would be utterly 
at variance with the whole of the dis- 
course. See especially vv. 22, 29, 32, in 
which the imperfections and conflicts of 
the Christian are fully recognized. Nor, 
if we consider this verse as a solemn 
conclusion of the second part of the Ser- 
mon, does it any the more admit of this 
view, asserting as it does that likeness to 
God in inward purity, love, and holiness, 
must be the continual aim and end of the 
Christian in all the departments of his 
morallife. But how far from having at- 
tained this likeness we are, St. Paul shews 
us (Phil. iii. 12); and every Christian 
feels, just tn the proportion in which he 
das striven after it. Augustine argues 

being perceived), with LZ rel lat-/, & syr-cu syr copt(appy) goth 

for the true sense of this and similar pas- 
i 55 against the Pelagians 

at length, peccatorum meritis et remis- 
sione, lib. ii. ch. 12—17, and De perfec- 
tione justitis hominis, ch. 8, 9.—oi piv 
adyarwrreg rove d yar Drag abrobg åre- 
Atĩc elowy eig dyarny, ol d rode iyPpore, 
ríAetot, Euthym. On the sense see 1 Pet. 
i. 15. Thol. quotes from Plato, Theat. 

. 176, did ral wepacOas xpi) dd. 
cee brei Sri rayiora’ guyn Pi 
ópoíecic Oey card rò dur dh 
di Jicatov ral dowy perà gporyncewc yi- 
vícOa:. 

Cuar. VI. 1—18.] The THIRD DIVI- 
SION OF THE SERMON, in which the dis- 
ciples of Christ are warned against hypo- 
critical display of their good deeds, by 
the examples of abuses of the duties of 
almsgiving (ver. 2), praying (ver. 5), and 
Sasting (ver. 16). L1] The discourse 
of our Lord now passes from actions to 
motives ; not that He has not spoken to 
the heart before, but then it was only b 
inference, now directly. ä 
not ‘benevolence,’ or ‘alms,’ as m$ in 
rabbinical usage,—for this meaning is 
never found in the N. T., and in the 
a hal reff. a distinction is made, 

ough the two are coupled closely toge- 
ther. Besides, here we have iAtnuoaóvy 
treated of ss a distinct head below. It is 
best then to render in., righteousness, as 
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in ch. v. 20, as a general term including the 
three duties afterwards treated of. 
The words pd Tò Gea8. clearly define the 
course of action objected to:—not the 
open benevolence of the Christian who 
lets his light shine that men may glorify 
God, but the ostentation of him whose 
object is the praise and glory coming from 
man. fort ydp xai nr οõο, róv àv- 
Opwrwv TotoUvra, uy) wpdc rd OtaÜrvai 
wouy’ kai p) wowvyra tux pocOev táv, 
wpdc rò Oeabğvaı souiv, Ch tom, 
Hom. xix. p. 245. el 5 ye] 
does not apply to rpociyere, so as to mean, 
‘if ye do not take heed;’ but to gr) 
voii», and means, if ye do. That this 
is so, is clear from the reff. On the force 
of the ye, modifying the condition ex- 
pressed in the 2d, and concentrating it on 
the example given, see Klotz ad Devar., p. 
627, and ante, p. 308. 

FIRST EXAMPLE. Almegiving. 
. ph cadelays] A proverbial 

expression, not implying any such custom 
of the hypocrites of that day, but the 
habit of self-laudation, and display of 
good works in general. obx Sri odRkxvty- 
vac exo drt dAAd rij roh ab- 
r&y» émideiEae BobdAerat paviay rg Xi ker 
Tijc peragopadc raúrnç, cwppday rairg 
cal ixropretiwy abrobg. Chrys. Hom. 
xix. p. 246. Meyer remarks that the 
word caAsxícgc is tuba canas, not tuba 
cani cures, and must therefore refer to 
what the person Aimself does: but all 
verbs of action may surely refer to action 
per alterum, so that this does not decide 
the point. Many Commentators, among 
whom are Calvin and Bengel, think that 
the words are to be taken literally : and 
Euthym. mentions this view: aci dé 
riyer dri vxorpirai rére did adAmcyyog 

auvecddouy roüc deonlvo g. But Light- 
foot says, “non inveni, quesiverim licet 
multum serioque, vel minimum tube ves- 
tigium in preestandis eleemosynis." See 
his note, containing an account of the 
practices of the Jews in giving alms ;— 
and many illustrative passages in Tholuck ; 
among which may be mentioned Cic. ad 
diversos xvi. 21, ‘te buccinatorem fore 
existimationis mem.’ urp. cov | 
according to the way in which the former 
verse is taken, these words are variously 
understood to apply to the trumpet being 
held before the mouth in blowing (as 
Meyer), or to another person going before 

cvvayeyats can hardly 

5: and if so, the literal meaning of ca- 
wioyc cannot well be maintained. The 
8 es, as afterwards the Christian 
churches, were the regular places for the 
collection of alms: see Tholuck and Vi- 
tringa de Synag. vet. iii. 1. 18. 
a&ndyovow] have in full, —exhaust: not 
have their due reward: see reff. Plutarch 
in Solon (Wetst.) says, that he who mar- 
ries for pleasure, and not for children, row 
poby awéyer. 8.] ood, emphatic: 
see ch. v. 48. yvére] Another 
popular saying, not to be so as to 
require a literal interpretation of it in the 
act of almsgiving, as Wette and others 
have done, but implying simplicity, both 
of intention and act. Equally out of place 
are all attempts to explain the right and 
left hand symbolically, as was once the 
practice. The sound sense of Chrysostom 
preserves the right interpretation, where 
even Augustine strays into symbolism: 
warty lyrav9a ob ypac alvirrerat, GAN 
vrepBortewe abrd ride. el ydp olóv 
rk lori, noi, ctavróv áyvojsa, wept- 

t) X cov... 

Y i U d roc p gov n 11 5 
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He 22 

" aroowee cot Ie TU $avtpw]. I TTia. ir. 

xai otav rgoceb xnobeæ, OUK Foro d wç ot f Y „ Ort De. 

* («AUG € ev raiç ouvaywyaic Kat ev raiç P ywviasc TWV 2 “Tato ax 
1 Aare tcruTtC poet x roba, oro favos roi Sch eek 

avÜpiroic. auri» AE vp, amtyovciv. Tov ` obey P E Actair 11 
avrov. 6 o 8 5 orav po, TOU gC ro ' raptióv MA 

Gre gov cal EReicac ru Bopav cov mpocevdat T wari cov Ph 

EN Ty EV Ty purt cal & marnp cov o BAérwv ev re 2 Tal 
1241. 

33, 
" KpUTTU, 

28. 

4. y . cov 9 D: $5) cov À. n A(but om 
lat-a b c Cypr. om avrog (as sup 

a awooweet cot [év TU $avtpy]. 
Loke ziv. 2 

. iv. 

vii. 12, 
F see ch. xxiii. 

Isa. xxvi. 20. 

7 rpoctuxd- 

sch. zxiv. 26. Lake xii. 3, 94 only. 

9) 38: txt BI eie, not as Verc]LZ rel 1 
, seeing that it does not occur vv 6, 18. 

Bat here, the first time, it is emphatic) BKLUZ 1. 18. 33. 124. 209 Sers a suv 
evv-P-z latt syr-cu copt 

OM £v» Tw $avtpw 

lat-a b c f g, h syrr goth eth 

h eth arm (Constt) Orig Chr Thl 
DZ 1. 83. 209 al vulg lat: i & syr-cu 

refers to ver 6) singel A Cypr Jer Aug(in Grecis non invenimus 
arm Constt Chr Op (see below, ver 

5. rec mpocevyn and tan (to swit the singulars 

Cypr: ins D rel lat-A syrr. 
Orig(but (b D nee 

bef and 0 arith DLX rel 
syr-cu: txt BZ 1.118 latt(and A- lat) syr-marg coptt goth sth arm-mss Orig 
Ambr Aug. 
txt BDZ 1(Tischdf). 83. aft 

rec cep (common alteration to more usual word), 
giAovery ins ornva:, and 

srpoctexopevot D lat- a bch: txt BZ rel vulg lat. T. ff, 
rec aft ore ins ay, with E rel: om BDKLZ 1. 13. 95. 124 al Ser’s p 

2 Chr. 

with L rel Orig: 
(for wpocevyecBat) cat 

syr goth eth arm Orig. 
sah u v w! ev-y 

rec aft vuv ins or, with L rel lat-f Orig: om BD X (appy) 2 1. 13. 
33. 124 al latt eth arm Orig Chr at. f 

6. om ev bef rw D 1. 18. 124. 232 latt arm. 
Sers u 
ins L rel lat-a b cf hsyrr goth æt 

om ev re $avtowe BDZ 1. 209 al 
vulg atf f 94 k syru syr-jer! coptt Orig, hom-CI Eus, Hil Jer Ambr A 

arm Euthym. (The uncertainty 5 
words seems to have arisen from a desire to render the three vv 4, 6, 18 alike, by 
either inserting or omitting them in all. They were probably 42 in some of 445 
three, 6? d) 

orobdae ro lore cov rovro, «ay abrác 
evvaréy j rác Staxovoupivag xeipac Aa- 
dei. Hom. xix. p. 246. 4. 6 B^. 
dv r$ err] Not to be rendered as if 
it were rd (or ot) iv rq cp., or tle rò 
cpurréy, but as the Eng. Vers., in 
secret: as we say, in the dark; iv intro- 
asap ox or sphere, in which. 

$] before men and 
— at y * resurrection of the just. 

15.] Szcowp EXAMPLE. Pr 
J] not so well 20 

aa amant : they take pleasure, or love: 
see reff. and Winer, § 54. 4. The mean- 
ing solere for $0 «i» is undoubtedly found: 
see Tholuck icréres] No 
stress must be laid on this word as imply- 
ing ostentation; for it was the ordinary 
posture of prayer. See 1 Sam. i. 26: 1 
Kings viii. 22. The command in Mark 
(xi. 25) runs, bray orhetre wpoctvyóntvos 

See also Luke xviii. 11, 13. In- 

deed, of the two positions of prayer, con- 
sidering the place, kneeling would have 
been the more singular and savouring of 
ostentation. The synagogues were places 
of prayer; so that, as Theophyl. (Thol. » 
o Bärret Ò rowoc, GAAd ð rpóroç rai ò 
aroróç. e(seMÓe x. r. A.] Both 
Chrysostom and Augustine caution us 

taking this merely literally. rí 
ov»; iv dcednoig, onoiv, ob Osi Tpoc- 
ebyeoBar ; ; wai agodpa piv, dÀAd nerd 
yvepgc roiaóTy5c. wavraxod yàp ò te 
roy ccowdy Lure roy yiyvopirwy. irel 
xàv eic rò raptor elcíAOgc, cai drordel- 
eac, pe bwiderEty abrd ipyáey, obdiv 
go Trey Ovpev 69tAoc. a your xai 
byravOa wae depitgjñ rov T opiopdy ri- 
Carney elroy c£ brwc gavaa roig dv- 
Oparo.” cre cay rác gůpag aͤ ro- 
&Atíogc, roUro xpd rijg ro Ovpõvy dávo- 
kMíctwc ra ropd d oe GobAera, kai rác 
*üc Ctavoiag åworMiny Ovpac. Hom. 
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ON te uevor è i Harro Were oi " &vikoi* " Goxovsiv BDEG 
Ir Jen d zlil. 2, is. yap OTt 

nasie 8 un ovv 'ouotwÜnrt avroic^ oiótv yap o rarnp mwv wv 

ly. Prov. x. 19 ouly. 
£ cb. vii. di, 20. ziii. 24 al. faa. xi. 18, 25 
b constr., Lake i. 21. xxii. 18. ichn f 49. Gal. U. 12 al. "es. xi. 10. 

7. BarraXoy. B: BAarrodoynonrat (i.o. 2) Di, Barrai- D*. 

a , av b ` = e = c — 5 „ 
XO Sa EXETE "oo TOU , | avmrmgat auTov. 

y Lake 1. 18. Acts 4. 8. 1 Cor. xiv. 21. Heb. v. 7 only. Ps. iv. 1. 

9 ourwec 

12 l. ARI. 8. 1 Oor. xli. 21 bis al. 92 Mace. H. 1d. 
e absol. aad constr., ch. v. 43 reff. 

for Or, 
vrocpra B syr-cu (and, A no other ms). 

8. aft yap ins o Geog B 

xix. p. 247. ‘Parum est intrare mn cu- 
bicula, si ostium pateat importunis, per 
quod ostium ea qua foris sunt improbe se 
immergunt, et interiora nostra a t. 
De Serm. Dom. I. ii. c. 8. Cf. Ps. iv. 4. 

7. Baro a word pro- 
bably without any farther derivation than 
an Imitation of the sounds uttered by 
etammerers, who repeat their words often 
without meaning; (xarà pipnow rig 
gwvijc, Hesych.—Sudas, Eustath., and 
others, suppose it derived from a certain 
stammering Battus, Herod. iv. 155. But 
the name of this Battus seems to have 
been given from the circumstance ; waic 
loyvégwvog kai rpavAóc, ry  oUvoua iríün 
Barroc. We have farrapite and ita 
derivatives with the same signification ; 
and Aschines called Demosthenes Bára- 
Aoc (vtpi or. p. 288. 17 Bekker). Hence 
the sense has generally been held to be, 
‘do not make unmeaning repetitions.’ 
But most of the fathers (see the 
in Thol., and in Suicer sub voce) under- 
stand by arr., the praying vel rd 
dvwoedn re cai parata (80 Greg. Nyss.), 
or Aéyew rd deepOappbva Epya, Ñ Aóyovc, 

voijuara Taxuva rvyxávovra (Orig.), 
or Ürav ra p) epocicovra airepty rapa 
TQ Org duvacreiag c. Oófac: &e. Taki 
the word in its largest meaning, that of 
saying things irrelecant and senseless, it 
may well include all these. do uo] 
* prece qua fatigent virgines sancte minus 
audientem carmina Vestam ?’ Hor. Od. i. 
2. 26. ‘Nisi illos (Deos) tuo ex ingenio 
judicas, Ut nil credas intelli nisi idem 
dictum est centies. Ter. Heaut. v. 1. 
What is forbidden in this verse is not 
much praying, for our Lord Himself 

whole nights in prayer: not pray- 
ing in the same words, for this He did in 
the very intensity of His agony at Geth- 
semane; but the making number and 
length a point of observance, and imagining 
that prayer will be heard, not because it is 
the genuine expression of the desire of faith, 
but because it is of such a length, has been 
such a number of times repeated. The re- 
petitions of Paternostera and Ave Marias 

for aernea avrov, avoke ro oropa D lat-^. 

in the Romish Church, as practised by 
them, are in direct violation of this pre- 
cept; the sumber of repetitions being pre- 
scribed, and the efficacy of the perform- 
ance made to depend on it. But the repe- 
tition of the Lord’s Prayer in the Liturgy 
of the Charch of land is not a viola- 
tion of it, nor that of the Kyrie Eleison, 
because it is not the number of these which 
is the object, but each has its appropriate 
place and reason in that which is 
eminently a reasonable service. Our Lord 
was also denouncing aJewish error. Light- 
foot quotes from the Rabbinical writi 
‘Omnis qui multiplicat orationem, i- 
tur.’ Hor. Hebr. in loc. Augustine puta 
admirably the distinction between much 
praying and much speaking: ‘Absit ab 
oratione multa locutio; sed non desit 
multa precatio, si fervens perseverat in- 
tentio. Nam multum loqui, est in orando 
rem neceesariam superfluis agere verbis; 
multum autem precari, est ad eum quem 
precamur diuturna et pia cordis excita- 
tione pulsare. Nam plerumque hoc nego- 
tium plus gemitibus quam sermonibus 
agitur; plus fletu, quam affatu.’ Ep. 
cxxx. 10. And Chrysostom, in one of his 
finest strains of eloquence, comments on 
this verse: yu) roívvv rp oxhpari row 
ceparoc, pyè rg kpavyg ric rc. 
dd ry rpoGupig rfj c yveugc ràc eóxdc 
wouptÜa" pndt nerd Ydgou cai pyc Kai 
$oóc iwidekiy, ec cai rode $Anoiov èr- 
Kpovey, GAXda gerd bwitactiag eaene ral 
rije card C:avoay ouyrmBic cai Caxpiwy 
tray tvóo0ev. Hom. xix. p. 218. 090 
who have the opportunity sbould by all 
means read the whole paseage, which is 
too long for insertion in & note. 
8. olev yéáp] ef olde, pu, Gy xpsiay 
ixouev, rivoç vert (bx ÖT; ody 
iva didakye, GAN iva imixápspgc iva 
oixewOge rg ovvexsig rijg éivrebEcec, 
iva rare fg, iva dvauvgsÜpc rey 
Gpaprnparwy Te» Gév. Chrys. Hom. 
xix. p. 249. ‘Ipsa orationis intentio 
cor nostrum serenat et purgat, capacius- 
que efficit ad accipienda divina munera, 
quse spiritualiter nobis infunduntur.’ Au- 

"evry “woAvAoyig avrov 7” ticakovaÜncovra:. XZ4 l. 
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y 7 € „ d 2 ec" td» — + d 
our mpocevyeabe d ut i Hare nja O EV TOLC OUDGVOLC, Ach. v.16 ref. 

de Serm. Dom. ii. 8. 
Lonp's PRAYER. 9.] There is 

very slender of what is often as- 
serted, that our Lord took nearly the 
whole of this prayer from existing Jewish 
formule. Not that such a view of the 
matter would contain in it any thing 
irreverent or objectionable; for if pious 
Jews had framed such petitions, our Lord, 
who came sÀgpeca: every thing that was 

under the Old Covenant, might in a 
sense and spiritual meaning, have 

9—13.] 

recommended the same forms to His dis- 
ciples. But such does not to have 
been the fact. Lightfoot uces only the 
most general common-place parallels for 
the petitions, from the Rabbinical books. 

With regard to the prayer itself 
we may remark, 1. The whole passage, 
vv. 7—16, is di ive from the subject 
of the first part of this chapter, which is 
the di ent of the performance of 
religious duties to be seen of men, and is 
resumed at ver. 16. Neander (Leben 
Jesu, p. 349, note) therefore supposes that 
this passage has found its way in here asa 
sort of accompaniment to the preceding 
verses, but is in reality the answer of our 
Lord to the est in Luke xi. 1, more 
fully detailed than by that Evangelist. 
But to this I cannot assent, believing our 
Lord's discourses as given by this evan- 
gelist to be no collections of scattered 
esyings, but veritable reports of con- 
tinuous utterances. That the request re- 
lated in Luke should afterwards have been 
made, and similarly answered, is by no 
means improbable. t he should have 
thus related it with this gospel before him, 
is more than improbable.) 2. It has been 
questioned whether the prayer was re- 
3 in the very earliest times as a set 

delivered for liturgical use by our 
Lord. The variations in Luke have been 
regarded as fatal to the supposition of its 
being used liturgically at the time when 
these were written. But see notes 
on Luke xi. 1. It must be confessed, that 
we find very few traces of such use in 
early times. Thol. remarks, “ It does not 
occur in the Acts, nor in any writers be- 
fore the third century. In Justin Mart. 
we find, that the mpoecrwe prays ‘ac- 
cording to his power’ (Apol. i. 67, p. 83, 
ò xp. tbydc dpoiwe ze ei xapioriac bon f- 
VAPE abr AVORÉPRU) ..... rian 
and Tert. make the first mention of the 
prayer as an ‘oratio legitima et ordinaria.’ ” 
An allusion to it has been supposed to 
exist in 2 Tim. iv. 18, where see note. 

8. The view of some that our Lord gave 
this, selecting it out of forms known and 
in use, as a prayer ad interim, till the 
effusion of the Spirit of prayer, is inad- 
missible, as we have no traces of any such 
temporary ae in our Saviour’s dis- 
courses, to suppose any such would 
amount to nothing less than to set them 
entirely aside. On the contrary, one work 
of the Holy Spirit on the disciples was, to 
bring to their mind all things whatsoever 
He had said «nto them, the depth of such 
sayings only then first being revealed to 
them by Him who fook of the things of 
Christ and shewed them to them. Jolm 
xiv. 26. odr] Tapalidwo: réwoy 
xt. oby iva rabrny poyny ry ebyny 
eb x, dx! tva ravrny iyorreg ry- 
y)» töxijc ke rabrnc dpvepe@a rag iv- 
voiac rev xav. Euthym. Considering 
that other manners of praying have been 
spoken of above, the Barro^eyía and the 
wodvroyia, the otrwe, especially in its pre- 
sent position of primary emphasis, cannot 
well be otherwise understood than thus, 
i. e. in these words,’ as a specimen of the 
Christians prayer (the dude holds the 
second place in emphasis) no less than 
its pattern. This which would be the in- 
ference from the context here, is decided 
for us by Luke xi. 2, órav pot bx nobe, 
Aiyert. Iérep $pév] This was a 
form of almost unknown to the Old 
Covenant: now and then hinted at, as re- 
minding the children of their rebellion (Isa. 
i. 2. Mal. i. 6), or mentioned as a last 
resource of the orphan and desolate crea- 
ture (Isa. lxiii. 16) ; but never brought out 
in its fulness, as indeed it could not be, 
till He was come by whom we have re- 
ceived the adoption of sons. * Oratio 
fraterna est: non dicit, Pater meus, tan- 
uam pro se tantum orans, sed Pater 
oster, omnes videlicet una oratione com- 

plectens, qui se in Christo fratres esse 
cognoscunt.’ Aug. Serm. lxiv. 4 Appendix. 
ávó d roórov cai éy@pay ávaipti, xal 
áTóvounv karagríAAe, cai Baoravia irk- 
Báru, cai r)v pnréipa rev áyaOov 
ásárrwey ayarny tig, kal ry ávopa- 
Àíav r&v ávOperivuy iLopi&t xpaypa- 
TOv, ral Ne Ütixvvai rw Bao xpd 
roy mrwxòv rHy dporupiay, al ye ly roic 
at yioroic Kai dvayravraroty covwrvoupey 
Gzavrec, Chrysost. Hom. xix. p. 250. 
ó dv Tois otpavoig] These opening words 
of the Lord's Prayer set clearly before us 
the status of the Christian, as believing in, 
depending upon, praying to, a real objec- 
tive personal Gop, li above himself; 
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. Erd. ig Tò Ovouá cov, 
XE. 8. Isa. 

Sr. K 2 ll. evnbnro ro 

"hele 7 roy üprov ui roy 
g yd vil. 51. Sr ddoLev abrett, kai éwolovy, Thucyd. vili, 1. 

10. sA@arw DE!GAN: txt BZ rel. 

VI. 

19 Abirw q Bactrsia aov, 
Anu gov t we £y oUpav t kai et ync 

hémioUgi0v Soc nuw oNMEPOY, ~- 
h Lake xi. 8 only f, and no where else. 

om wç D! lat-a b c Tert Aug). rec 
ins rnc bef ync, with D rel Scr's mas Orig, Eus Constt,: om BZA 1 Clem Orig, 
Chr-3-8. 

to approach whom he must lift up his 
heart, as the eye is lifted up from earth to 
heaven. This strikes at the root of all 
pantheistic error, which regards the 
of man as identical with the § Spirit of 
—and at the root of all Deism ; 
as it does our relation to and covenant de 

dence on our heavenly Father. 
e local heavens are no further to be 

thought of here, than as Scripture, by a 
m of things natural and spiritual 

deeply implanted i in our race (compare Aris- 
totle, mepi ovp. i. 3, wavree yd dv Opwrrot 
mepi Oev È Exovaiy brd nur, kai mávrtc 
roy áyurüárw rq Orig róxov å ročiðóacı cai 
BapBapo kal EAAnvec boorwep var vopi- 
Zover bro , Onrovért we ty áÜavárg 
rò áÜávarov cvvnornpivov), universally 
speaks of heaven and heavenly, as applying 
to the habitation and perfections of the 
High and Holy One who inhabiteth Eter- 

irit 

nity. & Tw Tò Üvopá cov] De 
Wette observes: * God's Name is not 
merely His appellation, which we speak 
with the mouth, but also and principally 
the idea which we attach to it, — His 
Being, as far as it is confessed, revealed 
or known.’ The‘ Name of God in Scrip- 
ture is used to signify that revelation 
of Himself which He tog made to men, 
which is all that we know of Him (Svopa 
roivuy tori ce, poenyopia rie 
loͤlag sro(órnroc rod dvopalopévov tapa- 
erarieh. Orig. [Thol.]): into the depths 
of His Being, as it is, no human soul can 

etrate. See John xvii.6: Rom. ix. 17. 
ine « here is in the sense of keep holy, 
sanctify in our hearts, as in ref. 1 Pet. 
ra cepagip okáčovra obrwe AE Ag 
dywe dyioc, were rd aytacOnrw rovrd 
deri Qofaco0grw. . Hom. xix. p. 
260. 10. bére 4j Bactd«la cov] 
* Ut in nobis veniat, optamus ; ut in illo 
inveniamur, optamus." Aug. Serm. lvi. c. 4. 
Thy kingdom here is the fulness of the 
accomplishment of the kingdom of God, so 
often spoken of in prophetic Scripture ; 
and by implication, all that process of 
eventa Which lead to that accomplishment. 
Meyer, in objecting to all ecclesiastical 
and spiritual m of ‘Thy kingdom,’ 
forgets that the one for which he contends 

exclusively, the Messianic kingdom, does 
in fact include or imply them all. 
yevnbiire T. 0. cov] i. e. not, ‘may our 
will be absorbed into thy will; but may 
it be conformed to and subordinated to 
thine. The literal rendering is, Let dy 
will be done, as in 8 (80) also on 
earth. These last words, às iv oùpa- 
vg kal bwl yis, may be regarded as ap- 
plying to the whole of the three preceding 
petitions, as punctuated in the text. A 
slight objection may p perhaps be found in 
the circumstance, that the kingdom of 
God cannot be said to have come in hea- 
ven, seeing that it has always been fully 
established there, and thus the acc 
of correspondence in the iculars 
be marred. It is true, this 55 
caped by understanding, May thy king. 
dom come on earth, so as to be as fully 
established, as it is already in heaven. 
So that I conceive we are at liberty to 
take the prayer either way. II. 
Tv Apr. c. r. A.] hpev—as ‘ereated for 
vs, Provided or our use by Thee: row 
di iudc yevopevoy, Euthym. The word 
êmoúorov has been very variously ex- 
plained. Origen says of it, mpõroy à 
robr' leriov, 8 Uri i) As Eg " brioowe Tap 
ode rà» EN obre röv co 
évópacrat, obre iv rj rv idwwroy - 
gOtíg rirpirrat, GAN’ foie. wexraoOac 
urd roy * The derivations 
and m T RT be thus classified 
(after Tholuck), "1. elvai: and that, 
either (1) from the participle, as rapovaía, 
ptrovcia, vpuvaia, or (2) from the subst. 
obgíe. Against both, an objection is 
brought that thus it would be d robo. not 
éxwva.; but this is not decisive; we have 
txorrog and ériorrog, imiawavw, iri- 
ovpa, &c. Against (2) it is alleged that 
adjectives from substantives in -a and -ta 
end in -atog or -eànc—-epaioc, dyopaiog, 
Blatog, and from ote¢ia not osi but 
oboweng : cuvovcwc, Teptovcioc, not be- 
ing from oboia but ftom the fem. particip. 
But this is not always so: we have wodv- 
wviog from yeria, treEovmocg from 

lroveta, and . and ob ⁰ from 
oteia :—while wsprobacog itself is derived 
by some from odeia. II. del, lévas: and 

per os X. 
EG 
KLMSU 
Za 1. 33. 
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88. A1. 16. Rev. xvii. 6. 

that, either (1) from the fem. part. 4 
iwrovea, understanding huipa, or (2 
from à ir, understanding xpovóc. (1 
has much & tly in its favour. In 
the N. T., „ and Josephus, ) rap- 
obca, 4 Tpocwovea, and this ion 
iteelf are often found in this elliptic sense, 
Jerome found for this word, in the Gospel 
according to the Hebrews, “mahar (wm) 
quod dicitur crastinus.” [So also cras- 
tinum  copt.] The objection brought 
against it ( as. Suicer), that, viz., from 
the analogy of vevrepaiocg, rpsraiog, ro- 
eraioc, &c. does not seem valid to dis- 
prove the existence of a Bere hg 
possessive j. in 4oc. But great o 
jection to m derivation is in the sense : 
which would then be in direct opposition 
to ver. 34. Nor does it answer this to 
say, that by making to-morrow’s bread 
the subject of prayer we divest ourselves 
5 Mp siu it; since our Lord's 

is not to feel that anxiety at all. 
The same objection will apply to (2) ô 
irwy xpóroc, or to giving 2 Grot. al.) a 
wider sense to h lx, as meaning all 
Suture time, according to the Hebr. usage 
of wo. [Cf. centurwm or venientem sah. | 
Nor will 5 Bas . in- 
terpretation of ‘ to day,’ oF of. 
Add to this that in pondentle of the 
discrepancy with ver. 84, Salmasius’s ob- 
jection to this sense, ‘quid est ineptius, 

panem crastini diei (and we may say 
T fortiori *omnis futuri temporis") nobis 
quotidie postulare ?' seems to me unan- 
swerable. ing theu to the deriva- 
tion from elvat which has in its favour 
the authority of the Greek fathers, espe- 
cally of Origen, and of the Peschito [indi- 
gentia nostra), Tholuck thinks it most 

ble that it is formed after the ana- 
of weptoboioc, from the substantive 

ebeia. The substantive signifies not 
merely existence (as in the Ist 
edn. of this work), but subsistence, 
compare Luke xv. 12, where rà ir. B- 
dow pápoc ric obciac is a curious illustra- 
tion of this word. And even were obcía 
existence only, it would stil be open 
for us to take the meaning of the Greek 
fathers, ó ivi rj obi uev x. cvarác« 
rijc lane evufjaA óutvoc, —Theophylact : 
similarly Chr. Basil, Greg. Nyss, and 
Suidas. and the Etym. Mag. Thus imov- 
cioe will be required for our subsistence— 
proper for our sustenance, after the analogy 
of imiyapoc, fit for marriage, d rip Hor, 
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1 - eh. sil. 81, 

89. xviii. 27, 
e. La. 

m of, ch. xviiL 

‘proper for the uet, &c. So that ó 
Gproc 6 iobotog will be equivalent to 
St. James's rà imerqdeca rov coparoc (ii. 
16), and the expressions are rendered in 
Syr. 8 same word. Thus only, o- 
ut pov its proper meaning. e ró 
xaf npipay in L i. 3 is different ; see 
there. It yet remains to enquire how 
far the expression may be understood spi- 
ritually—of the Bread of Life. The an- 
swer is easy : viz. that we may safely thus 
understand it, provided we keen in the 
foreground its primary physical meaning, 
and view the other as involved by impli- 
cation in that. To explain isxiobcioc (as 
Orig. Cyr.jer), à ixi rij obciay rie 
vx kararaccóurvoc, and understand 
the expression of the Eucharist primarily, 
or even of spiritual feeding on Christ, is to 
miss the plain reference of the petition to 
our daily physical wants. But not to re- 
cognize those spiritual senses, is equally to 
miss the great truth, that the vu ic whose 
bread is prayed for, are not mere animals, 
but composed of body, soul, and spirit, all 
of which want daily nourishment by Him 
from whom all blessings flow. See the 
whole subject treated in Tholuck (pp. 353 
—371): from whom much of this note is 
taken. Augustine well says (Serm. lviii. 
c. 4): ‘Quicquid anims nostre et carni 
nostre in hac vita necessarium est, quo- 
tidiano pane concluditur" The Vulg. ren- 
dering, supersubstantialem | [substituted 
for the old lat. 555 tallies with 
a large class of patristic interpretations 
which understand the word to point ex- 
clusively to the spiritual food of the Word 
and Sacraments. 12, rà S.] 
i. e. sins, short-comings, and therefore 
‘debts’ = wrapaxrwpara, ver. 14. Au- 
gustine remarks (contra Epist. Parme- 
niani, 1. ii. c. 10): ‘Quod utique non de 
illis peccatis dicitur quæ in baptismi rege- 
neratione dimissa sunt, sed de iis qua 
quotidie de seculi &marissimis fructibus 
human» vite infirmitas contrahit." 
és xal] Not ‘for we also, &c. (as in 
Luke, xai ydp abrol ag.) nor ‘in the same 
measure as we also,’ &c. but like as (quippe; 
not exactly sam, cf. Klotz ad Devar. p. 
766. Hartung, Partikellehre, i. p. 460) 
we also, &c.; implying similarity in the 
two actions, of kind, but no comparison of 
degree. See especially the first ref., where 
manifestly while the kind of act was the 
same, the degrees were widely different. 
* Augustine uses tho testimony of this 
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e ‘agnxapey roic Aru hua, 18 kai py ° acevéyxye v 
om. 1. 1 „. 14. e 7 a P EL 1À a q te e a ? U s BH. : 

gi, 9 "npuac tic Ttipacpov, a Ad pucat Mae ao TOU 1 
. a " eb o 

only 1. o = Loke xi. 4 only. (Luke v. 18, 10 reff. Deut. xxviii. 38.) p Luke lv. 18. James i. VZ3 1 
2. 12 al. Deut. iv. 34. q w. awo, (Lake xi. 4 v. 7.) Rom. xv.3i. 1 Thea. i. 10. 9 Thess. iii. 3. $3. a 
9 Tim. iv. 18 oaly. Ps.cxxzix. 1. (w. 44, Lake L 74.) - 

12. rec aġıepev (the present seeme to be from Luke n (Jag 0 G rel Scr’s msa vulg 
(with am) lat-b o f fig. A syr-cu syr goth eth arm gi) Constt Cypr : agiopey 
DELA: txt BZN 1 hari! ( 

rayer against all proud Pelagian notions 
of i absolutely sinless state in this life’ 
(Trench) ; and answers the various excuses 
and evasions by which that sect escaped 
from the conclusion. A Mae here 
implies that (see ch. v. 28, 24) the act of 
forgiveness of others is completed before 
we approack the throne of grace. 
18.] The sentiment is not in any way in- 
consistent with the Christian’s joy when 
he rapacpoic repiwriog vowiAo, James 
i. 2, but is a humble self-distrust and 
shrinking from such trial in the prospect. 
As Euthym. says: wawdeves ruác ò Aóyoc 
un Oappety lavroic, und’ rund roig 
wGpacpoig ved Oappórgroc pn 
brayopivey uiv ruv *upacuov rapa- 
rnriov atrovc’ ixayopivwy d avdpiorioyv. 
The leading into temptation must be un- 
derstood in its plain literal sense: see 
roch, CÓV ry wapacpy cai rv Ecßa- 
ew, 1 Cor. x. 13. There is no discrepancy 
with James i. 13, which speaks not of the 
providential bringing about of, but the 
actual solicitation of, the temptation. 
Some (e. g. Isid. Pelus. on ch. xxvi. 41, 
Thi. on Luke xxii. 46, Aug., Bengel, al. 
have attempted to fix on eigeviycyc an 
elcedOeiy tig weep. the meaning of bringing 
into the power of, and entering into, so as 
to be overcome by, temptation. But this 
surely the words wil not bear. AMA 
must not be taken as equivalent to el é 
pn, q. d. ‘but if thou dost, deliver,’ &c.; 
but is rather the opposition to the former 
clause, and forms in this sense, but one 
petition with it,—‘ bring us not into con- 
flict with evil, nay rather deliver (rid) us 
Fron it altogether. In another view, 
however, as expressing the deep desire of 
al Christian hearts to be delivered from 
all evil (for rov xovnpov is here certainly 
neuter, though taken masculine by Chrys., 
Thl, Erasm., Beza, al.; the introduction 
of the mention of ‘the evil one’ would 
seem here to be incongruous. Besides, 
compare the words of St. Paul, 2 Tim iv. 
18, which look very like a reminiscence of 
this prayer: see note there) these words 
form a seventh and most affecting petition, 
reaching far beyond the last. The are 
the expression of the yearning for redemp- 

with forj fuld) Syr Orig, Nyssen Ps-Ath. (33 lat -a def.) 

tion of the sons of God (Rom. viii. 23), 
and so are fitly placed at the end of the 
prayer, and as the sum and subetance of 
the personal petitions. So Augustine 
very beautifully we (Ep. ad Probam. 
cap. xi): Cum dicimus libera nos a 
malo, nos admonemus cogitare, nondum 
nos esse in eo bono, ubi nullum patiemur 
malum. Et hoc quidem ultimum quod in 
dominica oratione itum est, tam late 
patet, ut homo ristianus in qualibet 
tribulatione constitutus in hoc gemitus 
edat, in hoc lacrymas fundat, hinc exor- 
diatur, in hoc immoretur, ad hoc terminet 
orationem." i 

The doxology must on every ground of 
sound criticism be omitted. Had it 
formed part of the original text, it is ab- 
solutely inconceivable that all the ancient 
authorities should with one consent have 
omitted it. They could have had no 
reason for doing so; whereas the habit of 
terminating liturgical prayers with ascrip- 
tions of praise would naturally suggest 
some such ending, and make its insertion 
almost certain in course of time. And 
just correspondent to this is the evidence 
in the var. readd. We find absolutely no 
trace of it in early times, in any a Pl 
MSS. or in any expositors. The ito 
has it, but whether it & had, is an- 
other question. Stier eloquently defends 
its insertion, but solely on subjective 
grounds: maintaining that the prayer is 
incomplete without it, and asserting the 
ight of such “ innere Kritik to over-ride 

evidence whatever. It is evident that 
thus we should have no fixed principles 
at all by which to determine sacred 
text: for what seems to one critic appro- 
priate and necessary, is in the view of 
another an incongruous addition. It is 
quite open for us to regard it with Euthy- 
mius as rd wapd rev Üuw» gworipwy 
wc. T. decdnoiag caOnynray xpocrediy 
deporeAetrioy imigwrnpua, and to retain it 
as such in our liturgies; bat in dealing 
with the sacred text we must not allow 
any à 1 considerations, of which we 
are such poor judges, to outweigh the al- 
most unanimous testimony of antiquity. 
The inference to be drawn from the words 
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3. 1 P > 5 - omar € ` € » is.» « John masc. 
*Tapamreuara uro, ovóé o arp vpwv anou rd ef, 1 John i 

a» n 

Tw *wapatropara tuwv. I raw Sé“vnorednre, pù yivtas , 27105). 
~ ec oi "Umorotral “oxvOpwrol "agaviLovow yao ra . n 

d p pe $ Y P $5. v.15, * 
&c. 2 Cor. v. 19 al. Ps. vill. 12. Erek. M. 20. xviii. 26. t oh. v. 48 reg. uch. iv. 2 ref, 

v vv. 2, 6 ref. w Loke xxiv. IZ oaly. Gen. Al. 7. Sir. zzv. 28 only. Dan. I. 10 Thend. 
X vv.19,20. Acts zili. 41 (from Heb. 1. ô). James iv. 14 oniy. Esek. iv. 17. ail. 10. 

13. rec aft vovnpov ins ore eov eariy y Baca kai 9 Üvvajuc, cat N Joka tic rove 
awvac apny (interpolation the liturgies, in interruption of the : see 
soles), with L rel (most cursives) lat-f g, syrr syr-cu(omg x. n dux.) syr-jer copt goth 
wth arm Constt, Isid Chr Thl Euthym (see below): quoniam est tibi virtus in secula 
saculorum lat-k : quod tuum est robur et potentia in ævum evi sah : ori cov iori» n 
Bac. c. ņ uv. x. n dok. rov rarpoc x. r. viov x. r. ay. wy. Constt,: quoniam tuum est 
regnum et virtus ef gloria Op:——om BDZNM 1. 17. 118. 130. 209 latt copt; the 

fathers, even when they expound the prayer in detail, e. g. Origcete Cyr-jer Max 
Vyssen(wbo ends his expos. thus: yapir: ypiorov, ort avrov n Óvy. x. 9 Ook. apa rw 
Warps r. Tw Gyiw T». VUV KAL 6. T. at. Tw» av. ayuny) Euthym(who accuses the 
Massaliani for despising ro rapa rwv O, $wornpev x. rue exxAgoiac kabnynrwy 
TpocrtÜev acporeAcurioy exigwynga); the latin fathers, e. g. Tert r Àmbr Sedul 
Fuig Jer & schol(addg rode or: . . ev rice ov cura. paypi rov apu) schol on Luke 
observes that in Luke the prayer ends with wepacpoyr, but that Matt adds aua. 
Tov50ov) ; also complut, Erasm, Camerar, Grot, Mill, Bengel, Wetst, Griesb, Scholz, 
Lachm, h, Treg ; (see more in Wetet.)—Some have the ayn», omg the doxology. 

upi» bef kai D lat-d c. 14. om yap DIL al Scr's p evv-z-» (a£ beg of lection). 
15. ra xapasxrwpara avrwy bef tay pn agnre r. p. vulg lat -o. g, 1: om (ae 

annecessary, and to 
Max Aug : ins in 
ano ins vey D latt syrr t arm. 

16. rec wcwep, with L rel: txt BDA 1. 

ey dt to 

of St. Paul, 2 Tim. iv. 18, is rather against, 
than for the genuineness of the doxology. 
Tbe fact that he there adds a doxology, 
different from that commonly read here, 
seems to ify to the practice, 
thus early, of concluding the Lord's prayer 
with a solem 

form, and thus inserted in the sacred 
ode 14, 15 peres ari 
(yép) to explain the only part e 
prayer which 7 belonged to the 

lemn assurance. On the sense, cf. Mark 
xi. 25, and tho remarkable parallel Sir. 
xxviii 2: dgec ddicnpa ry wAncíov cov, 
a. rére SenOivrog cov al dpapria cov 
Ard ihr See Chrysostom’s most elo- 
3 on this verse, Hom. xix. p. 
255, 

16—18.] THIRD EXAMPLE. Fasting. 
Another t of the spiritual life, 
in which reality in the sight of God, and 
not appearance in the sight of man, must 
be our object. While these verses deter- 
mine nothing as to the manner and extent 
of Christian fasting, they clearly recognize 

preceding ver: see below) D 1. 118. 209 lat-a & k Syr 
th places L 13. 235 lat-g, syr-jer copt sth arm. aft 

it as a solemn duty, ranking it with alms- 
giving and prayer; but requiring it, like 
them, (see ch. ix. 14—17,) to spring out 
of reality, not mere formal prescription. 

16. ddavifovow] “Chrys. dia- 
$9cipover, áxoXA over: Homb., Hammond, 
colorem awferre, comparing Antiochus, 
Hom. 66 de invidia, rò mpórwroy iEn$a- 
vile, pallorem inducit : Erasm., Fritzsche, 
e conspectu tollere: Elsner, Meyer, to 
hide, cover wp, viz. in mourning costume. 
But in later Greek the meaning is de- 
Jormare, to disfigure, (which the extermi- 
sare of the vulg. may also mean,) as is 
shewn in many examples cited by Le 
Clerc h. I., Valcknär on Pheeniss. 373, 
Scháfer ad Dion. de comp. : 
In Stobeus, Serm. lxxiv. 62, Nicostratus 
uses it of women who paint: wójpe 2’ 
ay tin cai roù d. u0h¹⁰sM yuv) vytaivovca 
cai YipeOiov cai vir bhai Uxocypagiiy 
cai ddX\ow xpeparoc Cwypagotvroc xai 
ddavifovroes tas Swag ‘which be- paints 
and désfigures the faces. The allusion is 
therefore not to covering the face, which 
could only be regarded as a sign of mourn- 
ing, but to the squalor of the uncleansed 
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IM only. 
here (bis) 
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only. 
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rc ync, Omov banc kat Hot 

oup de xAéwrat | Stoptacovew kai. kAérrovow" 

19 My *f Üncavpiere Univ “E Üncavpovc Erd 

* aġpavičs, Kat OTOU 

we Onoaupilere 

Ir 11. UU al. 9 Chron. zzxvei. 38. 
(John lv. 82 ref.) 2. k ver. 16 reff. 

ich. xxiv. 48. Lake xii. 80 only. Job xxiv. 16. Esek. xil 5,7, 12 only. (-v, Exod, xxii. 9.) 

«avrev B. 
lat-a b f & eth arm lat - ff spec. i 

17. aXeujov D al, 
18. for orwe, wa D. 

overlooking the emphasis) B lat-k. 

rec ins or: bef aswsyovcoiw, with L rel vulg lat-e f, g, : om BD 1 

ynorevwy bef roit avÜperow (transposition for uniformity, 
rec ey rw cpumrew (both times: from vv 4, 6), 

with L rel: txt B(D)N 1.—om rw (twice) D!.—xpugia 
ins «v rw gavepw (from ov 4, 6), with EA lat-a & c g, 

st time) Di. rec aft cos 
* eth arm-mss: om BD rel 

vulg lat F Fi l m syrr syr-cu syr-jer copt goth arm-zoh Thl Euthym Aug. 
19. 05cavpiatra: D. for aparsZer, agavyitoveiw D! Orig,. 
21. rec (for eov both times) vuev (see Luke xii. 84), with L rel lat: F syrr goth arm: 

face and hair of the head and beard, as the 
contrast of washing and anointing shews." 
Tholuck : and this certainly appears to be 
the right view, ialy when we com- 
p vv. 19, 20 below. But he seems too 

tily to have assumed the meaning in 
the passage from Stobseus: for there the 
verb may just as well signify covering, 
pn over, as disfiguring. The 

tym. M says agavicat, oi dA 
obyi rò Uva. wo vb, AAA rò rediwe 
dh r,. Suidas, on the other 
hand, avisa: ob rò podrtvat cai påvar 
dn xo, åA rò dvedety cai á$ayic roiñ- 
eat: but it is possible that he may be 
speaking of its classical sense, as sug- 
gested by Le Clerc, who does not however, 
as Tholuck asserts, cite any examples of 
the other meaning. 17.] i. e. ap- 
pear as «sual :’ ‘seem to men the same 
as if thou wert not fasting.’ It has been 
observed that this precept applies only to 
voluntary and private fasts, (such as are 
mentioned Luke xviii. 12,) not to public 
and enjoined ones. But this distinction 
does not seem to be necessary; the one 
might afford just as much occasion for os- 
tentation as the other. 

19—34.] From cautions against the 
hypocrisy of formalists, the discourse na- 

turally passes to the entire dedication 
the heart to God, from which all duties 
of the Christian should be performed. In 
this section this is enjoined, 1. (vv. 19— 
24) with regard to earthly treasures, from 
the impossibility of serving God and 
Mammon: 2. (vv. 25—84) with regard to 
earthly cares, from the assurance that our 
Father careth for us. 19, 20.] It is 
to be observed that the qualifying clauses, 
url ris ys, tv obpavy, belong in each 
case to the verb Oneaupizere, not to the 
noun O@neavpotc. Bpéecw) more 
general in meaning than rust—the * wear 
and tear’ of time, which eats into and 
consumes the fairest poesessions. 
OncavpiLere Onc. dv obp. would accumu- 
late the Bax Adria pů xaXavobpsva, 09- 
cavpóv dvicdkawroyv of Luke xii. 33, cor- 
responding to the h&r of ch. v. 12, and 
the dwodecea got of vv. 4, 6, 18. Cf. 1 
Tim. vi. 19: Tobit iv. 9. P 
dove] usually joined with oixíav, as ch. 
xxiv. 43. 1.] The connexion with the 
foregoing is plain enough to any but the 
shallowest reader. ‘The heart is, where 
the treasure is.’ But it might be replied, 
‘I will have a treasure on earth and a tres- 
sure in heaven also: a divided affection.’ 
This is dealt with, and ite impracticability 
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* Ab rov omparoc m ob. v. 16 
n (=) Lake zi. 

oniy. ( (Se 

och. "n 
Lake xi. 84, 
86 bis only t. 
Sir. ah 8L. 
a! 

23 dv Sto o phauõc 

21 ovdeic dor aral Svaty kvplotc  SovAebuv' n Ree roy "ra ped. A v, 
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84, 88 oniy. Nov. Iv. 19 al. 
9. Acts xxiil. 6. - 18, 
a Lake xvi. 18. 1 Thess, v. 14. The. i. 9 only. ‘prov. an 18. 

Lake xi. 
s Late vil. PRU TA xvii. 84, 85. xviii 1 

from Mai. I. 2, 8. Gen. xxix. 80, 81. 

txt B 1 latt syr-ms-marg coptt wth Macar Bas Ephr Tert Cypr, Aug. 
sera. om B 

29. aft lst o$ÜaA poc add cov B latt wth Orig-lat, Hil. 

24. 24. leres! e from nature. 
vos] as lighting and guiding 

the bod and its members: not as contain- 
ing oa in itself. Similarly the inner 
m he conscience, lights tlie spirit and 
its facalties but by light supernal to it- 
self. &whots, clear, untroubled in 
vision, as the eye which presents a well- 
defined and single image to the brain. 
Tor» perverse, as the eye which dims 

j > visual images. gwrewds 

etst.), ec dh, iv papp, vobc iv 
: in Galen, and Philo de Mund. 

ox el oùv r. r. A.] If then the 
LIGHT which is in thee is darkness, how 
dark must the DARKNESS be! i. e. ‘if the 
conscience, the eye and light of the soul, 
be darkened, in how much grosser dark- 
ness will all the passions and faculties be, 
which are of themselves naturally dark !' 
The opposition is between rd oes and rd 
va aoe in tion clay out 

t sj ain pese tene quante 
erunt" by f 8 age = ee 
est, animse vitio caligatar pea putas 
Chrytoetom: quantis tenebris Ae en and by 

órav ydp 6 xvßepynrne vro- 
Ppóxoç yivgra, cai ó Av oBeody, 
cai é nyepey alxpddwrog yivnrat, roia 
Aoewrdy icra: roic brnedowr iAmic ; ; Hom. 
xx. p. 204, and Euthymius: a ob» rà 
$9c rò iv coi, 8 loriy ó vob, 6 dn 
tig rò 5 cai do nytiv ri)» Poyny, 
exóroc rourioriy loxoriorat, Aorrày 
rà exóroc, "rà á*ó rev vaÜív, *ócov 
lora, eig rò axoriQuv rjv Vexfiv, oro- 
Tiobivroç roù dvaréAXovroc abry $wróc. 
Augustine (de Serm. Dom. ii. § 46) renders 

„ but understands csdrog to 
ifferent thing : ‘Si ipsa cordis 

T Lake xvi. 18 bis, Col. iii. 94 1 Kiogs vii. 8. 
1 Cor. iv. 6 oal 

kat aft 

n bef o 099. cov ax. B. 

intentio, qua facis quod facis, qus tibi 
nota est, sordidatur appetitu rerum ter- 
renarum . .. atque cecatur: quanto magis 
ipsum factum, cujus incertus est exitus, 
sordidum et tenebrosum est!’ So too the 
Syr. wth. versions; and Erasm. : “Si ratio 
excecata id judicat imprimis esse expe- 
tendum, uod vel contemnendum, vel ne- 
glectui b in quas tenebras totum 
hominem rapiet ambitio reliqueque animi 
perturbationes, que suapte natura cali- 
ginem habent!"—fBucer, Luther. Stier 
expands this well, Reden Jesu, i. 208, 
edn. 2, “As the body, of itself a dark 
mass, has its light from the eye, so we 
have here compared to it the „ 
bestial life (fvyixóv) of men, their a 
tites, desires, and aversions, which be ong 
to the lower creature. This dark region 
—human nature under the gross TEETE 
= the flesh—shall become 55 
enlightened, sanctified, È t spiritual 
light : but if thie light be darkness, how 
great must then the darkness of the 
sensuous life be!” The usual modern 
interpretation makes rò cxóroc xécoy a 
mere expression of the greatness of the 
darkness thereby occasioned, and thus 
loses the force " the sentence. 
94. ] And this division in man's being can- 
not t or rk m is and must be one— 
light or dark 8 or Mammon. 

' serve,’ 

but in dat pred Boie in qur he who 
serves is the òobkog of, i. e. belongs to, 
and obeys entirely. 6 15 wrobows ⸗ 
aN obe iGobAtve TY papwrg, GAN’ elyey 
abróc cai ispara, xai deororne, ob 
god og Hv. Chrysost. Hom. xxi. p. 269. 
See Rom. vi. 16, 17. yàp... A.. 
is not a repetition; but the suppositions 
are the reverse of one another: as Meyer 
expresses it, He will either hate A cpr 
love B, or cleave to A and x n B: 
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vch.zviil 19. rov " eríoov * karaópovnatt, ov Sivacbe Bers r SovArvey BEGKL 
Fr. is. ll xa! uapeve. 25 Sa rovro Ayo Uu, pn * pepysvare TA 1.33. 

Y jvxy vow ri paynre kat ri minre, unòè re owpari 

EYATT'EAION 

"Ia. ry » 13 only t. 
z vv. (27) 28, TU 

y A. 19. e bd 1 -p ? "E 

Tate x. 4. Uwy Ti tie. oN y NI " wActóv tanv rnc 
133 - 4 a - - b? P . 2c? À , 2 

A Cor. vli-82 rpo$nc, kat TO owa TOU = EvoULAaTOE ; tup eyare uc 
Phil. ii. 90. * de M ~d 22 e @ : f 7 voi fo , 
iv. 6 oaly 70 TteTtiva TOU ovpavov, OT OU g'Ttipouctv Oboe Epi- 
1 » e we 

lo. Ps. Covow o © cuvayovaw siç * aro8ixac, kat o ` marno vuev 
° e e 

e ~ 

7 Fob ai. 38. o“ovparioc 'rpige avrá* ovy n,, | padov ™ Seagéipere 
x es 9 — — e 

gee xsii ji avrGv 5 7 ric & ££ tipo * utpuivov. Sbvarac ° mpocÜva: 
Mark 6. vi. b. Acts xil. 21. Rom. xiii.12, Rev. I. 1a. Lev.vi.10. Jer.x.9F. a = ch. xil. di, 

49. Ueb. 21 b eb. Hi. 4 al. Matt. on ke xil, 28. W. eie, Acts 3 e "de n exo. Ea * > b. 1. 8. € 

1. 11. Tan, v. 80. li. 1. dat., Mark x. 21 al. ch. vill. 20 | L. xiii 82 J. Lake vill. 5. Acts x. 12. xi 6. 
Ps. xlix. II. Ezek. XxAI. 6. eas Above (d). ch. xi. 4 1 Mk. Lake zii. 34. Rom. 1. 28. James iil. 7. 

f John iv. 87 reff. piu., ver. 28 reff. f ch. tii. 1 i h ch. v. 48 ref : ich. xxv. . Lake 
e. ziii. 94. Acts zii. 90. James v. 6. Rev. zii. ä, 14 only. Gen. xlvili. 15. | = Mark 

viii. an. m e only. m s ch. X. Bl. xii. I3. 9 Mace. zv. 18. o Lake 
iii. 20. xil. 95. Tobit v. 16. 

25. for cai, n (perhaps from ver 81) B 33. 118. 124 al gat (with lux) lat-e f 91 5 
eoptt arm Orig Ath Bas spec. ` om «x. ri minre (perhaps by negligence, -nre to 
-nre,—perhaps thinking of Luke xii. 22: the cas sufficiently distinguishes it from the 
similar clause, ver 81) 1. 22 vulg lat-a b ff, & I syr-cu eth arm Clemappy Bas, Epiph 
Chr Euthal Damasc Hil Op Aug Jer(expr: he says it is added in some mss). 

elc and ô frepoç keeping their individual 
reference in both members. pureiv and 
åyarĝy must be given their full meaning, 
or the depth of the saying is not reached : 
the sense minus diligo, posthabeo’ (Bret- 
schneider) for nige would not bring out 
the opposition and division of the nature of 
man by the attempt. J Chal- 
dee, w, (from vou, confisus 0 riches. 
* Congruit et Punicum nomen, nam lucrum 
Punice mammon dicitur, August. in loc. 
Mammon does not appear to have been the 
name of any Syrian deity, as Schleusner 

Tholuck has shewn that the idea 
rests only on the testimony of Papias, an 
obscure grammarian of the eleventh cen- 
tury. Schl.refers to Tertullian, who, how- 
ever, says nothing of the kind (see adv. 
Marc. iv. 88, which must be the place 
meant, but not specified by Schl.). 
25. StA rotro} A direct inference from 
the foregoing verse: the plainer, since 
pepupvdo (the root being pepiZw) is ‘to be 
distracted,’ ‘to have the mind drawn two 
ways.’ The E. V., ‘Take no thought,’ 
does not express the sense, but gives 
rather an exaggeration of the command, 
and thus makes it unreal and nugatory. 
Be not anxious, would be far better. [^ 
Luke xii. 29 we have p: perewpileoOe, 
where see note. 7] ý = repi ric 
xc, dat. commodi. See ver. 28. 
ovyl A .] rotro elre này Sri à rò 
re cov odc niv cai rò Darrov dace. 
Asoy & rò peiZov Abys. Euthymius. 

. TÀ rer.] The two examples, of 
the birds and the lilies, are not parallel in 

their application. The first is an argu- 
ment from the less to the greater; that 
our heavenly Father, who feeds the birds, 
will mach more feed us: the second, be- 
sides this application, which (ver. 30) it 
also contains, is a reproof of the vanity of 
anxiety about clothing, which, in all its 

of gorgeous colours, is vou 
to the inferior creatures, but not attain- 
able by, as being unworthy of, us. No- 
tice, it is not said, pn omeipere—py Orpi- 
tere uij cuvdyere ;—the birds are not our 
example to follow in their habits, for God 
hath made us to differ from them—the 
doing all these things is part of our rdo 
pàAAoy Stagipere, (Luke xii. 24,) and in- 
creases the force of the à fortiori; but it 
is said, p?) peptpvare—py nere pi. 
rl yov» oQerorge obrec ixirerapivwe 
ptpiuvey ; cay * pupia orovddayc, ob 
Owoere verdy o, Io obdt srvoác &ví- 
pov, ole ò orópoç kaproyovit. ravra yap 
ò Oed¢ nóvoc didwory. Euthymius. é 
xarno tev, not abray:—thus by every 

word does our Lord won y 
assert the truths and proprietiesof creation, 
in which te, his sons, are His central work, 
and the rest for «s. oV obp., and after- 
wards ToU dypov, as Thol. remarks, are not 
superfluous, but serve to set forth the wild 
and uncaring freedom of the birds and 
lants. I may add,—also to set forth their 
ower rank in the scale of creation, as de- 
longing to the air and the field. Who 
could say of mankind, ol dy@pwror ros 
Kócuov? Thus the à ; is more 
plainly brought out. .] These 
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Eni riv P qAukíav avrov a Nu tvd ; 3 2 kai wepi " ird ba- Ex 

roc ri "pepipvare; "karapüers ra ‘xpiva rov aypov, ix HN 7 
æ * eb. 1 

" qc  avkávovawv, ov "' womiovctw ovde *! villovav' ibam 25 
i Ayo òè ù ua ore 20 Lohopwy € £v mácy TY 85 avrov MN 37. 

80 ài b s here : em nl y. 
ES x et E TOY X9orov TOU 25 ‘Gea. XEY. 

HEGEL aypoù onpepoy Ovra kat ° avptoy tic aA Bavoy Gan hö- 1 Lake f 2 
1. A. yoy o koç ovrec * augevwvary, ob ro paÀXov ù in xiv. à 4 47 i 

T2 maTo; 81 "i ovv " utptuvianre At yorres ri p Y- NDS 
1. 80 a3, 

pev 3) Ti wiwpev N i " wepiBaAopeÜa ; V xavra yap ravra n, 
Acts vi. 7 als. 

IL 21. iv. 16. Ol. 1.19. 9 Pet. fli 18. (ch. xlii. 39 ref.) w ch xi. 398. Lake v. 5 
. Px. eaavi. x pia w. i „ ver. 98. Mark IN. 11. v. 1%. Joba x. 8. 2ix.81. Rev. i. 

19. Hi. 9 al. Winer, § 58. $a, yin xii.27 only. Exod (only) XXZV.923 al. s => | Cor. 
v. I. xiv. n" al. a Acts xii. Rer. iii. 5, 18 al. Bath. v bch. ziii. 86. Mart iv. 

1 4 (loe trom Ion. a8, 7 6,7). . si. D. o Late xii ziii. Act: 3 ziii 
18. im. iid L Lake xii. 928 only. Gen. xv. 17. e eb. 2i. 8 | (Luke xii. 28 v. r.) 

f ch. vill. 96. xiv. 81. xvi. 8. Lake 
xi . 28 

28. rec avěavtı . . xoria . . vnde (grammatical correction: or from Luke xii. 27), 
with L rel: txt BN 1(-wosy) 88. 118. 200 Ath Chr. 

only. Job T 19. GI, Lake xil. 98. seo Job as above.) 
only 

words do not relate to the stature, the 
adding a cubit to which (= a foot and a 
half) would be a very great addition, in- 
stead of a very small one, as is implied 
here, and e in Luke xii. 26, ei ody 
0682 Edqicrovy dóractr, c. rA.,—bat to 
the time of life of each hearer; as Theo- 
phylact on Luke xii. 26, wijc perpa wapa 
pórp re beg, ral obx abróc ric feacrog 
lavrg parie rūc Z is So Hammond, 
Wolf, Rosenm., Kuinoel, Olsh., De Wette, 
Meyer, Stier, Tholuck, oe e.: : and the 

to require it; 
for the the object Mert of Kd aid’ clothing is not 
to enlarge the 5 but to prolong life. 
The application of measures of space to 
time is not uncommon. See Ps. xxxix. 5: 
Job ix. 25: 2 Tim. iv. 7. In Stobeus, 
xcviii. 18, we have cited from Mimnermus, 
ini & elá TÉ bb pbet wodrvarOspoc 
&p1 | fapoc, Sr’ at/ aby adZerac Hexiov, 
| roig leo, xx to ixi xpóvov dreary 
Bac | repróneOa. Alcwus (Athen. x. 7) 
says, Odervioc ápipa: and Diog. Laert. 
viii. 16 (ThoL) ex:8ap:) rov Biov. 
28.] re, impl more attention 
than IM: the fly by, and we 
can but look upon them: the flowers are 
ever with us, and we can watch their 

h. These lilies have been supposed 
to be the crown imperial, (fritillaria impe- 
rialis, cpivoy „ Kaiſerkrone,) 
which grows wild in Palestine, or the 
at ie lutea, (Sir J. E. Smith, cited by 
F whose golden liliaceous flowers 
cover autumnal fields of the Levant. 
Dr. Thomson, “ the Land and the Book,” 
p. 256, believes the Huleh lily to be 
meant: “it is very large, and the three 
inner petals meet above, and saa ae 

peona ca such ss art never a 
proached, and king never sat under, m 
In his utmost glory. And when 1 met 
this incomparable flower, in all its love- 
lmess, among the oak woods around the 
northern base of Tabor, and on the hills of 
Nazareth, where our Lord spent His 
youth, I felt assured that it was this to 
which He referred.” Probably, however, 
the word here may be taken in a wider 
import, as signifying all wild flowers; 
wes is not interrogative, but relative: 
how they grow. 290.) We herd 
have the declaration of the Creator Him- 
self eoncerning the relative glory and 
beauty of all human pomp, compared with 
the meanest of His own works. See 2 
Chron. ix. 15—28. And the meani 
hidden beneath the text should not escapé 
the student. As the beauty of the flower 
is unfolded the Divine Creator-Spirit 
from within, the laws and capacities 
of its own individual life, so must all true 
adornment of man be unfolded from within 
by the same Almighty Spirit. See 1 Pet. 
i 8, 4. As nothing ftom without can 

a man, (ch. xv. 11,) so neither can 
any thing from without adorn him. Ou? 
Lord introduces with Atyw tpi» His reve- 
lations of omniscience: see ch. xviii. 10, 
19. 80. rbv x ] The wild 
flowers which form Pert of the meadow- 
growth sre counted as belonging to the 
grass, and are cut down with it. Cut 
grass, which soon withers from the heat, 
is still used in the East for firing. See 
“the Land and the Book,” p. 841. The 
pres. part. denotes the abt. * uMflavos, 
or Att. xp(B., a covered earthen vessel, a 
pan, wider at the bottom than at the top, 
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g ch. xii. . 

3 Phi. 7 1 A . es 

iv. 17 al. pavtoc OTt 
l Kings xx. 

h ch. v. 48 reff. 
i Luke xi. 8. 

xii. 80. 
Rom. A vi. 9. 
2 Cor. ill. 1 
Tr Judg. 
21.7 vat. at 
on 

ke . Hi. 1. 
] Pet. ili. Il, 
from Ps. 
xxiii. 15. 1 Hees. il. 29. i 

6. Tobit ots iv. 8. Prov. 5 v. 16. aA v 
p ch. x. 20. 1 Pet. iv. 8 only t. Deut. 

vili. 2 aL) Ecci. xii. 1. Amos iit. 6. 

ETATTEAION 

xxv. $ AQ. constr, Prov, xxx. Y. 
= r Rom. ii. 2, 8. James iv. 11, 12. 

VI. 33, 34. 

1d EO "&m/nrovci" older yap o* Tardo Uw o * o- 
pplere robrov axávrwv. 

" a 7 e 1 e a a , 

wowrov tiv '(JaciAsiav rov rov kai ryv Oatoaóvnv 
avrov, kai ravra wavra " wopocreÜnoerat vpty. 
P uepiuytamre " eic ^ rov ^ 
vict aurnc. Papkeror ry nuéog 7) carla avric. 

VII. I MH xpivert, tva. un cpi tft 2 £v 9 
ch. xl. 98. Rl. Sl, 48. Mark i. 16 al. fr. 

xxvii, 1. o 

33 k Ynretre & 

84 uj ovr 
adp ° yàp ^ avptoy * uegiy- 

m Lake 
Acts lv. 8, 6. Jawes iv. 14 oniy. Ezod. 

$2. rec egre (grammatical correction), with L rel: txt B 1. 13. 83. 124. 209. 
33. ryv Quaoavygy cat rg» Bacay avrov (omg rov Ov) B, simly 236 Scr's v am 

lat-g, copt sth Eus. 
94. rec aft uipiuvgon ins ra, with E rel; ra repi A: om BGLSV Ser's fk ou. 

rec (for avrgc) savrgc, with E rel: txt BLA. 

wherein bread was baked tting hot 
embers round it, which d a more 

uable heat than in the lar oven 
(voc), Herod. ii. 92, Aristoph. Vesp. 
1153." Wilkinson and Webster's note. 

33. ol8ev i 

Symp. iv. 55. 33. drr re wpdtoy 
a with any reference to seeking 

ese things affer our religious duties, 
e. g. br gs] with prayer days of ava- 
rice and worldly anxiety, but make your 
great object, as we say, your first care. 

- Buceiocóvny] Not here ia 5 
righteousness of justification, but the spi- 
ritual purity inculcated in this discourse. 
ray dir. a answers to p reAaérnc 
abro), spoken of in ch. v. 48, and is 
another reference to the being as our Hea- 
venly Father is. In te Ces life 
which has been since unfolded, the righte- 
ousness of justification is a necessary con- 
dition of likeness to God; but it 1s not 
the du. aùr. here meant. radra wévra, 
these things, all of them—the emphasis 
being on the praw a such things: 
wavre rabo, all these things the whole 
of the things mentioned’—the emphasis 
being on ravra,—the fact that all with- 
out exception are included. See Winer, 
§ 18. 4. wposre®.] There is a tradi- 
tional saying of our Lord, aireire ra 
ptyada, cai rd prepa ùpiv xpocreOnoerac 
kal alreire rå irovpávia, kai rà iwiyua 
po reo hetra upiv. Fabric. Cod. Apocr. 
i. 329. (Meyer.) 34. 4 yàp ep.) 
for the morrow will care for it, viz. for 
3 abpio mentioned above: i. e., will 
bring care enough about ite own matters: 
implying,—‘ after all your endeavour to 
avoid worldly cares, you will find quite 
enough, and more of them when to-mor- 

row comes, about to-morrow itself: do 
not then increase those of to-day by intro- 
ducing them before their time.’ A hint, 
as is the following «asia, that in this state 
of sin and infirmity the command of ver. 
81 will never be completely observed. 

apceriv—cacla : thus, obr dyabdy 
wodveopavin, Il. 8. 204. And the same 
construction frequently occurs, both in 
Greek and Latin authors. 

Cuar. VII. 1—12.] Of our CONDUCT 
TOWARDS OTHER MEN: pareníhetically 
illustrated, vv. 7—11, by the benignity 
and wisdom of God tn his dealings with 
ws. The connexion with the last 
is immediately, the word xaxfa, in which 
a glance is given by the Saviour at the 
misery and sinfulness of human life at its 
best ;—and now precepts follow, ergi 
us how we are to live in such a world, an 
among others sinful like ourselves :—meds- 
ately, and more generally, the continuin 
caution against h isy, in ourselves an 
in others. I.] This does not prohibit 
all judgment (see ver. 20, and 1 Cor. v. 
12); but, as Augustine (de Serm. Dom. 
ii. § 59) says, Hoc loco nihil aliud nobis 
[recipi existimo, nisi ut ea facta que du- 
ium est quo animo fiant, in meliorem par- 

tem interpretemur.’ xplvay has 
been taken for caracpivery here (cpio 
lvravOa r)» carágpioiw voncoy. Euthym. 
So also Theophylact, Tholuck, Olshausen) ; 
and this seems necessary, at least in so far 
that koírti» should be taken as implyi 
an ill judgment. For if the laden. 
were merely ‘not to form authoritative 
judgments of others (as given in edn. 1 
of this work), the second member, iva pẹ 
xo rre, would not, in ite right interpreta- 
tion, as applying to God's judgment of we, 
correspond. And the p} caradscdZere, 

= and G. dere only. (Acts LMSUV 
. 
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* kpipart kpivere -kptOnaeade, kat * ev e urg ™ werpeire s) Tim. UL & 
" perpnôhoera ù opty. 371 & Pérec ro  Kapgoc TO ey f EE. 

T gba TOU aden $ov Sons riv de év Te c opBadpy |? M edd 
Fox Ov ov Lake vi * karavotiç ; 153 rue épetc rp aA $i gov f ts 
* “Ages exBarw ro cpp aro rov 09 8alpov cov, Kat oniy, Esa 
1800 5 n 7 Gokóc £ sy re oh cov; 8 d rocgträ, éxBade E 173 

C decor ro- EK TOV og auos aov r 
BCEGK dia QA Ere éxBadeiv ro " Kappoc tc rov oba u⁰ rob "X Te 

3 -æ Gen. XA1.33. 6 b y a 8 cou. un Swrs 70 ayov rotc Kvciv, unòi . 

aru r4 in z.e. yeh. zziii. 14. Judg. xvi. 96 vat. 5 49 nk: 
Tr ark viji, 25. Lake . 43 only f. see Piat. Pheed. $ 81, init. 

Bor. Exil. 16 (Luke avi. 21. 1 Pot. il. 29, from Prov. zzvi. II) only. laa, ivi. Ii. 

CHAP. VII. 2. rec aynperpnOqosra (from Lake vi. 38), with Scr'si p evv-x-z-P 
let-e f FI gi Pr Clem Origas, lat-ff: txt B rend 3 am (with forj fuld 
tol) lat-a 5 syrr sth arm Clem Orig, Dial Thdrt Thi Euthym Hil. 

4. for aro, ex see ver 6) B 1. 18. 83. 124. 200 al Ber's b lat-a b c Duci. 
5. rec rq» doro bef ex rov o$0aAuov cov (see next clause and Imke vi. 42), with L 

rel lat-a 5 c Iren-lat Lucif: txt B C(appy) N. 

mea- 
5 : as in ref. 2 Cor., 
iv davroic davrods perpobvric. 
$—5.] Lightfoot produces instances of 
this proverbial saying among the Jews. 
With them, however, it seems only to be 
used of a person retaliating rebuke. 
* Dixit Rabbi Tarphon, Miror ego, an sit 
in hoc seculo, i 

I m HRAT: 1 
771 

1 1 
mi 
i» ji i SES die sie i ; What is a capo to one 

another, is to that other him · & 8 

self a ðoxóç: just the reverse of the or- 
dinary estimate. rd udp. and 4 Box., 

iv r$ end. 
fon without, a volun 
vocis, apprehendest not, 
which is already there, and ought to have 
excited attention before. The same dis- 
tinction is observed in Luke. 4.] 
wos dp = vc dévacas Myuy, Luke; 
a darfſt bu (agen, Luther. 

bwonpuré) Uxozsperiv róv rosobroy 
3 larpov piv r dpwalorra, 
vocoUvroc dd réwoy ixixovra’ i) ec ro- 
daca piv Ciopscewe rò dddAdrpoy cpáñ- 
pa wolvxpaypovevyra, oxorg dd rara- 
Kpicewe rovro mowŭyra. Euthym. 
Staßk., as in E. V., thou shalt see clearly, 
with a eye. The close is remarkable. 

„ BAdwew rò xdpgog was all—to 
stare ape thy brother's faults, and as people 
do who stand and gaze at an object, at- 
55 to gaze also: — but sow, the 

ject is a v 5 one — auß a 
rd kápéoc—to » bdo thy brother to be rid 
of his fault, by doing him the best and 
most difficult office |" Christian friend- 
ship. The BAíse» was vain and idle; 
the GaPrsrey i is for a blessed end, viz. 
(ch. xviii. N cepò ñᷣcai rov ddadpéy cov. 

6.] The connexion, see below. TÒ 
šyiov] Some have ae this a mis- 
translation of the Chaldee, NN, an ear- 
ring, or amulet; but the connexion is not 
at all improved by it. Pearls bear a re- 
semblance to peas or acorns, the food of 
swine, but earrings none whatever to the 
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cch, xlii. 48, BaAnre rode " papyapirac Upwey * tux poobey TOY xolpev, BCEGK 

aP e umore ° kara raricousty auravc ey roi wooly abr xai XA 1. 33. 

EC arpaótvrec * pili V nac. 7 alreire, kai doc hora ù vnw" 

1 Ke. dere cal evonotre’ " Koowere, kai avovyfjaerat zv. 
ooh. v. reff. rag yàe 0 airwy Ani, kat o Carey euploxet, kai 
ze xul T d Kpovovrt avoryhserat, 5 rie [o7] eG duc 

ir t avdpwros oy einge o o vioc avrov üprov, "i Alo 

ia zi ride. abr; 105 kai iyhùv arnau, ur) opw k Ard 
Acte xii. 18, 16. Rev. Hl. 20 oy. Judg. zi 

. 24. Lake xi. 11. Jobu xl. 93. Jovi, x xv. 18. 
as. Tha 1A vil. 10 olg. Amos iv. 

i = eh. xli. £9. Rom. iii. 29 11 2 conste., Mark 
xk Lake iv. ^a "xi. 11 (bis), 13. xxiv. do, 

6. rec caraxarnowoy, with E rel Clem: txt BCLX 83. 
8. for avotynoerat, avoryerat B syrr syr-cu copt. 
9. om tor L 13 al 

vulg lat ff gy eth arm Cypr Aug 
praia with X rel vulg lat. 
'abcg 
with X 

Ser's f! i v s em lat-a b c ^ syr-cu coptt 
Lingen ric. . . . but em „ ins B (B! has put it in the 

hm has 
marg) C 

ait ov idda ia» (to kolp out the cow 

-cu 

Tec 

Lf g, 1 Cypr; av K'LA: om BC 1. 13. 229 mm lat- 
coptt arm. (for ov, oc M 2483-5-7 Sers v.) 

rel: txt BCLA, petit mm lat - a b o gi x coptt. 
rec airon (here and ver 10), 

(-cee Cl.) 
10. rec om , with X rel syrr eth: ins BCKMS 1. 18. a latt syr-cu coptt 

Aug.—rec aft ca: ins «ay, with X rel latt syrr syr-cu wth 
1. 83.—7 sa» (omg car) latt Ty Cypr Aug. (Both as 
struction, and after Luke xi. 12 

food of dogs. The similitude is derived 
from rà dytov, or ra d yia, the meat offered 
in sacrifice, of which no unclean 
was to eat (Lev. xxii. 6, 7, 10, 14 [ where 
rà dy. is used], 16, 16). Similarly in the 

! Liturgies and Fathers, 
rd yta are the consecrated elementa in 
the Holy Communion. The fourteenth 
‘canon of the Council of Laodicwa orders 
ph ra åyia..... alc iripaç rapoixiag 
diamine coda. Again, of Jerus. : 
pera rara Abyes ò lepabc Td dyta rolg 
d yioig. à ta, ra wpoktipava, imigoirnay 
OcEdpeva ayiov vytóparoc. Suicer 
on the word.) Thus interpreted, the say- 
ing would be one full of meaning to the 
Jews. As Dean Trench observes (Serm. 
Mount, p. 186), “ It is not that the dogs 
would not eat it, for it would be welcome 
to them ; but that it would be a profana- 
tion to give it to them, thus to make it a 
ewcuBador, Exod. xxii. 31.” The other part 
of the similitude is of a different cha» 
racter, and belongs entirely E the swine, 
who having cast to them ls, something 
like their natural food, w ose value is in- 
appreciable by them, in fury t trample them 
with their feet, and t t the 
donor, rend him with their tusks. The 
connexion with the foregoing and following 
verses is this: “Judge wot," &c.; “at- 
tempt not the e of others, when 
von need tt far more yourselves :’’ still, 

be not such mere children, as not to dis- 

Cypr 
Aug, ay KL: om BC 
n to simplify the con- 

tinguish the characters of those with whom 
gou have to do. Give not that which is 
holy to dogs,” &c. Then, as a humble 
hearer might be disposed to reply, if this 
last be a measure of the divine dealings, 
what bounties can I expect at God's 
hand?’ (This, to which Stier objecta, R. 
Jesu i. 283, edn. 2, I must still hold to be 
the immediate connexion, as — ine 
knowing how to give good gi 
instances adduced below.)— ver. 7, sack 
of God, and He will give to eack of you: 
Jor this is His own will, that you shail 
obtain by asking (ver. 8),—good things, 
good for each tn his p and degree 
(vv. 10, 11), not uneholesome or unfitting 
things. Therefore (ver. 12) do ye the same 
to others, as ye wish to done, and as 
God does, to you: viz. give that which 
és good for eack, to each, not judging un- 
charitably on the one hand, nor casting 
pearle before swine on the other.’ 
7.] The three similitudes are all to be un- 
derstood of | prayer, and form a climax : 
axd d roù xpobty tà nerd agodporn- 
roc wpociivas cai perà Oropitc * 
RE om. xxiii. p. 
rig only limitation to this promise, 

h, under various forms, is several 
times repeated by our Lord, is farnished 
in vv. 9—11, and in James iv. 8, alreire 
kal ob Aasfläsvre- dri xaxd olrat ede. 

9.] There are two questions here, 
the first of which is broken off, after an 
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ti ov nete wovnpot ovrec | Bars ” Sopara' raga 
ayaba Ava roic ríkvotc Unt, rosy pad2ov à o "arno 4. The, 
auer 0 

^avróv, 12 

" £y rie op Secu ayabd roic ° atrovewv 
mávra ob 0ca av Bédnre 7 iva P row d viv E 18). 

ie Labo xi 18. 
Beets * 

di. iv. 17 

oi rb pn moi, ovrwe kat Umeic " roire auroic’ obroc yap 1 5 — 
eri 0 vópoc kai oi mpojürat. 

13 Eicth Oars Bea re rere ride or ©" 
" eupbxwpoc " obec i ù 7 TUAN kat 

ur, kai oA, sow. oi 
H öre * 

s Luke xlii. 94 — Prov. xxiii. 37. 
(- teia, ch. vi. 5 5 ch. xxii. 

w = bere (bis) only. (1 Cor. xii. 3.) aee 
(Alvi) 21. y Mark iti. 9 ret. 

sah arm. for "d tav 
Ber's er- ev-x vulg lat-e ff. / 

18. rec eiceAGere, with rel: txt 

orem n rb kai " reOAupivy u d Ù 

6. » Eph. Hi. is. 
Prov. vij 7. ) 

: x. v. 45 reff. 

À z mei oie: v. areta 1 de 

" awayouca ac Thy dm 1 

' eicepxopsvor 8¹ avrüc" 4 
Lat e xili. 24. 

ar- Joha x. 1, 3, 

d "Neb. vil. 4. 
v here only. Pa. ciii. 25. 

3 John xvii. 19. Acts viii. 20 al. Jor. xx vi. 

t Isa. xx uiii. 21. 

19. om ovy (beginning of pericopa) L 73. 127! Scr's v evv-P-s vulg lat-c 
al. voiovoiy C! L al. 

-cu Chr (so in the mss). 
CLAN. (33 def.) 

P l Syr 
om ovrwe 61. 248 

om m ru N forj lat- 
-a b c h k Clem Orig, Eus Cypr Hil Lucif, Arnob Jer Ambr Gaud Juv spec. 

14. for orc, re (appears to have been at first a clerical error, then retained, as it was 
5 might Phot Tal Euth See note) 

ym Chrysoc zoh Ephr Pallad Phot 
sah-mnt arm-mas Gaud, 

B'CL 1! rel latt syrr syr-cu go goth sth arm- 
Cypr Jer Aug Fulg: txt B! (sic) XN 12 

add ĝe B sah. om 9 ru lat-a spec. 
(appy) 4 E E Origines) Hippol hom-Cl Clem Eus enr "mm Aug; Jer Gaudi Leo 
.Bpec. . 

"nacoluthon. See ch. xii. 11. The simili- 
tude of áproc and Aí8oc also appears in 
‘eh. iv. 8. Luke (xi. 12) adds the egg and 
the scorpion. ]i.e. in 
comparison with God. It is not neces- 
tary to suppose a rebuke conveyed here, 
but only a general declaration of the cor- 
ruption and infirmity of man. Augustine 
remarks, in accordance with this view, that 
the persons now addressed are the same 
who had been taught to say * Our Father’ 
just now. rajra di Re ob drafiad\Awy 
T)» avOpurivny gbow ob8t racilay rò 
yivog Md ph duridiacrokny rig 
ze rer Tic abrov. s. Hom. 
xxiii. p. Stier remarks, “ SR 
seems to me the strongest dietum ane 
for original sin in the whole of the 
ecriptares.” R. J. i. 286. 4750 a 
principally, His Holy Spirit, Imke zi. 18. 

same argument à fortiori is used by 
oar Lord in the parable of the aoe 
judge, Luke xviii. 6, 7. 12.] Tre 
(Serm. Mount, p. 143) has noticed rp 
tine's refutation of the sneer of infidels 
(sueh as Gibbon's ninst this precept), 
that some of our 's sayings have been 
before written by heathen authors. See 

fei ien. any per aliquis corum iuc dus 

quod dixit et Christus, gratulamur illi, non 
sequimur illum. Bed. prior fait ille quam 
Christus. Si quis vera loquitur, prior est 

ipsa Veritas! O homo, attende 
um, non quando ad te venerit, sed 

3 te fecerit Enarr. in Ps. exl. 6. 
oty is the inference indeed from 

the preceding eleven verses, but imme- 
diately from the due áya0à roig at- 
rovew avréy just said, —and thus closing 
this section of the Sermon with a lesson 
similar to the last verse of ch. v., which 
is, indeed, the ground-tone of the whole 
Sermon—‘ e like unto God.’ 
otres, viz., the pattern of 09a dy: 
not = rabra, because ales might suit us, 
might not suit others. We are to think 
what we should like done to «s, and then 

ly that rule to our dealings with 
3 rs: vis., by doing to them what we 
have reason to suppose they would like 
done to them. This is a most important 
distinction, and mm 5 in the 
interpretation of this go maxim. 

13—27.] THE CONOLUSION OF THE DIS- 
COURSE :—setting forth more strongly and 
personally the dangers of hypocrisy, both 
in being led aside by hypocritical teachers, 
and in our own inner liſe.— The rb 
stands at the end of the ó8óc, as in thb 
remarkable parallel in the Table of Cebes, 
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"ad a tiis. á yovca sc THY Cony, Kat .SMyot fot ot evpioxorrec 
A Ler. abr. nds xpocíyere & ard rov *YevdorpognTwr, 

EUG otrevec Epxovrat rde Umac Ep ` evddpasty _wpoBarwy, 
3 Jobo iv. 1. tos er èé eioiv ™ Nóra a aprayec. 16 4 ard røv! Kaprwy 

b Coh. xw) vt. ahr enryrb ohe ob robe. ‘unre " evAM yovety awo 

Arr. Hel.  axavOwy ™ oraguAny i N aro " rio ° cUka ; f obtu Z -auv 
coh; vi. 28, 28 i 8 Pavabov £ À q A le A 73.25 way SivSoov "yaÜ0v *xapmo)Uc 'kaAoUc rote rò " 
d Gen. xlix. 27. e 1 LY t N q ECEGK 
oui ^06 ^" gampOov OtvOpor E kapmoUc rornpode rott. 11287 
A z.15 18 oy Sivarat divépov P ayaĝòv : Kaprouc , Tovnpous 1. 33, 

. Zeph. i. s. 1 moww, ovde Sévdpov ́ campov l ' caXouc vf. 
v xviii. 

II reff. eh. tii. 8 ref. b Luke xxiv. 26,81. Gen. za vii. 89. ch. zii. . xvi 22, 36 ( Mk. Jobn 
iv. 29 al. Mal. ili. 8 vat. ui rers n Lake vi. 44 only, ciat. wt Loh. xili. 1122 caly. Gen: 
$9. Luke vi. 44. John 1x. 8. Heb. vi. nig: Gen. ili. 18. ke vi. 44. Rer uisi 
xl. 10, 11. n Heb. vi. 8 ently. den. lil. 3 Prov. xali. ©. Hos. x. "8 (2 Kings xii. 8 ouly. Mark 
21.18. Lake vi. 44. domes ii. 130015. . (-«n, ch. xai. 9.) 5 8. Exod K. 8. 

q ach. ilt. 2,10. Isa. v. 2, 4. oe! . xii. S8. xiii. 8, &o, 8 ch. xii. 88 bis. zili. 48. Lake 
vi. 43 bis. Eph. iv. "39 ouiy t. ta che vi. 38 rel. 

15. om de B ev- y 436 al latt (exc f) Syr syr-cu sah eth arm Just Ath Chr Hil Lucif 
Ang. 

16. or K. cf plurals a) B 1. 118. 209 latt syrr syr-cu goth Chr Tert Hil, 
(Z 38 defective, C! coptt doubtful 

zapr. wou. xaX. B: cad. xot. caps. A. (Inversions for emphasis.) 
18. [B does not, as the Bentley collation alleges, ins e: before ov. for lst wow, 

evtycuy B Orig, Dial: for 2nd wotscy, eveyceew N Orig, 

c. 16: obsovy ic 0bpav rend piuxpáwv, xxiii. p. 292: gal yàp wpàc rq ocrevijv 
kal ódóv riva Tp rūc 0ópac, fric ob ros slvat, wodo? cai ot vrroexsMCovric rij 
éxMira, dA)’ iy ot wavy voptÓorvrac: Aero gipovedy ele ddév:—strive to 
e o  . abry doriy h ddd¢ ; dyovaa woos enter &o.: but (Bé, not accordingly, as 
v)» dÀgÜOwirv wadsiay. 1&] bx — Webst. and Wilk.) be sot misled by per 
gives a second reason, on which that in sons who Lond to quide you into it) but 
ver. 18 depends: strive, &., for broad is, will not do 20 in reality. These pev- 
&c., because narrow is, ko. The reasom — Bowp. directly, refer to the false 
why the way to destruction is so broad, who were soon to arise, to deceive, if possi- 
is because so few find thew way into the 5 elect, ch. xxiv. 24; and, 
narrow path of life. This is not merely an 3 rd ri dau ord iin 
arbitrary assignment of the örı, but there ages. paci y . there may 
= a deep meaning in it. The reason why daham to er photo ch. iii. 4; 

perish is not that it is so ordained but most probably it only means that, in 
by God, who will have all to come to the order to deceive, they put on the garb and 
Mosis of the truth,—but because so manners of the themselves. 
few wil come to Christ, that they may 16.] The xapwot are both their corrupt 
have life; and the rest perish in their doctrines and their vicious practices, as 
sins. Pn note ae, The read- contrasted with the TM 
ing rí Tregelles, almsgiving, prayer, i 
Meya be Wette) will not bear the signi- sheep ̂ » clothing to deceive. ‘ Qusrimus 
fication commonly assigned to it, ‘How fructus caritatis, invenimus spinas dis- 
narrow is the gate? And the interroga- zentionis. Aug. Enarr. in Ps. cxlix. 2. 
tive meaning Sarat Bad inconsistent with Bee James iii. 12; ch. xii. 88, 34. 
BNiyor cler, tloiv, which follows. Tee 17. cewpóv] Bee also ch. xiii. 48. From 

—¢rushed in, in breadth: these two verses, 17, 18, the Manichzans 
Le. as Clem. Alex. Strom. v. p. 664 P, defended their heresy of the two natures, 
eco THY fr «o» rei &, TreOAtppivny good and bad: but Augustine answers 
füv rará rde ivrohdg x. áwayopeóceic them that such cannot possibly be their 
wepucradpirny, vr)» d ivavrlay rÜv sic meaning, as it is entirely contrary to 
dvonuay gipoveay, rAardiay r. abpóxe- the whole scope 7 the 8 for 
pov, rre ijdovutc re xal fag ... example ver, 18), and ‘M 

15.) The connexion is as Chrys. Hom. arbor fructus bonos facere non potest ; gi 
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xai ag mup páXXerai. 
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aurwy emcyvootaÜe avrovc. 
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. 05 75 
way deroͤgor py? roby e capo ' xaXov " irren 1 

73 

ard rov € caoTwy "s ram p 
co A uot Kópte only. Ges. 

Kópie stgehebourat ec rij Baja TOV oupavey, GAN’ ó -.. 
bal r1 

aces TO 7 Anya Tov warpoc pov TOU £V TOIÇ ovpavoic. 
2 srodXoi € épouai» por ey * exeivy TU uͤutog Kb pie Kúpte, ov ES - 
T! vo op ™ ovóparı * ex pognrevoapey kai ? ry op p rshart f 
* Sarpoma 
ro Ade exotnoaper 5 

ovdewore Eyywy Upac^ “a 

. Mt. Mk. L. b = ch 
Al. 18. 

* s&e(JaA opsv kai d re oy 
2 Tim. i. 

kai TOTS dodo avroic ore EC 

axoywpere ax 
a Jer. xxxiv. iv. 24 zat. (xxvii. 15 F. Jr vy bv.) 

H. 
Lake . 8. dla 

e = ch. xxvi. 10. James ij. 9 al. 

p 12. 

" Swráptc Tari i 
72 , 

ovopart 

7 
v. 1.) James 

e ya- v. 16. Lev. 
ach. ix. 88, 

22. Gal. iii. 5 al.g € = John 
Acts ziii. 18 only. Jer. xxvi. amjs. 3 Macc. 

Ps, xiv. 2. xxvii. 8. Ps. v. 6. vi. 

pov oi 

19. aft xav ins ovy (from ch iii. 10 and || L.) C LZ 83 lai-b o g, A syr-cu sah; enim 
F om BC! rel vulg lat-a f., k syrr copt goth wth arm Hippol 

. for axo, ex C latt Lucif Aug. 
21 rec om roig, with L rel Orig: ins BCZ 1. 83 al Scr's a p Justin Hippol. 

aft ovpavoc add ovrog «ceuvotrat tic Ty». Bacdunav rav ovpavov (supplementary 
loss) C? 33 latt syr-cu Cypr Hil J 

d 33. for ob rg, ovrwc C. 

ex mala fleri bona potest, ut bonos fructus 
Cont. Adimant. c. 26. On the 

im 
"i HH 

day, and at the same time speaks not 
rà VÍA. pov, but 1 ix. ne doctri 

3 but in offtic sévaras ere 
Kópioc 'I5cobc el p) iv wrrabpars áyig, 
1 Cor. xii. 8, the “saying” has the deeper 
meaning of a genuine heartfelt confession. 

told fature eventa. 1 Cor. xii. 10, and note. 
„ viii. 32. 

| 98.) As the words now stand, In is merely 
recitative, and cannot be (Meyer) ‘ because,’ 
belonging to dwoywp. Such an arrange- 
ment would be un ted. Orig., 
Chrys., Cypr., &c., placed bri obd. éyy. op. 
after drox., &c., in which case the mean- 
ing ‘for, because’ would be right. See 
Luke xiii. 25—27. i 
a remarkable word, as a statement of the 
simple truth of facts, as to the 
a r self-deceit of the hypo- 

Amr fy. in., ie plain truth.“ 
Ey. Inn., i. e., in the sense 
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g eh. zih. 41. 
3 c vi. 14 

Sayles 

Acts iti 38. Sol , Cot ti. 17. av P Ad 
ar 7 20 as iu. iri ry P wirpav, ka 
Mc. i. gen. 
pees 5 

p . a 78 2 L 

Conevot rnv "avopiav. 

k Ezek. xxaill oikíg exeivy, kai ob e reger 
31, 82. 

Kat mac o*a l Maik iv. 80. take vi i mérpav. 

al, Lam. ii. 

e ver. 16 reff 
@ = Luke vill. 98. Rev. xvi. 2). Ps. ixi, L3 
a= Lake vi. 48,49. Sir. xt. 18. 

, 32.55. John 
5 cvyTeraypévos ácvvrakvocc, Diod. Sic. 
23. Heb. i. 10. l Jush. vi. 26. 
aM, Mt. P«alonly. Isa. xxxii. 
only. Cen. xiii. 16. 

ETATTEAION 

a 
14.8. Acts KA vil. 40 9 P.. £y ist (7). 

y Rom. ix. 97, from laa. x. $2. Heb. zi. 

VII. .24—29. 

s4 Ilac ovv s derer * ükobt ' pov 
robe „ore, robrove Kal * rout avrouc, o node aurov 

ENIMS oeri Se pKodouncer avrov THY otxiay 

i * caréGn 7 ‘Booy Kai HA bov 
oi * worapot Kai ' “éwvevsay ot ‘a AVEOL kai " wpocéreaay ry - edu 

a 

" rebepeAieero is ert rij 
dcob er ! tov TOUC As yove TOU- T rovron 

rove kai uy “ TUDY avrove ' oporwbhosra t ph, BCERL 

"Ocric ° peodouncey abrov Thy oikiay émi tay 7 appov. Xzra 
o ch. . Luke iv. 29. 8 40 al. Jer. xxii. 1. 63 

f here (ver. 185 "nl Ix vil. 9. civ. 89 onl (Bedxery, ch. v. 4 $.) 
(. 18. Rab. 5. I. dt. ali 26. 

p eh. xvi. 

e (t 
Te here oniy (hack i ME 
e vi. 48 v. r.) Eph. iti. 18. Col. L 

17,19. xxv. 2, 3R. 1 Cor. I. 25, 27 
12. Ree. Ali. 18. A. 8 

Y 

a eh. v. . zx 

i 24. om revrovc B (bk has it in marg a prima manu) 242-3-7. 801 lat- a g, F syr-jer 
goth Cypr Hil Epiph spec. 

P Cypr Ambr Epiph: similis est lat-a 

ver 26). 
Orig r Lucif: txt BCZN 1. 38. 

gÀU0ev B (but -0o» ver 27). 
Scion for a ofender i (Lac 

for opowwow avrov, opowlncera (cf ver 26) BZ 1. 33 
mss-mentd-by-Euthym vulg(assimilabitur) lat. i g 

e: txt C rel lat-f 
t-in-schol Cypr Hil Lucif Arnob. (Aug has both.) 

dido! rah th arm Orig Chr 
k syrr syr-eu copt goth 

vicodopnetw C! (so also in 
rec rg» omay bef avrov (more usual order), with L rel lat-a ò c Hil 

rec Tpoctmtgov, with L ral’ txt BCEXZA 1. 
bm reads mpocixaicar, taking the t of text as an 

ism for a:—offenderunt lat-a b, impegerunt lat-o Cypr Lucif.) 
. rec rijv ogay bef avrov (as ver 24), with C rel lat-a b c Orig Cypr Lucif: txt 

m 1. 

in which it is said, John x. 14, y«vocre rà 
ipd cai ywecropaibszó róvigev. Neither 
the , nor doing miracles in 
.His Name, are infallible signs of being His 

nuine servante, but only the devotion of 
Fite to God's will which /Ais knowledge 
‘brings about. 24. was obv Serius | is 
a pendent nominative, of which examples 
are found in the classics, especially in Plato : 
80 IltocéQarra d, xoMANO piv cai robro 
Boba rà Švopa. Cratyl. p. 464 c. See 
also ib. p. 403 a : Gorg. p. 474 B. Kühner, 
Gramm. ii. $ 508. Notice the Serius 
-both times, not merely Bc. Se usas 
only: Zcric classifics. peno 
be from me, as in Acts i. 4 ref. : ig 
mii makes this perhaps more 
bable than the ordinary rendering 
words of mine.” TOUS vt r- 
.tove seems to bind together the Sermon, 
and preclude, as indeed does the whole 
structure of the Sermon, the supposition 
that these last chapters are merely a col - 
lection of sayings J Maya at different 
times. ] Meyer and Tholuck 
take this wort to signify, not * I will com- 
are hem,’ but I will make him like,’ viz. 
iy ictivg rij npipg, as in ch. vi. 8: Rom. 
3x.29. But it is, perhaps, more in analogy 

with 5 Lord's discourses 
to understan it, I will compare him- 
80 opowwow, ch. xi. 16: Luke xiii. 18, and 
reff. 25.| This similitude must not 
be preased to an allegorical or symbolical 
meaning in its details, e. g. so that the 
rain, floods, and winds should mean three 
distinct kinds of temptation; but the 
Rock, as signifying Him who spoke this, 
is of too uent use in Scripture for us 
to overlook it here: cf. 2 Sam. xxii. 2 
[ Ps. xviii. 2), 82, 47 ; xxiii. 8: P». xxviii. 
1; xxxi 2, al fr.; lxi 2: Isa. xxvi. 4 
(Heb.); xxxii. 2; xliv. 8 (Heb.): 1 Cor. 
x. 4, &c. He founds his house on a rock, 
who, hearing the words of Christ, brings 
his heart and life into accordance with 
His expressed will, and is thus by faith 
in union with Him, on Him. 
Whereas he who merely hears His words, 
but does them not, has never dug down to 
the rock, nor become united with it, nor 
has any stability in the hour of trial. 

In ry wérpav—riv Eupov,—the 
articles are categorical, importing that 
these two were usually found in the coun- 
try where the discourse was delivered ;— 
in 4 Bx, of werapol, el the 
same, implying that such trials of the 
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A cal kareBn 5 n Bpoya xat IAO oc * * worapot wat lr. 1 ty. 6 reff 
vevoay ot 10. kat * wpocéxoyuy ry orig exclvg, Kai ae "ek: 
Eweaty’ Kat iy 9» "wrote avrüc peyadn. Kai 6 eyévero ^95. xai. au. 

Ore trédecev o o ‘Inooug TOUC Aéyovc vovrovc, " Ečer Àno- 

govro oi t OxAox ° Ext "y TIT avrov: * a dv ye d:dacKey v. 
avroic we EO,“ ° xwv, kai oux wç oi yeopnartc | 
avrov. 

KATA MAGOAION. 

VIN. 1 KaraBavre & f aurp amò rov Opovc nKoXob- Ecc 
noa avro oyÀos woAXoi’ 2 kai Sov A meer eck. 4.2 

Lake zii. 6. xix. 17. Joba x. 18 bis. xix. „ Acts Iz. 14 al. 1 
puni en. iz. 27. XM. 98. Mark v [1 

12 only. Lev. ziv. $, 8. 

Maes. x. 3 
| Mk. ch. 2. 8. xi. Sn zzvi. Mns Lake 

37. for ples tol 3 CM 1 Bas 5 al: . al 
— irrueru : offenderunt lat-a erunt lat -o r: Zur, Lacit: txt BE rd E P = idi 
28. rec c rA ter (see Luke iv. 18), with L rel, consumm. latt: txt BCZ(appy) 

1. 33 Orig Chr. 
29. rec om avrwy (see Mark i. 22), with L rel lat-b goth: ins BC KA 1. 33 vulg 

lat-a c f gi k l syrr syr-cu syr-jer coptt æth arm Eus, Aug. (Z def.) aft ypap. 
ins cat o $apuwaiw C 33 latt ayrr syr-cu arm-usc Eus, Hil. 

"ur VIII. reel 5 de oro, „ avrov Z lat-a b c gi À syr-cu 
carafavrog és avrov BCR? 33 t-f ff, syrr coptt goth arm: txt NI 

rel (of these V! [but corrd!] A lat-k om avre). i 
2. rec sOwy (the lst syllable of wpoctAÜev being omd, from Muurpoc preceding 

stability of a house were common. In 
the whole of the similitade, reference is 

y made to the prophetic 
xxviii. 15—18. T 

The N.T. writers usually omit the aug- 
ment in the pluperfect: so mero ictinay, 
Mark xv. 7; icp Heer, xvi. 9; ptpiví- 
ssegay, 1 John ii. 19 al. fr. This is also 
done occasionally by Herodotus, and by 
oe atk writers, where euphony is 

it. See Herod. i. 122; tii. 42; 
gis and Winer, § 12. 9. 27. pa- 
yéAy] All the. greater, because such an 
one as here is a professed dis- 
ciple—drobtwy rote Aóyov;—&and there- 
VVV 

this resolved im- 
course of teach- 

" comment is, ob yap 
elc Trepov dvagipwy, g & Tpophrnç rai 
ö Mevcijc, Ekeyew drep Dayey, GAA 
rarrax-õ lavrüv ivUuxpüpevog elvat roy 
Tb cõpog İxovra. sai ydp vopoberay 
cvreyec vpoctriüt 'Eye dd Ayo ùpiv, 
ral ric ijnipac dvapipvnccev letivnc. 
daurdy Ide ic róv Jatorra. elvai, Hom. 
xxv. p. 306. 

VIII. 1—4.] Heating OF A LEPER. 
Mark i. 40—46: Luke v. 12—14. We 
have now (in this and the following chap- 

ter), Fi it were a caring procen y 
miracles, ority wit 
which se Tord Mi 1 rijc 
di dacrakiag iwi rå Oavyara ra ptrofeiva. 
iwel ydp wc iEovcíav (yov ididaccey, iva 
p vouuOg copadZay cal AAo eat, 
Ccicvucs rij iEovoiay abro? ral iv roig 
ipyoc, cai Besacol rove Adyeuc axd rey 
pe. Euth 2.] This same 
miracle is related by St. Luke without any 
mark of definiteness, either as to time or 
place, — al éyévero, iv 7G dva atràv dv 
pu Tv wodeov In this instance 
there is, and can be, no doubt that the 
transactions are identical: and this may 
serve us as a key-note, by which the less 
obvious and more intricate harmonies of 
these two narrations may be arranged. 
The plain assertion of the account in the 
text requires that the leper should have 
met our Lord on His descent from the 
mountain, while t multitudes were 
following Him. e accounts in St. Luke 
and St. Mark require no such fixed date. 
This narrative therefore fixes the occur- 
rence. I conceive it 3 bable that 
St. Matthew was himse earer of the 
Sermon, and one of those who followed 
our Lord at this time. From St. Luke’s 
account, the miracle was performed in, or 
rather, perhaps, in the neighbourhood of, 
rome city: what city, does not appear. 
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"htt AD srpoctküve. avri Ay Kúpte, £ Eav Beye, Sivacai i BCEKL 

if oh. x 4 pe * cabapioui. 3 kai kxrelvac nv tip maro avrov 1747 

Acts iv. 80. in N. T. always w. xeip., exc. Acta xxvii. BO. Gea. vill. 9. 

This is more prob than that the -xpog of Aexpog shd be mistaken for a prep. in 
comp. with xn), with C rel latt Syr syr-cu copt Hil: txt BEMA 1 syr sah goth 
sth arm Chr Cyr asc Thl. (Z defective.) 

8. rec aft avrov ins o «jeovc (supplied for clearness), with C*L rel lat-5 & syr arm 
Hil, and before Maro vulg lat-a cf 91.3 Syr syr-cu: om BC! Z(appy) 1. 33 am lat. i & 
coptt goth sth. 

As the leper is in all three accounts re- 
lated to have come to Jesus (cai (dob im- 
sido te it in Luke), he may have been out- 

pue CI and have run into it to our 
Aewpós] The limite of a note 

«ism of only an abridgment of the most 
important particulars relating to this dis- 
ease. Read Leviticus xiii. xiv. for the 
Mosaic enactments respecting it, and its 
nature and symptoms. See also Exod. 
iv.6: Num. xi. 10: 2 v. 27 ; xv.5: 
2 Chron. xxvi. 19, 21. e whole ordi- 
nances relating to ‘leprosy were symbolical 
and typical. The disease was wot conta- 
gious: so that the view which makes them 
mere sanitary regulations is out of the 
question. The fact of its non-contagious 
nature has been abundantly proved by 
learned men, and is evident from the Scrip- 
ture itself : for the priests had continually 
to be in close contact with lepers, even to 

and examining them. We find 
Naaman, a leper, commanding the armies 
of Syria (2 Kings v. 1); Gehazi, though a 
leper, is conversed with by the king of 
Israel (2 Ki vli. 4 5); and in the 
examination of a leper by the priest, if a 
man was entirely covered with leprosy, he 
was to be p clean (Levit. xiii. 
T ie The leper was not shut out from 

yoagoguo (Lightfoot, vl i vol. i. p. 613), 
iced from the urches (S 
Thesaurus Patrum, under Arrpée). 
sides, the analogy of the other ue ict 
nesses under the osaic law, e. g. having 
touched the dead, ha an issue, whi 
are joined with leprosy (Num. v. 2), shews 
that sanitary caution was not the motive 
of these ceremonial enactments, but a far 
deeper reason. This disease was y 
selected, as being the most loathsome and 
incurable of all, to represent the effect, of 
the defilement of sin upon the once pure 
and holy body of man. y was, 
indeed, nothing short of a living death, a 
poisoning of the springs, a corrupting of all 
the humours, of life; a dissolution, little 
by little, of the whole body, so that one 
limb after another actually decayed and fell 
away.” (Trench on the Miracles, p. 213.) 

ig 

See Num. xii.12. The leper was the type 
es -— in sin: 5 are 

in his misery as those of mourning 
for the dead: the same means of 
as for uncleanness through connexion with 
death, and which were never used except 
on these two occasions. Compare Num. 
xix. 6, 13, 18, with Levit. xiv. 4—7. All 
this exclusion and mournful separation 
imported the exclusion of the 
abominable and uted from the true 
city of. God, as declared Rev. xxi. 27, ob 
45 eicid ey slc abrijy way xrowóà» xai 
sous» BSH cai Ve, And David, 
when a his deadly Pure utters his 

er o itence, ‘ me with 
: and I shall | be clean,’ Ps. li. 7, 

doub doubtless saw in his own utter spiritual 

uncleanness 5 Ta ae that was with h 
was the type. Thus in the &bore often 
instances we find inflicted as the 
punishment 7 T n, lying, an pre- 
sumption. £ t the "plage eprosy 
in an house’ (Levit. xiv. 34), ‘ Remember 
what the Lord thy God did to Miriam’ 
(Deut. xxiv. 9), an i 
out this plague as a peculiar infliction 
from God. The Jews termed it ‘the 
finger of God,’ and emphatically ‘The 
stroke.’ They said that it attacked first 
his clothing; aad th ym not turn, 

ot and then, e persisted in 
sin, himself. So too, they said, that a 
man’s true repentance was the one con- 
ition of hir gen leaving him.” Trench, 

216. The Jews, from the prophecy Isa. 
, 4, hada er that the Messiah 

should be a leper. KUveL) mec» 
iri rëc r, Luke = 12 [yorvnerar, 
Mark i. 40]. These differences of ap 
sion are important. See 
on this verse, xépu] Not 3 
a title of respect, but an expression of 21 
in Jesus as the Messiah. “This is the 
right utterance of rópu, which will never 
be made in vain." Stier. When Miriam 
was a leper, iBogoe Meveijc Tpóc cvpeor, 
Myev 'O Otóc, Son cov, laca em 
Num. xii. 18. 3. Faro ebro} He 
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. éxaDapiaUn Mark tg. 
avrov J j Almpa. 4 kai Atyet avr o Inode Opa Levit t. 
pndevi of eure, aA ? ray ctavrov Otbov rw ipt, kai (PME a. 
' mpociveykov ro ! &opov © o ™spociratey Mwvonc, " tic fom Exod.” 

* papripiov avroic. Rev. six. ie 
l = ch. H. II. v. 28 mok type Lav. xiv. 8,6, 10. Lev. A. I. zzzi. 50 
al. eh. x. 18 l. Gai 14 f ebe. H. 8, ‘James v. 8. Josh. zaziv. 97 

T8 Z def. f. 

EE EB ZEPTE 

Hii A 
pu 
üt EE. d 

proph j 
Elisha touched the dead in the work- 

ee natural laws, supersedes 
laws Here is a noble ex- 

ample illustrating His own 
delivered, ‘ Gives to him that 

we can hardly forbear to recognize, 
in His touching the leper, a deed symbolic 
of His deum on * . 

i ote Be ad loc. 
d. abr. Mr.] Luke's words 

(ver. 18), ) Airpa arne ax’ aérob, 
also Mark © correct in construction. 

pariah ean x 4. nöm drys 
Either (1) these =n moral 
monition, having respect to the state of 
the man pde rò deépracroy xai 
a¢@Aéripov, Chrysost.), for the injunction 
to silence was not our vage uniform 

» and in this 

healing a matter of boast hereafter ; (D 
they were a cautionary admonition, onl 

till he should have shewn 
to the priest, in order to avoid delay in this 

"- with L rel: txt BC. (offer volg Cypr Hil, offeres lat-o, offers 

n duty, or any hindrance which 
might, i vio to a being. pronounced 
abroad, arise to his 
clean, through the uns d or the 
or (8), which I believe to be the trae 
view, our almost uniformly 
the fame of His miracles, for i phase reason 
given in ch. xii. 15—21, that, in accord- 
ance with prophetic truth, He might be 
known as the Messiah not by wonder- 
working power, but by the great result of 
his work upon earth: oùe ipicu, obòl 
Kpavyact, ove’ áxobotn rig iv ralg xia- 
reiaig Wd puvi” abroŭ eee, loc Gy ir- 
Bap eig vicog eu epict». Thus the 
Apostles always refer primarily to the 
Resurrection, and only incidentally, if at 
all to the wonders and signs. (Acts ii. 
22—24; iii. 13—16.) These latter were 
tokens of power common to our Lord snd 
his ng in Ha but in m great 5 
* in victory, He t wine- 

c«avràóv Seif. r. r. A. 
Lori. xiv. 1—32. This co 

has been used in su of the Tora of 
satisfaction by priestly confession 

ce. But even then (Trench on the 
$— € 221) the advocates of it are 

rained to acknow that Christ 
3 Ut Dominus os- 
nae 1 non sacerdotali judicio, sed 

vine gratie peccato emunda- 
— 1 tangendo mundavit, et 

sacerdoti sacrificium ex lege offerre 
it.’ (Gratian de Pomitentia, Dist. 

1.) ‘Dominus um sanitate prius 
per se restituit, deinde ad tes 
misit quorum judicio ostenderetur mun- 
datus . .. quia etsi aliquis apud Deum sit 
solutus, non tamen in facie Ecclesia so- 
lutus habetur, nisi per judicium sacer- 
dotis. In solvendis ergo culpis vel reti- 
nendis ita operatur sacerdos evangelicus et 
judicat, sicut olim legalis in illis qui con- 
taminati erant lepra que peccatum sig- 
nat. (Peter Lom Sent. I. 4, dist. 18, 
cited by Trench.) It is satisfactory to 
observe this drawing of parallels between 
the Levitical and (popularly so called) 
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o Mt. I. x 
eea 
Exod. xviii. 
21, 365 al. fr. avr 
waKeyTUpterv, 

5 EiceABovroc ds. avrov tic Kapapvaoùp eoocnAOe». 
"ékaróvrapyoc * wapaxadwy abróv 6 kai At y 

Mark av. Bi, Kópie, 0 ° atc pov PPAR er rp otia * rapadurixoc, 
44, 45. 
rh. zzvii, n4. t devoc " Pasančópevoç. 
ane hear tb aùróv. 

zviti. Gu. y, Kupre, OUK ept ” ixavòç iva pov ons ry " oréyny tic" 
1 Kings xxii. 

a Nt, L- (Gosp, EA gc ahha povov arè 
9 kat yao c avðpwroç tuu Ture 7 eLovatay, 

1 = ver. 14. ch. ix. 2. Mark vil. 80 (see Lake avi. 20)3. 

2 ioh 15 exc. niv 
51. cb. xiv. pov. 
9. Luke xii. 45. Gen. Iz. 27. 
24 reff.* t Luke l. 58 only. Job . 16. 2 II. 

u Mark vi. 48. 2 Pet. H. 8. Rev. All. Sal 1 Kiag: v.3. 

* Noyy, kat aher o ° aic 

Wied. xvii. 8. xviii. 17 vat. only. (r, Ikei Lu) 
v. iva L oa doi Hi. VA T 

wih. Mark 1 pm vill, 18. xix. 8 AM. r. vi. & only. X dat 
y 1 L. only. (2 Macc. 

5. rec eeeA0ovri, with C? F(Wetst) L rel Chr Thl Hil Op: txt BC'Z 1. 33 oF copt 
sth arm.—-rec (for avrov) re igcov? with C?L (lat-c) Syr: avro F(Wetst) rel: txt 
BC! EZ. - cum autem introisset „ simly lat-a 5 c &c syr-cu goth Hil. 

T. rec ins «i bef Aye, with CL rel vulg lat-a o f ff, r copt goth wth: om B ev-47 
am lat-b & k Syr syr-cu sah arm. Tec 
BN lat-k copt. 

avr ins o tngouc, with C rel latt: om. 

8. amokpiÜsic St BN 83 sah: kac awoxpiGere C(appy) rel latt syr copt goth sth. 
for e, «xev C 83. rec Aoyov, with T'lat.ffi g, th: txt (which can 

hardly here be introduced from || Luke, as the authorities are so weighty) BC rel Scr's 
mss vulg lat-b c f h syrr syr-cu coptt 2p arm Orig Chr Euthym Ambr Aug. 

9. aft vro eEovcray ins fa fun) li (from || Luke di vulg-ed lat-a b o g,4 A Chr 
Hil: om C rel am (with fuld for; ) lat ff LE, got sth arm. (vro ef. is joined to 
the follg in U mas-mentd-by-Chr lat. F goth Iren-lat Hil.) 

Christian priesthood, thus completely shew- 
ing the fallacy and untenableness of the 
whole system ; all those priests being t ypes, 
not of future human priests, but of Him, 
who abideth a Priest for ever in an un- 
changeable p riesthood, and in Whom not 
a class of alr fa but aii Christians, 
are priesta unto api 
eUTrois | A testimony both £o, and against 
them: the dativus both commodi and in- 
commodi. The man disobeyed the in- 
junction, so that our Lord could no more 
enter the city openly; see Mark i. 46. 

6—18.] HEALING OF THE CENTURION’S 
SERVANT. Luke vii. 1—10, where we have 
a more detailed account of the former part 
of this miracle. On the chronological ar- 

ent, see Prolegomena. e cen- 
turion did not himself come to our Lord, 
but sent elders of the Jews to Him, who 
recommended him to His notice as loving 
their nation, and having built them a 
synagogue. Such varistions, the concise 
account making a man fecisse per se 
what the fuller one relates him fecisse 

alterum, are common in all written 
and oral narrations. In such cases the 
fuller account is, of course, the stricter 
one. Augustine, answering Faustus the 
Manicheean, who wished, on account of the 
words of our Lord in ver. 11, to set aside 

the whole, and used this variation for 
that purpose, makes the remark, so im- 
portant in these days, ‘Quid enim, nonne 
talibus locutionibus humana plena est 
consuetudo .... quid ergo, cum legimus, 
obliviscimur quemadmodum loqui solea- 
mus? An Scriptura Dei aliter nobiscum: 
fuerat, quam nostro more, locutura ?’ 
Contra Faustum, xxxiii. 7. On the non- 
identity of this miracle with that in 
John iv. 46 ff., see note there. 
b. ixaróvrapyos] he was a Gentile, see 
ver. 10, but one who was deeply attached 
to the Jews and their religion ; possibly, 
though this is uncertain, a proselyte of 
the gate (no such term as e:óptwoc, 
poGorpevoc róv 0. is used of him, as com- 
monly of these proselytes, Acts x. 8 9 
6. 6 rais] From Luke we learn that it 
was dobduc, 8g 9» abre (vripoc. The 
centurion, perhaps, had bet one slave, see 
ver. 9. ‘Lucas hoc modo dubitationem 
praevenit, qur subire poterat 
animos; scimus enim non habitos fuisse 
servos eo in pretio, ut de i rum vita 
tum anxii essent domini, nisi qui 
lari industria vel fide vel alia virtute sibi 
gratiam acquisierant. Significat ergo La- 
caa non vulgare fuisse sordidumque man- 
cipium, sed fidelem et raris dotibus or- 
natum servum, qui eximia gratia apud 

7 Neyer eure ‘Eye EÀ bwy gey 

8 kat arorpiheie o o car rap xe en 
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exev ux ipavróv erpaniérrac, kai diye rovry TopeoBart, «x 8 ver, Pte = 

xai wopsberat, Kai adiy "Epxov, cal 7 xerar Kat TQ dq 1 87 
dob ag pov IIotgcor rovro, Kai wot. 10 axovoac St o ec xei . 
Inode * Bavpacev Kat ETEY TOU; axoAovBover * "Annv 

Nye Up», Tap ovdevi _Tosavray rioru ev Tip Jegon is Toa, liz. 

evoov, II Mye oe v Univ ore sodA: "asó 
dende nkovaw kai 

12 % 8 f viol HC * BastAsiag 
, EE reo orcõrog TO 

86 reff. g cb. Lill. 88 oniy, 
12 3 Pet. ii. 17. Jude 18. E job xvii. 17. Tobit ziv. 10. see 

3 Kings vi. 99 only (there also w. rot). 
780 

LU 

iti crat 0 

zi avarok kat d aore (e), 
" avaxADncovrat pera ABD I at. w. hl. 

cal Ioadx wal ‘Taxa tv TU BaotAeig roy ovpavwy' 
ind hour. tic TO Jedite 1 15 

(only f). 
im cAavOp0¢ kai 6 2. 

D = ch. zzi. 89. zzii 13. is. 80 el. Jer. Ali. 28 
below (k). 1111. 13. xxv. E 

49, 60. xxii. ca piens 61. xxv. 80. I ch, zhi. 
e xiii. sam ï m as above (1) aad Matt. H. 18, from Jer. zzxzvil.(zzzi ) 16. Acts Ax. 

& only. Ges. 

10. aft aroXovOovaiv add avro C 33 latt syrr 
top. roo, rtr. evp. (adaptation from || Luke : 

both here and in Imke. 
few vss] is su 

LI interpretation, 
there [in v 
here), with 
seth Mcion Ambr A 

and still humbler message. He knew and 

God, a Eis qd to the common- 

soldiers under me:’ infer- 
ring, ‘if then I, in my subordinate station 
of command, am obeyed, how much more 
Thou, who art over all, and whom diseases 
serve as their Master!’ That this is the 
right interpretation, is shewn by our 
Lord's special commendation of his faith, 
ver. 10, * volens ostendere Dominum quo- 

militetem, propter “non sum us ut 

sub tectum meum intres," multi ab Or. 

eu coptt sth. rec ouòe sy r 
eyer holds (he reading in txt to be an 

But this can hardly be: and its occurrence 
accounted for by its being the genuine reading 

ai OS ee R 

et Occ. venient. Et puta quia venient :, 
quid de illis fiet ? Si enim venient, jam 
precisi sunt de silva: ubi inserendi sunt, 
ne arescant ? Et recumbent, inquit, cum 
Abraham et Imac et Jacob .... Ubi? 
In regno, inqvit, colorum. Et quid erit 
de illis qui venerunt de stirpe Abrahæ ? 
quid flet de ruinis quibus arbor plena 
erat? quid nisi quia precidentur, ut isti 
inserantur? Doce quia precidentur: Filib 
autem i ibunt in tenebras exteriores." 
Aug. in Johan. tract. xvi. 6. Compare a 
remarksble contrast in the Rabbinical 
books illustrating Jewish : Dixit 
3 S. B. Israelitis: * In ando futuro 

tem vobis sternam, quod 
Gentiles videbunt et pudefient.” Schött- 
gen, i. p. 86. @avpacey] to be ac- 
cepted simply as a fact, as when Jesus 
rejoiced, wept, was sorrowful; not, ae 
Aug. de Genes. cont. Manich. cited by 
Wordsw., to be rationalized away into a 
mere lesson to teach us what to admire. 
The mysteries of our Lord’s humanity 
aro too precious thus to be sacrificed to 
the timidity of theo 12. of 
viol] the natural heirs, but disinherited 
oye rebellion. d ox. Td if. the dark- 

outside, i. e. outside the lighted 
chamber of the feast, see ch. xxii. is and 
Eph. v. 7, 8. These verses are wanting 
in St. Luke, and occur when our Lord 
repeated them on a wholly different, occa- 
sion, ch. xiii. 28, 29. buh. x. 6 Bp-). 
The articles here are not ive, as 
Middleton supposes, for that would give a 
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e Bovynoc TOY odóvrwv. 13 ka: eire» o Incovç Ty BCEG 
"rc NM ikarovrápyy "Y rays, we éxigreveac verur- cow. xai XrA 
aix is. "Si. can o P waiç [avrov] ev ry wor exeivy. zn 
Kerl. 14 14 Kai eXOow a o Insouc ec rv oikíav _Hirpov eldey 

ryv * wevÜrpav avrov * BeBAnpévny Ka ' wvpésaovoav. 
aK. 3 f. 15 kai mparo rie xupòc aurne, kat agncey aurny o 

‘ wuperdc, kai nytpOn, kai “Stnxova avry. 19 " opiac 8 
yevouévne roche cu abr d Satpontopévoug wohdobe, 

pe: M Kai dial ra wvevpara A6 Wy Kai wavrac rode 
Acts xxviii, *xaxwco “tyovracg EÜspasevaev, 7 dr wAnpwhy rò 
All. any. uchiv.]i reff. v eh. xiv. 18, 28al. Mt. Mk. only, exe. John vi. 16. xx. 19 +. Judith 

xii. 1 op "c 1 De ev. 98, 83 i. John x. 21 t. Ps. xe. 6 6 Aq. z | Mk. ch. iv. 3€. ix. 19. 
xiv. 36 fl. Beck. xxxiv. d. 

18. rec ins «as bef wc, with C rel Vulg lato f f^i syr Orig, Chr, : om BN lat-a 5 
F om avrov BN 1.33 latt syr-jer copt : 

nov s syr-cu sah sth lt axo TNC epac ertivnc A 33 lat -· a 
37 9% 4 sah Bas Chr Bas-sel (see ch ix. 22; xv. 28; xvii. 18): Et BLX 1 rol 
VVV at end ins (from La vii. 10) za: 
vrorpeac o ekarovrapyoc HC rov owov» aurov ey avr TH epa tupev row waiba 
vyuuvovra C E-with-ast 1. 33 lat-g, syr-jer syr wth. (aft waa ins avrov M: al 

) 
"i. rec (for avre) avroic (from || Mark, Luke), with LM!A 1.83 latt Syr syr-cu 
copt wth : txt BC rel Syr-ms syr goth arm Orig Chr Thl Euthym. 

sense the most d possible, and would 
Bea & ren 3 after loran 
which generali the assertion; they 
rather import the notoriety and eminence 
of the «A. x. Bp. * Articulus : in 
hac vita dolor nondum est dolor. Bengel. 

13. ] Of what precise disease 
does not appear. In Luke pedir re- 
Amrüv—here he is sapaAvrikóc, Cuvee 
Bacavitóntvoc. But though these de- 
scriptions do not agree with the character 
of palsy among us, we read of a similar 
case in 1 Macc. ix. 55, 56: zy rẹ kapë 
are iv IA . kai bverodicOn 
va ipya abroU, xal awegpdyn rà orépa 
abrov, cai rape oi, xal ovx idévaro 
Ir. AaAgjoat Aóyoy kal ivrsidacOas sapi 
rod olov avrov. xal ride * AAcipog 
iv r$ zağ ixsivp perà Bacávov. pe- 
yaAnc. The disease in the text ma di 
been an attack of tetanus, which 
cient, physicians included under vile, 
and which is more common in hot coun- 
tries than with us. It could hardly have 
been apoplexy, which usually bereaves of 
sensation. 

14—17.] HEALING OF PETER'S WITE'S 
MOTHER, AND MANY OTHERS. Mark i. 
29—84. Lukeiv.88—41. From the other 
Evangelists it appears, that our Lord had 
just healed a demoniac in the s 
at Capernaum : for they both state, ‘ 3 bed 

e, they 
and An- 

they were come out of the 
entered into the house of Simon 

drew, &c. Both Mark and Luke are fuller 
in their accounts than the text. The ex- 
pression (of T fever) Ae evrár, is 
common to the three, as is also the 
circumstance of her mini SPNG- 
diately after : shewing that the fever left 
her, not, as it would have done if natural 
means had been used, weak and ex- 
hausted, but com y restored. 
16.] a£ sunset, Mark ver. 32: Luke ver. 
40. From St. Mark we learn that 
whole was collected at the door ; 
from 8t. uke, that the demons cried out 
and said, Thou art Christ the Son of 
God.’ And from bot S that osr Lord 
permitted them not to speak, for they 
knew Him. They brought the sick in the 
evening, either because it was cool,—or 
because the day’s work was rch phi and a 
could be found to carry them,—or 
because it was the sal sabbath (see 
21, 29, 32), which ended at sunset. 
17.] This is a version of the prophecy 

ering from the LXX, which has obroc 
rac dpapriag r&v ipu, cai sapi uev 
éévvara:. The exact sense in which these 
words are quoted is matter of difficulty. 
Some understand Maße and Ne 
as merely took away, and ‘healed.’ But 
besides this being a very harsh interpre- 
tation of both words, it entirely destroys 
the force of aéréc, and makes it expletive. 
Others suppose it to refer to the personal 
fatigue, (or even the spiritual exhaustion, 
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: axvi.iZal. Rath $. 16. f = ch. z. 6. Rom. xv. 88, La. xxxvil. 87. L. Lake xüL 

mer t DIL. aniy t „ ji L.oaly. Emek. xxxvii. $7. 
209. zii. passin, Acts vil. B6 only. Dan. vii. 18. a 

) Mk. Lake ait M. Josh. P] à "ls „„ Lake si K “Lake 
ix. 19. xxiv. 29. . ah. 84 only.) a = Ch. xi. S. zii. 45 al. fr. Cea. vili. 10, 19 al. 

18. oyAov, omg moddove, B; simly rovc oyAosc er- y, oyAovc copt; oxov wolvy 
mah: moÀvr oyAov ev-x al lat-g, : woAÀovc, omg ote d al. (Omission a£ first from 

i restored. similar endiags, then variously explained and 

[Olshausen, ] which perhaps is hady con- 
sistent with sound doctrine,) which our 

felt by these cures being long pro- 
tracted into the evening. But I believe 

true relevancy of the prophecy is to 
ing the ntiracles 

; 

rt 
d 

4 J F B 

of 
His deeds of mercy, He was ‘ touched 

feeling of our infirmities ? wit- 
teurs at the grave of Lazarus, 
ighing over the deaf and dumb Hr Fer B P i 4 4 S, 

1 SF 
F 

18—IX. L] JESUS CROSSES THE LAKE. 
INCIDENTS BEFORE EMBARKING. HI 
STILIS THE STORM. HEALING OF TWO 
DAXMONIACS IN THE LAND OF THE QA- 
DaBENES. Mark iv. 35—v. 20: Luke ix. 
57—60; viii. 22—39, on which passages 

18.] It is ob- 

iii. p. 156, eq) in any common fairness of 
interpretation, to imagine that two such 
incidents should have twice happened, 
and both times have been related to- 
gether. It is one of those cases where 
the attempts of the Harmonists do vio- 
lence to every principle of sound his- 
torical criticism. Every such difficulty, 
instead of being a thing to be wiped out 
and buried up at all hazards (I am sorry 
to see, e. g., that Dr. Wordsw. takes no 
notice, either here or in St. Luke, of the 
recurrence of the two narratives), is a 
valuable index and guide to the humble 
searcher after truth, and is used by him 
as such (see Prolegomena, ch. i. § iv. 2 f.). 

20. 6 vide ToU àvÓpénrov] “ It is 
thought that this phrase was taken from 
Daniel vii. 18, to which passage our Saviour 
seems to allude in ch. xxvi. 64, and pro- 
bably Stephen in Acts vii. 56. It ap- 
pears from John xii. 84, that the Jews 
understood it to mean the Messiah: and 
from Luke xxii. 69, 70, that they con- 
sidered the Son of Man to mean the same 
as the Son of God.” Dr. Burton. It is 
the name by which the Lord ordinaril 
in one t word designates 
as the Messiah—the Son of God mani- 
Sested in the flesh of man—the second 
Adam. And to it belong all those con- 
ditions, of humiliation, suffering, and 
exaltation, which it behoved the Son of 
Man to go through. 21.] In St. Luke 
we find, that our Lord ously come 
maaded him to follow Him. rod æupiov 
.. . Abyorrog TE iA, dec robe 
ver. r. r. A. Clem. Strom. iii. p. 522 P. 
But if so, He had long ago ordered Philip 
to follow Him, taking St. Lokis order of 
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„ ha hbur V avrov ele avro Kips, ° exirpeyov uot spwroy 
Al. 

e iz. 1. 

87. 3 Macc. r 

. art Adel kat Bapat row marépa pov. 

Aéyer aury AkoAotOsn por, cal agec roUc vexpouc hd 

robe tuurov vexpove. * Kal enBavre ° avr eic moov hone 

a) I nkoAotUgcav "avro oi paQnrai avrov. i 

caspoc piyaç tyívero év rý ÜaAáccy, were ro wAOtoy Fa l. 4 

*cadiwrecOae bro row ‘xuparwy’ avróc Ot exabevdev. 

22 o St “Incove 

dro sedi 25 1 , e t € 2 8 X 

AL) der. kai woocsAÜoveec ot paĝnrai Hytipuv avrov Atyovrtc 
zzii. 19 
Aeris. Kopie owoov, àmoAAUusÜa. 26 kal Aéyee avroic TI ND 

80. 9 Cor. iv. 8 bis. James v. 90. 1 Pet. iv. 8 ouly. = Gen. vil 
Ps. cvi. 25, 99. 

Lake viii. 16. xxiii. 80. 
ti Mk. eh. ziv. 94. Acts xxvii. 4). Jude 18 only. 

wil . (-Asa, 9 Tim. l. 7. Md John xiv. 97.) 

. 19 vat. Exod. xv. 5. 
ui Mk. Rev. al. 8 only. Jad. 

91. om avrov B 88 al Scr’s | lat-a b c & sah. 
99. rec (for \syst) eure», with L rel lat-g, spec: txt BC 1. 88 latt Clem. 
23. rec ins ro 
94. for vro, aro B:. 
95. aft wpociAÜovric ins avre Cl(appy) vulg sah. 

viii. 24) B 88(appy) am (with fuld em forj harl) lat-a c ff, & I coptt Jer. 
pa08gra. ins avrov, with C'(appy) X 1 vulg lat-b g, syrr goth 
arm Eus Thi. rec aft gwooy ins nu, (supplemegtary), 
om BC 1. 

the occurrence. A tradition of this nature 
was hardly likely to be wrong; so that 
pus words dxohovGa pot are to 

en (as in John xxi. 19, 22) as an 
admonition occasioned by some ness 
or of decadence on the part of 
the Apostle. The attempt to evade the 
strong words of our 's command by 
supposing that @dwa: tò warfépa means, 
to reside with my father till hie death’ 
(Theophylact), is evidently futile, since 
id gd Oeiv wnat Odwpas is plainly said 

an act waiting to be done; and the 
reason of our Lord’s rebuke was the pe- 
remptory and all ing nature of 
be e Pirat s &£0A 00 72 pot. 92. ver- 

st time, as . iii. 1, spiritually, 
—second, literally dead. The two ao 
ings are similarly used in one saying by our 
Lord in John xi. 25, 26. See Heb. vi. 1; 
ix. 14.—éceAucey abróv, ob. ewrveyv rd 
Tid» rove voii, ard didaccwy dre 
xp) Toy dn % rey obpaviev pr) % 
erpigew tic rà yniva, pnd dwodkwxaveay 

» ta ljenpá, xadsrdpopetw , eig rd 
vexpwrixd, n Orov wportpgy yortic. 
byivwoxs yàp brc Oadouct rovrov dAXo:, 
mai our tirüc robro» ásoleg0var ray 
dvaycacoripwy. olua: 8t re cai driorog 
v ó radewrnoac. Euth J 
This journey across the lake, with its inci- 
dente, is placed by St. Mark and St. Luke 
after the series of bles commencing 
with that of the sower, and recorded in 
ch. xiii. By Mark with a precise note of 

zAowv, with L rel coptt : om BC V-marg 1. 88 goth Orig. 

om ot pabyras (see Lake 
rec aft 

sth: om CL rel lat-À 
with L rel vss Eus: 

sequence: Ales avroic lv let Ty Spépe 
„ Mark iv. 35. 

jo , usually of an earthquake, 
= Aa, Mark and Luke,—e great 
commotion in the sea. xcodvuwresOas. 
rà cop. ixiBaddew ele rò A. Gere hêr 
vento rò Aon, Mark iv. 37. ovy- 
ex gpobvro, Luke viii. 23. By keeping to 
the strict imperfect sense we obviate all ne- 
ceasity for qualifying these words: (ftattet 
Ausdruck: die Wogen ſchlugen ins Schiff, 
De Wette) was becoming covered, &c. 
All lakes bordered by mountains, and in- 
deed all hilly coasts, are liable to these 
sudden gusts of wind. 25.] aépre 
vcécov, rok. = StA, Re, Ae 
cot Šri d roMA.; Mark iv. 88 = imcorara, 
issordra, d rok ., Luke viii. 24. On these 
and such like variations, notice the fol- 
lowing excellent and important remarks 
of Augustine (De Consensu Evv. ii. 24): 
* Una eademque sententia est excitantium 
Dominum, volentiumque salvari; nec opus 
est querere quid horum potius Christo 
dictum sit. Sive enim aliquid horum 
trium dixerint, sive alia verba que nullus 
Evangelistarum commemoravit, tantun- 
dem tamen valentia ad eandem sententiss 
veritatem, quid ad rem interest?’ We 
may well exclaim, O si sic omnia!“ Much 

ess labour m have been spared, 
and men's minds i 

a * 

kai 1800 BCEKL 
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sore “oAcyomterot ; rore £yepÜtic " éxerínnot» roig avépoic " S, %. ~ 
xai ry ÜaAácoyg, kei éylvero * yarnyn Ney. 7 ot & EIN 
Ld » . 22 avOpwro tÜaóuacav Aéyovrsec ! [lorazóc iori obroc, eb e 

ver i. @ t ep a " $ BCEEL Ort kat oi avtuor kai i ÜaAacca Uraxovovmy avro ; M 
XA 1.33, 

y Mark aiii. 1 
bis. Lake l. * Kai eXOovrs * airy tic rò " wipav eic riv x ms 

1 Joha iti. 1. 

Fe om ist xa: (as unnscessery) C 84. 85 al latt Syr coptt wth Hil Op. 
bef ywarcovovery B 1. 33 Eus 

B constr., ver. I reff. a ver. 18 ref. 1 Kings vi. 18. 

aurea 

28. éX\Dovroc avrov BC 1. 88: Adorf avre L rel. 

edges the faith which 
they had; answers the prayer of faith, by 

F not stronger, it 
to trust in” oven when He seemed in- 
sensible to their danger The symbolic 
FFF i 
to have escaped general notice. The Saviour 

reproduction of the Ark i 
on the * 

pests 

are:  wepi 
viv satpoviey rarakpypsite- 

egy cupmnyopivouc 
G 

xolpovc olcovopla dvayiyparrat yeyo- 
viva: iv rj xD r Tepacnvey. Tipasa 
dl rijc Ape iat deri Aux, obre O4Xaceay 
ob re Xipyny xAnoloy Ixovoa. ral ove dy 
ob rec wpogavic dg cal evidsyeroy ol 
ebayytucral tipnxecay, dyÓpic imipedog 
55 rà rep riv Iovòalav. irsi 
à iv dive, eBpopey “ele t)». xépay 

ray l'adapgvóv," kal spóc robro Xecrioy 
(lit. “we must speak also to [in reference 
ei discuss this reading also. Dr. 

field’s conjecture, erikríov, need 
be considered by those who are not 

aware of this common qe Tálapa- 
àp wóM piv dors rig ‘lovdalac, rep! 
by rà dB dend rvyxáve, Alprvy 
è epnpvoic srapactpivn ansc leres 

i» abr i) Oddacca. AAA Vipysoa, dg’ 
he ol Tepyicaton t dpyaia wep ry 
vé» narovpivny Tidepulóa Aipyny, repi 
jv apnpvdcg wapaselpevog rà Mpyy, dg’ 
eb Otxvvrac rove yolpove ord r&v Jav 
pévey xrara(jeflAo0ai. Comm. in Joan. 
tom. vi. vol. iv. p. 269, ed. Migne. Not- 
wit this, it appears very doubt- 
fal whether there ever was a town named 

rebuilt (see Deut..vii. 1: Josh. xxiv. 11). 
Gerasa (now Dscherasch) lies much too far 
to the The town of Gadara, alluded 
to in the text, was ee i 
purpówolig ric Ilepaiag xaprapó, 
(Euseb. Onomasticon) dv»rwupb Eryo- 
TÓuec cai TiBspiddoc wpòc dvaroAaic, 
iv rẹ Spe, ob roòt raic Urovpylas (Dr. 
Bloomfield in loc. conjectures br,) 
d rey Oeppdy ud re Aowrpd vapáxtirar. 
It was on the river Hieromax (‘Gaddara 
Hieromace prefiuente, Plin. v. 18), and 
sixty stadia from Tiberias (Joseph. Vit. 
§ 65), A RAV ie (Jos. Antt. xvii. 11. 
ne It was destroyed in the civil wars of 
the Jews, and rebuilt by Pompeius (Jos. 
B. J. i. 7. 7), ted Augustus to 
King ‘Herod Sos. dan 7. 3), and 
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. N rov l'adapnvov, 
Luke aly pros EK E wy 

iv.31. xi 30, 
80. xil. 15 

DN V 29 kal (60U ëxpačav Myovrtc 8 Ti npiv kai aol, 
VE ides 0sov ; WAGES ob mpo ' Kaipoŭ 

ETATTEAION 

orhrrocour 
" pvnptlev tiep y ousvot, 

' WCTE m "tox bev Tiva ape Gey dia Tne odo é exelvnc. 

VIIL 

: vie TOU 

* Basaviso: ñ nud c: ; OF ny 

Gen. xxii. 6, à; ! uakpdv an’ avrov ™ayéAn " xoipov ro Booxo- 
«2T. n. 1 pivn’ 

ons rel 

. Lake vi. 49. Phil. iv. 18. Isa. lix. a 

B here, &oc. and | only, 
Lake xv. 15, John xxi. 78, 17 only. 8 Kings 3 
xvi. 14. xvili. 2 v. r.) only 4- q ver. 5 reff. 

: vil. m bere, & apor, 
vil. 6. abe ae: 16, t. LI 16 1 An in Hexa 

3i oL à P Satpovec * wapexahouv avrov y AÉyovrtc Ei 

Wisi M. W Ex HBAAAEHEα "uae, amóortAov "pac tQ Thy 
Mark 1.94 L. 2 Kings xvi. inel; 

. Rev. n 5. xiv. 10. zx db tg 

™ ayéAny TOY 
h ch. iv. 8 and pote. 

y. (ver. Gal. i Kings v. 8.) 
ly. Ju tf 16 vat. 2 

bere (| Mk., ver. 13 & Lake, ver. 39. Rer. 

rec (for yaðapnvw»y) yépytonvey, with C*L rel Heres goth wth arm: yepyteamy some 
mss in Epip : yeoaqnywy 

. Tec 
5 om BC'L 1. 33 am 
ictorin spec. 

lat mss-used-by- AN note) latt (and A-lat) syr- 
marg sah Nyssen Ath Juv Hil Prud : tzt BOMAR us 
Epiphespr. (83 syr-cu defective: the ver is passed over in Chr.)—yapad. A: 

aft co: ins «goov (from l Mk Le), with C?X rel latt (and D- lat) syrr ab 
with forj harl! tol) lat- f, & 2 copt Orig Eus, Cypr 

* o in- Orig syrr 
yatap. N. 

SL rec (for axooreXov) excrpepoy νν ar,, with CL rel lath (Proleg goth 
arm: txt BN 1. 33 latt (and D-lat) syr-marg marg-ms syr-jer coptt sth Cyr. 
From || Luke, the alteration of Luke's uctk8up to awedO. being a trace of the origina! 
awocréoy. 

cde his death united to the province of 
(Jos. B. J. ii. 6. 8). It was one of 

the ten cities of Decapolis. (Pliny, ibid.) 
Burckhardt and others believe that they 
have found its ruins at Omkeis, near the 
ridge of the chain which divides the valley 
of Jordan from that of the Sea of Enn 
rias. The territory of this city mig 
well extend to the shore of the He. 11 
may be observed, that there is nothing in 
any of the three accounts to imply that 
the city was close to the scene of the 
miracle, or the scene of the miracle close 
to the herd of swine, or the herd of swine, 
at the time of their possession, close to 
the lake. Indeed the expression pacpdv 
an sid 0 ver. 30, er the con- 
a 5 swine. It ap- 

urckhardt, that there a 
many tombs in the neighbourhood of the 
ruins of Gadara to this day, hewn in the 
rock, and thus capable of affording shelter. 
It may be well in fairness to observe, that 
Tepysonvey can hardly have arisen en- 
tirely from Origen's conjecture, as it per- 
vades so many MSS. and ancient (it is 
true, not the most ancient) versions. We 
cannot say that a part of the territory 
of Gadara may not have been known to 
those who, like Matthew, were locally in- 
timate with the shores of the lake, by this 
ancient and generally disused name. Still 
however, we are, I conceive, bound in a 

The reason of the corran may perhaps have been the connexion of axo- 

matter of this kind to follow the most an- 
cient extant testimony. See further on 
l| Mk. L. The excursus of Dr. Bloom- 
eld, Gr. Test. edn. 9, vol. i. p. 890, though 

containing interesting matter confirming 
the fact of Gergesa having been a name 
actually used for a town near the lake, 
determines nothing as to the reading here, 
which must be settled purely on objective 
evidence. vo J In 
Mark v. 2, and Luke viii. 27, but one is 
mentioned. All three Evangelists have 
some particulars iar to themselves ; 
but Mark the most, and the most striking, 
as having evidently from an 
eye-witness. The bre woAAoi icut» of 
Mark is worth noticing, in reference to 
the discrepancy of number in the two 
accounts, as perhaps connected with the 
mention of more one by our Evan- 
gelist, who omits the circumstance con- 
nected with that speech. xa 
Alay] See the terribly graphic account of 
Mark (v.3—6). The dsmoniac was with- 
out clothes, which though related only by 
St. Luke (viii. 27), yet, with remarkable 
consistency, a from St. Mark’s nar- 
rative, where e is described as sitting, 
clothed, and in his right gin at Jesus s 
fect, after his cure. mare ey rg 
Peculiar to this Gospel. vt tp. 
x. gol] M uym.. See 2 Ee xvi. 10; 
xix. 22. wpó xutpoU is peculiar (o this 

airy Sto dato BCEKL 
* xaAewoi Ma», XA 1.33. 
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kai tler avroic Yráyere. ot & ebeAGourec rs, ̂ to 

axnABor e eic thy “ayéÀny rov ` Xoipuv: xai 180 dopumatv Vilags a». 

raca h d [rov * x?tpuv] kara rov " kpnuvov tic rri» T »" 
am is bis oaly. 

ored\w with mission of a higher kind. If tzt had been a corrn from || Mark, rt 
asd not aroor. have been adop 

33. aft avro ins o i C lat-b c g, I Syr. ava» B. TOUC xotpovc 
|| Mk La 7) BC! 1. 33 latt e (ena D-lat) Syr coptt eth Chr Cyr: ray ayeAny rov (from 

xou CL rel lat. ff, h arm. 
17. 119 Ser’s b. T Ba 

] The Vulga te rendering, ‘non 
ere not seem 3 with the 
cone accounts, both of which imply dis- 
tance: jv d inii eee r$ Spe, Mark v. 
11; jv» d l 

lain. 

expressions 
povurOsic (Mark v. 16: Luke viii. 
other like ones, bot relate to us w 

n aytÀn bef rasa C! 21 syr: om raca 
om 2nd ræv yopwy leas || Mk Lu) BC'MA 1. 33 latt(and 

truthfulness in Him who was Truth it. 
self, to suppose Him to have used such 
pan a and solemn words repeatedly, before 

disciples and the Jews, in encourage- 
ment of, and connivance at, a lying super- 
stition. (3) After these remarks it will 
be unnecessary to refute that view of dæ- 
moniacal possession which makes it iden. 
tical with mere bodily disease,—as is in- 
cluded above; but we may observe, that 
it is every where in the Gospels distin. 

from disease, and in such a way 
as to shew that, at all events, the two 
were not in that day confounded. (See 
ch. ix. 82, 33, and compare Mark vii. 32.) 
(4) The question then arises, Granted the 
plain historical truth of damoniacal pos- 
ssssion, WHAT WAS ITP This q 

ta, wvebpara wovnpd, 5 

compassion. 
appears to have been in him a double 
will and double consciousness —somoetimos 



bably supposed, that some of 
Tug oniacs may have arrived at 
their dreadful state through various — 
gressive degrees of guilt and sensual 

nment. ‘ Lavish sin, and y in 
a ce in sensual lusts, superinducing, 

t would often, a weakness in the 
nea system, which is the band 
between body and soul, may have laid 
open these unhappy ones to the fearful 
incursions of the powers of darkness.’ 

ch on the Miracles, p. 160) (6) The 
ently objection, How comes it 

that this m y is not sow am ipd 
N „„ . 

tion e period pact 
Lon’s ing on earth was certainly more 
than an er in the history of the world 
under the “dominion of evil. The founda- 
tions of man’s moral being were broken 
up, and the ‘hour and power of darkness’ 
prevailing. Trench excellently remarks, 
It was exactly the crisis for such soul. 
maladies as these, in which the spiritual 
and bodily should be thus strangely inter- 
linked, and it is not wond that 
they should have abounded at that time; 
for the predominance of certain spiritual 
maladies at certain epochs of the world’s 
history, which were specially fitted for 
their generation, with their gradual de- 
cline and disappearance in others less con- 
genial to them, is a fact iteelf admittin, 
no manner of question.’ (pp. 162, 168. 
Besides, as the same writer goes on to 
observe, there can be no doubt that the 

of the Son of God in the flesh, 
and the continual testimony of Jesus 
borne by the Church in her preaching and 
ordinances, have broken and kept down, in 
some measure, the grosser manifestations 
of the power of Satan. (See Luke x. 18.) 
But (6 the assumption contained in the 
objection above must not be thus unre- 
servedly granted. We cannot tell in how 
many cases of insanity the malady may not 
even now be d to direct deemoniacal 

AUA s UTE ion. And, finall 
view, which Iam 
honestly consistent with any kind of et delt 
in the truth of the narratives, will 
offend none, but those who deny the exist - 
ence of the world of spirits altogether, and 
who are continually striving to narrow the 
Jimits of our belief in that which is in- 
visible; a view which at every step in- 
volves difficulties far more serious than 

"X CEYATT'EAION 

. Gadaccay, kat arébavov € £v roi voacy. 

core tpuyov, kai awtABovreg eic thy rów * ariryyet- Ta. 

D. lat) syrr coptt goth eth arm Euthym : ins CL rel Chr. 

VIII. 33, 34. 

area C 262. 

those from which it attempts to escape. 
But (IL) & fresh difficulty is here found 
in the r part of the narrative, in 
which the devils enter into the swine, 
and their destruction follows. (1) Of the 
reason of this ion, we surely are 
not competent judges. Of this however 
we are sure, that ‘if this granting of the 
request of the evil spirits helped in any 
way the cure of the man, caused them to 
arn fie prit hold on ur prd easily, 

e paroxysm going 
forth (see Mark ix. 26), this would have 
been motive enough. Or still more pro- 
bably, it may have been necessary, for the 
permanent healing of tbe man, that he 
should have an outward evidence and testi- 
mony that the hellish powers which held 
him in bon had quitted him.’ 
p (2) The destruction of the swine 

not 3 to be thought of in 
the matter, as if that were an act re- 

t to the merciful character of our 
rd’s miracles. It finds its parallel in 

the cursing of the fig-tree (ch. xxi. 18— 
$2); and we may well think that, if God 
has appointed so many animals daily to 
be tered for the sustenance of men's 
bodies, He may also be to destroy 
animal life when He sees fit for the libera- 
tion or instruction of their souls.  Be- 
5 confessedly far evil of 
5 of men by spirits, and 

e Be ruat Prairie attendant, was 
sadha in ^s inseru rposes, 
surely much more this lesser one. Whether 
there may have been reasons in 
this case, such as the con of the 
Mosaic law by the k of the swine, 
we have no means of judging: but it is 
at least possible. (8) The fact iteelf re- 
lated raises a question in our minds, which, 
though we cannot wholly answer, we may 
yet approximate to the solution of. How 
can we imagine the bestial nature capable 
of the reception of dwmoniac influence P 
If what has been cited above be true, and 
the unchecked gap pA of sensual ap- 
petite afforded au for the 5 of 
evil to the human dsemoniac, then 
we have their influence joined to that 
part of man's nature which he bas in 
common with the brutes that perish, the 
animal and sensual soul (Yuxh). We 
may thus conceive that tho same animal 

sensual soul in the bruto may be re- 
ceptive of «milar dæmoniacal infucnes. 

33 51 và us Bo- Ee 
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2 Kai io wpoci$spov avre ° wapaAuricov im ! xAlvnc 
g 2 EA A € » - * , s ~ 4 
BAM o. xat idav o Inoove riv wiarw avrov tler 

x here cely. 
Gea. xviii. 9. 
Num. zx. 99 
al. 

y w. ö reer, 
Acts zz v. 
3 oniy. 
ropa R 
rot iA 
kai 

dáexeetv abrir, Piat. Vit. Demetr. § 38. 8 eh. iL 16 ref. Nam. xxi. 33. a oh. vili. 98 ref. 
b see ch ziv. 99. Mark iv. 1 aL e ch. ziv. 64 | Mi. Merk v. $i. Lake xvi. 90. Acts xxi.3 

KN. Deut. xx. 18. & — Lake n. . Joha lv. 44. 1 . 4 e oh. iv. 94 reff. 
f Mart iv. 21 al. Deut. lii. 11. g ch. vill. 6 reff. 

34. for cvvavryay, vravrgoiw B 1.83: axayrgow Scr’s w ev-P. 
for orec, va B. C 83 ev-y. (for rw sv, avrov ev-z.) 

for re, rov 

Cur. IX. 1. om ro BC*LX V-marg 1. 83 sah goth Orig Chr: ins C! rel copt. 
2. for wpoctétpov, wpocgepovary C. 

whereas in man there is an im- 

uices cid Tiben, will = ity deliberative and rea- 
son,—and there was ever in him, as we 
have seen, a struggle and a protest against 
this er; the 

1H 5 EE 

if 

Í 111 
{utes IH g? E SÉ ri im IB 
E i EK i F l j " 
éyévero iv pig r&v» sptpév. 
Wer not the ship, as 5 — 
7 or 
our Lord the disciples,—but simply 

ic,—and ex idiomatically in 
lish by a ship, as E. V. rd Nota, 

*shépe, are the whole genus, in which 
embarkation might have been made: 

m of the article has been denied by 
iddleton, and the generic rendering in 

this commentary uently impugned 
by his followers. In reply, I may observe 
(1) that of the occurrence of the generic 
sense, there is no doubt, even on Middle- 
ton’s own shewing. In ch. x. 86, iy@pol 
foU &vOperov, ol olkiakol abrov, he recog- 
nizes in sper gree Nie generic sense, by 
rendering ro prov * man,’ OF 
‘men generally,’ though he calls the use 
‘hypothetic.’ Compare also i£jA0s ò 
Cxtipwy roU oxsipay, ch. xiii. 3, where 
ó ow. is merely in the singular what oi 
avtípovric would be in the plural, viz. ‘he 
that soweth,’ ‘a sower,’ generic. See also 
ch. xv. 11: Luke xi. 24; ch. xix. 10: 
1 Cor. vii. 8; ch. xxv. 82 (where in English 
also we might say, ‘as the shepherd di- 
videth the sheep from the guats’); also 
ch. x. 12, 27. (2) We may say, if we 

that some wAoiov is implied in ip- 
Bác, and that the article refers to such im- 
plication. But this in fact amounts to the 
generic sense. If I say, without M EC 
vious mention of a particular ship, ‘ 
he had embarked in the ship; I imply by 
the word 555 i : 
genus, skipe : „ ‘in the ship,’ 
signify al ptically ‘in the ship in which 
he did embark ;’ but I no farther identify 
the ship, than as to the genus 
before implied. (3) The useof the English 
article in the ex ions, *in the house' 

our Lord now dwelt: c£ ch. iv. 18. 
2—9.] HEALING OF A PABALYTIO AT 
CAPERNAUM. Mark ii. 1—12: Luke v. 17 
—26, in both of which the account is more 

rticular. 3. Tiv víenw aùr.) 
amely, in letting him down through tha 



IX. 

aper rat gor at B 

í kai. ov o noove rag 

> », » e 

eh corre pon, EUTEULP 

88 ETATTEAION 

gene en Gai Ty apart " Opos réxvoy, 
CET 11 ̀  apapriat. 8 kai wou rivic rov ypapnaréwy 
nr Gen. ™ fayroic Oùroç * BRAD. 

E 6) "evOupnoec avrov drev P Ivari 1 evBuperabe rovnpd év 
e» Ch. V. - e - 

11. . ans. raiç capdlaie Univ ; 5 vi yap tore 
4740. Len. * "Aófevrai cov ai * apapríat, n mew “Eyetoe kat. meor- 

mch. x3!.38. Loke vi. . xvi. fl. xvili. 4. (sce Mark xi. 7. Lake xii, 45. ob. iil. ON 
65. John x. a S Kiige a'a. . o ch. xii. 96. Acts x 
xxi. 37 U xxvii. 46, from Ps. x Loke xli. 
Gen. Iv. q ch. l. Bo osi wa iu. L. dir. xvii 81 Josh. e : 
xvi. 17 only t. Sir. Txil 18. DAE ICE 

agvevra: BN vulg(remittuntur) lat-d f ff, syrr goth eth Orig Iren-lat: a$vvra: D 
pig Niceph. 
D-lat) syrr copt goth arm Iren-lat í 
at ah., omg cov, DA? forj lat-k Orig 
Le, where also the readings differ. 
and least simple in construction.) 

e 

4. Swe BEM 1 fuld syrr sah goth arm Chr: dw» CD rel latt copt. 
urey ins avroic D 18. 42. 61. 124 ev-44 Scr's w ev-x lat-c A Syr sah arm. 

rec (for gov at apaprta:) got at aji., addg gov, with L rel latt(and 
-lat Hil; cov at ap. cov M al Niceph: cot 
id: txt BCA! 1. 33 eth Orig, (See || Mz 
tat is best attested, most simple in meaning, 

aft 
rec ins 

veç bef evOvuiuaOt, with L rel syr goth arm: om BCD 1. 33 3 latt Syr(appy) sah seth 
Chr Cypr Hil. 

b. om yap KMU 209. 248. 253 Scrsfw latt sth 
rec (for cov) aou with UA(S 1. 33, e sil) latt syrr coptt th arm 

rec tytipai (itaciem 7), with B(sic) U: eyupay A: 
agioyra: DN!. 
txt BCD rel goth Constt Chr. 
txt CD rel. 

roof, because the whole house and space 
round the door was full, Mark ii. 4. 
abr must be su to include the sick 
man, who was at least a Con A 
to the bold step which they took 
words are common to the three Evangelists, 
as also 1 cot ai dn. Neander 

ben Jesu, pp. 431, 432) has some excel · 
lent remarks on this man's disease. Either 
it was the natural consequence of sinful 
indulgence, or by its means the feeling of 
sinfulness and guilt was more strongly 
aroused in him, and he recognized the 
misery of his disease as the punishment of 
his sins. At all events spiritual and bodily 
pain seem to have been connected and in- 
terchanged within him, and the former to 
have received accession of strength from 
the ce of the latter. Schleiermacher 
oa t. Luke, p. 80) supposes the haste of 
these bearers to have originated in the. 

of our Lord’s speedy departure 
thence; but, as Neander 5 we do 
not know enough of the paralytic’s own 
state to be able i say whether there may 
not have been some cause for it in the man 
himself, ] Winer remarks 
(§ 14. 3),—' The old grammarians them- 
selves were divided about this word : some, 
as Eustathius, (Il. s. 590,) treat it as 
identical with dġùrra, as in Homer di 
for á$g: others, more correctly, ew i 
for the . e, axa e. fo 

th arm. 

with this difference however, that Suidas 
believes it to be & Doric, the author of the 

an Attic form; the former is cer- 
tainly right, and this perfect-paasive form 
is cogna a vi 2t di sept „act. Ai ped 

indwelling i 15 T Jdhn ii. ars 25. 
No other interpretation of such passages 
is admissible. St. Mark’s expression, 
imtyvods rq wvevpare avrov, is more pre- 
cise and conclusive. So we have deRD 
caro rq wytoparit, John xi. 38, synony- 
mous with infpipepevoc iv laure, ibid. 
ver. 38. Tva ly yivarae: 
3 1-2: so Plut. 

. p. 26 o, tva ri ravra \iyuç; From 
t . olxóv gov is common (nearly 
medal; to the three 

5 a a e de it 
could not be affirmed that that of forgivi 

oing e of 
being put to the proof, I will vindicate my 
right and power to do that which in ite 

unt o £v GOV XA 
$3. 
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vii. 16 al, ` 7 1» 0 1 LP 0 2 4 20. . 

uzaye EC TOV OLKOVP GOV. Kai Ee tte arn EV S&C TOV (Pa. xxi. $2.) 

i” wapaywy o “Incove &xuÜkv kde avOowroy 3*5 
only. (mid. 1 John ll. 5. ir only.) Pa exxvill, 8, 

8. rec (for «9o505aa») d ni with C rel syr arm Thdor-mops: txt BD 1. 83 
yr 

X-comm : om X-txt 
uv. (admirantes fimuerunt lat goth. — «0avp.. cas 

9. exn&s» bef o ic D 124 latt copt Eus Thph-ant Thl Hil: om exer (beg of peric. 

i hi i ii iH EE 
FE 8 p ag it 

ib Hr EE 

5 Lp 
ii FE: e«d EE 4 HE ei 

Hi 
BRIT rit sj i 

§ 

THER ET 1L Be pa FERESE 

AE t 
Hl ug id 

| | : 7 
n ERE i T 8 E t 
1 F 78 j e pu t fF 1 ; zi iz 45 
17117 115 hai jd iH IR his l : Í 

And this not by delegation, but “ because 
He (being God) is the Son of Man.” John 

. is not parenthetic, nor is Tva 
albire r. r. A. an elliptic sentence; but 

the speech and narrative are intermixed: 
A simple construction would require either 
iva dd coos WOE Mye rg wap. . 4 

or twa 62 «dew ...... TÓT€ 8 
We have, in the text, the first member of 
the former construction joined with the 
second of the latter. 8. Tois dye 

J Not plur. for sing. 10 a man 
nor for the benefit of men ;’ but to man- 
kind. Th this wonder-worke 

mankind; and without su i 
had before them the fall meane 
ir words, those words were true 

ery highest sense. See John xvii 
8. In Mark they say, ör: of re obdísors 
aldaper: in 2 don srapádokKa. 
ejuspov. — 

9—17.] THE CALLING OF MATTHEW: 



EYATT'EAION IX. 

* reÀétov, Ma6@aiov Veyónevov, Kai BCDEP 55 kaÜüpevor. eri TÒ 
KL 

E Ayer avre ‘Axohotbe uoc kat ! avacrac " nxodovOncev UVXA 

Ut avrg. 10 cal éyévero avrov *avaxempéivou tv ry oixig, 
a ch. zali. 00, 11. Mark 21v. 18 alt ode. lv. 20 only. 

L Scr's g evv-P-z. 
Onaev, nxodovGe D 1. 209. 

discwnbebant cwn D-lat, 

berted between narratives indisputably 
relating the same occurrences. (2) The 
meaty dris eneral consent of all ages has sup- 

ersons the same. On 
the other (3) our Gospel makes not 
the slightest allusion to the name of Levi, 
either here, or in ch. x. 8, where we find 
Ma00aioc 6 re ADN among the A 
clearly identified with the subject of this 
narrative : whereas the other two Evange- 
liste, having in this narrative spoken of 
Levi, in their enumerations of Apos- 
tles (Mark fii. 18: Luke vi. 15), mention 
Matthew without any note of identifica- 
tion with the Levi called om this occasion. 

mata, iv. p. 595 P,) quoting era» 
cleon the Gnostic, (ò - 3 
exec Öompóraroç card Niki, ) men- 
tions Mar@aioc, urrog, Oupdc, Atetg 
gai AO woAXoi, as eminent men who 
had not suffered ma m from a public 
confession of the faith. (6) Again, Ori- 
gen, (against Celsus, book i. § 62, vol. i. 
p. ee ed. Migne,) when Celsus has 

the Apostles rehwvac cai vabrac, 
after acknow Ma06aioc ò res- 
vnc adds, lero & cai ò Arge red 
drokorbheag r$ Io M obre ys 
row dpiOpow r&v» awocréAwy abroõ hy, 
ed pu) card tiva ré» åvrıypáģwæv rov 
xarà Máprov sbayyediov. It is not quite 
clear from tbis, whether the copies of 
Mark substituted Levi's (P name for 
Matthew's, or for some other: but most 
probably the latter. But A:ßñc and 
Arvtc are hardly more nearly allied than 
AsBn¢ and As Balog, with whom Levi 
has sometimes been supposed identical. 
ABU rò» reden may then have 
been the reading for Qaddaioy, Mark 
ii. 18, where we now find the 
AsBBaiov in D let-a b f, i. (6) It 
certainly would hence appear, as if 
there were in ancient times an idea 
that the two names belonged to distinct 
persons. But in the very passages where 

ams ro TeX, bef caOnpevoy C 21 Chr Aug. 

10. avaxceyssvov bef avrov (see || Mk) C latt Eus. 
apaprwaAos bef rk C 21 copt sth. 

recumbebant cum lat-a b oc. 

for gkoAov- 

om gas D latt coptt sth. 
for cvrvavez., cvytasivro Di, simul 

it is mentioned, & confusion is evident, 
which prevents us from drawing any cer- 
tain conclusion able to 5 the ge- 

mention pate his seeing 
that St. Mark and St. Luke also give him 

when they 

gard to the narrative itself in the text, we 
a this solemn and peculiar 
call seems (see ch. iv. 3 
belong to any but an Apostle ; that, 
as in the case of Peter, it here ero also i 

Matthew himself is here the narrator. 
(A similar mistake has been made in sup- 
posing rd swAoiov, as in ver. 1. and else- 

whereas it is generic; see note — 
Again, Greswell presses ; 
the terms used in the accounts (e. g. avy» 
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KATA MAOO8AION. 

rA Kat Gpapredoi EdBovrec *$ deb. xxvi, 
our f T "Incov kai roĩc  uaÜnraig avrov. à Tute a 2 

kai ióvreç ot Daprcain ciwov roic pabyraiç avrov *% 
5 cai Gpapreduy soÜi o 
12 3 8 axoveac dire o 

° Exoverv ot io bre l tar pou, dx oi bur "éxovrec. — sbeol., 4 Mk. 
ropeublrric ài nabere ri dry EAcoc GAH kai ov 

9T 

k vi. 
2 Lake 

? Xpsiav "R ocb. v p eir d 

E Lake iv. 38 

Üvciav. ov yàp ÑAlov ‘xadioas ™Sixaiouc, adda " ápap- bch, vi. 18 
rel ob. i = Mark ix. 

lo. Lake 
vili. 19. Acts M Tore wpocipyovrat aury ot paQyrat 'Iwávvov e iu 

from Hossa vi. 7. 
J. 16 AUN 12 

n Lake zv. 2, 7, 10. Ps. li. 7 al. 

ll. udorrig de D sah. 

k constr., as above (J). ch. xxvil. 48. Ha s 
i. pef: vit. 17 al. sce Mum. xxiii. 11. 

from Ps. xxxix. e. Ps. 
av. 7. tes ch. I. 19, 

Ayo (cf || MX Lu) BCL 1. 88 latt Syr Cyr: srov 
3 prwrwr bef rekwvwy D sah Aug: - o did. vp. 

f. d. c. T. £00. Diog $ Ang: : bef 200. C! 1 coptt. : 
AE me ins ig bak areas (jom | Mh In), with C rel latt syrr copt: om BD sah 
seth. (D is sow defective from o ds to exovcay, Mill Wetst and the latin testify to 
the omn.) for acoveag, sari cape D Wetst, but not lat) lat-a. rec aft 
deren ins aero (from || Mk Ls SAS cen STIS cove Soe RID: txt BC'DX 
mig lat-5 c ff, g, ah seth 

rec Àsov, with CIL ad: txt BC!DN 1. 38 hom-CL ĉıxaiove bef 
nans Ci. rec aft auapreAovc ins uç usraveiav || Luke), with C rel 83! 
lat-c g, , coptt syr- [Orig,] Chr Cyr Hil Vict-tun : om BDVIa 1!. 83-corr! vulg 
lat-a à f ff, h rr go 

avixayro and iA0évric evravisurro), and 
attempts to shew them to be inconsistent 
with one anotber. But surely the time is 
past for such with the historic text 
of the Gospels ; 
looked a great 

heavy ydp roddoi cai We d abré : 
cleanse to Meg in our text. 

Yeap. abr. 
related shew 

eth arm Clem-rom Orig, Basil Jer Auger Ambr. 

the place: Luke adds atréy: ol 9. cai ol 
The very circumstances 

that this remonstrance can- 
not have taken place aé the feast. The 
Pharisees say the words to the 
our Lord hears it. This denotes an occa- 
sion when our Lord and the disciples were 

t, but not surely intermixed with 
the éxAo¢ Twv woe. 13. 

$ovreg . . . . an Ax. ] Both words, 
in the application of the saying, must be 

G ironica rer 
as referring to their 

ns of themselves ; as also 
ML = Saen ver. 13: — not 
as though the Pharisees were objective 
either leyóovresc or Zicatot, however m 
objective truth raròg iyorrse and dyap- 
rwAoí may have had as applied to the pub- 

18.] opere 
ent 

Des 0944. ] 
The whole of this discourse, with the ex- 
ception of the citation, i is almost verbatim 
in Mark, and (with iyiaivorric = loxóov- 
reg, iAjAvÜa = = ğAĝov, and the addition 
of elc perdvoay) Luke also. 

14. to the detailed narrative 
of St. Mark (ii. i9 it was the disciples of 
John and of the Pharisees who asked this 
question. St. Luke continues the dis- 

understood 
d ME Meyer) : 
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22 vorrec Aid ri nueiç Kat oi Paproaios * marevopiey PwoAha, 
i . 13. v. 10, 3 L MM ot O& uaÜyrat cov ov ° vrarebovaty ; ; 
5 

5 Insovc Mn Sovavrat oi 3 viot TOU 
i 

Lake xx. 84, tep ' door per avrov tarw o 

' 3uípat 5 orav 

6 only. s dh. v. 
af. sb. Av. i. John ti. 9. in. 85 fe 

l. xi. 18. 

- e 

ara ar auTwv 0 

NE 1. 18. 
"Rev. xvii, 23 only. 5 
Gen. xii. 9. Exod xi 8 

5 kat eren avroic o 
run " vevÜav 

e v? » 4 ° yuudtoc 5. " eAsocovrat St 
" vujtótoc, kat rore 

d. vn. 89. Gatv. 1.) Xon, Cyr.v. 5. 8- 

14. om roa (see || Mk) B 27. nc Ser’s g). 
for un, pare D, 

Arnob Aug. 
g, 4 0 Syr syr-marg sah Chr Arnob Hil. 

fi here te, vyorevovery D!X 75. 111 Scr’s i w ev-y. 

for vunguvoc, vungiov D latt(sponsi) copt 
A n A vnorevet „orom || Mk m D hee 1 erg bof 

for arapon, apa D 
add i exeivatc Ta 

nuepac (from || MX Lu) Di 111 lat-a 5 c g, 5 syr-marg Orig. 

course as that of the former Pharisees and 
Scribes. This is one of those instances 
where the three accounts imply and con- 
firm one another, and the hints inci- 
dentally dropped by one Evangelist form 
the prominent assertions of the other. 
The fasting often of the disciples of John 
must not be understood as done in mourn- 

for their master’s imprisonment, but 
a longing to the asceticism which John, 
as a preacher of repentance, inculcated. 
On the fasts rs Pharisees, see Light- 
foot in loc. 15. wevOciv] = vyorsóew 
Mark and Luke. The difference of these 
two words is curiously enough one of Gres- 
well's arguments for the non-identity of 
the narratives, Even if there were any 
force in such an argument, we might 
fairly set against it that dmap0j is com- 
mon to all three E ts, and occurs 
no where else in the N. 6 vun let] 
This appellation of Himself had from our 
Lord peculiar appropriateness as addressed 
to the disciples of John. Their master 
had himself said (John iii. 29) ó iyw» THY 
vipeny, vupgiog oriy’ 6 bt girog roD 
vupgion ò dornrwc xal deotuy abroð, 
xorg J dud viv qiiid rod v. 
ab Add o y ra xarà i 9 ip 5 

meelf the Bride - 
earl 5 the . in Him 
of & whole cycle of O. T. prophecies and 
figures: very probably with immediate re- 
ference to Hoses ii., that i a ald gore 
been cited just before: bui 
other in which the Bride is is tho 

of God, the Bridegroom the God 
of Israel. See y Isa. liv. 6—10 
Heb. and E. V. As Stier (Reden Jesu, 
i. 320, edn. 2) observes, the article here 
must not be considered as merely intro- 
duced on account of the le, as usual 
elsewhere, but the parable itself to have 
sprung out of the emphatic name, à yup- 

íoc. The wiol rob vungòvog are more 
than the mere guests at the wedding: 
they are the brid m's friends who 
ri fetch the bri - 5 

How sublime peaceful is 
oat early announcement by our Lord of the 
bitter passage before Him! Compare the 
words of our Christian poet: measuring 
with cahn the infinite descent. 
(Wizenmann mag dabei wohl ragen 
Welcher Menſch hat je fo ruhig, fo lie lich 
von einer ſolchen Höhe in eine ſolche Tiefe 
geſchaut? Stier, Reden Jesu, i. 322.) 

Sray àw.] when the 
shall have been taken from them: when 
His shall have taken place. 
xal rére v.] These words are not a de- 
claration fa duty, or of an ordinance, as 
binding on the Church in the days of her 
MI absence: 5 spirit E 

ws is against such a supposition : t 
they declare, in accordance with the pe- 
rallel word 29e, that in those days 
they shall have real occasion for fasting ; 
sorrow enough; see John xvi. 20 :—a fast 
of God's own ap 8 
purpose of His will reepectin them, not 
one of their own lay lying ing on. 
This view is yiii 8 in 
Luke, where the e Can y 
rot out waortbey the chile ceed &c., i. e. 
by your rites and ordinances ? but, &. and 
rört ynoretcovery: there is no constraint 
in this latter case: they shall (or better, 
the wil) fast. And this furnishes us 
idi an adai rule for the fasting of 
the Christian life: that it should be the 
genuine of inward and spiritual 
sorrow, of the sense of the absence of the 
Bridegroom in the soul,—not the forced 
and stated fasts of the old covenant, now 

away. It is an instractive circum- 
stance that in the Reformed Churches, 
while those stated fasts which were ree 

BCDEF 
e GELMS 

UVXA 
1. 33. 
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° vaorevaouaty. 16 ovdtic 88 * emi Pá AA y irn pa- "Mak ai, 
Kove " ayvagou iwi inarip vada’ 
pena avrov aro roù ipariov, ai 

* ipu yàp ro A- vi Berg 
Nei "exiapa yiverat, riu Ly 

i 21 on. = oude BND oivov vtov , ackoUc gaAatobc* SLE ony, 

"et à py, phyvovrai ot * ackoi, kai 0 otvoc " écy tiat, 
Kat o d 

Jer. xiv, 
(szzvill.) 11 

acxoi roof, aAAd 6a otvov vtov Tr. LR 

tic dc c be, xat aujórspot ! cvvrnpovvrat. 
only g. vid ra ing et Mat Wied. xv. 18 caly, eg Mk. John vil. 4A. ix. 16 x. 
19. 1 Cor. I. 10. zi. 18. xii. 96 only f. f Mark vil. 38. John xvi 1). Pseazv.6 vat. 

g here (4 times) and t only. Josh. ix. 4 1 Job zz LOL. bis. (Mk. ei 9d jay.) eb. Ma 
Lake . 6. xiii. 1 2 Cor. Al. 16 only. , Mark L. 1841 L. Gel. tv. 27 $7 (from ba 

liv. I) only. ae à aux v. f.) John M. 15 al. Deut. xv. 10 L. v. r.) Mark vi. Lake 

Q8. for panys, un und see Mk ii. 22) B 301. ono o ouvoc e veoc tovc ackovc D; 
so, but omg o vtoc, lat-g, syr-jer Arnob. for exyesrac x. 0t acc. ATOA., awod\eras 
£. o ace. D lat-k.—for arodovyra:, ato\dvera B 1 al lat. F syrr coptt goth. 

OtVOV vtOY uç A bef BaXXovaiwv (20e || Le) C n € simly lat-a b c Aug: 
for ada RNA,, Badd. de D 

aM to evyrgpovrrai: S.) 

and 

of the wed- 
- 2 800 them: the 

preparation of the robe, the pouring of the 
new wine, are connected by this as their 

idea to one another and to the 

ition on the worn 
out system of ceremonies. For the rAn- 
go. v, the completeness of it, the 
new patch, by its weight and its strength 
p away the bouring weak and 

threads by which it holds to the old 
5 s iar a Stier 
notices prophetic import of this pa- 
rable: in how sad a degree the yeipov 

yiverac has been 

rec apugorepa (corra), wi 
utraque) Euthym : txt BCD rel Scr’ 

haps no greek ms 
s mss. et [-ovrrac« to -ovrra: 

rapovyras servantur D! lat-a o. 

s patch the new, the Evangelic state, 
the old worn out, ceremonial system. 
ould,’ he adds, ‘that we could say in 

tho in tion, as in the parable, No 
man doeth this!’ The robe must be ali 
new, all consistent : old things, old types, 
old ei old b an -—— 
priests, sa and ho ys, are 
passed away : ae a things 5 be- 
come new. Wa 
rent takes place: not ak ‘ tho rent rent 
becomes worse’ (x. yiv. rd ex., —or x. rà 
ox. ylv.), a worse rent, because the old, 
original rent was included within the cir- 
cumference of the éxi8Anya, whereas this 
is outside it. 17.] This parable is 
not a repetition of the previous one, but a 
stronger and more exact setting forth of 
‘the truth in hand. As is frequently our 
Lord's practice in His pas He ad- 
vances from the immediate subject to 
something more rop and higher, and 
takes occasion from answering a cavil, 
to preach the sublimest truths. The gar- 
ment was something outward ; this wine 
is powred in, is something inward, the 
spirit of the system. The former parable 
respected the outward freedom and simple 
truthfulness of the New Covenant; this 
regards ite inner spirit, ite prin- 
ciple. And admirably does the parable 
describe the vanity of the attempt to keep 
the new wine in the doròg rahatsc, the 
old ceremonial man, unrenewed in tho 

irit of his mind: A Lage ol doxol : 
the new wine is somet too living and 
sare for so weak a moral frame; it 
shatters the fair outside of ceremonial 
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orf, 18 Tabra avrov AaAovvro¢ awroic (ov a sc 
E ca Asi A wpocexóvst avr Mywv 6 ort H Ovyarnp pov apre 

x & ereAebrnoev” aAAa sAÜDov ” rilec Thy "xelpa cov ew Qe 

Ti Jobs v. - auriy kat ML 19 Kai Ehle a o Ineovc nrodovbec 

2 m arg Kat oi pabnrat avrov. 20 kai do youn ? aiuop- 
poousa & irn, wpoced go omobev iparo, row Tea 

E ge xpaowidoy TOU ipariou avrov. 2l r EAeyey yàp er e aurp rp eos 

[xxu P Ed povoy aļwpat rou ipariov avrov, * gw Üncopat. UA1.3*- 
89. Dest. zzii. 1 (Beek. vili. 8 Ald) Zech. vifi. 93 oniy. T ch. lii. 9 reff. see Po. xxxv. 1. $5 Mk. 
Luke viii. 96. Aotsiv. 9 al. 

18. rec (for oe e\Owy (with some cursive P): ec (i. e. elc) wpoceAOwr BN, 
unus accessit et latt syr goth eth arm: wpoceAOwy N;: rig pocev F: ric pH- 
Ow» C'GLU 13 al Sers b f g h s v evv-x-y-P-150 sah Thi: ric s\Owy Sers il mn: ele 
ehOwy xai rpoceAGwy al Syr: rig eegeAOwy Scr’s q r: txt CDEMXN' 1 a p al Chr Bas, 
elc eXOww KSVA 33 Ser's w.—add re 11% C?-marg FGLU Scr’s b f? h s v evv-P-150. 
pam t 83 latt Syr coptt th arm Bas Chr Hil: ins cvp M vulg lat- 

1 
19. rec neo ob (corre to the usual historic tense, the force of the imperf 

being overlooked 7), with BL rel lat F & syr coptt: gxo\cevO@ncaw EM Byr, yrodovOe 
CDN 83 latt Hil. 

21. ana bef povor D latt. 

seeming; and ó olvos ix et rut, the spirit 
is lost, the man is neither a blameless Jew 
nor a faithful Christian; both are spoiled. 
And then the result : not merely the da- 
maging, but the utter destruction of the 
veesel,—ol doxol Nr.. Accord. 

ing to some expositors, the new patch and 
new wine denote the fasting; the old 
garment and old bott the disciples. 
b da Mei, rovobróv lor obro yeyova- 
civ lcyvopoi of paOnrai, add’ Eri sroAA jc 
diorrat cvykarafácteg: obxw did ro) 
mvevparog avecacviaOncay. oŬrw dd dia- 
rei voi ob xo Bapog irırıðivaıi iri- 
3 Chrysostom Hom. in Matt. 
xxx. p. 353. This view is stated’ s and de- 
fended at some length by Neander, Leben 
Jesu, p. 346, note; but I own seems to 
2 as to De Wette, far-fetched. For how 
can fasting be called IgA párovc 
déyvagou, or how com to new wine? 
And Neander himself, when he comes to 
explain the important addition in Luke 
(on which see Luke v. 89, and note), is 
obliged to change the meaning, and un- 
derstand the new wine of the spirit of the 
Gospel. It wasandis the customin the 
East to carry their wine on a journey in 
leather bottles, generally of goats skin, 
sometimes of asses’ or camels’ skin. (Winer, 
Realwdrterbuch, ‘Schlauch.’) 

18—26. ] RAISING or  JAXIRUE'S 
DAUGHTER, AND HEALING OF A WOMAN 

WITH AN ISSUE OF BLOOD. Mark v. 

Mark this miracle follows immediately 
after the casting out of the devils at 
Gadara, and our Lord's recrossing the 
lake to Capernaum ; but without any pre- 
cise note of time as here. He may well 
e nd ea doit aei by 
Mark and Luke), w foregoing con- 
versation with lbs di» disciples of John and 
the Pharisees took The account in 
the text is the most concise of the three ; 
both Mark and Luke, but especially the 
latter, giving many additional particulars. 
The miracle forms a very instructive point 
of EE between the three 

18. Ax els] sire peri ay- 
nagogue, named Jaeirus. In 
the connecting words, ratra atrov ee 
Aovvrog abroic, and «lgsA0., which seems 
to imply that our Lord was still in Levi’s 
house, 1 5 
mary, and deficient culari 
have therefore reserved il annotaticn for 
the account in Luke, which see through- 
out. apr gev) She was not 
dead, but dying: at the last extremity. 
St. Matthew, omitting the message from 
the ruler’s house (Mark v. 85: Luke viii. 
49), gives the matter summarily in these 
words. The updoweSoy, seo ref. 
Num., was the | or tassel which the 
Jews were commanded to wear on each 
corner of their outer ue ae 
that they were to be holy unto God. 
article, as in ch. xiv. 36, designates the 
particular tassel which was touched. 
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2 o & Inode orpageic Kai (dày aurny sirey ` Oaper 8 

Üv-yarep, N riore cov ciowxiy os. kai " eon v 75 1 Oor.: 
-~ * D ` " * ` l Mk. Act 

aro rne wpac ixevne. P xai iG o ‘Inaoic uc rnv Ex xx. 
a p — y 1 ido ` s. UA * M b Joder. i. 96 

otktay» TOU. apyovTrog KAL LOWY TOVE auAmrac Kat TOV wen. ii. l e 

avrov. 2 Fre Si “ekeBANOn o oxAoc, uceADwy P ixpá- Ea > 

Taar tac "xepóc aùrnc, cat nyépôn rò "xopástov. . = 
25 kai. * ERA bev M Shun aura ac Au riw yny excivav. E = 

7 Kai *wapayorr ieee ry ‘Incov nxodovOneay , P5; s. 
f 9 œ” 860 1 oe Me g?’ M e = Gen. xix. 16. 
aut Óvo rvpÀoi Kpalovrec xai Aéyovrec © EXénoov nua „ e. 

b vioc Aaved. 20 eXOovre & cic rv otxiay wpocnAGoy Reit 
xviii 4. 1 Them. i. 8. d Lake iv. 14 only. Prov. xvi. 3. (xv. 80.) 9 Maoc. iv. 39 only. 

e ver. 9 reff. foonstr, ch. vili. 1 ref. g ch. xv. 29, xx. 80,81 al. Ps. vi. 2. b ch. L 1 al. ses note, 

92. om ene. D, qui autem D- lat, at ille lat-a b c. rec ewwrpa$uc (from || ME), 
with CL rel: conversus lat-a b c: torn orpagec conversus stetit D: txt B 13. 33 al 
evv-x-P. Ovyaryp DGL : txt BC rel Orig. 

24. ree (for ion) Aeyes (from || MX), ith CL rel: txt BD 1. 18. 38 lat- 
a b f ff, g, coptt goth wth Chr, disit lat- g, h reo adds avrorc, with CL rel 
lat-f g, syrr goth arm: om BD 1. 13. 33 latt coptt sth. avrov Di. 

à for segeA0., A9 D lat-a ö. for rac xetpoc, ray yupa D. 
26. avras Ci 1. 88. 118. 124 copt: avrov C-corr! or? D 71 sah eth. 
21. om avre BD! ev-36! Chr-s-5-8-a (and Fd): ins CL rel vss Chr-1-8-A. 
cave e NM. om za: Aeyovrec Ci(appy) L 124. 235 lat-a k. rec vs (grammi 
corra), with C*D rel: txt BGU Ath Damasc. (C!A uncert.) 

28. for Are de, cas epyeras D lat- a b o g, A. aft oway ins ka: D lat-a D o g, 

29.] The cure was effected on her touch- Mark we have the words He actually ut- 
ing our Lord's garment, Mark v. 27—29: tered, raid ko: from both we 
Lake viii. 44. And our Lord enquired that our Lord only took with him Peter, 
who touched Him (Mark, Luke), for He James, and John, and the father and 
F mother of the maiden, — that she was 

(Lake). She, knowing what had twelve years old,—and that our Lord com- 
been done to her, came fearing and trem- manded that something should be given 
bling, and told Him all. 24.] No her to eat. She was an only daughter, 

wn from words Luke viii. 42. 
as to the fact of the maiden’s actual 37—31.] HAI G oF TWO BLIND 

for uses words MEN. Peculiarto Matthew. N.] wap. 
respecting Lazarus (John xi. 11). And if dee is too vague to be taken as a fixed 
it be answered that there He explains the note of sequence; for leide may mean 

to mean death, we answer, that this the house of Jaeirus, or the town itself, or 
arsi ding is only in consequence of the even that part of the country,—as ver. 28 
disciples misunderstanding his words. In has generalized the locality, and implied 
both cases the words are most probably some pause of time. vide Acve(8] 
used with reference to the speedy awaken- siç riii)» abroõ rovro epalovew ivri- 
tng which was to follow, as Fritzsche pordrn yàp rap ‘lovdaing hy 4 rnabrn 
cited by Trench, Miracles, p. 1) : ‘ Puel- wpocnyopía. Euthym. It is remarkable 

dormire that, in all tho three narratives of giving 
existimatote, quippe in vitam mox redi- sight to the blind in this Gospel, the title 
turam. Luke appends, after car. abr.,— fon of David appears. 28. Tr 
eldórsc dri d ria, in which words there olala] eledc, tere rivog slvai r)v 
is at least no recognition by the Evan-  olzíav, elc $v xaríy9n. Euthym. Or, 
5 t death. " eme De Wen cel diu); Iul 

b . «9. is common to t Capernaum otte and ot ; 
J id From Luke we learn conceive that ꝶ oisia need not mean any 

that our Lord said ) wai, fyecpe: from particular house, merely, as we sometimes 
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3 airy ot ru$Aol, kai Net ab roi U Inode Mhorebere BCDEF 

K Ann ore Sb rant rovro mommaat ; AMeyovaty avre Nai copie. Ua l. 33. 

cw EN D sore „faro / ophav avra Aye Kara riv 
I rw riorir ö uw dern ro i oui. i " nvewyOnoay avrey 

only $. Im. oi * ooÜaAuol. kai n avroic o Inoobc Aéyov 
ENT leid ""Ooare pndeic ywwoxtre. 31 ot & cEeADuvrec Sten 
a Sferis, Jav avroy iv OAy ry yy Extivy. 
| only © & Auray & eEspyontvew tov wpocivtykay aurp av- 
9 . 

K n Üowmor “xwpov ? SaimonCopevov. 33 kai 3 ek(JAnÜtvroc 
p ob. vili. 16 reff, q ch. vii. 99 ref. 

wo. B e 
29. for 5 3 D. 
lati. rec Gvewy.: qvoux0ncay C! : 

t. 
om o bef «no. D 

rot neui bef rovro Ci: rov. dev. 

for Neywy, cas urey D 1 lat-À Syr. 
txt BD 33 aft o o99 

rec s (or 5 pen On) 5 with BCD p txt Bi 1. 22. 118. 
aluo ins avre» D 

23. om avOpwror B 27. 99. 124 Syr coptt eth. 

ase the expression, the house, NE 
to the open air : see note on ver. 1. 
TOUTO voira] i. e. the healing, im 
in idénooy Hpac. vlàs A.. J 
See Ps. cx. 1, and ch. xxii. 45; also ch. xii. 
23; xx. 30, 81. Touching, or anoint- 
ing the eyes, was the ordinary method 

ich our Lord took of impressing on the 
blind the action of the divine power which 
healed them. Ch. xx. 34: k viii. 25: 
John ix. 6. 89.] In this miracle 

that no direct word of power 
our Lord, but a relative concession, 
that which was done a measure of te 
faith of the blind men: and from the 
result the degree of their faith appears. 
Stier remarks (Reden Jesu, i. 888), ** We 
may already notice, in the history of this 
oe eue od of our Lord’s ministry, that, 

ving at first yielded immediately to 
a request for healing, He by de- 
grees, to prove and exercise the faith of 
the applicants.” 90. ird 

this word, nerd ám jc 
5 per’ abornpérnrog lririn⁰v. 
The purpose of our Lord’s earnestness 
appears pears to have been twofold: (1) that 

e wight not be so occupied and over- 
pressed with applications as to have neither 
time nor strength for the preaching of the 
Gospel : (2) to prevent the already - excited 
people from some public measure of 
recognition, and thus arousing the malice 
of the Pharisees before His hour was come. 

No doubt the two men were guilty of 
an act of disobedience in thus breaking the 
Lord's solemn injunction: for obedience 

act, “is very characteristic, and 

is better than sacrifice; the humble ob- 
servance of the word of the Lord, than 
the most laborious and wide-spread will- 
worship after man’s own mind and inven- 
tion. Trench (Miracles, p. 197) well re- 
marks, that the fact of almost all the 
Romish interpreters having 5 this 

diffe 
"5-911 uso E A DUMB DÆ- 
PE "Pear to The 
word ifepyopiver, eon By & present par- 
ticiple, places this miracle in Lis con- 
nexion with the foregoing. This narra- 
tion has a singular affinity with that in 
ch. xii. 22, or still more with its parallel 
in Luke xi. 14. In both, the same ex- 
Fema of wonder follows; the same ca- 

of the Pharisees ; only that in ch. 
e dæmoniac is said (not in Luke xi.) 

a have been likewise blind. These cir- 
cumstances, coupled with the immediate 
connexion of tkis miracle with the cure of 
the blind men, and the mention of the 
Son of David’ in both, have led some to 
suppose that the account in ch. xii. is a 
repetition, or slightly differing version of 
the account in our text, intermi also 
with the preceding healing of the blind. 
But the supposition seems unneceseary,— 
as, the habit of the Pharisees once being 
to ascribe our Lord’s expulsion of devils 
to Beelzebub, the repetition of the re- 
mark would be natural: —and the other 
coincidences, though considerable, are not 
exact enough to warrant it. This wasa 
dumbness caused by dwmoniacal posses. 
Bion: for the difference between this and 
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rou " Samoviov tÀaÀnoev co 

KATA MAOOAION. 97 
Kat ‘Babpacay « ol bx A0. Ho n saani, 

Aéyovreç Ovdirore Epavn obroc EV r opa. H ot 38 ack ach. tv. 28 ref 
Dapısator £Aeyov * 

paa Nu ra ^ Sapona. 
5 Ka! 

'Ev ro apyovri rev Saioviey " Ek- 

wepinyev o Ivoodc rac sóc rd cc Kai rác 
képac, Siddox y tv raic ovvaywyaiç avrov kal ' knpba- 
i TO " ta YA TNC BaerAciag kat bare wacay 

t w. Tepi 
here only. 
w. èri, ch. 
Xiv 

* vógov Kai masay " gaAaíav. us ài roug OxAoug vA viL i 
' towdayy vic On mepi aurwy, ort ñoav * eaxvApévor ES 
kat * &piuipévot excel rpc ara un Exovra wotpiva. B ena 
9 sore diye role lab rraie avrov O piv " Oepropoc x crc 
woÀóc, ot 88 "épyarat ö ®? BenÜnrs ovv rov ez n 

1,2,8. Jam. v.44. Wied. xvii. 17 al. y Matt., here only. w. Ser, Lake x. $. Acts viii. 94. 

33. rec aft Ae eric ins ort, with (Scr's l m n, e sil) lat-a arm: om BCD rel vulg 
latd efr g 

goth. = om rw D!. g 
134. eo om ver D lat-a k Hil Juv. 
36. rec at end ins ey rw Au 

86. aft oyAove ins o incove CM: 

syrr copt goth sth Chr Thl. 

8 
pref, G Ist g, Syr 5 

orrot bef «$av5 D 33 lat-a b c ff, 

ch iv. 23), with CL rel E and tol) lat-o g, 
arm: om BC'DSA 1!. 33 vulg lst-a bf Al coptt goth wth l. 

rec for 
tern., cxdtAXvpevar (explanatory E. or mis 27), with L al: txt BCD rel 1. 
33 ves Constt Bas Chr Thi Mae "Hesych Hil Jer. rec epptppevor with B? rel: 
pteippeyoc D: 5 M 1 X: epnpeva L: txt Bl(eic in cod) CN. 

wo CDFLM 1. 33 

the natural infirmity of a deaf and dumb 
man, see Mark vii. 31—37. 33. 
ipdvy ofrws] viz. the casting out of 
devils :— sever was seen to be followed 
by such results as those now manifested.’ 
Bee above. ofrwe is not for robro or 
rosoùró Tı (De Wette, &c.) ; the passages 
cited as out this meaning in the 
LXX do not apply, for in all of them 
obrec is so. 1 Kings xxii. 17: Ps. xlvii. 
8: Ere 80 F.: Neh. viii. 17. 

85—38.] Our LORD’S COMPASSION FOR 
THE MULTITUDE. Peculiar to Matthew. 
In the same way as ch. iv. 23 —26 intro- 
duces the Sermon on the Mount, so do 
these verses the calling and commission- 
ing of the Twelve. ese general de- 
5 tons of our Lord's going about and 

ng at once remove all exactness of 
date from the occurrence which follows— 

ing place at some time during the 
just described. Both 

the Sermon on the Mount and this dis- 
course are introduced and closed with 
these marks of indefiniteness as to time. 
This the case, we must have re- 
course to the other Evangelista, by whose 
account it appeara (as indeed may be im- 
peu ee A had 

called to thew distinct office some 
Vor. I. 

time before this. (See Mark iii. 16: Luke 
vi. 13.) After their calling, and selection, 
they probably remained with our Lord for 
some time before they were sent out upon 
their mission. 36. 7 Nous] 
Wherever He went, in all the cities. 

doxvipévor] ‘ Vezati, —harassed, — 
plagued,—viz, literally, with weariness in 
following Him; or 5 with the 
tyranny of the Scribes and Pharisees, their 
$opria Bapia, ch. xxiii. 4. " dpip- 

Temere projecti, ecti, no- 
VVV 
dered from their pasture. The context 
shews that our Lord's compassion was 
excited by their being without competent 

iritual leaders and teachers. 87.) 
e harvest was primarily that of the 

Jewish ple, the multitudes of whom 
before Him excited the Lord's compassion. 
Üpa náv rò áxtvó0oEov. iva p) rav- 
raç xpòç lavròv imioipnrar, icxipwes 
roòg ua0grág. ob did 62 rovro nóvov, 
4 iva abrodc ral wadeboy, rad ig 
(v rin wahaiorpg ry MMadacrivg pit- 
Aernoavrac, obro mpdc rode aywvac 
rijc ol covui vnc d roò boanna. Chr gaont. 
Hom. xxxii. p. 367 38.] . . rivog 
ob vert Dye * SenOnre roù cupiov row 
Ospeopov, iva ird lpyárac ie row Otpta- 
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2. Y Ükoicuov avrov. 
Juhn x. 4. 
1 Macc. xii. 
27. a 
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X. 

* 5 kvpiov rov " Ororopou owwe * exPary " tpyárac tic Tov 

X. I Kat rpockaAtoügevoc rovc Swdeca pabyrac 
* akaÜprwv v eo e 

E e / 1 , — 7 à e 
b gen obi were E ANNE aura, Kat * Ürpumevtw masay ° vocor Kat BCDEF 

Rm. ix. 21. æ- - , , a k Cor. ixis. magav "gaAaktav. 2 To» 8 Soxa ‘awoordAwy rà 1 
L. . . . 

eal’. au OvOparü égrw ravra, mwpüroc Zipnwv o Aeyóptvoc Iérpoc 
In Gospp. 

Acts v. 15. vill. 7. Rev. xvi. 18. xvili. 9. Tech. xii. 9. 
28. 1 Cor. al, 

only. for other seusts, see John 

98. rov cupiov Di. 

CHAr. X. 1. CB CD: txt B rel. 

poy abrod, xai otdiva abroig rpoçciðn- 
wey; dri kal dera Óvrag wodXodc iroi- 
noe Nor, vdxi ræ deecOpp rpoçh:iç, 
GAdd Sivauy yapscapevoc. era seevde 
wrixoy rò ddp tort, gel ‘senOnre rov 
£&vpiov ToU Oepsopou”’ cai AavÜaróvrec 
lavràv iygaivt ròv rò kópog ixovra. el- 
10 ydp *QenÜgre rod evpiow rod Bepi- 
opov,’—obety Seqdivrwy abrov, obdt «5- 
Kaptvev, abrig abroòg eb0d¢ xuporovei, 
dvaptpynocey abrovc cai rey Twiyyoy 
burn, cal rüg iw, cai rod Aupov- 
Toc, cai roù dydpou, cai rod círov. Sey 
odo Y Sre abróc dor d yewpyóc, abràc ô 
rod Ospiopod kópuog, abrüc ò TGv rpo- 
Ms Seoxérnc. Chrysost. Hom. xxxii. 
p : 

X. 1—XI.1.] Misstox o» THE TWELVE 

Luke (Gem. & Acts) a 4 Pani: pesi: 1 N i. l. 1 reed in. 8. Jude 17. Rev uke et an a „ be " e Be " 

( 0 xiii. 16 rell. 

d la Gospp., of spirits only. Acts x. 14, 
f- Matt, here a Mark, vi. & 

XVII. Su. xxi. 14 

APOBTLES. Mark vi. 7—13: Luke ix. 1— 
6,—for the sending out of the Apostles: 
Mark iii. 13—19: Luke vi. 13—16,—for 
their names. On the characteristic differ- 
ences between this discourse and that de- 
livered to the Seventy (Luke x. 1 ff.) see 
notes there. Notice, that this is not 
the choosing, but merely the mission of 
the twelve. The choosing had taken place 
some 5 but is 8 me 
tinctly detai y the E i : 
We have in the N. T. four catalogues o 
the Apostles: the present one,—at Mark 
iii. 16,—Luke vi. 14,—Acts i. 18. All 
seem to follow one common outline, but 
fill it up very differently. The pesto 
table will shew the agreements and dif- 
ferences :— 

| Matthew x. 2.  Markii.16. | Luke vi. 14 Acts i. 13. 
1 | Tine Ilírpoc 

2 | 'Avópfac lar "Avdpiac | 'Twávvnç 
8 | cg 11 largo | "1drefoc 

4 | Iw&rvgc | 'Avópiac Id vic | Avéptac 

5 | Six rog 
6 BapGodopaiog Shag ' 
7 O | MarÓaioe | Bap8oXopaioc 

| 8 | Ma96aioc G hãg MarÜaioc 

9 | "IdewBoc [6 rov) 'AX$aiov 
10 | AejJfaioc GaóPaioc Tum 6 cad. 

111 Ti uns ò cavavaiog 

From this it appears (I), that in all four 
three classes are enumerated, and that 
each class contains (assuming at present 
the identity of ArSSatoc with Gaddaioc, 
and of Oaddaiog with ‘Iobdag 'Iaceffov 
the same persone in all four, but in dif- 
ferent order, with the following excep- 

12 | "loddag lexapwornc | 'Iobóac 'lorapıwð. 

Tine 6 CNRT 
Enrwric | 

loóóag laxwfiov 
Vacant. 

tions :—that (2) Peter, Philip, James the 
(son) of Alphaus, and Judas Iscariot hold 
he free = s all four. (S) That in 

e two arrangements are 
(a), that of Matt. and Luke (Gospel),— 
Peter and Andrew, brothers ; James and 
John, brothers ;—i. e. according to their 
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xai AvSpiac o adsAgoc avrov, Iáxe(Joc o rov Ze(9i89atov 

2. om de Di-gr(corrd 1. m.). 
om o Di(corrd 1. m.) F al. 

order of calling and connerion, and with 
reference to their being sent out in couples, 
Mark vi. 7: (8) Mark and Luke (Acts), 
—JPeter, James, John, (the three prinei - 
pal, ) and Aadrew ;—i. e. according to their 
personal pre-eminence. In the second 
(Ge o that of Matt., Mark, and Luke 
Gospel), — Philip and Bartholomew, Mat- 
thew and Thomas,—i.e. in couples 53. 
Luke (Acts), — Philip, Thomas, Barth., 
Matthew (reason uncertain). In the third 
class (s), Matt. and Mark, Homes the 
(son ) of Alphaus and (Lebb.) Thaddaus, 
Simon the Canancan and Judas Iscariot ; 
i.e. in couples: (7) Luke (Gosp. and Acts) 
James the (son?) of Alpheus, Simon 
Zelotes, Judas "laxsBov and Judas Is- 
cariot (uncertain). (n) Thus in all four, 
the leaders of the three classes are the 
same, viz. Peter, Philip, and James the 
(eon ?) of Alphaus; and the traitor is 
always last. (4) It would a then 
that the only difficulties are t two: 
tbe identity of Lebbeus with Thaddeus, 
and with Sodas 'Iacef fos, and of Simon 
&evavaioc with Simon ò cad. FAN ric. 
These will be discussed under the names. 

Tpérosg) Not only as regards ar- 
rangement, or mere priority of calling, 

as primus inter pores. is is clearly 
from James and John and Andrew 

next, and Judas Iscariot the 
the catalogues. We find Simon 
only in the lists of the Apostles, 

in their history, i 
occasions before the rest. Some- 

eaks in their name (Matt. xix. 
Luke xii. 41); sometimes answers 

addressed (Matt. xvi. 16 ||) ; 
our Lord addresses him as 

imcipal, even among the three favoured 

T 

a 3 g ns 

f E 

att. xxvi. 40: Luke xxii. 31); 
he is addressed by others as 

representing the whole (Matt. xvii. 24: 

ins «at bef arcor B d Syr syr-marg. 

om of Heaven. That 
however no such idea was current amo 
the Apostles as that he was destined to be 
the Primate of the future Church, is as 
clear as the facts above mentioned. For 
(1) so trace of such a pre-eminence is 

doors of the kingd 

Sound in all the Epistles of the other 
Apostles ; but when he is mentioned, it is 
either, as 1 Cor. ix. 5, as one of the Apos- 
tles, one example among many, but in no 
wise the chief ;—or as in Gal. ii. 7, 8, with 
& distinct account of iar province 
of duty and preaching ing allotted to 
him, viz. the apostleship of the circumci- 

ed from 
Paul, to whom was given the apostleshi 
of the uncircumcision :—or as in Gal. ii. 
9, as one of the principal orbkot, her 

ith James and John ;—or as in ii. 

sion, (see 1 Pet. i. 1,) as distinguish 

Cherch is to, or by the Apostles 
its actual constitution, no hint of any such 

! is given, (see note on Matt. xvi. primacy 

18,) but the whole college of Apostles are 
en of as absolutely equal. Matt. xix. 

other places. Again (3) ie the Epis- 
1 Ms own hand 

no, so named by our Lord Himself ( 
as above) at His first meeting with him, 
and again more solemnly, and with a direct 
reference to the meaning of the name, 
Matt. xvi. 18. "Avs He, in 
conjunction with John (see note on John 
i. 37—41), was a disciple of the Baptist, 
and both of them followed our Lord, on 
their Master pointing Him out as the 
Lamb of God. They did not however 
from that time constantly accompany 
Him, but received a more solemn calling 
(see Matt. iv. 17—22: Luke v. 1—1l)}~ 
2 
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cal Iwävync o adeAgog avrov, 3 S %,, Kat BapÜoAo- BCDEF 
paioc, Owpac cat Mabbaioç o reAwvnc, laxwBo¢ o rov UVXa 
' AAatov kai AsBBaioc, Tino 0 kavavatoc kai Iobòac 

3. rep aft Ae8fBatoc ins o ew auc Oaddaiog, with C rel lat. F syrr roth arm (Ci is 
uncert, but Tisch thinks had more than X«f. or bad.): Oačðaroç BN 17. 124 vulg 
lit-c ff, Y l coptt : Gadd. o ere. AsBB. 18. 346: Judas zelotes gat mm lat-a b g, À 
(add et lat-a à): txt D 122 mss- mentd-by-Aug lat - Orig-lat Hesych Ruf. 
(Probably o «vw. 0005. found its way into the text from || Mk: then the substitution 
of Gadd. was obvious. AcBBatocg can hardly have been inserted, seeing that the name 
occurs no where else. 

4. at beg ins «ac D lat-A. 

in the narrative of which Peter is pro- 
minent, and so rpwro¢g called as an Apos- 
tle, at least of those four. I. ó v. 
Z. x. ledv.] Partners in the fishing trade 
with Peter and Andrew, Luke v. 10. 
8. SA. x. Bapô.] Philip was called by 
our Lord the second day after the visit of 
Andrew and John, and the day after the 
naming of Peter. He was also of Beth- 
saida, the city of Andrew and Peter, James 
and John. 'Avópiac and dix Toc 
‘are Greek names. See John xii. 20—22. 
BapÜeAouaiog yA M. son of Talmai or 
-Tolomeeus, has been generally supposed to 
be the same with Nathanael of Cana in 
Galilee; and with reason: for (1) the 
name Bartholomew is not his own name, 
but a patronymic:—(2) He follows next 
in order, as Nat ,in John i. 46, to 
the Apostles just mentioned, with the 
same formula which had just been used 
of Philips own call (ver. 44),—evpioxes 
Siu roc roy Na0.:—(3) He is there, as 
here, and in Mark and Luke (Gospel), in 
connazion with Philip (that he was his 
brother, was conjectured by Dr. Donald- 
son; but rendered improbable by the fact 
that John in the case of Andrew a few 
verses above, expressly says töpiort róv 
dòe AG rÓv idcoy Ziuwva, whereas in ver. 
46 no such specification is found) :—(4) 
In John xxi. 2, at tbe appearance of our 

. Lord on the shore of the sea of Tiberias, 
Nathanael is mentioned as present, where 
seven apostles (paĝnrai) are recounted. 

Owpâs x. Magd. ô reA.] Thomas 
(tea), in Greek Aidupog, John xi. 16; 
Xx. 24; xxi. 2. Ma00. 6 red. is clearly 

this p sra identified with the 
atthew of ch. ix. 9. We hear nothing 

of him, except in these two passages. 
Dr. Donaldson (Jashar. p. 10 f.) believed 
Matthew and Thomas to have been twin 
brothers. Eus, H. E. i. 18, preserves a 
tradition that Thomas's real name was 
Judas: Owpac, ó «ai 'Ioódag. 
lx. 6 v. 'AMbolov] From John xix. 25, 
-some infer (but see note there), that Mary 

rec (for kayaratoc) ravamrne, with N rel sah: txt 

the (wife) of KAewdc was sister of 
Mary the mother of our Lord. From Mark 
xv. 40, that Mary was the mother of James 
rou pecpov, which may be this James. 
Hence it would appear, if these two pes- 
sages point to the same person, that A- 
gaiog = KAwrác. And indeed the two 

names are but different ways of ex- 
pressing the Hebrew name ‘om. If this 
be so, then this James the Less may pos- 
sibly be the 6 ád« góc rob rvpiov men- 
tioned Gal. i. 19 apparently as an apostle, 
and one of the ddéeAgoi abroU mentioned 
Matt. xiii. 55 (where see note) (P). But 
on the difficulties attending this view, see 
note on John vii. 6. AeBBeios] Much 
difficulty rests on EF name, both from the 
various readings, and the questions arising 
from the other lists. The rec. reading 
appears to be a conjunction of the two 
ancient ones, AcjJaioc and Oaddaiog : the 
latter of these having been introduced from 
Mark. (But it is noticeable, that in Mark 
D has A: BBaĩog.) Whichever of these is 
the true reading, the Apostle himself has 
generally been supposed to be identical 
with lovdag 'LazwßBov in both Luke's cata- 
logues, i.e. (see note there) Judas the bro- 
ther (Dr. Donaldson supposed so»: see 
note on Luke xxiv. 13) of James, and so 
son of Al and commonly supposed 
to be (?) one of the aéeAgoi cupiov named 
Matt. xiii. 55. In John xiv. 22 we havo 
a Judas, not Iscariot,’ among the Apos- 
tles: and the catholic epistle is written by 
a ‘Judas brother of James.’ What in this 
case the names AsSPaiog and Gaddaiog 
are, is impossible to say. The common 
idea that they are cognate names, A«(J. 
being from 22, heart, and Gad. from . 
breast, is disproved by De Wette, who 
observes that the latter signifies mamma, 
and not pectus. So that the whole rests 
on conjecture, which however does not 
contradict any known fact, and may be 
allowed as the only escape from the difti- 
culty. 4. a è xovev.] This is 
not a local name, but is derived from n? 
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o toxapwwrac o Kai *wapadoug avróv. Š rotrove rovc ios 
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Eig ' odò» / Ova wy “aridOnre, cal tic wodw Sapaparav 

zzvi. 18, 
g. xx it. 

4. John 
vl. 64, 71. 
xiii. 2, 11. 

an tic du, 9 zoptUsaÜs & padov v · ra ! wpoBara ra MEME S f 
liL 99 al. Neh. v. 9. k «= oh. vili. 19 reff. 

Steph om o bef «ex. (with || Mk Lu), with CL 

leb. ir. 15 Jer. 1i. 28. j Rom. 
lch.xv.34. Lake xv.4. Poe. evil. 176. Jer. xxvii. (.) 6. 

BCDL 1: 33 latt copt Orig lat. 
rel Orig: ins BDKMSA f. 33. ickapusO C, -oth lat-a b c ff, h: exapiergc D am 
(with fald) lat-f k I Syr arm: txt BL rel vulg lat-g, syr coptt eth. 

B. om rovc dera C? 27. 40. 234 evv-P-x-z al. 
capaptirayov D! latt Cypr. 

6. for wropevscOe, vxayers D. om ĉe D 
fuld) lat-a 5 c f g, A. 

(Hebr. we) = 2n\wrne (Luke, Gosp. and 
Acts). We may therefore suppose that be- 
fore his conversion he to the sect 
of the Zealots, who after the example of 
Phinehas (Num. xxv. 7, 8) took justice into 
their own hands, and punished offenders 

inst the law. This sect eventually 
brought upon Jerusalem ita destruction. 

"Josbas ô ler.] Son of Simon (John 
vi. 71; [xii. 4 v. r.] xiii. 2, 26). Pro- 
bably & native of Kerioth in Juda, Josh. 
xv. 25, nwy wr, a man of Kerioth, as foro- 

Bog, i. e. 310 ct, a man of Tob, Joseph. 
Antt. vii. 6. 1. That the name (ex. cannot 
be a surname, as Bp. Middleton supposes, 
the ion 'loó0ac Eipuvoc locapwornc, 
used in all the above places of John, clearly 
proves. Dr. Donaldson assumed it as cer- 
tein that the Simon last mentioned was the 
father of Judas Iscariot. But surely this 
is very uncertain, in the case of so common 
a name as Simon. b. If we 
compare this verse with ch. xi. 1, there can 
be little doubt that this discourse of our 
5 delivered e one 8 . 

at sending of the Twelve. How 
its solemn injunctions may have been re- 
peated on similar occasions we cannot say : 
many of them reappearat the sending of t. 
Seventy in Luke x. 2 ff. Its E 
reference is to the then mission of the Apos- 
tles to prepare His way ; but it includes, 
in the germ, instructions prophetically deli- 
vered for the ministers and missionaries of 
the Gospel to the end of time. It may be 
divided into THREE GREAT PORTIONS, in 
each of which different departments of the 
subject are treated, but which follow in na- 
tural on one another. In the FIRST 
of these (vv. 6— 15), our Lord, taking up 
the position of the messengers whom He 
sends from the declaration with which the 
Baptist and He Himself began their mi- 
nistry, ore fyyexey 9 Hj. rev ob- 
parer, gives t commands, mostly lite- 
ral and of present import, for their mission 

aft avro ins cas D am (with 

to the cities of Israel. This portion con- 
cludes with a denunciation of judgment 
against that unbelief which should reject 
their preaching. The sgconp (vv. 16—23) 
refers to the general mission of the Apostles 
as developing itself, after the Lord should 
be taken from them, in preaching to Jews 
and Gentiles (vv. 17, 18), and subjecting 
them to persecutions (vv. 21, 22). This 
portion ends with the end of the apostolic 
period properly so called, ver. 23 referring 
B to the destruction of Jerusalem. 

this portion there is a foreshadowing 
of what shall be the lot and duty of the 
teachers of the Gospel to the end, inas- 
much as the ‘coming of the Son of Man’ 
is ever typical of His final coming to judg- 
ment. Still the direct reference is to the 
Apostles and their mission, and the other 
only by inference. The THIRD (vv. 24— 
42), the longest and weightiest portion, is 
spoken directly (with occasional reference 
only to the Apostles and their mission 
[ver. 40]) of all disciples of the Lord, — 

eir position, —their encouragements, 
their duties, —and finally concludes with t 
last great reward (ver. 42). In these 
first verses, 5, 6,—we have the location ; 
in 7, 8, the purpose; in 9, 10, the fitting 
out; and in 11—14, the manner of pro- 
ceeding,—of their mission: ver. 16 con- 
cluding with a prophetic denouncement, 
tending to impress them with a deep 
sense of the importance of the office en- 
trusted to them. Tauapmror] The 
Samaritans were the Gentile inhabitanta 
of the country between Judæa and Galilee, 
consisting of heathens whom Shalmaneser 
king of Assyria brought from Babylon and 
other . Their religion was & mix- 
ture of the worship of the true ae 75 
idolatry (2 Kings xvii.24—41). The Jews 
had no valine. with tien Soke iv. 9. 
The to have been not so y 
as the ews to receive our Lord and His 
mission (John iv. 39—42: Luke ix. 61 ff, 
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1 C «. xv. 15, &. rch. vili. $ reff. s — Rom. lli. 34 ai. (obo xv. $3). Ton. MLB. t Lake xvii 
12. xxi. i9, Acts l. 18. viii. 20. xxii. 28. ina r & oniy. Esck. v u Acts xvii 29. 1 Car 
iii 12. James v. 3. Rer. xviii. 12 only. Isa voim Mk. nx. (Mark 
1. 6 ref.) Xen. Anab.i 4 U 11 Mk. p Juha xix. A reif. s ch. lii. 
II 1. Luke xv. 23 ai. Gen xiv . 98. a. 1 Cor. iv. 21 al. Gen. xxxviii. 18. b e ch. iz. 
87,88. XX. I, &c. 1 Tim. v. 18. James v. 4 alt Wied. xvii. 17 al. e ch. ili. 4. vi. 95 aL Ps. ex. 5. 

1. om or: B. 
8. for Osparıvıre, Otparevoars D. rec Aerp. gaOap. bef verp. eyesp., with al 

GU. Trem Cyr, : txt BCI D 1. 33 latt copt ath Chr, Cyr, Hil,: aft exSadders PA yr 
om verp. ey. CSL rel lat. „ sah eeth-mss arm Eus Ath Bas Chr-comm 

ri iia Thl Jer Ambr Juv. 
9. unre (5 times) DL Eus. 

for un, pyre D 245. 346 lat - coptt. 

srad., exBadere DF. 

pafBouc (misunderstanding, see note) 
CP rel lat-a & ayr copt arm Chr Thl: txt BD 1. 38 vulg dam pores Syr 
Byr-mss sah wth arm Eus,(espr) Hil. aft afio¢ yap ins tre -y-150 latt syr 
Iren-lat Hil. rec aft avrov ins eorcy, with P rel arm (D see above): om BCL 1 
lat-À coptt sth Thi. 

and notes) ;—but this prohibition rested 
on judicial reasons. See Acts xiii. 46. In 
Acts i. 8 the prohibition is expressly taken 
off: ‘ Ye shall be witnesses in Jerusalem, 
and in all Judæa, and in Samaria, and 
unto the uttermost part of the earth.’ 
And in Acts viii. 1, 5, 8, we find the re- 
sult. See ch. xv. 21—28. 6. ra 
wpóp. rd &woÀ.] See besides reff, ch. 
ix. 36: John x. 16. T.] This an- 
nouncement shews the preparatory na- 
ture of this first apostolic mission. Com- 
pare, as shewing the difference of their 
ultimate ur dd to the world, Col. i. 
26—28. 8. Supeàr M., Bupeàr 8. 
See Acts viii. 18—20. 9. uà 8 
node] All the words following depend 
on this verb, and it is explained by the 

lel expressions in Mark and Luke, 
iva unótv aigwciy and univ aipere ely 
ri» odéy. They were to make no pre- 
parations fer the journey, but to take it 
in dependence on Him who sent them, 
just as the ey were. This forbidden pro- 
vision would be of three kinds (1) Money : 
in Mark (vi. 8) xaA«óv, in Luke (ix. 3) 
doyópior: here all the three current 
metals in order of value, connected by the 
pnéi introducing a climax—no gold, nor 
yet silver, nor yet brass—in their Zayas 
(= Badarvria Lale x. 4). Observe the 
exclusive and climactic jd, twice re- 
peated—‘no gold, nor even silver, nor 
even brass, So again in ver. 10. (2) 

Food: here pe One Tey dprey, 
Suidas) in Mark ui doro», nd wapav: 
similarly Luke. (3) Clothing nd ^ 
XT.: so Mark and Luke.—p 
in Mark expressed by uwodedepivouc cer: 
sda: explained in Luke x. 4 by p} 
Paaráčere ùro., i. e. a second pair.— 
pase páfSov = e un pape. uóvov Mark, 
1. e., the former on eréjaneot, 
the latter on ajpwow eic 000», W has 
not quite the precision of the other. They 
were not to procure expressiy for this 
journey even a staff: they were to take 
with them their usual staff only. The 
missing of this explanation has probably 
led to the reading papcouc both here and 
in Luke. If it be genuine, it docs not 
mean dvo paBd.; for who would ever 
think of taking a spare staff? bot a 
dog each. whole of this prohi- 
bition was temporary only; for their then 
journey, and no more. See Luke xxii. 35, 

10. Ae yáp] This is a common 
‘cath of life—men give one who works 
for them his food and more; here uttered 
however by our Lord in its highest sense, 
as applied to the workmen in His vine- 
yard. See 1 Cor. ix. 13, 14: 2 Cor. xi. 8: 
3 John 8. It is (as Stier remarks, vol. i. 
p. 352, ed. 2) a perversion and fool- 
ish bondage to the letter, to imagine that 
ministers of tions, or even mis- 
sionaries among the heathen, at this day 
are bound by the Atera sense of our 
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12. aft aury» ins Aeyorrec nawet rw oww rovrw (from Lex. 5) DL 1 Scr’sdhp 
q r evv-y-150 latt æth arm Thl 

13. om xa« D: si enim D- lat. 
exseAOerw SV al Thi. (-Oar CL 33.) 
ak. L.—for 2nd g, nr C. 

14 rec «a», with CP rel: tzt BDKL. 

for Ist 9, 9» Ci. 

om 7 bef «p. Di. 

for Aar, core (erit) D: 
for ta» de pn n aE., ei de ugye D: e Ot ug 

for por, eg B 243 Chr. 
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and sot ix ||), with CP rel arm: r L al: txt BD 33 Ser's evv-y-1 50 latt copt sth. 
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Lord's commands in this But 
we must not therefore imagine that they 
are not bound by the spirit of them. 
This literal first mission was but a fore- 
shadowing of tbe spiritual subsequent 
sending out of the ministry over the 
world, which t therefore i» spirié 
every where to conformed to these 
rules. 11. šios] Inclined to receive 
you ond your message,—worthy that you 
should become his guest : so dg is used 
with reference to the matter treated of in 
the context, see reff. Such persons in 
this case would be of the same kind as 
those spoken of Acts ziii. 48 as reraypbroe 
sig Zev aisvov. The precept in this 
verse is very much more fully set forth 

Lake, x. 7 ff. les àv He 
ntil ye depart out of the city. 

19. riv olxíav] Not the house of the 
&£:o¢, for this would be sure to be worthy ; 
but house, as is n from the 
ee làv g 9» oix. &E., which on the 
other supposition (Meyer, &c.) would have 
been ascertained already. The full com- 
mand as to their conduct, from arriving 
to departing, is given in ver. 11. Then, 
the subject being taken up again at their 

iwak in the city, the method of itíracic 

óp.) The peace mentioned in the cus- 
tomary Eastern salutation n tu. Luke 
has c(píyg rq olay robry (x. 5). Com- 
pare with the spirit of vv. 10—13,—ch. 

om exaaxne D 17. 119. 120 vulg lat-a c ff, 

vii. 6. Stier remarks (Reden Jesu, i. 
p. 856, ed. 2), that the spirit of these 
commands binds Christian ministers to 
al accustomed courtesies of manner in 
the countries and ages in which their 
mission may lie. So we find the Greek 
x"ipu» instead of the Jewish form of 
greeting, Acts xv. 23: James i. 1. And 
the same spirit forbids that repelling of- 
ficial pride by which so many ministers 
lose the affections of their people. And 
this is to be without any respect to the 
worthiness or otherwise of the inhabitants 
of the house. In the case of unworthiness, 
‘let your peace return (see Isa. xlv. 23) to 
you,’ i.e. ‘be as though you had never 
spoken it,’ pndiy ivepynqoare, dd\Ad rav- 
Tyv ned iavròv AaBorrec iEsAOere. Eu- 
thym. 14.) See Acta xiii. 51; xviii. 6. 
A solemn act which might have two 
meanings: (1) as Luke x. 11 expresses at 
more length,—' We take nothing of yours 
with us, we free ourselves from all con- 
tact and communion with you;' or (2),— 
which sense probably lies beneath both 
this and ver. 13, ‘We free ourselves from 
all participation in your condemnation : 
will have nothing in common with those 
who have rejected God’s message.’ See 
1 Kings ii. 6, where the shoes on the feet 
are mentioned as partakers in the guilt 
Of blood. It was a custom of the Phari- 
sees, when they entered Judæa from a 
Gentile land, to do this act, as renouncing 
all communion with Gentiles: those then 
who would not receive the spostolic mes- 

were to be treated as no longer 
leraelites, but Gentiles. Thus the verse 
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Heb. xil. 6 (from Prov. ill. 19) oalg. (- ide, Acts xxii. 95.) 

IAL. 
arm. 

15. aft «at add yg C. 
DL) lat-d ff, 4 & copt Chr. 

16. «ic uecov B. ogic Bi. 

yac avrov D-gr. 
18. for ny. de r. Bac., nyrpovev D, Bacirewy H. nyenovey Orig: reges et 

i om é¢ (D above) FGLXA Syr : txt BCP rel syr (potestates Hil) lat-a b c Hil. 

forms a kind of introduction to the next 
portion of the discourse, where the future 
mission to the Gentiles is treated of. 
The A js wédews dx. brings in the alter- 
native; “ house, if it be a house that re- 
jects P y city, if a whole city.” 
15.] The first dpijy My. ö.; with which 
expression our Lord closes each portion 
of this discourse. ini xploees, 
the day of fina] judgment, = nipa ixtiva, 
Luke x. 12. e omission of the articles 
does not alter the definiteness of the 
meaning; as in the case also of vide «ov. 
See note on ch. iv. 8. It must be no- 
ticed that this denunciatory , as also 
the command to shake off the dust, applies 
only to the people of Israel, who had 
been long prepared for the message of the 
Gospel by the Law and the Propheta, and 
recently more particularly by John the 
Baptist; and in this sense it may still 
apply to the rejection of the Gospel by 
professing Christians: but as it was not 
then applicable to the Gentiles, so neither 
now can it be to the heathen who know 
not God. 

16—93.] SECOND PART OF THE DIS- 
COURSE. See above on ver. 5, for the 
subject of this portion. 16.] . is 
not without meaning. It takes up again 
the subject of their sending, and reminds 
them WHO sent them. (ho Ò wavra 
Svydpevog. Euthymius.) &woord\Xw, 
in direct connexion with their name 
évóoroAo. wpop. iv p. A.] This 

~ e 9. 1 » Ve , z N 
avrov " wacrrywaously vuac 18 al ext nyenovac * oe 

over. 5. ch. xi. 10 l. xxiii. 84. Rom. X. 15 al. Jer. zlii. (xxxv.) 15. 
T Rom. xvi. 19. Phil. H. 185 only t. éxépasot ier. 

t w.awe, ch, vil. 13 al. Sir. xi. 38. 
rell. 

u = ch. 
w ch. xx. 10 l. xxii. 84. Jobn xig. 1. 

x John vi. 51. viii. 16, 17. xv. 37. Acts iii. 94. 

aft r. cov. ins ex (supplied from misunderstanding) C 33. 142. 157 Syr 

rec yoxoppev, with B rel latt Hil: txt CDLMP 1 (one p 
for ev, evn D: ev ry Dr: in die D- lat. 

for arp, aAovorarot D. 
17. om de D ev-z flor lat-a c 91 Orig spec. om una Ci. tig raç ovvaye- 

presides 

comparison is used of the people of Israel 
in the midst of the Gentiles, in a Rabbini- 
cal work cited by Stier, p. 359: see also 
Sir. xiii. 17. Clem. Ep. ad Cor. ii. § 5, 
says: Ait ydp 6 kópioc "EoecGe we apvic 
iv piow Abr. arocpOsic d ò IIirpoc 
abrg Ay ‘Edy ob dtagxapawety oi 
Aóko rà dpvia; ere ò "Iqcoug re 
Ilárpp Mx $ofjeic0ucav rà dpvia robc 
Aókovc nerd rò ámxoÜa»dv aura, xai 
Upeic ps) goPeicbe rode d rorreivorrag 
uud cal pndty vpiv ĝuvapivovçā mosir 
GAdd QofjiicOÓt rüv perà rò adrobartiv 
ü ud Exovra lÉovciav Wuyiic z. ceparoc, 
ToU Badd eic yiewyvay supóc. 
65. ... al wep.) The articles are generic, 
as is also that before &vÓp. in the next 
verse, which has been mistaken, and sup- 
posed to have a distinct meaning. It is 
used on account of these two, of 6g..... 
aimwep..... having just preceded. 
dxdparos, ô ni Kecpapivog raroiç, aX’ 
a rA xa docu oc. . Mag. 
Meyer.) 17. wpoedyere} The wis- 
m of the serpent is needed for this 

of their course ; the simplicity of the dove 
for the ui) uepiuy agre in ver. 19. 
The 864 turns from the internal character 
to behaviour in regard of outward circum- 
stances. avvépa}] See Acts iv. 6, 
7; v. 40. They are the courte of seven 
(on which see Deut. xvi. 18), appointed in 
every city, to take izance of causes 
both civil and criminal, ch. v. 21: here 
perhaps put for any courte of assembly in. 

15 12.2.8 
aj» BCDE? 

4 , ue M 

cal l'onóppac PsUYK 
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Xvi, 26 al. "repudii ü nac, sch, vil 4 
P Bof aerai yap * e vi. 25, &e. 

. 20 nor een . 93. 
ov yao Uneic ore Et 151 

E xxxvi. 

4 Ma AI. 13. 

° ewavaorhgovrat rec i f. 1 

22 kal tacobs 
e a e 
o & è uro- 

g ch. xxiv. 18] Mk. Rom. xii. 13. 

for ax., era05atc0a: (stabitis) D lat-a bed ff, 9, 5 

19. wapadworr (grammatical correction) BE'N 1, tradiderint D- lat lat.f g, & Cypr: 
srapalwaovciy (corrn to sense) DGLX 33 latt(¢radent) arm Ath most-lat-ff: wapadw- 
oway Orig Chr: txt C E-corr' rel. (P defective.) om do@yeera: (or -t) to AaAn- 
cert (or -at) (from similarity of endings) DL flor harl! lat- arm Orig Thl Cypr, 
Be i for wpa, npepa C! syr-jer copt. rec AaAnoere, with KMSU: txt 

Te ; 
21. (B does not ins ro bef rexvoy, as Bentley.] swavacrnotras (grammi corrn) 

BA Ong Eus. 

general. dy 7. cur. pae riy. ö.] See 1. 16; ii. 12). 19.) p) pepiuvio re 
Acts xxi. 19; xxvi. 11. Euseb. Hist. - take not anxious (or Pdlelracting) 
Eccl v. 16, qu & book against the 
Montanista, ond pay oból iv ovvaywyaig 
"Losdaiev rà» yvvawüv ric ipaorıyóðn 
ori, ij; bac e, ovdapoce obdapec. 
The is sup- 

to have bn v mo by order of 
1 who judged in 
them. 18.] xal . 84 implies, yea 
and moreover; assuming what has just 
been said and passing on to something 
more. The words are always separated, 
except in the Epic pos See Viger, ed. 
Herm. p. 545 (note), 8&4: Hartung, Par- 
"T pedi auti Klotz ad Devar. p. 

tryepévas— Pro- 
Procurators, as (Pontius Pilate,) 

elix, Festus, Gallio, ius Paulus. 

Baorhsis, as doe) Agrippa- 
The former verse was of Ji 
tion; this, of Gentile: Felge concluding 
words shew that the scope of both, in the 
divine purposes, as regarded the Apostles, 
was the same, viz. eic papr. abr. x. r. EO». 
The . is in senses—a testimony 
to, and against them (see ch. viii. 4, note), 
and refers to both sets of tors : 
reis, to them, i. e. the Jews (not the 
Y. xai Rac., for they are in most cases 
Gentiles themselves), xal rots fy. It 
was a testimony in the best sense 10 Ser- 
ius Paulus, Acts xiii. 7, but against 
elix, Acts xxiv. 25; and this double 

power ever belongs to the word of God as 
preached—it is a dicrojoc popgaia (Rev. 

thought. A spiritual prohibition, answer- 
ing to the literal one in vv. 9,10. See 
Exodus iv. 12. 20. eb yap 
r. T. A.] This shews the reference of 
command to a future mission of the Age: 
tles, see John xv. 26, 27. (1) It is to be 
observed that our Lord never in speaking 
to His disciples says our Father, but either 
my Father (ch. xviii. 10), or your Father 
(as here), or both conjoined (John xx. 17) ; 
never leaving it to be inferred that God is 
in the same sense His Father and our Fa- 
ther. (2) It is also to be observed that 
in the great work of God in the world, 
human individuality sinks down and va- 
nishes, and God alone, His Christ, His 
Spirit, is the great worker, as here ob 
tpsic iore .... Md TÒ 2. rod r. Up. 

21.) Spoken perhaps of official in- 
Formation given against Christians, as 
there are no female relations mentioned. 
But the general idea is also included. 

22. wdvruv] i. e. all else but your- 
selves ; not, as De Wette so often inter- 
preis, ‘a strong expreasion, intended to 
signify mass, V 

iwop.] In order to under- 
stand fa words it is to enter 
into the character of our Lord's prophe- 
cies respecting His coming, as having an 
immediate literal, and a distant foresha- 
dowed fulfilment. Throughout this dis- 
course and the great prophecy in ch. xxiv., 
we find the first apostolic period used as 
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1d. ydo Atye Uu, ov pn ' reÀéonre rdc rde Ioan] Ewe 
21. a FAU y "o vióc rov avÜpcwov. % ovk Eorw Harne 
ki vrip rov didacxaXov, ovót OovAoc "vszip roy Kipiov 

‘vets, avrov, ™ Papxerov rp palwrg Piva yéenrar "oc o 

, XXV. . 0 e. 

only f. Deut. xxv. 9 Aq. 

28. duwcovery DA. for aAA ny, erepaw BN 1.33 Petr-alex Orig, 

PY X , — L e UA q e € , 9 - 
iQáckaAoc avrov, kai o Sovroc laç 0 Küpioc aurov. e 

X. 

Diod. Sic. xl. 20, Seavéaar à A:fvadv Nu νG see ch. XI. 1. Josh. dtl. 17. iv. . 
xxvi. 64 al i 23 m constt., PhiL i.u, 1 Kings xv. 23. 

pch. xviii. 6. 1 Cor. iv. 3. 

mo. xxiv. 
o ch. vi. 84. 1 Pet. iv. 

q » Isa. xxiv. 2 

add cay 
ex raurnc Ciwkwoww UMAC, gevyere sc rgy aXX v 1 Orig,: cay ev rn trepa Ówcoaiv, 
warty gevyere tig ry» aAA gv Orig: ea ĝe ey ry adAn Ówovotw vpag, gevyere tic 
rnv A D: cay ex raurng exdimEonorw vpag, pevyere etc rg eripav -a 5 ffi 

h arm Ath, Thdrt Tertappy Aug Ambr Hil, Juv. (The variations are fatal to J}. 
the clause, shewing it to be an interpolation, caused by combining adAnv a trepav. 
Lachmann has edited, from his own invention, xdv iv ry dripg d thc dae, ge yert 
tig ry dA g».) 
rec ins rov bef opa n, with 
Orig: cec ov al: txt BXN'. 

om yap DM latt copt th arm Hil. 
rel Orig : txt BD. 

aft vpiv ins ore C. 
rec aft ewe ins av, with CD rel 

94. aft dsdace. ins avrov FM syrr eth arm-mss. 

a type of the whole ages of the Church ; 
and the vengeance on Jerusalem, which 
historically put an end to the old dis- 
pensation, and was in its place with 
reference to that order of things, the 
coming of the Son of Man, as a type of 
the final coming of the Lord. These two 
subjects accompany and interpenetrate 
one another in n manner wholly inexplica- 
ble to those who are unaccustomed to the 
wide import of Scripture prophecy, which 
speaks very generally not so much of 
events themselves, points of time,—as of 
processions of events, all ranging under 
one great description. Thus in the pre- 
sent case there is certainly direct reference 
to the destruction of Jerusalem; the ri- 
Aoc directly spoken of is that event, and 
the ew05ctra: the preservation provided 
by the warning afterwards given in ch. 
xxiv. 15—18. And the next verse di- 
rectly refers to the journeys of the Apos- 
tles over the actual cities of Israel, terri- 
torial, or where Jews were located. But 
as certainly do all these expressions look 
onwards to the great final coming of the 
Lord, the ríAoc of all prophecy; as cer- 
tainly the owfjerras here bears ite full 
scripture meaning, of everlasting salva- 
tion; and the endurance to the end is the 
finished course of the Christian; and the 
precept in tbe next verse is to apply to 
the conduct of Christians.of all ages with 
reference to tion, and the announce- 
ment that hardly will the Gospel have 
been fully preached to all nations (or, to 

all the Jewish nation, i. e. effectually) 
when the Son of Man shall come. It is 
most important to keep in mind the great 
propketic parallels which run through 
our Lord's discourses, and are sometimes 
separately, sometimes simultaneously, pre- 
sented to us by Him. That the tracing 
out and applying such parallels should be 
called by such expositore as Meyer, lauter 
wortwidrige unb notbgebrungene : Auss 
fluͤchte (Com. i. 211), is just as if & man 
should maintain that a language unknown 
to him had therefore no meaning. 
24—42.) THIRD PART OF THE DIS- 
OOURSE. See note on ver. 5. Ij treats of 
(I.) the conflicts (vv. 24—96), duties (vv. 
26— 28), and (vv. 28—32) 
of all Christ's disciples. (II.) The certain 
tssue of this fight in victory; the confes- 
sion by Christ of those who confess Him, 
sot in strong light by the contrast of those 
who deny Him (vv. 82, 33) ; the necessity 
d conflict to victory, by the nature of 

rist'a mission (vv. 34—37), the kind of 
self-decotion which he requires (vv. 87 
89): concluding with the solemn assu- 
rance that no reception of His me 
Jor His sake, nor even the emallest labour 
of love for Him, shail pase without ite 
nal reward. Thus we are carried on to 

the end of time and of the course of the 
Charch. 24.) This proverb is used 
in different senses in Luke vi. 40 and 
John xiii. 16. The view here is, that dis- 
ciples must sot expect a better lot than 
their Master, but be well entisfled if they 
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8 AH vuv ev r? ecorlg x viii. 2 

erar: ty re * writ, Kai 0 eie rò ore axouers 

Kat pm 50 BDU 

2 2 e saly. 

soh nir. 17 4 MR. 1 19. xH. Eia Pia pena ux '9 Kings xL 2. 
i. 4 on) 

, here 

araxalygnaerac, eal Act» i. 

* enpotare Ye "rs 
n 5 al. 

aro 10 Sir. 1. 80. 
w ch. iv. 6. 

1 Lake 
2 Prov. L 91. 

b v. zú, Lake 

Job xxviii. 
1 Kings viti. nw. 

y. Lev. xxvi.3, Deut. vii. 10. Jer. I. 17. 

25. re do L evv-86-y vulg lat- f 
corra) Bi. 

fo more usual word, and avoidance of the 

Tw emotion orn (grammi 
Beek Be BM, 2 Br epa copt, beelzebud vulg lat-c g, Syr, 

velzebul lat-5: txt C rel lat-a f ff, g, 4 syr goth sth arm rec ecadecay (corre 

unusual constr), with 1 latt: raħovea:iy D: 
etadesarro L: awecadecay U Chr Thdrt Thl: txt BC rel 83 Eus Ath Cyr Thi-ms. 

roc otziarotç B! (see above). 
97. for enovtare, enovecere D : enpeyOaceras L. 
28. for goBnGyre, g C rel festi Ephr Eus Cyr Thdrt: txt B [sic in cod, not 

have no worse. The threefold relation of 
our Lord and His followers here brought’ 
out may thus be exemplified from Scrip- 
ture: pa057 ac and 8. daoxaXoc, Matt. v. 1. 
xxiii 8: Luke vi. 20; dovAog and «fiptoc, 
John xiii. 13: Luke xii. 35—48: Rom. i. 
1: 2 Pet. i. 1: Jude 1; ofeodsaxérne 
and olciacol, Matt. xxvi. 28—29 || : Luke 
xxiv. 30 : Matt. xxiv. 45 ff. ||. cal 
& pasas os. 5 5 i 
it wo regularly be «ai rg dubAy, iva 
ETÀ. 25. Beat BUR (Either 
E) 593, ‘lord of dung, —or as in 2 Kings 
i. 2, xay lord of flies, —a god wor- 
shi at Ekron by the Philistines ; there 
is ever another derivation more pro- 
bable than either of these, upheld by 
Meyer (referring to Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. 
p. 833), from dez and I a bouse, by 
which it would exactly correspond to 
o’codeowornc)—A name by which the 
prince of the devils was called by the Jews, 
ch. xii. 24,—to which accusation, probably 
an usual one (see ch. ix. 34), and that in 
John viii. 48, our Lord probably refers. 
In those places they bad not literally 
ealled Him Beelzebub, but He speaks of 
tbeir mind and intention in those charges. 
They may however have literally done so 
on other unrecorded occasions. 26. 
" oov] The force of this is : * Notwith- 

their treatment of Me your 
Master, Mine will be victory and triumph ; 
therefore ye, My disciples, in your turn, 
need not fear.’ Compare Rom. viii. 37. 

obe yáp r] This solemn 
truth is again and again enounced by our 
Lord on different occasions, and with 
different references. See Luke viii 17; 
xii. 2. The former part of the verse 

drew comfort and enco ent EC 
the past: this from the future 
that is hidden must be heads bah 1) 14 is is 
God’s purpose in His Kingdom that the 
everlasting shall be freely preached, 
and this purpose ye serve. (2) Beware then 
of hypocrisy (see Luke xii. 2) through fear 
of men, for such will be detected and 

hereafter: and (3) fear them not, 
for, under whatever ions ye may la- 
bour from them, the day is coming which 
shall clear you and condemn them, if ye 
are bored doing the work of Him that 
sent you (n . xiii. 48). rivog ydp leren 
AAyeire; ri yógrac bpüg cadvver cai 
aravoue ; dvapeivars Hixpdy, cai c rij 
pac v nac cai ebepyitac Tic 5 
pocepoõoi . Chrys. Hom. xxxiv. 
p- 390. 27.| An expansion of the 
duty of freeness and boldness of speech 
implied in the last verse. The words ma 
bear two meanings : either (1) that whic 
Chrysostom gives, taking the expressions 
relatively, ized) Hv abrotc die kyero 
kai lv h yevig ric ITaXawrivgc, did 
robro erer “by rj oxorig,” ral “ elc rd 
obe," wpdc rv perd ravra wappnoiay 
lcouivgv, Hom. xxxiv. p. 890; or (2) as 
this part of the discourse relates to the 
Future principally, the secret speaking may 
mean the communication which our Lord 
would hold with them hereafter by His 
ee which they roe h and pro- 

i See Acts iv. ese senses do 
not exclude one oe and are poesibl 
both implied. There is no need, wit 

; Lightfoot and others, to suppose any allu- 
sion to a custom in the syn e, in the 
words els 1d obs dxovers. They are a 
common expression derived from common 
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as Btly] DS 1. 88 hom-Cl Constt. rec arorrtetvorror, with B Orig Eus,: aro- 
crevoyrwy F(Wtst) GL rel Chr Cyr Thdrt Thl: txt CDUAN 1. 

rec (for 1 goBnOnre, with DL rel: txt B(Mai) C. ‘ins 
(Wtst) rel Thl: om BCDLX 1. 33 Justin hom- Cl 

uç yeevvay D latt Iren- lat Cypr Lucif. 

of Di. 
rnv bef Vox and ro bef cwyua 
Thdot Constt Clem Orig, 

life: we have it in a wider sense Acts xi. 
22, and Gen. 1. 4. i roy 8.] On 
the fiat roofs of the houses. Thus we 
have in Josephus, ávaBdc ivi rò ríyoc 
cai ry Ockig karacrtilac roy boo 
abr. . fọn... B. J. ii. 21. 5. 
28.) doPeioGar dwé is a Hebraism, p NY, 
The present indicates the Aadit. On the 
latter part of this verse much question 
has of late been raised, which never was, 
as far as I have been able to find, known 
to the older interpreters. Stier desig- 
nates it as ‘the only passage of Scripture 
whose words may equally appl to God 
and the enemy of souls.’ He himself is 
strongly in favour of the latter interpre- 
tation, and defends it at much length; 
but I am quite «nable to assent to his 
opinion. It seems to me at variance with 
the connexion of the discourse, and with 
the universal tone of Scripture regarding 
Satan. If such a phrase as gopric@as 
roy QtáfoAov could be instanced as = gu- 
AakacOa ròv è., or if it could be shewn 
that any where power is attributed to 
Satan analogous to that indicated by 6 
Suvapevog xai W. x. e. d ro lv y., I 
should then be open to the doubt whether 
he might not here be intended; but see- 
ing that go áró indicating terror 
is c into po so usually fol- 
lowed by rd» Oed» in a higher and holier 
sense (there is no such contrast in ver. 26, 
and therefore that verse cannot be cited 
as ruling the meaning of this), and that 
GoD ALONE is „ 1 
the Almighty dispenser of life and deat 
both temporal and Mun seeing also 
that Satan is ever represented as the con- 
demned of God, not o du». droX., I must 
hold by the general interpretation, and 
believe that both here and in Luke xii. 3 
—7 our Heavenly Father is intended as 
the right object of our fear. As to this 
being inconsistent with the character in 
which He is brought before us in the next 
verse, the very ch of construction in 
Bo would lead the mind on, out of 
the terror before spoken of, into tbat 
better kind of fear always indicated by 

for awocrevat, 

that expression when applied to God, and 
so prepare the way for the next verse. 
Besides, this sense is excellently in keep- 
ing with ver. 29 in another way. Fear 
Him who is the only Dispenser of Death 
and Life: of death, as here ; of life, as in 
the case of tho ws for whom He 
cares. ‘Fear Him, above men: trust 
Him, in spite of men.’ In preparing 
my 2nd edn., I carefully reconsidered the 
«whole matter, and went over Stier's argu- 
menta with the connexion of the discourse 
before me, but found myself more than 
ever persuaded that it is quite impossible, 
for the above and every reason, to apply 
the words to the enemy of souls. The 
similar passage, James iv. 12, even in the 
absence of other considerations, would be 
decisive. Full as his Epistle is of our 
Lord's words from this Gospel, it is hardly 
to be doubted that in «lc lors ò vopoOi- 
rnc «ai xpirijc, & Buvápevos aeca cai 
drt, he has this very verse before 
him. This Stier endeavours to escape, by 
saying that dwodicu barely, as the op- 
posite to o, is far from being = Vyvyàjv 
dwokica: in a context like this. But as 
connected with vopobirne xai xpurüc, 
what ing can d rookie bear, ex 
that of eternal destruction? The stron 
things which he says, that his sense wi 
only be doubted as long as men do not 
search into the depth of the context, &c. 
do not frighton me. The depth of this 
part of the discourse I take to be, the 
setting before Christ’s messengers their 
Heavenly Father as the sole object of 
childlike trust and childlike fear—the 
former from His love,—-the latter from 
His power,—His power to destroy, it is 
not said, them, but absolute, body aad 
soul, in hell. Here is the true depth of 
the discourse: but if in the midst of this 
great subject, our Lord is to be conceived 
as ripas. ee upholding as an object of 
fear the chief enemy, whose ministers and 
subordinates He is at the very moment 
commanding us sot fo fear, and i 
of him (which would indeed be an “dra 
Atyépevoy horrendum ") as å nee. 
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9 [od A e» 

Sto 'erpovÜia *accapiov mwÀsirat; cal êv tE avrioy Hi , 
e 9 * LY "I wy æ a 

weourat Ext Thy n ‘avev Tov rarpòc Uno». 
e -æ Rceles. zM. 

50 UMGV 4. 
Lake xii. 6 

& kai ai rpixec rnc xe$aAnc macai * joOunpivac siciv. " e, qe 
31 an ody pofseicbe’ roAAwy ' arpovbiwy &a pere vutic. | 4 Kings vii. 

b Axos jil. 6. 

9 
" vac ov ™ ücric " opodoynoti tv enol ° ÉuspooÜtv rov |i re. ii. 

avÜpi wv», " opoloynow cd y tv avr ° &jurpnoÜsv. rov Kr. 
warpoc pou TOU v rote OUpavoic. 

» 9 only. 
~ k Lake xit 7. 

" 1 , , only, P E: 

B Serie d P apvh- Ag. 
2 Mace. xv. anrai pe ?tuxposÜUw rov avOpwrwy, ‘apynoopa Kaye pari 

avróv ° furpoaÜkv rou xarpóc pov rob iv roic OUpavolc. = cb. vi. sa 
34 

o = eb. v.16. xxvi 70 al. 
16. xvii. 10 only. ö Lake ii. 44. iiL 
vil. 26, 36. 1 Tim. vi. 6 eh . S3 Mac. iv. Stal. Ps. 
in. 8. Rev. xiv. 16,19. Rzek. xxxiii. 24. 

29. ins rov bef accapiov Di. 

(lat-a b c g, A Syr copt eth Iren-lat 

un *vouicnre Gre Abov Baker stonvnv emi ryv AAA 
ovk IA 0% Bari tig aA Ad * páyatpav. 

only. e John 

Rom. x. 9, 10. 
p cb. xxvi. 70,72 l. Leke xii. Dal Gen. xviii. 16. Wisd. xii. $7. xvi 

28. sot Mk. nor John. Acts vii. 25 ait, 
xlis.?1! Symm. 

1 Cor. 
? «» John xx. 26. James 

s Rom. vili. 88 aL Jer. ix. 16. xiv. 18. 

vwAovrra D. 
90. for vue» ĉe, adda D lat-ab c A on Clem Hil. 

1? 
aft cepaag ins vn DL 

31. rec Bre, with C rel: txt BDL 1. 33 Orig 
39. for sv avre, avrov D! 

rec om ro, with D 

azaprynangra: (av having been int 
reo avrov bef cayw, wi def.) 
3 Hil. 

L 

£. V. x. où. ávoMoat iv yeivvg, to my 
mind all true and connexion is 
broken. It is remarkable how Stier, who 
so eloquently defends the insertion of Sri 
goo% 4$ Wann in the Lord's Prayer, can 
so interpret here. Reichel (whose works 
I have not seen) seems by a note in Stier, 
p- 380, to maintain the above view even 
more strongly than himself. Lange also, 
in the Leben Jesu, ii, 2, p. 721, main- 
tained this view : but has now, Bibelwerk 
i. p. 150, retracted it, for reasons the same 
as those urged here. 29. orpoviia | 
any small birds. docaplov] This 
word, derived from ‘as,’ was used in 
Greek and Hebrew (gw) to signify the 
meanest, most insignificant amount: see 
Baxtorf, Lex. Chald. sub voce. 
sal, and yet: sce examples in Hartung, 
Partikellehre, i. 147. 6. vec. èr. 
T. y.) which birds do when struck vio- 
lently, or when frozen, wet, or starved = 
die, 1v i£ abr obe loriy imtAeAnopivoy 
irecriov roù Geov, Luke xii. 6. 
$0.] See 1 Sam. xiv. 46: Luke xxi. 18: 
Acts xxvii. 34. The pôv is emphatic, 
5 to the ùpsiç at the end of 
ver. 31. But the emphatic dne, spoken 
directly to the Apostles, is generalized 

Cyr. 
) latt Hil Did: om D-lat.—avr. bef cayw L. (lat-a def.) 
rel Clem Orig, : ins B[ sic in cod] CKV 33(appy) Orig, 

Chr. K 
33. rec (for de) ò ay, with D rel Orig,: txt BC(d’) L. (33 def.) 

olated has been mistaken for ax) C 1 Orig, (83 
C rel syrr æth Orig, : txt 

rec om roc, with CD rel Orig, : ins BVX 

apynaerat LX: 

DA 1. 33 latt (syr-cu) 

immediately by the xác ob» in ver. 82. 
32. buch. iv nel] A Hebraistic or 

rather perhaps Syriac mode of expression 
(De Wette) for, ‘shall make me the object 
of His acknowledgment among and before 
men.’ The context shews plainly that it 
is a practical consistent confession which 
is meant, and also a practical and en- 
during denial. The Lord will not confess 
the confessing Judas, nor deny the deny- 
ing Peter; the traitor who denied Him in 
act is denied: the Apostle who confessed 
Him even to death will be confessed. Cf. 2 
Tim. ii. 12. We may observe that both in 
the Sermon on the Mount (ch. vii. 21—23) 
and here, after mention of the Father, our 
Lord describes Himself as the Judge and 
Arbiter of eternal life and death. 
84.] In Luke xii. 51—53 this announce- 
ment, as here, is closely connected with 
the mention of our Lord's own sufferings 
(ver. 38). As He won His way to victory 
through the contradiction of sinners and 
strife, so must those who come after Him. 
The immediate reference is to the divisions 
in families owing to conversions to Chris- 
tianity. Ver. 36 is quoted nearly literally 
from Micah vii. 6. en we in Com- 
mentators, e. g. De Wette, that these divi- 
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ee, 95 MO yap 'Ouásar “avOpwrov card rov warpoc BCDEF 
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li. 3, 9. Rev ron oi "ouakot avrov. o AY waripa N unrípa 
. xxii. n » e LAS 

Ios. a 7 Vip epè ovk toriy pou "aÉtoc, kal o AY viov 5] Üv- 
8 ri na. yarípa ? uo ep tui obr torwv pov GE og, kai Oc oU 

bs tisonly. Aau[Jave row aravpóv avrov Kai " akoAovÜet " oxicw pov 

sruma ouk tort pov “akc. 9 o "rbpdv tv "ivyriv avrov 
8. Phim. 4 > * 7. (€ å? Mo x d ` 7 ec 

M. Kag ro, avrnyv’ kac o “awoAfsac ry» " jvynv avrov 
sw. gen., Acts Y U - b t ? .» 9 49 5 8. , e „ 2 4 

si , EVEKEY ipoU tipo aUTHY. 0 XOMEVOG vac en 
Heb, xi. 88. © Siyerat’ kai o tui “Sexouevoc " Séyerac rov awoorsi- 
W sd. iii. 5. 

a Mark viii 84. 8 Kíuge xix. 90. see Num. xxxii. 11. b ck. 21. W. xvi. 28. Rev.xvili. 14. Prov. H. 26. 
L d ob. xvi 26) Mk. Lake xvii. 88. John xil. 25. Sir. xx. . och. vl. 35 reff, Cen. Al. IA. 

o ~ ver. 14 rell. 

35. for avOpwzov, viov D [42]. 114 lat-b c ff, g, Al syr-cu Hil 
om 2nd clause (Aomeofel) B'(but in marg by same hand) 87 

ine) Eus(expr, as belonging to Mt). 
9. for zac o, o de D Tert. 

sions were not the p , but the in- 
evitable results only, of the Lord's coming, 
we must remember that with God, results 
are all purposed. 36. tov àv6p.] The 
article is eric, and is rightly rendered 
in the E. V. ‘a man’s foes,’ &c. See on 
ch. ix. 1. N.] Compare Deut. xxxiii. 
9, and Exod. xxxii. 26—29, to which pas- 

this verse is a reference. Stier well 
remarks, that under the words átióc pov 
there lies an exceeding great reward which 
counterbalances all the seeming asperity of 
this saying. 88.] How strange must 
this prophetic announcement have seemed 
to the Apostles! It was no Jewish pro- 
verb (for crucifixion was not a Jewish 
punishment) no common saying, which 
our Lord here and so often utters. See 
ch. xvi. 24: Mark x. 21: Luke ix. 23. He 
does not here plainly mention His Cross; 
but leaves it to be understood, see ver. 25. 
This is one of those sayings of which John 
xii. 16 was eminently true. Neander 
eba Jesu, p. 546, note) quotes from 

utarch, de sera numinis vindicta, c. ix., 
cai rẹ ply ocopart ray roralopivwy 
Yeacrog xakobpywv a roy abroU 
eravpóv (meaning, as he explains it, a 
pet d conscience),—as a proof that our 

used this saying without any con- 
scious reference to His own Death. But 
he confesses that if the b ov» of John xii. 
82 is to be understood as there interpreted 
(ver. 83), he should be ready to allow the 
allusion here also. Seeing then that we 
do thus understand it, his inference has no 
value for us. Besides which, the passage 
of Plutarch does not even prove the ex- 

b e -ms Cypr (but 

pression to have been proverbial. 39. 
ux. . . abniv] refer to the same thing, 
but in somewhat different senses. The 
first Puy is the life of this world, which 
we here all count so dear to us; the second, 
implied in abriy, the real life of man in a 
blessed eternity. py r, 
John xii. 25 = coca: OiAwv, Mark viii. 34. 
The past participles are used proleptically, 
with reference to that day when the loss 
and gain shall become apparent. But 
sipwy and dsoAícac are again somewhat 
different in position: the first implying 
earnest desire to save, but not so the 
second any will or voluntary act to destroy. 
This is brought out by the Uvecey Inos, 
which gives the ruling providential ar- 

t whereby the dxodicac is 
brought about. But besides the primary 
meaning of this saying as regards the lay- 
ing down of life li y for Christ's sake, 
we cannot fail to recognize in it a far 
deeper sense, in which he who loses his 
life shall find it. In Luke ix. 23, the 
taking up of the cross is to be xa0' *jpípav ; 
in ch. xvi. 24 || Mk. drapvnoáaðw lavróv 
is joined with it. Thus we have the cruci- 
fying of the life of this world, the death 
to sin spoken of Rom. vi. 4—11, and life 
unto God. And this life unto God is the 
real true yux} abrod, which the self- 
denier shall find, and preserve unto life 
eternal, See John xii. 25 and note. 
40.] Here in the oonclusion of the dis. 
course, the Lord recurs again to His 
Apostles whom He was sending out. From 
ver. 82 has been connected with wae Serie, 
&nd therefore general. Séxeras, ee 
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4g * &yóutvoc wpognrny ‘aic ovopa po- eile. ay 
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dico eic ovopa Sixaiov * polov Sixaiou Anpierat. redit 16 
42 kai ò Oc eav 

£-ytvtro Gre 
nab yraic avrov, 
heben gy Tatc woAcowy avro». 

d roriep fva TWV 
VX Hob, povoy “ets Ovopa paÜnrow, ^ 

ov "i ar, roy *,juoÜóov avrov. 
n ér£Aeosv o Inaouc ° &aracawy Toig cidera 

rer BN Y ice d rov TS8acxey kal. zu 

k A 15. ea - ur ! nikpuv rourwy worn „ 

auijv Aby 

XI. l Kat 
h ch. xxv. 85, 

&c. 
48. Mark ix. 

Exod. il. €: 
ch. xviii. 6, 
Se 

2'0 3b 'leávvgc axotcac tv 10 * Ssopwrnpiy Tak PD . 1. a 

poe I Rev. RE iiim 3 Tv. 28. 3 e . 
Br Herod. $i. 87. aor he s bere pa Pri 

— Ml. 17. Ie 1. o bere only, exc. = Enis da is n. Acts vil A ait) amd Pua. (1 Cor. vi. 17 
q cunstr , 1 9. Dan. l. 25 duds. v. 5 Theod. 

r Acts v. 3), 28. xvi. Bé oniy. 4 
Av. W. Joka vil. 3. Acts xvid. 7. 

Gen. xxxix. 22 bis. xl. 8, 5 only. 

41. om ver D (from similar beginning of ver 40?). 

43. av BD 93: «av CPZ rel. 
Aug Op. 

r Aug, [at-a defective. } 

ver. 14; but it has here the wider sense of 
not only receiving to house and board,— 
but receiving in heart and life the message 
of which the Apostles were the bearers. 
On the sense of the verse, see John xx. 21, 
and on row déwoore(havrd e dwo- 
eri opac, ver. 16, and Heb. iii. 1. 
There is a difference between the repre- 
sentation of Christ by His meesengers, 
* 

5 . li. 11; iv. 18, Tm 
and the perfect unbroken : "rues 
of the Eternal Father by His 
John xiv. 9: Heb. i. 8. 
rev] olo» «dec rar ett E 
— AaBay, 1) o éxatvoc 
RAT AapBavery. Chrysost. Hom. xxxv. 
p. 401. els Svope, a Hebraism (oy): 
Because he is: i. e. ‘for the love of 

whose prophet he is.’ The sense 
is, ‘He who by receiving (seo above) a 
prophet because be is a prophet, or a boly 
man because he is a holy man, recognizes, 
enters into, these states as appointed by 
Me, shall receive the blessedness of these 
states, shall derive all the spiritual benefits 
which these states bring with them, and 
„ € 43. 
Tév pixpüv) To w applies is not 
very clear. Hardly (De Wette) to the 

and meanly-esteemed for Christ's 
sake. I should some chil- 
el eee eee for of such 
does our Lord generally use this term, see 

for puxpwy, ekayiore» D latt copt goth Cypr Hil 
aft rornpiov ins véaroc D latt syr-cu copt goth sth arm Clem Orig, Hil. 

Vyvxpovv MXZ 88 Scr’s a b d s ev-y. 
for arotan rov pis0or, awoAnras o pic0oc D lat-a b c g, 

om poro» D 6. 53. 59 s Tod copt 

ch. xviii. 2—6. "Though perhaps the ex- 
pression may be meant of lower and less 
advanced converts, thus keeping up the 
= from xpogyrnc. This however 

y seems likely: for how could a dis- 
ciple be in a downward gradation from 
dixoioc? I may observe that Meyer 
denies the existence of the Rabbinical 

from Bereschith Rabba quoted by 
Wetstein to su it, the word, he 
maintains, from t context, means por- 
d . . not disciples. Tov 

sino Wg the e doer’s) reward: 
tot «the ee of one of theee little 
pene as before uito. wpog., 2100. Owaiov : 
—the article here makes the nes 
and the ex ion is 
XI. 1. dxsifev] No fixed locality is 
signed to the foregoing discourse. "t 
was not delivered at Capernaum, but on 
5 see ch. ix. 35. aro- 
E also indeterminate, as in ch. iv. 23; 

E 
9—830.] Mrssaen OF ENQUIRY FROM 

THE BAPTIST: OUR LORD'8 ANSWER, 
AND DISCOURSE THEREON TO THE MUL- 
TITUDE. Lake vii. 18—85. There have 
been several different opinions as to the 
reason why this enquiry was made. I will 
state them, and append to them my own 
view. (1) It has been a very generally 
received idea that the question was asked 
Jor the sake of the disciples themselves, 
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i Hat. gaya TOU " Xpicrov, xéupac ‘da rov uaÜmrov avrov 
here (and ch. 
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with the sanction of their master, and for 
the purpose of confronting them, who 
were doubtful and jealous of our Lord, 
with the testimony of His own mouth. 
This view is ably maintained by Chrysos- 
tom; rivog ob Frexey rende ipwrey ; 
dxexniwy rob Ind oi 'Iwáyyov pabn- 
ral kai rovro mayri wou OnAcy lore cal 
Znrorbxwe del wpd¢e abrov exo. «al 
à ̂ ov iE wv wpóc ro didaccadoy He o 
(John iii. 26), ral radu (John iii. 25), 
cai aùr wadiv smpoceAOóvric At 
(Matt. ix. 14),—otsw yàp joa eldoreg 
rig j ò xpıoróç, GAAd roy piv 'Inaovy 
Gv@perov V” vrorrebdovrec, rô da 
'"Ieavyvyy peilova È card ayvOpwzop, 
id dcr % ebdoctpovvra rovroy ópévreg, 
dctivoy di, cabwe elwe, Xovróv Ae f %. 
Hom. xxxvi. p. 408. And similarly Eu- 
thymius and Theophylact. This view is 
also adopted and e 1 defended by 
Stier, Reden Jesu, 2nd edn., i. p. 392, seq. 
The objections to this view are,—that the 
text evidently treats the question as comi 
from John himself; the answer is directed 
to John; and the following discourse is on 
the character and position of John. These 
are answered by Stier with a supposition 
that John allowed the enquiry to 
in his name; but surely our Saviour would 
not in this case have made the answer as 
we have it, which clearly implies that the 
object of the miracles done was John’s 
satisfaction. (2) The other great section 
of opinions on the question is that which 
supposes doubt to have existed, for some 
reason or other, in the Baptist’s own 
mind. This is upheld by Tertullian (cont. 
Marc. iv. 18, vol. ii. p. 402, ed. Migne, not 
iv. 5, as Dr. Wordsworth: nor is there 
any pre a in the main features of his 
view, as Dr. W. implies) and others, and 
advocated by De Wette, who thinks that 
the doubt was not perhaps respecting our 
Lord’s mission, but His way of manifest- 
ing Himself, which did not with 
the theocratic views of the Baptist. This 
he considers to be confirmed by ver. 6. 
Olshausen (in loc.) and Neander (Leben 
Jesu, p. 92) suppose the ground of the 
doubt to have lain partly in the Mes- 
sianic idea of the Baptist, partly in the 
weakening and bedimming effect of impri- 
sonment on John’s mind. Lightfoot car- 
ries this latter still further, and imagines 

that the doubt arose from dissatisfaction at 
not being liberated from prison by some 
miracle of our Lord. (Hor. Hebr. in loc.) 
This however is refuted by Schdttgen 
Hor. Hebr. in loc.). The author of the 

sstiones et Resp. ad Orthodoxos among 
the works of Justin Martyr suggests, and 
Benson (Hulsean Lectures for 1820, p. 58 
eqq.) es up, the following solution : 
ixus) Ccdgopor pat Tepi wy ExorHoaro 
Üavpárev ò 'Iņnaoùc dre xo, rov piv 
Acyóvrwy, HAiag icriv $ ravra wow» 
r&v d, lepeplag’ r&v Ot, Aoc rig röv 
wpoénre»' raórac rdc ġhpaç árobwy d 
"lwavenc iv rg tipery wipwes rote pa- 
Onrd¢ abrov pabeiy ti ò rd onpa rove» 
abróg tory 4 ùr’ abro naprypnbeig, Ñ 
šrepóç ric ó mage Tay ro ÜpvAAoD- 
ptvoc. yvoòc dd 6 'Igaolc rou 'Iedvvov 
Tov oxoroy, iri rig wapoveiac rev n- 
ry ‘Iwavvov imwoiggze wokdAd Gatpara, 
weiOwy avrovc cai roy 'Iwávygv 0v aù- 
ré» ec abróc tin ò wexoigkec cai rà dr 
évépare tripwy ġnp:ópeva Oabpara, 6 
vx avrov paprupnÜOeic. Resp. 88, p. 456. 
(3) It appears to me that there are objec- 
tions against each of the above sup- 
positions, too weighty to allow either of 
them to be entertained. There can be 
little doubt on the one hand, that our 
Saviour’s answer is directed to John, and 
not to the disciples, who are bond fide 
messen and nothing more :-—wopew- 
Odvreg årayyelÀare 'Iwdvvy can I think 
bear no other interpretation: and again 
the words paxápióg tori de dà» un 
cravéahioOg ty dn must equally apply 
to John in the first place, so that, is 
some sense, he had been offended at 
Christ. On the other hand, it is ex- 
ceedingly difficult to suppose that there 
can have been in John's own mind any 
real doubt that our Lord was ò ipyo- 
pevoc, seeing that he himself had borne 
repeatedly such notable witness to Him, 
and that under special divine direction 
and manifestation (see ch. iii. 16, 17: 
John i. 26—87). The idea of his objec- 
tive faith being shaken by hisimprisonment 
is quite inconsistent not only with John's 
character, but with our Lord's discourse in 
this place, whose description of him seems 
almost framed to guard against such a sup- 
position. The last hypothesis (that of 
the Pseudo-Justin) is hardly probable, in 
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the form in which it is put. We can 
y imagine that John can have 

doubted who this Person was, or have 
been confounded by the discordant ru- 
mours which reached him about His won- 
derful works. But that owe form of this 
hypothesis is the right one, I am cer- 
tainly disposed to believe, until some 
more convincing considerations in- 
duce me to alter my view. (4) The form 
to which I allude is this: John having 
heard all tbese reports, himself fully 
convinced Who th this Wonderworker was, 
was becoming impatient under the slow 
and unostentatious course of our Lord's 
self-manifestation, and desired to obtain 
from our Lord's own mouth a declaration 
which should set such rumours at rest, 
and (possibly) which t serve for a 
public profession of His Messiahship, from 
which hitherto He had seemed to shrink. 
He thus incurs a ehare of the same rebuke 
which the mother of our Lord received 
(John ii. 4) ; and the of the an- 
swer returned to him is, that the hour 
was not yet come for such an open de- 
aap but m esta bs n 

ven the wor ne, to 
pel aie who should be offended in 
Him. And the return message is so far 
from being a satisfaction designed for the 
disciples, that they are sent back like the 
messenger from Gabi to Sextus Tar- 

ius, with indeed a significant narra- 
tive to relate, bat no direct answer; they 
were but the intermediate transmitters of 
the symbolic message, known to Him who 
sent it, and him who received it. It is 
& fact not to be in connexion 
with this solution of the difficulty, that 
John is said to have beard of the works, 
not roù 'Incov, but ret ypiortoð: the 
only place where that name, standing 
alone, is given to our Lord in this Gospel. 
So that it would seem as if the Evangelist 
had - ly avoided saying roù Iijooõ, 

OL. 1. 

to shew that the works were reported to 
John not as those of the Person whom he 
had known as Jesus, but of the Deliverer 
—the Christ; and that he was thus led 
to desire a distinct avowal of the identity 
of the two. I have before said that the 
opening part of the ensuing discourse 
seems to have been designed to prevent, 
in the minds of the multitude, any such 
unworthy estimations of John as those 

ii is 8 well such cions, 
not from the nature of the case 

to them in that mean- 
nee ich they really bore; but the cha- 
racter of 2 

it, from en- 
2. dxctous ] 

place of his . was Macherus. 
ó uiv ù roi rov 'Hoedov dispsoc eic roy 
Maxaigobvra wepgbeic, . eae A er, òk 
iori rig re 'Aptra cai H v ápxüc) 
C. Taórg crivyvrat, Jos. Antt. xviii. 
b. 2. 4.) iv iniivp rg 806 los- 
páavoty robe drò voowy kal pacri- 
yer ral rvtvparer vovnoév, kai rupdoic 
oA ixapicaro Briwey. Luke, ver. 21. 
From cai d rocpibtic . . iv San is nearly 
verbatim in the two 5.] The 
words vexpoi èy. have — some diffi- 
the r ; but surely without reason. In Luke, 

ice Bed the grise son at Nain 
odiately message; and 

in TRUE we s S Ded the ruler's 
daughter raised. These miracles might 
be referred 05 by our Lord under the 
words ves. or it is to be observed 
that He 8 them tell John not only 
what things they saw, but what things they 
had heard, as in Luke. It must not 
be forgotten that the words here used by 
our Lord have an inner and spiritual sense, 
as betokening the blessings and miracles 
of divine grace on the souls of men, of 
which His outward and =e miracles 
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TU LN » ro = evayytXiLovrat, 6 kai 4 paküpióc torty Oc edv BCDEF 

LU pus, UÀ “oxavdadicOy Ev enol. 
. Heb, lv. 2, f x 
only. 

(Luke xvi. 6 
fef) act, 
Rev. x. 7. 
(xiv. 6 v. k. 

d ch. v. 8 reff. 
e w. àv, ch. 

xil. 67. 
xxvi. 81, 88. 
Mark vi. 8 t. 

Sir. ix. 6. 
1 411i. 8. 
xxxv. (xxxli.) 15 only. 

h æ f. ch. xii. 20 (from Isa. XIIH. B). xxvii. 29, &c. 

nptaro o Insouc Aéynuv roic dx Ao mepi Iwavvov Ti 

EKU! are tic rv Éonuov *0racacÜav; "xáAauov vro 

avíuov ! aaAtvoutvov ; 8 
zov év “padaxoic | nugtespévov ; Sov of ra * naAaká 

— 7 - [ 4 — 7 » p 9 2 X 
popourrec ev roig oikoic rwv [JaciMwv uaiv. ? ara 

f ver. 90. ch. 1v. 17. xli. tal. Gen. xi. 6. Ken. Anab. l. 51. 

adAa ri eknAOare dev: av0ow- 

g Luke XXIII. 55 reff. 
ich. xiv. val. Ps. xvid. 7. 

- bis) and § L. (1 Cor. vi. n anly g. Prov. xv. 15. zxvi. 28 only, rod padaxdrar: dsago m 
s ae M) nn à fen. vi 80 pef. dh pr iv de dar gl 

Prov. xvi. 98,97. Bir. xi. B. Xl. & only. 

8. om ev D! latt Hil. 

m John xix. 5. Rom. xiil.4. 1 Cor. xv, 49 bis. 

rec aft uaXakoic ins tpartotc 

Diod 
James fi. Saaly. 

|| Luke), with CP 
rel gat lat-b f A syrr syr-cu copt goth sth arm: om BDZ 
Hil Jer Aug Op. npgracpevoy D. 
om acı» B. 

were symbolical. The words are mostly 
cited from Isa. xxxv. 6, where the same 
spiritual meaning is conveyed by them. 
They are quoted here, as the words of Isa. 
lili. are by the ist in ch. viii. 17, 
as applicable to their partial external ful- 
filment, which however, like themselves, 
pointed onward to their greater spiritual 
completion. eba: ovre: is pas- 
sive,—see reff. and 2 Kings xviii. 81 in the 
LXX. In ref. Luke it is also passive, but 
with the thing preached as its subject. 
‘Stier remarks the coupling of these mira- 
cles together, and observes that with vee. 
iy. is united wreyol ebayyeAovra:, as 
being a thing hitherto unheard of and 
strange, and an especial fulfilment of Isa. 
lzi. 1. 6.] See note on ver. 2. 
7—90.] The discourse divides itself into 
TWO PARTS: (1) vv. 7—19, the respective 
characters and mutual relations of John 
and Christ: (2) vv. 20—30, the condem- 
nation of the unbelief of the time—ending 
with the gracious invitation to all the 
weary and heavy laden to come to Him, 
as truly ô ipydpevos. T.] The fol- 
lowing verses set forth to the people the 
real character and position of John; iden- 
tifying him who cried in the wilderness 
with him who now spoke from his prison, 
and assuring them that there was the 
same dignity of office and mission through- 
out. ey are not spoken till after the 
departure of the disciples of John, proba- 
bly because they were not meant for 
them or John to hear, but for the people, 
who on account of the question which 
they had heard might go away with a 
mistaken depreciation of John. 6 wodv¢ 
sx Roc de rijc ip joteg rà» “lwdvvov 
pa0nrév rod dV rora vwrevdnoey 
oix eld rij yropny he Sc Iren. 
fot pabnráç. xai elcòg jy CradroyiZecOat 

Bac ie» (or e EHB ees 

*rpóc lavrodc ral My» O rocatra pao- 
Tupnoac ueremeio0n vir, cai apgeBadder 
elre ovrog elre Frepog ein ò dpyduevog ; 
doa uy) cracntalwy e , róy Igo ras- 
ra It; dpa pr dee pog vd rod de- 
pwrnpioy ytvóntvoc ; dpa pů nárgv cai 
eiki rà wpóripa tipnxey; imel o9» rA 
rriavra eric hy abrovc Uromrredty, Cpa 
1g abr&y diopPovrar rhy doViveaary, eai 
rabrac dvaipel rác uroviac. s 
Hom. xxxvii. p. 414. And our Lord, as 
usual, takes occasion, from reminding them 
of the impression made on them by John's 

Ehem deep trathe regarding Hisown King em deep truths i own Ki 
dom and Office. 8. OU] If it Wes 
not that, . . .; so in Demosth. Coron. p. 
283, ri ydp cai BovAdpeva Hef Tine 
d» abroóc; iwi rý» elpyyny; dAA' 
o rjpxer dwactv. UM li róv wédepow: 
see Klotz, Devar. p. 5. vl AFA Dr 
The repetition of this question, and the 
order of the ive answers, are re- 
markable. The first sets before them the 
scene of their desert pilgrimage the 
banks of Jordan with its reeds (as Dr. 
Burton quotes from Lucian Hermotim., 
káAapog ix’ by0y wropaworapip wepuedr 
cai vpóc way rò wvioy eadevdpevoc) ;— 
but no such trifles were the object of the 
journey: this suggestion is rejected with- 
out an answer. The second reminds them 
that it was a mas—but not one in soft 
clothing, for such are not found in deserts. 
The third brings before them the real 
object of their pilgrimage in his holy office, 
and even amplifies that office itself. So 
that the great Forerunner is made to rise 
gradually = sublimely m t person- 

ity, and thus his preaching of repentance 
is 8 in their minds. iv 
xots] Contrast this with the garb of John 
as described ch. iii. 4. Such an one, in 

7 , 7 G M 
Tovrwy & ropevopivwy PSOVX 
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9. idu» bef spoénrnv 

rel vulg lat-e f i 9, 4 
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Eur e a 

i AL. liil. 1. 
9 reff. 

8 eck. xxiv. 
IKO" 11, 84}. 

Si Pe Lite vli. 16. 
Job xiv. 1. xv. 14. ` si. ch. All. 88 1 Mk. Lake 

II. ins ro« bef yevvgroic and re» bef yu, D Di. 

soft raiment, might be the forerunner of a 
„5 but not the preacher 
of repentance before a humble and suffer- 
ing Saviour ; might be found as the courtly 
flatterer in the of kings, but not 
as the stern reb 5 
ing in their fortress dungeons. 
pr F 
* all accounted John as a prophet.’ 
. not masculine (as 
always in N. T.); as Ar, ch. xii. 41, 
42. E. V. rightly, more than a prophet. 
—John was more than a prophet, because 
he did not write of, but saw and pointed 

ea a et Pe Mog ef cause is ity to 
God. He was moreover more than a pro- 
phet, because he himself was the subject 
as well as the vehicle of . But 
with deep humility, he ies to himself 
only that one, of two prophetic pas- 
sages, which describes him as gwy} Boov- 
rec, and omits the one which gives him 
the title of ò dyyeAd¢ pov, here cited by 
vede die. 5 
€ person origi 
pheey, which is pov. And that He does 
80, that which is said by Jehovah 
of Hi to be addressed to the Mes- 
siah, is, if such were needed (compare also 
Lake È 16, 17, and 76), no mean indica- 
tion of His own and co-equal God- 
5 5 5 

Evangelists quote t ecy 
similarly changed, although St. Hark hes 
„„ Qi Doe The stu- 

7 o datus 
high dignity and honour which our Lord 
here predicates of the Baptist, has a fur- 
ther reference: He was thus great above 
all others, because he was the forerunner of 
Christ. How great then above all others 

ig Hil: txt BZ. 
Orig Ambr Op Qu ins CP 

om eye Z lat-c ff, 9, copt uc Che ARE Ambr. 
1 Jer. 

and him, must HE be. 11. 
rat] Not merely a word of course, but 
especially used of prophets and judges, see 
reff., and once our Saviour lf, 
Acts v. 30. vevvqTois is most 
likely 0 s ‘ica 6 R pu- 
pall is variously ten- 

understood. Chrysostom’s in- 
3 is as follows :—“ & 62 uupó- 
repoc, iv ry . Trey obpavov psilwy 
adros ior.” pep repoc, card rijy HAs 
ria xal card Tùy rev woddev Bókay, 
kal yàp Mo abréy $áyov kal olvyord- 
Tay wail 'obx obrég darey Ó rov rherovog 
vióc ;" cai gayrayob abrò tEnuridiZoy, 
Hom. xxxvii. p- 416. And a little after. 
wards: — mepi davroi Aiywy tigóruc 
cpoxra rd wpóçwrov dd riy ir: cpa. 
Tovcay uxdvoay cai rò pr) dò E. wepi 
éavrov piya rt iyus’ xai ai pap wodAaxov 
$aívirat rovro Toiv. é lori "iv rg 
Basitkig rey olpaver ; » b roig mvevpa- 
rixoic kal roig cara réy obpayóv d xai. 
cai rà tire d “obr uhr li iv yev- 
ruroĩg yuvaicey peilwy lwáyvov” áyri- 
diaet ovra jv lavrg row „ 
zai obrwc laurò ùrečapoŭyroç. «yàp 
sai yevvgrüc yvvawüc jv abróc, 
oby obrug ec eávync* ov yap Vc åy- 
Opwxroc iy, ob01 ópoiec dvOpeny irixOn, 

à Eivoy rid rb ro kai wopaéotoyr. 
417. So also Euthymius and Theophy- 

het: but such an interpretation is sue; 
adverse to the spirit of the whole dis- 
course, We may certainly say that our 
Lord in such a passage as this would not 

te Himself as 4 pucpérepog com- 
with John, in any sense: nor 

1s it our Lord's practice to speak of 
self as one iv rg gain rev ue, 
or of His own attributes as belongi 
or dependent on that new order of things 
which this expression implies, and which 
was in Him rather than He in it. Be- 

12 
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t pass., bere 2 z À 7 — NU s 7 — 4 2 — pe bere Tt pO ev rg [accusa rev ovpavwy uil» toriv avrov. BCDEF 
AX > 9 * Lad - L , es e g p a 

ain. 12 aro & rov fjuepov leávvov rov Barrıorov fuc aprt SUVXZ 
Ei Ye ont : , T > 5 d ‘a t e » Al. . 
Ga. eo 9 Baotian rov ovpavov Bra, kat " Biacral apra- 
11 7 s e — a € 2 

18 wáyrec yàp ot ` ypodijrat Kat © võhoc 
2 

w here only t. Covew aurny. 
v i Pet. i. 10, 
Esra v. I. 8 Kings xxii. 12. 

rec avrov bef «ori (|| Lake), with BD Z(appy) rel la£-5: txt C vulg lat-a c b. 

12. om de D! copt Ambr. ins ot bef Biaorai D Clem. fn 

sides, the bare use of the comparative 
à pikpórepoc, with its reference left to be 
inferred, is, unless I am mistaken, unpre- 
.cedented. If this had been the meaning, 
we should surely DATO haa aore 8 
upérepoc. Again, the of suc 
fare %s Matt. v. 19; xvii. 1, would 
ead us to connect the preceding adjective 
ptcpdrepoc with iv rg B. r. ob., and not 
the following. The other, the usual in- 
terpretation, I am convinced, is the right 
one: but he that is least in the kin 
of heaven, is greater than he. The com- 

tive with the article is not put for 
the superlative, although in English we 
are obliged to render it so, but signifies 
* he that is less than all the rest? (Winer, 
§ 36. 8) ; and here is generic, of all the 
inferior ones. There is very likely an al- 
lusion to Zech. xii. 8: He that is feeble 
among them at that day shall be as David.” 

Thus the parallelism is complete: John, 
not inferior to any born of women—but 
these, even the least of them, are born of 
another birth (John i. 12, 13; iii. 5). John, 
the nearest to the King and the Kingdom 
—astanding on the threshold—but never 
having himself entered ; these, iv rg Ba- 
ceig, subjects and citizens and indwellers 
of the so wy rd woXirevpa ly obpa- 
voic. He, the friend of the Bridegroom: 
they, however weak and unworthy mem- 
bers, His Body, and His Spouse. 
Meyer, giving in substance the above inter- 

tion, believes that abro, i. e. Iodv. 
rou B., is to be supplied after upórepoc. 
This would be unobjectionable in sense, 
but is it, in usage? See reff., and re- 
member that iy r.Bac..... is equivalent 
in meaning to rav i» r. Baoielg. Mal- 
donatus (cited by Meyer) quotes the lo- 
gical axiom, ‘minimum maximi est majus 
maximo minimi.' 12.] The sense of 
this verse has been much disputed. (1) 
Bréferas has been taken in a middle 
sense; ‘ forcibly introduces itself,’ ‘ breaks 
in with violence, as in the si passage 
Luke xvi. 16, dg eig abr Bialerat. 
Certainly such a sense agrees better with 
ebayysdiZerat, which we find in Luke, 
than the passive explanation of BiaZerat : 
but it seems inconsistent with the latter 

half of the verse to say that i£ breaks ia by 
Jores, and then that others break by force 
into it. (2) Peá%eraı is taken passively ; 
80 FÓASÇ » . . rdg Ae ee Xen. Hell. 
v. 2. 15 (Meyer ;—which is however, like 
many of his citations, incorrect): 'swf- 
Sereth violence, E.V. And thus the con- 
struction of the verse is consistent: and 
the violent take it by force.’ Believing 
this latter interpretation to be right, we 
now come to the question, in what sense 
are these words spoken? Is Biaterac in 
a good ora bad sense? Does it mean, 
‘is taken by force,’ and the following, 
‘and men violently press in for their shara 
of it, as for plunder ;'—or does it mean, 
‘is violently isted, and violent men 
tear it to pieces ? (viz. its opponents, the 
Scribes and Pharisees ?) This latter mean- 
ing bears no sense as connected with the 
discourse before us. The subject is not 
the resistance made to the kingdom of 
heaven, but the difference between a pro- 
5 and a present kingdom of heaven. 

e fifteenth verse closes this subject, and. 
the complaints of the arbitrary prejudices 
of ‘this generation’ i with ver. 16. 
We conclude then that these words impl 
From the days of John the Baptist un 
now (i. e. inclusively, from the beginning 
of his preaching), the kingdom of heaven 
is pressed into, and violent persons 
eager, ardent multitudes—seize on it. Of 
the truth of this, notwithstandmg our 
Lord's subsequent, ea for unbelief, 
we have abundant from the multi- 
tudes who followed, and outwent Him, 
and thro the doors where He was, 
and would (John vi. 15) take Him by 
force (the very word adprdiw being used) 
to make Him a king. But our Lord does 
not mention this so much to commend 
the Bracrai, as to shew the undoubted 
fact that & ipx was come: — that 
the kingdom of heaven, which before had 
been the subject of distant prophecy, a 
closed fortress, a treasure t wes now 
undoubtedly «pon earth (Luke xvii. 21 
and note), laid open to the entrance of 
men, eee out that all might take, 
Thus this verse connects with ver. 28, 
dert wpóc pe wdyrec, and with Luke 
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dee loávvov " ewpognrevaay’ 1* kai u Obere "ifacta, i 
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£criv rut oi xaOnpévoic "tv [raiç] a ayopaic, a *"wpocQe- ach ait xxi. al. 

af. Luke vi, 13. xiii. 19. xxiii 90. Acts xxi. 40. x211,9 f. 

1B. rec aft era ins agzovev 
V om BD lat -E. 

Esdr. ii. 91 (18). vi. 99. sx js 

Mark iv. 9, L«ke viii. 8), with CZ rel latt &o 

saudiotc) waidapwic, with ev-y : txt BCDZ rel Clem Chr Thl. 
. da 
» 
D latt Syr syr-cu th arm Hil, 

ev-y copt.—rec ev atc bef za0sgu«voic (|| Luke with 
rel Clem : aft rad. BODLMZAN 53 lt dian add re eet 

Sers als: 
Thl.—ry ayopa (|| Luke) 

ev ayopa cad. «v r. ayopas 1. 
rec kat wpocéerovo (|| ys with L rel lat-a b c f g, & syre syr-cu Hil: a 

xvi. 16, ade ec abrü)v RI f Com- 
re with this throwing open of the 

the stern prohibition in Exod. xix. 12, 18, 
V xii, 18— 

with John’s own denial that he was Elias, 
John i. 21. For (1) that question was 
evidently asked as implying a re - 
ance of Whe actual Elias upon earth" and 
(2) our Lord cannot be understood in 
either of these passages as meaning that 

of Malachi iv. 5 received its 
fell completion in John. For as in other 
faliment both of tb soning of the Lar 
fal t both of the coming of the Lord 

Fal forerunner, while uui der 

f 

of the Lord, then know surely 
that e Lord is come." 16. Im- 

;] See 
tions in Mar iv. 80; Luke xiii. 18, 20; 

irri 

them shew all the waywardness of children, 
The similitude i is to two bodies of children, 

will the others respond. Stier 
that the great condescension of the preach- 
ing of the Gospel is shewn forth in this 
parable, where the man sent from God, 

ing the 
Heb. ii. 14. It must not be sup- 

posed that the two bodies of children are 
two divisions of the Jews, as some (e. g. 
Olsh.) have done: the children who call 
are the Jews,—those called to, the two 
Preachers ; both be , according 

of them corerpnding Soe of them to n 
mourning (in John's case) with which the 
Jews would have them mourn, or the 
kind of joy (in the Lord's case) with which 
the Jews would have them rejoice. 
converse application, which is commonly 
made, is against the dpola icriv wa- 
Bow, by which the first wa:dia must be the 
children of 5 and no 
can be more „ 
loriy ‘may be illustr invert 
the persons in the — fodde 
this interpretation would 

8 
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mj ealy. Prov aen only 1. 
vil. "T Rom. ili. 4, from Ps. I. 46). padi we rov. xxxi. d Sus 
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wpocéwvovow C: txt BDZ 1 vulg lat. i g, ! 5 copt. ertpoic BCD rel, 
5 invicem or ad invicem lut- a b cg, copt; ad alterutram lat: txt 
GU(SV, e sil) syrr syr-cu seth arm, 
feist Lies, spt Goth: ins C rel syrr 

e is co by the constant À 

or comguakbus vulg lat-ff, g. om avrev 
syr-cu sth arm. (The question of the 
it of writing a« for e, and vice versá. 

Thus vi in Luke vii. 8, has eri for erepae : D, in Matt xxvi. 50, erepat for sraipe, 
been E I believe sraipoig aur to have been the 

mistake, avrwy being retained at 
then erepoic to have 

Arat, but afterwards expunged. | Lachm 
has edited roic iraipotc, Tischdf roi¢ ériposc, both omg avrwy.) 

IT. rec ins cas bef Aeyovow 

915! Aug. 

by xoocéwrovow above), with CL rel syrr 
eu: om BD Z(appy) 1 vulg lat-d ff, T copt. 

(| Lažo), with C[sic] rel lat-a 5 À ayrr syr-cu wth arm: om BDZ 1 vulg 
goth Clem 

rec aft sÜpgvncape» ins upev 
lat-c f f, 

19. toywv (= rexvwv ?) B'N 124 mss-mentd-by-Jer syrr copt arm: rtzyey B*CID 
rel vulg lat-a c f ff, 9, & l syr-cu syr-marg. 

20. aft np£aro ins o ıņoove CKL 1 al lat-g, % syrr syr-cu eth Chr Jer (beginning of 

wardness to the charge of the Preachers, 
not to that of tho Jews. 18. phr. 
d. Hr. at.] Luke vii. 33 fills up this 
expression by inserting dproy and olvay. 
sel anger The neglect of John’s 
reaching, an me his message, is 
mie in several places of the 5 
see ch. xxi. 23—27: John v. 35, wpd¢e 
Spa»); but hence oniy d learn that 
they brought against him the same charge 
which they afterwards tried against our 
Lord. See John vii. 20; x. 20. 
19. do Olev xal tr “Alluding to our 
Lord’s practice of frequenting entertain- 
ments and feasts, e. g. the marriage at 
Cana, the feast in Levi's house, &c. See 
also ch. ix. 14, cal = and yet; see 
John xvi. 32. Á goġla, the divine 
wisdom which hath ordered these thi 

ix, was justified—the same 
tense as ider both times — refers to the 
event, q. d., they were events in which 
wisdom was justified, &c. The force of 
the aorist is not to be lost by giving & 
present meaning to either of the verba. 
The meaning seems to be, that the way- 

wardness above described was not univer- 
sal, but that the ríxva cogiag (in allusion 
probably to the Book of Proverbs, which 
constantly uses similar expressions: see 
eh. ü. 1; iii. 1, 11, 21; iv. 1, &.) were 
led to receive and justify (= clear of im- 
putation) the Wisdom of God, who did 
these things. Cf. Luke vii. 29, where in 
this same narrative it is said, oi re R. 
dSixalecay rav Gti, Ba rriodt reg rò 
Baéxricpa 'Iwávyov. The rieva cogiac 
are opposed to the wayward waidia above, 
the child/ike to the childssh; and thus 
this verse serves as an introduction to the 
saying in ver. 25. Chrysostom under- 
stands the verse differently : revricriy, eé 
cai optic ove iwsioQnre, ' dpoi N rad 
. obe xere, Thus optic = ra 
récva ric ce., as being the people of the 
Lord; and 4 ia our Lord Himself. 
This seems “ar. etched, and: not so con- 
sistent with the context as the other in- 
terpretation. dé (reff.), not exactly 
equivalent to óró, but implying ‘at the 
hands of’ the person whence the justifica - 
tion comes. 20—30.] SECOND PART 

adios pne ... 

19 3A0:v o vide i BCDEF 
GKLM 

raok 



17—23. 

ei wAdora "Óvváptic avrov, ori 
21 Oval got Xopatsiv’ ovat cor BnOsaidav’ Sri & £v 
Tope xat Zovi evívorro ai 

KATA MAOOAION. 119 

8 Ld 
= N. vil. LJ 

piertvongay, 24 5d, 22 
xiv. 2 | Ma. 
al. 

1 7 e 7 s ch. iii. 2 ref. 
Ovváptic at yevopevat | Mik zv. 44 

, 
ou 

* e = ? A O U - £v Uutv, rat ay iv " aákko kai org " perevonoav. aain ™ 
22 rA My Univ, Topp xai. Zidan ” avecrorepo čo- 
rat év ulpg xp, I piv. 
pn teu ovpavou "vpwOnoy, o foc ' dor a xataßnop’ or 

vi. 12. xi. S ni. 8 Kiogs xxi. (xx) 31, 82. Iss. xx. 3. above. Rev. 
ix. ISenty. Sir. xl. 4. xech.x 

£ Lake x. 15. 2 Cos. xli. 2. Deut. iv. 11. 
15. Len. ivii. 9. 
Xv. 56 v.r.) Bev.1.18aD. 

an ecclesiastical lection). 
om avrov D lat-g, syr-cu. 

21. for oval coi, kat 
157 ev-36. 
Gaud. 

23. rec 150 
Chr: txt BCD? 1? 
with C rel: om BDA Ser's k ev-y. 

yeyovacay D: facta eunt latt. 

lat-a b e ff, 9, A Hil. 
aft asodw ins calnpevor (from Luke x. 18) CU(A 1) 33 syr Orig Bas 

28 A * , 

cal ov Ka$apvaotp, x fate . 13 
Ion. IvIil. 5, 
Jonah sil. G. 

v Lake, &c. as 

e xxvi. Sn, "T 

for ai, a Di. 

eysyovticav D: eyevnOnoay 33. 

pn) 5, with B*(but without aspirate) D rel ms-in-Jer rel lat. 7 g, A s 
tt syr-cu copt th arm aut A A i rec ins row bef ovpavov, 

rec upwOnca, with E'KMXA 33 syr-marg-gr 
wegn Sers a: vjeOnc E-corr! rel lat: 7 À 
copt wth arm Iren · lat. ins 9 bef 2nd awe 

eyrr Chr: txt BCDL 1 latt syr-cu 
DL (J L. qut lat-a b d). E 

xarafiBacbnon (cf Luke x. 16), with C rel syrr syr-cu copt arm: txt BD latt goth 

"d 5 a on ver. 7. i. 
; are expression 

tokens a change of subject, but not of 
ity or time. The whole chapter 

stands in such close connexion, one part 
ising out of another (e. g. this out of 

ver. 16—19), and all by the 
same great undertone, which sonnds forth 
in vv. 28—30, that it is quite impossible 
that this should be a collection of our 
Lord's sayings uttered at different times. 
1 would rather regard the rórs ijpłaro as 
a token of the report of an ear-witness, 
and as pointing to a pause or change of 
manner on the part of our Lord. See 
note on Luke x. 18. Sn ob per. | 
Connect this with the first subject of our 
Lord’s preaching, ch. iv. 17. The refer- 
ence is to some unrecorded miracles, of 
which we know (Luke iv. 28: John xxi. 
25) that 3 m xis 
x A ing to Jerome (ci 
. a town of Gall. 
lee, two (according to Eusebius twelve, 
but most likely an error in the transcriber) 
miles from It is no where 
mentioned except here and in the similar 
place of Luke. The etymology is uncer- 
tain. Some would read yépa Ziv. 
Bw6ceiBáv| Called wóX John i. 45,— 
zen Mark viii. 28,—i» Galilee John xii. 
21 ;—on the western bank of the lake of 
Gennesaret, near the middle, not far from 

; the birth-place of Simon 
Peter, Andrew, and Philip Both this 

&nd Chorazin appear to be put as examples 
of the lesser towns in bic our Lord 
wrought His miracles (the sepuosóAtc of 
Mark i. 38), as di ished from Caper- 
naum, the chief town (ver. 23) of the 
neighbourhood. Tépe x. TIB] 
These sug lS ins s0 often the subject 
of prophecy, been chastised by God's 
judgment under Nebuchadnezzar and Alex- 
ander, but still existed (Acte xii. 20; xxi. 
8, 7; e i = es rob. 

. is pro an allusion to iii. 6, 
a to general Eastern custom. 23. 
The sense has been variously in 
Some it to allude to the distin- 
guished conferred o» Capernaum 
by our Lord's residence there. So Eothy- 
mius : ) Kaxepvaotp lvdotog yiyove dtd 
rd karewtiy iy abrj róv yptcrdy cal rà 
rod ry Oavpárwy iv abrj redéoat. 
Others (as Grotius) to the rich fisheries 
carried on at Capernaum, by means of 
which the town was d and e 
Jerome says, ‘Ideo ad inferna descendes, 
quia contra prædicationem meam super- 
bissime restitisti.“ He also mentions the 
first in tion. Others, as Stier (He- 
den Jesu, i. 491), refer the expression to 
the lofty sitaation of Capernaum, which 
however is very uncertain. The first in- 
terpretation appears to me the most pro- 
bable, seeing that our Lord chose that 
place to be the principal scene of His 
ministry and residence, h) (dia Rig ch. 
ix. 1. The very sites of these three places. 
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LMS 
Uval. 

ty eee 11 © E NS cT avawavotv raic 7 univ. 0 yap vyoc pov 

PO xpnaróc kai TÒ poprior pov " elagpov € tertv. 
. , 1 

im xd XII. ! 'Ev ext ivw ry ? kaip EroptüBn 0 Insovc — 

a Len zr. ° TOC ß Raon da rov eine ox ài pabnrat avrov BCDEG 
1o, Oal v. 1. 
1 der. A. 0 3 éweivacay, Kat " notavro ri A " orayvac kat tote. 
only. Jer. ech. v. 5, xxi. 5, from Zech. ix. 9 "á re iti. 4 only. (e (see v. r.), 

2 Macc. xv. 120 29 f Loke i. 63. Bom. xii. 16. 2 Cor. vil. 6 ames i. D. Iv. d and el. still ap- 
v. 6, from Prov. Hi. ) only. r pe g ch. xii. 411. Kev. xiv. Ii oaly Isa. xxxiv. 

(v. *sp) vi. D | Ü. 4 (1 Cor. xv. 83. Eph. Eph, fi 7. 82) 1 Net. il it (rom N 221 A 8 6 5 "3-3 
4. Lake xi. 46 bis. Acts xxvil. 10. Gal. vi. oy. " 9 Kings xix. m 3 Cor. Iv. 17 only. Exod. man 
xviii. 26. (-gpia, 2 Cor. 1. 17. 

is. 
' xviii. 7 oaly. 

28. aft wegopriapevor ins eore estis D! latt Iren-lat Cypr. 
29. rec rp with C’D*L rel Orig, Eus,: txt BC'D'N 

for caBBany, caBBaror B. Cuar. XII. I. om raç Dl. 
xvac DU. eraxvac bef re» D. 

Son is the great Revealer, and as the à 
idv BobAnras is by His grace extended to 
all the weary—all who feel their need— 
so He here $seifes them to receive this 
revelation, pábere dr pov. But the way 
to this heavenly wisdom is by quietness 
and confidence, rest unto the soul, the re- 
ception of the divine grace for the pardon 
of sin, and the breaking of the yoke of the 
corruption of our nature. No mere man 
could have spoken these words. They are 
parallel with the command in Isa. xlv. 
22, which is spoken by Jehovah Himself. 

Kowtvévreg «al wedo 
the active and passive sides of human 
misery, the labouring and the burdened, 
are invited. Doubtless, outward and 
bodily misery is not shut out; but the 
promise, ávésavow als voyais, i is only a 
spiritual posee Our Lord does not pro- 
mise to those who come to Him freedom 
from toil or burden, but rest in the soul, 
which shall make all yokes easy, and all 
burdens light. The main invitation how- 
ever is to those burdened with the yoke of 
sin, and of the law, which was added be- 
cause of sin. All who feel that burden are 
invited. 29.] páðere åw’ nod, both 
4 my example,’ which however is the 
ower sense of the words, and ‘ My 
teaching,’ from which alone the dvdrav- 
cic can flow; the ávokáAviuc of vv. 26 
and 27. cere dvaw. T. dy. 
quoted from Jer. vi. 16 Heb. Thus we 
have it revealed here, that the rest and joy 
of the Christian soul is, to become like 
Christ; to attain by His teaching this rpaé- 

) n cb. xi. 25 ref. 
al. Mt. Mk. L. only f. Jos. Vit. $64. (-Advoce, Numb. xxviii. 10 al. 
b Levit. xi. v.9 

ti. Mark iv. 28 $8 bis oniy. Gen. ak Dace. xxiv. 1 (xxiii. $5 

6 dat. pL, vv. 5, 10, 11, i Mart i. 21 
| Gea. i. 3» 

1 2 Bice Ian. 

dn Orig, Ath-ms Bas. 

ins rove bef gra» 

rue and raruvòruc of His. Olshan- 
sen makes an excellent distinction between 
5 yj ca dig an attribute of divine 
Love in the viour, and raxewidc or 
wreyóc re T»tvpart, ch. v. 8: Prov. 
xxix. 23, hick cat cal be said of sinful 
man, knowing his unworthiness and need 
of hel Arad napdia is only here used of 

(Stier on John xiv. 1.) 30.) 
xpnorós, easy, ‘not exacting ;’ answering 
dt Mind. spoken of persons, Luke vi. 36. 
See 1 John v. 8. Owing to the conflict 
with evil ever incident to our corrupt na- 
ture even under the áváraveiç 
which Christ gives is yet to be viewed as a 
yoke and a burden, seen on this its pain- 
ful side, of conflict and sorrow : but it is 
a light yoke; the inner rest in the soul 
giving a peace which passeth anderstand- 
„ bearing it ap against all. See 

iv. 16. 
XII. 1—8.] THE DISCIPLES PLUCK 

EARS OF CORN ON THE SABBATH. OUR 
LoRD'S ANSWER TO THE PHABISERS 
THEREON. Mark ii. 28—28: Lake vi. 
1—5. In Mark and Luke this incident 
occurs after the discourse on fasting re- 
lated Matt. ix. 14 8 .; but in the fociner 
without any definite ‘mark of time: St. 
Mark has iytvero wapasopesecDu: abróv 
iv roic cágiaciw fg. r. A.: Bt. Luke iyiv. 
8d iv caBBdry [Sevrepompery] c. T. A., 
on which see note there. The expression 
dv dxclvp Tẹ nxaspy is, I conceive, a more 
definite mark of connexion than we find 
in the other hut cannot here be 
fixed to the meaning which it clearly has 

thoes af 1 
were col. 
— 

n. 
which are 

wanting. 
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2 ot 3 Papisator irre tra aur "1800 oi paUnraí * xix. 4. 

gov roiodon- ô ob ikari woww iv caBBarw. 3o 
& eire auroic Oix * 
ur Emcivacey Kat oi ner avrov; 
oikov rov Oo xai rode prove ric 

18 ob "Eloy dj jv abr payer ovdt roic ner avrov, * e 
v 5 5 n ovk ™ avi: 2 roi ispeaty póvoic ; 

av yvert vri ewoincey Aausid Ore 
4 

=: 16, 43 
lea. 

0 v 12. 
* Kiszes xxi. 

x 5 A 1 wi. 1 eo. 5 

ree secon A bev ec TOY 2 x ups 
“= mpobkorwe € kan, j ee vil. 

€ év TU 11 sy 

” yop Ore role cap Bao ol tepeic EY TU Up TÒ t aéh- „ 4. Rer. 
Parov * 

«9 Ahe. . . dXeneras. 
a Rev. d». 4. xsi. 27. "see Gal. A. 16. 
e ver. I reff. 

1 Tim. i. 9.) 
18. Hossa vi. 7. 

N 

4. vpogOrctec D: Tpoctec C. 

BeH kai ! avairiot uow ; ; 
Ort TOU itpov uto» toriv Woe. 

d Neb. xiii. 17. Ezek. x235. 8. 
f here (bis) only. Deut. xsi. 8 al. (in LXX, always w. auia.) gob. tz. 

. aft iJovrec ins avrovc CDLA 33 lat-a b e 

. Tec aft ewetvacey ins avroc Gron | 
syr-marg arm: om BCD rel vulg 

At yo òè vuv Sie da 
7 6 Tyr. 542, & Ob Eyvoktre Eri me 

s Acts il. 29. 2 Cor. Lon Rsth. dn 2 133 2. 
iil. 8. see e 

e Acts xxiv. 6 eeii 
ark xil. 20. 

"Beck. zzii, 20. (-Aos, 

g, 5^8 
É La with L Sere w? (Sers a d h I m 

syrr syr - eu 

epay OV BR Scr’s 0: e$ayey CD rel vse Eus. 
rec (for 8) oüc (|| Mk Lu), with € rd vulg lat-a c &c Orig,: txt BD 13. 124 

har!’ lat-5 E. 
5. ins ew bef row 5 CD ev-z 
6. for Js, yap D lat-k syr 

mines it. We can merel EX. 
seems to have occurred t the same 

no means 
bidden until the sheaf of first-fruits had 
been presented to God, which was done on 
the second day of the feast of unleavened 
bread at the er. This incident, on 
that ition, must have occurred be- 
tween day and the harvest. It is 

ae to have been on the 
after the Passover. For a 

fuller discussion of the time and place, see 
sote on Luke as before. 3.) It ap- 
5 xxi. 6, that hot bread 
_tom put im ou the day of David's 

Levit. xxiv. 8, 
aii a is eed me d example was thus 
doubl . maintains, on 
e 

*perov Luke vi. 1, that 

nv ttov D: EU i eker (|| Mk Lu) C 33. txt B rel Eus. 

Lev (from misunderstanding, see note), 
CLA lat: tat BD rel lat: copt Chr Thi, phe Iren-lat. 

which we now have, iu the time of the 

meaning of except. -] 
were ordered to offer double offerings on 
the Sabbath (Num. xxviii. 9, 10), and to 
place fresh (Aot, and therefore baked that 
day) shewbread. In performing these 
commands they must commit many of 
what the Pharisees would call profana- 
tions of the Sabbath. So that, as Stier 
ii. 4), not only does the sacred 

ish examples of exception to the law of 
the Sabbath from necessity, but the Law 
itself ordains work to be done on the Sab- 
bath as a duty. 6.] peifov seems the 
better su reading, and sustains the 
parallel better: a greater thing than the 
temple is here. See John ii. 19. The 
inference is, * If the priests in the temple 
and for the temple’s sake, for its service 
and ritual, d ei the Sabbath, as ye 

rofanation, and are blameless, 
how 5 more these disciples who have 
grown hungry in their appointed following 
of Him who is greater than the npe; 
the true Temple of God on earth, the 
of Man!’ I cannot agree with Stier that 
the neuter would represent only “ some- 
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tory” EXeoc GHU xai ov Üvcíav, ovK ay ‘kareducagare 
8 xiptog yap éorw rov saßßärov o 

uUo X elwev 

och. iv. 
. xxvi. 78 al. 4 Kings x. 35. 

T. rec sov, with L rel Orig, : txt BCD 1. 83 Orig 
8. rec ins cat bef rov caBsarou (from || Mt LS with (some cursives, e sil) vulg 

MEE. VVV yr syr-cu copt eth arm Orig Chr 
Euthym Tert Cyp 

9. aft ectibe i ERA: o NE CEG Scr’s q lat-c g, 4 8 yr arm 
10. rec ins nv ru bef yupa (from || Luke), with X rel lat-b © gs: g» ect i 

DLMA 1. 33 lat-a f ff, J, A syrr arm: qv exu avOp. rg» E: gv avOp. szet rq» U: 
BC vulg lat-k L syr-cu copt eth Chr. 
garnyopncovay DX. 

for Geparevery, Ówasivoas DL. 

U. rec aft ric ins eora:, with BC! rel vulg lat-o g, syr: tert D 38. 157 al Scr'sh 
ev-y lat-/ arm-mss : om C!LX lat-ö Fi; g, A Syr syr-cu copt wath. (The variation pointe 

greater, more weighty than the 
PE — namely, merciful consideration 
of the hungry, or the like:” it seems to 
me, as above, to bear & more general E 
sublime sense than the masculine; 
ver. 41, &c. T.] Tho law of this new 
Temple-service i is the law of charity and 
love:—mercy and not sacriflce, see ch. 
ix. 18;—all for man's sake and man's 
good ;—and if their hearts had been ready 
to receive our Lord, and to take on them 
this service, they would not have con- 
demned the guiltless. 8.] On the 
important verse precedi 
ii. 27, see note there. 
must here be supplied to complete the 
inference. Since the Sabbath was an or- 
dinance instituted for the use and benefit 
of man,—the Son of Man, who has taken 
upon Him full and complete Manhood, 
the great representative and Head of 
humanity, has this institution under his 
own power. See this teaching of the 
Lord illustrated and expanded in apos- 
tolic practice and injunctions, Hom. xiv. 
4, 5, 17 : Col. ii. 16, 17. 

9—14.] HEALING oF THE WITHERED 
uu k iii. um Luke vi. 5 

peraBas le This change 
place is believed by Grone to have been 
a journey back to Galilee after the Pass- 
over. Wee viii. vol. ii) It is true that 
no su is implied in Mark = 
Luke ; but the words here point to a 
ney undertaken, as in ch. xi. 1; xv. the 

only other places in this where the 
expression occurs. In John vii. 8, the oog- 
nate expression nerd. lvrevOtv is used 
of a journey from Galilee to Judæa. 80 
that certeinly it is not implied here (as 
e er, al, su ) that the incident 

place on the same as the pre- 
Ea one. We know from Luke vi. that 
it was on another (the next?) sabbath. 

abr, not, of the Pharisees; but 
of the Jews »nerally, of the people of the 
lace. 0.] This narrative is found 

in Mark and Luke with considerable varia- 
tion in details from our text, those two 
Evangelists agreeing however with one 
another. In both these accounts, they 
(the Scribes and Pharisees, Luke) were 
watching our Lord to see whether He 
would heal on the Sabbath :—and He 
(knowing their thoughts, Luke) ordered 
the man to stand forth in the midst, and 
asked them the question here given. The 
question about the animal does not occur 
in either of them, but in Lake xiv. 5, on 
a similar occasion. The additional X IMS 
ticulars given are very in 
Luke,—it was the right hand ; by 
our Lord looked round on them per’ 
épyiic, ovhAurobpavoc iwi rý wepecu 
ric xapdiac abràv :—and the Herodians 
were joined with the Pharisees in their 
counsel Him. See notes on Lake. against 

= sEgpappivny Mark, of 
which me 3 lost and the 
vital powers withered. II.] The 

txt iber HA bev eie THY GUVAYWYNV X ca 

Kat 1600 avÜpwroc MPa eK ̂  Enpáv ca 
exnowrnoay auroy AMyovrec. ? Ei eEcorw ° roic _7aBBacw Benea 

I. Joha ° „ : iva P , Karnyopnawaw avrov. 

" avrotc Tic EE vuov avlowwoç 9c tke rpífaroy r £v, Kat 
mob.xix.8. Lake N N . 2, 11. 

p John v. 45 al.¢ 1 Macc. vil. 6, 35 q ch 

pom 
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cà» “epwtoy rovro rote sáppasw eic Bobuvor, OVE Flake vi 30. 
“xparnoe avrò xai 
avi proc wpofárov ; ; 
ra 7 Tove. 
gov mv z 

pee; ; ? woow ody 
* wore eleorty ° 

3 core As ye re avOowwy * " Exrewov t adore o 

tipa" kat tkiravev, kat “awexarecradn " vyne Tees 
we 5 adAn. M of 81 SPapisator N 
Kar avtov ÉA Góre, € d roc auTOv. ara e 

sas more 2. 
” Stahéper 7 

Toç cap aw MS 

: Kings xvii 

cvu[JobAiov ° Aaflov ue uch xvill. 28. 
15 * ó à 3 a 

Io yvoùç "avt y ópnatv exetÜev: xai dc avro > a kari 
xio roN oi, Kat SÜrpümtvoty avroùç wavrac, 16 kai 
s: 1338 avroic fva im " $avtpür avrov 

7 wa A 

terii 

p m: zix. 
xiii. 81 »woinowow. S^, 

Oy TO ' pnüi» LI ‘Hoatov rov reren Fra- 

“tent 18 ¥ "1800 o xaic pov Ov ' gotrica, o dyammróc 5 rs 

rx 1 Fries id den J. 
(4 v.r.) 6, Ke. vil. 38. A. 10. Tit. Il. Teal) Isa. 
xxii. 15. 
(e). Kings: 17 Prov. xv. 29 
rf. 1K 
uxzvii. 1 

k Isa. xlii ^n 

5 
* 

g syr-cu æt d L syrr syr-cu. 
12. ins rov bef rpoSarov Dl. 

j ede deu U. ir 7 Acts 1 6. a tb 

zzvii. 1, 7. zzvii. 1% — e. dcddvas, Mark ili. 6. — e. woes, Mark xv. 1. 
Theod. ech. H. 18 al. XX. 4. 

g eh. avi. 90, 99 al. Mt. VEL. omiy, en 4 Ti. ie. 2. Jude v 
n ME neue 2 Mace. xii. 41 only. 9. Wirt 

1 here xiv.8. I Chrom. xxix. 1. 1 Mace. 

character ee ares) 

for æpar no, eparu D. 

1 Job v. 
. 3 p. E v. - John v. 
LP eui) | sea Matt. ch. 

above 
ta. iL 14 

Gen. 

4 reff. ich. 1. 22 N. 
ix. 80. 

for t h, ev vp D. 
om «av» D lat-d. om rovro D lat-a ef 

for eyepes, syespes (error) 

for caßßacıv, caBBaroee B. 
18. rec ray yupa a bef ess (see || Luke), with CD rel: txt BL 1. 88 Scr's c evv-y-150. 

emendation rec arocarecra@y 
1: txt BC? rel. (C! 
eEeXOov rac ĝe 

(grammi 
illegible.) 

225. 245 ev-y (and other evv): txt X rel syr 
asi, D ome ei a Pa 
on the hyp of ek. di being genuine. ) 

15. om oxAos B latt eth Eus: root bef oyAo« X al. 
sevcay D 1 lat-a b c ff, À k. 

) with DK: axesareorn U: axoxar- 

ot gaptoasos BC 1. 85 vulg lat-c copt eth Eus Chr : os dt 9. e£. 
L 15. 194. 157 arm: zas EA. ot 9. 5 ee : om eið. A 77. 123. 

to || Mk, BC retaining 
T rec would be perfectly «naccowntab 

wayrag ds ove ep 

5 for ern., exexAnter D Eus: rere 1. 
. rec (for wa) ore, with L rel: txt BCDN 1. 33 Orig Eus, 
18. ins eig bef lst o» D. 

construction of this verse is involved: 
there is a double question, as in ch. vii. 9. 

Our Lord evidently asks this as 
& thing allowed and done at the time 
when He spoke: bnt subsequently - 
hape, „ on account of these 
words of ie ee ee 
Gemara; and it was only permitted to 
Il Jor the beast to come out. 

13.] Our Lord does no outward 

wid 
ing forth the hand was to prove its sound- 
ness, which the divine power wrought in 
the act of stretching it forth. Thus his 
5 were against Hu- Rok 

Ma M pe t our Lord to death. 
] Peculiar in this form to Mat- 

thew. Seo Mark iii. 7—12: Luke vi. 17— 
19. 15.] abrods wévras: see similar 
i mr Radar i adir Luke vi. 19 ;—i. e. 
‘all who wanted healing.’ 16. 5 

w#Anpwtj, see note on ch. i. 22. Nel 
ah it, nor ö rg rÀ. must be understood 
‘and thes was fulfilled, as Webster and 
hired VVV 

of the m here or any 
where. 11 is ui ande DA any should be 
found, are period of the progress of 
n dm go back to a view which is 
bot boridal and Gugranimnatical: The 
prophecy is partly from the LXX, partly 

iranslation. The LXX ha an 
Tacos 6 aic pov... Iopa ij ò acre 
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mor, He. nov " Ov ™ evdoxnosy A Yuyn pov. Onow Tò wvEvpa pov Dones.. ô ! BCDEG 
Levit. i. 2 ?* 9 ^2» a — a ? - 3 

444. P ET auTOv, KaL Koplow roig Over ° awayyeAct. 19 ove KLus 
r le. xiv. o [] , Oe p 7 Sat 9 8 D en q X ' UVXTA 

alienas t biet OVdE P kpavyücti, ovde akovae ric Ev raiç Arti- 1.33. 

Gr zw Il. atc THY $uviv avrov. 20 káXauov " avvrtrpiuufvoy. od 
o here only. - v 
Kap u. credEAH, Kat “Aivov ‘rugdpevov ov hglt, two ap 

9 — a e 9 

*exBady siç "vixoc trav "xpiaw. 7! cal rø ovopare 
al^. ts 5 ~ 20 a? - 

zzii. Be. aurou Evy EArοον,.. 
A r s a 

A Leet. 1 2 Tore rpacnvdyOn avr © dapovčópevoç rv$ÀOc Kai 
reff. el 2 12 2 LÀ ` d M æ 
rhaze copie Kat Gepawevesy avrov, were tov “cwpov dade 

c Eicravro wavreg of d AO. kat 
Rom avi. 30. EAC o f Mari ovróç eorw o "voc Aavad; % oi òè 
M Gon: o ie : , H * D b ’ 7 ` 
osiy. Ge. aoisaiot axovoavrec timov Oùroç our " ex(JaAAe va 

t Joba xix. 81, * daruóvia & uù tv rye BeeAZeBovdrA “apyovre rov " Saipo- 
82, 88 only. 
2 Kings zzii. 86. Jer. xxxi. (xl vill.) 96. Hab. iii. 19 oniy. a Rev. Av. G oniy. Toa. xliii. t7. 

v here only t. web, zxv.8, Mark ix. 44, 4d, 48. Eph. vi. 16. 1 Thess. v. 9. Heb. xi. S40alg. Job 
xl. 7 (18). Tea. IXvI. 94. X m ver, 38. ch. xil. 62. John x. 4. Acts xvi. 87. y i Cor. xv. 64 
(w. eit), 65,67 oniy. 9 Kings . 36. Job xxxvi. 7. a m Joba v. 27, 80 al. fr. aw. dat., bere 

only. Tjj vx dA sicat, Tone. ili. 97. b eb. viil. 16 ref. e eb. ix. 39. ách. xi. 6. 
e Matt. here only. Mark H. 12 5. Lake, Gosp. H. 47 ah. Acts ii.7, 13 al. Paul, 2 Cor. v. id on. Gen. xliii. 83. 
" AI EHE $97. Jer. iv. 9. f ch. vil. 16 ref, g ch. I. 1. ix. 27. xz. 80 al. 

rec ins uç bef 2nd ov (see 2 Pet i. 17), with CE rel Eum : w w (sse ch iii. 
17) © Erd) D 1. 33 latt copt Iren-lat [Dial from Isa] Eus, Hil: txt BN 115. 244 
at hi us, arayye u. D- gr Eus. 

. for acoves, acove: D- gr. 
. 20. om sadapey cuvrerpsypevoy D!. 

21. rec ins ey 

à i 
13. Lake ca! BAK 79 kai 

karvaEss Di. Anvow B*(Mai). 
Sor’s 

mss Bas Chr Thl. (om ver, 88.) 

copt. rec ins «ae bef AA. 

bef rw ovoparı, with D latt arm Eus, Iren-lat Hil: om BC 
A rovoiw D!-gr. 

22. wrpocnveynay avr. ĉaıporopevov rv$Àov cas &edov B 
rec aft were rov ins rv xat (from above), with C rel arm(Treg) 

cg ins cas ru$Aov LXA 1 evv-y-160 Syr 8yra 
or precision), with 

syr-cu copt seth. 
: aft rov 

): om BD lat. Fi g, k syr-cu 
rel syr arm ): om BD 

4. 88 Ser's 1 m n evv-y-z-36-160 al latt Syr copt wth. 
23. aft pyri ins orc Dl. gr. 

pov . . . ., but the Rabbis generally un- 
derstood it of the Messiah. 18. cp 
T. lÓv. dw.) He shall announce judg- 
ment to the Gentiles, viz. in his office as 
Messiah and Judge. In these words the 
majesty of his future glory is contrasted 
with the meekness about to be spoken of: 
24. ‘And yet He shall not,’ &e. 20. 
P . Guvt. c. r. A.] A proverbial expres- 
Mon for * He will a rah the contrite 
heart, nor extinguish the slightest spark 
of repentant ing in the sinner.’ The 
form xaredie for the future seems to 
have crept in from the aor, as a ocon- 
venient distinction from card from 
kardyo. See Winer, § 12. 2. In ref. 
Hab. the regular future rard£w is used. 

fus Gy ixB.] Until He shall have 
brought out the conflict, the cause, the 
judgment, unto victory,—caused it, i. e. 
to issue in victory : icBdAy, exire jusserit, 
see reff. :—i, e. such shall be his behaviour 

and such his gracious tenderness, during 
the day of grace: while the conflict is 
yet going on,—the judgment not yet de- 
cided. 

99—45.)] ACCUSATION OF CASTING OUT 
DEVILS BY BEELZEBUB, AND OUR LORD’S 
DISCOURSE THEREON. DEMAND OF A 
SIGN FROM Him: HIS FURTHER DIS- 
COURSE. Mark iii. 20—90: Luke xi. 14— 
86, where also see notes. This account is 
given by Luke later in our Lord's minis- 
try, but withoot any fixed situation or 
time, and with leas copiousness of detail. 
See also ch. ix. 82, and notes there. 
St. Mark (iii. 28 — 29) gives part of 
the discourse which follows, but without 
any determinate ence, and omitti 
the miracle which to it. 23. 
C 
doubtful denial, involving in fact a sur- 
mise in the affirmative. ‘Surely this is 
not....P' 6 vids A.) see ch. ix. 27, 
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2 é $9 e q U æ 

! evÜvumottc QUTWY WEY avrotic „ 

Haca Bae * pepiabkioa cad eavrinc fpnuovrac kat 257 P^ 
d wodte 5 n otxia * pepioĝuga xab tavri ov arabiar- ae = 
rat. 26 kai ti o " aravac roy ™ caravay éxBadre, d e prin 
tavròv "ene pion’ roc ob craÜnctrat n BaciAsia avrov; ; E ges 
2 Kat s eye r BetAZeBovdA exBadrw rd Sarmova, oi IS omiy. det . 
vio: ou n iv rime ea Bai ovo ; 9 did robro aurot kprrat eio. 

and passim. Sir. xxi. 97 ouly. (sce 8 Kings xi. 14.) 

25. for edwe, 1d D 13. MINE Aks 
neo, with C rel latt syrr sth arm 
is se (twice) D d: cad «avr qv (Ist) LX 1, (twice) 33 Scr’s i ev-150. 

124. ara, ornoeras D! 13. 
. for cases, as 0s cae D. 

27. for = at, ei de D 1. 33 evv-y-150. 
with C rel arm : rp. vp. eo. 1 vulg lat-c g, : 

10, 

aiL. Mark xvi. 17 al. 

-cu copt. rec aft «wç de ins o 
D lat-k syr-cu copt. t$ eauTny 

for cra9n- 

rec (for zp. ta. vp.) vun evovrat Kpirat, 
vp. xp. tc. L: txt BD am(with forj) lat-a 

6 f Fi. Gi ” Op Ambrst Chr Cyr. (Cf Luke xi. 19.) 

and note. 94. of R ©. áxoco.] 
St. Mark states (iii. 22) that this accusa- 
tion was brought by the ypapgareic ol 
zò 'IeposoAópev zarafldvric. Luke (xi. 
15), by rere i£ abray, i. e. r&v SyAwy. 
On the charge itself, Trench remarks, ‘A 
rigid monotheistic religion like theJewish, 
left but one way of escape from the autho- 

of miracles, which once were acknow- 

à that 

see Luke, 
“ There is at first sight a dif- 

ficulty in the t which our Saviour 
draws from the oneness of the kingdom of 
Satan : vis. that it seems the very idea of 
this kingdom, that it should be thes anar- 
chy ; blind rage and hate not only against 
God, but each part of it warring 
every other part. And this is most y 
true, that hell is as much in arms 
itself as against Heaven : neither does our 
Lord deny that in respect of itself that 
Son: only He smarts that in relati d divi- 

Ve 

there is ff. 
tion to that. Just as a nation or king - 
dom may embrace within itself infinite 
pe ivisions, discords, jealousies, and 

: yet, if itis to subsist asa 
nation at „ it must not, as regards 
other actions, have lost its sense of 
unity; when it does so, of necessity it 
falls to and perishes.” Trench, 
Miracles, p. 68. We may observe (I) that 

our Lord here in the most solemn manner 
re-asserts and confirms the truths respect- 
ing the om of evil which the Jews 
also held. Baca are so set pa- 
rallel with one another, that the denial of 
the reality of the one with its dpxwy, or 
the supposing it founded merely in assent 
on the part of our Lord to Jewish no- 
tions, inevitably brings with it the same 
conclusions with regard to the other. 
They are both real, and so is the conflict 
between them. (2) That our Lord here 
appeals not to an insulated case of cast- 
ing out of devils, in which answer might 
have been made, that the craft of Satan 
might sometimes put on the garb and 
arts of an adversary to himself, for his 
own purposes, but to the general end 
uniform tenor of ali such acta on his 
part, in which He was found as the con 
tinual Adversary of the ki of Satan. 
(8) That our Lord to shew that 
the axiom is true of all human societies, 
even to a family, the smallest of such. 
(4) That He does not state the same of 
an individual man, Every ma» divided 
panil Aémeel elf; Satleth,’ resta upon deeper 
grounds, which will be entered on in the 
notes on vv. 30, 81. N.] The inter- 

ion of this verse has been much 
; viz. as to whether the casting 

cat tye vioi &apwaie» (seholars,— 
disci see 2 Kings ii. 8 and passim) 
were real or preten exorcisms. The 
occurrence mentioned Luke ix. 49 does 
not seem to apply; for there John says, 
ixwerdra, ddopivy rwe tml 76 
eov isBdAdovra G d., which hardly could 
have been the case with those here re- 
ferred to. Nor again can the weprepyé- 
pevot lovdatos i£opruraí of Acte xix. 19 
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x. 81. 
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goovrat du P „ & ev wvebuarı beou yò exBadry 
0 4. p „ = € - - 

PhiL i 10; rd Satpoma, apa ° £$Uactv ep úpaç n Bare rov tov. 
Led eite N wwe Suvaral ric etceAGew kic rrjv owiav rov "iayvpov 
vat. a ` qg , U - 

l. Rev. Kat Ta ‘oKsuyn aurov 
P xix. 18. Josh. 

apwaca, tay pn mporov Soy 
x 2 P 3 p . A P d a LJ , 9 -æ r 8 , 

ac ama u. TOV Piayupov; Kat TOTE TRY owiav avrov ' Ó.npmaat., 
20, 21. 
Heb. ix. 21. 

90 e LE Y 8 9 * - 9, » æ- „ qe `a t Ld 

O N wy MET EOU KAT EOV EGTID, Kat o un GSGuva*ywv 

bu; Gens xavil. 8, Pest. l. dl. J Kings ll. 90, 91, | Mk. (bis) only. Beth. ii. 13. s iL. Rev. 
xvii Id. xix, 20. Joch. ili. 7. vili. ö. t ch. iif 12. xii. 90, 47 al. Gen. xli. 55. 

28. rec eyw bef «y myivparı beou (from ver 27, not perceiving the 5 with 
Scr's a gl mn q r, e sil) vulg lat: F Syr-ms syr- cu : om eyw M 
id Ambr, Op, : txt BCD rel lat - a d 
29. rec (for apracat) diapraca (| 

BC!X 1 Val-in-Thdot. 

h Syr co 
Mz), with CD rel latt Eus Tren- lat Hil: txt 

for dtapraett, Piaprasas: A: dtapwacn DGK 13. 33. 

spec t-b c g,syr 
Ach Thl Victorin Hil : 

124 al am(with forj) arm Chr Euthym : txt BC rel latt Eus Iren-lat. 

be the same as these, inasmuch as they 
also named over the possessed the name 
of the Lord Jesus: or at all events it 
can be no such invocation which is here 
referred to. In Josephus (Antt. viii. 2. 5) 
we read that Solomon rporouc topcrwcewy 
kariAeurev, ole ivddpeva rd datéma w¢ 
unrir rare ixdsoxova. zal atrn 
pixps vov rap’ nuiv ù Gepantia moro 
loyte. It is highly necessary to in- 
stitute this enquiry as to the reality of 
their exorcisms: for it would leave an 
unworthy impression on the reader, and 
one very open to the cavils of unbelief, 
were we to sanction the idea that our 
Lord would have solemnly compared with 
his own miracles, and drawn inferences 
from, a system of imposture, which on 
that supposition, these Pharisees mest 
have known to be such. I infer then that 
the vioi dap. did really cast out devils; 
and I think this view is confirmed by 
what the multitudes said in ch. ix. 33, 
where upon the dumb speaking after the 
devil was cast out they exclaimed obdi- 
wore igavn obreg iv ræ ‘Iopand: mean- 
ing that this was a more complete heal- 
ing than they had ever seen before. The 
difficulty has arisen mainly from forget- 
ting that miracles, as such, are no (est 
of truth, but have been itted to, and 

phesied of, false relignons and teachers. 
Bee Exodus vii. 22; viii. 7: ch. xxiv. 24, 
&c.; Deut. xiii. 1—5. There is an im- 

rtant passage in Justin Martyr, Dial 
with Trypho, § 85, p. 182, as follows: 
card yàp rov óvóparoc abrov rovrov rob 
vioù foU 0tov . . . way Qaiuóvioy iEoprizó- 
pevoy vr dera cai bworagcerat. idy à 
card vavróc óvóparoc rev wap’ Univ 
ytyevnpivey i)] Baciior, i) diraloy, ; 
wpognray,  farpiapyey top 
dpeic, obx dworaynotras ovdiy r&v ĉar- 

povlwy. GAN’ el dpa iopxiZo ric pòv 
card roð Oro) "ABpaap cai Otov 'Icadx 
ral @eod ‘lacwB, lac vszoraygotra:. 
Irensus (cited by Grotius) says that 
“ hujus invocatione etiam ante adventum 
Domini nostri salvabantur homines a spi- 
ritibus nequissimis, et a lis uni- 
versis," and adds, *Judsi usque nunc 
hanc ipsa invocatione dsemonas fugant.“ 
Jer., Chrys, Hil, understand ulo ima 
to mean the Apostles: Spa xávravOa rm)» 
iris ici où ydp eres Oi no0graí pov, 
oùò Oi d rò root, ddd’ Ol viol tpey ... 
9 d Miye: TovoUróy. lori. Oi deróoroAot 
lv rit O ; . . . . Oi Av dert. örs 
$0óvov ijv rob wpóg aùròy rd tipqyiva 
póvoy .... El yap dy otrwe ixBadrw, 
o paddoy idxtivot oci wap’ ipow i 
iZovciay AaBdvrec. GAN’ dug ovdiy 

Hom. 
jad p- 1 
udges, in vichng you 
of partiality. 28. dv reha 0.] 
= ty dark O., Luke; see Exod. viii. 
19. ] emphatic in position : 
but merely, has come upon you: not in 
the more proper sense of $0a»w, is al- 
ready upon you,’ i. e. ‘before you looked 
for it, —as Stier and Wesley. It does 
not seem to occur in this latter sense in the 
N.T. But Fritzsche's dictum, “ Alexan- 
drinis scriptoribus ¢@dvey» nihil nisi ve- 
sre, pervenire, pertinere valet," ad Rom. 
i. 356, Serials y is not right; for we 
have it indisputably in the sense of to as- 
icipate, f, 1 Thess. iv. 15. 

239.) Luke has tbe word lcyvpérepoc 
applied to the spoiler in this verse; a title 
given to our Lord by the Baptist, ch. iii. 
11 |, and also in prophecy, Isa. xl. 10 
2 laytocg, LXX). See also Isa. liii. 12 

XX); xlix. 24, 25. See note on Luke 
xi. 21 f., which is the fuller report of 

BCDEG 
K 
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per éuov "oxopmitu. P Sia rovro Aéye bn [laca . 24-15 
ve? “apapria kai BAacpnpia "" adeOnorrar [vjuv ] roic ar- 

Pd A ine 
rote, N & rov xvevparoc * BAacgnpia ovx." ageOnoerat i fl 

13 [roic avüpámoic]. © xai óc tà» síry Adyov Kata rov “ra - ch. vi. 

ch. xv. 19. 
viov rov avÜpurov, “ageOnoerat avr’ oc & dv ely card 117-69 

- , - € , — y 
rov wveüparoc rov ayiov, ovk " adeÜratrat avrw ovre iv oti, Los 

oniy. 

sek. AA. 
w. gen. 

S1. rec om vntv, with CD rel Hil: ins B 1 Ath. om 2nd roe avOpeoic 
B 1. 22. 59. 142. 209 vulg lat-g, k copt eth arm Cyr-jer Hil Op. 

33. rec (for «a») av, with D (8 1. 83, Scr's h o s, e ail): tat BC rel Orig. ins 
ove bef lst ape. B! (erased by same hand: probably a mistake owing to ov of 
avOpwrov). om roy bef ayiov D!. for ove ageOgaerai, ov pn agen B. 
for rovre rw, rw vuv (see 1 Tim vi. 17; 2 Timiv. 10; Tit ii. 12) L rel Ath Bas Epiph 
Cyr Phot Thi: re as. rovrw KXA Orig, Cyr-jer Did: txt BCD 1. 13. 33 Orig,. 

this parabolic saying. 30.] These 
words have been variously a i 
Chrysostom and Euthymius understand 
them to refer to the devil: 

ie ad- 
versary. But this is on all accounts 
improbable: see below on evrdyev and 

ing it as a saying setting forth to us 
y the entire and complete disjunc- 

tion of the two kingdoms, of Satan.and 
God. There is and can be in the world 

: party : they who are not with 

and his work, and as far as in 
i undoing it. See Rom. viii. 7. 

saying connects itself with 
verse :—this being the case, 

Syw vpiy,—the sin of an o 
the present power of the Holy 

working in and for his King: 

nes a character surpassingly 
is sa is no way inconsistent 

that in Mark ix. 40; Luke ix. 50. 
t a conversion of this, for the 

ive itions are not 
; note on Mark ix. 40. As 

this saying of our Lord reached far- 
than the mere occasion to which it 

referred, and spoke forcibly to those many 
half- hesitating who flat- 

HIR ipt 
3 ] F 5 

e aH i | 

UI Tib 

3 such an endeavour. 
VoL. 

the ov there is an allusion to the idea 
of gathering the harvest: see ch. xiii. 30: 
John xi. 52, and for oxopwifa, John x. 
12, in all which places the words exact] 
bear out their sense here. : 

see 
last note. Notice again the Àéye piv, 
used by our Lord when He makes 
revelation of things hidden from the sons 
of men: see ch. vi. 29, and xviii. 10, 19: 
and ver. 36 below. The distinction in 
these much-controverted verses seems to 
be, between (1) the sin and blasphemy 
which arises from a rg ignorance and 
sensual blindness, as that of the fool who 
said in his heart ‘There is no God,'—of 
those who, e. g. Saul of Tarsus, o 
Jesus as not being the Christ ; which per- 
sons, to whatever degree their sin may 
unhappily advance, are capable of en- 
lightenment, tance, and n:—: 
and (2) the blasphemy of those who, ac- 
knowledgi aod. ing his present 
power working by his Holy Spirit, openly 
oppose themselves to it, as did, or as were 
very near doing (for our Lord does not 
actually imply that they Aad incurred 
this charge), these Pharisees. 
They may as yet have been under the veil 
of ignorance; but this their last proceed- 
ing, in the sight of Him who knows the 
hearta, i rari very near to, or per- 
haps reached, this awful degree of guilt. 
The principal misunderstanding of this 
passage bas arisen from the prejudice 
which possesses men’s minds owing to the 
use of the words, ‘the sis inst the 
Holy Ghost. It is not a particular spe- 
cies of sin which is here condemned, but a 
definite act shewing a state of sin, and 
that state a wilful determined opposition 
to the present power of the Holy Spirit ; 
and this as shewn by ite W 
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ym ist P robry rq aiam ovre ev rp Af. h ro- Bcnzo 
sLukexvL 8 „ R ` Ne 4 , KLMSU 
i zs uy oare ro ö tyd po kaÀov xat roy “ kaprov avrov ° xador, vxra 
b= ch dia. " rot art TO der dor. campóv kat rop ° kaprov avTOv 

e ci. 026 17, € da re 

dt John ii . 34 e yervnpara 
e cb. ud ài» 

riche i ; *OVMPOF od. , PR be 
ro oropa ‘Aad. 

"Tr 
ca 44. 

L. Mark 
vil. S. 9 Cor vili. 14 bis only. Eec!. ii. 25 (only f). 

84. aft Nahe ins ayaa D! (and lat). 

The declaration, in substance, often occurs 
in the N. T. See 1 John v. 16, and note 
on dpapria there: 2 Tim. iii. 8: Jude 4, 
12, 18: Heb. x. 26—31 ; vi. 4—8.  Euthy- 
mius expands the sense well and clearly : 
de ply dv åpápry card rc ávOpemórgróc 
pov, noi, Tovrioriv, Ücric ay sig BNA 
$nuov Aóyov rar’ abric, . 
rotobrog ovyyvwoOnorrat „ we obe 
l0sAocacfjcac, dXX iv ayvoig rg áAg- 
Ociag BAacgnpnoac’ ò h * Are rdc 
Geompertic ov ivepysiag, dc povoc dúva- 
vat Touiy 3 tóc, ral TQ Besh TR Tai 
rac imtypagopevog, ec xai ve le vuy, kal 
obre ÓAacóngué» Kara vov exvebparog 
TOU dyíov, roi kara rijc e ius 770 
ray yàp wiv rale svepa [PD 
obroc ec iOrnkvoxatijsac „ kai 
y»écu cabvBpicac roy Gedy cai dvaro- 
Adynra wAnppeAncac ob cvyywonOncerat. 

No swre inference can wn from 
the words otre dv Tẹ pé\Aown—with re- 
gard to forgiventie of sins in a future 
state. Olshausen remarks that a parallel 
on the other side is found in ch. x. 41, 42, 

“where the recognition of divine power in 
those sent from God is accompanied with 

of eternal reward. He himself 
owever undefstands the passage (as many 

others have done) to imply forgiveness on 
repentance in the erfect state of the 
dead before the judgment, and considers 
it to be cognate with 1 Pet. iii. 18 ff. 
Augustine speaks very strongly, de Civ. 
Dei xxi. 24: ‘Neque enim de quibusdam 
veraciter diceretur, quod non eis remitta- 
tur neque in hoc seculo neque in futuro, 
nisi essent quibus, etsi non in isto, tamen 
remittatur in futuro, See, on the whole 
subject, note on 1 Pet. iii. 18 ff. In the 
almost entire silence of Scripture on any 
such doctrine, every principle of sound 
interpretation requires that we 5 
hesitate to support it by two difficult 
sages, in neither of which does the plai 
construction of the words absolutely re- 
uire it. The expressions alwy obrog 
= 6 viv al, Tit. ii. 12: 2 Tim. iv. 10; 

d ex yap rob caproõ Ta Sévdpov ° 
" Exidvav, roc do xao he ayaa AaXew 
un" yap TOU 

o ayaÜoc avÜpwroc ix rov d yudoõ 

yu'eskeran, 

s mtptsotüparoc ric xapdtac 

caipòg ovrog, Mark x. 30; alwy rob cés- 
pov rotrov, Eph. ii. 2; oi» ivtcrag 
Tr meses Gal. i. 4) and aio» piw» (= 
al ò ipydperoc, Mark x. 80; alo» ixei- 
voc, L Luke Xx. 85; alsvec ixepydpever, 
Eph. ii. 7) were common among the Jews, 
and generally signified respectively the 
time before and after the coming of the 
Messiah. In the N. T. these significations 
are replaced by—the present life, and that 
to come: the mixed state of wheat 
and tares, and the future completion of 
Messiah’s Kmgdom after the great har- 
vest. The e on xócuoc pier» is 
not found. alwy pidrAwy, &e., seem to 
differ from aeu. r. obpavev or r. Geos, 
rcp nae se or x in, indivi- 

t as an me 1 40 to 
the universal Ch "hurch 
sovcere, not, as ee erally understand 

€ poni 
then the nda ix . . K. ped pd 
measing:— but li y, make. The 
verse is a parable, not merely a similitade. 
‘There are but two ways open: either 
make the tree and tts both good, or 
both bad: for by the fruit the tree is 
known.’ How make, the parable does not 
say: but let us remember, the Creator 
speaks, and sets forth a law of his own 
creation, with which our judgments must 
be in accord. This verse resumes again 
the leading argument, and seta forth the 
inconsistency of the Pharisees in repre- 
senting Him as in league with evil, whose 
works were uniformly good. Bat the 
words have a double reference: to our 
Lord Himself, who could not 5 
ng that His works were ; 
ae ns den next verse) to ‘he 

i who could not speak good 
things, because their works were evil 

35—37.) The treasure spoken 845 is 
that inner store of good and evil only 
seen by God and (partially) by ourselves. 
And on that account—because words, so 
lightly thought of by the world and the 
careless, spring from the inner fountains 
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IEA III. 8. * Üncavpov cBN rà ayab, cal 0 wovnpoc avÜpu- gh. ret 
- ver. 2]. oc EK rov Tovnpov Üncavoov 'éxBaAA wovnpa. 36 At yu i ch, xili. ig. 
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37 f 

co caradtcuobhop. 

& piv Sri mav pnpa " apyóv © AaAnoovew oi avPowror, 1 d r. 3.6 
üodocovciw epi avrov | Aoyov t&v "mutoe kplotwc. I Lake xvi. 3 

cts xix. 40. S æ 8 B ? 12 — Ld } iv. 8. éx yao rtv AG gou Surat bhay, ai ik Tov Aéyov bias 
Tore " amtxpiÜncav avr rec mars i5 

Twy vypauparíev kai Papiwaiwy A ed AcdacxaXe a Hoa, 1 18, 
Oe , ` - q - ‘QQ =~ 

€ ofer awo gov onpttoy (Ottv. o à aroxpiÜsic [XN 
exlil. 9. 

simev avroic Leved wovnoa cal poryaXic * onpetoy " Ei- 079.7 ref 
Job xixiv. 

Cnrei, xai ? anutiov ov onorat aury & un rò nh“ ö» 2 xi. 
9 "n xvi. 1,4. John iv. 48. vi. 80al. Isa. vil. 11, 16. Jer. x. 2. 

bis. Jamesiv.4. 2 Pet. H. 14 only. Prov 
. 1. Mal. üi. 6 oaly. sch 

$5. om o Dl. 

arm 
copt Orig Dial 
[bef aya0a] BD rel 

AE. (seo nziv.) 20. 
vi, 89 ref. 

Clem Orig-lat, Ath Bas Chr-s-a-E : om 
az ry. Chr(most mss) Th! 

id Chr-8 Thl: ins CLUA 

reb. xvi. 4g Mk. Ram. vil. 
Esek. xvi. 88. xxiii. 45 bis. Hosen 

rec aft lst Oncaupon ins rnc capdiag (gloss), with (some cur- 
sives ? lat F Clem Orig, vnc capòtac avrov L 1. 88 30 5 3 mm) syr-cu th 

rel Scr’s mas latt syrr 
r Lucif Hil Ambrst. om ra 
s i 33 (1 Scr’s c d f k s, e sil) Orig. 

aft 2nd 0nsavpov ins ric kapdiag avrov L 33. 116. 157 syr-cu arm Chr-1-3-8- 
-A-E Tich . 
N re 

ins ra bef xrownpa LUA 18. 33. 157. 209 Ser's cdke 

36. rec aft o ins cay, with C rel; a» L Orig: om BDN, quod latt Iren r. 
rec Aaken, with LXA rel latt Orig Iren- lat Cypr: AaAovow D: txt ; 

37. for xai, » D-gr lat-a c g, Hil Paulin. 
88. rec om avre 555 an ecclesiastical lection began at axecp.), with 

X rel: ins BCDLM 18. 33 
(Aomaotel 7) B 59. 235: 9. c. yp. K. 

89. for aur, ao Dl. gr. 

of and ill, therefore they will form 
subjects of the judgment of the great day, 
when the whole life shall be unfolded and 
pronounced u See James iii. 2—12. 

36.) ppa åpyór is nom. pendens, 
as ch. x. 14, 32. aiperwrepdy cor loro 
Aio» cic Báry, $ Adyor dpydy, Py- 
thag. in Stobeus, xxxiv. 11. Wetst. 

= depyd¢, and is perhaps best taken 
here in its milder and negative sense, as 
2 determined on till the judgment : 
so that our Lord's saying is a deduction 
* & minori," and if of every pipa ápyóv, 
then how much more of every priua rovn- 
por ! 37.) The Adyos being the e- 
piccevpa ric rapõiaç, is a 
what is within ; is the outward utterance 
of the man, and on this ground will form 
a subject of strict enquiry in the great 
day, being a considerable and weighty 
of our works. 38.) St. Luke (xi. 15, 
16) places the accusation of casting out 
devils by Beelzebub and this request toge- 
ther, and then the discourse follows. It 
seems that the first of the discourse 
gave rise, as here related, to the request 
for a sign (from Heaven); but, as we 
might naturally expect, and as we learn 

K 

syr-cu syr copt eth arm Chr. 

imen of 

om at $apicawv 

from St. Luke, on the part of different 
persons from those who made the accusa- 
tion. In consequence of our Lord declar- 
ing that his miracles were wrought by the 
Holy Ghost, they wish to see some deci- 
sive of this by a sign, not from Him- 
self, but from Heaven. The account in 
ch. xvi. 1—4 manifestly relates to a dif- 
ferent occurrence: see notes there. Cf. 
John vi. 80, 31; xii. 28. 29.) - 
No (see reff.), because the Loon 
the peculiar of the Lord, and so in 
departing from Him had broken the cove- 
nant of marriage, according to the simili- 
tude so common in the propheta. 
The expression oypeiov ob 808. abry does 
not, as De Wette maintains, exclude our 
Lord's miracles from being onpeia: but is 
the direct answer to their request in the 
sense in which we know they used on- 
pov, ‘a sign, not wrought by Him, and 
so able to be suspected of magic art, but 
one from Heaven.’ Besides, even if this 
were not so, how can the refusing to work 
a miracle to satisfy them, affect the na- 
ture or signification of those wrought on 
different occasions, and with a totally dif- 
ferent view? And yet on ground like 
2 
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t ch. zii. 40. 
xxiv. pas 
al. Eccl. v 

‘Iwva rov mpophrov. 
" kordig ToU 

u eb. Av. 17 al. 
Jovan ii. I. 

w e here only. 
Jonah if. 4. 

x Jovan jii. 5. 
yiL. Ps. i. Be 

Jq dvar 

v. ix. 3. Jonah eed Esdr. ix. 8 oa 
211. "Lake (ail 65 refi n) sm 

Rom. x. 18 (Heb. vi. 16 only. Ps. acvil. 

40. rep Di. om 9» D- gr 

EYAITEAION 

40 t 

Karaxptvovaw aurny, ort 
Tova, kai Sov 1A lova ox. 
- éyepÜriaera er, "Ü coloti pera rue "ytvtac rairne kai 
" karakptvet aurny, ore NAOey EK Twv * wepárwv rc yne 

. si. aKovoat rüv coġiav Toon, kai ov mÀtsov Zoo- 

Rev. "a dw. Zech, vi. 6. 

Sers c. 

XII. 

‘Gowep yap jv levac Ww TU 

kijroue rptic nuipac kat TQtiC vbrrac, 

obroc tora o vid TOU avOpwrou € er TU 

rtic npépac kai TpEIÇ vikrac. 
er ry y " kpiott pera rnc yeeac rain Kat 

" capdig rij me 

avépec * Novevetras 

* werevonoay ^ tig TO cijpvqua 

ms BaolA,jꝭẽ vórov 

å L. Acu vili. 27. Rev xvili. 7 only. 2 CANON. iz. I. 
f1 Cur. av. 42, 43. Isa. xxvi. Iu. giL. 

aft sora: ins ca: DEFL lat-a b ff, 
gy & syr-cu copt arm fgn Iren-lat Orig-lat Eus, Chr Cyr Thl Ambr. 

this it is (De Wette, vol. i. p. 147) that 
rationalistic systems are built. ri ody; 
obr iroinosy fcrore onytior ; iroinoty, 
åA’ ob & abrobe, werwpwpivor yap 
sav, dAdd did r)v rev dÀÀwy pisav. 
ps in loc. Notice mire ; not 

y querit, but uirit; misses, and 
. non. See Palm 
and Rost's Lex. sub voce. The sign of 
Jonas is the most remarkable foreshadow- 
ing in the O. T. of the resurrection of our 
Lord. It was of course impossible that 
His resurrection should be represented by 
an actual resurrection, as his birth was by 
births (Isaac, Samson, Samuel, Maher- 
shalalhashbaz), and His death by deaths 
(Abel; the substitute for Isaac; Zecha- 
riah the rophet ; the daily and occasional 
sacrifices) ; so that we find the events 
symbolic of his resurrection (Joseph's his- 
tory; Isaac’s sacrifice; Daniel's and Jo- 
nah's deliverance), representing it in a 
figure (Heb. xi. 19, iv ain PU In 
the case before us the figure was very re- 
markable, and easily to be recognized in 
the O. T. narrative. For Jonah himself 
calls the belly of the sea monster “new 153 
yon ii. 2), the belly of Hades,’ — xap- 
ig ric yiic here. And obeerve, that 

the type is not of our Lord’s body being 
deposited in the tomb of Joseph of Arima- 
thea, for neither could that be called ‘ the 
heart of the earth,’ nor could it be said 
that ‘the Son of Man’ was there during 
the time; but of our Lord's personal de- 
scent into the place of departed souls :— 
see Eph. iv. 9: 1 Pet. iii. 19, and note on 
Luke xxiii. 48. 40. If it be neces- 
sary to make the three da ys and 
nights during which our Lord was "i the 
heart of the earth, it must be done by 

having recourse to the Jewish method of 
computing time. In the Jerusalem Tal. 
mud (cited by Lightfoot) it is seid “ that 
a day and night together make up a miv 
(a vuxOnpepor), e that any uat of pse 
a period is counted as the whole.” 
Gen. xl. 13, 20: 1 Sam. zer in 13: 
2 Chron. x. 6, 12: Hos. vi. 2 41.] 
In this verse there is no reference to the 
sign of Jonas spoken of above, but to a 
different matter, another way in which he 
should be a sign to this generation. See 
Luke xi. 29 f., &nd note. (But the preach- 
ing of Jonas to the Ninevites was a sign 
after his resurrection : so shall the preach- 
ing of the Son of Man by His Spirit in His 
Apostles be after His resurrection. Stier.) 

ahetov "leva &.. . ai Lod. 
&9«] On the neuter, see ‘above, ver. 6, 
note. There is more than Jonas here. No 
matter so worthy of arousing repentance 
had ever been revealed or preached as the 
Gospel: no matter so worthy of exciti 
the earnest attention of all. And the 
Himself, the Announcer of this Gospel, is 
greater than all the sons of men: his 
poroen, greater than that of Jonah: 

s wisdom, than that of Solomon. 
42. Baclkwooa vérov] Josephus, Antt. 
viii. 6. 6, calls her r5» rac Atybrrov cad 
rc Aldo riac rore Bacc\tboveay yvvaira, 
i. e. of Meroe (whoee eens were usually 
called Candace Piin. Hist. vi. 29). Abys- 
sinian tradition agrees with this account, 
calls her 1 and supposes her to 
have embraced the Jewish religion in Je- 
rusalem. The Arabians on the other hand 
also claim her, calling her Balkis (Koran, 
c. xxvii., cited by Winer), which latter Msi 
is probably nearer the truth, Sheba 
tract in Arabia Felix, near the shores of 

BCDEG 
KLMSU 
VXTa 
1. 33. 
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N eh. x. 1 ref mvevua EtA by ENL- Sirer iL 
aro Tov avPowrou, Sep Nera. & ! avüBpay Trorwy do 12 12 only. Pol 
kl 2 1 
avara “am; Kat ovx 

oikov pov 

9 
woprüerat £e 

zvróuara 

pova Tw mpwrwy. 

wovnog. 

of. Lake xv. 8 only t. 

' euptoxet. 
> Emiorpepe obey spn Atay: kai é\Bov yr sa 

kf ctcapopuévov kai " kekogpimuévov. 
3 rapahapy Paver peb’ 

, wovnporepa avrov, Kat eicsABovra KaTouet on 

44 rore Azyet Eic TOV 1 Roth iii. 1 
vat. Gir. 

mim Tio re. 
45. 4747 axiv. 

un Foe. 

£aUTOU ENTO toe JU v. cre 

Ps. xiv. 1 ixe, Kai yiverat ' rd ie Kara, TOU arb obo t Exeivou * xel- Ri ý 
TOROV FXO- 

ovrec Eorat kai ry yevea rabr A * 9 yeveg Tarp Ty DC. 
MAD 

2ziii.90aL Beek. zziii. 41. it. 1 reff 2 Fl. fl. . Rev. I Fr. l 17, & M. 16 re r compar., | L. only 

44. rec triorpebe bef eig T oway pov (from Le xi. 24), with C rel latt syrr 
syr-cu arm Orig-lat: txt BDZ 33 smth.—(vroorpejw Z 1. 13. 124 al Scr's 

«Oe» DFGXT 13. 33. 157 al syr : e£eXA00y U: 
aft svp ctt ins roy owoy D. 

2A0ov A: txt BC rel. z der) 
ins cat bef etcapeptvov C! Harro 286 286 

ev-36 al Scr’s i m s lat-a c A syrr syr-cu Chr-(3-8 (and Fd's mss exc z r) 
rel vulg lat-b f g, syr-marg-gr copt th arm. 

era Z 240. 344 Ser’a i lat-b o Chr. 
aft scyara ins avrov CD'. 

45. erepa bef ex ra 
Scr’s c evv-y-z. 

Red Sea, near the present Aden (see Plin. 
vi. 23), abounding in spice and gold and 

stones. precious 43. y, not 
* whenever ; the indefinite J. . does not 
assert universality, but is hypothetical; di 
connects strictly with what receded. 
This important parable, in the similitude 
itself, sets forth to us an evil spirit driven 
out from a man, wandering in his misery 
and restlessness through desert plaoes, the 
abodes and haunts of evil spirits (see Isa. 
xiii. 21, 22; xxxiv. 14), and at last deter- 
mining on a return to his former victim, 
whom he finds so prepared for his pur- 
poses, that he associates with himself 
seven other fiends, by whom the si, ia 

of the le is to the plis gum 
and T lel runs thus: eni old 
dæmon 555 ht down on the 
Jews the Babylonish captivity, and was cast 
out by it. They did not after their return 
fall into it again, but rather endured per- 
secution, as under Antiochus Epiphanes. 
The em , Sweeping, and garnishing 
may be in the growth of Pharisaic 
hypocrisy and the binical schools be- 
tween the return and the coming of our 
Lord. The re-possession by the one, and 
V rao rd crie d 
cious (wownpérepa) than the first, hardly 
needs explanation. The desperate infatua- 

for 2nd savrov, avrov DE! 
for ystpova, xupoy D!. 

tion of the Jews after our Lord's ascension, 
their bitter hostility to His Church, their 
miserable end as a people, are known to all. 
Chrysostom, who gives in the main this 
interpretation, notices their continued in- 
fatuation in his own day: and instances 
their joining in the impieties of Julian. 
@) Strikingly parallel with this runs the 
history of the Christian Church. Not 
long after the apostolic times, the golden 
calves of idolatry were set up by the 
Church of Rome. What the effect of the 
captivity was to the Jews, that of the 
Reformation has been to Christendom. 
The first evil spirit has been cast out. 
But by the growth of h secu- 
larity, and rationalism, the house has be- 
come empty, swept, and garnished : swept 
and garnished by the decencies of civiliza- 
tion and discoveries of secular knowledge, 
but empty of living and earnest faith. 
And he must read prophecy but ill, who 
does not see under these 
improvements the preparation for the 
final development of the man of sin, the 
great re-possession, when idolatry and the 
seven wvebuara xovnpérepa shall bring 
the outward frame of so-called Christen- 
dom to a fearful end. (3) Another im- 
portant fulfilment of the prophetic pa- 
rable may be found in the histories of 
individuals. By religious education or 
impressions, the devil has been cast out 
of a man; but how often do the religious 
lives of men spend themselves in the 
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46 Exi avrov AaAovvroc roig AO i900 3 pyr 
"Lebens. cal Ol ad Ah avrov tigrqkttgav. EW Onrovvrsc avr 
zer AaAnsat “" dev SE ric aury 1000 h pürnp cov kai 

T oi adeAgol cov Ew &orükaouw "Cyrovvric oot AaAÀnoat. 

"$0595 496 & awoxpOsic rtv ty Mori aurp Tic “eor 
3» BTN pov, kai rivec “soiw oi adeAgoi pov; cal 

wob viia, Y Ekrsivac ri " Xeipa aurou eri robe uaÜyrác avrov elev 
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46. rec aft eri ins 88, with C rel syr mth: Aadovvrog ds avro» DLZ Syr 
vulg lat-c f copt arm. 
a bf mr A Orig Chr. 
gyr-cu Orig. 

for corncacy, sargkticav 
lat-b e f ff, 9, A Byrr. 

XIII. !'Ev rp nutog ic eEeA0ov o Incobe aro 

: txt B 33 
om 2nd avrov Z 801: avrov bef ens os adeAgot vulg lat- 

AaAnoat def avro DL 33. 80. 124 ev-36 latt syrr 

47. om ver (homaotel) BLT al lat-V k syr-cu. 
( Y zoo v 

tor. bef ek D 88: om «£o 1. 
: -kagay . AaAgoa bef go: D 

48. rec (for Asyorri) torovri, with C rel: txt BD Z(Treg, expr) 88 ev-86.—(om 
1. A. X.) for xat, n D lat - a 

49. om Ist avrov D 235. 300 
50. om av D 236. 

1.292 © arm. 
s k vulg lat-a b ff, 91 Orig. 

rec (for xoig) rohen (from || ME), with B rel latt; momou 
KLZr 18 Ser's h i evv-y-z copt: wou: facit D: txt CA. 

Cuap. XIII. 1. rec aft ev ins ds, with CD rel lat’ co 
e£qA Oe», insg xat bef sæaðnro, D lat-a arm Orig Hil. 

sweeping and garnishing (see Luke xi. 
89, 40), in este cat h isy, till 
utter emptiness of real faith and spi- 
rituality has prepared them for that second 
fearful invasion of the Evil One, which is 
indeed worse than the first! (See Heb. 
i. 4, 6: 2 Pet. ii. 20—22.) 

46—50.] His MOTHER AND BRETHREN 
BEEK TO SPEAK WITH Him. Mark iii. 
81—35. Luke viii. 19—21. In Mark the 
incident is placed as here: in Luke, after 
the parable of the sower. 48.) In 
Mark iii. 21 we are told that his relations 
went out to lay hold on Him, for they said, 
He is beside Himself : and that the reason 
of this was his continuous labour in teach- 
ing, which had not left time so much as to 
eat. There is nothing in this care for his 
bodily health (from whatever source the 
act may have arisen on the of his 
brethren, seo John vii. 5) inconsistent with 
the known state of his mother’s mind (seo 
Luke ii. 19, 61). They stood i&w, i. e. 
outside the throng of hearers around our 
Lord; or, perbaps, outside the house. He 
meets their message with a reproof, which 
at the same time conveys assurance to His 
humble hearers. He came for all men: 
and though He was born of a woman, He, 

: om BZ 88 latt wth 

e ffi s Yi 5 Syr syr-cu 

who is the second Adam, taking our entire 
humanity on Him, is not on that account 
more nearly united to her, than to all 
those who are united to Him by the 
Spirit; nor bound to regard the call of 

relations so much as the welfare 
of those whom He came to teach and to 
save. It is to be noticed that our Lard, 
though He introduces the additional term 
dòe xo into his answer, does not (and 
indeed could not) introduce rarýp, inas- 
much as He never of an earthly 
Father. See Luke ii. 49. All these cha- 
racteristics of the mother of our Lord are 
deeply interesting, both in themselves. 
and as building up, when put together, 
the most decisive testimony inst the 
fearful tition which has asei to 
ber the place of 6 goddess in the i 
mythology. Great and inconceivable as 
the honour of that meek and holy woman 
was, we find her repeatedly (see John 
ii. 4) the object of rebuke from her divine 
Son, and hear Him here declaring, that 
the honour is one which the bum 
believer in Him has in common with her. 

Stier remarks (Reden Jesu, ü. 57 note), 
that the juxtaposition of sister and mother 
in the mouth of our Lord makes it pro- 

BCDEP 
"o GKLMS 
tp UVXZ 
ral. 33. 
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ach. Iv. 18. 
SMS Mark v. 21. 

Abe poc avrov Oy Act ron Jol, were AVTOV tic 525 TW 

o gÀotov © tu ávra xabnoBa, kai wac 0 A oc d emt Tov 
° atyiaÀov euaruktt, — 3 

b cb. viii, 28. Ix. 1 l. fe. 
Johu x28. 4. yv xxi. 6. xe d eMe 
dic. ch. ar. Gal fr. Mt. 3 ie ANDERE 

B. vii. 88. Eph. iv. 28. 1 Thess. v. 34. 

Orig-lat Hil. om aro rng omac D lat-ab e ff; 9 

ings iv. 
. 

a ~ ch., x vill. 
xxii. 34. «ai €AaAnoev avroiç ros ev D 

f wapa[JoA «tc, 9 Ts 5 so Sowtipwy ̂ & Nes b. a. en. 

TOU elil 1. 
vl 4 const, Joba |. 82,88, Rev. vii. 15. e vet. 48. 

"Bir. xxiv. 14 vat. only. f vv. 10, 
8 15 iv. 823. partic. ch. 

., Ch. H. 18. ill. 18 al. cxlix.7, 9. 

Hil—for aro, ex Z 33 
Orig, Chr: om axo B 1. 124 evv-86-49-150 Orig,: tat Ù rel vulg lat-o f A Orig lat. 

2. rec ins ro bef Rotor, with D rel copt arm: om BCLZ 1. 33. 
L. eorgeec Di. 

om Hara 

9. ev rapagokasg bef moha C 167. 241. 252 Ser’s lm n: om soÀAa L 236. 248 
D. 

$36 al J ustin Orig, [Eus] Chr Thi. 

bable that the brethren also were his actual 
brothers according to the flesh : see note 
on ch. xiii. 55. 

CHAP. XIII. 1—52.] THE SEVEN PA- 
RADEN Ar parallels, see under each.) 

2.] Mark iv. 1. 1. iv ri 
4 rir ] These dp may mean 
b y in But it is not 

do bear that meaning in Mark iv. or 0. 
and important consequences follow (see 
note there); but in Acts viii. 1 they are 
as evidently indefinite. The instances of 
their occurrence in John (xiv. 20; xvi. 
ny are not to the point, their use 

ng prophetical. dard Tie 
8 that the. foregoing 
discourse was delivered in a howae, as 
some have theugbt: but the artiole need. 
not (any more than ró before Nd, see 
T T 
lar house. is] Th 
meri regia Piss 
and may be found in the lexicons. My 
present concern with it is to explain ite 
meaning as to tho “ parables” of 
our Lord. (1) Parable is not a Fable, 
inasmuch as the Fable is concerned only 
with the maxims of worldly prudence, 
whereas the parable conveys spiritual 
truth. — toaga a feet 

iL in ine 

which may possibly happen. ieri xapa- 
Bods MGV wc mepi ytvopivov, pa vero. 
pávov piy card rò pnróv, óvrapívov di 
ive. Origen, cited by Trench on the 
5 (2) Nor is the Parable a 

th: inasmuch as in Mythology the 
ae ls dob oa before us as the 

for exwtiptiy, omeipar (from |) DLMX 1.18.83. 209. 

truth, and simple minds receive it as the 
truth, only the reflective mind penetrati 
to the distinction between the vehicle un 
the thing conveyed ; whereas in the Pa- 
rable these two stand distinct from one 
another to all minds, so that none but the 
very simplest would ever believe in the 
Parable as fact. (8) Nor is the Parable a 
Proverb : though wapofoAn is used for 
both in the N. T. (Luke iv. 23; v. 36: 
Matt. xv. 14, 15), 

xvi. 25, 29). 
N than 

either of the former; being 3 
Proverb, and s Proverb a concentrated 
parable, or fable, or result of human expe- 
rience expressed without a figure. Hence 
it will be seen that the Proverb ranges far 
wider than the parable, which is an ex- 
pansion of only one case of a 
proverb. Thus ‘ rig aun tea heal thyself” d 
would, if expanded, make a parable ; ‘ne 
aus Minervam, a fable; ‘honesty is the 
best policy,’ neither of these. (4) Nor is 
the Parable rtp cel di 5 
the Allegory the imaginary ns 
actions are placod in the very places and 
F 
of them, declaring all the time by 
FFF 
are. Thus the Al is self · interpret · 
ing, and the persons im it are invested 
with the attributes of those represented » 
whereas in the Parable the courses of ace 
tion related and understood ran indeed 
parallel; but the persons are strietly con- 
fined to their own natural places and ace 
VVV 
cession, typical of higher things. (5) It 
may well hence be surmised what a Para- 
ble is. It is a serious narration, within 
the limits of probability, of a course of 
action pointing to some moral or spiri- 
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a uñ Exe pilav ° &EnoavOn. 7 qÀÀa & Eweoev Eri rac 
av 

Rev 0. xil. 4. xx. only. (-eoOiev, Lake xx. 47 ref.) n Mk. ver. 20 f Mk. onl 
o | Mk. Sul. 15 p ary Gen. li. v. Ps. ezivi. 8 al. p cb. xxiv. 19. Lake ix. 7. xis, II al. dale. 

fil. ch. iv. 16 reff. ri Mk. Rev. xvi. 8, 9 only t. sch. xai. 19, 20. James 
Ital. Ps. cxxviil, . 

4. om x. ty rw o repay (or. to 81 C. 
e (from || MX), with € rg 
150 o Grom weretva ins TOV be 
evv-y-150 vulg lat.5 ff, & LA 

5. for aAXa, a (so vv. 7; 

bef ync (prob error) B. 
6. rov de niov 

pariotv À! : txt CZ rel. 

8) D Chr; quadam. Chr; qadan lat-5 c d. 
D 40. (transferred in L to Es ver bef tkavp.) 

rec (for «AOQovra) N, insg xa: bef 
dior a cat DLZ 33: txt B 13. 124 evv-y- 

|| Lake) EKM 13. 124 al Ser's d p rw 

for eue, evôve 
eEaverecv\ay B. ins rac 

exavparedn B: -ric0goay (and e£gpay0naov) D: (ca- 

T. for ewe, ec (|| Mk) D 13. 124. 846 lat-a Justin Orig; in spinis lat - ö c d. 

tual Truth ( Collatio per narratiunculam 
fictam, sed veri similem, serio illustrans 
rem sublimiorem.’ Unger, de Parabolis 
Jesu [ Meyer]); and derives its force from 
real analogies im by the Creator ef 
all things on His erestures. The great 
Teacher by Parables therefore is He who 
needed not that any should testify of 
man; for He knew what was in man, 
John ii. 26: moreover, He made man, 
and orders the course and character of 
human events. And this is the reason 
why none can, or dare, teach by parables, 
except Christ. We do not, as He did, see 
the inner springs out of which flow those 
laws of eternal truth and justice, which 
the Parable is framed to elucidate. Our 
pas would be in danger of perverting, 
nstead of guiding aright. The Parable is 
especially adapted to different classes of 
hearers at once: it is understood by each 
according to his measure of understanding. 
See note on ver. 12. The seven Parables 
related in this cha cannot be regarded 
as a collection made by the Evangelist as 
relating to one subject, the Ki of 
Heaven and its development; they are 
clearly indicated by ver. 53 to have been 
all spoken on one and the same occasion, 
and form indeed a complete and glorious 
whole in their inner and deeper sense. 
The first four of these parables appear to 
have been spoken to the multitude from 
the skip (the interpretation of the ble 
of the sower being a par ace the last 
three, to the disciples in the 
From the expression fiptaro ipsi com- 
pared with the question of the diaciples 

in ver. 10,—and with ver. 84,—it appears 
that this was the first beginning of our 
Lord's teaching by parables, expressly 80 
delivered, and properly so called. And 
the natural sequence of things here agrees 
with, and confirms Matthew's arrange- 
ment against those who would place (as 
Ebrard) all this chapter before the aci 
mon on the Mount. He there 
without parables, or mainly so; and ni 
tinued to do so till the rejection and mis- 
understanding of his teaching led to His 
judicially adopting the course here indi- 
cated, ywpic wap. o NAU abroic. 
The other order would be inconceivable : 
that after such parabolic teaching, and 
such a reason assigned for it, the Lord 
should, that reason remaining in full force, 
have deserted his parabolic teaching, and 
opened out his meaning as plainly as in 
the Sermon on the Mount. itin 
Tu» Sower. Mark iv. 2—9: Luke 
4—8. See note on the locality in vv. 51, 
52. 8.] For the explanation of the 
parable see on vv. 5 ô or. 
generic, singular extípovrtc—aG 
voter; he that soweth. t, 
T. 68., by (by the side of, alo line 
of) the peth through the fel ag a 
inserts cai carewaryOn, and ig 1d rer., 
—rob obpayob. b. 
(= riv xirpay Luke), stony —— sb 
the native rock is but alightl 
with earth (which abound in Paleotine), 
and where therefore the radiation from 
"E face of the rock would cause the ges 

ing up quickly, the shallow earth 
being hastod by the san of the day before 
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rwvat TG 

o ài awoxpibtic sixey avroic Ori Univ * Sé8orar E Yit 20. 
"uverhüpia THC Baorrciag = ovparwy, eat 

Ig» exeivorc à ov *Sédora. 12 Ferie yap iyu, 3o oere EIN 
GKLMS 
Uvxra avro cal 

1. 83. 

. I. 7. 8. see ver. 4 re. 
7. am X AI. 28. 
= Rom. xt. 25. 
2 Car. iv. Fan. 1 ints , ch. 

exvitay D 18. 124. 846. 
8. exscay C 83. sdidovy D. 

a f Lake. Nena see Epb. Hi. & Col. il. 2. 
1 Cr. xiti. 2. Av. 51. Dan. 1 fU 

aie. 20. Lake ail. 16 al. f. 

* weptacevOnoerat’ Ocric SE ouk Exel, kai O exer obs E 

s jJ. ch. zix. 13. 2 Tie. l. 18. Rev. Hl. Si aL. Gen. x zzi. 
bj only in Cospp. 

€ pass., cb. xv. 2U only 1. trans., 

9. rec aft wra ins are, (from ||), with CDZ rel: om BLN lat-e ff, E Tert. 
10. aft xpoceAOovric ins avre C 8g 

lat-a b c f gi h D-lat Syr syr-cu syr-with-ast copt sth Eus Chr-6-8-n-p: om BDZ rel 
vulg late f, 9 a arm Orig. 

aft pa@nra ins avrov CX Scr's g qr 

II. om avrag CZ lat-ff, copt th Eus Chr-6-5-5-p. 

6.] Alay — ixpada Luke. If the 
one could have struck down, it would have 
found the other. T.] n v. Ax. = 
sic rdg de. Mark; = iv piap rev ae. 
Lake. In places where were the roots of 
ee ee ee 

v = oupgueion e; 
roe el gvrivry. Mark, who adds cai 
napròy obr lÜwxev. 8.] 48030 = 
pra ixoinoey Luke. After cap. Mark 
inserts dvaBaivervra rai abķavópevov. 
Luke gives only icarovrax)asiova. 
9.] is common to all three Evangelists 

k and Luke insert dcovey). 
10—17.] Our Lorp’s REASON FOR 

TEACHING IN PARABLES. Mark iv. 10— 
12. Lake viii. 9, 10, but much abridged. 

10.] of patyral = = ol wepi abroy 
o roig dedeca Mark. This question 
took place during a pause in our Lord’s 
teaching, not when He had entered the 
house, ver. 36. The aneti shews the 
newness of this method of teaching to the 
disciples. It is not mentioned in Mark: 
only the enquiry into the of the 
er just spoken: nor in Luke; but 
the answer implies it 11.] The 

of Heaven, like other Kingdoms, 
has its secrets ( nv pioy,—see a defini- 
tion by St. Paul in Ram. xvi 25 f., — viz. 
xpóvoiç ailwvioiç gearynpivoy, gavepubiy 
€i ver) and inner counsels, whi 5 
must not know. are only revealed 
to the humble diligent hearers, dpiv: to 
those who were immediately around the 
Lord with the twelve; not iwsívow = 
reg Aouroig Luke, = letivotg roig fte 

EN (1 Cor. v. 12, 18. 
= iy xapafjoAaic Luke, and i T 

ra rad Mark. 13.) In this say- 
ing of the Lord is summed up the double 
Sorce—the and concealing pro- 
ore of the parable. By it, he who 

—he who not only hears with the 
ear, but understahds with the heart, bas 
more given to bim; and it is for this 
main purpose undoubtedly that the Lord 
spoke parables: to be to His Church reve- 
lations of the truth and mysteries of His 
Ki . But His present in 

ing them, as further ined be- 
low, was the quality by them, 
and declared.in the latter pert of this 
verse, of hiding their meaning from the 
bard-hearted and sensual By them, he 
who hath not, in whom there is no spark 
of spiritual desire nor meetness to receive 
the 3 word, has taken from him 

at which he hath (“seemeth to 
have,” Luke); even the poor confused no- 
tions of heaven] doctrine which a sensual 
and careless life allow him, are farther 
bewildered and darkened by this simple 
teaching, into the depths of which he can- 
not penetrate so far as even to ascertain 
that they exist. No practical comment 
on the latter part of this saying can be 
more striking, than that which is fur- 
nished to our day by the study of the 
German rationalistic (and, I ma 
some of our English armonistic) Com- 
mentators; while at the same time we may 

joice to see the approximate fulfilment 
the former in such commentaries as 
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Heb. v. lal. OKOUTWOLV xai TD capdig ouvwoty Kai 
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only. ie 
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k absuL seal Mk. Lake xxii. 34. Acts ili IU al. Zech. v. I. vi. 1. 

18. for avroic AA, Aare: avroic D'-gr: A avroic D*. 

i Acts 1. e. on! y. Isa. I. e. zzix. 10. Lam. iii. pese en. 
l La t. xxix. 4. ke x. 98. Gen. xiv. 12. 

om avro L lat-c 
Iren Cyr-jer: AaAw bef avroic 1. 13. 33. 124 evv-y-86-150 al vulg lat-a b d f fi 2 91.2 
Syr syr-cu arm Chr Iren- lat Orig-lat Tert. twa BA. un GAG x. ak. ug atovawouv 
c. pn cvrwet pn wore emarpeywo (from || Mk) D 1 lat-b c fJ, g, ^ syr-cu Eus 
Cyr-jer Iren-lat Tert. 

14. aft lst «av ins rore D 1 lat-a b c ff, 
Oncera: D 17 Scr's s evv-y-150 lat-e e^ 
ex’ bef avro:ç (explanatory), with D 
À k Syr copt sth Eus Iren-lat: om avroic lat-a c g. 

ins rov bef neaioy 
wopevOnrs cai cere rw Aaw rovro (from xx) D lat-a b e fia 91 

yc lat-b o 9,4 k Syr syr-cu copt sth arm 

am(with forj harl') syr arm. 

akovgars Bl. 
15. aft lst «ci ins aur 

Iren-lat. om akovcwct ( tel) 

cuvecy D: cumecyw B'(Mai expr) 1. 83 ev-z. 
P yo 

(Scr's s [and ev-y ? ], e sil sus lat-5 f Fi. 4 
txt mas 

h Eus. for avasAnpovrat, A- 
: wAnpovra 1 lat-a rec ins 

BC rel Scr’s 
for y sa ae Aeyousa 

À Eus. 
b. 

for cvveciy, euviwciv CE. 
rec sagwpa with E'KUXA! 1 latt : txt BCD rel. 

those of Olshausen, Neander, Stier, and 
Treach. In ch. xxv. 29, the fuller mean-. 
ing of this saying, as applied not only to 
hearing, but to the who n life, is 
brought out by our Lord. 18.] Sr. 
A. où BAéwovow . .A. = (in Mark, 
uke; similarly below) iva EN un Bri- 

uci» r. r. A. In the deeper view of the 
of the ble, both of these run 

into one. Taking the saying of ver. 12 
for our guide, we have ögric ove ixu = 
Sri Brix. ob BMsrovew,—and kal ò ixe 
ap. ax’ abr = iva BA. p) BAirwo. 
The difficulties raised on these variations, 
and on the prophecy quoted in vv. 14, 15, 
have arisen entirely from not keeping this 
in view. 14, 15.] This prophecy 
is quoted with & similar reference John 
xii. To: Acts xxviii. 26, 27; see also Rom. 

' & partial one having taken place 
in the contemporaries of the prophet. 
The prophecy is cited verbatim from the 
LXX, which changes the imperative of 
the Hebrew (* Make ko the heart of this peo- 

e fat,’ kin . V.) into the indicative, as 
the same meaning. n abrois 

is a of relation, ‘with regard to 

them: see Kühner, Gramm. 5 681. 
dax, grew fat; from pros, 

ity :—‘ torpens, omni sensu carens" 
Simonis Lex. under ]) . Bapius 
fxovcuv, heard heavily, — 2 and 
: ectly.’ ix closed 
(Heb. ‘smeared over’ eyes. All 
this have they done: 
in them by their continuing to do it, and 
all lest they should (and so that they can- 
not) hear, seo, understand, and be saved. 

abr. = dgeOg abroic 
Mark. This citation gives no countenance 
to the fatalist view of the passage, but 
rests the whole blame on the hard-hearted- 
is of 8 of the hearers, which 
is of i the cause why the very preach- 
ing of the word is a fond of 
darkening and condemning them (see 3 
Cor. iv. 3, 4). On the fut. indic. after 
nfyxore, “ verentis ne quid futurum ait, 
sed i is simul, putare se ita futurum 
esse ut veretur," see Winer, 56. 3: 
Herm. ad Soph. Aj. 272. 16, 17.) 
See ref. Prov. These verses occur again 
in a different connexion, and with the 
form of expression alightly varied, Luke x. 
23, 24. J 
peated. There it is pardp. oi 60. el 

this is increased: 
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16. om os [aft mare DM}, 
252 lat-a b ff, 91 H p- 

om ra D ev-z. 
rec arovet 

oe ii. 13 

q= Shes vill, 

80. aixuiv wapd rer dpwdeas, Xen. Cyr. iv. 6. 4. 

om 2nd vpwv B 6. 75. 
ron corra), with L rel: txt 

BCDMX 1. 33 Orig Eus Chr-n-p-2-9(and Field) Cyr 
17. om cas Qai BI, insd in marg by B'? 
18. rec owespovroc (from ver 3, the parable having 

nduvnOnoay piss D. (tav B 88.) 
name, as with us, 

* the parable of the sower 2” see below, on ver 39), with CD rel: txt BX 33 evv-4-150 
syr Chr-B-5. 

BAiszovric d GA sere : and for dicato: we 
have Baaidtic. On the fact that pro- 
phets, &c. desired to see those things, see 
2 Sam. xxiii. 5: Job xix. 28— 27: also 
Exod. iv. 18, and Luke ii. 29—32. 

18—23.] INTERPRETATION OF THE PA- 
RABLE OP THE SOWER. Mark iv. 10— 
20. Luke vii. 9—18, who inco jen 
with the answer of our Lord tot 
quest of the disciples, much of our last 
section. 18.] dxotcare, in the sense 
of the verse before—hear the true mean- 
ing of, ‘hear in your hearts, With re- 
gard to the Parable itself, we may remark 
that ite great leading idea is that puorn- 
piov. vic 1 according to which 
the grace of God, and the receptivity of it 
by man, work ever together in bringing 
forth fruit. The seed is one and the same 
every where and to all: but seed does not 

wp without earth, nor does earth 
ring orth without seed ; and the success 
or ifure of the seed is the consequence of 
the adaptation to its reception, or other- 
wise, of the spot on which it falls. But 
of course, on the other hand, as the en- 
quiry, Pe is this gronie rich, and that 

Dy into the creative 
arrangements —so a similar en- 
quiry in the Sitani interpretation would 
lead us into the inscrutable and sovereign 

ents of Him who preventeth us 
that wo may have a good will, and work- 
eth with us when we have that will’ (Art. 
X. of the Church of England). See, on 
the whole, my Sermons before the Univer- 
sity of Cambridge, Feb , 1858. 
19.] In Luke we have an Important 

declaration, implied indeed ere 
also: à po dert & AG Tov leoù. 

parable especially 
meant of the word preached, though the 

word written is not excluded: nor the 
word unwritten—the providences and judg- 
ments, and even the creation, of God. 
(See Rom. x. 17, 18.) The similitude in 
this parable is alluded to in 1 Pet. i. 23: 
James i. 21. The sower is first the Son 
of Man (ver. 37), then His ministers and 
servants (1 Cor. iii. 6) to the end. He 
sows over all the field, unlikely as well as 
likely places; and commands His sowers 
to do the same, Mark xvi. 15. Some, 
Stier 8, Jesu, ii. 76, ed. 2,) 
have objected to the parable a want of 
truthful correspondence to reality, because 
sowers do not thus waste their seed by 
scattering it where it "t not likely to 
grow; but, as he rightly answers, the 
simple idea of the parable must be borne 
in mind, and its limits not transgressed— 
‘a sower went out fo sow’—his SOWING 
—sowing over all places, is the idea of the 
parable. We see only as a sower, not 
as an economist. The parable is not 
about, Him, but about the seed and what 
happens to it. He is the fit representa- 
tive roù Oidóvrog toù rde a xòg kai 
un óvtidiZovrog, James i. 5. zarròs 
£.T.À.] an anacoluthon, to throw the em- 
phasis D 1 x. v. 5 for ò „ : 
r. apwades rò iow. iv zap rarrdg 
r. r x cal ph lls Hog is peculiar 
to Matthew, and very important; as in 
Mark and Luke this first class of hearers 
are without any certain index to denote 
them. The reason of pù cvmivrog is 
clearly set forth by the parable: the 
heart is hardened, trodden down; the 
seed cannot penetrate. é rom pós 
= ó caravac k, who also inserts 
tuo ùc), — ò diá HO (Luke). The para- 
ble iteelf is here most sati ry as to 
the manner in which the Evil One pro- 
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4.8. Jude 19 baly- Jer. ii. 6 

19. evvicoyroc DF ev-x : evrqovrog L. 
for avrov, aurwy D(not lat). 

21. om ev Dl. gr. 
22. for orapec, oseipoutyoc D lat-a c 

(explanatory), with C rel vulg lat-b c f 
f o' lat-a ff, g, ^ k arm. wAovrovg 

ceeds. By fowls of the air—pessing 
thoughts and desires, which seem insigni- 
ficant and even imnocent—does Satan do 
his work, and rob the heart of the precious 
seed. Luke adds the purpose of Satan in 
taking away the word: iva pi) micrevoay- 
rec ouo. 6... owapels: not 
‘he that received seed by ‘the way side,” 
but he that was sown by the way side. 
This is not a confusion of similitudes,—no 
‘primary and secondary interpretation’ of 
oópoc, —but the deep truth, both of na- 
ture and of grace. The seed sown spring- 
ing up in the earth, becomes the plant, 
and bears the fruit, or fails of bearing it; 
it is therefore the representative, when 
sown, of the individuals of whom the dis- 
course is. And though in this first case it 
does e he air g up, yet the same form of 

ept up: throughout they are 
ia EA as, when the qnestion of 

hearing fruit comes, they must be. We 
are said to be dvaytyevynpivor ded Aóyov 
L&vroc tov, 1 Pet. I 23. It takes us up 
into itself, as the seed the earth, and we 
become a new plant, a ai»! crits: cf. 
also below, ver. 88, rd ài rg orippa, 
obrol «low r. r.. 21.] In this 
second case, the surface Er the mind and 
disposition is easily stirred, soon excited: 
but beneath lies a heart even harder than 
the trodden way. So the plant, springing 
up under the false heat of excitement, 
having no root struck down into the 
depths of the being, is, when the real heat 
from without arises which is intended to 
strengthen and forward the healthy-rooted 
plant, withered and destroyed. apés- 

Lake vill. 49 oniy t 
6. Wied. 2v. 

"t cl Mk. 1 Cor. xiv. 14 Epb. v. 11. 
only. 

for somappevoy, orepopevoy D. 

for vg, evOewe D 33. 
I 
d syr-cu copt th Orig: om BD Scr’s 

rec aft rov awwvoc ins rovrov 

deisi dori, not only ‘endureth for a 
while,’ but also ‘is the creature of circum- 
stances,’ changing as they change. Both 
ideas are included. 
oxav8. — iv cape repacho agicravras 
Luke, thus accommodating themselves to 
that xra:póc. 22.] In this third 
sort, all as regards the soil is well; the 
seed goes deep, the plant springs up; all 
is as in the next case, with but one excep- 
tion, and that, the bearing of fruit 
&xapiros ylveras = ob reX\ecgopover Luke. 
And this because the seeds or roots of 
thorns are in, and are suffered to spring 
up in, the heart, and to overwhelm the 
plant. There is a divided will, a half-ser- 
vice (néptpya from ptpitw, see on ch. vi. 
25) which ever ends in the ence of 
evil over good. This class is not confined 
to the rich: *Aobroc in Scripture is not 
riches absolutely, as but riches 
relatively, as estimated by the desire and 
value for them. Mark adds cai ai wepi 
rd Aoerd éwiOvpiat, viz. the rà Air 
which shall be added to us if we seek first 
the Kingdom of God and His righteous- 
ness. The identity of the seeds sown with 
the individuals of these classes, as main- 
tained above, is strikingly shewn in Luke 
here: rd & ele rdg ákávOac ready, ob- 
rol elow ol drobcavrtc r. T. A. (viii. 14.) 
We may notice: (I) That there is in 
these three classes a PROGRESS, and that 
& threefold one :—(1) in TIME :—the first 
receives a hindrance at the very outset : 
a seed never springs up:—the second 

it has sprung up, but soon after 
e third when it has entered, sprung wp, 

BCDEF 
GK LMS 
UvATa 
l. 33. 
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Bo 8 iwi ru kaXiv y owaptic, obrog sri o rov ‘h wat i: 

Aoyor axobwy Kai une og ö 
Totti o piv exarov o & cEnxovra o & Telaxovra. in. 17. 

vil. $. 
Kapwopoptt kai Coi. | iem 

24" AAA ropa Bon waptOnxev avroic Ar s ‘QpowwOn Ee K 

7 Baila rev ovpaviy avÜpirr y 
tv à ry xabsbdav roUc cxípua ev TU ayo avrov. 25 h 

xvili. $8 al. 
um Cant. vii. 

avÜpoovc IMA avrov o £xÜpoc kat ETÉOTHOEV “Zana Week. zaal. 
h constr., ver. 4 al. fr. i here only f. k here, &c. 5 

38. rec (for ry» calgy ynv) ruv yn» ry» cadny (seo || Mk), with D rel: txt BCLA 

1. 88 Orig. azovev bef row Aoyor D latt Byr syr-cu. 
covey C rel. (cvvtewy C, evvióy EMUXT, sumer GL, cuméy K.) 

ouvitic BD Orig : 

for og dn, 
rort D lat-a bch: og & A ev-y: et vulg lat F ff, g, , k* (and spec) Syr syr-cu 
eth arm. 

24. rec reiner, with CD rel lat-À syr 
syrr syr-cu wth schol-Orig Ambr. 
£o the sense: 
on ver 39.) aype savrov B: tiw a 

25. rec (for exo.) tore mistake 
157 al latt arm Iren Clem Orig 

and come to : or while tt b 20 
coming.—(2) in APPARENT DEGREE. The 
climax is apparently from bad to better ; 
—the first understand not: the second 
enderstand and feel: the third wader- 

eel, and ise. But also (3 
REAL 5 er e to worse. Om 
awful is the state of those who understand 
sot the word and lose it immediately, 
than that of those who feel if, receive it 
with joy, and in time of trial fall away : 
less awful again this last, t that of 
those who understand, feel, and practise, 
but are fruitless and i It has 
been noticed also that the first is more the 
fault of careless inattentive CHILDHOOD ; 
the second of ardent shallow YOUTH ; the 
third of worldly self-seeking AGE. (II) 
That these classes not EXOLUDE one 
another. They are great general divi- 
sions, the outer circles of which fall into 
one another, as they very likely might in 
the field itself, i in their different combina- 
tions. 28.) Here also the fourth 
class must not be understood as a decided 
well-marked company, excluding all the 
rest. For the soil is sof good by nature : 
of the Spirit of God; but not the things 

the Spirit of ut aay 3 
sition io recevo them is of :—even 
the shallow soil covering the rock, even 
the thorny soil, received its er to take 
in and vivify the seed, from God. So that 
divine grace is the enabling, vivifying, 
cleansing power t hout: and these 
sown on the good land are no naturally 
good, amiable, or pure class, but those 

-marg-ms Eus: txt BMX A-gr 13. 33 latt 
(It is possible that -avri might be an emendn 

Jar more probable that pats came from the foregoing parable : sea 

with th C Ber rel lat-e Iren- gr: txt B 1. 13. 
Ambr Fulg Zeno Chrysol. 

prepared by divine grace—receptive, by 
granted receptive er. The sowing is 
not necessarily the first that has ever 
taken place: the field has been and is 
continually resown, so that the care of 
the husbandman is presupposed. Again, 
no irresistible grace or absolute decree of 
God must be dreamt of here. God work- 
ing not barely upon, but with man, is, as 
we said above, the pvornproy rijc Ba- 
eiAeíac here —see Jer. iv. 3: 
Hosea x. 12: Gal vi. 7. See note on 
Luke viii. 15. dxarév, AHA ra, 
rpANYru, the different of faith · 
fulness and devotedness of hfe with which 
fruit is brought forth by different classes 
of persons. There is no point of com- 
parison with the different classes in the 
perable of the talents: for he who had 
five talents yielded the same increase as 
he who two. omav) 80 
cvyioUciy ver. 18, and 2 Cor. x. 12 (rec.), 
and this word itself Rom. iii. 11, from 
evyiie, i. q. ovvinpt,—of which the inf. 
o,, is found in in Theognis, 665. It 
should be accented cunmy, or cvviwy 
from ovvia), not evviey, which would be 
5 See Winer, § 14. 8. 

J SECOND PARABLE. THE 
TARES OF THE FIELD. Peculiar to Mat- 
thew. For the explanation of this parable 
see below, vv. 36—483. 24.] &. 
dvOpdwy, ‘is like the whole circumstances 
about to be detailed; like the case of a 
man,’ &c. A similar form of construction 
is found in ch. xviii. 23, and in other para- 
bles in Matthew. 25.] Tovs 4, 
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isum! dvà l nego TOU airov Kai aryAGev, ore dt ™ EBAGorn- 
17 oni. A etw o prog kai kapsóv " exolnoe, Tore Egavn kai Ta 
Pig H Mark k Lava. 

ix. 4 ut 

28. Jer. i. 
22. 

o ch. x. 25 ref. 
Hie xi 10 ref. 

* (timer) ch. gnaw Oy, ' 
My Wm 
Lev. xix. 

y ch. xv. 82 al. 

eg „ana avroic Tov aitov, 

Exod. xxi. roc TOU ' Oeptopod, Kat év Kapo TOU 
~ Oeproraic * ZuAMEare mpurov ra 

^ x ot a y de - 

‘aura EO H rp TO Karakavoat aura, TOV Giro 

, eh. EM Lent Acts xxiv. 26. xxvil. ae an 
eph. 

t Gospp. 
only '*. 9 Macc. iv. only. 

w here and ver. 80 only c Bel and Dr. ver. 88 ed 
Pu lil. 12 reff, 

"l wpoceABowrec de ot EovAor roù 
TOU elroy avro Képis, ovx! kahov aa ppa žareupac d T 
ow 496 5 rohe ovy r* 
"ExOpac ” avÜpumoc TOUTO troinaty. 
ow OfAcc oùv areÀ\bovrec av AkEwpev aura; 

, . 9 

° ouoPtamró- 

Bo dd Epn avroic 

oi Òt aury At yor 
0 o Gt 

Lävia; : 

piore q uA yous rà * LTG, expilwonre 

9 agers “ ewav&avtoÜat üujórtpa 
chor tou TOIC 
"lána xai Snoare 

277 25 fil. a 3 to Mu Ps. xili. B) als. only. 
1 

u bere 
k iv. 29. "yis 86 bis al. Gen. All. 29. 

hers enit: Exod. xii. 22 only. constr, Mark vi. 40. 

26. om 2nd «a: D 13. 124. 264 lat-a b c ff, 91 A syr-cu Chr-6-9-n-p (and Fd's mas 
exc H). 

27. aft otroòtororov ins exeevou D. 
BKLSUA 33 (i, e sil). 
om BCD rel arm-zoh Chr. (33 def.) 

28. rec aft o: de ins QovAo: with C rel vulg lat- 170 
copt.— ol. dovdoe Orc D lat-a b c e ff, 91 k 
Atyovocy) srov avro, with L rel vulg lat f ff, eth ne arm: txt BCD copt. 
ovv» D 252! latt(exc f) Syr arm 

eoxeipec CD rel: coxtipagev M: txt 
rec ins ra bef Gzavia, with LX syr-marg copt arm-mse: 

amr (eth arm): om B 157 lat-g, 
T Syr-cu rec (for avre 

om 
Aug 

29. rec (for gga ») con with L rel lets syr-ed : Asye avrowg D 33 lat-À & Syr 
Byr-cu dy arm: txt CN vulg lat-b c f ff, , 91,5 syr-marg-ms. ro» avrov bef apa 
avrote Nu i: for apa, ouv P: ka« rov ro ovy avroic D 61. 99. 240-3-4 am 
gyr-cu 

30. rec rec (for ewe) ex., with C rel Chr-H-K : axpe L Chr-6-5-p (and Field): txt BD 
Chr-2 Eulog. rec 
syr-cu copt : om BD rel Epiph. 

ev ins rw (nof required a, a prep 
om Ist avra D 24'. 125 lat-e fA k Epiph Aug. 

osition), with CEL 

rec ins eic bef Jeopac, with BC rel vulg lat. i uu copt sth arm-mss: txt 

Chr-mss (in Matthei, but see 

not, ‘the men’ belonging to the owner of 
the field, but men AT io dedi and the ex- 
pression is used to designate * in the 
sight time,’ not to ff the servants 
with any want of watchfulness. 
ddr. ] ‘superseminavit,’ sowed over the 
first seed. dib, apparently the 
— or bastard wheat (lolium album), 

seen in our fields and by our 
ledre., if so, what follows will be 
explained, that the tares em when 
the wheat came into ear, 
prouy not noticeable. It appears irm 

an Eastern word, expressed in the 
Talmud by yy]. Our Lord was speaking 
of an act of malice practised in the East : 
—persons of revengeful disposition watch 
the ground of a neighbour being ploughed, 
n in the night following sow destructive 

eds. (Roberts’s Oriental Illustrations, 

DLXA 1. 33 am(with em fo VEN mm) lat-a ee Bs 955 S 1 arm-zoh Orig 
om aura tt (not F k) arm Aug. 

p. 541, cited hi Trench on the Parables, 
p. 68.) e practice is not unknown 
even in land at present. Since the 
publication of the first edition of this 
commentary, & field belonging to the 
Editor, at Gaddesby in Leicestershire, 
was maliciously sown with charlock [sina- 
pis arvensis] over the wheat. An action 
at law was brought by the tenant, and 
heavy ‘obtained against the of- 
fender.) 29.] Jerome in loc. says: 
Inter triticum et zizania quod nos ap- 
pellamus lolium, quamdiu herba est, et 
nondum culmus venit ad spicam, grandis 
similitudo est, et in discernendo nulla aut 

ifficilis distantia." Jerome, it must 
remembered, resided in Palestine. As 

regards the construction, dpa cae not a 
prep. governing adroic, but merely an 
adv. used for elucidation; see Klotz, 
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y ovvayayere üc rov 7 arob ien pov. 

l Ge rapibuxer avTog Ayr Opoia e toriv n Bal 
rev op 7 kk * awéámeor, oy ag avOpwroc "| 

32 a 
ioweipey ev T ayow avrov, 

, 
dvr roy ee, orav ài 
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31 Alu rapa- Term 
20 

Tiis 6 only. 
as above 

qx Joha aoe 

` pkpórepoy pév sor ate 3. 

ebkuß p, ut iC oy Tey e te ab race) 
yt. 

E Aaxávey ori Kai yiera 8ivdpov, dere aav ra EX. 94, 

mirua rov " ovpavov kai ! karackmvoty iv roic " kAadotc es cei. xi,11 reff 
Mark iv. 8 S Cor. x. 5. Col. 2.4, 10 Mt. 9 for mid. iv. x. 42525197 N 

only. intr , ch. v vi. C. Lake I. 80 4 
xiv. 2 on 2 Gen. 1x. Hr Sion 24 (xz) 

11. acier gd Ps. cli 
zek. xzxi. 7. be iv. 9 (12) &c. 

pass., | 

Exod. 1 7. trans., 1 Cor. Hl. 6,7. 9 Cor. iz. 10 
g Mk. Lake xb as. Rom. 

Ps. xxxvi. 2 Prov. xv. 17 only. h ch. vi. 26 roll. 
. Oh. azi. S. xziv. 8$. Mark xiii. . Rom. xl. 16, &a. 

for ovvayayere, ovvayere BU 1: ívyAsyrrar (= re) D 
21. for wapeOncer, eharnory D 1. 18. 124 lat-a bef ff, A syr-cu (so also L but 

rapid. substituted by original scribe). 
. aft rar om rey D? 124. 

moe D-gr Ser’s f a w evv-2,-150. 

Devar. p. 97. Still the construction here 
would hardly bear its omission. 
31, 32.) THIRD PARABLE. THE GRAIN 
OF MUSTARD 8ERD. Mark iv. 80—84: 
Lake xiii. 18, 19. On the connexion of 
this parable with the two last, Chrysostom 
observes (Hom. in Matt. xlvi. p. 483), 
ixus) yàp «xev Öri dxd roù exópov 
Hue pip» áwéMwrat, zai owira iy, cai 
iv abre váy» ry cenie, rocabry 
yirira BAaBa, iva pr) Nyweos ‘cai riveg 
sal wóco« icovras oi teroi; cai rovroy 
kapei ró» $ófov, bed ric sapga(SoA ñc 
Tov myvaxktec iváyev tig wiorty abrodc 
gai decvic Sri wávrwc ion of kingdos rd 
upaypa. The com 
8 familiar N see 
iv. 10—12, 20—22: Ezek. xxxi. 8—9; 
xvii. 22—24: Ps. lxxx. 8—11. 31.] 
dy +. ype = tlc r. enr. Luke. 
33. k. r. A.] less than all, not 
for the superlative. The words are not 
to be pressed to their literal sense, as the 
mustard seed was a well-known Jewish 
type for any thing exceedingly small. 
The mustard tree attains to a large size 
in Judea. Lightfoot quotes (Hor. Hebr. 
in L) Hieros. Peah. fol 20. 2, ‘ Caulis 
erat sinapis in Sichin, e quo enati sunt 
operuit tentorlolam gal, pr us co- 
operuit tentoriolum uxitque 
tres cabos sinapis. Rabbi n ben 
Chalaphta dizit, Caulis sinapis erat mihi 
in agro meo, in quam ego scandere solitus 
sum, ita ut redd solent edm 
This parab most ot respeeting 
the kingdom of God, has a double refer- 
ence—general and individual. (1) In the 
general sense, the insignificant beginnings 

for avEn05, arten D 18. 121. 840. 
ins wavrey uid rer Aaxavwv (from || ME) 

K 157 al,(in Scholz) Sers a dim nopqrs!wev.z 
Hil Ambr. rec xaraosnyouy (for -vow), with Pio) € C rel: 

syrr syr-cu wth Euth 
txt B'(sic in cod) D. 

of the kingdom are set forth : the little babe 
cast in the manger at Bethlehem; the 
Man of sorrows with no place to lay His 
Head; the crucified One; or again the 
hundred and twenty names who were the 
seed of the Church after the Lord bad 
ascended ; then we have the Ki of 
God waxing onward and ing its 
branches here and there, and different 
nations coming into it. “He must in- 
crease," said t t Forerunner. We 
must beware however of imagining that 
the outward Church-form ia this King - 
dom. It has rather revereed the perable, 
and is the worldly power waxed to a 
tree and the Churches taking refuge under 
the shadow of it. It may be, where not 
corrupted by error and superstition, sub- 
servient to the growth of the heavenly 
road is an e that p e idi 
at no moro to change the 
the scaffolding to aid the building, not the 
building itself. e The individual appli- 
cation of the parable points to the small 
beginnings of divine grace; a word, a 
thought, a passing sentence, may prove to 
be the little seed which eventually fills and 
shadows the whole heart and doe 
calls ‘all thoughts, all 
lights’ to come and Breage under A. 
Jerome has a comment on this 
(in loc.) too important to be fec ipis 
‘ Predicatio Evangelii minima eet omni- 

inis. Ad primam quippe doc- 
trinam, fidem non habet veritatis, hominem 
Deum, Deum mortuum, et scandalum 
crucis . Confer hujuscemodi 
doctrinam dogmatibus Philosophorum et 
libris eorum, et splendori eloquentia, et 
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11. ch. xvi. 61, „nr bch Lale avrov. 
xi. 1. 1 Cor. » 1 
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88 AMAnY wapaBoAnv EAaAncev avroic, ‘Opoia BCDEF 
e , - , ~ l ys a d — ^ 7.6, åo. Gal. EGTty n PaotAsia rwv oupavey Cong, nv " Aa(Qovsa n uvxra 

v. . , , , Brod. xi. 15 " Evyéxouiev eç “adevpou °oara rola, two ov " &vuwÜn al. fr. 
m here (€ IL. 

v.r.)only. Esek. iv. 13 vat. (Na, ib. Gen. xviii. 6.) 
Gen. xviii. 6 Aq. and Sym. (chere also w. pia.) 

only. 3 Kings iv. 22. ej oniy f. 
p l. 1 Cor. v. 6. Gal. v. U only. Hosea vil. 4. 

33. for sAXaAncev avroic, rape b,, avroi C 248: om D 76 lat-k syr-cu : txt B rel 
syrr.—add Aeyoy CLMUX al am lat-g, A J arm. 

compositioni sermonum, et videbis quanto 
minor sit ceteris seminibus sementis 
Evangeli. Sed illa cum creverit, nihil 
mordax, nihil vividum, nihil vitale de- 
monstrat, sed totum flaccidum, marcidum- 
que et mollitum ebullit in olera et in her- 
bas qus cito arescunt et corruunt. Hmc 
autem icatio que parva videbatur in 
principio, cum vel in anima credentis, vel 
in toto mundo sata fuerit, non exsurgit in 
olera, sed crescit in arborem.’ 

33.] FOURTH PARABLE. THE LEAVEN. 
Luke xiii. 20, 21. Difficulties have been 
raised as to the interpretation of this 

ble which do not seem to belong to it. 
t has been questioned whether {vpy must 

not be taken in the sense in which it so 
often occurs in Scripture, as symbolic of 
pollution and corruption. See Exod. xii. 
15, and other enactments of the kind, 
passim in the law; and ch. xvi. 6: 1 Cor. 
v.6,7. And some few have taken it thus, 
and explained the parable of the progress 
of corruption and detertoration in the out- 
ward visible Church. But then, how is it 
said that the Kingdom of Heaven is like 
this leaven? For the construction is not 
the same as in ver. 24, where the similitude 
is to the whole course of things related, but 
answers to coxxcw cwámtwc, 9v AaBwy 
áv0.: so Copy, fv XaBobvca yur}. Again, 
if the progress of the Kingdom of Heaven 
be towards c tion, till the whole is cor- 
rupted, surely there is an end of all the 
blessings and healing influence of the Gos- 
pel on the world. It will be seen that 
such an interpretation cannot for & moment 
stand, on its own d; but much lesa 
when we connect it with the parable pre- 
ceding. The two are intimately related. 
That was of the inherent self-developing 
power of the ust of Heaven as a seed 
containing in i the principle of expan- 
sion ; thts, of the power which it possesses 
of penetrating and assimilating a foreign 
mass, till all be taken up into it. And the 
comparison is not only to the power but to 
the effect of leaven also, which has its good 
as well as its bad side, and for that good is 
used: viz. to make wholesome and fit for 
use that which would otherwise be heavy 
end insalubrious. Another striking point 

of comparison is in the fact that leaven, as 
used ordinarily, is a piece of the leavened 
loaf put amongst the new dough—(ro 
Čvpwbiv dwak Lópg yivtrat rp Ary 
dv. Chrys. Hom. xlvi. p. 484) —just as 
the Kingdom of Heaven is the renewal of 
humanity by the righteous Man Christ 
Jesus. The Parable, like the last, has its 
general and its individual application : 
(1) in the penetrating of the whole mass 
of humanity, by degrees, by the influence 
of the Spirit of God, so strikingly wit- 
nossed in the earlier ages by the dropping 
of heathen customs and worship ;—in mo- 
dern times more ually and secretly 
advancing, but still to be plainly seen in 
the various abandonments of criminal and 
unholy practices (as e. g. in our own time 
of slavery and duelling, and the increasing 
abhorrence of war among Christian men), 
and without doubt in the end to be sig- 
nally and universally manifested. But 
this effect again is not to be traced in 
the establishment or history of so-called 
Churches, but in the hidden advancement, 
without observation, of that deep leaven- 
ing power which works i ive of 
human forms and systems. (2) In the 
transforming power of the new leaven’ 
on the whole being of individuals. “In 
fact the Parable does nothing less than 
set forth to us the mystery of regenera- 
tion, both in its first act, which can be 
but once, as the leaven is but once hidden ; 
and also in the consequent (subsequent ?) 
renewal by the Holy Spirit, which, as the 
ulterior working of the leaven, is continual 
and progressive." (Trench, p. 97.) Some 
have contended for this as the sole appli- 
cation of the parable; but not, I think, 
rightly. As to whether the qvv$ has 
any especial meaning, (though I am more 
and more convinced that such considera- 
tions are not always to be by as 
nugatory,) it wil hardly be of much 
consequence here to enquire, seeing that 
yuvaixec otrorotol would be every where 
a matter of course. piwre has 
given rise to a technical word iyxpveiac, 
signifying a leavened cake (which how- 
ever, Passow, Lex. explains to be a cake 
baked under hot ashes, thus applying the 
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SA . “Tatra wavra tÀáAmotv o “Inoove tv rapago- 3s nt 
Psa. IAR vii. 

Aaic roi oxAÀotc, kai xv Tapa(JoAnc ovv iA cer only. | 
avroic, P orwe wAnowOy ro pnÜiv da rov Tpogirov 
Aéyovrog * Avoitw iv xapa(JoAatc rò * arópa pov, ' &ptU- * 
Eopat rech u awd * kara(JoAnc. 

36 Tore ' ageic rove OxAouc nA eig ryv olay. — kai 
zpocgAÜov aury oi uaÜnrai avrov A£yovrsc " pasov 

(*£«o., Ps. 
ez vil. a) 
abeol., ere 

ser = Lake 
xi. 0 al, 

elsw.ia 
N. T. w. 
cs ov, 
exc. Heb. xl. 
111. 
2 Macs. il. 29 

e 7 ` ` — - 9 - 1 only. "uv thy wapaBoAw rov ' Glaviwv rov aypov. 9o & cu stark tv. 
id M 0 * ` e 2 a d roche wsv O oweipwv rò Kadov améopa fort 0 Vioc .. 5 

Job rov avOpwrov, So & aypoc tor o "kósuoc, rò & EX xit. 8 
v vet. 26, &. only t. 

7. 
w = N. T. passim . Wid. xi. 17 al. 

94. rec (for omer) ove (from || Mk), with D rel latt Syr ares copt(appy) wth 
1 . Orig, (and lat,) Eus, Tert: txt BCMA lat-f syr arm Clem r 

85. ins yoatov bef mpoégrov aae S) 1. 13. a 25 
in catena on Psalms: Jer conjectures aca. 

lanatory gloss: see also ch xxv. 34), with CD rel 
-corr t lat-e & syr-cu eth [Orig] 

mentd by Eus, Jer, and Porph, an 
rec aft care og ins coopou (ezp 
latt hom-Cl: om BN 

86. rec aft oway 

953 hom- CI; also mas 

ins o tnooug (beginning of an ecclesiastical lection), with C 
rel lat-f A syrr: aft 310. P; avrov 1. 118 evv-13-14-18-150-y Orig, Chr: om BDN 
latt syr-cu copt sth Orig, 
occurs 

Orig (dissere valg lato f fi gy) 
vpocgA0a» B 33. 

only here and in ch xviii. 31) BM Orig, enarra lat-a b g, A: $pacov CD rel 
Stacagnaoy (ihe verb 

ST. rec aft ue ins avroic, with C rel gat lat-c f g, A syrr syr-cu arm: om BDN am 
(with em forj fuld) lat-a ö. ff, , 9, k l copt ath Orig(appy). 

lyxpósre differently: cf. ref. Ezek.). See 
reff. c'érovy, TD (Aram. nao) = the 
third part of an ephah = pédtoy xai piov 
"Iradexéy, Joseph. Antt. ix. 4.5. Three 
of these, an ephah, appears to have been 
the usual quantity prepared for a baking : 
see Gen. xviii. 6: Judg. vi. 19: 1 Sam. 
i. 24. This being the case, we need not 
perhaps seek for an symbolical inter- 

tion : pes d Olsh.'s hint that ps 
„ soul, spirit ma rhape 

here intended can hardl hat. occur to 
us, and Stier’s, that “of the three sons 
of Noah was the whole earth overspread,”’ 
is worth ing. 

24, 35.] ConcLUSION OF THE PARABLES 
SPOKEN TO THE MULTITUDES. Mark iv. 
83, 34. 94. xal yop. w. obx A.] 
card roy caipdy ixcivoy d hi] wodAd 
ydo vo án iáXqoty abroig dixa wapa- 
Bol ijc. Euthym. 35. Swes rÀ.) in 
order that &c., not *so that thus,’ or ‘and 
ón this way’ (?) as Webst. and Wilk.,— 
here, or any w else. See note on ch. 
i. 22. The prophet, according to the 
superscription of Psalm Ixxviii., is ro 
so called 2 Chron. xxix. 80, LXX. e 
former clause of the citation is identical 
with the LXX ; the latter = $0íyEopai 
wpoBAnpara an’ ápyjc, LXX. Wher, we 
find z aa &c. maintaining that the 

OL. e 

Psalm contains no parable, and that con- 
sequently these words can only be cited 
out of their context, we must remember 
that such a view is wholly inconsistent 
with any deep insight into the meaning 
of the Scripture record: for the whole 
Psalm consists of a recounting of events 
which St. Paul assures us rowot nuo» 
55 azs is $ 5 cuviBatvor 
ceivoig, lypdgn bt rpg vovOtoiav nua. 
1 Cor. x. 4711. $i 
96—43.] INTERPRETATION OF THE 

PARABLE OF THE TARES OF THE FIELD. 
Peculiar to Matthew. 88.] This verse 
has been variously interpreted, notwith- 
standing that its statements are so plain, 
The consideration of it will lead us into 
that of the general nature and place of 
the parable iteelf. The field is the world; 
if understood of the Church, then the 
Church only as commensurate with the 
world, xoptv9ivrec tig Tov nécpov % 
va cnyptEare rò ebayyiktoy racy ry 
erion (Mark xvi. 15); THE CHURCH 
standing for THE WORLD, not, the world 
for the ch. n latter Mg 97 
"Ce pd against the Do- 
natists : t I cannot find it in his Ep. 
contra Donatistas, where he several times 
plainly asserts the field to be commensurate 
with the world, and mein ere 
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99. om avra D lat. 71 · 

"triticum inter zizania." And the parable 
has, like the former ones, its various refer- 
ences to various eounterworkings of the 
Evil One against the grace of God. Its 
two principal references are, (1) to the 
whole history of the world from beginning 
to end; the coming of sin into the world 
by the malice of the devil,—the mixed 
state of mankind, notwithstanding the de- 
velopment of God’s purposes 7 Bir dis- 
pensations of grace,—and the final sepa- 
ration of the good and evil at the end. 
The very declaration ‘the harvest is the 
end of the world’ suggests the original 
sowing as the beginning of it. Yet this 
sowing is not in the fact, as in the parable, 
one only, but repeated again and again. 
In the parable the Lord gathers as it were 
the whole human race into one lifetime, 
as they will be gathered in one harvest, 
and seta that forth as simultaneous, which 
has been scattered over the ages of time. 
But (2) as applying principally to the Bac. 
r. ohp. which lay in the future and began 
with the Lord's incarnation, the parable 
seta forth to us the universal sowing of 
GOOD SEED by the Gospel : it sows no bad 
seed : all this is done by the enemy, and 
further we may not enquire. Soon, even 
‘as soon as Acts v. in the History of the 
Church, did the tares begin to appear ; and 
in remarkable coincidence with the wheat 
bringing forth fruit (see Acts iv. 32—87 
Again, see Acts xiii. 10, where Paul 
Elymas by the very name vidc )«aflóAov. 
And ever since, the same has been the 
case ; throughout the whole world, where 
the Son of Man sows good seed, the Enemy 
sows tares. And it ss not the office, how- 
ever much it may be the desire, of the ser- 
vants of the householder, the labourers in 
His field, to collect or root wp these tares, 
to put them out of the world literally, or of 
the Church spiritually (save in some few 
exceptional cases, such as that in Acts v.); 
this se reserved for another time and for 
other hands,—tor the harvest, the end ; 
for the reapers, the angels. (3) It is also 
most important to notice that, as the 
Lord here gathers up ages into one season 
of seed time and harvest, so He also 
gathers up the various changes of human 
character and shiftings of human will into 

tariy bef o oxupaç avra B. [B does not om o bef 

two distinct classes. We are not to sup- 
pose that the wheat can never become 
tares, or the tares wheat: this would be 
to contradict the of Him who 
wileth not the death of & sinner, but 
rather that he should be converted and 
live; and this gracious purpose shines 
through the command dert cuvavtavec- 
Oa: dugérepa—let time be given (as above) 
for the leaven to work. As in the pa- 
rable of the sower, the various classes 
were the concentrations of various dis- 
positions, all of which ure uently 
found in one and the same individual, so 
here the line of demarcation between wheat 
and tares, so fixed and impassable a£ last, 
is during the ton time, the time of 
ovvabEnsc, not yet determined by Him 
who will have all to be saved, and to come 
fo the knowledge of the truth. In the very 
first example, that of our firet parents, the 
good seed degenerated, but their restora- 
tion and renewal was implied in the pro- 
mises made to them, and indeed in their 
very punishment itself; and we their 
progeny are by nature the children of 
wrath, till renewed by the same grace. 
The parable is delivered by the Lord as 
knowing ail things, and describing by the 
Jinal result; and gives no countenance 
whatever to predestinarian error. (4) The 

ble has an historical importance, 
ving been much in the mouths and writ- 

the Church ie a perfectly holy congrege- e Church is a pe y holy 
tion, denied the applicability of this Scrip- 
ture to convict them of error, seeing 
that it is spoken not of the Church but 
of the world: missing the deeper truth 
which would have led them to see that, 
after all, the world ts the Church, onl 
overrun by these very tares. TÒ 
xeÀóv ow., obrol «low strikingly sets 
forth again the identity of the seed, in 
its growth, with those who are the 
plants: see above on ver. 19. of 
viol r. Bee.) not in the same sense as 
in ch. viii. 12,—sons there, by covenant 
and external privilege : bere, —by the ef- 
fectual grace of adoption: the KINGDOM, 
there, in mere paradigm, on this imperfect 
earth: Aere, in its true accomplishment, 
in the new heavens and wherein 
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dwelleth righteousness : but in their state 
among the tares, waiting for the manifes- 
tation af the sons of God. 41. +a 
oxdy8.| generally understood of those 
men who give cause of offence, tempters 
and hinderers of others: Stier would 
rather understand it of things, as well as 
men, who are afterwards d . On 
6 £A. x. 6 Bp., see note at ch. viii. 12. 

43. i v) shall shine 
out (their light here being enfeebled and 
obscured), as the sun from a cloud. 
Tow watpds, answering to oi vioi, ver. 38. 
This subline announcement is over and 
above the interpretation of the parable. 

44.) FIFTH PARABLE. THE HIDDEN 
TREASURE. Peculiar to Matthew, This 
and the following parable are closely con- 
nected, and refer to two distinct classes 
of persous who become of the 
treasure of the Gospel. Noticethat these, 
as also the seventh and last, are spoken 
not to the multitude but to the disciples. 

In this parable, a man, labouring per- 
chance for another, or by accident in pass- 
ing, finds a treasure which has been hidden 
in & field ; from joy at having found it he 
goes, and ‘selli he has, buys the field, 
thus (by the Jewish law) becoming the 
possessor also of the treasure. Such hiding 
of treasure is common even now, and was 
much more common in the East (see Jer. 
xli. 8 [ef. Hitzig in 1oc.]: Job iu. case then corresponds to such 

2 

Prov. ii. 4). This sets before us the 
ease of a man who unexpectedly, without 
earnest seeking, finds, ip some part of the 
outward Church, the treasure of true 
faith and hope and communion with God; 
and having found this, for joy of it he 
becomes r, not of the treasure 
without the field (for that the case sup- 

impossible) but of the field at all 
hazards, to secure the treasure which is in 
it: i. e. he himself of the means 
of grace provided in that branch of the 
Church, where, to use a common expres- 
sion, he has “gotten his good :” he makes 
that field his own. 45, 46.) SIXTH 
PARABLE. THE PEARL OF GREAT PRICB. 
In this parable our Lord sets before us, 
that although in o cases of finding 
‘the truth as it is in Jesus,’ the buying of 
the field is the necessary prelude to be- 
coming duly and properly possessed of it; 
yet there are cases, and those of a nobler 

d, where such condition is not neces- 
sary. We have here a merchantman, — 
one whose business it is,—on the search 
for goodly pearls; i. e. a man who intel- 
lectually and spiritually is a seeker of 
truth of the highest kind. “He whom 
this pursuit occupies, is a merchantman ; 
i. e. one trained, as well as devoted, to 
business. The search is therefore deter- 
minate, discriminate, unremitti This 

ristians 
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only as from youth have been trained up 
in the way which they should go. In 
these alone can be the settled habits, the 
effectual self-direction, the convergence to 
one point of all the powers and tendencies 
of the soul, which are indicated by the 
illustration.” (Knox's Remains, i. 460.) 
But as the same writer goes on to observe, 
even here there is a discovery, at a irti- 
cular time. The person has been seeking, 
and 1 goodly pearls; what is true, 
honest, p , pure, lovely, and of good 
report: but at last, he finds one pearl of 

t price—the efficacious principle of 
inward and spiritual life. We hear of no 
emotion, no great j Joy of heart, as before ; 
but the same decision of conduct : he sells 
all and buys it. He chooses vital Chris- 
tianity, at whatever cost, for his portion. 
But here is no field. The pearl is bought 
pure—by itself. It is found, not unex- 
pectedly in the course of outward ordi- 
nances,—with which therefore it would 
become to the finder inseparably bound 
up,—but by diligent search, spiritual and 
immediate, in its highest and purest form. 

: txt 
om eva (as superfluous) D 82 

for xavra 

avrBiBacay (for -oavrec) 
, eth arm: ins 
istic constr has 

rec ins xat, with BDP rel 

Trench instances (Parables, p. 100) Na- 
thanael and the Samaritan woman as ex- 
amples of the finders without seeking; 
Augustine, as related in his Confessions 
(we might add St. Paul, see Phil. iii. 7), 
of the diligent seeker and finder. Com- 
pare with this parable Prov. ii. 3—9, and 
to see what kind of buying is not meant, 
Isa. lv. 1: ch. xxv. 9, 10. Also see Rev. 
lii. 18. 

47—52.] SEVENTH PARABLE. THE 
DRAW-NET. Peculiar to Matthew. 

„ or draw-net, 
the water, and 

47.] aj is a d 
drawn over the bottom o 
pene itting nothing to escape it. The 
eading idea of this i» parable i is the ultimate 
separation of the holy and unholy in the 
Church, with a view to the selection of 
the former for the master's use. We may 
notice that the fishermen are kept out of 
view and never mentioned: the compari- 
son not extending to them. A net is cast 
into the sea and gathers of every kind (of 
fish not of things, as mud, weeds, &c., as 
Stier supposes) ; when this is full, it is 
drawn to shore, and the good collected 
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into vessels, while the bad (the legally un- 
clean, those out of season, those patrid or 
maimed) are cast away. This net is the 
Church poor par rom the sea (a common 
Seripture similitu for nations: see Rev. 
xvii 15: Isa. viii. 7: Pw. lxv. 7) of the 
world, all kinds (see Rev. vii. 9); and 
when it is full, it is drawn to the bank 
(the limit of the ocean, as the ovvriAua 
is the limit of the als»), and the angels 
(not the same as the fishers, as Olshauren 
maintains; for in the parable of the tares 
the servants and reapers are clearly dis- 
tinguished) shall gather out the wicked 
from among the 11 and east them into 
everlasting punishment. It is plain that 
the comparison Soa ast not be strained be- 
yond its limits, as our Lord shews us that 
the earthly here gives but a faint outline 
of the heavenly. Compare the mere ifw 
Bao of the one, with the fearful pel 
type of vv. 49, 50. On à xA. x. ó Bp. 
note on ch. viii. 12. 61, 62. 
LEMN CONCLUSION OP THE PARABLES. 
When our Lord asks, 'Have ye under- 
stood all these things ?' and they answer, 
* Yea, Lord,’ the 5 taken as 
spoken from their standing -point, 
from which but little could be seen of that 
inner and deeper m which the Holy 
Spirit has since . And this cir- 
comstance explains the following parabolic 
remark of our Lord: that every pap- 
paru (they, in their study of the 

answering to the then Su 
pale in their study of the Law) who is 
pa0grevOsiíc, enrolled as a disciple and 

l m ' Suncare rubra Tavra; 1. 

Red, Tes only. 
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taught as such, is like an householder 
(the Great Householder the Lord 
Himself, compare ch. xxiv. 45) who puts 
forth from his store new things and old ; 
i.e. ‘ ye yourselves, scribes of the Kingdom 
of Heaven, instructed as ye shall fully be in 
the meaning of these sayings, are (shall be) 
like householders, from your own stores of 
knowledge respecting them hereafter bring- 
ing out, not only your present understand- 
ing of them, but ever new and deeper mean- 

And this is true of wag yp. c. r. A. 
Kinglom . learned scribe of the 
Kingdom of Heaven is able, from the in- 
creasing stores of his genuine experimental 
knowledge of the word (not merely from 
books or learning, or the Bible itself, but 
ze rod Onc. avrov), to bring forth things 
new and old. The TOVTO is an 
expression of consequence, but not a strong 
one: answering nearly to our Well, then. 

This is perhaps the fittest place to 
make a few general remarks on this wonder- 
ful cycle of Parables. We observe, (1) How 
naturally they are evolved from the objects 
and associations surrounding our Lord at 
the one s on this the very interesting 
section of Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, 
ch. xiii. 8 2, p. 420 ff., “On the Para- 
bles”). He sat in a boat in the sea, 
teaching the le who were on the land. 
His eye wandered over the rich „plain of 
Gennesareth (where way weguredcaccy ol 
vtuóptvot, Jos. B. J. iii. 10.8, and Robin- 
son, iii. 290) :—the field-paths, the ston nd 
places, the neglected spots choked wit 
wild vegetation (ore ydp arh ri $vràv 
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dpveirac did rij wıórnra, ib.), the plots 
of rich and deep soil, were all 
The same imagery prevails in the parable 

of the tares of the field, and in that of the 
mustard seed ; and the result of the tilling 
of the land is associated with the leaven in 
the lump. Then He quits the sea-shore and 
enters the house with the disciples. There 
the link to the former ble is the expo- 
sition of the tares of the field. From the 
working of the land for seed to finding a 
treasure in a field the transition is easy— 
from the finding without seeking to seek- 
ing earnestly and finding, easy again: 
from the to the buried treasure, from 
the treasure to the pearl,—the treasure of 
the deep,—again simple and natural. The 
pearl recalls the sea; the sea the fisher- 
men with their net; the mixed throng 
lining the beach, the great day of separa- 
tion on the further bank of Time. (2) The 
seven Parables compose in their inner 
of connexion, & great united whole, be- 
ginning with the first sowing of theChurch, 
and ending with the consummation. We 
must not, as Stier well remarks, seek with 
Bengel, al., minutely to apportion the 
series prophetically, to various historical 

iods: those who have done so (see 
ch, p. 142, edn. 4) have shewn caprice 

and inconsistency ; and the parable, though 
in ite manifold depths the light of pro- 
phecy sometimes glimmers, has for its 
main object to teach, not to foretell. More 
than a geueral outline, shewn by the pro- 

: minence of those points to which the re- 
spective bles refer, in the successive 
periods of the Church, we can hardly ex- 
pect to find. But as much we unques- 

before him. 
tionably do find. The apostolic age was 
(1) the greatest of all the seed times of 
the Church: then (2) up the tares, 
heresies manifold, and the attempts to root 
them out, almost as pernicious as the here- 
sies themselves: nay the so-called Cel 
Catholic was for ages employed in rooting 
up the wheat also. Notwit ding this 
(8) the little seed waxed onward—the 
kingdoms of the earth came gredually in 
n the leaven was secretly penetrating 
and assimilating. Then is it, (5) during 
the period of dissensions, and sects, and 
denominations, that here and there by 
this man and that man the treasure shall 
be found: then is it, (6) during the in- 
crease of secular knowl and cultiva- 
tion of the powers of the intellect, that 
merchantmen shall seek goodly pearls up 
and down the world, and many shall find, 
each for himself, the Pearl of Price. And 
thus we are carried on (7) through all the 
ages during which the great net has been 
gathering of every kind, to the solemn day 
of inspection and separation, which will 
conclude the preserit state. 

58—58. TEACHING, AND REJECTION, 
AT NAZARETH. Markvi.1—6. See Luke 
iv. 16—29 and notes. 58, 64.) riv 
war. aù., viz. Nazareth. Perhaps the 

ings of ch. viii. 18—ix. 84 are to 
inserted between those two verses. In 

Mark iv. 86, the stilling of the storm and 
voyage to the Gadarenes are bound to the 
above parables by what appears a distinct 
note of sequence: iw» ixeirg rj "pipa 
swing yevopivne: for we can hardly in- 
terpret d. ye». on any other h i 
than that iv ic. r. yu. means ‘on the same 
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— The teaching was on the Sabbath 
ark). 55. of 69A ol aŭro) It 

is an enquiry of much interest and some 
difficulty, who these were. After 
examination of the evidence on the sub- 
ject, I believe that the truth will best 
be attained by disencumbering the mind 
in the first place of all à priori considera- 
tions, and traditions (which last are very 
inconsistent and uncertain), and fixing 
the attention on the simple testimony 
of Soripture stscif. I will trace the ddsA- 
p abrov or a6. evpiov through the various 
mentions of them in the N. T., and then 
state the result; placing at the ond of 
the note the principal traditions on the 
subject, and the difficulties attending 
them. (I) The expression ol 48. abrob 
occurs wine times in the and once 
in the Acts. Of these the three first are 
in the narratives of the coming of His 
mother and brethren to speak with Him, 
Matt. xii. 46 : Mark iii. 31: Luke viii. 19: 
the two next are the -— passage and 
ite || in Mark vi. 3, are men- 
tioned tn coanezioa with His mother and 
sisters; the four others are in John ii. 12; 
vii. 3, 5, 10, in the first of which He and 
his mother and brethren and disciples are 
related to have down to um: 
and in the three last His brethren are in- 
troduced as Him to shew Himself 
te the world, and it is stated that they 
did not believe on Him. The last is in 
Acts i. 14, where we read that the Apos- 
ties continued in prayer and supplication 
with the women, and with Mary the 
mother of Jesus, and with his brethren.’ 
In another place, 1 Cor. ix. 6, Paul men- 
tions oi Ah ásóoroXo, cai of 48. v. 
«vpíov, x. Kugac. Sach are all the places 
where the meaning is wadoubted, that 
persons called, and being in some usual 
sense, brethren of the Lord, are men- 
tioned. (Besides these the Lord Himself 

uses the words of GdeAgoi pou Matt. xxviii. 
10; John xx. 17, but apparenti Ber B 
wider meaning, including at 
in Mack. zi. 49 |) Now" x e don 
in Matt. iun : Now I would ob. 
serve (a) that ive mentions of them 
in the penes those in John vii., 
VV 

: «og S-marg 24. 118. 157. 
et johannes et joseph 

, Eus Jer. 

j%%V**VVV gia i. 14 
That it is no where or im- 

plied that any of them were of the sum- 
ber of the twelve; but from John vii. 6, 
UT upon vi. 70 (by nerd ravra 
vii. 1), t ay fbi io om that num- 
ber. John would certainly not have used 
the words oùbôè ydp ol 4d. abr. iwior. elc 
avróv, bad asy of them believed on Him 
at that time (see this substantiated in 
note ad loc.) :—and again in Acts i. 14, by 
being mentioned after the Apostles have 
been enumerated name, and after the 
mother of Jesus, they are indicated at 
that time also to have been separate from 
the twelve, although then certainly be- 
lieving on Him. (3) Their sames, as 
stated here and in Mark vi. 8, were JACOB, 
JoszPR (or Josxs), Simon, and JUDAS, 
all of them among the commonest of Jew- 
ish names. Of JosxzPn (or JOSES ;—cer- 
tainly not the Joseph Barnabas Justus of 
Acts i. 28: see ib. ver. Lo and SIMON 
(not Simon : see 
above) we know from Scripture nothing. 
Of the two others we have the following 
traces—(2) Jacos (JAMES) appears in the 
apostolic narrative as 6 dde A Qc rov &upiov, 
Gal. i. 19: he is there called an apostle. 
This however determines nothing as to 
bis having been among the twelve (which 
is a very different matter); for Paul and 
Barnabas are called apostles, Acts xiv. 
4) 14, and Paul always calls himself such. 

also Rom. xvi. 7; 1 Thess. ii. 7 com- 
pared with i. 1. That he is identical with 
the James of Gal. ii. 9, whom Paul men- 
tions with Cephas and John as ue 
given him and Barnabas the right han 
of fellowship, fourteen years after the visit 
in ch. i. 19, does not appear for certain, 
but has been pretty generally assumed. 
(See this whole subject discussed in the 
prolegg. to the Epistieof James) (e) an 
JUDE who has left x 
brother of James, Bo only does not call 
himself an apostle, ver. 1 (as neither does 
James, nor indeed John himself, so that 
this cannot be urged), but in ver. 17 (see 
note there) seems to draw a distinction be- 
tween himself and the Apostles. Whether 
this indieate that the James and Jude, 
the authors of the Epistles, were two of 
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these ddeAgoi r. xvpíov, is uncertain ; but it 
may at least be mentioned in the course of 
our enquiry. I shall now state the re- 
sult of that enquiry, which has been based 
on Scripture testimony only. (1) That 
there were Four persons known as oi ad. 
abrov or r. cupiov, NOT OF THE NUMBER 
OF THE TWELVE. (2) That these persons 
are found in all places (with the above ex- 
ception) where their names occur in the 
Gospels, in immediate connexion with 
Mary, the mother of the Lord. [It is a 
abides ly phsenomenon in argument, that it 
should have been maintained by an ortho- 
dox writer, that my inference from this 
proves too much, because Joseph is here 
introduced as His father: as if a mistake 
of the Jews with to a supernatural 
fact, which they could not know, inva- 
lidated their cognizance of a natural fact 
which they knew full well.] (3) That not 
a word is any where dro to prevent 
us i ing that the adeAgoi and 
ádtAQal abrov were His relations in the 
same literal sense as we know ij uhr 
«broU to have been; but that His own 
saying, where He distinguishes His rela- 
tions according to the flesh from His dis- 
ciples (ch. xii. 50 |), seems to sanction 
that inference. (4) That nothing is said 
from which it can be inferred whether 
Joseph had been married before he ap- 
pears in the history ;—or again, 
whether these dé. were, according to the 
flesh, older or younger than our Lord. 
(5) That the silence of the Scripture nar- 
rative leaves it free for Christians to be- 
lieve these to have been real (younger) 
brethren and sisters of owr , wit 
incurring any i ation of unsoundness 
Rolph as to His miraculous conception. 

t such an imputation has been cast, is 
no credit to the logical correctness of 
those who have made it, who set down 
that, because this view has deen taken by 
impugners of the great Truth just men- 
tioned, therefore it eventually leads, or 
may fairly be used, towards the denial of 
it (see Dr. Mill on the Brethren of our 
Lord, p. 224); for no attempt is made to 
shew its connexion with such a conclu- 
sion. The fact is, that the two matters, 
the miraculous conception of the Lord 
Jesus by the Holy Ghost, and the sub- 
sequent virginity of His Mother, are ES- 
@ENTIALLY AND ENTIERLY DISTINCT; dee 

note on Matt. i. 25: see also, respecting a 
supposed difficulty attending this view, 
note on John xix. 27. (II) I will now 
state the 8 traditionary views re- 
specting brethren of the Lord. (1) 

at they were all sons of Alpheus (or 
Clopas) and Mary the sister of the mother 
of our Lord; and so cousins of Jesus, 
and called agreeably to Jewish usage His 
brothers. This is the view taken in the 
remarkable fragment of Papias, quoted in 
Dr. Mill, p. 238, adopted by Jerome (cont. 
Helvidium), and very generally received 
in ancient and m times. But it 
seems to me that a comparison of the 
Scripture testimonies cited above will 
prove it untenable. One at least of the 
sons of this Alphseus was an apostle, of the 
number of the twelve, viz. Idar Bg 6 roù 
"AX$aíov (see all the liste, on ch. x. 8); 
which (see 5 exclude him from 
the number of brethren of the Lord. 
But even if one of the four could be thus 
detached (which, from John vii..5, I can- 
not believe), it is generally assumed that 
"lovdag ’laxwBov (see Luke's two lists as 
above) is Jude the brether of James; and 
if so, this would be another son of Al- 
pheeus, and another subtraction from the 
number who did not believe on Him. 
Again Matthew (see note on Matt. ix. 9), 
if identical with Levi (Mark ii. 14), was 
another son of Alpheus; which would 
make a fifth brother, and leave therefore, 
out of , three believing on Him at the 
time when it was said od, yàp ot dd. 
c. r. A. This view i urs under 
the difficulty arising from these brethren 
accompanying and being found in con- 
nexion with Mary the mother of our 
Lord, whereas throughout that time their 
own mother was living. The way in which 
the assertors of this view explain John 
vii. 6, is either by supposing that all the 
brethren are not there implied, or that all 
are not Aere mentioned; both suppositions, 
it seems to me, very unlikely (compare 
e. g. John's minute accuraqgy where an 
exception was to be made, ch. vi. 23, 24). 
(2) t they were children of Joseph by 
a former marriage (or even by a later one 
with Mary wife of Clopas, to raise up 
seed to his dead brother,—as Clopas is 
said to have been: but this needs no 
refutation). This view was taken by 
peveral early Fathers, e.g. Hilary, Epi- 
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phanius, and mentioned by Origen, who 
(Winer, Realwóürterbuch, i. p. 663) says 
respecting it, ol rabra Niyovreg 7d áEiwpa 
rig Mapiag by wapOevig rnpsiv pixps ré- 
Aove BobAovra: This however, while by 
no means impossible, and in some 
agreeing with the apparent position of these 
brothers as older (according to the flesh) 
than the Lord (John vii. 3), has no coun- 
tenance whatever in Scripture, either in 
tbeir being called sons of any other woman, 
or in any distinct mention of Joseph as 
their father, which surely in this case would 
be required. (III) On the d priori con- 
siderations which have influenced opinions 
on this matter, sce note on Matt. i. 25 ; 
and on the fraditional literature, seo the 
tract of Professor Mill on the Brethren of 
our Lord. See also Winer, Realwórterbuch, 
Art. Jesus, § 3. Greswell, Dissertations, 
vol ii. Diss. iii. Blom, Disputatio Theo- 

ica de r. dà. r. c. Lug. Bat. 1839. Wiese- 
ler, Stud. und Kritiken, 1842, i. 96 ff. 
(these two last I have not seen); also, a 
letter on this my note, referred to above 
under I. 2, in the Journal of Secred Litera- 
tare for July, 1855. This letter is too much 
based on d priori considerations, but con- 
tains some valuable suggestions on this con- 
fessedly difficult question. Neander, 
Leben J. p. 48, brings out the importance 
of the view which I have above, under (I), 
endeavoured to justify, as shewing that the 
account of the miraculous nepen is not 
mythical, in which case all would have been 

to suit the views of virginity from 
which it had arisen,—but strictly histori- 
eal, found as it is with no such arrange- 
ments or limitations. 58.] oix ixol- 
joey = obc jd bv ar *odjsas Mark vi. 
5, where see note. On the identity, or 
not, of thie preaching at Nazareth with 
that related much earlier by Luke iv. 16 
5q. see note there. 

CHAP. XIV. 1—13.} HEROD HEARS OP 
THE FAME OF JESUS. PARENTHETICAL 
ACCOUNT OF THE DEATH OF JOHN THE 
Baptist. Mark vi. 14—29. Luke ix. 7 
—9, who does not relate the death of John. 

1.] This Herod was Herod Ax I- 
PAS, son of Herod the Great, ir Max- 
Odene ric Zapaptiridoc, and own brother 
of Archelaus (Jos. B. J. i. 28. 4). The 
portion of the kingdom allotted to him by 
the second will of his father (in the first he 
was left as king) was thetetrarchy of Gali- 
lee and Pera (Jos. Antt. xvii. 8. 1). He 
married the daughter of the Arabian king 
Aretas; but having during a visit to his 
half-brother Herod Philip (not the tetrarch 
of that name, but another son of Herod 
the Great, disinherited by his father) be- 
come enamoured of his wife Herodias, he 
5 on her to leave her husband, and 
ive with him. (See below, on ver. 4.) 
This step, accompanied as it was with a 
stipulation of putting away the daughter 
of Aretas, involved him in a war with his 
father-in-law, which however did not break 
out till a year before the death of Tiberius 
(Ap. 87, v.c. 790; Jos. Antt. xviii. 5. 
1—8), and in which he was totally defeated 
and his army destroyed by Aretas; a 
divine ven ce, according to the Jews, 
for the death of John the Baptist (Jose- 
phus, ibid.). He and Herodias afterwards 
went to Rome at the beginning of Cali- 
gula's Hen i to ies ar of the assumption 
of the title of king by Agrippa his nephew, 
son of Aristobulus; but ce i having 
heard the claims of both, banished Antipas 
and Herodias to Lyons in Gaul, whence he 
was afterwards removed to Spain, and there 
died : Jos. Antt. xviii. 7. 1, 2. The fol- 
lowing events apparently took place at Ma- 
cheerus, a frontier fortress between Perma 
and Arabia: see below on ver. 10. 
Thy dxohy ‘Inoot] It was the fame of the 
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aching and miracles of the twelve, on 
Thr mission, of which sod heard,— 
probably in conjunction with the works of 
Christ: see || Mark. 2.] seis = 
SovAoc. abrét] emphatic ; pt 
lent in English to **it és he, 
In Luke ix. 7 it is said that Bend à ers- 
pte did rà Méysobar & Teywy Bre "'Iodvy. 
dyn y. r. r. 1. There is no inconsistency in 
these accounts: the report originated with 
others: but if Herod d:y=épee concerning 
it, he, in the terrors of a guilty conscience, 
doubtless gave utterance to these words 
himself. There is no evidence that Herod 
was a Sadducee, or a disbeliever in the 
resurrection as then held by the Pharisees. 
See also note on Mark viii. 14. There 
is no allusion here to metempeychosis, but 
to the veritable bodily resurrection, and 
supposed greater power acquired by having 
pane through death. This is an inci- 

tal confirmation of John x. 41, where 
we read that John wrought no miracle 
while living. 4.] The marriage was 
unlawful for these three reasons: (1) 
The former husband of Herodias, Philip, 
was still living. This is ores asserted 
by Josephus, Antt. xviii. b. 4, Hpwidc, 
ivi cvyxbott $povíjaca r&y rurpium, 
'Hoe)g yautirat rod dvdpdc rp dpora- 
rpi adeAgy, Siactaca Lévros. (A reply 
to the attempt made by some to interpret 

these last words, ‘having previously deen 
divorced from him while living,’ i Tardi 
needed, in the presence of the two unquali- 
fied synchronous participles, $poviSaca 
and diwordcu. Besides, the part. te not 
éwocraca, as erroneously quoted by the 
Bp. of Exeter : see his published speech of 
Feb. 25, 1851, note.) The same is surely 
implied by the whole narrative, and the 
word peronioaa@a:, Antt. xviii. 5. 1. (2) 
The former wife of Antipas eas still living, 
and fled to her father Aretas on hearing of 
his intention to marry Herodias: Jos. ibid. 
(8) Antipas und Herodias were al 
related to one another within the forbidden 
degrees of cons : For Ovyáryp 
v "ApicroBovAov, wai obroc adedgdc 
abr (of Antipas and Philip), Jos. ib. 
See the Bp.’s note, and a reply to it in 
substance the same as the foregoing, in 
the Quarterly Journal of Sacred Lit. for 
Oct. 1852 and Jan. 1863. I may | add that 
the remark of Josephus (Antt. xviii. 5. 4), 
that Salome’s birth had taken pre- 
viously to the infidelity of H is not 
iven, as understood by the Be (after 
ertullian, adv. Marcion. iv. 34, p. 443 ed. 

Migne), as the technical reason why her 
conduct was iwi evyyósu r&v marpiwr, 
but as a moral aggravation of her unna- 
taral crime. It was unlawful by Levit. 
xviii. 16. 5.) This verse is farther 
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expanded in Mark: & ydp Hp. Iro 
10 “le. elde abróv dp Cicatoy kai 
Gyioy, ral ovvernpes abróv, kal deovoag 
avrov ToÀAÀ irois, xai 9óiec abrov 
fjcovev. Josephus, not being aware of any 
other grounds for his 5 alleges 
purely political ones: ó:icac ‘Hpwdnc rà 
ini roedrde vi abrov roic 5 
p) inl dxoorace vil pipor .... TOA 
gpeirrov Hyeirat, pin Ti serepoy ič 
abraù yerécðai, xpodaBev dvairilv . 
Antt. xviii. 6. 2. etxov] literally, 
* poseederunt eum tanquam etam ;’ 
and thus Meyer maintains it must be 
rendered: but as our ‘hold,’ so tye 
comes to be applied to the estimate 
formed of a man or thing, which sub- 
jectively is our possession of him or it. 

8. yoe ] the birthday. This 
name wes given in classical Greek to an 
porti celebration of the memory 
v hase dead. So Herod., iv. 26, having 

ibed such a celebration among the 
Issedones, adds, maic òd warpl rovro 
woke rarámip ot RMMU ig ra ver. 
Phrynichus, Hesych., and Ammonius lay it 
down that yeviora is not to be used for 
erich, a birthday. But the adj. was 
certainly so used in later Greek : g- 
Gyovreg r. yeviowy 7"pípay r. 8 

Jos. Antt. xii. 4. 7 (in Dio Cassius xlvii. 
18, tvi. 46, b lxvii. 2, usually cited, the y«vi- 
aa, though bearing this meaning, are in 
each case in honour of a dead person). See 
Suicer, Thes. under yevéi@Ara, and Lobeck’s 
note, Phryn. p. 103. Heins., Grot., al., 
hold that the word here means the feast of 
Herod's accession : but they give no proof 
thatit ever had euch à meaning. Among 
the seasons kept by the Gentiles, enume- 
rated in the rabbinical work Avoda Sara, 
we have ov "€ wo: see Lightfoot in 
loc. A great feast was given to the no- 
bility of Galilee, Mark vi. 21. The damsel’s 
name was Salome (Jos. Antt. xviii. 5. 4), 
daughter of Herodias by her former husband 
Philip. She afterwards married her uncle 
Philip, tetrarch of Iturtea and Trachonitis : 
and he dying childless, she became the wife 
of her cousin Aristobulus son of Herod king 
of Chalcis, by whom she had three sons, He- 
rod, Agrippa, and Aristobulus. The 
dance was probably a pantomimic dance. 

9.] ó BN was a title which He- 
rod never properly possessed. Subsequently 
to this event, Herodias prevailed on him to 
go to Rome to get the title, which had been 
granted to his nephew Agrippa. He was 
opposed by the emissaries of Agrippa, and 
was exiled to Lugdunum. See note on ver. 
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b Acts xix. 81. EA EUTEY Sofivat. 
seo Gen 

iti. 26. avy ver vAaxy ora N " y ° guAaxy. 

10 

Pa ai avrüc. 12 kal rpoct h vrec ot paĝnrai avrov np Tò 
doves e Copa Kat eatay avróv, Kat EADovrec anny yeAav Te 
ft. ö. E 'Incov. a axoveac de o Iooðc avex Up kctibev EV I. av 
US Het a xii. rig tic fpnuov rórov * Kar * iSiav. kai akovcavrec ro 
(RSS ot OxAor noa oH“ avro ^ rely amo TUV woAEwy. Li 
yids 4 cal Ee Gav elde ro 5X Nor, cal Ler Ravin XZrA 

Se er avroic Kal ie pantuoti rouc 

EYATT'EAION 

1 
Kat 

XIV. 

Š mémpaç : awexepadtcey Iw- 
ll cat nvéxOn 1 Kepadn avrov 

pe PET ge émi * wrivaxt kai £600 ry " kopaaiq' kat fiveykev TD unrpi 

_appworouc avr». tisc 
1. 33. 

3 Maas iv b 15 ac de yevouévnc mpocnAÜov avrp ot paÜnrat. Né- A7 
h 175 only. 2 Kings xv. 17 vat. (only 1). 

vi. 5,1 . Xvi 18. 1 Cor. xi. 80 only. 
weCever, Acts zx. 
nga xiv, 6 F. Mal.i 8. Sir. vi. B5 only. 

18) ich. ix. 85 ref k Mark 

10. rec ins rov bef wavyny, with CD rel: om BZ Frag- tisch 1. 
11. ins rw bef wivace D (1. 13). 
12. for wpoceXNO., «X0. Z Orig. 

al Syr syr-cu copt: txt X rel syr. (eon) 
vulg lat F ff, , 93 4 l Syr syr-cu tet 

lat-h c: txt B Frag. tisch lat-a ff, 

arm : txt 
om o ıņaovç Frag - tisch Scr’s e. 
vulg lat-b c &c syr-marg. 

for cwpa, *repa (|| Mk) BCDL 1. 13. 33. 124 
add avrov DL 157 al Scr’s di ev-y 

rec (for aor) avro (|| Mk), with CD rel 
ve.) 

ropriate copula), with e m syr eth 
(Z 83 defecti 

138. rec (for arovoag de) eat ac. or more approp 
DLZ 1. 18. 33. 124. 209 al lat & (Syr syr-cu copt) Orig Ch 

for weSn, «001 I, LZ 157. 225. 245 Scr’s 8 ev-z 

14. rec aft cEeAQwy ins o ujcovc, with C I, rel lat. 4 syrr Orig: aft ade» L evv-P-z 
lat-a (beginning of' an eccles 

ox^ov 
lp 15 rs, e sil): 

. tpocn\Gay B 33. 

1, and Josephus there cited. Herod 
was grieved because he heard John gladly 
(Mark vi. 20), and from policy did not 
wish to put him to death on so slight a 
cause. is is not inconsistent with his 
wishing to put him to death : his estimate 
of John was wavering and undecided, and 
he was annoyed at the decision being 
taken out of his hands by a demand, com- 
pliance with which would be irrevocable. 

10.] It appears from the damsel's 
expression (óc po: wde and this verse, 
that the feast was held either at Macherus 
or at no great distance from it. Antipas 
had a palace near, rà wAngcioy Iopòã vov 
Bacitna card BnOapapaboy, B. J. ii. 4. 
2; but he was not there on account of the 
war with Aretas,—see above. 

18—21.] FEEDING OF THE FIVE THOU- 
BAND. Mark vi. 30—44. Luke ix. 10—17. 
John vi. 1—13, where also see notes. 
13.] There is some difficulty here in con- 
ceiving how the narration is to proceed 
continuously. The death of the Baptist is 
ERO MY retrospectively and parentheti- 
cally inserted ; and yet the retirement of 

lection): om BD 1. 33. 124 al vulg lat-h c ff, 291 r- cu. 
zov» D 33. 485 latt Chr. with 83 (Scr's 

ex’ avroy L,: ev avro L: wept avrov D: txt BC rel 
rec aft paOyra: ins avrov, with CD rel lat-a o syrr 

rec ar avrove, wi 

our Lord in this verse seems to be the im- 
mediate consequence of his hearing of that 
occurrence. But this may well have been 
so: for (1) the disciples of John would be 
some days in bringing the news from Ma- 
chærus to Capernaum, and the report 
mentioned in ver. 1 might reach Herod 
meantime ; (2) the expression with which 
that report is introduced, ly» ixtivy r$ 
cap, extends it over a considerable 
of time; and (3) the message which the 
disciples of John brought to our Lord 
might have included both the 
death of their Master, an of 
Herod ing Himself. e went 
across the lake (John vi. 1) into a desert 
place belonging to the city called Beth- 
saida (Luke ix. 10). His retirement (Luke, 
ibid., and Mark vi. 30) was connected also 
with the return of the twelve from their 
mission: compare the full and affecti 
account of the whole transaction in Mar 
vi. 30—35. 14.) AFN, from his 
place of retirement. 15.] This èia 
was the first evening, the decline of the day, 
about 3 p.m. ; the dyia, in ver. 28, after the 

the sa 

rer T. 
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erte Egnuòe torı» 0 rorog, kai n; woa nòn ' rapnq ber 1 7. Bea 
" adAvaoy [ov] rode oyAovc f tva drs tic rag 9 Werd. 

r. cha 5 éavroic ° Beinara. 
mi Mk. L. ch. 

658 Insoüc © Xv. 12211 
elev avroic Ov P petia ÉXovctv radi 3 Sore avroic T: zin. 44 

pot ode avrobc. 19 

7 ot a Aéyovatw eve Oux Exouey woe it 7. 
o Lake üt. u. 

9 o 08 mev iert HUM, 
kai ktÀcvoaç rode Noe vA pw. inf. ch. 

ona eri Touc ' Xóerovc, ABB rode wivre dgrouc kai "i 
rovc sto ix Gbac, 

Sè pabnrai roi dxAorc. 20 

rácÜncav" xai joay ro 
t = | Mk. L. Mark vii. 86 al. Gen. aed 

SR. | I Kiops jz. 18. 
16, Rev. xx. 21 al. 

cu copt mth Orig: om BZ 33 lat- E arm Orig, (Te 

‘avaBrépac &c roy oùpavòv 
ynoty, kai " kAáaac drt roic naĝnraiç rove aprove, ot 

Kai or wavrec Kat 

Bh ek trav " cNaoparwy pin bee 

= ch. Avi. 26 f aL Jer. xvi. 7. 
Ps. xxxvi. w Ivii. 15. 

714 bis), eh. xs. 87 | Mk. Mark vili. 19, 20 oniy. Lev. 11.6. Judg. ix. 63, 

1 m Jobas vi. 

2 Quos. 
zzvii. 15. 

rem it 11 

R- sch. RL BO al. 

n ch. xxvi. $6. jor x iab Trin. 
w Phil. iv. 19. Jam. Bi. 

xjL. 3. ch v. 29. 3v. 87 27 Tobit iv. 16, 
1 Kiogs xzx.12. Esek, 

def.) waondOev bef nån 
rec om ovy (ae || Mk, or perhaps passed over From the -ov 

ins kuvkA cw 

vptic payuy bef av- 

emi ith BD I, rel vss Orig CZ 1 pt Orig, ing), wi ves : ins syr - murg co 
capac (from || Mk L) Ci 33. 61. 108 Scr's w? ev-P! syr-marg syr-jer arm. 
5 om inoouvg D 61 lat-& Syr syr-cu copt sth arm. 

rac D. 
18. aft «ev ins avroic P. rec avrovg bef d (to bring avrovc nearer the 

verb), with CP rel vulg lat-f syrr eth: om wée D 1 lat-a b c ff, 91 & syr-cu copt: txt 
BZ $3. (Ie def.) 

18. xceAevocars B! (imperative as in || Les Jn): 

atf, 
latt Syr syr-cu 

roy oxAov D- gr latt arm-zoh. 

syr-marg cop 
Jenes latt (corrns to escape the unusual plural and accus 7) 

rec ins cas bef AB., with C! 55 X( Treg) lat. fi 4 copt arm: Sers mss syr- txt. 

exehevoey Z(appy) ev-y, jussit 

rov Xoprou BCi I, 1. 33 al Scr's o 
t wth arm Orig,: rov ee, L: rov xoprov D 16. 61, 

: Tove yoprouc C?P rel 
syr- 

om BC?(D)P rel latt syr Orig Thl.—for Aaßwv, cafe» D 

miracle was late in the night. Spa] 
the time of the day is now late, J ric 
épac pucpàv xpd Üovroc nAiov, Xen. Hell. 
vii. 2. 22. 10, 17.] Sére atrots 
ipsis $., which is 5 to the three 
first Evangelista, is 5 expanded 
in the more detailed account of John, ver. 
8—7; it was Andrew who spoke in ver. 
17, and the five loaves and two fishes were 
brought by a lad: John vi. 8,9. Th 
were barley loaves and (salt) fish; ibid. 
And we have (perhaps, but seo note there) 
the vast concourse accounted for in John 
by the fact that the Passover was at hand, 
and so they were collected on their journey 
to Jerusalem. See a very similar mira- 
cle in 2 Kings iv. 42—44 ; only then there 
were twenty barley loaves and an hundred 
19 15 redes a nd xi. 21, 22. 

Luke supplies abrobg, 
du 4 and fishes: John has for it 
sbyapiorneae. Both are one. The thanks 

to heaven is the blessing on the meat. ó 
Zerjp xpiroy avi pH tle roy où- 
pavdy raiç deri rv b¢0adrpev abrob 
clovel rarafiBaZlwy Ovvapiv ixeiey r)v 
ávagpaÜncopivnv toic dproig rai roig 
kxobei pidrovor rpiguy rode wavraric- 
33 der rd 17 157 5 T. F. 
prove r. r. Ò. ty@., T e t bAoyi 

abtev x. rA ere Org. in oe 
This miracle was one of symbolic meaning 
for the twelve, who had just returned from 
their mission, as pointing to the dpd 
dere, dwpedy Qórs of ch. x. 8 in a higher 
sense than they then could have understood 
it :—but see the symbolic import of the 
miracle treated in the notes to John vi. 

Meyer well remarks that the pro- 
ceas of the miracle is thus to be conceived : 
—the Lord bleseed, and gave the loaves and 
fishes to the disciples, as they were; and 
then, during their distribution of them, 
the miraculous increase took place, so that 
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BE f. ch. xvi. 9 
led. 4. 5 

vat. Pe. 
Ixxz. 6 only. 

. 2 Kai be 

4 fC ro wAotoy kai 

cts 
axvi. Ii Bi 

ov. vi. 
d cb. viil. 23 

reff. 

xxvi ug. : ip " 

f = ver. 1 
gar v. i ref. h ver. 18. 

Nam. xxxv.5. uéeov leine, Herod 1.1 
a abeo. Acts xxvii. "kr A 

v. G. Lake l ). xil. on 
q Í. (sec ver. 29.) J 

ETATTEAION 

badexa xo lv Nute. 
ge mevraxicXintot " Xwpic ywaxwy Kat radio. 

S iy coe robe naÜnrác 

° gpoa-ytty avràv eic TO mipav, Ewe ob 
B k) aroAbay Tove ore 

'* avéĝn e eç TO * apoc " kar iav roc Kabul. 

òè ! yevoutvnc uóvoc yv EKEL 
TK Varesone 5 nv ‘BacanLopevoy d URO TWV 

3 o avepoc. 

Eszek. xviii 18 Sei Gar Mar 
val Exod, xiv. FL 

XIV. 

?! oi & iøðiovrec goa, SvBpec 

d vet 

2 kai dr ,, rouc Neue 

k constr., John | 
121 Mk. ore ee m ch. vili 94 reff. only. 

xv. 80.) w. dat., | Mk. ~} Mk 
p= ch. fi. 23. wor. x. 9. Gen. xxiv. 64. Exod: 

21. for wee, ec D I; A 1. 83: om Frag-tisch 241. 247 latt(not f) Syr syr-cu copt 
Orig : txt BCP rel. 
Orig, Ambr. 

22. om evO«we C! lat. fires 
lection), with CL rel: bef 3 

transp wacdewy and yvvawkwv D 1 lat-a b c & (not F) copt 

rec aft nvaycacey ins o «goovc es cian an = 
c. lat-a b c ff, i.: J: om BCI D LP 

syr-cu syr ee ee uin rh = Org 1.2 91.3 Chr Arnob. 
syrr syr-cu copt sth: om CD I, 

ree aft nua rag ins avrov ( 
rel vulg lat- f l arm Orig. Apr 

om ro bef z\orow B 1. 33. 124 al Scr’s s arm Eus Chr-2-9-G-H : 
Arnob. 

ra Ga OD LE 
om evrov (see || Mk) D 37. 40 alev-y, lat-a b e ff, J, & arm Arnob: avrovc 

L Ns urch ev - 1501. 
24. om nén (see || Mk) D 263 ev-36 Ser's o! vulg lat-a f ff, | Syr syr-cu copt sth 

nv «c pecow rnc Oar. Bacar. D lat-e : oraótovg wokAoug aro rne ync 
— Baca». B 13. 124 Syr syr-cu (syr-jer copt) arm: txt CP rel syr eth Orig Hil. 

for nv yap, j yap Dl. 
95. reragrns de par D. 

1. 33 lati syrr syr-cu copt th arm Orig Eus Bas Chr: Epytrac syr-m 
D P(Tisch) rel syr-txt. 

gA0ev (awnr8., not being understood) BC? 
: txt C'(appy 

rec ins o «g70vc bef «pog avrovc, with C? rel lat-a ð ce 
S ffs 9, ^ Syr syr-cu arm Eus : om BC! DPSVA Frag-tisch(appy) 1. 88 vulg lat F. Fi 91d 
syr copt th Orig Bas Chr Arnob. wenixarwy bef poc avrovg rec ews 

rns Yadacons, with CD rel Eus,: txt BPA Frag-tisch 1 Orig, 

they s and distributed enough for all. 
20. rens] in the construction, 

is in apposition with rò wepicorvoy. 
The cophinus was the usual accompaniment 
of the Jew : see Juv. Sat. iii. 14‘ Judas, 
quorum cophinus fœmumque supellex ; and 
Sat. vi. 542. Reland, whom Schöttgen 
(in loc.) follows, supposes that the basket 
was to carry their own meata on a journey, 
for fear of pollution by eating those of the 
Gentiles, and the hay to sleep on for the 
same reason. 21.] xp yuv. x. rung. 
is peculiar to Matt., although this might 
have been inferred from àvòͤpeg being used 
in the other three Evangelists. See note 
on John vi. 10. 

22—838.] Jesus WALKS ON THE BEA. 
Mark vi. 45—62. (Luke omits this in- 
cident.) John vi. 16—21. The conviction 
of the people after the foregoing miracle 

was, that Jesus was the Messiah ; and 
their disposition, to take Him by force, 
and make Him a king. See Joha vi. 14, 
15. For this reason he constrained His 
disciples to -leave Him, because they were 
but too anxious to second this wish of the 
multitude ; and their dismissal was there- 
fore an important step towards the other 

29. cle rà riger] Mark adds rpòç 
ByOoaday, John tig Kagapyactp: for 
the Bethsalda, the city of Philip and An- 
drew and Peter, was distinct from Beth- 
saida Julias, in whose neighbourhood the 
miracle took place,—and in the direction 
of Capernaum. 25.] The fourth watch 
according to the Romas calculation, which 
was by this time common among the Jewa 
(who themselves divided the night into 
three parts or watches). This would be, 
—near the vernal equinox which this 

einc; .avefn 
Ie. 

% 70 àt TÀotov on pigoy BCDEF 
™ KULGTUV, nv PSUVX 

25 serapry de ° poray rie 1 
Lf. Wisd. 5 q -~ q? 1. 

ux g vuctoc ? arnAGer mooc avrovc ` mripirarev " tri. ryv da- 
ich. um ver. 16 (see aote there) al. fr. 
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raspa toriy, kai ‘aro rou $o(Jov Expakay. 
” pave W eu 

Tie Se 
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& mev 'EAQK. Kai 

arorpibele & abr o Ilkręoc elev Kópie, 
tt ov el, KéAevooy 10 eA Geir vo et imi rà vdara. 

” xaraBacg awe rov zÀoiov Dlérpoc s 

aL E 
Axxii. 30. 
"Oo xii. 88 

x eb. xviii. 8 

weptewarnoty exi ra veara Aber xpoc rò» ‘Inoow. M 3 Kiogs 
30 (JA&re» & róv avepov tox vpóv ahn, Kai apkánevog f 

* carawovricecBat expakey Al Kipue GWoov pt. 

t., nce 

ou. Mark 
51 viii. 23. 

£U- Lake ix. 47 
Exod. iv. 

Occ & o Icone i éxreivac Thy xpo ' exsAaPero avrov SLM. 
kai dye avr OA ere eç ri ” &iaracac ; 

* avaBavrey auray t TO wAvtoy 

Aéyovrtc ”AAnbwc f rov vic si. 

xv. Pew d Jonah 1. 8 vat. 
ref. e w. dat. f ch. iv. 8. 

ot ÒÈ ev rp hie [eABovrec] * TpoctkUvmsav avro E: 

. 32 i A , 

d exomwacey o 0 avenoc. 

c = f Mk. ch. 
di Mk. Mark iv. 39 only. Gen. vii. 1. Jonah I. II, 12. 

26. o: de pad. bef dovrec avrov (from || Mk) BD 2285 61. 124 lat.: om o E p. 1 
latt Chr-y Arnob Aug: . 
P rel: txt BCD 1. 33 E 

27. for evOewc, evOvc (from m | ae BD: txt C rel Eus. (P defective.) 
231 lat.ff, syr-cu copt Eus: o igo. eX. avr. latt Syr: 
Bappere D. 

28. om avrw A Y 157. 209 al Sers el m n w evv-y-z-150 

bef avrag B 181: om o ine. 
txt CP rel lat-fsyr seth arm. 

rec ry» Oaraccay, with 

0 ne. 

lat-a c eth Euthym : o 
werpoc urey bef avrw B 120. 240-45 lat-g, Syr copt: txt CD rel lat-b e f ffi. g 

arm Eus. (P def.)J—om o D. for ue, uo A Scr’s s. Tec wpoc ant syr 
sro, with L rel vulg-ed : txt BCDA Frag-tisch 1. 38 am lat-a b c &c syrr syr-cu 
wth arm Eus. (P def.) 

29. rec ins o bef werpoc, with C Frag-tisch rel: om BD Eus. (P def) for 
t Ae, xac ARO (corra from the less usual infinitive) B (not Ci, if Tisch has accu- 
rately 
rel latt (at veniret) Orig. (P def.) 

edited it : there is not room) syr-cu arm Chr: et veniens sth : txt C? (C! ?) D 

80. om iex vpoy B'.txt 88 copt : ins B!-marg rel &c. 
$1. om o D. 
32. rec ey avrov, with CP rel: txt BD 13. 33. 124 Orig Cyr 
88. om eAPovrec BC? 1 al lat. i copt eth Orig Did: txt 

vioc sov e and add ov D lat-a ö. 

was,—befween three and 5 
ing. rie wpds abr. ] a mixed 
construction for arne dio rod Ópovc 
kai Moe o póc aùr. The words wepurar. 
(x thy 043. (or ris 0aÀ oos, the gen., 
of the mere appearing on the spot, the 
accus. of motion,—over the sea. P Webst. 
and Wilk. cite iwi *xoXAAd áAg0g» Od. 
E. 120,—ix' ivvea ciro wideOpa Od. À. 
577) are common to the three Evangelist, 
and can have no other meaning here, than 
that the Lord walked bodily on the surface 
of the water. The commonly 
cited to shew that ixi with a gen. can 
mean ‘ on the bank of,’ are not applicable 

1 

here, all after verbs of rest, not of 
motion. 4 Kings ii. 7: Dan. viii. 2 Theod. : 
John xxi. 1. Job ix. 8 we read of the 
Almighty, ó Tavósaç Tòv obpavóv póvoç 
kai mepimaray we ix’ ldagouc iwi 0aXdc- 
onc. Mark adds cai fj» wapedOeiv 
abrovc: John, cai tyyd¢ rod wAoiou yiwó- 
pevoy. See notes on John. 28.] 
This narrative ting Peter is peculiar 
to Matthew. It is in very strict accord- 
ance with his warm and confident cha- 
racter, and has been called almost a re- 
hearsal' of his denial afterwards. It con- 
tains one of the most pointed and striking 
revelations which we have of the nature 
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EYATTEAION XIV. 34—36. 

84 Kai £ Draw spácavrec jov ec rr yw Tervnoapir. 
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s regie Exeivny, kai or- 

cal rap- 
a diwvrai tov ° kpaowéidou rov 
fr P ScwOnoay. 

XV. ! Tore roc fr ty ‘Inoov ot aro ‘Tepooo- 
I 112557 Avpwy Ypappareiç cal Daprsator Atyovrec ? Qua ri ot 
al. Hagg. M. 
As, 18. Im 

och. xxi 
ro > geek. Burtpwv ; ou vie 

$n daorov tobi OI. 
24. xxvii. 
41. prés A 1 Pet. iii. 20 only. Jer. viti. 20 

5 F. ax r bere, 
xxzix.[ ihá xti. (xxxiv. 13 2 only.) 

ej Mk. TM xiif. J only. Exod.xzz 

&c. aad |. "a ox xi. 2. oe Tiar 
e» | Heb. x1. 2 

paÜnrat aov ° rapa(aivovery TAV rapa doo row " wpta- 
" yirrovrat rac ` x"paç abr öras 

3 0 8 arocpibelc erev avroic Aid ri 
q Acts l. 25 Weng ov. 

bande (Jer. 

v see Nam, ziv. 41. 

84. em r ym ye. (as in Lob C! 18. 124. 157 Chr-2-8-9- -: exi ry» ynv ec 
yevy. (comba of Mt and Mk) 
Chr(Field). 

$6. om avrov B! (insd in marg a prima manu) Orig, Chr. 
Scr's m. 

Cuar. XV. 1. for rpocepy., hd ill D!-gr. 
om o: (as in the way : 

is improb, seeing that the form of the sentence there 
latt(exc F) eth Pi avre 1 
been insd from || Mk, as Meyer, is 

DA 83 syr arm: alii aliter: txt P rel copt arm Orig, 

aft ogoi ins ay C 

for re iņngov, *poc avrov D 
that it should have 

is different) BD 1. 1241. 209 al Scr’s a c ev-y y copt Orig: ins CP rel. 
t gaptoato: and ypapparee (see || Mk) BD 1. 13. 33. 124 

C rel syr-cu syr eth Hi 

transp 
-e Syr copt arm Orig: txt 

2. om avrw» (as unnecessary: see also Mk vii. 3) BA 1. 229! lat F g, arm Orig, 
Chr-y-L. 

8. om avrot¢ D lat-s copt. 

pud analogy of faith; and a notable 
e of the power of the higher spi- 

ritus state of man over the inferior laws 
of matter, so often brought forward by 
our Lord. See ch. xvii. 20 ; xxi. 21. 
82.) John (vi. 21) adds «ai A iyévero 
rò Noro lvi ric yñc eic 1 OH yo: 
see note there. 33.] These 
were probably the crew of the ship, and 
distinct from the disciples. On 6«ov vids, 
see note, ch. iv. 3. It is the first time 
that our Lord is called so by men in the 
three synoptic Gospels. See ch. iii. 17; 
iv. 8; viii. 29: and John i. 34, 50. This 
feeling of amazement and reverence per- 
n the disciples also: see the strong 

ions of Mark vi. 62. 
] Mark vi. 53—566. Gennesar or 

Gennesaret, a district from which the lake 
was also occasionally so called, extended 
along its western shore. See J osephus’s 
lowing description of the beauty and 

fertility of this plain, B. J. iii. 10. 7. At 
its northern end was Capernaum, near 
which our Lord landed, as would appear 
from John vi. 24, 25. 88. srapexáA. 

- Iva] For a discussion of the con- 
struction of verbs of entreaty, &c. with tya 
and ö rc, see note, 1 Cor. xiv. 18. 
On xpacw. see note on ch. ix. 20. 
Suo. as E. V., were made perfectly whole. 

Cmar. XV. 1—20.] DiscounRsE cox- 
CERNING EATING WITH UNWASHED 
HANDS. Mark vii. 1—23. From Mark 
it appears that these Scribes and Pharisees 
had come expressly from Jerusalem to 
watch our Lord: most probably after that 
Passover which was nigh at the time of 
feeding the five thousand, John vi. 4. 
2.) The Jews attached more im ce 
to the traditionary exposition than to the 
Scripture text itself. Ed compared the 
written word to water; the traditionary 
exposition to the wine which must be 
mingled with it. The duty of washing 
before meat is not inculcated in the law, 
— only in the traditions of the Scribes. 
So rigidly did the Jews observe it, that 
Rabbi Akiba, being imprisoned, and having 
water scarcely sufficient to sustain life 

ven him, preferred 
aad without washing y eo Sy Eo 
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rov Gov Sta rov e . 
w ha zix.7 

EvértiÀaro Àéywy a. Gen. U 
17 A * kaxodoywr 5 

* ónec. de Al ere as Ü iis 

* Awpoy à 0 tay LE u thik, Mark 
Acts 

 eeAnÜpc 6 [xat] ov m TNO TOV marípa avrov [n x xix Boniy 

ryv unrl avrov]: ka 

ca thy ? rap doo i UWV. 

b ch. v. 23, Mal. Lev. zzvii. u. 
d ( Mk. Gal. lii. 17 only t. Esdr. m 82 oniy. (-por, Prov. i. 95. v. 7.) 

8&2 al. Jes. L 13. f ch. zi. 18 aL Jer. ax. I. 

i “ nxupwoare rov vópov roy Osou } Kings id. 

Ty UToKoIral, 
8585 gnrevoey wept ü ucoy "Hoatac Ac y 'O Aave ouroc roi =. reat: 

al nod. l. e. 
see Joha xi. 
88. Rev. il. 

cao Empo- 

e eh. xvi. 26. Mark v. 98 al. Jer. U. 11. vii. 8. 
e = j Mk. Mark xli. 28, 

g (sa. xxix. 13. 

4. simev (from || ME) BD 1. 124 latt Syr syr-cu syr-marg copt eth arm Ptol Iren- 
lat 

om BC'D rel vulg-ed(with forj 

lat-c f 
urn above), with 

Orig Cyr Jer: evsraiXaro Ay C rel lat. V. 
5 vdd with C?KLMU 33 am lat-a b c 

1 

rec aft ro» warepa ins cov 
, Syr syr-cu syr-with-ob copt arm 

EAN lat-e f, g, th Iren-lat Orig, Chr 
ug. 

. om cat (fo rime lity the construction) BCD 1. 33 lat-a b e ff, g, syr-cu copt xth 
arm Jer 

rel Gre txt BCDE?A Frag- tisch 1. 33 Orig Cyr, Aug Jer. 
om 9 r. pnr. avrov BD (possibly from homaotel) lat-a e syr-cu. 

Quast. rec reunan (fo corresp 

rec rgv 
eyToÀngv (from Mk vii. 9), with L Frag-tisch rel vulg lat-c f g, syr-txt arm-mss Cyr 

Orig: TOv A (from Mx vii. 13 7) BD lat- a b e ff, , Syr syr-cu syr-marg copt ath 
arm Iren-lat Eus Ang: rov vopoy C 18. 124. 346 Ptol. 

8. rec ins eyyiGee pos bef o Aaog ovroc and adds re cropar: aur (from Lxx), with 

wpseférepo. are not the elders, but the 
ancients. See ref. Heb. 3. cal tp. ] 
The cai implies that there was a rapáßaoç 
also on their part—acknowledging that 
on the n the disciples. Thy 
nák T. Mi À remarkable testimony from. 

to the divine origin of the 

observed that where the text has ô 6. 
drertikaro, Mark (vii. 10) has Mero 
dev. 4. ek. is a Hebraism, 

see reff. L 5.] Light- 
foot on this verse shews that the expres- 
sion cited by our Lord did not always 
bind the utterer to consecrate his po 
perty to religious uses, but was by its 
mere utterance sufficient to absolve him 

The construction of this and the 
following ver. is: But ye say, Whosoever 

„(nder 
stand, is free). " [And] such an one will 
certainly not honour his [father or his 
mother]. So || Mk., odcirs diere x. r. A. 

The joining of [zai] ob p?) c. r. A. to the 
Vox. 1. 

de ay above, and making the aposiopesis 
after pyr. abro, is inconsistent with the 
usage of où uh, which contains in itself an 
apodosis, being an elliptical construction 
for ob diog wn or the like; see Hartung, 
Partikellehre, ii. p. 156 ff. The future 
ind. after où pý makes the certainty more 
apparent: so cai robro yàp td sidévat xph 
ör: ob p) dvyotrat K bp g tiptiv . 
Xen. Cyr. viii. 1. 5. more examples 
in Hartuhg, ib. Of course the apodosis is 
our Lord’s as, , not that of the Phari- 
sees. le portion of Isaiah from 
which this aliata is made (ch. xxiv.— 
xxxv.) sets forth, in alternate threatenings 
and promises, the punishment of the mere 
nominal Israel, and the salvation of the 
true Israel of God. And, as so often in 
the prophetic word, its threats and pro- 
mises are for all times of the Church ;— 
the particular event then foretold being 
but one fulfilment of those deeper and 
more general declarations of God, which 
shall be ever having their successive illus- 
trations in His dealings hid ur LXX, 

hecy is nearly according to the 
ate ag le The citation in Mark is 
(if the spurious words in the rec. here be 
cancelled) verbatim the same with that in 
the text. Stier however maintains (vol. 
ii, p. 142) that the ic ua question: 
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5 e pe TUM, n d capdia, abr Topp Jamxéya ar 
21. Reb. al. gnou, 9 * parny òè Bora pe Sdacxuvrec ™ SidacKxa- 
12. xiii 15. " n» 7 9 7 10 1 , 
iem. Atac ^ syradpara avÜpwmev. kai wpockaAegautvoc 
F. M poy dx Ao rev avroic Axobert ral cuviere, II ov ro 

xeas ^ "ttctoxóutvov sç ro grópa ? koot rov avOpwrov, adAa 
only. Le * 9 L] » [d L4 - P - a 

Job TO EKWODtVOMEVOV ex TOU oroparog TOVTO KOIvVOL TOY v. 4. 

tate el avOpwwov. 12 róre wooceADovrec oi har Aéyovow 
: n aury Oldac ore " Qa picatot akoUcavrsc TOv A6 

- e Kanar. "EgxavoaAricOnaav; 19 o 8 aroxpiOeic siwev Ilaca * purtia 
] ennatr. 'N A „ ta? t u ? e y » ^? y? C , 

Acts 4. 14. NY OUK  EQurtvatv O waTnp pov Oo ovoamocg . w05- 

ux gerat, — 14 V agere avrovc’ " odnyol sow roh ro 
Lt. 44 bn. Aóc à o ic 860 zu 44,60. rug Ad Ob rugAow tav ' odnyy, apgorepor eç * [ovvov 
valy. . - «4 - 
ir Be * qegovvrat. II axoxpBeic & o Tlirpooç rev avro 
. only, Eph. iv. 1d al. Prov. M. 17. 

1. 8. Esek.iv. 14 

Zo ze. 

ans 

Te ^ 

tisch. 
BCDEP 

Ji Col. ii. 99 only. I. 6. Jub AH. 11, 12 vat. oaly. GK LMS 
om Acts X . p = Bere, Se. and f. Heb. ix. 18. Acts 121. 28 (z. 16. x1. V) only 1. UVXZA 
q ~ ch. iv. 4. Epb, iv. 29. Num. axxil. 24. ech, xiii. 21 al. fr. s bere only. 4 g xix. 

90. Ezek uvil.7. Micah i. 6 only. tch. xxi. 83 J. Lake ziii. A. xvit.6, 28. 1 Cor. III. 6, &e. Ix. 7. 1. 33. 
only Gen. Ii. 8 al. a . v. 48 reff. veh. xiii. W. Lake xvii. &. Jude is only. Jer. I. 10. 

.g7. X ch. axill. 16,94. Actai. 16. Rom. il. 19 only. Esra viii. i 
on aly . vii. 15 al. y Luke vi. 89. Juba xvi. 1% Acts viii. S1. Rev. vil. 17 only. Ps. axiv. 5. 

£ ob. AI. 11. Luke vi. Suy only. Isa. xziv. 18 al. 

C rel let. syr: om BDLN 88. 124 latt Syr syr-cu copt eth arm Clem. rom Justin Ptol 
Clem Orig[expr: wapidero pnrdy awd rob ‘Heaton, deep abraig AiEcow obrwe ye, 
cal elxe wipiog "EyyiZt pot ò Aaòg oŬroç iv re orépar: abr&v cai rà iijg raè 
wpoeiwopiy ye Gre ove abraic Mts dviypapey 6 MarÜaioc rò *wpoegruóv. Comm 
in Matt, tom. xi. 11, vol. iii. p. 492] Bas Chr Cyr Tert Cypr Hil Ambr Ambrst 
Jer Gaud Juv. (o Aaoc ovr. eyy. pos (alone) 1.) for avtxu, «ori» D lat- a b o 
Clem, est a me Hil lat-ff (exc Tert Cypr). 

II. aft ov ins ray D. for eictox., toxopevoy B. koivevti D'(twice), 
communicat D- lat (and lat-c the 2nd time) Tert Jer(verbum communicat proprie 
scri est et publico sermone non teritur [* non teritur" is quoted con- 
Hm by Tisch]) Aug (and in vv 18, 20)» coinguinat most latt. for rovro, 
ectiyvo V. 

12. rec aft paðnraı: ins avrov (|| Mk), with C rel ves: om BD 13. 61. 124 al. 
rec (for Aeyouorw) aroy (change to historic tense), with C rel latt syr eth: 

txt BD 1. 13. 33. 61. 124 lat-ff, Syr syr-cu arm. 
14. for avrovc, rovc rugAove D. for oð. sory rupio: rv$éÀwv, rvéÀot tiiv 

odnyo: BD: od. so: rugdwy K: rv$ÀAot uci» od. ry L Z(appy) 1. 83 vulg lat-a o 
syrr wth Orig, Basn Cyr, Cypr Jer Gild (all apparently emendations of the ar- 
rangement, or mistakes ooma to the recurrence of rug rv$A ov): txt C rel syr-cu. 

for BoOvvoy, (3o0pov D 1 Cyr: «c B00. is aft the verh in DFLZ 1 eth. 
eprecovyrai DF al Scr’s 1 m n o ev-y Chr Cyr. 

ought to be supplied in Mark, because tude in ver. 11. 13.] The plant is 
byyiZes is wan to oppose to wéfpw the teaching of the Pharisees, altogether 
dxiya, and orépari to connect with ørópa of human, and not of divine planting. That 
in ver. 11. 9.] LXX, ivráňpara dy. this is so, is clear by dgere abroóc follow- 
cai didaccaXiac. The two are here in ap- ing, and by the analogy of our Lord's 
position, as in E. V. 10.] ixtívovc parabolic symbolism, in which geed, plant, 
piv isioropícac kai caraccybévay dνα,¶jũÜ &c., are compared to doctrine, which how- 
we áviárove* robims dt rò» Aóyov wpàüg ever in its growth becomes identified with, 
roy Sydow we dN rep. Euthym. and impersonated by, its recipients and 
12.] This took place after our Lord disseminators. See this illustrated in notes 
entered the house and was apart from the on the parable of the sower, ch. xiii. be- 
multitude: see Mark ver. 17. viv  róv,naturá: ġvreia, curd.’ Bengel. On thi 
Aóyov] the saying addressed to the multi- verse see John xv. 1, 2. 15.] The 
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ach. xiii, BA 
only. Job vi. 
94. xii. 8 
only. 

b bere only. 

16 o à &LT€V 

ovTw VOELTE Ort way 

TO , ticropevápavoy ei tic TO ^ arópua etc rüv * koi tav ' Kmper 12x 
kai tic * ageSpiova iB Nerat; ; Bera XI éxwopevoueva age 
iK TOU aróuaroc EK rnc Kapõiaç ek tra, cdx e Rom. L 

„81, x. 19 
' Kowol rov avOowrov. |? £x yep TAC capdiac eLépyov- (rom Dewt. 

e 'Sadoyiapoi 9 $óvot „ ` potyuat, wopveat, id Wt 
oral, ^ Yevdo, waprupiat, ° Braconniac. P ravrá eei 
tory Ta " Kowobvra P roy arb per ro & "avixroic l z Ther 
xtpoatv gaye ov " kotvot " roy avðpwrov. 3 Garoa. aal 

21 Kai £a oy &xeiÜsv o 'l nooUc are Opnae eic rd f= Sw, sit, 
z pn Tipo, cal Xibovoc, 2 

{ K Lev. xv. 10, 90.) 
Pa. iv. 6. 

H ird. xiv. 26 only. 
a rin SU only t. (-peiv, ch. xix. 18.) 

5 ref. 
om oh. H. . xvi. 18. "uh. 10 al. Web. i 

Acte xlii. 50. Josh. xv. 1 

15. avre bef uray B. 
CD rel latt, bef r. rapaf. 18. 124. 

Kat 80d yun Xavavaia A 5 Sa. 

aTO TWV ' cole éxeivwy thsA00vsa " 

only 3. 

S Maco. AY. 

27. Expa Uyacey Afyovca oie 2 i 

1 ref. 1 Luke ii erii, 1 Cor. iii. 90. Jam. ti. 
X 10k he vi 8 and Gal v. 19 rec.) osiy. er. ziii. 27. Hos. li. 2. le. 

. vi. 18, 18, ae. Hos. li. 3 E xir 824. l. 15. 
o ch. zii. fL al. fr. Esek. xxxv. 12. p art., cb. 

Mark vil. 2 (5 v. nr i Hom. II. C. 966. rae eb. H, 12, &c. ref. 
t ch. iL 16, xix.1al. Mt. Mk. * eze, 

xii. 19. Jobn xi. 48 ati. Acts xxii. 38 only. 

om raurny (as not in Mk vii. 17) BZ 1 copt Orig: ins 

ria ins «nooug bef eure», with CL rel lat-f syr arm: om BDZ 33 latt Syr syr-cu 

IV. for ovxw, ov (see || MX) BDZ 33 latt ET syr-cu eth: txt C rel syr copt(Treg). 
for ucmoptvop., ecipyopevoy B 

18. for caretva, exava D lat -e ff, copt. gowevt D!. 
19. BAacenpra D'-gr lat-e syr-cu syr wth. 
x umy ra gowwvovyra, and cowwyt D!. 

22. Exoalev (more usual word) BD 1 lat-c ff, syr-cu copt arm: expakew Z vulg 
lat-a e f 9, , syr Orig Chr Hil: tycpavyazew M: expavyacey C rel. rec aft 
expavyacey ins avrw, with L rel lat: F f, eyr; oxiow avrov D: aft Acyovea ins avre 

saying in ver. 11, which is clearly the sub- 
ject of the question, was not strictly a 
wapaBoAy, but a plain declaration; so 
that either Peter took it for a parable, — 
or wapaf. must be taken in its wider 
sense of ‘an hard saying.’ Stier thinks 
that their questioning as to the meaning 
of parables in ch. xiii. d habituated them 
to P Tha for veri in this form. 

in ver. ll was 
spoken fo the ho multitude, who were ex- 
horted deovere x. ovritrt: much more 
then ought the disciples to have under- 
stood it. hv = adhuc is a later 
Greek word: Phrynichus (p. 128, ed. Lo- 
beck) says that Xenophon uses it once 
o but this is not in the sense of fri, 
ut dors, even now,’ ‘in artioulo ;’ see Lo- 

beck’s note, where he gives more examples. 
N.] orépart, 5 où yiverar Ovy- 

rey piv, we ign IIAárw», eicodoc, IZ oòog 
Gi ág0dprev. imucipyeras ply yàp 

airg ciría kal worá, gBaprod ceparoc 
$üaprai rpogai. Adyor dé ia, ába- 
várov yvyüc a0avara: vóuou 0v ev ó 
Aoyurbc Bioc cuBepryarat. Philo de Opif. 

undi, i. 
21—98.) Tux CANAANITISH WOMAN, 

Mark vii. 24—30: omitted by Luke. It 
is not quite clear whether our Lord actu- 
ally passed the frontier into the land of 
the 5 or merely was on the frontier. 
The of «le ra nien in Matthew 
favours the former supposition: see ch. ii. 
22; xvi. 18; also for dpa, ch. ii. 16; iv. 
18; vii. 34. Exod. xvi. 86, ele uipog 
Tic Porvienc, to the borders of Canaan,’ 

been quoted as supporting the other 
view ; but the usage of our E him- 
self seems to carry greater weight. And 
5 is not one of importance; for 

rd did not go to teach or to heal, 
but, as it would appear, to avoid the pre- 
sent indignation of the Phariseos. Mark’s 
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raami, "EAgnaov pe moore. vic Aaved h 6 7496 pov xacòg 

eh Y Samovizerar. P o SE ob amexpin avro * Aoyo». kai 
th 
James iv. 8.) mpoctABavric ot t paĝnrai avrov ’ ij r ouv aurov MEE sni 

a a Ar AO aur, ort kpatet * ömiabev ine. 46 Bi BCDEG 
w ch. v 

K craAÀqv a pn " ac rà ^ woo[Jara UVXA LE are ali amokoiÜcic ele Obe art n un c e 58 À 
a 

m eeb wa “awodwAora otkou epa. 25 J òè 5 Tpoc- 

y = Phil. tv. 8, exvvet Lu Aéyouca Kuore ° fon Bee por. 26 6 de a eie 

12. Th. Oric Are OQ keari AaPew roy üprov TWV TEKYWY «ai 

mE i 8 JaXety rote ^ kvvapioic. 
alll "rw ix. 20 J. Rev. iv. 6. v. 1) enly. Den xr iH. 10 

v.4.) Psa. cxviii. 176, 2M vii. (I.) 6 
34. Acts Avi. 9. xxi. 28 

f cb. ali. 2 al. fr. gc 

vulg lat-c 91: 
we, with YA 

23. om Ao Z. 
24. aft rpoßara ins ravra D. 

bw 
do. fi, 2 reff. Gon. Tih 20. e Mark ix 

Cor. vi. 2, from Isa. ae 8, Heb. 11. 18. Rev. ail. 16 only. Ps. Ixix. » oxviii. 117. 
. vil 6. h here (his) and f only ¢. 

om BCZ 1 am lat-a e Syr syr-cu copt seth arm Orig. 
rel lat-a c d Orig : txt BD Bas. 

rec nowrey, with E'L rel, -roy E'M : txt BCDXN. 

7 $ & smew Nat kópu, col 
cta ix. 2. c ch. x.6. 1 

rec (for vioc) 

25. for wpocecuve, mpocecuynaer (corra to historical a) C rel vulg lat-a f l syrr 
syr-cu copt Chr Thi: txt BD M(-») 1. 33 lat- c 12 9 arm Orig. 

20. rec (for eKeorty) cri cadov (from || MX), with Bet rel ists lat. ef I de 
txt D (and perhaps no other ms) lat-a 6 c fis g, | Orig, hom-Cl Bas-sel H pe 
Ambrst Jer. 

account certainly implies that the woman 
was in the same place where our Lord was 
wishing to be hid and could not. 23. 
àrò T. Sp. ix. . . does not belong to dEeA8., 
but means of or from those 
d$eà0.] coming out (they were going by 
the way, see ver. 23) : i.e. from her house, 
or town, or village. The inhabitants of 
these parts are called Canaanites, Num. 
xiii. 29; Judg. i. 30, 32, 33; and Phoni- 
cians, Exod. vi. 15 LXX); Josh. v. 1 
(LXX). Mark calls her ‘EAAnvic, i. e. 4 
heathen by e and Zópa Hoiviaieca 
T9 tt: escribes her only as having 
come to our Lord in the house. But by 
the acconnt in our text, she had been 
crying after the Lord and the disciples by 
the way previously; and Mark’s account 
must be understood to begin at ver. 25. 
From Mark iii. 8, Luke vi. 17, we learn 
that the fame of our Lord had been 
in these parts, and multitudes from thence 
had come to Him forhealing. It was not 
this woman's dwelling-place, but her de- 
scent, which placed the bar between her 
and our Lord's ministrations. The ex- 
pression vióc Aaveid shews her acquaint- 
ance with Jewish expressions and expecta- 
tions; but the whole narrative is against 
De Wette's supposition, that she may 
have been a proselyte of the gate. 
23.) The reason alleged by the disciples 
must be coupled with our Lord's unwill. 
ingness to be known, stated by Mark 
(vii. 24), and means, ‘ she will draw the 

attention of all upon u. The word vis 
Avucov does not necessarily imply grant 
her request, nor the contrary’: dal am simply 
dismiss her, leaving the method to our 
Lord Himself. 24.] See ch. x. 5. 
Such was the purpose of our Lord’s per- 
sonal ministry; yet even this was occa- 
sionally broken by such incidents as this. 
The * fountain sealed’ sometimes broke its 
banks, in token of the rich flood of grace 
which should follow. See Rom. xv. 8. 

25.] Abova, i. e. into the house 
where our Lord was. See Mark vii. 24. 

20. xvvaploug] No further con- 
tempt is indicated by the diminutive, still 
less any allusion to the daughter of the 
woman: the word is commonly used of 
tame dogs, as diminutives ently ex- 
press familiarity. So in Xen. Cyr. viii. 4. 
20, ef dt peyadrny yapeic, fjv wore Bo 
abriy pôv popa erpocáAAeaOal at 
toe we .] The 

sense of cal is Bot given by ‘yet’ in 
the E. V. e woman, in her humility, 
accepts the appellation which our Lord 
gives her, and grounds her plea upon an 
inference from it. Her words also have a 
reference to dgec xpürov xopracOijvat rd 
récva, expressed by Mark vii. 27. The 
Vulgate has rightly, ‘Etiam Domine: sam 
et catelli edunt, Yea, Lord: for even 
the dogs eat: or, for the dogs too eat. 
Our Lord in the use of the familiar di- 
minutive, has expressed not the unclean- 
sess of the dog so much, as his attach- 
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awoxpibtic o o 'ngcouc clrev abr "Q yovat, peyadn cou n 
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roy aro rc 

rioric n yernÜiro, ™ 

avTnc aro rie woag Exeivng. 
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bro Eci. 80 

27. om yap (as superfluous : 
ev-y, N for Jaywv, Vuxwv D. 
28. om o tne. D fuld syr-cu. 

KATA MAOOAION. 

? exerOev o Insoic ÅA Oev xapa TY 

cal wpocnAÜov aurp ö mohoi 
EXovrec peb tavræwv P? Nh, ruphoic, * kw$obc, 
Avve Kai er kpouc ro A Obe“ Kat 

robe wó6ac avrov, cal tÜrpümtvcsv  avroüc, 
TEAM roy Ox Aov Bavpacat BAéwovrac ` ewpoug Aadovyrac, 

cu Abbe vyteic, kai PywAouc wtpurarovyrac, Kal TUg- 

see also in || MX) B lat-e Byr. 

ames 

B sore 1 B 

kat abn n Buyarne "8i 29575 
i ake x 21. 
m ch. 

ix. 3v. “Lake 

° avaBag ti "^ ro Wa 

cu °H 

* Eppupay ab rode 
ders 

16. (- reis, 
Acts Il. 28.) 

for toit, ecOsovery 
for cvpiwy, evvapiwy D! (not lat). 

om w D 259 forj. 
90. ywA. cl. repr. cb. B: ywr. rwg. rvgr. cvdArd. CK: xo. rupi. evar. D 219 

al Scr's c lat-g, I: ke. ywA. rvgd. vA. LMA am(with fuld) syr: cw. rvi. xe. 
«vA. e 
xapa, vxo —om r. T. 

lat-à cfi avrog Ci. 

al vary: txt P rel Syr syr- cu copt arm. 
rec (for avrov) rov inoov, with CP rel lat. 

syrr eth: txt BDL 38 latt syr-cu copt arm Chr Aug. aft avrovg add wavrac 

rec (for rov oyAov) rove oyAovc ( perhaps to m to ox RO above and PBe- 
3 below), with BP rel: txt CDUA 1. 33 er- y Orig, Ch 
bef Óavpaca: B: BAexovra 83. 287 ev-150! Chr-y. 

add ca: D 13. 157 syrr. 
1 ev-y latt 5 copt sth Jer(“ ubi Latinus interpres 
B 59. 115. 288 syr-marg eth: 

scriptum est 
nomen, ut quomodo claudus dicitur 
letur, qui unam manum debilem habet. 

y-H-K. BrXerwovrac 
for AaXouvrac, acovov rag 

om cvdrAovg vytti¢c 
transtulit ̂  debiles, in Greco 

rolf, quod non generale debilitatis sed unius infirmitatis est 
oa uno claudicat pede, sic rvAAóg appel- 

os proprietatem hujus verbi non habemus. 
Unde et in consequentibus Evangelista ceterorum debilium exposuit. sanitates, horum 
tacuit. Quid enim sequitur ? Et curavit &c. De cvAdoic tacuit, quia quid e con- 
igi diceret non habebat." Comm in loc. Tischdf ed. 2, made Jer state * interpretem 

;" in ed. 7 he says “ Hier interpretem latinum dicit de xvAXoig facwisse 

I. 
having ref to cx Noc ver. 30). 

ment to and dependence on the human 
Jamily : she lays hold on this favourable 
point and makes it her own, ‘if we are 

then may we fare as such ;—be 
with the crumbs of Thy mercy.’ She 

sane as it were, under the of the 
table —elose on the confines Israel's 
feast. Some say that the Pixia are the 

of bread on which the hands were 
wiped, eic d rác xtipac áoparróutvor 
tlra evoiv IBA (Eustathius, cited by 
Trench on Mir. nies but the rerréy- 
Tw» looks more accidental falling, and 
the jiyia like minute crumbs. 98. 
In Mark, dd rovrov róv Aóyov, Braye. 
The greatness of the woman's faith con- 

quid ” &c : it will be seen from the full quod 
Tischdf ought to have written “ evangelistam 

rec om cat def x» with 

ven above that for interp. 
t Jer says of the interp. lat. 

rel latt arm: ins 

sisted in this, that in spite of all discourage- 
ments she continued her plea ; and not only 
80, but accepting and laying to her account 
all adverse circumstances, she out of them 
made reasons for urging her request. St. 
Mark gives the additional circumstance, 
that on 555 to her house she found 
the devil gone out, and her daughter lying 
on the el 

$9—39.] HEALING BY THE SEA OP 
GALILEE. Peculinr to Matthew (see Mark 
vii. 31—87). FEEDING OF THE FOUR 
THOUSAND. k vii. 1 — 10. 
29.] poet is the high land on the 
coast lake, not any particular 
mountain. From this account it is uncer- 
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S ch. M 1 
‘Ta tal k. AOUC BAérovrac, kat 
Ixx x v. 9, 13. 

u Lake 1. 68. 

ETATTEAION XV. 

tSofacay rov " Geoy ""Iopaf]A. 
82 * +»? - e « è 4 92 ~ 

o & ‘Incove sroockaAecüusvoc voUc nahnrdg avrov 
Tea. XXII. 28. ; á 

"un emey " Sedayxvilonae eri TOV oxAov, ori On uta 
w constr., | Mk. 

Luke x. 28. 7 
Acts v. 7. 

X Mk. Acts 
xi. 28. xiti. 
48. xviii. 

18. I Tim. i. 8. v. 5 ney. Jadg. Hi. 95. 
&joply. Dan. vi. 18 LXX only. 

28. 1 Macc. iil. 17. 

BCDMPA 1 lat.f syrr syr-cu copt sth. 
L 1. „ 

82. for ewer, AH C: ad 
add rovro» DE? Scr's c lat-b c f copt Hil. 
copt. 

4 s ? - 7 a . 

kat d ro boat avrovc 
Wiad. til. 9 only. y oh. viii. 20 reff. S = rer. 93. 

bi Mk. Gal. vi. 9, Heb. xii. 8, ö only, Judg. vili. 15. 1 Kings xiv. 

T x , , 1 d L * e d 
pti¢ TpPOÇHÉVOVGIV uot KaL OVK ` EXOVOW TE Fee. 

“ynorec ov GAM, unrore b ik- 

sbula Zov 

(See Mark viii. 1.) aft oyAov 
om nn B 106. 301 lat-/: 80 Syr 

ins rovc bef rv$3Xovc D. 
latt(not D-lat) syr-cu arm 
avroic CK al copt. 

rec ngepas (grammi emendation), with E(Treg) Orig,: txt BCDP rel.— 
non nutoa y «ow kac D arm (also an emendation, but testifying to qpepar being the 
original). i 

tain to which side of the lake our Lord 
came; from Mark vii. 31 we learn that 
it was to the eastern side, avd picoy 
Tüv dpiwy AtcamóAtec. $0.] xvAAol 
are persons maimed in the hands; see 
Jerome in var. readd. (But it is also 
used of the feet, ri deipo móða oi xvÀAÀv 
dvd cbcdov cuvedtic; Aristoph. Av. 1379.) 
The meaning need not be, that a wanting 
member was lied to these persons ; 
but that a debility, such as that arising 
from paralysis or wound, was healed. 
Espey, not in neglect, but from haste 
and rivalry. $1.) Mark (vii. 32—37) 
gives an instance of xedovs uvras. 

dy 0. 'IcpasA] Perhaps this last 
word is added as an expression of the joy 
of the disciples themselves, who contrasted 
the fulness and abundance of the acts of 
mercy now before them with the instance 
which they had just seen of the difficulty 
with which the faith of a Gentile had pre- 
vailed to obtain help. 82.] The 
modern German interpreters assume the 
identity of this miracle with that narrated 
in ch. xiv. 14 ff. If this be so, then our 
Evangelists must have forged the ch 
attributed to our Lord in ch. xvi. 9, 10. 
But, as Ebrard justly remarks (Evangelien- 
kritik, p. 532), every circumstance which 
could vary, does vary, in the two accounts. 
The situation in the wilderness, the kind 
of food at hand, the blessing and breaking, 
and distributing by means of the disciples, 
these are common to the two accounts, and 
were likely to be so: but Aere the matter 
is introduced by our Lord Himself with 
an expression of pity for the multitudes 
who had continued with Him three days: 
here also the provision is greater, the num- 
bers are less than on the former occasion. 
But there is one small token of authenticity 
which marks these two accounts as refer- 

ring to two distinct events, even had we 
not such direct testimony as that of ch. 
xvi.9,10. It is, that whereas the baskets 
in which the fragments were collected on 
the other occasion are called by all four 
Evangelists «édivor, those used for that 
purpose after this miracle are in both Matt. 
and Mark And when our Lord 
refers to the two miracles, the same dis- 
tinction is observed ; a particularity which 
could not have arisen except as pointing to 
a matter of fact, that, whatever the distinc- 
tion be, which is uncertain, different kinds 
of baskets were used on the two occasions. 
Perhaps the strangest reason for supposi 

*the two identical (given by De Wette, 
Schleiermacher, and others) is an imagined 
difficulty in the question of the disciples, 
wey riy c. r. X., so soon after the former 
miracle ; as if the same slowness to believe 
and trust in divine power were not repeat- 
edly found among men, and instanced in 
Scripture itself; — compare Exod. xvi. 18 
with Num. xi. 21, 22; and read in Exod. 
xvii. 1—7 the murmurings of the Israelites 
immediately after their deliverance at the 
Red Sea. And even could we recognize this 
as a difficulty, it is not necessarily implied 
in the text. Our Lord puts the matter to 
them as a question, without the alightest 
intimation of His intention to supply the 
want supernaturally. They make answer 
in the same spirit, without venturing (as 
indeed it would have been most unbecom- 
ing in them to do, see John ii. 8, 4) to sug- 
gest the working of a miracle. De Wette's 
sudo) Peat that the usage of cégivos and 
omvpidec shews two different traditional 
sources used by the author, would make it 
necessary to suppose that the forger of ch. 
xvi. 9, 10 has been skilful enough to pre- 
serve this distinction ; an seldom 
found in interpolations of early Christian 

BCDEF 
GHKL 
MPSUY 
XA l. & 
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Aud er Ty og. 33 Kai Aro aury ot paUnrai J rt 
ch zii 

4 Tióbev à Ini Ev * épnuia. aprot rogovrot f were É Xopracat Now. ci xi 18. 

XA rocovrov ; ; 

kai exéAevory roĩc _bxAore 
36 

kai Aya avroic o Tnoove [1o0c0vc 

aprovc yere; oi 06 sirov Eura, Kat 9Mya 

dvameaeiv eri rv y", 
ai Aae TOUC era aprovc kai robe (xBbac 

e Ak. 9 
xi. 30. Heb. 

bd. 

k " 
R= “au? 15. 

pisrücac ECA ai She roic pabnracc, ot & pabnrat 1342 
rote oxAare. 

Kai TO de dal ad TUV 

Sac wAnptte. 

och. xiv. 15 ref. 

83. rec aft pa@nra: ins avrov from || MX), with CDP rel lat-c f 8 
om B 1. 237 
seth arm. 

34. aft «xov ins avrw D-gr 106 syrr 

lat-a b effi 91 

37 kai Epayov wavree Kal " ExoprásÜnaav, Jab» x21, 20 
N H, d 

« Jad ith xi. 16, 
" kÀaspárwy oav kr " amupi- a 5 

i. "m. 

$8 ot de cobiovrec 3j oa verpakicy un av=- ho Wise. 

~are Spec xople . kat watciwy. 

BCDEF TOUC oyAovc ” avin tic ro Ah, kat A eic ra ö pia m ch, xiv. 390 

MSUV. Ma*ya?av. 
XA1. 

39 Kat cita rx 19 

E. ch. avi. tuj. 
Acts ix. 26 
only t. 

p= ch. 31v. 82 1 Mk. only. Jonah i. 8 vat. q ver. 29 reff. 

D cu th: 
copt arm. aft robe ins ovy D 1 latt (not f) 

or epnuhH, epnpw roxw (ch. xiv. 13, 15; L. ix. 12) C copt Orig. 
8 

85. for eceXevcev, mapayyerdag (see || x 5) E BD 1. 18. 33. 124 copt Orig(expr, iv0áde 
où ccR be, 4ÀAÀ mapayysAAt), precipit latt, cum 

Tw oxÀw (as | Bek) BD 1. 13. 33. 124 
be By fiai ayy eth arm Orig : rove oxAovc CU! 
Hil(terbis jubetur discumbere). 

jwssisset D-lat: txt CP rel nis 
t- 

Ser's c Chr-3-6-9-n-p(and Fd.) : 
-corr! rel lat-a e f k Syr syr-cu copt Hil Chr-x -1-x. 

86. for rat AaBwy, skaBev (grammatical emendation) BD 1. 18. 38. 124 copt: txt 
CP rel sth arm. 
bef «vx. BD 1 latt Syr gyr-cu copt. 
33. 124 Chr Thdor-mops : txt CP rel vss. 

tvyapiornoey (omg exAacer) C'(appy) (la 
for td ore, edidou (from || Mk) BD 1. 13. 

t-a 7). ins cat 

rec aft naÜnraic ins avrov (from || 
Mk), with CP rel vulg lat-a b F syrr syr-cu: om BD 1. 13. 33. 124 al em lat-c fi 9 
copt arm Chr. 
lati populo) syr arm: txt 

arm : txt BD 1. 83 latt xth. 
. ins ec bef rarpaxicxouoi (from || Mk £c) B 1. 13. 33. 124 lat. 

transp rate and yvvawwy D 1. 124 latt (not 
89. rec ev (emendation to more usual word, | 

1. 33, e sil) (evGa«ve& D) : txt C rel (and 15 of Scr's mss) Chr. 
L rel syr eth arm: ua yd aA CM 33 copt : txt B Dirac pay.) Ni 8 
also payeday N? latt Jer Aug, and magado S 
and the better known name Magdala to have 

(commonly derived from oxtipa, 
as being of woven work ; or by some from 
xupóc, wheat, as being TÒ Tey Tepwy 
áyyoc. Hesych.) was large enough to con- 
tein & mans body, as Paul was let down 

Acta, Greswell (Diss. viii. pt. 4, 
p- 325) supposes that they may have been 
used to "epus 8 the stay in the 
desert. Of Magadan nothing 
is known. Lightfoot (Centurio Choro- 

rec (for rotg oxAo«) rw oxAv 
KLM 1. 13. 83. 124 al lat-e f ff, Syr 

87. rec npav bef ro rep. rwv wd. (from || Mk), with C 

vom || MP), with CBE rel 
-cu copt. syr 

rel lat. ff (rr eyr-cu) 
syr æth arm. 

) syr-cu copt ah 4 Aug. 
also having tua), with B (S 

rec nayò a, with 
e e syr-jer. 

(Txt appears to have been original, 
een substituted : see note.) 

graph. Marco premissa, p. 418) shews 
Magdala to have been only a Sabbath- 
day's journey from Chamnath Gadara on 
5 and on the east side of the 

robably he is mistaken, for 
mes e rs (see Winer, Realwürter- 
buch, in v.) ‘lace it about three miles 
from Tiberias, on the west side of the lake, 
where is now a village named Madschel. 
Dalmanutka, mentioned by Mark (viii.10), 
seems to have been a village in the neigh- 
bourhood. 
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r oh. iv. 1, Sat. 

3 Kings x. 1. 
a eh. xii. 3y 

al. 

ch. xiv. 15 a [y . V. 

$3aL Judith 
ziii. 1 only. 

v here only t. 
Bir. Hi. 15 

, ,. 
ovpavoc 

only. 
w here (bis) 
only t. (- 
Rev. vi. 4. 
e., 

Lev. xiii. 19.) 
X Acts xxvii, 
0 (ch, zziv. 

19 F. xxxii. 10 ouly. (-1vó€, Wisd. xvii. 8. 
see Neb. xii. 24. b 

d= Acta 1. 7. 1 Thess. v. I. ch. zi 

Cuar. XVI. 1. om o: 1. 33. 124 al ev-y Orig. 
om oac to end of ver 8 BV X-txt N mss- 2. om avroic D lat-a c ff, 91 

EYAITEAION 

XVI. I Kai wpoceAOovrec oi Dapisatoi Kat 2a6- 
Oovkatot ‘ wapaZovrec emnpürncav avróv " onutiov EK TOU 

ovpavou * émdeikat avroic. 
[° 'Oyiaç " yevopévng Aéyere ` Eùta, " wuppaZe yap o 

5 kai mowi Zfuspov " yew, up P yap 
' oruyvadwy o obpuvóc, TO piv " rpócewov rov ovpavov 
* yuwisekere " Staxoivar, rd & Sonneia rwv 

dövaohe ;] * yeved wovnod xat * poryadic anuttov f imn- 
rei · kai onusiov ov So, aury, ei ur TÒ onpeiov 

201 Mk. Jotns.$2, 3 Tim. iv. 31) only. li e. , 
= Cor. 115 r^y 102 xi. 21 al.) 

XVI. 

20 St amokpiÜric eiwev avrotc 

d 2 n? Katowy OU 

y Mack x. 22 only. Esek. zzvii. 85. xxvii. 
ke xil. 66. Jam. I. 11. Ps. cili. 80. a constr. 

Job zii. 11. om ch. xxiv. ref. 
f ch. vi. 83 reff, 

avrov bef exrnpwracay D. 

mentd-by-Jer syr-cu arm-zoh Orig(appy): with asterisks in E: ins CD rel latt syrr 
copt sth Eus-canon Chr Thl Euthym 
similar passage, ch xii. 38.) 

8. for ovpavoc, anp D-gr. 

il Juv. (The omn has prob arisen from the 

rec ins vrorpira: bef ro pev (see Luke xii. 56), with 
E rel lat-ö e f f, g, Syr copt ; cas C? 83: om C'DLA 1. 88 al Scr’s b ev-z vulg lat-a c 
Jf l syr eth arm Aug. 

4, om «cat potyadic D lat-a e ff; , 9, Prop. 

CHAT. XVI. 1—4. REQUEST FOR A 
SIGN FROM HEAVEN. Mark viii. 11—13, 
but much abri . See also Luke xii. 54 
and notes. . gypetov dx ToU obpavod 
see notes at ch. xii. 38. There is no groun 
for supposing that this narrative refers to 
the same event as that. What can be more 
natural than that the adversaries of our 
Lord should have met His miracles again 
and again with this demand of a sign from 
heaven? For in the Jewish superstition 
it was held that demons and false 
could give signs on earth, but only the 
true God signs from heaven. In the apo- 
E Epistle of Jeremiah, ver. 67, we 

of the gods of the heathen, onpeia re 
iv l0ytaw iv obparg ob un dis 
And for such a notion they alleged the 
bread from heaven given by Moses (see 
John vi. 81), the staying of the sun by 
Joshua (Josh. x. 12), the thunder and rain 
by Samuel (1 Sam. xii. 17, compare Jer. 
xiv. 22), and Elijah (James v. 17, 18). 
And thus we find that immediately after 
the first miraculous feeding the same de- 
mand was made, John vi. 30, and answered 
by the declaration of our Lord that He 
was the true bread from heaven. And 
what more natural likewise, than that our 
Lord should have uniformly met the de- 
mand by the same answer,—the sign of 
Jonas, one so calculated to baffle his ene- 
mies and hereafter to fix the attention 
of His disciples? Here howevor that an- 

for excZnret, aree B*(sic 

swer is accompanied by other rebukes suffi- 
ciently distinctive. It was now proren 
the evening (see Mark viii. 10, 6c) an 
our Lord was looking on the glow in the 
west which suggested the remark in ver. 2. 
On the practice of the Jews to demand a 
sign, see 1 Cor. i. 22. 2.] Mark 
viii. 12 adds xal dvacrevatag ry Tveb- 
pars abrod . . ., omitting however the 
sentences following. The Jews were much 
given to prognosticating the rains, &c. 
of the coming season in each year. See 
Lightf. who cites examples. 3.] Po- 
lybius iv. 21. 1, speaks of the 705» avory- 
piay (of the Arcadians) frig abroic xap- 
bwerat did ri roù wtpyowroc (dípoc) 
Vvxpórnra xai ervyrórgra. * 8i circa 
occidentem rubescunt nubes, serenitatem 
future diei spondent; concavus oriens 
pluvias predicit; idem ventos cum ante 
exorientem eum nubes rubescunt: quod 
si et nigre rubentibus intervenerint m 
M orvyvatwr) et pluvias, Plin. Hist. 

at. xviii. 35 Tpóse Tov, because 
ervyvóc and orvyvdlw are properly used 
of sadness and obscurity in the visage of 
man. Tév xaapev, of times, gene- 
rally. The Jews had been, and were, 
most blind to the signs of the times, 
at all the great crises of their history ;— 
and also particularly to the times in 
which they were then living. The sceptre 
had departed from Judah, the lawgiver 
no longer came forth from between his 
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Kee ini (wy, Kai wOGOUC 

KATA MAGOAION. 
* a 9 a 9 es 
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h emehálovro à prove AaPeiv. 

9 0 9€ [mcouc simsy avroic Opare kat 

rde bung rey Papisaiwy kai Zadsouxaiwy. 
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5 Kai kA 0 Gvrec "2 M1 

di. 22. 
Judg. xi. 29. ! mpocéxere are bi. Lake ail 

. Phil, iii. 
7 ot et 14. Heb vi. 

im 218. 2, 16. 
ios 

only. Gea. 

dia oyičsabe € £v Gave. 
iw. avo, = 

viL 15 reff. 
Jeb. a 83 L 

Th ia! Lok 
0 ob rouc ai N i 1 Gor. 

" owupidac Ga v- EON. 

tAá (Gers ; II maç ov vostre Ort oU 7p! aprwv el roy viv ; "istis 1 6, 8. 
ol. Ps. ix. 2 (). 9 Meer. xii. 48. 
iL & I Chron. Avi. 12. Exod, ziii. 8. 
iz. 36 caly 1. 

from inspection): Eure (and bef e.) D'-gr, 
Tow Tpopnrov 

leh. xiv. 81 reff m coastr., 1 Thess. ij. d. sia: 
of. ch. m ch. ziv. 20 reff. v. A |. Acts 

eril latt: txt B'C rel. rec aft wya ins 
ch xii. 39), with C re wi iim: copt eth arm Orig: om 

BDL am(with em forj fuld harl tol) lat-/, g, Z H 
B. nig ro epav extAaDowro bef o: pa0gro« D lat-a b ce 

aft pa@nra: adds avrov, with L 
Orig: om BCD 209. 346 ev-y lat-e arm Hil. 
pad. A 301. rec 

Sers e w lat-e. 
7. for os de, rore D 4lat-a b cef, 9 
8. rec aft ere» ins ERT with 

Thl. for eda 
Lacif: txt C rel lat: syrr syr-cu 

9. aft pynpovevere ins ore quando N 
m p , simly lat-c f F. 9: 

1.2 9 syru Hil.—om ot 
lat syrr syr-cu copi æth 

haBay bef aproug (see || MX) BK 

cef g. (st aih armi Orig 
rt, exire (from || "Ch BD 13. 124 latt syr-ms-marg copt eth arm 

roig revracicxireose D (and so rog 

r aprwv) aprov, with D-gr rel latt Orig Lucif Ambr: txt BCKLMS 1. 
83 p toy D-lat syr-ms copt Chr. 

feet, the prophetic weeks of Daniel were 
just at their end; yet they discerned none 
of these things. 4.] See note on 
ch. xii. 39. 

5—12.] WARNING AGAINST THE LEA- 
YEN OF THE PHARISEES AND SADDUCEES. 
Mark viii. 18—21. §.] This croes- 
ing of the lake was not the voyage to 
Magadan mentioned in ch. xv. 89, for 
after the dialogue with the Pharisees, 
Mark adds (viii. 19), rat in Bac d rige 
sig rò ripar. êweháð.] not for a 
pluperfect : After they had come to the 
other side, they forgot to take bread; 
vis. o» thoir land journey . This 
is also to be understood in Mark (viii. 14), 
who states their having only one loaf in 
the ship, not to shew that they had for- 
gotten to take bread before starting, but 

beginning of note on ch. xiii. 88. It is 
from the penetrating and diffusive power 
of leaven that the p orga eli 

n for good or bad, is derived 

vpıy bef i C 209. 237. 259: om vn 

xii. 1, where the warning is given on a 
wholly different occasion, the leaven is 
explained to mean, hypocrisy ; which is of 
all evil things the most penetrating and 
diffusive, and is the charge which our Lord 
iari frequent] ime brings against the Jewish 
secta. ark we read, «ai rijc Count 
H odo. “ihe Herodians were more a 
political than a religious sect, the depend- 
ants and supporters of the dynasty of 
Herod, for the most part Sadducees in re- 
ligious sentiment. These, though directly 
opposed to the Pharisees, were yet united 
with them in their tion of our Lord, 
— md Mark iii 6. And their 

ven was the same,—Aypocrisy,—how- 
ever it might be disguised by external 
difference of sentiment. They were all 
unbelievers at heart. .] & dev- 
toig = wpdc dA Mark viii. 16. 
e uiros parallelism to which 
LU have occasion to refer again. 

] not only bad th forgotten 
these miracles, but the weighty lesson 
given them in ch. xv. 16—20. The re- 
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Exod. xvi. 
85. 

D lat-a b ff, Lucif. 
)rpocExere b 
Ser's adi? p: mpogexev A evv-y- al 

e y q t se 9 , 

aw ot arfowrot civar rov viov rov. avOowwov; | ot & 

rec (for rpoceyere de) xpoceyey, with X rel syr-cu syr arm: 
t 13. 124 latt (Syr) Lucif Ambr: 1poge xe rpoçexere de C? 33. 346 al 

ns from misunderstanding 
tæt) : txt BC'L 1. 6. 148. 234? copt wth Orig. 

12. rec (for rev aere) rov aprov, with 
g lat-g,., 2 syr-ms copt eth. 

transp ond. and gap. B. 
rec ins pe bef Aeyovoiv (from | Mk Iu. This is more ap- 

Lucif: txt BL 1 ev-y 
txt B(see table) CD rel.] 

18. om avrov D. 

rel lat-c f: om D 124! lat-a 5 ff, arm 
[rec an, with EF: om 33: 

poet Jrom the readings in C and D), with L rel syrr syr-cu Iren-lat Orig, Hil Aug 
: reva Aeyovow pe «.r.A.C: rwa pe ot av. À. eva: x. r. A. D lat - a 

lat: txt B vulg lat-c syr-jer copt th Iren - ms Orig; or: Ambr, 

proof is much fuller in Mark, where see 
note. On xo$ívovs and owvp(Baz, see 
note, ch. xv. 36. This voyage brought 
them to Bethsaida: i. e. Bethesida Julias, 
on the North-Eastern side of the lake, 
see Mark viii. 22, and the miracle there 
related. 
o» 18—20.] CONFESSION o» PETER. Mark 
viii. 27—30. Luke ix. 18—21. Here 
St. Luke rejoins the synoptic narrative, 
having left it at ch. xiv. 22. We here 
begin the second great division of our 
Saviour's ministry on earth, introductory 
to His . death. Up to this 
time we have no distinct intimation, 
like that in ver. 21, of these events. This 
intimation is brought in by the solemn 
question and confession now before us. 
And as the former period of His ministry 
was begun by a declaration from the Father 
of His Sonship, so this also, on the Mount 
of Transfiguration. 13. Kacapelag 
h €.] A town in Gaulonitis at the foot 
of Mount Libanus, not far from the 
source of the Jordan, a day's journey 
from Sidon, once called Laish (Judg. 
xviii. 7, 29) and afterwards Dan (ibid.), 
but in later times Paneas, or Panias, 
from the mountain Panium, under which 
it lay (Joseph. Antt. xv. 10. 8. @:Aiwsou 
Ka:oupeiac, fv IIayeáda @viveceg wooc- 
ayoptóovm, Euseb. H. E. vii. 17). The 
tetrarch Philip enlarged it and gave it the 
name of Cæsarea (Joseph. Antt. xviii. 2. 1). 
In after times King Agrippa further en- 
larged it and called it Neronias in honour 
of the emperor Nero (Jos. Antt. xx. 9. 4). 
This must not be confounded with the 
Cæsarea of the Acts, which was Cesarea 

J, Iren- 
om roy D. 

Stratonis, on the Mediterranean. See Acts 
x. 1, and note. The following enquiry took 
place iv rg óóq, Mark viii. 27. St. Luke 
gives it without note of place, but states it 
to have been asked on the disciples joining 
our Lord, who was praying alone, Luke ix. 
18. viva rr who do men 
say that the Son of Man is? róv vid» rot 
dp. being equivalent to us in the corre- 
sponding sentence below, ver. 15. Of those 
who read pe in the text, some would ren- 
der as if our Lord had said,‘ Who say 
men that Iam? the Son of Man? i.e. 
the Messiah? (Beza, Le Clerc, and others,) 
but this is inadmissible, for tho answer 
would not then have been expressed as it is, 
but affirmatively or negatively. Equally 
inadmissible is Olshausen’s rendering ip? 
ro vlóy rot dvd. (oc oidare) Svra. Me, 
who am, as ye are aware, the Son of Man ?' 
an ex ion, Olshausen eays, by which 
the disciples would be led to the idea of the 
Son of God. But then this would destroy 
the simplicity of the following question, 
But who say ye that I am! because 
it would put into their mouths the answer 
intended to be given. The E. V. has be- 
yond doubt the right rendering of this 
reading : and róy vi. r. d. is a pregnant 
expression, which we now know to imply 
the Messiahship in the root of our human 
nature, and which even then was taken by 
the Jews as = the Son of God, (see Luke 
xxii. 69, 70,) which would serve as a test 
of the faith of the disciples, according to 
their understanding of it. ol dv@perwar 
(generic: = of 6yAa in Luke), i. e. the cdl 
£. alpa of ver. 17, the human opinion. 
14.] It is no contradiction to this verdict 
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ro Ot piv 'Ioavrqv róv Bawnorny, dA AO. Har, t 145 
er gol St Ietiav Ñ tva rov pojnrov. 
"Ypero Si riva pe Aéyere eivai; 16 
Ilérpoc rtv Xu el o 

t Trog. 7 a 

15 At ye avrog lom. 236. 

axoxpiÜeic 82 Xipov dad. 
$ 8 * e ea - t e t æ — gli.9. 

Xetsrog o vioç rov 'Ükov "rov uj cor. xv. so. 
i 8 3 dips Gal. L 16. 

arocpibeg St o Inaobc cimey avrw Ma- 
, * 7 d LÀ u M 1 1 9 

xagiog i pav Bapiova* ore “oap Kat aipa ovk 
v 9? e 7 9 9 e , 2 o e 5 P *- 

axtka|vijév cot, aÀÀ o watnp pov o ty roic ovpavoic. 26 al. fr. 
Jer. Al. 90. 

14. om o ne (see || Mk Lu) D lat-a b e ff, gi: addos A.—for ao, o B Chr. 
15. aft avro«c ins o ig C 83 vulg lat-b c f g, arm-zoh. 
16. aft «rev ins avro D lat. i arm-usc. 
17. rec (for awoxp. de) cat asozp., with C rel lat-f ff, syr: om 

om avrw D am(with fuld). 
om roig bef ovp. B ev-y Orig, (ins,). 

BS vulg lat- cf 21 copt Eus. 
but ins in marg 

that some called him the Son of David (ch. 
ix. 27; xii. 23; xv. 22); for either these 
were or were about to become His disciples, 
or are quoted as examples of rare faith, or 
as in ch. xii. 23, it was the passing doubt 
on the minds of the multitude, not their 
settled opinion. The same may be said of 
John vii. 26, 31; iv. 42. On our Lord's 
being taken for John the Baptist, see ch. 
xiv. 2, from which this would appear to be 
the opinion of the Herodians. fva. 
vr pob. = Sri Tpo$. ric ray óépyaiwv 
&viecrg, Luke ix. 19. It was not a met- 

is, but a bodily resurrection 
which was believed. On 'HAíav, see note 
st ch. xi. 14. Jeremiah was accounted by 
the Jews the first in the prophetic canon 
(Lightfoot on Matt. xxvii. 9). 16.) rí 
ody rà aróua Tey drr ò IIirpoc, 6 
Tavrayob Üspuóc, ó rov xopov rey d ro- 
ori copvgaiog ; vávrwv ipwrnÜivrwv 
abróc d rorpive rut, . Hom. liv. p. 

. The confession is not made in the 
terms of the other answer : it is not ‘we say’ 
or ‘I say,’ but Thou art. It is the expres- 
sion of an inward conviction wrought by 
God's Spirit. The excellence of this confes- 
sion is, that it brings out both the human 
and the divine nature of the Lord: & xpt- 
ods is the Messiah, the Son of David, the 
anointed King: 6 vide rot soð rod dv - 
res is the Eternal Son, begotten of the 
Eternal Father, not ‘Son of God’ in any 
inferior figurative sense, not one of the 
sons of God, of angelic nature, but THE 
Sox OF THE LIVING Gop, having in Him 
the Sonship and the divine nature in a 
sense in which they could be in none else. 

is was a view of the Person of Chri 
quite distinct from the Jewish Messianic 
idea, which appears to have been (Justin 
Mart. Dial. § 48, p. 144) that he should 

for Zævroc, ¢wlovrog salvatoris Di. 
-cu: txt BD 1.13. 

[om ori BI, 

be a man born from men, but selected by 
God for the office on account of his emi- 
nent virtues. This distinction accounts 
for the solemn blessing pronounced in the 
next verse. TOU Levros must not for a 
moment be taken here as it sometimes is 
used, (e. g. ref. Acts) as merely dis- 
tinguishing the true God from dead idols : 
it is here emphatic, and imparts force and 
precision to 1 That Peter, when he 
uttered the words, understood by them in 
detail all that we now understand, is not of 
course here asserted : but that they were 
his testimony to the true Humanity and 
true Divinity of the Lord, in that sense of 
deep truth and reliance, out of which 
springs the Christian life of the Church. 

17. paxdpros] as in ch. v. 4, &c., 
{s a solemn expression of blessing, an in- 
clusion of him to whom it is ad in 
the kingdom of heaven, not a mere word of 
praise. And the reason of it is, the fact 
that the Father had revealed the Son to 
him (see ch. xi. 25—27); cf. Gal. i. 15, 16, 
in which passage the occurrence of sapri 
rai aĩnari seems to indicate a reference 
to this very saying of the Lord. The 
whole declaration of St. Paul in that 
chapter forms & remarkable parallel to 
the character and promise given to St. 
Peter in our text,—as establishing Paul’s 
claim to be another such rirpa or orbAcg 
as Peter and the other great Apostles, 
because the Son had been revealed in him 
not of man nor by men, bnt by God Him- 
self. The name Simon Bar Jonas is doubt- 
less used as indicating his fleshly state and 
extraction, and forming the greater con- 
trast to his spiritual state, name, and 
blessing, which follow. The same ‘Simon 
son of Jonas? is uttered when he is re- 
minded by the thrice repeated enquiry, 
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TRU t i l8 
oniy: nt 

. Rev ae 
v. v. 14. 

oe ziii. 

x bere only. Isa. xzzxviil. 10. 3 Mace. v. 51. 
only. Exod. xvil.1}. Jer. xv. 18. Wied. vil. 80 P. 

18. ravrny rnv werpav D Eus. 
19. om xa: C?D 1. 33 Syr syr-cu. 

*Lovest thou me ?’ of his frailty, in his 
previous denial of his Lord. 8.] The 
name llérpos (not now first given, but 
rophetically bestowed by our Lord on His 

first interview with Simon, John i. 43) or 
Knodc, signifying a rock, the termination 
being only altered to suit the masculine 
appellation, denotes the personal position 
of this Apostle in the building of the 
Church of Christ. He was the first of 
those Foundation - tone (Rev. xxi. 14) on 
which the living temple of God was built : 
this building itself beginning on the day 
of Pentecost by the laying of three thou- 
sand living stones on this very foundation. 
That this is the simple and only inter- 
pretation of the words of our Lord, the 
whole usage of the New Testament shews : 
in which not doctrines nor confessions, 
but men, are uniformly the pillars and 
stones of the spiritual building. See 1 Pet. 
ii. 4—6; 1 Tim. iii. 16 (where the pillar 
is not Timotheus, but the congregation of 
the faithful) and note: Gal. ii. 9: Eph. 
ii. 20: Rev. iii 12. And it is on Peter, 
as by divine revelation making this con- 
fession, as thus under the influence of the 
Holy Ghost, as standing out before the 
Apostles in the strength of this faith, as 
himself founded on the one foundation, 
Hood 66, 1 Cor. iii. 11—that the 
Jewish portion of the Church was built, 
Acts ii.—v., and the Gentile, Acts x., xi. 
After this we hear little of him; but 
during this, the first building time, he 
is never lost sight of: see especially Acts 
i. 16 ; iL 14, 37; iii. 12; iv.8; v. 15, 29; 
ix. 34, 40; x. 25, 26. We may certainl 
exclaim with Bengel (Gnomon, p. 117) 
Tute hec omnia dicuntur; nam quid 
hecadEomam?' Nothing can be further 
from any legitimate interpretation of this 
promise, than the idea of a perpetual pri- 
macy in the successors of Peter ; the very 
notion of succession is precluded by the 
form of the comparison, which concerns 
the person, and Aim only, so far as it in- 
volves a direct promise. In its other and 
general sense, as applying to all those 
living stones (Peter's own expression for 
members of Christ's Church) of whom the 
Church should be built, it implies, as 

ETATTEAION XVI. 

9 ` à 1 XC LÀ a y [4 Yo 4 , = 
kayw & cot Atyw ore ou et Terpoc, kat emi ravrg ry 

Ld L4 

mérpa oikoĵounow pov tyv "ékkAnciav, Kat * woAat 

"Y adov ov " xatisybaoumy auric. 19 kal Shi aot rac 

y ch. xl. 28 al. s Lake xi. 86. naHi. 98 

ryy eckAncauav bef pov D latt Tert Cypr. 
aot bef dwaw DL vulg lat-b o &c 

Origen (in Matth. tom. xii. 11, p. 525) ex- 
cellently comments on it, xai & ric Aye 
Tovro mpdc abróv, ob capkóc cai aiparoc 
á&zokaNvipávrwr airy, d\Ad roð iv roic 
obpavoic warpéc, rebkerai r&v eionpávov, 
ec uiv TÒ ypápua ro tbayysAiov Aye, 
wpdc¢ ixtivoy roy Ilirpor, oc h TÒ rn 
abro éidaonu, mpóc dra Toy ytvóutvoy 
oͤrorog ò IIérpoc ixeivoc. The application 
of the promise to St. Peter has been elabo- 
rately impugned by Wordsw., whose note 
see. His zeal to appropriate wirpa to 
Christ has somewhat overshot itself. In 
arguing that the term can apply to none 
but God, he will find it di t surely to 
deny all reference to a rock in the name 
Ilírpoc. To me, it is equally difficult, 
nay impossible, to deny al reference, in 
ixi ravrg rg xirpg, to the p i 
wírpoc. Let us keep to the plain straight- 
forward sense of Scripture, however that 
senso may have been misused by Rome. 
In this as in so many other cases we may 
well say, ‘ Non tali auxilio, nec defensoribus 
istis’ In the prefixing of pov to rjv ie- 
cAngiay, there is no mystic sense, nor 
solecism, as Wordsw. fancies (nor even 
emphasis, which is never expressed by the 
abbreviated enclitic form pov, but always 
by éuov): it is the very commonest ar- 
rangement. Cf. ch. vii. 24, Scrig arovu 
pov r. Adyoug: ib. 26; ch. viii. 8; xvii. 
15; Mark xiv. 8; Luke vi. 47; xii. 18 al. 
freq. éxxAnoteary] This word occurs 
but in one place besides in the Gospels, ch. 
xviii. 17 bis, and there in the same sense 
as here, viz, the congregation of the 
faithful: only there it is one ion of 
that co ion, here the whole. 
wihas ] The gates of Hades by a 
well-known oriental form of speech, = the 
power of the kingdom of death. The form 
is still preserved when the Turkish empi 
is known as ‘the Ottoman Porte.’ 
promise received a remarkable literal fal- 
filment in the person of Peter in Acts xii. 
6—18, see especially ver. 10. The mean- 
ing of the promise is, that over the Church 
so built upon him who was by the strength 
of that confession the , no adverse 
power should ever prevail to extinguish it. 

19.] Another personal promise to 
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cu e rnc BaciWelag ræv obpavev' kat 0 av " Snoye H 
eri rnc ync Eora: " Sedenlvov tv roic ovpavoic, ai 8 tdv 

€ Aboye imi tne ync Eorat ^ AeAupivoy Ev roic ovpavoic. Lore. 

rore ^ SteoreiAaro roic paOnratc iva pndevt imwon Orts Ter 
aùróç tory O ypiGrÓc. 

L * 9 18 Ni 

2| *’Awo rore notaro [e] In- Har. 2, 8. 

covc Saxview roic nh u avrov Ore Set avrov tic lepo- "da 2. 3. 
ooAupa ‘ aweAOety xat wodAG wabeiv * aro rov mpro(dvrt- 
pev Kal apytepéwy Kal ypappatéwv, kai axoxravOnva, 

oaly. Esek. Hl. 18. 
f — ch. ziv. 26 ref. g ch. xL 19 reff. 

Bir. xx vill. 9. 
d Mark v. 48. 

vii. Se bis. 
wif. 18. i. 9. 
Acts x v. 94. 
Heb. sii. 20 

ooh. iv. 17, xxvi. 16. Lake xvi. 16 only. Eccl. viii. 12 only. 

rec (for cdecdac) kA, with B'[sic, from inspection] CD rel Orig, Eus Chr Phot: 
txt B'L Orig,. 

20. for dreoretAaro, exeripsnoey 

Orig. 
BCB arm Orig, Hil. ovroc DU. 
vulg lat-f g, 1 D-lat syr copt eth : aft o 
al lat-a b e ff, g, Syr syr-cu arm Orig, 
of 19a. was a mere mec 

21. om o (-o preceding 
txt CL rel Origon. 

Peter, remarkably fulfilled in his being 
the first to admit both Jews and Gentiles 
into the Church ; thus using the power of 
the keys to open the door of salvation. 
As an instance of his shutting it also, wit- 
ness his speech to Simon Magus,—obr 
lor cos pepic obdt kXijpoc iv rq Aóyo 
roury, Acts viii. 21. Those who deny t 
reference of ver. 18 to Bt. Peter, will find 
it very difficult to any unbiassed 
Greek scholar, that the cai ó€w coi, with 
eo: thus lying unemphatically behind the 
verb, is not a continuation of a previous 
address, but a change of address alto- 
gether. 8 &v boys r. r. A.] This 
game promise is repeated in ch. xviii. 18, 
to all the disciples generally, and to a 
two or three gathered together in Christ's 
same, It was first however verified, and 
in a remarkable and prominent way, to 
Peter. Of the binding, the case of Ananias 
and Sapphira may serve as an eminent 

' example : of the loosing, the 3 (yw, rovró 
oor Cidwyt, to the lame man at the Beau- 
tifal gate of the Temple. But strictly 
considered, the binding and loosing belong 
to the power of legislation in the Church 
committed to the Apostles, in accordance 
with the Jewish way of using the words 
"Cw and ry for prohibuit and licitum 
fecit. They cannot relate to the remis- 
sion and retention of sins, for (as Meyer 
observes) though Ave dyapriag certainly 
appears (reff. LXX) to mean fo forgive 

rec say, with C rel: txt BD 1 Orig. 
|| Mk Lu) B'D mss-mentd-by-Orig 

Hil, comminatus est D-lat : txt B'r| sie, from i 
i rec aft na8grai ins avrov, with L rel latt syrr syr-cu copt th Orig, : om 

-cu arm 
ion] CLX rel 1. 33 syrr copt wth 

rec ins ino bef o ypwrroc, with C rel 
.. D-gr fuld lat-c : om BL X(Tisch) A 1 
Thl-ed Euthym Hil Ambr. (Prob the inen 

nical mistake of an inattentive copyist.) 
sa have caused either the omission or the insertion) BD : 

«xvvvas B Orig. 
with C rel vas: txt BD. gr 1. 33(appy) lat-e Iren-lat Orig, 

rec assAÜOuy bef ete sepocoAupa, 
ig, Hil. for avo, vro D. 

sins, béew ápapr.for retaining them would 
be altogether without example, and, I may 
add, would bear no meaning in the inter- 
pretation: it is not the sin, but the sinner, 
that is bound, Vox og alwviouv dpaprnparog 
(Mark iii. 29). Nor can the ancient cus- 
tom of fastening doors by means of cord 
be alluded to; for the expressions, $ d, 
8 lav, clearly indicate something bound 
and something loosed, and not merely the 
power of the keys just conferred. The 
meaning in John xx. 23, though an ex- 
pansion of this in one particular direc- 
tion (see note there), is not to be con- 
founded with this. 20.] See note on 

. viii. 4. 
21—28.] Ovr Lorp AwNovNoxs His 

APPROACHING DEATH AND RESURREC- 
TION. REBUKE OF PETER. Mark viii. 
81—ix. 1. Luke ix. 22—27. See note on 
ver. 18. Obscure intimations had before 
been given of our Lord’s future sufferi 
see ch. x. 38; John iii 14, and of His 
resurrection, John ii. 19 (x. 17, 18 7), 
but never yet plainly, as now. With 
Mark's precise note of circumstances, 
he adds, cai wappacig róv Adyow iás. 

21.] On Bei, which is common to the 
three Evangeliste, see Luke xxiv. 26 ; John 
iii. 14, and ch. xxvi. 54. TO. - 
civ = dwrodorwacOnva: in Mark and 
Luke. These roMAd were afterwards ex- 
plicitly mentioned, ch. xx.18; Luke xviii. 
81,32. spec. x. dpy. x. ypap.] Tho 
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„g, xat ry roirg ng s ye ? kat ! epocdapopevoc 
Tw avrov o Ilérpoc Ave avro * &mrinov |" Trew cor kbois, 

xvii. 6 al. [] 4 » " e 4 U y - 

r. l 16 oy u) "tara, “aor rovro. 2 o Se orpageic emev ro 
: a > 10 - 4 y 

en Jen. Ilérpo q Y rays orisw pov, " aarava, ° oxavdadov si pov" 
xxxvid. 
[xzxi]84) only. 1 Kings iv. 45 F. 2 Kinge xx. 20. zziii. 17. I Chron. xi. 19. 1 Macc. il. 21. m Mark 

ach. iv. 10 al. 1 Sir. xxi. S7 Al. 24. Luke fl. 10. ziv. 10. vé on dora, Xen. An. 1. 7. 8. 
only. -rav, 8 Kings xi. 14. och, ziii. 41 al. r. Ps. ax vili. 165. 

for ry rpiry sp., pera rpec nutpac D, post tertium diem lat- a b c e ff, 9, copt. 
for syspÜnvat, avacrnvac D [Justin], resurgere latt Hil Iren. 

22. rec gptaro eririgay avre ALywy (from || MX), with C rel vulg lat-e f g, Orig, : 
(for avre, avrov H: ins cas bef Ar F:) nog. avre eririgav Aty. 1 Orig, : net. 
aurw exiryay z. Aeytiv D lat-a bo d 91: 
refers to corrns Mk xiv. 69. x. 41: 
ed it in this instance in || Mk.) 

23. emerpapriç from | 
perspicuity), with L rel 

various classes of members of the Sanhe- 
drim : see note on ch. ii. 4. On the pro- 
phecy of the resurrection, some have ob- 
jected that the disciples and friends of our 
Lord appear not to have expected it (see 
John xx.2; Luke xxiv. 12). But we have 
it directly asserted (Mark ix. 10 and 82) 
that they did not understand the saying, 
and therefore were not likely to make it a 
ground of expectation. Certainly enough 
was known of such a prophecy to mako 
the Jews set a watch over the grave 
xxvii. 63), which of itself answers the ob- 
jection. Meyer in loc. reasons about the 
state of the disciples after the crucifixion 
just as if they had not suffered any re- 
markable overthrow of their hopes and 
reliances, and maintains that they must 
have remembered this precise prophecy 
if it had been given by the Lord. But on 
the other hand we must remember how 
slow despondency is to take up hope, and 
how many of the Lord’s sayings must 
have been completely veiled from their 
eyes, owing to their non-apprehension of 

is sufferings and triumph as a whole. 
He Himself reproaches them with this 
very slowness of belief after His resur- 
rection. It is in the highest degree im- 
haere that the precision should have 
een given to this prophecy after the event, 

as Meyer sup both fromm the character 
of the Gospel History in general (see Pro- 
legomena), and because of the carefulness 
and precision in the words added by Mark; 
see above. ] The same Peter, who 
but just now had made so noble and spiri- 
tual a confession, and received so high a 
blessing, now shews the weak and carnal 
side of his character, becomes a stumbling- 
block in the way of his Lord, and earns the 
very rebuff with which the Tempter before 

Mk) DKL: txt BC rel Orig, 
ig: & epos D latt Marcell-in-Eus Jer: pos u V lat-e f 

att. 

et dizit ei syr-cu: txt B 348. hdf 
ut against this is the fact that B has not cor- 

rovro bef coe D: om aoe lat-a b syr-cu 

rec pov bef es (for 

him had been dismissed. Nor is there any 
thing improbable in this, as Schleiermacher 
would have us believe (Translation of the 
Essay on St. Luke, p. 158); the expres- 
sion of spiritual faith may, and frequently 
does, precede the betraying of carnal weak- 
ness; and never is this more probable 
than when the mind has just been uplifted, 
as Peter's was, by commendation and lofty 
promise. wposkaf. atr.] by the 
dress or hand, or perhaps ávri rod 
xapadaBwy car’ lay. Euthym. 
ess coc] Supply ein ô Gece. ice with 
a dative is practically equivalent to the He- 
brew b mim, for which (see reff., especially 
1 Chron. xi. 19 compared with the Heb.) 
the LXX have sometimes used it. 
ob ph fera] I cannot think with Winer 
§ 56. 3) that this means, ‘absit, ne acci- 
t; it is an authoritative declaration, 

as it were, on Peter's part, This shall 
not happen to Thee, implying that he 
knew better, and could ensure his Divine 
Master against such an event. It is this 
"n of stag 70 5 of God's re- 
ven urpose which the Lord so sharpl 
rebukes, On ov pñ with the future, Mg 
note on ch. xv. 6 : and consult Winer, as 
above. 23.) As it was Peter's spiri- 
tual discermnent, given from above, which 
made him a foundation-stone of the Church, 
so is it his carnality, ing from 
want of unity with the divine will, which 
makes him an adversary now. Compare 
ch. iv. 10, also Eph. vi. 12. oxdyBa- 
Aov el pov] Thou art my stumbling- 
block (not merely a stumbling-block to 
me; the definite article is omitted before 
a noun thrust forward for emphasis, but 
in English it must be supplied), my wirpa 
cxavddAov, (in Peter's own remarkable 
words, 1 Pet. ii. 7, 8, —joined too with the 
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Ore ov P" $povec " rà rov beon adAd * rd rov avOpwrwy, h osiy ia 
24 

brio pou EÀbsiv, 
Toy " aravpov 

8 av ‘aroXioy thy 
aurnv. "9 ri ydo 

avrov ; E 2] * 

id 11. 8. 
tore o lvooðc mev roc naÜnraic avrov Et rie 0fA et. Rom. vii. 6 

E anapvycactw ° 

* avrov kai ac ,, pot. 
sav Ap rij Vox avrov coca, 

^l. I Maec. 
x. 20. 

ach. vill. 88 

0 de ve fr er 
role avri" Oc 

favrov Kai pur 
25 8 

. (L. v. r.) 

” puxny avrou EVEKEV ipon, eb 0. t as abore (a) 
nher. arbgoroc, éay TOV Perera denial 

* koauov * 0Àov ? xeponoy, rr» dd 
why; n ri Soor ävðpwzoc * avráAAa*yua rnc poyne 7? 7 only. 

Vn avrov ™ Cnm- , Le u. 

„ 

ui Re yap o vide rov avOowmrou tp rot F 1. Mark 
év Tp Soky TOU warpóc avrov perà roy ày yov ab roc viii ch. x. 
kai LL 

2B i 

* eh. xxvi. 3 Ras. I. s al. 2 Maco. vill. 18. 
., 9 Mk. Phil. Hi. 8. n xix. 10. 

bma szvii.10. Gen. zav. 84. 
“= li. . fea. xivii. * Job iil. "x 

2 Tom. iv. 8, 14. 
2. xii. . ul. 9 only. 9$ Chroa. Ali. 

K. vfl 15 5 rell. 

copt Hil, Aug Ruf: txt B(esov) C. 

E om o bef «gc. B'(Mai, expr 
25. [«av, so BC.] 

* arodwart éxdory Kara riv 
aun» Atye di, tci» rwtc wee torwrec, ` otrivec oU "Prov 47 

8 Kie x. peda tar Jer. =. 18. 

ev. zxll. 12. Prov. zziv 
16. au. Basil. (xuxv.) 1 

” mpakıv aurov, 11 Bir. 
w cb. xv "m 

y |. ch. zzv. 17, e: Jam. iv. 18 f. Job redd et 
Mk. L. I Cor. iii. 1 ON vH e Phil. at 

pal de oniy. co is ms 
14 v. öil, Px. ei. 16, t - Rom. : 

srl zal. 6 fe) MR IT i 
ich. v. 18 reff, 

add’ à rov avOpwrov D lat: i sah wth 

ray LTEM a rote (itacism 7) DHLA 33: txt BC rel 

— wgederas (from || Lu: this is much more prob than with Meyer, to believe 
the fut to have been as emendation to suit wan be , with CD rel latt arm Justin 
Clem Hil Lucif: txt BL 1. 83 gat lat-e f syrr syr-cu coptt Orig, Chr, Cyron Cypr. 

27. ins ayıwy bef ayyeAwy D (|| Luke), r. ayy. r. ayw» C (jj Mz). 
28. ital: eta One 

om CD rel vulg la 
| Ma) BIBS Ib re f. syrr syr-cu sah Hil,: 

rec Te» wit tOT)EOT WV d ll Mk), with KM Thdot : 

ra WOE € soll p 1. 18. 38. 124 al Scr’s s ev-y latt Syr syr-cu syr-w-ast 
coptt eth arm pr Ephr Epiph Chr Thdrt Damasc: ede «grorec E rel 131. 218 
2238 al esie b 

very expression, by åwebozlpagavy ol olizo- 
3 which, as above noticed, occurs 
in this passage in Mark and Luke. 
ate s note here, * our blessed Lo 
5 metaphor of xirpocg, or a 

who wert just now, by thy 
faith in r carnal Me, a lively stone, art 
now by th weakness a stumbling 
re to " seems to shew that his 

udiation of any allusion to wé- 
5 wérpe of ver. 18 has not car- 
ried full 3 to its writer. Before 
this rebuke St. Mark inserts cai ld rode 
uOnrdc abrov, that the might be 
ore them all. 24.) wpoceakeca- 

evog toy sx cóv roig nab. abroò, 
ark viii. 84; Dye 0d xpd¢ wavrac, Luke 

ix. 93. This discourse is a solemn sequel 
to our Lord’s announcement 
Himself and the rebuke of Peter: teach- 
ing that not only He, but also His fol- 

m n o (syr) Thl, rev wie eorwrecg Scr’s c r ev-150. 

lowers, must suffer and self-deny; that 
they all have a life to save, more precious 
than all else to them ; and that the great 
day of account of that life’s welfare should 
be ever before them. On this and the fol- 
lowing verse, see ch. x. 38, 39. After TÓY 
or. avrov, Luke inserts ra? ypipav. 

26.] There is apparently a reference 
to Psalm xlviii. (LXX) in this verse. Com- 
pare especially the latter part with ver. 7 
of that Psalm. Thy V. (npn = - 
davrdy ài ávoMcag Luke. Lf pet also 
1 Pet. i. 18. In the latter part of the 
verse, dv9pwaroc and abrod refer to the 
same person :—ávráAAaypa = iEiXacpa, 
Tf)» Tiny ric Avrpectec TAC V. avrov 
Ps. xlviii. 7,8. What shall a man give 
to purchase back his life? Wuyi, not 
soul, but life, in the higher sense. 
N.] A further revelation of this important 
chapter respecting the Son of Man. He is 
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, [ 4 A » 8 ae e 

1, Jobe ol 59. unn = yevowvrat '@avarov Ewe av wow rov "viov rov 
m cb. R vii. 34 

al. Job 1 
18. N. xxiii. 
8. 

n ch. vill. 20 

o Lake xxiii. 4$. 

to be JUDGE OF ALL—and, as n ch. xiii. de 
is to a with His angels, in the 
glory of His Father—the édfa i» didw- 
kág pot, John xvii. 22. Mark and Luke 
place here, not this declaration, but that 
of our ch. x. 33. Our Lord doubtless 
joined the two. Compare ch.: xxiv. 30; 
xxv. 31. ] implies, ** And it is 
not without reason that I thus 
a time will come when the truth of what 
I say will be shewn." Thy wp.] his 
work, considered as a whole. 28. 
This declaration refers, in its full mean- 
ing, certainly sot to the transfiguration 
which follows, for that could in no sense 
(except that of being a foretaste; cf. 
Peter's own allusion to it, 2 Pet. i. 17, 
where he evidently treats it as such) be 
named ‘the Son of Man com in His 
Kingdom, and the expression, WW. . ob 
pi y. b., indicates a distant event, — but to 
the destruction of Jerusalem, and the full 
manifestation of the Kingdom of Christ 
by the annihilation of the Jewish polity ; 
which event, in this t as well as in 
all its terrible attendant details, was a 
pe and earnest of the final coming of 

Christ. See John xxi. 22, and compare 
Deut. xxxii. 86 with Heb. x. 30. This 
dreadful destruction was indeed judgment 
beginning at the house of God. The in- 
terpretation of Meyer, &c., that our Lord 
referred to His ultimate glorious rapovoía, 
the time of which was hidden from Him- 
self (see Mark xiii. 82: Acte i. 7), is self- 
contradictory on his own view of the Per- 
son of Christ. That our Lord, in His 
humanity in the flesh, did not know the 
day and the hour, we have from His own 
lips: but that not knowing it, He should 
have uttered a determinate and solemn 
prophecy of it, is utterly impossible. His 
andy Adyo dtv always introduces His 
solemn and authoritative revelations of 
divine truth. The fact is, there is a refer- 

- ence back in this discourse to that in ch. x., 
and the coming here spoken of is the same 
as that in ver. 28 there. Stier well re- 
marks that this cannot be the great and 
ultimate coming, on account of ob u3) eb. 
Oavárov lo dv téwary, which implies that 
they should taste of death after they had 
seen it, and would therefore be inapplicable 
to the final coming (Reden Jesu, ii. 224). 
This is denied by Wordsw., who substitutes 
for the simple sense of of ui yeóc. Bay. 

^to account for such a curious wresti 

° avOowrou ° Eoyopevoy ev ry ° BaciA&ig avrov. 
XVII. I Kai i0. jufpac ££ * wapadapBave o 'Insouc 

p - ch. il. 13, Se. iv. 5,8 al. Num. zziii. 14. 

the fanciful expositions, “ shall not feel its 
bitterness,” “shall not taste of the death 
of the cdi and then, thus in ing, 
gives the prop the very opposite of 
its: plain : “they will not taste of 
death till I come: much lese will t 
taste of it then.” It might be difficult 

of 
meaning, had he not added, “the signi- 
fication of fec dy here may be compared 
d Ewe ov in Matt. i. 26." * Latet anguis in 
erba." 
Cuar. XVII. 1—18.] Tux TRANSPI- 

GURATION. Mark ix. 2—13. Luke ix. 
28—36. This weighty event forms the 
solemn installation of our Lord to His 
sufferings and their result. Those three 
Apostles were chosen to witness it, who 
had before witnessed His power over death 
(Mark v. 87), and who afterwards were 
chosen to accompany Him in His agon 
(ch. xxvi. 37), and were (John xx. 2: Mar 
xvi. 7) in an especial sense witnesses of 
His resurrection. The Two who appeared 
to them were the representatives of the 
law and the prophets: both had been re- 
moved from this world in & mysterious 
manner:—the one without death,—the 
other by death indeed, but so that his 
body followed not the lot of the bodies 
of all; both, like the Greater One with 
whom they spoke, had endured that super- 
natural fast of forty days and nights: 
both had been on the holy mount in the 
visions of God. And now they came, en- 
dowed with glorified bodies before the 
rest of the dead, to hold converse with the 
Lord on that sublime event, which had 
been the great central subject of all their 
teaching, and solemnly to consign into 
His hands, once and for all, in a sym- 
bolical and glorious representation, their 
delegated and expiring power. And then 
follows the Divine Voice, as at the Bap- 
tism, commanding however here in addi- 
tion the sole hearing and obedience of 
Him whose power and glory were thus 
testified. There can be no doubt of 
the absolute historical reality of this nar- 
ration. It is united by definite marks 
of date with what goes before; and by 
intimate connexion with what follows. It 
cannot by any unfairness be severed from 
its context. Nor again is there any thing 
mentioned which casts a doubt on the 
reality of the appearances (see below, on 

o (AU TOW 
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roy Tlérpor kai lákeflov. kai 
avrov, kat " avagipes avrouc tic 

* perepoogaOn uv poober ilav. 2 kai 

"Dapyer TO wpocuxov avrov LX 0 noc, ra && inarea 

avrov eyivero Aevkd we ro 
n 
T. A d fl. Exod. xxiv. Ii. 

Cmar. XVII. 1. aft cas ins eyewero D lat-a b c e ff, 12 91.2 Hil. 
avayes D-gr 1 latt Orig. tacefSor D 33 al, and bef cw. D! al. 

Asay nimis D. 
2. perapopéwÜtic o ., omg za: below, D. 

arm-mse Dion-alex Hil, Aug Juvenc. 

KATA MAOO0AION. 

u ch. v. 15, 16 reff. 

177 

Lear, TOY aX àv v. irte 

' opoc er car td DIE zn si. 
aura, cal I b: iv. 8 rofl 

125 xiv. 18 
TH: 

' $c. kai 1800 vpn a DER 
v see P». cili. 9. we]. Lokei. 

ins rov bef 
for car way, 

for ro g, xw», D latt syr-cu sth 

8. rec e$0ncav (grammi corra), with C rel vulg-ed(with forj al) lat-f Vi: txt BD 

$papa, ver. 9). The persons mentioned 
were seen oke—and were re- 

- The concurrence between the 
three Evangeliste is exact in all the cir- 
cumstances, and the fourth alludes, not 
obscurely, to the event, which it was not 
part of his purpose to relate; John i. 14. 
Another of the three spectators distinct] 
makes mention of the facts here rela 
2 Pet. i. 16—18. [I cannot but add, 
having recently returned from the sight 
of the w original at Rome, "that 
the great last picture of Raffaelle is one of 

and noblest comments on this 
portion of the Gospel history. The events 
passing, at the same time, on, and under, 
the Mount of Transfiguration, are by the 
painter combined, to carry to the mind 
of the spectator the great central truth, 
There is none but Christ to console and to 
worth nature. It is a touching re- 

that this picture was left un- 
finished by the painter, and carried in 
his funeral procession. J uly, 1861.) 
Ll] pe dye A = pera robe Aóyovc 
Tovrovg wcti yp. ó«re Luke ix. 28. The 
one computation is inclusive, the other 
not; or perhaps, from the acei being in- 
serted, the one is accurate, the other 
roughly stated. The time of the trans- 
figuration was probably night, for the fol- 
UE re ud (1) Luke informs us that 

up to the mount fo 
j pem hea usually did at night 

tL e vi. 12; xxi.97 ; xxii. 39: Matt. xiv. 
23, 24 al.). (2 All the circumstances con- 
nected with the glorification and accom- 

would thus be more 
ree seen. (3) The Apostles were 

and are described, Luke, ver. 32, 
ving kept awake through it (dia- 
5 RS They did not de- 
scend till the next (Luke, ver. 87), 
which would be almost inexplicable had 
the Pim 1 by day, but a matter 

OL. 

of course if by night. Spos .] The 
situation of this in is uncertain. 
It was not, probaláy, Tabor, according to 
the legend ; for o top of Tabor then 
most likely stood a fortified town (De 
Wette, from Robinson). Nor is there any 
likelihood that it was Panium, near Cæ- 
sarea Philippi, for the six days would pro- 
bably be spent in journe ; and they 
appear immediately after to have come to 
Capernaum. It was most likely one of 
the mountains bordering the lake. Luke 
speaks of it merely as rd ópoc. Stanley, 
Sinai and Palestine, p. 899, contends for 
Hermon: as does, though doubtingly, 
Dr. Thomson, the Lend and the Book, 
p. 281. Stanley thinks that our Lord 
would still Felt in the neighbourhood of 
Cesarea Philippi : and that **it is impos- 
sible to look n 19 from the plain to the 
towering peaks of Hermon, almost the 
only mountain which deserves the name 
in Palestine, and one of whose ancient 
titles (‘the lofty peak”) was derived from 
this very circumstance, and not be struck 
with its appropriateness to the scene . . . 
High up on its southern slopes there must 
be many a point where the disciples could 
be taken ‘apart by themselves.’ Even the 
transient comparison of the celestial splen- 
dour with the snow, where alone it could 
be seen in Palestine, should "sl perhaps 
be wholly overlook J] perenop. 
= byivero rò eldog roð Po abro? 
irepos Luke. In what way, is not stated; 
but we may conclude from what follows, 
by being lighted with radiance both from 
without from within. Acucad ús 
TÒ Ge = Atuvròc dfacrpámrev Luke ; 
= evucà Alas, ola yvageds iri rite yũc 
ov Cévarac obrwe Aewxavas Mark. 
8.] There need be no question concerning 
the masaer of the ition of Moses 
and Elias by the disciples: it may have 
been intuitive and on @ can 
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zw.nerá, „ quroic M.vone kat H Ala mee’ avrov * ovAXaXovrrec. 
weir Lake 4 y arorpibeiç oe o Dlérpoc erev 7 Inooõ Kipis ca 
T gis fer» huac woe el avat & 9 ue, woijow Woe rgtic * oxnvac, 

85. Ia. vi. gol iar kai Moves " piay kat Hig CC play. 5 fri 
: one aurou Aadovvro¢ 1805 vepéàn * gwreavy ^ execxiacey av- 
V Mk xxvi robe, ai T $ovi EK rne ge Afyousa Otrac € torev 
w * e 
1 vii. 8 o vie poU e 

x. 
Sir. ziv. 8 6 

ets vil. 
45,44. zv. 16 yd? aurwy kai 

* ayarnróc, ev * 

kai &kobsavrac oi pabyrai ̂  Execay iri ̂ zpoc- 

epo AD na = apodpa. 

iwo. 5G axovere 

7 kat mpoctÀ- 

Ewa Ov o Loge, Maro avrov Kai ELTEV Eyépônre Kai " uà 

Ix Fei. ^ Exápavrec ài robe " opfad pose aurwy 
BA bis osig $- ovdiva cM e un roy Ivo póvov. Kal kara[Ja:i- 

Pire. VOvTGQY abr EK TOU 
A cts v. 16 
only. 744g Tl. 30 (36). 

lxii. Ha 

° 0povc tyerti Auro avroic o. Incouc 
<2 e 5 ons xxii, 9. f ch. iii. 17. zii. 18. Sea, 

4. [i t. xviii. 1 bh. xxvi. 80. Lake v. 12. xvii. 16. ) Cor. xiv. 
Rev. 16. Lev. tx. 94. Jad; . Xill. 20 sen xxvii. 54. Nam. xxii 3. k ch. iL 10 ref. 

1 Daa. viii. 18. m ch. xxviil. 6, 10 eal Dent. 1. 21. >- s Lako vi. 90. xvi. 98. John iv. SA. vi. 
6. xvii. 1 al. Gen. xli. 10 Í Chron. xxi. 18 al. Sane. àr é, ch. vill. I.) Exod. xxxiv. 29 vat. (a6 P.]. 
é«, eisw. of odpavds, ch. xxviii. 3 al. 

33 am (with em fuld gat mm tol) lat-a be e g 
avrov B 1 lat.ff, Syr syr-cu coptt xth Orig, 

(from || In), with CD rel vulg 4. rec rono 
arm Orig, : txt BC! lat -b 
with B rel arm: txt CD 

5. rere Di. 

191 

f, Hippol Orig Tert. 
or kat aktove., atovea. de D sah. 

oxnvac bef rpuc B lat -e. 
LA 1. 33 latt syrr syr-cu seth. 
T noò or., so CDG. 

—ae also it has been corrd in || M), with 

l Bede. ov\Xadourrec bef per’ 

t-a 0 ke syrr syr-cu coptt seth 
rec utay bef , 

Chr 

rec avrov bef arovert ( from || Ls 
rel latt Tert Cypr Hil: txt BD 1.33 lat- 

[ereoay, so BCD 33.] 
7. c. wpocnAGer o ena. r. apapevoc avr. aw. B: r. rpocnArAOey o i. K. . avr. . et. 

D latt Syr syr-cu: txt C rel. 
avrwy ins oureri Ci. 

latt. 
9. rara(jawovres, omg avrev, D. 

certainly not answer with Olshausen, that 
it may have arisen from subsequent in- 
formation derived from our Lord, for 
Peter's words in the next verse preclude 
thia Luke adds, oi N iv àofg 
Beyov ray tEodov abrov fy fue Ae x 
pour lv 'IepovcaA qp. 4lL Luke in- 
serts, that the Apostles had jus asleep, 
but wakened through this whole occur- 
rence;—thereby distinguishing it from a 
mere vision of sleep ; ; and that this speech 
was made iv rà draywpilecOat airosc ar’ 
abrov. Both Mark and Luke add, that 
sd Knew " rid he ers and Mark— 

oov ydp iyivovro. e h was 
probably uttered with reference to the sad 
announcement recently made by our Lord, 
and to which his attention had been re- 
called by the converse of Moses and Elias. 

À arange explanation of this verse 
is adopted by Mever from Paulus, ‘It is 

for eyepOnre, eytipioOa: D. 
for rov, bro Bi. 

add peð eavrwy (from || MX) C? 33. 
povor bef roy rgcovv D 

rec (for ex) axo, with K' Orig, : txt BCD 

fortunate that we disciples are here: let 
us make, &c. Surely the words gang 
deriv huc &de elvai will not bear this. 

It is one of those remarkable coin- 
cidences of words which lead men on, in 
writing, to remembrances connected with 
those words, that in 2 Peter i. 14, 15, 
 oxnvepa and fEodoc have just been men- 
tioned before the allusion to this event : 
see note there. nar = fai Mark, 
= imorára Luke. b.) aùroús, viz. 
our Lord, Moses and Elias. Luke adds, 
des dener 8a iv rg tigehOciv abrove sic 
Thy ven. That the Apostles did not 
ai e is shewn by the voice 

ng hea ven. 
rod, and ee eee of the two hea- 
venly attendants, are symbolically con- 
nected,—as signifying that God, who had 
spoken in times past to the Fathers by the 
Prophets, henceforth would speak by His 
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Atywv Mnéevi eimnre rò " ópapa, Ewe ov 0 vióc rov av- dun 
r » — - * e 110. 

0% EK vexowy 4 eyzp Oy. 10 kai érnowrnoay aurov oi 3 

panra: avrov \éyovreç Ti oùv ot ypaupartc Àkyovoiw (Mark ri, 14, 
ort HYiav dei Abe mporov; II o 8 amokpiÜeic emey f. 2 nen, 
e 7 A t» Mu? , 7 12 Nc. XXI. 14. 

HAtac uiv ' toytrat kat " arokaracrüatt ravra Adya fas 5 24 
& e œ» Ø "AN ne 5 1, > v? t 3 al. ard v., Up Ort tac nn IA der, kat ovk " ewiyvwoay avrov, MN .. 
tAd 2 7 -» *» ~ 9 ne " e | trMar.iv. 6. 
dAAd eromoav "tv avr Osa nÜtingav' ovrec kat Och x01. 21 

[E Y e 9 , x 7 , e » » E 18 , zx Dan. li. 

vtoc rou avOpwirou * pide wacyew ùr avrov. TOTE dh ch. 21 
7 avvikav ot paĝnrai Ort mepi ‘Lwavvov roù Barrio rod r. ob. xii. 
Y — 9 ~ y ack 

„ timev avroics 1 Kai eXAOovrwy [avran] Tpòç Tov sx „ 
RCDEF — > Z ~ Wf 2 — » A s xiii. 19 only. DEF ToD avro avbowmrne * yovvrerov avróv Kat AH RCM 

Ld 

MSUV 15 Kopie eXénoow prov rov viov, Ort *oeAnviaZerat kat 
I. 33. 

(erat. 
Acts til. 21.) b - ‘ . , a — 1 cache rde. ToÀÀdkic yàp mirte tic TO mup, kai 4. 1 ie 
al. I Kings 

xxvi. 17. w Lako xxil. 87. xxiH. 31. 1 Cur.ix. 16. Gen. xxxiv. 7, bat? X = ver. 22 al. 
s yeh. ziii 29, 51 al. sch. xxvii. 29. Mark Ii. 40] z. 17 only f. yorwwerovea, Polyb. zv. 20.9. 

a ch. iv. 24 only t. . b here only. Wisd. avili. iv 

K-corr' rel Orig, Chr Thl Euthym. rec (for eyep0n) avacrn (from || Mk), with 
CZ rel Orig, : txt BD sah. ( di didi ae, 

10. om avrov LZ 1. 33 latt epn arm Orig: ins BCD rel lat-f syrr re æth. 
II. rec aft o dz ins snoouc, with C rel lat.f eth: om BDLZ 1. 33 latt syrr coptt. 

rec aft «ey ins avro, with CZ rel vulg-ed lat F g, syrr syr-cu eth arm; 
1: om BD 33 am lat-a ò c e ff, coptt. rec aft epysrac ins wpwrov 

| Mk, and ver 10), with CZ syrr eth: bef ravra, L: om BD 1.33 latt syr-cu 
op arm Justin Hil Aug. arozaraorņnoai omg cat, D lat-a 5 c ff, 91 Syr syr-cu 
sah: xa: awocabıoryo: L. 

13. om nôn Z(appy) Syr syr-cu. [adXa, so CDKM 33. ] om ey DFU lat- 
abe &c syr-txt copt Justin: ome» avro A. ovrwe to ux’ avrwy is after ver 13 in 

cep v f ) BZ 1 sah(Treg) : Ae (from 14. om avrwy haps from similarity of endings 1 : Our 
| ME) D latt athe tans rt copt-ms Hil Aug: txt C rel syrr copt «th arm Orig Chr. 

rec (for avrov) avrw, with E! 7 eywpooGey avrov D latt syr: om avr. lat - 
ef ff, l Syr syr-cu arm Hil: txt BCZ (E-corr! ?) rel Thl. 

15. om evpie Z. pov rov voy pov Bi. exe (perhaps substitution of 
more usual expression, or perhaps emendation, rar. tacy. appearing pleonastic) 

Vv. 6, 7 are iar to Matthew. Bon. Mal. iv. 6. The dosble allusion is only 
9.] No ity is implied in the the assertion that the Elias (in spirit and 

word papa, for it = & edo» in Mark, 
and. . . &» iwpáracw in Luke: see 
Num. xxiv. 8, 4. St. Luke, without men- 
tioning the condition of time imposed on 
them, remarkably confirms it by saying, 
obdevi axnyysAay iv dc, raiç hut- 
paic obdiv ... 10.] The occasion of 
this enquiry was, that they had just seen 
Elias withdrawn from their eyes, and were 
enjoined not to tell the vision. How (ob-) 
should this be? If this was not the com- 
ing of Elias, was he yet to come? If it was, 
how was it so secret and so short ? 
9 uic elis ch. xi. 14. 

Lord Toa plainly in the future, 
and uses very word of. the prophecy son, 

2 

power) who foreran our Lord’s first coming, 
was a partial fulfilment of the great pro- 
hecy which announces the real Elias 
the words of Malachi will hardly bear 
any other than a personal meaning), 
who is to forerun His greater and second 
coming. 

14—21.] HEALING OF A POSSESSED 
LUNATIC. Mark ix. 14—29. Luke ix. 
87—42. By much the fullest account of 
this miracle is contained in Mark, where 
see notes. It was the net day : see Luke 
ix. 87, and note on our ver. 1. Our Lord 
found the Scribes and the disciples dis- 
patin k). 15.] He was an only 

2 e ix. 88. The dæmon had de- 
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d woAXaKic tig TO usp, 16 kat pocht yca avrov roc 

45 Mera paOnraic cov, kat ouK novrnOncay aurov Üspasrevaat. 
d 2 a a mpra (e. 17 awoxpBetc St o o Inode el emey O yere aTuGTOC kai 

7 A ai Idee rgahuivn, tg wore peb vpi £copat ; d" Ewe wore 

only. Exod. § ai Eh vnοοο] péperé por avrov ob. 18 kat 5 imeriun- 

155 96 ctv abre o lysovc, cal dev ar avrov TO dau- 
ar- vov, Kai eOepared On o rale avo TüC wpaç tktivmc. 

E o., Epa, i x11, 19 Tore mpocedDovrec ot panra: ry 'Incov car idtay 

1 Ge Gen. X srov Ara ri Jiptic OUK ndovnOnpey ic aA abr: 2 6 

nee xvi ge & Axe. aùroiç Aa TÜV " oMryorøriav Up». aun yap 
T1 75] 555 Ayo vi», tdv. “tynre vier we " KÓKKOV uu fi, 
ake viil 33, poti TE Ty) ope voire P MeraBa ^ iber éxel, Kai * ptrapi- 
Kei gerat kai ovdiy * a&warnon vow. 7! rovro & ro 
„ ° yévoç ovK "skmopsuerat & py " Ev n Kai * vn- 
Smer,  OTEIQ. 
ak avi te 27 Avaarprgopiver of abr ty Ty TA lag ETEY 
aM . n. abroic O Ingoe Mee 0 vioc rov ávÜporov * Tapa- 
Mark iv. du. 

Aai ai 

1. Cor. s. didoo dai tic xeipac av0owrwy, 23 kai a TOKTEVOUGLV QUTOV, 
xii 

Se mE ot pect. ch, vill 34. John v.94. zii]. 1 Jobn i 14*. Wied, vil. $7 al. q Lake 
M only, rw oh. H. 1. Gen. hel ty ze a 8 fat., bere only. t Lake i. 

87 only. Gen. , 14. Job xiii. 9. a ch. xiii. 47 reff ~ Acts xix. 19 on w — Lake 
xxi. 84. Acts xiij. 39 al. xIMk 2 Acts xiv. 93. A tl. b. 1 Car. 8 v. r.) 2 Cor. vi. 
0, xi; $7 only. 9 Kings xi 16. Dan. is. 8. Tobit ril. f. y2Cor. I. 13. Eph. fl. & 1 Tim. iil. 
11. | Pet. i. 17. 2 Pet. H. 16, Josh. v. 5. Beek. xix. 6 8 ver. 19. ch. xvi. 87. a= ch, 
x. 17, &. xx. 18, 10 aL fr. Esek. xxili. $3. 

BLZ sah Orig, : wacyes CD rel vulg lat-a e &. (tor lat-b.) for (2nd) 
oN art, evsore D 1 lat -a 5 ic en arm Orig (ore dé cai slg rò Up exaviwre- 
po») Aug: sepius D- lat (lst aliquotiens) 

18. vy ter B: góvyayro Z: txt CD rel. Otpasrevoa: bef avrov D latt 
not e 
1T. for axorp. dt, rore axoxp. Z forj copt wth: et respondens 1at-a : respondens 
m) am lat-b ff, , g, l Syr syr-cu sah. for roc, rovnpa . 55 PU. 
pevn rec sopar bef pe?’ vwy, with L rel latt syrr æth Hil: txt BCDZ 1. 33 
lat- "i ; Orig. 

rec aft o ds ins inoue, with C rel n txt BD 33 am 8 
tol) lat-a ff, , 91.2 # syr-cu coptt eth arm. rec (for Atti) tive, with 

aa lat-a f 74. arm: txt BD 4. 18. 38. 124 al am (with forj fold) lat-b o eff, 91 A. 

rec d rioriuu (see reff), with CD rel latt syrr arm-ms Chr: odryeriorsay 
BN 1. 83 jim coptt wth arm Orig Chr-yexpr Hil. aft wary ins ore C ev-27 
coptt rec pera(m& evTevOev (see John vii. 8), with C rel Eus; peranti 
wor D : txt B 1 1 i 

oa BB ikea aa copt-mss sah: ins CD rel latt syrr copt-ed 
pr^ y duis arm Orig Chr Thi Euthym Hu Am Ambr Aug Juvenc. 

ptpopevay (perhaps to prevent the word being understood of return into 
Gal. pend 2 ) Bi, conversantibus volg lat - a à f f J s D-lat HiL—evrev» ds 
avag Tp. D-gr. . 

ived him of speech, Mark ix. 17. the rec. text: see digest. pet’ ip iv 
CN Bengel remarks, '* severo elencho dis- = xpi¢ ópác Luke. 19.] It was i» 
cipuli accensentur turbe." Compare the the house, Mark ix. 28. , 
did rà» OM yomortlay bnd, ver. 20, which 23, 23.) Our Lorp’s SECOND AN- 
however does not make this so certain, NOUNCEMENT OP His DEATH AND RE- 
linked as it is to & yeved Ézicrog, as in BURREOTION. Mark ix.80—32. Luke ix. 

He DEF 
GHLK 
Lustv 
XAl.53. 
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cal Ty rpirg "utpa * eyepOnoerat. kai. ^ tÀvmrÜgoav b abe. 

a opodoa. eae 

^ 'EA0óvrov & avrov eic Kagapvaoup mpocn\ Dov oi E 
Td Sisgaxu⁰j, ' AapPavovrec Ty [lérpe xai urav O Be si dod. 
E g SGA rg vuwv ov 

Nai. 

: yic axo rivey ‘AapBavovar ' 
Trav " viov avrov, n arò rov °adroroiwy: 26 Ata abr 15. 

? p d Y e oh. ix. 
h = Rom, ill 6 (ch a. 33 al.) only 2. 98 ai. fr.* 9 Macc. i. 10 oaly. 

AL 25. Ps. xvi. 18. k Arina 
— oniy, Nam. xxx. $8, &c. 

M 
23. avokrewovcoiww D- gr. 

tertiam diem lat -a b c n, post triduum lat-e 
|| Mk) B 13. 124. 209 al Scr's f Orig, Chr. 

24. for 1A0. de, cal :40. D latt(not 
(didragma am [with forj fuld gat] 

[ecwa», so BD. 

91.3 SYTT coptt arm; ore gA9o» C 
83: ec ROD lat-b : 
eth arm. 

"ra ra 
Kai sÀbóvra eic viv oikiav 

o Igsovc Aly Ti cot Soxei, Zipo» ; : 

5 12. xiii. 88. 

)8 
t... 

25. rec (for 8 0 ort tiqnAOev. (explanatory corra 
ev-27 ; ore tgnAOov 

tige kor 13. 121. 346: txt B 1 eth. 

26. for Xeyti avrw, txovroc ĝe (emendn of style—see below) B 1 

* 8i8paxua ; 1 925 Mya dva À 
* oai. Gen. 'wpoléllacty avrov xxlli. 16, 16 

fr. for 
, ole Baardeic rue acts 

m xnvooy 2 7 TI dro dx vil. 8, 9. 
XZR. 

11. sil. 
1 here only. 1 Kings 

from Ps. ii. $. Rev. vi. 16 al. ] . xiii. 7 
ds m ch. xxii. 17 I Mk., 19 only f. 

0 = Juba x. 5. Heb. xi. 84. Ps. 

rA n 

Acc. X. 

for rg Los nptoa, uera rpc nutpac D copt; post 
for eyepOnoerat, avaorgotrat (from 

ra ĉıðpaypara (Ist) D 
uray bef rw rerp D syr-jer. 

zn with I, rel vulg lat-c e FI 
al syr-cu : eAÜovre» avrwv 

rivos B (sah ?) 

tt sth-rom 

eu. 

arm Orig Chr: txt D rel syrr syr-cu (æth- pl), and (but see below) CL. ( 5 .) 
rec aft avrw ins o w&rpoc, with C rel lat F syr; rerpog H; ocpwwy 

43—45. This followed immediately after 
the miracle (Mark ix. 80) ;—our Lord went 
privately through Galilee; sida yàp 
g. rA. — the imparting of this knowledge 
more accurately to His disciples, which He 
had began io do i in the last chapter, was 
the reason for His pri For more par- 
ticulars, see Luke, ver 48 Mark, ver. 32. 

24—37.] DEMAND or THE SACRED 
TRIBUTE, AND OUR LORD’S REPLY. Pe- 
culiar to Matthew. The narrative con- 
nects well with the whole chapter, the 
aim of the events narrated in which is, to 
set forth Jesus as the undoubted eee of 
God. 94. of ra BBp. J This 
tribute, hardly properly so call Ds 
sum paid annually by the Jews iH 5 
V temple 
la Jerasalem. xod. xxx. 13: eiTe 
Xii. 4: 2 Chron. xxiv. 6. 9. The 
reckon according to the Alexandrian double 
drachma, and have therefore, as in the 
first of the above places, fju«rv rov ddpdy- 
ov: but Josephus and Philo reckon as 
ere, and Aquila, Exod. xxxviii. 26, and 

an anonymous interpreter: see Hexapla, 
and apparently Jerome, Gen. xxiv. 22, 
translate vp by didpayp. Josephus 
(B. J. vii. 6. 6) says of Vespasian, 

yr syr-cu: 

ov d roig Sxov dhror ob lov- 
aiog iwiBads, Cio paxypåç ixacroy 
«Duócac ava way (roc ec TÒ EATETWÀALOY 
giper, derep wpdrepoy tig TÒ» ip» 'Iepo- 
goAouoc vewy cuveridkovy. See, for more 
particulars, Winer, RW B, art. Sekel. 
It does not quite appear whether this pay- 
ment was or not; the ques- 
tion here asked would look as if it were 
eee therefore by some declined. 

y Commentators both ancient 
and modern, and among them no less names 
than Clement Aler., Jerome, and 
Augustine, have entirely missed the mean- 
ing of this miracle, by interpreting the 
payment as a 1 bg which it certainly 
was not. 8. lapB.] not the 
publicans, but uu who received the 
didrachma, i. e. one for each Peter 
answered in the affirmative, probably be- 
cause he had known it paid before. 
25, 26.] The whole force of this ent 
depends on the fact of the payment being 
a divine one. It rests on this: * if the 
sons are , then on Me, being the Son 
of God, has this tax no claim.’ 

, money taken according to the 
reckoning of the census,—a capitation 
taz : a Latin word. éAAXorplev, all 
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p ch. vil. 20 , Are Twy ° ad Aorpiwy. 

1 w Tias. d abrobe, 

ro 
aropa avrov evpicetc 
avroic 

? an ge 19 
rell. 

s Isa. xix. 8. 
t here only. 
4 Kings xix. 

u = here only. 
Kapaivos 
aco 7. 

add o ent 
ara gde, 
A». Fab, 

v hers oniy t. Moti LS AT sg al. 

al Baek. xlii 7. 

om BD 1 latt syr-jer coptt eth arm Cyr. 
addorptwy bef egy C L(omg avrov) 73! æ "rom(not pl). 

lied, but not necessary aft a 
t Bi, Z rel Did. 

27. rec ins ry» bef 0OuAocca» (art su 
Middleton vi. 1), with DEFANSA, txt 
SXZ(appy) A Cyr: txt BD rel Orig Chr. 

CHAP. meh oes L aft execyy ins de BM copt sah-ms. 2 i 
lat-a b c not f) syr-cu arm Orig(rard piv riva rar ávriypáéew iv ix. r. 

. zZarà ài Aa, iv ix. r. npipg,—and he leaves it undecided : Co épg 2 
tom. xiii. 14, vol. iii. p. 588) Hil. 

arm 
wasdtoy ins i» D ByT-CU. 

who are not their children; those out of 
ey" 5 27.) In this, which 

yronounced (even by Olshausen) 
the bus cult miracle in the 
the student of our Lord's life and 
actions will find no difficulty. Our Lord's 
words amount to this: —“ that, notwith- 
standing this immunity, we (graciously 
including the Apostle in the earthly pay- 
ment, and omitting the distinction be- 
tween them, which was not now to be 
told to any), that we may not offend 
them, will pay what is uired—and shall 
find it furnished by "s special provi- 
dence for us." In the foreknowledge and 

wer which this miracle implies the 
Lord recalls Peter to that great confes- 
sion (ch. xvi. 16), which his hasty answer 
to the collectors shews him to have again 
in part forgotten. Of course the 
miracld is to be understood in its literal 
historic sense. The saíwral interpreta- 
tion (of Paulus and Storr), that the fish 
was to be sold for the money (and a won- 
derful price it would be for a fish caught 
with a hook), is refuted by the terms of 
the narrativo,—and the mythecal one, 
besides the utter inapplicability of all 
mythical interpretation to any part of the 
evangelic history,—by the gn eus of all 
possible occasion, and all possible signifi- 
cancy, of sucha myth. . The stater = 

EYATT'EAION 

* AsvBepot saw oi viol. 
roptuſele tic Qaraccay ' 

“ avaBavra rohr tx uv ápov* 

* avri Euov Kai Gov. 
507 mpocn Gay ot pabnrai ry Ingov Atyovreç Tic apa 
Y psilwy toriy &v TU acia rv OvpavGV ; 
kaAscáutvoc waidov Eornosy avro 

w ch. xiiL 81, 88 reff. 
zch.x.lai Gen. XVI. I. 

XVII. 27. 

ign airy o InsoUc P^Apa ? Yz Za 

＋ iva St un ecard BDEFG 
Bade " 

cal avoičaç TO 

'"erergpa' txt "Aafjov soc 
XVIII. I Ey éxetvg TU 

2 kai 1 - 
9 oo 

“ey pisw avrov 
X « ch. v. $8, bat? rather ch. 

ach. x. 16. ver. 99 

4 def. ins ewovrog Ce avrov aro rey 

avaBaworra 
aft evpnoec ins exti D lat-a b og, 

for wpa, Ap 1.33 

m. in 

2. rec aft v pocraAicaptvoc ins o «goovc, with D I, rel lat-e f g 100 syr-cu sah 
: pref, lat-a b c g,: om BFLY! 1 copt eth Chr. ( 85 defecti aft 

Four drachwe—the exact payment re- 
quired. Art, because the payment 
was & redemption paid for the person, 
Exod. xxx. 12—to this also refers the 
Duaé0tpo« above. 9 x. d not 
?)ue9v,—as in John xx. 17 :—because the 
footing on which it was given was dif- 
Serent. 

Cuap. XVIII. 1—35.] Discovnsz RE- 
BPECTING THE GREATEST IN THE KING- 
DOM OF HEAVEN. Mark ix. 33—50. Luke 
ix. 46—60. 1] In Mark we learn 
that this discourse arose out of a dispute 
among the disciples who should be the 
reatest. It took place soon after the 

incident. Peter had returned from 
is fishing : see ver. 21. The dispute had 

taken place before, on the way to Caper- 
naum. It had probably been caused by 
the mention of the Kingdom of God as at 
hand in ch. xvi. 19, 28, and the prefer- 
ence given by the Lord to the Three. In 
Mark it is our Lord bns 5 what 

were disputi ut, t 
iat dpa need eed not necessarily refer 
to the incident last related. As De Wette 
remarks, it may equally well be under- 
stood as indicating the presence in the 
mind of the querist of something that had 
gs in the preceding dispute. 
.] From Mark ix. 36 it appears that our 

Lord first placed the child in the midst, 

70 f, 

sUvx ayKiaT poy, kai M^ b ir 
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5 kat erev Api» Ayo div, td» ui " erpappre cal er 2 25 
yévnobs « we rd radia, ov pn eicéAOnre T rh Paodciav . f «cb. 17 1.17 lg 

xviii. 14. TV oUpavev. t cnic o rare avrov we TÒ 
dames iv, 10 

watdioy TOUTO, oùróç iori o" peilwy € tv Ty Baoiretg ro» s. du 
cm en. 11. 

op 5 Kai 9c tay Setra a waidiov rowbroy Torn 

de imi Ue * ovópari Ho, ipi Sixerac’ © Oc 9 å ay ‘ akava- ta F. 20, 80, 

Aisy tva vov 5 u wy rourwy ind * miarevovrew eie tut, 2 4 H 5 p 
‘ cuuhipa avro ! 

A 5 — a 

TpaynAoy avrov, Kai 
hw. en Joe il. 19 ref. jcb. * 

1 Nai. 40. Lake 12 ff. a 
oniy. Mr iare. i 6 13 

21. 
. Fs oniy t 2 Macc. v. 21 only. 

a j Mk. (L. v. £.) only t. 

Bir. ie Fal 
* koeuacOy nie! o vacdòe ie roy . To 

n ~- A it, 10 
. l. Zech. 5 ey ia EISE al, Zeck 
>> 1 Cor. iv. 8. k w. eic, 

nae 80. x. LE Sal üt 18 from Dent. xxi. $3) 
Mk. ch. xxiv. Ii. (Luke xvii. 3 v. PA Rev. x (21 v. era ri 

B eh. xiv 0 way. 
p here anliy t. 

4. rec oan with (Scr's p w, e sil) vulg la£-a 5 D. lat Clem: txt BDZ rel Scr’s 
mss Orig,. ( avTov 

5. for «av, av r DLZ Orig, : txt B rel Orig, —om latt Lucif: «av pry A. 
srasdioy rotovrov bef i», with E rel: said. v ro. G syr arm ): 
Syr coptt Chr: txt BDLZ 1 latt Orig, Lucif.—ro«wvro B(Mai) K 

rec 
om Iv STA lat 
VZA 1 Orig. 

6. for p. ovisoc, prog [. .] vAceog (see Luke xvii. 2) Z: Aoc rea L LEN 
rec ew: (more usual than ec), with D a aay, U: mip Grom | 

La xvii. 2) BLZ 28. 157 Scr’s p evv-y-tisch' Orig, Bas Chr Bas-sel 
1. 13. 22. 124. 131. 209 al Scr’s mss(18 in number) latt(in 9 copt a 

id then took it in His arms: possibly 
drawing a lesson for His disciples from ite 
ready submission and trustfulness. 
3.] imt ibd = psravojrt: it also con- 
veys idea of turning back from the 
eourse previously viz. that of am- 
bitious rivalry. Without this they should 
not only not be pre-eminent in, but not 
even itted into, the Christian state— 
the Kingdom of Heaven. 4.] Not 
ec TÒ wad, r. deri lavró: ‘iste par- 
vulas non se at, sed humilis est.’ 
Valla (in Meyer). ‘Quales pueri natura 
sunt, ab ambitu scilicet alieni, tales nos 
esse jubemur rg xpoaipéce.’ Grotius. 
5 Having shewn the child as the pattern 

humility, the Lord to shew 
the honour in which children are held in 
His heavenly kingdom; and not onl 
actual, but spiritual children—for both 
are understood in the expression rasdioy 
Towõroyv i». The receiving in My name 
is the serving (dora wavrey diacovog 
Mark ix. 35) with 5 vith and J 
belonging to Christ (see ch. xxv. 40 

6.) Here St. Mark and St. Luke 
insert the saying of John respecting one 
casting out dæmons in Jesus’ name, who 
followed not with the Apostles: which it 

gave rise to the remark in this 
verse. St. Luke however goes on no fur- 
ther with the discourse: St. Mark inserts 
also our ch. x. 42. The verbs xpepac®ĝ, 
kArezerngÜd, may perhaps be under- 

08 rà 

stood in their strict tenses: it is better 
for him that a millstone should have been 
hanged, &c., and he drowned . . . . before 
the day when he gives this offence. Bat 
this is somewhat doubtful. The aorists 
more probably, as so often, denote an act 
complete in itself and accomplished at 
once: without any strict temporal refer- 
ence. hment here mentioned, 
drowning, may have been practised in the 
sea of Galilee; (‘secundum ritum pro- 
vinde ejus loquitur, quo majorum cri- 
minum ista apud veteres J pena 
fuerit, ut in profundum ligato saxo de- 
m tar.’ Jerome in loc.) De Wette 
however denies this, saying that it was 
not a Jewish punishment; but it cer- 
tainly was a Roman, for, Suetonius men- 
tions it as practised by Augustus on the 
rapacious attendants of Caius Cesar (A 
ch. lxvii.) :—and a Macedonian, — Di 
Sic. xvi. 35, o d biter wog rò pir 'Ovó- 
papxov lcpipaat, rog d' dAXovg we 
lepoovAove xarexóvruge. Compare also 
Livy i. 51, where Turnus Herdonius 
(“novo genere leti," it is true) “ dejectus 
ad caput aque Ferentinz, crate superne 
injecta, gar n congestis, mergitur." 
óvuxós, as belonging to a mill turned by 
an ass, and therefore larger than the 
stones of a handmill. In the Digesta, the. 
‘mola jumentaria’ is disti from 
the mola manuaria ;’ and in Cato, de re: 
rustica, c. 10, we have ‘molas asinarias. 
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ae a rnc AGO. 

roe 
al, 

t see ch. v. 29, 
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7 a ob ry Koonw 

al. qq dd N avayKkn yao eADciv ra 
aft 9 e 2 7 Li y * 8 2 L4 

avOpwmrw extivy & ov ro ‘oxav8adov tpyerat. 
& xtip cov 7 o rovc cov ct ο Me,, ct, "Éxkoiov 

XVIII. 

8t. 

* g a a , . 0 L] 4 0 ar » 

cart aurov xai Sade awo aov" " kaAóv cot eariv tic EA ac 
u cif. xvii. 4 p i à pi 
ES , ri any ywrov N xvAdov, I 8b0 ytipac ij vo ròòae 

0, 81 only f. ¥ — , EE SEL. A x „ 9 t 9s e 
"eu. Norra BAnOnva atc rò "svp rò "auviv, "kat st o 
b. . opOaApcc aov ‘oxavderile oe, IEA abròv kal Bare 
1o kis 19. ? 1 — u Ld 2 a y L 5 EY 

rd cod. kaÀAóv cot toriy ' uovodÜaAuov suç r- 
exci. | Con tict A0 Yn 800 o¢badpove €xovra BAnOnva ec 
ee ray ‘ytevvay rov rupòc. 10 opare uù * karagoovnonre 

u e € es e s 0 

Xr u. vd røv "gukpov rovrov" Aiyw yap vp Ort oi 
H.4al. Prov. xiii. 18. a ver. 6 reff. 

T. rec ins carey bef eAGay, with D rel latt syr-ou syr Orig, Hil Lucif: om BL 1. 33 
al Syr sah wth Chr-2. aft wAyy ins de Dil. om ececyve DFL 1 am(with 
forj) lat-g, syrr syr-cu copt : ins B( Mai, expr) rel latt sah eth arm Dial Hil Lucif. 

. reo avra, wit 
Lucif. 

h X rel syr copt: txt BDL 1 latt Syr syr-cu sah eth arm Hil 
cvAAoy n xywAov (transposition to suit yep and rovc) B 157 Ser's f latt. 

transp roĝaç and yepac D lat-a b c Chr-1(-H-K-2). 
9. for cae at, To avro « «a: D. ocavdades (sio) B. om rov xupoc D. 
10. rovrwy bef rev pirpwv DL vulg lat-a b ff, m Syr syr-cu (sah?) Orig, Lucif: 

duas, trusatiles unas.’ AVN, i. e. 
the Cep pere in the open sea. 7.] 
See l Cor. xi. 19. Stier suggests that 
Judas, who took offence at the anointing 
in Bethany, may have been on other occa- 
sions the man by whom the offence came, 
and so this may have been said with spe- 
cial reference to him. Still ite general 
import is undeniable and plain. See also 
Acts ii. 23. 8.] The connexion is— 
* Wilt thou avoid being the man on whom 
this woe is pronounced ?—then cut off all 
ootasion of offence in thyself first” The 
cautions following are in a wider 
sense than in ch. v. 29, 30. In Mark, the 
* foot’ is expanded into a separate iteration 
of the command. TÒ Töp Td eléviov, 
which here first occurs, is more fully in 
Mark ro wip rò doPecroy, brov ô oN 
abrev ob redeurg xal rò nip ob oBivyv- 
rat. . . Ñ... a mixture of 
the two constructions, caddy .... eai py 
. . „ and RAA o . . . . See reff. 
9.] povó$ On) uos, in classical Greek, is 
‘born blind of one eye;’ here it is used 
for drepdeGadpoc. See Herod. iii. 116. 

10.] Hitherto our text has been 
rae with that of Mark ix. ; from this, 

atthew stands alone. The warning 
against contempt of these little ones must 
not be taken as only implying ‘maxima 
debetur puero reverentia’ (Juv. xiv. 47), 
nor indeed as relating exclusively, or even 

principally, to children. We must re- 
member with what the discourse began— 
a contention who should be greatest among 
them: and the psepof are those who are 
the furthest from these ‘greatest,’ the 
humble and new-born babes of the spi- 
ritual kingdom. And kxaradpovijoyre 
must be understood of that kind of con- 
tempt which ambition for superiority 
would induce for those who are by weak- 
ness or humility incapacitated for such a 
strife. There is no doubt that children 
are inoluded in the word pirxpol, as t 
are always classed with the humble and 
simple-minded, and their character held 
up for our imitation. The little children 
in the outward status of the Church are 
in fact the only disciples who are sure to 
be that in reality, which their Baptism 
has put upon them, and so exactly answer 
to the wider meaning here conveyed by 
the term: and those who would in after- 
life enter into the kingdom must turn 
back, and become as these little children— 
as they were when they had just received 
the new life in Baptism. The whole dis- 
course is in deep and constant reference to 
the covenant with infants, which was to 
be made and ratified by an ordinance, in 
the Kingdom of Heaven, just as then. 
On the reason assigned in the latter part 
of this verse (Adye yàp c. r. A.), there have 
been many opinions; some of which (e. g. 

9 « Ld 

TARO rw» * OKAV- . 
8 2 ` eZ. 
oxavoada, rAnv ovat re BDEFG 

k, HELM 
tt SUVXA 

1. 33. 
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year abr ev T oupavy E wavrüc 4 BAérovew "Peri. 

a u M. TO wpócumov TOU warpoc MOV TOU ev oUpavoic. [ nA I A3 

1, eweos Oey ao 0 vioc rod adp 0 coca. TO ales. 2577 7 

BDEFG 12 7i ua doksi; tav C yérnrai qı arb € exarov Tp0- d ere cay. 
asl 15075 Bara, kai * rler f tv && aurwy, ovxi ` aóeic rd evye- 77 M E 

` govrasvvia ! iwi rà 0pn moptvÜric Cnret rd * : xxv ip, e 
© « ob. 5.4. xv. 94 al. Ps. e. 176, 

= Heb. v. 2. i Pet. il. 25. Isa. xiii. 14. Uli. 6. 

ch. xill. $. xxiv. 2. zxviL 45. 

add rev sicrivoyrow uc eps Dist-hb c 
evpavw) ev ovpavorg (to conform to fo 
arm Lucif; ev roug ovpavoig H: tat B: 

1L om ver BI. N 11. 83 vd das 
€ rel latt syrr syr-cu copt-ms 

eth syr; Zyras owo: L. 
ara “10 appears, lst, from the absence of 

Is 
ing), with D rel latt eyrr syr-cu copt eth 

(That this verse has not been inserted from 

f Rom. vii. B, 4. 3 er. ii. 1. Has. iji. 8. 
a» ch, iv. 11, Aa Joba x. 12 al. 

-cu sah Hil. rec (for ew rw 

tv ovpavw 33.—om altogether (as super- 

1. 13 al lat-e F Syr-ed sah 35 Orig E m yr Clem, Orig, 

eer ot seth-ms-iii Orig Eus-canon Jer Juvenc : 
arm Chr,—aft avp. ins Zgrgadat ca G 

In 
reason for inen; any su 

the nearly unanimous omn Of Lukes Fre cas wh wd have exactly suited 0 from Cnres 
of cer 12.) 

12. aft r: ins de D lat-a syr-cu copt. for apuc, agnoe BL 1 am lat-a b o & 
seth arm: ag«qacw D vulg-ed lat- i coptt (probably emendations of style to avoid the 
two participles) : txt I, rel syrr syr-cu. aft evrevyncor. ins wposara B 18 arm. 

ins «as (see above) bef xopev. BDL latt Syr syr-cu copt sth arm: om I, rel syr 
sah. for xoptvÜuc, wopevopevoc D. 

that given by Webster and herrea 
yy Not, their spirits after death: 
meaning which the word never hoes d 
Suicer sub voce, —and one respecting which 
our Lord never could have spoken in the 
medi tense, with did ravrör) have been 

merely to evade the plain sense 
of the words, which is—that £o individuals 
(wbether invariably, or under what cir- 
cumstances of minor detail, we are not in- 
formed) certai» angele are allotted as 
their especial attendants and guardians. 
We know elsewhere from the Scriptures, 
both of the Old and New Testament (Ps. 
xxxiv. 7; xci. 11: Heb. i. 14 al.), that the 
angels do minister about the children o of 
God : and what should forbid that in this 
service, a prescribed ordér and appointed 
dety ahoaid a regulate their ministrations ? 
Nay, is it not analogically certain that 
such would be the case ? t this saying 
of our Lord assures us that such ts the 
case, and that those angels whose honour 
is high before God are entrusted with the 
charge of the humble and meek,—the 
children in and the children in grace. 

The phrase N yàp v, or A 
oͤul , as in Luke xv. 7, 10, is an introduc- 
tion to a revelation of some previously un- 
known fact in the spiritual world. 
Stier has some very beautifal remarks on 

the guardian angels, and on the present 
general neglect of of the doctrine of angelic 
tutelage, which has been doubtless a reac- 
tion from the idolatrous angel-worship of 
the Peur of Rome (see Acts xii. 15: 
Daniel xii. 1: in the former case we have 
an individual in the latter a national, 
guardianship). BMsovow T5 p- 
or r. r. A., i. e. are in high honour before 
God; not perhaps especially so, but the 
mesning may be, ‘for they have angelic 
guardians, who always,’ &e. See Tobit 
xii. 15. . The angels are the ser- 
vants and messengers of the Son of Man; 
and they therefore (Ad. yàp k. r. A.) are 
appointed to wait on these little ones 
whom He came to save: and who, in their 
utter helplessness, are y examples 
of rd d rA U g ‘Here,’ remarks Stier 
(ii. 241), ‘is Jacob’s ladder planted before 
our eyes: beneath are the little ones ;— 
then their angels ;—then the Son of Man 
in heaven, in whom alone man is exalted 
above the angels, Who, as the Great Angel 
of the Covenant, cometh from the Presence 
and Bosom of the Father ;—and above 
Him again (ver. 14) the Father Himself, 
and His good pleasure.'] 19,13.] Sce 
notes on Luke xv. 4—6, where the same 
6 

k. xxxiv. 6, 11, 12 
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k Ast xx.16. 13 cal edv * yévnrar pe aur, anny diye Baty Ore 
n Eg | Xaiptt er aure aior 7 imi TOI évvevnxovracvvea roc 

. (XX1. *＋ 

lw. K pn * wexavnuivore. 14 od roc ob sory Anna P Eun 

xia Tpoobev roc rarpòe aud TOU £V oupavoic, tva awoAnrat 
ngs XX. 

E 1 es elc rwv * pupy rovrwv. 15° Eav à ? apaprhay tic ai 
a rer di, 0 aden be gov, brays „i AeyEr avrov * meray gov Kai 9 ee 

e Av. 

2. ind QvTOU nóvov' tay gov axoboy, 'éxtponsac | roy adeA por R "HEL 

Vets goy, 16; tdv 8 un axotey, * rapáA ale perà coU éri Eva 1. 40.85. 
Kings xxi - 33. 
i2. hen.) Qvo, " tva ‘éxl aróparoc Oto Bapripwy n row» 'crafo 

a Luxe iil, 19. 1 Tim. v. 90. Gen. xxi. . Lev. xix, 17. xxiii. 86. Aste xv.Qalt Wisd. iv. 10 a. 
q = 1 Cor. ix. 19. 1 Pet. lii. LY. 255 . , 8 Sym. P ell 1 reff. s Drv rims 
(Mark xii. Acts xxiv. 20. 2 Ger. xili. 1, from i, 6. 

14. for vpwy, pov (fo suit ver 10, and: more usual) BFH I, 38 Syr-ms syr-txt coptt 
seth arm Orig, : 
tat D*L rel latt syrr syr-cu Chr(Fd) Aug. 

lone. } 
BDLM 33 har!! lat-e! : 

15. agapr 33 al Orig Chr 
eic I 

om tic ct (for hierarchical reasons: 

aft ew ins roic D(E!V!, appy) 33 Orig, 

num (also corra from the unusual vpwv) D'gr harl' Chr-2-6-9-5-p-6 : 
[B does not omit 2nd rov, as Vercel- 

fv (perhaps gramml corra) 
rel latt Orig, 

Damase : apaprnos (and axcovee:) L. [not B as Bartol.] 
see note) B 1. 22. 234! sah Orig. 

rec ins cas bef eXeyZov, with I, rel latt copt eth Hil Lucif: om BD 1. 33 al lat i: 
fyrr ce sah arm Orig Bas Chr Cyr Damasc Cypr Ambr. 
cism ?) 

exeponoeg (sta- 

16. aft un ins cov (from ver 15) LA 33 al a forj) Syr syr-cu coptt sth Orig- 
lat. 

Tert Lucif. 

belongs to dec, not to xopev9. See var. 
read. The preposition of motion, ivi, 
gives the idea of the wandering and scat- 
tering of the flock over the mountains, 
If we join the words to ropev@eic, we give 
them an unmeaning emphasis, besides de- 
stroying the elegance of the sentence. 
14.] This verse sets forth to us the work 
of the Son as accomplishing the will of 
the Father ;—for it is unquestionably the 
Son who is the Good Shepherd, searching 
for the lost, ver. 11. For similar declara- 
tions sea Ezek. xviii. 23; xxxiii. 11: 2 Pet. 
iii. 9. The inference from this verse 
is— then whoever despises or scandali 
one of theso little ones, acts in o ition 
to the will of your Father in Heaven.’ 
Observe, when the dignity of the little 
ones was , it was war pog pov: 
now that a motive directly acting on the 
conscience of the Christian is urged, it is 
rarpòg Upev. 

15—20.) Or THE METHOD OF PROCEED- 
ING WITH AN OFFENDING BROTHER: AND 
OF THE POWER OF THE CHRISTIAN AS- 
BEMBLY IN SUCH CASES. 15.] The 
connexion of this with the preceding is: 
Our Lord has been speaking of oxdy- 
Bada, which subject is the ground-tono of 
the whole discourse. One kind is, when 

ert eva 9 vo bef pera oov B lat. Hi co 
ins bef dvo L al: aft rwy 1 al vulg lat-e f 21.3 E S 

for rudi, crab etra: I, M 

om paprupwy D 435 Aug, : 
syr-cu coptt sth arm Orig, 

lat-e ff, Orig. 

thou sinnest against another, vv. 7—14. 
A second kind, when thy brother sins 
against thee. The remedy for the former 
must be, in each individual being cautious 
in his own person,—that of the latter, in 
the exercise of brotherly love, and if that 
fail, the authority of the congregation, vv. 
15—17. Then follows an exposition of 
what that authority is, vv. 18—20. 
On this verse see Levit. xix. 17, 18. This 
direction is only in case of personal offence 
against ourselves, and thent the injured per. 
son is to seek private explanation, and 
that by going to his injurer, not waiting 
till he comes to apologize. The stop 
must be after póvov, as ordinarily read, 
and not after airov, as proposed by 
Fritzsche and Olshausen, which construc- 
tion would be contrary to the usage of the 
N. T An attempt has been made 
(see var. readd.) to sendet the passage 
applicable to sin in general, and so to 
give the Church power over sins upon 
earth. txdpSncas, in the higher 
sense, reclaimed, gained for God, see 
ref.: and for thyself too: wp&ro» yap 
ilnpiov rod ro, id ToU oxavédadou py- 
yvupevoy Gx0 rig adeAgiciic cov avv- 
ageiac. Euthym. 16. wap. ] 
Go again, and take... Tho first at- 

UA 33 
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xav "pnpa. 7 cay è * 
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aoi derep 0 7 éĝvixòç Kat o 
u ui, oga ay * ononrte 
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Tapaxovcy avrov, 
say & xai ric éxxAnoiac " rapacobop, kor v — here 

renne. 

b imt THC v torat 
Piri ric Ne čara 
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M rp EB. Acis 

(Mark v Le 

anny Aéyw an, athe 
*Se8euéva © iy 2521 S 

*Aedv- X o. x avi 12 

18 3 

7. 3 John 
uu iũ1˙ & ö uu emt rpc ync mepi À rarròc mpay- n M 
uaroc ov dy airhgwyrat, 

rarpòc pou TOU ev oupavoic. 

xxviii. 18 al. 
8. Isa. vil. 2 only. (-vos, 1 Cos. "ew 

f cb. xxi. 49 ] Mk., from Pe. exvil. 38. 7a. 

17. ins we bef o reXwync D 301 AS 
18. rec (for Ist av) sav, with I, rel Orig 

c D. THC y" rec (twice) ev rw ovp. 

* yevnoerat aur otc rapa TOU , . 2 rll. 

oU yàp tiGtw doo Ñ rpeiç | d 
coh, xx. $, 18. Lake v. 58. Acta v. 9. xv. 15 oni. Gen. xiv. . 4 Kings xii. 

ach, 5 

b ch. vi. 10. 

d « eh. xiii. 19 ref. e ch. viii. 18 al. 
» xepia pos gesla: rack cos, Ken. Anab. vil. 2. 25. 

Se txt BDEL 69. om serai ded. to 
a of art as usual), with X rel Orig, : «v 

roc ovp. DL dis venen) 83 lat F coptt (6d. «» rw ovp. and XN. ev rose ovp. M): txt B 
j (I, def. 
. rec om augv, with DL 1 vulg lat-F, ak lat aig arm Orig: for aum, de MA: 

txt B I,(appy) rel mm lat-a b c 12 " ^ 8 duo bef tav D-gr. 
rec cupdevnceci, with B[sic, from inspection] ] rel Orig,: txt DEH I, LVA 

33. recom i£, with I, rel lat-c arm Orig: ins BDL (89 vulg lat-b c f syrr syr-cu) 
wth Orig, Chr.— rec 5 with I, rel Orig: txt BD rel. ins TOV 
9 D! for tav, ay 

- ov& uY yap, and wap’ oic our cape D! (and lat), simly lat-g, 

tempt of brotherly love is to heal the 
wound, to remove the offence, in secrecy ; 
to cover the sin: but if this cannot be 
done, the next step is, to take two or 
three, still, in case of an adjustment, pre- 
venting publicity ; but in the other event, 
providing sufficient legal witness. Bee 
reff. and John viii. 17. Pipe, t not thing, 
but word, as always. Cf. St. Paul's 
apparent reference to these words of our 
Lord, 2 Cor. xiii. 1. 17. wapaxovoy | 
a stronger word than py} dr., im lying 
something of obduracy. TÜ beads 
aig, by what follows, certainly not ‘ the 
Jewish synagogue’ (for how could vv. 18 
—20 be said in any sense of it 7), but the 
congregation of ristians ; i. e. in early 
times, such as d iv. 32, dre one con- 
gregation,—in times, that congrega- 
tion of which thou and he are members. 
That it cannot mean the Church as repre- 
sented by her rulers, appears by vv. 19, 
20,—where any collection of believers is 
gifted with the power of deciding in such 
cases. Nothing could be further from the 
spirit of our Lord's command than pro- 
ceedings in what were oddly enough called 
* ecclesiastical courts. (fcre gol 
k. r. A.] ‘let him no longer be &ccounted 
as a brother, but as one of those without, 
as the Jews accounted Gentiles and Pub- 
licans. Yet even then sot with hatred, 
seo 1 Cor. v. 11, and compare 2 Cor. ii. 

6, 7, and 2 Thess. iii. 14, 15. The articles 
6 i0y., 6 re., are generic ; the expressions 
being the singulars of oi bOvixoi, oi Tt e- 
val. And thus the quality expressed by 
&Oyced¢ and riXwv gc, rather than the in- 
dividual who may happen to bear these 
characters, is prominent in the sentence: 
the ig». or the reX., inasmuch and as far 
as he is dv. or reà. But this is not, as 
Words., the effect of the article only ; ‘the 
predicate zo icòg conveys plainly enough, 
that it is as a heathen, not as a man, that 
he is here introduced. 18.] This 
verse reasserts in a wider and more general 
sense the grant made to Peter in ch. xvi. 
19. It is here not only to him as the 
first stone, but to the whole building. 
See note there, and on John xx. 23, be- 
tween which and our ch. xvi. 19 this is a 
middle point. 19. wavrds wp.] ‘every 
thing : ̂ bat the construction is an in- 
stance of attraction: «à» mpãypa, the 
subject of the sentence, is thrown into 
government after the verb: the plain 
construction would be Ore way Tp, dy 
Cio ùu. ovp. iwi r. y. wepi abrov, où idy 
alr nowrrat, yewnoerat k. r. A.: so that 
ruvrôg 7p. amounts in English to any 
thing. This refers to that entire accord- 
ance of hearty faith, which could hardl 
have place except also in aecordance wit 
the divine will It was apparently mis- 
understood by the Apostles James and. 
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gob it 4. 
sat al 63. 

iver. 2. Lake K 

> emråKIÇ ; 
> ewraKie, ada 

TOUTO 
17 cre 

1 15. 
] =» Mark vi. 28 

reff. 
m Lake xvii. 4 Q rob. 

b oril avro ec " oótiMérnc pupiwy * ralávrov. 
o oh. Till. 94, &c. 

žij: Exod. xxiii. 5 vat. bat not =. (c. m RAe das, Lev. xxv. 50.) 
m bere only. Gen. fv. 94 only. 

Pet. ili. 18 only. Ges. xl 
12 xv. 37. Gal. v.3 only f. 
xvi. 21) 

EYATTEAION 

ned e and oh. xxv. 15, Ne. en 
a Luke vil. 42. xii. 4. xiv. 14. Eph. iv. 28. Heb.vi.1 

XVIII. 

E cuvnypivor * siç Tò uov óvopa, Exel ein EV ' plow avTOv. BDEFG 
h eb; xxvii. 19 | ‘Tore srpoceAB o n Dérpoc rev aùr Kupie, j wooakig SUVXA 

` auaprhac * ec gut o ade óc pov Kal adnaw avr ; 
Aéyer aury o Inooõc Ov yo got ' fuc 

[ d 

Ewe 

° iBBounkovráxic irra. B Aca 

° euouoÜn ù BasiAsia TOV obpavisy ^ avOpwry 
Baca, ò de nOéAncev 3 guapa. Ao perà Twv SovAwy 

A apčapévov ài avrov ° cvvaiptty , mpocirx n 
25 un " ÉXovroc 

p cb. xi. 45, 68 ref. q ch. xxv. 19 
f Luke tz. 4). Acts xvi. 

ch. vi. 13. Lake xit. 4. Rom. 1. 14. viii. 
. Ezod. A120. 30 al. (-riutot, Rev. 

21. rec avrw bef o xerpoc se», with L rel lat a (b c) syr arm va (sah) Chr Lucif, : 
24. 8 txt B D(om 6) ) one 

22. [ak Aa, so B.] 
24. rec xpognveyOn (more usual 

reff), with L rel latt Orig, Lucif : txt BD Orig, 

John; see St. Mark’s account, ch. x. 35, 
in which they nearly repeat these words. 
Notice again the 720 S tes see on 
ch. xvi. ult. eralization 
of the term exime aft the powers 
conferred on it, which renders it inde- 
pendent of particular forms of govern- 
ment or ceremonics, and establishes at 
once a canon against pseudo-catholicism in 
all its forms: cf. 1 Cor. i. 2 ixe 
elpí must be understood of the presence of 
the Spirit and Power of Christ, see chap. 
xxviii. ult. 

21—35.] REPLY TO PETER’S QUESTION 
RESPECTING THE LIMIT OF FORGIVENESS ; 
AND BY OCCASION, THE PARABLE OF THE 
FORGIVEN BUT UNFORGIVING SERVANT. 
See Luke xvii. 3,4. It is possible that 
Peter ma pela asked this question in 
virtue of the power of the keys before (ch. 
xvi. 19) entrusted to him, to direct him in 
the use of them : but it seems more likely, 
that it was asked as in the person of any 
individual : that Peter wished to follow the 
rules just laid down, but felt a difficulty as 
to the limit of his exercise of forgiveness. 

The Rabbinical rule was, to forgive 
three limes and no more ; this they justified 
by Amos i. 3, &c., Job xxxiii. 29, 30 LXX, 
and marg. É. V. The expression seven 
times a day? is found Prov. xxiv. 16, in con- 
nexion with sinning and being restored: see 
also Levit. xxvi. 18—28. In our Lord's 
answer we have most likely a reference to 
Gen. iv. 24. Beventy times seven, not 
‘seven and seventy times,’ is the render- 
ing. obe ápiüpóv riBeic ivrav0a, RxAd 
rò dwepoy cai dinvecie cai dul. Chrys 

o adeAgog pov bef ec «us B 69. 124. 
for swra, e*raxic D! lat-a b c Lucif. 

word, see ch xii. 22, xix. 13, and for xpocny@n, 
al bef avre B 

Hom. Ixi. p. 611. 23. 3a Tovro] 
* because this i is so,’ because unlimited for- 
iveness is the law of the Kingdom of 
eaven. The doUAo: here are not slaves, 

but ministers or stewards. By the vpa05- 
vai of ver. 25 they could not be slaves in 
the literal sense. But in Oriental lan- 

(see Herodotus passim) all the sub- 
jects of the king, even the t ministers 
of state, are called d odRoi. e individual 
example is one in Aigh trust, or his debt 
could never have reached the enormous 
sum mentioned. Soe Isa. i. 18. 
24.) Whether these are talents of silver 
or of gold, the debt represented is enor- 
mous, and far beyond any private man’s 
power to discharge. 10,000 talents of 
silver is the sum at which Haman reckons 
the revenue derivable from the destruc- 
tion of the whole Jewish people, Esth. 
iii. 9. Trench remarks (Parables, p. 124) 
that we can best p reciate the sum by 
comparing it with other sums mentioned 
in Scripture. In the construction of the 
tabernacle, twenty-nine talents of gold 
were used (Exod. xxxviii. 21): David pre- 
pared for the temple 3000 talenta of gold, 
and the princes 5000 (1 Chron. xxix. 
4—7): the Queen of Sheba presented to 
Solomon 120 talents (1 Kings x. 10): the 
King of Assyria laid on Hezekiah thirty 
talents of gold (2 Kings xviii. 14): and in 
the extreme impoverishment to which the 
land was brought at last, one talent of 

ld was laid on it, after the ($ Chao of 
onn 5 the King of pt (2 n. 

» 26. è e tha etr..... 
SE ‘gee Exod. xxii. 3: Levit. xxv. 39, 
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sene ài avrov ~ awodouvat exéXevoey auroy o ipic ~ spaUnvat, "ue 96 reff. 
aw X. Kai THY *yvvaika avrov kai rà réxva kai wavra Goa * Exes "to 
BKLM Kai 'axoboügvav. — 7 7 H o SovA "tor IKLM by o ob mpocexbve Er 
1.33.69. avri Àéyow * MakpoÜbunsov ew pol, Kal wavra ` aro- ae 

dhe Loo]. 7 * awdayxnobeic à o küptoc TOU dos Ao 1 
cure " awéduaey aùróv, «ai ro " Saverov ° ade, abr. i. Teri 
* iA òè o Sovdog € iceivoc eUpev Eva r&v " avvõov wy EN " 

C uos €: 

avrov Oc e$t tv abr ¿karov ' Syria, kai * Kparnoac peer enn 

avrov 1 f Exveyey Aéyov Aròòoc el re opeiAnc. 23 i 1 10 10 1 3. IItoov iv 21. 

= HON MA IM a here only. Dent. xy. 8. xxiv. 11 only (P). see ch. v. 43 ref. 
å ch. vi. 19 sheen ie ima) ck: xxiv. 4. Col. 15 7. iv.7. Rev. vi. Ii. xix. 10. xxii 9 oniy Esra 
en 5.1 UM on ty. f ch. xx. 3 g cb. zii. 11 reff. h = here only. (Mark 

v. 18. 1 Kings xvi. 14, 15 only.) À ver. 28. 

25. rec aft rupioc ins avrov 
À syrr coptt eth arm Luci 

fis aft yv». om avrov B 1 lat-À. 

to avoid misunderstanding), with E rel vulg lat-b o e f 
: om BDL 1 am(with em forj harl) lat-a g, Jer Lucif. 

rec sxe (for but the pres in conformity : 
such cases is idiomatic,—see reff’), with D rel lait Lucif: txt B 1. 124 al syrr syr-cu 
sah Origexpr 

28. for ot vuv, de D ev-y latt syr-txt sah (eth) arm Lacif. 
(from below) DLA 33 latt syrr syr-cu copt sth Lucif: om B rel sah arm. 

aft dovRog ins exesvoc 
Tec 

aft Aeywy ins cupis, with L rel lat-/ f, g, syrr coptt th arm; aft er. en., gat gu 
aft uaxp., lat-b : om BD ev-y lat-ace fg, hl 
conforms to ver 29, but the insn fo the spiritual interpretation 

. (T. 
spon Orig L "DE 

rec gos bef asodwcew, with A rel lat: axod. cos BL 33. 69 al vulg lab o 9, 5 syrr 
syr-cu coptt stb arm Orig Lucif: aso. (omg cor) D lat-b e ff, , copt. 
. 9T. om exervov B 1. 124 sah. 

98. om sktivoc B arm-zoh. 
Dae Doe. tesa C rel mea ea 

or et rc) o rt, with 69-ma 
tt ACD rd Bere mas Orig; C Chr Damasc Th] Euthym Thp 

47: 2 Kings iv. 1. Thesimilitude is how- 
ever rather from Oriental tism : for 
the selling was under the Mosaic law 
softened by the liberation at the year of 
jubilee. e imprisonment also, and the 
tormentors, vv. > = 3 this view, 
forming no part of the Jewish law 
— im as in E. V. pey- 
ment to be 26.) Luther ex- 
plains this as the voice of mistaken self- 
righteousness, which when bitten by sense 
of sin and terrified with the idea of 
punishment, runs hither and thither, seek. 
ing help, and imagines it can build upa 
righteousness before God without having 
yet any idea that God Himself will help 
the sinner. Trench remarks, It seems 
simpler to see in the words nothing more 
than exclamations characteristic of the 
extreme fear and anguish of the moment, 
which made him ready to promise im- 
Apta things, even mountains of gold.” 
Lu 28.) Perhaps we must not 

stress on iEcAQwy, as indicating any 
wrong frame of mind already begun, as 
Theophylact does :—the sequel shews bow 

rec aft axodoc ins po: ( 
syr-cu arm: om BD 

lementary and ex- 
1. 83 ev-y latt coptt sth 
1 sth arm Lucif: 

completely he had gone out’ from the 
presence of his Lord. At all events the 
word corresponds to the time when the 
trial of our minc le takes place: when 
we ‘go out’ from the presence of God in 
prayer and spiritual exercises, into the 
world. We may observe, that forgive- 
ness of sin does not imply a change of 
heart or principle in the sinner. The 
fellow-servant is probably not in the same 
station as himself, but none the lese a 
fellow-servant. The i ificance of the 
sum is to shew us how trifling any offence 

inst one another is in com m to 
the vastness of our sin against God. 
Chrysostom finely remarks: ó dd oiói rå 
Pipara Micüg à wy lewn rai yàp 
atréc rabrá ex àv d AA TOv uvtov 
raldyre»" ai o, rà» Amiva iv 
à ob rà vavúyiov duiguyer ob rò ox iua 
Tic ict rupiog dripyncey abróv rfc rod 
do ro gt\avOpwriag? adda wavra 
ire vo Uwe rij wrcovekiac kai ric wporn- 
Toc kal Tij¢ pynowmaxiag BRN, Onpiov 
zavroc Xaderwrepoc ij v, dyyxwy róv ob- 
dovRor. ri wouig, avOpwxe; ctavrór 
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ken m p. oU» o ° sbvdovdac aurov [ete rob rdac avrov] * rap- ELM 
. Eu. uf EKAA avrÓv A ‘Maxpobbunaoy € er ené, Kat ro SUYA 
* 8 0 3: ovK ne Aer, adda amiAUdv a ‘avrov 

m Lake xv. 4 ric NaN, fec aod re operhopevov. 51 iSovrec St 
(P. i=.” oi ob ο˖]õ% avrov rà yevoueva  eAu@nOnoay "^ apóðpa 

«at. eAdPovrec " Beeoagnoay TQ KUpip tavri ravra ra 

2 e 38 ‘yevopeva. & róre 3 mpockeAeoáutvoc avrov o KÜpioc 

C leet avrov Alyn abr AovAt wovnpi, wacav ry " operdny 
T Base” Si éxeivnv apc eot, ere! * wapexadeaic pe 8 ouk t dt 
qver. ll. 7. Kal ot " eXenoat roy * aóvOovAOv aov we Kayw oe Ila; : 
oye 81 Ka! op,’, o Kuptoc aurov mapiswxey aurov roi 

teh. . g8. - [Bacavwraic, EWE OU aod way TO oóttÀoutvov. 
uch. ix. 27. 

zv. 29 al. 

$9. om ze rovc rodag avrov BC'DGL 1 latt syr-cu sah Orig Lucif: ins C? A(sic) 
rellat.fsyrr arm. (Meyer would omit it, as a gloss on mowy. But then how comes 
it, that no such gloss was ined above, ver 28? There would be two reasons for omg 
the words, (1) the desire to conform the ver to ver 26: (2) the homooteleuton avrov 
to avrov :—but none Sor insg them, which would not apply equally to ver 26.) 
rec epot (fo conform to ver 26), with B rel: txt CDL. for rat, cays D. 
rec aft cat ins wavra (fo conform to cer 26), with CL 1. 88 vulg late f Iz 91.2 
Syr syr-marg coptt eth : aft co, K: om BCD rel lat-a 6 e A Syr-ms syr-cu syr-txt 
arm Th] Euthym Damasc Lucif. oot bef asodwcw C! 38. 69 al Scr's e f p w ev-y 
lat-f Chr. 
50. nOednoew D 69 al latt Damasc Lucif. rec ins tec bef ov, with D rel: om 

BCL arm. ins way bef ro o$tiogtevoy C 124 al tol lat-g, syr-ms sah-mss Chr). 
$1. for de, ov» BD 83 lat-e : txt C rel latt syr-cu coptt sth Lucif. avrov 

bef ot avydovÀo: B. for yty. yivopeva D(yuv.) L al latt Chr Euthym Lueif. 
rec (for tar) avrev, with DHLS 1 (abr bs: txt BC rel Orig,. 

82. om avrw D 22 al. 
33. aft ove ede: ins ov» D latt(not forj e) syr-cu sah arm Aug. 

] = ch. xiv. 8 
10sl. 3 Kings ga 

Ps. vi. 9. exxil. 8. v oh. v. 29 reff, w here only 1. («o tTpi:0v, Jer. xx. 2 l 

[xayw, so BDL 

84. om od B arm Orig. 
G-y). rec aft oge:Aopevoy ins avrw, with C rel syrr coptt eth: om B 
syr-cu arm Orig. 

om sav D ev-y al Chr (Fd: sa» added caly mes- 
al latt 

rálavra wee, obe leddeoe rovypédy, d rar ob£ ala0ávy, ward ceavrov rà 
o$00 BSpicey, AN Rinn. _ Chrysost. Eí$oc 0, kai r)v dxégacey xal rjv 

dpd avacdobpevog; Hom. lxi. p. 616. Hom. lxi. p. 616. 94. rots Baravı- 
PANE del ad So *obtorto collo ad reit] not merely the prison-keepers, but 
retorem trahor, Plaut. Pomul. iii. 6.45. the torturers. Remember he was to have 

been sold into slavery before, and now Aie 
punishment is to be greater. The condi- 

other examples in Wetstein. The el 
ri Gig, which is beyond doubt the true 
reading, must be understood as a haughty 
expression of one ashamed to meet the 
mention of the paltry sum really owing, 
and by this very expression izing 
his unforgiving treatment to all who owed 
him aught. 81.] The fellow-servants 
dvriiincay, the lord à a. Anger 
is not man’s proper mood towards sin, but 
sorrow (see Ps. cxix. 186), because all 
men are sinners. These fellow-servants 
are the praying people of God, who plead 
with Him against the ion and ty- 
ranny in the world. ] dre piv poupla 

tion following would amount in the case of 
the sum in the parable to perpetual im- 
prisonment. So Ch , rovriors ĉit- 
nverac odre yàp axoéwou wére. Hom. 
Ixi. p. 617. See note on ch. v. 26. 
There is a difficulty made, from the punish- 
ment of this debtor for the very debt which 
had been forgiven, and the question has 
been asked, ‘utram peccata semel di. 
missa redeant. But it is the iritual 
meaning which has here ruled the of 
the parable. He who falls from a state 
of grace fulls into a state of condemna- 
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see eh. v. 48 $$ Obrec kat d warnp mov o [|7 ir jovpanoc momoe e- 

qui, tay py aónrt &xacroc ry adeAgy avrov " amo rov y Joha t. 12. 

rapdòt vuar. 
XIX. ! Kai eyivero Ore &riAeotv o ‘Incovc rove 

Acyovc robrove, uernoev aro rne laAiAalac «ai e 

ac rà “opia rg lovdaiag © xípev rov ‘lopsavov. 

-æ 7 — 

yuvatxa aurov kara 
, 4K 

atríay ; $0 & arokpibeiç Na 

al. Ps. Ixvii. 
14. 2 Mace. 
Hi. 94 only. 
Dan. iv. 
Theod.-alex. 
(not P.). 

2.1" ar p only. Jedg. 
cal xv 17, 787 . 

am, v, èr, 
Mark xii. 80, 

ings xxv. 

b cb. ii. M ref. 

» Xix. 49. e ch. iv, 15 al. Gen. 1. la. deh. Iv. 28, 24 ref. eck. iv. 1, 8. xvi. 
1. xxii. 18, 36. 8 Kings x 1. fob. xii. 10 reff. ch. v. 81, 89 reff. b e ch. 
zlii. . xviii. 19 al. Lake vill. 47. Acts x. N. 2 . 1. 6, 10 al. Cen. iv. 18. 9 Macc. 
zii. 40. Prov. xxviii 17. 

35. for srovpavioc, ovparioc (mors usual phrase ; see also ch vi. 14) BC DKL 83 
Orig, Damase: txt C! rel Chr. vn 70906 bef o rar. p. o ex. D lat -a b c Lucif, 

rec at end adds ra xapawrwpara avrwv (from ch vi. 14, 15. Mark xi. 25, 26), 
with C rel lat. F A syrr sab-mnt arm: om BDL 1 latt syr-cu coptt wth Orig Jer Lucif 
Ambr Aug. 

Cuar. XIX. 1. for erte, ekaXAgoty D lat-a b c e ff, , 91 Hil. 
8. rec ins os bef $ap«saioi (so also in || Mk: it was natural to supply the art), 

with D rel sah Orig, Naz: txt BCLMA 1. 33 Scr's w evv-y 150 copt. 
Asyoveiy D. 

for Ae yore, 
rec aft Rey. ins avre, with D rel lat-c 4 syr Op: om BCKLM! 1 

vulg lat-a b & Byr syr-cu coptt æth arm Orig Naz Hil. rec aft eZecrey ins 
avUperw (see ver 5, and also || Mk), with CD rel latt syrr syr-cu coptt Orig, Naz 
Hil Op: om BL 125! Scr's f Aug. 

tion, and is overwhelmed with ‘all that 
debt,' not of this or that actual sin for- 
merly remitted, but of a whole state of 
enmity to God. Meyer (Comm. in 
Joc.) well remarks, that the motive held 
up in this parable could only have full 
light cast on it by the great act of Atone- 
ment which the was about to accom- 
plish. We may see from that considera- 
tion, how properly it belongs to this last 
period of His ministry. 86. 5 vr. 
pov] not tiger, as in the similar declara- 
tion in ch. vi. 14, 15. This is more so- 
lemn and denunciatory (ob yàp áEiov rob 
rob rod narépa rakt io rà» Otóv, rob 
obre Tovnpov x. picavOpwxov. Chrys. 
Hom. lxi. p. 617). d ronpavtoc is not 
elsewhere used by our Evangelist. 

Cuar. XIX. 1—12.] REPLY TO THR 
PHARISEES' QUESTION CONCERNING DI- 

vORCE. Mark x. 1—12. "This appears to 
be the journey of our Lord into the region 
beyond Jordan, mentioned John x. 40. 
If so, a considerable interval has ela 
since the discourse in ch. xviii. 1.| Trà 
ea ris lors. mép. rev '1opB. form one 
continuous description. Bethany, where 
He went, was beyond Jordan, but on the 
confines of Judæa. See notes on Mark 

x. l, and Luke ix. 51, 2.) This 
with what is said John x. 41, 42. 

For lep v., St. Mark has ididaccey. 
8.] This was a question of dispute between 
the rival Rabbinical schools of Hillel and 
Shammai ; the former asserting the right 
of arbitrary divorce, from Deut. xxiv. 1, 
the other denying it except in case of 
adultery. It was also, says De Wette, a 
delicate question in the place where our 
Lord now was, — in the dominions of 
Herod Antipas. c. wücuv alr., as 
E. V. for every cause; — i. e. is any 
charge which a man may choose to bring 
against his wife to justify him in divorcing 
her? So Jos. Antt. iv. 8. 23, yvrvat«óg 
ric cvvotcotanc BovAóutvoc diazevyOnvas 
rad Ac Snroruvy alriag,—roddai Ó' ay 
roig ávOpeotc rotavras yivotvro,—ypáp- 
paci ply xepi roð pdiwore avveAOriy 
lexvpiZicOw. 4—6.] On these verses 
we may remark (1) that our Lord refers to 
the Mosaic account of the Creation as the 
historical fact of the first creation of man ; 
and grounds his argument on the literal 
expressions of that narrative. (2) That He 
cites both from the first and second chap- 
ters of Genesis, and in immediate con- 
nexion; thus shewing them to be con- 
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k Eccles. Hz. 7 $ 2 o . 7. . nw trey Ow avéyvure ort o 
kat MAU exoincey avrovc 

97. Gal. HI. 

ETATTEAION XIX. 

k 

$ g d 
5 cal erer Etc rovrov 

Gzx. Í. 97. v ` 1 

masabore(). P caradenfer avÜpeoc tov waripa c rnv pnrépa kai 1 . e ii. 98. 
Rev. Al. 5 q , — s , -æ NE ‘ o p ? W 
Saly. KoAAnOnoerat ry yuvatkt avrov, kai Ecovrat ot 8b eie 
End e On MEN qu. M Shad ct ueri fes Romi. gaoka plav; ° were ouktrt soiw Ovo, adda caps uia* o Ne 

. y e LÀ 

5 Lake v. 2. ouv o leoc " ouvélevěev, üvÜpwzoc A ‘ ywpilire. 7 A- RCDE 
x. 40. Eph. . - , y u — b (d - v Nl 

v.8i,fom ousi avro Tt ovv Mouonc svereiAaro do [i Mov 
, U a 1 , — "| > - d 

qaa ris "amocracioy kai " aroAvcat aurny; P Aiye avroic “Ore 1-54 W. 
ix. 26 al. 

Ruth H. 8. 2 Kings xx. 9. 
Esek. 1. 11, . only. 

a Dare. xxiv. 8 (1), 

r ch. XXI. 42. Lake f. 3. Rom. il. 
t Rom. viii. 86, 89. 

v = { (from l. e.) only. 4 Kings x. 1, &c. 

26. Gen. zv. 6. hee ar 
1 Cor. vil. 10, &a. Esek. xivi. 19. Lev. xiii. 

w ]. cb. v. 8 (reff.) only. 

4. rec aft «re» ins avroig, with C rel vulg lat-b f 91.3 syrr gue (arm) Op: om 
¢ BDL lat-a c e ff, , 4 coptt sth Orig. 

Orig, hom-Cl Leih : 
for o wotnoac, o krica 

od Tit-bostr Ath : txt CDZ rel latt Orig-lat,. 
5. rec evexev, with CD rel Orig Constt : txt BLZ Orig. 

1. 33 al coptt arm 

aft rarepa ins avrov 
CE I, A 1. 33 syrr syr-cu coptt eth arm-mss Orig-lat, Constt Tit-bostr Damase Op 
spec: om BDZ rel latt Orig-lat, Thph Ath. 
coptt sth Orig-lat Thph Ath Chr Thl 

aft uur. ins avrov E 69 syrr syr-cu 
rec wpogcokA nOncera: (from Lxx), 

with CKLMZA : adherebit lat-b c: txt BD I, rel Orig(but soAAarat comm) Chr Epiph. 
om o: Z. 

6. uta bef cap£ D latt. 
lat-a e? ff, , 4 Aug Chrom. 

7. ins o bef pwvone D. 

CI 
Amb 

secutive parts of a continuous narrative, 
which, from their different diction, and 
apparent repetition, they have sometimes 
been supposed not to be. (3) That He 
quotes as spoken by the Creator the words 
in Gen. ii. 24, which were actually said by 
Adam ; they must therefore be understood 
as said in prophecy, divino afflatu, which 
indeed the terms made use of in them would 
require, since the relations alluded to by 
those terms did not yet exist. Augustin. 
de Nupt. ii. 4, ‘ Deus utique per hominem 
dixit quod homo prophetando predixit.' 
(4) That the force of the argument consists 
in the previous unity of male and female, 
not indeed organically, but by implication, 
in Adam. us it is said in Gen. i. 27, 
not ávópa cai yvraica dr,, p abroic, 
but doc cai OnrAuv iw. av. He made 
them (man, as a race) male (not, a male 
and ale: but then the male an 
female were implicitly shut up in one; 
and therefore after the creation of woman 
from man, when one man and one woman 
were united in marriage they should be 
one flesh, rerev rovrov, because woman 
was taken out of man. The answer then 
is, that abstractedly, from the nature of 
marriage, it is indissoluble. The words 
ol Svo are in the LXX and the Samaritan 
Pentateuch, but not in the Hebrew. 

om o bef Otoc Z 6. 
awoywpilerw D. 
aft everecAaro ins nav N. 

| Mk) DLZ 1 vulg lat-a e ff, Jua & l syr-jer sah-mnt sth arm Orig, Aug 

aft ovveZavEcy ins tig e» D 

om avrqv (see 
Op: txt 

K N rel lat. F syrr (avrag coptt, «rorem gat mm lat-b c ff, syr-cu Iren- lat 
TJ. 

5. els cdpxa play] elvat cic is not Greek, 
but a Hebraism, ? my (Meyer). Stier re- 
marks, that the essential bond of mar- 
riage consists not in unity of spirit and 
soul, by which indeed the marriage state 
should ever be hallowed and sweetened, 
but without which it still existe in all 
its binding power :—the wedded pair are 
ONE FLESH, i. e. ONE MAN within the 
limits of their united life in the flesh, 
for this world: beyond this limit, the 
marriage is broken by the deat’ of the 
flesh. And herein alone lies the justifica- 
tion of a second marriage, which in no wa 
breaks off the unity of love in spirit wit 
the former partner, now d Vol. ii. 
p. 267, edn. 2. 1—9.] In this second 
question, the Pharisees imagine that they 
have overthrown our Lord’s decision by a 
permission of the law, which they a 
command (compare ivertíAaro, ver. 7, with 
éwirpeey, ver. 8). But He answers them 
that this was done by Moses on account of 
their hardness and sinfulness, as a lesser of 
evils, and belonged to that dispensation 
which wapecyAGer, Rom. v. 20; rev 
wapaBacewy yaniv wpoceriOn, Gal. iii. 19. 
This He expresses by the bue», pir», 
ond v, as opposed to dvOpwsroc, and to ar’ 
dpyüc. Only that wopyeia, which itself 
breaks marriage, can be a ground for dis- 

e ko? F"» es la 7 i 
wougac AT apyuc | APTEY Zon ow 
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i. Mark Avi. Mevonc wpóc Tr 7 exAnpokapóiay d ud a/ ewironfey vuv ! Kast s, 
* awodveat rac yovaikac vn" ar apync & ou yéyovev 

M. de Suiv, de ay 
* wopveig Kai yennay aA, * 

Kat o * awoAeAumivny yeunoag " goryarat. 
airo ot paBnrat [avrov] E ob roc carly n 

* avÜpirrov perà Tie yovaixóç, ov 

ovrws. 

avrov u Emi 

Sir. xvL D 
only. (-&. or, 

rohe riv yovaixa Prov. xvii. 

_pomeres 1785 

9 Aéyouow al. E: eck. 
as 

b airia TOU LI 

" oupgéper  yeutisat. | T M 
II o & mev avrot Ov rávreç * xwpovow rov Aóyov ,! 1 

zvii 14. 2 Ces. zii. I. 

8. ins ca: bef eye: Dl. gr wth. 
for ov ysyovey, ove eyevero D pair Chr. 

. rec ins ors bef oc (see ver 8 
arm spec: om BDZ lat-a bce f, g; k A 
explanatory), with 69? (Scr’s u, e sil 
D 1. 33. 69! mas - in- Aug lat-a b ce 
5 lxi A ropy. Clem: 

eam Byr-cu: 
sth arm Tert Aug, Op. 
oo ins 

Esth. ili. . absol., 1 Cor. vi. 19. x. 23. 

vn bef uevenc D lat-a b c &c (not g.). 

e = 2 Cor. vii. 9. (Gen. xiii. 6.) 

„ 9i Fyrr syru coptt sth 
ug Op. rec ins ec bef un 
pa bo oem audis xopvtac (from ch v. 82) 

1.29, 5 syr-eu 
ixt C I, NZ rel 

om x. yap. AH BN 1 lat. Jh 

ins CD I, Z rel latt syrr syr-cu sah seth arm Aug, Op,. 

one (from ch v. 82, var readd) BC'N 1 lat. . 
[uocyarat abrhy, rebr’ loriy dvaynates potyevOijvat pr ae 

Jacit spec: potyaras C?D I, Z rel latt syrr 
om &. o. avo^. yap. poy. CIDLS 69 gat(with mm) 

Orig, Chr Aug Op spec: 
lat rr xth arm Chr 

[C m Orig „Tert Aug, Op, : 

TOLL aurny Mary EU- 

syr-jer(appy) copt Orig, Aug,: 
adulterium committit 

sah 

1 I, NZ rel vulg lat-c f g, syrr syr- 
arm [Tert ].—for Teese aner C I, NA 1. 83. 

ue om avrov B lat-e ff, g, sah-ms. for avOpwsrov, avüpoc (corrn for precision) 
D lat-a b c ff, 9, 4 arm(appy) Ambr Op Ambrst: om lat. i Augoa. 

strated it. The question, whether demon- 
pig: eir cibus to xopveia, short of the 

to be regarded as having the 
siia power, must be dealt with cautiously, 
but at the same time with full remembrance 
that our Lord does not confine the guilt of 
such sins to the outward act only : see ch. 
v.28. St. Mark gives this last verse (9) as 
spoken to the disciples in the house; and 
his minute accuracy in such matters of de- 
tail is well known. This enactment by our 
Lord is a formal repetition of what He had 
said before in the Sermon on the Mount, 
ch. v. 32. Notice, as on ch. v. 32, dode- 
Avpivny without the art., and thus logi- 
cally confined to the case of her who has 
been divorced gj ixi wopyeig. This not 
having been seen, expositors (e. g. of late 
Dr. Wordsworth) have fallen into the mis- 
take of supposing that the dictum applies 
to the marrying a woman divorced ixi 
ropveig, which grammati 5 re- 

ire rý)»  droliepévgy. 
lish way of rendering the word as it it 

now stands, would be, a woman thus 
divoreed, viz. p) iwi mopviig. 

. 10.] alria, not the canse of divorce 
just mentioned ; nor, the condition of 
the man with his wife: but the account 

Vor. I. 

to be given, ‘the original ground and 
principle, of the relationship of man 
and wife: Id roabry loriv 9 airia rig 
evivyíac, Euthym., who however men- 
tions other renderings. The disciples ap- 
prehend that the trials and temptations 
of marriage would prove sources of sin 
and misery. This question and its an- 
swer are peculiar to Matthew. Meyer 
refers atria back to the airia in ver. 8, 
and understands it to mean the only rea- 
son justifying divorce ; but the above in- 
terpretation seems to me 5 
ll, 19.] riv ToVTov, this saying 
of yours, viz. ob evugipe yapijcai. The 
yap in ver. 12 shews that the 
carried on : see ch. i. 18. 
mentions the three 
did ora ob rah et. 1. 
natural capacity, or if not that, inaptitude, 
have no tendencies towards marriage: 2. 
Those who by actual physical deprivation, 
or compulsion men, are pr 
from ing: 3. Those who in order to 
2 the work of God more effectually (as 

g. Paul), abstain from marriage, sec 
1 Cor. vii. 26. The ebe %, and ebvov- 
xis in the two first cases are to be taken 
both literally and dere in the 
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feb gut 11 rovrov, aAX' oic d dorai. 
one. h? 

C 
Im. n "5. 4. Xot ofriveg 

iR is. sow È eb y ot oirivec 

3. Baordeiav TOP OUpavey. 
Mark x. 

p Qtirw. 

ru .X. 9. 9. 
k constr. Mark 

vi. 5 
4 f. 3 av avroic. ai. Y. Job une roic 50 à 

seo ch. 1.18 cal un nc avra Aber mpoc pt 
ro coriy n 1 ro ovpavev, Jeb. zH. 16 

reff, 
m = ch. il. 1 

EYATT'EAION XIX. 

12 eoi» yao * eb olrwec 
EK korMac unrpòe eyevrnOnoay ourec, cal aow * evvou- 

, tivovyisÜnsay. vo TOY arb, Kai . 

sUvoUytaay tavroùç di tT 

o Suvapevog ° Xwpey yw- 

ol 8 paĝnrai ' Eweri- 
mv Agere Ta watdia 

> = yao TOLOU- „ee 
kat * émıÂeiç rac 

"Incoue elev 

15 

E Mark ix, x Xtipac avroic éroptüDn exerOey. 
88, S.V EL. 
Lake xi. $2. 
zzii. 2 al. 
Nam. xi. 38. o constr., 1 Cor. Hl. 9). vi. 19. 

IL om rovrov B 1 ev-y lat-e ath Orig, 

18. rec wpecwrtxüm (gramm 
al Orig-txt. 

Ku om B I, rel latt sah arm. 

Ambr Aug Philast. (om ro» Aoyor rovrov Chr Ar) 
7 corra), with 1,(appy) rel Orig-comm : txt BCDL 33 

tr bef rac xepac D sah eth. 
14. aft «rtv ins avroic CDLM vulg lat 9, , 

5 Kai bov P elc mpoceAQuy avr. sire». * Ardacxade, 
p | Mk. seo ch. vill. 19 reff. q ch. xvii, 94 ref. 

: ins CD I, NZ rel latt Clem, Orig-lat 

exeruue C al latt Hil. 
l Syr syr-cu syr-with-ast copt th Chr: 

51. cerei). 
15. rec avroir bef rag xepac, with C rel latt syr arm: txt BDL A-corr! 69 Syr 

syr-cu coptt sth Orig,. 
16. rw rip eda vemterog rig vpocgADev Tw tv yovuTsrwy avrov cat Asya C’, 

simly G? al. 
Asye avro D vulg: 

rec ere bef avre (fo ae 
txt B 69 sah eth arm Hil. 

oid ambiguity), with C rel syrr syr-cu Orig : 
rec aft didaccade ins ayabe 

(from || Mk Lu), with C rel vulg lat-b c f ff, gi; ^ syrr syr-cu coptt arm Iren-lat 

latter, figuratively only. It is to be ob- 
served that our Lord does not here utter 
& word from which any superiority can be 
attributed to the state of celibacy: the 
imperative in the last clause being not a 
command but a permission, as in Rev. 
xxii. 17. His estimate for us of the ex- 
pediency of celibacy, as a general ques- 
tion, is to be gathered from the parable 
of the talents, where He visits with severe 
blame the burying of the talent for its 
safer custody. The remark is Neander's, 
and the more valuable, as he himself 
lived and died unmarried. See his Leben 
Jesu, edn. 4, P 584. 12.] * as 
in E. V. and in ver. 11, to receive it. 

19—15.] THE BRINGING OF CHILDREN 
TO Jesus. Mark x. 13—16. Lake xviii. 
16—17. After the long divergence of ch. 
ix. 61—xviii. 14, Luke here again falls 
into the synoptic narrative. This incident 
is more fully related in Mark, where see 
notes. Our Evangelist gives rdc y. 
did. abr. c. wpocedt. (see Gen. xlviii. 14: 
Acts vi. 6), where the other two havo 
only ‘that He should towch them.’ The 
connexion in which it stands here and in 

Mark seems to be natural, immediately 
after the discourse om marriage. Some 
further remarks of our Lord, possibly on 
the fruit of marriage, may have given rise 
to the circumstance. 

16—30.] ANSWER TO THE ENQUIRY OF 
4 RICH YOUNG MAN, AND DISCOURSE 
THEREUPON. Mark x.17—381. Luke xviii. 
18—30. 16.) From Luke ver. 18 we 
learn that he was a rsder : from Mark ver. 
17, that he ras to our Lord. The spirit 
in which he came, —which does not bow- 
ever appear here so plainly as in the other 

from the omission of d ya, and 
the form of our Lord's answer,—scems to 
have been that of excessive admiration for 
Jesus as a man of eminent virtue, and of 
desire to know from Him by what work 
of exceeding merit he might win eternal 
life. This spirit He reproves, by replying 
that there is but One ind and that the the 
w by His grace in the way oli- 
a path to life. On the question 
and answer, as they stand in the received 
text, — and on their doctrinal bearing, see 
notes to Mark. This furnishes 
one of the most instructive and palpable 

oo OE TU et 

18 Tore mpocnvex Onoay aury radia, 1 iva vac xstpac * 

ein abroie rai wpogebnrat. 

Avere ly 
LCDEP 
GHAL 
MSUVA 
1. 33. 69. 
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A ayaÜov. rotho iva C Lone 'auovior; U ô & re ma. 

eire avri Ti pe pe wept TOU ayaboi ; ; ec trix PE three 
o ayaboc. ei & MAE " auc ray 
raç " evroAdc, 18 Mya avre 

gem ' uceA Bur, ' rhpet d 
= sch. Keil. 8, 9 

" Hotag ; o 8i LLL MEUM :: 
Gr T ov Vorberg, ov orxebaeeg, où Ae, o jM 
Vevòouspr D, 19 Mc. 1 Jahn 

viua TOY marépa kai ruv unrépa, Ha, dal. 
21. 

y kat arion rov Anio» gon we ours, T M. ^. 
avro A " veaviakoc Ilávra Tavra eder ri iri ‘bore fut. 

peo; 9 ign avro o lobe E bun réAstoc elvat, -. fal . 

16— 20. 
y Lavit. Lael 3 ne 

$8). v. 10. "igna ii. 18, Loni 
24. Lev. x Ecci. ‘xii. 
xv. 14. Aal. . "Bom Hi, 38. 1 Cor.1 

w EXOD., XX. Cd 

Z eem dra ye wwAnsov cov rd vd rd por kai f Sóc roi wre 144. 
aptly v. 

x | (and Rem. xiii. 9 v. c)from 1. e. Mark xiv. 86. 57 only. 
5 Di (bis v. gi AVE E. Lats 

( ps 
" 14. Acts il, screen Soa it 

eis th Luke xi. 98. Arts vil. 5S. xvi. 4. gui, 
aer 3 Cof, a b. ail Ii. Ps, AR vili. ad Mk. Lake 

e w. gen., eh xziv. 47. 
fq Mk 

. 48 ref. 
a2. 16. Luke zL 21 al6. 1 (or. l BH Hb xis Prov. vl. 81. (dat., Lake vili. 8 al.) 
eh. xxvi U j. Lake xiz. & Prov. xx 

Hil, Aug: om BDL 1 lat.a e ff, sth Hil,- rec syw (more usual), with 
C(now) rel: cAnpovopnow (L 38) syr-cu syr-marg copt (sth Iren-lat) Orig,-comm : 
txt B C'(perhaps) D Orig-txt. 

17. rec ri pe Meye pu arate du. || Mk Lu), with C rel lat I Syr syr-txt sah Justin 
Iren-lat Chr Cyr, Eothym Thl Op: rı pe ayaĝov A: txt (om rov D Orig) BDL: 
1. 22. 251 latt syr-cu syr-marg syr-jer copt sth arm Orig (expr; : ó ply oby Maré. og 
Zipi dya0ov Epyou ipwrnGivrog rev cwrnpoc iv re ' ri ayaOoy vomow ; * dviypayer 
ó ài Maproc cai Aovtüc paci roy or. sipn«ávai TI us Abyuc dyaléy ; obdeic ayaBdg 
i py tlc ò 0.) Eus Cyr, Dion-areop Antch Novat Jer Aug Juvenc. reo ovdese 
ayaOoc a pn uc (also from || Mk Le), with C rel lat. A 92 syrr sah sth Eus Chr Pn: 
areop [Hil] Ambr Op spec: txt BDL 1 latt syr-cu syr-jer copt arm Iren Orig, (om 
D 1 Iren.) rs add o Sve, with, CA ral (om. mi È U) valg labd of, stb Ley 

DL syr-cu coptt ath Eus Antch Novat [Hil]: 
reo tic AO, bef uc rg» Ten, with A rel e syr-cu 

hom-Cl 

22 lat-a syr-jer arm Orig, 
: ec T. C, Abur coptt 

D lat - a b c . txt BC KL 38 vulg lat. F ff, wth Iren- lat Orig 

txt BD bhom- Cl. 
18. for «rev, «$9 B(but Neye above) 18. 

. rec (for Type) rnpncoy (more usual tense), with C rel Orig, : 

om ro DM ev- 
19. rec aft warepa ins cov, with C? 33. 69 vulg lat-a 5 LEA "n. Syrr syr-cu coptt. 

Aug eth Aug: om BC'D rel am lat-c e g, , arm Iren-lat Orig 
Lu) BDHKM 1.69 syrr eyr eu eth Orig, Hil 20. ravra bef ravra (from || 

Ambr Op: tat C rel latt Orig, Ath Cypr. 
C rel Orig: txt BDL 1. 22 Ath Cypr. 
with C rel latt syrr syr-cu coptt seth arm Orig 1 

Jer Ambr. 

rec edvdakapny (rom || ME), with 
rec adds ex veorgroc pov (from || Mk), 

Hil Op: er veorqroc (from || Luke) 
D: om BL 1 am(with em forj fuld harl) 1at./7, 91.2 Iren-lat Cypr Ambr Jer Aug 
Juvenc Promiss Bede. 

S1. for ea, Aue (fo conform to ver 20) B 69. 124 Cypr. 

cases of the smoothing down of t 
discrepancies by correcting the 
out of one another and a reducing 
them to conformity. De Wette 

bring out the self-righteous spirit of the 
young man, which e before saw. He 
only mentions those of the second table, 
having in Pier 17,in His declaration re- 
rip Pe a0óc, included those of the 

È has the addition of p} 8 

rec om roig (from 

orep hops. 5 probably the tenth 
commandmen 19. vem. r. r. A. 
is peculiar to Matthew. 20.] We ma 
remark that this young man, though self. 
righteous, was wo Aypoorite, no Pharisee : 
he spoke 5 and really strove to 
keep, as he really believed he had kept, 
all God’s commandments. Accordingly 
Mark adds, that Jesus looking upon him 
loved him : in spite of his error there was 
a nobleness and openness about him, con 
trasted with the hypocritical bearing of 
2 
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tere f. Xoĩc, kai [uc € Ünsaupov ty oupa oic, Kai debeo a axo- 
. Acts 

u. Aovle po. 2 a 8 (trom Gen axobeac à o " vtaviakoc rov Ad yo X ater- 

Mmi [rovrov] avide | Avmobpevoc, ^ iv ydo EXov 'krüpara BCDEF 
dM woÀÀá, 23 o & Inoodc eimev roĩc naÜnratc avrov „Aud 120 

ichari AL vmv Ort mAobatog " ere ctceAeboerat eic mv 153.6. 

87724 Bai slav ræv oupavey. ^ vá. de Ayo piy, * euKo- 
7241 mürtpóv torun ° kaunAoy à R rpvmiparoc 1 pagi8oc 

Ha E eiern bei, À n z Aobctov eic ryv Bacwtiav rov ovpavav. 

oniy; Fv. 25 a akobaavrsc St ot pabnrat * ' a$ó0pa At. 
Cher, Mak yovrec Tic apa òbvarat owÜnvai ; : tahia à o 
x. 94) 

n J. ch.ix.6 J. Lake xvi. 17 only . 1 Macc. iii. 18. Sir. xxii. 15 only. o f. ch. tii. 4 1 Mk. xxili. 21 

ouly. LXX, passim. p here (f v. r.) only . N E n roijunvot, | L. (-wge, Exod. xxi. t.) 
vil. 28 ref. sch, Mk. (L. v. f.) only t. Been Exod. axvil. 6, 1 

FF W 

AM Le), with CZ rel [Clem,] Orig, Bas Cyr-jer : ins BD coptt. 
(from i A oa Z ra at St are Orig Cj 

rec ovpare 
Cypr,: txt BCD lat-e g, sah Cyr-jer Chr 

E 0 isi 190 D gr rf lat-f A. om ro» Aoyow LZ Chr: ins BCD rel vulg lat- 
Ja 91.2 Sy? copt arm Orig, Chr Chr-1-(y P). om rovrov CDZ rel: ins B lat-a 6 c ff, 
Syr syr-cu copt-ms sah for ernuaro, yoguara B Chr(Fd's and Mt's mss exc I). 

23. rec duccodwe bef wAovsoc, with X rel lat-e f! h syr-cu arm Hil 
Aug: txt BCDLZ 1. 88. 69 latt seth Orig.. iini iE bi 

94. aft vuv ins ori CLM Z(appy) syrr syr-cu coptt eth. 
but see notes) 59. 61. 225. 235 evv-x-31-32: txt Z(Treg, expr ra vpvyuaMac 
(from || Mk) CKMU Orig, Eus: ronnarog (from || Lu) Orig -mss: txt DZ rel 

Orig,. rec Ote tiv. (as easier word; and see || MX), with BDGX (SV, e sil) 
latt syr-cu(appy) Orig, Hil: esX0uy CZ rel syrr coptt th(appy) arm Orig, Eus Chr 

Aug. rec rob tov (perhaps from || Mk Lu), with BCD rel syrr coptt sth ann 
s Arnob: rw» ovgavwv Z 1. 83. 157. 236 ev-48 latt syr-cu Clem Orig, Eus Chr Hil 

Jer Ambr Aug. . rec at end of ver ins tic Ne (see 1 ME Le). vid C rel syr Hil: 
aft mAovetov, BD latt Syr coptt eth Orig, : om LZ 1. 83. 61. 124. 157. 235 lat. 4n 
syr-cu Orig, Eus Chr Arnob Aug. 

25. rec aft ot na8nra« ins avrov, with C? rel lat-f, syr-cu wth Op: om BC!DKLZA 
83. 69 latt syrr coptt arm Hil Aug. aft e£ewA. add cat :«$095050av D mm lat- a 

captdoy (itacism ? 

b c e ff, J, 5yr-cu. 

the Pharisees and Scribes. 21, a] giving the a retation, Tischendorf’s 
Our Lord takes him on his own shewi note here. pres brings instances 
As Mark and Luke add, * One thing B from the uf d of similar proverbial ex- 
wanting to thee.” Supposing thy state- pressions an elephant : we have 
ment true, this topatone has yet to Be 
laid on the fabric. But then it is to be 
noticed, that part of that one thing is dedpo 
arodobGe pos (dpag róv cravpóv, Mark). 
Stier remarks, that this was a test of his 
observance of the first commandment of 
the first table: of breaking which he is 
by the result convicted. fv yàp fx. 
wr. w. is common to Mark, verbatim. 
24.) No alteration to eapsAoy is necessary 
or admissible. That word, as signifying 
8 rope, or cable, seems to ‘have been in- 
vented to escape the fancied difficulty 
here ; sce Palm and Rost’s or Liddell and 
Scott’s Lex. sub voce, and for the scholia 

a case in ch. xxiii. 24, of a camel being 
put for any thing very large: aud we must 
remember that the olj ject here was to sct 
d the E div 8 im * ibili f 
and to l vine whic 
accomplish even that. — la, not 
rig Noòotog, which would have been a 
far shallower and narrower enquiry, but a 
general question—what man! Besides 
the usual reason given for this question, 
‘since all are striving to be rich, we 
must remember that the disciples yet 
looked for a temporal Kingdom, and there- 
fore would naturally be dismayed at hear- 
ing that it was so difficult for any rich 
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opa avbpο h Tovro advuvarov 1 MEE 

27 sore àrocpibele. DN = x: 

ire, wavra Kat EC iv. 1, 
nxodovBnoapiv gov ri apa korar naiv ; 3 To ð: ‘Incouc EE 

erer ab roĩc 7 In- Ay öh Ort ò hte oi ace Roubi- in. 
cavríc pot, ev "y " wadtyyevecia o orav cabiop à O vlog TOU 1 
avOponov * emi ” Üpóvov E abroð, kaÜicso0s Kat m. 7 
ö neic a imi Swoeka Üpóvovc * kpivovrec. raç Swoexa $vAdc Fw Amt, at. 

TOU apa. 29 kai wag derie * apnee» a8 oe 5 tes 

adeAgdc 7 n Taripa " LA n ríxva 3 a pode 7] olxiac v 
nee EVEKEY TOU 45 ovopa roc pov, 

90. 
e | L. oalg f. 

26. ins rw bef 0t» DM al. 

1 Cor. vi. 9,8. Gen. xlix. 16 al. see Dan. vii. 29. 

évvara bef ravra LZ 

see Heb. iv. *woAXarAaciova Anuerar ie E Con 
d Lake xl. 19 only. 

rec adds egri copt. 
|| Mk Lu), with CIDEFGMV? latt Op: om BC'Z rel syrr arm Orig Chr Thl 

ulin. 
27. om rore C. (azoxpiürc de, omg rors [beginning of pericope], 

ycoAovOnxapuer DI. 
28. for avroic, avre D ev-150! al. 

BD'GLMUXA 69! (tx ka0sa051t001 Z 1. 
riae eg pot de ca dvo D (Ist time). DLZ 1 al Orig, Am 

29. rec (for ocric) oc (see || Mk Le), with X rel 
À Iren-lat 1 

below (| | Mk Ls), 
BCDE'KLA 1. 33. 69 lat - o JP» 
crete ins oac n, omg 9 oac 

sah (aay K 33 latt): txt C'L 1 
y rare D lat-b ff, , syr-cu Hil Pa 

85 7 1 lat-a b e ffi , ̂ syrjer 
yvvn) Hi Ambr, Paulin. 
dei ecarovrazAaciwva (from 
gov 
Koc onoi lzarovraxXacíova) Eus Cyr. 

man to enter it. 26. IBR] Pro- 
bebly to give force to and impress what 
was about to be said, y as it was 
a sa reaching into spiritual doo- 
VV 

apprehend. salvation in 
general, and even of those least likely to 

saved. wapé in both cases, as in 
E. V. with, ‘in the estimation of, 
a subjective force of the preposition di 
rived from its local meaning of close juxta- 
position, in which sense we have it only 
once in the N. T., John xix. 26. 
21.) The disci ples, or rather Peter 
ing for them, recur to the m One. d 
obp. said to the 55 
what their 8 ‘shall be, » be, a xis 
all that was required of them. does 
not ask respecting salvation, but some 
pre-eminent , as is manifest by the 
answer. The ‘ all’ which the Apostles had 
left, was not in every case contemptible. 
The sons of Zebedee had hired servants 

sae 

Tov tpov ovouaroc B 124. 
(from | Mk), with C rel copt Clem(appy) : etarovrawAa- 

1, centuplum latt Iren-lat Hil : La BL sah syr-jer Orig,(expr, addg ij ec ò Máp- 

evv-y-z-150-P.) 

caOnoecGe (stacism, hardly a vor reading) 
435 Did. for unt, avros 

om rag D!. 

el vulg lat-a èf b f ff, g, Hil: l: tt 
with BOD rel. rel lat-e syrr oe 

syr-jer copt (sth Iren-lat) Or 
rec ins 9 yvvawua EN reva 

i Lake), «Ah! C re valg lato g, hey h eyrr syr-cu coptt arm Ambr 
Iren-lat, Orig( ob 5 ài Pd m expr : 

rec (for yoAAasAa- 

(Mark i. 20), and Levi (Matthew f) could 
make a great feast in his house. But 
whatever it was, it was their all. 
28—30.] We may admire the simple truth- 
Sulness of this answer of our Lord. He 
does not hide from them their reward: 
but tells them prophetically, that in the 
new world, the accomplishment of that 

ion which He came to bring in 
(see Acts iii. 21: Rev. xxi. b: Matt. xxvi. 
29), when He should sit (cadioy in the 
active) on His throne of glory fat Opévow 
T. 6. ab., the gen. expressing the simple 
fact of His session on His t ue) ), then 
they also should sit (caBiosods in the 
middle) on twelve thrones (ix. ds. Opóvovs, 
the accus. expressing motion towards, as 
prescribed for them by another: “shall 
lo promoted to, and take your seate upon 
..) judging (see ref. 1 Cor.) the twelve 

tribes ‘of Israel (see Rev. xx. 4; xxi. 12, 
14:—one throne, Judas’s, another took, 
Acts i. 20). At the same » time he informs 
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f ` 2 , f ver. 16. ; 127.7 So aay, al Cony! atovtoy * KÀnpovopnot 

iss mpurot 
h ch. ziii. 82. 
1 ch. sill 4. yao tor ù 
k ch. x. 96. ziii. 37 al. 

30. ins o: bef «cyaro« CM 69 al. 

CHAT. XX. I. for op. yap tr., rev o 
ev 

them, ver. 29, that this reward should sot 
in its most blessed particulars be theirs 
alone, but that of one who should 
„ or Hom (see 2 Tim. iv. 8): 
e | cautions them, referring 

y to Judas, but with a 
im p p iPods by the 5 
parable, that many first should be last, 
last first. ver. 29, Stier remarks 
oa the family relations are mentioned 

St. Matthew in the order in which 
o would be left. On the other points 

notice, see note on Mark x. 29, 
eyer's rendering of ver. 30, join- 

115 1p o with feovra:t, and thus ing 
dexarot the subject and rpõro: the pa 
dicate of the first clanse and vice v 
the second, is not so good as the ordinary 
one: for whereas the mpàrot in the first 
clause, if it belonged to woAAol, would 
naturally lose its article, Fe yaro:, if it be- 
longed to *oAAoí, being divided from it 
by the predicate vp ro, would take its 
article as the subject; woAXoi 62 fcovrat 
mp&rot ol Eoyarut: and the same of wpe- 
‘rot in the second clause: cai foyarot oi 
ro ro, ch. xx. 16, by which Meyer de- 
fends his rendering, not necessitate 
it, containing the eame propositions stated 
in different order. 

CHAP. XX. 1—16.] PARABLE OF THE 
LABOURERS IN THE VINEYARD. Peculiar 
to Matthew. In interpreting this difficult 
Parable, we must firet carefully observe 
its occasion and connexion. It is bound 
by the yép to the conclusion of chap. 
Xix., and arose out of the question of Peter 
in ver. 27, rí dpa dora: npiv ; (1) Its 
‘punctum saliens’ is, that the Kingdom 
of God is of grace, not of debt; that they 
who were called first, and have laboured 
longest, have no more claim upon God 
than those who were called last: but that 
to all, His covenant promise shall be ful- 
filled in its integrity. (2) Ita primary 
application is to the Apostles, who had 
asked the question. They were not to be 
of such a spirit, as to imagine, with the 
murmurers in ver. 11, that they should 
have something supereminent use 
they were called first, and had laboured 

ETATTEAION 

" Éryarot, kai Eoxaror ere. 
BactrXcia rov ovpavov 

XIX. 30. 

" avÜperm p "* oucoóta- 

ic ru rapaßoàny ravrg» opvoba C? and 

longest) above those who in their own 
time were to be afterward called (see 
1 Cor. xv. 8—11). (3) Its secondary ap- 
plications are to all to whom such 
a comparison, of first and last called, will 
apply: , to the Jews, who were 
first called, and with a definite covenant, 
and the Heathens who came in after- 
wards, and on a covenant, though pails 
made (see Jer. xxxi. 83: Zech. viii. 8: 
Heb. viii. 10), yet not so open and pro- 
minent ;—4 , to those whose call 
has been d in early life, and who have spent 
their days in God's active service, and 
those who have been summoned later; 
and to various other classes and persons 
between whom comparison, not only of 
time, but of advantages, talents, or any 
other distinguishing characteristic, can be 
made : that none of the first of these can 
boast themselves over the others, nor look 
for higher place and greater reward, inas- 
much as there is bak on one * gift" of God 
according to the covenant of grace. And 
the a irat" of these are to see that they 
do not by pride and self-righteousness be- 
come the last, or worse—be rejected, as 
nationally were the Jews; for among the 
many that are called, there are few chosen 
—many who will fail of the reward in the 
end. (4) In subordination to this leading 
idea and warning of the Parable must the 
circumstances brought before us be in- 
terpreted. The day and ite hours are not 
any fixed time, such as the duration of the 
world, or our Lord’s life on earth, or the 
life of man, exclusively: but the sateraéd 
period of earthly work as applied to the 
various meanings of which the parable is 
capable. The carious times of hiring are 
not to be pressed as each having an ex- 
clusive meaning in each interpretation : 
they serve to spread the calling over the 
various periods, and to shew that it is 
again aud again made. They are the 
quarters of the natural day, when the 
aliquot parte of the day's wages could be 
earned, and therefore labourers would be 
waiting. The last of these is inserted for 

and belongs more ex- 
8 to the instruction of the parable. 

90 oA Se Ecovrat BCDEP | 

Xx. 1 dla 1 L | 
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wory, öcric EA " dua mpat " uioÜoaacÜa: ° épyarac cr 8 
» a P 9 - * se 

tic roy "aumeAova avrov. 29 guudwynaac St nerd rov 
ch. zlii. 99 
ref. Neh. 
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ec TOv f dufte avrov. & cal Ce rep Tpirny , 
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A. . E. L Scan. 

8. Ste 0v» D. 
Cyr ThL (C has a space for 8 

(5) The es bears an important part 
in theinterpretation. I cannot with Stier 
(whose comment on this ble I think 
much inferior to his remarks) sup- 
pose it to mean “ the promise of this life” 
attached to godliness. His anxiety to es- 
cape from the danger of eternal life being 
matter of wages, has here misled him. But 
there is no such danger in the interpreta- 
tion of the parable which I believe to be 
the true one. The i96, is the promise of 
the covenant, uniformly represented by our 
Lord and His Apostles as a reward, 
Matt. v. 12; Luke vi. 85; xiv. 14; John 
iv. 36; 1 Cor. iii. 14; 2 John 8; Heb. 
x. 35; xi. 6 al., reckoned indeed of free 
grace; but still, forensically considered. 
answering to, and represented by, ‘ wages,’ 
as claimed under God’s 5 with man 
in Christ. e freeness and sovereignty 
of God’s S of grace is pointedly set be- 
fore us in ver. 14, O 8d rob. r. lox. 
dobyar....) This pic0óc I believe then 
to be eternal life, or, in other words, Gop 
HrwszLP (John xvii. 3). And this, rightly 

will keep us from the error of 
supposing, that the parable involves a de- 
‘claration that all who are saved will be in 
an absolute equality. This gift is, and will 
be, to each man, as he is prepared to re- 
ceive it. To the envious and murmurers, 
it will be as the fruit that turned to ashes 
in the mouth ; by their own unchristian 
spirit they will “ lose the things that they 
have wrought" (2 John 8), and their re- 
ward will be null: in other words, they 
will, as the spiritual verity necessitates, not 
enter into that life to which they were 
called. God's covenant is fulfilled to them 
—they have received their denarius—but 
from the essential nature of the pirtee, are 
disqualified from enjoyiug its use: for as 
Gregory the Great remarks (Hom. 19 in 
Evv., p. 1512) ‘colorum regnum nullus 
murmurans accipit: nullus qui accipit 
murmurare poterit.’ To those who have 
known and loved God, it will be, to each 
as he has advanced in the spiritual life, joy 
unspenkable and full of glory. [In the 2nd 

ai. 
oh. 2. 10 reff. 

cb. xviii. 19 reff. 
oh. xviii, 38. xxii. 

t Joha iii. 81. a here (vv. g, $, 18, 9) ch. 

rec aft mepe ins rg», with V(e sil) A: om B C(prob) D rel Ori 
letters, occasioned ) vias appy by rpc having been twice written. 

edn. of the Reden Jesu (p. 299, note), Stier 
bas even more emphatically declared him- 
self in favour of his former view, and that 
with reference to my note; wenn aud Al- 
ford mir widerſpricht und meine Exegeſe 
hier much inferior to his usual remarks” 
nennt, fo muß ich erwarten, ob vielleicht 
die zweite Auflage mit ihren genaueren 
Beziehungen ihn beffer Aberzeugt. But 
after carefully weighing the whole, I am 
uite unable to accede to his view ; indeed 
feel more ance to it than ever. 

The “promise of the life that now is” 
seems to me wholly beneath the dignity of 
the parable, and in his explanation he ap- 
pears painfully to feel it so. The text 
above quoted, 2 John 8, seems to me to 
furnish the key to the parable, and to have 
been written with reference to it: and 
there no one surely could interpret protic 
otherwise than of the pioðòç iv roic 
ol'pavoic of our ch. v.] dua vpest] 
Bee Jer. xxxv. 14, and other places. 
épydras] in the primary meanings of the 
parable, ‘apostles, prophets, ministers :' 
distinct from the eines in the vineyard. 
But inasmuch as every workman is himself 
subject to the treatment of the husband- 
man (see John xv. 1, 2), and every man in 
the Kingdom of God is in some sense or 
other & 1 on the Te, the distinction 
is not to pressed—the ble ra 
over both comparisons. red ae 
not the Jewish church only, as Greswel 
riae iv. a ff., maintains. The Jewish 

urch was ^s vineyard especially and 
typically; His Church in all ages i His 
true vineyard, see John xv. 1. Our lan- 
guage admits of the idiom els rà» dp. ab. 
being exactly rendered—into his vine. 
yard, E. V. 2.] dx seems to point, 
as commonly in other references, at the 
source or foundation of the evu$wvia: 
see reff. This view is more probable than 
that which supposes utr000008a« under- 
stood. Meyer remarks that the accus. 
Thy aua must not be regarded as one 
of time, which would not suit with cvpg¢ur. 
to which it belongs, but as one of second- 
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- adAoug eorwrac, cal. Aéye avroic Ti o! to rhcart dA N arvo 

oi 6: awnAGoyv.  5[Iá- 

m. Mak’ ryv 7 nuf g apyot ; 7 Afyovary avro “Ort ovdeic mac 
» , 

, Et i * eutgÜocaro. Atyei abroĩc Vräyere kal vpeic siç TOv 

xliii. m dumtÀova, 8 opiaç & yevonévng Aéya " * KUptoc TOU Z 2 
z. » Ll oo LÀ se » I 

Imi) auweAGvoc ty ‘emttpomy avrov KáAegov rode ad, BCDEP 

72 10 Kat awodog avrotc rov ° pmobov ‘apkapeog Faro rov MNSU 
aon. vii. 9 oo » e * 

QUÉ H M c Gr Ewe rov mowraw, O kai EADovrec oi xte THY 1,35. 2 
ref. Exod. xxl. 28. € Lake viii. 8. Gal.iv.2only¢. 9 Maco. zi. 1. xiii. 2. xiv. 2 only. d ver. l. purus 

€^» Luke x. 7. Acisi. Is al esp. 3 John 8, and ch. v. 12. vi. I. &o, f Luke 23 ziii. 6. xxiv. 27, 47 (Soha vill. g 
9 rec. Aots 1. 33. vili. 85. x. . 1 Pet.iv.17. Gen. xliv. 12. g ch. 1. 17 al. Gen. six. 11. 

wp. bef rp. DA latt (not e). for side, super D 245 lat-a b c ff; & Juvenc: 
txt B rel vulg lat-e f FI g, , Orig. (idv CKVX.) 

4. aft apredwva ins pov C 83. 69 vulg-ed(not am forj) lat-a f Fi, À sah wth arm 
Chr-x-L Greg Op. for say, av DL 1 Orig, Chr-2-6-9-n-p. 

5. rec om de, with B(see table) rel mm lat-a b c e ff, À copt: ins CDL 33 vulg 
pud pi i Syr syr-with-ast sah wth arm Cyr Op. wpay bef «erg» D lat 

ob Op. 
6. rec aft evdecarny ins opa, with C rel lat-c e f s -cu coptt arm Hil: om 

BDL latt sab wth Orig, Cyr O ; for rn ed FA D latt. rec 
torwrac ins apyoug, with C! rel lat.f À syrr arm: om BC?DL 33 latt syr-cu(sic) 
o th Orig, Cyr Arnob. 

. aft apredAwva ins pou C3DZ vulg-ed(with forj) lat-a 5 & sah eth Chr Cyr Op: 
om BCL rel am lat-c f syrr syr-cu copt arm Orig Chr-G-L-M-2-y Arnob. rec at 
end adds cat o «av 9 Óicaiov. AnWecOs (from ver 4), with CN rel lat F & syrr copt-ed 
arm; simly with dwow vy for Any. tol syr-cu syr-jer eth Op: om BDLZ 1 latt copt- 
mss sah Orig, Cyr Hil Arnob Jer Juvenc. 

8. om avro; CLZ Orig, : ins BDN rel vss. 
9. for eas AO., A0. és B syr-cu sah: Nd. ov» D 83. 69. 124. 346 latt: txt CZ rel 

Byrr copt eth. 
10, rec (for cas 1X0.) 4X0. de, with Z rel syr copt: «XO. de nas N Scr’s d vulg lat-a o 

ary reference. The denarius a day 
was the pay of a Roman soldier in Tibe- 
rius’ time, a few years before this parable 
was uttered (see Tacitus, Annal. i. 17). 
Polybius, ii. 15. 6 (but in illustrating the 
exceeding fertility and cheapness of the 
country), mentions that the charge for a 
day's entertainment in the inns in Cisal- 
pine Gaul was half an as, = ¿th of the 
enarius. This we may therefore regard 

as liberal pay for the day’s work. 
8, 4.] The third howr, = at the eqni- 
nox, our 9 a.m., and in summer 8, was 
the winOovea dyopd, or ayopa¢g A- 
0opa— when the market was fullest. 
* The market-place of the world is con- 
trasted with the vineyard of the Kingdom 
of God: the test man of business in 
worldly things is a mere idle gazer, if he 
has not yet entered on the true work which 

alone is worth any thing or gains any re- 
ward.” Stier, ii. p. 807. No positive 
stipulation is made with these second, but 
they are to depend on the justice of the 
householder. They might expect 4ths of 
a denarius. From the same dialogue being 
implied at the sixth and ninth hour (éxoig- 
st» wçaŭrwç) the ð id» ğ dixaroy is 
bably in each case the corresponding 
part of the denarius, at least in their ex- 
pectation ; 80 that it cannot be said that 
no covenant was made. 8.) By the 
Mosaic law (Deut. xxiv. 15) the wages of 
an hired servant were to be paid him before 
night. This was at the twelfth hour, or 
ruin see ver. 12. I do not ss the 

Tpo*os must be pressed as having a 
spiritual meaning. If it has, it represents 
Christ (see Heb. iii. 6, and ch. xi. 27). 

is not merely expletive, 
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- 
James iv. 1% 

Frag. Bin. rot ty roi Epoic 5 9 n M * odBarpoc cov" Tovnpoc toriv, E ont "os 
ATK Alu 

89. Lake vi. 84. John v. 18. a 17. Phil. ii. a. mer KAI. In ou Back. zl. 5 pch. vili. 
37 re. Gal. vi. 2. 5 iv. Gal. vi 1 Thess. 11.6. Rev. H. 24 only. 
2 Macc. ix. 10. Sir. xiii. 9. mil 65. RAN, 2 oni Gen. 3x23}. 40 F. Isa. xlix. 10. 

s ch. Al. 17 ren 2 (rei. ach. vi. 33. niy: 2 2 Sir. xiv. 8, )U. xxxiv. 
(zul.) 1a. see Dent. xv 

& arm: txt BCD 33. 69 lat-e Syr syr-cu wth Chr. rec wAgova (corrs to plur, 
to indicate most in number, Wordsw says; “Tischendorf and others read not 
barr but xAciova, which has the best authority, and is more suitable than xAeiov, 

ifying an indefinite expectation of more, without any right to, or even anticipa- 
tion of, any one particular greater sum [repeated i in 2nd edn]. But Tischdf reads in 
both edd., xrsiov, which has thf best authority : and what Dr. W. means, it is impossible 
to say), with C'LX rel: *yAue D: txt BC'NZ 1. 69 al, latt Orig, (xAeow Orig,). 
for cnt ehaBov, ABO & D latt. rec cat auras bef [ro] a. ĉnr. (transposition 
For emphasis), with CDN rel latt syr-cu syr coptt: txt BLZ 33 Syr æth arm. 
rec om ro (perhaps as superfluous, or not understood), with BD rel: ins CLNZ 83. 

11. eyoyyvaav D 243 12 b c & Aiii syr- eu. 
12. om ore (perhaps as , or from simil to ovroi E 1 latt syrr 
Hips sth Chr Arnob : ins Cra) NZ rel coptt arm . (33 om ot 

. (so H! but corrd by avrovç bef quer 2 to bring cove 
avrovc together) DLZ eo latt rige syr-cu coptt sth Jer: txt BCN rel lat-c (syr) arm 

1$. avre» en urey B: em avrov. urey D 124 latt(a def) arm Orig,. (for t, 
pora A.) ouvigwynca coi LZ 33 coptt eth Orig, Antch. 

14. for 0. 0c, 0. eye B eth: 0. &, car E à latt Orig, : s: Gee syr-cu arm. 
ac xarw bef rovro D Chr-y 

15. om Let a (qw below) BDLZ syr-cu arm: ins CN rel latt syrr coptt sth. 
ae 3 tor si ds 5 Le : 35 . ambiguity), with = 
rel lat-d eu) s arm): txt 83 t-a c e f, g, hU Syr æt 
Chr. 5p Nn for 2nd n) u, with B°HS 1. 69 Chr Did: txt BICDNZ rel. (33 def) 
(4 think with D De 2 against Meyer and Tischdf., that 4 both times is genuine, and 
its omn the first time, and alteration to t the second, have been on account of its ap- 

Te 

parent irrelevancy.) 

but definite, as in Luke xxiii. 5. 9.] manifest effect of such a rule as Greswell 
After supply dzteraApivot sig róv su would have been ío stop the 
ur AN. 0.] The tcited building, not to hasten it, for if & man 
by Greswell for this method of payment, could get his day's pay for an hour's work, 

13.) Some take from Josephus, Antt. xx. 9. 7, does not 
apply. It is there said that i in the rebuild- 
ing of the temple, i nia ric Spay rijc ůui- 
pac ipyaoatro, róv fi uxip rabrnc 
is iapBavey : the rabrie referring 
to the nia dp, not to rac ny., and the 
fact related being that if any one worked 
only one hour in the day, he was imme- 
diately paid for that hour, Indeed the 

why work more? 
érolycay, as in Acts xv. 33, to mean 
“have tarried,’—but the sense in the 
former reff. seems the best. 18, 14. 
'ETreipe, at first sight a friendly wo 
merely, assumes a more solemn aspect 
when we recollect that it is used in ch. 
xxii. 12 to the guest who bad not the 
wedding garment; and in ch. xxvi. 60 by 
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w as above N. Kai oi wpwrot Exxaror[* ro yap ci Auro, oy. 
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a 17 Kai 7 avaßaívwv à o Incovc ac Tego ' wap- 
EP i Haß robe ddt ca pabnrac "kar id iar «ai "w ry ody 

ch. axiv. 
Ke. | Mk, 
Luke xviil.7. e 

einer avroic 18 ° "1800 7 avaBaivopev a atc Ie pooh, kai 
Rom on as. O viòe TOU arb rapadobnerui role dex cal 

ia” imi ypannarevaiw, kai g karaxpivovow aurov Üaváry, 19 Kai 
Eo" rapadwoova is roc tÜvsatv tie rò * quaint kat 

EY S nac yea: «ai t cravpwoat, kai ry rpiry nuépg " Eytp- 
sl. Nem. Onoeras. ™ Tors vpocnAe avro 7) uhr TOV view 

ach, ziv. . X. 16. xi. 16, from Mal. iti, 1. 

16. xzvil 2% 31 

16. om woAX. to exrecroe BLZ 

18 reff. b ch. v. 95 reff. 
42 (I. xxvii. Sal. Esth. i. 1. Wied. iv. 16. Ses. ai, 8 only. dat, I Mk. 2 Pet. Ii. d 

41 al. Mt. Mk. I. Exod. R. 3. Ps. cili. 28. 
gch. xxiii. 84. xxvi. 9. xxvii. 22, Le. J. Acts li. 86 al. Esth. vil. 9 only. 

deb. xti. 41, 
h. if. ec 

teh. x. 1? reff. Jer. v. A. 
h = ch. xviL 9 reff. 

tt seth-mes: ins CDN rel latt(a def) syrr syr-cu 
æth-ed arm Orig Chr [Barnab Iren-lat hom-C] Clem]. (The words were prob omitted 
as appy inappropriate here, or even from homaotel : it is hardly possible, as Tischdf 
in 1849, that they should have been inserted from ch. xxii. 14, as they are there in a 
wholly different comnezion.) 

17. ur NA de avaBavey (|| Mk Lu) B1 Syr (copt) | "s Origs(hxt 8 
und uruc Us Mk Inu) DLZ 1 Ta copt æth-rom arm rel latt iin 
sah eth - rec ty ri o bef xai with CDN a lati (o) e f h syrr syr-cu 
eth Orig: om ev r. od. vulg lat-b ff, a g,., U Hil: txt BLZ 1. 33. 69 ev-z coptt arm 

18. om ava B eth. 
19. rec (for Ge avacrnoern (from || ME Lu), with BCD rel Orig,: 

txt C'LNZ Orig, Ch 
20. rec (for az’) aap (more usual 

v. 16. See reff), with: CNZ rel: txt B 

our Lord to Judas. Garaye hardly 
denotes (as Stier in his 1st edn. ] expulsion 
and separation from the householder and 
his employment : it is here only a word of 
course, commanding him to do what a 
peid labourer naturally should do. 
15. 668. roy. here envious: so Y is 
used Prov. xxviii. 22. 16.] The last 
were first, as equal to the first ; first, in 
order of payment; first, as superior to 
the first (no others being brought into 
comparison), in that their reward was 
more in proportion to their work, and sot 
marred by a murmuring spirit. The first 
were last in these same respects. 
The last words of the verse belong not so 
much to the parable, as to the first clause, 
and are placed to account for its being as 
there described ; for, while multitudes are 
called into the vineyard, many, by mur- 
muring and otherwise disgracing their 
calling, will nullify it, and so, although 
first by profession and standing, will not 
be of the number of the elect : although 
called, will not be chosen. In ch. xxiii. 14 

dud ic. ix. 2; James i. 5; 1 Joke 

the reference is different. 
17—19.] Mark x.82—34. Luke xviii. 

31—34. FULLER DECLARATION OF His 
SUFFERINGS AND DEATH—revealing His 
being delivered to the om (but 
in Matthew only) His cruci See 
tbe note on the more detail e in 
Mark. 

20—28.] AMBITIOUS REQUEST OF THE 
MOTHER OF THE SONS OF ZEBEDEE; 
OUR Lorp’s REPLY. Mark x. 35—45: 
not related by Luke. This request seems 
to have arisen from the promise made to 
the twelve in ch. xix. 28. In Mark’s ac- 
count, the tewo brethren themselves make 
the request. But the sarratios in the 
text is the more detailed and exact; and 
the two immediately coincide, by our Lord 
addressing His answer to the two Apostles 
(ver. 22). The difference is no greater 
than is perpetually to be found in narra- 
tions of the same fact, persons being often 
related to have poss per se what, accu- 
rately speaking, did per alterum. 
The e name was Salome; ;—she 

„ 
( roe F. 

HKLM 
22 VX 
ZA 1.33. 

69. 
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meh. Keil. . Lev. aff. 8. 
al. &. Salwar tae T. w. dc det. (I v. T.). ch. xxv. 88, Ke. xxvii. 88 | Mk. (L. v. r.). 

bove (0). Acts xxi. 8. Rev. x s. M ) only. 
Esek. xxiii. 

a 23, 99 

& |, 43. Joho xvii. i]. R. Rev. xiv. 10 al. 

nok xxii 441 (also Acts ii. 84. Heb. 1. 18, from Py. cix. 1). x xvi. 64 
Exod, 

= j. ch. Avi. P 421. 

BL 1 de Arye avro MN lat-b 5s: y ĝe eren B lat-e sah Op,: txt CDN rel. 
om ovro (as superfluous) C 56. 58 lat-a e coptt Bas Isid. 
ov B. 

Z def. me 
rec om 2nd cov, with D (1. 38, e sil) vulg lat-6 ce rie ie 

BCNZ rel harl(with tol) lat-a f 7, , À L u syrr syr-cu coptt wth Bassel sid 
99. arrare Dl. 

winy (i. e. appy sive) G. 
riZopas MEA 
ca, n CFGHK 

ro xornpioy bef sv D wth. 
rec aft xiveww adds cat ro vost s o eye Bar- 

|| MX), with C rel lat: F 4 syrr arm Chr 
A age om BDLZ 1 latt syr-cu copt sth Orig.apr Epiph 

for sity, vip B al: 

Thl Op, Que for 
Jer 

Ambr Juvenc On om avrw D am syr-cu sth. 
Aeyt 23. rec ins ra. 

syr- eu sah arm Ambr. 
copt arm Ambr spec 

had followed our Lord from Galilee,— 
and afterwards witnessed the crucifixion, 
see Mark xv. 40. Probably the two bre- 
thren had directed this request through 
their mother, because they remembered 
the rebuke which had followed their for- 
mer contention about precedence. 
21.] Fhe places close to the throne were 
those of honour, as in J osephus, speaking 
of Saul (Antt. vi. 11. 9), roù piv maiðòç 
'IwváOov ic bektòv, 'ABevnpov è roù 
Gpxyicrparnyou ie r&y iripwv ... In the 
Rabbinical work Midrasch Tehillim, cited 

Wetstein,—God, it is said, will seat 
e King Messiah at His right hand, and 
3 at his left. One of theee 
brethren, John, the beloved disciple, had 
his usual place close to the Lord, John 
xiii. 23: the other was among the chosen 
Three (this request hardly can imply in 
their minds any idea of the rejection of 
Peter from his peculiar post of honour by 
the rebuke in ch. xvi. 28, for since then 
had happened the occurrences in ch. xvii. 
1—8, and especially ib. vv. 24—27). Both 
were called Boanerges, or the sons of thun- 
der, Mark iii. 17. They thought the 
kingdom of God was immediatcly to ap- 
pear, Luke xix. 11. 22.) One at least 
of these brethren saw the Lord on His 
Oross—on His right and left hand the 
crucified thieves. Bitter indeed must the 

aft avrac ins o incove DA 69 lat-a bce fis 
rec aft wieo@e adds x. ro Barrıopa o eyw 80 

BarricOncecbe (osi || MX), with C rel lat F l syrr arm Chr Thl Op: 

t with C rel syr copt wth Opr: om BD Z(appy) 1 ree Syr 
A syr-cu 

aT rilopgat 
om BDLZ 1 

remembrance of this ambitious prayer 
have been at that moment! Luther re- 
marks, ‘The flesh ever seeks to be glori- 
fied, before it is crucified: exalted, be- 
fore it is abased.’ The ‘ cup’ is a fre- 
quent Scripture image for joy a sorrow : 
see Ps. xxiii. 5; exvi. 13 : Isa. li. 22: Matt. 
xxvi. 42. J 
the inner and spiritual bitterness, resem- 
bliug the agony of the Lord Himself,— 
and the baptism, which is an important 
addition in Mark, more the outer acces- 
sion of persecution and trial,—through 
which we must pass to the Kingdom of 
God. On the latter image see Ps. xlii. 7; 
Ixix. 2; cxxiv. 4. Stier rightly ob- 
serves that this answer of our Lord con- 
tains in it the kernel of the doctrine of the 
Sacraments in the Christian Church : see 
Rom. vi. 1—7 : 1 Cor. xii. 18, and note on 
Luke xii. 60. Some explain their 
answer as if they understood the Lord to 
speak of drinking out of the royal ep 
= washing in the royal ewer: but the 
ords SivacGe sui», and Suv a, indi- 
a a difficulty, preclude this. 

.] The one of these brethren was the 
first of the Apostles to drink the cup of 
suffering, and be baptized with the bap- 
tism of blood, Acta xii. 1, 2; the other 
had the longest experience among them 
of a life of trouble and persecution. 
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. Acts xix. 23. "Ron. xv 

dong. Kind 

x Ge 
10. i. 2. vi 8 vat. ónly: 26 al.“ 
44.6. Tit. 11. 14. see Exod. xxi. 93. Bir. xxix. 16. cae vi. Au Josh. H. 14. 

e Rom. vill. 99. Heb. H. 10. ix. 28. xxi.80. Lev.xiz.90. xxv. 51. Isa.xlv.18. (ustéAvrp., 1 Tim. ii. 6.) 

latt us coptt th Ambr Jer Juvenc. for «at, 9 BL 1. 83 latt(not am ff, 9,) 
sah rec aft sevwyvpoy ins pov, with X rel nf -€ 9J, Al syrr syr-cu coptt 
eth arm : om BCDKLMSZ 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-a b e f ff, , 9, ” Orig Chr Thl Ambr 
ra Op. rec om rovro (|| Mk), with BZ rel latt i ins CDA 83 syr coptt 

hr. 

94. rec Kai akoUgavrec (from || Mk), with BCD rel latt syr-cu syr wth arm : 
axovcavrec ds LZ 33. 69 forj Syr coptt Orig. 

25. aft «sri» ins avro D lat-e Syr syr-cu coptt sth. karakvpuvgovauy B 
124 al. 

26. rec aft ovrwe ins ĝe (from || with E (33, e sil) lat-f, syrr syr-cu copt 
eth Orig-lat, : om BDZ rel latt Syr abre cor (from || ME, where 
it is better attested) BDZ sah Chr-H-K. x- * i 1255 C rel latt copt wth arm Orig-lat 

Chr. for ray, ay BD. rec £y UW (from ME H, with B(but aft pey.) 
C(aft yev.) D rel latt syrr syr-cu coptt eth arm: vuwv LZ. rec ere, with HLMS 
vulg lats F Jer: txt BC DZ (UX, Treg) rel lat-a b c e ff, & coptt 
Orig Did Thl spec. 

27. av BDZ: «ay C rel. for cy vp. uv., uva vuv B: vues evar X.” 
tra (from || Mk) CDKLM U(Treg) ZA 1. 33. 69 latt coptt Orig-lat Did Thl: txt B 
rel Orig Jer. 

28. aft rok ins vutic de Cureire ec pecepou avtnoat kai ec peovoç FAarroy tvar 
tctpxopevor ĝe rat wapacAnOsrrec Ceexynoat pn avacdravecOar eig rove eEexyovrac 
rowouc un wore evdokorepoc Gov extdOn cat mpoceAOwy o ÓttmvokAgrop xn got Ere 
karw xp kai KaratcyuvOnon sav de avartonc tic Toy nrrova Torov kat exeAOR cou 
NTTWY EDEL TOL o 5 Cuvaye erc avo Kat arat goi rovro ypnomov D; simly 
em lat-a b ce m n» syr-cu syr-ms Hil Leo(a Juvenc. (For the varintions, I HP Td ke (appy) ( 

Tischaf, or Treg 

The last clause of the verse may be un- 
derstood as in the E. V., is not mine to 
give, but it shall be given to them for 
whom p is prepared of my Father; so 
Meyer, al.; or, taking AMA as = ef u 
(see reff.), ‘is not mine to give, except 
to those for whom,’ &c. So Chrys. &c., 
Grot. al. If however we understand after 
áààá ‘it shall be given by Me,’ we may 
say with Bengel, ‘res eodem recidit, sive 
oppositione, sive exceptione.’ 25.) 
The two clauses, . . . karaxvp. abrey and 
.. KaTeE. aÙrõv, aro parallel, and abr 

in both cases refers to rev 0 Grotius 
and others would take the second abré» 
to refer to oi ápyovrec, but wrongly. 
Observe the cara in composition in both 
verbs, > signifying eu subjugation and oppres- 
sion. .. pros, 
i. e. in the next life, let him be dete. and 
do d Rog here. Thus also the 4À9«v, ver. 28, 
applies to the coming of the Son of man 
in the flesh only. Aúrpov dvri voà. 
is a plain declaration of the sacrificial and 
vicarious nature of the death of our Lord. 
The principal usages of Aórpov are the fol- 
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*. Ouivwv r“ aro Ie nkoovbnoey avr oyAoc 
r. 

BCDEG 
HKLM 17877 S CURT avre ox zoXÀo, D al fuld lat-c e ff, g, syr coptt Chr(Fd 

1. 33. "im 
ing :—(1) a pajimet as equivalent for have healed one blind man (as in Luke) 

a a U fo destroyed, xxi. 30; (2) the price on entering Jericho, and another (Barti- 
of redemption of a slave, Lev. xxv. 51 al.; ; meus, as in Mark) on leaving i£,—and 
c ‘ propitiation for, as in Prov. xiii. 8, Matthew to have, with his characteristic 

Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion brevity in relating miracles,’ combined both 
hive itilacpa. Aérpov dytl wohdey — fhese in one. But then, what becomes of 
here — = dvriturpoy uxip xavrwy l Tim. Matthew’s assertion, dxwopevopévery atrey 
ii. 6. No stress is to be laid on this word — darà “iep. ? 3 imagine, that 
reise as not being xavrwy here; it is re E both J'acts before 
laced in opposition to the one life which Sinn past da them and preface them 

is given—the one for many—and not with with what he must know to be false? It 
any distinction from rarer. (I may is just thus that the Harmonists utterly 
cheats once for all, that in the usage of destroy the credibility of the Scripture nar- 
these two words, as applied to our redemp- rative. Accumulate upon this the absurd 
tion by Christ, zayrwy is the OBJECTIVE, improbabilities involved in two men, under 
sol» the SUBJECTIVE tion of the same circumstances, addressing our 
those for whom Christ died. He died for Lord in the same words at so very short 
all, objectively ; subjectively, the great an interval,—and we may be thankful that 
multitude whom no man could number, biblical criticism is at length being eman- 
sod ol, will be the saved by Him in the  cipated from ‘forcing narratives into ac- 
end.) As the Son of man came to give cordance.’ See notes on Mark: and a 
His life for many and to serve many, so more curious and more recent example of 
ye, being many, should be to each one the — barmonistic i uity, in Wordsw.’s note 
object of service and self-denial.’ Hof- here. It is highly instructive to us, that a 
mann, Schriftbeweis, ii. 1, p. 197, argues Commentator, with the marks of sequence 
for áyri xov being taken with dovrxa:, in time given by i» rg dyyilew abróv eie 
not with Avrpow. But Meyer well re- ‘Sep. dexopevopivwy abray and Ley. 
marks, 1) that the sense of dyri will not should fly for a solution to the rabbinical 
be altered by this, and 2) that this sense canon, “non est prius aut posterius in 
is clearly marked by Avrpuy to be that of Scriptura.” JERICHO, 150 stadia 
substitution, not, as Hofm., that of com- > sg rom. miles) N. E. of Jerusalem (Jos. 
pensation merely. 3. J. iv. 8. 3), and 60 (= 7.2 rom. miles) 

290—34.] HEALING oF TWO BLIND w. from the Jordan (Jos. ibid), in the 
MEN ON HIS DEPARTURE FROM JERICHO, tribe of Benjamin on: xviii. 21), near 
Mark x. 46—52. Luke xvii. 35—43; the borders of Ephraim (Josh. xvi. 7). 
xix. 1, with however some remarkable dif- The environs were like an oasis surrounded 
ferences. In the much more detailed ac- by high and berren limestone mountains, 
count of St. Mark, we have but one blind  —well watered and fertile, rich in palm- 
man, mentioned by name as Bartimæus; trees ent xxxiv. 8. Judg. i. 16; iii. 
St. Luke also relates it of only one, and — 18), roses (Sir. xxiv. 14), and balsam 
besides says that it was i» rẹ iyyilew (Jos. Antt. iv. 6. 1 al.). After its do- 
abróv elc lep. The only fair account struction by Joshua, its rebuilding was 
of such differences is, that they existed in prohibited under a curse (Josh. vi. 26), 
the sources from which each Evangelist which was incurred by Hiel the Bethelite 
took his narrative. This later one is in the days of Ahab (1 Kings xvi. 84): 
easily explained, from the circumstance i. e. be forti it, for it was an inhabited 
having happened close to Jericho—in city before (see Judg. iii. 18; 2 Sem. x. 5). 
two accounts, just on leaving it—in the We find it the seat ofa school of the pro- 
3 on approaching to it: but he must phets, 2 Kings ii. 4 ff. After the captivity 

indeed a slave to the letter, who we read of it Ezra ii. 345; Neh. vii. 36: 
dd stumble at such discrepancies, and and in 1 Macc. ix. 50 we read that Jona- 
not rather see in them the corrobo- than strengthened its fortifications. It 
rating coincidence of testimonies to the was much embellished by Herod the Great, 
fact iteclf (see Olshausen, Comment. i. who had a palace there (Jos. Antt. xvi. 6. 
752). Yet Mr. Greswell (as Theophylact, 2 al.), and at this time was one of the prin- 
— Neander, and Ebrard, Evangelien-kritik, ci; cities of Palestine, and the residence 
p. 572) strangely supposes our Lord to an dpxireA\wracg on account of the 
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Toa ogg roduc. 99 kat ioù 80 ro xaOnuevor “mapa rrj» BCDEG 
HKLM 

one odd à axobaavrec ort Inode t rapaye txoatav Myorrec NBUVX 

Sfins Kópie Anon muac vidg Aautid. So & oe 1. e. 
d 16 eweriunoey avrog iva * ctwmhowary. ot òè ue 

xa 1 615 éxoatav Myovrec Kip 
AT Hm T 
aM. Laket, Kat Grac o Ino 

"ui. 
1 constr., here 

b eAEncov quac vide David. 

Edwvnoev avroùç Kat erer Ti 

Acta xvin i 9 ” GéAers [va] TaNow Upty ; ; 33 At youotv auto Kopie, tva 

nor ot o$UaA noi uwv. Mp oN) Niebel de 
"x. ft o Inos iparo twv ° oupürov aura, xai tb dt e 

ü FE xxv.  avt(JAejav Kat nKod\ovOncayv avro. XXI. ! Kai 
Mark ix. 85. Joba i. 49. 1.9 al arra n w. Tra, ch. vil. 12. Mark vi. 95. Jaha xvii. 24 

al. without, I. ch. ziti. 28. xxvii o ch. ix. 80 reff, peh.ix 80 reff. Matt. Mk. L. only t. 
q Mark viii. only, Prov. a Tal. Wied. n. 15 only. 

80. neovsay and aft rapay. ins ro. D vulg lat-e. 
with CN rel lat F. ff, syrr Orig, Op: om rupi 
BLZ vulg lat-g, , L syr-jer coptt eth 
copt arm Ambr. ‘(not Z, as Tischdf. 
Orig, Eus Chr Damasc Thl: txt BZ rel 

81. ot de oyot eserqunsa» N syr-cu (sie) ( 
reo expatov (seo || Mk Le), with CN rel latt syr : 

-cu coptt. 
BDLZ 69 latt(a def) Syr coptt eth arm. 

rec tAXeqooy j d bef cup, with CN rel lat-f 

Pai 6 ref, 

rec N, nuac bef xvpre, 
ee À n syr-cu arm: txt 

ins ino bef vi N 69 lat-c e A » syr-jer 
, we (here and ver. 31) CDEFLN 1. 33. 69 

lat: ff, Syr, Tisch). owmrncouty LNA. 
ecpavytZor 69: txt BDLZ Syr 

syr-cu syr: txt 
vie CDLN 83: txt 713 11 

9. rec om «va (to conform to || Mk Le, where Ger. rn. is undoubted), p BCDN 
rel lat-a b e n Syr sth arm: ing LZ 106. 288 vulg lat-c f fi, Jis 4 syr-cu syr 
sah Orig,. 

83. rec avoryÜuci» (more usual tense), with CN rel: txt BDLZ 33. 69! 
rec quw» bef ov o98aX por, with CN rel: txt BDLZ 33 latt(‘ ut so Chr. 

Tisch) Orig. 

Orig, 

34. rec Cor opparwy) opad pwy (more usual word), with CN rel Orig, : txt BDLZ 
69 Orig, avrwy» bef fw» opp. rec aft av BAN ins avrw» ot ofGadrpoe 
(from ch ix. 80?), with CN rel (Syr) syr-txb: om BDLZ 1. 88 latt eyr-cu syr-marg 

Bas-sel Op. syr-jer coptt seth arm 

balsam trade (Luke xix. 1). At present 
there is on or near the site only a misera- 
ble village, Richa or Ericha. Winer, 
RWB. 80, 31.] The multitude ap- 
par to have silenced them, lest they should 

wearisome and annoying to our Lord ; 
not because thcy called Him the Son of 
David,—for the multitudes could have no 
reason for reprossin g this c ing that 
they themselves (being probably for the 
most part the same ns who entered 
Jerusalem with Jesus) raised it very soon 
after: see ch. xxi. 9. I have before no- 
ticed (on ch. ix. 27) the singular occur- 
rence of these words, ‘Son of David,’ in 
the three narratives of healing the blind 
in this Gospel. 39.) N = 
aln ev Qurhoare Mark, = icidevory áx0i- 
vat Luke. 3. | du. Tév h., not 
mentioned in the other Gospels. In both 
we have the addition of the Lord's saying, 
Qj *ícric gov Clawséiy ce. The question 
preceding was to elicit their faith. 

Cuar. XXI. 1—17.] TRIUMPHAL EN- 
TRY INTO JERUSALEM : CLEANSING OF 
THE TEMPLE. Mark xi. 1—11, 15. Luke 
xix. 29—44. John xii. 12—36. This 
occurrence is related by all four Evan- 
gelista, with however some differences, 
oubtless easily accounted for, if we knew 

accurately the real detail of the circum- 
stances in chronological order. In Jobn 
xii. 1), —our Lord came six days before the 

ver to Bethany, where the anointing 
(of Matt. xxvi. 6—13) took place : and on 
the morrow, the triumphal entry into Je- 
rusalem was made. According to Mark 
xi. 11,—on the day of the triumphal entry 
He only entered the city, went to the 
temple, and looked about on all things, — 
and then, when now it was late in the even- 
ing, returned to Bethany, and on the mor- 
row the cleansing of the temple took place. 
The acconnt in Luke, which is the fullest 
and most graphic of the four, agrees chrono- 
logically with that in the text. I would 
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ore ' Bye sic TepoocAopa kai 3A8ov "c Bo-! M. 2225 
$ayn sig rò 'Opoc riv ' auo, Tore o ‘Inove anit 
avioreAey Ovo naÜnrác 2 Meyev auroic Llopeb bur: ac Ein 
Ttv cu rnv "azévavri omy, kai tb cuphocre Jobn i 
Ovor Ssdepévny, kai r per aurnc® Aosavric ayeré 1 
uo. 3 cal sáv rie Uptv eiry Ti, peire, Ort o cpo tie ra 
5 J xptiav exer cd & amooredet avrouc. ed xxxi. 

7. Rom. ith. d Gen. xxiii. 19. 
oniy. Gen. 

8 ch. 1 22 (ref). 

Cuar. XXI. 1. (Z defective. 
C? 83. 69 syrjer rec 
lat. / 91.2 
o bef ns. DEHV al Orig. 

9. for wopevOnre, mopeveaðe (more 
e BDLZ 33. 69 Orig Eus, Chr: txt CN rel. 
BC 33. 69 Orig, Eus, Chr: tzt N rel Orig-ed, 
abc | A n syr-eu copt Orig lat Chr 
Orig : txt BD al. * 

. av 

BL Orig,: txt CDN rel Orig,. (Zdef.) 
attested) CNZ rel lat-À D-lat SYTT 8 
nes ne B D-gr 69 latt (a 

. rec aft de ins oA 
an lat-g, syrr sah arm ae 
copt sth Vs Chr Hil Jer. 

venture to that the supposition of 
the trium entry in Mark being related 
a day too soon, will bring all into unison. 
If this be so, our Lord's first entry into 
Jerusalem was private : probably the jour- 
ney was interrupted by a short stay at 
Bethany, so that He did not enter the city 
with the muliitudes. That this was the 
fact, seems implied in Mark xi. 11. Then 
it was that, vepiubápevog wávra, He 
noticed the abuse in the temple, which next 
day He corrected. Then in the evening 
He went back with the twelve to Bethany, 
and the supper there, and anointing, took 

Meantime the Jews (John xii. 9) 
new that He was at Bethany ; ; and many 

went there that evening to see Him and 
Lezarus. (Query, had not Lazarus followed 
Him to Ephraim ?) Then on the morrow 
multitudes came out to meet Him, and 
the triumphal entry took place, the weep- 
ing over the city (Luke xix. 41), and the 

of the temple. The cursing of 
the fig-tree occurred early that morning, as 
He was leaving Bethany with the twelve, 
and before the multitude met Him or the 
asses were sent for. (On Matthew’s nar- 
rative of this event see below on ver. 18.) 
According to this view, our narrative omits 

x ~= j Mk. L. Mark v. 19. xiiL 

aft ri ins roter: D 157 eth Orig 
for «v6. 8e, cas evO. D 33 al latt Syr 

-cu arm-zoh Chr 
coptt th arm-mss Orig, 

similar passages in ch i. 22, xxvi. 56), with BC*N rel 
Pop: om C'DZ am(with fuld forj) lat-a b c &c syr-cu 

or ĝia, vro LZ 69 al. 

rovro & vi yovay 5 tva mÀnpeÜUn TO = pnÜiv did TOU "iste (Acts 

J. once here, Sc. y) and 4 (MER. L. dco) 

aft BnOgayn ins car BAH ,s || Mk Lu) 
(for 3rd sc) ront | from || Mk Lu), “ae DN rel vulg 

Chr: txt BC? 33 lajbbce 
artoreney 

A's Ong, C'Z a defective.) om 
0 199. 
tense, see ch x. 6, xxii. 9, xxv. 9, 41: so 

KGTtyavri (from || Mk Im) 
Eus,. evOvc LZ: om lat- 

rec ayuyere (from || Ze), with CNZ rel 

exer bef ypeay D!. 
eu: txt BCN rel syr sah Orig. v 

awooreAdu || ME, where it is better 
l: axoorides M: azxogríiAg 

the supper at, Bethany, and the anointing 
(in ita nght ie , and passes to the events 
of the next On the day of the week 
when this m happened, see note on 
John xii. 1. B Yi = nop ma, the 
house of figs : a considerable suburb, nearer 
to J em than Bethany, and some- 
times reckoned part of the city. No trace 
of it naw remains: = the Land and the 
Book, p. 697. d TÀYv x. T. dw., 
i. e. Bethphage. Mark and Luke mention 
the roc only, adding “twhereon never 
yet man sat” (see note on Mark): John 
óvápioy. Justin Martyr (Apolog. i. 82, 
p. 63) connecte this verse with the pro- 
phecy in Gen. xlix. 11, bioptbwy *póc 
prtov ry rl atroi, «ai rj 2 
róv rio Tic Óvov abrov. ó xý 
here, ‘the LORD,’ Jehovah (eee reff.) : 
moet probably a general intimation to t 
owners, that they were wanted for the 
service of God. I cannot see how this 
in ion errs inst decorum, as 
Stier (ii. 882, edn. 2) asserta. The mean- 
est animals might be wanted for the ser- 
vice of the Lord Jehovah. And after all, 
what difference is there as to decorum, 
if we understand with him 6 «ip. to sig- 
nify “the King Messiah P" The two dis- 
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Exc is. wpo$nrov Atyovroc 5 * Eiware ry Üvyarpi Lov "180d o 
cb. v. 5 refi. * » 

> mpauc Erie nr Eri ovov Baoicbe oov Epyerai aot 

wopevbivrec & oi 
N 

10 N ~ ea e 

Ces, ab. koi emi moov À viov “uroluyiou. 
6). Nam. 1 1 e ` f , + - e 
xus ma@nrat cal momoavreç cab ' ouvératey avroic o 

Lj 

. 92 * 2 s € p ‘be [4 12 „ 922 8 * 

e2Pet.H.16 ET dur Ta quarta, Kat exexabicey €mTave aurov. 0 

. ik æ » X 17 e — EA, L - 
f ch. xxvi. 19 OE At 9x oc torpwcavr ta vr Ta taftia EV TU 

reff. ME ed TAX 3: mw u Addo > A — 2 
ech. 5 ody. a Ol OE EKOR TOY KAQ@O0OUG awo TWV Sévépwy 

a. e. . 

14. constr., èri & pen., ch. axvil29 (Lake viii. 16 v. z) 1 Kings vi. 18. 8 Kings xviii. 23. h bere 
only, . 8221. 84. Lev. xv. 20. trans., 8 Kings 1. 85, 44 ich. xxviii. 9. Lokeiv.39. Rev. e. 
8. xx. B at. Gen. vii. 18. k = ch. xi, 20 (1 Cor, xiv. a7) only. Isa. ix. 8 ai. (in LX X always w. gen., exc. 
Isa. vii. 92.) 1j. Mart xiv. 18 L. Aeta iz. B4oniy. Beth. iv. 8. Job xvii. 18. Prov. xv. 19. 

mo | Mk. only. Nam. xiii. 94. see ch. xi. 17 reff. n ch. xiii. 39 reff, 

5. rec aft wpave ins ca: (corrn to EXT), with BCNZ rel am(with forj) lat-e f 9,3 
Orig,: om D 61 vulg lat-a b e ff, , A wth arm Cypr Hil Jer Op. rec om ews 
(as superfluous, and not in Lxx), with CD rel latt copt arm Orig: ins BLN 1 Syr 
eyr-cu syr-w-ast sah sth. (Z lat - a def.) om wo» LZ am! lat-e Orig, (see below): 
for w. vro&., vtov 1 Orig (u) abraic MEerw ò parô. r. ó (wav. ICI Oe ro rò wQoénricóv 
e... o garü &vri rod kai lx BU iri Oy. r. GA. vióv Dxolvyiov xai HOY 
viov i) uc Ev rust wwAOY bsolvyiov). vsoLvywv D! lat-b c ff, g, X sah-mnt Hil. 

6. for cat rj g, exctnoay D 61. 243 latt sah. rec wpogtratsy (more usual 
word, substituted in error), with LNZ rel Orig, Eus: txt BCD 33. 

7. ins xai bef gyayov D a pn Syr syr-cu sah. rec (for ex’) ewavw, with 
CN rel: txt BDLZ 33. 69 Orig, for avrwv, avrov D lat-a be f ffi. 94 
Orig-ms: avrw (so rec in || MX) 33. 69: er lum Syr syr-jer* : om ex’ aur 
syr-cu. rec aft «uaria ins avrwv, with CNZ rel lat-a c f g, syrr syr-cu 
syr-jer coptt eth arm-ms Orig, : om BD gat lat-b e ff, , g, arm. elz execalicay 
(from extBiBacay rov (go. in || Le. This is more prob., than that -osv should 
have come from excaQicey in || Mk Ja), with (L) al vulg lat-g; , copt (t«a0ncav 
225, emikaÜgnay L 16. 67. 61) : exaÜnro D: om c. es. exavw avr. fa fal: ex[ ] Z: 
txt BC rel syr sah arm Justin Orig, Arnob(-cey Scr’s mss): exexaOnoer H, tab 
N al Thl Euthym, exaOyorv K, et equitavit Jesus Syr syr-cu mth, sedebat lat - a bce 
fi., D-lat, sedit lat-f h. for 3rd avrwv, avrov D ev-27 lat-b c ef ff, 4g, h Byr 

-~ 7 » a » * * x A g . 

noob e, yayov thy ovov kat row mwAoy, kat * extÜnxav 1. 

syr-jer : om vulg lat-g, 2 Op 
8. for cavrev, are DLA 69: txt BCNZ rel Orig,. 

ciples were perhaps Peter and John: com- 
pare Mark xiv. 13 and Luke xxii. 8. 
4.] A formula of our Evangelist’s (see ch. 
i. 22), spoken with reference to the divine 
counsels, but not to the intention of the 
doers of the act ; for this application of 
prophecy is in John xii. 16 distinctly said 
not to have occurred to the disciples at 
the time, but after Jesus was glorificd. 

6, 7.] In Mark, eópov wwAow dede- 
ulvor pg Obpav IIe ixi roù ápu$ódov. 
Our Lord sat on the foal (Mark, Luke), 
and the mother accompanied, apparently 
after the manner of a sumpter, as pro- 
phets so riding would be usually accom- 
panied (but not of course doing the work 
of a sumpter). In the last atrey, 
probably the animals, not the garments, 
are to be understood. Thus we say, ‘the 
postilion rode on the horses, Meyer ob- 
ects to this interpretation, that no such 

latitude of expression is found in ver. 6. 

for ao, er N. 

But I cannot see how this affects the 
matter. Even if we take irávw abr 
of the garments, the former ix’ aùròv 
will require similar latitude of interpreta- 
tion. That this riding and entry were in- 
tentional on the part of our Lord, is clear: 
and also that He did not thereby mean to 
give any countenance to the tem 
ideas of His Messiahship, but ium igi 
fulfil the Scriptures respecting Him, and 
to prepare the way for his sufferings, by a 
public avowal of His mission. The typical 
meaning also is not to be overlooked. In all 
probability the evening visit to the tem 
was on the very day when the Paschal 
Lamb was to be taken up—i. e. set apart 
for the sacrifice. 8, 9.] Which waa. 
a royal honour : see 2 Kings ix. 18. 
å veio Tos $yAos, the greater part of the 
multitude. Meyer refers to Plat. Rep. 
iii. p. 897 n; Thuc. vii. 78, in both which 
the same expression occurs; and Xen. 
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rec avrov Kai oi akoAovÜovvrtc »- [onn are " 
p Qa Ty vi Aaveié, 3 eA oynuivoc o épyóptvoc ay A 1 2 
öde cupiou, Pe woarvd "ey roc " wiptororg. 
sAOóvroc avrov eic Teo, 

? ai uç- 2 
riM 

toston vaca 9 TOÀ LA 2 

Aéyovaa Tic torw obroc 5 ll oi & 3 Heyor Ovroc i. mi 
Mk. v.7 ref.) 

tri 0 roophrne Insoc o o ano Natapit rie TadtAaiac. s — eb. xxvii. 
ui 

12 kai tien dhe "Inoove tic rò ‘spor rou feou, Kat t eet Baer from Hag. H 
wavrac TOUG ' mw oŬvraç kai ‘ayopalovrac i t TU pup, 

Kai rac " rgaridac TWV * KodAufioray 

rdc *xalidpac rov wwdobvrwv rdc 7 reprorepac, | xai loa, 
vi Mk. Jobn if. ie dr 

y ch. i. 16 reff, 
xiz. 32. 12 . eh Nl l. 

z | M&K. ch. xziií 

serpucav D lat-c e 

" kartorpapey Kai t Lake xvii. 1.38. 

vim. only. Jadg. vii. 18 P. 

9. meom error (MD) wit N ral atum HI Op ins BCDL 1. 88. 69 lat. i syrr 

syr-cu coptt sth 
ll. for oyAos, rohe D EXT lat-a 5 o e ff; h. 

rec ine. aft +Àcyov ins or: N. 
with CN rel vulg lat-b o &c syrr syr-cu 5 txt BD ee arm Org, Eus. 

om o bef aro DA. 
poe rec ins o bef i., with DN rel 

e e on 
a o &c syrr syr-cu 

Anab. iii. 2. 86, ô roddc 5yXoc. KÀ. 
èr. 7. . = rå Bala rà» goiriewy 
John, = erifádag Mark: see 1 Macc. xiii. 
51: 2 Mace. x. 7. 

ys xup. is to be with 
not with ebrAoy., and forms a title 
— n e taa John 

that related there. 2 tite 
a andi that St. Matthew St. John, 
or any one but moderately acquainted 
with the events which he undertook to 
relate, should have made such a gross 
error in chronology, as must be laid to 
the charge of ane or other of them, if 
these two occurrences were the same. 
J rather view the omission of the first in 
the synoptic accounts as in remarkable 
consistency with what we otherwise gather 

VOL. I. 

for At Vo, «xov D lat- a b c e. 
on more obvious arr 

: om BCEHMXA om rov 0tov 
' coptt eth arm Orig, Hil: ins CDN rel 

from the three Gospels—that their nar- 
rative is exclusively Galilean until this 
last journey to Jerusalem, and conse- 
quently the first cleansing is passed over 
by them (see 8 circa init.). 
On the difference from Mark, see note on 
ver.l. Both comi of Jehovah to His 
temple were partial falfilments of Mal. iii. 
1—8,—which shall not receive its final 
accomplishment till His great and decisive 
visit at the latter day. The lepóv here 
spoken of was the cowrt of the Gentiles. 

We have no traces of this market 
in the O. T. It appears to have first arisen 
after the captivity, when many would come 
from foreign lands to Jerusalem. This 
would also account for the money-changere, 
as dad was s zr (from Exod. xxx. 18) to 

for the offering of 
iris inm — Aiyeras rà Newrdy 
vóuwspa wap’ "Brno, 8 ‘Pwpaitos ct 
po» (nummum) dvopaloua, ste i 

Tas reptœr. ] the owed 
to offer these aig iem the 1 Jamie for a 
trespass- offering, Lev. v. 7; r the 
purification of women, Lev. xii.8: Luke 

18.] Stier remarks that the 
verse from Jeremiah is in con- 
nexion with the charge of murder, and 
the shedding of innocent blood (see Jer. 
vii. 6). Luther um ox. Ager. 
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"Reus Atyet ab roc 'éyparrac * 'O olxóc pov "otxoc ^ p- 
a 18A, ivi. 7. ec 

LJ. wii. evyuc xkAnÜnserav úpeiç & avrov moire °owndacov 
Reser te d À - 14 4 A0 > ~” . À A ^g À 1 

In. ix. 7. por. «at ο)u 0 aurp ° tupot Kat XM AO A= 
U æ- g - » , e X. 

Er ev r Up, kat EDepamevaey avrouc. 15 iGovrsc & oi apx- BCDEF 

ee Rer vikis epee Kat of ypapparsiç rà ‘Oavpacia à tmoinatv, Kai MNSU 
TX robe waidac robe kpüLovrac iv rq up cal Atyovrac 1.33.6. 

ae sie Qoavvd ry vip Aaveid, © qyavákrucav Kat Hr 

e — è aurp Axobeic ri ovrot Aéyouow; o Òl Inge Ake. 
Deu xiv, ab roc Nai’ ovdéwore avéyvwre dri ix aróparoc * vymiev 
2 2 . xai ! ÜqAaLóvrev ™ karnpriaw ° aivov; 17 kai cara ltr 
OB. xx. x q 9 9 os 4 » 

I n auroUc eknABev SEM rnc reg tc BnBaviar xai ° nvAicOy 
= 1 Cor. X Bee 18 p 4 EH q?’ ` 2 ` À r^ , 
n en EKEL, wowltac t rave ya y ec rrv TOÀ " £rti- 

lof the child, Lake xi. 27. Job tli. 19. of the mother, ch. xxiv. 19 l. (Lake xxiii. 29 v. r. b 
m Rom. Ix. Ps. 2xxix. 6). xi. i. in 2 abe soar A 

p ok, xxvii. I ref 
. . . 23. Hob. x. 6 

only. Bara lii. Ii. o Lake xxl. 87 only. zede: rie 
G Lake v. 8, 4 only t. Sir. xvii. 36. xxvi. 38. 9 Maco. ix. 31. only. 

18. om o bef o. Dl. rec swoinsare (from || Le), with CDN rel latt sah arm 

r ch. Iv. 9 reff. 

Jren-lat Hil: werotjeare 
rr ed avrov N 28 al latt Iren-lat Hil. 

14. 
1. 33. 69 Syr copt th. arm. 

15. rec om 2nd rove (from misunderstanding 7), with C rel Orig 
for avrog, avre D'-gr. 16. [ec rav, so BDL. | 

seth Iren-lat Chr Hil. ` 

(from || Mk) 1 Justin Orig,: txt BL 124 copt æth Orig, 

transp xo, and rugAos (see Luke xiv. 18) CN rel syr sah Chr Thi: txt BDL 

: ins BDLN. 
om ori D al lat-b ef FI. 2 ̂ 

17. saralarwy (itaciem 7) CD rel: txt BE!GHNT 1. 69 (SV, e sil) Scr's b ev-x 
(83 def.) Ori ux. 

i for rpeiac, Tpwi D er- U 

m cs Ci. 
t CN rel. rec (for exavayaywy) eravayov, 

with B*CN rel vulg * syrr copt eth arm Orig.: mapaywy transiens D lat-a b 
1 

o ff, z 5 syr-cu Hil: txt 

Moͤrdergrube. On the intention of 
this act of our Lord, see notes on John 
ii. 15. It was a purely Messianic act; see 
Mal. iii. 1—3. 15, 16.) The cir- 
cumstance that the children were crying 
‘Hosanna to the Son of David’ in the 
temple, seems to me to fix this event, as 
above, on the day of the triumphal entry. 

Psalm viii. is frequently cited in the 
N. T. of Christ: see 1 Cor. xv. 27; Heb. 
ii.6; Eph. i. 22. In understanding such 
citations as this, and that in ver. 4, we 

prophecy which belongs to the spiritual 
dealings of God. Those who can, should 
by all means consult Stier’s admirable re- 
marks on this truth, vol. ii. p. 840 f. 
edn. 2. IT.] If this is to be literally 
understood of the village (and not of a dis- 
trict round it, including part of the Mount 
of Olives; see Luke xxi. 37), this will be 
the second night spent at Bethany. I 
would rather of two understand it 

literally, and that the spending the nights 
on the Mownt of Olives did not begin till 
the next night (Tuesday). 

18—323.) THE OURSE OF THE BARREN 
FIG-TREE. Mark xi. 12—14, 20—26, where 
see notes. St. Luke omits the incident. 

The cursing of the fig-tree had in fact 
taken place on the day before, and the 
withering of it was now noticed. St. Mark 
separates the two accounts, which are here 
given together. We must remember that 
this miracle was wholly typical and para- 
bolical. The fig-tree was THE JEWISH 
PEOPLE—full of the leaves of an useless 
profession, but without fruit: —and fur- 
ther, all hypocrites of every kind, in every 
age. It is true, as De Wette observes, 
that no trace of a bolic meaning a 
pears in the narrative (and yet, strangely 
enough, he himself a few lines after, deny- 
ing the truth of the miracle, accounts 
for the narrative by supposing it to have 
arisen out of a parable spoken by our 
Lord) ; but neither does there in that of 
the driving out the buyers and sellers 
from the temple, and in those of many 
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saiz vaos, 19 kat tov ove ° piav imi ric 68 n ew’ 14. 
N. 4 vài q 2 9 ~ 3 ` 59 , I NE ria 

avri», Kat ovótv inpr cv aury ti un. * $6ÀÀa ated Kat P Ar. 
z Terras 
T. 
BC PCDEF atwva. «ai ‘ténpavOy " 
MSUVA 

Ale avry Ov pyeere £x cou Kapwóc yévnra ^ 

wapaxonpa 7) n. 0 kat 
eic roy Kerk ii x^ 

Joha viii. 85. 

1. 33. 69. 
186 reg ot bra! tÜubpacav M-yorrec * log repa x $ 
* eEnpawOy 3, 79 ou 2 aorpißeie à o Inode Elev avroic 
d Aniv Aéyw v Univ, tov "Éynre or kat py " tacprBare, 

bro rne awie rotihorre, aAAd kav ry opel as ov póvov 

rovry erre "ApBnri Kat Pahl ec ray Gadaoway, yw- 
N kai wavra Goa tdv airhonre iv TU ° weacevyy oeral 

wusrevovrec Anu Veste. 

B Kai * Abôrri avro siç rò iepàv mpocnAGoy ^ avrg 
SSacxovre vt apxtepeic Kal oi 
Myovrec CEP * Toig eLovoig rabra woitic, kat rig cot 

Ewy Tv in etus, ; A 

och raris al. --. 
g = ch. xiz. 18. zzii. 

* vpeoflorepot rod ° Aaoy 1 xvii. 

amoxpiÜstc & o "Incovc Jumea 1 

oe Tata xxi 68.) wen. 21-10. 
al. 2 Ela av. A. 8 Kings xiii. 19. 

pycereer 
zy 

2 

ald. 1525 i 
7 al^.) only. 

TA 94 J L. 
Lake xi). 00. 

^ Jobn xi. 88. 
Wisd. v. 5, 

ne yà. v. 18 reff, 

a e 1. Acts 2. 
20. Roe. iv. 

iv. 28. 

(Jer. 

1 ref, = Dan. ix. 21. d constr., ch. vill. 
f ~ Lake 1,37. iv. 14. Acts iv. 7. 

19. rec om ow bef steer (aa superfluous), with CD rel Orig, Petr-alex : ins BL. 
for «x eov, e& ov D. 

SL for «ay, xa: (insg 
$3. rec (for sav) av, 

tar bef rovre) D (al iy 
with BHU (1. 88, e sil) Orig, : om D: txt C rel Clem Orig. 

93. tAÜOvroc aurov (ocorrn qf Hellenistic idiom, see ch viti. 1, &c) BCDL 1. 
83. p Orig, : txt A rel (K uc A.). 

other actions which we know to have been 
symbolic. 19.] „ * unam illo loco: 
a soli fig-tree. n inr r. ö.] “by 
the side: so Herod. vii. 6, al iwi 
Aprov dxicelpevac yvyoot: Demosth. 
p. 300. 16, ) iwi ro’ rerapod . 
was the practice to plant fig · trees by the 
road-side, because it was thought that the 
dust, by absorbing the diese J sap, was 
conducive to the 5 the Pu 
Plin. N. H. xv. 19." Meyer. 
This assurance has occurred 
cb. xvii. 20. 

8 

FE ipei Ei. ir i x EE H iij $ L p 5 
i ici "E : * us 
Hal il 

zii 

1 
but we must understand,—“ if expedient.” 
rie cannot reach this faith in its 

roy MUN to it (ver. 21) 
rire iie dest of its wonder- 

for xa: [bef ric], y C lat. fi Jg > 

ful power, — in obtaining requests from 
God. See the remarkable and important 
addition in Mark xi. 25, 26. 

29—393.] Mark xi. 27—33. Luke xx. 
1—8. Ovx Lorp’s AUTHORITY QUES- 
TIONED. His BEPLY. Now commences 
that series of parables, and discourses of 
our Lord with his enemies, in which He 
e pes more completely than ever = 

is hostility to their hypocrisy and 
iniquity :—and so they are stirred up to 
compass His death. 28. of . «X. 
ol mper. r. X.] Mark and Luke add ypap- 
partic, and so make up the members of 
the Sanhedrim. It was an jal mes- 
sage, sent with a view to make our 
Saviour declare Himself to be a prophet 
sent from God—in which case the San- 
hedrim had power to take cognizance of 
His p , as of a professed Teacher. 
Thus the edrim sent a deputation to 
John on his appearing as a Teacher, John 
i. 19. The question was the result of a 
combination to destroy Jesus, Luke xix. 
47, 48. They do not now ask, as in John 
ii. 18, rl ogpstov d, piv bri ravra 
Touic; for they had had many signs, 
which are now included in their ra$ra. 

P2 
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gl at eire avroic Epwrhow o uãe rayo " Aóyov € éva, Ov tdv BCDEF 

pea il er nri pot, Kayo dulv £pi ‘ew © woig kovig ravra MBUY 

i oh. 1.7 alt Tow. * 70 Barrio ro luávvov woe Iv; 45 ovpa- 33. €9 

wüvrec yap ec mpognrny "^ 

27 Kai _aroxpibivrec Ty "Insov tro 

eE op, goer uiv Aca ri ovv 
26 tay Se eiroher e£ avÜperer, 

Exov- 

At ye 

Kat ro Ty "OUT 

a goyalou iv ry a⁰,,Ex 

* Ov Oidw* vorepov & ? pera- 

‘fs bef Aoyov (|| Mk) CDF 

Ea 18 vou 7 e avOpirwy ; ; ot Oe * DuXoyiovro 10 éavroic 

120. 1 Pet : Azyovrec ‘Edy eiroher 
ob emoreboare Lux : n Lake xli M. 0 A 
Aari a Gone! a Tov OX ov 

N 8. M. Gi» TOV Iv 
rion Ovx oidapey. ton avroic kat avrog Oude € 

xum" — vp ev! roig eEousig ravra row. 
Gen. xxxvii. 

E avyÜpwroc elxer ríkva Ovo. 
3 Cor. vi ria. unn T'écvor bree, onpepoy 
(from P Nd. 29 o Bi amoxpiÜtic elev 
Rer. xxv. S. 

24. om &: LZ latt copt. ewspwrnow D al. 
latt Orig Ambr Ang Op. 

DL al lat-a ò e ff, Syr Orig. 

om o» D! Gate 802 85 ont A D-lat 
25. rec om ro bef wavvov, with D rel: ins 

uswal: see ch xvi. 7, 8) BLM'Z 83 latt Syr syr-cu Cyr: 1 cD 
for wap’, tv (more 
Byr. om ovy 

26. rec exovaiw rov twavyny bef ec rponray (overlooking the emphasis), with D 
rel latt syr copt arm : txt BCLZ 33 Syr syr-cu æth Aug. 

28. aft avOpwsroc ins ric CEMUA 1. 88. 69 latt syrr syr-cu arm Orig, Eus Cyr Ps- 
Ath Hil Op: om BDZ rel am(with forj gat harl!) lat-g, 

om xat LZ lat - e ff 
uç rov auxeAwva P forj lat. a bce fg, 

dign: H POAN uH ae ee 
83 lat-a b e f FI.: A syrr syr-cu syr-jer copt(Treg 

39. for ov Ged. v. 2. u., tyw kvgue kac ovk (see note) B 238 

recva B 142. 299 latt Hil. 
Tw apuytiot, 
ap. ins pov, wi 

The second question, wal rig r. TA. is an 
expansion of roig. 25.] rd 
meaning thereby the whole 
teaching, of which the tiem was the 
central t and seal. If they had re- 
dis the heavenly mission of John, 

must have also acknowledged the 
m ority by which Jesus did these things, 
for John ex declared that he was 
sent to testify of Him, and bore witness to 
having seen the Holy Spirit descend and 
B dis ura Him. John i. 83, 84. 

atrg— believe him, ‘give credit to 
is o. words; ‘for those words were testi- 
monies to me.’ 96.] These blind 
leaders of the blind’ had so far made an 
insincere concession to the people’s per- 
snasion as to allow John to pas for a 
prophet—bnt they shrunk from the re- 
pt which was sure to follow their ac- 

owledging it now. This consultation 
among themselves is related almost verba- 
tim by the three E The intel- 
ligence of it may have been originally 
derived from Nicodemus or Joseph of Ari- 
mathea. The obd2 y My of our Lord 

eg 

office and 

l PONO 

seth Ones n. Qvo bef 

Chr Ps-Ath. rec aft 
Op: om C'DELMA t. 

-txt Bas Chr. 
syr-jer copt th Ind 

is an answer, not to their outward words 
obk otfaper, but to their inward rU us 
of Oiħopev Aiyerv. 28.] +f 
a formula of connexion— but 1 
here intended to help the questioners to 
the true answer of their difficulty about 
John’s baptism. The following le 
(peculiar to Matthew) refers, the 
image of the two sons, to two classes of 

both summoned by the great 
ther to “work in His vineyard" (see 

ch. xx. 1); doth Jews and of family . 
The first answer the summons by a direct 
and open refusal— these are the opes 
simmers, the publicans and harlots, who 
disobey God to His face. But afterwards, 
when thoughts are suggested, 
repent, and go. The class (no second. 
stress is to be laid on the order of 
—the perable merely mentions that the 
call was made ésasTes—it is the mis- 
taken desire to set the chronology right 
which has given rise to such confusion in 
the readings) receive the summons with a 
respectful assent (not unaccompanied with 
a self-exaltation and contrast to the other, 

B ri OE U vey Boxe ; X ve de. 
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peÀnÜec ? awn\ Gey. > apoctA Dy ée TP erípy elmey 4 — ch. xiv. 30 

ecabrec. 0 à aàrocgibele eire Eye KÜpi* kai o Nen 
arp bev. 31 rig ic rov Sbo * ewoincey ro : OA nua TOU «d, “vil. s 

varpóc ; : AMyovaty 0 roc. Akyar abroĩc L Insouc tel gie a2. 
Au Aéyw ù ópty Ort of TEÀ Gat Kai ai rogva ' qpod-yov- | Wnt sia. n. 

ow Upac eic THY Baer hela rov OGeov. 
* e a € ~ L 

Jeávvnc wpoc Upac tv 

* 2 aden yàp Box 
see Lake 1.79. 

"odp "' duratobvne; Kai ouK ELT ir. 

" emoreboare avro, ot Se reAwvat kai ai rap eriorcuser "io, CUM 

avr, Upc & id brec ovo? 
wiGTtUGO! aUTY. 

53” AXAny sapa[JoA nv axovcaare. 

Damasc Ps-Ath: vsraye vp x. ove (13 f) 69. 124 tol? arm. 
jer arm. tig Tov apredwya D lat-a b c syr-cu 

P merepeAnOnre bert * rov 81 . 39. 
Lake iv. 

0. ax. 81 

" AvyÜpewsroc ñv” 8 

aft arndOcy add 

80. ree (for wpoceXO. 8e) cae 5 with C rel lat-4 syrr Chr; rat (alone) syr-cu 
sth: txt BDLZ 1. 83. 69 la tt 
5 xpere), with 9 700 5 1.33 [1-3 ee Os 

L Bae vm tol? syr 
wth arm Orig, Eus Ps-At 

veripey perapednOese B 13. 69. 
cupie ins vraye D. 

31. ro Ged. r. rarpog bef exoinosy D. 
rel latt syrr 
arm Chr(so mss and Fd). 

rec ‘(for 5 devrepe 
1 Chr: txt C!D rel latt syrr 
or tyw Kupie kat ove, ov de 

syr-jer copt sth-a-m arm. 

rec aft Acyovery ins avrw, with C 
syr-cu Eus: om BDLN 38. 69 fuld(with forj tol) lat-g, Z copt sth 

for wpwroc, vorepog B 
sovissimus am(with forj fuld harl' tol) 100 al Hid 1.29 
juniorem obedisse Hil: «exaroc D(atox.) 69 al 

1 copt sth-a-m arm; 
Aug: dicunt voluntati 

bs-Ath Damasc: txt CLR rel 
“valg-ed(with gat mm) lat-c f g, eyrr syr-cu sth-ed Eus e Chr Jerexpr- 

99. rec rpoç vpaç bef wwavvnc, 5 rel latt syrr pw copt 
arm-zoh: txt BCL 83 lat-c eth 
seen), with C rel Orig, Chr: om D lat-e: txt B 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-a 
copt seth Hil 

: OM wpoç vpac 
of ovòt not being rec ov Vike force. 
&c syrr syr-cu 

33. rec aft avOpwiog ins rec, with CX. rel lat-e f4 8S ddr Ue Sac arm oe Eus 
spec: om BC'DKLSVA 1. 38 latt(a def) syr copt eth Orig, 

implied in the emphatic ving 
however no intention of o od ling: is 
no mention of a change of mind in this 
os) but go not. are 
and Pharisees, with their shew of legal 
obedience, who “ said, and did not” (ch. 
xxiii. 3). It will of course admit of wider 
applications—to Jews and Heathens, or 
any similar pair of clases who may thus 
be compared. 81.] In connexion with 
the reading ò bortpoc, which Tregelles has 

without the ing transpos 
tion, it may be mentioned, that some (not 
Origen, that I can find) have understood it 
to mean, ò borepoy perapernPeic. apo- 
d&yovony, either the declarative present —go 
before you, in the matter of God's arrange- 
ments. or the assertive present, of the mere 
matter of fact, are going before you. I pre- 
fer this latter on account of the explanation 
following :—‘go before,’—not entirely with- 
out hope for you, that you may follow, 
but sot necessarily implying your follow- 

ing. The door of m was not 
for them: see John xii 35; L 
84. Tpoáy. answers to Grave e £. ipy. in 
the The idea of 'shewing the 
way by being their example, is also in- 
cluded. There were poian among the 
disciples, and probably tant harlots 
among the women ho followed the Lord. 

82.) de Buc, not only in the way 
of God's commandments, so often spoken 
of, but in the very path of ascetic purity 
which you so much a appre: ; yet perhaps 
it were better to let the simpler sense here 
be the predominant one, and take dseato- 
ovvne for ‘ repentance,’ as Noah is called 
Str. chovE (2 Pet. ii. 5) in similar circum- 
stances. torr. are words re- 
peated from the parable (ver. 29), and 
serving to fasten the 5 on the 
hearers. TOU N., that ye might 
believe on Him: see reff. 

93—48.] PARABLE OF THE VINEYAED 
LET OUT TO HUSBANDMEN. Mark xil. 

et shut 
e xxiii. 
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Ack. XX. I, 11 

ETATTEAION 

oixodsaworne à ocric " egbrevew ° apmeheva’ Kai " pa- 
„ ber. yHuov avro vegtibocer Kat ° wpvëev év abr * Anvoy Kat 
bint, Lake, pxodouyasy ° wipyov, «ei EI avrov F , yewpyatc, kai 
licit only r awedfpneey. & Ore & y hoe d Katpóc ns Kagmov, 
oe ! awéoreev rouc SabAouc avrov v Tec * yewp yous 

„per robe SotAave avrov ° oy pè» P upay ^ ov ài 
Dest Fr m 1s. awixreavay 3 8 édiGoGaAncav. ds madw axboreAcv 

Gove SobiAove wAsiovag rwv Tp6rev' kai Erol 
ab roĩc excavroc. 37 y varepov St! awéoreAXer ! wpóc avrouc Lene 

a6, ò ov. BCDEF air vi. $6, Tov way avroŭ ACV _Evrpawiaoveat rov woy pov BCDE! 
ahere, io. }. 38 oi & , Yeop yoi dvr ec TOY viðv sirov Ev tavroiç Otrac 1411 

* «Anpovopoc’ t gcõre awoxreivwuev avrOv Kat 59. . Ji, 6. 
ames 15 Eor o 
oniy. Jer. 

s » Heb. vi 
aa Lust) e irse Lam. Ic 18. 

mei 

T 

o ch. xii » Mask xiii. 9 

21. 
iv. 1 al. Jadg. xviii.? vat. 3 Kiagsxiv.7 

sEedero O'L. 

xiii. YT 
q (I Mk. v. r.) ch. xxii. 87. Lake xit (John vill 5 

xix.18)oely. Exod. vili. 96 al. d. 
absol , 2 Thess. fil. 14. Tit. H. 8. 5 aot., 

hi. ime 14, 18. Lake xv. Lr ^E : 

6 Ww EAD. s 

s : 
70 K. tv. 10. STE, Gea. xxxvii. 90. 

37. for pot avrovc, avroic D al lat-a b o ff, & Iren-lat Lucif Arnob Ambr. 

1—13: Luke xx. 9—19. This parable is 
in intimate connexion with Iss. v. 1 ff., and 
was certainly intended by our Lord as an 
express application of that to the 
Jews of His time. Both and Luke 
em it with an fip~aro Ai 5 a 
fresh beginning, by our Lord, of a series of 
parables. Luke adds, that it was spoken 
wpóc roy Aady. Its subject is, of course, 
i continued rejection of God's prophets 

a pers Qf Israel, till at last. they 
an and killed His only Son. The 

erm d$órevcev duwedéva : i.e. 
‘ selected st out of all His world, and fenced 
it in, and dug a receptacle for the juice 
(in the rock or ground, to keep it "Sool: 
into which it flowed from the press above, 
through a grated opening), and built a 
tower (of recreation—or observation to 
watch the crops) This exactly coincides 
with the state of the Jewish nation, under 
covenant with God as His people. All 
these are in Isaiah v. The 
letting out to husbandmen was probably 
that kind of letting where the tenant 
pays his rent i» kind, although the raproi 
may be understood of money. 
about 430 years after the us to send 
His prophets to the people of Israel, and 
continued even till John the Baptist ; but 
al was in vain; they “ persecuted the 
prophete," casting them out, and putting 
them to death. (See Neh. ix. 26: Matt. 

xxiii. 91, 37: Heb. xi. m The 
different sendinga must not be pressed; 
they probably imply the fulness and Aus 

of warninge gicen, and set forth 
the longsuffering of the householder; and 

ment of the messengers. 
stands aóroU after capwobs, ver. 34, to 
mean His fruits; 1. e. in money. 
87. ] See Luke ver. 13: Mark ver.6. Our 
Lord sets forth His heavenly Father in 
human wise deliberating, ri woow ; 
(Luke) and iawe ivrp. to signify His 
gracious adoption, for man’s sake, every 
means which may turn sinners to repent- 
ance. The difference here is fully made 
e cT ee cae e 
sengers; see Mark; ir: fva „ elyey 
dyuxnroy. T and, as Stier remarks, this 
is the real and direct answer to the ques- 
tion in ver. 28. The Son appears 

VV that of a preacher—a messenger 
ing the fruits of the vineyard. (See ch. 
iv. 17.) $8. obrés levw] So Nico- 
demus, John iii. 2, ofBegav Sri awd 0. 
dAnrvOac àiáckaloc, is at the begin- 
ning of His ministry; how much more 
then after three spent in His divine 
working. The latent consciousness that 
Jesus was the Messiah, in the expressed 
prophecy of Caiaphas (John xi. 49—652; 
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oxapey chy " xkAnpovopiay avrov. 
aurov EHB "tlw rov dun le kai awéxrevav. 
40 „ 1 2 ex 7 - 2 — ’ e 

orav ovy 2469 ° enpe To anroc, ri momou VOR 

TOlC yewpyoig es,; Aeyovaiv avro ? Kakosc ca- 
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9 kai Aa[Jovrtc A st, 
Heb. i. 

Lev. xiv. 49. - > b 4 a 9, — 0 — * 

cc drt avrovc, kat TOv auweAwva * exdwoera: aÀ- 3 

Aor yewpyoic, otrtvec " amocwcovaty avri rovc" Kaprouc 
, oo es D = 

£y TOlC Kupat auTw». 

wore avéyvort £v raiç " ypagatc Aldo oy ° arsSoxipacay 
seo P». i. 8. b — Jobn 

a. Lake ix. 33 | Mk. xvii. $5. 

42 Aéyet avroic o Inoove Ovdé- 76 

Mark 
al, Ezod. 
axi. 38. 

, y ceo Wisd. vi. 

z ver. B8 reff. 
a Heb. xii. 11. 
Rev. xxii, 2. 
Lev. xxvi. 4. 

1. Acts iv. N. 1 Pet. ii. 6. Psa, vil. 92. v. 80 ref. e 
Heb. xii. 17. 1 Pet. U. 4, 7 only. Jer. vi, 80. 

88. rec xaracywyer (gloss), with C rel Eus: txt BDLZ 1. 38 latt(habebimes) arm 
Iren-lat Orig Lucif. 

99. ar. x. e£. e. r. aps. (see || ME) D mm lat-a b c e 
41. rec exdocera:, with 69 al: txt BDFSV rel 

(Z det) 

cf. the e? «xac of our ch. xxvi. 64), added 

as related by 
: See also John xix. 17, and Heb. 

xiii. 11, 12. In i 
ferent, dwicreavay x. Aki. Ew. 

See Isa. v. 5. All means had 
and nothing but judgment was 

now left. Mark and Luke omit the im- 
portani words Ni yovory abr, though Luke 

given us the key to them, in telling us 
that the parable was spoken in the hearing 
of the people, who seem to have made the 
answer. Perhaps however the Pharisees 
(as suggested by Trench, Parables, in loco 
may have made this answer, having mi. 
or (as Olshausen thinks, Biblisch. Comm. i. 

11 Lucif Juvenc. 
Eus: exdwou C al Cyr. 

p. 798, and Stier, R. J. ii. 863) pretended 
to miss, the sense of the parable; but 
from the strong zazoòç raròc, I incline 
to the former view. Whichever said it, 
it was a self-condemnation, similar to that 
in ch. xxvii. 26: the last form, as Nitzsch 
finely remarks (cited by Stier, ib.), of the 
divine warnings to men, ‘ when they them- 
selves speak of the deeds which they are 
about to do, and pronounce judgment 
upon them.’ So striking, even up to the 
last moment, is the mysterious union of 
human free-will with divine foresight (see 
Acts ii. 23: Gen. I. 20), that after all other 
warnings frustrated, the conscience of the 
sinner himself interposes to save him from 
his sin. The expression caxod¢ kakec 
d rok. is one of the purest :—á ró 
o A raròy xakeg, Aristoph. Plut. 65, 
and indeed passim in the writers. 

otrives} of a kind, who: oi would 
identify, otrives classifies. They do not 
specify who, but only Y A what sort, the 
new tenants will be. e clause is pecu- 
liar to Matthew. We may observe that 
our Lord here makes Srav MA ô «pios 
coincide with the destruction of Jerus 
which is incontestably the overthrow of the 
wicked husbandmen. This passage forms 
therefore an important key to our Lord’s 
prophecies, and a decisive justification for 
those who, like myself, firmly hold that 
the coming of the Lord is in many places 
to be identified, primarily, with that over- 
throw. 42. A citation from the same 
Psalm of triumph which the multi- 
tudes had taken their Hosannas. This 
verse is quoted with the same signification 
in Acts iv. 11: 1 Pet. ii. 6, 7, where also 
the cognate passage Isa. xxviii. 16 is 
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ic d oi oikoBopovvrec, oUroc verb ; tic ktjaiv " yeviac 

ciem (ite 11 rapa Kupiou e d avr, kai tri "Gavpacrs ' EV opGad- 
En hole inv; 43 did rovro Aly d uĩv ore jsp tncerat ag 

bime: zia aE U ü uv 9? BactAcia rov 0«ov, kai dob hoer at Over * rotor 

ies rovc * cap rode aurnc. “4 kat 0 rec emi rov Alo 
rovrov vy Rug i oy ò av rep, 0 AAN 

aL 
k ch. iii. 8 reff. 
"e caly. Pa. 

Micah ti. 8. A5 
miL. only. aùróv. Kat akobcavrec oi apyttptic kai ot _Papısaio 12 2 
Ned. rdc rapao dc avrov yr Ort rel abr Abe BCDB? 

„Jobn l. 
Er 46 kai e avrov kparneas &$o[38nav TOUC öy- 1 MsUY 
zii xr Aovc, ere * tc mpopürnv abròr " elxov. *. 
4 r XXII. I Kal axoxpiÜeic o o Incovcg waAw tirev tv 

Pa. Datei baal. x. a- Acts vil. 5, 21. xili. 38. 4 Kingsty.1, Isa. xlix. 6. r och. xiv. 6 ref. 

42. vue» D'(and lat) 1. 69 al. 
44. om ver D 88 lat-a(appy) ö e ff, , Orig Iren- lat Lucif (and Tischendor/, 

but the cords ane not the same, and it would not have been ined duced from || Luke ; but 
, a8 iniro- 

here but aft ver 42. Its omn may be accounted for, as Meyer, by the copyist passing 
from auric to avro»). 

45. for cas axove., axove. ĝe LZ 33 

with C rel: txt BDL 1. 83 
latt syrr syr-cu copt arm : 

quoted, as in Rom. ix. 88. The words 
here are those of the LXX. am.. 
Oav . are feminine by a Hebraism, 
in which idiom the fem. is used as the 
neuter, there being no neuter. Meyer 
takes it as with Keg. ywviaç, but 
surely with the examples in the reff. be- 
fore us, it is simpler and better to under - 
stand the construction as above. 
The olxo8opotwres answer to the Awsband- 
men, and the addition is made in this 
changed similitude to shew them that 
though they might reject and kill the Son, 
yet He would be victorious in the end. 

els xe. vv.] The corner-stone 
binds together both walls of the building ; 
so Christ unites Jews and Gentiles in 
Himself. See the pama beautifully 
followed into detail, ii. 20—22. 
On 6a iv . An., cf. Acta iv. 
18, 14. 48.] Our Lord here returns 
to the parable, and more plainly than 
ever before announces to them their re- 
jection by God. The dr AY is now 
y Bac. r. 0. The févos here spoken of is 
not the Gentiles in general, but the Church 
of the truly faithful, —the i@vo¢ dyoy, 
Aaóc ale 5 of 1 Pet. ii. 9: see 
Acts xv. 14. 44.] A reference to Isa. 
viii. 14, 15, and Dan. ii. 44, and a plain 
identification of the stone there mentioned 
with that in Ps. cxviii. The stone is the 
whole kingdom and power of the Messiah 

syr-cu copt. 
46. for rovc oyAove, 5 oxAov C al eae? Syr 5 

or tig) we ver 26), with CD rel 
txt BL 1. 22 Orig,. i 

rec teig, 

auoe wp in Himself. é weodv 
. he that takes offence, that makes it 

a stone of stumbling, shall be broken: see 
Luke ii. dus but on whomsoever, as its 
Demy: it shall come in vengeance, 
phos esied in Daniel, Ju reu abróv, it t shall 

h him in pieces. Meyer maintains 
that the meaning of Accp. is not this, but 
literally ‘shall winnow him,’ throw him 
off as chaff (see ref. Job). But the con- 
fusion in the parable thus occasioned is 
quite unnecessary. The result of win- 
nowing is complete separation and dash- 
ing away of the worthless : and it 
is surely far better to understand this 
result A the work of the falling of the 
stone, than to apply the words to a 
of the operation for which the falling 
% a stone is so singularly unsuited. 

46.) All three e have this 
addition. St. Mark besides says xal ágiv- 
rig abróv ásijABov, answering to our 
ch. xxii. 22. Su Mark's insertion 
of these words to be in the right place, we 
have the 3 parable spoken fo the 
peo les : see below. 
Guar X XXIL —14.] PARABLE OF THE 

MARRIAGE OF TRE Ki1n@’s Son. Peculiar 
ro ee ble resembling this 
i occurs in Luke xiv. 

3 a ig we must not hastily set it 
down as the same. Many circumstances 
are entirely different: the locality and oc- 
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vip avrov, * kat 
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£A ctv. 
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C defec- sapaoXaic avroic Ay aS Quo, 5 5) BaorAcia rev th. vil. 94 re 

7. 4. obpavuny ` arb pn Baca o derie " &roimatv Nn ve Ty 18 Merk vi. 
31. Lake. 
29. xiv. 18, 

* ouk TsAOv wiar 
obit vill. 19. 

Etrart oic " KexÀnpévorc 180 ro ' Gprordy prov nrolpaka, SA TM 
oi * ravpot pov Kai rà * arorà 
troia’ Sevre tic robe " yapovç. 

x. . 

Heb. ix. 18. x. 4 oaly. 

1 cal 
5 ot EH y vee oh. ix. 18. f aut qaavric er 

7, &e. 1 Cor. 
Lake xi. 38. xiv. ee ORY: N reas Seth. v. 13. a ch. xxi. 39 rof. h 

Xxlv. 16. 8 Kings tv. $3 complet. To 21 13. 8€5.)8. Bel & Dr. 84,87 
Gea. xxxii. ! d here on wd t. = rig eivrierove Svat 

draven kar . Antt. vill. 2. 4. 3 Lake xv. #3, he 27,80. Joh» x. 
0. Acts. 3. xi.7. 1 Kings xxv. 11. xxvili 94. 8 Me) xz. #1. (ooo Mark aiv. 1t- fi Tia. 
i iu Bes vill. 9 ($ Fet. i. 19 v. r.) only. Jer. iv. 17. xxxviii. (xxxi.) 83. Wisd. ui. 10. 9 Maco. 

Cuar. XXII. L rec avrog bef ev 5 with C rel syr-cu syr arm: om 
avrog Syr wth: txt BDL 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-g, .—om use» avrog E. 

4. rec gro«ioga (change to more usual historical tense), with C*X rel Orig: (roth 
ev-y : txt BC'DL 1. 33. 

casion of delivery different, and in both 
cases stated with precision. And the dif- 
ference in the style of the parables is cor- 
respondent to the two periods of their ut- 
terance. That in Luke is delivered earlier 
in our Lord's ministry, when the enmity 
of the Pharisees had yet not fully mani- 
fested itself: the refusal of the guests is 
more courteous, their only penalty, excis- 
sion ;—here they maltreat the servants, 
and are utterly destroyed. This binds 
the le in close connexion with that 
of wicked A enter ne in the last 

and with this period of our Lord's 
a 2.] The householder of the 
ae parable is the Kına here, who 
woul yápovc for his Son. are not 
always necessarily ‘a marriage,’ but any 
great m, as accession to the 
throne, or coming of age, &c. See Esth. 
i. 5, LXX. Meyer (in loc.) denies this, 
but does not, refer to the passage of Esther 
qe ana which to my mind is decisive. 

ix. 22 is not satisfactorily explained 
on his interpretation, viz. that the LXX 
translate freely and exegetically,—but is 
another instance in point. Here however 
the notion of a marriage is certainly in- 
cluded; and the in ; ix 9) of au 
great marriage .Xix.9) o 
Sos of God: i. e. His full and complete 
union to His Bride the Church in glory : 
which would be to the guests the ultimate 
result of accepting the invitation. See 
Eph. v. 25—27. The difficulty, of the 
totality of the guests in this case con- 
stituting the Bede, may be lessened by 

the ceremony as an enthroniza- 
tion, in which the people are regarded as 

to their prince. On the 
whole i , cf. Ps. xlv. 8.] These 
Soto: are not the rophets, not the same 
as the servants in ch. xxi. 34, as generally 
interpreted :—the parable takes up its 
Ban nearly from the conclusion of that 
ormer, and is altogether a New Testa- 
ment parable. The office of these dovA0x 
(“ wAnropec, decxvoxAnropec, vocatores, in- 
vitatores," Webst. and Wilk.) was cadicas 
rovc xecAnpivovc, to summon those who 

invi as was customary 
Esth. v. 8 and vi. 14); these bei, he 
Jewish people, who had been before, 
their prophets and covenant, invi 
These first dodo are then the first mes- 
sengers of the Gospel, —John the Bap- 
tist, deus] bras? ine the Seventy, ho 
preac sa e Kingdom of heaven 
is at hand.’ And even our Lord Himself 
must in some sort be here included, inas- 
much as He none ÓoóAov ages, and 

hed this same truth, with however 
the weight addition of ere "pós pe. 

4) e now come to a different 
5 the Evangelic announcement. 
ow, all is ready: the sacrifice, or the 

meat for the feast, is slain. We can 
hardly help connecting this with the de- 
clarations of our Lord in John vi. 51—59, 
and su that this second invitation 
is the preaching of the Apostles and Evan- 
55 sacrifice was offered. 
"hat thas the slaying of the Lord is not 

the doing of the invited, but is mentioned 
as done for the Feast, is no real difficulty. 
Both sides of the truth may be included 
in the parable, as they are in Acta ii. 23, 
and indeed wherever it is set forth. The 
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jor axi Bow, * de niv sic Tov tor» a a ypóv, t óc de ewi "i BCDEP 
i GHKL 

Heck. xxvii, " ipropiav avrov, § o à Aorroi e TOUC M8UV 
Ix * SovAouc avrov Bp Kai awixrewvay. T à Si Bacsdeve 33.68. 
k Lake ai. 45 
xvi. B x à; e ytoÜn, x kai véujac Ta " orparetpara avrov amwAtetv 

1ch.v v. 92 rell. 8 rore 

* poveic ixeivouc, kai v woAty abr ° evim pnatv. 
yn rote ovog avrov 'O piv yáuoc &roiuoc 

m Luke xxiii. 

0 as. tore, ot dt P xexAnuivos ovk. jaoav ` akor. wropevea Ge 
xi i ur ovv eri rag i eck dave rwv odo, Kai Ocovc Edy iUpyrt 

3 Maco. v. 94 P kaXécare eie TOUC ` Yáuovc. 10 cal ETA Dovrec oi db AO 
vit 2 Exeivor tic raç õ do ‘auvnyayov wavracg Saouc tUpov, 

EG Pme mirer ae F- she ga L cxvi. 186 vv. 2085. re t oh. am 

5. rec (for or pew and oc dt) o pew and o de, with CX rel Chr: o: pev and oe de 
defective, D lat o e fff. 5 ev and oc de C! : txt BL 1. 69 Orig, 

rec (for Py "ic 55 repetition of former), with L rel 
Iren-lat Chr-H Op: txt BCD 88. 69 latt Orig, Chr Lucif. 
but has oc Je.) 

D lat-b e f A Iren-lat Lucif. 
60. om avrov L 
7. rec ins akovcac 

rel lat. 

for avrov, aur 

1 Iren- lat- in- mas Fus: ins B(see table) rel &c. 
« bef o acu vc, with th Bi. 

124. 346 vulg lat. g, 4 copt arm Iren-la 
: extvoc o Bac. akovcac D, tlle autem &e lat-a b o e ff, Lucif : txt 

al syrr: o de Bac. ax. 13. 69. 
cat akovcac o Bac. dc ο C 

BL 1. 22. 118. 209 lat-? Syr copt-ms aah wth. (It appears from the variety of position, 
present, and as if akovcag had been a supp 

ixtivoc, ined after ch xviii. 28, ind ver ape Gag 
118. 209. 288 any b o & 

9. rec (for ca») a», with GELS Orig 
10. for exesvor, avrov D 49 latt(not f Orgy tt B om arm Chr Lucif. 

discourse of Peter in that chapter is the 
best commentary on xóvra frowpa’ debre 
eic roóc eyer well remarks that 
‘ porov is not = error, but is the 
meal at noon with which the course of 
marriage festivities began.’ This will give 
even greater precision to the meaning of 
the parable as applying to these prepara- 
tory foretastes of the great 5 Mgr 
the Church of God now A 
former parable had an O 
so this: viz. Prov. ix. 1 ff. gus E 
Two classes 5 5 the 
ir religious and eas people (notice roy 
rey dypd», bringing out the selfish 
spirit), and the rulers, who persecuted 
and slew God's messengers. Stephen,— 
James the brother of John, James the 
Just, and doubtless other of the Apostles 
of whose end we have no certain account, 
perished by the hands or i tion of 
the Jews : they ted Paul 
his life, and most p pred brought him 
to his death at last and the guilt of the 
death of the Lord abode upon them (ch. 
xxvii. 25). They repeatedly insulted and 
scourged the Apote C (seo Acts iv. 3; 
v. 18, 40). 7.] The occurrence of 

gloss, because the king was not 
for ra orparevpara, to erpartupa D 1. 

txt BC rel Orig,. 
for acove, 

this verse before the opening of the Feast 
to the Gentiles has perplexed some inter- 
preters: but it is strictly exact: for al- 
though the was preached to the 
Gentiles forty years before the destruction 
of Jerusalem, yet the final rejection of 
the Jews and —— of the Gen- 
tiles did not take lace till that event. 

TÀ per. atrow} The Roman ar- 
mies; a similar expression for the uncon- 
scious instruments of God’s is used 
Isa. x. 5; xiii. 5: Jer. xxv. 9: Joel ii. 25. 

r lu ab. ] no longer His, but 
thew city. Me à oder spew ch. 
xxii. 98. This is introduce: 

ngs Squares, or con? 
fluences of ways. De Wette and Meyer 
are wrong in saying that they are not in 
the city, ‘for that was destroyed: it is 
not the city of the murderers, that in 
3 ti IPPON 2 eee 
which is spoken of: not Jerusalem, bu 
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" wornpouc re kai " a»yaDoóc" kai éxAnoOn o ano ava- 74. 1.5 
ttt. II qosMiov & o Bacirede " Geacacba rovc Take xi 37 

> =» » al.t s 
" avextiptvovc eder éxsi-avhowrov ovk *evdedupévoy " EvOvpa A . 

auov | cal Atya avro * Erato, 
eyov ? tvOvue vdo o 6 "éqiuo n. 

o 2 2 a f * 87 A. 
r tcnÀ0sc de an x ch. vi. 28. 

13 , e - plenty e 

TOTE O Bact baa. tri 10: 

Aeve crt» rotg waxóvoiç Angsavrec avrov moDac Kai yeh ya lii 4 vi. 

paç ° care avrüv sig rO Soxdrog ro ° ekwrepov' Ek Et 
ens. Lake II. 4 Kings x. 59. 
zi 8. Actsiz. $1 al. 
Deut. xxv.4 (only 1 Pet. ii. 15 only. 

lat fg 

ptvw» D 69 al. 
II. for ove, py CD al. 
19. for uc9A0., mrAOec D lat-d o & 

for yapoc, vv eve D al r 
inspection: B? has retouched it) CD rel Orig, (o ayapog C). 

-cu Iren-lat Lucif Aug Ambr,. 

25, 928. 

viii. 8. 
Matt. only, 

vill . xiv. 18. Mark 
from 

@ eb. xL 17 ref. a m cb. 
b ver, 84. Mark i. 96 l. iv. 89. 1 Tim. v. 18 (& 1 Cor. Ex. 9 v. r., 

e oh. viii. 19 reff. 

B'L: txt B!-marg (sic, from personal 
ins Tw» bef ava 

for o, oc D. 
13. rec urey bef o Bamdevg, with CD rel vss Iren-lat Lucif: txt BL 88. 69 al lat- . 

rec bef exBadere ins apara avrov cat (see below), with C rel lat. ff, 
BL 1. 69 al am(with fuld) lat-g, , L Syr coptt sth arm 
Op.—apare avrov rowy x. yep» x. Badere D lat-a b c e ff, A syr-cu 

Chr Cyr Hi, Aue r 

i "Iren-lat Hil 
Lucif Donat: tollite ewm ligatis pedibus et manibus et mittite eum lat.: i Ambrst Jer 
Vict-tun. (The origin of the variations seems to have been, the difficuliy presented by 
a person bound hand and foot being cast out, —:without some expression implying his 
being taken up by the hands of others. This kas perha 
and the change of the sentence in D.) 

led to the insertion in rec 
for sxf., Sadere DH 69 al, mittite latt. 

VVV ins BDL 1 latt syrr syr · eu coptt 
sth arm Iren - lat Orig, Eus 

God’s world. Torp. Te x. àya.) 
Both the open sinners and the morally 

together. See ch. xiii. 47, where the 

of pro- 
phecy, b. i. 7, 8: cf. especially ver. 8, 
wai ierat iv ug Ovoiag zvpiov kai is- 
dir. . . ixi wavrag rode ivisdvupi- 
vou iyÜópara áAAórpia. The comi 
the King to see his guests is the final and 

ting J of the Church, see 
ch. xxv. 19,—w that distinction shall 
be made, which God's ministers have no 
power nor right to make in admissions 
into the visible Church. Yet as Trench 
remarks (Parables, p. 207), this comin 
of the King is not exclusively the 
one, but every trying and sifting judg- 
ment adumbrates it in some measure. 
With regard to tbe dBvpa ydpov, we 

must not, I think, make too much of the 
usually cited Oriental custom of present- 
ing the guests with such garments at 
feasts. For (1) it is not distinctly proved 
that such a custom existed ; the 
usually quoted (Gen. xlv. 22 : Judges Yi. 
12: 2 Ki v. 22) are nothing to the 
purpose; 2 Kings x. 22 shews that the 
worshippers of were provided with 
vestments, and a£ a feast: and at the 
present day those who are admitted to 
the presence of Hoyalty in the East are 
clothed with a caffae : but all this does 
not make good the assumption: and (2) 
even granting it, it is not to be 
as being manifestly not the d erc. 
saliens of this of the parable. The 
guest was bound to provide himself with 
this habit, out of respect to the 
feast and its Author: Aow this was to be 
provided, does not here appear, but does 
elsewhere. The garment is the imputed 
and inherent righteousness of the Lord 
Jesus, put on symbolically in Baptism 
(Gal. iii. 27), and really by a true and 
living faith (ib. ver. 26),—without which 
none can appear before God in His King- 
dom of Glory ;—Heb. xii. 14: Phil. ili. 
7, 8: Eph. iv. 24: Col. iii. 10: Rom. 
xiii. 14 :— which truth could not be put 
forward here, but at ita subsequent mani- 
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" 15. aft eAaBoy ins car’ avrov C?-marg A 1.33 copt arm Orig: cara rov ingov C'M 
for owwc, ewe D lat F syrr syr-cu. 

16. for aur, wpoc avrov D lat-a c f. 
er D Eus. 

17. for ews, urov LZ 33. 

festation threw its great light over this 
and iur such similitudes and expres- 
sions. This guest imagines his own gar- 
ment will be as acceptable, and therefore 
neglecta to provide himself. See 1 John 
v. 10: Isa. lxiv. 6; lxi. 10: Rev. xix. 8. 

éraipe] see note on ch. xx. 13: 
and, as a curiosity of exegetical 18 14. 
n Wordsw.'s note here. 14.] 

e Buáxovo. are not the same as the 
Pisa above, but the angels, see ch. xiii. 
41, 49. The ‘binding of his feet and 
hands’ has been interpreted of his being 
now in the night, in which no man can 
work; but I doubt whether this be not 
too fanciful. Rather should we say, with 
Meyer, that it is to render his esca 
from the outer darkness impossible. 
T9 ox. Td UE. see reff. ver. 14 our 
Lord shews us that this guest, thus single 
in the parable, is, alas, to be the repre- 
sentative of a numerous class in the visible 
Church, who, 1 sitting down as 
man before H is coming, have not on the 
dan yápov. 
15—232.) REPLY CONCERNING THE 

LAWFULNESS OF TRIBUTE TO CÆSAR. 
Mark xii. 13—17. Luke xx. 20—26. 
the Herodians, see above, ch. xvi. 6. By 
the union of these two hostile ies t 
perhaps thought that the iyca@eros (Luke), 
who were to feign themselves honest men, 
Luke xx. 20, would be more likely to de- 
ceive our Lord. For this also is their 

Aeyovrac BL: txt CD rel. for ey, 

om eure ovy nuy D lat-a b e ff, ,. 

* The devil never 
lies so foully, as when he speaks the 
truth.“ Meyer compares that other ofda- 
and bre, John iii. 2. The application ma 

ve bom ad if to uettle a. te whi 
had sprung up between the Pharisees, 
the strong theocratic repudiators of Ro- 
man rule, and the 5 the hangers- 
on of a dynasty created by Ceear. In 
case the answer were negative, these last 
would be witnesses against Him to the 
oromo t (Luke xx. 20); as indeed they 

e, with false testimony, when they 
could not get true, Luke xxiii. 2; in case 
it were afirmative, He would be compro- 
mised with the Roman conquerors, and 
could not be the le’s deliverer, their 
expected Messias ; ich would furnish 
them with a preter, fu for stirring up the 
multitudes against Him (see Deut. xvii. 
15). H.] xfjvoos = $ópoc, Luke xx. 
22; = imwi$áAawy»: a poll-tax, which 
had been levied since Judæa became a 

i pis of Rome. 18—992.] Our 
rd not only detects their plot, but an- 

swers their question ; and in answering it, 
teaches them each a deep lesson. 
The vé Kxývoov was a denarius. It 
was a saying of the Rabbis, quoted by 
xu ipud = Wetatein, that ‘ wherever 
any ki is current, there that 
king is ord.” e Lord’s answer con- 
victs them, by the matter of fact that 
this money was current among them, of 

here designed. 

haÀnÜnc d, Kat r "ind 
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aft avrow add o ic DLZ 
x. 9) ez typ. bef avra LZ. 

20. for 1st car, o de C: om D lat-d d bae 

om ovy D 157 al Scr's k lat-a b c e ff, 
83. F 
21. om avrw B lat- 
We Boer 

n Orig, 
$9. [ar M, so BD.) 
93. rec ins ot A cs Aden with L rel 

terms -zaio of 5 

subjection to (Tiberius) Cæsar, and re- 
cognition of that subjection: Pay there- 
fore, He says, that which is Cesar's to 
dear, and (not perhaps without reference 
to the Herodians, but with much deeper 
mne that whieh is God's, to God. 
5 words, so much misunder- 

together, instead of separatin 
the eke pate and religious duties of the ree at 
lowers of Christ. See Jer. xxvii. 4—18: 
Hom. xiii. 1: 1 Pet. ii. 13, 14: John xix. 
ll. The second clause comprehends the 
first, and gives its true foundation : q. d. 
‘this obedience to Cæsar is but an applica 
tion of the general principle, of obedience 
to God, of Whom is all power.“ The latter 
clause thus reaches infinitely deeper than 
the former: just as our Lord in Luke x. 
41, 42 declares a truth reaching far be- 
yond the occasion of the meal. Aan is 
the coinage, and bears the image, of God 
(Gen. i. 27): and this image ts sot lost by 
the fail (Gen. ix. 6: Acts xvii. 29: James 
Hi. 9. See also notes on Luke xv. 8, 9: 
and compare Tertull contr. Marc. iv. 88, 

. 458, “ Que erunt Dei? que similia sunt 
3 Cesaris, imago scilicet, et simili- 
tudo ejus. Hominem igitur reddi jubet 
Creatori, in cujus et similitudine 
et nomine et materia ex est). We 
owe then ourselves to : and this so- 
lemn duty is implied, of giving ourselves 
to Him, with that we have and are. 
The answer 8 reason 

: Did) Chr Tert Ambr. ins re bef ca:rcaps DKA al 

syr coptt arm, qui dicun? latt: om BDMSZ 1. 
a ai pr apre. (Both variations arose appy from 

was as if an adulterer were to ask, whether 
it were lawful for him to pay the penalty 
of his adultery.’ (Claudius, cited by 18 8 
ii. 388.) They had again and 
jected their theocratic inheritance ;— ~ they 
refused it in the wilderness ;—they would 
not have God to reign over them, but a 

;— therefore were they subjected to 
foreigners (see 2 Chron. xii. 8). 

23—833.] REPLY TO THE SADDUCEES 
RESPECTING THE RESURRECTION. Mark 
xii. 18—27. Luke xx. 27—40. From 
Acts xxiii. 8, the Sadducees denied resur- 
rection, angel, and spirit; consequently 
the immortality of the soul, as well as 
the resurrection of the body. This should 
be borne in mind, as our Lord’s answer is 
directed against both errors. It is a mis- 
take into which many Commentators (in- 
cluding Wordsw. sd the authority of 
Jerome) have fallen, to su that the 
Sadducees ized only the Pentateuch : 
they acknowl the hets also, and 
ne a inp only (see this abundanti 

ior wörterbuch, 
cler). 23. Ady.] In Luke, oi d»: 
TI y. = oiriviç Move Mark. Here, 
the art. being absent, we must, understand 
that they came, saying that there was no 
resurrection : i.e. either, in pursuance of 
their well-known denial of that doctrine, — 
or, which is more probable, actually saying, 
maintaining it against our Lord: viz., in 
shape and manner following. 24. 
évacT. cwíp.] The first-born son of a 
leviratical marriage was reckoned and re- 
gistered as the son of the deceased brother. 
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1 Joba v. 89 

ref. 
Acta avii. 82. zziii. 6. xxiv. 15,3 

e 4 e > 

° pnev opi 
n (dv. de v., Lake xx. 88 reff) o ch, L 29 reff 

24. ins nr emtyapBpevore D Z(appy) S def) copt: om B rel syrr syr-cu 
sah sth arm 

25. om de D. 
N. rec ins ca: bef n yvy (see ||), wi 

om rg» u. avTov 
rec (for ynpac) yanncas, with D rel: txt BL 1. 88 Orig. 

D rel vas: om Pn 1 lat-e syr-cu wth. 
28. avacrace bef ov» BDL 1. 69 alas lat-5 c ed f. 29,44. 
80. rec «xy hovrat, with E rel syr-marg-gr Ong 

v a: wrores ducunt lat-b c vs txt BDL vulg lat-e f 
Thdrt : 83 Orig, om rov Usou (see || Mi) 

A ec 69: snbentor 
Clem | Orig, Ath Isid 
DE" 1 harii lat-a b ce 

F. ff, à syr-ca sah arm Orig, Ambr Aug: om rov L 83. 69 al Chr: ins A rel 
lat- 39.50 f vede: copt wth Orig-lat,. 

Orig, 
pn [B has vxo; not awo, as Tischdf.] 

Michaelis, Mos. R. ii. 98 (Meyer). 
28.] yvvý is the predicate. 29, 30.] 
TÀS yp. K. T. 8. r. b., not = rjv d. r. 0. 
ray ty raic yp „—but to be rendered lite- 
rally; ye do not understand the Sorip- 
tures, which imply the resurrection (ver. 
81), nor the power of God, before which 
all these obstacles vanish (ver. 30). Bee 
Acts xxvi. 8: Rom. iv. 17 ; viii. 11: 1 Cor. 
vi. 14. v, of males ; ed et, 
of females. Our Lord also 
against them the existence of angels, and 
reveals to us the similarity of our glorified 
state to their t one. Not iv re 
obp. eloty, ip åy. Cr. 0.), but elory, we dy. 
Cr. 0.] iv rq ob. (see note on Luke xx. 85, 
and 1 Cor. xv. 44 the risen are not in 
heaven, but on earth. Wetstein quotes 
the Rabbinical decision of a similar ques- 
tion—‘ Mulier illa que duobus nupsit in 
hoc mundo, priori restituitur in mundo 
futuro. 31—33.) Our Lord does not 
cite the strong testimonies of the Pro- 
phete, as Isa. xxvi. 19: Ezek. xxxvii. 
1—14: Dan. xii. 2, but says, as in Luke 
(xx. 87), ‘even Moses has. shewn,’ &c., 
leaving those other witnesses to be sup- 

vulg 
rec om rw bef ovpayw, with D rel: ins BL 1. 

plied. The books of Moses were the great 
and ultimate appeal for all doctrine: and 
thus the assertion of the Resurrection 
comes from the very source whence their 
difficulty bad been constructed. On the 
pessage itself, and our Lord's interpreta- 
tion of it, much has been written. Cer- 
tain it is that our Lord brings out in this 
answer a depth of in the words, 
which without it we could not discover. 
Meyer, in reply to Strauss and Hase, finely 
says, “Our Lord here testifies of the con- 
acious intent of God in speaking the 
words. God uttered them, He tells us, to 
Moses, in the consciousness of the still en- 
during existence of his relation 
to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.” The 
groundwork of His t seems to 
me to be this :—the words ‘I am thy 
God’ imply a covenant; there is another 
side to them: “thon art Mine” follows 
upon “I am thine.” When God there- 
fore declares that He ie the God of Abra- 
ham, Isaac, and Jacob, He declares ther 
continuance, as the other parties in this 
covenant. It is an assertion which could 
not be made of an annihilated being of 
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5 EyTOÀ Jj. 9 Aturiga want, hem 
vil. 90 als. 
nt TAn 

iv rabraic raiç Sua évroAaic 0Àoc o vópoç ° koíuarat xa. x mr 
y 0 asl ei 

soft. 

* (ac. à and Lake x. 97, frow l.c. e.) 
v. xix. 18. 

here only. w. dx, Judith viti. 94. (elsw. lit. w. eic, cB. sill, 6. „ v. r.) 
gen., Acts v. 30. 2.30. Gal. Hi. 18, from Dest. xxi. 98. 
Lake zziii. 89.) Plat. Legg. viti. p. 881, e£ Jo xpepaptrn wüea ux R,. 

om 6th Otog (see || Mk Le) BDLA 1.38 latt Syr syr-cu 

ix, Acts xxvill. 4. bv, Esok. xxvii. 10. absol, 

Orig, Eus Chr Damasc Iren-lat Tert Hil, Aug: ins E rel syr (wth) arm Orig, 
n d n [not ma-] o toc). 

for ems ro avro, er avroy lat-5 o e ff, syr -cu eth Hil, 
35. om ai Aer. (e Mk) BL 38 3 vulg Mito ff, g., I Syr coptt sth Orig-lat: ins 

D rel lat-b c f ff, A syr syr-cu. (lat - a def. 
88. ev rw woe) bef payaAn D 122. 
37. rec aft o de ins inaoug (see || Mk), with E rel syrr eth arm: aft avre (omg 

o de) D latt syr-cu: txt BL 83 coptt Orig-lat. rec (for en) eaxey, with 69(e sil): 
txt BD rel Scr's mss Bas Thi. om ist ry B rel Clem: ins DKLMSZ. om 
E rel Thl : * 

rec transp soers nya (because xpurn is the | predicate,—of. deur. 
below. ageing ar spied apa ort De W) with E rel lat f Emm Aug Op den 
r. pty. aye D'gr(om 9) 17 Tpw.) Z 1. 83. 69 latt Syr syr-cu syr-jer coptt th 
9 ug 

89. oporwc, omg ó« ‘and avr, B. ravry D al Hil Zeno Oros Op: avenge 
A Chr Bas. (airy visuris Bas: dative T 1. 33. 69 vas.) 

40. rec cai os r 
Zeno: txt BDLZ 88 

the past. And notice also (with Bengel), 
that Abraham’s (&c.) body, having had 
u it the seal of the covenant, is in- 
cluded in this. Stier (after Lavater) re- 
marks that this is a weighty testimony 

9 8 so-called ‘ of the soul’ in 
termediate state. pare rdyrec 

pio ai airg prid Luke xx. 88. Thus the 
he Law, ‘I AM THE LORD 

THY Gop? 
immortality and the hope of the resur- 
rection. 

94—40.] REPLY CONCERNING THE 
GREAT COMMANDMENT. Mark xii. 28— 
84. Inthe more detailed account of Mark 
(Luke has a similar incident in another 

seer in it the seed of 

kpepavrai (gramm corra), with E rel syr coptt arm Clem Orig 
att Syr syr-cu th Orig-lat, Hil Tert Cypr. i 

place, x. 25), this question does not appear 
as that of one maliciously tempting our 
Lord : and his seems to me the view to be 
taken,—as there could not be any evil 
consequences to our Lord, whichever way 
He had answered the question. See the 
notes there. 34.] ivl rd abró is 
local; not of their o. 35. 
pedal These were Mosaic jurists, whose 
5 was the interpretation 
of the renne is a wider 
term, including them. reip dv 
See above. 

88. rola vr. pey Ev.] Not, ‘which is the 
at commandment, —but which (what 

kind of a) commandment is great in the 
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37. xxvii. 18. John vill. 19. Gen. xii. 2%. Lev.iv.1, S. 

43. aft avroic ins o ic LZ 1. 83 lat-f ff, copt eth „ D ANE 
rec cupioy avTO» cade 
Dial: rok. cup. avrov 

transposition for emphasis), with 
: txt BD 33 latt S 

44. rec ins o bef evpioc (from LXZ), with 
vsrokrare) vxoxodiov (from Err), with A(sic) rel valg lat-a c & wth arm Orig-lat 

rel lat-e arm Orig-la 
syr-cu coptt Did Hil Aug. 

rel coptt Dial: om BDZN. rec (for 

U(Treg) Zr 69 lat-b e À Syr syr-cu 

45. ins ev wvevpars bef cates DEMA 69 fuld lat-a b c f ff, Ja À l r- with - ast syr-jer 

Hil: vwowrod:oyw vroraro syr: txt BDG 
coptt Aug. 

copt Eus Hil Dial Ambr. 
46. nĉvvaro B? í al: txt B! rel. 

(with get) lat-e 
lat-a b eg, , & L syrr syr-cu Orlg-lat Op. 
syr-cu syr-ms-marg Orig lat Op. i 

Cuar. XXIII. 1. om o BV al. 
i Orig-lat. 

law? In Mark, otherwise. 81. xé 
T. 0. cov] Not, The LORD as dy God 
—but the LORD thy God. . bv. 
x. ol rp.) in the sense of ch. v. 17 ; vii. 
12—all the details of God's ancient revela- 
tion of His will, by whomsoever made. 

41—46.) THE PHARISEES BAFFLED BY 
A QUESTION RESPECTING CHRIST AND 
Davip. Mark xii. 35—97. Luke xx. 41— 
44. [See also Acts ii. 84.) Our Lord 
now questions his adversaries (according 
to Matt. :—in Mark and Luke He asks 
the question not fo, but concerning the 
Scribes or interpreters of the law), and 
agan convicts them sar ignorance of the 
1 From the universally recog- 

title of the Messiah as the Son of 
David, which by His question He elicits 
from them, He takes occasion to shew 
them, who understood this title in a mere 
2 political sense, the difficulty arising 

vid’s own reverence for this his 
eg the solution lying in the incarnate 
Godhead of the y grs gl .) Rony a hri. 
ignorant. arerp] 7 
spiration of the ] Holy Spirit: = P "TY. 
dyiy Mark. This is a weighty declara- 
tion by our Lord of the inspiration of the 

rec aurw bef axocpOnva, with E rel vulg-ed 
Dis Orig- lat, Ambr: txt BDKLZA 33. 69 am(with forj fuld tol) 

for npepac, «pac D E!(appy) 1 lat-a 

eXadnoew bef o (go. D 69 al syr-cu wth 

prophetic Scriptures. The expression waa 
a rabbinical one: see Schóttgen in loc. 
Mark (ver. 37) adds to this “the common 
people heard him gladly." Here then end 
tie. endeavours of His adversaries to en- 
trap Him by questions: they now betake 
themselves to other means. ‘Nova de. 
hinc quasi scena se pandit.’ Bengel. 

CRAP. XXIII. 1—38.] DENUNCIATION 
OF THE SCRIBES AND PHARISEES. Pe- 
culiar to Matthew. 1.] Much of the 
matter of this discourse is to be found im 
Luke xi. and xiii. On its appegrance there, 
see the notes on those passages. There 
can, I think, be no doubt that it was deli- 
vered, as our Evangelist here relates it, 
all at one time, and in these the last daya 
of our Lord's ministry. On the notion 
entertained by some recent critics, of 8t. 
Matthew having a the 
sayings of the Lord into longer discourses, 
see Prolegomena to Matthew. A trace of 
this discourse 1s found in Mark xii. 38— 
40: Luke xx. 46—47. Ip the latter place 
it is spoken £o the disciples, ts hearing 
of the crowd: which (see ver. 8 ff.) is the 
exact account of the matter. It bears 
many resemblances to the Sermon on tbe 
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ouly. 1 Kin 

7 xx. ia P 

sarta p intra ch. v.1 
A e Vr — M * 1 

ovv oca ay q At TWO uni Toi mndart Kat rugteirt cara et NA v. 43 
Bxnd. « # , ~ ` EN d Xt ^ 1 » — aL 

rd Epya avrov py wore’ Aéyovatv yap kat ov mototo, | say. 
2 581 M 1 

4 Gta pebovaty d * $opría " Bapéa kai exiriÜtaaww éri robe, La- cansa 
a wv avon roi & ro " SaxrvAw avrov ov sewi? wpovç rov arp, avroi & ry " Óaxri Y» oU N 

mavra Ob rà Epya avroy vr 
Lad ? P 

GiEXovew “xivnoat avra. 5 

ux. . zxv.?. 
xvi. 8 al. 
iv. 6. 

2Cor. z. 10. 1 Jobn v.3 only. N. xxxvii. 4. 
w Mark vii. 88. Lake z 20, 46. xvi. 33. 

xch. xxvii SU § Mk. Acts xvii. A. xxi. 30. xxiv. 6. 

xix. 17 

Ges. 

aver. 38. Acta 

v Lake v. ô ouly. Jadg. 
Joh (yt. 6 res.) xx. 25, 97 only. 5 

ev. il. 5. vi. L4 oniy. Job xvi. 5. 

9. cabeòpag bef uevcsec D 69 al latt Iren-lat Orig bom-Cl Hil,. 
3. for ay, sav Z rel: txt BDr (FKS, e sil) Eus. om vp» D- gr copt Aug. 

rec aft vjuv ins rnpuv (gloss, as wotery shews), with E rel lat.fi(appy) syrr : 
xouv T Orig-lat Chr Damase 
Orig-lat, Eus Hil Ambr Aug Op Gild. 
altered (o noure 455 conformity, then tr 
with E rel latt(a 
Hil, A 
fuld( with forj) syr-jer coptt sth arm 
4 rec (for 1st Be) 

Phot: om BDLZ 1 latt syr-cu coptt eth 

anep logical accuracy 
syrr syr-cu Iren-lat Hil: or- (alone) P 8cr's f! 

ot: Tupel r. More F: roure e. rnpere D 1. 209 Eus, Damasc: txt BLZ 

arm lren-lat 
rec rnpare x. oire (ro H being first 
osed for logi : 40 Meyer), 

Orig- lat, Chr 

1 
yao (as more suitable), with Di rel vulg lat-e f & Iren. lat Chr Hil: 

om Dr al arm: txt BLMA 1. 38 am(with tol) lat-a b c i.: is L syrr syr-cu coptt 

Th] Ambr Aug Jer Op. 
46 ?), with BD rel vulg lat-e f fi gua Leyr 
Syr syr-ca copt Iren-lat Hil Ambr. 

rec aft Bapea ins cal SucBacraxra (from Luke xi. 
sah eth arm: om L 1. 209 lat-a bep h 
rec (for avrot Je rw) rw de, with E rel latt 

syr arm : txt BDL 83 Syr syr-cu coptt sth Iren-lat Ambr Jer Op,. 

Mount, and may be regarded as the so- 
lemn close, as that was the opening, of 
the Lord's public teaching. It divides it- 
self y into three parts: (1) intro- 
ductory description of the Scribes and 
Pharisees, and contrast to Christ's dis- 
ciples Bue 1—12): (2) solemn denuncia- 
tions of their hypocrisy (vv. 14—33) : (8) 
conclusion, and m farewell to the 
temple and Jerusalem. 9.] Loses“ seat 
is the office of judge and lawgiver of the 
people: see Exod. ii. 13—26: Deut. xvii. 
9—13. Our Lord says, In so far as the 
Pharisees and Scribes enforce the law and 
p of Moses, obey them : but imitate 
not their conduct.’ 5 must 
not be pressed too strongly, as conveying 
blame,—' have seated selves is he is 
merely stated here as a matter of fact. 
Vv. 8, 10 however apply to their leadership 
as well as their faults; and declare that 
among Christians there are to be none 
sitting on the seat of Christ. 3. 
wévra obv Sca A] The ody here is very 
significant :—becaese they sit on Moses’ 
seat: and this clears the meaning, and 
shews it to be, *all things which they, as 
successors of Moses, out of his law, com- 
mand you to observe, do; there being a 
distinction between their lawful teaching 

Vor. I. 

as expounders of the law, and their frivo- 
lous traditions superadded thereto, and 
blamed below. vovg ere, do, as occa- 
sion arises. Typeîre, observe, having respect 
to them as a constant rule of conduct. 
The present binds on the habitual prac- 
tice to the mere momentary act of the 
aorist, 4.] The warning was, imitate 
them not—for they do not themselves 
what they enjoin on others. And this 
verse must be strictly connected with 
ver.3. The $opría then are not, as so 
often misinterpreted (even by Olshausen, 
i. 884), human traditions and observances, 
but the severity of the law, which they 
enforce on others, but do not observe (seo 
Rom. ii. 21—23) : answering to the Bapi- 
ripa rob vópov of ver. 28. The irksome- 
ness and unbearableness of these rites did 
not belong to the Law in itself, as rightly 
explained, but were created by the rigour 
and ritualism of these men, who followed 
the letter and lost the spirit: ‘omnem 
operam impendebant (says Grotius) ritibus 
urgendis et ampliandis. T$ Sax. 
atréy, not avrov: the emphasis is not 
on the pronoun, but on the SaxrdAy. 
As a general rule, when the pron. is simply 
reflexive, the smooth breathing shoul 
always be printed. ma But what- 
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yeh. vi. 1 al. Torotor 7 mpeg ro 5 0caÜ nva role avÜpimoic. Aa- 

T v) rüvovaty yap i b puAaxrngta uro, kai ur ya 
s eh. vl. i ra “xpdoneda, ^ * giovaw dé ru rr Ae er roic 
isa H. EA Selrvoic, kat raç * xpwroxabedpiag & ev Tate gura hate, 

ot. IXY 

NOLAN 7 cal robe _dawagpovg € ty raiç ayopaic, ai ' KadeiaBat 

"b Ace v vro TOV aud“ pappi [e« (38). 5 jurc & un 
js as Ai A unt e yap see Une» O 5 
oniy- Taric, : UMELC aot poi EGTE. kai ' waripa un Ka tours 

"1 
3 0 EE VuGV Evi rie ync tic ‘yao tory o ™ rar d uo o 

d ch. ix. so Ed. xiv. 86 j only. Nam. xv. 88 al. iL. ch. vi. 5. 11. Lake (si. nmt xe 
8 only t. a ed zl. 48 only A h Lake 1. 39, dl, 42. 1 Cor. ^ dr Col. i 

i. 17 only f. ch. vi. 5. Ise. lvi. 16 K . xxvi. 28, 49. Mark ix. B. Al. 21. Me. i coustr., 

* not in Luke. John l. 80, 60 alf. only t. (As, Mark x. 61) 
m cb. v. 48 

14 Kings H. 12. vi. 31. 

5. rec Of, with E rel syr-cu : om arm: yap BDL X-comm 1. 33. 69 latt syrr 
coptt Chr Damasc. ` rec aft xpagweda ins rwy wariwy avrov (interpolation 
from such places as ch ix. 20, xiv. 36), with E rel gat(with mm) lat- 
copt arm Chr Op, Orig-lat ; rw» «sario» LA: om 5 
an rec (for és) re (corrn as more suitable copula 

35 syr-cu 
D X-comm 1 la 

| bel Matth aer Geet il) with E 
: om T' arm Cypr: txt BDELA 1. 69 ltt or e 5 coptt Hi. raç qpwrokAuciac 

L(Treg, expr) 1. 83 vulg lat-a o f à t syrr syr-cu copt eth arm Bas Hil 
Op: r. *pwrokAgoiav F rel: txt Parts lat-b e ff. 

7. om 2nd pa BLA 1. ay A latt Syr coptt eth Chr Cypr Op. (The omn was 
easy, and the fact of the redup 
genuineness here.) 

ation not occurring below, seems to testify to its 

8. rec (for didacradoc) caOnynrnc (mechanical alteration from below, ver 10), with 
DL rel: txt BU 33 lat-a b c Syr syr-jer 
with E rel syr-cu syr-with-ast ; ed H 

até c tah arm Clem Cypr Aug Opt Op. 
ovpariog) ev roc ovpavorc (to suit ewe ric yne), 

arm. 

ayr-jer coptt eth arm Bas Chr Thl 
9. for vut ig, vuv 12 latt 

bef o rar BU 33 al. 

MU. Orig Eus Chr. rec adds o ypiroc, 
om BDE?L 1. 83(appy) latt Syr syr-ms 

vn 

with E rel latt Clem Orig Tert; ev ovpavoic DA 1 al: txt BL 83. 69 wth 

ever they do orm, has but one mo- 
bus gvAax.] Heb. Tephillin, were 
n. parchment, with certain 

pture, viz. Exod. xiii. 11—16 and 
1-10; Deut. xi. 13—21 ; vi. 4—9, written 
on them, and worn on the forehead be- 
tween the eyes, on the left side next the 
heart, and on the left arm. The name in 
the text was given because they were con- 
sidered as charms. They appear not to 
have been worn till after the captivity ; 
and are still in use among the rabbinical 
Jews. Their use appears to have arisen 
from a superstitious interpretation of 
Exod. xiii. 9: Deut. vi. 8, 9. See Joseph. 
Antt. iv. 8. 18. The fringes were com- 
manded to be worn for a memorial, Num. 
xv. 88. See note on ch. ix. 20. 
8, 7.] See Mark xvi. 38, 39: Luke xx. 
46, 47. On # lv rois Sala. seo 
Luke xiv. 7. $ 10 10.] The prohibi- 
tion is against loving, and in any religious 
matter, using such titles, signifying do- 
minion over the faith of others. It must 
be understood in the spirit and not in the 
letter. Paul calls Timotheus his ‘son’ in 

the faith, 1 Tim. i. 2, and exhorts the 
Corinthians (1 Cor. xi. 1) to be followers 
of him as he of Christ. To understand 
and follow such commands in the slavery 
of the letter, is to fall into the very Pha- 
risaism against which our Lord is utter- 
ing the caution. See (e. g.) Barnes's note 
here. '31 my master: an 
expression used, and reduplicated as here, 
by scholars to their masters, who were 
never called by their own name by their 
scholars. So the Lord says, John xiii. 18, 
ùpiiç $evüri pe OO Bddonarog x. È 
cúpioç, kal cadwe iyere, tipi yap. See 
Schóttgen, Hor. Heb. ii. 900. The Teacher 
is probably not Cárist, as supplied here in 
the rec., but the Holy pnt (see Jobn 
xiv. 26: Jer. xxxi. 33, 84: . XXXvi. 
26, 27), only sot ere named, because this 
promise was only given in private to (àb 
disciples. If this be so, we have God, in 
His Triunity, here declared to us as the 
only Father, Master, and Teacher of Chris- 
tians; their warnp, cabnyyric 5 odnydc 
rupiy Rom. ii. p sed and &é a 
the only One, in 

— 
~em 
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19 nde . , &aUmynrai, à ort " KaOnynrnc * Fri d 

o & ° utiQov Up» torar Dios Halss ” 
Bue ? Scdxovoc. 2 Seric . * M tavróv V rarevw- o kak 
biostar, kai ócric T Tawewwoet éavroy v upwBijoerat, os si aiii. 33 
14 ovai & vuiv ypappareiç Kai Dapısaior o rocpirai, Ort peb Erb 

KA eere Thy PastAciay Twv ovpavwv ‘ëprpocbiy Tuv av- 2744 5 

E praaiot u ror pira i, Ort 

UptiC yap ovk tcépy abe, ovét robe ice 
ovat viv Yeanpareig Kai a- à 

' wemayere THY 

10. M. 9. vi 
B vat. only. 
Laks xiv. - 

* QáAaccav kai rv : à 
Izavii. 16. z 24 above (q ch. rer al. Deut. xvii, 20. 3 Chro». xzvi. 16. 
above (q). cb. zviiL 4. Late i Lan. x Fe 3 Cor. xii. 31. Phil. h. 8. iv. 12 only. Isa. x. 3». 

t- Isa. xiv. 1. d. lu. Je. Bir. xxiii. } v = ch. iv. 98 ref. w Heb. x: 
29. Ges. i. 10. Jonah 1. 9. 

Em rec sc wee beg cory o caÜgynrgc (corre of order from ver 8), with E rel lat. 
vn. A 1: om o bef rad. U: om vp. K al: vp. aft rad. 

69 :) do ) txt BDOL e Jaa B 1 Ambr Op. (D- gr vulg & elg bef toriy : lat- 
a e D- lat arm om ale. 

II. om ò D latt Hil Op. 
(18.] rec ins ovas , yp. r. gap. vrocp., ort carecOure rag ouiag rwy xnpw», £. 

wpo$ast uakpa wpocevyousvor’ dia rovro AnyecOe wepiccorepoy RH, (from Mark 
xii. 40, Luke xx. 47: this is further shewn by ort rare being conformed to 
„ and xpog. p j. 55 I carelessly left ae in Mark)— 
Steph, bef ver 14, with E rel lat-f'syrr copt eth Chr Damasc. 

h syr-cu Hil (for numerous other variations see Lachm 
Z(appy) 1. 38 d sala em forj 

aft ver 14, 

fuld gat harl mm) lat- 
ver 16 detrepow radamopor) Eus-canon 

(a 
IU ‘Sterh om dt, with E rel lat: F À syrr syr-cu copt-ms sth arm Orig-lat Eus Hil: 

69 al vulg Iat-b op: 
aad Scholz): om BD 
0554 a copt-mss sah-mnt arm Orig(calls 

er. 

ins BDL 1 latt copt. 

hom rest d. 
all ——— Al 3 5 
by office or precedence nearer to God than 
another ; none standing between his brother 
and God. And the duty of all Christian 
teachers is to their hearers to the 
55 of the itans in John iv. 
42: obzári: did rhy ony Aadidy LIT PET 
opty abroi yàp dxnxéaper, cai oldapey 
dre obs og der dA ó rip rod 
xócuow. (Olshausen, Chriſtus der einige 
Shaper p p. 10, cited by Stier, ii. 444.) 

ph s. u., name not any 
ap ee of you on earth: no ‘Abba’ or 

see the account of the funeral 
esley, Coke and More's Life, 

xd VVV of the Author’s 
Bs dication of the took)” II.] It may 
serve to shew us how little the letter of a 
precept bas to do with its true observance, 
if we reflect that he who of all the Heads 

12.) This often- repeated saying 
poids here not only to the universal cha- 
Veto ron nee ee M EMT 

humiliation of the lofty Pharisees; and as 
such finds a most striki in 
Ezek. xxi. 26, 27. 14.] In Luke 
xi. 52 it is added Spare rij» shite 55 
yveoewc— the Key ae not the Ke be 
i. e. admitting to, Know , but £ 
Knowledge itself, the true simple inter- 
pretation of Scripture which would have 
admitted them, and caused them to admit 
others, into the i Fre of Heaven by 
the recognition of of whom the 
Scriptures testify; whereas now by their 
parem interpretations they bad shut out 

themselves and others from it. See 
& notable instance of this latter in John 
ix. 24. They shut the door as it were in 
men’s faces who were entering. On the 
interpolated ver. 13, see notes in Mark 
(xii. 40). 15.] And with all this be- 
trayal of Pres trust as ol 09iddocaAo: rob 
T o: ohn iii. 10), as if all your work 

, ye wepudy. T. Ô. x. r. A. 
This wa was s their work of supererogation— 
not commanded them, nor in the spirit of 
their Jaw. The Lord spesks not of 
those pi Godfearing men, who were 
found dwelling among the Jews, favour- 
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zoh xti "*Enoay woimoat tva ” rpocnAuroy, kat Orav yivmrat, 
above (x). E - 9 A es 7 d , e - 
saari sal rotttre aurov vide yeevenc durAorepov Uutv. 

y Acts li. 1 

only. - Q^ a 
incurs vaw, ‘oveey srw’ oç Ò av 
al 

3 

16 ovai 

vi. 6. xtti an vuiv ° odnyot rv$Àot oi Aéyovrec "Oc a» ° opóoy ev TW 

“onooy tv TQ ypvoy TOU 

s ch, vili, 12. vaou, f oeiee 7 ngo kai rudi, ric yap utiGov 
7 

ach. v. 29 ref. ere, 
bi Tim. v.17. 

only. 
Isa. Al. 3. 
comp., here 
only t. 

och. zv. 14 

j ayiaZov rò Ówpov ; 

€ = Jobn vill. 
1 Cor 

vii. 19, xiii. 
2. 2 Cor. xi}. J 

f absol., here 
only. Isa. xxiv. 3. see Lako zi. 4. 

Tit KTHOW (Of two) d casa os ; Xen. e. L 
er. 85. ch. v. 

L » ^. 
Karoucnoayrt avuTOV 

87 al. fr. ver. 86 
j constr., Lake xili, 4 Acts 1.19. U. 8, 14 als. Rev. (xfi. 19 v. r.) x vil. 9 

15. «va woinonre D latt. 
16. om ao D'. 
17. re yap pelo Z latt.— pelo D. 

0 xpveóc, ij o »aóc o aytacag TOY Xevsoy ; 
‘A a d , e = 4 ' 

Rev. xviii. 6 Oc av OuO0cg tv TU ' Üvetaa rnpiv, 

av ondoy év rp Swpy rw &rüvw avrov, opeirct. 
Aol, Sri yàp mutor, ro Swpov, n ro ‘Quatacrnpiov rò 

99 0 ov 
i 7 d? ^ p - 2 — - e > » 2. 
oi “ouvue ev aut Kal Ev Tagtv TOIÇ ETAVW AVTOV 

e 9 - so 9 9 b ~ 9 e 

21 kai 0 3 ouócac Ev rw vay “ouviu Ev aur Kal & rg 

8. 17. 
98,94. Lekei.11. xi. 51. 1 Cor. ix. 18 al. Gen 

a 

d? ^» , — 10 
ouocac v tw Guotactn- 

L| * gd? » , e » a 

«at o Ouodac EY Tw Oovupavo 

g = wévepot, ch, xxi. 81. xxvii. 17, 91. Lake vii. 49. Phil i. 22. 
b Johan x. 86. xvii. 17, 19 al. Gen. li. 3 anis. 

. . vill. 20. xii 7, 8. 
ouly. Ps. cxuxiv. 21 al. fr. 

rec (for aytagac) aytalwy (as more sim- 
ple, and used in ver 19), with CL rel latt: txt BDZ. 

18. rec cay, with E rel: txt BCDFEL 33. 69. (Z def.) 
ver 17: no reason could be assigned for its 19. rec bef rv$Xo: ins woot eat 

[vv. 18—27 lat-5 def.] 

omission, if genuine), with BC rel lat-o f syrr copt sah-mnt arm Orig-lat: om DLZ 1 
vulg lat-a e ff, 2 1.3 4 l syr-cu copt-mss eth. 

20. for exave, ex’ Z(a 
21. rec caroicovvrt, 

Damasc. 

ing and often attending their worship— 
but of the proselytes of righteousness, so 
called, who by persuasion of the Pharisees, 
took on them the whole Jewish law and 
tts observances. These were rare—and it 
was to the credit of our nature that they 
were. For what could such a proselyte, 
made by such teachers, become? A dis- 
ciple of hypocrisy merely—neither a sin- 
cere heathen nor a sincere Jew—doubly 
the child of hell—condemned by the reli- 
gion which he had left—condemned again 
by that which he had taken. The expres- 
sion d:wAGrepoy iui& v occurs in the same 
connexion, and probably in allusion to this 

in Justin Martyr, Tryph., § 122, 
p. 215, ol d wpochAvro: ob uóvov ob 
wtsrevovaty, dAAd diwAdrepoy vu&v BArac- 
@npovew eic rd Svopa abroð. 
16—23.] The Lord forbade all swearing 
to His own disciples, ch. v. 34; and by 
the very same reasoning— because every 
oath is really and eventually an oath by 
God—shews these Pharisees the validity 
and solemnity of every oath. “ This sub- 
terfuge became notorious at Rome. ‘ Ecce 
negas, jurasque mihi per templa Tonantis; 

pete D. 
). 

with BH 69 (S 1, e ail) latt syr wth arm: txt CDZ rel 

Non credo: jura, verpe, per Anchialum' 
= am chai aloh (as God liveth). Martial 
xi. 94" (F. M.). The gold here is pro- 
bably not the ornamental gold, but the 
Corban—the sacred treasure. (This Meyer 
doubts, because the question here is not 
of vows. But in the absence of any 
examples of an oath the gold of the 
temple, it is just as likely as the other 
interpretation.) They were fools and 
blind, not to know and see, that wo in- 
animate thing can witness an oath, but 
that all these things are called in to do so 
because of sanctity belonging to them, of 
which God is the j source—the 
order likewise of the things hallowed, 
being, in their foolish estimate of them, 
reversed : for the gold must be less than 
the temple which hallows it, and the gift 
than the a/tar—not as if this were of any 
real consequence, except to shew their 
folly—for vv. 20—22, oath is really 
an oath by God. But these men were 
servants only of the temple (ò olxoc vpàv, 
ver. 88) and the altar, and had forgotten 
God. Sen, is bound (see Exod. 
xxix. 87). KkeToucGcevr. (not xar; 

XXIII. 
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yo v. 84. 
cts vil. 49, 

ovdi bnd Yponnartic kai Papisatot lxvi. 1. 
" awodexaroure TÒ "id . x 
luv xai ‘agncare Ta 

A I. 23. youou, my " kpioiw Kai TO Nee Kat Ph 

Se Ort roth, caceira un * ageiwat, 

" küverra, rr à 
ovat oui, ypanparsiç Kat Dapısaio: ù vroKpirat, , 

vd boch kai TO ° avn- TEAS 
à ' Papurepa TOU T ma " 

lor ravra oniy. 

Lake xi. 49. ^4 onyo ruphoi, E : 

cduν,V 7 Karari- osiy. | Gen, 
Deut. xiv. 22. 
Lake zi. 4$ 

ore " waBapiders ro EkwOev rov wornpiov Kat rig * sapoji- Eg. 
doc, tober St yépovoiw iÉ * aprayzc cal axpasiag. 5 zzvii. 

9 > Mark vil. e tea. l. 17. 8. Lake xi. 49 al. 
5 Tit. ii 10. Prov. xij. 29. 
7 TAa nen d grs x. 21.) E ch. ziz. 94: tef. 

Heb. xi. 29. ) Pe. v.8. Rev. zii. 16 oaly. Num. 
a here (and ver. „ 

ery ici) see Rev. vill. b. w. gen. ver. 
e 1 Cor. vil. 5 oniy ¢. (-v, 8 Tim. iii 8.) 

23. ancer: Bl. 
rec om de, with D rel vulg lat-c 

a h D-lat syrr syr-cu copt th Orig-la 
txt BL. 

24. rec aft rv$Xo ins of, with CD! rel (o; &«wuZovrat C!) syrr syr-cu. 
vov D. 

25. «£v» D X-comm Clem Chr-y -— geh mss exc 
CD X-comm latt copt arm Chr: ins B 
unusual 
Op Promiss : 

FJ. ^ syr arm. 

ewobvri) is remarkable: God did sof 
then dwell in the Temple, nor had He 
done so since the Captivity. [This 
pepe be so: but grammatically it is 

y probable. Rather should I say 
now, with Meyer, that the aor. refers to 
the one dennie act D7 Which: God. taok 
possession of the temple as His dw 
place on its dedication by Solomon ; wi 
out any allusion to present circumstances. 
1862.) 23, 24.) It was doubtful, 
whether Levit. xxvii. SO applied to every 
smallest garden herb: but the Pharisees, 
in their over-rigidity in externals, stretched 
it to this, letting go the heavier, more dif- 
ficult, and more P impara (see ver. 4) 
matters of the Law. In the threefold 
enumeration, our Lord refers to Micah vi. 
8 (see also Hosea xii. 6)—where fo do 

ints on which your m 
tions should ve (ie, spit! Bri 
t—and then, if for the sake of these 
be observed, the others should not be 

. Stier gives an instance of this, 

rT =œ Cor. = a OF Ru Exe 7. (ver. 4 ref.) 

azp. x. ade. syr-w-ast: aka0apmagc vulg lat.ff, 
Aerea M Chr-M! : adu. z. leo. eth: woxypiaç al: txt SAN 

v here only. Amos vi. 6 only. 
1 Cor. v. from Isa. xxv. 

xvi 34 83. EIN 3 Mark viL 

d ver. . Rev.iv.8. - ew. Ik. 
d Lake zi 89. Heb. x. 34 only. Isa. iil. 14 

rec roy edeov, with C rel (ro M): txt BDL 33 Chr Epiph Cyr. 

tae Chi: 191.3 arm Lucif: ins BCKLMA 33 lat- 
rec aguevar, with CD rel: 

for rg», 

FF 
word, 3 below) C rel lat-f Syr Chr Thl Euthym 

1.2 & coptt Clem: 
A 1. 33. 69 lat -a o 

in (Scripture) philology, which if it be 
applied in subjection to a worthy ap 
ciation of the sense and spirit of the 
Writer, may profitably descend to the 
minutest d : but ot the philologian 
begin and end with his detect he 
incurs the uwpà kal roi of the 
sees (ii. 515, edn. 1). vA Lovres 
T. K.] The straining the gnat, is not a mere 
proverbial saying. The Jews (as do now 
the Buddhists in Ceylon and Hindostan) 
strained their wine, &c., carefully, that 
they might not violate Levit. xi. 20, 28, 41, 
42 (and, it might be added, Levit. xvii. 
10—14). The “strain at a gnat” in our 
present auth. vers. for strain out a gnat" 
of the earlier English vss., seems not to 
have been & mistake, as sometimes sup- 
posed, hut a deliberate alteration, mean- 
ing, strain [out the wine] at [the occur- 
rence of] a gnat." rév and indicate 
reference to a proverb or fable. The camel 
is not only opposed, as of immense size, 
but is also joined with the other, as 
equally unclean. 25—28.) This woe 
is founded not on a literally, but a typi- 
cally denoted practice of the Pharisees. 
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f= here ipe 26 Dapısaie rugné, 
oniy.. a. 

d Ere. aUis t. 
here only f. 
utes. 

ark vii. 8, h 
18. ra O. 

1 Malt. onl ag 

raponotübere 
(ch. Ke. piv $aivoyrat 

IID. fl. rec cal Tücnc ° akalapsiac. 
18, from 
151.4. 
C 9275 7 tore neo rot oͤrocpio ro cal 
a best voahhurtie Kat Paprsator vmoxptral, ore 
KZV * 

Pros. zzi. 9 roUc ! rá$ove rov mpojnriv cal 
: vii. 18 

m Acts iH. * 10. 
Rom 2. 16 

«m - , i roi Sixaiwv, 

ETATTEAION 

* kaÜüpiwov rp rò 
eil. wor npiov, iva yévnrae Kat “ro £ exroc avrov xaĝapóv. 

7! ovat opty ypanpareic Kat Papisator o rorpirai, OTt 
* eexovrapevote, 

XXIII. 

t * se 

tvrOC TOU 

! otrivtC. tek 

" wpaint, "Eowhev St ™ yipovow P ooréwv 
ovrwe KAL dite 

EEw Oey pev ede rote avüpérroie * Sixatot, loben ÒE --- 

29 ova: dulv ae SUV 
" otroðopetre xm 33. 

" avoniag. 

" kocptire ra * pvnutia 

50 cal Aéyere Ei ! zue ba é Ey raiç npeparc ray 

waripwy üuov, ouk dy nueba abr cotrevroi Ev TU 
only. B Kings 31 * 

a Eo m uU Tuy x goé nro. ert » naprvptire © éavroic 
Rev. iv. 8. a e a 

o W, gen. Lake Ort viol EGTE Twv 4 HL TOV wpognrac’ 32 Kae 
x í 

lil. 14, from Ps wiv, 5 Oen: sax eit AS. acc., Rev. xvii. 8, 4. Lake zziv. 89 ref. 
qG ospp. here o edis. nu. paui only, Kom 1. 24 al. fr. Lev. v. 8a : a Pron suk 3. , . ziz 

29 (bla) refi. t Mark xii. 16. Lake zii. 1. “Gat. ii. 33. 1 Tim, iv. 9. (James 1 Pei. ii 1 
only t. 2 Maco. vi. 95 only. 10 eh. . 28. 2 Cor. vi. 14. Heb. i 9 (from Ps. zliv. "Pal ^ u. xix. 1A, 

s ch vil 1, 26 al. fr. 1 Maec. xit. ch. 4)L. 1 Pot. iti. 6 Boek. x xiii. 41. 3 ch. v 
JA al. ft. Gen. x Hi. 6, U y Act il. A. Eph. m 3. s Gospp Loke v. 10 only. 1255 
x. IR, Ji Jeb. x. 88 al. Isa. 1. 38. a ~ ch. xxvil. na rdg Bek. A xii. 4 xsziv 
R. Sir. viii. 14 b constr., Lake iv. 99. John iti. 26, 98 Gal. iv. Gen. xliii. S vat. 

a 2nd pers., ch. Hii. 9 reff, . 35. ch. v. $1. xix. 18 fand Kon. xiii. 9, ML Ried sx: 16 (18), or 
Dent. v. 17, Jom, H. 11. iv. 9. v. 6 only. 

26. rec aft wornptow add xat rno mapopidoç (repetition from ver 26), with BC rel 
TO are Orig-lat : om D 1. 209 lat-a e Iren-lat Clem Chr. for exroc, e£u0:v D 
em. rec avrev (to suit the inen of r. rnc apo. above), with C rel syrr copt 
en om X-comm vulg lat-c D- lat Iren-lat Clem Orig-lat Chr: txt BI DEI 1. 69 lat-ae 
th hom-Cl. 

37. opoialere (see carr readd in Matt xxvi. 78, Mk xiv. 70) B 1. for osr. ef. 
u. $. wp., &c., eK o rag gaiverat wpaioc, eo. d. ye D Iren-lat Clem. 

28. rec peoros bef sore (for euphony), with X rel 
83. 69. 

tt Iren-lat Lucif: txt BCDL 

30. rec (for gu«0a) nuev (twice), with KM'SU 1 Orig Chr: txt BCD rel Orig-m 
Cyr. 

Our Lord, in the ever-deepening denuncia- 
tion of His discourse, has now arrived at 
the delineation of SE whole character 
and practices b parabolic similitude. 

vépovew è$ gn are filled by’ (Ur 
Burton), but, are fall of: o wip in 
Hebrew. The straining out of the gnat is 
a cleansing pertaining to the IEC, as 
compared with the inner composition of 
the wine itself, of which the cup is full: 
see Rev. xviii. 3. Tva yér.) The ex- 
terior is not in reality pure when the inte- 
rior is foul : it is not a clean cup,’ unless 
both exterior and interior be clean : ‘alias 
enim illa mundities externa non est mun- 
dities.’ Bengel. Observe, the em- 
phasis is on yivnrac: that its exterior 
also may not appear to be, but really be- 
come, pure." Td. xexov.] The Jews 

once a year (on the fifteenth of 
the month Adar) to whitewash the spots 

rec kowwwyvot bef avrwy, with C rel latt Orig: txt BD 1. 69 Chr. 

where graves were, that persons might not 
be liable to uncleanness by over 
them (see Num. xix. 16). This goes to 
the root of the mischief at once: *your 
heart is not a temple of the living God, 
but a grave of ent 5 not 
a heaven, but a 
is but the 1 akin- deep. 

39—33.] The guilt resting on 
these present Pharisees, from being the last 
in a ive series of generations of 
such hypocrites and i a forms the 
matter of the last The burden of 
this h is, that they, being one with 
their fathers, treading in their = but 
vainly pe bed their deeds, were, 2e the 
very act of building the sepulchres 
prophets, joined with their prophet-perse- 
cuting acts, convicting themselves of con- 
tinuity with their fathers’ wickedness. See, 
as clearly setting forth this view, Luke xi. 
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vutic ° ere rò ‘pérpov rap maripwy andy. Ne 

33 s eic _yervipara 
' Kpioewe rne t yetvvne ; : 

r robe poy: arò THC sce Gea. xv. 

84 &à rovro oo eye ! aro- 
Lake rA rode Upac mpopirac kat ooo Kai . YPanpartic" — 

"ce avrov awoxreverre Kat oraupworrs, Kat 

f eh. vil. 2. 
Mark iv. 24. 

vi. 38 

8.8. Eph zx 8 . 

iv. 7 al. EE avrov Drut av. 
P v nac rere fv ral 55 buo» Kat dickere co. vi. 10. 

axò rôltwe tic wode, % dre 3 £A0y é$ dude way ' aipa Eber a 
3 7 (ret) i = Joha v. 24, 20. Heh. x. . 3 Pet. l. 4 al. La. ilii. 8. k eh. v. 23 reff. 

b. xxi.84. Jer. xxv. 4. = ch. ziii. 52 reff. n Luke xi, 49, xi. 16. 1 Jo 4 al. 
. och. x. 17 rele 5 n. I Mace. v. 22. q John 

xviii. 4. Rev. Hi. 10. Deut. x x vili. 1 = vef. 80. Gen. ix. D, 6. iv. 10. 

32. wAnpwoere B! lat-e: di apezari DH al (both corras, the imperative not being 
„ txt B'C rel Orig Eus 

34. om 

copt Orig, 
vyac D ev-y. rec ins ca 

w D 33 al Iren-lat, Orig, Chr Phot Lucif,. 
r: txt BC rel latt T eth arm Iren-lat, Orig Lucif. 

" lst «£ avrwy, with CD rel latt syr 

anxocredw D-gr 33 al 
om po 

-w-ob copt wth 
arm-mes Iren-lat Orig Lucif: om BMA 1. 33. 69 am(with fuld harl') lat-e Syr 

azoxtravare D. arm 

Iren-lat Lacif. 

47,48. ‘(Sit licet divus, dummodo non 
vivus). Instead of the penitent confession, 
* We have sinned, we and our ae 
this last and worst tion in n 
tests inst their participation in t 
fat guilt, which they are 3 
developing to the utmost, and filling up 
its measure (Acte vii. 52).’ Stier (ii. 468). 
Again notice the emphasis, which is now 
markedly on visi; thus bringing out that 
ea in all its fulness and conséquences. 

ewÀnpdcoure, imper., fill yo also (as 
well as they) the measure (of ee of 
your fathers. Ver. 33 repeats alm 
verbatim the first denunciation of the 
Baptist—in this, the last discourse of the 
Lord: thus denoting the unchanged state 
of these men, on whom the whole preach- 
ing of repentance had now been expended. 
One weighty difference however there is: 
then it was, rie Swi8akev ji» fone: 
the wonder was, how they ht them- 
selves of escaping — now, «às e 
how shall yo escape ! On 8e, 
Rev. xii. 9. 84.] From the similar soe 
in the former discourse (Luke xi. 40, see 
notes there) it would appear that the &à 
votre refers to the whole last denuncia- 
tion : 55 ‘since ye are 
bent upon filling up the 8 of dps 
2 in God's inscru 
shall go on rejecting His m 
Notice the di difference between ij cogla rov 
0. in 5 and iyé, with its em- 

ere. These words are no where 
. Seripture, nor is it necessary 
to suppose that to be our Lord's meaning. 
He speaks this as Head of His Church, of 

om x. ik avr. paor. ev r. ovy. vp. D lat - a 

those whom He was about to send: see 
Acts xiii. 1: 1 Cor.xii.8: Eph. iii. 5. He 
cannot, as some (Olsh.) think, include 
Himself among those whom He 
the Jews may have crucified many Chris- 
tian teachers before the destruction of 
3 And see Euseb. H. E. iii. 32, 
where he relates from Hegesippus the cru- 
eifixion of Symeon son of Clopas, i in the 
reign of Trajan. The cai takes out the 
eravpóetrt, the special from the dro- 
ereveire, the general ; with, of course, 
somewhat of emphasis. The pra. 
were the e who, in relation to the 
Jews, were such the godol, Stephen and 
such like, men full of the Holy Ghost 
the ypapparets, Apollos, Paul (who in- 
deed was all of these together), and such. 
On paor. dv T. auv. r. r. A. see Acts v. 40; 
xxii. 19 ; xxvi. iis 85.] Sarees, not 
‘in such a way that’ (P), as Webst. and 
Wilk. : but strictly ‘in order that.’ 
alpa Šír. or áÜqoy is a common expres- 
sion in the O. T. See 4 Kings xxi. 16; 
xxiv. 4: Jer. xxxiii. (xxvi.) 15; and more 

Lam. iv. 13, which perhaps our 
Lord referred to in speaking this 
way al.] Thus in Babylon, xviii. 24, 
is found the blood of ali that were a 
upon the earth. Every such signal ju judg 
ment is the jadgment for a series of ong. 
crying crimes—and these judgments do 
not exhaust God's anger, Isa. ix. 12, 17, 21. 

The merder of Abel wasthe first in the 
strife between unrighteousness and holi- 
ness, and as these Jews represent, in their 
conduct both in former times and now, 
the murderer of the first, they must bear 
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ees dicaiov EXKXUYVOLEVOY ENI THC YMC, aro TOU atparoç 
| Mk. L. 
Luke zi. 80. S APEA rov di calou wc rov atuaroc Zayapiov vtov Bapa- 

n. IX 6. 
t ver. 81 reff. 

L a t » Ld u a — - — y 

xiov, ov * E$ovtUgare tra rov vaov xai rov." Üvatac- 
u = f| Luke zi. a - - 

67. (Wu. THOLOU. 96 * aun» Atyo vuv [ore] IEE wavra ravra 

vv.1880. ETI 

zw. éwi, l ? L 

Late fir | ATECTAAMEVOUC 
Rev. i. 8 
bis. Jer. 4. 8. fae: dn’ baelvovr oivia, Demosth 

84. Rev. xviii. 24. Isa. xxiiL 16 Heb. 
IzzviL 40. 

85. aft ore ins ay C? M-marg 
L rel 69 Orig : txt CDGUA 1. 88. 
vov D 33. 

rüv yeay rabruy. 
» ld 8 , A en 

axokrtivouca robe xpojnrac kat ’ Adüo(JoAovca roc 
8 ? 

moog “aurny, “wocaxic nÜtAnca 
b N 

Sir. zx. 17 only. b ch. zzxíe.81 | Mk. Mark i. 88. 

83. 69. 
om lst rov DL 33 ev-y 

om viov Bapayiov N evv-6-18 Eus (but Iren Orig have it): “In 

87 "IepovsaA np “IepoveaAnn ^ 

, 
j ENI- 

zzi. 85 rell. gar rerit ik ug 

xx. 

p. 624. goh. 
ach. xvifl. 91. Luke xiii. 84 only. 9 Chron. xviii. 

Lake xiL 1. . , Aren. xili. 34 oaly 

rec exyuvopevoy, with B(see table 
om 

Evangelio quo utuntur Nazareni, pro filio Barachis, filium Joiad« reperimus scriptum ” 
(Jer in loc). 

36. rec om ort „ xi. 51), with BDL 1 latt wth arm Iren-lat Lucif: ins C rel 
lat. syrr Orig Chr 
copt Orig Lucif: txt B rel Iren-lat. 

rec ravra bef ravra, with C D-gr LMS X-comm latt 

37. axokriyvovca CGK al Thdrt-ms: -evovca A 33. 69 al Thi: txt BD rel Clem 
, Eus. 

Hil 

the ye cenis of the whole in God's day 
of wrath. Who Zacharias son of 
Barachias is has been much disputed. 
We may conclude with certainty that it 
cannot be (as Aug. and Greswell suppose) a 

Zacharias, mentioned by Josephus, 
B. J. iv. 6. 4, as son of Baruch, and slain 
in the temple just before the destruction 
of Jerusalem —for our Lord evidently 
speaks of an event past, and never pro- 
poe s in this manner elsewhere. Origen 

preserved a tradition (in Matth. Comm. 
Series, 24, vol. iii. p. 846), that Zacharias 
Sather of John the Baptist was slain by 
them in the temple; but in the absence 
of all other authority, this must be sus- 
pected as having arisen from the difficulty 
of the allusion here. Most likely (see 
Lightfoot in loc., and note on Luke xi. 49) 
it is Zacharias the son of Jehoiada, who 
was killed there, 2 Chron. xxiv. 21, and of 
whose blood the Jews had a saying, that 
it never was washed away till tlie tan le 
was burnt at the captivity. vio 

xlov does not occur in Luke xi. 51, 
and perhaps was not uttered by the Lord 
Himself, but may have been inserted by 
mistake, as Zacharias the het was 
son of Barachiah, see Zech. i. 1: a cir- 
cumstance su by Dr. Wordsworth 
in his elaborate account of the mystical 
reason of the patronymic being here, 
as “signifying Son of the Blessed, which 
was a name of Christ Himself.” See his 
note. per. T. v. x. T. 0.) He was 
killed in the priests’ court, where the 

for avrgv, ce D arm. (ad te missi sunt latt Iren- lat Orig-lat, Cypr 
rec emicouvayes bef opyic, with C rel: txt BDKL 1. 33. 69 latt copt 

altar of burnt-offerings was. On ver. 86, 
see note on ch. xxiv. 34. It is no objec- 
tion to the interpretation there main- 
tained, that the whole period of the Jew- 
ish course of crime is not filled up by it : 
the death of Abel can by no Scion 
be brought within its limits or responsi- 
bility ; and our Lord's saying reaches far 

than a mere announcement of their 
responsibility for what they themselves had 
done. The Jews stood in the central point 
of God's dealings with men ; and as they 
were the chosen for the election of grace, 

jecting God and His m 
they e, in an especial and awful 
manner, vessels of wrath. Our Lord 
mentions this last murder, not as being 
the last even before His own day, but 
because it was specially with 
the cry of the dying man, ‘ Lord look 
upon it and require it. Compare Genesis 
iv. 10. This death of Zacharias was 
the last in the arrangement of the Hebrew 
Canon of the O.T., though chronologically 
that of Urijah, Jer. xxvi. 23, was later. 

97.] These words were before spoken 
by our Lord, Luke xiii. 84 : see notes there. 
On the construction of abr, see reff. 
voc éaxus 40. must be understood of all the 
m of repentance and mercy sent by 
the prophets, for our Lord's words em- 
brace the whole time comprised in the 
historic survey of ver. 85, as well as His 
own ministry. On the similitude, see 
Deut. xxxii. ll: P». xvii. 8; xxxvi. 7; 
lvii. 1; lxi. 4: Isa, xxxi. 5: Mal. iv. 2, 

BCDEP 
GHKL 
MSUV 
XA1.33. 

€9. 
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ouvayayeiy rà tikva cov 8 ` rpórov * öpviç " emtouv- e Lake xiii, 34. 

aya ra ° bite avrig uro rác fs wrépvyac, Kat OUK kapd. 17 

nOeAnoare® 9 ido * agierat Uni» o : olkoc Uno konuoc. T ada 

iy yap ü ui Ov m "Tr iSnre * am ápri, EWE GY ELTTTE (nal 5 ton 
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 EvAoynpivoc o Epyouevoc tv Ovópari kvpiov. 4E 1 

XXIV. ! Kai tA lwy ó Ino aro roù ie po iv. fa onl 
ewopeiero’ kai zpocnAUov ot ġia lata! abroũ 
airy rac a otkodopac Tov poi. 

avroic Ov Aértre ravra ravra $ aun Ayo ù dulv, 

8 (-ve v, Rev. 

© ert z at zal. aier 

* Ps ixx ii. 8 20 0 arocpileic elev TO 
ke 

ov un -eia, Luke 

° adtÜy wee Aiboc iri AiBov, öde ov *xaradvOnoerat. 5 
xo 4. avi. 8 al. g Lake as 
a He. 1. 9. sce Isa. ixiv. 1 
ur oM Rev. pues 

22 . ys aL 
p Hag. i: 10 

us, Bas Cyr Thdrt Hil. 

txt tad 
CDL rel “4 e with am forj &c) lat-//, arm 

X 1 Chron. a xix. 

om tpguoc (corrn to 

sa above. Ret. iv. 8. ix. D. zil. 16 only. ziv. ch. X 
k ch. zzvi., 29, 64. Joh 

i Dref. Psa. no rM ck: . E i IA zi 
„ Pas! only. 

ül 38. Lake xii. "i erry aa "uri [^ N * à 

rec eaurng (see Lu xiii. 34), with C rel Orig, : 
DMa 8 83 latt Iren-lat Clem Eus Hil. 
e lat-a b c &c syrr 

aft wrspvyac ins avrgc B!-marg 
t eth Clem Hil: - 
relat Orgy Bing oer 

e xiii. 35: see there) BL "abd 
Ona 

99. aft vn. ins ore (from || Luke) D 1. 69 lat-a b o f ff, h syrr arm Orig-la 
for svpuov, 0tov D. 

CHAP. XXIV. 1. rec swop. bef aw. r. up. (corrn to avoid «[:10. awo, see B below), 
with C rel: ex r. up. txop. B: txt DLA 1. 33. 69 latt syrr syr-jer copt sth arm Orig- 
lat Chr Hil Op. 

2. rec (for awoxp:Oerc) tnooug, with C rel lat F syr 
seth arm Chr: om H 

-lat, Thl Ambr Op 
BDL 1. 33. 69 latt syr-jer co 
DLX 33 latt coptt eth arm 

aTorp. seeming inappropr) : txt 
t- T om ov (see || Mk) 

rel syrr Orig-lat, Chr. 
rec wavra bef ravra, with DEFGKSA lat-e 9 txt BC rel latt Syr copt arm 

Orig-lat, Chr Thl Ambr. 
(1. 33, e sil) : om BCD rel Chr Mac Thl. 

and compare ch. xxiv. 28. oix 49. ] 
See Isa. xxvii. 12; xxx. 15. The tears 
of our Lord over the perverseness of Je- 
rusalem are witnesses of the freedom Y 
man's will to resist the grace of God. 

38, 39.] This is our Lord’s and 
solemn ure from the temple—the 
true pera air, iyrevOew ( motus ex- 
cedentium Deorum. Tacitus). olxos 
&pév—no more God's, but your house 
—eaid primarily of the temple, —then of 
Jerusalem,—and then : a whole land in 
which ye dwell, 5 
did not shew Eimsdf th ae 
after His resurrection, but only to Lom 
witnesses, Acta x. 41. tes Gv er.] 
until that day, the subject of all prophecy, 
when your repentant people shall turn with 
true and loyal Hosannas and blessings to 
ge * Him whom they have "pod see 

t. iv. 30, 31: Hosea iii. 4, 5: Zech. xii. 
10; xiv. 8—11. Stier well W He 
who reads not this in the prophets, reads 
not yet the prophets aright.’ *Jepov- 

aft vuv ins or: D. rec aft oc ov ins un, with GKU 

vaÀ$p, which is Lee's more frequent 
form, does not occur elsewhere in Matt. 
This is to be accounted for by these verses 
being a solemn utterance of our Lord, and 
the sound yet dwelling on the mind of the 
narrator; and not by supposing the verses 
to be spurious and inserted out of Luke, as 
Wieseler has done, Chronolog. Synops. 
p. 822. His assertion that ver. 39 has no 
sense here, is implicitly refuted above. 

Cmar. XXIV. 1—51.] ProPHECY oF 
His coMING, AND OF THE TIMES OF THE 
END. Mark xiii. 1—37. Luke xxi. 5—36. 
Matt. omits the incident of the widow’s 
mite, Mark xii. 41—44. Luke xxi. 1—4. 

1, 2.] St. Mark expresses their re- 
marks on the buildings ; see note there :— 
they were probably occasioned by ver. 38 of 
the last chap ter. J us writes, B. J. 
vii. 1.1, n OF Kaicap jn rv re mów 
üwacdy cai roy vtov karaccanrety «ws s 
róp È dÀAoyp ravra rig woAewe wepi- 
Booy obrw¢ ond ol karaaxá- 
nrovrec, ec unòl rwxor’ olxicO nva: zis- 
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rob. 411. 1 ref. 3 
a cb. aie. 18 

Lake ii. 12. 
2 Cor. xil. 
3.) Bund, ili. 1 

12. 4Kiogs Kd. 
xz. 3. U 

Guapp. 

1 QU av. 23. 1 Thess. ii. 19 aD. 2 Thess. II. 1, 
12. zv. 21 on h. xiii. 89 aly.) v ch. è A 

x here & t Mk. (bis) vv. 11, 24. 2 Thm. ili. 18 al. Micah iii. 6. 

rom || ME) C. 
CUA Syr copt wth Orig-lat: om BDL rel latt(c ?) syr arm. 

9. aft Aae ins carevayre Tov pov 

EY ATT'EAION 

kaÜnutvov & avrov ext rov "Opouc fiv 
teft. " 952 e 11 5 & 7 2 h e 

t =c, avi. 8. nrABov avro ot pabnrai Kar id ia v At yovrec Eire nu 

rr Tavra tora: Kai ri TO ` onuetoy THC oe " mapovoiaç 

Y euvreXetae TOU QUOC. 

5 eiwev avroic " BXéwere uf rie vag * yAavíjay. 

9. James v. 7, 8. 3 Pet.t. 18 alf. 

XXIV. 

"I 

* kai drorptbee o Insovc 

5 rOoMAO¹ 

John il. 28 4. (S Mane. vill. 1 
l. 1 Cor. vid. v. Gal. v. 15. Col. i. 8 al. 

aft paOnra ins avrov 
rne wap. gov D. 

rec ins rnc bef ouvreAuac, with D rel: om BCL 1. 38 Cyr-jer. 

riy dy [rc rapacyeiv roig wpocedOovory. 
There is no difficulty in of here used inter- 
rogatively. See a similar case John vi. 
70. Meyer has abandoned his former view 
that we should read os, where ye see, 
&c.," and takes the common interpreta- 
8 He oe wan E drei 
in his note: “ Do not look (so wondering! 
on .... (ur BA.),” Paulus; “Do ye 200 
wonder at.. . Chrys., al., and De W.: 
“Ye see not all this . . ." viz. not the 
desolation that shall come. Grulich, de 
loci Matt. xxiv. 1, 2, interp. Torg. 1889: 
* Ye do not see: all this, I say to you, 
shall not. Bornemann. 8. 
From Mark we learn, that it was Peter 
and James and John and Andrew who 
asked this question. With regard to the 
uestion itself, we must, I think, be care- 

not to press the clauses of it foo much, 
so as to make them bear separate meanings 
corresponding to the arrangements of our 
Lord's discourse. As expressed in the 
other Evangelists, the question was con- 
cerning the time, and the sign, of these 
things happening, viz. the overthrow of 
the temple and desolation of Judæa, with 
which, in the then idea of the Apostles, 
our Lord’s coming and the end of the 
world were connected. Against this mis- 
take He warns them, vv. 6, 14,—Luke 
ver. 24,—and also in the two first parables 
in our ch. xxv. For the understand- 
ing of this necessarily difficult prophetic 
discourse, it must be borne in mind that 
the prs is spoken in ad A m 

0 phecy, in which various l- 
1 gro. involved: (1) The view of the 
Jewish Church and its fortunes as repre- 
senting the Christian Church and its his- 
tory, is one key to the interpretation of 
this chapter. Two parallel inter- 
pretations run through the former pr as 
fur as ver. 28; the destruction of Jerusa- 
lem and the final judgment being both 
enwrapped in the words, but the former, 
in this part of the chapter, predominating. 
Even in this part, however, we cannot tell 

how applicable the warnings given ma 
be to the events of the last times, in which 

tly Jerusalem is again to play so 
distinguished a part. From ver. 28, the 
lesser subject begins to be swallowed up 
by the greater, and our Lord’s second 
coming to be the predominant theme, with 
however certain hints thrown back as it 
were at the event which was immediately 
in question : till, in the latter part of the 
chapter and the whole of the next, the 
second advent, and, at last, the final judg- 
ment ensuing on it, are the subjects. 
(2) Another weighty matter for the under- 
standing of this prophecy is, that (see 
Mark xiii. 32) any obecurity or conceal- 
ment concerning the time of the Lord’s 
second coming, must be attributed to the 
right cause, which we know from His own 
mouth to be, that the divine Speaker 
Himself, in His humiliation, did sot know 
the nor the hour. All that He had 
heard of the Father, He made known unto 
His disciples (John xv. 16) : but that which 
the Father kept in His own power (Acta 
i. 7), He did not in His abased humanity 
know. He told them the attendant cir- 
cumstances of His coming; He gave them 
enough to them from error in sup- 
poring the day to be close at hand, and 

carelessness in not expecting it as 
ing Scripfore prophecy as I 

do as a whole, and the same great process 
of events to be denoted by it all, it will be 
but waste labour to be continually at issue, 
in the notes of this and the succeedin 
chapter, with Meyer and others, who bold 
that the ird prophecies areinconsistent 
in their eschatology with those after the 
Ascension, and those again with the chili- 
astic ones of the Apocalypse. How un- 
tenable this view is, I hope the following 
notes will shew; but to be continually 
meeting it, is the office of polemic, not of 
exegetic theology.) 4, 5.] Our Lord 
does not answer the wére but by admo- 
nitions not to be deceived. See a ques- 
tion similarly answered, Luke xiii. 23, 24. 

near. 
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RA. v] This was the first danger 
awaiting them: not of being drawn away 
from Christ, but of rn that these 

sons were Himself. such persons, 
before the destruction of Jerusalem, we 
have no distinct record; doubtless there 
were such : but (see above) I believe the 
prophecy and warning to have a further 
reference to the latter times in which its 
complete fulfilment must be looked for. 
The persons usually cited as fulfilling this 
(Theudas, Simon Magus, Barchochab, &c.) 
are all too early or too late, and not cor- 
respondent to the condition, A rg n. 
pov, ‘with My name as the grownd of 
their pretences.’ See Greswell on the 
Parables, v. 380 note. Luke gives an ad- 
dition (ver. 8) to the speech of the false 
Christe, cai ò raipòg fryywev. 
6—8.] Nn and é&xoel woddpev 
there certainly were during this period; 
but the must be interpreted 
rather of those of which the Hebrew 
Christians would be most likely to hear as 
a cause of terror. Such undoubtedly were 
a A ainet the Jews 
by Caligula, Claudius, Nero; of the 
first of which Josephus says, Antt. xix. 1.2, 
Ove re rq peripe db . eie ÓAiyor 
iieyeyóves p) ove dwodwdiva:, p) ra- 
xeiag abre (Taig) rel vr rapayevopi- 
VAC. uke couples with ok., drara- 
oraciac,—and to this 
seems also to point. There were serious 
disturbances,—(1) at Alexandria, which 

ve rise to the complaint against and 
tion of Flaccus, and Philo’s work 

against him (A. D. 88), in which the Jews 
as a nation were the especial objects of 

to ravra after || Lu :) txt C rel lat syrr 
rec aft Auioi ins kai Voip: (from || Luke, as 

Bros’ tat 

Chr. 

-gr copt sth arm Orig-lat : 
DE! lat-a b e f} Cypr Hil 

persecution; (2) at Seleucia about the 
same time (Josephus, Antt. xviii. 9. 8, 9), 
in which more than 50,000 Jews were 
killed; (3) at Jamnia, a city on the coast 
of Judæa near Joppa (Philo, legat. ad 
Caium, $ 80). Many other such national 
tumults are recorded by J us. See 
especially B. J. ii. 17. 10, 18. 1—8, in the 
former of which places, he calls the sedi- 
tion xpocipiwy adwoewc, and says that 
Ixacrog rey ptrpiw» irerdpasro: and 
adds, dex) di AA ry Zepíav rex. 
rapaxij, cai wãga wóňiç ele db Bigpnro 
orparéxtda. ps, and Aoróc, which 
is coupled to it in || Luke, are usual com- 
panions : a proverb says, nerd Acudy Ao- 
póc. With regard to the first, Greswell 
(vol. v. p. 260 note) shews that the famine 
prophesied of in the Acts (xi. 28) hap- 

ed in the ninth of Claudius, A.D. 49. 
t was t st Home,—and therefore 
bably and Africa, on which the 

ns depended so much for supplies, 
were themselves much affected it. 
Suetonius (Claud. 18 of assidua 
sterilitates ; and Tacitus (Ann. xii. 43) of 
‘frugum et orta ex eo fames,’ 
about the same time. There was a famine 
in Judæa in the reign of Claudius (the 
true date of which however Mr. Greswell 
believes (Diss. vol. ii. p. 5) to be the third 
of Nero), mentioned by Josephus, Antt. 
Hi. 15. 3. And as to Aotoi, t h their 
occurrence might, as above, be inferred 
from the other, we have distinct accounts 
of a pestilence at Rome (a. D. 65) in Sueto- 
nius, Nero 39, and Tacitus, Ann. xvi. 13, 
which in a single autumn carried off 
80,000 persons at Rome. But such matters 
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as these are not often related by historians, 
unless of more than usual severity. 
hel] The principal earthquakes oc, 
curring between this prophecy and the 
destruction of Jerusalem were, (1) a great 
earthquake in Crete, A.D. 46 or 47; (2) 
one at Rome on the day when Nero as- 
samed the toga virilis, A.D. 51; (3) one at 
Apamea in Phrygia mentioned by Ta- 
citus (Ann. xii. 58), A.D. 68; (4) one at 
Laodicea in Phrygia (Tacitus, Ann. xiv. 
27), 4. D. 60; (5) one in Campania (Ta- 
citus, Ann. xv. 22). Seneca, Ep. 91, § 9, 
in the year A.D. 58, writes: Quoties 
Asis, quoties Achais urbes uno tremore 
ceciderunt! quot oppida in Syria, quot in 
Macedonia devorata sunt! Cyprum quoties 
vastavit hsec clades! quoties in se Paphus 
corruit! frequenter nobis nuntiati sunt 
totarum urbium interitus. The prophecy, 
mentioning card réwoug (place for place, 
—i.e. here and there, each in its par- 
ticular locality; as we say, “up and 
down”), does not seem to imply that the 
earthquakes should be in Judæa or Jeru- 
salem. We have an account of one in 
Jerusalem, in Josephus, B. J. iv. 4, 6, 
which Mr. Greswell (as above) places about 
Nov. A.D. 67. On the additions in Luke 
xxi. 11, see notes there; and on this whole 

see the prophecies in 2 Chron. xv. 
5—7, and Jer. li. 46, 46. dpx?) 
éB(vev] in reference to the wadtyyevecia 
(ch. xix. 28), which is to precede the evy- 
ríAua rod aliyoc. So Paul in Rom. viii. 
22, rdoa ij xridic ... . cuvedBlva. dx. 
rod yUyv. The death-throes of the Jewish 
state precede the ‘regeneration’ of the 
universal Christian Church, as the death- 
throes of this world the new heavens and 
new earth. 9—18.] rére, at this 
time,—during this period, not ‘after these 
things have happened.’ De Wette presses 
this latter meaning, that he may find a 
contradiction to Luke, ver. 12, p 0i 
rovrwy wavrwy .... These words serve 

only definitely to fix the time of the inde- 
finite rére, here and in ver. 10. The rore 
in ver. 14 is, from the construction of the 
sentence, mere definite. For &voxr. dp. 
Luke has Oavarecovci i£ pôv, viz. the 
Apostles. This sign was early given. James 
the brother of John was put to death, A.D. 
44: Peter and Paul (traditionally, Euseb. 
H. E. ii. 25) and James the Lord's brother, 
before the destruction of Jerusalem: and 
possibly others. kd. uus.) See Acta 
xxviii. 22, aĩptoig abr... . vavraxyob 
d vrekiye rat: also Tacitus, Ann. xv. 44, 
where Nero, for the conflagration of Rome, 
persecutes ‘Christianos, genus hominum 
ob flagitia invisos : also see 1 Pet. ii. 12; 
iii. 16; iv. 14—16. In chap. x. 22, from 
which these verses are repeated, we have 
Ay ved wavrwy—here rev i0vov is 
added, giving icularity to the pro- 
phecy. 10.] See 2 Tim. iv. 16, and 
the repeated warnings against apostasy in 
the Epistle to the Hebrews. The persons 
spoken of in this verse are Christians. 
‘Primo conrepti qui fatebantur, deinde 
$ndicio eorum multitudo ingens.’ Tac. Ann. 
xv.44. On peo. AM., compare the deadly 
hatred borne to Paul and his work by the 
Judaizers. In the Apocryphal works called 
the Clementines, which follow teaching 
similar to that of the factions adverse to 
Paul in the Corinthian Church, he is 
hinted at under the name ò iy0póc dv- 
0pwroc (Ep. Pet. to James 2, and Recog- 
nitions, i. 70, cited by Stanley, Essays on 
Apostolic Age, p: 377). These Judaizing 
teachers, among others, are meant by the 
Pevdorpogiira:, as also that plentiful crop 
of heretical teachers which sprang up 
every where with the good seed of the 
Gospel when first sown. See especially 
Acts xx. 30: Gal. i. 7—9: Rom. xvi. 17, 
18: Col.ii.17—end: 1 Tim. i. 6, 7, 20; 
vi. 3—6, 20, 21: 2 Tim. ii. 18; iii. 6—8: 
2 Pet. ii. (and Jude): 1 John ii. 18, 22, 23, 
26; iv. 1, 3: 2 John 7; Pevdarderodos, 
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2 Cor. zi. 13. Even De Wette, who at- 
tempts to deny the historical fulfilment of 
the former signs (ver. 7), confesses that 
this was historically fulfilled (Ex 
Handbuch in loc.). 12. } It is against 
this dvopla especially that James, in his 
Epistle, and Jude, in more than the out- 
ward sense the brother of James, were 
called on to —the mixture of hea- 
then licentiousness with the profession of 
Christianity. But perhaps we ought to 
have regard to the past tense of sXn8vv- 
5»a:, and interpret, * because the iniquity 
is filled up,’ on account of the horrible 
state of morality (parallel to that de- 
scribed by Thucydides, iii. 82—84, as pre- 
vailing in Greece, which had destroyed 
all mutual confidence), the love and mu- 
tual trust of the generality of Christians 
shall grow cold. Tüv woAhiv,—thus 
we have ch. xxv. 5, ivócratav wacas 
wai xa vdo. Even the Church itself 
is leavened the distrust of the evil 
days. See 2 . ii. 8. 13.) ii 

7 m of this seems to 
Sg tone ie faithful till the 

destruction of Jerusalem, should be pre- 
served from it. No Christian, that we 
know of, perished in the siege or after it : 
see below. But it has «ulterior meanings, 
according to which ridog¢ will signify, to 
an individual, the day of his death (sec 
Rev.ii.10),—his martyrdom, as in the case 
of some of those here addressed,—to the 
Church, 5 in the faith to the end 
of all thi See Luke, xxi. 19, and note. 

14. “We here again have the preg- 
nant meaning of prophecy. The Gospel 
had been preached through the whole 
‘ orbis terrarum, and every nation had re- 
ceived ite testimony, before the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem: see Col. i. 6, 28 : 2 Tim. 
iv. M. This was necessary not only as re- 

garded the Gentiles, but to give to God’s 
people the Jews, who were scattered among 
all these nations, the opportunity of re- 
ceiving or rejecting the preaching o 
Christ. But in the wider sense, the w 
imply that the Gospel shall be preached in 
all the world, literally taken, before the 
great and final end come. The apostasy of 
the latter days, and the universal disper- 
sion of missions, are the two great si of 
the end drawing near. 15. vy. 

The LXX rendering and that of 
t. omits rijc) of ope v. Dan. 

xii. ll. The similar expression in ch. xi. 
31, is rendered in the same manner by the 
LXX, but by Theod. dia. Apaviopivoy, 
and in ch. ix. 27, rò B&M. rà» ioguwotwv 
in the Vat. MS., and To what a differently 
in the Alex. t exactly the 
words in Daniel Ms is not clear. Like 
other prophecies, it is probable that they 
are pregnant with several interpretations, 
and are not yet entirely fulfilled. "They 
were in of Antiochus Epiphanes 
by the Alexandrine Jews; thus 1 Macc. i. 
54 we read yxoddpnoay Poiduypa in“ 
cewe ixi rò Üvewuiorüpiov. Josephus re- 
fers the prophecy to the desolation by the 
Romans: Antt. x. ll. 7, AanAog cai 
rep ric T&v ‘Pwpaiwy "ytuoríag dy- 
= gal cai bri be’ abrov ipnpwOjoerat. 

principal Commentators have sup- 
— P hat the eagles of the Roman 
ions are meant, which were 5 

inasmuch as they were tdols worshipped 
by the soldiers. These, they say, s in 
the holy place, or a holy place, when the 
Roman armies encamped round Jerusalem 
under Cestius Gallus first, A. D. 66, then 
under Vespasian, A.D. 68, then lastly under 
Titus, A.D. 70. Of these the first is gene- 
rally taken as the sign meant. Josephus 
relates, B. J. ii. 20, 1, that after Cestius 

T. T os 
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was defeated, rodAol r&v imipardy 'Jov- 
dae, écxe«p BaxriZopivac viec, averi- 
xovro ric wéAewc. But, without denying 
that this time was that of the sign being 
given, I believe that all such interpreta- 
tions of its meaning are wholly inapplica- 
ble. The id * mainly arisen from 
supposing that the parallel warning of 
Like ver. 20, rar d idnre xv - 
pévuv v ere ‘lep. róre yvóre 
Ors Hyyice y nh, abrijc) is identical 
in meaning with our text and that of 
Mark. The two first evangeliste, writing 
for Jews, or as Jews, give the inser or 
domestic sign of the approaching calamity : 
which was to be seen in the temple, and 
was to be the abomination (always used of 
something caused by the Jews themselves, 
see 2 Kings xxi. 2—7: Ezek. v. 11; vii. 
8, 9; viii. 6—16) which should cause the 
desolation,—the last drop in the cup of 
iniquity. Luke, writing for Gentiles, gives 
the outward state of things correspond- 
ing to this inward sign. That the Roman 
eagles cannot be meant, is apparent: for 
the sign would thus be so sign, the Roman 
eagles having been seen on holy ground for 
many years past, and at the very moment 
when these words were uttered. Also 
rowog dytog must mean the temple: seo 
reff. Now in searching for some event 
which may have given such alarm to the 
Christians, Josephus’s unconscious admis- 
sion (B. J. iv. 6. 3) is important: 3» yàp 
én ric rakatòg Adyog dávégov, Iv rore 
THY Oy d\wotoGa, cai caragAreyHnote- 
Oas rà yta vóu rokinor, crac ld 
karacenyy, cai xeipsc olasias wpopidvwot 
TÒ roù bioù ritt olg ob« dmtorn- 
reg ol Zndrwrai stacdvouc éavroóe 
ixidocay. The party of the Zelots, as we 
learn from ib. ch. 3. 6, 7, had taken pos- 
session of tbe temple,—róv vtov rov 9. 
povprov av ro Touvvrat, xai raraévyi) 
rai rvpayvtiov abrotg hy cov. In 
the next section (8) he tells us that they 
chose one Phannius as their high- priest, 
an ignorant and profane fellow, brought 
out of the field, — crep ixl cenviic 
Gdorpip kartrócuovr xpocwxtiy, ri 
re loÜrra wpiridévrig lep, kai rd ri 
det roitiv Uri capo diddaxovrec,—yrebq 
& hy ixtivoig cai waiti rò rät % 
doifnua,—roig d áAXoig ieptŭoiw ixi- 
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tui voc woppwOew wailopevoy ròv vó- 
pov Qaxgótv Ime, cai kariorevov r- 
rey itoey Tiu&y kardAvotr. Town that 
the above-cited passages strongly incline 
me to think that if not this very impiety, 
some similar one, about or a little before 
this time, was the sign spoken of by the 
Lord. In its place in Josephus, this very 
event seems to stand a little too late for 
our purpose (A.D. 67, a year after the in- 
vestment by Cestius): but the narrative 
occurs in a description of the atrocities of 
the Zelots, and without any fized date, and 
they had been in possession of the temple 
from the very first. So that this or some 
similar abomination may have about this 
time filled up the cup of iniquity and given 
the sign to the Christians to depart. What- 
ever it was, it was a definite, well-marked 
event, for the flight was to be immediate, 
on one day (u Ar), and uni- 
versal from all parts of Judea. Putting 
then St. Luke’s expression and the text 
together, I think that some internal dese- 
cration of the holy place by the Zelota 
coincided with the approach of Cestius, 
and thus, both from without and within, 
the Christians were warned to escape. See 
Luke xxi. 20: also Dr. Wordsw.'s note 
here, which however introduces much 
mysticel and irrelevant matter, though 
coming to what I regard as the right con- 
clusion. 6 dvay. voslre) This I be- 
lieve to have been an ecclesiastical note, 
which, like the doxology in ch. vi. 13, has 
found ite way into the text. If the two 
first Gospels were published before the 
destruction of Jerusalem, such an admoni- 
tion would be very intelligible. The words 
may be part of our Lord's discourse direct- 
ing attention to the of Daniel 
(see 2 Tim. ii. 7; Dan. xti. 10); but this 
is not likely, especially as the reference to 
Daniel does not occur in Mark, where 
these words are also found. They cannot 
well be the words of the Evangelist, in- 
serted to bespeak attention, as this in the 
three Wis Be i» wholly without ex- 
ample. 16—18.] The Christian Jews 
are said (Euseb. H. E. iii. 5) to have fled 
to Pella, a town descri by Josephus 
B. J. iii. 8. 3) as the northernmost boun- 

of Peres. Eusebius says they were 
directed thitber by a certain prophetic in- 

BDEPG 
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timation (rud xpgenòr), which however 
cannot be this ; as Pella is not on the mous- 
tains, but beyond them (but in order to 
reach it would not they have to fly exactly 
isi rà pn over, along, across them ? 
See note on on xviii. 12) :—Epiphanius 
(de mensuris et pond. § 15, PEG ii. 

. 171) that they x 5 
vxó áyyi^ov. 173 À person might 
run on the ASE houses in Jeru- 
salem from one part of the city to another, 
and to the city gates. Perhaps however this 
is not meant, but that he should descend b 
the outer stairs instead of the inner, whic 
would lose time. 19, 20.] It will be 
most important that so sudden a flight 
should not be encumbered, by personal 
hindrances (r. dv y. èx.), or by hindrances 
of accompaniment (r. @qà.), see 1 Cor. vii. 
26; and that those things which are oné 
of our power to arrange, should be propi- 
tious,—weather, and freedom from legal 
prohibition. The words m 782 cep. are 

to Matthew, and shew the strong 
ewiah Mint Pc are 5 to 
5 such portions of our "a say- 

That they were not said as any 
sanction of observance of the Jewish Sab- 
bath, is most certain: but merely as re- 
ferring to the pagitipe impediments which 

om rov bef yv» D. 
yevroiro fiet D! lat-a bo 

might meet them on tbat day, the shut- 
ting of the gates of cities, &c., and their 
m pe pc about travelling further than 
. Sabbath- day 's journey (about 

bold English) ; for the Jewish Christians 
adhered to the law and customary observ- 
ances till the destruction of Jerusalem. 

21, 22.] In ver. 19 there is proba- 
bly also an allusion to the 5 of the 
siege, which is here taken up the ydp. 
See Deut. xxviii. 49—57, which was lite- 
rally fulfilled in the case of Mary of Pe- 
rea, related by Josephus, B. J. vi. 3. 4. 

Our Lord still has in view the pro- 
phecy of Daniel (ch. xii. 1), and this cita- 
tion clearly shews the intermediate fulfil- 
ment, by the destruction of Jerusalem, of 
that which is yet future in ite final fulfil- 
ment: for Daniel is of the end 
of all things. Then only will these words 
be accomplished in their fall sense: al- 
though Josephus (but he only in a figure 
of "historie has sius himself in nearly 
the same . J. proœm. § 4): 
rd youy Xávrw» ar fee d rox huara 
wpóc rå 'Ioyĝaiw» yrractai pot orel 
card ovycpiocy. 22.] If God had 
not in his mercy shortened (by His decree, 
to which the aor. refers) those days (- 
pag ixdeenowwc, Luke xxi. 22) the whole 
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nation (in the ultimate fulfilment, all 
flesh) would have perished: but for the 
sake of the chosen ones,—the believing, — 
or those who should believe,—or perhaps 
the preservation of the chosen race whom 
God hath not cast off, Rom. xi. 1 ests 
shall be shortened. It a that be 
sides the cutting short in 7 Divine coun- 
sels, which must be hidden from us, va- 
rious causes combined to shorten the siege. 
(1) Herod Agrippa had begun strengthen- 
ing the walls of Jerusalem in & way which 
if finished would have rendered them xá- 
onc avipwariyne cpeirrova Biac, but was 

ped by orders from Claudius, A. D. 42 
or 43, Jos. Antt. xix. 7. 2. (2) The Jews, 
being divided into factions among them- 
selves, bad totally neglected any prepara- 
tions to stand a siege. (8) The magazines 
of corn and provision were burnt just be- 
fore the arrival of Titus; the words of Jo- 
sephus are remarkable on this, caraxafjvat 
62 wAny dXiyou mávra roy oro, 9c av 
abroic ote iw’ dA dinpescey irn wo- 
Aiopkovpéyoig, B. J. v. 1. 5. (4) Titus 
arrived suddenly, and the Jews voluntarily 
abandoned parts of the fortification (B. J. 
vi. 8. 4. (5) Titus himself confessed, 
(B. J. vi. 9. 1,) civ beg y iroden hahe, 
cai Otòg Hy ò ràvós röv lpuyparwy 'Iov- 
éaiove cahex , rel eipic re dvOpwrwy 
N pnxavai rl vpóc rovrove rovc ripyouc 
Sévavrac; (The foregoing particulars are 
from Mr. Greswell, . V. 948 ff. note.) 

Some such providential shortening of the 
great days of tribulation, and hastening of 
God's glorious Kingdom, is here promised 
for the latter times. 23— Thése 
verses have but a faint reference (tho à 
an unmistakeable one) to the time of t 
siege (Joseph. B. J. ii. 13. 4, says, adva 
yee dv Opwsrot ral awarewvic Mpocynpart 
ao pov vewreptopovc cal peraBurdc 

wpayparevopuevot, Satporgy rò AO 
dviweBoy..... ) : their principal refer- 
ence is to the latter days. In their first 
meaning, they would tend to correct the 
idea of the Christians that the Lord's 
coming was to be simultaneous with the 
destruction of Jerusalem : and to guard 
them against the impostors who led people 
out into the wilderness (see Acts xxi. 88), 
or invited them to consult them privately, 
with the promise of deliverance. In their 
main view, they will preserve the Church 
firm in her waiting for Christ, through 
even the awful troubles of the latter days, 
unmoved by enthusiasm or superstition, 
but seeing and looking for Him who is 
invisible. On the signs and wonders, see 
2 Thess. ii. 9—12: Boat. xiii. 1—3. 
27, 28.] The coming of the Lord in the 
end, even as that in the type was, shall be 
a plain unmistakeadle fact, understood of 
all ;—and like that also, sudden and all- 
pervading. But here again the full mean- 
ing of the words is only to be found in the 
final fulfilment of them. The lightning, 

wçrep yao ) do-. 

X vore... 
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ligh ing both ends of heaven at once, seen 
all eath it, can only find its full si- 

militude in His Personal coming, Whom 
every eye shall see, Rev. i. 7. 28.) 
The stress is on S dr and ice, point- 
ing out the ssiversality. In the similar 
discourse, Luke xvii. 37, before this say- 
ing, the disciples ask, ‘Where, Lord? 
The answer is, —first, at Jerusalem: where 
the corrupting body lies, thither shall the 
vultures (literally) gather themselves to- 
gether, coming as they do from far on the 
scent of prey. Secondly, in its final ful- 
filment, —over the whole world ; for that 
is the round now, ge 5 the 
angels of vengeance. t. xxviii. 
49, which is probably here referred to; 
also Hosea viii 1: Hab. i. 8. The inter- 

tion (Theophylact, Euthym., Calvin, 
. Wordsw., &c.) which makes the srpa 

ovr Lord, and the deroi the elect, is quite 
beside the The mystical 
of it may be seen in Wordsw.’s notes. 
Neither is any allusion (Lightfoot, Ham., 
Wetstein, Wolf, &c.) to the Roman eagles 
to be for a moment thought of. The 
deroi are the vultures (vultur percnopte- 
rus, Linn.), usually oned by the an- 
cients as belonging to the eagle kind, Plin. 
Nat. Hist. ix. 3. 29.] eb Odors —all 
the difficulty which this word has been 
supposed to involve has arisen from con- 
founding the partial fulfilment of the 
prophecy with its ultimate one. The im- 
portant insertion in Luke (xxi. 23, 24) 
shews us that the Or- includes py) 
T9 àa rov’ry, which is yet being in- 
flicted : and the treading down of Jeru- 
salem by the Gentiles, still going 0 
note there): and immediately after 
tribulation which shall happen when the 
cup of Gentile iniquity is full, and when 
the Gospel shall have been preached in 
all the world for a witness, and rejected 
by the Gentiles, (wA\npwOacw xaiol - 
vev,) shall the coming of the Lord Him- 
self happen On e indefiniteness of this 

i iod in the hecy, see note 
on ver. 5. (Th ma uh: ua in Mark is 

VoL. I. 

@ DR ¥ a f e » - g p, U 

OTOU Eav p TO "Tua, EKEL avvaxÜncovrai OL 

ziii 17. ig Mk. Lako xxiii. 45. 
1 Cor. xv. 41. Rev. vi. 19, 18. viL 12 (xxl. $4) only. Joxr di. 16. 

L 31. 21. 10, from P». la viii. 38 (Epa, iv. 18 v.7.) — 
All. iu. Mk. (Lake xi. 88 v. r.) only. Back. I. 4, &c. 
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* aeroi, UR. 2 

p nAtog "IA 8. 

oh ov Swou rò "éyyoc pali sre 
Rev 

Rev. ix. 9. — xil. 3. 
i as above (1). Rom. 

@ as above (k), and Rev. zii. 1 only. Isa. 

arm Orig-lat,; de Syr (both addns 
i for ta, av D 

equally indicative of a considerable inter- 
val; iv iceivaiç aic iÿuipntg nerd rhy 
OM ixeivny.) The His coming 
and its attendant circumstances being 
known to Him, but the exact time un- 
known, He speaks without regard to the 
interval, which would be employed in His 
waiting till all things are put under His 
feet : see Rev. i. 1; xxii. 6—20. In 
what follows, from this verse, the Lord 
speaks mainly and directly of His great 
second coming. Traces there are (as e. g. 
in the literal meaning of ver. 84) of slight 
and indirect allusions to the destruction 
of Jerusalem ;—as there were in the former 
part to the great events of which that is a 

wing :—but no direct mention. 
The contents of the rest of the chapter 
may be set forth as follows: (ver. 29) 
sigas which shall immediately precede 
(ver. 80) the ing of the Lord to judg- 
ment, and (ver. 81) fo bring salvation to 
His elect. The certainty of the event, 
and tts intimate connexion with its pre- 
monitory signe (vv. 32, 83); the endur- 
ance (ver. 84) of the Jewish people till 
the end even till Hear ( j sins Earth 
ver. 35) pass away. But (ver. 86) of 
the day and hour none knoweth. E 
suddenness (vv. 87—89) and decisiveness 
(vv. 40, 41),—and exhortation (vv. 42— 
44) to be ready for tt. A parable setting 
J'orth the blessedness of the watching, and 
misery of the neglectful servant (vv. 46— 
end), and forming a point of transition to 
the parables in the next chapter. å 
fios oxor.] The darkening of the ma- 
terial lights of this world is used in pro- 
hecy as a type of the occurrence of trou- 
le and danger in the fabric of human 

societies, Isa. v. 80; xiii. 10; xxxiv. 4: 
Jer. iv. 28: Ezek. xxxii. 7, 8: Amos viii. 
9, 10: Micah iii. 6. But the type is not 
only in the words of the prophecy, but 
also in the events themselves. Suc 
phecies are to be understood literally, and 
indeed without such understanding would 
lose their truth and significance. The 
physical signs shall happen = Joel ii. 81 : 
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99. for axo, ex D al Eus. 
$0. rec ins rw bef ovpayw, with X rel Chr Thdrt Damasc: om BL Cypr.—rov tv 

ovparoiwc D. 
D "15 latt(not F) Cypr Ambr Jer Aug. 

Hagg. ii. 6, 21, compared with Heb. xii. 
26, 27) as accom ents and intensifi- 
cations of the a state of things which 
the description typifies. The Sum of this 
world and the church (Mal. iv. 2: Luke i. 
78: John i. 9: Eph. v. 14: 2 Pet. i. 19) 
is the Lord Jesus—the Light, is tbe 
Knowledge of Him. 'The moon—buman 
knowledge and science, of which it is said 
(Ps. xxxvi. 9), ‘In thy light shall we see 
light :’ reflected from, and drinking the 
beams of, the Light of Christ. The stars 
—see Dan. viii. 10—are the leaders and 
teachers of the Church. The Knowledge 
of God shall be obscured—the Truth nigh 
put out—worldly wisdom darkened—the 
Church system demolished, and her teachers 
cast down. And all this in tho midst of 
the fearful signs here (and in Luke, vv. 

not, 

most probably greater heavenly bo- 
dies, which rule the day and night, Gen. 
i 16, and are there also distinguished 
from the doripig,— the Aapxpoi davacrai 
of Asch. . init. See notes on 2 Pet. 
jii. 10—12, where the stars seem to be 
included in rd crotysia. Typically, the 
influences which rale humán society, which 

80.] This rére, so em- 
phatically placed and repeated, is a de- 
Jinite declaration of time,—not a mere 
sign of sequence or coincidence, as e. g. in 
ver. 23:—when these thi shall have 
been somewhile filling men’s hearts with 
fear, —THEN shall, &. It is quite 
uncertain what the onpsiow shall be:— 
plainly, not the Son of Man Himself, as 

cow. bef rore D 1. 69. 124. 209 lat-a. rok Ac bef x. doknc 

some explain it (even Bengel, generally so 
valuable in his explanations, says, ‘ Ipse 
erit signum sui,’ and quotes Luke ii. 12 as 
confirming this view ; but there the swad- 

ing clothes and the manger were the 
‘sign,’ not the child), nor amy outward 
marks on his body, as his wounds; for 
both these would confuse what the pro- 
phecy keeps distinct—the seeing of the 
sign of the Son of Man, and all tribes of the 
earth mourning, and afterwards seeing the 
Son of Man if. This is manifest] 
some sign in the Heavens, by which 
shall know that the Son of Man is at hand. 
The Star of the Wise Men naturally occurs 
to our thoughta— but a star would not be 
a sign which all might read. On the 
whole I think no sign completely answers 
the conditions but that of the Cross :— 
and accordingly we find the Fathers mostly 
thus explaining the passage. But as our 
Lord Himself does not answer the question, 
Tl rd o nutiov ric oijc rapovciac; we may 
safely leave the matter. I mention, just 
to shew how sensible expositors can be 
misled vy a false interpretation of the 
whole, Wetstein’s strange 5 0 
Tò Gnptioyp r. v. r. áyÜ.,—' fumus Hiero- 
solymorum incensorum, qui interdiu solem, 
nocte vero lunam et stellas obscurat." 
waoa el $. r. v.] see Zech. xii. 10—14, 
where the mourning is confined to the 
families of Israel :—here, itis universal: see 
reff. Rev.; also vi. 15—17. This coming 
of the Son of Man is not that spoken of 
ch. xxv. 81, but that in 1 Thess. iv. 16, 
17, and Rev. xix. 11 ff, His coming at 
the commencement of the millennial reign 
to establish His Kingdom: see Dan. vii. 
13, 14. Suvapss is the power of this 
Kingdom, not, the host of heaven. 
81.] In 1 Thess, as above, the voice 
of the Archangel and the trump of God 
are distinguished from one another, which 
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seems to favour the reading which inserts the conclusion of this parable, and is itself 
xal here. This is not the great Trumpet doen by wapid@y to the verse following. 

e cannot, in seeking for ite ultimate 
except in so far as that may be spoken  fulfilment, go back to the taking of Jeru- 
of as including also the first resurrection: salem and make the words apply to it. 

i As this is one of the points on which 
J eo the rationalizing interpreters (De Wette, 

i , 33, 34.) riv andis a oe on 
wap., not as E. V., a parable, but the phecy ailed, it may be well to 

ite that has in Hellenistic Greek the 
meaning of a race or family of people. 
See Jer. viii. 3 LXX ; compare ch. xxiii. 

may serve as a key to the : 86 with ib. ver. 35, igoredeare ... but 
This coming of the Lord shall be as sure a (Aes generation did not slay Zacharias— 
sign that the of Heaven is nigh, so that the whole le are addressed : 
as 
of the fig-tree is a sign that summer is absolutely requires this sense (see note 
nigh. O e távra ravra, every one there): see Luke xvii. 25; Matt. 
of these thi —this coming of the Son xvii. 17; Luke xvi 8, where ye»tá is 
of Man $ , which will introduce the predicated both of the viol rov al&vec 
millennial Kingdom. As regards the rovrov and the viel rod $wróc, Acts ii. 40; 
parable, — there is a reference to the Phil. ii. 15. In all these places yeved is = 

: Jig-tree which the Lord cursed: — yivoc, or nearly so; having it is true a 
and as that, in its judicial unfruitfulness, more pregnant meaning, implying that the 
emblematized the Jewish people, so here character of one generation stamps itself 
the putting forth of the fig-tree from its ——— M E in this verse also. 

i e ceded by Dorner; omnes reor concessuros, 
not pass vocem y. si eam vertes ætas, multas easque 

away till all fulfilled. That this is plane insuperabiles ciere difficultates, con- 
the true meaning of that verse, must textum vero et orationis progressum flagi- 
appear when we recollect that it mm, a significationem gentis, nempe Judse- 
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ez! ravra yévnran © d ovpavóc kai 7) ‘yn mapeAtboerat, oi 
Ed T b Aoyor pov ov un ragt — 99 mepi d THC npépac ; taped: 

low exetvng Kai wpag obdtic oidey, Ovde oL dye tor oupa- 

v. 1T. b. 6, vu», & pm 0 watho pov povoc. 87 U bert Se ai ° fipépat I, res 
o. 

5 q? 

s here only, TOU Noe, ovrwe torat a ° wapogia : rov "viov You av- BDEFG 

eh . Oooov. 38 exc yap jov £y raiç ° ipipatc oV ' kara- MsDVA 
, *. 

"ni T bf, KAvopov * rpGyovrtc kai TiVOVTEC, yapouvrec Kat ' EKyapi- 
xxii, 80 & Luke xvii. 37. 2x. 84,85 v. rt. 

85. rec wapeXevoovrat (from || Mk Lu ep) dica E rel latt Orig, Tert Hila Ambr : txt 
BDL 83 lat-e Iren Orig-ms Nysse n Mac 5 Aug. 

86. rec ins rnc bef wpag (|| Mk), with (S 1. 83, e sil) syr-marg Bas Chr Thi: om 
BD rel Eus Chr-y Cyr.—om x. ep. L al Aha ovpaywy ins ovde o voc 
(from || Mk) BDN: forj lat-a b c f ff,  syr-jer eth arm 2. c 55 ee 
Ambrespr Aug: fil. hominis lat-e Hil-mss: om EL rel vulg lat-g, , ; most 
lat-mse and gr-mss, as alleged by Jer(* In quibusdam Latinis codicibus Dos adi tum est 
neque filius; quum in Græcis, et maxime tii et Pierii exemplaribus hoc non 
habeatur adecri ptum”); ancient gr mas mentd by Ambr; mas mentd by Paulin; 
scholl vett ; and at the council of Nicsea, as reported in Ath, it was alleged that these 
uisi were in Mk only. om pov (see || ME) BDLA 1. 33. 69 latt syrr syr-jer 

tt th arm Bas Ps-Ath Chr Damasc Ambr Aug Op: ins E rel lat.f. 
T. for ĉe, yap (on account of bs having just 5 This is more probable than 

that de should have been on account 9f yap J Jol The change would be made on 
the second, not on the first occurrence of the word) BD I, pii -marg copt Orig-lat 
Did spec Op: oe E toras ins cat 
Luke xvii. 26), VVV yr sth Orig-lat Op: om BI ) 
L U(Treg) hari! lat- ff, 1 D-lat Syr copt arm Clem 

88. rec wezep (see ver 27), with D txt B Ltrs L 89 Orig. rec aft 
"pepaic ins raiç xpo, with ' rel vulg lat-9, , arm Orig-lat ; szevaiç rpo D al; 
sruvaiç raic mpo B lat-b c f ff, h syr (sth) spec : om L lat-a e ff, Orig. (The reading 
in (zt seems to have been original one, and to have presented a which 
was solved by insg xpo, raiç po, or sxavate; and then the adjs were variously 
combined, as in B and D. aft vivoyrtc ins ca: DL lat-a b Syr for 
exyap., yapıocovreçc B; yapitovreg D 88 Chr-2-6-9-5-p-M : txt I, rel Chr-Fd’s-mse. 

orum.' (Stier, ii. 502.) The continued use and minute.’ The very important addition 
of r in vv. 84, 35, should to this verse in Mark, and in some ancient 
have saved the Commentators from the 
blunder of imagining that the then living 
generation was meant, seeing that the pro- 
phecy is by the next verse carried on to 
the end of all things: and that, as matter 
of fact, the Apostles and ancient Christians 
did continue to expect the Lord’s coming, 
after that generation had past away. But, 
as Stier well remarks, “ there are men 
foolish enough now to say, heaven and 
earth will never pass away, but the words 
of Christ pass away in course of time — ; 
of this, however, we wait the proof.” ii. 
505. TávTG ravra—all the 
hitherto recounted—so that both these 
words, and dpeis, have their partial, and 
their full meanings.  éyyvs dorw—viz. 
rò ridoc. On ver. 36 see Ps. cxix. 89; Isa. 
XI. 8; li. 6; Ps. cii. 26. 96.] An. èx., 
viz. of heaven and earth passing svezi ; OF, 
perhaps referring to ver. 30 ff. 18 

Sp. — the exact time — as we say, ‘ the hour 

MSS. here (but see digest), ob82 ê vids, 
is indeed included in ef py ò marp pov 
povoc, but could hardly have been inferred 
from it, had it not been expressly stated : 
ch. xx. 28. All attempte to soften or ex- 
plain away this weighty truth must be 
resisted ; it will not do to say with some 
Commentators, ‘nescit ea nobis,’ which, 
however well meant, is a mere "evasion : 
cm 95 course of humiliation under - 

eg Son, in which He increased 
(Luke ii. 52), learned obe- 

dience Heb. v. B), uttered desires in 
prayer (Luke vi. 12, &c.), —étMes matter 
was hi Him: and as I have 
already remarked, this is carefully to be 
borne in mind, in explaining the pro- 
phecy before us. 37—39.} This com- 
parison also occurs in Luke xvii. 26, 27, 
with the addition of ‘the days of Lot’ to 
it: see also 2 Pet. ii. 4—10; in. 5,6. It 
is important to notice the ‘confirmation, 
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Zovrec, a axe fic nulpac cn be, Nos tig THY " kiperróv, "He bea 
at obe " Eyywoay Ewe areas o " xarakÀvapóc kai a. s. Rev. 

iptv axavrac, ob roc torai 7]  wapouoia TOU q vioù TOU 
rors So f EcOvTGL EV TU aypy” eic * wapa- iir ers 3 avÜpoov. 40 

AapBaverar, kat eic * agisrat. 
Tw ` piip pia * wapadappaverat, kai pia 7 Spierat. f. zri i; 

yenyopsire ovv, Ort oux oldare ° xoig nulog o Kptoc zeik di. 1. 

3 xiit. dien 
41 S60 3 aAnÜovca:t év Le- iet. n 

3. 

Viv e epxerat. 43 ¢ exeivo à _yevwoxert, Ore el Boa c O y = ch. xi. 86 
° ouxo8eorarne * roię ‘ pudaky o O kAerrne č tpxtrat, en- a Nen 

Yopnaev av kai ovx a» * lacey dio vat TV oixiav xvi. 31. 

! ylivtaOs ropot. 
N Án = 87,89. 1 Cor. xvi. 18 al. 1475 

avrov. « da robro Kat out ic 

Num 
XI. K Judg. 

xil. 3,4 

ort 7 & = P ni. 6 

d pres., ch. xi. 3 reff. 
X. 1, II al. f «ch. xiv. 96 ref. Pu. izxzix 27 g ^ Lake iv. 4. 3 

aL Lake only, exe. hero & 1 Cor. K. 18. (Rev. ii. 90 v. r) dob iz. 18. b ch, vi. 19, 20 reff. 
| Lake xii. 40. 100r. . 7, 89. xL 1 xix. 15. 

40. ecovra bef doo (Luke xvii. 84) B Scr’s p forj lat-A. 

gc 69. 
Tec E era ins wat (seo. Luke xvii. 

rec ins o bef «e 
(twice), with E rel: ins o bef 2nd uc A Chr-2: txt B I. (def at 2nd) L (A) 1. 88 (syrr, 
aPpy. 

4L rec poder (gloss on uvÀw), with DHM: txt B I. (appy) rel Orig. at end 
ins vali durs Le xvii. 34) àvo amt rA ne puaç uç rapadapPavera e. sç apura: D 69, 
per bin rita di Ra niei Jed iced uvenc. 

nat pa) wpa ee ver 44), with L rel latt S arm lat Ath Chr pipa) wp cA wed ) yr copt ET 
Op: d ae A 1. 83. 
43. om av D 33. 

by His mouth who is Truth iteelf, of the 
historic reality of the flood of Noah. 
The expression ívovrec may serve to 
shew that it is a mistake to imagine that 
we have in Gen. ix. 20 the account of the 
first wine and its effecta. The security 
here spoken of is in no wise inconsistent 
with the anguish and fear prophesied, 
Luke xxi. 25, 26. They say, there is 
peace, and occupy themselves as if there 
were : bat fear is at their hearts ;—'surgit 
amari id, quod in i floribus angit.’ 
On the addition in e xxi. 34—36, see 
notes there. 40,41] From this point 
(or perhaps even from ver. 37, as historic 
5 is itself parabolic) the dis- 

begins to assume a parabolic form, 
and predani passes into a series of formal 

next chapter These 
V 
Noah, men and women shall be em oyed 
in their ordinary work : see Exod. xi. § 
(LXX), Isa. xlvii. 2. also shew us 
VVV 
mingled in monship and partner. 
ship with the c of this world (see 
Mark i. 19, 20. We may notice, that 

SH, ir syr-jer (wth) Iren- la 
g roA Du D I. Oerhape) L 1. 33. 

th-2-mse 
eavrov I, 83. 

these verses do not refer to the same as 
vv. 16—18. Then it is a question of 
voluntary flight ; now of being taken 
5 31: the graphi- 
cally sete the incident us; or per- 
lapi describes the ral of prooeoding. See 
on the sense of fapakauB y ref. 
John), or left. Nor again do they refer 
to the great, judgment of ch. xxv. 81, for 
then (ver. 82) ali shall be summoned :— 
but they refer to the millennial dispensa- 
tion, and the gathering of the elect to 
the Lord then. The “women grinding at 
the mill” has been abundantly illustrated 
b travellers, as even now seen in the East. 

y the Land and the Book, 
626, 7. , either because the pair 

PAL is € element in which the act 
es place,—or, more 

bat y, because that which is anni ie 
within, between the stones. 
Our Lord here resumes the tone et dire diet 
exhortation with which He commenced. 
To the secure and careless He will come 
as a thief in the night: to His own, as 
their Lord. See O b: Rev. iii. 8; 
xvi, 15: 1 Thess. v, 1—10, where the idea 
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» 8o es e [4 ea en 9 vô , wv 45 

au Soxeire weg 0 vtoc rov avÜpuwisrov tpxerat. ric apa 
. 21, 2 1 e — , A 

Si. Lake toriv o març SovAog kai * ' $povuioe, ov ' karkornaey o 

QE (M » Aiyw v Vni Ore * wi mace roi rap ov avrov * kare- 

o Lake ail. 43. arhos avrov, Pe a 8 "elwy o kakóc SovA0¢ éxeivoc 
281515 PCM ‘ev ry 'kapóig avrov " 5 mov o Kuptog tAv, 
. Gen. MI. 41 vat. ol bri cals puxovais, Xen, Or. v. 8. wg UE un P». vill. 6. -» 

Fe ch. $. on E. x. 6. 6. Teles. tem Mark 
ie * = Av. 6. Lake I. 31. Al. 45. Heb. x. 87 (from Hab. ii. 8) only. = Gea: xxxiv. 19, Dent. 

.21. Judg. v. 38. 

44. rec wpa bef ov doxure (for perspicuity 7), with E rel lat-e f g, syrr wth arm: 
tzt BD I, N copt. 
Ese for a en y v D ev-y Orig-lat Op. Eos aft cvpuov ins avrev (for per- 

with E 
om au. BB. 
oimeretac) hepa 

vulg lat: b M Mos. 
L 1. 38 Tod Mos ding -lat Ong Hil Ambr Hesych spec. 

om Lal Luke xii. 42, ower. no where p 5 with D rel: 
ouwtac N 69 wth Ephr Bas Chr: txt B I. LA 33. 

o 
r rec 

om rov D. v C. 
rec (for dorxai) d do (from || Le), with E rel: txt BCD I, LUA 1. 33. 69 

46. rec xoouvra bef our 
txt BCD I, L 1. 83. 69 latt sth 

I! Za), mit “oe rel lat F syrr arm Orig-lat Bas, : 
-lat 

48. rec o rvpioc bef pov (|| Lake), with E rel ts hom-Cl Bas Chr: txt BCD I, L 
83 Orig. 

is e ded at len Com ver. 7 
there with our ver. and on The distinc- 
tion between those who are of the day, 
and those who are of the night, see uai 
there. 45—47.| Our Lord had 
this parabolic exhortation before, ake 
xii. 42—46. Many of these His last say- 
ings ia, oar solemn 4 4 of, 
an erences to, things already sai 
Him. That this was the case in the 
present instance, is almost demonstrable, 
from the implicit allusion in Luke xii. 36, 
to the return from the wedding, which is 
bere nded into the parable of ch. xxv. 
1ff. How much more natural that our 
Lord should have preserved in his para- 
bolic discourses the same leading ideas, 
and again and again gathered his pre- 
cepts round them,—than that the Evan- 

ists should have thrown into utter and 
inconsistent confusion, words which would 

Tis špa lo. ] A Rer 
asked that each one mgy put it to him- 
self,—and to signify the high honour of 
such an one. TT. R. te- - 
dence in a servant can be only conse- 
VVT 

verse is especially addressed to the 

om e (as unnecessary, see ch xxv. 5) B 83 coptt Iren - lat. 

Apostles and ministers of Christ. The 
Thy rohe (= rà oiropirpioy 

Luke xii. 42) answers to ipyarny dverai- 
eyv»rov, ópÜorouoüvra roy NG rit 
dan. in 2 Tim. ii. 15. On ver. 47, com 
pare ch. xxv. 31: 1 Tim. iii. 18: Rev. ii. 
26; iii. 21, which last two an- 
swer to the promise here, that faith- 
ful servant shall be over all his master’s 
goods. That promotion shall not be like 
earthly promotion, wherein the eminence 
of one excludes that of another,—but 
rather like the diffusion of love, in which, 
the more each has, the more there is for 
all. 48—51.] The question is not 
bere asked again, ric ric Hed c. r. A., but the 
transition made from the good to the bad 
servant, or even the ES the bad mind 
of the same servant, by i e xarò g. 

On this kranai use of the demon- 
— 8 pronoun, see singe Grama. ii, 
8 
ua dein d 

terni al 15 one 7 act ae who aaya ò up pow—and 
well—but now TÒRT., &c.— 

falls away from bis truth and faitbful. 
ness ; the sign of which is that he begins 
(lit. shall have begun) to rarorupes be 
rey kAnpwy 1 Pet. v. 8, and to revel with 
the children of the world. In conse- 

a Govvat avroic ri — 
rap o SevAoc ici ov EE 

GH 
N cup avrov evphect bree roiobvre. 47 aun» LMSUV v 

e 
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Kat ap&nrat TUFTEV robe ovvoovrAouc avrou, oliy id atl aL 

& kai vivy pera rwv " utÜvóvrov, 9 nÉ« o Kiptog rov we. agis. 
7 — 7 » yee T ? ys — (^ € 1 . reff. 

BoUA ov Extivov £v ? quépa y ov ™ wpocdoxg Kai év weg y xis 122. 
4 

oU Aufl, 5l kai 

X vore... kai 0 S Bpvypec TOV x odovrwy, 

«Carrer 

2.— 

. wiray ( Luke), with G(rivnv) al lat-a: txt BCD I 
Bas Thi E Op. (cota, miya FHK 

Onoerat 7 Baordeta rwv ovpavov déxa ® vapÜtvoic, n airivec 

Aa ovsat rac ' Xausá&ac eavtwy sEnADov sc " vmrávrgow 4 
d Lake xii. 46 only. cee P». xlix. 18. 

Lake i. 27 bis. 
XXII. 19. 

g vv. 7, 11. ob. L , from Isa. vii. 14. 
xiv.4 s h ch. vil 18 ref. 
8. viii. 10 osły. Gen. xv. 17. 
ver.6. Acts xxvill. 16. 1 Thess. iv. 17 only. 1 Kings ix. 14, &o. always w. eie in N. T. 
(eot Apoer., 3 Mace. xii. 80 al.) 

b , > ^ 1 M 
érqorounatt avróv, kai TÒ 

> - a — e e d , » ,. e £y e e * 

avrov pera rw» vrokpirwy ` nou’ exel orat o ° kAavOpoc 

ed | / xvi. 9. 
OC y Lam. ii. 16. 

au : Lake ii. 18 
Acts xvii. 88. 

P à a ver. 8U. 
XXV. I Tórc'ouow- gii ed 

Ax5x.17 
only. 

€ «» John fil. 
Rev. xx. 

6. 23i. 8. 

e ch. vill, 19 reff, fch. xiii. 94. xviii. 18 al. 
Acts xxi. 9. 1 Cor. vil. , Kc. 3 Cor. Kl. 3. Rev. 
1 fo. aud Joha xvii. 9. Acts R. 3. Rev. iv. 

k bedvr., John zil 18 only. ‘Jadg. xi. 86 vat. only (h. àw., 
& LXX 

49. rec om avrov (see || Lake), with E rel hom-Cl : ins BCD I, L 1. 83. 69 latt syrr 
coptt wth arm 

arm uthym 
(il C 

51. Once bef pera D latt (a def) Hil. 

char. XXV. 1. rec avrw», with C I, rel Orig Bas: txt BDL (seo note). 

ce, though he have not lost his belief 
6 cp. pov), he shall be placed with those 
who believed not, the hypocrites. 
BL] Bx. refers to the punishment of cut- 
ting, or sawing asunder: see Dan. ii. 5; 
iii. 29: Sus. ver. 59: see also Heb. iv. 12; 
xi. 37. The expression here is perhaps 
not without a symbolical reference to that 
dreadful sundering of the conscience and 
practice which shall be the reflective tor- 
urak! of m condemned a by the 

ingling and confounding of which onl 
is the anomalous life of the wilful 1 
made in this world tolerable. 

Cuar. XXV. 1—13.) PARABLE OF THE 
Vineins. Peculiar to Matthew. 
L] Tér«—at the period spoken of at the 
end of the last chapter, viz. the coming 
of the Lord to His personal reign—not 
His final coming to judgment. Séxa 
7 The subject of this parable is not, 
as of the last, the distinction between the 
faithful and unfaithful servants; no out- 
ward distinction here exists—all are vir- 
ins—all companions of the bride—all 
rnished with brightly-burning lamps— 

all, up to a certain time, fully ready to 
meet the Bridegroom—the difference con- 
sists in some having made a provision for 
feeding the lamps in case of delay, and 
the others none—and the moral of the 
parable is the blessedness of endurance 
unto the end. ‘In eo vertitur summa 
parabole, quod non satis est ad officium 
semel accinctos fuisse et paratos, nisi ad 
finem usque duremus. Calvin. There is 

ig-lat Bas-old-mss Chr Thl Euthym Hil Op. rec t de x. 
rel lat-5 c &csyrr copt sth 

69: eon M 83.) for de, re 

Tec 

no question here of apostasy, or unfaith- 
fulness—but of the want of provision to 

the light bright against the coming 
of the bridegroom however delayed. 
Ten was a favourite number with the 
Jews ten men formed a Say ag I ina 
synagogue. Ina from Rabbi Sa- 
lomo, cited by Wetstein, he mentions ten 
lamps or torches as the usual number in 

iage processions: see also Luke xix. 
18. els Ow. T. v.] It would appear 
that these virgins had left their own homes, 
and were waiting somewhere for the bride- 
groom to come,— probably at the house of 
the bride; for the object of the i 
rocession was to fetch the bride t the 
idegroom’s house. Meyer however sup- 

that in this case the wedding was to 
be held in the bride’s house, on account of 
the thing signified—the coming of the Lord 
to his Church ;—but it is better to take 
the ordinary custom, and interpret accord- 
ingly, where we can. In both the wedding 
parables (see ch. xxii.) the bride does not 
appear—for she, being the church, is in 
fact the te of the guests in the one 
case, and of the companions in the other. 
We may perhaps say that she is here, in 
thestrict interpretation, the Jewish Church, 
and these ten virgins Gentile congregations 
accompanying her. The reading xai rūc 
vúponç is probably an interpolation, such 
as are of frequent occurrence in D and its 

ates. This d£5A8ov is not their cogn 
final going out in ver. 6, for only half of 
them did so,—but their leaving their own 
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bez rob ! yupdiou. 2 wivre St cE avrov ot pwpai, Kai BCDEP 
A P 

„ kurt ™ uwpai AaPoveat rdc MsUv 
reff. - 5 ee — « XZA l. 
„H Aah⁰H¹ dae avrov ovk tAa(Jov fel tavrev °EXatov' * at 33.6. 
phere ch. dé * ópóviuot fAa(Jov ° fAatov ev rote ’ ay yelotc pera re» 
oniy. Jr. Nauwadwy abr 5° ypovitovroc 8b rov 'vuu$iov 
al. a = 1 te abeusd 6 * ué 82 4 

ach. ale. s Evvoratay vacat Kat tkaÜivoov. utonc òè * vuxroc 
13 Fet. ii. S on. Ps.cxvili. 28 vat. cxx. 8, 4. s hero oniy. S Kings ill. 90. sce Mark xiti. 88. 

ararr ge (from ver 6), with DL rel: txt BC 1 Method. (Z doubtful. aft 
vvuéiov add cat rng vvpénc (prob a clumsy interpolation: see note) DX! 1' al latt 
Syr syr-w-ast (with a margl note, “ sponsa non in omnibus exemplaribus invenitur 
nominatim in Alexandrino ") arm Orig-lat Hil Arnob Tich Op: om BCZ rel coptt sth 
Method Bas Chr Aug. 

2. [vv 2—16 lat-a defective.] ins a: bef 1st xeyre Z. rec ge bef e£ 
avrwy, with X rel Bas Chr-H: om e£ avro» Chr-2(and ed-Fd) : txt BCDLZA! 1 lat-b c 
&c arm Orig-lat Bas Chr-6-9-5-p. rec transp ¢pompot and pwpat (more natural 
order. It hardly, as Mey and De W., been altered to tzt to suit ver 8), with X 
rel lat: syrr Bas Chr Thl: txt BCDLZ 1. 33 latt syr-jer copt eth arm Orig-lat. 

En h ins a: bef sravre (error from the last letters of xav P), with E rel Bas Thi: 
om BCDLZ 1. 83. 
3. rec airıveç (mechanical repetition from ver 1, acriveg Xafovaa: r. r. A. P), with X 
rel Bas Chr: as de Z 1 latt wth: ac ov» D lat: cat ac Syr syr-ms: a: syr arm: txt 
BCL 83 copt. (yap not being understood, ĉe, ovv, eas were substi ; or as rec : this 
seems to me far more likely than that at yap should have been substituted for aivıvec, 
as Mey and De W. think.) rec (for avrwy) tar (mechanical repetition from 
ver 1), with Z(appy) (S 1, e sil) : om L vulg lat-f,.9,,. L arm: txt BCD rel Bas. 
aft sXatov ins ev toic ayytiouic avre» D Scr's q? ev-y(once) Arnob. 

4. rec aft ayyuo:ç ins avrwy, with C rel latt syr copt eth: om B D-gr LZ I forj 
lat-A Syr arm ob. 

homes: ef. \aBovoar—iraBop, &c. vv. 3, 4. 
The in ion is—theee are come 
out from the world into the Church, and 
there waiting for the coming of the Lord— 
not oe Laat but faithful souls, bearing 
their lamps (r. A. lavrév, cf. 1 Thess. iv. 4) 
—the inner spiritual life fed with the oil 
of God’s Spirit (see Zech. iv. 2—12; Acts 
x. 88; Heb. i. 9). All views of this para- 
ble which represent the foolish virgins as 
having only a dead faith, only the lamp 
without the light, the body without the spi- 
rit, &c., are qwite beside the purpose ;—the 
lamps (see ver. 8) were all burning at first, 
and for a certain time. Whether the 
equal partition of wise and foolish have any 

meaning we cannot say ; it may be so. 
9, 4.| These were not torches, nor 

wicks fastened on staves, as some have sup- 
posed, but properly lamps: and the oil 
vessels (which is most important to the 
pee) were separate from the lamps. 

e ory wan J the hearts lit with the 
flame of heavenly love and patience, sup- 
lied with the oil of the Spirit,—now comes 

in the difference between the wise and fool- 
ish :—the one made 5 the 
supply of this—the others did. How so? 
The wise ones gave all diligence to make 

om 2nd avresy CZ vulg lat. 7 F. g, , A Ang: eavrey B. 

their calling and election sure (2 Pet. i. 10 
and 5—8), making their bodies, souls, and 
mo ( eir € Cor. iv. 7) a means 
of supplying spiritual food for the light 
within, by iino in the appointed means 
of grace, more and more of God's Holy 
Spirit. The others did not this but trust- 
ing that the light, once ing, would ever 
burn, e no provision for the strength- 
ening of theinner man by watchfulness and 
prayer. 5—7.] xpovíL. : compare ch. 
xxiv. 48. But the thought of the foolish 
Mri aer is very different from that of the 
wicked servant: his— there will be plenty 
of time, my Lord tarrieth ;'— theirs, ‘surely 
He will soon be here, there is no need of a 
store of oil! This may serve to shew how 
e aed diverse is the ground of the two 
parables iv. wae. x. èx.) I believe no 
more is meant here than that all, being 
weak by nature, gave way to drowsiness: 
as indeed the wakefulness of the holiest 

istian, com with what it should 
be, is a sort of slumber :— but, the while, 
how much difference was there between 
them! r.] dormitabant: we 
have Aristoph. Vesp. 12, Üxvoc vvorar- 
rac: and Plato, Rep. p. 406 o, speaks of 
a vucráQw» Gaerne. Wordsw., after 
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6. for yeyoviv, yan B. 

amepyondrwy & avrov ayopacat A bev o 
roi. tic ij do 

w ob. xii. 50 
"d Job 
xvi. 5, 6. 

ner avrov Lic TOUC E nik. 
89. 

vortpov & Epyovrat rz jo vi. 
200r. 

„ liL 9 reff. 3 
b pia. as geri 2, &c. reff, 

113 

rec aft vvpéeoc ins epyerai, with C rel latt syrr 
for ebe p- yr. 

rec aft ararrijeiv ins avrov, with AD 
sth arm Orig-lat Bas Chr Op: om BC DLZ coptt Method Ephr C 
xte, eEepyeras Di. ouvarrnay C. 

3 avro C latt: om B Cyr. (Z 33 defective.) 
7. om ruva: D ev-22 (Syr ?) arm. 

ABLZ. (33 def. 
8. rec «rov, with ADZ rel: txt BCL 83. 

gpey, vyey C'LU. 
9. rec (for ov pn) ove, with ALZ 38. 69: txt BCD rel Ephr Bas. 

83 al. 
latt 

10. 
gsAuc04 Bl. 

rec 
w wth arm Orig-lat, Aug Op. 

Hilary, understands this verse of sleep in 
But, not to mention that this will 

not my the mac of the le (see 
below on ver. 8), it would assume (xacas) 
that none of the faithful would be living on 
e when the Lord comes. xpevyl 
T] see Isa. lxii. 5—7: and the porter's 
uty, Mark xiii. 84. This verning Ay i 

before the coming: see ver. 10. yiyovev, 
not, was, but to be rendered present, gra- 
phically setting the reality before us: 
there ariseth a cry. weou| A 
now seem alike—all wanted their lamps 
trimmed—but for the neglectful, there 
is not wherewith! It is not enough to 
have burnt, but to be burning, when He 
— . 
she it if the oil is spent ? arsch 
odor the toe pouring on fresh oil, and d 

e fungi about the wick: for the 
Mit [pee a sharp-pointed wire was 
rael to the lamp, which is still seen in 
the bronze lamps found in sepulchres. 
Virgil’s Moretum, ‘ Et producit acu stu 
humore res da N and Wük be 

6 are out,—not as 
E. V., and even eom The Wordsw. to 
support his in iion of ver: 5,—* are 
gone out ? and there is deep truth in this : 
the lamps of the foolish virgins are not ez- 

or as. de avr., eec vrayovaw cum vadunt D. 

rec (for eavrev) avre», with CD rel: txt 

aft mpc» ins eXatov A. for 

aperoes D 
aft wopeveoOe ins ds, with CZ rel lat-ff, syr copt-wilk: om ABDEGHSVA 

eropa A ev-Yosoe. 

tinguished altogether. ob 
Ap.] see Ps. xlix. 7; Rom. xiv. . Non 
can have more of this provision than will 
supply his own wants. wopevec@s | 
This 1s not said in mockery, as some (Lu- 
ther, Calv.) a, apt pad ees earnest. 

we 
of the mee fer — MÀ 5 
God Himself, who alone can give his Spirit. 
The counsel was good, and well followed 
but the time was past. (Observe that those 
who sell are a particular class of persons— 
no mean argument for a set and appointed 

and 7 for a paid minis - 
If they sell, they receive for the thing 

d: cf. our Lord's saying, Luke x. 7. 
This selling bears no analogy with the 
crime of Simon in Acts viii.: cf. 
our Lord's other saying, Matt. x. 8.) 
10—12.] We are not told that they could 
not buy—that the shops were shut—but 
simply that it was foo late—for that time. 
VVV 

, when the of grace wili 
be past, that is spoken of,—except in so 
far as it is hin at in the background, 
and in the individual application of the 
parable (virtually, not actually) coincides, 
to each man, with the day of his death. 
This feast is the marriage supper of Rev. 
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geari cal at Aocrat. wapbévar Aéyovcae Kúpu Kõpu avortov naa) 
E uu, 12 6 & amokpifeig sixev Aue Aly Uptv, ^ oux ABCDE 

a. I ot0a uuac. — 19 Tonyopeire ovv, Ort ovk oldare Thy uu y 
"rel Vel ovee thy wav. 4 dere yao avÜpwiroc d awoonpwy . . 

pamu sret exGecev rovc id iouc SuovAouc kai ° wapédwKev avroig ra 
ch. zvilt. 24 e » , — * v (i » b ^» 
oniy. Kings d vxapyxyovra avTOv, 15 Kat 8 b d Aer 1 WEVTE raXavra, 

8 F al ? * IL, * 5 i M 2; ise 
13 O iLa E y ét duo, 5e et €^ eK dcr Kata TYV 1810 óvvapuv, 

kabel ieu Kai ^ agtonugcte tuÜtwc. I wopev0eic 82 O Td wévre 
. Mom. 5 — A 

S 9r. rälavra AB “epyacaro 'év avroic Kai m émotyotv 
x. . 

] « ch. v. s , e , t e ` 
Ram. xvi. 16 d AAG ture [" raXavra |. 7 Qcabrwe kat o ra Ovo 
Rev. ll. 18. m ch. Ill. 10. Lake Alx. 18. Deut. Au. B. 

11. for tpxovrat, nAGow D lat-c f syr copt Orig - lat Op. 
b or? copt wth Aug: ins ABC rel vulg 1at-ff, , g, , syrr 

om sat DHZ forj lat- 
Orig-lat Bas Aug Op. 

rec aft wpay ins ev n o woc rov avyOpwrov epyera: (gloss), with CE eri. 
mg: om ABC'DLXA tl. 33 latt syrr syr-jer coptt eth arm Orig-lat Eus(appy) Ath 
Chr Hil Aug. 

14. om yap D arm Orig. 
avrev À. 

15. for I», eva D. 

aft avOpesroc ins ric CFM al arm. for avrov, 

for 10. 2v»., Suvapev avrov D. 
16. evBewe wopevOerc, omg de, B lat-5 f, 91: * de xop. 1 al lat-c f ff, & syr-jer 

9 : Trop. Oe evOewe arm. Hoyacaro 
(prob from vo 17, 22) ATBCDL 1. 88. 69: txt A! rel. 

. for s*oujasev», exspórotev 
om 2nd raAavra (as us- 

necessary : it is hardly possible it should have been inserted) BL 1. 88 latt(not f) Syr 
syr-jer coptt arm Op. 
17. for wçavrwç, ogotwc D.—A adds ĝe. 

tol) lat-5 g, 

xix. 7—9 (see also ib. xxi. 2); after which 
these improvident ones gone to buy their oil 
shall be judged in common with the rest of 
the dead, ibid. vv. 12, 13. Observe 
here, oùx olda tp. is very different, as the 
whole circumstances are different, from 
obdiwore Zyvey Up. in ch. vii. 29, where 
the d roxepeirt dx’ lob binds it to the 
wopevec@e dæ ipoŭ in our ver. 41, and to 
the time of the final judgment, spoken of 
in that parable. [See the note at the end 
of the chapter. ] 

14—30.) PARABLE OF THE TALENTS. 
Peculiar to Matthew. The similar parable 
contained in Luke xix. 11—27 isaltogether 
distinct, and uttered on a different occa- 
sion: see notes there. 14.] der. y.— 
the ellipsis is rightly supplied in the E. V., 
For the Kingdom of Heaven is as a 
man, £c. We have this parable and the 
receding one alluded to in very few words 
y Mark, xiii. 34—36. In it we have the 

active side of the Christian life, and is 
danger, set before us, as in the last the 
contemplative side. There, the foolish vir- 
gins failed from thinking their part too 
easy—here the wicked servant fails from 
thinking his too hard. The parable is still 
concerned with Christians (rovs Wlovs 

om gat C'L 33 am(with em forj fald? 
aft dvo ins rakavra AB D lat-c eth-rom ; Aagwv vulg lat-a b 

Boot), and not the world at Large. 
We must remember the relation of master 
and slave, in order to understand his de- 
livering to them his property, and punish- 
ing them for not fructifying with it. 
155 In Luke each receives the same, but 
the profit made by each is different: see 
notes there. Here, in fact, they did each 
receive the same, for they received accord- 
ing to their ability—their character and 

wers. There is no Pelagianism in this, 
or each man’s powers are themselves the 
gift of God. 16—18.] The increase 
gained by each of the two faithful servants 
was fee irl amount of their talents :—of 
each will be required as much as has been 
given. “ eloyácoTo is the technical 
term, common in the classics, and : 
cially in Demosthenes: see Reiske’s index, 
év is instrumental.” Meyer. trol · 
gev is not a Latinism (conficere pecu- 
niam), but answers to vowi» xapsov 
ch. ui. 10. The third servant here 
is not to be confounded with the wicked 
servant in ch. xxiv. 48. This one is not 
actively an ill-doer, but a Aider of the 
money entrusted to him—one who brings 
no profit: see on ver. 24. 19—23.] 

rod xpóvov.— Here again, as well as 
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pot * wapiduxac, Be A wevre raavra * exépSnoa ET ive E Eph. 

evroic. 2l f t$n aury o küptoc avrov r Eù SovAs ab! Put 
kai mort, " éwi oL ya ñ ze maroc, eri rA g t kara- * Bere (& ver. 
eric eic Ad ac ryv” yapar rov xvpiou aov. 

a Heb. li. 11 aL, fom Ps. xciv. u. 48, € nf. 
134 Hebd. xh. 2. 

&c copt -lat. om xa: avrog (as 
seth Ern Ong ht Bas Op: ins AC? 

18. aft 1» ins rahavroy . A lat-a b o &c. 

(not f i). 
lat. i eth arm. 

Aa txepò.) 

2 vpoc- . vp. 

v Joba zv. IL a $ Or, 

55 8 BCI L 383 latt coptt 

om are RG „D 5. 86. 59 lat-a 5 o &c 

rec iv TU yv, with ACD rel am syrr: ro» yny C! : yn» BL 33 
(The decision here is dificult. ZENENTHI'H was likely enough 

to be mistaken, one EN being passed over, for EN TH TI, and then the TH omitted: 
and on the other hand, ZENTH was just as likel 
2 ENENTH, and then the TH inserted.) 

19. rec xpovov bef xoXvv, with A rel syrr: 
Op. rec par’ avrwy bef Xoyov, with A rel lat-ff, syrr 

83 latt. 
20. for rat wpoceXO., wpoceX0. e A copt. 

erlucratus sum latt arm ewexipinca D, 
difficult and appy sup ; the reading of D &c above, and E &c 

to be mistaken for 
rec awercpuwe, with X rel: txt ABCDL 33. 

txt BCDGL 1. 33. 69 latt copt arm 
Orig : txt BCDL 1. 

om 4th radayra CL latt Syr eth. 
-lat. om ex avrote (as 

below, have 
also been attempts to correct if) BDL 33 lait copt eth arm: ins AC rel syrr, ey avrei 
(from ver 16) 

ei D att am: exe, exe (i. e. swe) ew’ D latt arm: 

in the xpovit. of ver. band ch. xxiv. 48, we 

bee si Moto. his Monete i no 8 one is 
ein lg aap the last judgment, 

same as that ia the former 
3 the beginning of j at the 
house of @ God—the judgment of the mil- 
lennial advent. This, to the servante nd 
Christ 83 (8iovg dobRong, ver. 14 
their final judgment — but not that the 
rest of the world. We may observe that 
this t account differs from the coming 
of bridegroom, inasmuch as this is 
altogether concerned with a course of 
action past—that with a present state 
of preparation. This holds, in the indi- 
vidual application, of the account 
the resurrection : that, at the utmost 
(and not in the direct sense of the parable 
even so much), of E: ready for his sum- 
mons at death. 

quia in (ori ev) 

Al. eee, om BCDEKL (MU, Tisch) 38 latt Syr 
A 1(appy) latt Iren-lat Lucif. 

lat Iren Lucif. 
for Ist 

ix’ abroig the enabling cause of his gain; 
—' without Me, ye can do nothing,’ John 
xv. 5. This is plainer in Luke (xix. 16), 
j pra gov iza spocgpyácaro prac. 
See 1 Cor. xv. 10;—snd on the joy and 
alacrity of these faithful servants in the 
day nis 1 Thess. ii. 19; 2 Cor. 
i 14; PhiL iv. 1. 21.) In Luke = bri 
iv ida yiory vi0TÓG lyivov, iab: iZovsiay 
lywy lx iza sóAev— where see note. 
(I cannot imagine with Meyer that +d is to 
be taken with ixi óAiya ñc v., or that it 
wil not bear the sense of Well done!“ 
Although «dye is the more usual word, we 
have (see Passow in later Greek such ex- 
pressions as pad sù, which is ps near as 
positi: to that meaning.) The xepá 

is not a feast, as sometimes inter- 
preted, but that joy spoken of Heb. xii. 2, 
and Isa. lii. 11—that joy of the Lord 
arising from the completion of his work 
and labour of love, of which the first Sab- 
batical rest of the Creator was typical— 
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writ tAv St kal o ra duo raAavra eimev Kipie, vo raÀAavra 
SY Enn pot " mapéðwkac, 1. ide aAAa Sto rüAÀavra Pexépdnoa Tew LM 

= 4 - avroic. Lu avr o Kuptoc avrov "Eu Sovre ayabe 

ur Te kal mort, ° Emt ya ñ ze rioròe, ERL ro Ab ct * kara- 
E ornow’ * eiceAde ee ry “ yapay rod kupiov sov. 4 r- 
mim n Abos d xai o ro tv ráAavrov etAngwo EHu Kupe, 

ju. rom yy ot Ort “oxAnpoc el el avOpwrroc,  ÜsoiZwv Omov ovx 
P) Lekel g toT&(pac, kai " avváywv obey ou die cõprioac 25 Kat 

ai si, cs G ve BBybeic, awed Guy éxpuya ro rüAavróv gov er ry y 
baraa ia tà Exec brò cov. 28 amoxpiic dt o Kúptoç avrov 
"fiw e eimev avr IIovnoé Soue xat ° oxunpé, pouc 8 ort “ OepiZe 

. 6,9. d ch. xxvii. OTOU OVK čamupa, kai " auvayw obey ov * Steaxapmiea ; $ 

41, Ce. . 7 lde oc ouv Ha ro apyipiov pov roic " roameZiraic, 
ebere only 7. 
à Taro evvévate 

29. om de B. 

edwcec D. 
23. evye and ewes ew, as before, ver 21. 
24. om Ist «a: D 1 lat-a b c g, « , Lucif. 

for ori, orov D 56 latt. 
eth. 

arm Hil -lat Op. 
25. ar xa D al latt 

vp rp , Polyb. XII. 18,6. Jos. Autt. xil. 2. 8. (see ch. xxi. 18) 

rec aft raXayra ins Aa, with D rel vulg lat-b c; Ae 
157. 243: om ABCL 1. 88. 69 syrr. (a space is left in Rettig’s edn of A.) 

for idt, idov D (and ver 25). 
xap- 

to rog bef nc B lat-4. (om c lat-c.) 
for ïv, eva Dl. om ot D 4 latt 

26. ovh: bef rovnpe A latt Syr copt Orig-lat, hom-Cl Chr-ed(not Fd) Damasc Hil 
Lucif Ambr Jer Op. 

27. rec ovy bef ce, with AD rel latt copt Orig-lat Op: txt BCL 83 ev. yrs syr. 

Gen. i. 31; ii. 2,—and of which his faith- 
ful ones shall in the end partake: see 
Heb. iv. 8—11; Rev. iii. 21. Notice 
the identity of the praise and ion of 
him who had been faithful in less, with 
those of the first. The words are, as 
has been well observed, “not, ‘good and 
successful servant,’ but ‘ good and faith- 
ful servant :’” and faithfulness does not 
depend on amount. 24, 25.] This 
sets forth the excuse which men are per- 
petually making of human infirmity and 
inability to keep God's commands, when 
they never apply to that grace which may 
enable them to do so—an excuse, as here, 
self-convicting and false at heart. 
Gep({. Sw. otx fr.] The connexion of 
thought in this our rd’s last parable, 
with His first (ch. xiii. 8—9), is remark- 
able. He looks for fruit where He has 
sown—this is truth: but not beyond the 
power of the soil by Him enabled—thzs is 
man’s lie, to encourage himself in idleness. 

$o.] see Gen. iii. 10. But that 
pretended fear, and this insolent speech, 
are inconsistent, and betray the falsehood 
of his answer. xas Tò ody] This 
is also false—it was not rò o for there 
was his Lord's time,—and his own Labour, 

which was his lord’s—to be accounted 
Sor. 26, 27.) Luke prefixes ir rod 
oréparéc cov cpivw os,—viz. because, 
knowing the relation between us, that 
of absolute power on my part over thee, 
—if thou hadst really thought me such 
an hard master, Ba oe K. T. A., in order 
to avoid utter ruin. But this was sot 
thy real thought— thou wert sovgpóc 
£. aͤcvnpoc. The Yeas, &c. is not 
concessive, but hypothetical ; ;—God is sot 
really such a Master. TOUS Tpar. 
in Luke (xix. 23) iwi rpawelav. 
5 reted cokA vorne (seo 
ch. xxi. 12) by Hesychius. There was 
a saying very current among the earl 
Fathers, yiveoOe déxcuot par N Trat, whi 
some of them seem to attribute to the Lord, 
some to one of the Apostles. It is sup- 
posed by rari cal Reeves ned ges 
and it is just possible it may have 
bat it more sideris was traditional, or from 
some & Suicer, Thes., 
under the he word: the question, 
and inclines to think that it was a way of 
expressing the general moral of the two 

les in Matt. and Luke. Bat, 
in the ¢ tation, who are theee rpa- 
wetirac? The explanation (Olsh., and 
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31 “Orav & £A0p o | vide rod 

fa apyvpaa (corra) B. 
Chr(cayw). 

2 for deca, wevre D. 
$9. om ravr: D al Syr Chr. 

Chr Thl Euthym-mss. 

adopted by Trench, Parables, p. 247) of 
their being those stronger characters who 

lead the more timid to the useful 

—and (2) nor to the facts of the case: 
for it is impossible to employ the grace 

, have provided that I should have 
not been defrauded of the interest of my 

justice.’ Observe there would have been 
praise due to the servant—but rò 

place of the rpaweZirat. 
scribers to them take heed that they be 
not in the degraded case of this servant, 
even if his excuse had been genuine. 
98—31.] This command is answered in 
Luke xix. 25, by a remonstrance from 
those addressed, which pr net 5 
rules by stating the great law of his King- 
dom. In ch. xiii. 12 we have explained 
this as applied to the system of teaching 

parables. Here it is icated of 
the whole Christian life. It is the case 
even in nature: a limb used is strength- 
ened ; disnsed, becomes weak. The trans- 

weptocevoerat D. 

. i. 12.) 
k ch. viii. 19 

, , „„ n ex. Lo vils avOpwrou t» ry " doky r 
m ch. xvi. 97 
lal. Paci. 16. 

% bef eXOw» A lat.ff, g, & Clem(eye avX0.) Orig 

Op. 
30. rec exBadXere, with FG*H 69: Badere ee D 61 lat - a b c e ff, 9: txt ABC rel 

ference of the talent is not a matter of 
justice between man and map, but is done 

illustration of this law, and in virtue 
of that soverei wer by which God 
does what He will with his own: see Rom. 
xi. 29, and note there. In td ox. rò if. 
there is again an allusion to the marriage 
supper of the Lamb, from which the useless 
servant being excluded, gnashes his teeth 
with remorse without: see ch. xxii. 13. 

31—46.] THE FINAL JUDGMENT OF 
ALL NATIONS. Peculiar to Matthew. In 
the two former parables we have seen 
the difference between, and judgment of, 
Christians—in their inward readiness for 
their Lord, and their outward diligence 
in profiting by his gifts. And doth these 
had reference to that first resurrection 
and millennial Kingdom, the reality of 
which is proved by the passages of Scrip- 
ture cited in the notes above, and during 
which all Christians shall be judged. We 
now come to the great and universal 
judgment at the end of this period, also 
prophesied of distinctly in order in Rev. 
xx. 11—15— in which all the dead, small 
and great, shall stand before God. This 
last great judgment answers to the judg- 
ment on Jerusalem, affer the Christians 
had escaped from it: to the gathering of 
the eagles (ministers of vengeance) to the 
carcase. Notice the precision of the words 
in ver. 31, Srav dd (0s —the Srav setting 
forth the indefiniteness of the time—the 
- the ao Paige the two parables 
oregoing; and T to mark a precise 
time when all this shall take place—a 
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u ch. iv. 19. Xl. 98. xxii. dai, Gen. xxxvii. 90. 
w gen., John vi. 45. Philem. 1. Winer, $ 30. 2. 

10. xv. 50 al. Gen. Av. 7. Esa. xlix. 8. 

ech. x. 49 |. Rom. xii. 20 (from 8 

y = ch. 4. 93 reff. 
. 96. Rev. zili. 8. zvii.8. , Jahn zviii. 94 al. see ch. xiii. 86 reff 

v. 91) al. Judg. iv. 19. 

v Lake i. 28, 42. per cn. xxiv. 3) vat) lsa. ixi. 9. 
2 ch. v. 5. xix. 29. x. 9. xvili.18. 1Cor.vi.9, 

s w. axó, Luke zi. 60. Hebd. iv. 3. 
a ch. v. 6 reff. b cb. xiv. 16 reff. 

81. ree ins ayto: bef ayysAce (usual epithet : ined from Mark viii. 38, or Luke ix. 
26), with A rel lat F syrr Chr: om BDL 1. 33 latt syr-jer copt wth arm Orig Eus Ath 
Chr-K-L(and wlf-ms) Cyr Max Cypr Hil Ambr Aug Op. 

99. rec evvaxy0ncerai (grammi corrn), with A rel Eus, : txt BDKL (G U, Treg) 83. 
69 Eus, Thdrt. 

33. om pew D lat-a b c 
for az’, aro D. epigwwy B. 

de Ras I (‘ut mihi e f ff, ^ Syr syr-ms sth arm. 
quidem videbatur : contra, Nhat. Treg om avrov A al Orig-lat Bas-sel Avit. 

day of judgment. Compare for the 
better understanding of the distinction, 
and connexion of these ‘two comings’ of 
the Lord, 1 Thess. iv. 16, 17, and 2 Thess. 
i. 7—10. This description is not a 
parable, though there are in it parabolic 
passages, e. g. Gcwep Ò vou. r. r. A.: and 
for that very reason, that which is illus- 
trated by those likenesses is not itself 
parabolic. It will heighten our estima- 
tion of the wonderful sublimity of this 
5 res we recollect that it was 
spoken by the Lord only three days b 
His sufferings. uod 86. avr.) Tui 
expression, repeated again at the end of 
the verse, is quite distinct from nerd 
d od. x. 668 wodAHe ch. xxiv. 80; see 
Rev. xx. ll. This His glory is that also 
of all his saints, with whom He shall be 

nations of the world, as 
from the ixdecroi already gathered to 
Him, just as the Gentiles were by that 
name distinguished from his chosen 
the Jews. Am these are the other 
sheep which He has, not of this fold,” 
John x. 16. &$oput e. r. A.] see Ezek. 
xxxiv. 17. The sheep are those referred 
to in Rom. ii. 7, 10; the goats in ib. vv. 
8, 9, where this same judgment according 
to works is spoken of. 84.] THE 

Krne—here for the first and only time 
does the Lord give Himself this name: 
see Rev. xix. 16: Bom. xiv. 9. 
Sede r. 7. A.] Whatever of good these per- 
sons had done, was all Him from 
whom cometh every good gift—and the 
fruit of his Spirit. And this Spirit is 
ur paronae for man by the work of 
the , in whom the Father is well 
pleased: and to whom all judgment is 
committed. And thus they are the blessed 
of the Father, and those for whom this 
kingdom is prepared. It is not to the 
purpose to say that those ebAcynp. · 
must be the elect of God in the stricter 
sense (ol tedecroi)—and that, because the 
Kingdom has been pre for them 
from the foundation of the world. For 
evidently this would, in the divine omni- 
science, be true of every single man 
who shall come to salvation, whether be- 
longing to those who shall be found worthy 
to share the first resurrection or not. The 
Scripture assures us of (evo resurrechont : 
the first, of the dead in Christ, to meet 
Him and reign with Him, and hold (1 Cor. 
vi.2) judgment over the world ; the second, 
of all the dead, to be judged according to 
their works. And to what would 
be a judgment, if all were fo be con- 
demned ? And if any escape condemns- 
tion, to them might the words of this 
verse be used: so that this objection to 
the interpretation does not apply. 
Election» to life is the uni doctrine 
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27 al Rea. iv. Si. Sir. vil. 8. 
m ch. v. 18 rof n 

E Ges. vili. 8. ̀ t( 
. axiv. 9. 

ch. v. 44 v. r. 
uch. xiii. 8. Jade? only 

er MULUS Sek Re ee Gen. xl.S8al. leh. vi. 20 ref. 
och xx. p eh 10. Heb. . nil. 48, &e. I. xxviii. 

83. La r ver. 
Mark 21. $$. Lake vi. 28. Rom. xii 

R v ver. 84. 
14. James iii. 9 

36. rec gA0ers, with EMSUV 1: txt ABD rel. (I, doubtful.) 
37. udapey B! I. 
38. done bef os D al Clem: 
39. for wore dt, n rore D latt copt Orig-lat Clem. 
Ff. acOeyny A: txt BD al Clem Cypr,. 

NN, J 5 
. ron avroi bef o B. D: o Bac. om lat - a. 

tidapey I. (but dopey ver 89). for , cat D. 
rec (for 5 

N, «at 

om re» aüti$uv pov (see ver 
45) B! lat. /i Clem, Ambr Aug Gaud Chrom. [Either avrwror rwv ačeàġwy pov is 
written in marg of B, but it is now illegible. From inspection.] 

4L om o: BL 83. defective. 
pov D 1. 22 lat-a b c 
Salv Paulin Promiss. (| 

of Scripture; but not the reprobation of 
eee see below, on erii: On 
awd xaraPohis xécpov, see John xvii. 24: 
1 Pet. i. 20. 95.] cvrnyáyere, sc. 
elc olco», or ele opdc,—a meaning con- 
fined to the LXX and N. T.—received me 
with hospitality —took me in; the idea is, 
* num me among your own circle.’ 

37—40.) The answer of these ĝi- 
xato: appears to me to shew plainly (as 
Olshausen and Stier interpret it) that 
they are not to be understood as being the 
covenanted servante of Christ. Such an 
answer it would be impossible for them to 
make, who had done all distinctly with 

to Christ, and for his sake, and 
th his declaration of ch. x. 40—42 be- 

fore them. Such a supposition would re- 
move all reality, as indeed it has generally 
done, from our Lord’s description. See 
the remarkable difference in the answer 
of the faithful servants, vv. 20, 22. The 
sainte are already in His glory—jadging 
the world with Him (1 Cor. vi. 2)—ac- 
counted as tatives of, 
Himself (ver 40) im this judgment they 

TO yro«uacpeyov, 0 grohe o vargp 
¥ K Teron Iren-lat, Clem Hippol Aug, Juvene Gaud Ruf Leo 

Tert Hil have both.) 

are not the judged (John v. 24: 1 Car. 
xi 91). But these who are the judged, 
know not that all their deeds of love have 
been done to and for Chrisi—they are 
overwhelmed with the sight of the 
which has been working in and for them, 
and the glory which is now their bleased 
portion. And notice, that it is not the 
works, as such, but the love which 
prompted them—that love which was 
their faith,—which felt its way, though 
in darkness, to Him who is Love,—which 
is commended. Tév AN.] Not ne- 
cessarily the sainte with Him in glory — 
though primarily those—but also any of 
the great family of man. Many of those 
here judged may never have had oppor- 
tunity of doing these things to the saints 
of Christ properly so called. In this 
is fulfilled the covenant of God i pde 
ham, ivevAoynOncovrai: dv T$ ovípyoT 
cov fir fa n dorn tis yüs. Gen. S xil. 
18. 41—43.] It is very important 
to observe the distinction between the 
blessing, ver. 34 and the curse here. 
' Blessed — of my Father :’— but not 
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ach. xix. 16 $3. 69. 

ref. 4 

42. ins cat bef edtynoa B'L Syr wth. 
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‘cursed of my Father, because all man's 
rable ele of 1 5 
From himself. The Kingdom, prepared 
Jor yon; 4 *the fire, which has been 

for the devil and his angels’ 
notice Tò rip 7d al. rà rom. 

greater definiteness could not be given : 
that icular fire, that eternal fire, 
created for a special purpose]—not, for 
you: because there is election to life—but 
there is no reprobation to death :—8 book 
of L4fe— but no book of Death; no hell 
or man—because the blood of Jesus hath 
purchased life for all: but they who will 
serve the devil, must share with him in the 
end. The repetition of all these par- 
ticulars shews how exact even for ev 
individual the judgment will be. Stier 
excellently remarks, that the curse shews 
the fermination of the High Priesthood of 
Christ, in which office He only intercedes 
and blesses. Henceforth He is King and 
Lord—his enemies being now for ever put 
under his feet. 45.] See note 
on ver. 87. The sublimity of this 
description surpasses all imagination — 
Christ, as the Son of Man, the Shepherd, 
the King, the Judge—as the centre and 
end of all human love, bringing out and 
rewarding his latent grace in those who 
have lived in love — everlastingly punishing 
those who have quenched it in an un- 
loving and selfish life—and in the accom- 
plishment of his mediatorial office, causing, 
even from out of the iniquities of a rebel- 
lious world, his sovereign guider re- 
joice against judgment. .] See 
John v. 28, 29; and as taking up the pro- 

phetic history at this point, Rev. xxi. 
1—8. Observe, the same epithet is used 
for edA\acte and S which are here con- 
traries—for the Cw? here spoken of is not 
bare existence, which would have annikila- 

are antagonist terms. 
proper to state in this 

ving now entered on the deeper study of 
the prophetic portions of the N. T., I do 
not kel by any means that full confidence 
which I once did, in the exegesis, quoad 
prophetical interpretation, here given of 
the three portions of this chap. xxv. But 
I have no other system to substitute: and 
some of the points here dwelt on seem to 
me as weighty as ever. I very much ques- 
tion whether the thorough study of Scrip- 
ture prophecy will not make me more and 
more distrustful of all human systematiz- 
ing, and less willing to hazard 
assertion on any portion of the subject. 
July, 1855. Endorsed, Oct. 1858. At the 
same time, the coincidence of these sgh 
tions with the process of the great 
things in Rev. xx. and xxi. is never to be 
overlooked, and should be our guide to 
their explanation, however distrustful we 
may be of its certainty. Those who set 
this coincidence aside, and interpret each 
portion by itself, without connexion with 
the rest, are clearly wrong. 1861.) 

CHAP. XXVI. 1, L.] FINAL ANNOUNCE- 
MENT OF HIS SUFFERINGS, NOW CLOSE AT 
HAND. (Mark xiv. 1. Luke xxii. 1.) The 

blic office of our Lord as a Teacher 
ving been now fulfilled, His priestly 
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office begins to be entered upon. He had 
not com all his discourses, for He 
delivered, after this, those contained in 
John xiv.—xvii.—but not i» public ; only 
to the inner circle of his disciples. From 
this t 5 THE NARBATIVE OF 
HIS PASSION. 2. perà 880 4.] This 
gives no certainty as to the time when the 
words were : we do not know whe- 
ther the current day was included or 
otherwise. But thus much of im ce 
we learn from them: that the delivery of 
our Lord to be crucified, and the taking 
lace of the Passover, strictly coincided. 

solemn mention of them in this con- 
nexion is equivalent to a declaration from 
Himself, if it were needed, of the identity, 
both of time and , of the two sacri- 
fices; and serves as the point in the 
difficult chronological arrangement of the 
history of the Passion. The latter clause, 
wal å vids x. r. A. depends on oidare as well 
as the former. Our Lord had doubtless 
before joined these two events together in 
his announcements to his disciples. To 
separate this clause from the former, ‘and 
then’ &c. seems to me to do violence to 
the construction. It would require xai 
rore. 

$—5.] CONSPIRACY OF THE JEWISH 
AUTHORITIES. (Mark xiv. 1. Luke xxii. 
2.) This assembling has no connexion 
with what has just been related, but 
follows rather on the end of ch. xxiii. 

é Aeyópevoc K. is in Jos, Antt. xviii. 
2. 2, iridis ò ral Kaiágag. Valerius 

Gratus Procurator of Judæa, had a 
inted him instead of Simon ben Kanid 
e continued through the 

of. Pontius Pilate, por was displaced by 
the proconsul Vitellius, A.D. 87. Ses note 
on Lake i iii. 2, and chronological table in 
Prolegg. to Acta, Vol. II. ToS ey. 
does not mean ‘surnamed,’ but (see ver. 
14) implies that some name is to follow, 
which is more than, or different from, the 
real one of the person. ph dv 7. a] 
This ion must be taken as meaning 
the whole period of the feast—the seven 
days. On the feast-day, i. e. the day on 
which the Passover was sacrificed (E. V.), 
they could not lay bold of and slay any 
one, asit was a day of sabbetical obligation 
(Exod. xii. 16). See note on ver. 17. 

6—13.] THE ANOINTING AT BETHANY. 
k xiv. 3—9. John xii. 1—8. On 

uke vii. ge see pps there. LM 
history of the anoin our is here 
inserted out of its Ph It occurred six 
days before the Passover, John xii. 1. It 
perhaps can hardly be said that in its posi- 
tion here, it accounts in any for the 
subsequent a tion of J to the 
Senhedrim (vv. 14—16), since his name 
is not even mentioned in it: but I can 
hardly doubt that it originally was placed 
where it here stands by those who were 
aware of its connexion with that app 
vin The paragraphs in the beginning of 
this chapter come in regular sequence, 
thus: Jesus announces his approac 
Passion: the chief priests, iri meet 
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7. exovea bef adaBacrpoy pupov (from || Mk) BDL 33. 69 latt syrr coptt sth arm 
Orig-lat: txt A rel Chr. 
Syr syr-marg 
BDM 1. 69: txt A rel. 
lat Ambr. 

for Bapuripev, sroAvripov (from || John) ADLM 33 
sah Chr-wif-ms: txt B rel syr Chr. rft ri (from || ME) 

aft avaxeipevou ins avrov D- gr mm lat-a b c f ff, & Orig- 

8. rec aft paðnraı ins avrov, with A rel lat-c f syrr eth Orig-lat Chr: om BDL 83. 
69 vulg lat-a b &c coptt arm. 

9. rec aft rovro ins ro uvpor (see || Joha, ME), with E-corr rel lat-c Orig Chr: om 
ABDE!LA 1! vulg lat-a 4 & syrr coptt sth arm Orig-lat Bas Bas-sel Hil Ambr. 
ins reg bef wxreyo«q AD rel Chr: om B G(Ireg, expr) LM U(Treg) 1. 89. 69 Orig 
Chr-a-x(-6, e sil). 

10. om o D. 

plot His captare, but not during the feast : 
but when Josue wae in Bethany, &. ocea- 
sion was given for an offer to be made to 
them, which led to ite being effected, after 
all, during the feast. On the rebuke given 
to Judas at this time having led to his 

tting into effect his intention of betray- 
ing our Lord, see note on John xii.2. The 
trace of what I believe to have been the 
original reason of the anointing being in- 
serted in this place, is still further lost in 
Mark, who instead of tob òè "Ine. ye- 
vopivoy . . . has cai Óvroc abro s 
Just as if the narrative were continued, and 
at the end instead of our rére wopsvOeic 
... , has ral à 'lo6dac ..... as if there 
were no connexion between the two. It 
certainly cannot be said of St. Matthew (De 
Wette, Neander, Stier) that he relates the 
anointing as faking place two days before 
the Passover : of St. Mark it may be said. 

It may be observed that 8t. Luke re- 
latesnothing of our Lord’s visite to Bethany. 

6. X(uevos vod R.] Not at this 
time a leper, or he could not be at his 
house receiving guests. It is at least pos- 
sible, that he may have been healed by our 
Lord. Who he was, is wholly uncertain. 
From Martha serving (John xii. 2), it would 
appear as if she were at home in the house 
(Luke x. 38 sqq.) ; and that Lazarus was 
one rà» dvacepivywy need not necessarily 
imply that he was a guest properly so 
called. He had been probably (see John 
xii. 9) absent with Jesus at Ephraim, and 
on this account and naturally for other 

reasons wotld be an object of interest, and 
one of the dvaceipevor. T T ri 
Beorpov] dyyoc nópov pů igor Xafác, 
Alo voc, i Ai voc pupoOncn, Suidas. See 
Herodot. fii. 20. It wasthe usual cruse or 
pot for ointment, with a long narrow neck, 
and sealed at the top. It was thought 
(Plin. xiii. $) that the ointment kept best 
in these cruses. On the nature of the 
ointment, see note on »ápóov wrereene, 
Mark xiv. 3. xe. abr.] His 
feet, according to John xii. 8. See Luke 
vii. 38, and note there. évacepévov 
is not to be taken with atrov, but is a 

te gen. absol. by itself; on His head 
while He was reclining at table. See on 
this construction, Kühner, Gr. Gr. ii. p. 
868, where many examples are given. 
8. ol 8 Judas alone is mentioned, 
John xii. 4. It may have been that some 
were found ready to second his remark, but 
that John, from his peculiar position at the 
table,—if, as is probable, the same as in 
John xiii. 23,—may not have observed it. 
If so, the independent origin of the two ac- 
counts is even more striki shewn. 
RR] Bengel remarks, Immo tu, Juda, 
perditionis es (ô vlóg rij drwheiac, John 
xvii. 12). 9. rod] 300 denarii 
(John),—even more than that (Mark). On 
the si relation which these three ac- 
counts to one another, see notes on 
Mark. So@%ves, viz. the woAd for which 
the ointment might have been sold: the 
subject being supplied out of the preceding 
sentence. erod. ix. 8, ròy lcOpov 
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xxiii. 19. 
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stronger expression than ipy. dya0óov 
droit would have been. See ch. v. 16. 
It was not only ‘a work,’ but 
a noble act of love, which should be 
spoken of in all the churches to the 
end of time. On ver. 11, see notes on 
Mark, where it is more fully expressed. 

12.] I can hardly think that our 
Lord would have said this, unless there 
had been in Mary's mind a distirict refer- 
ence to His burial, in doing the act. All 
the etr Me dd knew well that his 
death, and that by crucifixion, was near at 
hand: can we suppose one who so closely 
observed his words as Mary, not to have 
been possessed with the thought of that 
which was about to happen? The xpo- 
ikaBer poupiom pov rd cepa of Mark 
(xiv. 8) and the fra siç rv yu. rov lvraQ. 
pov r3p5oy aùr of John (xii. 7) point 
even more strongly to her intention. 
13.] The only case in which our Lord has 
made such a promise. We cannot but be 
struck with the majesty of this prophetic 
announcement: introduced with the pecu- 
liar and weighty Aud Aéye piv, —con- 
veying, by implication, the whole mystery 
of the ebayyéAvoy which should go fi 
from His Death as its source, looking for- 
ward to the end of time, when it shall have 
been preached in the whole world, — and 
specifying the fact that this deed should be 
reco wherever it is preached. We may 
notice (1) that this announcement is a 
distinct prophetic recognition by our Lord 
of the existence of written records, in 
which the deed should be related; for in 
no other conceivable way could the univer- 

eality of mention be brought about: (2) 
that we have here (if indeed we needed it 
& convinci ent against that view 
of our three first Gospels which supposes 
them to have been compiled from an 
original document: for if there had been 
such a document, it must have contained 
this narrative, and no one using such a 
Gospel could have failed to insert this nar- 
rative, accompanied by such a promise, in 
his own work ; which St. Luke has failed 
to do: (8) that the same consideration is 
equally decisive against Luke having used, 
or even seen, our present Gospels of Mat- 
thew and Mark. (See the English trans- 
lation of Schleiermacher's Essay on Luke, 
p.121) (4) As regards the practical use 
of the announcement, we see that though 
the honourable mention of a noble deed 
is thereby recognized by our Lord as a 
legitimate source of joy to us, yet by the 
very nature of the case all to such 
mention as a motive is excluded. The 
motive was Love alone. 

14—16.] Compact oF JUDAS WITH 
THE CHIEF PRIESTS TO BETRAY HIM. 
(Mark xiv. 10,11. Luke xxii. 3—6. See 
also 725, John xiii. 2.) When this took 
lace, does not appear. In all probability, 

Immediately after the conclusion of our 
Lord’sdiscourses, and therefore coincidently 
with the meeting of the Sanhedrim in ver. 
8. As these verses bring before us the first 
overt act of Judas’s treachery, I will give 
here what appears to me the true estimate 
of his character and motives. rs e Den 
my view agrees withthat given by Neander, 
in his Leben Jesu, p. 688. I believe that 
Judas at first became attached to our Lord 
with much the same view as the other 
Apostles. He to have been a man appears 
with a practical talent for this world's 
2 
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business, which gave occasion to his being 
appointed the , or Bursar, of the 
company (John xii. 6; xiii. 29). But the 

Seeking, sensuous element, which his 
ad in common with that of the 

other Apostles, was deeper rooted in him ; 
and the spirit and love of Christ gained no 
such influence over him as over the others, 
who were more disposed to the reception 
of divine thi In proportion as he 
found our Lord’s disappoint his 
greedy anticipations, did his attachment to 

im give place to coldness and aversion. 
The exhibition of miracles alone could not 
keep him faithful, when once the deeper 
"i ee of the Lord’s Divine Person 

iled. We find by implication a remark- 
able example of this in John vi. 60—66, 
70, 71, where the denunciation of the one 
unfaithful among the twelve seems to point 
to the (then) state of his mind, as already 
beginning to be scandalized at Christ. Add 
to this, that latterly the increasing clear- 
ness of the Lord’s announcements of his 
approaching passion and death, while they 
gradually opened the eyes of the other 
Apostles to some terrible event to come, 
without shaking their attachment to Him, 
vee calculated icf rr dads in more bitter 

i intment and disgust one so di 
to Him as Judas was, The 8 
exciting causes of the deed of treachery at 
this particular time may have been many. 
The reproof administered at Bethany (on 
the Saturday evening probably), isap- 
5 at seeing the triumphal entry 
ollowed not by the adhesion but by the 
more bitter enmity of the Jewish autbo- 
rities, the denunciations of our Lord in 
ch. xxii. xxiii. rendering the breach irre- 
parable,—and perhaps his last announce- 
ment in ver. 2, making it certain that his 
death would soon take place, and sharpen- 

the ess of the traitor to profit 
by it :—all these may have influenced him 
to apply to the chief priests as he did. 

With regard to Ais motive in general, I 
cannot think that he had any design but 
that of sordid gain, to be 
darkest treachery. See farther 
the note on ch. xxvii. 8. 15.] tory 
way may be either weighed out, or ap- 
pointed. That the money was paid to 
Judas (ch. xxvii. 3) is no decisive argument 
for the former meaning; for it may have 
been paid on the delivery of Jesus to the 
Senhedrim. The of ro of Luke and 
iwnyytidavro of Mark would lead us to 
refer the other. TpidxorTa J 

Thirty shekels, = the price of the life of 
a servant, Exod. xxi. 32. Between three 
and four pounds of our money. St. Mat- 
thew is the onl list who mentions 
the sum. De Wette and others bave sup- 
posed that the mention of M pe of 
silver with the verb fernoeay, arisen 
from the prophecy of Zechariah (xi. 12), 
which St. Matthew clearly has in view. 
The others have simply ápybpvw. It is 
jast possible that the thirty pieces may 
ave been merely earnest-money : but a 

difficulty attends the supposition; if so, 
Judas would have been entitled to the 
whole on our Lord being delivered up to 
the Sanhedrim (for this was all he under- 
took to do) ; whereas we find (ch. xxvii. 3) 
that after our Lord's condemnation, Judas 
brought only the thirty pieces back, and 
nothing more. See note there. 
17—19.] PREPARATION FOR OELE- 

BRATING THE PassovER. Mark xiv. 12— 
16. Luke xxii. 7—13. The whole narra- 
tive which follows is extremely difficult to 
arrange and account for chronologically. 
Our Evangelist is the least circumstantial, 
and, as vill I think appear, the least exact 
in detail of the three. St. Mark partially 
fills up the outline ;—but the account of 
St. Luke is the most detailed, and I be- 
lieve the most exact. It is to be noticed 
that the narrative which St. Paul gives, 
1 Cor. xi. 23—25, of the institution of the 
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Lord's Supper, and which he states he 
* recewed from the Lord,’ coincides almost 
verbatim with that given by Luke. But 
while we say this, it mast not be tten 
that over all three narratives 

I eed by them, that the Lord 
disciples afe the usual Passover, 

mid the narrative of St. John, which not 
only does not sanction, but I believe ab- 
solutely excludes such & supposition. I 
shall give in as short a com as I can, 
the various vr em w have been 
attempted, an e objections to them; 
fairly confessing that none of them satisfy 
S n Le ase de none of 

of the di 7 fy itself. "The — 9 ite y 
A W ce Unk of the 
E which is unquestionably one and 
identical, is Thursday, the 18th of Nisan. 
Now the day of the Passover alain 
and eaten was the 14th of Nisan (Exod. 
xii. 6,18: Lev. xxiii. 5: Numb. ix. 8; 
xxviii. 16: Ezek. xlv. 21), between the 
evenings (OT r3), which was interpreted 

by the generality of the Jews to mean 
the interval between the first westering of 
the sun (3 p.m.) and his setting,—but by 
the Karaites and Samaritans that between 
sunset and darkness :—in either case, how- 
ever, the day was the same. The feast of 
unleavened bread at the time 
of eating the Passover (Exod. xii. 18), so 
that the first day of the feast of un- 
leavened bread was the 15th (Numb. xxviii. 
17). All this agrees with the narrative 
of Jobn, where urs ie. the last Meier 
takes place, 
where Du dies pice think (b. ve ver. 739) that 
5 been directed to buy the things 
the Jem ptiay d tig rij lopray,—where 

ews (xviii. 28) would not enter into 
um, lest they should be defiled, 

4017 iva arne rd wacya (see note on 
John xviii. 28)—where at the exhibition 
of our Lord by Pilate (on the Friday at 
noon) it was (xix. 14) wapaccevh rov 
wdoya—and where it could be said (xix. 
t + yap payddy ij ini ietivov rob 
BBárov,— as it was a double Sab- 

bath,—the coin ce of the first day of 
unleavened bread, which was sabbatically 

p — ch. 
4aL Gen xliii 16, 

seth -lat : Ter 
hallowed (Exod. xii. 16), with an actual 
sabbath. But as plainly it does not agree 
with the view of the three other Evan- 

, who not only relate the meal on 
evening of the 13th of Nisan to have 
a Passover, manifest] 

um 
without any qualifying remark. 
5 N 

are following: that the 
which our Lord and his disciples ate, was 
not the ordinary, but an anti one, 

that He himself was about to be 

and irregular, in a 
matter most strictly laid down by the 
law : and that in the three Gospels there 
VF thing 
Cad above) to render it bl. (2) 

t our Lord and his disciples ate the 
Passover, but at tho time observed Ta 

the Jews, e 
d E 
111 

è 

it, being i in fact 
a pure .. Besides, it is clearly 
inconsistent with Mark xiv. 12: Luke 
xxii. 7, cited above. A similar objection 
lies against (8) the notion that owr Lord 
ate the Passover at the strictly legal, the 
Jews at an inaccurate and i time. 
(4) Our Lord ate only a xdcya pry- 

* 5 such as the Jews now cele- 
te, and not a ágya (Grotius). 

But this is refuted by the absence of any 
mention of a s. uu. before the de- 
struction of Jerusalem; besides its in- 
consistency with the above-cited 
(5) Our Lord did not eat the Passover at 
all. But this is manifestly not a solution 
of the diffculty, but a setting aside of one 
of the differing accounts: for the three 

manifestly give the impression 
that He did eat it. (6) The solution 
VVV 
Ixxxiv. p. 800), is at least The 
Council, he says, did not eat their Pass- 
over at the proper time, but i» iripg 
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* Exod HD. ard ; 18 0 8i elrer 
Em vi. 21. 
cad, $ Chron. xzx. 18. 

3uípg lġayov, cai row vdnoꝰ Dvoay, did 
ry isiÜvptav ry wepi rij opayhy raŭ- 
Ty» . . . oro cui rb rdexa ageivat, 
Vxip ro) rhy gomeny abróv IAV 
imiüvpiay. This had been s be- 
fore in a scholium of Eusebius: see 
Wordsw.'s note on John xviii. 28, in which 
it is adopted. But St. John’s habit of 
noticing and explaining all such excep- 
tional circumstances, makes it very im- 
probable. [I may state, as some solu- 
tions have sent me by correspand- 
ents, that I have seen nothing besides 
the above, which justifies any extended 
notice. pies 

I will conclude this note by offering a 
few hints which, though not pointing to 
any particular solution, ought I think to 
enter into the consideration of the ques- 
tion. (a) That, on the evening of the 
18th (i.e. the beginning of the 14tb) of 
Nisan, the Lord ate a meal with his dis- 
ciples, at which the announcement that 
one of them should betray Him was made : 
after which He went into the Garden 
of Gethsemane, and was betrayed (Matt., 
Mark, Luke, John) :—(8) That, in some 
sense or other, this meal was regarded as 
the eating of the Passover (Matt., Mark, 
Luke). (The same may be inferred even 
from John; for some of the disciples 
must have gone into the prietorium, and 
have heard the conversation between our 
Lord and Pilate [John xviii. 33—838]: 
and as they were equally bound with the 
other Jews to eat the Passover, would 
equally with them have been incapa- 
citated from so doing by having incurred 
defilement, had they not eaten theire pre- 
viously. It would appear too, from Jose 
of Arimathea Mord to Pilate during the 
rapaortvij [Mark xv. 42, 43], that de also 
had eaten his passover.) (y) That it was 
not the ordi passover of the Jews: * nary 

. | for (Exod. xii. 22) when that was eaten, 
none might go out of the house until morn- 
ing; whereas not only did Judas go out 
during the meal (John xiii. 29), but our 
Lord and the disciples went out when the 
meal was finished. Also when Judas went 
out, it was understood that he was gone 
to bwy, which could not have been the 
case, had it been the night of cating the 
passover, which in all years was abbati 
cally hallowed. (6) John, who omits all 
mention of the hal nature of this 
meal, also omits all mention of the distri- 
bution of the symbolic bread and wine. 

EYATTEAION XXVI. 

"Ymüyere uc rüv wOAW pc row 

The latter act was, strictly an- 
ticipa : the Body was not yet broken, 
nor the Blood shed (but see note on ver. 
26 ad fin.). Is it possible that the words 
in Luke xxii. 15, 16 may have been meant 
by our Lord as an ex declaration of 

anticipatory nature of that passover 
meal likewise ? May they mean, ‘I have 
been most anxious to eat this Paschal meal 
with you to-night (before I suffer), for I 
shal] not eat it to-morrow,—I shall not eat 
ef it any more with you? May a hint 
to the same effect be intended in ó we196« 
pov iyyóc ları» (ver. 18), as accounting 
for the time of making ready—may the 
present tense rd itself have the same 
reference ? 

I may remark that the whole of the 
narrative of John, as compared with the 
others, satisfies me that Ae can newer Aave 
seen their accounts. It ia inconceivable, 
that one writing for the purpose avowed 
in John xx. 31, could have found the three 
accounta as we have them, and have made 
no more allusion to the discrepancy than 
the faint (and to all appearance undesigned) 
ones in ib. ch. xii. 1; xiii. 1, 29; xviii. 28. 

17. «j wp. T. A.] If this night 
had been the ordinary time of sacrificing 
the Passover, the day preceding would not 
indeed have been strictly the first day of 
unleavened bread; but there is reason to 
suppose that it was accounted so. The 
putting away leaven from the houses was 
part of the work of the day, and tbe 
eating of the unleavened bread actually 
commenced in the evening. Thus Jo- 
aephus, Antt. ii. 15. 1, éoprg» dyopev ig’ 
ijuipag dure, rij Tüy åZúpuav Atyopirgr, 
—including this day in the feast. 
mou Au] The ‘making ready’ would 
include tbe following particulars: the 

preparation of the -chamber itself 
(which however in this case was already 
one, see Mark xiv. 15 and note) ;—the 

J B. J. vi. 
bend. bitter herbs, 
the room arranged. This 
represent the whole that passed: it was 
the Lord who sent the two disciples; and 
in reply this enquiry was made (Luke). 

18.] The person spoken of was un- 
known even by name, as appears from 
Mark and Luke, where he is to be found 
by the turning in of a man with a pitcher 
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18. om e d:daceadog Meye A Mich - const. 
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71. vil, 50 al. Gen. zlil. 16. 

x ch. viiL 16 ref y «ch. 
a oh. zvii. $8 ret. 

d f Mk. (John All. 96 v. t. ech. vii. 16 reff. 
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X- MET’ Epow eig ro rpuBAsow D copt& Clem: 

of water. The Lord spoke not from 
an vious arrangement, as some have 
thought, but in virtue of His knowledge, 
and com of circumstances. Com- 
pare the command ch. xxi. 2 sq. and 
that in ch. xvii. 27. In the words wr 
ow Sciva here must be involved the addi- 
tional circumstance mentioned by Mark 
and Luke, but perhaps unknown to our 
narrator : see note on Luke xxii. 10, where 
the fullest account is found. The 
words å &8dex., common to the three 
accounts, do not imply that the man was 
a disciple of our . It was the com- 
mon practice during the feast for persons 
to receive rs into their houses gra- gra 
tuitously, for the purpose of eating the 
Passover : and in this Lereription of Him 
5 5 our Lord a 
2 meaning, as (perhaps, but see note 
ii ò kópioc in ch. xxi. 3. Our Master 
and thine says.’ It is His form of ee 
ing for the service of the King of this 
eartb, the things that are therein. 
ó xa1pós is not ‘the time of the feast,’ 
but my time, i. e. for suffering : see John 
vii. 8 al freq. There is no reason for sup- 
posing from this expression that à dciva 
was aware of its meaning. The bearers of 
the were; and the words, to the 
receiver of it, bore with them a weighty 
subjective reason, which, with such a title 
as H éacraXog prefixed, he was bound to 
respect. For these words we are indebted 
to St. Matthew’s narrative. 

20—25.] JESUS, CELEBRATING THE 
PASSOVER, ANXOUNCES His BETRAYER. 

rec ey rw r bef rg» xupa, with C rel Chr: ry» 
txt ABLZ 33 latt seth Orig. 

Mark xiv. 17 —21. Jobn xiii. 21 fl. 
in rige and the twelve were a d 

com ; tem persons was 
ordinary vag aina number. Here 
come in (1) the expression of our Lord's 
desire (o eat this Passover before His 
suffering, Luke xxii. 16, 16; (2) the divi- 
sion of the first cup, ib. vv. 17, 18; 6) 
the washing of the disciples’ feet, John 
xiii. 1—20 (? see note, John xiii 22). I 
mention these, not that I have any desire 
to reduce the four accounts to a har- 
monized narrstive, for that I believe to 
be impossible, and the attempt wholly un- 
profitable ; but because they are additional 
circumstances, placed by tbeir narrators 
at this period of the feast. I shall simi- 
larly notice all such additional matter, 
but without any idea of harmonizing the 
apparent discrepancies of the four (as ap- 
pears to me) entirely distinct and inde- 
pendent reports. 21.] This announce- 
ment is common to tt, Mark, and 
John. In the part of the events of the 
supper which relates to Judas, St. Luke 
is lent, giving no further report of 
them than vv. 21—23. The whole minute 
detail is given by St. John, who bore a 
considera in it. 22.] In the 
accounts of and John, this enquiry 
is made p davroóg or eic dAA Aou. 
The real iry from was 
made by John himself, owing to a sign 
From Peter. This part of John’s narra- 
tive stands in the highest position for 

of detail, and the facts related in 
it are evidently the ground of the other 
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accounts. 23.) These first words re- 
t the answer of our Lord to John's 

question (John xiii. 26). The latter (ver. 
23 were not said now, but (Luke, vv. 21, 
22) formed part of the previous annownce- 
ment in our ver. 21. $5.] I cannot 
understand these words (which are peculiar 
to our Gospel) otherwise than as an imper- 
fect of what really happened, viz. 
that the Lord dipped the sop, and gave it 
to Judas, thereby answering the general 
doubt, in which the traitor had impudently 
presumed to feign a share. If the question 
dw alp ; before, represented MA % 
als HAovs åropoúpevos, and was our 
author's impression of what was in reality 
not a spoken but a signified question, — 
why now also should not this question and 
answer represent that Judas took part in 
that á*opia, and was, sot by word Y 
mouth, but by a decisive sign, of whic 
our author was not aware, declared to be 
the traitor? Both cannot have hap- 

ed ;—for (John xiii. 28) so one knew 
(not even John, see note there) why Ju- 
das went out; whereas if he had been 
openly (and it is out of the question to 
suppose a private communication between 
our Lord and him) declared to be the 
traitor, reason enough would have been 
furnished for his immediately leaving the 
chamber. (Still, consult the note on 
ium vv. aes en) s left room 

modifying this . am aware 
that iubens will give offence to 
those who believe that every part of each 
account may into one con- 
sistent and complete whole. Stier (Reden 
Jesu, vi. rio pese the ud ters 
M , and speaks of its upholders 
5 terms. Valuable as are 
the researches of this Commentator into 
the inner sense of the Lord’s words, and 
ready as I am to acknowledge continual 
obligation to him, I cannot but think that 
in whole interpretation of this part 

oh. xxi. &. xxvili. 6 only ia 
{oi uc. Mark ix. 49. Lake 

Matt. N. T. passim. Num. Xvi. 84d. Dan. iz. 18 Theod. 
xiL49 2 Cor. xi. 15. 1 Klage xaiv. 7. k = ch. 

m ver. 64 only. see ch. zx vii. 11. 

cavrou A. aft wapad:d. add da 
eyevnOn A. 

of the Gospel-history, he and his school 
have fallen into the error of a too minute 
and letter-serving exposition. In their 
anxiety to retain every portion of every 
account in its strict literal sense, they are 
obliged to commit many inconsistencies. 
A striking instance of this is also fur- 
nished in Mr. Birks's Hore Evangelice, 

. 411 : where in treating of this difficulty 
e says, “If we suppose St. Matthew to 

express the substantial meaning of our 
Lord's reply, rather than its ise words, 
the two accounts are easily reconciled. 
The question of Judas might concur with 
St. John’s private enquiry, and the same 
sign which revealed the traitor to the be- 

ply to klang,, equicalent to Eke words in to M „ equi to t in the Gospel Non has Y 
true, and nearly what I have maintained 
above: but the literal harmonizers seem 
to be quite blind to the fact, that this 
principle of interpretation, which they use 
when it suits them, is the very one against 
which they so vehemently protest when 
others use it, and for the use of which they 
call them such hard names. On gò dat, 
see below, ver. 64, note. 

26—29.] INSTITUTION or THE LORD'S 
SUPPER. Mark xiv. 22—25. Luke xxii. 
19, 20. 1 Cor. xi. 23—25. We may re- 
mark on this important of our nar- 
rative, (1) That it was demonstrably our 
Lord’s intention to an ordinance for 
those who should believe on Him; (2 
that this ordinance had some analogy oi 
that which He and the Apostles were then 
celebrating. The first of these assertions 
depends on the ex word of the Apostle 
Paul; who in giving directions for the 
due celebration of the rite of the Lord’s 
Supper, states in relation to it that he had 
received from the Lord the account of ita 
institution, which he then gives. He who 
can set this aside, must set aside with it 
all spostolic testimony whatever. The 
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o «ne. bef AaB. D: om o ene. 
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and Paul) A rel syr-txt Bas Chr Tit- 
syr-marg coptt th arm. 

constructions. Had the rec been 

second is shewn by the fact, that what 
now took place was during the celebration 
of the Passover: that the same Paul 

feed for uz; thus identifying the body wr; thus identifying t 
broken, and blood shed, of which the pro 
V 
the Paschal feast. (3) That the key to 
the right understanding of what took 
place must be found in our Lord's dis- 
course after the feeding of the five thou- 
sand in John vi., since He there, and 
there only besides this * 
flesh and blood in 
here. Bs It is impossible to assign jo this 
event its precise place in the meal. Bt. 
Luke inserts it before the announcement 
of the treason of Judas: St. Matt. and 
St. Mark after it. It is doubtful whether 
the accounts found in the Talmud and 
elsewhere of the ceremonies in the Paschal 
ap hs ig Lightfoot ad loc., De Wette) 

ded on :—they are exceed- 
ingly complicated. Thus much seems 
clear,—that our Lord blessed and 
round feo cups, one before, the other after 
the supper,—and that He distributed the 
unleavened cake during the meal. More 
than this is conjecture. The dipping of 
the ene . 

y corre- 
E. T ra of the e 

While they were eating, 
during the 3 ed from 
the distribution of the cup, which was 
after it. No ial stress must be 
laid on the article dr abigo ; it would 
be the bread which lay before Him: see 
below. The bread would be «sleacened, 
as the day was ij xpern ràv dlépwy (see 
Exod. xii. 8). eùbhoyáoas and coxe- 

amount to Pi same in 
up to eaven, an Giving 

thanks * a virtual ‘blessing’ of the 
meal or the bread. cy. must be 
construed transitively (1 Cor. x. 16). 
5 is governed by all four verbs, Na- 

v, et Aoiν, txracev, ididov (see also 
Luke ix. 16, and the reff. to text 

for «vAoy soa, syapa aeae 
bostr Th) E 

did: 

Lace 
uthym : txt BC DG 

for ed:8ov, dove and om car sa (Opp corra to o He Jore- 
going a corra from || M. 
rid not sbidov) BDLZ 1. 83. 69 copt: txt AC rel syrr th arm. 

here). F 
m for the Master, in b the 
bread, to give thanks for the fruit of the 
earth. But our Lord did more than this: 
* Non 5 creatione, sed et 
uM Ps hunc orbem vene- 

Ln gni t, gratiasque Deo egit pro 
redemtione humani generis quasi jam per- 
zd Grotius. From this giving 

thanks for and blessing tbe offering, 
the Holy union has been from the 
earliest times also called . viz. 
by Justin Martyr, Cyril o 
Origen, Clem. Alex., Cirysostom, &c. The 
passages may be seen in Suicer's Thesau- 
rus, under the word. ERA It 
was a round cake of unleavened bread, 
which the Lord broke and divided : signi- 
fying thereby both the b of his 
body on the Cross, and the partici 
im (he benefite of his death by all Hia 
Hence the act of communion was known 
by the name ij cAdei¢ rod dprov, Acts ii. 
42. See 1 Cor. x. 18, also Isa. lviii. 7 : Lam. 
iv. 4. iB(Bov, im dus gave to each, 
distributed. yere | Our Gos- 
pel alone has both words. fares isspurious 
in Mark : both words, in 1 xi. 24. Here, 
they are undoubted: and seem to shew us 
(see note on Luke, ver. 17) that the Lord did 
not Himeelf partake of the bread or wine. 
It is tought by some however that He 

Chrysostom, Hom. lxxxii. p. 
788, rò à (aero alpa atric lxv. But 
the analogy of the whole, as well as these 
words, and wiere IE abrod wávrec below, 
lead us to a different conclusion. Owr 
Lord's non-participation is however so 
rule for the administrator of the rite in 
after times. Although in one sense he 
represents Christ, blessing, breaking, and 
5 in another, he i 13 a of the 
discip exami mself, confessing, 

ing. bout all Church minis- 
trations this double capacity must be 
borne in mind. Olshausen (ii. 449) main- 
tains the opposite view, and holds tbat 
the ministrant cannot unite in himself the 
two characters. But setting the inner 
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Gen. xli. 95, 27. Exod. xii.11. Bak. zaxvil Il. 

verity of the matter for a moment, aside, 

on pov] rovro, this, which I now offer 
to you, this bread. The form of expres- 
sion i is important, not being ob roc Ò d prog, 
or ob roc 9 olvog, but rovro, in both cases, 
or rovro rd *or59ptov, not the bread or 
wine itself, but the ¢hing in cis ease; 
—precluding all idea of a tantial 
change. - tory] On this much con- 
troverted word i/sejf no stress is to be 
laid. In the o tongue in which 
our Lord spoke, i£ would not be expressed : 
and as it now stands, it is merely the 
logical copula between the subject, this, 
and the predicate, my Body. The con- 
nexion of. these two > will require deeper 
consideration. First we may observe, as 
above of the subject, so here of the predi- 
cate, that it is not $ cáp pov (although 
gr Me expression is didactically used 

general sense 7 John E? ag 
2 wd m the bread), but rò pov. 
applying is made up flesh and blood; 
and although analogically the bread may 
represent ote and the wine 3 
assertion here is not to be e gered 
taken merely: robro, this which I give 
you, (is) rd espa pow. Under this is the 
mystery of Dat gr Body: the assertion has a 
diteral, and also a spirtiaal or m- 
bolie m And it is the Literal 
meaning which gives to the spiritual and 
symbolic meaning its fitness and fulness. 
In the isferal meaning then, tkis (is) my 
Body, we have BREAD, ‘the staff of fe’ 
identified with THE BODY or THE LORD : 
not that particular áproc with that par- 
ticular capE which at that moment con- 
stituted the Body before them, nor any 
particular dproc with the present 
of the Lord is heaven: but retro, the 
Sood of man, with ra á pov. This is 
strikingly set forth in John vi. 61, «ai 
à &pros di bv tye Bác à chf pov lori» 
$xip THE TOU K Now the 
mystery of the Lord's y is, that i» 
and by it is all created being held : rd 
wávra iv abr ovviornaty, Col. i. 17; 
iv abre Ce zu, John i. 4. Aud thus 
generally, and in the widest sense, is the 
Body of the Lord the sustenance and 
holding of all living. Our very bodies 
are upon his, and unless by 
his Body standing pure and accepted be- 
fore the Father, could not exist nor be 
sourished. So that to all living things, 
in this largest sense, rd Q5», xprorde. 

ETATTEAION 

P payste, rovro "&grwv rò cop pou. 

XXVI. 

ri Mk. Jer. xxzxii. (zxv.) 15. 

€ all our nourishment and means of 
are Christ. In this sense Ace 

Body i is the Life of the world. ̀  Thus the 
gm of the symbol for the mu jud 
5 is shewn, not uie Po 

dolis t by the deep verities o 
demption. And this and lower 
sense, underlying, as it does, all the spi- 
ritual and higher senses in John vi., brings 
us to the symbolic meaning which the 
Lord now first and expressly attaches to 
this sacramental bread. into 
the higher region of spiritual things, —i» 
and by the same Body of the Lord, stand- 
ing before the Father in accepted right- 
eousness, is all spiritual being upheld, but 
by the inward and spiritual process of 
ian upon Him by faith: of making 
that Body our own, causing it to pass 
into and nourish our souls, even as the 
substance of the bread into and 
nourishes our bodies. this feeding 
upon Christ in the spirit by faith, is the 
sacramental the symbol to us. When 
the faithful in tbe Lord's Supper 
with their teeth that sustenance, which 
is, even to the animal life of their bodies, 
3 of Christ, whereby alone all 
ani being is upheld,— ey feed in 
their souls on that Body of righteousness 
and acceptance, by partaking of which 
alone the body and soul are nourished 
unto everlasting life. And as, in the more 
general and natural sense, all that nou- 
rishes the body is the Body of Christ 
given for ali,—so to them, in the inner 
spiritual sense, is the sacramental bread 
symbolic of that Body given for them,— 

eir standing in which, in the adoption 
of sons, is witnessed by the sending abroad 
of the Spirit in their hearts. is last 
leads us to the important addition in 
Luke and 1 Cor. (but omitted here and in 
Mark) rò bre ópàv (Sddpevov, Luke,— 
omitted in 1 Cor.),—rovro wouire «ig rv 
aun 1 these words we may 
remark (1 t the participle in present ; 
and, rendered with reference to the time 
Mri it was spoken, would be which is 
being given. The Passion bad 
begun; in fact the whole life on 
was this giving and breaking, iig 
mated by his death: (2) that the com- 
memorative part of the rite here enjoined 
strictly depends upon the symbolic mean- 
ing, and that, for ita fitness, upon tho 
literal meaning. The commemoration is 
of Him, in so far as He has come down 
into Time, and enacted the great acte of 

% kai Aa ^ra M 
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himsel to us as living and speaking Mon, j to us as living ing Man, 
an object of our al love and affec- 
tionate remembrance :—but the other and 
higher parts of the Sacrament have regard 
to the results of those same acts of Re- 

are eternized in the 

AGBsre rovro x. Grapspicare davroic. This 
was the meal was ended: ecabrec 
cai rò rornpioy perà Tò Qiorvijsai. (Luke 
and 1 Cor. Asremarked above, it is quite 
uncertain whether our Lord followed mi- 
nutely the Jewish practices, and we can- 
not therefore say whether the cup was one 
of wine and water mixed. It hardly fol- 
lows from the expression of ver. 29, ix 
robr ou TOv yey. T. dr., that it was of 
unmixed wine. The word ésa$rws (in 
Luke and 1 Cor.) contains our AaGev xai 
edyap. Id r. wiere Uf adrroo rares] 
Peculiar to Matthew, preserved however 
in substance by Mark’s cai froy E abroü 
xdyrec. The wdvres is remarkable, espe- 
cially with reference to the practice of the 
Church of Rome, which forbids the cup to 
the laity. Calvin remarks: “Cur de pane 
simpliciter dixit at ederent; de calice, ut 
omaes biberent? Ac si Satans calliditati 
ex destinato occurrere voluisset." (Cited in 
Stier, vi. 115.) It is on all accounts pro- 
bable, orum thi 5 confirms ur 

bability, that Judas was an 
Mock d) both parte of 5 
munion. The expressions are such through- 
out as to lead us to suppose that the same 
persons, oi ĉwð:sa, were present. On 
the circumstance mentioned John xiii. 80, 
which has mainly contributed to the other 
o et je prie there. [ 10 $25] 

So Mark also, omitting yap and rr. 
In Luke and 1 Cor. there is an important 
verbal difference. rovro rò mwornpoy 9 
catvy cad. [doriv] iv rẹ l/ aipar:. 
But if we consider the matter closely, the 
real difference is but trifling, if any. Let 

rec ins ro bef 

F The lamb 
per rò wacya npwv) being killed, 

{xe blood (ré al hn deadhryc, Exod. 
xxiv. 8) is sprinkled on the doo ts, and 
is a dan to the destroying angel to spare 
the house. The blood of the covenant is 
the blood of the lamb. So also in the 
new covenant. The blood of the Lamb 
of God, slain for us, being not only, as iu 
the former case, sprinkled on, but actually 
partaken spiritually and assimilated by, 
the faithful soul, is the blood of the new 
covenant ; and the sacramental cup, is, 
signifies, sets forth (carayyiAAu, 1 Cor. 
xi. 26), this covenant im His blood, i. e. 
consisting in a participation in His blood. 
With this explanation let us recur to the 
words in our text. First it will be ob- 
served that there is not here that abso- 
lute assertion which rovré loriy rò on. 
pov conveyed. It is not revré iori rà 
alnd pov absolutely. Wine, ia general, 
does not represent by itself the effects (on 
the creation) of the blood of Christ; it, 
like every other nonrishment of the body, 
is nourishment to us by and in Him, for- 
asmuch as in Him all things consist : but 
there is no peculiar propriety whereby it 
is to us his Blood alone. But it is made 
so by a covenant office which it holds in 
his own declaration. Without shedding 
of blood was no remission of sins under 
tbe old covenant : and blood was, through- 
out, the covenant sign ef forgiveness and 
acceptanee. (See ref. Heb., where the 
Author, substituting robro for iòoò in the 
LXX of Exod. xxiv. 8, seems to be alluding 
to this very formula.) Now all this blood 
of sacrifice finds its true reality and fulfil- 
ment in the blood of Christ, s for the 
remission of sins. This is the very pro- 
mise of the new covenant, see Heb. viii. 
8—13, as distinguished from the old: tho 
áQtoic apapriwy, once for all, —wbhereas 
the old had continual offerings, which 
could not do this Heb. x. 3, 4. And of 
this dgenc, the result of the outpouring 
of the blood of Christ,—jfirst and most 
generally in bringing all creation into re- 
conciliation with the Father (see CoL i. 
20),— secondly and indivi „ in the 
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piri by faith of that blood to the one of the followi In addition to what 
soul,—do the faithful in the has been said on Luke, we may observe, 

Lord's & Supper partake. TÒ wept ro · 
Adv (Luke, ns) d.] On the present 
participle, see above. The situation of 
the words in Luke is remarkable; for rò 
rorijpiov is the subject of the sentence, 
and 9 c. d:a8nen the 5 See note 
there. ro] See note, ch. xx. 28. 
Cf. also Heb. ix. 28. elg decry 

prusv) Peculiar to Matthew: see 
above. connexion is not wiere. 
tle dgeoty ap. In the Sacrament, not 
the forgiveness of sins iteelf, but the re- 
freshing and confirming assurance of that 
state of forgiveness is conveyed. The 
disciples (with one exception) were clean 
before the institution: John xiii. 10, 11. 
St. Paul, in 1 Cor. xi. 25, repeats the 
rovro rare deduce dy xivnre ele rjv 
luy» dvdpynoy. On the words dcaxic 
ay rivyrt, see note there. In con- 
cluding this note I will observe that it is 
not the office of a Commentator to enter 
the arena of controversy respecting tran- 
substantiation, farther than by his exe- 
gesis his opinions are made apparent. It 
will be seen how entirely opposed to such 
a dogma is the view above given of the 
Sacrament. Once introduce it, and it 
utterly destroys both the verity of Christe 
Body, and the sacramental nature of the 
ordinance. That it has done so, is proved 
(if further need be) by the mutilation 
of the Sacrament, and disobedience to 
the divine command, in the Church of 
Rome. See further notices of this in notes 
on 1 Cor. x. 16, and on John vi. 
29.] This declaration I believe to be dis- 
tinct from that in Luke xxii. 18. That 
was spoken over the first cup—this over 

(1) that our Lord stil? calla the sacramental 
cup rà yiv. ric dur., although by Himself 
pronounced to be his blood : (2) that these 
words carry on the meaning and contina- 
ance of this eucharistic ordinance, even 
into the new heavens and new earth. As 
Thiersch excellently says, in his Lectures 
on Catholicism and Protestantism, ii. 276 
(cited by Stier, vi. 160), “ The Lord's Sup- 
per points not only to the past, but to the 
future also. It has not only a commemo- 
rative, but also a prophetic m In 
it we have not only to shew forth the ord’s 
death, until He come, bat we have also to 
think of the time when He shall come to 
celebrate his holy Supper with his own, 
new, in his Kingdom of Glory. Every 
celebration of the Lord’s Supper is a fore- 
taste and prophetic anticipation of thegrea£ 
Marriage Supper 1 for the 
Church a at the second appearing of Christ. 
This import of the Sacrament is declared 
in the words of the Lord, ob p) wiw der 
à pri x. r. A. These words ought never to 
be omitted in any liturgical orm of admi- 
nistering the Communion.” 
80 — 35.] DECLARATION THAT ALL 

SHOULD FORSAKE Him. CONFIDENCE OP 
PrzTER. Mark xiv. 26—31. See Luke 
xxii. 81—38: John xiii, 36—38. Here, 
accurately perhaps between tpr7- 
cayrt«e and 8&5 Oo, come in the discourses 
and prayer of our Lord in John xiv., xv., 
Xvi., xvii., spoken (see note on John xiv. 
$1) without eines o of place, in the supper- 
chamber vos was in all proba- 
bilit the last oS P Had 8 or great 
H which consisted cxv.— 
cxyiij,; the former part c. exiii. cxiv.) 

» Med 
ope . 
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u ch. v. 18 ref. 
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having been sung during the meal. It is 
unlikely that this took au e the 
solemn prayer in John xvii. . X.] 
Luke (ver. 39) adds card rò I- namely, 
of every evening since his return to Jeru- 
salem. N.] vávres (emphatic) du 
seems to be used as ishing t 
present from the one, who ne out. 

oxav8.] see note on ch. xi. 6. 
The word is here used in a pregnant 
meaning, including what followed,—de- 
sertion, and, s 5 denial. ; 

is a very importan 
Loon is been aaah. misunder- 
stood ; how mach, may appear from Gro- 
tius's remark : * Tantum abest ut Zacharim 
verbis directe Christum putem respici, ut 
multo magis credam agi inibi de aliquo 
non bono pastore," &c. But, on the con- 
trary, if we examine Zech. xi., xii., xiii., 
we must I think come to the conclusion 

(xii. 10), is also spoken 
of in ch. xiii. 7. Stier defe 

shewn that the reference can be to so other 
than the Messiah, The citation is verba- 
tim after the Alexandr. MS. of the LXX, 
ex that wáratov is changed into ra- 
24e Gad who commands the striking, 
into God who Himself strikes. 82.] 
In this announcement our Lord seems to 
have in mind the remainder of the verse in 
Zechariah : “and I will turn (27, redu- 
cere manum, i. e. impiis sublatis curam 
agere, &c. Schröder) mine hand upon the 
little ones," As this could not be cited in 

|| Mark), with FK vulg eth arm 
aft eye ins ĝe C'EFG 

ig, Chr Hil: 
69 lat-À 

any intelligible connexion with present cir- 
cumstances, our Lord gives the announce- 
ment of its fulfilment, in a promise to pre- 
cede them (xpoáy., & pastoral office, see 
John x. 4) into Galilee, whither they should 
naturally return after the feast was over : 
see ch. xxviii. 7, 10, 16. Schleiermacher 
thinks it extremely improbable that Jesus, 
if He foresaw so ex the days of His 
resurrection, and therefore could not but 
know that He should sec his disciples 
again more than once in Jerusalem, should 
here have said that He would lead them 
into Galilee” glish Translation, p. 
298). I confess that I see no improbability 
in the case; but the three references to 
this promise just quoted make it surely 
in the highest degree improbable that it 
should have been ger ideo Soisted in. 
We do not find such te attempts to 
preserve the a ce of consistency in 
our Gospels. e reader who sees in it 
the reference to prophecy, will form a very 
different opinion. $3.] Nothing can 
bear a greater impress of exactitude than 
this reply. Peter had been before warned 
(see note on Luke, vv. 31—34); and still 
remaining in the same spirit of self-con- 
fident attachment, now that he is included 
among the ráyreç, not specially addressed, 
breaks out into this asseveration, which 
carries completely with it the testimony 
that it was not the firet. Men do not 
bring themselves out so strongly (el wayrec, 
obe byw : and not only so, but, oddizore, as 
0 to iv rj »verì ravrg) unless 
their fidelity had been previously attainted. 

$4.] The very words in their order 
are, I doubt not, reported by St. Mark 
dp R. eov drs onpepow rabry rà vcri 
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e contrast to Peters boast, and the 

climax, is in these words the strongest; 
and the inference also comes out most 
clearly, that they likewise were not now 
said for the first time. The first cock- 
crowing is at midnight; but inasmuch as 
few hear it, —when the word is used gene- 
rally, we mean the second crowing, early 
in the morning, before dawn. If this view 
be taken, the adixr. $wv. and dic d. ¢. 
amount to the aame—only the latter is 
the more precise e on. It is most 
likely that Peter understood this expression 
as only a mark of time, and therefore re- 
ceived it, as when it was spoken before, as 
merely an expression of distrust on the 
Lord's part; it was this solemn and cir- 
cumstantial repetition of it which after- 
wards struck upon his mind when the sign 
itself was literally fulfilled. A ques- 
tion has been raised whether cocks were 
usually kept or even allowed in Jeru- 
salem. No such bird is mentioned in the 
O. T., and the Mischna states that the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem, and the priesta 
every where, kept no fowls, because they 
scratched up unclean worms. But the 
Talmud is here not consistent with itself : 
and Lightfoot brings forward a story which 
roves it. And there might be many kept 
by the resident Romans, over whom the 
Jews had no power. We must not 
overlook the spiritual parabolie import of 
this warning. Peter stands here as a re- 

ntative of all disciples who deny or 
forget Christ—and the watchful bird that 
cries in the night is that warning voice 
which ‘ speaketh once, yea twice, to call 
them to repentance: see Rom. xiii. 11, 12. 

85. This &v Ben again. appears to 
have the precision of a repeated assevera- 
tion. Mark has the stro expression 
be weptocou idXtyev, which even more 
clearly indicates that the cvrvaxobaviiy 
was not now first said. The rest said it, 
but not so earnestly perhaps ;—at all 
events, Peter's confidence cast theirs into 

30 —46.] Ove LORDS AGONY AT 
GrTHSEMANE. Mark xiv. 32—42. Luke 
xxii. 39—46. John xviii. 1. The account 
of the temptation, and of the agony in 
Gethsemane is peculiar to the three first 
Evangelista. But it does not therefore 
follow that there is, in their narratives, 
any inconsistency with St. John's setting 
forth of the Person of Christ For it 
must be remembered, that, as we find in 
their accounts frequent manifestations of 
the divine nature, and indications of fu- 
ture glory, about, and during this con- 
flict, —so in St. John’s account, which 
bri out more the divine side of our 
Lord's working and speaking, we find fre- 
quent allusions to his human weakness 
and distress of spirit. For examples of 
the first, see vv. 18, 24, 29, 32, 53, and 
|| in Mark and Luke; and Luke xxii. 30, 
92, 37, 43; of the latter, John xii. 27; 
xiii. 21; xiv. 90; xvi. 32. The right 
understanding of the whole important 
narration must be acquired by bearing in 
mind the reality of manhood of our 
Lord, in all tts abasement and : 
—by following out in Him the analogy 
which pervades the characteristics of hu- 
man suffering—the strength of the re- 
solved spirit, and calm of the resigned 
will continually broken in upon by the 
inward giving way of human feebleness, 
and limited power of endurance. But as 
in us, so in the Lord, these seasons of 
dread and conflict stir not the ruling will, 
alter not the firm resolve. This is most 
manifest in His first prayer i dvvardy 
ori — if consistent with that work 
which I have covenanted to do.’ Here is 
the reserve of the will to suffer—if ie 
never stirred (see below). The confict 
however of the Lord differs from ours in 
this,—that in «s, the ruling will itself is 
but a phase of our Auman will, and may 
be and is often carried away by the excess 
of depression and feingi whereas in 
Him it was the divine Personality in 
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69 vss Chr. 

higher s 
perpos was eternally fixed, struggling 

the flesh now overwhelmed with an 
horrible dread, and striving to escape 
away (see the whole of Ps. lv.). Besides 
that, by that uplifting into a superhuman 
circle of Kxowiodge: with which the in- 
dwelling of the Godhead endowed his 
humanity, his flesh, with all its capacities 
and apprehensions, was brought at once 
into immediate and simultaneous contact 
with every circumstance of horror and 
pain that awaited Him (John xviii. 4), 
whieh is never the case with us. Not 
only are the objects of dread gradually 
unveiled to our minds, but hope (iA rig 
eub rq 5 odeca, Thuc. v. 108) 
is ever suggesting that things may not be 
so bad as our fears t them. 
Then we must not forget, that as the flesh 
gave way under dread of suffering, so the 
Auman jo was troubled with all the at- 
tendant circumstances of that suffering— 
betrayal, desertion, shame (see Ps.lv. again, 
vv. 12—14, 20, 21; xxxviii. 11, 12; 
Ixxxvii. al). Nor again must we pass 
over the last and deepest m 5 
Passion—the consideration, t the 
holy and innocent Lamb of rested 
the burden of all human sin—that to 
Him, death, as the — of sim, 
bore a dark and meaning, incon- 
eeivable by any of us, whose inner will is 
tainted by the love of sin. See on this 
part of the Redeemer’s agony, Ps. xl. 12; 
xxxviii. 1—10 al. See also as a com- 
ment on the whole, Heb. v. 7—10, and 
notes there. The three accounts do 
not differ in sny important particulars. 
Luke merely gives a summary of 
the Lord’s prayers his sayings to the 
disciples, but inserts (see below) two de- 
tails not found in the others. Mark's ac» 
count and Matthew’s are very nearly 

related, and have aie sprung from 
the same source. 86.) Mark alone, 
— our account, mentions the name of 
igs Luke merely calls it 6 róroç, 

usion to xard rò i@og before. John 
informs us that it was a garden. The 
name is R22 ry or WW. as oil press.’ It 
was at the foot of the Mount of Olives, in 
the valley of the Kedron, the other side 
of the brook from the city (John xviii. 1). 

raĝís.] not strictly and li 
‘eit,’ but = bonas] pu n rra here. 

ro he.] Such is the name 
which our Lord gives to that which was 
coming upon Him, in speaking to the 
m who were not to witness it. Au 
conflict of the holy soul is prayer: all ite 
struggles are continued communion with 
God. In Gen. xxii. 5, when Abraham's 
faith was to be put to so sore a trial, he 
says, ‘I and the lad will go yonder and 

Our Lord (almost on the same 
spot) unites in Himself, as the priest and 
victim, as Stier striking! remarks, Abra- 
ham's Faith and Issac's Patience. 
€ some spot deeper in the 

. At this time the 
of the "Kedron would be partly in the 
moonlight, partly shaded by the rocks and 
buildings of the side. It may 

moonlight into the 
shade that our Lord retired to pray. 
37.) These three—Peter, the foremost in 
attachment, and profession of it—the two 
sons of Zebedee, who were to drink of the 
cup that He drank of—He takes with 
Him, not only nor principally as witnesses 
of his trial—this indeed, in the fall sense, 
they were not—but as a consolation to 
Him in that dreadful hour—to ‘ watch 
with Him.’ In this too they failed—yet 
from his returning to them between his 
times of prayer, it is manifest that, in the 
abasement of his humanity, He regarded 
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them as some comfort to Him. ‘In mag- 
nis tentationibus juvat solitudo, sed tamen 
ut in propinquo sint amici.’ 
Qptero—not merely idiomatic here—He 
began, as He sever done before. 

urch = icPapBeicOas Mark. 
* Dicit incursum objecti horribilis, Bengel 
(see below on ver. 88). e e 
= Aa» Aureon, fe i 3^ ; rò 
apvÜvpriy vorira, Eathym.; dyeridy, 

Pech nig åðýpwy, ò i£ ddov, 8 ior: 
gópov rig ) Abr, dvarewrwcec. 
ddnpoviy, rd Ab, cai dpqyavety, Eus- 
tathius. 98.] Our Lord's whole in- 
most life must have been oue of continued 
trouble of spirit —He was a man of sor- 
rows, and acquainted with grief but 
there was an extremity of anguish now, 
reaching even to the e(most limit of en- 
durance, so that it seemed that more 
would be death itself. The expression is 
said to be proverbial (see ref. Jonah): 
bat we must remember that though with 
us men, who see from below, proverbs are 
merely bold guesses at truth, —with Him, 
who sees from above, they are the truth 
itself, in ita very purest form. So that 
although when aed by a man, & prover- 
V 
literal exactitude,—when by our 
Lord, it ia, just because it is a proverb, to 
be searched into and peni on all th 
more. The expression pev, in 
this sense, spoken by IM is only 
found besides in John xii. 27. It is the 
human soul, the seat of the affections and 
passions, which is troubled with. the an- 

ish of the body ; and it is distinguished 
m the wvedpa, the higher spiritual 

being. Our Lord's soul was crushed down 
even to death by the weight of that an- 
guish which lay spem Him—and that ii£e- 
rally—eo that He (as regards his bu- 
manity) would have died, had not strength 
bodily strength, upholding his human 

me) been ministered from ou high by an 
angel (see note on Luke xxii. 43). 

rec waped- 

Y ars épot} not wrpocevyecbe 
per ipod, Aad a iler the Mediator 
must be alone; but (see above) watch with 
Me—just (if we may compare our weak- 
ness with his) as we derive comfort in the 
midst of a terrible storm, from knowing 
that some are awake and with us, even 
though their presence is 5 

89.] 1 pixpéy (Matt., 
Mark) = dreo rden ax’ abrév acti 
AiGov Boin» Luke, who in this descrip- 
tion dicus more precise. dxeer., I 
cannot p t 2 ki „ im 2 i e 

more than sere A them— 
something of the reluctance of parting. 

distance would be very small, 
not above forty or fifty yards. Hence 
the disciples might well catch the lead- 
ing words of our Lord’s prayers, before 
drowsiness ov: them. Luke has 
however only Osig rå yévara, which is 
not so full as our account. TpostvX. 
Stier finely remarks: ‘This was in tru 
a different prayer from that which went 
before, which John has recorded.’ But 
still in the same spirit, uttered by the 
same Son of God and Redeemer of men. 
The glorifying (John xvii. 1) begins with 
suffering, as the previous words, iAgAvOey 
3 dpa, might lead us to expect. The 
power over all flesh’ shews itself first aa 
power of the conflicting and victorious 
spirit over his own flesh, by virtue of 
which He is ‘oue of us.’ Mark ex- 
presses the substance of the prayer, and 
snterprets rorijpiov b a. Luke's re- 
pe differs only in verbal expression from 

atthew's. In the address, we have bere 
and in Luke IIérep—in Mark áfjà & 
Tvarío. In all and in the prayer itself, 
there is the deepest feeling and a - 
sion in the Redeemer’s soul of Aie Son- 
ship and the unity of the Father—the 
most entire and holy submission to His 
Will. We must not for a moment think 
of the Father's wrath abiding on Him 
as the cause of his suffering. Here is 
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VV his human the v ten 
of filial love. T 
VV 

substance prayer, though alight, is 
worthy of remark. el Sar istr 
= warra dvvard eot, = ei Rol. All 
these three find their union in one and 
the same inward . That in the 
text ‘If, within the limits of 
thy holy will, this may be;’—that in 
Mark, ‘ All are (absolutely) pos- 
sible to Thee Thou canet therefore - but 
not what I will, but what thou wilt: 
that in Luke, ‘If it be thy Will to re- 
move, &c. (Thou canst : but not my will, 
but thine be done.’ e very used 

ewing 
solemn instance, the comparative indif- 
ference of the letter, when we have the 

. as we should any of a threat- 
ening ‘It has gone over.’ 
But what is the ror pt or Spa, of which 
our Lord here prs 

the cross, the 
grave, ange d all besides which our thoughts 
cannot reach. Of this all, his soul, in 
humble subjection to dhe’ higher Will, 
which was absolutely united and harmo- 
nious with the Will of the Father, prays 
that if possible it may pass over. And 
this prayer was heard—see Heb. v. 7— 
ázxà ric ebA\aBsiagc—on account of His 
pious resignation to the Father’s will, or 
oe prened of it, so that it prevailed— 

OL. I. 

He was ed from Heaven. He 
did indeed drink the cup to the 
but He was enabled to do it, and this 
lvioxvoig was the answer to his yer. 

«3v oby ....] The Monothelite 
heresy, which held bw one will in the 
Lord Jesus, is here plainly convicted of 
error. The distinction is clear, and marked 
by our Lord Himself. In His Auman soul, 

e willed to be freed from the dreadful 
things before Him—but this human will 
was overruled by the inner and divine 
pose—the Will at unity with the Fat ers 
will. 40.] Mark 5 in 
relating the beginning of the dress in 
the —no. doubt accurately for it 
was Peter (Gimon, ber bier tein Petrus 
war. Stier), who had pledged himself to 
go with Him to prison and death. 
obres | see reff., * adeo ?—it implies their 
utter inability, as shewn by their present 
state of slumber. Are ye so entirely un- 
able, &c. Spay need not im 
that our Lord E absent a who 
hour :—if it is to be taken in any close 
meaning, it would be that the whole trial 
would last about that time. But most 
likely it is in allusion to the fime of our 

"s trial, so often called by that name. 
4L] Luke gives this command at 

the and end of the whole; but 
his account is manifestly only a com- 
F o- 

ically. The command has to 
tho immediate trial which was about to 

them, and (for y is a word of 
habit, not merely, r Eph. v. 15, 
or ixvíjéw 1 Cor. xv. 94, one of imme- 
diate import) also to the general duty of 
all disciples in all time. elged de 
elg 4. is not to come into temptation 
merely, to be tempted: this lies not in 
our own power to avoid, and ite happen- 
ing is rather joy than sorrow to us—see 
James i. 2, where the word is reptwionrs 
but it implies an sauene into tempta- 
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siç wapeopéy 1 Tim. vi. 9. *Plenius notes on Lake xxii. 44 [At what pre- 
Hebrei dicunt, intrare in manum tenta- cise time the appeared to Him is 
tionis, hoc est, „ 5 bee e 
dominium, ita ut ab ea subjugemur atque after et prayer, before He came 
sbsorbeamur' (Witsius, Exerc. in Orat. to his disciples.] The words are not 
Dom. p. 196, cited by Stier, vi. 287). exactly the same: “the Lord knew that 

«à pàr ev.) I cannot doubt that the Father alwa heard Him (John xi. 
this is mid by our Lord in its most 42); and t He underetands the 
general meaning, and that He himself ie continuance of His trial as the answer to 
included in it. At that moment He was His last words, as Thou wilt.” Stier. 
giving as high and pre-eminent anexample Here therefore the prayer is, If it be not 
of ite truth, as the disciples were afford- possible .... thy will be done. It is 
ur Heatley aint ajdi T in the spoken in the fulness of self-resignation. 

ngness of the spirit—yieldi xs bred 'Jam addita bibendi mentione, propius ad 
to the Father's will to suffer die, but bibendum se confert.’ Bengel. 43.) 
weighed down by the weakness of the Mark adds, and it is a note of ` | 
fesh: they, having professed, and pen d zai obr poucay rl ávespiÜGeiv abri. | 

j i iri i 44.] Tbv obróv, viz. as the last. This 
Him, but, even in the one hour's watch- third prayer is merely éndicated in Mark, | 
ing, overcome by the burden of drowsi- by lpyera: rè rpirer, on our Lord's return. | 
ness Observe it is bere wvevpe, not 45, 46.] The clause xafeéBere À. K. 
‘vx; and compare ver. 88 and note. ves. C e e To 
To enter further into the depths of this take it interrogatively, does not i 
assertion of our Lord w carry us Hie sense: end. kiaka en Gnnstaral 
beyond the limits of eee but see in the sentence, which proceeds indicatively 
Bter's remarks, vi. 287—243. 49.] afterwards. It seems to me that there can 
Mark merely says of this second prayer, be but two ways of interpreting it—and 
r abràóv Àóyor siwév. Luke gives it both with an imperative ee (1) 
as lsrsviorepey zpocgéxiro—end relates — Either it email bose Ade 
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T. for nas ert, arc Os D. 

not able to watch with Me, now ye may 
sleep on—for my hour is come, and I am 
about to be taken from you ’—which sense 
however is precluded by the rio 
arne below: or (2) it was said with 
understanding of ‘ you can’ as Hengel; 
‘si me excitantem non auditis, brevi ad- 
erunt alii qui vos excitent. Interea dormite, 
ei vacat. [Only let us beware of the 
so-called “ 5 by 
Wordsw. et (? cf Mar 

= se abo n 
éxviyn implies, ‘ft is enough’—enough 
of to them for drowsiness—enough 
of ions to watch and pray—that 
was now coming which would cut all this 
short. This (808 is hardly to be taken 

Judas and 
ap- 

proach of te how, of which the Lord 
so often spoken: but at the utterance 

of the second, it seems that they were ie 
V CR) and that may bo taken literally, 

expression, Tapað. eic ysipac né 
rr, should be noticed, as an echo of 
the Redeemer’s anguish—it was the con- 
tact with sia,—and death, the wages of 
ain, which all through His trial pressed 
heavily on His soul. 

47-56.) BETRAYAL AND APPREHEN- 
SION oF Jus. Mark xiv. 48—52. Luke 
xxii. 47—68. John xviii 2—11. Mark’s 
account has evidently been derived from the 
same source ‘originally as Matthew's, but 
both had gained some important additions 
iil were finally committed to 

uke’s is, as before, sn abridged 
idea m but with new circum- 
stances not related by the others. John’s 
account is at first sight very dissimilar from 
either; see text above cited, and notes 
there. It may suffice now to say, that all 
which John, vv. 4—9, relates, must have 

aft ide ins yap BE al sah arm Ath: aft 

happened on the first approach of the band 
—and is apri with 5 
Gywpey. Some particulars also must have 
happened, which are omitted by aZ: viz. 
5 of the y-ipe aedi tes 

to in Luke ver. 
poses), and the them for what 
was about to take place. On the other 
hand, John gives a hint MR 
had been passing is the garden, b 
word IEM, ver. 4. The two first 
gelista were evidently unaware of any such 
matter as that related 2. 48) inte they 
(Matt. ver. 49: Mark ver. 1 
the Kiss by an . 
specified as sle rd Bobo, T pro y Faris 
cause the ion, as oonnected with 
this part is history, had become the 
usual one—thus we have in Luke à eys- 
eee "lod, 3 r&v dsr fuller still. 

the 55 ducing — ia 
„ ; called jj oripa, John 

tea pi en i 

not a staves,—or any tamul- 
preda evitnti was to produc the chief 

y was to 5 
ion o the effect that a seditious 
„57 

T 2 
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d rò enueios Y rapadidovc avróv Ewer avroic 
* du ow avroc for, 

ES t», tare tU wc rpoce Ado re Insov eiwev © Xaipe 

rod Ty, 

pe bgt hr. tay 

xxil. & only. 

Gen, xxvii. | , Karegidnaey gun. 
“Ana, R E vil. 48. Tape, € 

feb. xxi. 46 ) ip ip ' 

gob. xxvii. 

12 df. ö. avrov. l kat. 1800 
ke l. 28. 

geo Acts a v. 38 al. lu aa, 7, & ref. 
only. Gen. 1 66. wir m 

1 Cor. viL Jam. 

p ch. WMI. 8 reff. 

EY ATT'EAION 

rage. oe 

BaXov rac Wee et rov ‘Inoovy kai 
cic rov pera Inoov P exreivac 

k oh. "ir er 
m Joha xi. 28. 

x9 xu 12. dos rl. "io (Mv. E). Gen. xxii. 13. 
Gea. xxii. 1 

XXVI. 

a anpetov Myoy 0 

d kparhoare aurov. kai 
" pappi, | «ai 
eixtv avro 

Tore mpoceABourec ur 
fr 2 exparnoay 

o & 'Inscovc 

MR tere 45. xv. 20. Acts xx. 87 
xv.94. Lake xxiii. 

K. N al. Num. at al Mk. Lake 
o constr., ver, 47 f. Lake v. 17. vii. 29 al. 

48. rec av (from || Mk, where but few read sav), with BCDLU (8, e sil) Orig, : txt 
A rel Orig, Eus. 

49. aft deriv ins avrw C copt eth Kus. 
50. ariv d avrw o tne. D, simly latt sth Lucif. 

a cf Byr Lucif. 

pected. John mentions also lanterns and 
torches—to search ps in the dark 
p of the garden, most of which would 
y this time be in the shade. 48.] The 

common rendering of u as a plusq. 
perf. is unnecessary and unwarranted: 
the. aorist is simply Aéstorical, —gave 
them a sign ;—when is not stated. On 
Mark’s addition, «al dwayayere dogadwe, 
see notes there, 49.| b see 
above on ver. 47. The purpose of the 
kiss, eu it to have taken place after 
John vv. 4-—8, (and it is surely out of the 
question to suppose it to have taken place 
before, con to the plain meaning of 
John ver. 4,) been doubted. Yet I 
think on a review of what had happened, 
it is very intelligible—not as some 
have su to shew that Jesus could be 
approached with safety—but at all events 
as the sign on with the Roman 
soldiers, who probably did not personall , who pro n 
know Him, and who besides would o 
had their orders from the city, to take 
Him whom Judas should kiss. Thus the 
kies would be necessary in the course of 
their military mn as their authorization, 
—notwithstandi he previous declaration 
by Jesus of : ware. is hardly 
as in my former editions, another word for 
iġià. It may well have its common and 

with 8 
e e sign. See Ellicott, Lastare Git on 
the life of our Lord, p. 831 note: and 
comp. Xenophon, Mem. ii. 6. 83, cited by 
Meyer, ec rote cahode eA hoayréc pov, 
$05 & ayabodc Karaginoavrog. 

In Luke we have 'IoóÀa, e^pan 
75 ire v. dv. srapadiówc,—which sense 
is involved in the text also: that varia- 

eg’ o apt bef eracpe D lat- 
Epiph. rec ig’ &, with U 1. 33 Eus Chr: txt ABCD rel 

tion shewing ps that one of the ac- 
counts is not from an eye-witness. 
dratpe—see ch. xxii. 12 and note. à irai- 
poc ob wavrac pg. cai iraipo, ol iv 
cuvnOsig raì iy avvepylg roddy pier 
ytyovérec, Ammonius. 
can hardly be a question. No ad use of 
the drapie relative 8g has ever been ad- 
duced: “ € 1 interrogativo 
ric 1 est Hooge o, 
ad Vi v. 14, alienissimo 3 
loco 770 abutentis" Lobeck on 
Phryn. p. 57 note. It therefore must be 
either an exclamation, as Fritzsche, “ad 
qualem rem dam ades!" which 
would be y alien from the usage of 
öc, exclamations of this sort in Greek being 
expressed in an interrogative form :—or an 
aposiopesis, as Euthym., dt’ d srapayéyo- 
she ov» TÒ card crowdy wparre, row 
Ale pares 5 And to this I 

there needs not 
this shew of attachment : I know thine 
errand,—hoc age.” But the command 
itself is papred. See Meyer’s note, 
who also takes this view. On any under- 
standing of the words, it is an to 
the conscience and heart of Ju in 
which sense (see above) it agrees with 
the words spoken in Luke: — ee note 
there. The that at this period our 
Lord was laid hold of and secured (b er 
hand—not yet bowsd) by geras 
important, as interpreting e's n- 
count further on. 51.] The eis 
(or ele ric of Luke) was Peter ;—John 
ver. 10. Why he was not mentioned, i is 
idle to : one supposition only must 
be avoided—that there ls a PM NUT purpose in 
the omission. It is to suppose 
that the mention of his name in a book 

ABCDE 



49—53. 

TlüV P xtipa 3 awiowacey 

To ' wriov. 

AaBarrec xa 
Keç Ort ov Sóvapat à apri 

Erk 
LP Ip ana, 

18, S1. ses Jomah iv. 1 

81. for para ino., per’ avrov B. 
pss 

88 vole lat. Jer. 
Orig Bas 
Bes: oa, BDI 

1 Kt oe um 

E AL eynen D «uovac D! 
legiones 1at-b c f ff, 9, ^ Les} 

current among Christians, many 
uus fior tie fact o 

done. Luke expresses it, that they sae 
what would happen—and asked, ‘ 
shall we smite with the sword?’ Then, 
lea 98 (for ae were but two 
aw in the com was wai for 
the reply, the rath Po , in dera 
spirit of ch. xvi. 22, smote with the sword 
—the weapon of the flesh :—an outbreak 
of the natural man no less noticeable than 
that more- -noticed one which followed be- 
fore ; All four ev 
agree in this account. Luke and John 
are most exact—the latter giving the 
name of the slave, —Malchus. 

touched the ear and healed it. e 
et E corporis partibus 
lectus formam deminutivam eiie ra 
prvia, Aristot. Phytiogn. iii. 57, rd óp- 

KATA MAOODAION. 

ri 
" waratac ded SovAoy TOU ap upéuc 

52 sore Ayes avr " Insovc ` "Asóorpejov 

rm paxarpay gou uc roy " rówov abric wayrec "ri ot 
Ev Lax áwoAovvrat, ) 

" wapaxaAioat roy raripa pov, 
xai ? ree pot re, Swosxa * Aeyrovac ayytÀwv ; 

u ow here (ch. xxvil. 8 v. r) only. (ch. v $t al) Exod. xxiii. 4. 
w Heb. xi. 87. Rev. vi. 8 al. xis. 87. 
. 

for amoXovvra:, azo0avovvra. FHEMS 

) 1 al syr-marg Orig. 

277 

paxatpav avrov v m 
' agetAey avrov 

CIIM 
exarakey and ins cas bef ageduv D lat-a b o 

e T rel sah: om cov (see || John m 83 Syr 
with rel Orig, : 

A 69 syrr ^ Orig-ms 

apr: aft rapaor. pos BL 
rec (for A] wssovc, with AC rel 

Tec paxa 

rec ins j bef dwdeca (for perspicuity), with AC rel Orig 
teme ayyt\wy (grammi corre after su. : 

Clas: ganar ayytiovc (misunderstanding) KA: 
in AC carelessly 

: Mi- B'L: -opwy A: duodecim milia 

= ry)» Oneny 
John. The sheath is 45 place for the 
Christian’s sword—‘ gladius extra vagi- 
nam non est in Joco suo, nisi ubi subservit 
ire diving, Bengel; see note on Luke 
xxii. 86. i rogis does not say aa 
away thy sw n in His willing 
sacrifice, and i in that kingdom which is 
to be evolved from his work of redemp- 
tion, is the sword altogether out of place. 

wévres yàp r. r. A.] Peculiar to Mat- 
thew. There is no allusion, as Grotius 
and some of the ancients thought, to = 

the Roman swo 
Cewadle istos et iy ios, etiam te 
quiescente, gravissimas daturos poenas 
suo sanguine, Grot. Euthym.): for the 
very persons who were now taking Him 
were Romane. The saying is general — 
and the stress is on Aaórres —it was this 
that Peter was g —' taking up the 
sword'—of his own ing that ven- 
geance which belongs to into his 
own iv E dmwok. is a 
command ; not m uture, but an 
imperative fature ; i repetition by the 
Lord in this solemn moment of Gen. ix. 6. 
This should be thought of by those well- 
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e. 4 roc omy " whnpeboorw at ° ypapai ore obra a See ABCDE 
my yrioba ; 55 ey iceirp 77 Ser ciwey " Iod rot Sydow LMSUY 

c iri Aporm EEA lare pera haxLwͤ‚ kai EBA . 

cru nt. "kað nuipav ev ry ipp cu 

1 lu. HOATKWY kat ovx J exparnoaré pe. rovro òè ö AO 
. yl over iva pb at ^ ypagat TOV roh. 

tore oi paOnrat wavreg “adévrec avrov zv y. 8 oi 

0000000 c % 

for rAnpwOwety, xAnpwOyoovra: D. eda C 1 al -ed. 
o ene. bef rt D lat-a. rec e£gA blere, with HKMSUV Petr Eus: dart 

D : txt ABC rel. roo aft nad ger ins rec spar (from || ME), with CD rel 
latt syrr arm Orig-lat Eus: aft tra, A wth: om BL 83 coptt Chr 
rec epe aft ddacewy, with A rel vulg at f 191 syr: aft trad. C Pirats) 
Pss ee (m) anm Orig-lat Eus : txt BL 1. 83 Syr (coptt) arm 

. aÑ paOgras ins avrov B al gat(with mm) lat-a B » sah eth Chr. 

7 dt ni 1 al. 
ii. 28. 

„I. 18 

piii i sut, pP x * F 

a FEE 4 , 

44 

but shallow persons, who seek to 
abolish the punishment of death in Chris- 
tian states. John adds the words rò 
worfjptoy B dai por ò varíp, ob pij 
Hi abró; on which see notes there. 
53, 54 are to Matthew. 53.) 
The M jesty of our Lord, and His Putience 

shewn here. este 808. is 
a a strictly Attic idiom, the neuter Ae or 
tie, and the unchanged construction 
omitting the h. So Plat. Legg. vi. p. 759, 
[rg pù CAarroy iEncovra yeyověæç: Paus. 
x. 67. 296, of d»0 as Ao *"pícuc 
rw eles. See matter discussed, 
and more a. given, in 
Lobeck, p. 410. Sé8exa—not per- 
haps so much from the number of the 
apostles, who were now ol Isdera, pede 
from that of the then company, viz. 
Lord and the eleven. ves — 
because they 1 oan soldiers who 
were taking complement of 
the legion was about 6000 men. The 
power, implied in Soxeig &ri où 
shews the wd and continued free self- 
resignation of the Lord throughout—and 
john 1. 1. BA.) 4 uir 
John x. 18. ?— 

How fiat tha kak e da 
that I voluntarily abstain from invoking 
pach heavenly aid,—shall the pras 
be fulfilled, that thus it must be, i 
in thy rashness usest the help of deahily 
weapons ? 55.) Mark this 
with an dwoxp:Oeic—it was an answer to 
their actions, not to their words. Luke, 
here minutely accurate, informs us that it 
was to the ts and orparnyotc 
rod lepoU and Stat cur Lud el 

this. It is strange that the exact agree- 
ment of this classification with ned vuv 
iv ry up did not ent Schleiermacher 
from casting a doubt on the truth of the 
circumstance Translation, p. 302). 

In his submission to be reckoned 
VF 
protests against any suspicion that He 

V uring the w past, an 
other similar times. rss 2 
(Matt. only) to indicate com niet 
and freedom from attack. 

ible contrast 
ubted whether 

ite completeness, and that M 
different words the speech 
this same purport, we must I think de- 
cide for the other view. Besides, if the 
remark were Matthew's, we should 
some particular citation, as is elsew 
his practice: see ch. i. 22: xxi. 4. Mark 
gives it elliptically, 4AX' iva peli tubo 
al ypagai. poder Passion and Death of 
Christ were ý Trev yea 
wAfpwecic. In this Tie they all Sent their 
central t. Compare his dying words 
on the —raridtorat,—with this his 
assertion. On the addition i in Luke, see 
note there. There is an admirable 
sermon of Schleiermacher (vol ii. of the 
Berlin ed. of 1848, p. 104) on vv. 55, 56. 

re of pa] Bome of them did 

E^ 
y. 
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à j Kparnoavrec Tov ‘Tyooby awiryayov rpòc KoiáQav ! 22 109,9. 
K repos roy &pxttplo, oa ot yPanmareic kai ot wproPurepos E: ur 

LMNS 
UvA 1. 0o» tow éxa8nro perà ro» drr dev TO ríAoc. oe 

59 

eb: gern near. | 55 8 IVérpoc neodovbe avre a aro Wm 

PGHK ar. dec THC Pavdac TOU üpyuplwc, cal &ctÀ- Re. ae 

- — — — — Oe. anno 

paprvpiav kara TOV 

Toucty, Kat oN 

ziv. 10 b. 

t ch. xti. 48, 

57. arnyo C. 
68. om azo CFLA 1. 38 arm. 

I, Oxwc avrov "Üavar&- 2 sao = 
tUpoy kai woAAwp wpoceADovrwy och xis MN 

n Soha x1. € aL 

ot & a eee kai ro " evvidpiv dA ikir ovy  sbevdo- " Lake avii” 
28. sail 3 

Prov, xxii. 19. r ch. xv. 19 
sch. x. 31. Lake xxi. 16. Rom. viii. 36, from Ps. xliii. 

59. rec aft apyrepec (o È. apyıspevc coptt Orig, : princeps vero lat-a) ins eat oi pe 
Bur:po: (from || Luke), with A 
arm Orig, Eus Cyr Aug. 

1. 33. 69 latt Orig-lat. 
KMSUV: txt A 55 

60. om 2nd rat (see debis pago 
Orig, Cyr: ro «Ec «a. D: ins A 

not flee far. Peter and John went after 
Him to the of the High-priest ; 
John, ver. 15. On the additional circum- 
stance in Mark, ver. 51, see note there. 
Chrys.’s remark is worth noting : Sre piv 
yap sari yi0n, Epevow Bre di igGsyEaro 
ravra 1p rote byXouc, iguyow id 

Ao ., bre obec ire daguyeiy iv, 
LA. vroc davró» wapačóvroç abroiç nai 
Aiyovroç card rd¢g ypaşàç rovro yi- 
vtoOu:. 

57—68.] HEARING BEFORE CAIAPHAS. 
Mark xiv. 63—65. [Luke xxii. 54, 63— 
65.] 5 24. to this took 

before Annas, the real 
igh-priest (see note on Luke iii. 2), to 

whom the Jews took Jesus first;—who 
enquired of Him about his disciples and 
his teaching (John, vv. 19—23), and then 
ie 24) sent Him bound to Caiaphas. 

y John, who followed, relates this first 
; Bee notes on John, vv. 12—24, 

where this view is maintained. It may 
be sufficient here just to indicate the 
essential differences between that hearing 
= this. On that occasion no witnesses 

uired, for it was merely a private 
unofficial audience. Then the High-priest 
questioned and our Lord replied : whereas 
now, under false witness and reproach, 
e (as before Herod) is silent. 
UT. Kader rbv Ax. J He was dpyetpeic 
fob irtavroU dceivov, Annas ha been ving 

and since then the High-priesta 

CN rel lat-f syrr 
Ao bef ro hdd em (from | Mk) N allatt Orig-lat. 

Üavaresovew bef avrov (from || MX) A rel arm Orig, Eus: txt BC D-gr 
rec Gavarwees: (grammi corra), with B (C! 33 

BC'LN! 1 vulg lat - 3 g 
a ral Mt, Nn ath Ong Lets es $03. ad. 

sth Orig-lat : om BDL 69 latt coptt 

s coptt arm 

having been frequently changed by the 
Roman governors. Sov of yp.] 
Probably they had assembled by a pre- 
concerted , ex g their prisoner. 
This was a meeting of the Sanhedrim, 
but not the regular assembly, which con- 
demned him and handed Him over to 
Pilate. That took place iw the morning, 
Luke xxii. 66—71 (where see note). 
58.) “ånd paxpéley is a well-known 
pleonasm. parpótevy iteelf is a late Greek 
word. See Lob. on Phryn. p. 93." Meyer. 

We have aot here the more com 
detail of John xviii. 15—19. The stag 
is one and the same building, in 
which both Annas Caia lived. 
This is evident from a com of the 
narratives of Peter's : see below. 
The circumstance of & fire being lighted 
and the servants sitting round it, men- 
tioned by the asp 9. 4 o Evangelist, i is 
here omitted. — piv 
ig. cud idócet, EM ridi Moe rad EAS 
aig, Wevdopaprupiay, ym. But is 
thi quite fa led? Is it not the inten- 
tion of the Evangelist to represent that 
they sought false witness, not that they 
would not take true if they could get it, 
but that knew it wae not to be kad? 

This hearing is altogether omitted 
in Luke, and only the indignities follow- 
ing related, vv. 63—65. 60. | oix 
eUpov, i. e. sufficient for the p purpose; 1: 
perhaps, consistent with itself. note 
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Sito sr ° Pevdopapripwy, ' vartpov ot spoceABovrec doo 9! sirov 
Prov. six. b, Oiiroc eon Abvapat " xaraAvoat roy vaóv rod Seow cal 
vini ^ did roi nutgv oc. 94 cal avaer ac o apx- 

Bava 
xxvii. 71 ie pt e avro Ovétv a aroxpivy Jri obroi gov * kara- 

12 paprupovaty ; 63 6 LJ Incowc * toma. 
i 

kal avokpiÜsic 

* tara rov Beou 

TOU d ovroc ú wa u eirpe *u gU & ö Xpisróc s viòc 
E E 

Acts xi.17) TOU Oso v. 64 Aya abre o Insovc f 2v simac. 1A 

simt oa Af Up», “aw apri öweobe rov viov rov avÎpwrov 

MA ade cee AL garter 2 h 7 
eer: 35 only. g ver. SV al, Bir. xlv. 29. „ boh. zxiil. 39 ref. 

*poceAO., with CN rel latt arm 
10 x0 rpocnd ho Wevdopaprupec 
evpoy, with AC? rel eyr Orig-lat ; ovy a ro tEnc rei sequentia 
lat: Fs in eum quicquam lat-À, exitum rei lat-a, culpam lat: 

D = 69) : wpocer9. $0ÀÀ. Wevd. 1 coptt: 
L 38 Orig,—rec vertpov ins ovy 

wicquwam in eo 

J. om BOEN | vulg lat 
Hi ua! 7% . syr jer coptt arm Orig Cyr. (The account, T believe, with Meyer and 

t tæi was the original, and the 2nd xa: was not understood: thence 
rr a ovy tvpov was supplied. The re of D ge is very curious. A note was 
made in the marg, that ro «Enc, i. e. “the order of the words,” was, rok. wpocn0. 
V. r. ovr. tvpoy. Hence ro elne was taken into the text, repeated with the second o 
ei and interpreted as above in the old latin vss. for rpoceXOovrec, Aber D 

rec aft dvo ins y/rvPopaprupsc, with ACD N(risec .) rel latt syr arm Orig, 
Orig-lat ; paprupec A'(ap 

ins ca: bef «xov D latt Syr 
see || M) D lat-À: ne. r. A. bef of f 
9), with ADN rel vulg lat-a f Fi. 2 91.4 rr Orig-lat ; bef ou., CL 
om B 1. 69 sth arm Ori 

62. cox A! al. Dem 

): om 5 1 Syr syr-jer coptt wth 
for ovr. s$., rovror qeovoapey Atyorvra 

rec at end adds avrov z Mie Joka ii. 
t-b & Orig, : 

63. om axoxpiOnc (to suit the former 5 BGLZ 1. 83. 69 vulg lat 71 fu l 7 ̂  
eth Orig: ins ACN rel lat-a b c 
Cyr. at end ins rov riti SER Na al 

64. aft vn ins ors D al Syr. 

on (eat, Mark ver. 56. `- 61.] See ch. 
xxvii. 40: the false witness consisted in 
giving that sense to His words, which it 
appears by ch. xxvii. 68 they knew they 
did not bear. There is perhaps a trace, 
in the different reports of Matt. and 
Mark, of the discrepancy between the wit- 
nesses. There is considerable difference 
between rdw vady rod 0. . . . olxodopijeat, 
and ràv v. rovrow rdy ysiporoinroy .... 

The i instance like- MO 5 
wise of the honour of the 
temple which had so lately occurred, 
might tend to perplex the evidence pro- 
duced to the contrary. .] Dost 
thou not answer what it is which these 
testify egainst Thee ! i. e. wilt Thou give 
no explanation of the words alleged to 
have been used by Thee? Our Lord was 
silent; for in answering He must have 
opened to them the m of these his 
words, which was not the work of this 

for eEops., oprite D 
I lat. ff, syr ooptt Chr. 

His hour, nor fitting for that audience. 
It is not easy to say whether this sentence 
ought to be taken as one question or two. 
Meyer, in his former editions, maintained 
the latter, on the ground that áwoxpívy 
would require wpóc after it. But he has 
now discovered in his fourth edition that 
åxozpíveoðaı may be constructed with an 
accusative simply, and that rí may be 
equivalent to bri. So that there is no 
serious objection to the usual 
way of construction. .] See Levit. 
v.l. dfopx([e oe, ‘I put thee under an 
oath,’ the form of which follows. The 
junction of ô vlàs 1. 0. with xpurós must 
not be beyond the meaning which 
Caiaphas probably assigned to it—viz. the 
title given to the Messiah from the 55 
pr of the prophecies respecting 
t is however a very different thing whei 

our Lord by his answer 1 this, and 
invests the words with their fullest mean- 

Z pap- 

Cel o 
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rore o apyuptic 18, fom, 

„ Ouppnkev rà ipária avrov Alyor ë 'EfXaadüunaty" ri lat, 

ere MD v ° Éxonev napripor; ; (0€ vU» ijcoboare THY * 2 Pet. 5 

P  Phacpnpiav. 6 71 Univ Borei ; : ot ài aàrorpiblvrte mia. k. Lako 
trop ?" Evoxoc Üavárov torlv. 

TO rpc avrov, Kai 

ri Aéyorrec ` Hpognrevooy naw Xproré, rie gory ó & TON 
* waioac c; ®© 0 ài [Iérpoc exaOnro thu ev ry " 

cod avTOv, ot epa. E e. 

N 14 " evirrucay tic Acts air. 14 
1 

67 rore 

ix. 

avy, 2 ove: 

xai wpocndOev avro “pia ? waidioxn Atyovzsa Kai oò E 4 8. 
Esek. xaxv.19. qw 
21, 22, See) only. Gen. xxvi. 11 P. 2 Macc. xiti. 
L. Nem. xii.14 Dest. xxv. Qoaly. (n, Isa. L 6.) 
3. 2 Cor. Al. 7 oaly ¢. 

di Ari L. only 3. see 4 Kings vi. 19. 

71. . Lake xii. 4 al. Gea. zz. Wal" 

88. rec aft A ins ori, with AC! rel: om BC*DLZ 33 latt syrr arm Ori 
rec aft fAacénjuay ins nitida gy some sig 5 BIB 

» Ren., Nx. a 8 Heb. ii. 

t ap caly. Hos. xi. €. Esdr, iv. 5 

18. James i. 10 (ch. v. 
y | Mk. ch. zzvii. 509 Mk. Mark x. 34 

si Mk. I Pot. il. 90. 1 Cor. iv. 

(eua, Jobe xviii. 29.) 

eb. W 19. Mark ail 43. [Soha M d Gen. aai is. Dea il. 3. 

Orig Chr 
), with AC rel gat 

: om vulg lat-ac ff, g, 4 (with eum) lat f ff, J, rr goth sth 

. for asrocp., azexcpiüncav wavrec kai D gat lat-a b o k. 
et. for o: de, aAÀot ĝe D sah goth. 

add avrov DG 1 lata 5 c f ff, 

252! Syr. 

ing and dignity. 64.] By od dras, 
more may perhaps be implied than by 
Mark's iyo epi: that is a simple asser- 
tion: this may refer to the convictions 
and admissions of Caiaphas (see John xi. 
48). But this is somewhat doubtful. The 
expression is only used here and in ver. 
25: and there does not appear to be any 
reference in it as said to Judas, to any 

admission of his. . 
t—i e. ‘there shall be a sign of the 

truth of what I say, over and above this 
confession of Mine.’ ds” Kprvi—the 

cation of Christ is by Himself said 
to begin with his betrayal, see John xiii. 
31: A ale a eee E 
ment of this trial now 
what follows, the whole process of the 
triumph of the Lord Jesus even till its 
end is contained. The is to the 
council, the representatives of the chosen 
people, so soon to be jodged by Him to 
whom all judgment is committed—the 
+s Svvdpeos in contrast to his present 
V now 

deer Den. vi and the dex. Ard r. v. 
see Dan. vii. 37) looks l 

the xal rw: time is s when every eye 
shall In Levit. xxi. 10 
(ace also- Levit. x x. 6) High-priest is other. In it, 

[rec eppaw., with E rel: txt ABCDLZA.] 

): aft au, A! Chr: txt BDLZ 
for yaXuXatov, vatepawov C 238. 

91 5yrr. 
69. rec «Ew bef «ca0gro, with A rel syr 

1. 33 latt Syr syr-jer coptt sth arm Orig-lat. 

2 to spy oniy to mourning but page 

dead In in 1 Mace. 7 bast 
B. J. ii. 16. oe alread m igh- 
priests their clothes.» On iege 
the clothes at h E 
2 Kings xviii. 87. v not 
& formal condemnation, bai mi; & pre- 
vious vote or expression of opinion. 7'Àa£ 
took place is the morning, see see ch. xvii. 1, 
and Luke xxii. 66—71. 
T.] Luke gives these indignities, and in 
the same Macs as here, adding, what in- 
deed might have been , that it 
was not iot the members of Sanhedrim, 
but the men who held Jesus in custody, 
who inflicted them on Him. koÀa- 
Olle is to strike with the paw(Leo, 
generally, , to strike a blow with the 
ack of the hand—bat also, and probably 

here, since another set of persons are 
described as doing it, to strike with a 
staff. 

78.] OUR LORD IS THRICE DE- 
NIED BY PETER. Mark xiv. 66—72. 
Luke xxii. 56—62. John xviii. 17, 18, 
26—27. This narrative furnishes one of 
VVV inde- 

Qf the fowr Gospels of one an- 
all , and, sup- 

281 
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. : "oa pera Ineov rov Ta AG. 70 & nher ABCDE 
l 

a = i. Lake vii G. Leh 1. 20 aL f. Gen. 2 UiL 18. LMSUY 

the denial to have taken place serve to shew what the agreements are, 
thrice, and only thrice, cannot be literally and what the differences: 
harmonized. ‘The following table may 

MATTHEW. MARK. LUKE. JOHN. 

let Sitting in the him-| Sitting wpd¢ rà Is recognizad by 5 
denial. hall without, 1 de- ct is the porteress 

by a maidllow,—&c. as Matt.iby the maid and|bei introduced 
servant with hav-— goes out into — replies, b y other die 
ing been with Jesusithe vestibule—cock|' Woman, I know|ciple. ‘Art not 
the Galilean. *Ij|crows. ‘I know Him not. thou also one of 

wnot what thouinot, neither under- this man's disci- 
yest.’ stand what thou ples?’ He saith, 

sayest.’ ‘Iam not.’ 

2nd | He has gone out] The same maid) Another (but Is standing 
denial.Rnto the porch (possibly: but see|sale servant) says: warming himself 

another maid sees|note, p. 289, col 1)‘ Thou also art of|They said to him 
im. ee M) ses aay ra Peter mid 555 et 

was wit again, says, Man, I am not.’ jof disciples P ’ 
f Nas.’ ee p A He denied, and 

After a little After about an] One of the slave 
denial.iwhile, the stand-| As Matth. hour, another 1 of s High. Pries 

-by say, ‘Surely! ‘Surely thou artſsisted saying,“ kinsman 
thou art of them ;iof them: for thouſthis 1 cat off 

thy dialect be- also a Gali--Him, for he is apays, ‘Did I not 
rayeth thee.” Hellsan.’ Galilean.’ Peter|soe thee in the ga 

to curse anc said, ‘Man, I knowiden with Him? 

swear: ‘I know ee leniec 
ot the man.' est.’ 

Immediately the} A second time} Immediately while Ee peenaa 
k crew, andithe cock crew, anapa Wris yot ipoalang 

Peter remembered, Peter remembered, the cock crew, e 
&o.—and goin ontio —and diwia-jthe Lord turnedan 
e wept bitterly. A he wept. looked on Peter, 

nd Peter remem- 
bered, &. — and 
ping out he wep 

bitterly. 

On this table I would make the follow- who is not slavishly bound to the inspire- 
ing remarks :—that generally,—(1) tion of the letter, will require that the 
posing the four accounts to be entire vr rely actual words spoken by Peter should in 
independent of one another,—we are not each case be identi reported. See 
bound to require accordance, nor would the admirable remarks of Aug. cited on 
there in all probability be any such ac- ch. viii. 25 : and remember, that the eud- 
cordance, in the recognitions of Peter by stantwe fact of a denial remains the same, 
different persons. These may have been whether oùe alda ri Aye, ob« olda ab- 
mang on each occasion of denial, and in- 162, or. obr lpi are reported to have been 
dependent narrators may have fixed on Peter's answer. ;. (9 do not wee that we 
. (3) No reader, are obliged to limit the narrative to three 
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* txxpocdey wavrww A Ovx ° oia ri x,. Tl kel 4. Fg. 
Im 

70. ins avrw» bef wayrey 
weighty MSS. rry 

1 
. ziv. L 

Gm ( Mk. Mark 2.86. Lake tx. 88 al. 

esplany addn, as it ie od by so an and 
Otherwise the omn might seem to be from homaotel) AC! rel a 

Chr: om BC*DEGLZ latt sah.—evurwy for wayr. K al Thi. 2 e my) aft Aue ins 
ewıorapa (see || ME) DA 1. 209 mm lat- ò » syr-jer Cypr. 

sentences from Peter's mouth, each ex- 
pressing a denial, and no more. On three 
occasions during the night he was re- 
cognized,—on occasions he was a 
denier of his Lord: such a statement 
may well embrace reiterated expressions 
of recognition, and reiterated and in- 

denials, on each occasion. And 

2 ise t i ty is remov 
from the synopsis above given: the 
resulting inferences being, (a) that the 
narratives are ine truthful accounts 

Sour, Peter was in the outer hall, where 
the fire was made (see on ver. 69): a maid 
servant (Mt. Mk. L.),—the maid servant 
who kept the door (John) taxed him (in 
ee ee the comparison 

which is very instructive) with being a 
disciple of Jesus: in all four he denies, 
again in differing words. I should be dis- 

to think this first recognition to 
ve been but one, and the variations to 

port: à In the narratives of the SECOND 

exem 

e 

, our first preliminary remark is well 
plified. same maid pos- 

sibly: but not necessarily—perbape, only 
the ra:dicen in the rpoab\:oy)—another 
maid (Mt.), another (male) servant (Luke), 
the standers-by generally (John), charged 
him: again, in differing words. It 
he had retreated from the fire as if going 

together (see note, ver. 69), 
and so attracted the attention both of the 

The * going (Mt. Mk.) is & super- 
added i * 
warming hi (John not seem 
to be possessed. (8) On the THIRD occa- 

Luke: by 
additional 

way which might have proved most peril- 
ous, had not Peter immediately with- 
drawn. This third time again, his denials 

very plain intimation, that he spoke sof 
one sentence only, but a succession of 
vehement denials. 

It will be seen, that the main 
which pervaded the note in my first edi- 
tion, was that of requiring the recogni- 
tions, and the recognizers, in each case, 
to have been identical in the four. Had 
they been thus identical, in & case of this 
kind, the four accounts must have 
rom a common source, or have been 
corrected to one another: whereas their 
present varieties and coincidences are 
most valuable as indications of truthful 
independence. What I wish to impress 
on the minds of my readers is, that in nar- 
ratives which have sprung from such truth- 
fal independent accounts, they must be 
prepared sometimes (as e. g. in the details 
of the day of the Resurrection) for discre- 
pancies which, af our distance, Keays 
satisfactorily arrange : now and then we 
may, as in this instance, be able to do 
so with something like verisimilitude :—in 
some cases, not at all. But whether we 
can thus them or not, iro el 
ro pe peon of the holy trut 
of vangelists, and of the divine guid- 
ance under which they wrote, our faith is 
in no way shaken by such di cies. 
We value them rather, as testimonies to 
independence : and are sure, that if for one 
moment we could be put in lete pos- 
session of all the details ae tie rere, 
each account would find its ification, 
and the reasons of all the variations would 
appear. And this I firmly believe will one 
day be the case. (See the narrative of 
Peter's denials ably treated in an article on 
my former note in the Christian Ob- 
server" for Feb. d 69.) “An 
oriental house is usually built round a quad- 
rangular interior court; into which there 
is a passage (sometimes arched) through 
the front part of the house, closed next the 
street by a heavy folding gate, with a small 
wicket for single persons, kept by a porter. 
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alate m. 9. fyra à avrov ec roy „ rA elde aurov aun, Kai 
at fe 1$, &o. Aya avroic exet Kai obroc nv pera Insov TOU Načw- 
x TM paiov. 72 kai wade * "pviearo ' perà * ópkov ' óri oux 
n gv oi&a rov avÜpwrrov. Herd € uixpov à wpoceABóvrec oi 
"Rot. korörec sirov ry Llérpy AA Kai ov kk avrwy d, 
12 Xd - xai yao N “ AaAuá cov EL ct rosi, “ rõre nptaro 
Lu karaGeuarilew cal ö urbar Ort ovk. olda roy avÜpwrov. 
ru ke. Heb. cal evince ° adixrep . 75 cal P zuriobn o 

h . ch. xiv. Tlérpoc TOU phuaroc Insov etpnkóroc Ort piv ° adéxropa 
MUR. ° $wvisat rpic r awapvhay ue’ kai dE kw 3 ExAaucty 

E [M mipi. XXVII. $ ' Ipwiac dé yevoutvn t ovußov- 

15 f n Atov *fAa(Jov wavrec oi ap yitpeic Kai oi rpeoBRb reo 
A rov " Àaov kara ro Insov, were ' Oavarwoat avrov, 

OD XR . 

ira ce 2 Kat dnoavrec aurov arnyayov kal Y vaptówkav Ilorrio 
L4 e , 

2 II Aar re * nyepon. 
here onl i. 

p ie kab Tau zl. 16 ll. . 18. . t, oh u. 18 only. mark b. E be- La po 21. Al. 28 al. 43. o 8. 
* uc a pec there & Isa. xxii. d. XXIII. 7, w. Aal. Jer. xavi. ak iene aaa vil 89 oni 
Irc ch. xxi. 18, Beir goly 3 Kings xxii. 4. Lam. iti. * dixit 

59 al. "5 Kings tiia X on VY. 1. iake 

T1. cEehOovrog de avrov cor the Hellenistic idiom as also is the omn of avrov) 
D ev-17 vulg coptt : om avrov BLZ 88 lat-a : txt AC rel lat-b arm. aA 
ins rattern D latt. rec (for avro«) rote (for perepicwi), with BDE'GES vss 
Thl: txt ACZ rel. om «cat bef ovroc (as unnecessary) BD sah. 

72. [ptra, so ABCKLA Al for ort, mise D - e ffy 
73. om cas ov D 1: om gai lat- c & Z. Auiatog u kac (from 

l| MX) C! gyr-w-ast. for nà. c. ror. PE (660 6 on || TES D lat-a b c ff, 1. 
74. rec „ with (some cursive ?): txt ABCD rel Scr’s mss 

tvv uc 
75. rec ins rov bef 19%, with CKLMSUY 1. 83. 69 Chr: om ABC!D rel Chr-r. 

rec aft eipncorog ins avre (see also || Mk), with AC rel yo fe Agli copt th 
Orig-lat: om BDL 33 lat-c ff; , g, 5 4 I sah arm Chr. om or. D 
aft xpi» ins ņ A al Bas. 

ud XXVII. 1. for ekafov, txowcav D gat lat-a c f arm. wa Üavarecov- 
ow 

2. rec aft wapedwcay ins avrov, with AC? rel Syr syr-w-ob : om BC'KL 88 ev. y latt 
arm Orig. om *vovru (see || Mk Lu) BL 33 Syr coptt Orig Petr - alex. 

In the text, the interior court, often paved (ad provncal diak many examples of various 
or flagged, and open to the sky, is the atA4 dialects of Hebrew. The Gali- 
where the attendants made a fire ; and the faena. could not pronounce ly the 
passage beneath the front of the house from gutturals, confounding n, v, an aud n ; and 
the street to this court, is the wpoaóMoy» they used n for w. 74.) rar ; 
or ruh. The place where Jesus stood is a corrupted form, belonging y to 
before the High-priest may have been an the class of vulgarisms. card occurs 
open room or place of audience on the Rev. xxii. S. ‘Nunc gubernaculum ani- 
ground-floor, in the rear or on one side of m plane amisit,' says Bengel. 2] 
the court ; such rooms, in front, being Nevis. from the PAGE where the 
customary." Robinson, Notesto Harmony, and third denial had taken place: the 
p. 225. oix olf v Aéyew is an in- motive being, fva pù) carnyopylg dud ro 
direct form of sae conveying in it ab- daxpbwy, as 
solute ignorance of the circumstances Cmar. XXVII. 1, .] Jzsus 18 LED 
alluded to. 78.] 4 MJué—Wetstein away TO Pours. Mark xiv. I. Luke 

exes Z. 
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3 Tore wv Io c o / rapadidobe avrov ort "kar- y ch. xxvi. 46, 
expión, * perapednOeic " torpn]ev rà rpiükovra ° apyópta sek ix i 

reff. 
ach, zxi. 99 

roi ao ] Kat mpeoBuripac : dd Aid Huapror o 
rapadode y aipa 

ov à oy. 5 

proc kai (awe Oey © amnykaro. 

" aby ov. 

reg Td "apyópua. eirav Ovr beer 

= xopPavay, t wel fa alparóc forty. 

oi à d sirov * Ti“ weoc Hpac ; Eo 
kai pijac Tà Ag ige er 1 vay Av , 3i A iiu 

6 ot 08 a apxteperc AaPov- «z^ do . 4 96 
ale aura tic rove ggg 

7 uu à ng o" 
° Aeflóvrec v myopacay PeE avrov TOV aypov TOU , Ktpa- — 
ale c, tic ragt roic Elvoic. 

6 Heb. ich. 3 
l = ch. zzvi. 13. Mark xii 

8 o " exdnOn o ayooc l 16 
8 Kings xii. 

2 Kings xvii. 38. Tobit til. 10 isi Sets Sis xv only. 
m here caly t. vp 5 Jos. 

Bei. f. 5 4 (Be, Mak TL TI n = ver. 9. Acts iv. 84. v. 2, . 19. 1 Cor. vi. 90. vii. 
um. xx. 19. . 1. o ch. xli. 14 reff, 3 Actsi. 18. Ep. Jer. 30. 

qbus be and Rem: iz- SE OR: Isa. zziz. 16. Jer. xvili. 9. en Bn. 1. 97.) t= 6b. zzvi 
s here only. Deut. zuxiv. 6 vat. 

210. li. Ur. xv. 19 al. 

9. rapatoue (corrn, the betrayal 
rec awtorpeye (corra for precision), with AC re 

rec ins roig bef rpecBureposc, with A rel Chr: om BH ev-y D-lat(misit) Orig, 
3 Eus, 

4. for ab, Sixatoy (explany 

Orig, Eus Chr. 
(so 00 Bay, txt ABC rel syr-marg-gr 

5. eig rov vaov BL 38 E wth Orig, (txt Eus Chr. 
6. [uxav, so BL 88 Eus 

xxii. 66 (who probably mixes with this 
morning meeting of the Sanhedrim some 
things that took place at their earlier as- 
sembly), xxiii. 1. John xviii. 28. The object 
of this counsel, was Sere 0. 
to condemn Him formally to death, and 
devise the best means for the accomplish- 
ment of the sentence. 2.] Tlowr. TA. 
T. Av., see note on Luke iii. 1 ;—and on 
the reason of their taking Him to Pilate, 
on John xviii. 31. Pilate ordinarily re- 
sided at Cesarea, but during the feast, in 
Jerusalem. 

$—10.] REMORSE AND SUICIDE OF 
Jupas. Peculiar to Matthew. This inci- 
dent does not throw much light on the 
motives of Judas. One thing we learn for 
certain—that our Lord’s being condemned, 
which he inferred from His being handed 
over to the Roman governor, worked in 
MEN. eee 

. Whether this condemnation was 
eapested Uy bis or not, does not here 
appear; nor have we any means of ascer- 
taining, except from the former sayings of 
our Lord him. I cannot (see 
pote on ch. xxvi. 14) believe that his in- 
tent was other than sordid gain to be 
achieved by the darkest treachery. To 
suppose that the condemnation took him 

3 CYpTexpr Lucif Ambr Fa Promis | txt AB 
"Too opa (more usual form), with EU 1. 09 epp) Orig 

BL 88 latt syr coptt Orig - lat. 
Eus Chr: rettulit latt Lucif: txt BL 

xxiii. 85) B- n Md L latt (and D-lat) pap 

1 us Che 
Jer Chr-wlf-ms. 

a'vtxwup. C. 

surprise, seems to me to 
x pt with the spirit of his own confes- 

sion, ver. & There wapaS8ods alpa &0gov 
expresses his act—his accomplished pur- 
pose. The bitter feeling in him 
expressed by fjuaprov, of which 
vividly and dread 
the result has been attained. Ob- 
serve it was và rp. dpy. which he 85 

Lord's 

of Annas, he would 
have in that case received the rest. 
Observe also ó rapadidotc abróv, His be- 
trayer, the part. pres. being used as 
a tion, as in 6 epd “ the 

ter,” ch. iv. 8. 

ing to them without, and t i 
money into the rade. Ayer 

hanged, or strangled himself. th 
account given Acts i. 18, see note there. 
Another account of the end of Judas was 
current, which I have cited there. 
6.] They said this probably by anal 
from Dent. e shedding T B 
price given for s o blood, e 

wages e a murderer. 7.] Ty dyp. 
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9 * eee rie oñhegov. rore 

1877 xxx. * ewAnpwOn co! pubey dia lepsuiov rod mpognroy Ab yow- 
v withoot roc Kal EAafBov rd rpiikovra ha, TUO 5 
h 
u. reruimuévov ov ^c eriphoavro amo WV lepaf, | 
only. 1 Kings d 7 » 4 ° M du eOwxav aura "sie Tov aypoy rov ‘xspapiwe, NT 
w. du., acts f ra 14 sia pot xb pi. » "M 
Goa. xix.87, 0 & Iagosc éorada iuto ocDtv Tov Epovec” 

ra M kai ewnpurnoey auroy 5 5 nypa iyo = ai o ! Bacı- 
ave. 6mE Ade Tov * Tovdaiwy 5 o o & Inoue è tn abr "Zò Alyse. Lr ndi 
d 13 Kat ev ry cariyopeĩa hai avroy vró rwv apxupioy 

9 ver. 31. 

Lake vi 18. kai [rev] retour fp oudiy à awexpivaro. 13 sore Neyer sre 
3 aura 0 HAaroc Oux a akobtic r gos Nn — 

ast. Oe ow; 14 kai ovk awexpiOn abr "poc ? ovde ^? £y P onpa, e a i 
e here only. Gea. i8. Ezod. xil. 85. fch. xxvi. 19 reff. g cb. zzvi. 70 ref. h ver. $. GHEL 
3 and (. ch. H. 2. k = į only. a 70. seo ch. xxvi. 96, 64. ] constr., ch. xiii. 4, 96 aL fr. MSUVA 

e. remp eel. bx 5 T A aca RE vi. 6 v. g. a Lines 1. 33.69 
vi P Acts xavill. 26, sce ch. ° li 

9. om prpiov 83. 157 lat-a b Syr mss-mentd-by-Aug : taxapiov 22 syr- 
esaiam lat. (but Kus A 

and 3 2 

marg: 
Jer testify to the word, and found it in old MSS. 

e the right reading, but only as a conjectura. up. is in 
all MSS ves and fathers not above mentd).—(inp. AC!.) 

10. edweey A (appy). 
II. rec (for ecraln) tern, with A rel latt 
12. om rev bef xpeoBurepwy B'LX 1. 69 Orig, Chr. (83 def.) 

lat-b 2 syr-jer Orig. 
r roga, roca 

Orig Chr: txt BCL 1. 33 Orig - ma. 
arerpeivero D 

rarap. bef cov D. 
14. om «poc ove D gat(with tol) lat-a b c &c syr sah (arm). 

T. V I 
ter— at so small a price probab 
from having been deed colen Ke ab 
lage by excavations for clay: see note on 
Acta i. 19. qois E.] not for Gentiles, 
but for stranger Jews who came up to the 
feasts. J Aye. e., pr. See 
Acts i. 19. fus the ohp.) This ex- 

shews that a considerable time 
fed ela since the event, before Mat- 
thew's was published. 9.] The 
‘citation is not from Jeremiah (see ref.), 
and is probably quoted from and 
unprecisely ; we have similar instances in 
two places in the apology of Stephen, Acts 
vii. 4, 16,—and in Mark ii. 26. Various 
means of evading this have been resorted 
to, which are not worth recounting. Jer. 
xviii. 1, 2, or perhaps Jer. xxxii. ih: 
may have given rise to it: “Teco Words. 
arisen from a Jewish idea [see 
h. 1], “ Zechariam habuisse tam 
Jeremie.” The quotation here is very 
different from the LXX, which see,—and 
not much more like the Hebrew. I 
put it to 5 Christian to say, 
whether of the two presents the greater 

obstacle to his faith, the solution given 
above, or that in Wordsw.’s note, that the 
name of ane prophet is here substituted for 
that of ano to teach us not to regard 
the prophets as the authors of their 
phecies, but to trace them to divine Inspi- 

11—14.) Hn IS EXAMINED BY Pours. 
Mark xv. 2—56. Luke xxiii. 2—5. Jobn 
xviii. 29—38. Our narrative of the 
before Pilate is the least circumstantial of 
the four—having however two remarkable 
additional vv. 19and 24. John 
is the fullest in giving the words of our 
Lord. Compare the notes there. 
1L] Before this Pilate had come out and 
demanded the cause of his delivered 
up; the Jews not entering the jum. 

The accusation Him against 
seems to have been that He Feyer davróv 
xpioròy Bacdia slva:. This is presup- 
posed in the enquiry of this verse. 
gù Adyas is not tobe rendered as a doudé- 
Sel answer—much less with Th ylact, 
as meaning, Thow sayest it, not I : 
a . Bee above on ch. xxvi. 
64. 12—14.] This part of the nar- 
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were Oavpalayv ro» * myenava Alav. 15 3 cara & topra” EE EA. 
,- o " iryeuev *arodvuv tva rø OyAe Sn Ov ' kaka ir 1a, 
nde A o. 16 nues òi rore ' Sésuiow " twionuov Acvyoptroy. . 

Bapa(3gav. l 1 * avn yutvuy vor abr siwey avroic o, Alt y 
II. Adroc Tiva sre “axodvcw dn ; Bapaßßav, n Ads 

* — M , er. 18 2 222 < ti Mk. only in 
* "Incovv ròv " Aeyoutvor " ypioróv; ** pd yàp ori * Sea — chats 

Eph. M. 1. 2 % N iv. 1 u Rew. xvi 7 oniy. Bah v.4. $ Maos. vi. 1 
èri À ia, 88.1. ol dia WAROoe àduanpá è. Ast. v. 7. „M r eta b donant vT. L 

15. ins rwv bef eeprny D. dont re oye D ev-36 syr copt: rw ox bef 
eva Ssopioy M 69 al latt ayr jer Orig-lat : re ox. 8. bef eva 88 arm. 

16. ins roy bef Aeyoyutvoy D. ins engovw bef Sapa3Ja» (here and in ver 17) 
1! syr-jer arm; ‘de hoc nomine in hoc loco tacent Orig et dat ' (Treg on ver 16) : 
Orig quotes ver 17 without the addn, but the interpreter of a passage makes him 
say In mellis exemplaribus non continetur quod Barabbas etiam Jesus dicebatur, et 
Sorsitan recte, ut ne nomen Jesu conveniat alicui iniquorum ;’ a marginal schol in 8 
and 20 others, ascribed to Anastasius or Chr, states A,, ravu dyriypagoic ivrv- 
yew edpoy tol aórà» rav BapaGBay 'Igeoby Atyéuevor oUrec your elyay 59 rob 
H. Ad row reblec icti, “ riva Oiħere ray óo ásoXóso Uply, 'Incobv rd BapaBBay I 
"Iycovy roy Aeyópivoy xproréy ;” (But if so, how could ver 20 have been expressed as 
it is—tva alrowvras roy BapaBBay, ròv dd "Incovy dxoAicucu [See Lachm 
p. xxxvii]? Meyer and Fritzsche defend the ian, thinking sqoovv to have 
erased from reverence. Tischdf, who insd i£ in edna, now rejecte it, and thinks 
it arose Jer's account of the || reading in the gosp accdg to the Hebrews. I 
believe true account to be, that some ignorant scribe, unwilling to concede to 
Barabbas the epithet lwianpov, wrote in the marg inoovy, and it thence Sound its way 
into the text in ver 16: and, when once supposed to be a prefix to Barabbas, in ver 
17 also. On ver 17 Treg remarks * Hac lectio orta fuisse videtur e litteris posteriori- 

itr, tor RD 60 Te b S 4 (Syr) goth (seth) bef . for ovy, t-a b c 9 yr : om arm. vuy 
awodvow D laic. ins roy 52 A d 5 Orig: ins encour roy, 1! yr der arm 
Orig -lat. 

15—20.] BARABBAS PREFERRED TO 
Hrm. HI Is DELIVERED TO BE OBUCI- 
wren. Mark xv. 6—15. Lube xxiii. 17—26, 
John xviii. 89, 40. In the substance of 
this account the Four are in remarkable 

John gives merely a compen- 
dium, uniting in one these three attempts 
of Pilate to liberate Jesus, and omitting 
the statement of the fact of Barabbas 
being liberated, and Jesus delivered to 

II * 33 i a FE 94 
l; cara is found both in local 

connexions: e.g. sar’ ico», 
car’ dvdpa, man by man, 

; day by day. See A 
Syntax, p. 240 f. e have no other 

ie mention of this Livy 
) says of the feast of the Lectister- 

nium, vinctis quoque dempta in eos dies 

1417 pn 
ap i. 

vincula. 16.] The suhject of exo, 
as of Odev above, is the dyAoc. He 
was one of them, so they had him. The 
name Barabbas, nan N. ‘son of his father,’ 
was not an uncommon one. The plays 
on this name Barabbas (e. g. rò» viò» rob 
warpóc abre», rob dssafddov, iEyrh- 
savro . . . . ‘Theophylact, see also 
Olshausen in loc. vol. ii. p. 507) ere utterly 
unworthy of serious exegesis. It does not 
appear why this man was ixienpoc. The 
murderers in the insurrection in which he 

before, a general report of what 3 
The ovenyp. otv abr. seems to imply that 
a greni crowd had collected outesde the Pras- 
torium while the trial was going on. 
It is possible that the addition ros Aeyé- 
evoy er, which Pilate could y 
ave heard from the Jews, may have been 
familiar to him by his wife's mention of 
Jesus. Bee below. 18.] The whole 
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I9 kaÜnutvov. à aurov eri ABDEF 
5. J n.. = y MSUVA i 1 TOU pr nas awéoretAey Trpoc auroy 9) yv aurou MSU?A 

0, Bom” aii 10. Aéyouca Muse coi rai TU Swap erein" woAXa yap 
only. 45 éraÜoy onuepoy car * óvap èr” avrov. 20 oi &è apyıepeiç 

. joa a cal ot wpta(Sórepor ? Eweicav TOUC SxAovc iva " atrgwvrat 

E iri ̂ TOY BapafBa», róv sè 'Inooùy *axoAtcoaw. 7! awo- 
E" 125 14, 18 19, «piric 82 o iyeud elev aùroiç * Tiva Oéidcre ‘arò rov 

ALL e doo axoAtow uut” ; oi & elroy Bapaf9 av. 2 Aiye 
Acts iii. 14 aL 
iue D 13. 
Joba x. 10, 
ai. Esih. 3 

ref. oOucey 
ij Mk. L. Acts ort vee 
xxii. 9. Rom. ii. 8 al. Gen. zuvi. 90. 

12P. 9 Macc. vili. 27. 
m ch. xxvi. 6 rof. 

21. ins row bef BapaBBayv BL 1. 83. 
22. xoincwpev D- gr lat-a b c ff, h vote 

with L rel lat-f eth: om ABDKA 1. 33. 69 jer coptt 
29. rec aft o de ins yen (from cer 21), with A Dg 

arm Chr.—rya: avroic o gytuwv» DL 1 latt copt sth. 

narrative u what this verse and 
the next distinctly assert, that Pilate was 
before enters) with the als and cha- 
racter of Jesus. 19.] The Bana was 
in a place called in Hebrew Gabbatha, the 
Pavement—John xix. 13— where however 
Pilate does not go thither, till after the 
scourging and mocking of the soldiers. 
But he may have sat there when he came 
out in some of his previous interviews 
with the Jews. 4 yv) abr.) It 
had become the custom in Augustus’s 
time for the governors of Provinces to 
take their wives with them abroad ; 
Cecina attempted to pass a law forbid- 
ding it (Tacit. Ann. iii. 33 ff), but was 
vehemently opposed Drusus among 
others) and put down. We know nothing 
more of this woman than is here related. 
Tradition gives her the name of Procla 
or Claudia ula. In the of Nico- 
demus, c. 2, we read that te called 
the Jews and said to them, oijare drs 
9 yvy) pov doeh lori», ral nã AO 
5 cà» opiv. Alyovaw abry Nai, 
olga On the question raised by the 
w T 82 abroU ixi rov Büpa- 
roc as to the which this incident 
holds in the , see Tischendorf, Pilati 
circa Christum judicio, &c., pp. 13 f. 
å Slearog dxcivos is a term which shews 
that she knew the character for purity 
and sanctity which Jesus had. 2 the 
gospel of Nicodemus, the Jews are made 

ki 
| John vi. 68. xii, 19. Heb. xiti. 9al 

ajroic ö MiAarog Ti ovv f woow "'Incovr rov At 
T Xplor ; Aéyouow navrec ^ Zravpw bru. 

25 o St Edm Ti yàp ! kaxòv olsen; ; ot oe * , reptoodc 
fie as ai Expatov Myorric ^ ZravpwÜijro. 

meet, àAAd  uaÀAAor ™ 
74 10 % Sto TAarog 
op yiverat, 

Mk. Mark 1. . Acte xuvi.it oniy. Taa. ivi 
„ Bit. zxzi. zxxiv.)38. 

-lat. rec aft Aryovoi ins avre, 
coptt arm Orig-lat Aug. 

rel syr: txt B 33. 69 syr-jer sah 
expatay D-gr Syr. 

to reply, pi ote erahnen oor bri yónc 
leri» ; Yas 3 imepwe ec 
f)» yuvaicd gov. 20.] So Mark 
also. Luke and John merely give, that 
they all cried out, &c. The exci of 
the crowd seems to have taken place while 
iram was receiving the from his 

Tva conveys a mixture of the 
Parport with the purpose of the éwseay. 

note on 1 Cor. xiv. 18. 21. 
Crop. not necessarily to the incitementa 
of the Sanhedrists which he overheard 
(Meyer), but rather to the state of confu- 
sion and indecision which ied. 
#3.) They chose crucifixion as the or- 
dinary Roman t for sedition, 
and because of their hate to ex The 
double accusative after verbs of doing and 
saying of or to any one is the common 
construction. See Kühner, Gr. ii. p. 225. 
Cf. Xen. Cyr. iii. 2. 16, obdexdwore iwa$- 
ovro rod cacd ind wowüvrec. 
28. implies a sort of concession—a 
placing one’s self in the situation of the 
person addressed, and-then requiring a 
reason for his decision: and is generally 
found in this connexion, ri yap, in in the 
utterance of impassioned See 
Hartung, Partikellehre, i. bis 24.] 
Peculiar to Matt. v ééeui— 
rightly rendered in E. v. 3 

nothing — not ‘that it Kr 
nothing.“ The washing y Seeger: the 
betoken innocence from 
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Aa vewp * aweviparo rac xepac ° awivayri rov Ox Aou . n here only. 
Ayu P Abe eue Taro rov aiparoc rovrov' 
5000s. = 
avrov EI nuãe Kat 

L cac wapiduxey i wa cravpwÜy. 

27 Tore oi erparworat TOU v yeubvoc 

rov loo uc TO 

óAmv ru ihr 28 kat 

, Kokkivmy refuib naar abr, ” 
E ^ akavÜov 

,'Patrioptoy ourinya yov er avTOv 

nei AA. zzii. 

kai awoxpibeic mac 0 Aaóc stmev To aipa och, CN 

‘emt ra réxva Tiutov. 
N ve» de HM uoen avroic rov Bapa(Pay, rov & ‘Incovy * $payeAAo- 3s, tere i 

26 

o er iste 
n. 

" wa padaBovrec 143 e. 4 ix 
2 Ti 
da E Jer. 

5 avrov * xAapbda nor 
cal x AkK ure arépavoy (uer 

n ii. 15.) 

ce, tmi rnc xine avrov kai T ob, avi. i 
vg Mk. Joba xviii. 28 bis, 88. zix. 9. Acte xxiii. 86. Phil. i. 18 only t. w | Mk. Johu xvii 3, 12. Acts 

z. 1. x1. Bl. xxvil.loniyf. Judith aw. 11. S Macc. vill. 28. xi. 20, 22 o. 3 e madeira: ro 
5 rv se(er wapa bir o &0ópr«t, Polyb. zi. s 3. 1. 

v.4oaly, Gea. xxxvi 
s Heb. iz. 19. Rev. xvii. 8,4 Exod. 126. 4al, 

zii. 33 osiy. Ruth iil. 8. 
ech. vil. 16 ref. Ps. evil. 12. 

94. Karévayri BD: axevavr: A rel. 
rec ins rov diucatov bef rovrov (see oh xxiii. 85, and ver 4 var re 

81 | Mk. Lake x. 
(ver. q; e- A. 2 "3 Maec. zii. 36 only. 

ap kek’ ves vet xxi. 388 Mk. 1 Cor. 
bI sag pe ane, w. orég.) only. ion zzvii. 5. Exod. xzviii. 14 only. 

aA gen , ch. x31. 7 reff. 

aft up: ins eyw D, simly lat-a b o. 
, with L rel 

mE are) aft rovrov, AA lat.f & Syr syr-jer coptt sth arm: om 3D mm lat- 

38 prayed. Di. aft rapedwcey ins avroic DFLN 1 vulg lat -a c &c syr-jer 
seth. for oravpe 05, eravpecwciy avrov D gat lat-a b c ff, & syr-jer eth. 

37. cvv gyayev D- gr. 
23. for exévoavrec, evdve. (from || Mk, cf the varns below) BD lat-a b c 

lat. 
Hil; ra marta avrov 33 al 

aft avrov ins iuariov woppvpovy xac (|| ME) D lat-a 
syr-marg : om ABN rel vu 

rec vtpub. avr. bef yA. cone. (to avoid confusion in icd. 

(b) c 5 M Piment j uvenc 

aur. XX. cock. ), with AN rel 
syrr eth arm: txt BDL 69 latt syr-jer coptt Orig-lat Eus Chr-wlf-ms. 

is prescribed Deut. xxi. 6—9, and Pilate uses 
it here as intelligible to the Jews. 
The Greeks would have used the gen. after 

pos without dad: so á8goc wAnyoar, 
Aristoph. Nub. 1418. See Kühner, Gram. 
ii. p. 164. 25.] Aiyovot r)» 
fov aiparog karaüury», Euthym.: but 
more probably with a much wider refer- 
ence—as the adherence of blood to the 
hands of a murderer is an idea not bear- 
ing any reference to penu 
ment, only to guilt. 26. 
is a late word, adopted from the Latin. 
The custom of before execution 
was general among the Romans. After 
the scourging, John xix. 1—16, Pilate 
made a last attempt to liberate Jesus— 
which answers to re bag arodtow, 
Luke, ver. 16. yi" SAP the 
Roman soldiers, whose office the execution 
would be. 

27—80. ] JESUS MOCKED BY THE sor- 
DIERS. ark xv. 16—19 (omitted in 
Luke). John xix. 1—3. The assertion 
wapidexty iva cravpwOg in ver. 26 is not 
strictly correct there. Before that, the 
9 z this passage come in, and the 

OL. 

last <r of Pilate to liberate Him. 
27. els rd pr.] The residence 

of the Roman governor was the former 
palace of Herod, in the u ey (see 
Winer, Realwürterbuch, ‘ Richthaus’). 

SA. v. ox.) The ere is ia: 
cohort—the tenth part of a legi 
word &. is not to be p 
abróv—to Him—to make sport with ma. 
This happened in the guard-room of the 
cohort: and the narrative of it we may 
well believe may have come from the cen- 
turion or others (see ver. 64), who were 
afterwards ly impressed at the cruci- 
fixion. 28.] Possibly the mantle in 
which he had been sent back from Herod 
—see note on Luke, ver. 11: or perhaps 
one of the ordinary soldiers’ cloaks. 
29.] It does not appear whether the pur- 
pose of the crown was to wound, or simply 
Jor mockery—and equally uncertain is it, 
of what kind of thorns it was composed. 
The acanthus itself, with its large succulent 
leaves, is singularly unfit for uris a T pel 
pose: as is the plant with very lo 
thorns died o known as spina rate 
being a brittle acacia . the 
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lírwrro» ac rv kt$aÀnw 

9 Esoyopevor dé 
*4 » e > » m - 

supo» avOpwxov Kupnvaiov, OvOuart Zíuwva' rovrov 
P nyyapevoay tva 1 apy 83 Kai 

a r 4 * æ 

TOY gTavpoy auTov. 

w. ixi, Lake ¿AÎóvreç eic rórov Acyoutvov loyola, ö tativ * kpavtou 
m ver. 28. 
ach. vi. 25 r£ @ = ver. 2. ch. xxvi. 57. 
q oh. ix. 6 ref. Nam. xi. 19. Lem. iii. 27. 

iz. 85 only. 

. Jer. 18. Acts xii. 19. 
Bp. kela 34 nek 

pt Mk. ck. v. 41 only *. 
only. Judg.ix. 08. 4 Rings 

F al Chr-e(and ed Fd): sO@ncay KNA 1. 69 lat-a 5 o: txt AD rel 

Eus Chr-wlf-ms. 
with E rel lat-b f f, K syr-txt: txt ABD 
syr-jer coptt th arm 

historical tense) BDL 33. 
BD A(sic) 1. 

81. om xa: bef az yy. Di (and lat!) sah. 

rec ryv ri, with ADN rel 
rec ex: rny dekiay (mechanical repetition of ert rnv cepadny), 

1. 33. 69 vulg lat-a c i 7, , Syr syr-marg 
Orig-lat Chr-3-y-a-M(and wlf ms). 

for Aeyovrec, depovrrec A. 

Chr: rn r H 38: txt BL 69 al 

averafay (corre to 

for o Bas., Hate 

22. aft supr». ins tq ararrgow avrov D gat(with harl ing lux mm) lat-a d c ff, 
91 A; tpxoptvoy ax aypov 33. 

. roy roov rov B. 
txt BDN rel latt coptt Ath. 

very | of the thorns, which would 
meet in the middle if it were bent into a 
wreath, precluding it. Some flezile shrub 
or plant must be understood—possibly 
some variety of the cactus or prickly peat. 
* Hasselquist, a Swedish naturalist, sup- 
poses a very common plant, nada or subka 
of the Arabs, with many small and sharp 
spines; soft, round, and pliant branches ; 
leaves much resembling ivy, of a very deep 
green, as if in designed mockery of a vic- 
tor’s wreath,’ Travels, 288. 1760 (cited by 
F. M.) wéA.—for a sceptre. 5 
nominative with art. for vocative, a Hebra- 
ism, see reff. — 80.] Observe the aor. fAa- 
Bo» of the one act of taking the reed, but 
the imperfects iviwa:Zo» and irurroy of 
the continued and repeated acts of mock- 
pe ero striking. Here follows the 
exhibition of Jesus by Pilate, and his last 
attempt to release him, John xix. 4—16. 

31—34.) HE 18 LED TO CRUCIFIXION. 
Mark xv. 20—23. Luke xxiii. 26— 83. 
John xix. 16, 17. The four accounts are 
still essentially and remarkably distinct. 
Matthew's and Mark's are from the same 
source, but varied in expression, and in 
detail; Luke's and John's stand each 
alone ; Luke's being the fullest, and givi 
us the deeply interesting address to the 

rec oc (corra fo agree with rosroc), with A(sic) E*SVA : 
rec Myop. bef ep. rosroc (for perspicuity), with AN! 

daughters of Jerusalem. $1.] Pecu- 
liar to Matt. and Mark. Ar. = 
Ia yo Mark. Executions usually took 
place without the eamp, see Num. xv. 35, 
or city, 1 Kings xxi. 13, Acts vii. 58, Heb. 
xii. 11—13. Grotius brings examples to 
ehew that the same was the custom of the 
Romans. 92.] Previously, Jesus had 
borne his own cross : John, ver. 17. So 
Plutarch, de sera numinis vindicta, I«acroc 

ipu row avroU orav- 
e have no data to 

this Simon of Cyrene. e only assump- 
tion which we are perhaps justified in 
making, is that he was afterwards known 
in the Church as a convert: see note on 
Mark, ver. 21. He was coming from the 
country, Mark, ibid.; Luke, ver. 26. 
Meyer to account for the selec- 
tion of one out of the multitude present, 
that possibly he wasa slave; the indignity 
of the service to be rendered preventing 
their taking any other person. On dyye- 
pese see note at ch. v. 41. 83.] 
FoAyo@d, in Chaldee wp», i Hebrew 
DN. a skull: the name is by Jerome, and 
generally, explained from ita being the 

with aludis not however enberiad, which 

ABDEF 
GHJEL 
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Non ucnrynt vo- Kat * yeooapevoc our Did noe Pisiy. n ver. 45 
(Jobn S00 
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MBUVA * Badovrec 5 . 9 kai. xaOhpevor * 

vili. 98) oniy. Jer. vii. 14. ix. 16. perd, 5 - xn 

tr 8 irr xy. iT uir ra sm 
Á : Acts xii. 6, G al, Prov. "er gp Obad. 11. Jomab 1. 7. 

Ernoouy avrov . ga Nerz 

x Joba f. Dal. Job xil. 11. 
s Healy. Joel iii. 3. 

rel syr: om Ary. D al latt arm Promises: peOeppyvevopevoc xp. rox. (|| Mk) M 
Byr wth: xp. row. epuny. N? : txt BL 1. 33 lat. / Ath. 

34. ins pee | i 740 Date ne not f NS : yen 15 wey 5 for 
okog, owov 9 t- a Jer 

inl Javenc: txt AN Ms Ly ed rie once) twice) coptt th arm 1 
Sr Chr Tert. 

Orig-lat Chr Sev 
rec g (more usual), with A rel: txt BDE*L 1. 83. 69 latt 

ss. Dre la Lose (from || MX), with B rel: txt AD 1 Eus. rec aft £A gpov 
ins «va wAnpwÜ9 ro pnÜtv vxo rov Fpo$nTov, Auputpicayro ra ipariua pow savroic, kat 
ews TOV ipartopoy pov sa 
1 VV a S a € 

l Syr syr- hir 
Da Ga 
Chr Thi Euthym ; Jate areno Hil Aug 

was not allowed. This last consideration 
raises an objection to the explanation,— 
and as the name does not import xpavíev 
réwoc, but «pavíov r. or simply xpeaviov 
y paso i many, among whom are Cyril of 

Boland, | d, Paulus Lücke, De 
Wette, Meyer, &c., understand it as apply- 
ing to the shape of the hill or rock. ut 
neither does this seem satisfactory, as we 
have no analogy to guide us (Meyer's j jus- 
tification of the name from cpamoy, or 
£pavtiovy, a wood near Corinth, does not 
apply : for that is so called from epávov, 

cornel tree—De Wette), and no such 
bil or rock is known to have existed. 

As regards the situation, we await 
some evidence which may decide between 
the claims of the commonly- 
received site of Calvary and the Holy 
Sepulchre, and that upheld by Mr. Fergu- 
son, who holds that the e of the 
Rock, usually known as the pu Wyle 
Omar, is in reality the spot of our 
entombment. See his Article “ Jerusa- 
lem” in Dr. Smith’s Biblical Dictionary : 
and on the other side, Williams’s Holy 
City, and Stanley’s Sinai and Palestine, 
edn. 3, p. 459 fl. 84.] li wae cur 
tomary fio give a stupefying drink to 
criminals on their way to execution: 
of which our Lord would not partake, 
having shewn by tasting it, that he was 
aware of ite purpose. In Mark's 
account it is iepvpryupávoc olvoc—and 
though olvoc and ó£oc might mean the 
eame, 5 and nerd yor. pepty. 

e may observe here (and if 

Baroy zÀnpov oy eed diede with A(but dia. r. Pe and 70 nt) 
-sixt(with em forj 

ul grum prophete non inventa ange in docbos ebore E 
[ipeo] antiquo syriaco") coptt sth Orig-lat Tit- 

the remark be applied with caution and 
reverence, it is a most useful one), how 
Matt. often adopts in his narrative the 
very words ef fler pe, where one or 
more of the Evangelists give the 
matter of fact detail; see above on ch. 
xxvi. 15, and compare with this verso, Ps. 
lxix. 21. 

356—38.] Hz Is CRUCIFIED. Mark xv. 
24—28. Luke xxiii. 82—84, 88. John xix. 
18—24. The four accounte are distinct 
from one another, and independent of any 
one source in common. 95. orav- 
pécovres] The cross was an upright pale 
dene y a transverse one at 
right ang yin the shape of a T. 
In this d nm m the ‘title’ being 
over the Head, the upright beam probably 
projected above the horizontal one, as 
usually represented t To this cross the 

criminal, being stripped of his pogs was 
natant erm driven * bands 
and (not always, haps generally, 
though N note 20 
Luke xxiv. 89 um the feet, separate 
or united. e body was not supported 
by the nails, but by a piece of wood which 
passed between the legs—ig’ iroyoŭ viden 
ol csravpoóptvo: Justin Mur 
Tryph. $ 91, p. 188. On the bras 
verse, see notes on John. The words 
omitted in the text are clearly interpo- 
lated from John, ver. 24, with just the 
phrase rd 50i» ord (or did) rov $po$)- 
row assimilated to 4 ird pon usual form 
of citation. 86. 5 was 
usual, to prevent the Nile pete 

U 2 
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37 kai ertOnxay txavw THC kepadne avrov TÜV ABDEP be | Mk. T 
Ach zxv. 18, eker. GHEL 

Gen. iv. b 
28. 

06 € xxi. 18 

E nes 'Tovõaiwv. Acdc rwv 

hron. u. Aparai, " tic ex Lebic Kai 
12 fk, Mark à 5 rapawopevóuevot 
xi. onl Dear. Au. rác " kepadac avrüv 40 

atriay avrov Yeyponntvny Oùróç torw Inode € 0 Bau- MSUVA 

© Tors | eravpovrras oy avr 8 

3 dc c£ Tevwvipwy. © of 
‘ eBAaaphpow aùròv eh Kivouvrec 

Kat Aéyovrec 'O cara b roy 
f-T 
um d vaóy kai év Tpiaiv "népaic oikoDopiv, g gtavróv, e 

xix 6 75 igs k vide el TOU 1 xaráßnð. ard TOU oraupov. 
g ch. a 41 l* 1] «Ww 

T9 omiy. opoiwç St ‘Kai oi apxsepeic ^ eumwailovrec perà TOV 

N. Alf. 14. n yeapuarétv Kat wptopvrtpuv te ov 42” AMA Oe É kowotv, 
l cb. xxvi.6 
acun ia &avTOYv ov 

k see cb. iv. 3, 6 and note. 
m vv. , 81. 

88. rnv cegadnv avrwy D copt-ms. 
40. aft Aey. ins ova DMA latt(not am lat-/ 

vioc Ocov ê: 
(taking ei & with cwooy ctavr.) AD lat-a b ch Bn mis 

41. om é¢ xa: AL al forj lat-b: om de BK 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-a c 
for wpsof., papıcaiwy D al gat lat. a gi. (Treg 

Eus Cessiod : xpeof. eat gapioawey à rel lat. syrr Orig iat Thi: txt ABL L. 88. 69 
for eXeyor, Anis Deoram am 

lat, Eus, Ambr Jer Cassiod. 

copt arm Orig-lat Eus. 

Sivarat owca. 
) (1 Mk. v. r.) Lake v. 10. x. 89. 1 Cor. vii. 8, 4. James . 25 only. 

Baoirevc ‘IopandA tori" 

91) syr syr- marg Jer arm Orig- 
HAAS ME Orig dat d d Lm bef carap. 

r-wlf-ms 
SF; h Dalat Syr 

) å 

lat-9, , syr coptt sth. lat. j coptt 
ur rec ins & 5 (from ver 40, as also in D &c bef re robe below), with 

fied persons down. There were fowr sol- 
diers, John, ver. 28; a centurion and 
three others. 87.] éré0.—is not to 
be taken as a plusq. perf. — Matthew 
finishes relating what the soldiers did, 
and then goes back to the course of the 
narrative. ‘The soldiers’ need not even 
be the nominative case to irie. The 
‘title’ appears to have been written by 
Pilate (sce John, ver. 19) and sent to be 
fixed on the cross. It is not known 
whether the affixing of this title was cus- 
tomary. In Dio Cassius (cited by Mey yer, 
but incorrectly), we read of such a title 
being hung round the neck of a criminal 
on his way to execution. So also Suet. 
Domit. 10,—* canibus objecit, cum hoo 
ae í Impie locutus 5 and 

82, — “ te titulo, qui 
parece pons ae icaret.”” On the 
difference in the four Gospels as to the 
words of the inscription itself it is hardly 
worth while to comment, ex to re- 
mark, that the advocates for the verbal 
and literal exactness of each gospel may 
here find an undoubted example of the 
abeurdity of their view, which may serve 
to guide them in less plain and obvious 
cases. (See this further noticed in the 
Prolegg. ch. i. 8 vi. 18) 4 title was 
written, containing certain words; not 
Sour titles, all different, but one, differing 
probably from all of these four, but cer- 

tainly from three of them. Let us bear 
this in mind when the narratives of words 
spoken, or events, differ in a similar man- 
ner. ing the title, see further on 
John, vv. 20—22. $8.] rére, after the 
crucifixion of Jesns was accomplished. 
These thieves were led out with Jesus, and 
crucified, perhaps by the same soldiers, or 
perhaps as Meyer says, inferring this from 
the caOnpevor érfjpovy abróv icii, ver. 36, 
by another band. 

$9—44.] HE IB MOCKED ON THE CROSS. 
Mark xv. 29—32. Luke xxiii. 35—37 
89—43. Our narrative and that of Mark 
are from a common source. Luke’s is 
wholly distinct. The whole of these in- 
dignities are omitted by John. 39. 
ol wapaw.] These words say nothing as 
to its being a working-day, or as to the 
situation of the spot. A matter of so 
much public interest would be sure to 
attract a crowd, among whom we find, 
ver. 41, the chief priests, scribes, and 
elders. These passers-by were the multi- 
tude going in ind on out of the e, some 

mv. 
T. xed. : see Pe. xxii e first re- 
proach refers to ch. ay 61; the second 
to the same, ver. 64. 40. 6 cara. 
Notice the characterizing present partici- 

e, as d weepdfwy, ch. iv. 8: thou puller 
own of . 43.] Luke gives, more 

exactly, the second reproach in this verse 

we 
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p ch. iz. 18 & xi. 7, from Hos. vi. 7. Heb. z. 6. 
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t| Mk. L. 2 Kings xziv. 15. a 
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Orig-lat: msorevoepew EFHLMA 33. 69. 
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Orig-lat Eus: om BDL 88 sah. 

44 478 & avro 

4 a e 2 

T wept & ryv evarny INA. l 
8 

8, from Ps. xxxix. 6. with aco. of person, Ps. xvii. 19. xl. II. 
oan. 6. eni t. 

ch. xx. 3, 6, (d,) 9. Acts 
Gel. ti. 90 8 — | Mk. ob. v. II reff, 

x. T l. 

riert vont A al latt 
for avre, ex’ avrov BL 33 Cyr: ex 

avrw A rel syrr Thl(corrss to express believe on him"): txt AD 1. 69 latt goth arm 
e Eus. 

. ins es bef re road: D 1. 118. 209 lat-a b Al 
Oo, rw 0t» B Eus. om v 

Orig-lat. 
cravpeDivr«c DL. 

(eth) arm Eus. for roy 
AH 69 lat copt Eus. om lst avrov BL 33 

rec om ocv», with A rel: ins BDL. rec (for 
avrov) avrw (emenda of constr), with Scr's c (e sil): txt ABD rel Scr's mss goth 
Antch Thi. 

45. om eri wasay rgy yny N'; ins (but sẹ’ oAny) N?. 

as proceeding the soldiers. 
43.1 See Ps. ii. 7, 8. This is not accord- 
ing to the LXX, which has fAmcey ixi 
küpi0v" pycacOw abróv, cwoarw abróv, 
Bre Oie abróv. This is omitted by Mark 
and Luke. 60íAnu» r: for amare ali- 
quem, occurs in reff. Ps. We have 0iAuv 
with an accus. of the thing in reff. and 
Ezek. xviii. 23, 32 al: and followed by 
¿vy with a n, 1 Kings xviii. 22, 1 Chron. 
xxviii. 4 (not Col. ii. 18; see note there), 
al. 44.) Neither Matt. nor Mark is 
in possession of the more particular ac- 
count given by Luke, vv. 39—43, where 
see notes. For the other incident which 
happened at this time, see John, vv. 26— 
27, and notes. 

45—50.} SUPERNATURAL DARKNESS. 
Last WORDS, AND DEATH OP JESUS. 
Mark xv. 33—37. Luke xxiii. 44—46. 
John xix. 28—30. The three accounts 
are here and there very closely allied; 
Matthew and Mark almost verbally. Luke 
only, however, contains the words which 
the Lord uttered before he expired,— 
omits the incident which takes up our 
vv. 46—49, and inserts Aere the rending 
of the oy John is is distinct. 

.] According to Mark, ver. 25, 
it was the third hour when they crucified 
Him. If so, He had been on the cross 
three hours, which in April would an- 
swer to about the same space of time in 
our day—i. e. from 9—12 a.m. On the 
difficulty presented by John’s declaration 
ch. xix. 14, see notes there and on Mark. 

euros this was no eclipse of the 

evarnc bef ep. D. 

sun, for it was moon at the time— 
nor any ial obscuration of the sun 
such as sometimes takes place before an 
earthquake—for it is clear that no earth- 

e in the ordinary sense of the word 
is here intended. Those whose belief leads 
them to reflect WHO was then suffer- 
ing, wil have no difficulty in accounting 
for these signs of sympathy in Nature, 
nor in seeing their applicability. The 
consent, in the same words, of all three 
E , must silence all question as 
to the universal belief of this darkness as 
a fact; and the early Fathers (Julius 

icanus, in Routh, iq. Sacr. ii. p. 
297 f. Tertull. Apol. c. 21, p. 401 ed. 
Migne. Origen c. Cels. ii. 83, p. 414. 
Euseb. in Chronicon. Cf. Wordsw. h. I.) 
appeal to profane testimony for its truth. 

e omission of it in John's Gospel is of 
no more weight than the numerous other 
instances of such omission. See Amos viii. 
9, 10. Ir wacay Thy yfjv—whether 
these words are to be taken in all their 
strictness is doubtful. Of course, the whole 
globe 5 be r half of it wowa be 
ight naturally over of tt. e ques- 
V 
it over which there was day? I believe 
we are; but see no strong objection to 
any limitation, provided the fact itself, 
as happening at Jerusalem, is distinctly 
recognized. This last is matter of testi- 
mony, and the three ists are 
pledged to its truth: the present words 
cannot stand on the same ground, not 
being matter of testimony properly so 
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an zoe x dp y aveBoncey o "Ineove gwry ut yay At ye ‘HX 
v. r.) only. Nam. 22116. HAL Aepa gaßayÂavi; rovr tory Oel pov Océ pov, 

xzxxvi sa 1 * , y? , ° Er Mr Ezek. yar i Ae eyxarédurec 9 
P4 LJ . 

w Psa. xxi. 1. 
x ob. 

y Ik. Acts 

8 = ch. xx. 83 reff, a eh. x. 20. xx. 99 reff. 
axii. 10. (xxiii. 6 v. r.) xxviii. 12 only in Matt. 
f ch. Xl. / reff, g ch. x. 

46. Bonov (|| MX) BL 83. 69 Eus. 
ant L. 
o 9: Apa AK Ua 69 lat. F syr 
83 am(with forj harl) 1 us. 

47. cornnorwy (see || ME) BCL 88 
48. om re D. ofov D 69. 

called. 46.] See Ps. xxii. 1. The 
words Xen BN D, are Chaldee, and 
not Hebrew. Our Lord spoke them in 
the ordi dialect, not in that of the 
sacred text itself. The weightiest ques- 
tion is, In what sense did He use 7 
His inner consciousness of union with 
God must have been complete and inde- 
structible—but, like His higher and holy 
will, liable to be obscured by human weak- 
ness and pain, which at this time was. at 
its very highest. We must however take 
care not to ascribe all his suffering to 
bodily pain, however cruel: his soul was 
in immediate contact with and prospect 
of death—the wages of sin, which He had 
taken on Him, but never committed—and 
the conflict at Gethsemane was renewed. 
‘He himself,’ as the Berlenberg Bible re- 
marks (Stier, vi. 442), ‘becomes the ex- 
positor of the darkness, and shews what it 
imports. In the words however, JM: 
God’—there s the same union wi 
the divine Will, and abiding in the ever- 
lasting covenant purpose, as in those, 
* Not my will, but thine.’ These are 
the only words on the Cross related by 
Matt. and Mark—and they are related by 
none besides. The Turm Océ is very 
seldom T in Judg. xvi. 28 vat. 
Ezra ix. 6. The LXX here has the usual 
vocative ó geg: as also Mark. 47. 
This was not said by the Roman soldiers, 
who could know nothing of Elias; nor 
was it a misunderstanding of the Jewish 
spectators, who must have well under- 
stood the import of hdi: nor again was it 
said in any apprehension, from the super- 
natural darkness, that Elias might really 
come (Olsh.) ; but it was replied in in- 
tended mockery, as otros,—‘this one 
among the three,’—clearly indicates. 

49. Av. 88, ko. Gen. xxi. 

rec Aaya, with D 1 gat mm lat-a 6 A wth arm Eus, : lamma 

4 

bi Mk. J. only+. 
uu 7 e 

e in 
= ver. 28 ref. Lovit. viii, 18 al 

h as and constr, § Mk. ch. vil. 4. 

eM B(-&) N 88 harl copt : 
vulg lat- 

om o D. 

h Eus Chr-wlf-ms : AE EFGHMSV al: txt BLN 
eycareXacwseg AEFGHKMA 33. 

om or: DL 88 latt(not f) Syr wth arm. 

This is one of the cases where those who 
advocate an original Hebrew Gospel of 
Matthew are obliged to su that the 

words, in order to make the reason of the 
reply clear. 48.) This was on ac- 
count of the words ‘I thirst,’ uttered by 
our Lord: see John, ver. 28. Mark’s ac- 
count is somewhat different; there the same 
person gives the vin and utters the 
scoff which follows. is is quite intel- 
ligible—contempt mingled with piy wond 
doubtless find a type among by- 
standers. There is no need for assuming 
that the soldiers offering vinegar in Luke, 
ver. 87, is the same incident as this. 
Since then, the bodily state of the Re- 
deemer ; and what 
was then offered in mockery, might well 
be now asked for in the agony of death, 
and received when presented. I would 
not however absolutely deny that Luke 
may be giving a leas accurate detail ; 
and may represent this incident by his 
ver. 87. The S€og is the posca, sour wine, 
or vinegar and water, the ordinary drink of 
the Roman soldiers. On the other par- 
ticulars, see notes on John. 49.] If we 
take our account as the strictly accurate 
one, the rest—in mockery —call upon this 
person to desist, and wait for Elias to 
come to save Him: if that of Mark, the 
giver of the drink calle upon the rest 
(also in mockery) to let this suffice or to 
let him (the giver) alone, and wait, &c. 
The former seems more probable. It is 
remarkable that the words undeniably in- 
terpolated from John should have found 
their place here before the death of Jesus, 
and can only be attributed to essness, 
there being no other place here for the 
insertion of the indignity but this, and the 

7 rng & rwv tkt torürwy Cum 

ix ang @kovoavrec EXeyow Ore Hiiay “gwvet ovroc. — cal FGH 
JE 5 a. Yo» 2 ` * b , , 

evBiwe dojõ ele & avrov kat AaBwv ° sxoyyov mAn- 
d oL t o 0 1 f Àa 16 27 L > » 
Okovç C * erepiÜsic ‘xadapy * exoriley avróv. 
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eic Sbo, xat 3) yn ` torion, cal at rer ™ taytaÜncar, . L. fle 

vi.19.ix.8. x.300aly. Exod Al. 81, &c. m | Mk. L. Mark L. 10 al. fsa, Zlin. 
27. Zeck. aiv. 4. . 15." Rev. ; ziv. o | Mk. Esek. L 27. pt Mk. 1 15 
xvi.19. Judg. ix. 4B. q = (ch. xxi. 10. xxviii. 4.) Heb. 2H. 36, from Hag. II. 7. Rev. vi. 
omly. Joel ili. 16, 

49. for eey., away B; urov D 69 lat-a b c ff, Jr for cwewy, ewca: 69 al 
lat-f g, syrr goth: za: owon D 1 lat-a b o ff, V 1 Orig-lat. at end ins aAAoc ds 
AaBwy Aoyxnv vue avrov ru wrEvpay, cai eEgAOtv. vewp c. aipa (from Johan xix. 
84; see note) BCLU(«. evOewc and aip. £. vd.) N al gat(with mm) eth mss-mentd-by- 
Bev schol(thus given by Tischdf, dri slg rd cal’ loropiav ebayyirtoy Aroĝwpov[?] xai 
Tariaroõſ ] cai ANA Qtagópev ay. waripwy rvðro xpéccaras, rovro Miyu cal à 
Xpvedcropoc. dra ob» ò Mar9. wpd rt evrigc abrov cpatépevoy Uxd rod crparwrov 
Tg Aóyxg ele rw wAevpdy ibgAwctv, 9’ obruc vuxOivra redevrijoa, ò bs ya I.. 
rovrow ign Aóyxg vx nerd rò rerewOArat, ob payne Td elpqpevors dygo- 
Tepo: ydp rò dAndle inqvucay x. r. A.) Chr (but adds ri yivow' dv roórwv rapa- 
yopwrepoy, ri Od Onptedicrepow of pixps rocobrov rijv davrò paviay itirtway 
Kai tig vecpdy copa Aowdv vBpiLovrec) : syr-jer has this portion of Mt twice 
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rec suç vo bef as. av. ewe rarw (see || Mk), with AD rel latt syrr Orig - lat Pro- 
miss: txt BC'L 83 copt.—om eg avo ( 
latt Orig lat. 

interpolator not observing that in John it 
is related as inflicted after death. 
B0.] It has been doubted whether the 
sérilaarac of John (ver. 30) and wdrap, 
sig Xx. Cou wapariGepar T. wy. pov of 
Luke (ver. 46) are to be identified with 
io sey Gok or to be taken as dis- 
tinct from it. But a nearer examination 
of the case will set the doubt at rest. 
The zapidwzty of John (ib.) implies the 
speech in Imke; which ingly was 
that uttered in this $e») psyáAm. The 
rerisorat was said before; see notes on 
John. 

561—858. | SIGNS FOLLOWING HIS DEATH. 
Mark xv. 88—41. Luke xxiii. 47—49. The 
three narratives are essentially distinct. 
That of Luke is more general—giving 
only the sense of the centurion's words— 
twice using the indefinite wávrsc—and 
not ifying the women. The whole is 
omitted by John. 51.] The 1806 gives 
solemnity. This was the inser veil, 
screening off the holy of holies from the 
holy place, Exod. xxvi. 88: Heb. ix. 2, 8. 
This circumstance has given rise to much 
incredulous comment, and that even from 
men like Schleiermacher. A right and 
deep view of the O. T. symbolism is re- 
Poa to oe S 
this we look in vain among those who set 
aside that symbolism entirely. That 
was now accomplished, which was the one 

?) Orig, Eus, 
ax BC al: Sen Lon s 

aft ecc vo ins pepy D 

and great antitype of all those sacrifices 
offered in the holy , is order to gain, 
as on the great day of atonement (for 
ee taken as the representa- 
tion their intent), entrance into the 
holiest place,—the typical presence of 
God. What those sacrifices (ceremonially) 
procured for the Jews (the type of God's 
universal Church) through their High- 
priest, was now (really) procured for all 
men by the sacrifice of Him, who was 
at once the victim and the High-priest. 
When Schleiermacher and De Wette assert 
that no use is made of this event in the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, they surely can- 
not have remembered, or not have deeply 
considered Heb. x. 19—21. Besides, sup- 
pose it had been referred to plainly and 
y name— what would then have been 

said? Clearly, that this mention was a 
later insertion, to Puy that reference. 
And almost this latter, Strauss, recog- 
nizing the allusion in Hob., actually does. 
Schleiermacher also asks, how could the 
event be known, seeing none but priests 
could have witnessed it, and they would 
not be likely to betray it? To say no- 
thing of the almost certain epread of the 
rumour, has he forgotten that (Acts vi. 7) 
“a great comp of the priests were 
obedient unto the fait p" eander, who 
gives this last consideration its weight 
(but only as a possibility, that some priests 
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roh. vii. 38. 52 kal ra " nvnutia. avewy boar, cal ro. owpara ro ABCDE 
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xiii. 86. 
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CERRY Esdr. v. 63 (59) o 

52. for uvnyutu, pynquara A. 

u hore oniy. Jadg. vii. 19 F. Ps. 

aytex0n A al: nvewyOn 9 al Orig (grammi 
corrns) : nvewxOncay CIL 1. 33: txt BD rel rec nyep? n (grammi corra ; 
not as Meyer, the origl, and altered to suit the context : see aboté); "with AC rel : txt 
BDGL 1. 33. 69 Orig, Eus. 

may have become converts, and apparently 
without reference to the above fact), nee 
an unworthy and shuffling note (L. 
p. 757), ending by quoting two ae 
monies, one apocryphal, the other rabbi- 
nical, from which he concludes that ‘ some 
matter of fact lies at the foundation’ x 
this aris to him) mythical adjunc 

celo, not an o 
earth in connected with the two 
next clauses, and finding in them its ex- 
3 and justification. al rp 
oYX(o9ncev] It would not be right alto- 
gether to reject the testimonies of tra- 
Vellers to the fact of extraordinary rents 
and fissures in the rocks near the spot. 
Of course those who know no other proof 
of the historical truth of the event, will 
not be likely to take this as one ; but to ns, 
who are firmly convinced of it, every such 
trace, provided it be soberly and honest] 
ascertained, is full of interest. 83. 
xal TÀ pv..... to end of ver. 53.) The 
first clause, as following on an earthquake 
which splits the rocks, is by the modern 
Commentators received as uine, and 
thrown into the same probability as the 
earthquake itself: but the following ones 
meet with no mercy at their hands. ‘@in 
mythiſch apokryphiſcher Anfag’ is Meyer's 
description of them — and as he cannot 
find any critical ground for this, the Greek 
Editor of Matthew has the blame of 
having added them. I believe on the con- 
trary y that these latter clauses contain the 
occasion of the former ones. The whole 
transaction was supernatural and sym 
bolic: no other interpretation of it will 
satisfy even ordinary common sense. 
the earthquake a mere coincidence ? This 
not even those assert, who deny all sym- 
bolism in the matter. Was it a mere sign 
of divine wrath at what was done—a mere 
prodigy, like those at the death of Cesar ? 
Barely no Christian believer can think 
this. Then what was it? What but the 
opening of the tomb the symbolic declara- 
tion ‘mors Janua vite, —that the death 
which had happened had broken the bands 
of death forever? These following clauses 

(which have no mythical nor apocryphal 
character—ivipavicOnoay «roÀÀois, and 
no more, is not the way of any but au- 
thentic history: see the of Nico- 
demus, ch. xvii. ff. in Jones's n of the 
N. T., vol. ii. p. 255) require only this ex- 
planation to be fully understood. The 
graves were opened at the moment of 
the death of the Lord; but inasmuch as 
He is the first-fruits from the dead— 
the Resurrection and the Life—the bodies 
of the saints in them did sot arise till 
He rose, and having appeared to peared 
after his resurrection,—possibl 
the forty days,—went up with in into 
his glory. Cf. on this Corn. -a-Lap., h. I.: 
who maintains that this was so, for five 
reasons: 1) “quia hoc decebat Christum, 
ut fructum mortis et resurrectionis sum 
statim ostenderet in beata hac Sanctorum 
resurrectione: 2) quia animse horum jam 
erant, beats, ac proinde par erat eas non 
uniri corporibus nisi gloriosis et immortali- 
bus: 8) quia exigua fuisset earum felicitas, 
ac longe major miseria, quod mox rursum 
deberent mori: 4) quia congruebat, ut hi 
Sancti Christum resurgentem et scanden- 
tem in colum, ejusque triumphum sua re- 
surrectione decorarent: 5) quia convenit 
ut Christus in colo habeat Beatos quorum 
aspectu et collocutione externa se pascat 
humanitas, ne alioqui solitaria sit, expers- 
que humane consolationis." On this side, 
he claims Orig. (in Matt. Comm. series, 
p. 928; but wrongly, for Origen gives the 
whole a spiritual sense, more 5 8 
Bede, Thos. Aquinas, Anselm, 
Strom. vi. 47, p. 764 P.), Euseb. 
vang. iv. 12, vol. iv. p. 284), iph. 

(Her. lxxv. p. 911), al. On the other 
side are Thl., Euthym., Aug. (Ep. 164 
(99) ad Evod.), al. aune e is moved 
chiefiy by the * that David's body ap- 
pears from Acts ii. 29, 34, to have been 
still in his tomb after the Ascension. ] 
Moses and Elias, who were before in 
glory, were not from the dead, properly 
ape mE 8ee note (Fn ch. pis TS 

e explanation tasche pera 
Eyepowy abro) as ‘after He had raised 

* kekoiuimptévu a yiov nyipOncay Y kai eEeXOovrec € eK rey LMSUV 
4 1.33. 

" Éyspaty avrov &cngÀÜo»v sc Tav 
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aͤyiar 10A cal " vt$avisÜnaay role. 5 & 3 S paaa: Heb. 
éxardvrapyoc Kat ot Ld avrov “ rnpoùvrec TOV Inooby, Wied a 
iBóvrec rov ? oh, cal ra yrvopeva, 
ego ga Abyorres * Ann "* 

55 ¥ Hoa, à é EKEL yuvaixec roa d aro 
povoar * atrivec nxodowOnoay ry .Insov avo rüc Tau- T .78 

£V aic a Mapia 5 5 Mayée- 3. ka ure. Àaiaç f &akovovsat avro* P6 i 

Awn, Kat Mapía : 9 TOU "TaxófSov kai lwen unrno, kai ij 
pro ro VV Ze(9«&atov. 

53. Aor D latt(not f). 
rec yevoutva (corre to sense, m 

3 Di; 
Luke), with AC rel Orig 

* egofnOnoay zir" ats 
es € 

X ver. 86. voc. Grou HY ovroc. Ht -y 
Harper bew- 1 4 rn 

xxi 8. 

da. rer 08 

tre artig. D-corr. 
txt BD 88 latt 

Orig, Orig-lst,. rec Osov bef wog (see ch xiv. 88), with AC de am(with forj fuld 
gat ing) lat-a of FI; 91.2 c D-lat goth zd n i MEE B D-gr valg lat-5 A T Syr Orig-lat Hil, 

y», ariy C 
RT for un cat (|| ME) D d A ET aad exes kac FEL al syr-marg. 

z. CLA 1 syr 
eyr-marg copt mth Orig-la 

56. om » bef nayd. D! : papıap N 
j wang D'L 69! al latt(a 

them,’ is simply ridiculous. The words 
belong to the Shoke sentence, not merel 
to eic ix 00. Myaponcur is the me 
—not the immediate accompaniment, of 
the opening of the tombe. It is to pre- 
vent this being supposed, 3 
fication per. r. J. ab. is added. 54.] 
Tw cacpiy kal Tra yw. = bri obrec 
lE(wyevotv Mark. Does the latter of 
these look as if compiled from the former ? 
The circumstances of our vv. 51—53, ex- 
cept the rending of the veil, are not in 
the possession of Mark, of the minute ac- 
curacy of whose account I have no doubt. 
His report is that of one man—and 
that man, more than probably, a convert. 
Matthew's is of many, an nte 
their general impression. Luke’s is also 
general. TÀ ywépeva points to the 

out, as indeed does the obrwc in 
k:—but see notes there. vids 

Geos Fv—which the Centurion had heard 
that He gave Himself out for, John xix. 7, 
and our ver. 43. It cannot be doubtful, 
I think, that he used these words ts the 
Jewish sense—and with some idea of 
that which they implied. When Meyer 
says that he must have used them in a 
heathen sense, meaning a hero or demi- 
god, we must first be shewn that vide 
Grow was ever so used. I believe Luke's 
to be a different rt: see notes there. 

55, 56.] 4«oA., the historic aorist 
in a relative clause, ‘seo Acta i. 2: John 
xi. 30 al. fr.: and Winer, § 40, 5, end: 

kat 1 CA Syr. 
twonrog 

where the true account of the idiom is 
given; viz. that in such clauses, the Greek 
merely states the event as a one, 
where we commonly use the pluperfect. 

$ MayS., from Magdala: see note 
on ch. xv. 89. She is not to be con. 
founded with Mary who anointed our 
Lord, John xii. 1, nor with the woman 
who did the same, Luke vii. 36: see Luke 
viii. 2. Map. A T. 'Iex.] The wife of 
Alpharus or Clopas, John xix 25: see note 
on ch. xiii. 55. "Jax., Mark adds rov 
picpod, to distinguish him from the brother 
of our Lord bably not from the son of 
Zebedee, see to Epistle of James, $ 
i8. p Z.] = ZaXAepy, Mark. 
Both omit ae ‘the mother of Jesus :— 
but we must remember, that if we are to 
take the group as described at this mo- 
ment, she was not present, having been, 
as I believe (see note on John, ver. 27), 
led away by the beloved Apostle imme- 
diately on the of the words, 
5 ae thy mot And if this view 
be obj to, yet she could not be 
named here, nor in Mark, except 
rately from these three—for she could 
not have been one of the diarovoveat 
3 There rd have been also 
another group, of disciples, within 
sight ;—e. g. Thomas, who said, ‘Except 
I see in his hands the print of the nails,’ 
&c., and generally those to whom He 
afterwards shewed his hands and feet as & 
proof of his identity. 
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g cb. vill. 16. 
Mark i. 69 
al. Judith 

EYAITEAION 

d7 s Oy de Jqevontvnc Abe dvÜperoc mrobswe a aro 

bac a Ap. nabaiac rob von Ich, 9 de kai avroc , fpaĝhrevoev 
ï intr., here 

only. (rans, 
ch. xxviii. 19. 
Acts aiv. 21. 

Phi ds Daly t. on 

k ver. 50. 
| — ch. xir. 12 

m = bere only. 
Exod. v. 18. 
see Aots iv. 

TU Ivo 58 

i copa rov ‘Inaov. 
Onvat rò ou, 

gor? o | Mk. bis. L. Mark xiv. M your a ziv. 13, 18 F. 
Ak. only. Isa. xxii. 16. li. 1. § Mk. only t. 

UT. om ds Al. 

(appy). 
88. xpocnAGey . . car D latt. 

ro ovopa D. 

ovroc mpoced Bay T Mary * yricaro ro 

rore o [leAdroc £kéAsvotv 

5 kai Aa ro 
^ everbArckev avro ev ° owwdom xaDapa 
év ry kawg avrov " uynueip & EA, tv TY wérpa, 

ail. Johs xx. Kat ' rpockvAicac A = ry 0b rov 

m aroðo- 

‘capa o lng 
60 cai tÜnxsv avro 

* pvnuttov 

i Mk. Mark xvi. 8 ouly. * 

epabnrevOn (grammi corru) CD 1 syrr 

at end om ro owpa (for elegance, as it is thrice 
repeated) BL 1. 33 al syr-jer : avro ( for same reason) copt. 
ui sapakaBey D wc, bef ro aupa D lat-a(addg jesu) Syr 

rec om ev (|| Mk Lo), with AC rel Jat-7, Hil: ins B 
) om o DL. 

al lets cop (83 def.) 
60. ins ew: bef ry Onpa A al, ad osteum lat-a b o &. (osteo D- lat.) 

57—61.] JOSEPH OF ARIMMATHRA BEGS, 
AND BURIES THE BODY OF Jesus. Mark 
xv. 42—47. Luke xxiii. 50—66. John xix. 
88—42. The four accounts, agreeing in 
substance, are remarkably distinct and in- 
dependent, as will appear by a close com- 
parison of them. N.] Before sunset, 
at which time the sabbath, and that an 
high day, began: see Deut. xxi. 28. The 
Roman custom was for the bodies to re- 
main on bur crosses till devoured by birds 
of prey :—'non pasces in cruce corvos.’ 
Hor. i. 16. 48. On the other hand, 
Josephüs, B. J. iv. 5. 2, says, 'Ioviaiwv 
repi rác rade Tpóvoiav wotoupivey 
dere cai roò ie caradienc....avacrav- 
pepávovc pd Oévrog rov eabediv xai 
Oawrey. Ader] probably fo the 
Pratorium. Meyer supposes, fo the place 
of execution ; which is also ible, and 
seems supported by the MAY ody xal 
not v John ver. 88, and HAGey dd cal. 
ib. ver. 39, which certainly was fo Gol- 
gotha. * —he was also a 
counsellor, i. e. one of the Sanhedrim: 
seo Mark, ver. 48: Luke, ver. 51. 
'Apuiaaías] Opinions are divided as to 
whether this was Rama in Benjamin 
see ch. ii. 18), or Rama (Ramathaim) in 
Ephraim, the bir placo of Samuel. The 

toe name is more like the latter. 
Ai m repetition of rò copa 

is remarkable, and indicates & common 
origin, in this verse, with Mark, who 
after isepnoaro expresses rò xrépa on 
account of the expression of Pilate’s sur- 
prise, and the change of subject between. 

59.| John (ver. 89) mentions the 
arrival of Nicodemus with an hundred 
pound weight of myrrh and aloes, in which 

also the Body was wrapped. The Three 
are not in 8 of this. nor Matthew 
and John of the subsequent of the 
women to embalm It. What wonder if, 
at such a time, one party of disciples 

women, who 3 knew 

was Joseph’s ows tomb. Jobn, that it 
was in pisse irs pel din 
He was crucified. All, except Mark, no- 
tice the newness of the tomb. John does 
not mention that it belonged to Joseph— 
but the expressi obdirw od 
dai looks as if he knew more cage 
as thought it aret to state. 
5 the Body being laid there is, 
that it was near, and the Preparation 
rendered haste necessary. But then we 
may well ask, How should the body of an 
executed n be laid in a new tomb, 
without the consent of the owner being 
first obtained? And who so likely to 
prone & tomb, as he whose pious care 
or the Body was so eminent ? An 
that we can determine the 

chre from the data here furnished is, 
(1) That it was not a natural cave, but 
an artificial excavation in the rock. (3) 
That it was not cut downwards, after 
manner of a grave with us, but hori- 
zontally, or nearly 70, into the face of 
the —this I conceive to be implied in 
srpocevAícac Aid. piy. rg gpg TOU v., 98 
also by the use of raparùrre John xx. 

XXVII. 
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aride. "iy & & Ee Mapia n Mars kai 1] aAA gy! ) h- 
Mapía cabin : anivavre roù "radov. 9 Ty I . 
 &rabpiov,. Arig ari» perà riʒy rapaorivnv, J gyy- Adsx vals. 
ny Onoav oL ape Kat ot Papioaior rpòc [hÀáror Cen. A. 84 

63 Aéyourec Kipu, énvnjo hu ore éxstyoc o 
dri ére Cow Mera Toric npépac * 

e rakei, 10 

* mÀávoç ,? x (=) Mark et: 

64 KEAtvgOV Eyeipopat, 

oiv P aapadiaOnvac roy * ragoy “ tec KL rpiruc zuipac, 81, 43« 
3ufmort tAÜóvrsc oi paðnra: avrov 

y ob. xxi. 84. xxvi. 8 al. &. s9 
pu, . xvii. 21. cok 

(ce) and Asta x 24 only. THER AS 
Gel Sir. xiii. 9, 1. 

6L. uapiap 5 nad. BCLA 1.—om p Di. 

* kAtuctv aurov . 3M 
xv. 21 only.) 

Cor. vi. 8. 1 Tha. iv. 1. 2 John 7 N only. Job xix.4. Jer. xxiii. 
2. Joba giv. Saat Gal iii. 8. 3 M. b here 

e ver. d eb. v. 
Arn in Tobit i. 18. 

om 2nd 3 AD. xaTrevaryre D. 
63. o wAavog bef exstvog B*C* Ei(perhape) G 33. 69 9 lacia def) copt arm Chr, Did 

Promiss. aft Jw» ins or: D al syrr arm Orig-lat Chr 
64. om rne DL al Chr-6-p. npepac bef rp. D latt. om avrov B. 

rec aft avrov ins verroc, with CIFGLMU 69 arm: aft rÀ. avro», S al Syr wth: om 
ABCD rel latt syr(Treg) copt goth Orig-lat Chr Damasc (Thl Euthym appy). 

5,11, and eigne, ib. B, 6. (3) 
That it was is the'spot where the cru- 
cifixion took place. Jer. speaks of rà 
pvijpa TÒ xÀgciov, Srov 4 7400, £. Ò iri- 
reDsic Tj gpg AiBog, ò piypi onpepoy 
rapd rq uvnptiq cn . Cateches. xiii. 
89, p. 202. On AAaróp ot», the aor. 
in a relative clause, see above, ver. 55 note. 

61.] Luke mentions more generally 
the women who came with Him from 
Galilee; and es that they pre- 
pared spi ointments, and rested 
the sabbath-day according to the com- 
mandment. 

62—68.] THE JEWISH AUTHORITIES 
OBTAIN FROM PILATE A GUARD FOR THE 
SEPULCHRE. Peculiar to Matthew. 
62. Tj èw.] not on that night, but on 
the next day. A difficulty has been 
found in its being called the day prà 
fjv Kapackevhy, consi that it was 
itsel sabbath, and the greatest sab- 
bath in the year. But I believe the ex- 
pression to be carefully and purposely 
used. The chief priests, &c. did not 
to Pilate on the sabbath,—but $e t 
evening, after the termination of the sab- 
bath. Had the Evangelist said fjric eri 
76 oaBBaroy, the incongruity would at 
once appear of such an application being 
made on the sabbath—and he therefore 
designates the day as the first after that, 
which, as the day of the Lord's death, 
the xapaccevn, was u ost in his 
mind. The narrative following has 
been much impugned, and its historical 
accuracy very generally given up by even 
the best of the German Commentators 
(Olshausen, Meyer; also De Wette, Hase, 

and others). The chief difficulties found 
in it seem to be: (1) How should the 
chief priests, &c. know of His having said, 
‘in three days I will rise again,’ when the 
saying was hid even from His own dis- 
ciples? The answer to this is easy. The 
meaning of the saying may have been, 
and was, hid from the disciples; but the 
fact of its having been said could be no 
secret. Not to lay any stress on John 
li. 19, we have the direct prop 
Matt. xii. 40—and besides this, t 
would be a rumour current, through the in- 
tercourse of the Apostles with others, that 
He had been in the habit of ao saying. 
As to the understanding of the words, 
we must remember chat hatred is keener 
sighted than love ;—that the raising of 
parece would shew, what sort of a thing 

the dead was to be;—and 
that the fulfilment of the Lord’s an- 
nouncement of his cruct would na- 
turally lead them to look further, to what 
more he had announced. (2) How should 
the women, who were solicitous about the 
removal of the stone, not have been still 
more so abont its bei sealed, and a 
guard set? The answer to this has been 
given above—they were not aware of the 
circumstance, because the guard was sot 
set till the evening before. There would 
be no need of the application before the 
approach of the third day — it is only 
made for a watch d ijs tpitns ġpépas, 
ver. 64 —and it is not "probable that the 
circumstance would transpire that night 

it seems not to have done so. 
(3) That 5 was of tlie council, and 
if such a thing as this, and its sequel ch. 
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fw, das, ob, kat eraty TU Aag " 'Hyépôn azo jid 
5 farai 5 , éoxárn h AAN ! Xelpov rnc * m purnc. 

3 Pet. fi. 20. 
3 Kings xiii. avroic o TAaro¢ Exer 

66 oi à wopevÜivrec ^ "ie$aAisavro en Msacf we otdart. 

EYATT'EAION XXVII. 65, 66. 

“verpa, kat 
65 tón 

* kovarwOtav" org vert aspa- 

17 2 V. al. Pror, * roy ! ráġov ™ appayicavrec rov Alo ? uera rij k kovo- 

1 Wind Twotac. i 

k here bis and XXVIII. of & Br, TY loea 
t. Ich. xxii. 27 reff. Rev. xx.8, $ 0.1.99. Kings xxii. 4. E 

Y. Acts v. 96. xiii. 17. o Mark xi. E zlii, 85 caly. Exod. xxx. p piar., 
iv.16. Acts xiii. 14. xvi. 18al. Exod. 2xxi. 16 al q Lake xxiii. 54 only. 205 l. (19) P. i 
% hudpy dcsageex., Herod. tii, 86. 

for ur., spovew dicent D. 
G5. rec aft egy ins de, with ACDM'UA (SV, o sil) syr-with-ast Orig- lat: om B rel 

83. 69 latt Syr copt goth arm. 

68. nogadicay Di. 

xxviii. 11—15, had really ed, he 
need not have expressed. doubt- 
fully, Acta v. 39, pim would have been 
ceríain that this was from God. 
Bat, first, it does not necessarily follow 
that every member of the Sanhedrim was 

t and applied to Pilate, or even had 
they done so, that all .bore a in 
the act of ch. xxviii. 12. né. who, like 
Joseph, bad not consented to their deed 
before—and we may safely say that there 
were others such—would naturally with- 
draw himself from further proceedings 
against the person of Jesus. On Gama- 
n and his character, see note on Acts, 

95 Had this been so, the three 
zd vangelists would not have passed 
over so important a testimony to the Re- 
surrection. But surely we cannot argue 
in this way —for thus every important fact 
narrated by one Evangelist alone must be 
rejected—e. g. (which stands in much the 
same relation the satisfaction of Thomas, 
—and other such narrations. ill we know 
much more about the circumstances under 
which, and the scope 9770 which, each 
Gospel was compiled, all à priori argu- 
ments [^r kind are good for nothing. 

&xere—either 1), indicative, 
Ye have l then the question arises, 
What guar „ and if they had 
one, why go to Pilate? Perhaps we must 
understand some detachment placed at 
their disposal during the feast — but there 
does not seem to be any record of such a 
practice. That the guards were under the 
Sanhedrim is plain from ch. xxviii. 11, 
where they make their report (‘ut mos 
militia, factum esse quod imperasset, 
Pagi Ann. i. 6), sot fo Pilate, but to 
the chief priests :—or 2), as De Wette 
and Meyer take it, imperative; which 

extra: 
for covcrwétay, $vAaxac custodes D! lat-a b e f ff, gi arm · usc. 

for ric covorwétac, rev $vAakey D! latt arm. 

D(and vraytrat ac$aAcaca:). 
for wc, tec L. 

doubtless it may be, see 2 Tim. i. 18 and 
note: and the sense here on tbst hy- 

hesis would be, Take & body of men 
& guard. And to this latter I now 

rather incline, on account of the order 
of the words, in which fyere seems to 
have an emphasis hardly satisfied on the 
other view. és olBare—as you know 
how:—in the best manner you can. 
There is no irony in the words, 5 
been su perd belongs 
opal, and implies the means 3 
as in reff. So Thucyd. viii. 73,— Trip- 
Bodov . d rocreivovet nerd Xappivow 
dvd c rev ̀ arparnyav,— ill. 66, ob perd 
roi wAgnÜovc vuov elceABóvrsc, —v. 82, 
1 card 0áXascar perd rev 'A0gvaiev 
iwaywy?) r&v ale Duker, on the 
first of th these, remarks,’ ‘perá rwwoc fieri 
raat qus alicujus voluntate, auxilio, 
i consilio flunt.' F The sealing was 

means of a cord or string passing 
e the stone at the mouth of the 
sepulchre, and fastened at either end to 
the rock by sealing-clay. 

Cuar. XXVIII. 1—10.] Jesus vr 
RISEN FROM THE DEAD, APPEARS TO THE 
WOMEN. Mark xvi. 1—8. Luke xxiv. 
1—12. John xx. 1—10. The independ- 
ence and distinctness of the four narra- 
tives in this have never been ques- 
tioned, and in herein lie its principal 
difficulties. With to them, I refer 
to what I have said in the Prolegomena, 
that osing «s to be acquainted with 
5 said and done, in its order 
2. Baier din we should doubtless be 
able to reconcile, or account for, the 
pe Forms of the narratives; but not 

ving this key to the harmonizing of 
them, all attempts to do so in minute par- 
ticulars must be full of arbitrary assump- 
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tic piay ' eap Baro», HA bev Mapia nn May8adnn Kat K A u 
aAÀ» Mapia Gen TOV rágov. 

7. I Our. 
2 Kat 1800 sepóc , xe $ ore 

eyivtero las, d yye oc yap xupiou kara[3ac ix oUpavoi P. 2 l 

Fe 

avrov. P zy & u 
Supa avrov Aevedy exc xi». 

Y amekvAtotp. TOV ue Kai éxáÜgro " tráva i axxti. I. 
xvii. 66 

dia avrov we * aora) Kat rà * iv- a Ps. IAH. 

4 ab? ard sé rov póßov dde 
3 19. 

avrov "stgtioÜncav oi * rnpovvrtc Kat eyernOnoav * we Mr 
Gen, xxix. 3, 3,10, Nn xii. 9 oniy. w ch. x317 al 2 bere caly. 
8. Das. I. Rd y ch. xxiv. r et. Das. x. 6. 

a cb. xiii. 44. xviii.7 al. Ps. lexv. 6 
d P». exit. 8. 

Cuar. XXVIII. L om ņ bef au A. 
9. for ak, ar D. 

alex Chr. 

8. [edea ABCDEHM. 
4. rec (for eysvgOncav) eyevovro (more 
D 

ins cat bef æpogc U BCL 83 latt Syr 
rec aft A0 add aro rnc ueri mi with AC rel lat 

9. dd pynpetcov E*(appy) FLM?U 1. 33 syr copt Eus 

Gea. v. 
208. azii. 11, 13 reff. 

Esk. xxxi. 16. o eh. xxvii. 86, 54. 

sth Orig Dion- 
1 / Teyr arm: am. r. 

: om BD aL latt Dion-alex 

reo weet x., with A rel Dion-alex : txt BDK 1. 
, With A (C? ?) rel Dion-alex Eus : txt 

83. rec wee, with C rel Eus: txt ABDLA 1. 

tions, and carry no certainty with them. 
And I may remark, that of all harmonies, 
those of the incidents of these chapters 
are to me the most unsatisfactory. Giving 
their compilers all credit for the best in- 
tentions, I confess they seem to me to 
weaken instead of strengthening the evi- 
dence, which now rests (speaking merely 
objectively) on the unexceptionable testi- 
mony of three independent narrators, and 
of one, who besides was an eye-witness 
of much that happened. If we are to 
compare the four, and ask which is to be 
taken as most nearly reporting the exact 
words and incidente, on this there can I 
think be no doubt. On internal as well 
as external ground, that of John takes 
the highest place: but not, of course, to 
the exclusion of those parte of the narra- 
tive which he does sot touch. The 
improbabilityg that the Evangelists had 
seen one another's accounts, becomes, in 
this part of their Gospels, an smpossibility. 
Here and there we discern traces of a 
common narration as the ground of their 
reports, as e. g. Matt. vv. 5—8: Mark vv. 
6—8, but even these are very few. 
As I have abandoned all idea of har- 
monizing throughout, I will beg the stu- 
dent to compare vu the E ter on 
the other 82 cap.— 
not, at the ond of the wosk? The words 
oaBBarey and piayw caBf. are opposed, 
both being days. At the ind 
Babbath. There is some little difficulty 
here, because the end of the sabbath (and 
of the week) was at sunset the wight be- 
fore. It is hardly to be supposed that 
St. Matthew means the evening of the 

pened. 

sabbath, though iwigwoxe is used of the 
day beginning at sunset (Luke xxiii. 54, 
and note). It is best to interpret a doubt- 
ful in unison with the other 
testimonies, and to suppose that here 
both the day and the breaking of the day 
are taken in ee natural, not their Jewish 
sense. lav caf. is a Hebraism ; 
the Rabbinical s writings use “he, , 0 
&c., affixing rowa to each, for Sunday, 
Monday, Tuesday, &c. Map. à M. x. 
A GX. M] In k, Salome also. John 

Mary Magdalene alone. See 
notes there. sea T. T.] It was to 
anoint the Body, for which they 
had bought, since the end of the Sabbath, 
ointments and spices, Mark. In Mark 
it is after the rising of the sun in John, 
while yet dark; in Luke, at dim dawn: 
the two last agree with our text. 
: This must not be taken as pluperfect, 

ich would be altogether inconsistent, 
vith the text. xal lBov— 
must mean that the 9 were witnesses 
of the earthquake, and that which kap- 

caopés was not erly an 
earthquske, but was the sudden opening 
of the tomb by the descending Angel, as 
the yp shews. The rolling away was 
not done naturally, but by a shock, which. 
= gtoyuóc. It mnst not be su 
that the Resurrection of our took 
place a£ thie time, as sometimes imagined, 
and represen er in paintings. It had 
taken plese Be ore ;—tyydpOy c. r. A., are 
the words of the Angel. It was not for 
Him, to whom (see John xx. 19, 26) the 
stone was so hindrance, but for the women 
and His disciples, that it was rolled away. 
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. l. Tyexpoi, 5 ° a xorpibele 820 à y aoc si iT EV raĩc quraiiv ABCDE 
— e Mn 90 BeGe vutic* olda yàp ort Iuoobõy Tov toravow- LMSOV 
dn vob Qnrürr. 6 ovk. torw ade" nen yep : reboe n 
En n HE s öre Were roy rórov ro ro [o " képroc]. 

v.3. X vll. 
PME TayÜ roęevbtica. sirare rote "uds avrov ore 

So. S v; yipbu a awo rh verp dv, cat id e upac siç 
aris ryv Fa AaluNng ece avrov Meobe. to GROV VMV 

1 i Kal ame ova: rayv aro rov ' pynpstov ™ perà poBouv 
en ' Kai X2pac saree ESoapoy " ama roiç palnraiç 
freq. Ex avrov. 9 ra 180 Incove P ammqvrgot» avratc AH 
reg sever a Matt. (sse Lake xxiv. 4. $ i 10.) x. 17.) Gen. xxiv. 16. here , Mark v. p Muit., only 

9. xiv. 18. Lake (xiv. 81 v. r.) xvii. 12 (John iv. 61. Acts xvi. 16 v. r.) only. 8 Kings ll. 84. br., ch. viii. 98 reff, 

5. om ĉe C(app 
6. om © rosin e ooh wh arma Org nt Chr ins ACD rel latt syrr Chr- 

H-L-M-wlf. 
7. om aso ræv yskeouv D 

om Ist wou D lat-a b c ff, À 
lat-a b e ff, g, I arm ntt Cyr-jer Ambr Aug. 
Orig al Bi jer C usa 

. Tec sEsAOovaai (from || MX), with AD rel: txt BCL 85. 69 lat-e Syr M 
$. rec at beg ins wc de ewopevowro awayyeAat roic na0graic avrov, with AC Sic 

lat. F syr wth; ec de exopevorro, omg xat, 14 lect-58; wc ĝe yo ai ah ara 
hat 295: om BD 83. 69 ev-y al latt Byr syrjer copt arm Orig Chr Jer A ug. 
first sight, it would appear as if the clause had 
more examination, rm osed to 
are sot those MSS 

V 
the other intro 

most frequently fall into this error. (2) T. 
3 Matt, who always «ses a gen. abs. in this case. (3) 

homeotel. But pa Fron 
ion this. (1) The testimonies for ita omn 

esp 
clause. After all, it ie difficult to decide, the homaotel being 

so very obvious ; but on more careful thought I determine, with Mill, Bengel, Gers- 
dorf, Schulz, Rinck, Lachm, Tischdf, Treg, Meyer, and De Wette, against the olause. 
It ia defended by 

3.) 4 Ue, not his form, but his 
appearance; not in shape (as some would 

lain it away), but in brightness. 
4.| avro, objective, of him, the angel; 
as John vii. 18; Heb. if. 15. 8.] In 
Mark, a young man in a white robe was 
sitting in the tomb on the right hand: 
in Luke fwo men in shining raiment (seo 
Acts i. 10) appeared (ixiarncay) to them. 
John relates, that Mary Magdalene looked 
into the tomb and saw (but this must 
have been afterwards) two angels in white 
sitting one at the head, the other at the 
feet where the Body had lain. Ali at- 
tempts to deny the angelic appearances, 
or ascribe them to later tradition, are dis- 
honest and absurd. That related in John 
is as definite as either of the others, and 
he certainly had it from Mary Magdalene 
herself. peis is 5 addressed 
to the women. xafóg elwev is 
Adele die e, vv. 6, 7. See 
ch. xvi. 21; xvii. 23. å bes (see 
ref) is emphatic ;—‘gloriosa appellatio,’ 

Griesb, Fritzeche, Scholz, and Bornemann.) 
ego., with DL (8, e sil) 1. 33. 69 Orig Eus: om A B(Mai) C rel Chr-wif-me Thl. 

reo ins o bef 

7.] This appearance in Ga. 
lee had been füreio ld before his death, 
see ch. xxvi. 82. It is to be observed 

19, 26, or that one which was closed by 
the Ascension. But perhaps it DAT be in 
accord with his evident design "po 
the general form and summary 
series of events, rather than their charac- 
teristic details. See below on ver. 20. 

Sri is recitative. The wpodyes 
VVT 

e journeying on the part of our 
himself. It is cited from His own words, 
ch. xxvi. 82, and there, as here, merely 
implies that "He would be there when 
arrived. It has a reference to the 
lecting of the flock which had been scat- 
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s Xaipsre.. ai oe mpoceADoven * ixparnoty avrog robe ‘or 
wodac kai ° rpocexibynoay aur. 10 sore Aéye: avratc o T3 E 1 
“Incoug Mn poeta Os" brd yere * awayyeidare rot EA 2 
* aded pore pov tva ariÀ\bwow uc rv l'aAulatay, karei [AE n cb. xxvii. 68, 
oy ovrat. „251 Tu. 

N Tlopevopévwy & avrov idoð ride mc ^ Kovorwdiac Sar 
idr uc ru TOÀ 
a ravra rd yevoneva. 
wptoPvripwr 
* ixavd ider roic arpariératc 

n kai 

ot pa@nrai avrov vukroc tAbóvreç 

o rhyrnoey BC 1 Orig Chr-wif-ms Cyr, : txt AD rel Eus Chr. 

rA. roĩe apxcepsvatw 55 

on n. * Aaovrie ? epybpra 
pax frre perà 10 2 = Matt. bar 

n. viii: 8y omiy: 

T 15. 13 À yorrec Einare 6 ort vil. Ln. 
ia Joba, 

*ExAnfav aùròv Tuo paver. ] 
am 69. ach. xxvii. 64. Tobit l. 18. 

aft rod. ins 
avrov D latt. 
H om ray Di. 5 „„ D lat-e h. 

avgyyeay ravra A bas 
13. om r« D al latt. apyvpioy :xavov D latt Syr arm. 

tered by the smiti of tho Shepherd; loved. peer. abr.) Jesum ante pas- 
see John x. 4. re , is sionemalii —— adorarunt quam 
determined, by dre pe povra: below, discipuli.’ ra 1 48. N. so 
to be part of the message to the dis- also to Mary Magdalene, John xx. 17. 
ciples: not spoken to the women di- e repetition of this injunction b the 
rectly, bat certainly indirectly including 
them. The idea of their d 

8.] gerd $ófov, ig’ ole doy rapa- 
Cdk org” gerd xapüc di, ig’ olc rov- 
Gay sbayythioc, Euthym. 9.] Neither 
Mark nor Luke recounts, or seems to have 
been aware of, this appearance. Mark 
even says otdevi obe ilxov igoBovvre 
yap. But (see above) it does not therefore 
follow that the narratives are inconsistent. 
Mark’s account (see note there 

city. 
may fairly require that the jadgment should 
bes in lack cf er means of 
solving the difficulty. lap. T. 2 rtly 
in fear and as suppliants, for the 
p9 ohe oe, —but shewing also the aed 
with which that fear was mixed (ver. 8),— 
joy at having recovered Him w they 

is a portion of another narrative inwoven 
here, and may possibly 5 
incident as that in ver. 7. all proba- 
bility is against this: the are dis- 
tinctly consecutive, and moreover both are 
in the well-known style of Matthew (e. g. 
cai [806 in both). ere is perhaps more 
probability that this may be the same ap- 
pearance as that i in John xz. 11—18, on 
account of uù h dxrov there and rove 
e gon, but in our present imperfect 

of information, this must remain a 
pot re probabili ty. 

11—18.] Tus JEWISH AUTHORITIES 
BRIBE THE GUARDS TO GIVE A PALSE 
ACCOUNT OF THE — Pe- 

d "o oe] 

ay@ivres, i. e. ol ta a ch ro of 
the subject of the sentence as in Luke 
xix. 4 This was a meeting of the San- 
hedrim, but surely hardly an official and 
opes one; does not the form of the nar- 
rative rather imply that it was a secret com- 

between those (the majori ity) who were 
itterly hostile to Jesus? e circum- 

stance that Joseph had taken no part in 
their counsel before, leads us to think that 
others may have withdrawn themselves 
from the meeting, e. g. Gamaliel, who could 
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, eo - 1 » 
ca ^ axovay rovro “ert ToU 

feta all 8 ua yen voc, iueie rt IO avróv kai Upac ° apepinvouc 
L 

e Tomoomer. 

ck did OH 
d Acts xxiv. 19. 

15 oi && Aa(Jóvrec rà 7 apyvpta &roinsav we 
1 f , e " @ a » 

xa: SuepnuicOn o Aoyoc ovroc mapa Iov- 

21 Ha daloic uéx pt rnc * enutoov ut pa. 
19. 

€ 1 Cor. vii. 39 
onl 

with nu., 

16 Oi & Evdexa uaÜnrat ewooesOnaay «c rri» TadcAaiay, 
vi Ig. v1.35 EÇ TO Opoc ov érakaro avroic o |nsovc. !! kai wWovrec 

avróv "wpoctküvgsav, ot Se | icrasav. 
Alov o '[ncovuc * siáAqotv abr Ac y "E800. pot x2 

Matt. here only. Acts x. 28. Rom.zi.5. 3Cor.!il 14. 1 Kings zxix. Ó al. fr. 
et a only ¢. ps oie Bè One wepi THe ba oA Je, Diod. Sic. iv, 69. 
vil. 8. 

18 kai wpoc- L. 

h ver. 9. ich. 
k ch. xxl I ref. Gen. 

8. x. I. xxi. 98 J. Joha i. 12 l. Dan. vil. 14. 

14, av DIL. 
83 lat-e eth Orig, 

15. aft xapa ins ror D. 

for ext, vro (corra as more simple) BD latt. 

for mexpi, suc D Orig,(txt,) Chr. rec om 

nutpag (as unusual with Matt: see ch xi. 23; xxvii. 8), with A rel lat-e Orig,: ins 
BDL latt Syr Chr. 

16. om o D. 
17. rec aft wpocee. ins avrw, with A rel syrr: om BD 33 latt Eus Chr Aug. 

hardly have consented to such a measure as 
this. 14.] not only ‘ come to the ears 
of the governor, but be borne witness of 
before the governor, come before him offi- 
cially : i.e. ‘ifastir be made, and you bein 
trouble about it: see reff. 15.] Justin 
Martyr, Dial. c. Tryph. $ 108, p. 202, says, 
ral ov póvov où perevonoare pabóvrec 
abréy ávacrávra ic vexpoy, adda dv- 
dag xetporoynoayrec ikAekroóg, eig rå- 
cay Thy olxovpávgv ixiplare enpvo- 
correc Sre aipecic rig áÜsoc ral avopog 
dyhyeprat ded ‘Inout rivog TaddAaiov 
srAdvov (see ch. xxvii. 63) ð» eravpwody- 
Tuv bue» ol ua0gral abrov kAbiarritc 
r. r. A. 6 Adyos obros this account 
of the matter. Eisenmenger (Entdecktes 
Judenthum, cited by Meyer and De Wette) 
gives an expansion of this lie of the Jews 
from the book called Toldoth Jeschu. 

16—20.] APPEARANCE OF THE LORD 
ON A MOUNTAIN IN GALILEE. This 
journey into Galilee was after the termina- 
tion of the feast, allowing two first days of 
the «eek, on which the Lord appeared to 
the assembled apostles (John xx. 19, 26), 
to elapse. It illustrates the imperfect and 
fragmentary nature of the materials out of 
which our narrative is built, that the ap- 
pointment of this mountain as a place of 
assembly for the eleven has not been men- 
tioned, although rd pos oU seems to imply 
that it has. Stier well remarks (Reden 
Jesu, vii. 209) that in this verse Matthew 
gives a hint of some interviews having 
taken place previously to this in Galilee. 
And it is important to bear this in mind, as 

ing, if not the solution, at least the 
ground of solution, of the difficulties of this 
passage. Ver. 17 seems to present an 
instance of this imperfect and fragmentary 
narrative. The impression given by it is 
that the DAMIT of the eleven worshi 
Him, but some doubted (not, whether t 
should worship Him; which is absurd and 
not implied in the word. On ol B4, cf. ch. 
xxvi. 67. gyowro elc Aeriketar, ol & dg 
Míyapa, Xen. Hell. i. 2. 14: seo also 
Anab. i. 5. 13). This however would hardly 
be possible, after the two appearances at 
Jerusalem in John xx. We are therefore 
obliged toconcludethat others were present. 
Whether these others were the ‘500 bre- 
thren at once’ of whom Paul 1 Cor. 
xv. 6, or some other disci oes not ap- 
pear. Olshausen and Stier suppose, from 
the previous announcementof this meeting, 
and the repetition of that announcement by 
the angel, and by our Lord, that it probably 
included all the disciples of Jesus; at least, 
all Miss ipe €: the nature of the 5 
be brought together. 18. T ; 
They appear to have first seen Him ve 
distance, probably on the top of the moun- 
tain. This whole introduction, wpogeA8. 
Md. abr. Ady. forbids us to suppose that 
the following words are a mere compen- 
dium of what was said on various occasions. 
Like the opening of ch. v., it carries with 
it a direct assertion that what follows, was 
spoken then, and there. 1860 por 
r. r. A.] The words are a reference to ref. 
Dan. (LXX), which compare. Gicen,—by 
the Father, in the fulfilment of the Eternal 

om avrov B Mrs 35. 
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19 m ch. vi. 10. 
TOOtU- 
P d n 

Üévrec " paOnrevcare ravra rd tÜvn, " Barrilovrec avrovc ach. aiti be. 
r., ch. xxvi onip 4. 
Rom. vi. 8. 17 1 Cor. I. 18. x. 3. Gal. lil 

oye ovpavous D. 
: ins BD T t Eus Chr-wlf-ms. 

18. woptotati (-a:) lat-e Orig, Tert 
22 755 lat · a Le kA Org Bee copt st 

Ambr Aug. 

Covenant, in the Unity of the Holy Spirit. 
Now first is this covenant, in its fulness, 
proclaimed upon earth. The Resurrection 
was its last seal—the Ascension was the 
taking possession of the Inheritance. 
But the Inheritance is already won; and 
the Heir is only remaining on earth for a 
temporary —the assuring His 
joint-heirs of the verity of his possession. 
* All power in heaven and earth ;’ see Eph. 
i. 20—23; Col. ii. 10; Heb. i.6; Rem. 
xiv. 9; Phil. ii. 9—11; 1 Pet. iii. 23, 
19.] ot» (in rec.) is probably a gloss, but an 
‘excellent one. It is the glorification of the 
Son by the Father through the Spirit, 
which is the foundation of the Church of 
Christ in all the world. And when we 
baptize into the Name (i. e. into the fulness 
of the ce of the objective cove- 
nant, and the subjective confession) of 
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, it is this 
which forms the ground and cause of our 
power to do so—that this flesh of man, of 
which God hath made ravra rà iOyn, is 
glorified in the Person of our 
through whom we all have access by one 
Spirit to the Father. xop. pal. | 
5 this was not ueque as 

en to the A es only, but to all the 
trethren. Thus we read, TévTes deo ap- 
no . . IA rey ávoaróNwy (Acts viii. 
2): ol uiv ody Siacwapévres gf ebay- 

roy Aóyov (ibid. ver. 4). 
is peculiar meaning in pabyrevoate. 

All power is given me—go therefore and 
--- subdue? Not so: the of the 
Lord is to bring men to the knowledge of 
the truth—to work on and in their hearts, 
and lift them up to be ers of the 
divine Nature. And therefore it is not 
‘subdue,’ but make disciples of (see 
below). wévra rà dern again is closely 
connected with rdoa iķovoia iri rijc vc. 

wévra rd vy) all nations, in- 
cluding the Jews. It is absurd to i imagine 
that in these words of the Lord there is 
implied a rejection of the Jews, in direct 
variance with his commands elsewhere, 
and also with the world-wide signification 
of me Tic Le above. Besides, the (tem- 

OL. 

riy 1 Tim.iv. 17. Nun. xiv. 16. 5 xix. 

rec om rue (fo conform with ey ovp.), with A rel Orig, Chr 

rec aft wop. ins ovv, with BA f. 
arm Zeno: vv» D lat-a bh . Hil, Cypr, 

Athen Bas Amphil Chr Cyr, Thl Tert Lucif 
Baxricavreg (corrn for ecclesiastical propriety 7) BD: txt AN rel 

porary) rejection of the Jews consists 
in this, that they are sumbered among 
wavra rd in, and not a peculiar people 
any longer: and are become, in the provi- 
dence of God, the subjects of that preach- 
ing, of which by original title they ought 
to have been the promulgators Wo find 
the first preachers of the gospel, 80 pus 
from excepting the Jews, uniformly bear- 
ing their testimon my to them first. With 
regard to the difficulty which has been 
raised on these words,—that if they had 
been thus spoken by the Lord, the Apos- 
tles would never have had any doubt about 
the admission of the Gentiles into the 
Charch,—I would answer, with Ebrard, 
Stier, De Wette, Meyer, and others, ' that 
the A „ doubt what- 
ever about admitting Gentiles,—only whe- 
ther they should not be circumcised first.’ 
In this command, the hibition of ch. 
x. 5 is for ever remov wr{Lov- 
Te$] Both these present participles are the 
conditioning componente of the imperative 
aor. ing. The pa@nredeyw consists 
of two perte—the initiatory, admissory 
rite, and the subsequent teaching. It is 
much to be regretted that the rendering 
of pad. ‘ teach, bas in our Bibles clouded 
the meaning of these important words. 
It will be observed that in our Lord’s 
words, as in the Church, the process of 
ordinary discipleship is from baptism to 
instruction—i. e. is, admission in infancy 
to the covenant, and growing up into 
rnptiy warra c. r.. the exception being, 
what circumstances rendered so frequent 
in the early church, instruction before 
baptism, in the case of adults. On this 
we may also remark, that baptism as 
known to the Jews included, just as it does 
in the Acts (ch. xvi. 15, 83), whole house- 
holds—wives and children. As re- 
gards the command iteelf, no unprejudiced 
reader can doubt that it the ost- 
ward rite of BAPTISM, so well known in 
this gospel as having been practised b 
John, and received by the Lord Himself. 
And thus it was immediately, and has been 
ever since, understood by u^. Church. As 
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&c: FM lat-a have no subscr: marcum for tway., forj 
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K al (aft enumerating the 
number of crixo: &c) ro kara parô. (ins ayıov al) ev. eedoOn oa al) vs avrov e» 
tepodoAupore (ev fraXaiaTiv al syrr, ev avaroAn al, and add eSparors or r9 & Boards 
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regards all attempts to explain away this 
sense, we may AN setting aside the 
testimony furnished by the Acts of the 
Apostles,—that it is in the highest degree 
improbable that our Lord should have 
given, at a time when He was summing 
up the duties of his Church in such weighty 
words,a command couched in figurative 
or ambiguous langu one which He 
must have known would beinterpreted by 
his disciples, now long accustomed to the 
rite and its name, otherwise than He in- 
tended it. alg Tò Sv... .] Reference 
is apparently made to the Baptism of the 
Lord himself, where the whole Three Per- 
sons of the Godhead were in manifestation. 

Not ra dvépara—but 7d 8 — 
setting forth the Unity of the ead. 

It is unfortunate again here that 
our lish Bibles do not give us the 
force of this eliç. It should have been 
into, (as in Gal. iii. 27 al.,) both here and 
in 1 Cor. x. 2, and wherever the expression 
is used. It importa, not only a subjective 
recognition hereafter by the child of the 
truth implied in rò óvopa, r. r. A. but an 
objective admission into the covenant of 
Redemption — a putting on of Christ. 
Baptism is the contract of espousal (Eph. 
v. 26) between Christ and his Church. 
Our word ‘in’ being retained both here 
and in our formula of Baptism, it should 
always be remembered that the Sacra- 
mental declaration is contained in this 
word ; that it answers (as Stier has well 
observed, vii. 268) to the rovró tore» in the 
other Sacrament. On the difference be- 
tween the baptism of John, and Christian 
baptism, see notes on ch. iii. 11; Acts 
xvii. 25; xix. 1—5. 20.] Even in 

the case of the adult, this teaching must, 
in greater part, follow his baptism ; 
though as we have seen (on ver. 19), in 
kis exceptional case, some of it must go 
before. For this teaching is nothing less 
than the building up of the whole man 
into the obedience of Christ. In these 
words, inasmuch as the then living dis- 
ciples could not teach all nations, does 
the Lord found the office of Preachers in 
his Church, with all that gs to it,— 
the duties of the ménister, the school- 
teacher, the scripture reader. This ‘teack- 
ing’ is not merely the egpuvypa of the 
gospel —not mere mation of the good 
news—but the whole catechetical office of 
the Church upon and in the baptized. 

xal .. . I These words imply 
and set forth the Ascension, the manner 
of which is not related by our Evangelist. 

¢yé--I, in the fullest sense: not 
the Divine Presence, as distinguished from 
the Humanity of Christ. His Humanity 
is with us likewise. The vine lives in the 
branches. Stier remarks (vii. 277) the 
contrast between this I am with you,’ 
and the view of Nicodemus (John iii. 2) 
‘no man can do these miracles—except 
God be with him.’ pee’ òp.) mainly, 
by the promise of the Father (Luke xxiv. 
49) which He has powred out on his 
Church. But the presence of the Spirit 
is the effect of the nce of Christ— 
and the presence of Christ is part of the 
i960 above—the effect of the well-pleasing 
of the Father. So that the mystery of 
His name 'BugavovA (with which, as 
Btier remarks, this Gospel begins and ends) 
is fulfilled —God is with «s. And vent 
708 fj épos —all the (appointed) days—for 
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they are numbered by the Father, though 
by none but Him. bus tis avv. T. 

that time of which they had heard 
in so many parables, and about which 

had asked, ch. xxiv. 9—the com- 
ion of the state of time. After that, 
will be no more properly s with 

«s, but we with Him (John xvii. 21) where 
He is. To understand geg bey only 
of the Apostles and their (7) successors, is 
to destroy the whole force of these moat 
weighty words. Descending even into 
literal exactness, we may see that dida- 
erovrec abroùc rip rav ra bea Ive ret 
Adpyy vpiv, makes abrobg into nec, as 
soon as they are pepadnrevpivor. The 
command is to the UNIVERSAL CHUROH— 
to be performed, in the nature of things, by 
her ministers and teachers, the manner of 
appointing which is not here prescribed, 
but to be learnt in the unfoldings of Pro- 
vidence recorded in the Acta of the Apos- 
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tles, who by his special ordinance were the 
founders and first builders of that Church 
but whose office, on that very account, 
precluded the idea of succession or re- 
emal. That Matthew does not re- 
cord the fact or manner of the Ascension, 
is not to be used as a ground for any pre- 
sumptions the authenticity of 
the records of it which we . The 
narrative here is ht to a 
termination : that in John ends with an 
oo declaration of its incompleteness. 

at reasons there may have been for the 
omission, either subjective, in the mind of 
the author of the Gospel, or objective, in 
the fragmentary character of the apostolic 
reports which are here put together, it is 
wholly out of our power, in this age of the 
world, to determine. As before remarked, 
the fact itself is here and elsewhere in this 

(see ch. xxii. 44; xxiv.80; xxv. 14, 
81; xxvi. 64) clearly iempised. 
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I 1 *"Aoyn rov tvayyeMov Inoov ypicrov viov Otov. 

95. xi. 2. Heb. iv. 7. ch. vi. (8. Acts xlil. 4. see oh. xili. 96. 

TITLE. rec ro kara paproyv ayiov tva 
papkov ayiov tvayytàiov 69: cara papcoy 

d Max. MA. 1. 

uo, with some cursives: e£ rov rara 
[so Verc Tisch Treg] FN: txt AD rel. 

Cuar. I. 1. om wow Orov N! 28. 255 Iren-gr-lat(but om sno. xp. also) Orig, Bas 
Jer, Victorin. (insd by N-corr!® Iren pen Ambr Jer,.)—rec ins rov bef 
rel: om BDL N-corr! * Sevrn. 

9. caw BKLAN 1. 33 Orig, Bas Tit Sevrn: txt ADP rel Iren-gr Orig 
(for rw noata rw tpo$nT1)) roic fpo$graic (corrn, the cit being 

rel syr-txt eth arm-zoh Iren-lat, Chr Phot: txt BDL 
marg goth arm-mss Iren-gr-lat, OrigQ 
Scagdpore elpnpivac róroiç vxd dbo rpognreyv elc 

'Healg rq rpophry x. r. A.) Serap Porph Eus Epiph 
nomen Isais putamus additum Scriptorum vitio Aug.—om Ist re 

with AP re 
syrjer copt 

ylypaxrai iv ry 
Vict Sevrn Jer 

N.B. Throughout Mark, tbe perallel 
paces in Matthew are to be consulted. 

ere the agreement is verbal, or nearly 
s0, no notes are here appended, except 

tical and philological ones. 
CHAT. I. 1—8.| THE PREACHING AND 

BAPTISM OF Jonx. Mt. iii. 1—12. Lk. iii. 
1—17. The object of Mark being to relate 
the official life and ministry of our Lord, 
he begins with His baptism; and as a ne- 

introduction to it, with the preach- 
ing of John the Baptist. His account of 
John's baptism has many phrases in com- 
mon with both Mt. and Lk.; but from the 
additional prophecy quoted in ver. 2, is 
certainly independent and distinct (see Pro- 

ena to the Gospp. ch. I. § ii.). 
L &py)) r. r. A.] This is probably a title to 
what follows, as Mat. i. 1, and not con- 
nected with ver. 4, as Fritzsche and 

ov, with A 

rec 
al and Isa), 

1. 83 latt Syr syr- 
Máproç cio sxpogarsiag iv 

„ Ovvåywyv weroinne’ rad 
Bas Tit-bostr 

Lachm., nor with ver. 2, as Meyer. Itis 
simpler and gives more majesty to the 
exordium, to put a period at the end of 
ver. 1, and make the citation from the 
prophet a new and confirmatory title. 

"Inc. xp.] of, as its author, or its 
su ject, as 3 may determine. 
“If the it. ebayy. is not a per- 
son, it i always that of the object, as 
iba yy. rij Bactheiac, rijg awrnplac, r. r. A. 
. iv. 28: Eph. i. 13; vi. 15 al.). If 
to? follows, the genit. is one of the sub- 

ject (ch. i. 15: Rom. i. 1, 15, 16, al.), as 
also when pov follows . ii. 16; xvi. 
25: 1 Thess. i. 5, al). But if ypscros 
follows (Rom. i. 9; xv. 19: 1 Cor. ix. 12, 
al.), it may be either genit. of the subject 
(auctoris) or of the object : and only the 
context can determine. Here it decides 
for the latter (vv. 2—8). Render there- 

Ter 
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amooriAw roy a pov po ™pocwrou sov, à oc . kt, 
° karagKevace THY odor cov P'$wyy Bowvrog ev ry 

xi, 
tonup Erouácars n 000» Kupiou, £ svheiac TOLITE rdc oiy. tii. 30 
h * rpißove aurov, *''Eyévero 'Iwavync o » Bawriwy i EY TY tisa l.. 
gh E kypvoowy ' Bawriopa = peravoiac tic apo ben. P. 
åpapriùwv. 5 kai ke rope vero "poc. avrov saca 2 wi 
"lovóaia X kat ot "IeposoAwpirat rayrec, kai iBar- © 
rilovro v or avTov ev T lopBávy diuo " eLopodoyou- 
pavor Taç ápapríac avrov, 8 xai am o lane we zu dex 
* evdedupivog reixae can Non kai ° Zovny " Sepparivay yi 3 

repi TN” r avrov, kai *tabwy " axpisac at PAAR ii ep 
"aygtov. | kai " ixhpvocey Aéyov “Epyerat o " toyupo- 33 m 

Lu oe N fg we ce B Matt. ME Mu E 
orke L. aL f. =| Mt. Acte xix. 18. DaT 2 a 10,90 aL d 1 . (xxvl.) 20, 

E. i e T 
w p le ref 

D 1 al Iren-gr Orig rec ins eye bef arocred\w (perhaps Matt xi. 10, 
where Z only y omits te „ QE ELE wai wA rel vulg syr goth 
wth arm Orig, E us Phot Jer, : om BD am(with em fuld gat ing mm mt taur tol) lat- 
e é Iren-lat Orig Sevm Ambr Jer Aug ̀ igil-tape Bede. aroortÀw N. 

end adds suxpoader cov (from Mt xi. 10, Lk vii. 27), with A rel lat- fis 
a ath copt- wil goth arm Orig, Eus Sevrn Phot Tert Je, on BDEL am(with 
= AMi ing mt taur tol) lat-a 5 o | Syr syr-jer copt-schw sth lat Orig, expr, Victor 
er Aug. 
3. for avrov, rov Osov vuwy (from Lxx) D 84-marg, dei nostri mt lat-a b of ff, 9, 

goth syr-ms-marg [Iren-lat ]. 
4. at ins rat Ni. rec om o, with A(D)P rel: ins BLAN 83 copt.—e» r. ep. 

def Barr. D 28 latt(not /) Syr. rec ins ka: bef rypvcowy, with ADR rel ves 
om B 38. (P defective.) (The account of the variations seems to be the i; noe 
of the transcribers that . o Barrilwy is, with Mk, John the Baptist,—eee ch. vi. 14, 
where D al have corrected to Baxriorne : thence Bare» became joined with eyevero, 
a cat inserted.) 

5. sEesroprvovro (corra po ug 5 Fe) EFHLSV T(Tisch) pes da 
taur) lat-5 ff, 91 cita om ot D Scr's c. rec cat eas r EO ro 
bef xavrec, with AP rel syr 1 (eth) om «at Sor 69, om wavreg al, lat. /: txt 
BDLAN 83 vulg lat-a(omg rat) b | copt arm Orig, Eus. (ravreg was as not tn 
| Mi, and seeming to assert too much : then re. nd. from marg with ta rr.) - om rar 

rec ey ro topd. worape bef vr avrov (from || Ac), with ADP rel syr goth: 
5 5 lat-b oh. 191.2 | arm Orig, Eus.—om re bef topd. D'.—om sorape 

mt lat-a 9 
0. rec (for «at 3») m» d (from Mt tii. 4), with ADP rel mt lat- o f f fs r copt- 

schw goth eth arm Thi : txt BLR 38 vulg lat- f Js D-lat copt- reo 
om o, with ADHSA 83 ): ins BLN for rpixac, depp D-gr lat -a. 

om xat Z. to avrov D lat-a 5 fy rec toe, with ADP N-corri$!) rel: 
txt BL!AN! 38. 

7, 8. cat eue avrop Eye pey vpac Barrie tv viari spytrac os omsow pov o 

fore, the glad tidings concerning Jesus stood first, it would have been of no note, 
Christ.“ Meyer. 2, 3.] This again as Meyer. observes. Consult notes on Mt. 
stands independently, not iyév. "Iwdy. (0) xi. 10; iii. 3. 4.) See on Mt. iii. 1. 
Baxr.....m¢ yiyp. The citation here Pdr. per., the baptism symbolic of ( gen. 
is from two prophets, Isa. and Mal.; see of the characteristic quality," Meyer) re- 
rem The fact will not fail to be observed pentance and forgiveness—of the death 

the careful and honest student of the unto sin, and new birth unto 5 
Had the citation from Isaiah ness. The former of these only comes 
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x omstr., Matt. repóc Ho orlow pov * ov OUK eii Ji kavóc c Ab 

eror rov " iuávra rov vroðnpárwy * 
L ( A. a 

G 15,) iii 
- m. 10 b * 1 1v „ ^e. 9 Kai Eyévero € EV 

30 01 6 vin. 0, 

. s UTO luávvov. 
L. J. Acts ab ESI as os dev * 

jab acta d 
pa. eu 18, 27. 

10 

(xxxiii) 20 EK roy oveavwy 2 e o vioc pov 0 

b eb. vlil. 1. xiii. 17 | Mt., 94. Lake v. 36. ix. 36 al. 3 
ch. zv. 88 l. e | Mt. 

hj. Matt, all. 18. xvii. 5 l. 

adg. xvii. 6. = Jobn tx. 7. 
reff. f$. Matt. vil. 28. Johr i. 82al. fr, tan. Lil. 14 

9 Pet. I. 17. Gen. xxii. 2. = poroyernt, Aq. 

avrov. ^ yo Barrio 

auãe ö dart, abròc de Bar riert, vpac mvebuart ayip. 
ext l vate raiç nuepatc, Babe Insovc aro 

, Nazaeir ric Tan Aula, kai Bar rion siç roy lopBavnv 
kai si uc ava[Jaivey ex TOU U3arog 

ax COH’ toùe op kai ro ven, we 

* sreptaTepay ' karaBaivoy & ec avroy 11 kat É $wvn eyivero 

* aya nroc* E» oot.. 

d Lake iz: B red 

tCXvportpoc pow, oU our tit IEGVOÇ Avcai rov iwavra rev vrodguarw» AVTOV Kat 
avroc vpaç Barrice sv. fvevparc aytw D lat - (a) E &c (see Luke iii. 16). 
soxvpoc A ev-x. om 2nd pov B [al ? 102 

t. Jr 
. reo aft eye ins pey 

om BLN 88. 69 lat-6 c J^ g. 
(from || Mt, where none omit W with WADE rel ga rel gat(with mm mt) lat-ac &: om BH 

uóvoç MarÜaioc rohr wpo-éOnce ró tle perávorav) Aug. 
vpaç bef Barrıon D 69 lat-a 

AN 33 vulg Orig(addg 
om 2nd vpaç NI: 

|| Mt I9 with fani ifie mt lat-a f ff, syr goth eth: 

P] Orig, : om omsow pov A ev-P 

rec ins ev bef are 

rec ins ew bef ry. ay. (from Ly 
|| Mt), with ADPN 33(Treg) rel gat(with mm mt) copt Orig: om BL vulg lat-6 Aug. 

at end add cat vp. 
9. om 1st ca: B Scr's c. 

|| Mt Lu) P al syr-with-ast 
raic nuepace bef eenvaic DA Scr's e lat-) F. Hi. GI 

ins o bef yo. DMTA 69 Scr’scdeilmn rs w? evv-x-y-z-P-150. rec vro 

sw. bef eç r. ipò., F r goth sth arm: txt BDLN (1) 33. 69am 
(with fuld ing tol) lat-a f. 
Peas rec evlewc, wi eats rel? en D iata b eth: txt BLAN 33. rec (for sx) 
xo (from || Mt), with AP rel: po BDLN 33. 69 latt goth sth(appy) arm. 
fu exi; nvuypevouc (= nyoy.) D, apertos lat-b, aperiri lat-c, 

f rec weet mu R 33. 69, e sil) : txt ABDN rel (eyr-marg -gr). 
zaraßaıvwy D!. d xai Kae » (from Joh i. 88) & [10]. 33. 71 [= "s 

J. 86. 106 vulg lat-5 ff, I ce Ambr. (A has a space left.) 
for eic) ex’ (from I), wi Pil Are rel lat fg: txt BD 18. 69. 124 lat-a (b) L. 

Ek dia mo the notion of John’s baptism, tized : see note there. The commence- 
which id not confer the Holy Spirit, ver. ment of this Gospel has no marks of p 

] «yas Aðrar .. „ the ex- eye-witness: it is the compendium 
S endi B common to Mk., Lk., and Jn. ally cerren dardi. 10.] 
i. 27). It amounts to the same as bear- [rid or -, is a favourite connecting word 

the shoes—for he who did the last with Mk. St. Mark has here taken 
ing t necessarily be also employed in 
loosing and taking off the sandal. But 
the variety is itself indicative of the inde- 
pendence of Mt. and Mk. of one another. 
John used the two expressions at different 
times, and our witnesses have reported 
both. as is added by Mk., who, as 
we shall find, is more minute in circum- 
stantial detail than -the other Evan- 
geliste. 8.] Mt. and Lk. add xai 
wupi. 

9—11.] JESUS IS BAPTIZED BY HIM. 
Mt. iii. 18—17 : Lk. iii. 21, 22. awd 
Naf. is contained here only. The words 
with which this account is introduced, ex- 

indefiniteness as to time. It was 
Nx. ili. 21) after all the people were bap- 

the oral account verbatim, and applied it 
to Jesus, He saw,’ &c.—and abroy must 
mean Himself: otherwise we must under- 
stand ô lex. before elB«v, and take &vaf. 
as pendent, which is very improbable. 
The construction of the sentence is a re- 
markable testimony of the independence 
of Mk. and Mt. even when parts of the 
narrative agree verbatim. See note on Mt. 
iii. 10. oxi. diro to Mk.; and 
more descriptive ix9cav, Mt. 
Lk II.] cò ei, Mk. 14. oòrôc ie. 
Mt. — iv à b8., Mt.; iv» ovi 5 
Mk. and Lk. I mention these things to 
shew how extremely improbable it is that 
Mk. had either Mt. or Lk. before him. 
Sach arbitrary alteration of documents 
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dc. — 14 kai ed be rò wvevpa avro» * exBadre ec |); Matt xvi 

riv fpmuov. kal Ñv iv ry ipüp pac resospáxovra js Ja Tr 
' rapalouevoc v uro rod cara va, cal ny nerd Twv Onpiwy, nee 

o bain kai ot ayyeAor ™ Sencovowy avro. s. Mak i 

ABDEP 14 Kal pera Tò * mapaðobnva TOv Irn, IA o tz Mi 
Bil Incobc ac ryv TaXtAaiay knpigaey ro eb TOU EX 3. — 

69. ?(kov 15 A 6 Ort ? wewAnowrat o ° katpóc kai 33] By yurer — M 
n (JaciAela rov * Ócov* * utravortrs. xat ‘worebere tv TU P 7 44. cta vill. 

S Fet. H. 4. Po. Ixxxvii. 8. coestr., Bock. Av. 96 ai. fr. 
di. 2, 8, 9. 1 Pet. iv. HAM ME dv Wer ev. um 

Lake xxl. 24. LE 2 
PA ke i 

P see iv. 
II, 28, 80 and freq. ja Mik, Lake, Acts 

% Rom. i. 1. xv. 16. . pone 
v Matt. iv. 23. ix. 36. xxiv. 1a baly. 
1. 7, 13. e r Matt. 1 al. ch. i 

tw. àv, Joba lil. 150gly. Pa. ixxvii. 22. Jer. xii. 6. 

IL om eyivero DN! mt lat . 
9, D-lat syr- 

ang 99 
-wilk arm-mss: txt BD 

Av. fl. 1 "rp 

w || Mf), with A rel lat-5 f 
gris vulg lat-a c ff, 9, l Syr 

syr-txt copt-schw goth wth arm-zoh. (P def. j^ 
12. % ADE!K M-marg 1 : txt BN rel. 

exBadX bef avro» DA 33. 69 latt. 
aft vvevpa ins ro ayiov» D. 

18. rec ins exe: bef «v ry «pnye (marg Shires ey r. ep. [as appears by ev r. ep. 
555 aftds admd with it into the text), with A rel syrr arm: om 
LX 33 latt copt goth eth Orig 

a 
seth Orig Eus. 
evv-y-z-150. 

en rg Eus: 
AE G'HSUVI Eus-ed. 

TtGCipagovra bef nuepac BLN 33 vu 
add c. reooepar. vvzraç L(M) 13. 38 

ins cat bef repalopewoc D Muss 

cat uera) pera de (|| At), with ALN rel vulg lat. 
sed postquam lat-b g, D- lat: txt BD (al? ied e) co 

om o AEFHKM 

ABD 
om ev ry s. K 1. 69. 124. 209 al Scr's e w! lat-a 

Ry Digi l syr-marg copt Orig 
t-(c) Fi 9, l syr-marg copt 
om o: AM 33 al Scr’s c d 

5 
om 

Uvr rec A evayythioy 
ins rac Baextac (from Mi i iv. 23), with AD rel vulg lat-a f ff, 91. Syr syr-ms th: 
om BLN 1. 33. 69 mt lat-5 c ff, syr-ed copt goth(Treg) arm 

15. rec ins ca: bef Acywy, with BKLMA 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-a b &c syrr copt: om 
AD rel lat. ffs 
zapo D (al cat fat. t-a b c ff, 9}. 

could never have been the practice of any 
55 intent on an important 
wor 

12, 18.] TEMPTATION o» Jesus. Mt. 
iv. 1—11. Lk. iv. 1—18. 19, 13.) 
ac = dvayw Mt., = dyw Lk. It 
is a more forcible word than either of 
these to express the mighty and ais. i 
im of the Spirit. 
dad. Mt. Lk.; see note, Mt. iv. It 
asems to have been permitted to Y evil 
one to tempt our Lord the whole 
of the 40 days, and of this we have here, 
as in Lk., an implied assertion. The ad- 
ditional intensity of temptation at the end 
of that period, is ex in Mt. by the 
tempter to Him-—becoming visible 
and audible, Perhaps the being with the 
boasts may point to one form of temptation, 
viz. that of terror, which was practised on 
Him :—but of the isward trials who may 
speak ? el &yy., as T&v Onp. generic. 

There is nothing here to contradict 
the fast spoken of in Mt. and Lk., as De W. 
maintains Our Evangelist perhaps im- 

goth.—om rat Aeyev M (al?) mt lat-c Orig. mexÀAnpevrat ot 

plies it in the last words of ver. 13. It is 
remarkable that those Commentators who 
are fondest of maintaining that Mk. con- 
structed his narrative out of those of Mt. 
and Lk. (De W., Meyer) are also most 
keen in ting out what they call irre- 
concileable differences between him and 
them. No apportionment of these details 
to the various successive parts of the 
temptation is given by our Evangelist. 
They are simply stated to have happened, 
com 
M, 15.] JESUS BEGINS HIS MINISTRY. 

Mt. iv. 12—17. Lk. iv. 14, 15. 
14, 15.) See notes on Mt. iv. 12. 
seems to have been the usual and well- 
known term for the imprisonment of John. 

+d ebay. T. 0. ] sce reff., and note on 
ver. 1. erk. xaip.] see Gal. iv. 4. 
* The end of the old covenant is at hand ; 

. the Son is born, grown up, anointed 
(in his baptism), tempted, gone forth, the 
testimony of his witness is given, and now 
He witnesses himself; now that 
last speaking of God, by His Son (Heb 
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"Han evayyediy. 16 kai mapüyev ragd rì» ÜüAascav ric 
D. wia TexAaiae elder Zipwva kai Ard pla rov aii $àv Ti- 
m n pwvoç aufe iv ry Od, I dar ‘yap " aXetic. 

v. John 17 kai elrty avroic o Incovc " Acure * xxi. or nes kai 
iM p 

4 King vi. rtf d nac vevtiodat ‘artic avÜpirrey. — 18 Kat ebe C onar 
x= Matt. i y E E babe * agivrec rd) dcr Lab rd ncohob hn abr. BODE 
15 * xooBac 9M yov & v ‘TaxwBov róv TOU ZeBe8aiou Kat FGHEL Vet: v. A 

b, . John 

ra n Ia v rov abeA gov avrov, . Ev ry TÀOU ra 2 * 
| wey LI 

Kat 1,7 18. M. 30) ̀ karaprilovrac ra ? Bikrve. evOvc exadeaey 
MC dier i avrovg’ kai * agivrec roy waripa auTwv ZsPeBatov € tv Ty 

I NI LH wAolw pera rov "jusÜwro» © axnAÜov ° oricw avrov. 
Exod. xii 45. = piohor, Lake xv. 17, 19. o Jobs xii. 19. 

18. rec (for ca: vapayev) pagans de Oe At), with A rel (Syr) gyr - txt: txt 
BDLN 88. 69 latt (syr-marg) copt arm, ins rov bef e«ieva 28. 69. 124. 346. 

rec (for otpwyoc) avrov (from | 80 UY r with DGT 33 latt Syr wth: avrov rov 
ciuevoc (combination of readings) EF 
c. AE!A 1. 69. 
txt A(-rec) BD H(Treg) N rel. 
lat-b ff, syr copt goth ; 
28. 69. "134 vulg lat-a ef 
Ed with EN rel: aXaeg 
teig also). 

18. for evOtec, evOvc LN 33. 

goth : txt BLMN lat-a copt arm, rov 
rec (for ap AA FM elu. (from || At), with E MT 1 arm: 

aig adds aug:BAnorpoyw (from || Mt), with A rel 
V» VES, "Pe aad BaddXovrag 1 al Scr's a; ra ĉixrva D S 

a | Syr arm: om BLN 33 eth(ep 
ty, * doubtfal) txt AB'A (so in ver 1 1 N has 

rec aft d:erva ins avrwy, with A rel lat. F g, syrr 
E. eth: om BCLR 13. 83. 69 vulg lat-f, g} copt arm.—for ra ducrva, ravra D al 

t-a b c ff, 

o a 
66. 57. 58 ThL 
copt seth. 

aft odsyor, 38: om BD 

gkoXovOovy (for -05cav) 
AR wpoBag ins exeBev (from | 3. with ACN rel vulg late f fi 9, syr 

om oAryor 1 lat-a b ff, 9 
aft decrva ins avrwy (from (from | 15 70 ir 1 Syr syr- with · ast 

20. rec svfewc, with ACD rel: txt BLN 18. 33: om 124. 433 lat-b th: ins bef 
agevrec A (69) lat-c , Syr arm. 
wilk seth. 

i. 1) which henceforth shall be 
in all the world till the 
(Stier, R. J. i. 57.) 
words are in Mk. only. 
an interesting characteristic of the differ- 
ence between the preaching of John, 
which was that of repentance—and o 
our Lord, which was repentance and faith. 
It is not in Himself as the Saviour that 
this faith is yet preached : this He did not 

laim till much later in his rp 
ut in the fulfilment of the time and 
Fond of the kingdom of God. 

is not instrumental , (as 5 
means of the Gospel: but in the 
which, in its completion, seta forth Jesus 
Christ as the object of faith. The object 
of the faith is conceived as that on which 
the faith lays hold." Meyer. 

16—20.) CALLING oF Parze, ANDREW, 
JAMES, AND JOHN. Mt. iv. 18—22. Al- 
most verbatim as Mat. The variations 
are curious: after Sinwra, Mk. omits róy 

ycodovOncay avre (|| Mt) D (al?) latt copt- 

My. Térp. :—although the name was 
phetically given by our Lord before this, 
in John 1. 43, it perhaps was not actually 

ven, till the twelve became a distinct 
y, see ch. iii. 16. Mt. has eic rij» 0., 

for our i» r. 0., an inconceivable varia- 
tion, if one copied the other, as is also dp¢s- 
Badd. for Baan. &ueilAgarpor. The 
vapáyey xapá, and the dug. iy r. dak. 
are noticed by Meyer as belonging to the 

phic ae oS which this Evangelist 
oves 17.] vnde is here inserted 
before &Aeeis for minute accuracy. 
19.] nerd Z. r. warp. abr. (Mt.) is omitted 
here, and Z. inserted below, where Mt. 
has simply r. var. xal abrovs, these 
also, as well as the former pair of brothers. 
It belongs only to ly ry ole, not to the 
following clause. do. Tév pod. 
is inserted for particularity, and perhaps 
to soften the leaving their father alone. 
It gives us a view of the station of life of 
Zebedee and his sons; they were not poor 
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2l Kai acwopevovrat die Kagapvaoin. 
tic Thy ouvaywyiy. cá(9 aci tôidaocev ° 
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xai evBéwe ° roic d piar., Matt. d 

22 kal e- EIS. 
nsir., vor. 

ex Ancouvro Semi ry S4 da xp avrov, av yap ddr 1. mm 

23 

i 

vic el, 0 oc TOU ! 6.05. 25 

vi. 68 only. see Acts 11.14 1 Joha li. 20 
n Matt, zzii ) 12 rel 

2L rgemoprvovro D-gr 83. 

aw CG. 

00 LN 1. 83 Orig,. 

rec & ct AU eig ryv cuva*ywyrv edidacxey, with ABD re] 

ab rode ec " tEovsíay È ty» kai o de ot yeoppartic. B a. = 
kat evi ny ey ry svva yeyg avri» avOpwroc | 

wvebpart ! axalaory, kai ! avikpaEty xs Aer Ti tty *z 2 
cal coi Tagoù Natapm ; nA Osc awoAéoat ń nac: : 08a oe 

kai 
"Insovc A/ "DinwOnre kat Ee Abe tË avrov. 

jt 2 49. Lake viii. 28. xxii. 18 only. Jadg. vii. 90. 

ax x 

d Matt. vii. 39 

” iweripnoer avro 0 ich. v. 9. ef. 

25 kai e En 
8,4 

ki L. Matt. vill. . 9 Kings xvi. 19 al. 
m Matt. avi. 29. 2^ mde i. Zech. lil. . 

ins ev bef roit caBBa- 

latt yr goth wth arm: id. eig: N. eic T. ovy. al: (Mov t. v. o. id. al: tig r. ovy. 
avrey edcdace. 
avyaywyny (C) LN Orig 

syr-with-ast 
22. om 2nd xa: D! lat-5 c e. 

A 33 lat-c f g, syrr eth. 

A: sàidace. (s (. roc caBB. uc r. ouv. C Syr copt: edidaccey uc ryv 
variations seem to shew that 

offence and was repli i by coe or sA0.)—edsdafer Ni. 

aft ypapparetc ins avrwy (from Mt vii. 29) CM 

the construction gave 
add avrovg D latt 

23. $3. 191. 200 copt Ong. ae en avy. av, bef qe (al?) . on as ins 
BLN 1. 33. 131. 209 copt 
DL 72 lat-b c e ff. g copt- 

ev rn ovv. av. bef ny C (al?) Orig. 
om 2nd «v recy a 

om avray 
evexpakey D. 

24. rec ins ea bef ri ont Luke. It is not correct ae Tischdf that near 
the same MSS omit it in La, as here: e. g., B has it 

arm Orig Eus,: om BDX! latt Syr copt eth Aug. 
npaç bef awoXsoas C Vict. ABTA Ser's e ev-z: cot CDN rel. ks 

odapev L A- gr M copt eth arm Iren-lat 
Tert Aug Paulin : txt ABCD rel latt syrr got 

25. om o ina. D 142 lat-b g,. 
written manu?) 

avOpexov D 8-pe latt(not f). 
lat-b c e ff, 71.» goth wth. 

fishermen, but had hired servants. Mt. 
has #corovOne. abr. Now may we not 
venture to say that both these accounts 
came Peter y? Matthew's 
an earlier one, taught (or given in writing 
perhaps) without any definite idea of 
. a larger work; but this 

y corrected and rendered accu- 
rate, even to the ipia. the name 
Peter, which though y known, 
and therefore mention d oral ac- 
count, was perhaps not "t formally gi given, 
and must be omitted in the historical 

31—38.) HxarrwaG oF A DEMONIAO IN 
THE SYNAGOGUE AT CAPERNAUM. Lk. 
iv. 31—37. 21.] Not immediately 
after the e calling of the 
Apostles, Br ei cs de MON, the 
healing of the leper, and o the centurion's 
servant, precede the miracle. 

e), wi ACN? rel syr got. 

ov (confusion of vowels ?) 
for o:da, 

d Eus Cyr-jer Bas Chr Thdor-mops Cyr 

om je Al (possibly) N.. cee $uieÜgni i is 
over an erasure in A: Ae is inserted in 0 

for ek, ax HL 88 al Scr's c s v lat-f F, 9, , ? Orig- lat Damasc. 
at end add xvevpa arabaprov D (8- pe) gat mm 

N by corr'& 
for avrov, rov 

23.] ae pi uses 
the end of the Sermon on the Mount, Mt. 
vii. 28, and the first clause of it, —and, in 
subetance, the 55 the pos 
respon: to this in e iv. 

$85. . vô. dv av.) The use of 
the prep. in this connexion is unusual: 
see reff. Ithink the best account of it 
is that it falls under a large class of 
usages of i», expressing the element in 
which the man lived and moved, as 
sessed and interpenetrated by the evil 
spirit,—as in the common expressions iy 
3 i» xosory, cf. 2 Cor. xii. 2, and 
Acts . 28. This account occurs in 
Lk. iv. . 35— 87, nearly verbatim: for the 
variations, see there. It is very important 
for our Lord’s official life, as shewing that 
He rejected and forbade all testimony to 
his Person, except that which He came on 
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e * 4 Los 

ook tz. 901 La ° owapatay avrov TO vvtuua 10 axaQaprov kai D ABCDE 
Xs zat i19 p peyady ekyAOew iE avrov. 27 kai " ib aBUD⁰ | MSUV 

a "2 Rings t auroùe Aiyovrac Ti. p ch. x. 24, 82 dmavrtc, ters à oui robe 

xx. l a. OTI TOUTO ; did ax kan ' kar eCougiav’ kat toic Tvti- 
X uaciw TOC akaDáproic " éwiracott, kai vraxovovew aury. 
Lake zail, 28 kat Engen ñ ù * axon avrov tb mavrayov tic oAny 
i Tv " mepiywpov ric TaAsAatag. 29 Kai tuo ex rac 

f M xix. aura yorync eA Bourec nABor eie Thy ouiay Lipevog kai 
vi din Ep. AvOpfov pera TaxoBov kai lwávvov. 

* suptscoved, xai db . Lgs y tL. LL. ch. tx. 36. s. Ziuwvoc 7 karéktiro 

. 232. 1 Cor. iv. 17 oaly. lea. xlii. 23. 
x J. Matt. x. 85. Lake xii. 58 bis only. Ruth i. 14. 
aj Mt. only f. 

a = Matt. iv. 94 ref. 8 Kings fl. 28. 

90 $ de E 

veh. xvi. 20. Lukciz.6. Acts xvii. 30 
w Matt. ill. 4 31 ziv. 85 al. Dent. lii. 33, x 

ych.11.4. John v. Acts xaviii. 8. Prov. vi. 

20. x. «£5À0. ro xy. ro ar. a rapakac avrov x, kpatac p. p. «£90. aw avrov D, 
simly lat-e f}. 
pa ba (more usual word) 

om ro xvevpa B [al ? 102 = BP]. 
„ with AC (D) rel: txt BL 83 

rec (for $evqcav) 
for e£, ar (From 

|| Lake) CDMA 33 latt Damasc: txt ABN rel goth arm 
27, (gau nca» D Orig. 

txt BLUN 157. 433 Orig. 
avrouc, with BGLSN : txt ACD rel. 
txt BDN rel. 
car’ e£ovaiay, with C rel (latt) syrr goth: ric 9 xawr aurn od. ore A: 
rig N SY ectorn y rain aur 9 Čovoia ori 

Orig. 
rec (for awayrec) ravreg (|| Luke), with ACD rel: 

om xpoc BN [al ? 102 = BJ. rec (for taur.) 
Aeyovrec (from | Luke) ACE!MA! 33: 

rec (for didayy aw car’ e£ovciay) ric n Óidaxn n rawn aurg ort 
i aliter : 

D, omg re eri rovro, as also do gat 
(and mm mt) latd c ofa Is txt BLN 1. 33. 181. 209 al. (ict seems to have been 

inal, and to have been variously conformed to || Luke.) 
rec (for cat s££5A0.) (KNX. de, with A rel lat-f syr goth arm: txt BCDLMAN 

83 erv- y. 2 150 latt Syr copt eth. om evOv, Ni 1. 28. 33. 591. 18] al 8cr's e 
v lat-d opt. dia gJ, copt-wilk wth arm: ins A B(see table) CD Nb rel vulg lat-/ 

schw goth. rec om xavrayov (see Lare), with ADN! rel vulg d ES 7 
P syrr goth arm: ins BC(L Nab, -y 5) 69 lat-ġ e copt. for ric ya,, 

Tac iced aiac NI: rov wodavov 28: execwny Scr’s 81. 
29. rec evGewc, with AC rel: om D (al ?) lat- e f} g, Syr eth: txt BLAM 1. 38. 

e£. 06 ex r. o. Os D lat-(5 e 
1. 69 gat(with mm) lat-(b c e 

Ad gA0 Mt In D eti Uo» A (from || ) B(D) 
syr-ms-marg eth arm Thi Euthym: eg 9 

. venerunt mt (with tol) lat vl, Syr-ma: txt ACN rel vulg Syr syr-txt copt goth. 
30. arx. ĉe n T. op. D latt(exc f). 
b o ff, 91 Syr ath: txt BDLN 33. 69. 

earth to give. The demons knew Him, but 
were silenced. (See Mt. viii. 29; ch. v. 7.) 
It is of course utterly impossible to un- 
derstand such a testimony as that of the 
sick person, Ne less of the fecer or 
disease. at.] We may observe that 
this epithet often occurs under strong 
contrast to His Majesty and glory; 
here, and ch. xvi. 6, and Acte ii. 2224 3 
xxii. 8; and, we may add, Jn. xix. 19. 

Aa, generic : “communem inter 
se causam habent dæmonia, Bengel. 
cwapáf.]) having oonvuleed him, see reff. 
Lake adds, that he did not injure him at 
all. $1.] Tpós davrovs is not, each 
man within himself, but amounts to wpéc 
&dAnAovc, see reff. Meyer well remarks, 
that the reason of the reflexive pronoun 

reo tut, with AC rel: om 1 (al f) lat- 

used, is probably to be found in 
the narrative represen what was ssid 
among themselves, not to Jesus and his dis- 
ciples. We may either take ratvij with 
rar iKovuciay, ‘new in respect of power,’ 
as Meyer: or regard caw and xar 
lKovsiav as two separate predicates of 
d. duxij. The latter view is erable as 
more borne out by the adverbial use of 
rar with nouns si in the 
reff. Render then a new and 

$8.] This miracle which powerfal. 
St. Mark and St. Luke relate first of all, 
is not stated by them to have been the 
frst. Cf. John ii. 11. 

20—34.] HEALING oF Simon’s MO- 
THER-IN-LAW. Mt. viii. 14—17. Lk. iv. 
88—41. The three accounts, perhaps 
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aury mepi auriic. 31 kat mpoceA Bay ryupey avr « ma 1 LT 
ci THE Xetpocy Kat dhe abr o Tuperac Heb, oiy, 

ei Ec, kai ° Senxover avroic. 32 d opiag de ?* “yevopivnc, ber [^ 7 ia). 

ore 'tOvstv o qoc, É$spov TpOc avrov wavrac rode Aeta B 

s care E éxovrag kai rouc Ë Sarpontouévouc, 33 ral Jv 

imavvnynévn rode ru bögar. 
hep moAXove " xaxwe "E Exovrac i rouiaic old, 

cal Sapova woAAa cEiBadev, Kai ob pu Aa tn rd E it D. 
kai KC Sauióvia 5 OT fous». avro». 

¥ xxviii. 99 i 
only. 

ac Matt. iv. 11 
ref. 

KAL AT At. a fr. 
t, Mk. onl 

ezo, Joba wf. 

* Evvuya diay mi sod x. 
L. only. 

avaarác Ed. cal awnAÓsv sç ionnor TÓTOY, cart: 1 Gen xlvi. 
lal. dtve., 

! gpocnüyero. Kat a xaredtweay avrov Ziuvv kai o! eut Bot = ag 

em E i Mt. reff. h ch. xiti. 27 (Mt. Matt. xxiii. 87. Lake xii. 1, 20 84 
only. 2 Chron x. B. 1 = Matt. iv. 2 9 Tim. Ul. f al. j fip, ch. xi. 16 oniy. = MMC 
111. 15. xxii 14 ai. Ps. civ. 14. Wasong t ME Y 6. ] abs., Matt. vi. 6 apd 
pasim, m bere oniy. Josh. H. 16, 29. Ps. xxii. 

31. eeruvag rq» xepa kpargoac gy. aurny D lat-(b) f. 
155 AC rel latt: 5 lat -ö. m 

t-e copt arm: ins aft ca: al: bef agne. D vulg lat-c S 
bef dene. al: bef o svp. lat-b : txt A rel syr : SPa qua Syr: 
a ibi. 2 

rec aft xt :p ins avrgc 
om evOruc (|| MZ Lu) BCLR 

goth seth. 
89. for ov. ye». ort, cum autem (perhaps the origl tæt, and o. yev. ined from || Mt) 

lat-5. rec &&v, with ACN rel: 

om from wart. Sarporl. ver 8 
by corr®b.) 

tüvetv BD. 

ins 3 zouniAatg (from || Lees) D M e e ff, 91 

rec 9 rok. OA. € mic. yis with A rel ved (053 
goth eth arm: txt BCDL M-corr!b 33 (ev-y) * * lat-b e copt 

aft Ovpav ins avrov D lat-c ( ff, gi, appy 
84. for ver, r. elepamwsvety avrovc x. rove 

egepooay D. aft exovrac 

as xac Cats. ver 34 Ni. 1 on | 
2 Syrr copt-wilk 
hw. (om g» Ur.) 

NR txovrag eke. avra aw aur 
r. ove yaey avra Aad. ore nidacay avrov. x. eOepawevoty won. KAK. ey. vot. vo 
£. dn. roAa EBG D, simly x. cep. to ax’ avrwv lat-ff, 91 

: avra AAA D latt (not Aye 
1. 124. 131. 209 al ev-y al; row yp. t». QM N-corr*> 

33(appy). 69 ; nö. rov xe. avr. ay. C lat f g, D 

bef AaXAuy» B Cal? 102 = B? 
xprorow uva: (from || Luke) B 

. rec eyyvyov, wit 
avacrac D-gr 226 lat-a c. 
wilk. aft eig ins ro» D. 

A rel Orig: txt 

from a common source (but see notes on 
Lk.) are all identical in substance, but 
very diverse in detail and words. 
A. 4 ier ett of the fever, is com- 
mon to all, and &nxdve atrois, but no 
more. The same may be said n 82— 
84:—the words xal fjv SA. A mód. bw 
epa are added in our text, shewing the 
accurate detail of an eye-witness, as also 
does the minute specification of the house, 
and of the two accompanying, in ver. 29. 
Observe the distinction between the sick 
and the demoniacs : cf. ch. iii. 15. Ob- 
serve also rok ob, *oÀAÓ, in connexion 
with the statement that the sun had 
set. There was not time for all. Meyer, 
who notices this, says also that in some 
the conditions of healing may have been 
wanting. But we do not find this ob- 
stacle existing on other occasions: cf. 

ra aıporia 
aft avrov ins 

1: txt AD rel latt Syr goth Vict. 
LN 1. 33. 131. 209 evv-y-150. om 

om «at awndGer B 28 2-pe al lat-b c e ff, g, Syr copt- 
wpocevtero orabat D. 

90. carediwier BMU 28 al ev-y vulg lat-F, g,. rec ins o bef eue», with AC 

Matt. iv. 24; xii. 165; xiv. 14: Acta v. 
16. On the not permitting the demons 
to speak, see note above, ver. 25. I 
should be disposed to ascribe the account 
to Peter. Simon, Andrew, James, and 
John occur together again, ch. xiii. 8. 

80—388.] JESUS, BEING SOUGHT OUT 
IN His RETIREMENT, PREACHES AND 
HEALS THROUGHOUT GaLILzR. LK. iv. 
42, 48, where see note. Our Lord’s pre- 
sent was, not to remain in any 
one place, but to make the circuit of 
Galilee; not to work miracles, but to 
preach. fvvvxa, acc. plur. neut. of 
iyyuxoc, as in the sing. onpepoy, apo, 
viov, &c., a form not so used in the 
classics. We have however xdvyvya, 
Soph. Ajax, 911. é€4X9. from the 
house of Peter and Andrew, ver. 29. 
86. of per’ aùr.) Andrew, John, and 
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95 9 es . 1 g ,* a 1 E 3 uL di 
a Mit xvi. usr aurov, “ kai spov avrov kai. Aéyovoty ry on 
E wavrec Cnrovaty oe ? kai Abet avroic Aye 

piden. a tig rác ° exonivac a kapowoAac, 1 tva Kaket 
xñ, 16 enpb b eic rovro va * ebnABov. 99 kai nv Knpisowy 

d ante All. eie rdc ouvaywyac avrov tac OAny rjv TadcAaiav, kai 

zi 2 "6 or. ra Sauióvia ERA AU. 
a her ont 40 Kai 7 Epxerat wpoc avro» " Xerpoc " wapaxauy aurov 
„ [x«i .yovuwerum avrov | [xai] Nyon aury Ort td» 

: 1 £ 2. . GA gc Sivacai ue * kaapíaat. o & Ino 7 awXay- 
1 Ds xuabeic, * exreivag THY Xp avrov Maro xai Aye 
Sieh. ib avrg Gl, cabagiobori. E kai fUTÓVTOC avrov evBv¢ papers 
T xii, axnAQev ax avrov ù Akrpa, kai *éxabepioOn. * kai bcp 

ots vii, 
40.0 oput. ret. v= Matt. xviii. 20 al. Esth. vil. 7 Ald 7. id. GELMS 

Matt. xvii. 14, "absol, CERTI 00 suis t. x | Mt. reff. y Matt. ix. wae = Key viL 
9. x. $3. Lake vii. 1 ana a Mt. Mk. L. oaly t. 1. 33. 69. 

rel; o re K 1. 69. 124. 200 al Ser's d e pw; re D! ; rore D? (and lat): om BL 88. 
om o: B!. 

91. rec evpovres, omg 2nd cat, with AC rel lat-a d f ff, g, , copt goth arm: aft Ist 
rat ins ore and om 2nd rat D-gr vulg : txt BL lat-e copt-ms sth. os bef 
Znrovey (for emphasis: see Wi 'e note) A rel lat af goth Vict : txt BCDLA 
1. 33 vulg lat-(b o) e ff, 2 91.2 arm 

38. rec om . (as superfi, and not in || Luke), with AC rel latt syrr 
ins BC'L 33 copt (æth arm). for exopevaç, evyve D: exopeva B(see pea 
Kwpaç x. eig rac xotg D, simly latt Syr goth. ins xat bef «£. bee 
&£gA8ov) cEiAgA vOa, with AD rel: ANV A 28. 69. 124. 346 al (12 i in Scr) latt 
syr-marg goth arm: txt BCLN 33 syr. 

89. for n», MAY BLN copt wth: txt ACD rel latt goth arm. &19pucoty- 
Ni. rec ey raiç cuvaywyacc, with E rel: txt ABCDELA t. 69. 

40. for rapora dv, epwrw» D. om Kat yorve£TOY avrov inr e 5 
not ined from || Mt Le, a Tce Close) BD GUNT e ff, 9, : ins 
bef rapar. Syr: txt AC (L) rel vulg lat-e f ff, 9: syr copt goth eth (arm).—om 
avrov L 1. 209 Scr's g arm. (The preceding avroy is omd by 69 ev-y.) om cat 
bef Asy. BN 69! lat-e copt-mss: ins ACD rel. om avre DI am(with em fuld ing 
tol) arm. om ort D 28 vulg lat-b f, J, L Syr : for ori, zupu (|| Mt Lu) CL mm 
(with mt) lat-c e ff, g, copt sth arm: ins xup bef ori B: txt A 83. 69(sic) rel lat-a 
syr goth. s^ eic D. for duvyacat, dvyn B. 

41. for o às ene. or., kat oxi. B [al ? 102 = B?] lat-e copt-wilk : ras ri^ pe 
(cas is from || Mt Lu) Data f: oxr. de o ijo. L: txt AC rel vulg latc f ff, gy! 
syrr copt-ms goth. pgs bef avrov (from || Mt Lu, to avoid ambiguity), 
with A rel vulg lat-a e f ( 1.9) goth arm: avr. ny. avr. D: 5 

42. om uroyroç avrov (|| Mt BEY BDL 69 lat-a b c e yr copi: e AC rel 
vulg lat: fs syr goth wth arm. rec evOewc, with ACD Tiles txt B! 9 
Aexpa bef ax’ avrov AK Ser's a d e w syr: n Aexpa bef arndt ax’ haud (|| Mt) 
C copt goth: ax nX0tv n Xexpa avrov A 235 (al P) : txt BDL rel latt Syr copt-ms arm. 

FreaQepta8n so AB*CGLA, but cap. in ver 41. ] 

James, ibid. 388.) AAM. = dwtorddny, up. els] not for i», but as lc rò» dine 
Lk.: not ‘undertook this journey: He Mei, Thuc. v. 46, and similar expres- 
had not yet begun any journey, and it sions: see reff. 
cannot apply to i£jAGe» above, for that 40—45.] CLEANSING OF A LEPER. Mt. 
was not to any city, nor to preach. The viii. 2—4. Lk. v. 12—14. The account 
word has ite more solemn sense, as in reff. E is the fullest, and evidently an ori 
Jn., though of course not understood te» one, from an eye-witness. St. Luke men- 
by the hearers. To deny this, as Meyer, tions (ver. 15) 5) the spreading of the fame 
is certainly not safe. 89.] See of Jesus, without assigning the cause as 
Mt.iv. 28: also on Luke iv. 44. in our ver. 46. See note on Mt. 



II. 1, 2. 

* tpDpumsánevoc avrp evoce 
At ye avro 
DuEoy Ty ipe, Kai 
cov a = rpocéra&ty Movonc, 
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ERB avro». “ kai a Malt, iz. 90. 
OD pander und v elxyc, aa 5 vraye oeavroy 

" wpoctveyke. wept rov * xaGapropo . 
: eic 

Jobs xi. 
EIS 4. 
5 

AMO VET. 12 

" paprüpiov GUT OLC. bi Mi, Matt. 
15 b o £A Bu fip aro * cup f roMAd kai * dia pnui- — 5, 

Exod. 
xxv, 40. Rey. čev r0» " Aóyov, & wore unktri avróv Sivacbat ' $avtpoc xix. 10. xri 

siç TOÀ eiçà ei aAÀAd few * 
Wpyovro wpóc avTOv rãprober. 

II. ! Koi sige Oo rah eic Kagapyaoup ^ St fuspov 
? nkovaÓn Ore ? tic olkóv ? torv, 

200 L. f Matt. ix. 16 reff, 
xxviii. 15. 5 Exod. xviii. 19. 
I. John» l o xix. 

m eb. xiv. a8 1 Mi, aoak 17. Gal.ii.t. Deut. ix. 11. 
89. Acts xi. 99. 1 Cor. v. 1. 2 Chron. xxvi. 15. 

q Matt. xxii. 34 al. 

am ipnuoic r rote HY, e vi. Lake il. 
kai L 22. a 

oaly. Lev. 
xv. 18. 

cat cb dt evi x On- * ree one a Legere 
Matt, ix. 81. xxviii. 15 only 9. 

1 John vil. 10. 
43. Hebd. lx. 4 only. : ly. 

Matt. xxvii. 14 Sohn ie. 
p pres., Joba I. du reff. 

48. rec «vOeuc, with AC rel: txt BDL 83.—«£:8. avrov bef «v0. AK Scr's e w arm: 
om ev0. 8 yr wth. 

44. om under (see || Mt La) ADLA 33. 69 latt Syr copt sh Vict Thl: ins BC rel 
syr arm. 
bef ceavroy D latt. 
sth: cad’ d 38. 

45. om roààa D latt. 
292. tic rot bef davepwe CL pts 
ed Syr : txt AB rel am(with fld) syr 
txt ACDMA. 

mae oa om gy xa: lat-b e. 
re 

rec aAA', with Mr (SV 1. 33, e al) txt ABCD rel. 
wpoceveyras (itacism 1) CL. 

deakor 
for d, rab (|| Luke) C! 

om Ist avroy D Scr’sk: @vvacOas bef avrov 75. 2; 
83. 124 copt: eiçeAbuv bef eic roy D 

goth arm. 
rec (for 10 ey from || Luke), with ACD rel: txt BLA 28. 124. 

rec aAX’, with B(Mai) L 

rec mavrexotey, with EGUVI: txt 

Cur. II. 1. rec va» scnàĝey, with (no greek manuscript f) vulg lat- f fi, 
91: D- lat: «cgA0e(v) rau AC rel (most mss, appy) 
sya. waMy FGP 236 Scr’s f i s Syr: C. ( 
seth arm.—rec bef ye. ins a: (fo suit the corrn 
syrr goth: om BL 33 lat-a c of 
occasioned the corra to tick. cut.) 
AC rel lat-g,. 

AI. ] ewAayxnviotels gives the reason of 
1 Jesus being moved with compas- 
sion stretched out his hand and touched 
him. This is characteristic of St. Mark. 
43.] t&éBadev need not necessarily imply 
that the h was in a house (Meyer 
i aight ave tea eae, Lk, 

44.| ceavrév, being prefixed to 
the verb, an emphasis: trouble not 
thyself with talking to others, but E 
complete thine own case by getting thy- 
self formally declared pure. 45] 
5 ro, he lost no time in doing it. 

Aóyov not, ‘what Jesus had said to 
bim, but account, of his healing. 
fipxovro tells us more than ij would 
have done. Our Lord did not wish 
to put a stop to the multitudes seeking 
Him, but only to avoid that kind of con- 
-course which would have beset Him in 
the towns: the seeking to Him for teach- 

copt arm. (The 

lat-e syr h Thi: &4c9À0ev o 
y) S lat-c: txt BDL 33 lat-a copt 

above), with ACD rel vulg lat-b e g, 
) of a nom for groveOn has 

. t» ote (correction) BDL 33 latt copt: txt 

ing and healing still went on, and that 
from all . 

Cuar. II. 1—12.) HEALING oF A PA- 
RALYTIC AT CAPERNAUM. Mt. ix. 2—8, 
where see notes Lk. v. 17—26.—The 
three are evidently independent accounts; 
Mark's, as usual, the 1nost in de- 
tails; e. g. * borne of fow ? Luke's also 

marks of an eye-witness (see ver. 
19, end) ; Matthew's apparently at second 
hand. 1.] 80° fpepév, after an polen 
of some days: see reff. alg olxov 
in doors; as «ic áypóv, to the country, ch. 
xvi. 12: = elc ròv olkov, elg róv dypóv,— 
the practice of omitting the art. after a 
preposition being universal, and a tly 

ted by no assignable rule. See ex- 
amples in Middleton, ch. vi. § 1, which 
however in later Greek are by no means 
limited to the class of nouns there men- 
tioned, but are found with nouns of all 
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bnie gay roi, were pncére "qwptt». pndt rà "soc r- 
y : Übpav' kai ' £ÀaAÀ& avroic rov " Aóyov. — kai i, r 

An pépovreç mpòç aurov ` rapaAvricür " aipópevov UrO reg- 
i ) a , e a (eee sit. Gapwy. * kai py d uva “swpoceyyioat aur dia rov 

res GyAÀov 7 arecréyasay thy rf orou nv, Kat 
8 N òv °xoaGarroy ö ro 0 rapakvricò in , Šavrec  XaAwoww rov "kpüDarrov ö rob, ipaÀvrucoc 
* Naa.xi. “xaréxaro. 5 180% de o IncoUc ryv mioriv avrov \éyu 

rp " mapadurixw Téxvov, “ apiwvrai aov ai f Guaprias. 
6 gav &i tivec rov ypapuariwy exer kaÜnusvor xat 

1 dia, h iv raic Kapóiatc avrov 7 Ti ovroc ovrw¢ 

Aadet; 'BAac$nutt ric Sivarar "' apf ‘ auapriacg ti 
t k F e 8 8 * vOv 12 * e "I - ind 

an “ec o Oc; © cal evOdc “emtyvouc o Insovc ry 
Prov. xxix. $2 only. b Lake v. 4,6. Acts ix. 96. xxvii. 17,80. 2 Cor. xi. 18 „ Jer. xiv. 

(xxxviii.) 6 ai o vv. 9, 11, 18. ch. vi. 55. John v. 8, &c. Acts v. 15, ix. 83 only f. d cb. i. 39 reff. 
e Matt. vi. 12 al. Ps. xxiv. 18. f | Mt. reff g Matt. xvi. 7, 8 reff. b Matt. xxiv. 48 al. Doat. viii. 

17. Ps. iv. 4. { == | Mt. reff, k cb. z. 18. 1 Matt. xiv. 85 reff. 

| ¢ 

x here only. 
Gen. xxxiii. 

2. om «v0. BL 83 vulg lat-b g, 7 Syr copt wth arm Aug Bede. 
po aurou D lat- c ff. 

9. rec xp. av. rapadurixoy bef gsporrsc, with AC? rel goth wth: wp. avr. ptp. rap. 
C'DG 1. 69. 124. 131. 209 latt syrr arm: txt BLN 33 am lat-g, J. 

4. for xpocey year, wooctveycac BLN (88) vulg lat F L A- lat syr copt wth: txt ACD 

for avrog roy, 

rel lat-a (b) c e ff, 91.2 Syr goth arm. om avre DK! arm-mss. for dia 
fov oyAÀoy, axo rov oyAov D vulg lat-d o &c. aft gv ins o noove DA mt lat-a o 
&c Byr goth seth arm. om sÉopvEavric D latt Syr wth. rec (for 2nd oxov) 
eg w (see var read || Luke ver 25), with AC rel lat-b c &o syrr copt goth eth arm (e$ o 
Y al): af = 18. 83. 69: txt BDLN lat-a 91. for o r. rarertero, NY o F. karakt- 
&voc i-g5. 

d b. for idu». ĝe, car wv (from || Mt Le) BCL 83. 69 lat - mih: txt AD rel 
latt syrr goth arm. ins Gapoes bef rexvow C. a$uvra:i B 88 vulg lat-a c e g, 
syrr goth: agiovrat A: ageovrar G 69: txt ACDN rel lat-d f. rec (for eov a: 
apapriat) oot at ap. cov (from || Luke), with AC rel vulg lat-a e f D- lat syrr eth 
arm Orig-lat: cos at ap. C! am(with em fuld ing mt) lat-b e ff, ,: cow at ap. cov M! 
al: txt BDGLA 1. 33. 69. ; 

6. at end ins Aryorrec D (al ?) lat- b &c (copt-mss) eth. 
7. for ri, or. B Lr. P. rec (for ÀkaÀu ; „ BXac$quaac ( 

Luke), with AC rel lat-e syrr copt goth mth arm: txt BDL latt copt- ms. ins 
ray bef apapriag Dl. om tic D-gr. 

8. rec evOsec, with AC rel: txt BLN 33: om D 28. 64. 2-pe lat-a 5 o ff, g, Syr wth 

classes of meaning. The els combines are now reduced. pyrén . 
motion with the construction,—‘ that he 

. . pad] 
So that not even the parts towards the 

had gone home, and was there.’ 3.] door (much less the house) would any 
In this verse we have again the peculiar longer hold them (they once sufficed to hold 
minute depicting of Mark. Wordsw. be- them). dddAa, in the strict imper- 
lieves these minute notices . . . to be re- 
corded by the Evangelist with a studied 
design, lest it should be supposed that, 

fect sense: He was to them the 
word, when that which is about to be re- 
lated happened. 8, 4.] It would ap- 

* lop H 

because he incorporates so much which is 
in St. Matthew's l, he was only a 
copyist : and in ondes to shew that he did 
80 because he knew from ocular testimony 
that St. Matthew’s narrative was adequate 
and accurate.” I mention this, to shew to 
what shifts the advocates of the theory of 
the “interdependence ” of the Evangelists 

pear that Jesus was speaking to the crowd 
from the upper story of the house, they 
being assembled in court, or perhaps 
(but less probably) in the street. Those 
who bore the ic ascended the stairs 
which led direct from the street to the 
flat roof of the house, and let him down 
through the tiles (did réy cepaper, Luke). 

H . 
epo- 

€arree... 
ABCDE 
GHKL 
MSUV 
Ta l. 33. 

69. 
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1. 
John xt. 

88. Acts xix. 
— lan. 

* ebxomerepor, rely Ty miri, 
 Wapaurixy are A$twvrai cov at  ápapríat, 1 ELT EL o dh, siet 

Eyeipou à apov rov P xpaBarrov gov kai wepewares ; ; 10 ivaa — vit 99 

à tiònri ort 1 eCousiay 4$ exu " 
Av Emi rne yac ‘ duagriac, Aéyer ry 

diro viii. 20 ' ayÜpénrov ** A 
' rapalvruc ^ 26. Acta vit 

r vioc rou 

>> Aéyw, Eyupe pov róv ° kpá[Jarróv GOV Kai A "1 
* y 

Vra ye tic TOV oko gOv. 

rov P kpáBarrov Ne évavriov vr" 
"SotaZav rov sov Ori racQat wavrac xai 

more claner. 

kai nyipOn kai toͤbde à apa t Matt. xii. 33 
a pons pg 

TEE 
xv. T 
xe. 

v Mati. ix. 88. 

were ‘ ekia- 
@ 

ob roc ovOt- 

13 Kat &gAÜsv. ware mapa thy ÜüAaccav, kai mac o 

arm. om avrov D 258 lat - a b c e ff, copt 

1 A 0 syr goth Thl 
befi: tat BL 88 vulg lat-e f 9, 

aguvrat B 28. 2-pe T rud cefg3, 
2 sayings are transposed in D 
(S, e 11 vulg lat-c Eus : 
eye ACD 33(Treg) rel: txt B 
written, 

rec om avro: (as e ee with BDGL 1 latt Syr 

Cot at gov vis: 8 B 
T (Meyer contends that eytipe ts every where to be 

the active form not being understood, and altered to -pai or -pov. 

ilk. om ovrec B (al?) lat-a b c 
eth arm: 

rec (for Ac si eor» (from || Mt Lu), with ACD rel lat-a 
om avro B lat. : 

goth: txt ACD rel lat-d. the 
rec (for cov at ap.) cot at ap., with ACDra 

rel. rec eyspas, with UA, 

But -par 
is hardly to be clearly reasoned about, on account of the ifacism : and -pov ts read 
neither in ver 11 nor in ||.) 

lata f g, l Eus. 
T. oxor gov D 93 lat-a 

10. iàgr: (itaciem 7) 10 b 

11. rec eyup, with LUA: 
(|| Zeke), with A rel lat-c 
g, l Syr copt arm Ephr A 

12. rec tvO. bef cat, with Ac, Eb y goth sth : 
33 copt-ms arm.—4vOeec ACD rel: txt BL. 

avrov HL 98 lat-c Syr copt sth. 
vies ins Asyorrag (supplemy : cf var in D), with ACN rel 

lat-(a f) 91 l copt-schw : txt BC. 

rec ins rat bef apo» (fi 
= am lat -a g, D-lat syr goth eth: om CDL 1. 88 vulg-ed(with fuld) 

rec gow bef r. cp. (Mt, ver 6), with A 33 rel: txt ABCDK 
p 5 vray: DLA lat -a. ff. 9, goth(appy). 

emi rfc ync bef agua: ( from || 
MA 33 latt Syr copt goth arm: apapriac bef 

syespow K: txt ABCD rel. 
, D- vi ea om BCDLT 33 vulg lat-a ö ef ffi, 

rom || Mt Lu), with AB 
AE ELS 

ip 

Mt L«) CDHL 
ec rnc ync B 142. 157 eth: txt A rel 

rec ins cas bef apoy 

tub. bef nyepôn D evv-47-60 ( 

for svavriov, «urpoo0s» BL. rec 
: eas Aeyuv D: om B 

rec ovdewore bef ovTec „ 7). with AC rel vulg lat-a e J! fa 

syr: txt BDLN lat-(b) e arm. 
19pa59À N'. 

18. om xau» D-gr copt-ms Aug. 

See the extract from Dr. Robinson, de- 
scribing the Jewish house, in note on 
Matt. xxvi. 69. 7. otros ore] the 
first word i : the ex- 
aggerates. 8.] The knowledge was 
immediate and supernatural, as is most 

in Mk.,—and denote the turning to the 
eee There ma 

ve been something in his state, w 

days» (rec -do-: txt CD), an tv re 

om o Di. 

required the emphatic address. 
13 — 22.] THE caLLING or Levr. 

FRAST AT HIS HOUSE: QUESTION CON- 
CERNING PASTING. Mt. ix. 9—17. Lk. 
v. 27—89. I have discussed the question 
of the identity of Matthew and Levi in the 
notes on Mt. The three accounts are 
in matter nearly identical, and in diction 
so minutely and unaccountably varied, as 
to declare here, as elsewhere, their inde- 
cians of one another, except in having 

some common source from which they 
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14 kal ABCDE 
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Ld j y» c M > 2 © oO J , 
OxyAoc fjpyero wdc avrov, Kat edidacxey avrobc. 

viewer“ wapaywy slótv Acviv rov rov "AAÀ$atov xa@npevoy Eri MSUV 
zimit 7d *reAw@mov, kai AGV avro "AxoAotUn poi. Kat 52. 68. 
. king Tavacrag 9koÀoUUne:v avry. Is * kai yiverat tv ry 
erase. “araxeisOat abróv tv ry oikig avrov "kai modXoi 
ANM P reA@vat kat apaprwAoi * avvavíkuyro ty Insov xai roc 
Bee only, naÜnraic avrov* joan yàp. role cal nxodovBouy avr. 
n3 er. kat Oi "popnoreic Kat oi Papisaior do vric auroy 
a.t. sr. eoQiovra pera rv apaprwÀwv Kat " rtÀevov tÀtyov roic 

esie iMt. ua@nratc avrov Ort nerd rov ^ reÀwvov Kat apaprwAwy 
f Lake iv tobi t wi 17 kai akoU o [nysouc AE vroic Ov jake iv. 28 as i cal weve. Kai arb 9 noouc Mt avroic Ov 
g Matt. vill. 16 tiav &xovatv ot * taxvovrec  tarpov, aAA ot * Kakwe 
bi. Matt. 1.2. g » h , / "iia a à vival : Nor. ob IA ho Kadioa Stxaiovg, dA Ad apapro 

14. for Aeviy, dar D 18. 69. 124 lat-a b c e ff, à 9, msas-mentioned- by-Orig. 
15. rec (for ytverat) eysvero from || Mt), with ACD rel: txt BL 33. om ey 

rw BL 38. 69: ins AC rel t. 1ILg—Karuceperwy avrwy (|| Mf) D lat-ab o 
e fy. om 2nd ca: D 1. 28 al 25 s latt Syr. j ins Nor 5 
(from || Mt) AC! : om BC?D rel vas. aft 2nd rodor ins ot D latt. 
ncokovOyouy, with ACD rel lat-a ò c e f syrr: txt BLA vulg lat: Ji 91.2 

16. for cat o« $apisaiot, rwv gaptoawy (seo || Luke, where it te oi ppi. cai oi yo. 
abrov) BLA 83 lat-b copt-ms. ins xat bef idovrec LA 83 copt wth: x. eday D 
lat-6 (and x. et yo below D). for avrov safiovra, ort tobe: (see note) B 33. 
2-pe lat d ff, Syr: ori nobuv DLN vulg lat-o (ff, g,) syr wth: txt AC rel lat-a f 
goth.—pera rwv apapr. x. red. (Ist) bef 4004, A. rec transp Ist rsÀ. and 
opapr. (|| Mt), with ACL? rel vulg lat: F ff, syrr copt goth arm: txt (B)DL' 33 am 
lat-a 5 e ff g, -ms Seth. — ins rw» bef rekwvu» B-corr D 33.—o0m ap. s. (|| Luke) 
69 syr-jer. ins «as bef eAeyov D. rec ins ri bef or: (fo make it interrogative, 
as in || Mt Lu: see var i» D. The ri cannot be omd homeotel, as that would 
apply to the ori nor is ri omd in any MSS in ii. 49, Actes v. 4, 9, where ri 
ori occurs), with AC rel: dia re (|| Mt Le) DN latt: txt BL 33. 2nd 
auapr. and red. D lat-a sth: txt A B(see table) C rel vss.—aft 4th rat ins rw» B 
D.—om 1 ek T dd kat ut. 2 expressed 1 nor in l a BD lat-a à f 
2: ins A t-o f syrr (copt) goth (eth) arm-mss. jer arm - x0 

1. plur, as || Luke.) add o à TE din (|| Mt) LA 69 vulg at? n3! 
copt-ed th Aug: ins bef to. C (lat-c) wth. 

17. om avrac D 1. 209 lat-a b c ff, g9, ins or: bef ov BA. for ovt, ov 
ap CL er- y vulg lat -o. f F g, copt rec at end adds eig psravoray 
| Luke, whence it has also been ined in || Mt), with C rel lat-a c ff, g: om ABDKLA 
1! vulg lat- e f fa J, i l syrr copt goth sth arm Euthym Aug. 

have more or less deflected. ordinarily entertained where He was in- (These re- 
marks do not apply to the diversity of the 
names Matthew and Levi, which must be 
accounted for on other 5 See, as 
throughout the passage, the notes on Mt. 

ie 18.] hu, see ch. i. 16. On — 
TOU A see notes, Matt. xiii. 55; 
and x. 1 ff. 15.] The entertainment 
was certainly in Leri's house, not as 
Meyer, al, in that of our Lord, which 
last is a pure fiction, and is not any where 
designated in the Gospel accounts. Cer- 
tainly the ako, ver. 17, gives no 
countenance to the view. Our Lord, and 
those following Him as disciples, were 

vited, which will account for z cod obdοον 
aùr :—and the change of subject in the 
two, abréy and aórov, is no uncommon 
thing: see a similar change in Lk. xix. 3, 
where to be consistent Meyer ought to 
understand ör: rg MM. px. hy of our Lord. 
To help out his interpretation he strangely 
enough makes raisa: ver. 17, mean ‘to 
invite.’ cay yàp .. . avrg, peculiar 
to Mk. 16.) UBóvres abr. ed., having 
observed Him eating; but not to be 
literally The question was after 
the feast, at which, being in the house of 
a Publican, they were not present. 
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18 Kal noav ot paÜnrai "Ieávvov cal ot | Dapicator 1 | natr, see 

* ynorevorrec, Kat Epxovrat Kat Aéyovaw abrꝰ Aid ri ot 
ek — a times. 

Matt. ty. 2 
ret 

pabnrat Twavvou kai ot paĝnrai rv Hapioaior : vier eo- Pr iis, 

ovatv, oi 82! aot uaÜnrai ov " ynorebovaty ; 

avroic o [gcovc My Sdvavra oi 

? £y * o ? vupdioc mr aur torv 

. 19 kai rev is oa 42 

? vtoi TOU " vuppwvoç ES "d — . b 1 

k h rnorebur: 800 bor * 
p "-— À v T — t 18, xh xovar» Tov vuppioy per aurioy, ov Sovavrat h- ft vi. 

vnortbtiv 20 ' ehevaovrat òè n 
52 M P A 4 

auTwy o vuudioc, Kat TOTE 

npépat Orav ' axapÜg ax e 

* ynareva T a na v Quote év éxeivy pris M. i xv. 

- ip voor 
att n 

oha 

e y% 21 79 t t? 7 
nuépg. obd eie exiBAnua ° párove "ayvagou " er 3 25 iv 

parre Ext iuariov HA & & un, alpet ax avrOU TO c der. 
viL 24. xl. 

8 dere on - od. Paal, Rom. vii. 1. 1 Cor. vii. 89. i 
x 25 J Josh. iv. 14. s "m na? ° iari Gen M . 211. 9. Exod. xii. 2. ear tr 
bis) only. Ia. iii. 21 only. a § Mr. only. in aie 6. Jer. ziv. (AAA vill.) 11 oa 

v | Mt. only f. w here only f. pas. èri, Jub xvi. 16. 

18. rec (for o: $ap«gatot) ot rwv $apusavev (to suit what follows), with L rel lat-a 
Jf 9, l Syr (syr-marg) eth: txt ABCDKM 69 vulg lat-5 c e f ff. gq $syr-txt copt goth 

ug om x. ot p. r. $. A. rec om 8rd ua8gra: (| e), with C*D rel arm Aug. 
mn (5) c ff, 9, Syr syr-txt copt-schw : txt BC'LN 33 lat-e syr-marg seth. 

pa@nra B 127. 
19. om o «go. D 28 lat-b i. om oco» to ynorevery (homootel) DU 1. 33 lat-a b 

e ff, g, i Syr eth. rec p’ tavrev bef exover rev vvpéuv, with A rel lat. 7 ffi 
syr copt-schw goth arm: alii aliter: txt BCL lat-c copt-wilk.—rec ut cavrwv, with 

AU rel: txt BC 124. 2-po al. 
20. for axap01, ap05 C 13. 28. 69. 124. 346 al. vgertvovew (for -covcsiuw) 

Di. gr FU goth. rec execvass raus nyuepass (|| Luke), with E rel latt copt : txt 
ABCDKLA 1. 33. 69 am lat-ff, i l syrr goth sth arm. 

21. rec ins xat bef ovétic, with E rel wth: ovdeac če M wii DGM lat-a c (g.) syre 
marg : txt ABCKLSA 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-b e f i syrr arm Thl. ayva- 
govs EFGLA : txt ABCD rel. rec epa rei, aL P-KMSUF 83: exmcavypar- 
re D: txt AB!C rel. rec arı raais (from || Mk 7), with A rel: txt BCDL 
83. rec (for ax’ aurov ro x\npwpa) ro sXAnpepua avrov, with C rel Syr eth 
(arm): ro mÀ. ag eavrow B: ro xAnp. ax avrov L N(omg ro) 1. 131. 209. 435 goth: 
ro xÀnpepa, insg axo bef rov saAXatov, D 13. 28. 69. 124 vulg lat-a b e f: txt AKA 
83 lat-/ syr. (I adopt the reading of tat, with Meyer, and Tischdf ed 2, as the least 
conformed to || Mt, from which come the axo rov xaXaiov of D e, the aipet ro Ap. 

18. xol foav K. r. A.] Mk. here gives a 
notice for the information of his readers, 
as in ch. vii. 9, which places shew that his 
Gospel was not written for the use of Jews. 
It appears from this account, which is here 
the more circumstantial, that the Pharisees 
and disciples of John asked the question in 
the third paren as of others. In Mt. it 
is the les of John, and they joi 
etc cad ol ap. In Lk., it is the x 
risees and Scribes, and the ask as here. 
Mey. understands it, that the disciples of 
John and the Pharisees were a£ that par- 
ticular time keeping a fast, and that this 
gave occasion to the question. The verb 
subst. with the part. may mean this, and 
Mk. himself apparently uses it so, ch. x. 
82, and xiv. 4: but much more frequently 
it eris a prece or state, e. g. rjv 

OL. I. 

ydp (xev xrnpara rA, Mt. xix. 22,— 
oi dor. lcovra« ic r. obp. xixrovrec, ch. 
xiii. 20. See also ch. i. 6, 22, 39. I can- 
not think that the fact of their being a£ 
that time keeping a fast would be thus 
expressed: it certainly would be Surther 
specified. 19.) . ve resei, 
this ition, contained neither in Mi. 
nor is inconsistent with the 
of an abridger ; and sufficiently shews 
P authority of this report, as also 
the dv éxe(vg rý Hp. ver. 20. St. Mark 

y loves these solemn repetitions : 
cf. ch. ix. 42 ff. It is strange to see such 
a Commentator as De Wette calling the 
iv ixtivg 7j ùp. a proof of carelessness. 
It is a touching way, as Mayer well ob- 
serves, of expressing in that atra dies.’ 

21.) Render, the ee takes 
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Toe P ou *wAnpwpa Tò Katvov Y sou xaa”, kai eig ' exisua 
constr., here 
E nin yiverat. 22 kat ode BN. ol vo viov tic " aaxouc 

leri waXatouc’ st & pn, * pnkee o o olvoc rove "ackoUc, kai o 

10.3118. ol áwóA vrai kat oi ° ackot. 

Gn. I. ti. Kai ° eytvero " wapasroprésaÜa: avrov év roic f saß- viv 

amc. vi Teil. Bao ca ro» * gropine», kai oi pabnrai avrov * ipÉavro d ABCDE 
E eu. e s 

MA odo | norw * ridDovre¢ robe | ora xvac. Kat oi 141 

Jod. iz d, Oapisatot EXeyou avro “Ide ri worovow ' rotg ca(9 jas 69. 
e Me. ref d coaste., Matt. xviil. 13. Lake lil. 91. principally Leke and Acts. e ch. ix. 30 (w. ded, 

as ulso Deut, . 4 4). xi. 20. xv. 29. Mk. only, exr. Matt. xxvii. 39. Zed. fi. 5. fi Mt. wf. 
El only, Gen. i. 90 bis. Lev. xi. 87? osiy. b eb. vi. 7 ref. i bere only. sre note. k foniy. Esm 

in. 8. Isa. xvili. 7 only. i 11. ch. iv. 28 bis only. Duvr. xxiv. 1 (xxiii. 26). 

of B and C, and the ro mi. “CLA xeiper D. 
99. for un, anye (|| Mt Lu) CL rec pgoce (seo || Mt, from which rec goes 

on to ), with A Ps po fuld ing) lat-c e ff, syr copt sth arm: txt 
BCDL 88 vulg lat-b ff, rec aft owoc ins o or (from || Mf), with AC? z 
gat lat-e f syr goth AH ‘om BC'DL 69 vulg lat-c ff, , g, $ l Byr copt arm. 
(for 5 scxeirat (from || Mt), with ACLN rel vulg lat -e f ff, g, syr goth eth 
arm: om D lat-a b e ff, i: txt B copt. 
i| Luke), with ACDN rel latt syr goth eth arm: om BL copt. 

rec aft o: acxot ins axoAovvra: (from 
rec further adds 

aÀÀa otvoy vtov tc accovc Kacvouc BAnreoy rn ll Luke), with AC rel vulg lat-c e 
f E ip also (omg SAnrtov) m. om D lat- 

eyeyero ins sae». D (13?) ua ., 91 $ l: pref, (18?) 69. 124 
Bua ropevecBar (from | Inke) BCD latt arm : ee: (from || Mf) 18. 69. 

124: txt A rel. 
bef verb BDA latt : 

om ty || Mt) CLA 1.13. 181 al. 
(ev) rose caSBacey bef verb CL 33: avro» bef verb U 69. 124: 

avrov (tv) rou caBBacw 

txt A rel (Syr) syr copt goth (sth).—d:a rev oropipwv bef ev roc caBBacw K 265 
Ser’s w. 
69 latt 

rec pro bef o h avrov, with A rel syr goth: txt BCDL 33. 
copt sth arm.—om avrov D-gr 435 lat, arm for ele. ev TOLLY, odo rote 

BGH: om (|| Mf) D lat -b ce ff, 9,8: odorwopourrec 13. 69. 123 846: txt AC rel.— 
for redAovrec, iA D 846. 
24. for rat ot, os de (|| Mf) D latt. om avre D lat-e $. aft wo:overy ins 
et „ cov (see || Mt) DM 1. 18. 28. 69. 124. 131. 846 al gat lat-a b (e) F fis 
(921.3) i 2 syr-jer goth mth Jer: om ABC rel vulg lat-e syrr copt arm(Treg). 

away from it, the new from the old, and 
& worse rent takes place. See note on || 
Mt. The addition here of cà xa:vév 
confirms the view taken of the parable 
there. 

28—26.] THE DISCIPLES PLUCK EARS 
OF CORN ON THE SaBBATH. Mt. xii. 
1—8. Lk. vi. 1—6. The same may be 
said of the three accounts as in the last 
case, with continually fresh evidence of 
their — independence of one another. 

wapaw..... 8A] He passed 
by, or Nu (so our Evangelist uses 
the word, see reff. ) through, &c. 
8 «ouv ih. is matter of detail and 
minute depiction. The interpretation of 
this narrative given by Meyer, which I 
still believe to be an entirely mistaken 
one, I cannot pess over so slightly as I 
did in my first edition. He urges the 
strict classical sense of òv sxouiv, ‘to 
make a way, viam munire, or sternere, 
and insists on the sense conveyed by our 

narrative being, as distinguished from 
those in | Mt. Lk., that tbe disciples 
made a way for themselves through the 
wheat field by plucking the ears of corn, 
further maintaining, that there is no allu- 
wm here to their having eaten the grains 
of wheat, as in || Mt., Lk. But (1) the 
foundation on which all this is built is 
insecure. For óóó» woul» in the LXX 
does undoubtedly mean ‘fo make one’s 
journey,’ representing the Heb. qw» "py, 
in Judg. xvii. 8 (examples are also quoted 
in the exx. from Xenophon [the roman- 
js 's Ephesiaca and from Polyznus). 

2) as to no allusion being made to 
their aving eaten the corn, how otherwise 
could the ypriay xe have been common 
to the disciples and to David? Could it 
be said that any secessi iy compelled them 
to clear the path by p up the over- 
hanging stalks of corn? How otherwise 
could the remarkable addition in our nar- 
rative, ver. 27, at all bear upon the case? 
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m auroc Dey avroig {Didiwors mob. vi. 48. 
avéyvere i éxoinoay Aawià 5 ore " xpsiav boxer cal E E eae 

éweivacey avróc cal ot atr avrov; 25 [ec] ichen i ec Icke ik. 

vOv oixoy rov brov ° emi ,ABeábap apyupluc, cal robe eae 
Pa prove rne P wpobictue & payer, ode ouK LE $a ytiv , 2. a 
et un roĩe iptVotv, | cal Id c Kai roi avy abr ovary; 
7 cal tAeyev. avroic Tò caf) Jarov Sid rov arb pero 

rec ins ew bef rou caBSac, with L rel: om ABCDKMA 1. 69 latt. 
add avrow D lat-a b c ff. 

35. om avrog (| 1 BEL, as. 69 vulg latd f ff 
for Nee, Jay C om À rel lat-c 

lat-a c e ff. 3yr: txt AB rel copt-ms. 
Alatt. — 85 

28. om rec (p 
N oe phere es te 

aft atari 

tt opts rip patos D lat-a: 
84. 169 vulg la : urey D 

aft avrov ins E Ti Lale D; near 

gr diga e | ro where there is no varn) BD: ins AC rel. 
om rov bef Osov Cl. om ess 

aBcabap apxuptec (perhaps to conform ̂5 | Mi La, perhaps owing to the difficulty) 
D 271 lat-a b e ff, i 
attempt to escape the culty: 

“u . 

rovc «pec (|| 
A 88 lat oe f ff, g., L copt-wilk 

27. for kat Ny avro, Aye 

. cosperunt viam ex- 
which he ex- 

e cuius er y by pl plucking ears, 
and strewing them in it,’ it still worse. 
The classical sense of ddd» ron must 
evidently not be pressed: it here = éddy 
reti. 28. ebrós ] Himself, taking 
up the cause of his disciples „ 
their defence to themselves. 
"AB. AB. box. grund the high-priesthoad of 
Abiathar. in 1 Sem. xxi, from 
which this War is taken, Ahimelech, 
sot Abiathar, is the high-priest. There 
és however considerable confusion in the 
names about this part of the history: 
Ahimelech himself is called Ahiak, 1 Sam. 
xiv. 3; and whereas 1 Sam. xxii. 20) 
Ahimelech has a son har, in 2 Sam. 
viii. 17, Ahimelech is the son of Abiathar, 
und in 1 Chron. xviii. 16, Abimelech. 
-Amidst this variation, we can hardly un- 
dertake to explain the difficulty in the 
‘text. The insertion of the art. before 
ox. has been a y done to give the 
words the sense * In the time of Abiathar 
the High-priest,’ so that the difficulty 
might be avoided by understanding the 
event to have in the time of 
(but not necessarily during the high-priest- 
‘hood of) Abiathar (who was 8 — 
the High- priest. But su the reading 
to be so, what author would in an 
‘narrative think of designating an event 
thus? Who for instance would speak of 

8 C. 
see note), with AC (A) t. 33. 69 copt: om B rel goth. 
wposDictec D. 

ove tee payne um roc upivou D lat-a b (c AS , $ arm. 
e) BN: rote apuc L: txt AC ui 

th eth arm : Pon 
& vay D lat-a b o rer p 

rec ins rov bef apyupeec (vais 

Owner roi her avrov ovary ove 
for row uptvoaiv, 

P da ins uovo« (|| Mt) 

om ro caf. ĉia 

the defeat of the Philistines at Ephes 
dammim, where Goliath fell, as A 
ir) Aaveid roù Bashir? Who ening 
ever understand ixi 'EMogalou rov rpo- 
nra ‘in the time iura eri uta 
P as importing, in matter 
other period than that of the — 
course of Elisha? (The éyivygeey Aaveid 
roy Bacthia of Matt. i. 6 is not a case in 

t. Yet this is the way in which the 
ifficulties of the Gospels have been at- 
tempted to be healed over. (See Middle- 
ton on the article, in loc.) ith the re- 
storation of he = Fe even this re- 
source fails. 
Wordsw. s dni "A 4000 doxitpluc 
intimates indeed that it was n the days 
of Abisthar, but it rather s that 
he was sot the High-priest then? com. 
8 iwi Beru ur Avva, Luke iii. 2. 
ut surel W. must vint FE 5885 
3 is  ungrammati ex- 
voies without, the article must be simply 

w erit pe or ws 
the per name; Ow errorae was 

, —and cannot be titular. The 
n l Macc. xiii. 42, which he 
quotes as similar, is not a case in point, 
as any reader may judge: iwi Lipwvog 
dpxiepiwc peyadov x. orparnyoi gai jyov- 
pirov r&v lovdaiwy: the epithet pe- 
yéXov makes all the difference. | 27.) 
TÓ . &à vd o. is iar to Mk. 
and highly important. The Sabbath was 
2 
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rre zi. 
2 al. tr. 
5 ix. 18 

. 6 al.) 
8 Kings xlii. 

s | L. Lake xiv. 
1. xx. 20. 

eyévero, Kat ovx, o avÜpwiroc did ro cáp Barov. were 
kbpióc tri O viüc TOU avÜpirrov Kai TOV ae) Dárov. 

III. ! Kai «cnAOc» rád T suva yerytv' kai ñy exes 

avÜpwoc " e&npapipévmy exw ray NeLMj 2 kai ' xap- 
ernpovy avroy ti role cá(3Jacw Bepameboes aurov, 7 iva 
caryopic avrov, 3 cal Mya Ty arb TY 
Tur xpa Exovre * Enpay "Eye eic TO E. kai 
Aye avroic "E€eorev rotc og ayaboroinoat ñ n 
" Kakomornaat, * RN Towoat 8 awoxreivat ; ; oi à ' iow- 

5 kai rep. HAN “’ abroùc d er op Y'üc € gvv- 
rope. rde j kapdiag aurwy, Mya P esc vw 

kai ' ekérewev, kat — 
ever Lake (1 Fet. iii. 17. 8 John 11) only. Gen, xxxi.29. res 1 Pet. . 

ao. ee MM EE FW 
ark oaly, ver. 94. ch. v. 83. ix. 8. x. Au "Exod iL 19. b= Eph. vi. 7. Tele. 1 N M. 10 nk. ABCDE 

6 here only. Ps. xvii. 20. Lea. V. 19 only 1) d Eph. iv. 18. e as above (d). Rom. xi. 26 omiy f. (· , FG 
dob xviL 7 vat.) f Matt. v reff, 

Acts ix. 94 
(Gal. iv. 10) 
on Ps. 

rv. 
5 Aurobhevoc € emi rp 
"Tp ayÜpeowy ' Exretvov rnv f yeipa. 

to wort ver. 28 D lat-a o e ff, i. rec om 2nd rat, 
ins BC'LA 83 vulg lat-ff, 91.2 2 Syr syr-w-ob copt sth. 

Cuar. III. I. rec aft ec ins rg» (|| Mt La, where there is no variation), with ACD 

with AC? rel lat-b f goth arm: 

rel: txt BM 7-pe. 
(I| Mt) D. 

9. ragirgpovyro (from || Luke, where it ie more 
CL rel. d roi caBfacw CD H(Treg) ins ey 

h. for Gepawevoa, Gepareves AN 271. 
carnyopyncovayw (confusion of vowels 7) CD. bef dp. K Scr’s d. 

avrov, avrov Dl. 
8. rec (for ry» xepa syovri Egpay) r. e&npappevny gon ru Xtipa 

: EX. r. x. eEnpap. D 28 latt: 
rec yupan with Ur: txt ABCD rel 

with A rel Syr goth (arm): 
v. x. 88. 435 : txt BL. 
paco», cas orn: ev usce D (lat-o f wth). 

4. for Xe a avroig, eurty mper avrovc D lat-a b of i. 
Bacı» ADE 69 copt goth: am BC rel latt. 
D lat-d e g,. 

5. for gyepect, vexpwoes D lat-c ff, i. 

an ordinance for man ; for man’s rest, both 
actually and typically, as setting forth the 
rest which remains for God’s people (Heb. 
iv. 9). But He who is now ing has 
taken on himself Manhood, the pis 
nature of Man; and is rightful lord over 
creation as granted to man, and of all that 
is made for man, and therefore of the 
Sabbath. The whole dispensation of time 
is created for man, for Christ as He is 
man, and is in his absolute power. There 
is a remarkable parallel, in more than the 
mere mode of expression, in 2 Macc. v. 19: 
ob did roy róxor rò i@voc, dAAd did rò 
xen rò» réwoy ò rúpioc iL Earo. 
28] «al, as well as of His other domains 
or elements of lordship and power 

Cuar. III. 1—0.] Hzarine or THE 

ence bef 3 A: txt BN rel. 

9 aft cwoas ins nA D 28. 124. 
LA! 1. 124. 181. 209 al latt Syr goth arm Vict Thl. 

for eEnpapperny, Enpay 

ly attested) AC'DA 1: txt 
ev-y copt: om AB rel latt 

om 2nd avrov» D latt duis 

a (see above), 
AN Cup. tx. 

tig TO 

ins «e» bef row eaf- 
for 3 ri aya0ov Tonoa 

for asxokrevat, aooaa 

Eno. ah * 

rec aft xepa ins vov (from || Luke), 

WITHERED HAND. Mt. xii. 9—14. Lk. 
vi. 6—11. On Matthew's narrative, see 
notes on rg The m ied accounts 
are cognate, though gT some parti- 
culars of its own. Ju, see ch. i. 
21, = iv rip M uke. The me 

count is the most pho I teler to the 
notes there, dor. does not belong 
to yuyny: to save Neat or to kill t 
5.] owA. ... abrév—peculiar to Mark. 

cvv. implies sympathy with their 
(spirituall ) miserable state of arid 

ess. pen, see note, . iv. 
18, and Fritzsche on Rom. xi. 7. 
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t àrerarteräby i 5 xep, avrov, 6 kai Ee A rec oi Dapr- gL Mt ref 
aatot evbuc pera rwv Heber 

car abrob, ö reg auroy awoAtaweory. 

7 Kat o ‘Inaoue pera rov uaÜnrov avrov 

id dov rrt 
g. Aan 

N a) 

12 
iM t. U. 18, 14 ave wonoey Matt. M 18, 

ouppovAroy * 

pòc TAV ba Aa cal ro *AnBoc a awe rnc Len Asiac * i k Mk., here 
ncohovOnoev, kai axò THC TovBaiac ^ 
pev kai aro rie ‘T8oupaiag kat zípav rov Topdavov, kai 

* Anoe wont, axobovrec 1 preg, Jobn [or] wep Tópov xai Ziðwva, 
80 rotes, jov spoc avrov. 
raĩc avrov iva 
oxAov, tva py ? OAiBwow avrov. 

(Acts I. 14. 27 2 al. Num. xil. N 
only 2. (Matt. vii. 14 3 Cr. I. Gal. Ps. cxviii. 187.) 
55 13. x. 7 1. Sasan. fl. 

with AUDP 1(sic) rel: om BEMSUVT. (def 33.) 
1. rartorn C: txt ABP rel. d Tisch) 1: 

iel 10. 
kai aro ‘Tepooodt- fl. . Joh 

~ elev roic na0n- E bag 
Ka Matt. iv. 8, 

* gAotapioy. ^ , "pockaprepy avro dea TOV a (9b. ir. - 
10 oA yao zb. vi. #0, 65 23.8 

te 

p = here 

rec 55 with "i 
aft avrov ins tvOcwc D lat: , (gi. 

rec at end adds vy:n¢ ec n Ton yos || Mt), with CL rel; we y a As 
om ABC 131 lat-a b c g, syr-jer copt-ms: 

goth wth arm l Bede. 
6. for cae sEsAOowrec, s. ĝe D vulg lat-b o ff gi 

BCA 83.—om DL mt lat-5 c fr gi 3 $ th. 
vulg lat-b c & copt-wilk goth arm: 

1. 98 vulg lat-e f ff, g, i syrr copt 

rec eu, with AP rel: txt 
rec (for ededovy) exocovy, with AP rel 

svowjcav CA Thl: sovvrreic D-gr, exierunt fa- 
cientes lat-a (the variations tend to shew that ax ovy, see ch xv. 1, wae substituted for 
the unusual edcdovy): txt BL 69 (syrr ?) copt-schw. 

7. for cat o, o de D latt(not am 
avrov, with AP rel lat-b ce fs 
copt arm. 
155 

1 copt- schw got 
1. 131. 200 1 lat. F g 

AP rel vulg lat f, g, syrr 

rec aveywonce bef pera rev pabnrey 99. 
h: txt BCDLA 1. 83. 69 vulg lat-a f. 9 ped 

for æpoc, eig D L3 209 al Scr’s s evv-y-z Thl: capa 18. dà. 124 
ug AH, oxAoc D vulg lat-a. 
h (eth arm, Met Td om P 28. 

ict 

rec nrohovOncay, with e rel 
124 lat-a b o e ff, i: txt ABGK*L 

rec aft no ov. adds avre, with 
eth arm: avrov A: om BCDL 124 lat-a b o e V, i 

ga are r. tovdatac bef 3koXoy0. CA 288 vulg lat-/g, , l copt-ms. 
om 2nd aro D 124 wei t-wilk. 

8. om 2nd Aid D- 
lat-f. 
D. lat S 
diwya 
lat-b ce f Dat copt goth sth 

ABP rel lat- o o f syrr goth wth arm. 
BL. MGV D: 3400» U. 

9. vÀoiapius B. 

ath: ins ADE r 

6. "Hpeubuavév] See notes on Mt. xvi. 6, 
and xxii. 16. Why the Pharisees and 
Herodians should sow combine, is not 
apparent. There must have been some 
reason of which we are not aware, which 
united these ite sects in enmity 
against our ovpB. iS(Bow, 
as also éwoiovy, ch. xv. 1, is an ex 

to Mark. 
7 —12.] A GENERAL SUMMARY OP 

OUR LoRD'8S HEALING AND CASTING OUT 
DEVILS BY THE SEA OF GALILEE. Pecu- 

. 252. 259. 433 Scr’s a copt 
TEP «ps (to conform to the other clauses T) BCLA lat-h o eff), gei 

vulg lat-a g, syr copt goth arm. 
jaken ipii with ACDP rel syrr arm Vict : txt BA 1. 69 vulg 

for oga, a CD 28 6-pe vulg lat-a g, i copt : txt 

«wilk. ins o: bef repay D-gr 

ins ot REP: 

rec ewoiltt, with ACDPN rel: txt 

at end add rodos D lat-a i; o: oyÀo: 18. 28. 69. 124 (at- //). 

liar in this shape to Mk.; but probably 
answering to Mt. xii. 15—21. Lk. vi. 17— 
19. The description of the multi- 
tudes, and places whence they came, sets 
before us, more graphically than any where 
else in the Gospels, the composition of the 
audiences to which the Lord spoke, and 
whom He healed. The repetition of r 
wokv (ver. 8) is the report of one who saw 
the numbers from Tyre and Sidon coming 
and going. 9.] Meyer explains the 
construction eise» iva, by that which was 
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q ABCDE — TE & xin pud T T iva aurov = vTat 800 q Bere only. parevorv, ec Fi T v re * FGHKL 
* a dyor ' páonyaç II kal rd * mvebpara ra " axaapra, MPSU 

pe v. Z2, 
ra 

Si. Luke vi ‘Gray avrov * eewpour, ` wpoctmerroy avr Kai ixpatov 1. 33. 69. 
0 Heb gl zl. Myovra 5 ort ov et L x vide vov bloc, 12 kal rod 

HEC Y & exerina avroic iva un avrov " pavepòv * rowo. 
2 zi 18 kal " avaßaivu sic “ro o opoc, Kai , Mpockaheras ode 

2448. He. UAE avróc, Kat "asi bov rpòe avróv. M kat * éxoin- 
v piar o Matt, qty Soera iva waw per abrob, kal iva awoaréhy 
e Man vi $5. avrove knovooey 15 kai "Exe * eCovatav &[JaA A ew ra 

21 725 8 16 kai f éxtÜnkev Ovopa ry Tine IIkrpos. 
zvi zciv. 6. sec Mat. iv. 8 note, x Matt. ix. 14 reff, y t Mt. re 
3 viel 14 al. T e j Mt. m b Matt. v. 1 ref. 0 = Matt. xiv. 95 ref. da 

. 1. 6. ave Heb. iii. 2 and note, 1 Kings xii. 6. e ch. ii 10. Matt. vii. wie, . Of. 
f = hero bis oaly. 4 Kings xxiv. 17. 

10. eOtpasevev (for -oev) K Scr’s e w a Syr, ins ev bef avro D latt. 
ins rat bef ogos A 28 lat-f Syr copt 

I. om ra (twice) D 18. 69. 124. aft orav ins ovy D-gr. rec ep. 
(grammatical corrn), with AP rel (n FH): txt BCDGLA 38. 69. rec Tpoc- 
esorrev, with EHSUV : txt A B(-rrav) D rel Thl. (P def.) rec expaZe, with 
EHMSUY : txt ABCD rel Thl. (P def.) for Aeyoyra, Aeyovrec DEN 62?: 
txt ABC rel. om ori D latt(exc f) Syr copt eth. ins o yptorog bef o 
sur CMPR syr-w-ast ; o O, (omg follg o but retaining viog r. 0:ov) 69: om ABD 

yss. 

19. $avtpov bef avrov AP rel Vict Thi: txt BCDA 1. 33. 69. rec rotijo 
(rom Mt xii. 167 D? reads zoiwo:v there as here), with ABCP rel: txt DKL 13. 69. 
124 al. at end add or: nducay rov xpisrov avtov svar (from Luke iv. 41) C 
]at- PU. raved sciebant eum lat-b () 91.7 

or ava awu, ave P 1. ann\Gey A'L: gA0ov D, venerunt latt ji 

E: ui Sw8exa ins ove cat awocrodove evopactv (from || Luke) B Ci 
marg copt eth: om AC*DP rel latt syrr goth arm. ‘va wow AT ara D 

valg lata c i 1 Aug: iva wo. p. av. bef òwò. A. om 2nd «wa B ev-48. 
5 ins ro evayysdtoy ‘am(with mt) lat-a b e f ff, z 91 $: in both places te 
= end of ver 15 lat c g,) 

for exe, dr avro D vulg lat-b c f ff, g, l wth. rec aft eZoveray ins 
Otpasiveiv de vogovc cat (see Mt x. 1, Lk ix. 1, and of ch vi. 7), with ACD P(appy) 
rel latt syrr goth (eth) arm : om B C\(appy) LAN copt. 

16. at beg ins Kat Ewoincey rouc Swoeka B C'(appy) AN wth-ms; spwroy 
ones (from Mé x. 2) 18. 69. 124. 846: om AC*DP rel latt syrr copt goth seth-ed 

rec rw cipwyi bef ovopa, with A D(omg rw) P rel vulg lat-a b & "m 
goth: om ovopa 89. 157 : txt BCLA evv-y-36-40 lat- o e copt Vict. 

said being regarded as the purposeofitsbe- but wenn irgend fie Ihn faben.’ 
ing said. 10.] Lk. vi. 19. 11.] Theunclean spirits are here spoken of in the 
rav . . Beds : see ref. The indic. person of those possessed by them, and the 
is sometimes found with Bray in the N. T. „ two fused together: for as it was impossible 
seo Rev. iv. 9, but generall 5 that any but the spirite could have known 
of Mt. x. 19: . xi. 25: that He was the Son of God, so it was the 
xiii. 28 : .li.14, Meyer thus oe material body of the which fell 
for it—that in later Greek the dy became down before Him, and (their voice which 
completely attached to the bre, and the  uttered the a see note on Mt, viii. 32. 
whenever was treated as merely an ex- The notion of the semi-rationalists, that 
preesion of time—so that in German it the sick identi themselves with the 
would not be wenn fie Ihn irgend faben,” daemons (Meyer) is at once refuted by tbe 
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MSUV Pidexwov, 
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7 kai ‘TaxwBov TOV TOV Z«peBatov, cal Iarxvr TOV 
p 200 40v TOV Icon, xai ' ewiOnxev avroic óvóuara 

nord tov karvavatop, 19 x 
4 

: wapidwxay avTOv. 

20 Kai , fexorrat ti oixov, kai evvipyerat wad ore 

S,, were un Sacha avroóc unde a soray paye. ET xvi. ＋ 18 

“ot map avrov é&ndOov ! 21 kat axovoavrec 

17. row bef sacwBow D. ins ro» bef waryny D. 

npyéc, © sarty ë viot Beovriüc 18 kai Avybplar, kai 5 see ob. i. 19 

1 kai BapÜoAopatov, kai Maat, kat Owpar, 
. 69. kai ‘TaxwBov TOV Tov 9 cal Qaddaior, kai Zi- 

"lotSav 'lexapıiwð, öç xai 
h 9 Mt. reff. 
i = ob. fi. 2. 
Sp Y = 

Kparnoa na xxi. 48 

for r. cax., avrov G 28. 
69 al lat-g,,: avrov tae. AF Ser's c e: om rov CKSA 1. 18. 131 al Ser’s df gov: 
txt BDP re 

18. for Gaddatov, AeBBaror D lat-a b ff, i: 
here or ii. 14. (reAwyny is added aft padCacoy [from || 

rec ao me ravavyatioy) kayavir gy, with A rel syr goth arm: txt BCD 

rec toxapiwtyy, with A rel vulg syr copt goth: exapusó 

marg arm 
LA 83 latt Syr copt sth 

19. wovóas D lat-5 c. 

for repara; ovopa B D- gr 225 Syr 
mss 8 by Orig Orig had Asc rA Dung 

t] in 18. 61. 69. 124 syr- 

D latd ff, » 91.2 4, scariotha lat-c Syr: txt BCLAN 38 tol. 
20. es:pxovra:ı D; introivit lat-e ff, i. 

ABD Las corrd by origl scribe) A. 
88. for aprov, aprovc D- gr. 

universal agreement of the testimony given 
on such occasions, that Jesus was the Son 
of God. 

13—19.) THE APPOINTMENT OP THE 
TWELVE, AND ITS PURPOSES. Mt. x. 
1—4. Lk.vi.12—16. See Lk., where we 
learn that He went up overnight to pray, 
and called his disciples to Him when it was 
day,—and notes on Mt. On rò pos 
see Mt. v. 1. 14.] èrolnoev, no- 
minated, — set 
here the most distinct intimation of any, 
of the reason of this appointment. 
16.] xal hz. .... for Tn, I is. .... 

On the list of the Apostles, see 
note at Mt. x. 2. The name, according to 
Mk., seems to be now first given. This, at 
all events, does not look like the testimony 
of Peter: but perhaps the words are mj 

by oa in Aramaic (Meyer, from 
tf.), — 5 on account of their 

sealous disposition, of which 
I UI 54: Mk. ix. 38; x. 
87 : see also 2 Jn. 10; but this is uncer- 
tein, dvépara—since both bore the 
name, and the Hebrew word is plural. 
[There is an in notice of the 

apart: see reff. We have 

rec om o bef ox Roc, with CL! rel: ins 
reo pyre, with C D(sic ed) rel: txt ABKLUA 

1862. ] 
20—35.] CHARGES AGAINST JESUS, — 

OP MADNESS BY HIS  RELATIONS,— 
OF DEMONIACAL POSSESSION BY THE 
Scrises. His Repyixs. Mt. xii. 22— 
37, 46—50. Lk. xi. 14—26; viii. 19—21. 
Our Lord Aad just cast out a deaf and 
dumb spirit (see notes on Mt.) in the 

air (Mt., ver. 23), and now they re- 
tire into the house. omission of this, 
wholly inexplicable if Mk. had had either 
Mt. or Lk. before him, belongs to the 
fragmentary character of his l. The 
common accounts of the compilation: of 
this Gospel are most capricious and ab- 
surd. In one place, omits a dis- 
course—‘ because it was not his purpose 
to relate discourses ;'—in another he gives 
& discourse, omi the occasion which 
led to it, as here. The real fact being, 
that the sources of Mark's Gospel are 

of the highest order, and moet 
direct, the amount of things con 
atte edit scanty and —— aes 

iti. § viii. 3 
resumed from ch. ii. a ^ 17 Sere pd 8., 
3 abroi is the nar- 
rator. N.] Peculiar to Mark. 
ol zap’ abrod = his relations, beyond a 
doubt for the sense is resumed by o$v in 
ver. 91: see reff. A6. haps 
from Nasareth,—or, answering to John 
ii. 12, from Capernaum), set eut: see ch. 
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» t œ j — e 
aT aire Ta aurov, rA o- yap or ™ etiorn. 22 kal ot yeaMparerc ot ARP 

aris amo ‘lepocodtpwy xaraBavrec fAeyov öre BeeAZeBovrA Hau 
era zx, kat Ort ^ & ri apyovri rov Satpoviwy " exBarAce 53. 69. 
Jæ L. Z. rà " aóra. 75 kai wpockaMaáputvoc avrovc * £y ° mapa- 
zr. BoNaic EÀ eic loc 2 ' garavac " carava aru. PBoAraic SA avroic Toc Sara ' saravac garant 
e "s aur; A kai tav BacArsia " % cavrziv. ‘ peprody, 

a — pe F , 28 A 
ov Sbvarat oraÜnvac N Baordsia ext 75 cal edv otxia 

Mar ai 8, "Eg Lauri "utpiaÜg, où Suvnacrat Ñ oixia iti ornvat’ 

" E, kai ti 0 ' caravac “aviorn tọ éavróv kai ` ueuípicrat, 

2:3; only. OV Suvarat oraOnvat, du Ad réAog Eye 27 add’ ov dúva- 

E rat ovdeic rà ` akevm Tov Lax vpov eic Ad ete ryv o 
å éA , - @ , pa a -æ a U a Sh 1 

loer kei aurou diap rot, EAV pr *puoro» TOV taoyupov Onoy, Kat 

Y 2 , - , > A e c 

r&v | TOTE THY Olkiav avrov " Giapszáct, — DP dh Af div 
Xen. Cyr.1. 1 2. ti Mt. reff. u = Acts v. 86,87 al. Gen. iv. 8. 

w bere (bis) and | Mt. only. Gen. xaxiv. 27, 99. 2 Matt. v. 18 reff, 
y = | Mt. ref. Deat. I. 41. 

91. cat ore neovoay weps avrov os ypappartc c. os Aotwor D lat-a b c &c(not 9 
goth. for Sorg, sEsorara: (ebe era Di) avrovc exsentiat eos D', lat-a b J; i. 

28. om avrei; D 33 lat-ö.— aft eAsyew ins o kvptoc enoove D lat-a J, 91.2 $ (eth) : 
aft avro:ç ins o ic U lat-b c (Syr). exBarew D 69. 

25. rec (for Óvrgetra) dvvarac (from ver 24), with AD rel vulg lat-b c ef i: txt 
BCLAN em(with fuld ing tol) lat-a g, i. rec (for ornvat) cra@nvas (from ver 24), 
with AC rel: sorava: D: txt BKLN.—ree or. bef y owa sxecwn (cf ver 24), with A 
rel lat-a (b) syr copt goth (sth arm) : txt BCDLAN vulg lat-c f ff, g, Syr. 

for aveor. 69 €. R. nen., caravay tkSaAAa pepepioras (-Gar D!) tp savror (see 
| Mt) D lat - a ö (c) 91 i. for cat nen ra, euspig09 c (C! P) A: wae epsprody 

(C! ?)L. (See var readd, 1 Cor vii. 33, 34, which may have ised some influence in 
producing confusion here.) rec crab gd, with AD rel: txt BCL.—add $ 
Bae ta avrov D lat-a b g, i. ins ro bef redoc D. 

27. rec om au (as superfi), with AD rel latt syrr goth: for add’, rat C'(appy) G 
eth: txt B C'(appy) LA 1. 38. 69 syr-marg copt arm. ovò tic dvvarai and 
om ov (simplification) AD rel latt syrr goth arm: txt BCA copt. eic T. OIK. 

T. tay. etceA. T. OK. avrov tap. (perhaps transposition for perspicwity) 
BCLA 33 (Syr copt) wth: om ce. e. r. ow. avr. G: txt AD rel latt syr goth arm.— 
om avrov D latt. dtapracy (confusion of vowels or conformation to non) 
AEFGKUVT 83: Sapa D: txt BC a sfcation), with M. rel (atf Syr) 

28. rec ra ap. r. vig r. avOpwxwy (simplification), wi re -f Syr) syr 
goth; so, omg T. an., F: roig avg. ra ap. A: txt ABCDLM? 1. 33 ev-y vulg lat- 

v.14. They heard of his being so beset 
by crowds: see vv. 7—11. — 
i. e. His relations—not ric. dior, 
He is mad: thus E. V.; and the sense 
requires it. They had doubtless heard of 
the accusation of his having a demon: 
which we must suppose not to have first 
begun after this, but to have been going 
on throughout this course of miracles. 

The understanding this that Ais 
disciples went out to repress the crowd, 
for they said, ‘ It is mad,’ is as contrary 
to Greek as to sense. It would require 
at least aóroóc and itiornoay, or roy 
6xyAov for abróv, and would even then 
give no intelligible meaning. 22. ] of 

vp. of dwd lep. . . . peculiar to Mk.: 
see note on Mt. ver. 24. Here Mt. has 
ol $api.—Lk. ric IE ahr, i.e. r&v 
byA. bn B. fxe] This addition is 
most important. If He was possessed 
by Beelzebub, the prince of the demons, 
He would thus have authority over the 
inferior evil spirits. 23.| TposkaA. 
atrovs is not inconsistent Wette) 
with His being in an house—He called 
them to Him, they having been far off. 
We must remember the large courts 
in the oriental houses. dv wap., 
namely, a kingdom, &c., a house, &c., the 
strong man, &c. garavas gar.) The 
external unity of Satan and his kingdom 
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Ore wavra " agebhoerar roi viotc rey avOporwy rà Met viis 
" épaprtiara, kai at * BAacénuia: à óca tay BRaoν,˖! 1 2 ‘Rom. 
ow. us à ay " BAaesnufisy si eic TO wvevpa ro aytoy, Hs ONT" 

ovK 2 ° ageow tic ros alda, AAG tvoxóc toriv EI [a 
aiwviov * dpaprüparoc' 

12 8l Tov EKE 

Aourrec avróv. & 

9 ore exo 

kai tp xovrat ot adeA gor avrov cal 9 umo gba ecc 
aurov, Kai Eie € orükovrtc arlora ar gde avrov Ka- Dan, as 

cal éxaQnro spi avróv oxAoc. 

IIveupa * era bap- 2 uL 

LXX. 
= aad Dr. 

KAL , Heb. ix. 39. 

Aéyouow avro "1800 5$ 1 urig gov Kai oi aò AO gov [sot dw. m Mant 

at aden gal gov Ew Unrovoiv ce. 

roic Aéye Tic. tor h uürnp pov n ot adeAgoi ; 
Panl only, Rom. ziv. 4. 1 Cor. zvi. 18. Gal. v. lal. Exod. xiv. 18 P. 

33 Kat axoxpiOic av- a z.) 
r. 99. 

94 kal ti xi. 95. 
otherwise, 

b = Matt. el. 96 reff. 

abg,l rec om at (error, owing to ca: preceding), with D rel: txt 
ABCEFGHLA 1. 1. 88. 69 copt. rec ocas ical corrn), with AC rel: txt 
BDGHA 69. rec (for eva ay, with AD rel: txt BCE!FLA 88 ev-y. 

29. for oc & av, oc av ds ric D 

BC rel: txt ADLA. 

Ji 9, eth arm Cypr.. 
£oAactwc 61. 184 (Both corrns for 
D 69 Ath Ps-Ath: txt BLA 33 latt copt goth arm 

: etu de 80. «xev D 77. 236 lat-a b ce f; 9 
31. rec (for xai spy.) epy. ovy, wit 

goth eth 

om 1st uc D. gr vulg lat-a b goth arm. 
om uç rov awya D 1. 22. 28. 209 2-pe lat-a b e ff, 9, Ath 

for evoxoc, evog Di. 
rec (for apaprnparos) xptcewc, with A rel tol lat: F syrr 

the unusual 

2˙ rec ax; 7 with 

LA 88. 69 vulg lat-a c e 
sth : 

expression in txt): apapriac C (appy) 

eoras 

pr, Ang. 

: txt BCDGLAN 1. 69 latt Syr copt 
for epxovrai, epxeras DOR lata be Sr 9: txt ABC rel vas. 

rec oc ad. x. q p. av. with E rel: N unrup avrov Kai oi adeAgot avrov 
(ae ||) BCDGLA (1.) 33 
55 Ist avrov, with EF 

h sth: ot ad. av. x. . av. AKM.— 
8051 C (13 69 Cale) ByT : in ABC sd Syr sont goth qus 

rec (for org«ovric) torwrec, with AD rel: sorncoric C? 9t ? GL 1: txt BCia. 
rec (for caXovvrec), gene with D rel: Znrovvreç A: om A(but a space is left) 
lat-a: txt BCL 1. 6 

82. rec o xdog bet xapi avrov (simplification 7), with E rel eth : txt ABC (D) KLMA 1. 
33. ar Nat. b c (e) f ff, 91. yrr goth.—for wepi, poc D. 
uxov de (from || 255 with d rel syr goth (arm): txt BCDLA 69 vulg lat 
97.2 1 Syr syr-ms- 
tioned in vv 81, 84 ?), wi 
AD rel lat-a r 

rec (for cas ^ psit 
S fia 

seth. ^ rec om cat at adsAgar cov (neglect, or as not men- 
BCGKLAN 1. 33 vulg lat-e f, 9, , Syr copt eth arm: ins 

33. rec awexpiby avr. Ac, with AD rel lat-(a) Bf goth arm: txt B(C)LA vulg 
QU T syr copt.— At ye bef avroic C. for fj, cae (see || Mt and ver alle BCLVA 
VVV txt AD rel lat-c e f ff, goth eth arm 

side if bef adsAgos D 
rel [vss]: txt B D-gr arm. 

is 5 declared by this simple way 
of putting the question: see note on Mt. 
The expression must not be taken as 
meaning, Can one devil cast out another ? 
The weravag and garavay are the same 

: ef. ver. 26. 28.] AMA Y. 
€, peculiar to Mk. 28.] The 

punc rere ri separating it 
its noun by the 3 worda, 

hg it a prominent e 
elevíov 

alwviov by 
the critical treatment of the sacred text 
that we owe the restoration of such im- 

rec aft adeAgo: ins pou (from ver 84 and || Mt), with AC 

t and deep-reaching ions as 
i it finds ite in dro&avilofe 
iv raiç ápapríaig tpv, Jn. viii. 24. 
Kuinoel's idea, quoted and adopted by 
Wordsw., that dudprnpa means in the 
LXX the punishment of si», seems to be 
entirely unfounded. And as to its being 
^a Novatian error to assert that sin is 
alto (Wordsw.), it is at all events a 
legitimate inference from oùs ixe dgeoww 
tic róy alsva. If a sin remains unre- 
mitted for ever, what is it but eternal? 

90.) explains the ground and mean- 
ing of this awful denunciation of the Lord. 
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ier. 8 raf £. regie : Kichy rode wepi avrov rab unte z 
4 on. x9. At yet "18s ù unrnp pov Kai ot ad AD W de av roy 
Ti say. "ea ™ GeAnnara rou G, ovrocg adeAgog pou Kai adeAgy A 
xin. lee xai ura Eoriy. j 

Ki n IV. Kai rd netaro d dd oc waoa rnv Oadao- 

ail de sav kai vurã perai wpoc avrov oyAo¢ wÀetoroc, P wore 
x avróv 1 tpBávra ei eic "rò AO xabala ` Ev TY p Oadracoy® 

1.25 NON 9 
iv. "2 rai 

vili. 
S cs ch. iu. 10 

al. 
q Mart: vill. 28 

t Matt. xiv. 23. ch. vi. 33 al. 
Bae Matt. iv. 8. Eph. iv. 26 al. 

34. om rat B. 
the most likely 

for \eyu, «xs» DG 69 lat-a c ff. 
88. 69: txt BC rel. * 

35. rec aft oc ins yap (from || M£), with ACD rel n 
rec (for ra GeAnpara) ro 0t apa a b c e copt Aug. 

txt B. pou bef adeAgog D lat-b e g, 

2 Xp v. 8. icai mac 0 oxyAoc ' re ray ÜaXaccav iwi Tne ync ñoav. 

did ore avrovg 
5 da &. EXeyev guroic er T d. dax y avrov 

1. 

nAGev o " asitpov oreipat. 
s es Bev. xviii. 19. 

u iv _TapaPoaic wodXa, kei 

Axobere. 480 e&- 

cal eylvero &v ry amtipay, 
t — Lake zzii. 66. a eh. üL 33 reff. 

4 

rove wipe avrov bef gwzA e (Doing first omd, it was aft ined in 
place : see below) BCLA copt : rovc . omg wep: avrov, D lat-3; 

T. cur. ©. av. 1. 13. 69. 124. 209: 3 th 7): : txt A rel syr 
170 AL 

gi va: om B lat- 
t), with ACDN rel: 

aót^eg ed with C rel vulg 

for «de, jov KMA 1. 

rec aft a 
lat-a ff, Ja syrr copt eth: om ABDLA 1. 83. 69 lat - ö c e f ff, g, goth arm Ambr. 

Cuar. IV. 1. gpgfaro bef radi» D (209) al lat-a ö c e gi wth 
rec (for evyayerai) cvvynyOn, with D rel latt syr-ms: cuvyyOncay rapa, ru" 

Orig-lat. for 

Mt) A 236 al syrr (goth wth arm with nomin pl): cuvepyeras 1. 200: 69 
Tail 69. for ox No, o Aug D. 

with AD rel: txt BCLAN. 
33 latt arm Thi: txt A rel syr copt goth 
CKLM 1. 33. 131. 209 al: ins A B(above the ine) De D dy itg 

tig 73» 0. A: circa mare lat-al D. lat: i» litore 
.D1at-a b cef F, 9i 

), with AD rel vulg lata b ff, 9, syr Orig- dt: txt BCLA 83 evv- y- 150 

rnc 9. D-gr: 5. ryv 0. 1.118.209: 
es cef Dag om exe rne Y 

(t 
9. for roa, wodXare D. 
8. for arovert, agovcars C 15. 269. 417 2-pe. 

ec To 9 8 9 
. Ad roc) rohe 120 
a a || Mt) BC LUA 

2 To (see on || Af?) 
for ev rn 0., wepay 

rec (for gea») ny 

rec ins rov bef orupa: (from 
|| Mt), with AC rel Eus : om B (D) N.—om orecpar D. 

9L] (e or. dw....one of Mk.’s 
precise details. 32.] wal I.. 
another such. 34.) Mt. here has 
some remarkable and graphic details also : 
dereivacg rrjv xelpa avr. ixl r. pna0grác 
abr. Both accounts were from 
eye-witnesses, the one noticing the out- 
stretched hand; the other, the look cast 
round. Deeply ‘interesting are such par- 
ticulars, the more so, as shewing the way 
in which the records arose, and their 
united strength, derived from their inde- 
pendence and variety. 

Cuar. IV. 1—9.|] PARABLE OF THE 
SOWER. No fixed mark of date. Mt. 
xiii. 1—9. Lk. viii. 4—8. There is the 
game intermixture of absolute verbal iden- 
tity and considerable divergence, as we 

have so often noticed: which is wholly 
inexplicable on the ordinary suppositions. 
In this case the vehicles of the parable in 
Mt. and Mk. (see Mt. vv. 1—3; Mk. vv. 
1, 2) bear a strong, almost verbal, resem- 
blance. Such a parable would be care- 
fully treasured in all the Churches as a 
subject of catechetical instruction: and, 
in general, in proportion to the 
scum of 5 j iw resem ; 
stronger in the reports of it vélur 
see ch. iii. 7. The $ofere is coincident 
with the gathering together of the crowd. 

2.) Out from 5 
the great mass of His „ one pa- 
rable is selected, which He e during 

3) dxotere— it—dy tý 8:8. ard. : 
this solemn prefatory word is peculiar to 
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" © piv te rad TAV oder, kai AO "à " wererve Kat x Mate 
d karí$a yt avró. 5 kai de € Erst» eri TO " werpwoec a = E 
kai Gov ob axe ynv wodAny, xai eu hde * &avéreuv E E ver. "inti am 
"Sa ro un tyuv BaBoc ne p kai Ore Savérerdev o 5 r. oaly. 
Moc, “éxavparioOn kat E re p" 3 pilav EH. trans. only.) 

7 xai "aXXo E imece» sic Tac ‘axavbac, kat © aviBnoay ai TI 
carla: cal ̀ evvér lay avró, kai ' Kapwov oùx den. Aste ark 2 
8 kai Ma 5 Treoty tic ry yn riv cas, kai ' tiov EX 
! kapzov * ava(Jaivovra kai ! avCavópevov, kai Epepev ™ ele PE 

2 ‘pv tye | m Y. c ^ 9 . 8, 
rptaxovra kai tic shnkovra kai kite &karóv. kai E. f 
— ^ 7 n * a?» , 10 V sured li iA Oc ye “wra “axovev, axovira. kai Ore Rat. 75 io 
> 7 o ld > » > & PA! p 1 reff. 
U yévero ° karauóvac, npurev avrov " oi ? mepi avrov ob T 

83. fma xzxil. IA. h ver. 19 J. Lake viii. 42 only +. 7 (ener. K., Heb. xil. 
11. . Sech. viti. 12. k j Mt. = n l Matt. xili. 32 reff. 

m ver. 30. ch. ix. e aiL. ver. 33. ziv. 86. EXix. 4. Isa, xxxii. n. 
iv. &. P Loro xd . obu zi 19 v. 7) m Acts xiiL 18 4. Esck. 

4 om eyevero DF vulg lat-5 c &c Syr eth. onxepas D. Arg D: AAG 
HKA 33 Scr’s p ev-y. rec aft wereva ins rov ovpavov (from j| Luke), uw 
DGM vulg-ed lat-a ff, g m ABC rel am(with em fuld ing tol) lat cef f,93,! 
syrr pup eth arm qu D. 

5. rec (for cat aX.) aX. or 333% NC˙⸗ꝛ ae ar a. 
ee M! lat-b : txt BCDLM!A 2 t-a copt sth. for addo, adda D-gr 13. 33. 

lat-e.—execay D. ra xerpwðn ( xal T Mt) D 1. 33 vulg lat- ö c e fl. 
rec om «a: (|| Aff), with AC rel vss: ins BD lat-a(appy) b c e ff i. for oxov, ors 
D lat-b c e ff, 93 i- rec tvOsec, with A rel: txt BCDLA. (33 def.) eta y- 
soredAey Di. ins rnc bef ync B (so also in || Mt) : rnv ynv D. 

6. rec (for kat ore aytrtiAE» o no) niov d avarudavrog (from || Mt), with A 
rel lat-a f syrr goth eth arm: txt BCDLA vulg lat. J, i l copt exauparicOnoav 
B D-gr lat-a e. 975 See D, ver 5: so also in || Mt.) 33 D-gr lat- e. 

7. for tic, exs CDM? 33 al lat-b(supra) copt - mas. 
8. rec aAAo (appy conformation to the preceding. This is more probable, as a 

recen occurs twice before, than that ¶ Mey. | it should have been corrd to the plur to 
accord with sig—elo—ale below, or to suit || Mt), with AD rel latt syrr goth eth arm: 
txt BCL 33 lat-e copt. for eig, ews (|| Mt) C Bag rec av£avovra on 
the intrans form being [see reff] more common in N. T.), with C(Treg expr) rel: 
ADLA, avEavopeva BN. egevoy C: pepe D 124: adferet lat-b D- lat. 
rec I (thrice), with S(e sil) 69 latt(with A-lat) Syr(appy) ` : ey ACID : iv E rel syr 
seth ae ev twice, «c Ist time L: txt BC!A Naz. aft rp. and aft 
eZ. om xat 

9. rec aft eAeyey ins avroic, with M?-marg S(e ail) al: om ABCD rel latt syrr copt 
goth sth arm Thl. rec o exer (from || Mt i o with AC! rel: txt BCI DAR. 

add x. o cvi Gvritro D lat-a b f gi. 
10. rec ore de, with A rel syrr sth arm: 145 50 Bl 4 lait copt goth. rec npe- 

rncay (more usual historic sense), with E rel vulg lat-c f TRE 3 SYTT: ew qperncay 13. 69. 
124. 846: exnperwy (|| Lu) D (al f): txt ABCLAN 33 Orig-lat. (-rov» CR.) 

for os wepi avr. ovy r. d., ot paÜgra« avrov (|| Lake) D 28. Yi 124 lat-a ö c ff, 

Mk. Eu ME and Mk. agree the fruit properly so called, the corns of 
esci verball n ver. 7 Mk. adds al wheat in the ears, but of the haulm, the 
. first fruit of the successful seed. The 
„ . On this latter, corns first come in after Loe. 
eyer remarks, that the two present 10—19.] REASON FOR SPEAKING IN 

partt. are eia Of rapmóv, which PARABLES. Mt. xiii. 10—17. Lk. viii. 
therefore must not be understood here of 9, 10. 10.] of w. aùr. ow 7. 868. = 



e "E rE 

TU Pa ° 2 q A a 
852 
g 
ES; 13 „ 1 Thess. 

iv. 19. see 

wv? e 9 Ld 

Aets xxvi. Ii. apebp . 

ETATTEAION 

- 8 , a q L 
roĩc Swdexa rac " rapa(JoAác. 

Yut» ro 'uvornpiov & dora rnc BacıÀsiaç rov eov’ 
> p to” t» , — 2 , l exeivorc & ‘roic k &v wapa[JoAaic rà xavra yiverat, 

rexit; 12 tva BAéwovrec BAitwow Kai py wow, kat akovorrec 
akovwelw Kal ui Guviwci, uiyrore " txiarphjwat, Kai 

cal Abyss avrotc Ovx. oldare rà» 

11 

= , * , " 1 e^ [4 M a (roit bers, wapaPoAnv raŭðrnv; Kat voc macac tac °’ xapaoXac 
. pm F e 

ulMt.,frm * „ 14 
l i. 10. yvaccabe ; 
Lak 
al. 
(16) 

v cb. iif. 28 al. 
w w here only. 
£X @ Lake xviii. 

84. Joban iil. 
lo. Job ix. 
11. y pres. part., ver. 3 reff. 

lat: om o: wep. av. L 359. 915 
vulg-ed(with fuld) Syr copt-ms goth wth arm: ric 9 wap. aurg 

cf fa gi 1 Orig-lat: txt BCLAN am(with gat ing mm mt) lat-g, 

rec aft ded. ins yywvaı (from || Mt Iu), with C*D rel 

28. 69. 124 lat-a 
or 

1. eye D lat-a b f. 
lat-a c &c: om ABC'KL lat. Ui copt. 
syrr copt-ms goth wth (arm): txt B Cappy) L lat 

for yiv., AES er. D 64. 124 lat- a 
19. ins pn bef BrAtrwory (|| Lu) E'FGHA Orig, 

for age8n, ageOnoeras (see fut, Mt xiii. 15 and Isa 

DK. 

for evvieciy, cvrwoey DL 1. 
vi. 10) AK Orig, : ag«0ncoua« D'(lst-ff, g 

wit rec at end adds ra apaprnuara, 

o " oweiowy rov AGyov ee. 
e xris qs ? e N ` „ L4 , e 2 1 
Plis ÒE giai» Of wapa THY o80v, Omov c*wtiorrat & Àóyoç, Kal 

f af e E Orav akovowaty, ebe tpyerat o garavac kai "aipu rov 
L 

Aóyov ròv tørapuivov "sic avrobc. 
8 « ver. 35 fl. ch. H. 21 [. 

15 otros 

16 „„ 7 7 
KaL OVTOL ELOY” 

a = eb. i. 38 rk. Rom. viii 18. 

rec Tqv wapaBoAwv (|| Luke), with A rel 
In) D 13. 

rec did. [yv.] bef ro ver., with AD rel 
eEwSev B. om ra 

€ js 41*- 
arcor CM 69. 

i D-lat wth, Treg): agnow or -eow D?, 
h AD rel syrr goth wth: ra ap. avrey A 

syr-with-ast seth(peccatum illorum) : ra wapanrwpara 237 al Thl (all supplementary 
glosses) : om BC 1. 209 lat-b i copt arm Orig. 

15. for oxov, oig D 69! lat.. g Syr). * for was, oc B. rec tvOeuc, with 
AD rel: om 1. 118 arm: txt BCLA 33. 69 ev-y. for apet, agepes D: apa 
f Mt) CA: auferet lat-c D-lat. rec (for eig avr.) ev raw rapòiaig avrwy 
Le" with D rel latt Syr syr.txt copt-ms-corr goth : a*o r. eapdiac aur 

A lat -I eth: ey avro:ç (corra of tzt) CL A(Treg) lat -o copt syr-marg : txt B 1. 
13. 28. 69. 118. 209. 

oi pad. abrov Lk. 1L] rò HV ri 
= rà uvornpia Mt. and ck rots 
Se added here (= roig Aocroig, Lk.) 
means the multitudes —those out of the 
circle of his followers. In the Epistles, 
ali who are not arn ane cor- 
responding meaning for t y5,—are 
designated by it. TÀ dra yiveras, 
the whole matter is transacted. Herod. 
ix. 46, ur ol Adyos ytyóvact. 13.] 
We must keep the live strictly to its 
telic meaning—in order that. en God 
transacts a matter, it is idle to say that 
the result is not the purpose. He doeth 
a after the counsel of His own 
will. t.; as usual, quotes a hecy ; 
Mk. hardly . at the 8 
of his Gospel: Lk., very seldom. 
å$. abr. = id abroóc Mt., it should 
be forgiven them ; i. e. ‘forgiveness should 
be extended to them:’ no need to supply 

any thing, as the gloss of the rec. does: 
the expression is im 

18—90.] EXPLANATION OF THE Pa- 

RABLE OF THE SOoWER. In tùy wap. 
rabrqv, the general question which had 
been asked ver. 10 (rag wapaPodds), 
is tacitly assumed to have had spe- 
cial reference to the one which has been 
given at length. Or we may under- 
stand, that the question of ver. 10 took 
the form which is given in || Mt.: dd 
ri iy wapaBodaic Aadtic abroig;. in 
which case the rág must be generic: 

Him parables; or His 
bles. The three e tions (see 

t. xiii. 18—23: Lk. viii. 9— 165) are 
very nearly related to one another, with 
however differences enough to make tho 
common hypotheses quite untenable. Mt. 
and Mk. nearly verbatim. Mt. 
however writing throughout in the sin- 
gular (d owapeic c. r. A.). Mk. has some 
additions, e. g. 6 ＋ TT., 
ver. 14—after ) dw. roð wA. ver. 19, 
cal el x. TÀ A. dri. :—and some varia. 
tions, e. g. waravag for Mt.’s ô wownpédc, 
and Lk.'s à dg. Such matters are 

IV. 

' kai Neyer avroic a 



11—21. 

opoiwe ot &ri ra "rerpodn owsipopevor, oi oray axobow- b ver. 

KATA MAPKON. 

ow roy Adyov, evOuc ^ pera xapac AapBavovew avróy, ` ia 4. 
17 kai ovx eo ° pilav iv favroic, adda ° wpóckatpoí 
tio, sira -yevoutync Odifewc 7 ' Sew 

7 0 Mt. 2 Cor. 

n 25 oniy t. 

v dia Tov Aéyov a Mat xi. 6 
ref. 

evbuc er B]—“q i- 18 kat aq Ao. toiv ot etc rác b ver. 7. 
h 

Te, 19 

à , guum xi ov, roy As yov, kai 

axdrÜac oweipopsvor’ ovroi uy ot roy Aoyor a axoveay- " 
kai at „ Alpina. rod av kat 7 

wXovrov Kai at wepi TQ orra monis * 
d caproc yiveran | 

exeivot Eto oi Emi THY ys Tüv KaAnv onapivrec, " otrtvec 
akovovew TOV Ad vor kai ° wapadéxovrat, kat ? kapwo- f 

i e liv e 
vi 49 nf. awárn TOU ái Mt. bd 

20 ka T xli xe zz 

i 18. ) Tim. ¢ 
9. — 

uL 17 ip ol, 

po aÈ Ev rpiüxovra kal 27 = eEnxovra kal un EN Ekaro”. pi Me. ne 

21 xai Ae pes, avroic ore Hire žpyerat 6 !Aéxvoc 1 iva 
St vii. 16 
ref. xz vi. 
7. 

oͤrd ' róv " podov rely 1) vro ' rv " KAlyny, ovy wa Emi Mets 10 
t e» Matt. ix. I. x. 86. ziii. 8 al. fr. m Matt, v. 16. Lake xi. 88 only f. 5 

16. om oporwe D 1. 18. 28. 69. 118. 181. % op. bef 
usv CLA 33 appy) sth. 

wilk: txt A 33. 
17. for 5, rat D vulg lat-o f FI. 3 91 l. 

LA 33. B. oxavea. vta 

rec evOewc, with rel Orig: om D al lat-c ff, i 

rec svÜeuc, with AD rel Orig: txt BC 

18. rec (for aA) ovros (from || Zu), with AC! rel lat. Syr(Treg) syr goth ied 
om a. sı. 1. 69 Syr(Tisch) arm: txt BC'DLA latt copt. 

reading ovrov tci. at evra: sory (con 
ins BC'DLA 1. 69 latt Syr copt arm. 
goth sth arm: txt BCDLA 69 Syr 

for eig, exe R. 
of ver) AC? rel lat: F th Thl: 

rec axovoryrec (from ||), with A rel latt 

19. for arw., fiov D Scr's c goth, Lih: D-lat, ti lat-c, vite lat-d. rec aft 
ausy. ins rovrov (gloss), with A rel lat F syrr copt goth sth: om BCDLA 1 Ser’s c 
ny peat 

txt BCLA T. rany 

£. awarat rov coopov D arm. 
agapsot yivovrat D 124 lat-b o e ff. g, i copt 

e. Tec me (for txt voi) ovrot (from || Le), with AD rel 

om «. at T. f. E e 
ms(appy 
S sth arm Orig 

Cory) om Srd ev 5 
tt syr 

om 2nd ew B Syr. Y 
406 Scr's d.—«» (thrice) ADA, fri C: iy» (thrice) E rel syrr, (Ist time) L: dv 
(thrice) S(e sil) latt copt goth (eth arm :—eee ver. 8 (I cannot consent with Tischdf to 
edit ele in ver 8 and ly here. The mistake was so o , that the sense should be 
mainly regarded: and all the more because || Luke has cap rogopode.» iv. No ms 
here reads sç). 

not trifling, because they shew the gradual 
deflection o verbal expression in different 
versions of the same 5 ,—nor is the 
general e's, which seems 
to be from a different hearer. 16. 

after the TER 5 
ciple o interpretation. 

otice the concluding words 
of the interpretation exactly reproducing 
those of the parable, ver. 8, as charac- 
teristic. It is remarkable that the same 
is found in Mt. but in another form and 
order: one taking the climax, the other 
the anticlimax. In Luke, the two are 

, with ACD rel: ins BL. 
LA. 1. 33 ev-y 

EPX. awrerac D latc e (J) fa 91 $ copt-wilk 

rec o Avy. bef epy., with 
"e ceffg9l e copt.—for 

ins cat bef ovx for 

varied. $1—9395.] Lk. viii. 16—18; 
and for ver. 25, Mt. xiii. 12. The rest is 
mostly contained in other parts of Mt. 
(v. 16; x. 26; vii. 2), where see notes. 
Here it is spoken with reference to teach- 
ing by parables:—that they might take 
dy io from leni xp e instruction 
which they were capable living :—not 
biding thom under a blanted understand: 
ing, nor, when they did understand them, 
neglecting the teaching of them to others. 

21] tes is also used in the 
classics without life: cf. Hom. 
Il. r. 191, See zt Capa "Ex chioing EÀ- 
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„ ray" Avyviav reOy ; 2 ov yap toriv [ri] cægurrò Edy uù ABCDE 
x iL. Col. 4.8 To n^ A » „ x? ^ rR’ J AN FGHEL oniy. dn. ir Lira] paveowOy* ov éyevero " awoxpugoy, GAA tva € Oy usb 

6. , J y * y? 7 , 7 1. 33. 69. 

v &c  $avtpor. eiriç iyu * wra 7 axovey, akovéro. 
2 Eph. v. 15. 924 ` eX P a BAZ 7 2 7 L y 
cous.” Cal EÀEyEV auTou éwere ri aKovere. Ev œ pirpy 
cre wna fer pere “perpnOnoerar viv, Kat ° wpocreÜnoerat diy. 
„n „. 2 Oc yap iyu SoOncerae avro, Kai Oc ovk tye, Kat 8 

88. Lake 
zii. 81, vil exer ^apÜnsrra, ax avrov. 46 Kat er yer Ovrwe tory 

c æ ver. 15. 
d Lake ul. 19 

ref. 

ext, vxo B'N 33. 69: txt ACD rel. 

j Balea rov Üsov wç avÜperoc * Bary roy * axópov 
e Lake vili. 6,11. S Cor. U. 10 oniy. Dent. xi 10. 

rec À. ewureOy (corrs as more appropr : so 
also in || Luke), with AK rel: txt BCDLA 33. 69. 

22. om re (aft || L«) BDHEMU 1. 69 lat-b e f, 9: i 
rel vulg lat-c f ff, 9, syrr goth arm. 

tt pn iwa 1. 69: «a» un ACKL 83. 

M. for ri, ra D-gr. om xat por. vpu DG ev-y gat lat-b e g,. 

appy) seth Thl: ins AC 
bd 2 J, with. n og av pn U: tar 

pn «va B(sic, not as Birch] AN: a «wa D lat-5 ff, i: quod son 
rec tic foe bef A0 

with A rel vulg lat-b c &c syr arm: gavepwOn (g 

lat-o f goth: 
|| Luke), 

s$) B Syr wth: txt CDLA ev-y 

rec at 
end adds row acovoveiy, with A G[sic, Scr. Cod. Aug. p. x.) rel syrr ; credentibus lat: 
goth: om BCDLA latt copt eth arm. (The whole passage is in le uncer- 
tainty : roig axovovory appears to have been a gloss insd to explain the connexion 1 
the saying with BA. ri akovere ; but on the other hand wpocreOnoerat, omd here in 
al, appears as a gloss ondo0gosrai below. It seems as if the origl txt did not contain 
the clause x. por. vpiv. At all 

25. rec ins ay bef ey. 
exm, with A rel: txt BCDE'FHKLA 69. 

events, roc akovovarty cannot stand.) 
(from || Luke), with AD rel; «av M: om BCLA (69).—rec 

for ào0., T pocrsOnotra: D. 
26. rec aft wç ins «a», with A rel; a» C: orav 1 al: om B D- gr LA 33. 69 tol lat-e 

copt. ro oxopoy C!.—ox. Barn D. 

@wor... and see Palm and Rost. Lex. 
29.) dAAd here is almost equiva- 

lent to ef u$. Hartung, Partikel. i. 43, 
cites Eur. Hippol. 633, porov & Oro rò 
nli» AMA! avwgedne | evnOig car’ olxov 
Spurat yuv coy dt puce. We may 
add Xen. Mem. iii. 13. 6, fipero abr, ef 
kai $opriuv fpipe; ud At’ ob Pywy', Lon, 
AAA rò ipárioy. See Klotz. Devar. p. 7. 

stot Riel ee Üpiv (see var. readd.), 
more shall be added, i. e. more Knowledge : 
so Euthym.: iv & pirpy ptrptire ry 
erpocox jv, àv ry mi: perpnOnoerat tpi 
1j y, rovriory, Sony sicgipere spoc- 
oxhy, rocavrn wmapacxyeOncerac vplyv 
veo, cai ob pévoy ly ry abrQ pirpy, 
Md cai 1 IRA. 0c dv xp wpocoxfjv, 

CwOnoeras abr yvocic, r. Dc obe Exu, 
ral 3 Axe orippa yvectec ápÜnorrac 
ax abrov. cabawep yàp ij ewou) ad 
TÓ rowiroy, oÜrw xal ij pgOupia SiagGei- 
pu. z rq card MarÜaiov d rpóxov 
črepov ijpg0naav raira, cai car’ dA 
Syvoay. 

26—39.] PARABLE OF THE SEED 
GROWING WE KNOW NOT HOW.  Pecu- 
liar to Mk. By Commentators of the 
Straussian school it is strangely supposed 

to be the same as the parable of the tares, 
with the tares left out. If so, a wonder- 
ful and most instructive parable has arisen 
out of the fragments of the other, in 
which the idea is a totally different one. 
It is, the growth of the once-deposited 
seed by the combination of its own de- 
velopment with the genial power of the 
earth, all of course under the creative 
hand of God, —bot i dependent of human 
care and anxiety during this time of 
growth. 26.] Observe Nryer, with- 
out avrotc—implying that He is now pro- 
ceeding with his ing to the people: 
cf. ver. 33. some difficulty 
has been felt about the interpretation of 
this man, as to whether it is Christ or 
his ministers. The former certainly seems 
to be excluded by the xaSev8y, and ds 
obx ole abrég, ver. 27; and perhaps the 
latter by &wocr. Tb Sp., ver. 29. But I 
believe the parable to be one taken simply 
from human things —the sower bei 
quite in the background, and the whole 
stress being on the SEED—its power and 
its development. The mon then is just 
the farmer or husbandman, hardly ad- 
mitting an interpretation, but necessary 



éri Mu: me, 

oldey avréc. 2 
- Xoprov etra 

20 orav 8 

lloc ' 
Een zi. 

me d All. 95. 
1 Pet. ii. 28.) I vil. 8. or, ch. xiv. 10, 11. see 1 Cor. xv. 

e ouly, exe. Rev. xiv. 1 1 
q Matt. xiii 

tate. 
“ah. il. 18.) o her 

Joel l. e. see Exod. ix. 31. 
2 Matt. vil. 34, 96. xiii. $6 aL Cant. I. 9. 

27. syesperac EFGHLM 69: eyepOn D. 
EFH 33) : txt BC'DLA. 
indic.) 

28. rec aft avrop. ins 
avrop. D arm: om ABC CL syr 
wrong. | for era (twice), id BN. 

KATA MAPKON. 

7 wat xabevdy cal eytiparat 
' mmipay, Kai o ° ewópoc 8 * Braorg Kai * pnxbynrac ec ob 3 

avropárm 9» yn j Kaprogoptt rp rr giii. PL goa, 

srüyvv, sira Anions airoc ty TQ ora xui. E Saly ain. 
= wapadot o kapmóc, evÜUc i (fume 

° Seiwa vov, on P mapiormkty o1 Oepropoc. 
opowowpery riv Bacireiay rob Osov; N £v rivi 

Aes s "ied s oaly. Lev. 

935 

NA Af aec, Luke wer Kat u— C N 

3 amooréÀÀe ro 

9 Kai Bey» only; 2 Kings 
bere only. 
Jean, " 12 
Ald. bhv. 14, 

. XXV. 8. 11. Seir: xiz. 39. Wisi. xvii. 6 only. 
i ch. li. 23 only. Gea. xli. 6—7, m = here 

21. 
9. Deut. xvi.9. Joel l. e p = here 
80 bis, 989. John lv. 86 bis, al. Gen. vili. 39. 

rec fAaeravy, with AC? rel (ve. 
pnxvyerac BDH. (Corrn, fancying that BAaorg was 

, with A oat eL OAE, (Syr) syr-ms copt-ms goth: ins or: bef 
aft wpwroy ins piy A. [Tischdf is 

cra D-gr. rec AD oro 
(grammi corrm, to put it in apposn with the precedg accusatives), with AC? rel: 
winpne dirov. Cl(appy) : wrAnpec oiroc B: (latt uncertain :) wAnpy¢ o ceroç D: txt 

copt. A ees n eros D vale «at orav lat - a cf fig 
with AC rel: txt BDAY. rec t$ 

rec wapade (corre to more «sual form), 
, with AD rel: txt BCLN. 

30. rec (for sec) riv: e rom || | Zu) with AD rel vulg lat-a(appy) e f FI i syrr copt 
goth eth arm Orig : txt 
latt: opotwow (il 2 Lu) K 69 Thl. 
goth arm: txt B 

to the machinery of the 
Observe, that in this case it is not róy» 
rp bre as in Lk. viii. 6,—and the 
agent is only hinted at in the most general 
way, e. g. dwoor. r. pir., without a 
nom. case a meaning must 
be assigned, the best is “ human E 
in general. t wil be seen from t 
note, that I regard the exposition given 
in my first edition as a mistaken one.) 

but it is not easy, and, as far as I know, 
unexampled. It looks like à combination 
FA oo 5 E n] idv dp. 
aA. x. 6y.—1. e. emp 

Aim, „„ about his his ordi 
wary : The seed sown in the 
beart is in its growth dependent on other 
causes than mere human anxiety and 
watchfulness:— on a mysterious power 
implanted by God in the seed and the soil 
eombined, the working of which is hidden 
from human eye. Beware of the mistake 
Se eee 

of all the verbs in this verse. 
26. No trouble of ours can accelerate the 

83. 69 ev-y lat-b e opowcoyuey C 1 syr-marg. 
rec (for rivi) via, with rage rel Syr syr-txt 

\(appy) LA 1. 69 ev-y latt syr-marg copt sth Orig. 

growth, or shorten the stages through 
which each seed must pass. It is 
the mistake of modern Methodism, for 
instance, to be always working at the 
seed, taking it wp to see whether it ia 

instead of leaving it to God's growing, 
own good time, and meanwhile diligently 

God's work elsewhere : see ee 

tinually in his pare di «Vra 
ren res] then (there is) fall corn 
in the ear: if as D, then the corn (is) 
5 99.] wapaSoi, offers 
itself: see reff., and Winer, Gr. Gr. § 38, 1. 

he puts in—i. e. the 
husbandman, see above. See Joel iii. 18, to 
which this verse is a reference :—also Rev. 
xiv. 14, 15, and 1 Pet. i. 23—25. 
30—34.] PABABLE OF THE GRAIN OP 

MUSTARD SEED. Mt. xiii. 31—35. Lk. 
xiii. 18, 19. 30.] This Rabbinical 
method of questioning beginning a 
discourse is also found in Lk., ver. 18,— 
without however the condescending plural, 
which embraces the disciples, i in their work 
of preaching and teaching,—and indeed 
gives all teachers an example, to what 
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3 = here only. avri rapa[JoAg j bahnen; 13 

MIC IS Gray grapp ert Tie yic, 
571 Lake orephäron, rey emi tne ync 
xiv. 2 only. Baia. Kat yiverat peilwy wüvrov twv 

X = Matt. iil 

Mt ret 
"NM M avrov rd mrer&vd rov 

2. Lake i 

16. Colli 
Uv. Heb. KaÜwc nó0vavro ° akote’ 
only. te, EAGÀ& avroic’ 

a Matt. vi. 20 7 e 

mf sr, éAvey Tavra. 
(Dan. iv. is.) 

only. Job 
zi i. 15. . 

IV. 

1 cd cc E 

kat Orav cp, ` ava- 
 Aaxávuv, xai 

* morei y xAábovc peyadouc, C were dövaodat vwo Thy od 

aS oupavou pe kaTaoknvovy. 33 Kai 

csv. rotabruic wapa(oNaic — eAade avroic roy * Aóyov 

M N pic oe zapa[JoAnc OUK 

f kar itav & roig woe palnraiç € er- 

55 Kal Abet avroic Ev éxtivy TU nutpa ^ dag à yevo- 
€ = 1 Cor. xiv. 9. Gen. 1. 7. Al. 33. f Matt. ziv. 

8 reff. ere (Acts xix. 50) only. Gen. xli. 12 F. only. Hos. Hl. 4 Theodot. (-Avece, 9 Pet. I. 90.) 
bc. i 82 [aL Mt. ul on Daly. exc. John vi. 16 (xz. 19) f. Judith ziii. L only. 

rec wapaBo\n rap aurny, with AC?D rel Sony Orte Syr (syr-txt goth) arm: 
txt B Ci(appy) LA lat-b e copt eyr-marg (also, 227 70 
wapaBadouty aurny 69. (It is here somew 
both ürak Aryópava, sr. m. wapafichuysy, and mr T. tone 

For (1) it ts the less obvious ex 
that it should have been subsid for the other : (2) st 
merit the preference. 

serail to Orig ; wap. dne av. 
decide between 

he the latter seems to 
„ and it is hardly possible 
the harsher order of words 

T its side, making the other appear as if it came in with the more elegant arrange- 
: (8) it has the most ancient testimony : (4) we have already a trace of the love 

of aa corrns as wapaGodn e in aup N rag apgiBAnorpoyr, also in 
A &, in ch. i. 16.) 

31. aft we ins opora eariv D (lat-c) copt. 

with 
ryv ynv D 
LMA 33. (homeotel i in 69.) 

reo rorre (the dat has certai 
Te T rdiet At all events D is no evidence here, as it takes || — 

D Bias A): txt ACL rel Hesych Thl. 
rec pixporepos (grammi corra to suit oc), with ACD? rel: txt BD! 

TOC n. rar f. ow. core T. €. T. y., With E rel; so, 

for oc orav, o orca» D 

omg r. €. r. 7., C: p. cory F. T. OR. a uoi t T. y. D vulg lat-a ef V 91 0; (ins pev 
aft u. D? :) p. corey r. r. GT. r. 6. r. Y 

various pon of ori): ov boing omd by 
sit lat-e). 

. 89. om r. or. or. ava. D lat-(b e) i. 
txt BCDL M-marg A 1. 38 latt syrr th arm. 
ABCELV 38. karackgvow B. 

. M- 
(all more or less from || Mt, 3 the 

:op. 1. r. or. re oe. r. y. eorw Az 
constr, as is also shewn by the 

D): txt B L(wv, corrn) A (minor cum 

rec . rwy X. bef peZ., with A rel goth: 
ed (corre: see also || Mt) 

` 88. om wodAatc (homeotel) LA 1. 33 lat-d o e Syr copt-wilk eth arm: ins bef sap. 
D vulg lat-f, 7, l ne (C! is lost, sroAÀaic Aae being in a later hand. 

5 AD rel: txt BCUA 83 (FS 1, e sil). 

"atl e al e f: txt 

avroi D lat-f, 91 & 
94. cat yepic (|| Mi 

exprn), with AD rel 
e ffs i. 

they may liken the Kingdom of God. 
er, as irife, of Hephestus, II. c. 541, 

— 80 nunc hominem ponere, nunc 
deum,’ Hor. Od. iv. 8. 8,—see also de Art. 
Poet. 34. 81.] The repetition of ex- 

sions verbatim in discourses is pecu- 
far to M. so dr ris yijs here, and od 
Biv. orabives ch. iii. 24, 26, 26: and see 
a very solemn instance, ch. ix. 44—48, 

92.) cal «oui nA. pey. is also pe- 
culiar. See Ans on Mt. and Lk. 
98.) nao 48. Ax., according to their 
capacity of receiving :—see note on Mt. 

rec aft na0gr. ins avrov (more usual 
BCLA. for ravra, avrac D lat- 

xiii. 12. $4.] car Blar 82... We 
have three such instances—the sower, the 
tares, Mt. xiii. 86 ff., and the saying con- 
cerning dafilement, Mt. xv. 15 fl. To these 
we may add the two parables in Jn.,—ch. 
x. 1—18, which however was publicly ex- 

ined, —end ch. xv. 1—12 ;—and perhaps 
uke xvi. 9; xviii. 
35—41.] THE STILLIKG OF THE STORM. 

Mt. viii. 18, 28—27. Lk. viii. 22—25. 
Mk.’s words bind this occurrence by & 
precise date to the preceding. It took 
place in the evening of the day on which 

ou, de ABCDE 

“ pixpórepov oy wavrey Tey MSU 
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pévne uil Groner etc “Tro wipav. 
Vor * wapaAapBavovery avròv wç qv ew T Ao, Ean 
"kal dÀÀa "Oa sÀoia nv per 
N peyady à aviuov, kat rd Kopara 3 iriaMuv s c 2 

86 = | L. Lake al ' agévrec rov IH 
ings xviii 

37 : Mel vill. 18 

avrov. K ai querat l — Matt. un. 

rò Aol, & Pere nèn "-yenideoBar rò zÀoiov. * kai Hy EN 75 

avróc ev TU rh eri ' rò * wpockepaAatoy xabebduy. o |L. 2 Pet Ba Joha 3 Jena 

7 only. je. 

cal éyeipovaty avrov kai sa gat avro AibáakaAe, oy E (xiv) 

"na got ort àwo ópeba ;  SteyepBeic * imeripn- : = iers osiy. 
cer Ty avény cal dier Ty cer LDidwa, ' wepipwoo. ‘er 2 72 

40 

4 yere rio iy; 4 y 

a: 
. xv. 86. Kat * éxowacey o Gvepoc, kat tyévero „ver uryükn. 7 Lae xiv 38 
v. 10. John 

kai g avroi¢ = ai tore OUTUC; | rac ob il’? al. Ger. 
I ia 

gogo póßov ut yar, Kai * e 89, di ol 2115 

ÉAeyov rede here Tic dpa oUróc t Eortv, Ort Kal O s Bere on elf. 
avepoc Kai ij ÜaAaaca vxakovet avro ; if Y 

v W. ore, ad 
x. 40 oa onu r 16. Arts xviii. 17. 1 Cor. vil. 21. Job Axl. 3. Tobit x. 5.) Poa 

21 Een. vii. 24. Joha vi. 18. 2 Pet.1.18 fi, 1 oniy 9. 3 Mace, Vi. ml. av. "ees 

z M Ma, 2 Tim. 1.7. -Ag». Joha ziv. 97 
31 reff. e Lake fl. 

* Mati. xzi13 
a f oalyt. ig s symm. 

sch. vi. 51 4 5 . vill. 1. . 
ev. xxi 18 only. ip a 

am Malt. xvi. 15 Laks xii. 66. nt 
9. Jonah 1.10. (iv. I.) constr, Mait, ii. i reff. 

90. «. : D 69 lat-c Syr. 
i rind) BOLA vulg ata of fra le copt arm. (not understood) 

evrov, ra adda ra ovra per avrov mio 1 
xodda: Di) gear per avrov D lat- 
L rel : txt ABCDEMA 1. 33. 69. 

81. eyevero D vulg lat-5 c arm. 

for r. oyA., avrov A. om ĝe 
for ad to 

adAa de wÀota wodAa (morar 
rec open (see John vi. 23), with 

om gv L 1 copt-ms-wilk th arm: goa DA. 
rec ay. bef ueyaÀn (transpn : A. av being in 

H ie nh A rel ltr ar poe av. peyadou C al: txt BDLA 1. 69 vulg Mr ee 
sth arm. rec ra às (fo 
latt Syr copt goth sth. aey D. 

avoid repetn), with A rel syr arm: txt BCDLA 1 
rec avro nòn yep. (corre for — 

ipsis Ld pap arm: om en vulg lat-b c &c wth: 3 109 
txt BCD 

38. avroc 
eee Tee DLA 1. 69 latt. 

corra to usual order) BCLA: txt ADE rel. 

seth (and t scient MS from 
which N'. 72 nie cele pies „„ N 

rec (for ew) emi, 
om ro D 1.—15pocre$aXav v D 181. 

Sceyepovery (from || Le) with AB?C? rel: Juyeipavrec (omg cat) D 28 
t atd c cf. vid b 60. : eyeuayrec (omg x. 

39. ep 
Eat W D am copt. 

18. 69. 124. 846: txt B! C'(appy) A. 
r. Tn Oak. x. «xev» D 1 lat-d (c) e f, i arm. for reg., 

for ovrec ro ove, ovx BDLA latt copt th: ovrec bef decd. 1. 69 arm (re d. 
tere; being read as in || Mt, the corrn, or mistake, was obvious, and the variations 
followed) : txt AC rel. 

41. cory e D (al f) vulg lat-c arm. o avepos DE 1. 33 lat-h c VI g, i 
Syr transp n 0. and o: ay. D lat -a 3 e Se rec vrarovovery 
aura d Le), with A rel: vrarovovciy (only) D: aur vrarovn (order as in 
|| M?) Ca 1. 69 ict: txt BL. 

the parables were delivered : and our ac- following, who seem to have been 
count is so rich in additional particulars, rated from them in the gale. ul 
as to take the highest rank „ the 34, 5 See Hartung, Partikell. i. 
three as to precision. 36.] és Fv— 182. 87.] Na. dv. is also in Lk., 
without an jon — a he was, whose account is in the main so differently 
E. V. Cf. Jos. B. J. i. 17.7, atric we v worded. bréoAAav—not 6 A 
ire Oeppdc iz rov ö Aovoógtvoc ja ixiBaddAey rà kóp.—but rà x. iwiBaddrey, 
Orpariwricwrepoy. A. 8 K.] These —intransitive: see reff. 88.] rd 
were probably some of the multitudes 

Vor. I. 
pK, the cushion or seat "y the stern, 
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f ch. 1v. 85 al. 
Matt. viii. 18 

e hart viit.1 Mp TOV Teer. 
arörrvorr- t avri ex fur ' uynptioy av- h Batt zzvi. wAolou 3 

M a ss Opwroc "é " wvebuart 
ili, a, 9. te 2 aw sixev £V roc 

ETATTEAION 

V. ! Kai Abov tig ' và wipay TRC GAA tie rijv vA 

? uvnpactw, Kat ovdd ° 

V. 

2 Kat Erd Bovre E t eire ek rou M 

Oc ry " karoixg- 

ab obrtri 

k axaÜapro, * 

oniy. oe ar, obe édivaro avrov Snoa, 4 dia TO avrov woAAdcic 
28. 

I Matt. x.1 

m here an oT iL rdc 

(ries Acts 
ii, 39. 

» here (bls iL. [ e 
e xxii. 

2 pn J. 
Act» ii. 29. vil. 16. Rev. 2L U only. Isa. lav. 

20. Eph.vi.$0. 2 Tim. i. 18. 
IL. osiy. Ps. civ. 18 al. 1 

s Matt. vili. 98 reff, t James iii. 7, 6 onl 
yen Lake vi 7, Acts ix. 54 1 These. fl. U. 

a qbotic Kai rde 

Cuar. V. 1. ee CGLMA 69 syrr copt 
rec (for yrpysonvwy) yadapnver, with AC rel syrr goth: yepacy- 

Ed, ch vi) LU A-gr 1. 83 ev-y r- marg atf ver BDR att [Orig ? txt cope mth arm Epipl(irs en:, Dido « 
Aiyt q) dv. roig óplow rey Tepytogveov wo ò Aovrüc $gov 
Mar@aiog À Tipyesaiuy, we ávriypadá rwa ixu) Thi(rà å 
paguy elo r. yap. Tay yepytonvey lye 

ý XY Ai BCLA , 
lat-e e f. . ( 
the considn of the 
t90euc, with AD re 
t Lu) BCD G(Treg) LA 1. 69 Damasc : 
pvnp. D lat-(b) c e f i goth arm. 

8. oc exer THY around D-gr 2-pe a (è) c e ff, goth. 
DH (1, e ail) 60-txt : txt ABCLA 

' layvtv aùròv : Sandon, 

nuioac iv rote rina xal ev roĩe Optciv Jv 

1 S Chron 
Acts xxiii. 19 only. 

Daa, ii. $$ {ule Theva} ont y. 
.10. Rev. iv. 

P ridaie kai Abet SedéoPar kai *SteawacOar v al avrov 
PwéSac " evvrerpi$Üat, kai ovàtic 

5 Kai * dra wavróc ? vuKro¢ Kat 
ch 

7. xxL 38. 22. 
€ (bis 

u Mart. xviii. 10 ref. 
lsa. xaxiv. 10. ace, ah. Iv. 37 reff. 

.M. Mos Spe Wied, aei Ty.“ 

5555 om 69 

à pion raw lepyranvav, oc à Mápsoc 
à T'adapyvév, wc à 

epa rev dyri- 

1. 83. 69 ev.y lat-b f syrr copt ath: -ovrey avrev D 
attempts to mend the Hellenistic constr have been universal ; bes 
siete dern dades txt A rel am(with mt em al). 
8 txt CLA. vxQyTSOIU (from 

A rel. avOpwrog bef sx rey 

rec pysueous, with 
rec ours, with A rel: txt BCDLA 

rec aluceci (corre to suit the. ollo), with ACID rel vulg lat - es fus T 
STi copt goth eth ara txt BC'L 33 lat- e. rec om overs (on acct 

of negatives, aris alao hn i hg ready un ri Red er oot 
goth goth sth: isl ere 1. 118. 181 (arm): ins BC!DLA 69 

FS 1: txt AB'C'D rel—ero\pa M. 
tol) lat-i. 

rec ydev., with 
avr. bef svv. D am(with fald ing 

ors wok Aare avro» dedepevow wedarc kat aXvotot» ay atc cÜncoy Üucsactyat 
gat $us mac ouvrerpipevac cac undeva avrov wcxmy(-yvv!) dapacas D lat -: simly 

AA x. ovdsic toxucey avroy dapaca 1: quoniam 
rec avrov bef oy., with D rel 

for dapacat, dnea A. 
8. for cat dar. wuer., vveroc ĉe D lat-d e e ff, i. 

conterebat (only) seth. 
UA 1. 88. 69 latt. 

ĉia ro avrov roMag redac r. aÀvaete aic td no ai dss END £. v 
ebat 

(b) oi: 247 te ABCKLM M 

op. and py., with 
D rel lat-(5) e i: txt ABCKLMUA 1. 83. 69 vulg at ff I ayre copi goth mth am. 

p»ynueoe D 1. 69. 

used by our Lord as a pillow. Pollux, 
Onom. (cited by Kuin., h. 1.), proves from 
Cratinus that the word is put for the 
cushion used by rowers. 39.] cura, 
44$.: these remarkable words dS arie 
only here. On the variations in the ac- 
counts, see on Mt. ver. 25. 41.] the 
ápa expresses the inference from the 
event which they had witnessed: Who 
then is this! 

Cxar. V. 1—20.) HEALING OF A DA- 
MONIAC AT GERGESA. Mt. viii. 28—84. 

pa cov D: zpavyalov 

Lk. viii. 26—39. The accounts of Mk. 
and Lk. are strictly cognate, and bear 
Hbi of having been originally given by 
5 or perhaps even by one 

e same, and having passed through 
eres who had learnt one or two minute 
additional particulars. Mt.’s account is 
evidently not from an eye-witness. Some 
of the most striking circumstances sre 
there omitted. See throughout notes on 
Mt., wherever the narrative is in common. 

8.] o d\toer—not even with a 
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6 kai 180 rà» Insou» w dere only. | 

* awo * paxpoBey eSpapev c ™pocexivnory aùróv, 7 kal Enn. 
xpa&ac pwvy ur Ni Niye 

rov Üsov roù * tipiorou ; ; 
Hacariope. 
- axüÜaprov ix rod avOpurrov. 

Ti poi Kat cot Insoi vid 7 Maie. 10 
eric ct roy geo uh ur, . 

? EAsqer yap avr "BEeA Os rò reine ro 
N Leke 

* 139, 85, 76. 
: vi. 85. aqs 

Kal éxnpira avróv Ti mtu 

d vo, got ; kai Atyat aury T Ari wens uo, ore ait. na) 

wodnoi € copev, Io kai wapexada avrov f rodda i iva "i : ROT 
avrouc awooreiny tw rnc Nobo, 
Tw Ope 1 en Xoipwy peyaAn ' Booxopivy 

II fv & é exet a rode os 12 

cal ‘ wap- Rie 
^ 1 Them. v. $7. dfope., Matt. xxvi. 08. Gen. Av. 8. 

Matt. xxvi. 68 ref. irs 
e iva, Matt. xiv aed. 

36. zz. 13,13. Rer. I. 18. Joch. iz. l. 
g Matt. ia. 14 reff. h = Lake 

only t. f f — Matt. vill. k. öl dl. 1 Kings nail: 
xix. 87. Joha xviil. 

11 Mt. (re) se 

6. rec idu» p ll Lo), with AD rel Wale is $1.2 ayrr goth seth arm: 
„ om axo AKLM got rec avre, with D rel: txt 

rec (for don awe || Luke), with D rel owe lat-b c e f goth: txt 
ABCEL 1. 33 am(with em) syr arm. for r. ., doro Gh . 16) A 
syr-marg. 

7$. om om yao A'(appy) G. aft avre ins o i30ovc D fuld lat-f/. TO wy. Te 
ar. bef sEiAOs A. 

2 eh Nd see G lat,: txt 
il Zu) D latt (copt 

^ " 35 A« € A 83 vulg lat-c e d l. 
expe em lat - a ce 

D rel 280115 
rec got bef ovopa (from 

A 1.88 83. 69 syr goth Damasc.—add «cru 
avr.) aztxpiÓn 1 with E rel: -lat. for Xe 

avc. (only) SA 288 lets befi: txt txt ABC LALA 1. 69 vulg lat-g 
seth (arm) (83 def.) 

copt ^i 
rec Aeyewy (from || Le), with 455 7e rel oth 

M aw» Nr: txt B'UDLAN! latt syrr copt. vulg aft po: ins ert B 69 l 79 
3 bef pot, D; so, but in different order, lat -ö c g, copt (the variations help to shew 

sone to be 
10. aper AA 1 

avra axocor. (corre to rape sen) BCA; se 
L 258 lat-b e: aroor. avrovc fold lat-c SST: 
K 229 al Syr sth. 

IL rec *poc ra opg (with a few cursives ?) : om 1. 83(appy 
p. B. bef xp. T. op. (see s | Le) AKQEU aye capt 

arm. 
mss vss Thi Euthym. ay. 

lementary) : om A(sic) CLA rel lat-a e vas Orig. 
vulg-sixt lat-c ff, g, , arm ; for avrovc aroor., 

Heret vulg lat-g, , l: avrov axocr. 
$ syr (copt) goth arm: avocr. avroy 

: txt ABCD rel Scr’s- 

seth. om ne. DLU ev-y pon e ff, i goth: ins aft Boor. M 
cropevwy (see also || Zw) ALA lat-b d. 

ehain. 4.] The 8a ró gives the reason, 
not why he could sot be bound, but why the 
conclusion was come to that he could not. 
The rida are shackles for the feet, the 

general, without spo- 

pae mp peculiar to Mk 7 
Ip. oe r = ĝiopai cov Lk. 
8.] Mk. generally uses the direct address 

Evangelists, Rather are all such tracings 
of discrepancies to their source, most in- 
teresting and valuable. Nor can I con- 
sent for a moment to here the very 
lame solution (repeated by Dr. Wordsw.), 
which supposes one of the demontacs not 
to be mentioned by Mk. and Lk.: in 
other words, that the least cirownstantial 
account is in possession of an additional 
perticular which gives & new aspect to 
the whole : for the plural, used here and 
in Lk. of the many demons in one man, 
is there used of the two a and their 
separate dæmons. NN seo 
note, Lk., ver. 30. 10.] éwocr. 
(je T. x. = iriráEg abr. elc r. áBvacov 
AERP Lk. : see on Mt. ver. 30. 
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— Br cd aurav Abyovrtc II ov 5 I bie rovc | Xolpoue, A 
^N Eck. H. iva tic abrobe iel Abenev. 18 * * &rlrpeey avrote A 

Iptar. matt. [euwe o Insovc ]. kai terre rd rreßhnara rà 

"ade arálapra ` eien bor eic rode ' Xotpovc, cal pen: 1 
) Kings xv. 'ayéÀn Kara TOU " kpnpvov tic rjv Gadaccay a we Oe yx tuor, 

an, xxv. kai evi yorro iy rp ÜaAáseg. !“ cal oi ' Béaxovrec 
ral. 1 

ERE xvi avroUc É$vyov kat any yay eic Tì» ru Kat siç 
ED dd TOUC a pobc. xai 7A Gov ise ri r ro yryovóc. 
rere 15 Cal Epyovra: TpOc TO» Incoi», kai * Oewpovaw roy 
rig, r é . John SaypoviZonevov kaDüuevov * iparigué£vov xai * awópo- 
2x M 5 Md " éeynkóra Tov „Au, kat épofnOncav. 
To (ryficavro aVroic ot iovrec TOC * eyivero Trw 

7. 18 (iom. ne-, xai mepi TWV ' xoipwv. V kal fipÉavro 

„ rapakaÀey aurov awed beiw amo rv "opiwv avrov. 
“gots.” l8 kai "tu[Jatvovroc avrov sic rò wAotov "swapskáAet 

19 
PaM: . XI. 38 "E e r $a be 8 9 " y L| ? 

„o r auTov o quovtaÜsic "tva per avrov p. kat OUK 
w ch.12.9. Lake vili. 80. le Acts vill. 88 (from Isa. Ill. 8). ix. . xti. 17. 5 N 1. (qner, 

Lake 1. 1.) = Matt. ix. 99 ref. y w. inl, Lake vili. 41. Acts vill. . 9 Macc. iv. 84. 
8 Matt. il. 16 reff, ^i Matt. viii. 98 ref. 1 Mace. xv. 87. b vv. 10, 12. 

12. wapexadovy ADKM vulg lat-b e f ff, g,. * copt (ms ctra). rec aft avrov 
ins wavrec o: Caipove (gloss appy, of pf Abe „with A rel syr goth arm: os date 

KM Syr, spiritus tlle lat-b, spiritus vulg,, demones lat-c: ra datpoma 
Lk viii. 33) D: aneversa damonia lat-a : multum eth: om BCLA 1. 69 copt. 
Aeyovrac L: «ovra D: om 69. art ADD D-gr. 

13. c. evÜewc cupioc «go. swepe avrovc tC r. xoipouc 150 A 0 5 
DH. om 5 (as || Lu : it is characteristic of Mk CLA 1 lat-b e 8 copt 
sth arm: ins A (D (D) rel vulg vulg lat F syr ra o 190. (as || 25 BCELA 1 lat-6 eS 
copt arm: ins A e 14797 om ra aradapra AF Ser's 
T. ar. a bus st ga Ae go a Bere a. rec ins noa ĝe bef wc Sey 

, With A ? rel latea g oe arm): gcav yap 581. 225 Scr’s h syr: om 
bla vulg lat o TA dob ý 

14. rec o: de Mi : see ps || Zu), with D(sic ed) rel ay lat-3 ef F. gi 
arm: txt ABCLMA 1. s. 69 lat-a e syrr copt goth seth. rec (for avrovg) rovc 
xopovç with A rel syr goth arm: txt BCDLA 69 latt Syr copt (sth).—(avroc D. RM 
reo avgyy., with A rel: txt ABCDELM 1. 88 ev-y. (arny. ss too strongly supported 
by MSS to be regarded as introduced from ||.) rec ebgA8o» (from || Mt Le), 
with CD rel t-b c e f Syr wth arm: txt ABKLMU 33 ev-y syr copt goth. 

15. ins avrov r. dais. D lat-b (o). rec ins za: bef iparicpsvoy, with AC 
XA ): om BDLA 1. 33. 69 latt copt arm.—(om x. in. M! al.) om r. 

r. Aey. D latt(not mt rec Asyewva, with A (B? ?) C rel N-corr : txt 
inis : from i anf LAN! 
2m j^ (from || Lu) DEFHUY lat-b c ins avre bef re ô. D. 

5 ee for npEavro rape rA, rapecadrovy D 235 275 2- po. for are e, iva awedOn 

18. rec en garro (to accord with ||; but in error), with E rel syrr 
KLMA 1. 38 latt goth. for raparaktt, gpfaro wapacaAday D vulc ist ( c) f. 3277 
1.2 ü J. rec y bef per’ avrov, with D rel vulg lat-6 c f copt eth: txt U 

17 38 lat-e syrr goth arm. (for p. nv [retaining wa) BIA.) 

18.] ås Buy. to the number of two mentions the sum. 15, 16.] Omitted 
thousand ;—peculiar to Mk., who gives us by Mt., as also vv. 18—20. e whole 
usually accurate detaila of this kind: see of this is full of minute and 55 
ch. vi. 87, — where however Jn. (vi. 7) also detail. 18. Euthym. and Theophy 
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aper aurov, N Ayes avro Taye siç roy olx» e = Matt. tii. 
15. Kili. 14 

. zziii. cou vd TOUC cove, kai aTayyuAoy avroic oca o kopióc dcs 

got " wemoincey xai 

"Incotc, kai ravrec eBavpatoy. 

° nrénatv ot. 
nparo knpbsauy tv ry AscawoAu oca 

* d mt 5 12. 
20 49 al. kat arp Abe, Kat 

d i t rolnotv aury 0 e Matt ix. 37 
("e imd 
ziv SE a 

a Kai ‘Stawspacavroc vov [xcov £v TY ri raw ER Acts 
Esie rò € répay ^ ovviyy Un dx Ao rod t ix avrov’ Kat zr ow 

wapa my baer. 2 cal Epyerac eic rev ! ap vve, 

aywywr ovópart látipoc, Kai id avrà» ire roòę 
TOUC dae avrov, ? xai 
Aéywy Ore rò 
£o» ° TE rac 

(Exod. iv wap, 

Ao TA ren. xili. p. 681 e. 
zzi 18 al. Gea. aliil 37. 

e pov 
Vysipac avrp (va cy kai Cnap. ric v.1. 

Luke viti. 41. eit, Joba xi. 82. bwi, Acts x. 95. 1 ver. Sal 
a here only t 
p Eph. v. 83. seo ch. xii. 19. 

1. xiii. 3 
reff, 

ra, i vv. 85 I L., 
'wapara\si avrov ro 85, 88. Lake 

eo xa re :po P fva xia ir 

o Matt. iv. 94. Ale. 5 1 3ö, cuv 1s. Acts 
q Matt. xix. 18, 15 reff. 

19. rec (for cat) o 2s :goovc, with D rel lat-b ce f.g Aa txt ABCKLMA 
1. 83 vulg lat.: syrr copt goth. 
BCA. rec go bef o rupiog (from 

rec 4. 8 wit 
|| Ze), with A rel latt Syr goth (eth) arm: 

A rel: N. D 1. 69: txt 

gos o Groc D 238 copt(Tischdf) : txt BCA am lat- E p dd 
(from L, to suit n\enocy), with DK 1: tat RCE Tudor here 
ins ort muse» D lat-b (c sr. 

20. for oca (so A- corr), a 
21. om e» r. oe (|| Le) D 1 lat-a ö ce ff, i arm.—om rw B 447. rau 

i Bey fach. Tia di. err. for ext, srpoc D 69 latt. om ras 3» D 
cef ff, 4$ wth 

23. rec aft za: ins wou (from || Mt Zn), with AC rel lat-o f layr goth arm: om 
BDLA vulg lst-a ö e ff, 7, , Syr Perl > for uç, ric D latt(not 5). om 
ovop. atp. D lat -a e ff, i. 
Ti aree PA sapecona | 

-G b e ff, i: txt ACL 88 (lat-g, , ? 
ins eas bef At) wy D lata 5 E h 
5 40 

vulg lat-o e 
dran. E x. A Mr e txt BLA) 
th. rec (for 2nd «va alg 

(from || ME), with A rel 

suppose that he feared a fresh incursion 
of the evil spirits. 19.] There was 
perhaps some reason why this man should 

sent to God’s mercy to his 
friends. His example may in former 
times have been prejudicial to them :— 
see note on Mt. ver. er. 92 (I. 4). 20. 
Gadara (see on Mt. viii. 28) was one 
the cities of Decapolis (see also on Mt. 
iv. 25): & piv cia re ptrpio$poyav, TË 
warpi rò Epyoyr avid ne ò dd Ospa- 
ui, tbyvepovày, rg xD ToŬTo 
averiOec. Euthym. e commands the 
man to tell this, for He was little known 
in Perge where it happened, and so would 
0 to fear, as in Ga- 

for x. 48. avr. x., r. xpocsrecey D lat- (e). 
|| Le), with B rel vulg lat-o f copt arm: xaparahwy D 

om roa D 88. 235 al lat-b c ff, i. 
besat om or: D 13. 69 lat-a c e Syr. 

at auric ex rwv yepwy cov D lat-b $.—for wa «Mw av4D., Oe apat 
l Syr æth.—rec avrn raç x., with E rel 

pa repetition : it is most i to is 
transcribers shd take into ee that ozet ia only Onde saad by Mir Mark fch 
so alter it to wa, as Meyer supposes), with A rel: txt BCDLA 69. 

* e arm: txt BCDLA 69 vulg lat-a 5 f F, copt goth. 

aft A vor cont xtipa ins cov -€ TE 

n 6], and 
rec & notrai 

21—43.) Rasa or  JAEIBUS'S 
DAUGHTER, AND HEALING OP A WOMAN 
WITH AN ISSUE OF BLOOD. Mt. ix. 18— 
26. Lk. viii. 41—56. The same remarks 
apply to these three accounts as to the 
last. Mt. is even more concise than there, 
but more like an eye-witness in his narra- 
tion (see notes on 3 
the fullest of the three. 31.] eve. 
. = dwedifaro abr. ô dy. 
28.1 Notice the affectionate diminutive 

pov, iar to Mk. lex. 
(xe = pri iredebrncey Mt. It is 
branded as an idiom of lower Greek by 
Phrynichus: loyarwe ixn irl rov pox- 
Ónpec xt zai opaňepòç Tárrovow o 
cóp$axec, ed. Lobeck, p. 889, where see: 
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ryer. Slony. 24 cal and Gey uer avrov, Kai mcodoubee avr RAe abr 

E is roduc kai cui Aer avróv. W kai yvvů ric oUca "£v MSUV 4.6 
id, el. poo alnaroc ery Sodea, 26 kai roa rabovea do 
ie) woddwy ` tarpioy cal " óazaricaca rà “wap avrüc wávra, 
5 kal pni» * wpednBeica adda paddoy J siç rò J X 
2 

EM X. * omiabev, Maro Tov ĩnariou avrov' 7 theyr yao 

vo lus, OTI àv ane * kav ruv ipariuy avrov, " ewÜfcopa:. 
1. 7. 29 Pal CAR Kat ebe ° eEnpavOn i n Tanyi rou ainarog abric, kai 

Kat te tv Te owpart on ° laret amò rine " náervyoc. 
pa 705 à o Ineoic * Emeyvouc ev eauryp my E avrov " Sévapev 

F 5 Lee, mjaro Tuv igariov ; I ai eos aur € ot naÜnrai avrov 

26r nx je. BAhrac roy Mui aur iB ae, Kai Al yeic Tie pov 
* se! auris. mparo ; 32 rep rero iSety THY rovro roujoacay, 

„ie K. uL de yun muros Kai ' rplpovsa, eidvia d "yore 
xix ds uy m aùr, NAV xat " mpockrtotv avro kai strev avr wacay 
(John iv. xr = poet, IL. e pres., John}. 40 reff. f ch. if. 10 rof. Matt. ziv. Pre 

b Mat 2A pó aver d eu. xc. SL S reff. 111. 9 Pet. Hi. 10 of h La. xvi. 2, 
Matt . "E ver. 16. n ch. iii. 11 reff, 

94. for are, vx nyev D 124. neodovOnoey CL M-marg. 
25. om ric (as superfi and not in ||: no reason could be gloes for its insn) ABCLA 

1. 33 lat-5 c e ff, syr copt eth: ins D rel lat-a f Syr goth arm. bw. bef «rg 
(from || Mt) Bell jo. eD, trt AD rel lat eyrr goth. 

26. ie cat, ù D lat-b cf ff, (Byr). rec ra wap’ eavrnc, with C K(Treg 
A: ra soera B Cap 3 AB 165 m be evi D. s 3 D- gr. 

. ins ra wept 10 A: om tt copt teth arm. 
transp ev vw éxhe to end of ver D 9- = 

98. for Net yap, Aeyovca D lat -O c fii ath. add ev avra (|| M?) DK f. 88 
lat-s c ff, i arm. rec cay rw» ip. av. bef ay., with A(D) rel: cav povov av. rov 
ip. avr. (|| Mt) 88: txt B(caw 'superadditur) CLA. rov yarov D 83 latt. 

«avrov 
29. rec tvÜeuc, with AD rel: txt BCLA 83. om rac bef paer. C. 
90. rec d,, with AD rel: txt BCLA 33. r. vO. erty. o ic cat rov Üvy. 

sEeAO. aw avrov g. exiorpageac ev. T. ox. etre D.— ert. bef o ine. DL lat-a ff, copt 
eth. —om ev savro D lat-b c e ff, i wth. rw» su. bef gov D latt(not e). 

3L. ot às p. avr. Aeyovaw avre D 2-pe lat-(a) e g, i. 
83. aft rpem. ins dio weroinzu AaOpa D 124 2-pe al lat-a f, ¢ arm. rec ins 

ex up eni (various prepositions were ined to shew that avra was not the nom case), 
with A rel goth: ev aur F(Wetst) A vulg lat-c fg, eth: aw avrqv 18. 69.124: txt 
Rane lat-a Syr copt, eaury ev-y. for wpocex. avro, *pocskUPQOsP ATOV 

“pe. 

Lobeck’s note. Before 125 understand N.] dxotcaga is subordinated ee 
rapeint, or air os: or as Meyer suggests, as giving a reason. it: *o to having 
connect it with the fact just 5 heard. .. . came.’ 28.) Meyer 4 
‘this tidings I bring, w ailing on ae perhaps need not to be pressed to mean 
To do thia « without any filling up, ‘My that she actually said it to some one—iv 

hter is, &c., in order that,’ p is éavrg may be understood. At the same 
far-fetched, and savours too much of the time, the imperfect looks very like the 
sentimental. Or, it has been suggested minute accuracy of one reporting what 
that iva might, by a mixture of construc- had been an habitual sa s the Qn kans 
tions, depend on the f: sopekáÀAai, woman in her distress. 
24.) Mt. adds, c cai ol na0grai abr. particulars see notes on Lk. 
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M o & storey avry Ovyárno, 5 n miri 2 Ter. 
cov mei- os’ „Frey P “ç uphvav, kai ioh * v i yrne 3 Caren 

axe THC " nasreyoe cov. "5f Eri aurov Aadovvrog i toxovrat JU iake vt. 
axo TOV ' apyiovvayó yov Aéyoursc 8 ore n Üvyarnp cov i, sans 
amíÜaviv" ri ir 

OUK " aginxey 

88 

7 ” Gewper : Oópvßov * kai 

kai 

40 f kat ‘xareyéAwy avrov. 

* exéÀA uc roy éi&áckaAov ; 
"J noove Lb wapaxoveac roy Nyon 8 Al- 

ye re | "apxeouvayeryy Mn 4 Bou, povoy "wioreve. V Kai l 
va utr avroŭ * cvvaxodovPijaa: e ei un TOY " (ete avid. 

Iérpov xai lákw(Jov cai Ieávvnv róv adeAgov ‘TaxeBov. Y 
Kai Éeyovrat sic roy oikov roy * 

" kAalovrac Kat 
oA. d cal aceABwy A avroic Ti ° 

86 5 N a a 

a ver . 232 ref. 
t [ L. Matt. ix. 

B6. Lake vil. 
at 

apxiovvayeryou, kai Pi Reli 
` adaaiovrac 2 "xv. 

dope Y; pag zzi. A al. 

" KAaisre ; 0 raidios ouK ariOavev, adda kalie. "RUM o, 
o à aA wavrac € vapa- , &* xx. 6. 

Aurei. TOv waripa ToU mauXov kat riv prépa kai 

TOUC ner aurov, Kal HcmOptverat Omov HY TO maibiov. in or 
gay 

aszii, 

ac. P. 
vat.) 3 Macc. il. 4 ouly. y ver. 16 s Matt. xxci. 6 reff. cane. Matt 
xad LM b Matt. zx 1 Cor. zili. I only. = Jer. iv. B. å 

Ar Aea viL! 6. 22.10 only. Judg. ili. 26. i osiy. 2 Chron. xxx. 10. 

9A. aft o d¢ ins «geovc CD M-marg 1. 69 lat-a b c &c syr-with-ast 
rec Ovyarep (|| Mf), with AC rel: txt BD. (8opott Ovyarep (|| | M?) C d) 

Aeyoyrec ins avro D 38 lat-d i. 
$6. om £vOrec BDLA 1 vulg lat-ó c & Syr 

goth. rec axoveag (from || La, the unusual wapac. not being 
r. A. roy Aad. B: rovrov rov Aoyor D. ACD rel: txt BLAN lat-e. 

copt th arm: ins AC rel 83 (lat-a) syr 
wnderstood) , with 

N. rec (for gar avrov) avro, with AD rel latt syr: txt BCLAN lat-e Syr goth.— 
for per’ av. ora. yapazoAovUgcat avre D 1.—for ovvac., acoovOgeat AK 33 am 
lat-a 3 cf g, i 
tar, avrov lA 1 lat-a syr txt. 

88. rec epxera: (to 

ree om rov» (|| Lake), with AD rel: ins BCA. for 

conform to following Op.), with L rel lat-a e f ff, syr goth 
"m txt ABCDFA Stak ee UR sc lc 

«0teprc D. 
roy outay D 2- 

rec [aft Gopv/3oy] om za: (as irrelevant, it being thought i thet 
the Gop. was the zÀ. and aXaX. as in D distinctly), with D rel lat-a ö c ef ff, i copt 
ins ABCLMUA 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-g, ¿ syrr goth wth arm: 6op. 

ac lamentantem lat-b (c) d. Corr D lat-a: turbam 
$9. ins r: bef sAaure D lat-5 f fy 
40. for lst rat, ot de D lat-a b c ke. 

83 latt copt goth(appy): o de int M 1 Syr syr-w-ast. 
er rove oyAÀovc sw D lat-b o e : tat ABC rel. 

aft avrov ins ovraç D latt. 
for erov, ov À. 

k&Aauovrew E. ahaha. 

for o de, avrog ò: (from || Le) BCDLA 
rec ararrac, wi 

£. T. pyrepa bef r. wasdcov 
aigexopevero D 2-pe lat-a b o &c. 

rec at end adds avaxtipevoy, with AC rel syrr goth wth arm: 
kuptrov al, jacens vulg lat. o. fg, I: zarazupevoy 1. 28 Thi: carasAcuevoy 13. 69 : 
saraktc pavor al: carafeBAgpevoy al: om BDLA 83 lat-a b e ff, i copt. 

elliptic—knew by feeling in her 
83.) Peculiar to Mk., and in- 

34.) xal 
re gov peculiar to Mk., and in- 

explicable, pa because the Lord really 
epoke the words, as a solemn ratification 
of the healing which she had as it were 
surreptitiously obtained : see note on Lk., 
ver. 48. 36.] But Jesus having 

body 
dicative of an eye-witness. 
fot 

[straightway] overheard the message 
tee ce a cet ot acces ohne 
is lost in the rec. text. 38.) Tho coi 
after OépvBo» takes out one 
WV. 
see reff. 40.] How 
oer must this 

Evangelist have who compiled 
narrative out of Mt. and Lk., adding 
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V. ix. 11 kai 
27. Heb. tv. 
55 18 

i Matt. $3. Ao, Fyeipe. 

2 RT ewara’ iv yap 

mu uS T erde nN. ^d 

EYATTEAION V. 41—43. 

" Kparhoag THe XMpoc rov rardiou Aya arp ABCDE | 

Tad:8a cod, o corey " eDeppnvevopevoy To * Kopacioy, GO MSUYA 
42 xai leide avtorij ro | Kopastov cal rep DISSE 

l iroa» Owotka. 
Kai dre avroic ̂  voÀÀd 

kai ™ ekiornaay tu 

x Pire eet. iva pndeic Noi TOUTO, KAL e:wev d ob nal aury K. 
visas VI. 
VEM HE 

1 Kai Su TTG RS kai Epxerat tic ryv r- 

i Lake k. 37, Con avroð, kai axoAovbovorw aury oi pabara avrov. 
49. ii. 
yii. ei. iets? cai yevoutvov ga(J9árov hokaro tv ry ouvaywyy &ba- 

JJ 8 
viti. 7. 1. 49. N gg i s Matt. ziv. 18 rof. ti Mt. ref. Sex. 
zzvi. (xivi.) 10. 

41. rav yupa D 485. aft auvrn add pae D. . 
lat-b d sth arm, cove A 69: om lat txt BCL c f syrr(an syr-marg-gr) copt pis paie hs m pi 2 
1. 39 lat.ff, Suid Thl 
ABCD rel. 

uthym. 

42. rec evOewc, with ACD rel: txt BLA 88. 
„ with AD rel vas: ins BCLA 33 

sa (for yvot) yve, with C rel: txt ABDL. 

wees CA 124: wc 1. 33 arm. D laste fro 
copt seth. add arreg . 

43. om ro AA D Ser's e lat-b c &c. ii 
for obyva, douva: D. 

U al: txt 

for yap, és D latt. add 

Cuar. VI. 1. rec (for epyerat) e (a after || MZ), with A rel goth arm- mes Orig: 
«av9gA0cv. (for cas awnàb. or c. MN. ?) 
BCLAN syr- 

2. for yev. caf, „ Uu oaBBarwy D lat. f, 
to the usual order,—see ch ii. 29, x. 28, 

minute ieulars—in leaving out here 
aldérec bri dwifavey (Lk.), a detail so 
5 if Mk. had really been what he 

ted. Can testimony be 
to the untenableness of such a view, and 
the independence of his narration? And 
yet such abound in every eed 
41.] Tad. xovp (or opt) = 

gol Ny is added in the te transla- 
tion. The accuracy of Mk.’s reports, 
—not, as has boen strangely suggested 
(see Webet. and Wilk. p. 174), the wish wish to 
indicate that our Lord did not use mystic 
magical language on such occasions, — 

gives occasion to the insertion of 
the actual Syriac and Aramaic words 
spoken by the Lord: see ch. vii. 11, 84; 
xiv. 96. Talitha, in the ordin dialect 
of the people, is a word of en ent 
addressed to a young maiden ; ropd D. 
So that the words are equivalent to Rise, 
my child. On the nom. with the article 
standing as a vocative, see Winer, 5 29. 2. 
the idiom had origindl p. 67, remarks that 
the idiom riginally something harsh 
in it, being used only in emphatically im- 
perative addresses. This however it lost, 
as the present use and that in || L. and 
Luke xii. 82 sufficiently shew. 43, 

276 that ia % BCDLA 38 

abut vulg lat-b c f F. g, 4 t D-lat: txt 

Cdaccey bef ev r. evraywyn (corre 
tf Ha rr 

xal wepiew.] Peculiar to Mk. The 
whole account is probably derived from 
the testimony of Peter, who was present. 
The 4v yàp trav BóBexe is added, as 
Bengel, to shew that she “rediit ad sta- 
tam stati congruen 43.) be- 
tokens an eye-witness, who relates what 

within. Mt. says nothing of this, 
he tells what took place without, viz. 
t L4 

causes. 
CHAT. VI.1—0.] REJECTION or JESUS 

BY HIS OOUNTRYMEN AT NAZARETH. 
Mt. xiii. 54—68, where see notes. 
l.] (XO. duei®., not, from the house o 
Jaeirus, by the expression rj)» war 
abr. in the corresponding clause. y 
go out of my own house into a neighbour s, 
but I do not say, I go out of my ows 
house into Lincolnshire : the two members 
of such a sentence must 
I go out of Leicestershire into inod- 
shire—so, as corresponding to r. rarpié. 
abr., dueiGey must mean From that city, 
i.e. Capernaum. This against Meyer, who 
tries on this veg rip eir to ground 
A difference betw 
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Gkt», Kat [ot] woAXoi a akobovrec * ewAnocovro Myorrec u Matt. vii. 38 
? Mohe» TOUT ravra, kai rie » sopia » Sofsica TOUT, v : Mt. Matt. 

Ie Lake 
oe 

xai " Suvapsic roiabrai did rov ” yeipov avurov yivorrat ; 3 

ov ovroc tori " 

ae ‘TaxePou kai lecnroc xal lovda kai Zínewoc ; 7 
Kai ovk tiGiV ai abe dai avrov wes * 
* toxavbaXilovro i ey aura. 4 

Ort our far roh 4 4 ariaoc 

avrov kai 
eb. . 

"iv roi euer aurov Kai tv ry oixig Joda iL, 

avrov. ) kai oux ° tOUvaro Exe TONGGI ovòtpiav * Suvapuy, 

d f Mt. 1 Cor. iv. 10. xil. Wonly. Isa. Hii 8. 

* rixrwy, o vlog rie Maplac, kai x T Matt zl. 
ii. 38. 

v. 12. xix. 96 

wpóc Jac ; ; Kai 22262 
kai Neyer avroic o [noove 1 n 

*u n ev "y " war pidt * a Sie * RE 

1. 2. 
b Matt. xzvi. 

81, 88 ref. 
o Matt. xii. 94 

e ver. 1. f — Matt. 21. 12 al. 

E Late i. eC -wet, v. r.), 68. ii. 44. ziv. 12. zzL 16. Joba Avi. 98. Acta x. 84. Rom. iz. & xvi 7,11, 9]. 
Lev. xzv. 45. h 2 Cor. x . . 21. AU. 8. 

(wth) arm. rec om ot, with ACD rel: e 
FHLA 13. 69. 124. 236 evv-y-150 lat-a (syrr). 
(or 5 rij didaxij avrov D 2-pe al [not 8 as Tischdf! 
ins (a 
meal Sor ge ag with ew m 

vulg 3 pe On Tua mie ae 
ins a: bef rosavras A. 

wavra C (al?) vulg DA o at DCL : 
txt Tree) col 

goth rm : sya CDK: om ABC? rel 
ins at bef duvapeeg BAN 83: om ACD rel. 

min rocavras ins a: LA vulg 
for yivovrat, yivopeva: (corrn to better the constrn, and to conform it id 
83 

Gen. ziz. 

acovoavrec D-gr 
aft eZexXnecovro ins ewe 

latt syr arm. aft ravra 
rec (for rovre) aur 

rec ins ors bef «a: (for 
ravra A. 

lat eth. 
Bi oe Mt) BLAN 

: yevwvrat (cf iva above) DK arm-zoh: txt AC rel i 
8. for o TEKTWY, o TOU TEETOVOÇ VIOÇ Kat 33. 69 gat (with mm tol) lat-a b c í: o rov 

rerrovog Wtoc E. ev. y al eth arm 
re (All are attemp 

l: o rov rtkrovoc o viog cae 18: om 
ts to get rid of the fact implied. Orig says of Celsus : ob 

wey Öri ovdapot r&v» ly raiç icernciate gtpopivwy ebayyeAiwy rigrwv uiis a 
"Ineote dvayiyparrat.) rec om rac, with AD rel: txt BCLA ev-y. 
(for cat adeAgoc) ade 0c de, with A rel syr goth: adsAgoc (alone) latt arm: txt BCA 
lat-e Syr en exb, Kat o adh DLN. (83 
rel syrr got 
lat-a copt. (om is. r. lat · o ff, i.) 

rec (for twonroc) wan, with AC 
: wong N 121 vulg lat - 8 txt BDLA 33. 69 al 

cat our, ovy cat D lat-a cf: ov A: nonne 
lat-b g, A-lat: nonne et lat-g,. a: ad. a. e. . npac bef «ow D 
vulg lat-a f. 

4. rec (for cas eXey.) ede (from || Mt), with A rel lat-c syr rie ih txt 
BCDLA 49 volg lat sb ef ii ind ifa bef warped A 
savrov L 69. for roc, trai D! 10 ). cuyyerrvery B! ep = 1 
tion] D'EFGHLUVA 1. 83. 69. rec fait cevyy.) om avrov, with AC?D rel lat-a 
Up goth arm : ins BC'KL M- wth, savrov A. (88 def. syrr 

rec dvraro, with B'D rel Orig,: txt AB'CKLM Ser's a f p o w ev-y Orig, 
rec ovd. dv 

txt BCLA 1 al (Syr) copt (sth). 

9.] Before v we must understand 
aer 8 to make the construction 

8. 6 irrer] This ex- 
con doe not seem to be used at ran- 

t to signify that the Lord had 
setas worked i the tra of is re- 
puted . Justin Martyr, Dial. § 88, 
p. 186, says ravra * rà ri«roywá 
love elpyalero iv ávyOpesow , Eporpa 
cal Qvyd. Cf. the confi ing but appa- 
rently assertion of Orig. in the 
var. readd. See also the anecdote told by 
Theodoret, H. E. iii. c. 18, p. 940. 

. bef xoi., with A rel syr goth: ovd. wot. dvv. Dev-y lat-a Orig Jer: 

oóx i8évaro—the want of ability 
spoken of is not absolute, but relative : 
oby dri abrig doi i, GAN’ Bri drt 
deri TO: hv. Thi. The same voice, which 
could still the tempests, could any where 
and under any circumstances have com- 
manded diseases to obey; but in most 
cases of human infirmity, it was our Lord’s 
practice to require faith in the recipient 
of aid: and that being wanting, the help 
could not be given. However, from what 
pome we find that i& a few instances 
it did exist, and the help was given 
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i Matt. 2. ei sen dive appúoroiç ’ ewBete ràc Í xeteac ze pd rev- ABCDE 
xvi. 18. 1 Cor. 6 :0 hà k 2 FGHEL 

Kai € Oatpaler id rv “amoriay aurwy. MSUVA xi. 30 onl ev. 

PST „ Kal ripiñ qer rac cone 
Tn xix. 18, mpockaderrat robe Sobera, Kai 

™ KCUKÀ didaoc . T xai 

io bro avrouc awoorth- 

ir rel, Auv ?800 dbo, Kat t eSidou avroic " cEouciay rey k rh, 
4 

m ch. ijj, 34 rov ' akaÜáprev, 8 Kat 
nM PON 

achi ti. EILO : 
vy. Gea Al. 6 aL mhpay un 

o e only. 
Gen. vi. 
vii. 2, Sal. 

* wapnyyedey avroic fva under 

alp ac odor ei nj papsoy Móvov, pn aprov uj 
ec Tv "vm" yaAkáv, ? 

vouc card Ra, Kat in J evovanobe Sto * xmróvac. 
aAAd " 5 

10 ,. 

ore: EXeyev avro “Owov tav etcéOnre tic oiíav, exei 1 
coastr., Matt. y 
n, P 

ü nac unde 

| t u tivatare roy " 

a= Matt. iv. 6. LekexziL 86. Gen. x 
x. ö. xiii. 10, 16 ouly. ous (L6 reft.) 

"X i bcd 
b Isa. fti 
e Matt. zzii 24 reff. s ings 

6. ðavparıv B E'(appy). 
T. for rpoccadarai, _Wpoceadecapevoc D 1 lat-a 

Ps. Ewe ap eCiNOnre exeiBev. 
axobawaowv nay, Ek roptvópievot exeiOey * 
v roy vd roxdro Twv TOdWY Uw * ttc 

t . Lake Ev har The e 4 Kilig ty. 49 Ald. Judith 
v ch. 

9 Chroa. x xviii. 15. pi 5 osiy. (-dnca, ch. i. 7.) 
vi. 26 reff. s Juba ziz. 98 reff. 1.4.28. Ten. ii. 4.94 

Yt P Aris ali bI. xviii. 6 only. Neh. v. 18. 

ll cal de ay róTOC ij tene. 
LÀ 

3 

Eph. vi. 16 only. 
x Acts 2,8 onl prn Jadith x. 

4 Rev. vili. 10 only. isa. Avi. 19. 

for awıoriav, odd D. (in credulitatem D-lat.) 
c Gaud. aft wera ins 

pa09rac D m 3 g 11 avrove ^Y lat-a b c e ff, wth Gaud. 
ava F per Dis for ral edidev, deve D 2-pe lat-e ff, i. om 
rey fees) OA | CA 33. 69 

8. for arpwory, pes CLA 69. for un, pare (thrice) D. rec transp rypay 
and apro» (from i Le), with AD rel latt syrr goth arm: txt BCLA 83 copt sth. 

9. [aXAe, so ABCDLU.] elz (for s»dvoneOe) evdveacOa: (for the construction, 
itacism con , with B*S vulg lat-e (b c f. $i 103 syrr wth: evdedveGas 
Lal: evdveacGe B! 83: txt C rel lat-a copt n diri arm 

10. for Mee, Ne A Scr’s b lat-). 
om Ti ora D lat-a ff, i. 

vagca0as ADA. 
or Ci. for sav, ay ADLA. 

rec (for 5 ay 8 pn deERrat) oso: av pn ꝗ deR ra (from || Le), with Ac. D 
n latt syrr 
C'(appy) 1.9 d ur 209 : 

accordingly. 6.) Wavpalev—this need 
not surprise us, nor be construed other- 
wise than as a literal description of the 
Lord’s mind: in the mystery d his hu- 
manity, as He was compassed by human 
infirmity,—grew in wisdom,—learned obe- 
dience, —knew not the day nor the hour 
(a: xiii. 3 T He might wonder at 
the unbelief of His countrymen. Ob- 
serve, owing to the &d with an accus., 
that their unbelief is not here said to be 
the object, but the cause, of the Lord's 
wonder. xal wepiiyev—see Mt. 
ix. 35. 

7—13.] THE SENDING FORTH OP THE 
TwzLvs. Mt. x. 1—15. Lk. ix. 1—6: 
see also Mt. ix. 36—38, as the introduc- 
tion to this mission. The variations in 
the three accounts are very 
might expect in so solemn a discourse 
delivered to all the twelve. 

a an (but «a» ACTDHK 33) : oc ay ug dera (see || ME) 
txt BLAN 18. 28. 69. 124 syr-marg copt sth. om TOF 

notes to Mt. ;—and the subse- 
quent difference between Me (ver. 16 f.) 
and Lk oe on Lk. x. 7.) Sée 

serves that the Syria ada | always ren- 
ders this latter expression by doubling 
the cardinal number. These couples are 
pointed out in Mt.'s list of the A 
i * again shows 

total absence of connecting design in 
this Tops) such as is often assumed, 

J] Striking instances occur in 
these verses, of the br gal tou nad oa 
three re present form. 
pdt er Mt. = Mt. = ef pà P Gator ik, = = 
nur. B ( (-ovg v. r.) See notes 
on e also in the next clause. 
9.) órobebe scil. wopedee@ai, or 
some equi t infinitive. We have an- 

v 1. 83. 08. 
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f paprópiov avroic. 12 kat ekeAOorrec éxhpubay s 7, toa perae ‘Matt vill 4 

vowaw, 19 kai Sainóvia rod Ad cEiBadrov, Kat Repos EUM bal 
M Aat oA appisrouc | kai Aeparsvov. * kai ükov- $ lateri. 6. 
err o Bao Arbe Hod ne. ” gavepov ye iyévero ro 4 ings xiv. 

, d Matt. vi 17 
ovona avrov. kai feye & OTt leávync o " Barričwy ° T is: 

° vexpioy ° avéora, cal Gd rovro " ir ai " Bwápnc. t Era 
év abre" dA && EXeyov 6 ore HAíac tori" aA. Se fies 

EÀeyov Ore rpog irre we tig TeY Tpogntay. 16 gxoveac Pit s. " 

82 o 'Hpobsc EXzyev O è * ragte Id vvnv, u. ré vii. 18. 
romi 13. Ds 1 Maor. x = Ch. 1.4. o (Matt. xvii. 0 v. r.) ch. ix. 9, 
30. zii. 95. Lake zvi. 81. zxiv. 46. obe xs. 9. Acts x. di al. p= | Mt. reff. q constr. 
Matt wat 49 f. from P» exei. 33. ] ] Cor. x. 16 al. Ti Mt. ver. 28 only. 1 Kings zzzi. U 
couplat. Ps. et 7 only 

vrocarw (i| Me) D 83 vulg lat-a b & sth arm. rec at end adds aug» Aeyw vuy 
avexrorepoy sara: codopou 3 yopoppore ey in, Epit 7 Ty role exci» (from 
At; prob, as Meyer, from memory, || Mt having [as 33 here] yn codopwy x. yepoppac), 
"a A a lat-a f g, syrr copt-schw goth sth: om BCDLA vulg lat-5 c ff, g 

0 excnovtay) sxnpvowow (corrd to sEsBadXow below), with A vel I ten syr: 
5 txt BCDLA Syr syr-marg goth. rec peravongwoi (gramml corra), 
1 AC rel: txt BDL. 

18. Ba CDMA 83 copt goth(Tischdf). for gdugor, adenayrec D 1at-b c ff, 
i. om Srd ca: D! lat-b c ff, g, i. 

14. gpwdne rie o Baaderg (see || Mt La) CDF 2-pe ev-y am(with fuld ing tol 
harl) lat-a 5 c fi Syr wth. Ne B 6. 271 lat-a b f, Aug eXeyooay D. 

for Berry, Baxriorne DS 88. 69 latt arm. rec (for aveorn geen 
(i M£), with C rel: eywyeprac ( Zu) BDLA 88: txt AK 28. 72 al (42 = K ?] Scr 
eo w Thi.—verb bef æ vexpwy (|| Le, cf also | Mt) BCDLA 33 latt Syr copt sth 
arm: txt A rel syr goth. at Suvapac bef evepyoussy (i| Mt) KA 3S vulg(not 
am) yd (c ff, i syrr. 

om ist de, with d M(Treg expr) U (FV, e sil) Syrarm : ins ABCD rel latt syr 
Sees TEL om xpognrne ec D lat-d c ff, i. rec aft xpognrne ins rtv, 
with AC? rel vulg lat-a f 9, syrr copt go th eth arm: om BC'LA 1. 33 ne: 
„ om ABC rel vulg lat-f g, | Syr copt got seth Orig 

ict 
16. om o CDK'UV 18. 28. 131. 846 2-pe Scr’s c f! m pq r s w? evv-x-y-z. rec 

(for euysv) ursy (|| Mt Lo), with AD rel lat-a o 2 syrr: txt BCLA 33 lat copt. 
rec ins ors bef ov (to conform to preceding), * with AC rel copt goth: om BDL 

other change of construction in dvBéoyote. 3 14: Mk. viii. 23: Jn. ix. 
These b serve to give the narrative a 6, &c. 
more lively form. 12.) It is impos- 14—29.] Hzrop HEARS OF rr. Bv 
sible to restrict the Tva icapvtay OCCASION, THE DEATH OF JOHN THE BAP- 
entirely to the telic meaning, as Meyer, TIST IS RELATED. Mt. xiv. 1—12. Lk. ix. 
who is a purist on this point, attempts to 7—9. account of John’s death is 
do. There is certainly the mingling of not in Lk.) Our account is, as usual, the 
tm ede e vein l. fullest of . Bee notes on Mt. 

nd in this particle verbs im- 14) Herod was not king properly, but 

. xi of 
13.] Sater dXale—this oil was not used twelve. 15.] (He is) a prophet like 

mens ee 9 as a vehicle of healing one of the prophets;—i. e. in their mean - 
committed to them ;—a symbol ofa ing, He is not The Prophet for whom all 

than the oil itself could ac- are waiting, but onl sree like 
. such anointing has no- those who have gone ere did 
CCC ringed D ar ee ee N 

see proved in note on in his supposed compilation from 
James v. 14. See for instances of such Mt. and LI. 7 16.) On this repeated 
symbolic use of external applications, declaration of Herod, with its remark. 
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Thee 4 obro¢ nyépOn. 17 Avroc * o "Hpwdnc a rocrelA ug 
Lake al. * exparnoey ro ‘Twavvny cal Tònoev avrov ev $vAaky did 
Ex Howdiada Tv Mehra o Air ro- TOU adeA gov avrov, Ore 
ony * avri hn. 18 Edeyev yap c o Twávvne ry ‘Howdy o Ore 
p 117 ouK tkeariv cot exer Thy yaixa TOU v adeAgou cov, IN ; 

only. nig OF “Hpwéidc * EVELX ev avro, kai nOeAev avrov awoxrewat, 
wsh z ail. 87. kai ovx nòovaro. "o yàp "Howdne epoßeiro ro 

ib. Fror, lwávvnv, usc abróv dvópa Sikatov kai d yior, ai 

ao. (hirta, ovverhpt auroy, kai a ob avrov woAXa eroien, Kai 
9 Cor. xii. 9, 15) „ s dle avrov ficovey. 21 kai t yevopivne npipac * " evKaipou 

E e. — öre Heide roc 7 yeveaiorc aUTOU derrvor € Eroinow roi Dor 
xis . 7 5 1 5 avrov kai roĩg " yiuiápyotc Kat roic " wperoic ABCDE 
enn ouly t. s Rev. vi. 16. xvi. i. 39 only. Jouah lil. 7 al. a Soha zvili. 12. Rev. MSU vr 
vi 10. a ziz. e 1 Chr be Lekexix.47. Acts zil 4) 33. 

69. 
1. 83 latt sth arm uiuit dis om BDLA 185) 69 vale lat. 
(from | ferire at-a b i seth) arm: om 33 
PAM By pearl rec aft D ins ec vecpwy (see ver 14), with A rel lat-b o 
Du syrr goth wth arm; pref, D 18. 69. 124 vulg lat-a g, , 4; awo rwv vtkpuv 

4i y C al Orig : om BLA 88 | syr-jer copt. 
17. for yap, 9s A lat-g,. om o D 69 ev-y. ev gviacn bef ca: Ed not avrov 

A: cat eBahey avrov uc ray guAacny 28(Schulz) Syr-ed: for ev guAacy, cat Bader 
eig ar D 13. 69. 124 lat-a b f£ ff, i Syr-ms arm. rec ins ry bef RH, 
net istam vi Ms [ryv yvvawa is omd in txt but ined on 

B'.) eyapgaey bef avrny D latt. 
E om o D Scr’s p ev-y. om or: D 28. 181 al vulg lat-c f , g, wth. for 
co, oe D lat-a. 

19. for nOcAcy, Zyre C! lat-a b c i D-lat. asrokrtyai bef avrov DU vulg lat- 
aci: avrov arokteat Ci. e€)vvaro AKA. 
20. aft aytoy ins eva: D lat-(c) g, i. om 2nd ca: B [al ? 102 = BP]. 

nrope BLN copt: exous ACD rel syrr goth sth arm. (om eoi: cai A.) 
21. aft yevopavgc ins de D! lat-(a) b c copt-ms. om or: D lat-a 5. for 

yeveororc, rere Rl D*. (eve Asa Di.) rec (for esoigosy) ero (prob corre 
to sense, * was maki oy thinks it d mere mechanical repetn from ver 20), with A 
rel syrr : txt BCDLA 69 latt. om avrov D f vulg lat-a b f. 

able attraction of construction, De Wette exhortations to him. 20.) awer., 
y observes, ‘Mk. here combines preserved him; not, * esteemed him highly ? 

the text of Lk. with that of Mt? *iyé 8 
has the emphasis given by his guilty con- Herodias. The reading dpe. 
science.” Meyer. e cipal ad- is remarkable, and perhaps has some con- 
ditional particulars in the following ac-  nexion with the /u*ópe of Luke ix. 7. 
count of Jn.'s imprisonment and execu- The imperfecta imply time, and habit. 
tion are,—ver. 19, that it was Herodiae Whether Herod heard him only at such 
who persecuted John (on dveiyev see reff. times as he happened to be at Macharns, 
and note Lk. xi. 53), whereas Herod knew VV 
his worth and holi and listened to as Meyer remarks, uncertain. 
him with pleasure, and even complied in etal. not, a festal day, as 
many things with his injunctions :—that Hammond and others interpret it, for this 
the 3 went and asked counsel of her use of «bxatpoc hardly seems to be justified 
mother before making the request:—and — but, a convenient day (seo ver. 31 and 
that a otrovAdrwp, one the body- Acts xxiv. 25,—and cf. Soph. (Ed. Col. 32) 

(see note on ver. 27 below), was for the purposes of Herodias: which shews 
sent to behead Jn. 18.) Aryer, more that the dance, &c. had been all previously 
than once: it was the burden of John's contrived by her. peyvwrrüves, a Ma- 
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THC TadtAaiac, Kai ice hohe rng Üvyarpóc aurnc AI. oniy. $ Kings 
The Hedi doc kai ° opyncaptvuc, pet TP ‘Hoody f atl e 

ai roi " avvavaxupvoiç, o & aol ere Ty y © Matt. ix. 10 
g At ĝi À f a v. 41, 49 

- kopaaitp irnad» pt 8 tar Ape, cal Swow gol. iE 
g constr., Watt. 

Kai one avry Ort 8 tav pe airhope d coi, ru 
22. xavi. oc üpisovc. Tig Bastia pov. — ? xai Nba B Lake 

eier Ty parol abrũe Ti airnowpa; 7 ài dae» Thy Es 
Kepadny leavvov TOU Parričovroç. zi kai erceABovea 2 ve (Ù 
evOuc ' perà  owovéne wpog TOY BasiMa y vyrnocro Aéyouea !! 12 Co" 
! OlAo tva E abrije Swo poi ewe ™ mwaki rjv ce Bets a 11 
edvvov TOU Barrarav. 36 kai ° tpilviroc yevóntvoc , hii only. 

o Baci coc, did rove Opxouc Kai rode ° avaxemmévouc obe E Mat vii. 12 

nOiAnoev ? aBernoat aurnv. 7 ral evOve amwoortitac o D avii 255 
Bacleüc “owexovAaropa ' 5 aot yaa rny ,n , ‚ ssl. 

Phil ti. 23. mm ver, 28 and l. „ . 
only. ag 28.6, II. xiii. 6. Eoi vi 71,73 09,79 set. o Matt. ix. 10 reff. p= her 

. (ch. vi. Q al.) Pa ziv. 4. ere only t. T eomsitr. without dat., here oaly. Tobit 

22. aceO. de D-gr 28 (vulg lat-a c). for avrgc rnc, avrov BDLA: om auric 
1. 118. 209 lat- c f Syr copt goth sth arm. rec (for gpeaev) cas apecacne (to 
3 ed concretion), ith A D rel vulg lut-a 5 f g, (syrr) goth (wth): txt BC 12) 

tc fs oot rec «wey o Bao., omg de (part of pre ore) 
OD rel ba faye goth arm: ext» ĝe o B. A lat-c ff, copt : txt BC! 
om ea» DA 1 lat-a ò c f. nac DHL 1: e6sA gc A. 

28. aft arri ins *oAÀa D 28 2-pe lat-a (b P) s arm for ors o «av, o r1 savy 
BA: u ri ay D-gr. arion bef pe AK goth arm: om pe HL 69 vulg lat- c i 

dus P (from a A, wick ACD rel lat-a b $y evr goth: txt BL 8 or wat) N Os , Wi i-a ayrr txt BLA 
a rec air Hendl, i E rel : txt ABCDGLA A 33. rec (for 

2 Pas aater * to „ but see ch i. 4, and ver 14), with ACD 33 
(Treg rel: txt 
$6. sen beben, with Ard: om DL 1 lat-a b o  L copt: txt BCA 88. om pera 
1 D lat-a b c. Bac. «xt» doc por ext sva woe D (see || Mt).—for 
nro. Ac. «xiv DA 1 lat-a (b) ff i ai fr arm.—rec pot dwe eaurne, with A rel 
(yr) arm: txt BC'LA vulg lat-a 5 i byr for Basrirov, BaxriZovrog 

. om 1st ca: D- gr aft bed ins ec gxovctv D-gr lat-c f Ja l. ins 
dia bef 2nd rovc D vale lat-a b &c goth. Tec G'vvavartuutyove ver 42 and 
l| Mt), with AC?D rel: txt B C'(appy) LA Syr. rec avrny a0trgoa:, with 

a r a. 1 ony vulg lat-a cf F, 9,728 Gewc, with AD rel or gai, aÀÀAa D 2- 0 9 reo ev , wit rel : 
om vulg lat-c ff, g, i l: Et BOLA. oi v Hacker D 1 latt. rec er 
(so || Mt, 800nva:), with AD rel latt syrr: txt BCA copt goth. at end ins ews 
. CA vulg lat-c gy. [not 1. 38, appy.] 

cedonian word, which came into use at vinculis essent, damnati rei capitalis." 
the Alexandrine con See Lobeck N.] mens is supposed by 
on ichus, p. 1 He adduces the some to represent lator, and to mean 
nom. form neyterdvog from Anna Com-  Jopíó$opoc, as Suidas: by others, specu- 
nena, xi. 324 c. $3.) The contracted Zator, rardoromog, as Philoxenus, in 
Kaa belongs to later Greek, as does Gloss., one of the bod pun) guari which is 

åberéw, ver. 26. Webst. and Wilk. the meaning taken by Meyer here. The 
quote a parallel from Cic. de Senectute, Commentators refer to Seneca de Ira, i. 
e. xii.: “ inius, cum esset consul in 16, “ Centurio supplicio prepositus con- 
Gallia, exoratus in convivio a scorto est, dere gladium speculatorem jubet:” de 
ut securi feriret aliquem eorum, qui in Benef. iii. 26, * Speculatoribous occurrit, 
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avrói. % cai awe) Gee * awexepadioay avrÓv iv ry p „f 
a ver b am. kai zreyter TAV Kepadny avrov emi ‘ wivaxt, kai id vc 
„t. v.r.) avrüv Ty " opacity, Kal ro " kopactoy t det arri 
chav, Ty unrl aurng. Kai axoboavrec oi panra: avrov 
Papan ÑA bav kai pay rò " wrøpa avrov kai tÜnkav avrò Ev 

x » Rill. Ee amp. 
a Mai. se, Kal ovvayovrat oL awdoroXot rede TOV Ind, 
: ka onig kai amhyysdav avry wavra Oca éroinoay eat ósa 
TMt Lako , 8idabav. 31 kai A avroic 7 Acure Uptic avroi rar 
ES, e 14 (lav eic tpnuov romoy, kai "avawaósasUs " or tyov. 
t0, Rev. A yàp oi iH. Kai ot vnd yorrec rohes Kai 

EL € gaye ° evkaipouy. 2 kai awn Boy tie Epapov — 
e d 18 rowoy TO wroiy " car wav, 9 Kai sio» avrouc Ùr- ABDEF 

RE áyovraç Kai tyvwcayv ToÀÀol, kai ve amó sacer MSUVT 

1 Kings xe 17 vat. only (f. 
* 

28. rec (for cat) o ds 5 with AD rel syr goth arm: txt BCLA 1 
ev-y lat-a o ff, i Syr ee w (seth). om avrov D for 2nd 
ed ur, qveycer c 33 om 2nd avrny D 33 vulg lat-a c ff, i Syr th 
arm. om 1st LA 4 lat-b o Syr arm. 

39. ac. à: D 6-pe copt-wilk. iie 83.] Steph ins rw bef 
prynpew, with D (1, e sil) : om ABC 

30. rec aft avra ins xat ge to correspond to cat oca below), with A rel syr 
goth : om BC'DELVA 1. 33 laté Sy eth arm A om 2nd oca C! 1 latt. 

81. rec (for Are) urey, with AD rel lat-a syr: txt A 83 vas. aft avroic 
ins o ic D 69 lat-a b c &c arm. for unter avro: car’ iav, vraywpev D lat-a o 
fi i seth. Tec ava . with DL rel: txt ABC Ma 69. om ot bef vr- 
A eerie 3 KM for evkaipovy, evcatpwc tixoy D, -poc DI. (ew. so AB 

89. cat avapayrtc tic ro $YÀoioy ag 9X0. ac D vulg lat-a c &. 
ep. r. (see Mt xiv. 13) BLA (83) 69 copt arm. 

83. rec aft vrayovrac ins o: oyAoc (from || Mt Le), with 69: om ABD rel latt 
(Syr) syr copt sth arm. rec eweyvocay, with AB!L rel: txt BID t. ree 
ins avrov bef oÀAo, with T rel; avrov; AKLMUA 83 lat F syrr copt th: om BD 

nihil se deprecari quo minus imperata elsewhere shewed to be utterly untenable. 
peragerent dixit, et cervicem por- VVV 
rexit:” Julius Firmicus, vii. 26, calls ; Mt.’s a compendium of thie same 
those *'speculatores, qui nudato gladio e but drawn up independently of 
hominum amputant cervices." See Suet. Mk.“ s: —LEk. s a compendium of another 
Claud. 25: and a list of the sources of accoun? :—Jn.’s an independent narrative 
information in Schleusner, sub voce. 

30—44.] FEEDING OF THE FIVE THOU- 
SAND. Mt. ziv. 13—21. Lk. ix. 10—17. 
Jn. vi. 1—18. This is one of the very 

ey Tw WA. etc 

of his own as eye-witness. 80.) Men- 
tioned by Lk., sot by Mt. —9) 
One of the most affecting descriptions in 
the Gospels, and in othe form 

few points of comparison between the 
four Gospels during the ministry of our 
Lord. And here again I believe Mk.’s 
report to be an inal one, and of the 
very highest authority. Professor Bleek 
(Beitrige zur Evangelien-kritik, p. 200) 
believes that Mk. has wsed the Gospel 
of Jn.,—on account of the 200 denarii in 
our ver. 87 and Jn. ver. 7 ;—and that he 
generally compiles his narrative from Mt. 
and Lk. (ibid. p. 72—76), which has been 

to Mk. Mt. has a brief compendium of 
it. Every word and clause is full of the 
rich recollections of one who saw, and 
felt the whole. Are we mistaken in tracing 
the warm heart of him who eaid, ‘I will 
go with thee to and to death?’ 

81.) tpeig evrol— not others ; is 
alone.' 38.] melf, not ‘a foot, Y 
by land: and so most usually : e. g. Herod. 
vii. 110, —rovriwy ol piv wapa SR. zar- 
ougpivo tv t vyval cixovro’ oi 81 
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ov ch *auriSpapoy i IKu kat r avrobc. N 
u xai Abe sie ro No, cal, s iazAa yyvia0n = ich vi. 16 
£z avrovc, ort Hoa ec * xp6Bara * "T Exovra P rogira. E 
ai notaro & dd avrouc oda. 35 xai non | ópac xiv d5 a & i) 
NALE ytroniync rpoce A0 rte ahr ot pabnrai avrov zr x: 
Arvo a Ort fpnuóc corey 0 TOTOC, kai nó» | dpa ron ies Nes. 
36 k zzvii 17. 

axóÀvoy abrobc, iva ered Govrec ac role Kk 3 Kings xat. 
&yposc kai 0e ayopaowewy čavroiç ri pá ywo. bea 

o & awoxpBeic «i einer _avroig - Abr: avreic uneic ? a- 3 

ye». kai Atyovety avr "AwedOovrec a ayopáceysy " nva- Ane pas, 
B. 

a AP M ME ELM A XN NE ANE . ö 

1 latt arm. rec at end ins cas cvvqAOoy dr avrov, with E rel lat. / syr: om 
account of the many BLAN 1 ev-y vulg lat-c Syr copt arm Mons do cat on J'ollowing 

variations, most right one. swponOoy avrovc was origl mostly after Meyer, i J thon 
[so Lachm Tischdf-1849 Treg Mey |: then for wpo-, wpocgA0o» ovrovc L ev-y al,— 
srpocqA0. avrov A 21,—3*90c340. avre al,—apocndO. avrox T',—apocnA Gey avrovg al, 
—-wpocmGery avroc al, &o:—then swpocgAOev wpog avrove al,. —ovynàĝoy avrov D 
lat-b,—cvvs)papev wpoc avro» A,—eurvicn\Goy spoc avrove 69 al, —evvgAOov avro 
al, —cvrgAOo» mpoc avrov, as rec, 
avrovc.) 
u. fot eadey, xas uuv D lat-(a b 204 
e AU . Syr wth : 

either single or combined with wponAÜov 

rec adds e then, with A rel lat- 
ey^ov D 253 vulg lat-a ö 1: om BL 1. 83 

om xax bef e. D lat-a & c ff, i. rec ex’ avroic (from 
avrovg bef Qddaecku» AKT 

92 
rec 2 Aer) Aryoveiy, with AD rel (Syr) syr: txt BLA 88 copt. om e and 

6. for «vere, tyywra D latt. for tep., ag rac twp. wa D. Pie 
ferret ins eprowc, with A rel vulg lat-b o f i syrr wth: om BDLA lat-a ff, 

m Tt aad ad 
rec (for re tay.) Tt yap $ayecir ove eyovory, with A rel lat- 2 
pc LA vulg lat-a c ff, 9, i copt. I 

y. was d ep from ob vil 2 or Mt xv. 8 
ars for o e, eat D om lst avrotg AL 1. 88: add o ĩc D lat-a (c) i. 

rec ĉar. bef àgy. Gea || J»), with DMT vulg lat-c ff, g, Syr eth arm: txt AB 

i rtis rj» prasyaay none JE 
. ee smbarked, ?, 

on Bi most probably. 
Meyer Berg E it, ‘having come 
forth Jrom hie solitude,’ in Mt.,—and 

disembarked’ here: but I very 
much doubt the former. There is no- 
thing in Mt. to imply that He had reached 
Me place of solitude before the multitudes 
came up. John indeed, vv. 8—7, seems 
to imply this; but He may very well qom 
mounted the hill or cliff from the sea 
before He saw the multitudes, and this 
would be o» Mas disembarkation. 
To shew how arbitrary is the assum 
of Mk. having combined Mt. and 
see how easily the same might be said of 

Lk. himself, with regard to Mt. and ME. 
here :—iOspdrevaew rove dppucrove ab- 
r&v, Mt. :—fp&aro diddoruy abr. ro., 
Mk.; Ades abroic wepi r. Bac. r. 0., 
c. rode xptiay ly. Oepameiag idro, Lk : 
= Mt. + Mk. 35.] See notes on 
Jn. vi. 3—7, and Mt. xiv. 15—17. The 
Passover was near, which would account 
for the multitude being on the move. 
97.) This verse is to me rather a decisive 
proof that (see above) Mk. had sof sees 
Jn.'s account; for how could he, having 
done so, and ‘with his love for accurate 
detail, have so generalized the particular 
account of Philip’s question ? That gene- 
ralization was ie the account which he 
«sed, and the circumstance was more ex- 
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Tuner gien Staxosioy a üprovc, cal db abroſc va yt; 
„. 38 6 o de Aéyee avroic IIóosovc ° dprovc exere; umayere ? ere. 
T aca Kae P yvóvrec Ayovoty Tlévre, xai So ixbiae. 9 kai 
E Acts tmérakev avroic r avakAivat mávrac *cuurooa " ovp- 

sco vor 27. rósta eri TQ No ix xópre.. 10 kai " aviwecay 
? 

rennet VL. 17 mpaotai id mpaciai, * xara exarov kai "xara wevrnxovra. 
(Matt. vili. 11 kai 

* >- bis : *. b 
vii, 

ve . 

a Rev. viii. 7. 
Gen. |. 80 al. 

M * ve (u). 

*AaBwy rove ivre aprovc kai rovc vo ix d 
, , 4 g * UR Wed * d , avaBAbpac HC TOY ovpavov ̀  evdoynaey, kat ` kartkAa- 

* gey rode prove cal tdi dov rote lnb vraie, t iva Sa uu 

ow abroic, Kat rovc ovo tyÜvac f 

t$ a-yov rävrec Kal * EXoprácÜncav 

&utpicty waow. 2 
48 kat ier Ad- 

1 
ix. 4. "ny. nara owoexa sages * wAnowpara, Kat avo TOV 
Exod. x 

wi Mt. J Matt. vi. RO al. v. 86 reff. y here bis ouly t. Bir. xxiv. 31 oni 
s l Cor. xiv. 77. Joba xxi. 28. it me viii 6 al. Gen. xxi. 14. b œ | Mt. ref. oa vi 

7. air. 30 9 Mt L. poe Gen. i. 99, 28. å i L. oniy. Esek. dem 
Obie, 7. Luke x,8. Acts xvi. 84. 1 Cor. x. 97 al. Gen. xliii. 81 imr aii. 8. s 
?Cor.x.13. Heb. vil. 2. Job. 4 il. 7 g Matt. v. 6. cb. vil. 27 al. iat ashe 
y0 only. Beck. xiii. 10 al. if. ch. vis. 19 V Mt only. Jadg. vi. 19 vat. "ue x Sealy. 

rel am(with fuld ing tol) lat-a 5 f 91 i rec den; (corre to ayopacwpev, 
misunderstanding the constr : see » Delow), with E rel: ówcwusv D 33. 69: txt rom 

A B[ sic, from inspection] LA latt. 
. for o de, ka. D lat-a f g, eth. 

exere bef aprovc BLA eth. 
aft avroic ins o iç D lat-d. 

rec ins «as bef «dere, with A rel vulg lat-a f ff, syr 
om BDLN 1. 33 lat-ó c Syr copt th arm-zoh. for cas yvovric, yvovrec A A. 

aft Aeyovesw ins avrw (see || Mt) AD M-marg 69 tol lat-a ö f£ f. i i Syr wth 

89. for avrog, o ic D: avroic oic mtlat-abd f g 
understood) B'G 1. 69 | Mt, the active not bei 

aft sevre ins aprove (|| Mt) D 2-pe gat(with mm) lat-a c f ff, i Syr copt. 
ayatiuUnvat: (corre to 

for ceu. cvpsr., 
kara m Pi shit ad D (secundum contubernia vulg 2 € &c: om lat -a): om 2nd 
evur. L 

40. Lite so BEFGHMVA 1 -] 
al. (so also ver 40, LA om 2nd wpaca: ; lat-a, both.) 

rec for cara (twice), ava (from || La), 
with A rel: txt BD copt(retaining the gr words cara p' cara v 

41. om rovc bef wevre D. 
pa0graic ins avrov, with AD rel 

rec (for *apam.) 5 (H Le), with AD rel: txt B 
avrote, cart vavri avrwv D: 

43. rec &Aacparev, with AD rel: om 1 : txt BLA. 
rec (for wAnpepara) wAgpac (i| Aft), with AD rel: txt B 18. 69. 124. 209. 346. 

txt BLA 1. 69. 

actly related by Jn., as also the foll 
one concerning Án 
I prefer placing the interrogation at the 
end of the sentence, as simpler and lees 
harsh ig the ent of Lachm. 
(interrog. aft. áprovc, full stop at end) 
or Tischdf. (comma, full stop). The two 
verbs will then be rendered must we go 
and buy, &c. ..., and 0 ve Saat 

ve them to eat! 
ref. Sir.) Myovra: rd iy ae Jae dei 
popa cóppara, iv ole guredovrat Crdgopa 
oA Adyava. Theophy lact. Simi- 
larly Suidas, who adds cai wpdciov A- 
xavov, viz. hore-hound : but the deriva- 
tion is more probably from rpdoov, a 
leek. The word occurs in Hom. Od. 3. 

ins rere bef 2nd aprovc lat- o. rec aft 
sth: om BLAN (33) lat.g. 5 

LM!AN for 
ante eos vulg lat-a 5 &. 

rec cogtvove, with AD rel: 

127, ivOa 6a xoc ral wpaciai rapd veia- 
roy Ópxov | xavrotat wegvaciy, where 
the Schol., ai Aaxaveiat i) al r&v gur 
rerpdywyot ox, wç rà xAivOia. The 
distributive repetitions of these words are 
Hebraisms : see reff., and note on ver. 7. 

41.) xoTéxAagwy and è 
aorists, each express the one act by which 
He broke up the bread, and divided the 
fishes: é8{8ov, imperf., that He gave the 
bread, bi by bit, to His disciples to dis- 
tribute: with the fish there was no need 
of this bit by bit giving —one assignment 
sufficed. See Dr. Wordsw.’s note. The 
dividing of the fishes, and (ver. 43) the 
5 up fragments from the fishes, are 
both peculiar to and characteristic of Mk. : 
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11 Mt. ref. 
m Matt. viil. 23 

yio avdorc. 45 Kai tb ! Wva-yKacey rovc paOnrac a bit xiv. 23 
7 e (d - » a Lad LÀ , a re 

avrov ™ enBnva eç TO TÀotov Kai " WOOAYEY tC TO Wépay a 

zpoc BaÜcaiáv, two avróc 
46 

tcbE ut. 7 

A P 7 ld 9 - U - » 4 

xat P aroratapevog avroic amnAGev sic ro 

cal oi yevonévng fv TO mÀotov ev 

o 3 7 ^ » Pia) a m . 3 v. 2 amwoAve rov 0x Aov. Acte x vill. 18, 
| 4 n. : eu ii. 

- ea 8 

opoc x000 Ecl. U. 20. 
d xx. 2 

méa tne ÜaXágsge, kai avrog povog tmi ric vnc. a= Mt. ost. 
48 

(2 Pet. 11. 8 

xai twv avrovc "*(JacaviCoutvovc e rep Aab, P n= 
nv yap o aveuocg ° Evavriog avroic, mepi Teraorny pu- 

ete viti. . 
ames is. 4. 

2 Pet. H. 17) 
only. 8 Kings Aacm rhc vuKrog fpytrat poc abrobc weprwarwy kr 1. fl. 

ric ÜaAaconc. 
* ~” se 

kai nsew mapsAÜsv/ brobc 99 
4 1A y a P 

deè iovreg avrov " repixarouvra 
xxvii. 17. 1 These. ii. 16. Tit. H. 80uly. Prov. xiv. 7.) 

44. om rovc aprove D 1 vulg lat-a b l arm Thi. 

e xxxi. 21. 
Ot s=) Mr Acts 

v le . 
9 es 2 

"ext ric Oaraconce (its 
t = § Mt. reff, u f. Job iz. 8. 

rec ins ect bef sevraticyi- 
Aco (from || M6), with (1 Scr's s, e sil) arm; ec 20: om ABD rel Scr’s mss latt syrr 
copt sth Thl. 

45. rec evflewc, with AD rel Orig: txt BLA. (33 def.) 
D lat-a b e ff, g, i. 
paĝnráç). 

A rec aro\ voy 
4T. aft ny ins l. lat-d. -gr 1 

om avrov Orig(expr: rapa ry Mapcp . . 
aft wpoay. (xpocay. D!) ins avro» D 1. 69 latt Syr copt wth arm 

? for tec avroc, avroc de D- gr 2-pe 
rom || ME), with A rel, axoAveu E'KT 69: txt BDLAN 1. 

aft avô. ins eLeyepOeic 
üxÀec roùç 

lat-b : ewe avrovc L: tec iber avrov 

tv pean rg 0aXacor D 2-pe. 
povoc ins ny AU 131: aft ync, M 271 copt(Treg). 

48. rec (for dev) «dev (corrn for elegance, on account of the parenthetic clause ny 
yee... avrotc), with E rel, de» AKMVX: txt BDLAN vulg lat-a ö f F, copt. 
Bac. cat thavvovracg D, remigantes et laborantes lat-a b c ff, ; simly 2-pe. 
evayriog bef o avepoc A 1. 

lat-a ff i: wp. avr. o ic. 61 lat F g, Syr. 

pe 
rec ins cat bef wep: (to suit e dev above), with ADX 

rel vulg lat-(c i) f ff, syrr wth arm: om BLA lat-a (b). for poc avrowc, oic D 
nen D. got 

49. exc r. 0. bef eper. and ins or: bef $avraopa (from || Mt) BLA 33. 

but it would have been most inconsistent 
with his precision to have omitted ywpi¢ 

vy. c. *ató. in ver. 44, had he had it 
ore him. 
45—52.] JESUS WALKS ON THE BEA. 

Mt. xiv. 22—33. Jn. vi. 16—21. Omit- 
ted in Lk. Mt. and Mk. very nearly re- 
lated as far as ver. 47. Jn.’s account alto- 
gether original, and differing materially in 
details: see notes there anl on Mt. 
45.] rd wÀ., the ship in which they had 
come. ByOcalSdy—this certainly 
seems (against Lightfoot, Wieseler, Thom- 
son, “The Land and the Book,” al.: see 
Dean Ellicott’s note, Lectures on Life of 
our Lord, p. 207) to have been the city of 
Peter and Andrew; James and John, —on 
the west side of the lake—and in the 
same direction as Capernaum, mentioned 
by Jn., ver. 17. The miracle just related 
took place near the other Bethsaida (Ju- 
lias),— Lk. ix. 10. The pres. Aro 
is a change to the oratio directa, not un- 
— sei So Herod. iii. 84, ol dd 

OL. I. 

Aero rà» ixrà iBovrAtovyro ec Bacı- 
Ata Oseauérara eríjcovrai. See Kühner, 
Gram. ii. p. 594: Bernhardy, Syntax, 
p. 389, and numerous examples in both. 

46.] &àvorafáp. in this sense be- 
longs to later Greek: Phrynichus says, 
ed. Lob. p. 24, dwordocopai cor, ixpvioy 

xp) yap Néyav, dowalopuai ot. 
beck’s note. 48. x. 40. wap. 

atr.| Peculiar to Mark. A silent note 
of Inspiration. He was about to pass by 
them. He intended so to do. But what 
man could say this? Who knoweth the 
mind of Christ but the Spirit of God? 
Compare 1 Cor. ii. 11.” Wordsw. But it 
may be doubted whether this is either a 
safe or a sober comment. Odev has 
here but a faint subjective reference, and 
is more nearly the “would have passed 
by them” of the E. V. See on Luke 
xxiv. 28, for the meaning. Lange, Leben 
Jesu, ii. p. 788 note, well remarks, that 
this 508» wapiMÜviv, and the i 
ob» of John vi. 21, . explain one 

4 

1d vv. 
See 
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vg Lake vill. Y ESokav " pavraopa tivat, Kal * avixoagav* 
wi Mt. only 7. 
Wid. xvii. 
15 only. 

x ch. i. 28 reff. 
1 King» iv. 5. 

y Mark, here - 
only. Matt. 0 erabe. 
i. 3 reff, $ p 

sz 0 Mi. reff. 
A ch. lv. 30 reff. 
b here only. e ?r! 

Dan. iu-29. E Klord uro. 
(Uwepenw., N 

51 

ETATTEAION VI. 50—56. 

50 ravrtg 

yap avrov dor, cal! erapáyÜnaav. Kai tuÜvc eXaAnaer 

peT avrüv, Kat ACE avrotc Oagoeire, eyw ei, pn 
kat dN ToO aUTOÙÇ &C TO TÀOWV, kat 

a ikómaoev o üvtuoc" kai Atav P ek TEpigGOU ty éavroic 

52 où yap “suynkay tmi roc aproic gv 

Pea i. yao auTwy 7 Kapoia ° rerwowpevn. 

Mak. xli. 28 e . e 

dconstr,here Kat. © roocwopmicOnaay. 
oniy. with " AS b? , 9» 8 

i , Ps. 1 52 wAotov tuuc éwtyvorreg avrov 
„„ Neh. viil ` 

19. ivi Tuv 

ur i robe 'xaxwe¢e Eyovrac ™ AI. 1. 

e cb. viii, 17. X 
John xii. 40. Rom. xl. 7. 9 Cor. Hl. 14 only. Job xvii. 7 vat. only. (port, ch. iil. B.) 

x . yt- Mt. ref. refi. lsa. x xiii. 3 a here on 
b. H.4 

50. om yap avrov doy D 2-pe lat -a b c ff, i. 
txt AD rel latt syrr eth arm. 
BLA. 
Agyet avroi, Aeywy D. 

51. etc ro *Àotov bef w0oc avrovc D 2-pe ev-49 lat-a(appy) e i copt. 
D-gr 1 lat-d. 
lat-b : exrepicowe 1. 
arm: om BLA 1 vulg lat-c i l copt. 

t. reff. 
viii, 12 paly: k ch. ji. 2 | Matt. iv. 24. in. 12 al. Esek. xzxiv. 4. 
iv. 10. Eph. iv. 14 (Heb. gil. V. Jade 19 v. r.) only. Prov. x. 24. I. vil. 

53 Kat f Gra mipácavrtc IA do Ext thy yw Tewwnoapèr 
t o rd * - » e 

kat e&eAQovrwy avrov EK rov 
55 i 8 P SM 

wepidpapovrec OAV 

Xweav exeivny nptavro exit roc * coaBarruc 
, LÀ » € 0 -æ 

WeaiPepety OTOU NKOVOV OTt EKEL 

f Matt. ix.1 
dere only. Jer. v. ]. Amos 

m 2 Cor. 
B. 1 Macc. viL 97 onip. 

for 2nd cat, o de BLA 33 copt: 
rec (o, with AX rel: om D 83 lat-e i: txt 

for per’ avrwv, wpoc avrovc D 33 lat-a b ff, i: avro 2-pe. for ca. 

om A 

om er weptocov BLA lat-a(appy) Syr copt(appy) eth: wenrcewe D 
rec adds cat eOavpatoy, with AD rel lat-(a) b f syrr sth 

58. for nv yap, add’ nv (corrn for elegance, and to sense) BL M-marg SA 33 eyr- 
m 
with DLA 1. 69 latt : txt AB rel. 

58. aft d:awtpacavrec ins exe£ev D 45 lat-(a) b c ff, (i). 
yt:»». BL(A, but om g100ov) 88: gA0. ec ynv yevy. 69: N. uc r. y. yevv. 

copt: txt AD rel vulg lat-a c &c syrr eth arm. rec n kapia bef avrwy, 

eri T. yn» Ne uc 
X al (c, 

|| Mt and var readd ; there the same corrn has been attempted by BDA): tat 
rel latt syrr copt sth. 

latt syrr copt sth. 
88. (69) lat-(c) g, Syr arm. 

om «at vpocepyutoOncav D 1 lat-a b c ff, i Syr arm. 
54. rec to ,, with AD rel: txt BLA 69. 

at end add ox avõpeç rov rorov exuvov (from || Mt) AGA 1. 
for extyvovrec, extyywaav D 2-pe 

55. weptedpapow and ins ca: bef np. BLA 33. 69 Syr copt wth: weprdpaporrec če 
D lat-a. 
txt BLA 38 vulg lat-a c 
1 Scr’s c copt 
Toy ing. tiv 

another. 50.] waves . . . drapayé., 
uliar to Mk. After this follows the 

istory respecting Peter, which might na- 
turally be omitted here if this Gospel were 
drawn up under his inspection—but this 
is at least doubtful in any general sense. 

52.) Peculiar to Mk. ov yap 
ovv.) They did not, from the miracle 
which they had seen, infer the power of 
the Lord over nature. hardly 
as Kuinoel, al., post, but rather denoting, 
as usual, close superposition of the pre- 
ceding on the following: there was no in- 
telligent comprehension fousded on the 
miracle of the loaves. 

rec (for ywpav) weptywpor (from || Mt), with AD rel lat-b syr arm: 
& Syr copt-gr goth (eth). 

th.—grpuy Tavrag T. r. EX. TEMEGEPOY yap avrovc oxov av NroveaY 
Scr’s c, simly lat-a d ff, i eth. 

(latt) Syr goth eth: ins A rel syr copt arm. 

for repigepery, ep. DM 

om erti (as superfluous) BLA 

53—56.] Mt. xiv. 84—96. The two 
accounts much alike, but Mk.'s the richer 
in detail: e. g. ral €wposuppíoOncar ver. 
63, xal rov .... &oO«vovvros ver. 56. 

53.] dt denotes the direction of 
their course, wposwpp. the fact of their 
arrival: we can y make the distinc- 
tion in English, but must render 32., to: 
‘towards,’ or ‘off’ would not indicate 
enough. But ‘info’ (E. V.) indicates too 
much. 55.] wept. implies that they 
occasionally had wrong information of His 
being in a place, and had to carry the sick 
&bout, following the rumour of bis pre- 
sence, Sw. fe. Sri ix. dar, to the 
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° oy ticeropebtro eig conac n eic mó- o pg 18 

Auc h n tc a ypobc, ty raiç "a a yopaic éribeaav robe aocbe- p Mut 21, 16. 

vobvrac, c wapekaAouy avrov tva "xay Tov ' Koaowe- awina T3 

Sov rov (uariov avrov ajwvrat, cal ogot ° 
avrov ' tawlovro. 

VII. I Kal cvváyovrat TpOc avrov L Paproaroe Kat xul. MIT. 

Tive rio ypapparéwv EXBovreg ard — 

2 kai iSévreg rtvác rwy paBnrioy avrov 

cari, xat OTOU 

dv nerovro 4715 

liposoAt yaw. teker. Bre 
= Matt. xlii. 

Y kowaiç + Xepsiy, E Stef. 6 s 
ets TOvTÉGTLV * avírroic, taÜiovrac * TOUC grou: 3 oi yàp ze. n * 

a om "Hel 

Papraacor kai wavreg ot lovjatoa, idv ut ruyup Led, s 
= vibwvrat rde Xugac, ouk th, © kparovvrec ri Moe. & 

w Matt. xv 
ver. $ v. r.) only Arts 00 9 Th. iti. 19. y bere only. Exod.zzi.18. Isa. 
"iiL Gouge s | Monk 3 Thess. ii. 18. b = Rev. fi. 13, 14, 15, 25. 
(w. gen., lv. 14. "E 18. 

56. for orov, rov D. uçeropevovro ALM : ecroprvovrat A. rec om 2nd 
and 3rd ec, with A rel copt, om 3rd F: ins BDLA 33 (vulg) lat-c syr goth arm. a 
ayp. n uc rac roduc D. for a op,, *Aaruaic D 2-pe vulg lat-ó ef F, 91.2 l 
syrr copt goth. (in foro et in platœis lat-a.) rec er:Bouy (corrn to conform to 
wapexaXdovy below), with AD KL txt BLA. om ay (see || Mt) DA 1. 33. 
for nxrovro, N ro (from || Mf) BDLA 1. 83. 69 lat - a f}: txt A rel vulg lat-b c f 
D-lat syrr. for avrov, avrov D: om A lat-a 5 ff, i. 

Cuar. VII. 2. for 180 rec, edorec D- gr ins srov ors bef cosy. A.—1(60(0v01iw, 
insg ore bef sow. (emendation of Rip AES BL (A) 83 Syr copt: txt AD rel lat-a 
AE gr manducare vulg lat-b e P rec om rove 17 1 l| Mt), with A rel: ins BD 

rec at end ins epepWavro, with FKMU 1 (S, e sil) vulg lat-a c f 
Jfs 92s l ha arm; carsyywoay D; even aro F! 33 Ae data to complete sense, 
as variations shew) : om AB rel lat-5 copt goth sth. 

9. for xuyun, vvyun» 59 syr-marg.gr: 
lat-c ff, i 

9; I syr(Tischdf) copt goth eth(Treg), ‘dilig 
aft 200. add aprov (|| Mt) D Frag-cant(appy) lat-a b F i eth arm; 

[momento lat-a, subinde lat ö, 

oth’ (Tischdf) 
rov apro M? al, panem suum lat-c. 

places, where they heard He was (there). 
—Owov .... deceit does not signify merely 
ubi (as Grot. Wetst., &c.) by a Hobraism , ; 
there is in fact here no unusual construc- 
tion at all: órov stands by itself, and i«ei 
deriv is the matter introduced by the drs 
recitantis. 50.) In Swov Gv s- 
«wopcésro, .... Bgo. dv „ the &v 
belongs not so much to the verbs, which 
are certain and definite, as to the inde- 
finites Sroy and doo, rendering them more 
indefinite, and sp the assertion 
over every several occasion of the occur- 
rence. See remarks on this in Klotz, 
Devar. ii. p. 145 f. : : and cf. reff. and Lucian, 
Dial. mort. ix. 2, pacdpiog hv abrav óv- 
viva àv cai uóvov xpoci(dA npa. 

Cuar. VII. 1—23.] Disco nxsx con- 
CERNING EATING WITH UNWASHED 
HANDS. Mt. xv. 1—20. The two reports 
differ rather more than usual in their ad- 
aons to what is common, and are not 

eS 

rue primo D: rue M: om A. 
prius crebro lat-g,, crebro vulg lat: 

* (Treg), ' sedulo Syr, intense 

so frequently in verbal agreement where 
the matter is the same. .] 18. vy. 
T. pab.: see ch. ii. 16. A mark of par 
ticularity. Tovréa rw dyin. is sop- 
posed by some to be a gloss, explaining 
xowais : but the explanation seems neces- 
sary to what follows, especially for Gen- 
tile readers. 3. yu] This word 
has perplexed all the Commentators. Of 
the various renderings which have been 

ven of it, two are S dadd by their not 
— grammatical—{1 that which makes 
it mean ‘up to the e ' (Euthym. and 
Thi.) 5 ‘including the hand as far as the 
wrist,’ Lightf.: (2) ‘having clenched the 
hand,’ ‘facto pugno’ (Grot. and others). 

The two meanings between which our 
choice lies are, (3) ‘frequently’ (as E. V. 
‘ oft,’ and Vulg. cerebro). ing vy 
= rury = xvucvec, which however is 
not very probable: or (4), to which I most 
incline, and which Kuinoel gives, sedulo; 

A442 
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"ipe " mrapaboow TWV rptagur kai d ar ayopaç ẽd y 

PIENE, un Barriourat, OUK tabiouoir kai aAXa ro Aã tor iv ̂ Pe 

A contr , ree a ‘wapidafov ^ Koarev, * Basrispove mornpie» Kae ABDEF 

3 crorwy Kat Xx, Kat Awe Kat emtpwrwow MSY 

wie aurov oi ODapisatot kai ot ypenpareic Aud rl ov C mept- 33. €9. 
f= 1 Cor 

ePi s m wpeoBuripuv,, aAAa " 
vi. 2. 1x. 10 
only 7. agrov; 

E Osroc 0 Aaóc roi 

viii. 9. 9. „dt ao corte 
i here oniy f. 
(tor, 9 Chron. xxxv. 18. Job A. 23. Badr. I. 12 only.) 

Hi 1 4aL 4 Kings 
ME here paly, Mut. Foi. 2, 5 ret. 

al. Dent 1. te Acts KAI. 21. uM viti. 
B ver. F (ret). ~ ) Mt. reff. 
Tj Mt. Td “Lake xiv. N axiv. es on 

8 Klan a xx. (x34 ) » | Mt. rel 
x (Mt. t. Q ii E ien “Le. Job xaül. 11, N 

4. [ar so ABDLA.] 
5 QF. 13 l arm, de orav sic ue 

= 71] al Euthym. 

mœotel ?) BLA copt. 

zi. 
23. xv. i, & Tarouctv ot pabnrai gou card riv 

6 & mev avroic [ore] 
'Heafac mpi v nov TWV P vTOKpiTUV, de yéyparraı 

Nei "T rung, n Ò rapia Frag 
avrov * woppw drt d tuon. 

* S&SacxaXiac 

° mapügociv TY 

Koivate xte co louis " rov 

° rA _Expognrevaty 

7 narny 6€ " céBovrai 
*evradpara avÜpomov. 

A MM ix. MEO iv. AL. ver. 30 
= | Mt. ale. saie I8: 

q is 

wi “elsw. Paal oly Ma Eph. em 14 al. Mor ww. 

aft ayo £ ins oray Àĝwmiy D vulg-sixt(with tol) lat-a 
8 C. 

for a wapeAaBoy, igi aB B. 
SUC rnpew D: tradita sunt illis servare vulg lat-c f l. 

for Baxriowyrat, pavricwvra: B 
for «partv, 

om «at &Auvwy (ho- 

5. rec (for cal) exura (corrn for connexa), with A rel lat F syr goth arm: A has 
both: txt BDL 1. 33 latt Syr copt (sth). 

lat-a (c) ff, ga 
latt syrr goth arm : 

aft ypappareiç ins Neyovreç DA 69 
rec ot pab. cou bef ov repiwarovoiv (from || Mt), with AD rel 

txt BLA 33 copt eth. rec (for xotvary) avis roic (gloss), 
with A rel lat-b c f ff, syrr goth (eth): immundis lat-a: txt BD 1. 33 vulg lat-g, 
i or arm.—«cowatc yeporw aserro«c 13. 69. 124. 346. ins raig bef xepow 

s Tec ins arorpideig bef ere» (from || Mt), with AD rel latt syr goth arm: om BLA 
33 Syr copt eth. 
lat- 9 syr goth arm. 
(eth). om rwv 
qui dizit lat-a b ; dicens lat-c. 

om ore (see ver 9 BLA 33 vulg Syr copt eth: ins AD rel 
wep. vpwy bef got, A 28 | (Sers 8) lat-g, Syr copt 

for wc yeypam rai, wç urey 1 arm: 
add or: BL Syr. 

kai tty D lat-s, 
o Aaog bef ovroc (see 

|| Mt) BD vulg lat-b c f'g, i L Syr: om ovroc lat-a : txt A rel syr copt goth seth 
arm Clem-rom. 

for atx an’, aétorgeev a 
for rina, ayara D-gr lat-a b c: honorant me et amant me eth. 

$ D: axeorty ax’ L 2-pe Clem-rom : areory av 
A: est a latt : abest a  fald(with em ing mt) lat-g, ,. 

‘fortiter; diligently ; Tuyp, he observes, 
meaning ‘the fist,’ answers in the LXX 
to the word r'py, see reff. But this same 
word này, is used to signify strength and 
Sortitude, and strong men are called in 
the Rabbinical writings "3, ‘lords 
of fists.’ And the Syr. interpreter renders 
it by the same word as he does iiA, 
Luke xv. 8. 4.) dw’ dy. i. e. (as in- 
deed some MSS. insert: see var. readd.) 
Sray Ape. Winer, § 66. 2 note, takes 
dx’ dyopag with ladies, justifying it 
by Arrian, Epict. iii. 19. 5, gaytiv ix 
[SaXavtiov. Barr. is variously ren- 
dered, —of themselves, or the meats bought. 
It certainly refers to themselves; as it 

would not be any unusual practice to wash 
things bought in the market :—but pro- 
bably not to washing their whole bodies : 
see below. tec r., not from EI, to 
polish, but a corruption of seztarius. See 
the of Josephus cited in the reff. 

xaAx., S aen. vessels; earthen ones, 
when unclean, were to be broken, Lev. 
xv. 12. These Ba as applied 
to uni (meaning probably here couches 
[triclinia] used at meals), were certainly 
not immersions, but sprinklings or affu- 
sions of water. On the whole subject, see 
Lightfoot ad loc. 5.) The construc- 
tion is an anacoluthon,— n with cai 
lðóvreç, ver. 2, which subject being lost 

Atel 
ppu.. 
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8 y 9 a * 9 a Lr - g e [Y ga » UN 

agevrec THy EvroAny TOU 0sov KOQTETE TY mapa y x: epi 
~ 9 a - a 

Soow rov * avOourwy(, ? Bawrianovc P Érorov xat morn- &. H. 
, » ` AAA e 7 5 — XA — ] 9 ` 8 i 

: c ver. 130nly t. piwv, kai AAA * rapouota. roiavra ToÀAÀa morire Kai ¢ ver. C. 
ÉAeyev avroic KO ‘ abersire vi». evroAny rov Oton, «€, curi 
iva ryv * mapáðosiv Uutv ‘rnpnonte. 1 Mowvonc yao NUN 

einer. * Tina rov maripa cov kai ru pnrépa aov, Kai O f.. 
` kakoAo"yuv wartépa n pnripa i Oavary b ivrdrG ir dne 

11 d urig Ot At yere Edv eiry avÜpwoc TU wart n Ty EON rr 

unroi * KopBay, ö tri Gopov, ö tav E tepov ' o$eAnÜge, vod ™ 

12 cal] ouxire diere avrov ob U godjsat TY margt h 
rp uurpi, 19 ° axupouvreç rov Aóyov rov Ütov ry * wapa- 
cook vpwv Py 9 wapedwxare. Kai "mapónota rotavra ters oniy t. 

woAAa rotire. 

1 Klas: iu 
13 

M onvdc, 

14 kai mpockaAscüuevoc wadty rov OyAoy Met. . 
1 (Mt. ref. m =- ch, v. 87 ref. n Matt. vii. 12. Lake i. 49. Gen. xx.9. o | Mt. 

Cal. Hi. 17 ouly . Esdr. vi. 52 only. (-er, Prov. 1. 28. v. 7.) p attr.. Matt. xxiv. 50. cb. ziii. 
19. Lake il. 30. Hi. 20. ix. 48. John xv.20. Acts L1aL fr. Gen. xxii. 2. Winer, f 24. 1. q Lake 

r bere [& ver. 8} only t. 

8. homeotel in Frag-cant, aqevrtc to av0pesxwv. rec aft ageyrec ins yap, 
with A rel vulg lat-f I syrr goth: om BDLA! lat-a b o ff, i copt goth eth arm. 
om Sarrispoug to rouire BLA 1 copt arm: ins (AD) -cant rel (vulg) lat-f L ayrr 
goth arm-usc.—the 2 clauses of the ver are in D lat-a b c ff, i.—Baxriopou 
and om adda A.—wouire bef xo\Xa FK vulg: wapopoia a ra roiavra rA D 
lat-a f^, i. (On the whole, the evidence for the olause preponderates. There could be 
no reason for inserting it from ov 4, 18,—and were it thus inserted, we should have it 
expressed as it is in those vv. Besides, avOpw wv is the termination of the sentence 
in || Mt, and was also the end of a lection: and this was very likely to exclude the 
clause. The variations are no more than might be accounted for by a desire to bring it 
better into the context.) 

9. [B does not om x. eAzy. avr. as Btly. From inspection. ] for rnonenre, 
rnonre B ev-15: reh, D-gr 1 goth(appy) Syr arm, statuatis lat-a b o f ff, 
Jer Zeno. (Griesb approves (his readg, and Fritz Tischdf [ed 1] adopt it: but it seems 
£o have been substd as a more appropr word: Mey refers to Rom iii. 81, Heb x. 9.) 

10. om 2nd cov D 69 arm. reAevrevro D. . 
11. for lst tav, oc av A 88. aft warps ins avrov D Scr's ql r lat-a c ff, 9, i Syr 

copt goth eth Avit. (aft unrp: ins avrov K al Syr copt eth.) o ay D: om o A 69. 
pov D'(corrd 1. m., ex me lat: sic cod.). 

12. om xat (to ease the construction, see on || Mt) BDA 1. 69 lat-a b c ff, i copt 
sth: for car, or: L. for ourer, ovk ev D- gr ('confusis r:e cum v?’ Tischdf). 

rec aft warp: ins avrov (from || Mt), with A rel vulg lat . f, Ja l syrr copt 
goth eth: om BDLT 69 lat-a b c i arm Avit. rec aft pnrp: ins avrov, with A rel 
syrr copt goth eth: om BDL 1. 69 latt arm Avit. 

18. aft vuev add rn pwpa D lat-a b o ff, 9, i » syr-marg. 
avra D'-gr. 

14. rec (for ratz) wavra (rav was not understood, —ravra seemed to suit rav- 
rec below), with A rel lat: 7 syrr goth arm: amavra ev-y : om 235. 238 lat-c: txt BD 

for roiavra, ra 

& sacrifice. ol xopB&v abroðòc ôro- sight of in the long parenthesis, is here 
pacayrec rq Oep, — Sapov o rovro onpai- renewed with «ai rep. c. r. x. 8.] Not 

contained in Mt., but important, as setting 
forth their depreciating of God's command 
in comparison with human tradition, be- 
fore their absolute violation of that com- 
mand in vv. 10, 11. 
ironically—see ref. : 
«lw. = ò ydp bedòs iversitaro Mt. 
I.] KepBür = x. an offering without 

vee card ‘EAAnvwy yAerrav— Joseph. 
Antt. iv. 4. 4. 12.] See note on Mt. 
ver, 5. 13.] cal wap., a repetition 
from ver. 8 ;—common in Mk. 14.] 
Both Mt. and Mk. notice that our Lo 
called the multitude to him, when He 
uttered this speech. It was especially 
this, said in the hearing of both the 
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siMtref.  EXeyev avrotc Axovoaré pov wavrec kai úvere, IB ovdéy Aber 
Qu M Ert iber TOV avÜpiov eiçropevóuevov eie avrov 8 rod 
ai.. Lake Quyarat avrov ` kowviocat. aÀÀd rà ex rov avOpwrou tx- 33.6. 
zy mopevóutva, Ec &rriv. ta * kowwovvra Tov avÜpwrov. 

v Matt xxvi. [16 etree Eye wra axovev, akovéro.] 17 kat Ore tichA bev 
"d e tic oikov *amó rov on “ernowrwy avroy oi uaÜsra: 
zxxii. 21) 

Wied. 
avrov thy zapa(JoÀnv 

only. 0 e n e n S 
kai Ake avrotc '" Ovrec Ka: 

1. 5. E mma 1 2 " > 2 - a - 1 0 D 
2 1 Mt. Matt. Ute dobytroi tore; OU * vostre Ort mav ro EHE etcoro- 

1 vi. 9, 11 a , » ` * , , 9 A 8 — 
3 Kings a. Mf OY sic TOv dvÜpwsov ov Suvarat avrov ` kowocai, 

51 Cor vi.18. 19 * d A id „„ ` 3 1 > 8 
Rev. x. 9, 10. OTt OUK Etc TODEUETOl! GUTOU tte THY Cupa a etc Tuv 
2 Kings Xx. 
10 

2 | only t. 
(-dpoc. Levit. 
xv. 19, 90.) 

a Mark, bere 

11 Mat ziv.15. Lake 
Hi 11 in. 18. 21 7 
Jahn iv. 81. 
Rom. xiv. 18 
bis, 20. 

r. tii. 9 
al. Gen, xii. 85, 

al. Hos. 

LA vulg lat-(a) d ff, g,,$ l a syr-marg copt eth. 
: | M), with A rel: txt BDHL. rec acovert (from || 

with A rel: cumre D: txt BHLA. 
15. for o dv. av. zowecut, ro koivovy avrov (|| MZ) B. 

y ^. or N Ae So , 7 , KoiMav* Kat ttc. Tow “adpedowva Eexropeverat Kalapit- 
a ^ a , 20 7 LE A 5 — Cov wavra ra * Bpwpara. eAeyev St Ort TO Ex rod 

* — — » 

avOpwrov tkmootvüutvov, exsivo " kowot rov avÜowsrov. 
&awÜtv yao ek THE Kkapóiac ruv avOpwrey oi b Sea Ào- 

1 M ` 98 7 
v⁰νẽð,ẽj ot kakoi Exwootvovra, ° mopvttat, * korai, ovos, 

b= J. Luke il. 35. ix. 47 al. Ps. Iv. 6. 
os. H. 9. d only. Gen. xL 15. 

€ l. Acts xv. 20, 29. 1 Cor. vi. 18, 18 

for XE E, Acyee B 59. 
rec cuvurre (from || Mt), 

rec (for ra ex r. ap. 
er op.) ra tcrop. ax avrov (the transcribers eye passed from ex fo exwopevopeva, 
then ax av. was supplied), with A rel syrr arm Aug: txt BDLA 33 latt copt (goth 
seth). 
Birch. From inspection. ] 

om er (as superfluous) BLA copt-wilk. [B does not om ros, as 

16. om ver BL A'-marg N copt. (The omn is easily accounted for from its not oc- 
curring in || Mt : the insn, at the end of a lection, was also very obvious.) 

17. ergnAVov UN 181 al copt-wilk Vict. ins rov bef oxov A: ray arxar D. 
rec (for ryv rapaBorny) wept rye eapaBodrne, with A rel vas: txt BDLA 33 

latt. 
18. ov yap eicepyerac eç T. Kap. av. ax eig r. Kot. x. ec rov oxerov EN ra. D.— 

for ort ove, ov yap D lat-a b i n.—tuc r capdtay bef avrov DA latt. rec caba- 
giLo» (corrn, see note), with KMUT 33 (V, o sil): -Zu D goth, et pergat lat-i: txt AB 
rel Scr's f p ev.y Orig Thaum Chr. 

20. AE D- gr F. exetva D latt. 
21. om o: Di. rec poy. Topv. gov. No., with A rel vulg lat-/ f, syr: p. r. 

x. G. 1. 38 Syr(Treg) arm: p. zÀ. x. 9. lat-a d o à D-lat : x. eAeppara p. $ovoc D: txt 
BLA copt sth. 

Pharisees and them, that gave offence to 
the former. 17. els olxov] Not ne- 
cessarily into a house, so that any in- 
ference can (Meyer) be drawn from it,— 
but «within doors: see note on ch. ii. 1. 

br. ... ol pad. = áxrorp. 6 Tlérpoc 
dt. Mt. 19. naSaplfev] The masc. 
part. applies to &$rópóva, by a construc- 
tion of which there are examples, in which 
the grammatical object of the sentence is 
regarded as the logical subject, e g. AV 
à iv» åA) (pbóOovv gr, gbrAaE 
IAV gtAaca, Soph. Ant. 259. See 
Kühner, Gramm. ii. § 678.1. There need 
not be any diffüculty in this additional 

clause: what is stated is pAgsi true. 
The dgedpey is that which, by the re- 
moval of the part carried off, purifies the 
meat; the portion available for nourish- 
ment being in its passage converted into 
chyle, and the remainder (the rá8opua) 
being cast out. 21, 29.] Tho capa 
is the labo and the tain-head 
of all that is good and bad in the inner 
life of man: see Beck, biblische Seelen- 
lehre, § 21: Delitzsch, biblische Psycho- 
logie, ed. 2, $ 12, pp. 348 fl. Mt.'s 
eatalogue follows the order of the second 
table of the decalogne. Mk.’s more co- 
pious one varies the order, and replaces 
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* poryetat, 2 f wheoveEian, * wovnpiar, dA OS, a yea, ff gsf 

ebe Aide rovnpòc, * PAaagpnuia, ' Ureonpavia, " appo- Got fi 6, 

abun. wavra ravra rd tovno towÜtv exmopeverat kal 14 al 1 ier 

P KOLVOL TOV ávÜpwrov. 5 
A Exelbe? && üvagrác awndGev tc ra P ueBoota f iarsa. 14 

Tupov. Kai tic etc oikiav, ovdéva he der yvovat, b Pom XE 
Kat OUK * vr Aae 25 AA bbb dxobsaga yem Y 
repi aurou, je ey ev ro ' Üvyárpiov " avrüc rech 1 

5 AO mpockmecey ' rpóc rove " wodac E wd 
see v. 

avro" n 8 yun nv EAAuvie, Lvea Powixieca r9 P 
Matt. xil. Bl. 

v yéve, kai * qowre avrov {va 70 Satpovrov ec AA € EK ric air Back. 

There oniy. Deet. zvil. 12 al. (vor, Lake i. 51.) 2 Cor. x 1, ioscan: pos 6. 
B vv. Id, &. o ch. z. I. Luke I. 80. iv. 88. xv. 18, 20. Riad. xxiv. p here only t. 

Beck. xieil. 9 Syam. iv. rhe "Apuevsas Rai Kara Ina. B. F. vil. 1. my q Luke 
vhi.47. Act» zzvi 96. Heb. xiii. 9. 2 Pet. Hl. 5,8 only. Job xxiv. ^ e i r constr., 

atis 2 rell. i eee. "god f 5 ei i v. Dal Matt. x. I refi. 
. , 

Sal. Jer. xxxviii (xzxi.) 1. did om Lake vil. 86 ref. F 

$2. wAtorcEsa D em(with fuld) lat - a b o F. F. 9, i Syr. 
sovnpua D lat-a b e f ff, i Syr œt 

wilk goth. vztyngaviay D-gr al pies 

dod. bef rov. D. 
BAacgnptas D-gr al lat-b c g, copt- 

24. rec cat ezt:0. avaor. (from || Mt), with A rel vulg syr goth arm: et & but om 
erte. lat-a bcs: 
syr-marg. 

r. avac. exe. D lat-f ff, 91 
for weOopun, opia (more 0 BDLA 1. 69 Orig, 

: kattÜry de ayaar. 33 copt: txt BLA 
rec at end 

adds car vidwvoc (from || Mt : there can be no possible reason given why it shd have 
been omitted, had it formed part of the original tzt: see also on ver 81), with AB rel 
vu lat-c f 9, , v8: om DLA lat-a b ff, is Orig, 
D Orig : om AB rel Thl. 
rel. (83 def.) 

rec ins ry» bef oway, with 
nd var EN: 8505 KA Ser's o p ev-y: txt AD 

25. rec arovcaca yap yvvn, with A rel 1 lat - (a 9½ n syr: yvyn de evOewe (D! adds wc) 
acoveaca D latt: (both attempts to better the construction; of also the variations :) 
&vOvc yap axovoaca y. ric Syr: ar. yvyr arm: ax. de y. and ac. yap 9 yvy. al: txt 

arm. BLAN 33 lat-f syr-marg copt goth. 
wpocexecey D'A lat-a f. 

om auric DA 1. ins kat bef 

20. - nv Cen y., with A rel am lat: F g, , i syr goth arm: txt BDLAN 1. 83 lat-a 
UP rec eupo$orriGga, with vulg lat - ö c {% f 91.2 U D-lat : 
al lat. : gor 

supa $otvicca 

oe p a cupodoicioca AK F. marg V-marg A goth eth 
Bas: tzt B rel Sy ) Ta arm(‘appy’ Treg) Thl Euth onp. and 
got. are di 1850 te in EPO vx rec exJaAAr, with FH K'( haf) M (69) : 
txt ABD G(Treg expr) rel. ru ex, axo D 115 lat-c f}; de vulglat-a6 d £g, , L: 
om L 1. 69 Ser’s g. 

Prvdopaprupiat by mA., tov., Sód., dci, 
690. zov., and Baoe. by Pas., btpn., 
dp. Compare Rom. i. 29: Eph. iv. 
19: Wisd. xiv. 25, 26. „the 
opposite to Feppocuvy, anreasoning folly: 
not in speaking only, but in thought, 
leading to words and acts. 
24—30.] Tue SYROPHŒNICIAN wo- 

MAN. Mt. xv. 21—28. Omitted by Lk. 
A striking instance of the independence 
of the two narrations. Mk., who is much 
more copious in particulars, omi/s a con- 
siderable and important part of the his- 
tory: this would be most arbitrarily and 
indeed inexcusably done, if the common 

account of his having combined and epito- 
mized Mt. and Lk. is to be taken. 
Our Lord’s retirement was fo avoid the 
Pharisees : see notes on Mt. throughout. 

24.) leiden is not, from the land 
of Gennesaret (Meyer),—for ch. vi. 55, 
56, has completely removed definiteness 
from the locality ;—but refers to the (un- 
specified) place of the last discourse. 

pia] The place must have been the 
neighbourhood of Tyre. The word is used 
in Xen. Cyr. i. 4. 16, iv roig pe@opiosc 
rotc Tt abr cai roic Md, in a sense 
approaching that in our text: the repe 
tition of the roig assigning peOdpra to 
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y ch. v. 87 ref. Üvyarpóc avri. 27 kai Dye. aury Acre ™pwrov 

s Matt v6. - xopracGnvat rd ríkva' ov yap forty cu d N TOV 
F. 2% l. aprov tov ric von Kai rot * kuvapiorç aX. ?n N 
Eo artkpiU» xai Mya avri Nai kúpu, kai vag rd xvv dpi 
e Mate: 5i aa! ö rocres ric rant ne eoBiovow aro rov Me 
480.11 rov maidiov, ~ kat rtv aùrp Ara rovrov rov ÀOyov Pra 
2m brave eEeAnAuBev ex rne Bvyarpoc gov TO Satuóvtov. — 

90 kat are bob tic roy oiKOy aurng eUptv Tro wadiov ABDEF 
MSUY e Matt v. * BeBAnutvov er Tov. ‘Any kat. ro Gaipóvioy. e&eAn- XTA 

f ver. 4 reff. À 00 
g Matt. il. 16 vvo¢. Cant. 

verbs. Kal waht tA ov ex rov " opiwv Tipov 138r» Sect 1. 33. 62. 
onig. oak ux SeSwvoe tic rüv ÜdAaocay rnc TadAaiac, "ava " utcov 

27. rec (for cat eheyer) o de ano. ere (see || Mt), with A rel (lat-/) syr goth (ath) 
arm: cae Nett D lat-a 91: et dizit D-lat: txt BLA 33 copt. rec cao bef tri, 
with A rel goth arm : txt BDLAN 1 latt syrr. (83 def.) rec Badey bef roig zv- 
vapioic (from || At), with AD rel: txt B 1. 

28. for rat Atyee aur, avro Atyovca D lat-a f i : Aeyovca (omg avre) 1. 69 
at-g, arm). om va: D 69 lat-d c ff, i arm. x yap (corrn : so also ia 

|| Mt) BHA 33. 69 Syr copt eth arm: adAa ca: D lat-b c rec ecu (from 
|| Mt, where only D reads ea Qsovorv), with A rel: txt BD A 1. 83. 69. 

29. vwaye bef ĉia (corrn to avoid ambiguity) D 1 lat-a bc fg i s Syr. om rov 
D. rec ro dap. bef ex r. 0. cou (simpler arrangement), with AD rel vulg lat-a c 
Jf 9, i syrr copt-schw goth eth arm: txt BLA copt-wilk. 

80. om rov» bef ouo» DL. om avr» D 1 lat-5 ff, i. rec ro dau. e. r. uv 
Ovyartpa BBN. exi rng rwng, with A rel lat-(a) n syr goth arm: txt BD(LA) Frag- 
cant 1 (33) vulg lát-(b cS) F293 à | Syr syr-jer copt eth. (Meyer defends rec, on the 
ground that the transcriber passed from car aft EN. to kai in ver 81, and then the md 
clause was insd in what appeared the fitting place. But we may answer, that if this 
r aa whereas it does not occur 
in any. 

31. for ex, aro Frag-cant. rec (for x= da ord.) car oidwvog AOE (altera- 
tion to avoid the unlikelihood of the long detour by Sidon: see note, and cf ver 24), 
with A Frag-cant rel syrr goth arm: txt BDLA 83 latt syr-jer copt eth. 

both countries. ov8. 46. yw.) Not 
(Fritz.), ‘wished to know no man: but 
would have no man know it. 25. 

A miracle which serves a most Fr partisan 
pu ; that of clearly 
tween the cases of the 5 

The woman (EMM Is. a Gentile) had been 
ee Him y His disciples before, 

26. Lupa $., because there 
mae also AtPupoircec, Carthaginians, 

27. wpérov...] This im- 
t addition in Mk. seta forth the 

whole ground on which the t re- 
fusal rested. The Jews were jirst to have 
the Gospel offered to them, for their ac- 

ce or rejection; it was sot yet time 
for the Gentiles. 28.] xal yap . 
see on Mt. 80.] These particulars 
are added here. BEBA. dari T. . 
which the torments occasioned by the e 
spirit would not allow her to be before :— 
a ie iv elonvy, Euthym. 

31—37.) HEALING OF A DEAF AND 
DUMB PERSON.  Peculiar to Mark. 

the merely diseased or deformed. This 
man was what we call deaf and dumb ;’ 
the union of which maladies is often 
brought about by the inability of him 
who never has heard sounds to utter them 
plainly :—or, as here apparently, by some 
accompanying physical infirmity of the 
organs of speech. 31.] He went first 
northward (perhaps for the same reason, 
of privacy, as before) through Sidon, then 
croméd the 3 Jordan, and so approached the 
lake on on its B. side. On Decapolis, see Mt. 
iv. 25. We have the same journey re- 
lated Mt. xv. 29; and «wQobc Aarovrrac 
mentioned among the miracles, for which 
^n ple glorified the God of Israel. 

rok. avr.] No reason that we know 
en be assigned why our Lord should take 

- 



27—37. 

TOV 

x poy:Aadop, Kat 

are rH xpa. Kai 
rov 5 car iav 

eic Td wra avrov kai 
avTov, idm kal ' ava[JA&jac 

33 

nvotynoay avrov ai 

KATA MAPKON. 961 

s opiwy AekamóAenc. = kai pipovotv abr -kexjày 9 

Tapakalouow avrov iva 
"amoAa(jousvog avrov ° 

Ba roùç *SaxrbAcug avrov 
vrbouc naro rnc yAwoonc i * 

as rov ovpavoy " 
kai Aye abre ‘Eggaba, 6 o cory P Stavoix Bart. 

" akoat, Kat i o 
yAwoonc avrov, kai AA AU) opbisc. 

eb. ix. 25 al. 
x x L. " mg 
iv. 15 

ano k here only. 
~ jonm. uxxv.6 
8 Exod. 

carévater, m Matt. aiz. 18, 

35 B ~hereonly f. 
xat (Luke "uA 

* Otauoc rij ia. ia 18) 

36 Ka * SteoreiXaro 46. 71. 
(with. PT aiy: 

avroiç iva under : Aéywou" 500 & avroic ere p att. ais. 15 
avro! padXoyv * 

: Matt. xxiif. & reff. 
t = Matt. xiv. 19 reff. 

v. Y only. lsa. ziz. 8. 
w plor., ^ Loke vii. 1. 

al, Job zzzix. 5. 
1 Matt. svi. 20 ref. 

£23. 9 Cor. vil. 18. 
& ch. vili. 30. 

rec (for dic) wpoc, with A rel: txt BDLA Frag-cant 1. 33. 69. 
decaxo\twe D Frag-cant. 

83. aft zwġov ins r BDAN Frag-cant latt th arm-zoh Synop Vict. 
exadovy Frag-cant 33 vulg Syr. 
(rag illegible in Frag-cant. 

88. emraPopevoc E'T 

TEMLTTUTEPOY Exnovogoy. 

cant: Aaffouevoc A. 

3! kai * umep- 5z = john x =e: 
1 Bal. 

och. vill. $8. Joba iz. Sour: nee xii. 16. Sir. xxviii. 19 only. 
u Gospp., here only. Rom. viii. 23. . 

v Mark, bae 1 v. 953 ew. Laks (xxiv. 81 reff ) 
Acts xvii. 20. Heb. v. 1. 2 Mace 

y = here (Luke vit 48. x. 28. xx. por l Kings x vi. 17. 

.9.2,4. Heb. ziik 17 Jamet 

ke ziii. 16. Phil. 1. L i5 

b 2 Cor. 4. 8. Heb. vi. 17. pad. with comp., Phil. 
C here only 1. (-0ceceo, Rom. v. 20. br c., 1 Thess. v 13.) 

ins ric bef 

*ap- 
for rg» xta, rac xepac A Frag-cant 33 lat - a. 

wrvoac bef «Bader D lat- a b 
ei: wruoac bef tig ra wra 69.—for B/ rovc Sarrvdovg avrov, ro uç rove 
Péa«rvAovg avrov cat eBarev, om 
Frag-cant. 

34. avtorevatey D Frag-cant 69: 

omg -rvcac, 
for 8rd avrov, rov Kerr. Frag-cant. 

eorivate B 

-cant. for 2nd avrov, rov kwgov 

85. rec aft ca: ins evOrec (prob supplied lere, as being so common in Mk, and in 
narratives of miracles : it is hardly ever omd by the MSS which here om it), with A 
Frag-cant-marg rel vulg lat-c f syrr goth sth arm: bef un, LA: om BD Frag- 
cant 33 lat-a b ff, i copt. 
rel: nvotyOncav AW txt BDAN 1. 
ins rov poy ysAadov bef Au Frag-cant. 

86. aft under ins pndey D 28 2-pe. 
in similar passages : 
rel: txt BLAN -cant 83. 

seth arm; aft, 88: 
uor. D lat-3 c fii. 

om ABLXA 
ins ot 

cf ch viii. 30, Mt viii. 4, xvi. 20, xvii. 9: 
rec ins avrog bef avro (prob combination of two 

readings? the omn of avro below in rec makes it 
-cant 1 vulg lat-a f g, I copt. 
t bef avro: D'(and lat). 

rec BugvoryOncav (from ver 84), with A Frag-cant 
a: ax. bef avrov D, aures ejus latt. 

om avrov Frag- cant(appy). 
rec (for Atywoty) tT woiv (very common 

ch i. 44 &c.), with AD 

), with E rel syrr goth 
om oco» to 

rec om avro: (see 
above), with A rel vulg lat-a g, syr b. ins BDLA Frag- cant lat F Syr copt arm. 
vspiocoripes D Frag-cant(appy). 

aside this man, and the blind man, ch. 
viii. 28; but how many might there be 
which we do not know,—such as some 
peculiarity in the man himself, or the 
persons around, which influenced His de- 
termination. It is remarkable that 
the same medium of conveying the mira- 
calous cure is used also in ch. viii. 23. 
By the symbolic use of external means, 
our Lord signifled the healing virtue for 
afflicted human kind, which resides in and 
proceeds from Him incarnate in our flesh. 
He uses either his own touch,—something 
from Himself,—or the cleansing element 

to which He so often compares his word. 
34.] He looked to heaven in prayer: 

seo Jn. xi. 41, 42. He sighed, as Chrysos- 
tom (or Pseudo-Chrys.) in Cramer’s Ca- 
tena, h. l. says, rv rou dv@pwrov giow 
beo», lc Tolay rastiyoeiy n2 aur uv 
8 re prgdacadrog did Bodoc, cal ij ror tpw- 
rowAdorwy å mpoceEia: see Jn. xi. 36—38. 

ald = Herm (Syr.-chald.) im- 
perative. Hithp. from | NH. aperuit : the 
word used in Isa. xxxv. 5, “ Then shall 
the ears of the deaf be unslopped, . 
and (he tongue of the dumb sing.’ 
85.] ò 8ecpés—the hindrance, what- 
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R. ig mepisowc “tkerAnocovro Aiyorreg Kae sávra w:- 
s Artal [s moinkev, Kat rOUC Kw$oUc ° rout axovev Kat ‘adadrove 

nia. AaAÀtty. 
zu VIII. ! E, txetvare raiç nuépaiç máy woAXou 

OxAov Ovrog kai pù Exóvræv ri paywa, mpockaAecdpevoc 
eaat rote pabnrac avrov Ay avroic ? * ZrAayyviCopat. éri 
"Enc 38. TOV OyAo», Ort non uta rosiç * rpocuévovatv, kai ob 

Acts v. 7. L 9. 7 a 

lep de Exovaw ri paywow. 3 kai tay airoÀ vac avrouc vorget 

TE IBEXE. ete otKov aurwy, lexAv@ntovrar ev rp od Kal rivec 
. reff. * - ` ) = 

mwizi aurov aro * nord sioiv, * xai amtkpiÜncav avro 
Na aon * Y , - @ 50 7 , 7 * 
e ot pabnrat avrov Ort rd robrovc Suynaerat ric wie 

o ch. xi. 4. n 2 » o* ! p? , . 5 „ » a C-wer 
77% ri. " yopracat aprwy ^tm Peonpiag; ? Kat nuwra avrouc erra.. 
| MC reft. 4 A : . eM „7 . ? 6 „ ABCDE 

pi xt. [loócovc txere aprove; Oi & rap Erra. Kat PGHk 
LMSUV 

87. for vreprepicowc, tavrec Frag-cant : vrepesregioowe DU 1. for rerotirev, xig 
wot Frag-cant. add wc B copt(appy). om xat bef r. c. Frag- cant. Cant. 

1.33. rec ins rovc. bef adaAorg (corrn to correspond with rovc rpg), with AD Frag-cant 
rel: om BLA 33. 

Crap. VIII. L aft excivaic ins ĉe D 28 lat-a b c f ff, i Syr goth (eth). rec 
for ral wodXov, wapwodXov (xaysoXAov for ral w. (?) [see X below), then al- 
tered (o wapxoA\X.—raprodve, though not elsw found in N. T., is a very common gr 
word [see lexz and the index to Plato], and might easily occur to a transcriber), with 
A Frag-cant rel syrr: ravrodtov X : txt BDGLMA t. 33. 69 latt copt goth sth arm. 

for ovroc, evvayxÜevroc Frag-cant(appy). aft exovruv ins avrwy D 2-pe. 
rec aft rpocea\tcapstvog ins o moony (beginning of lection), with X rel lat F: om AB 
DKLMA Frag-cant 1 latt syrr copt goth eth arm. om avrov DLA Frag-cant 1. 
28. 209 latt(exc em g,) syr copt(Tischdf) goth. 

9. for rov ox Oo, rov oy^ov fovrov D.—add rovrov Lal Syr lat-(6 c) +; turbe huic 
lat-a. rec nue pat, with A 1. 69: snpuepaisc (and roov) B: txt A Frag-cant rel. 

for mpocptvovsiy, soiw ao Tort wår uci D lat-a b i. rec aft wpocp. ins 
pot (from || Mt, where none om it), with A Frag-cant rel vulg lat-g, 2 syrr copt-edd 
goth eth arm: om BD copt-mssa. 

8. for sav ar. au., axodvea avrovc D 2-pe lat-a b i, si illos remiserimus ire lat-c. 
aft oxov ins ov Oe (see || Mt) D (lat-d). un exrvOworr D. rec 

(for eat revtc) ro tc yoo, with A Frag- cant rel vulg lat: F syr goth sth arm: ori cas 
rivee D: quoniam quidam lat-a (b) o (i): txt BLA 1. 38 (Syr) copt. aft revec 
ins e£ D al lat-c f ff, 92 i l syrr. rec om ao, with A Frag- cant rel: ins BDLA 
1. 33. 69 latt syrr. elz (for ew) n«ove (prob corrn as more appropriate: 20 
also gxaaw. It is hardly possible, as Mey supposes, that the pres n«ovev gare 

ence, and was altered to nkacw and nov. Cf Mt viii. 11; L. xiii. 29), with 
-cant rel: Steph yneaocw, with AD 1. 33. 69 (SV, e sil) latt syrr goth eth arm: 

xt BLA copt. 
4. rec om ori (as harsh, and needless, and not in || MC), with AD Frag-cant rel: 

ins BLA.—for ori, cat uwar R. om we DH 69 vulg-ms lat-b c ff, è Syr goth: 
ins AB rel vulg, aft yopraca: Frag-cant, aft dune. 1 lat. em’ sanysarc AKA 

b. rec ewnpwra (by far the commoner word in Mt and Mk), with AD Frag-cant rel: 
ex npernat» M vulg lat-b f ff, 91.3 Syr: txt BLAN. aprove bef exere D 33 latt 
syrr copt eth: om aprovc X. [e ra so BAN.] 

o 

t 

ever it was, which prevented him from 
king $0056 before. 86.] See 

di i. 45. 37.) cal wdv. rer. 
2. So sdvra baa lroingey cad Niar, 
Gen. i. 31. This work was properly and 
worthily compared with that first one of 
creation—it was the same Beneficence 

which prompted, and the same Power 
that wrought it. 

Cuar. VIII. 1—10.) FEEDING or THE 
FOUR THOUSAND. Mt. xv. 32—39. The 
accounts agree almost verbatim. Mk. 
adds cai rivtg abrov awo nac. tio. ver. 3, 
and again omits ywpiç yuvace. c. ward. 



1—12. 

1 wapayyéAXer Te Ox Ay 
Aa robe er rd aproug 
Edtdov roic paOnraitc avrov iva 

iOnxay ry oyAyw. 

, e 4 9 
parov tcrra 

a 

cal 

* omvpiðaç. 

11 

Covrtc avrov. 12 « 

e Matt. xii. 89, 89 al 
*. I. Sua 39. 9 Maco. vi. 80 only. 

KATA MAPKON. 

‘avawestiv imi TTC yc. 
eb aptorhouc ke Raser, Kat ri Me ref 

j raf eri aur, Kat 

7 kat ixav 
* evAoynoag aura simev Kat ravra " raguriß v 

& c " £yoprácÜncav, kai h 
joav d we rerpaxicy (Aut. 

amíAvoty abrobe, 10 cat euÜuc ^ de u uc TO mÀoiov FT, 20 l. 
pera rev abr aurov v AA bev tic Ta - nip Aadpavovia. 
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Lake v. 14. 
kai i vii. 29, 66 al. 

Jub. +i. 6. 

i. 1 Mt. 
" wap- ti. Matt. om 

kat 
Ent 

é$a'yov v ioniy t. ° 

mipigocüpara 7 kÀac- 

“ ax8b8ta doi 

x Matt, ail. 84 
r 

y Matt. xiv. 20 

Acts ix. 25 
T: 

t. xiv. 16 

Kat eEn\Bov ot Papicaios | Kat npĚavro " ouvinrety avro, I rm 
Gnrovyrec rag avrov nter aro TOV opa, ! mepa- 

t avacrevatac Te 
Aéya Ti ù yevea avrm n Uie onpeiov ; dun A [ov], * 5 

f Mart. xin. Sreff. ch. x. 2 al. 

13. 

h n E. Es 
a Exod wvevpart auTov 4275! at. 

ere only. Seg Sir. g here 
h ch. il. 8 reff i Matt. v. 18 reff. 

6. rec (for wapayyeAXes) rapnyythe (see || Mt), with AC Frag-cant rel vss[' que 
seepe presentem per pret. exprimunt." 

with AD Frag-cant rel: txt BC 
7. [ei xa so BDA.) 

Tavra Kap.) rap. x. avra, wi 

Treg]: 
evyaporgang (so ver 23, ch xiv. 22, and || Mt) CDSV lat-a 
AB Frag-cant rel valg lat-b c I r oe arm. 

avra bef alee M 
ravra voy. AFK: evÀoy. done) D rel: txt BCLA copt wth. 

txt BDLAN (copt ?). ins «at bef 
g, Syr goth eth: om 

rec (for Tapar:U.) *apaQwot, 

Frag-cant 1. 69 latt (syrr) arm, 
rec (for œ. 

M! rel syr goth (wth): x. avra wap. 83: avra wap. V: 
wap. avra Syr: wap., omg «x. [r]av. (see Lu ix. 16), Frag-cant 1 latt arm: txt 
BCLA copt.—for svxt» x. ravra aap., x. avrovg extAevaey zapartÜcvac D.—rec (for 
wapariÜ.) rap, with M! rel, wapa@nvac EFHKY Frag-cant: waparsOnvar 
A evv-18-19-z Scr's c: xapa@era C 33 eth: txt BDLM?A. 
prorneag D. 

for evroy., tvya- 

8. kat epa yov (see Mt xiv. 20, xv. 27, and Mk vi. 42) BCDLA 1. 33 latt Syr 
copt eth: «$ayov ĉe A 
ro wepcotupa rwv D (g 

rec aft 
Frag-cant 69(sic) rel latt 

10. en Gag bef «v0. AK 

-cant rel ayr 

avrog aN D (2-pe) lat-b i. 
lat-c f arm-usc. 

h. ins ra bef reptocevpara C copt : 
superaverat latt). 

noay ée ins ot gayovrtc (from ch vi. 44: see also || Mt), with ACD 
453 toa om BLA 38 copt. 

rag-cant 1. 69 syrr goth. 
Frag- cant rel: om D lat-b c ofits $: txt BCLA 1. 69. 

ins rat bef nAGew D 2-pe. 
QoXuavovrDa B: peXtyada DI: payada D?: paydada or Aa 

rec evOeec, with A 
aft ua ins avroc B: xai 

for uep, opia D 

1. 69 vss: txt AC Frag-cant rel syr-marg-gr vulg laty S 91,2 rr copt th (arm). 
IL ,£510oco» D. ins ev» bef avro D 
12. «avrov AL: om DM'T 1 vulg lat-b g, i l. 

ins ro bef onp. D. 
rec (for £yre« on.) onp. emn- 

ret (from || Mt), with A ee -cant rel vulg lat. F g, han ve goi arm Orig: txt BCDLA 
t-a 1. 33 am(with fuld ing tol) 

Frag-cant rel vss Orig. 

Mt. ver. 38. 7.] We have a curious 
instance here of correction and confusion 
in the principal MSS. The rabra in the 
text, arising from the graphic character 
of St. Marks narrative [r. rav. wapa- 
Ti0ivai = x. ra). 5 gave of- 
fence to the transeribers. ence the 
variety of corrections which will be found 
in the digest. 10.] Mt. mentions 
Magadan, ver. 89. Dalmanutha was pro- 

b osi Syr copt et om vie BL: ins ACD 

bably a vil n the neighbourhood,— 
see note on Mt., and the d and the 
Book, p. 393; Ri striking instance of the 
independence of Mk.: called by the Har- 
monists “an addition to St. Matthew's 
narrative, to shew his independent know- 
ledge of the fact." Wordsw. What very 
anomalous writers the Evangelists must 
have been. 

11—18.] REQUEST oF A SIGN FROM 
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rur d * Sober "P yeu Tabry enuetov. 8 kai Prin: 

827 tt aurovc waXw ^ tupac awnA cv eic "ro sípav' 145 

Nam. xiv. 30 ° eweAaBovro AaBew aprovc, cal & Quy tva üprov ovx 

i td eov peð tavrwv ev Te AO. 15 kat P SeearéA\XtTO 
abenl. e» bero 

"omiy. Bar. abroic Aéywr A Opart, ' BAéwere * amo ric ey! TOV 

= o | Mt Fail Papicaiwy kai rie ' imc He 16 „ died oyi- 

James 1.94 Covro wpuc adAnAoug ô OTt d prove OUK Hees. 17 kat 

PT „ Pove Mya avroi¢ Ti" Siadoyileade 6 ore üprovc OUK r EXere 5 : 
"NE ^ br votre OVOE GUVIETE ; " wemwpepevny exere my xap- 
q Lat. viii. 4 18 

4 e Sav o ud; : opOarpoug t exovrec ov Préwere, kai wra 
i Sal 21 EXOVTEÇ ovK axovere; Kal o pynpovedere, 19 Gre rove 

Matt. vii. 16. Luke xii. 1. t Matt. xiii. 88 reff, 
w ch. vi. 63. John xii. 40. Rom 

18. for avrove, avrov A. 

u p Mt. 
xi 7. 2 Cor. iii. 14 only. Job xvii. 7 vat. only. 

rec esBac bef vais, with A Frag-cant rel vulg lat- 
S ffs 91.3 yr goth: txt BCDLA 83. 69 lat -a  copt-ms meth arm. 
mooy, with DHKUT Frag-cant 1. 60 vss, so 

rel. v pres., John 1. 40 reff. 

rec adds eç ro 
(omg ro) A rel: om BCLA am(with tol) 

lat RIE 
; +k exea€ovro add ot paOnra: Dal lat-e; o: pabnraı avrov (|| Mt) U Frag- cant 

13. 28 69. 124. 131 al. 
15. om opars D 1 tol lat-a arm. 

lat-e f l copt-schw th. 
16. rec aft aXAgAovc ins Aeyovrrec (fo mend construction: 

syrr copt goth eth arm: om BD 1 
cf || Mt, and above), with ACN rel vulg lat F g, syrr goth 

„„ ee Insee 
rec (for exovaiv) exoper ( 
eth arm: &ixa» (corra of tense) D lat - a b 

17. rec aft yvouc ins o «oovc (from || 
aft ovroi, L vu 
vn DU lat- a 
in addition, (|| Mi i 

Ia 9 

cat and oer D lat- c 
5 “ina ear e 0 BA ert C Frag-cant 69 vulg 

m || Mt), with AC 
t-a b c ff, i. 

292%: txt B 1 lat-c co 
tj, with ACD rel am(with fald) lat-a cf gy: 

pi 77 om BA! lat -i copt. 
syr-w-ast sth arm; e» tavroiç (|| Mf) M 69; oAryomioros, 
9 syr-w-ast(noting on marg “ey r. cape. 

inventum est in 2 exx. grecis neque in antiquo syr.") arm. 

aft diadoy:Zeo0e ins ev raiç capdiacc 

vp. odtyor. non 
rec ins er: bef wexwp. 

(prob from the last syll of cvviere,—the sense seeming also to justify it), with A rel 
vulg lat f 9 Is l syrr, sic lat-b e d ff, i, ors 106 goth: om BCDLA 1. 33 lat-a copt th 

ver wpwptyr) eariy n rapò. D lat-a (b c ff, i) wth. 
18. for o ze: ovde D 2-pe latt. 

HBAVEN. Mt. xvi. 1—4, who gives the 
account more at length : nue nó 
ever the graphic and affectin 5 
av. av. ver. 12. 12.) « > a He- 
brew form of strong abjuration : see reff., 
and Winer, § 66 end. 

14 —91.] WARNING AGAINST THE 
LEAVEN OP THE PHARISRES AND OF 
Heron. Mt. xvi. 5—12. Our account is 
fuller and more circumstantial, —relating 
that they had but one loaf in the ship, 
ver. 14; inserting the additional reproofs, 
ver. 18, ‘and the reference to the two mira- 
cles of feeding more at length, vv. 19—21. 
Mk. however omits the conclusion in Mt., 
—that they then understood that He spake 
to them of the doctrine, jc. Possibly this 
was a conclusion drawn in the mind of 
the narrator, not altogether identical with 
that to be drawn from our account here— 
for the leaven of Herod could not be doc- 

trine (xol T. F. 'Hp., ver. 15—Mk. only), 
but must be understood of the irreli 
lives and fawning worldly practices o the 
hangers-on of the court of Herod. 
14.] dwed. is not pluperfect; see on Mt. 
ver. 5. The subject to the verb is the 
disciples, unexpressed: see next verse. 

15.) päre is merely take heed, and 
does not belong to dw. BAéw. dad ia 
not ‘turn your eyes away from’ (Tittm.and 
Kuin. in aren), but as in reff. The 
tun 'Hoddor here seems to answer to the 
. Taò oo vraie in Mt. But we must not 
infer from this that Herod was a Sad- 
ducee. He certainly was a bad and irre- 
ligious man, which would be quite enough 
ground for such a caution. We have a 
specimen of the morals of his court in the 
bistory of John the Baptist's martyr- 
dom. In the last otwe, ver. 21, Meyer 
sees a new climax, and refers the sot yet 
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mee aprouc *ixXaga ? ste rove mevraxicxtAiouc, r etse 

* kofivovc 

kai Aéyovaww. avro Errä. 2 
, 

OUVIETE 5 

22 Kai Epxovrat "T. Broadav. 
R Kal 
3 kai 
avrov tw rüc cb unc, cal 

' kÀaapárwy rA, npare ; Ay abr. 

Awsexa. 7 Gre [de] rOUC Emra ‘ete rouc rerpaktcxt- 
Aiove, Toowy “omupiswy ^ wAnpwpara * kAaoparwy f noate; 

Kat ÉAeyey avro(c Ovro 

AA Luke ix. 

ME ziv. 20 
trefi.). 

a Ver. ra reff, 
. 48. 

pa CMM: ziv. 36 
xai $épovatw aury d Acts xxiii. 19 

* wapaxaAovoty avróy iva avrov ajmrot. zh Ex g> 
* emidaPopevoc rnc Neiòe roc . 

only. 
Efe yer ' (ate: xv. 2 

f ch. vil. 88 reff. 
roc tc ra * Oppara abrod, 7 xx. 84 

OE rdc xtipac avro ! érnpera auroy & TL BAéwec. Ius isis, 

19. aft aprovc ins rove D; ove 69 lat-b c ff, ik copt. 
CDMa 33 am(with em fuld ing) lat-f g, 2 l eth arm. 

T 55, 2, 29. 

ins rat bef wocovc 
rec wAnp. bef c., with 

A rel lat. syr goth: f bef xà. D: om xA. 69 lat-a c ff, i E D- lat: txt BCLA 1. 33 
ev "Arai lat-g p t Byr (cop t). 

om de BL 2-pe : ins ACD rel lat-a Fi syr goth eth arm.—for de, car AM vulg 
lat-g, , : add cav C lat : was ore (omg de) 

D 49 2-pe vulg lat-a c ff» g, , $ arm. 

t-e Syr. 
69. 124. 346 al vulg lat-c f g, l goth eth arm. 

aft esra ins aprore CM? 13. 
Toces opuptcag, omg ND r, 

rec (for cae Aeyovei») oi ĝe uxo», with AD 
rel lat-b c i syr goth arm: txt BCLN vulg lat-g, copt sth, so (omg cat) a latg, 

t k l Syr. 
vulg lat-g, , I copt eth. 

21. for Meer, Asyes DFK lat - a 5 of ff, 91.: i k Syr. 

rec om avrw, with ADR rel lat-a b c f ff, i k syrr go arm: ins BCLA 

rec TWC ou, with B 
rel lat-5 D-lat copt (wth): roc our (combination) ADMUX 33 vulg lat-a c f 9,5 
i l syrr goth Thl: ec ov» ovre 69 lat: f arm: ov wwe K: ovre C!LA Ser's e ev-y. 

for ovmere, tei (from | At) Bor cvvvottre inlelleristis D! lat-b. 
22. rec epyerat (corrn, see c 

lat-g, & (a b c f ff?) copt (goth sth) arm. 
$ l goth. 

23. ABO ö ry» xtpa D. 

appy more approp 
avre, avrov AKA vulg lat. f 1 8 

to the moment even aíter the remi- 
niscence of vv. 18—20. It doubt- 
less be so, and the idea would well accord 
with the graphic precision of St. Mark. 

82—26.) HEALING OP A BLIND MAN 
AT BETHsSAIDA. Peculiar to Mk. This 
appears to have been Bethsaida Julias, on 
the N.z. side of the lake. Compare ver. 
13: and see on this Bethsaida, Jos. Antt. 
xvii. 4. 6: B. J. iii. 10. 7: Plin. Nat. 
Hist. v. 15. Wieseler, Chron. Synops. 
p. 273 f. See however aguinst the idea 
that there were two Bethsaidas, The Land 
and the Book, pp. 373, f. 23.] The 
leading of this blind man out of the town 
appears as if it bad been from some local 
reason. In ver. 26 we find him forbidden 
expressly to enter into or tell it in the 
town, and with a repetition of xépy, which 
looks as if the place had been somehow 

v. 88), with A rel syrr: txt BCDLA 33. 69 vulg 
for 50aaidav, BnPamay D lat - a. ri 

rec (for e£gveysev) sEnya ye» 5 of 
ropriate tes with AD rel vulg lat-/ vss : 

r copt goth. 
rel latt syrr goth arm: txt BC D'-gr A copt sth. 

txt BCLA for 
rec (for use) d with AD? 

unworthy of such a work being done there. 
(This is a serious objection against Meyer's 
reason, that the wee of spittle on both 
occasions occasioned the same privacy here 
and in ch. vii. 33.) Or we may perhaps 
find the reason in our Lord's immediate 
departure to such a distance (ver. 27); 
and say, that He did not wish multitudes 
to E about and follow Him. 
wrucas ... imbes . see above on ch. 
vii. 88. We cannot say what may 
have induced our Lord to orm this 
miracle a£ tewice—certainly not the reason 
assigned by Dr. Burton, that a blind 
man would not, on suddenly recovering 
his sight, know one object from another, 
because he had never seen them before,” 
and so would require a double miracle ;—a 
second to open the eyes of his mind also, 
to comprehend what he saw. This as- 
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k Matt. xiv. 19 24 Ma xai “ avajA&jac ÉAeyev BR rovc avÜpwxovc, ort AB 

iMai. . „% (yc OtvOpa opw Ttpurarovyrac. 
en 15 YEL 

reg. 7 - 

m astkartar kat "^ c esev ° ryAavyoc aravra. Kat 
, — | > s s y , — 7 A 8 a 
azécrtAcv aurov uç oikov avrov Àéywv Mnòè ec thy 

o here oniy t. e D ay!) à * 1» "E , 

tom KW@PNY ELCEAUDC, unde Ete TIVI EV TQ Kou. 

note, Ps. xvil. 12. Tua, Ler. ziii. 28.) rnAavqécarepov pá», Diod. Bic. I. 50. 

24. for eXeyer, Ae et D 69 vulg lat -a b fg, ,: triv C al lat-c ff, E Syr. elz- 
1633 wc Cevdpa xepix., omg ors and ope, with ÈD M-marg 1 latt syrr copt eth arm: 
txt ABC! rel 69 goth Thl Euthym. 

25. for «ra, cus D lat-b c f} i k eth: om Syr arm. rec ewe@nce (corra aft ver 
23), with AC rel vulg lat-b c d JF. i k: reibe D-gr lat-a: txt BL. rec (for 
dit BA] emousiy avrov avaBAdja:, with A rel lat-a f syr goth; so, addg c. cuie- 
Wey, 69: npEaro avaBreWar D vulg lat-ó c ff. i l: eviDAnpev C! : txt BC'LAN 1 lat-& 
copt sth. (The acct seems to be this: dA was not understood. Hence the 
corra of D- then that of A rec, to make our Lord the subject, as before, and ta give 
avah. the same meaning as before, ver 24. The re of C4, eveBrepev, te a 
mechanical corrn to the word occurring just after. The question of the original txt 
ts not without some difficulty, but the above seems to me more probable than that a 
corrector shd have changed to a new subject and dropped exoiqoty avroy. Lachm 
edits as rec: Tischdf and Treg, asin txt.)—om x. dit B. Syr. rec (for awecareory) 
a rocartor ad, with DU 1: awexcarecra¥n A rel: txt CLA, awocarecrg B. 
rec e Af (to correspond with the other aoriste), with AC rel syr copt: wers 
avafAejac D vulg lat-b c F, i l Ps-Chr-lat : aveBAejiy FM! Thi: txt BL (A) 69. 

Bi avyoc C (D) A: dns 33. rec axavrag (corre to suit avÜpesavc 
above), with AC? M(Treg, expr) rel goth: om 33 lat-c &: txt BC! D(xavra) LA 1. 
69 syrr copt eth arm Ps-Chr-lat. 

. rec ins roy bef oxov, with GMUXA 1. 69 copt: txt ABCD rel goth. for 
AT y, x. At ye. avro D. for Ist unde, un Ni. aft Aryuv ins vxayt ttc rov 
ooy gov xat (see ch ii. 11, Mt ix. 6) D 18. 28. 61. 69. 124. 346. 2-pe vulg lat-a b f 
Jf 91.2 . —om und uc ru copny tigt Ar D lat-c k: for unde, «av 18. 28. 61. 69. 
346. 2-pe vulg lat- b F ff, Jı., L syr-marg arm. om ut tum. riv. f. T. kou) BLN 
1˙. 209 copt.—for uyór «snc. reve, pndeve e gc D syr-marg arm, semini direris vulg 
lat-b f ff, g,.4 0: pndeve ex nc unde 18. 69: pndeve pndery erne unóc 28. 61. 346.— 
for ev rn rp, ec THY ewpny (confusing the two clauses) D: om vulg lat-b f ff, 9,3 t 
(The stumbling-block was, that i did not enter into the town, Ae could not tell it to 
any one in the town. Hence B 4c om the 2nd clause: D &c alter the let: others 
insert a saving clause, if thou shouldest enter &c. : txt is the reading of AC rel syrr 
goth eth, rec, Lachm, Tisckdf 1857, Treg.) 

xxii. II. 

y 4 . * 
era mav cÜnkev raç Lv 

xetpac Ext rove o$faXuo)Uc avrov' kai & Aαιε, kat . 
* 

sumes the man to have been bors blind, 
which he was not, from ver. 24; for how 
should he know how trees appeared? and 
besides, the case of the man born blind in 
John ix. required no such double healing. 
These things were is the Lord's power, 
and He ordered them as He pleased from 
present circumstances, or for our instruc- 
tion. £4.) I see men, because I see 
them as it were trees; i. e. not 
distinct in individual peculiarity, but as 
trees in the hedge-row flit by the tra- 
veller. It is a minute mark of truth, 
that he describes the appearance of per- 
sons as he doubtless had often had occa- 
sion to do during the failing of sight which 
had ended in his blindness. By no pos- 
sibility can the words convey, as Wordsw., 
three different stages of returning vision : 

“I see men. I see them standing still, 
and dimly,as trees. I see them ing." 
For thus the Sr: is altogether passed over, 
and wepxarovyrac taken out of its go- 
vernment, and most unnaturally made into 
& sentence by itself. 25.) The dis- 
tinction in the text here adopted, between 
ÓuAnpiv and iviAezey, would be He 
saw clearly (the work of that instant), and 
was thoroughly restored, and (thence- 
forward) saw all things plainly. But 
the text is in much uncertainty. 
ied See above in this note,—and var. 

d. The first and second pySd both 
carry a separate climax with them: he 
was not even to go into the village, no, 
nor so much as tell it to any who dwet 
in the village. 
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EAV o "Incovc kal oi paOnrat avrov tic rag vt L 7 aL 
e a - e t, - e - 9 e 

kwpaç Kaisapsiaç rnc Dau. kal Ev ry ody exnowra 

TOUC paUnrac avrov Aéywv avruic Tiva pe Aéyovaww oi 

avOpwzot sva; 28 
M 1 y . - , LÀ , e 

ot à tiray abr Aéyovrec ort lwav- 

vn» Tov Daraar, cal aN Hias, dA d Ort ec q Matt. l. 1 ref. 
TOV wpodnruv.. 

tl 0 1 xpiaróc. 90 

v mepi aurov. 

Kai 

Ott rov "viov Tov * avBowmrou woAAa rubin xai ' amudoxt- v John iis 3, 

T æ Matt. zii. 

29 kai aŭroç Emnowra avrouc Thiele 8e 16 ref. * 

riva pe Aeyere elvat ; aworpibeic o 0 Hérpoc N. avro Xv 
' eweripnoeyv avrotc iva pndevi Ni- 

31 Kai pro &i dd ab rode ort Tir. 

s peras viil. 20 

t Matt. xxi. 42 
ren. 

a Matt. xii. 4]. 

TH T 

uaohH,H Ux0 TOV puri kai ror apxiepioy Kal wut xs 
1% ypanparéwv Kat awoxravOnvat, Kal META TpEIC inipae au. al. 13 Maco, 

" wappnoig | TOv Aoyor eAaAu. 
r *Pochafiuevoc a 0 Nérpoc aurov npčaro " miring» aury. 

33 0 & emarpageic kai tuv roùç paOnrag avrov * émeri- 

* 

* avaornvat’ Kal 

27. for rac cepac caccaptiac, xaicapiay D lat-a b ff, i. 
om avro DLA 33 tol lat-a b k arm. 

x oo Matt. 
«ai sin. 

19 ai 
ES iti. 8 

v. 30. 
7 Sohn xai. 20. 

1 Kings x. V. 

om 2nd avrov A arm. 
n, bef ot a»0p. D vulg lat-a 

(c) f f: 
1007 rec (for «rav) awtxpsOncay (see || Lu), with AD rel latt syr goth arm: txt 

BC'LAN lat-k Syr copt. 
goth: om Aryorrec C? 83 eth: 
ACID rel latt syr goth : 

rec om aurw Atyovrtc (see || Mt Lu), with A rel syrr 
ins BC'DLA 69 latt copt. 

os pey (|| M?) C'A 69: txt BN Syr. 
rec om lst ort, with 

for «at aAX., aMA Oi ĝe 
(|| Mt) D 69 lat-a f k copt-ms: adAor VA vulg lat-b c: txt ABC rel lat.ff, i. 
rec (for ort tic) iva (to suit ae and qa»), with AC? rel lat-k syrr goth arm : 
wç eva D latt : txt BC'L 

29. for cat avroc, avroc Am L.) D lat-a c ff, : om (|| Mf) 1 lat-k eth arm. 
rec (for exnpwra avrovc Xen avreic (from || Mt), hd AC? rel vulg lat- A Jf syrr) 

th eth arm: txt BCDLA lat-a c ff, copt. arorpiÜuc ins à: (from 
| Mt vine i CD rel lat f, goth syr: pref cas A 33 3 lat-a b i (k) wth: om BL vulg 
syrr co 

80. for Arywory, esi (rom || Mt) CDG. 
91. rec (for vro) aro 

axo bef rov avy. D lat -a E Syr. 
rel: ins BCDEHMUVX go 
goth : ins BCD rel. 

om || Mt Lu), with A rel: txt BCDGKL 33. ins 
rec om rw» bef apy. ( Mt Le), with A 

rec om rur bef ypap., with AGKSXA 1. 38. 69 

89. rec avroy bef o werpog (|| Mf), with AC rel vulg lat F k copt goth arm: om 
avrov D : txt BL lat-a. 

21—30.| CONFESSION or PETER. Mt. 
xvi. 13—20. Lk. ix. 18—21. With the 
exception of the introduction in Lk., which 
describes the Lord to have been alone 
praying, and joined by his disciples,— 
and the omission of the praise of and pro- 
mise to Peter by both Mk. and Lk., the 
three are in exact accordance. On this 
latter omission no stress must therefore be 
laid as to the character of Mark’s Gospel, 
as has been done. (Thi. in l.—cited by 

31—IX. 1. ANNoUNCEMENT oF His 
APPROACHING DEATH AND RESURREC- 

TION. REBUKE OF PETER. Mt. xvi. 
21—28. Luke ix. 22—27. Lk. omits 
the rebuke of Peter. Mk. adds, ver. 32, 
anppneig r. A. dt and, in the rebuke 
of Peter, that the Lord said the words 
lõ h roùç pa8nrác atrov. In vv. 34, 35, 
the agreement is close, except that Lk. 
adds cad rjpipav, aft. róv ar. abrov, and 
Mk. rai rov ebayy. aft. tpot, ver. 35 [it 
is perhaps worthy of remark that St. 
writes dxoAovOtiv in ver. 34: possibly from 
the information of him, to whom it was 
said, ri mpóç ct; ov pos drok ob, John 
xxi. 22]; and informs us, in ver. 84, that 



368 EY ATT'EAION VIII. 34—38. 

s = | Mt Row. iner IIéroy kai Aya rape o orlaw pov garava, Ore ov 
WW. Ld. " hoover " rd rov Ücov, aida * ra roy avOowrwy. € 19. Cd. ig Kai 

T m sa Tpockadeaapevoc rov OyÀov avy roic lab nraie avrov 
2. 1 M. 

b Matt. x. 88. eire avroic "Oeric beast o rico pov  axoouBeiy, 
3o. sec Num.“ ag@apynoaaOw eauToy kai apáre röv "gravpóv d aurov 

Mice denial xai axoAovleirw po. 0 de vag tay Hex Tyv Mx 
take ail, avrov cogat, * aroMaa avrqv de ò av drokkoet mv 

aliter. ° puyny avrov évektv &épov kai TOU eva y yeMov, cut 
e | Mt. reff 86 

ri ydp ‘wpedra [* rov] avðpwrov ^ 1 
f Matt 

dal Tov KOopov 0ÀOv Kat Enns bat TNV Vx riv avrov; 7 7 

ud. yap [" df AY pοο , 'avradAaypna r yu avrov; 
b J. Matt. xxv. Yy p 9 c n "c xne uro M 

3 de ag tav " ératexuÜp ue Kal robe Euog Ayo ev 

— Ty yevea rabry Á "poryar& Kal °apaptwAw, Kai ö 
p Mt. reff, Herod. vil, 89. k | Mt, Matt. xxvii, 10. Gon, xxv. 24. 11 Mt. oniy. Jer. 

xv. 18 only miL. Rom.1.16. 2 Tím.1.5,12. Job xxxiv. 19 vat. Isa. i. 39 F. only. & Matt. xii. 
o adj. (Luke v. 8. xix. 71), Rom. vil. 18. Isa. l. d. 

33. aft o de ins eno. AK lat F syr. rec ins rw bef rp (|| Mt), with AC rel: 
om : rec (for r. Reet) Aeyorv, with AD rel latt syr goth arm: txt BCLA 
lat., & Syr copt sth. om 2nd ra D-gr 225. 

$4. om avroic; DXA lat-ab c Ii tk. for ocric, u ric (from || Mt Le) BC'DLA 
1. 33. 69 latt syr-marg arm Orig Synop: txt AC? rel syrr copt goth sth. rec (for 
axoAovOur) N (from || Mt), with ABC'KL lat-c g, & syrr copt arm Orig-lat : 
Abey œ. akoAovÜrt» A: txt CID rel vulg lat-(a b ff.) f i n goth th Orig Vict Thl 
Ambr. for asapy., apyncaco D. 

35. rec (for sar) ay, with AD rel Orig,: txt BCKMA 1. 33. for Ist |j. avrov, 
gavrov y. B Orig: y. tav. D*. om oc Ó' av ar. r. yy. av. Di lat- eth. 
rec (for 2nd 3 amzohecn (corrn, and from l Mt Le), with A rel Orig: txt 
BCDTa. for md Puyny avrov, «avrov Wuyny C? rel: txt A B ms cod: see 
table] C'LA.—avrgv DT lat-i!. om spov ca: D lat-a ö i () n æt 

rec ins ovroc bef cwoe (from || Le) C? M-marg rel: txt AB C'(appy) DKLM!XÀ 
1. 33 latt syrr copt goth eth arm Orig Dial. 
a rec wpednan (from || Mt; not txt from || 125 with ACD rel vulg lat-b c 

yr Orig: wer nOnoerar 83: txt B (L) N lat-a S m Mm rec om roy, wit 
Sy, e sil) goth: ins AC'D Orig.—avðpwros (|| Mt Lu) CEFGHLMXTA 1. 33. 
69 Petr-alex. rec (for csodycar and lypiwOnvat) ca» xipónog and Znmwôy 
(rom || Mt), with AC rel latt Orig: cepdneag [see || Lu] & uno L: txt BN.—r. 
x. o^. bef repò. C 88 Syr Petr-alex. 

37. rec (for ru yap) n ri (from || Mt), with ACD? rel latt syrr goth wth: 9 r: yap 
Dl. gr: txt BLAN copt arm Orig. om wos avOpwaoc : ins ABCDLN rel latt 
Orig. (Prob the origl txt was ri yàp dvrdAdaypa ric Puyxiic avroð; as Tischdf has 
edited, dwset áv0p. being from || Mt. But the single codex Sangallensis is hardly 
warrant enough for this.)—éor BN, dw L. ins o bef a»0p. B «avrov B: 
avrw C. 

88. rec (for sar) a» (see || Zu), with GHKU 69 (S 1. 88, e sil) Clem: om A vulg 
lat. F: oc 6 ay D: txt BC rel. ewatoyurOncerat epe D. —for pe, pt» Al, 

our Lord said these words, having called 
the multitude with his disciples. This 
Meyer calls a contradiction to Mt. and 
Lk.—and thinks it arose from a misun- 
derstanding of Lk.'s rávrac. Far rather 
should I say that our account bugie 
every detail to the life, and that the xp 

váyrac contains traces of it. What won- 
der that a crowd should here, as every 
where else, have collected about Him and 
the disciples ? $7.] If (see var. readd.) 
the words in brackets be omitted, the 
sense will be, For what can be an equiva- 
lent for his life! $8.] Mk. and Lk. 
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vide Tov avôpórov * exatoxurOnosrat avróv, Orav éA Oy p |, Matt, xxv. 
Pe d Ty Soy rov warpóc aurov pera toy * ayytwy Te» A 
3 Sylv. IX. ! kai R. ye, abroic Ann Myo i aiv ore, Ha All. 16 
tioly tivec ade rw eoTNKOTWY, " otrtveC ou py " yebowvrat «i, He u. 9 

there also 
Gavarov í tec ay wow riv PactAciav rov brov Ani, tar.) v 
t ev Ovvüpt. E 

2 Col. L S9. 
Kat uera uleac dE * wapadap fave à o Inooùe roy ShA 

Hérpov Kai roy Jg kai loávvnv kai ” avaptpe ` la, e. Bri 
aurouc uc * ópoc D kar iSiav povouc, kai ? per- E T 
enop gun ' tux poober avrav. P xai rà (marca avroi nate, 
" eyfvovre ori Borra, Ava Ata», ola ` yvagerc n AJ. 
rie yrs ov Sovarat odr Aeveavat. * kai pn r . 
avroic Hac avy Mevey, kai joay * ovAAadovrrec TU yit Rom 

"Incov. 5 xai arorpibelc o Lerpoe At ye 79 Inooõ iit 18 os 22217. 
‘Papi, ! kaAOv ier zuac wos eivat, kai rouis hu re 

ls. vi. ial rpsic oxnvac, coi "pilav kai Mwvoy ' uíav kai HAig . 222 21. 

— 1 C ened Tbe tbe 
e Rev. vii. ld e. Ps. I. 7 (9) al. fj. Lakei. 11. 100r. 2. d l. Exod. li. $, 14 
. dat, L. Lekexsi.4. Exod. xxziv. 36. Isa. vil. 6. in. Mt. Acts xxv.18. wpós, Lake iv. 

* 26 o2. at EI nists’ Y 

Cuar. IX. L rec rwy bef wis 55 5 goth 
arm: rev sornsorey bef de 1 Syr copt Orig: om edelat-b i: txt BD! lata. Happy) 
seth. aft «cr. ins a cae lat-a 5 (ff). 

3. 3 B C(appy) D o ine. bef wap. A. om 2nd row XTA 
rec ins n. wayyny, with CDKLUX 1. 88. 69: om AB Frag- 

cant m. ayvayı D Frag- cant 2-pe perapopéovra: Frag-cant. 
9. rec eysvero (grommatic 55 alteration : ef | | M5, with BC rel: txt ADGKLVXT 

1. 83. 69 (yuvovrat ns, a rec aft Jua» ins ec xw (reminiscence of Matt 
xxviii. 8), with AD rel latt syrr copt goth, wea x. K: om BCLa 1 lat- D- lat copt- 
ms sah sth arm we ov Üvvarat rig Atvkayat ert EUN 1c D (lat-d i) Syr 
rec om our, with A (D) rel (latt) Syr goth : ins BCL A 88. 09 lat-(/f.)  coptt eth 
arm(appy) Orig. e calle it an irrelevant gloss ;’ 5 it ie in fact an Hellenistic 
idiom, akin to dg : 

4. for noar 5 evytÀaAovy (see || Lu) D 1 lat -a n. (cvAAaAovy K.) 
5. for Au yet, urey D 2-pe lat-a (b) Syr: eye» 1. 69. for ca: xornompey, 0s tic 

soujse D lat-5 d: GRe wornowpsr 69, si vis faciamus lat-a c. rec oxsvagc bef 
mer so B in || AH), with AD rel Sf syr goth arm: txt BCLA 88 latt 

here agree: and Mt., ver. 27, bears traces xvii. 1—18. Lk. ix. 28—36. Here again, 
of this verse, having apparently abridged while Mt. and Mk.'s accounts seem to 
it in transcri his report, dr c have ose and the same source, they have 
Maddie said, in ch. x. 38 deflected from it, and additional particu- 

poiyahið:, sco Mt. xii. 89, and observe lars have found their way into our text. 
te iln a y. Tad. rj p. kai áp. D 6 pan t is from s di 5 
as to the precision and hic we might conjecture, Peter - 
character of our Evangelist’s errare nished the accounts in Mt. and Mk. :— 

Cx. IX. 1.] See on || Mt. 88. this latter being retouched,—perhaps by 
Tév dr.] there are some here of the himself: while of Lk. may have had 
standers-by. Remember, our Lord was another origin. The additional particu- 
speaking to the multitude with his dis- TTT 
ciples. noble description in ver. 3, orfAB..... 
3-1. J = TRANSFIGURATION. Mt. Acwxdyas, and ab yàp Par wt 3 T 

OL. 
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i ben, uiav. © ov yap gee ri axoxpey, ! Exgofor yàp iyé- 
iz to oniy.. vovro. 7 x " eyévero vepirn " émicxtalovoa avroic, kat 

JI iA porn ex rig vep Ane Oirée Eorty O uiõc pov Fra 

A ve O P ayarnroc, Taxovere avrov. d Kai ' eLaweva " *. — 

o = Jobn ait BAabápevot oukért ovdéva eld, adda roy Ipso povoy 

P xl * - neĝ kur. kata latvórren d avro» aro rov Opove = — 
q Dea > 44 

Prag. 

15,09. diere Aar avroic tva under a idoy v n yo rab el Cant. 
Navio uy orav o viòç rov avOpwrou "tx vexowy * avacry. 
8 10 a * , w^? , a € , x - 

Sra, cal TOV Asyov ' ExpaTneay wpoc éavroic, our ο - 
> es 

cx.) do, rec ri? fori "so ‘EK VEK Qt» " Qvaerivat, I kai “ewe 
i. 5 (r eS, 20 nor avrov AEyovrsc " "Ore a dere ot Yeanmaresc Ore 

savist HAI der Abw wowrov; 12 0 & ken avroic HAtac 
w = here only. 

Daa. v.13 Theod. xm zi. $98. Lake xuiv. 16 ul. y = Matt. ix. 28 reff. Sm ver. Bred. 
a ch. viii. 37 al. fr. = (seo note) ver. 38 only. € = Matt. x xiv. 6 ref. 

6. rec (for axor n AaAngen, with C3U! Chr, AME AD GO[sic] rel syrr Vict 
Th! Euthym: txt BC AN 1. 89 lat-k copt (awexptOy N Orig). (Peter's words not 
being strictly an answer, some omd are. above,—others, tolerating it as idiomalie, 
were offended at this awoxm0n, which expressed the same so much more plainly. 
Hence it was altered to XaXgat or 5 rom eri avrov Aadovyroc in || Mt.) 
rec (for erg. y. ey.) near ree erg. (corre to avoid t ) Gr. wat tyevero), with A rel 
vulg lat. / syrr goth: txt BCDLA 33 c ier APRI) 

7. for N, 5 (from || Lv) BCLA Syr syr-marg copt arm. rec aft veé$eA gc 
ins Aryovca (from || Mt Le), itt ADL 1. s. 69 latt Syr syr-w-ast sah sth arm- 
zoh; XS A: om BC rel lat-k copt goth arm-mss Thl, aft o ayawnrog ins ov 
eEsdeZapny Frag-cant. rec avrov bef akovere (from || Lu: so also rec in | Mt), 
with A rel lat-b fayrr goth: txt BCDL Frag-cant 1. 83 vulg lat-a c f3 g, & l coptt. 

8. for clara, cvOtec D Frag - cant 69 lat-a g, oe adda, & py 
I 1 Me) BD Frag- cant 83 latt copt goth wth: txt AC rel sah a om roy - 
cant. os £u B) eavrwy bef adAa rov ine. povov B 38 3 latc f: om p. tar 
Frag - cant lat-a ff, k 

9. for rara). òt, cat xara. ( "e || Mt) BCDLA -cant 83 latt Syr copt th: 
txt A rel lat: f syr goth arm. for aro, ex (from || ME) BD 33: txt AC 
ducere ero C f. rec din. bef a udov (for elegance), with A rel lat-c f f, syrr &c : 
txt BCDLA 1. (69) vulg lat-a b 91 ,$ & l n.—esdooay D. 

10. for ro ex. v. avacr., orav ex v&xpev avacrn D 1. 69 latt (S Dm syr Jer. 
11. for ex pperwv, ex 3perncav A 1. 33. 69 lat-a g, os yp. bef Ney. D lat-a copt. 

ins o4 $apicatot kac bef ot yp. LN Mey p Iv om ors D-gr 1 latd f, s & 
copt. vpwrov bef AU D lat. a be 

12. rec (for eg) axozpiÜtic exe» (from 2 f i5, with AD rel latt syr goth sb arm: 

ig. Mk. omits i» qj ebdéenoa, Mt. v. lx v. àv. does not refer to the Resur- 
ver. 6. 2.] The omission of an art. rection generally, for it was an article of 
before "Ieévvov serves to bind together Jewish belief, and connected with the 
the pair of brothers. 3.] kyévorre is times of the Messiah ;— but to His He- 
of itself a graphic touch, bringing out the surrection as connected with his Death ; 
glistening of each . Nona portion of His the whole was 5 to them. 
olothing. none of those II.] The rs may be merel — 
who appeared, bet riego , onthe * asked him, saying (that) the 
contrary’) Jesus alone. 9—13.] Two say, that Elias must first come ? 8 
remarkable additions occur in our text ;— éwhpérev to find its a cation in the 
ver. 10, which indicates apostolio autho- difficulty thus alis qs 
iie dn and that of one FA Three ;—end it is better to take it in the unusual sense 

i£ovB. in ver. 10.] T. À. (undoubted there) of ver. 28: see further 
èxpár. not, ‘ they kept the command :’— on in this note. 19.) Meyer and 
for 5 ye reat! it to mean kept secret others place the interrogation after ros 
the saying, as in ref. Dan. qi l dp, and regard Iya wok... . as its 
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ABCDE rovvrac avroic. 

6—15. 

pew eX 0o» mpurov 

Kat 

yparrat * em" avrov. 

KATA MAPKON. 

3 awroxathorave wavra’ Kat ruc yé- à 
ypawrat € Emi TOV WOV TOU avOpwrov, 7 iva roh ral Hea. vil 18. 

Bovsernoß; 18 anda Ayo Unt» Ore kai 'HMac x 
EA Mey, Kai * eroinoay avr 80 Beko, rab yé- 

M Kai Ago rpòc robe pabnrac 
I, «dev eidey 0x Ao» roAuy rep avruòç kat Ypappareiç "aun ein ige, 

b cal tu de Tac o oN idovrec auroy 1 W. EN 
. cal  xpocrpéyovrec ' noxalovro avrov. 

37] 

IE ret. 
B Rom. iv. 9. 

1. 18. 

al. (-d¢vears, 
H. c Avi. 2.) 

vili. 11 reff, 
e wpdt, 
h. I. 27 reff. 

AES o... e m SPESE SEE Re. da 
txt BCLA Syr copt. ins a bef guac D. om ut» (D)L 1 ph syr-marg 
seth arm. (So Tischdf edits, pev occurring in || Mt: but it was like cancelled 
here as having no de to 5 and D is hardly to be cited, 33 Ra.) 

rec a roradtora, with 

ir 
c f$ E. 
ver 16) BC G(eavr.) I, LA 1 latt goth. 

15. rec evt. with AD I, rel : txt BCLA 1. 69. 

rel: arocaracrtnou C latt s -marg(appy seth 
arm: a*okaracravti D-gr N: Di blo) 1. Poir goth. Bl — copt 

from xaÜwc ye yo. A syr- D Euth rer ovr 
rec eLovdeveOn, with AC rel; e BDL. (orb ＋ 69 RERO 

18. for seAgAvOtv, nòn Abey (I MO) C 1 d $ 
(l Mt), with AC'A latt: txt B CI(appy) D-gr 

14. e\Bovrec and ado» BLA lat-k arm. 18 Bi) 
ins rovc bef ypauparew D I, 69 arm. 

for rai ro, ka0we 

rec (05 nGedov) 904 gcav 

for wept, *poc D 28 lat-a b 
avrotc, *poc avroug (see 

om o bef oyAoc D. reo 
idw» avr. le Oe (corra to agree with oyXoc), with A rel vulg lat-f g, , & syr-txt 
txt BCD I, 
for avrov, fov i(poovy D vulg lat- c ff, 
dentes D lat-c ff, i k. 

answer. But not to mention that such a 
sentenoe would be without example tn our 
Lord's discourses, the sense given by it is 
meagre in the extreme. As it stands in 
the text, it forms a counter-question to 
that of the Apostles in ver. 11. They 
asked, How say the Scribes that Elias 
must first come? Our Lord answers it 
by telling them that it is even so; and 
returns the question by another: And 
how is it (also) written of the Son of 
Man, that He, Ca.? then comes the con- 

Távra, and of the Son of Man in glory. 
See further in notes on Mt. The first 
xal in ver. 18 is also, binding what is 
said of Elias to that which has been said 
of the Son of man: the second xal is 
simply and. 

14—98.] HEALING OF A POSSESSED 

LA 1. 33. 69 ey "s (b c /i) i Syr ayr-marg copt-schw goth arm.— 
vporpexovreg AC: xpogyaipeyres gan- 

LUNATIC. Mt. xvii 14—21. Lk. ix. 
87—42. The account of Mk. is by far 
the most copious: and here, which is very 
rarely the case in the official life of our 
Lord, the three accounts appear to have 
been originally different and independent. 
day follows ts the 5 the 

0 the transfigura on, ver. 
87. 14] The Scribes were probably 
boasting over dae. disciples, and reason- 
race their inability to that of their 

also. As Stier remarks, there is 
hardly such another contrast to be found 
in the Gospel as this, between the open 
heaven and the sons of glory on the mount, 
and the valley of tears with its terrible 
forms of misery and pain and unbelief. 
I have already in the notes to Mt. spoken 
of the noble use made of this contrast in 
the last and grandest picture of the great- 
est of painters—the Transfiguration of 
Raffaelle. 15.] The Lord's coun- 
tenanee probably retained traces of the 
gi on the mount; so strong a word 

would hardly have been 
ial paii, their surprise at His sadden 
approach ; see Exod. xxxiv. 29, 30. That 
brightness, however, terrified the people: 
this atéracte them: see 2 Cor. iii. 7—18. 

B B 2 
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16 b me UTOU 1 

€ 
Es n xvii. D T 

F ver. 25 (there 18 
ow ve): Kat Owou td avrov 

cip m. "d Tei kai Only. 
23x. 18. Op t 
Eo 

* 2 i Ci iayucay. 

ETATTEAION 

rid rove oddvrac kai 

"etra roic pabnraic cov tva avrò cal cal OUK 
9 o 9: aworpibeic aùroiç Mya. “Q yerta 

IX. 

n 25 a 9 s 
cuviauretre Tooc avrouc ; 

š el £x rov oxAov P Adacxare, 
TI ere üveyka TOY vióv pov mpóc GE Norra wrvevuja dA AO. 

ae 9 2 8 

*xaraAaBy, ' beet avrov, xat 
* Enpaiverac kai 

i wwe *amarog, ` fuc * wore ° wpóc Upac Écopat ; “Ewe * wore 
e Tero ony. ° avéEopat ù du, 5 Pegert avróv wpóc nt. Kai nut ycuu 

óf, 
v ber oaly f. avTOv xoc avróv. Kat " Soy aùròv Tò ryeda tu ö 

Ld > , 

mc B ia avrÓv, kal tcov» emt TNC e 
Q se , s U - e 

cal emnowrnaey rov vartpa avrov [lococ 
y abe., Lake xiii. $4. Phil. iv. 18. 

| * adpilov. = 

: b [CM John x. ME ert vi. 10 only. Ps. xe 

16. rec (for 1st 5 m papparsc (explanation derived from 
BDLA 1 vulg lat-b of f, 9., t k copt sth arm. 

ey are inter vos D latt 
AC rel lat- 
ro. 5 Tor 88: ce 

5 N 41. J, 19. Ion. 4. d const Ser iy. 2, 8. xl. 18. xi. 1 iner, 
1. 96. ver. 9B only. S Kings xxii. 8. (bas enis; 

f IKUAIETO 

8 « |. Joha xx. . Isa. xvii. 10. 
nu iube, Mt.) eb. vi. 8 reff, 

p. €] L. ch. 
josh. z. 18. (cope, S Pet. li. ra g ver. is only t. 

ver 14), with 
1. def.) 

tt copt. 
17. rec 55 and aft oyAov ins ewe, with AC rel vulg lat- F syrr goth (wth) 

arm: txt BD 
lat.f syrr goth arm: ins BCDLA 33 lat-a 
(avroig). 

18. rec ay, with CD I. rel: om 1: txt ABKA. 
rec aft r. odovr. ins avrov, with AC? I, rel lat-5 f syrr copt goth 

rec urov, with ACD rel: txt BFL 1. (I, def.) LA 1. 38. 69 vulg lat. a c à k l. 

e(appy) LA 33 lat-a bcik rec om avrw, with A rel 
c E copt (wth), and (aft sxe) I, 1. 69 

ce. lontat D. 
e h rh arm : om BC'D 

aft tox. ins ek aXev avro D 69 lat-a b arm. 
19. for o de, xa. D 1. 69 lat -a b c fik eth. 

considered as addressed to the last speaker. This is 
should have been corrd to -rog to suit the follg w 

as the fact precedg), with C? rel lat-g, L Syr syr-marg : om 
C! 69 lt.. txt ABDLAUI, 89 vae. (1. def) i i 
not so much the sense fo 

20. om *p. avr. D latt. 

copt (wth) arm. ouvicrapatey 

rec évÜteg ro wy. (fo disconnect ro wv. 
with A I, rel vulg lat-g, goth: om sv0. D lat-a b ff, s 

rec avre (corra, the answer being 
ar more like. than that -re 

A tr would regard 

amore D. 
18). 

: txt BCLA 33 lat-c f g, & syrr 
|| Le) BCLA 33: erapate» (a testimone 

for «a. not ovyta s.) D- gr, conterbavit latt : txt A I, rel. 

— ad ros (ist), them, i.e. ‘the 
e Scribes as a 

part of the SxNog. One of the multitudo 
answers. 17.] wpés v«—i. e. intended 
to do so, not being aware of His absence. 
From Lk., ver. 88, we learn that this was 
his only son. hadov, causing deaf- 
ness and dumbness, and fits of epilepsy ; 
see Lk. xi. 14. 18.) £»p. wastes or 

, as E. b „or perhaps becomes 
Tva combines the ue 

pose of the «lara with the pu 
note on 1 Cor. xiv. 13. 2 — 
not addressed to fhe man, as un 
—nor to the disciples,—but 5 
the race and generation among whom the 
Lord’s ministry was fulfilled. The ad- 
ditional words cai &eorpappivn (Mt. Lk. ) 
are probably from Dent. xxxii. 6, see 

ther ib. ver. 20, where dmero¢ is also 
by viol olg obe tore wierte iv 

abroig. The A pid is not asked in a 
spirit of longing to be gone from them, 
but of holy impatience of their hardness 
of heart and unbelief. In this the father, 
disciples, Scribes, and multitude are equally 
involved. 20.] ide» is out of strict 
concord with wy«bpa, but has regard to 
its ification : nig also ver. 26 

(reff.). 
dom of Satan, in small and t, is ever 
stirred into a flercer activi the com- 
ing near of the kingdom of Christ. Satan 
as great wrath, when his time is sbort." 

Vv. 21—27 are 
21.] edge n 

1. 33. 69. 
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Xpóvoc toriv P we rovro ' yeyovev abro ; ; o 8i eire» gin 
1 Ex raldiõbe 2 kai ro Aäxic cal tc up avrov l 

Geher kai tic véara 7 fva amoAíog avróv' aÀÀ ef mi from Baad 

vorn. Svp, " Bohnoov ie *owdayyvobkic ig imac. 7 o EAD. ABCD POHKL OF Insovc erev aor ste ei Obr [wtorsvoa], wavra Jm s 
SU XTA I. dvvard TU wigrtoovrt, be kpatac o warho rov * EATI Vy 

33. 69. raid ov Edeyer Theoret’ ™ BonBe pov Ty Pg arıorig. ix. 44, of 

Acts xxii 80. Rom. vill. 96. p Matt. Al. 68 ref. 

S1. for ec, swe B: e£ ov C'L (A) 88: ex quo latt syrr copt wth arm: txt AC?D rel 
goth. rec om ex 175772 with À rel &rb(appy) « ins BC (D) G I, LA (1). 
83. Kx raoc D Ah ad Chr SE : E I, 1, Pilati vE ee " 

rec avTov £. tc *vp . 2 56 „ with AC rel lat-5 c f i 
"yr avr. ef. aft dar : txt BC'LA.—om 2nd xa: D I, 1. 69 vulg lat- 

Bi FGKMVr Thl &. tic vd. Badde D. 
avr. bef axon. D I, 1 vulg lat-b eg for ec rt, evs A. rec vrara (com- 
moner form), with AC rel: txt BD L. LA 1. (So next ver, exc that L there has rec.) 

aft nuy ins cvpu DG lat-a b g, i arm: aft dv, 
38. om ro DKU 69. om meorsvoat BC'LA 1 "attt op wth arm: ins ACD 

rel latt syrr goth Chr. (The true reading is very doub Either rieren has 
been omd because it was supposed that our Lord was merely v eating the el d 2 of 
the father, or it has been inserted by those who did not see this was i 
red d and being divided, I have thought it best to leave siorwca in brackets. 

note 
24. rec (for tg) cas os with AC*DX rel lat-a b &c: cas (alone) C! fuld eth: 

txt BLA lat-c copt. aft rov wa:diov ins pera daxpvey, with A*C?D rel latt 
(Syr) syr (goth) om A'BC'LA lat-k n eth arm. for Nye, Meyer D: ure 

rec aft vier. ins &vpis, with C? rel latt copt-wilk arm-usc : om ABC!DL am 
lat-g, i & i syrr copt-schw goth sth arm-zoh Chr. rn ameoria bef pou D latt. 

ins ro 255 AK 

in the trial of his faith. 33.) rı dévy before, and meant to convey a re- 
This as the father’s answer testifies. See Mt. ver. 15. et re sva] 

bespeaks, if any faith, at most but a very 
and weak one. —the 

wretched father counts his cbild's misery 
his own: thus the Syrophamician woman, 
Mt. xv. 25, Boc por. 28.] In rd 
d 8. [vw], the Té gute the sense in 
some difficulty. The most probable ren- 
dering is to make it designatory of the 
whole sentence, Jesus said to him the say- 
ing, If thou canst believe, all things 
are,” &c.: a saying which doubtless He 
often uttered on similar occasions. Kui- 
noel quotes a similar construction from 
Polysenus, i iii. 9. 11, "Igupárgc o rod ag 
ton rà ric ay Artes rovro toto. Some 
(e. g. Tischdf.) omitting the sicrebcat 
would set an in tion after dp, 
and suppose our to be citing the 
father's words: “ didst thon say, ‘if thou 
canat all things are,” &c. Others, as 
Dr. Burton, suppose it to mean rà ‘ol 
ivy’ vriort voa (imperative): Believe 
what you have expressed by your si rs 
gv, &c.“ But both ikae renderings 
involve methods of construction and ex- 

not usual in the Gospels. The preasion 
sl Sévy is a manifest reference to the d 

e sentence, also, unless I am mistaken, 
is meant to convey an intimation that the 
healing was not to be an answer to the «i 
rt dérp, 80 that the Lord's power was to 
bec ug] piles ut an answer 
to faith, which (of course by laying hold 
n Him who rdvra 8évarat) can do ali 

No can be more 
rs KIA and living than this whole most 
masterly and wonderful narrative. The 
poor father is drawn out into a sense of 
the unworthiness of his distrust, and “ the 
little k of faith which is kindled in 
his reveals to him the abysmal 
of unbelief which are there.” (Tren 

. 867.) “Thus,” remarks Olshausen (B. 
Comm. i i. 684), “ does the Redeemer shew 
himself to the 7 as a pauvre viortec 
first, before He h eais his som In the 

le of his Bandi the. N of 
Faith is bor», by the aid of Christ, in the 
soul e of it before." There is 
strong in the Lord's treatment of 
the father here, for the sponsorial en- 
agement in infant baptism. The child is 
fy its infirmity incapacitated ; it is there- 
8 the father’s "faith which is tested, 
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here only +. 
x res. irt 25 

r eh, 1 2 ret. TU wveluavt T9 ' axabapry A abr, ‘To " 
' Kwpor TytUMG, ey) 

aLa Kal Tun acthOye etc avrov. 

* owapakac stn Ger, cal tyévero J Se vekpóc, were 
cay rouc wo Aode Ayers ore aviavev, 

w ch. L net = xparhoaç aurov rne xD * nyepev avróv, Kat aviars. 

i avrov ec oiov ot naÜnrai avrov 

8 Matt. 2 x. T 
ref. 

t constr., Mat 

u ver. 17. ch. 

aw 28 Kai cice\Bovra ” 

* kar iav ernowrey 

4 12 
* yévog 

^ ynoreia. 
h. Mi. o Matt. ziv. 18 ref, 

. 1 24. 27, 28. Asts iv. 9,13. 

25. for wy de o, cat ort és D latt(not f). 
rec ro TY. TO a. £. ., with AC? rel (Syr) arm. for Aeyuv, urwy 

syr goth eth: txt BC'DLA I. 3s latt copt arm. 
rec cot bef exer., with AD rel am(with fuld ing tol) lat-a y cf i go 
BCLA 38 lab. Fi k copt th. 
CD el goth” Ia k yr cop 

26. rec spakay and cxapatav (grammi corras), with AC? rel: rpg . 
om. ins avrov, with AC? rel vulg lat-a c f 9, k syrr copt A: txt BC'DL. rec aft 

goth sth arm: om BC'DLA lat-3 ff, i. 
A-gr. for ecti, wc D. 
ABLA 33. for «yu», Aeyorrag D. 

EY AVTEAION 

Onpev cut auro ; 

ey ovdert Sara EA» et un ev 

4 as var. M eunty. 

gi Mt. Matt. xni. 22 al. 

IX. 

LE EY 4 €» e (d 2 / * r?’ 7 

iov òt 0 lobe OTt t emeouvrpéxet 0yAÀoc, _Exeripnety ABCDE 
aAaAoy MsUV 

" emracow eoi, HPP & aurou, 33. @. 

36 kat mpatac xai oda 

27 0 à Ineowc 

avrov Or nuetc ovk. govvn- 
29 U y , — T — a 

Kat grev avrote Tovro ro 

* spoctuxy 

H. 47 reli. 6 «5 Matt. zi 
v1 rar 2 Kings vit. 97. 

ins o bef oxAog ALMXA 33. 69 

aft eyw ins a 2nd eyw Bl. 
th arm Vict: txt 

for ik, ax C'A latt(with D-lat): txt AB 

. owapatay 

aft «£5À8. ins ax avrov D latt; ex avrw 
rec om rovc (as unnecessary), with CD rel goth: ins 

N. for avrov ri xtpoc, ric xeipoc avrov (corrn to more usual constr, —see Mt ix. 
85, ch i. 81, v. 41. Lk viii 
—add avrov C! syrr sth. 

. 54) BDLA 1. 69 ev-y latt copt arm Vict : txt AC? rel goth. 

28. uceXOovroc avrov (corra of Hellenistio construction as often elsewhere) BCDLA 
1. 69 syrr : txt A rel goth arm 
avr. bef rar id., with n 
lat-a ö & arm.—npwro» D 
Byr Thl-ms: ort dia r. U al: and BC rel. 

29. for ev ov., ov Ci. 

ins rov bef ow. AM ST d 
rel de copt goth wth: txt BC'DLA 1. 38. 69 vulg 

dee dia vi (ori not being understood) ADK 33 

cat vgorua BD lat-k. (So Tischdf has edited: 

rec wap. 

bul the omn most probably arose New the transcriber passing from xax to nx.) 

and when that is proved, the child is 
. healed. The fact is, that the analogy 
rests far deeper: viz. on the ‘inclusion’ 
of ‘the old man’ in Adam and the ‘new 
man’ in Christ; see Hom. v. 12—21. It 
may be well to remind the reader that 
there is nothing more pathetic and ex- 
pressive” (Wordsw.) in pov rj dmorig 
than in r. dw. pou: see on Matt. xvi. 18. 

25.] This took place at a distance 
from the crowd, among thoee who had 
run forward to meet our Lord, ver. 15. 

dye èr. coc] The personal pronoun 
is emphatic, as opposed to the want of 

wer on the part of the disciples. This 
is the only place where we have such a 
shane as pyxére . ale ab.,—shewing 
the axcessive ity and tenacity of 
this kind (see ver. 29) of spirit. This is 

also shewn by ver. 26. .] See ch. 
v. 41; also t. xvii 6, 8: Rev. i. 17: 

Dan. X. 9, 10 29.] The answer is 
given more at length in t. ver. 20, and 
prt agai prem wee id D the dis- 
ciples in the yereda ásicToc, by E 
them did rj» åmıøoriav tpav. The as- 
surance also occurs there, which w re- 
peated Mt. xxi. 21, wbere see notes. 
ure Td yívos] That there are kinde, 
more and lees malicious, of evil spirita, we 
find from Mt. xii. 46—and the pertinacity 
and cruelty of this one shewed him to 
belong to the worst kind. The Lord’s 
saying here is rather for their after guid- 
ance, than their present; for they could 
not fast while He was with them, ch. ii. 
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80 Karelher eked Bourse ' Raperepebovre Std rnc Ta- ish 28 rer, 
Aaiac, cal ovK ib der f tva ric yvot. 

TOUC naÜnrác auTov kat ENeyev avrotc Ori © 

MAS zxxiv.9 
ze 

E is KE | eBi8acxev rep | Sa 11 2 
vioc TOU 

avÜpirrov * ropadidor al ee Xeipac auß pen, kai aro- xiif. 97 

owe $3. krevovoty avróv, Kat awoxravitic mera rote zuigae ava- 

FGHK arfesrat. 
LMSU 
XTA I. aurov reger boat. 

n Matt xvi. 7 

oi & " Hyvoouy TÒ pra, kai ẽ9οοονο %a = o Matt, xx. 81 
p Acts xvii. 17 
tauo w. Fo J. 

33 Kai Abov eic Kagapvaotn, col tv ry oikig ‘yeromevoc Exod. vl. 97 
érpora abrobe Ti ev rp ody ^ 

o ue 1 8 0 q PP. 

2 ald, 
die AO y; 31 0 

odor, P zpóc aAAnAoug yap "° SuMYÜnsav é ev rp ge Ras il 6, 
ric * perlwv. kai *xa@toac ' 

rh att. xxiii. 
Tal. Epovnaer robe Swoexa ̀  3 

kai Al ye avroiç Et rig Gere Yero elvai, farai mávroy i E 
és yaroc Ps 3 müvruy 

90. rec ra: ect, with AC rel: txt BDLA. 
usual) B! D. gr lat-a c f goth sth. 

$1. om avroi B lat-k. om o 
om azokrayOuc D ev-y lat-a c g k copt. 

TA Mey thinks per. rp. np. a conformation to ch viii. 81, because ther 

" &ákovoc, 

tarnaey avro Ey piow aura, Ket 

€ Matt. xxiil. 
1) reff. 9 kat AaBwv raidlov, NL 

Eva yca Atoderoc avro E 

for rapir., exopsvorro (more 
rec (for yvot) yyw, with A rel: txt BCDL. 

ay0pwxov D-gr. r. AWORT@yoUCLY 
rec rn rpirn nuepa 11 

e is there 

E corra to the || Mt Lu. But such corrns were not so systematic as fo warrant such 
an inference), 19 5 AC? rel vulg lat. F g, l syrr goth sth arm: txt BC DLa lat- (o) ö e 
i 1 syr-marg 

. rec Mer U lo 
ae nAGocay txt B 

suit 1 Following), with AC rel lat F syr (copt) goth (sth) 
rec aft odw ins mpoç savrove, wi 

a Add goth "i aft mx 3 x 7 69 Syr (arm) : om BCDL A(sic) latt 
&giw ovv C 

seth, simly latt 
35. for Ist «az, Tore D lat-d. 
96. ins ro bef raid. D. 

30—39.] SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT OF 
His DEATH AND RESURRECTION. Mt. 
xvii. 22, 28. Lk. ix. 48—46, where see 
notes, as this account is included in the 
two others. 

38—50.| DISCOURSE RESPECTING TEN 
GREATEST AMONG THEM. Mt. xviii. 1—9. 
Lk. ix. Here again the three 
accounts are independent, and differ in 
some particulars unimportant in them- 
selves, but very instructive = a its 
comparison of the three Gospe 
take Lk.'s „ Teele hed 
been disputing ;—owr Lord knowing the 
strife of thew hearts, took a child, &.: 
then compare Mk.—our Lord asked them, 
o» coming into a house, what had been 
the subject of their dispute ;—they were 
silent from shame ;—He sat down, de- 
livered his sentence to the twelve,—and 
then took the child, &.—Lastly turn to 

om ev ry odw (as sup 
rel vulg lat-o ff, g, K syrr copt sth arm Orig. 

om sat My. to draxovog (|| Mt Ze) D Iat-k. 
for 1st avro, avro» DA. 

Di, avaycakec. L, evayxadno. X, «xac. A. 

copt. 
erfluous) ADA lat-a b f i goth: ins BC 

rig peclwy yeyrroi avrw D 2-po 

avayea)uc, C, avachso. 

Mt. There, the disciples themselves referred 
the question to our Lord, and He took the 
child, &c. Who can forbear seeing in 
these narratives the unfettered and inde- 
pendent testimony of three witnesses, 
consistent with one another in the high- 
est form and spirit of truthfulness, but 
differing in the mere letter? Mk.’s ac- 
count is again the richest and fullest, and 
we can bardly doubt that if the ferai 
exact detail of fact is in question, we 
have it here. 83.] Between the come 
ing to Capernaum, and this discourse, hap- 

ned the demand of the tribute money, 
t. xvii. 20—27. 34.] There is no 

real difference in the matter in question 
here (and in Lk.), and in Mt. 'The king- 
dom of heaven was looked on as about 
soon to a n drei and their relative rank 
now would be assumed as their relative 
rank then. The difference in the expres- 
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Irer auroic i Oc à ay tv roy roiob re waibiey & Eura: ABCDE 
piai = iri T Ovopari pov, sui Sixerac kat Oc ay iu os 8 LMetY 
d Ve PM ob £pl dixerat, adXa roy amocrHAavrá yt. 
rA avro o leávvnc Aéywov Acdacxade opty tiva “ev ue 
sz tai. d ovópari gov éxBadXovra Sarona, ôç ovK axoAovBer 
ae Matt xxi. n Hut’ kai 7 erwi bope» aurov ort ob a co hoh znir- 
uem li. 89 o à Inaouc ei» Mn ) kwA bere avróv, ovdeic yae 
e ek. id, tortw Oc womou "Ouvauw “ert rg óvópari pov xat 
16) rt Suvycerat ora KakoXoynaat pe 40 8 oç yàp ovK tore 

only. 

37. rec (for Ist av) car, with X rel Orig,: txt ABCDLA 1. 69. om f» DTT 
ev-y Syr eth arm: ex 69 al,, ex lat-b c ff, i (unum ex vulg lat-(a) f g,). Twv T. 
rourwy CAN. for ert, ev D 69 goth. rec (for 2nd ay) «av, with AC rel : 
txt BDLA. rec Ae (to ae to de. dices, and || Lu), with ACD rel vulg 
lat-d 80. LR txt BL 69 lat-a c fg, 

. rec (for «$9) arwecorOn Jf es- to || Lu, as also appears by the varia- 
„„ F ff, goth (st N 75 aro- 
kpiÜe«c de egy C: ra arorzpiüuc 69: txt BLAN Syr copt. om o (see | || Zs) ADE 
FGHKSUVYr 1.69: ins R. om Ae B(Mai) CA N[sic; not as in * Notitia Cod. 
Sin."] lat-k Syr copt : cat sere» D-gr lat-o ff: nsa» 69 al lat-a D- lat. Steph om 
ey, with A rel Thl : ext (From | Za and ver $9) U al: txt BCDLA 1. 69 litt. 
om oc ovk ak. pp. 45 1 F ins A(D) rel latt 

(goth aye ian n nu incre ud Le) D lat-a k goth. rec uA ν n 
Im), with AC rel latt &c: txt B 5 . tee 
Mark often thus repeats. . adopted from we 

should have read ned npwy instead of npiv, —which now only L has) DX 1. 69 latt 
arm: ins ABC (L) rel a F Syr syr-wi -ast copt goth sth, ui suu» L al. 
ur to BA. 

99. for in., awoxpiðuç D 2-pe lat-a b V i k: om 1. 69 arm. om avro» 
(see I Le) D 115 lat-a b i k. 

sion of this is a mark of independence and is gencral—a weighty maxim of Christian 
authority. 35.] See Mt. xx. 26, and toleration and charity, and caution to men 

36. dvayx. atré] This par- bow they presume to limit the work of 
ticular we learn from Mk. N.] See the Spirit of God to any sect, or succes- 

$8.] Only found besides sion, or outward form of Church: cf. Phil. 
„ vv. 49, 50. otice the repe- i. 16—18. See the way in which the 

tition of ebx Anek. dp. as characteristic JI i the ey cro oto 
: the 

8 were we xii, 80. They do not refer to the same 
right when we forbade one who thing. This is said of outward con- 

used thy Nome, but did not follow us? Sormity—that, of inward unity of pur- 
“ Observent hoc,” says deg “qui cha- po- two widely differing 8 On 

See 1 Cor. xil. 3. Speen cash oer ee en decere xi. e 

The very success of the miracle will awe . each other's 
him, and prevent him from soon or lightly work. O that all Chri woald re- 

ng evil of me. We must be- member this! Stier (Red. J. iii. 24) 
ware of su that the application of strongly deprecates the dise 1 
this saying confined to the work- usr; The us in the mouth of our Lord 
FF here confuses and destroys nearly the 
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aç yàp àv ` rorioy vnac * Matt xxv. 
t? e g h? s xxvii. 48 al. Tornpiov v8arog * ev ovoptart ort Xersrov tart, uiv Qe» xai 10. 

A V ani ort OV pn ar, rov Hiab ov abrob. 42 «ai d i 

de ay eri éva roy ' ukocy rev ™ miariw E^ " 
Exóvrem, * kaÀóv tor avr ° paAÀov Pa 4  mepixeira 16. Rev. ül. 
uuns OmKOC rep TOY ` rpaxndoy avrov kai BifXira: g f., Rom. 
ste r5» ÜáXAaccav. © kai tav 

7 Ld >» P 

cov, * arokoov abr a AG tori ae 

18 La 
ru 

157 i 20, #8 erarö au oe 9 xtip Tim. ii. 19, 
" KUAAOY siceA~ h Mutt. 18 

Oc» ete rnv Tum, E rác d bo Xeipac Norra dre A riv a 2 7 z 
i . v. 
uc thy * yitvvav Hc TO wp ro " acBecrov, ** drov 0 12. 42 

ulli. a, 10 
Ar 10al. Tech. xii. tt. xvii. 20. xl. $1. ch. iv. 40 B ver. 6 

ow t., Acts zz. 16. 1 Cor. Te 18. nae)” Gal. iv. $7 (from Isa. liv. D oU. acr zzvi 
Lake xvii, Acts xx , Heb. v. 2. xli. mrt T Mt ref. 

sy Mt Lake xv. 20. xvil. 1 Acts xv. 10. xx. 37. Rom. avi. son: Gen. xiv. here bis. Joba 
vill. 10,96. Acts vil. 33. Gel.v.19 only. Deut. zxv. 1 "M. Matt. iv 81 oely t. 

v constr, | Mt reff. w Matt. xxv. 46. x Matt. v. 0 ref y Matt. iu. 11 LL. oeil f. 

40. Steph (for gue») vpwv (both times: 
hardly a safe one, as 

L, but the inference is 
as AXA there read 1 „ time), Ere taping copt 

goth seh Vict Opt: txt BCA 1. 69 lat- E copt syr-marg arm.—vp. vrsp nj. UX: su. 
vrp vp. L. 

41. rec ins re bef ovoparı, with DHMA 69 arm: om ABC rel. 
with CD rel latt syr-marg copt goth th: om ABC KL 1 syrrarm. 
ort, with AC? rel vulg lat-a c f i sth arm: ins BC'DLA gat nt f 

) copt goth. arte (itaciem 7) DE: txt B[sic: not as 
for ay, tav AC rel: txt BDL (SV, e sil) 1. 69. 

|| Mt) ABC*DLA 1 lat-(b) e$ (F. I Syr) Oo] TL. 
t), oth rec rt v,. ec eut (from 

aft uurpwv ins rovrev 
wth: om C'(appy) X rel lat: F arm. 

rec adds pov, 

rec om 2nd 
Am 

eee 

ABC rel vss: rtertvovre (alone) AN lat-5 f, i k! copt-mss: txt C: ue Tischdf’s 
Codex Ephr Appendix) D lat-a. (xsoriveyovrwy was very likely to pass into morevoy- 
Twv, — as producing confi fo || Mt. Ihave therefore edited it, as aleo 
has Tischd avre bef tere A. (om avrw V al eth. wipiececro D. 
T E where it ie best : see there), with A rel syr 

nvAerioc Aoc 69 al Thl: mola D-lat: txt BCDLA 1 latt Syr goth wth 
arm. for repi, exe D al. 

43. cxcavdakion (repeated from 
for tor ot) cos tori | jen Ac), with 
adi txt BCLA 69 lat - a. 

D lat-b of ik. 
and 46. 

whole . For 
this is the very fault of the disciples, that 
they laid down outward and visible com- 
munion with them as the decisive criterion 
a communion with the Lord: and this 

y fault the Lord rebukes with his re- 
iatory in Still, there is a m 

priety, a tempering the rebuke wit 
8 reminiscence of their unity with 

and somet * suiting 
the ypscrov deri in „ 
In the divided state of the critical evi - 
dence, the reading aust: be tver doub- 
fal. 41.] This verse does not take 
up the discourse from ver. 87, as some 

purport of his weighty saying 

om BCLA 1 lat-k copt arm. (The whole history o 
be found in || Mi. No such addne as oo 44, 46 occurrg there, 

tig T. 0. eA 308 D latt. 
Srom last ver) BLA vulg lat -a f ff, k; -ou H. 

rel goth: «vr ous D lat-b c shi 

7000 ABODLA M Aya oo EE oe wi wi syr arm t P copt ct 
for aseX0., BAWOnvas D al gat lat-a f (F) E. 

om rag 
for 8rd elc, oro torw 

the omissione is to 
were amd here, as 

think, but is immediately connected with 
ver. 40 :—* Even the smallest service done 
in my Name shall not be unrewarded— 
much more should not so t an one as 
casting out of devils be prohibited.’ 

Fri si by reason that, but 
de without an allusion to r. óvoud nd 
which 5 the reason. 
idi ‘the only place in the Gospels where 

on is used. Paul has it ; see 
Rom. viii. 9: 1 Cor. iii. 4. 

43.] Beo Mt. zviii 6. 48—48.] These 
solemn repetitions of former declarations 
(see Mt. 5 29; xviii. 8, 9) are by no 
means to be regarded as arbitrary inser. 



45 
90 

rò dB roi], 46 5 

TO do ov 

S vil. 4, 

Mt. only 1. 
ere bis and 

xvi. 4 (Ezra 
iv. 14 compl.) 

rier bt only. 49 bony: “9 zac yap Tupi 

ETATTEAION 

“adtcOncerat, xat wasa ola 

IX. 45—50. 

7 9 = 9 lad * * - * 2 

cd aur ov reheorg kas TO wup ov * aBévwuras. 

N 
n rove 

47 kal edv o o$UaX uoc Gov 

à nove 

LÀ e 

48 rov o 

"sBirveren. 

r^v 

also was, ia mas 92. 218. 255, ver 45 which does not occur there: but, the A 
ending at ver 47, ver 48 waa not subjected to the same erasion. NNechdy/, after 
has here been misled by the correctors, and hae erased vv 44, 46 : not so Lachm. 
aa ied the verses in brackets.) 

45. cay D. aft «aX. ins yap AK lat- 

Meyer, 

Treg 

rec tor o (|| A), with M'UT 
vulg lat-a c of f. k D-lat syrr th: eot eor» D- -gr M?S lat-öò goth arm(appy) : txt ABC 

ins atwvtoy D latt arm. CLA 1 lat- om tic ro *vp ro acBeoroy 
Y k Syr copt arm-zoh 8 also La Syr in ver 43): ins AD rel sats goth wth arm- usc. 

47. c. o 090. cov « (omg cay) D. 
et rey) cos sors (from || Mt), with A D-gr rel co 

txt BN. for BA., are D 1 lat-c i. qv (seo 
e rn» y. ins rov Ha (from || Mt), with "AC rel 

rag iat (5): i I syrr goth wth: om BDLA 1 lat-a b c ff. 
om rag y. v. aÀiGO. cas (i. e. xac to raoc.) D 64. 65 

om x. . Ovo. ars 3 (Aomaotel adecOnorras to 

arm): tor ce LA: 
t v. 29, 33) BL. rec aft ac 

ins ev bef svp: C al. 

gravò ae (itaciem 7) DX. rec (for 
goth : 5 

ast tol late b o ff, i. 

aAiÜnctra)) BLA 1 (lat-k) copt-mss arm-zoh: om ads (also homeotel) al em(with 
gat harl ing mt tol) lat-a o g, sth. for sai waga, raca yap (corra from tzt in 
consequence of the omn : see above) D tol lat-b5 c ff, i. 

tions by this or that Evangelist, but as 
the truth of what was uttered by our 
Lord; see Prolegomena. Vv. 44, 46, 
48 are only in Mk.; th are cited from 
Isaiah (see reff.), yg e prophecy is of 
the carcases of thos have trans- 
gressed against the Tord. This triple 
repetition gives sublimity, and leaves no 
doubt of the discourse having been ver- 
batim thus uttered. See note on Mt. v. 22. 

49.) In order to understand this 
difficult verse, it will be necessary first to 
examine its connexion and composition. 
(1) What is yáp? It connects it with 
the solemn assertions in vv. 43—48, 
doriy ge... and furnishes a reason why 
it is better for us to cut off and cast 
away, &c. was then is every one, abso- 
lutely: referring back both to the as, 
and the abrév above—waca 8vaía is (not 
opposed to Meyer], but) parallel with 
wag, and xal equivalent to just as. (2) 
This being stated, let us now enquire into 
the symbolic terms used. Fink, is the 
refiner’s fire of Mal. iii. 2, to which in- 
deed there seems to be a reference; the 

fire of Mt. ii. 11 and Acte ii. 8; of Ezek. 
xxviii. 14 (see my Hulsean Lectures for 
1841, pp. 9—12). 33 
the divine purity and our God 
is a consuming fire, not only to his foes, 
bat to his peonio: but in them, the fire 
shall only burn up what is impure and 

uires i out, 1 Cor. ñi. 13: 
1 Pet. i. 7; iv. 12, 17. This very fire 
shall be to them as a preserving sait. 
The SALT of the covenant of God (Lev. 
ii. 13) was to be mixed with every sacri- 
Jice; and it is with fire that all men are 
to be salted. This fire is the divine purity 
and judgment is fhe covenant, whose pro- 
5 among them.’ And 
in an this purifying fire aball the 
people of God ever walk and rejoice ever- 

tingly. Rev. xxi. 23. This is the right 
understanding of Isa. xxxiii. 14, 15, ‘Who 
among us shall] dwell with the devouring 
fire ? &c. He that walketh in righteous- 
ness, &c. And thus the connexion with 
the verses is, — it is better for 
thee to cut off,’ &c.—* for it is part of the 
salting of thee, the living sacrifice ( 

ABCTE 
FGEE 

kai tdv o robg cov * oxavdadizy ae, , aróroļov avróy" Lusty 
n A toriv ce ttceAUc etc THY. Corny , 

: Sto wooac ? Eyovra PAnGives etc Thy * yéevvar [ete ro Top 

oTov O ' aréně ard ov reheurg kat 
e 

* exavdaXily as, ^ Ex(JaAe avrov’ “Kadav oe toriv 
edÜnA pov cice ber tie THY Pacıdsiav rov Osov, “7 Sve 
o9 aA toic € xorra BAn OD etc ray "yea, 

oc abr ou redsurg kai TO rip oU 
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dere only +. 

only è. Cant. 
viji. 9 Symm. rä ö AO $póc avróv, cal wç Toe warsy i iSEẽEè i= Matt iL O 

> ^ 
avuTOove. 

» X4 3 a -æ s ? s t , >’ P 

& ekeoriy avépi yuvaixa ‘awoAvea, ` mepačovreç avrov. 
3 e 

hero (Lake vit. 11: xiv. 96. zaiv. 15 „ Jobi. 4. 
277 al. fr. s Matt. v. CM D mid 

27 al. Dent. zziz. 1. 
8 (1). 4 Kings x. 1, &s. 

50, for lst adac, aka LA. 
aprvot rat (which however may being written 
be from M? v. 18) ACDHL: -nra: A al: aprvônosra: K 1 lat F Syr 
arm: txt BX rel latt syr. 
A!BDLAN 1.—pref ro UN. 

CHAP. X. I. rec eacecO., with AL (U, e sil) rel: txt BCDEA 1. 69. 

o & amokpiÜeic elmev avroic TI vpiv " &erelXaro 

q Matt. xxvii. 16 reff. t eb. ix 
t ch. vili. 11 al. 2 Chron. ix. I. a Joba zv. 14, 

v f, Matt. vill. 1,81. Esth. ix. 14. w |, foe Ünvr. zxiv 

for 2nd aka, ata LAM. yevacerac D. 
be no real difference, as bei For e: but may 

th eth) 
rec (for ada) aAac (from above), with A'C rel: txt 
upg»evaare V. 

rec (for za: 
wepay) dia rov repay, with A rel syr: repay (|| Mf) C?DGA 1. 69 ev-y latt Syr goth 
arm(appy): txt BC'L copt (sth). (It would at first sight appe 

iginal, was erased or xai ined for conformity to || Mt: so De W, but Mey justly the origi 
ar as tf dia rov being 

observes that this does not account for the xa: satisfactorily, which is therefore prob 
original, and the ĉia rov an explanatory corra.) 
arm: eupropeverat 0 oyAog (I.) 69 lat-d c f, i (Syr). 
b ff, i. 

cuvepxeras sway o oy^oc D al 
we t0. bef car D lat- 

9. rec ins ci bef $ap., with CVX 1: om AB rel copt goth.—om spoeceA0. gap. D lat-a 
b E. 
latt. 

8. for ever., erackaro D! 28. 
4. [away so BCD.] 

xii. 1), that every offence and scandal 
must be burnt out of thee before thou 
canst enter into life.’ 00.] The con- 
nexion of this (elsewhere in other 
references, Mt. v. 13: Lk. xiv. 34) is now 
plein. If this fire which is to prs and 
act asa ing salt to you, have, from 
the nullity and vapidity of the grace of 
the covenant in yóu, no such power,—it 
can only comewme—the salt has lost its 
savour—the covenant is void — you will be 
cast out, as it is elsewhere added, and the 
fire will be no lo the fire of purifica- 
tion, but of wrath eternal. will 
just add that the interpretation of the 
sacrifice as the condemned—and the fire 
and salt as eternal fire,—except in the 
case of the salt huving lost its savour, is 
contrary to the whole symbolism of Scrip- 
ture, and to the exhortation with which 
this verse ends: ‘ Have this grace of God 
—this Spirit of adoption—this pledge 

rec ernpwrygay, with A rel syr goth: exnpovy C: prev A: txt BDLM 

rec pw. bef ewerp. (see || Mt, vv 7, 8), with A rel vulg 

of the covenant, in yourselves ;—and,' 
with reference to the strife out of which 
the discourse sprung. — have peace with 
one another.’ 

Cuar. X. 1—12.] REPLY ro THE PHA- 
RISEES’ QUESTION CONCERNING DIVORCE. 
Mt. xix. 1—12. See Lk. xvii. 11. 
1, cal 4épav] Our Lord retired, after 
His discourses to the Jews in Jn. x. and 
before the raising of Lazarus, to Bethany 
(Jn. i. 28; x. 40) beyond Jordan, and 
thence made his last journey to Jeru- 
salem ; so that in the strictest sense of 
the words He did come into the borders 
of Judæa and beyond Jordan. Mt. has 
wápav r. Iop. without the copula. Here 
a large portion of the "n and doings 
of Jesus is omitted: cf. Mt. xviii. 10; 
xix. 8: Lk. ix. 61— xviii. 15 : Jn. vii. 1 ff. 

2—9.] See notes on Mt., with 
whose account ours is nearly identical. 
Compare however our vv. 3, 4, 5 with Mt. 



880 EYAITEAION x. 

x reba. n * Aa mooraciov yoarypat, cal "arousa. čo & ‘Incouc ABCDE 
B. . is elev avrotc y [lpóc TIV * axAnpoxapsiav Uni Eypayev 11 
Beat. Z. 16. vay rv evrohny rabrqv' 6 axo Òt a aoyne 5 gor 6. 

dn NL oH éroinoev abrobe [o ic . 7 Evexev rovrov 
E Xe " karadetfer dvb pro Tov rar pa ab rod kai my unrioa 
Matt, xix, 19 kai “ mpocxodAnPhoerat rpòe THY yuvaica aurou, 

` 
8 Kat 

241-2 Écovrat oi óo tig gápra píav. were obrclri rio dbo, 
Matt vd 4 aAda pia capt. 9 8 M o heoͤc ovylcer ber, avÜpwroc 

Ls, un S xwpiléro 10 kat eic mm otav warty ot heal 
- TN avrov mepi TOUTOU en aurov. H kai Aéya 
above. Job avroic Oc d» awodvoy thy yuvaixa avrov kai yaunoy 

- .. f lh (HE creep, eem 
lat-f g w. Everei aro 1 al copt : txt Md ev for ypa ja: 
E 4 (140 1 t) 61 ate dona yoavat (combinatio m D lat-e i 

(eth) arm: txt BCLA (lat-c) copt. 
puvenc D lat-(b) c (f) 9, k Syr-ms. 
arm-zoh Qusest. 

8. om cricewe D 255 ev-36 lat-5 f, Syr. 
fuld lat-5 / f. k copt goth th Quæst. 

5. rec (for o ds) cat rope o, with AD rel "vale lata. me 2. fi 140 P en yd SO 
om avrog D 
om vu» D 13. 28. 69. 124 al ist HER 

09A vy Di. om avrovc D 28. 219 
om o O q, BCLA lat-c ff, copt : ins AD 

trary aero, rolas trong prem (The fact that || Mt ver 4 ends ape. r. G. 
erotnory avrovc, furnishes strong 
But as the words 
Tischdf and Treg omit them. 

7. ins cat urey bef ever. 

1 gat(with mt tol) ta c Jer: txt (as xx -B) D rel n lat-b ff. 
(| a6) Xt 8. capk bef pa 

h. 
9. om ovy» D. gr lat. k Clem 

g Paky ). 
rec (for uç rg» owiav) e» ry owa, with AC rel vulg lat-(a) f g, k co 

lat-b. (om lat-c.) 
lat-b f g, Byrr gun e seth. e omn was probably made 

sth arm: txt BDLA ev- 
copt arm : ins AD rel 
Jor elegance : avrov—rovrov—avroy coming c 

that o Otoc has been struck out here. tion 
——— 

om o AG Clem. for ev., eCavdev 

copt 
om avrov BCLA ev-y lat-a ay 

rec (for rovrov) 
rov avrov, with D rel DEAE Ja Syr goth: txt K. ABULMA 1 s e f J: (k) Syr 

th. —om «x. r. K al 

anne D vulg lat-d c f. 

vv. 7, 8, 9, and we have testimony to the 
independence of the two reports for such 
an arbitrary alteration of arrangement is 
inconceivable. 4.] Hrérpejyev is em- 
phatic. Moses gave an express permissory 
injunction. 7.] Our Lord makes 
Adam's saying His own: in Mt. it is 
attributed to ò rotnoac an’ dpyric. The 

copt add Aoyov D lat-c FEL Ja k 
ryeay, with AD rel latt syrr copt goth: txt B C(-rowv) LA. 

11. rec eay, with A rel (add avsp 1. 69 lat-a arm): txt BCDLA. 

Tec eT ype- 

ax bef 

furnishes us with the exact circumstantial 
account of the matter. On the addition, 
Mt. vv. 10—12, see notes there. 
We may notice, that Mk. omite Mt.’s 
card wücav airiay in ver. 2,—and his pa 
iwi vopytíg in ver. 11; as also does Luke 
(xvi. n The one omission seems to in- 
volve the other. The report here gives 

lel is most instructive. 10—12.] the enquiry without this yrs excep- 
n Mt. this saying forms part of the dis- tion. Asa general rule, so accurate 

course with Jews. Here again Mk. incircumstantial details, is less exact than 
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ad Any, i uoryarat ir abruv 12 cai tav avrrj awoAveaca '1Mt. bis s 
bis only. Tov dvüpa auric yauhoy aq Ao, Jer. 

18 Kai ™ pocépepoy abr radia, 1 tva ' ajmrat 79 10 "E lake b 
rtriuor TOLC ypoc$épovat. 

de o Ino myavacrnaey cal E rey auroic 
raidia ix mpo ue, un PxwAvere aura’ ro 
rotob ren iariv a [Jac eta rod Otcov. 

ot ôi paĝnrai " 

poryarat. 

M ay |n 
viii, 8, 

* "Agere rd ur æ vii. 

yàp "aigu 
15 nn Mye a xai, 15 (re). 

eh. iz. $8 ref ipi», 8g av i ' StEnrar Thy Pactdsiay rov tov we € Matt v. v. 18 
watdioy, ov n eic A0 tic aurny. 

Dem AMoáptvoc aura, * xarevAoya 
BCDE aura, 

Tobit 21. 1 (x. 18), 17 only. 

13. rec (for avro) yurn (more general and perspicuous 
ae cep ae e) 

16 * wayka~ "0x RU 
a 1 * = * eh. ix. ; Je rileic rac ptos Er 0 

s zair. 
t here only +. 

u eoastr., $ Cor. 1d. 18. Rev. 17. 8 Kings ii. 94. 

with AD rel vulg lat-/ g, 
rr copt rec axoÀvon r. avd. av. cat (to con to ver 
11), with A rel vulg AT (Syr goth, Treg) : «(3405 aso rov avOpoc cat D (69) 
lat-a b (c) Is 85 ed yu L(AÀ).—for avrac, avrov C. rec yaunOn aA, 
with AC“ ref arm) : tt BC! 1 9 CCC ap. D. 

18. arre bef apyras: (from || Le) BCLA ev-y. aft naO. ins avrov b 406 2- 
lat-a c.f goth eth. exeruimouy avro (from || Mt) BCLA lat-c & copt. 

za a D'. 
syrr goth arm: om B rel 

15. rec «a», with A rel: txt BCDLA 1. 
16. for evays., wpoceadecapevog D lat-b c f fz 

the unusual carey and conforming the order to || Mt), with S(e sil) I avra ( 

(rel) lat-f 9, goth arm: rebe: T. y. ew av. cas evioye avra D lat-b c 

rec T aa a (from || Mt Le), with ACDLM? t latt 

"uc auryy aceAcvorra: D-gr. 
rec 770. v. y. e avra viget d 

1 & syrr: 
txt BC L)A 2 syr-ms e wth Vict.—rec «vAoyt, with S(e gil) : Moes AD 

: evioyy K“: nene 

Mt. in preserving the order and connexion 
of the discourses. 13.) This verse 

to ó &zouvpivgy yanfcac 
poyara in Mt. ver. 9—but it is 
as if the woman were the active rty, 
and put away her husband, whi 

by Greek and Roman law 
1 Cor. vii. 18), but not Jewish ie 
Deut. xxiv.1: Jos. Antt. xv. 7. 10). This 
alteration in the verbal expression may 
have originated in the source whence 
Mark's was drawn. On poxára:, 
Grotius remarks, ‘Mulier, cum domina 
sui non sit, si, marito relictos ad aliud 
matrimonium se conferat, omnino adul- 
terium committit, non interpretatione 
aliqua, aut consequentiam, sed directe: 
ideo non debuit hic addi, ix’ atréy.’ 

13—16.] THE BRINGING OF CHILDREN 
TO Jesus. Mt. xix. 13—15. Lk. xviii. 
15—17. The three are nearly identical :— 
from Mt., we have the additional reason 
cai wpoceblnras, and from Mk., ivuykaA. 
abrá. 13. rasta] Not only children, 
but as in Lk., infants en and bos 
Lord was not to teach them, but onl 
touch, and pray over them. This simple, 

2: caro L ev-y: txt BCA. 

ban read our Lord's solemn saying, 
without seeing that it reaches further 
than the mere then t occasion. It 
might one day become a question whether 
the new Christian covenant of repentance 
and faith could take in the unconscious 
infant, as the old covenant did :—whether 
when Jesus was no longer on earth, little 
children might be ht to Him, dedi- 
cated to his Tub can made ers 
of his blessi „F pede of oe 
buman in this question was sure 
one day to be raised : and our Lord fur- 
nishes the Church, by anticipation, with 
an answer to it for all ages. Not only 
may the little infants be brought to Him, 
—but in order for us who are mature 
to come to Him, we must cast away 
all that wherein our maturity has caused 
us to differ from them, and become LIKE 
THEM. Not only is Infant Baptism justi- 
fied, bat it is (abstractedly considered ;— 
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v cb. tx. 15. 
Acts vill. 80 

bd a 

Y eic Kat 

oR, nn 

unrépa. 
john Xv. 18. 
8. vi. 6. 1 Tim. vi. 5. James v. 4. 

ETATTEAION 

V Kat exmopevontvov avrov tie odor 
* yovumernoac avroy Exnpera avrov Aidaoxade 

a yabe, ri rotho iva 7 Tony l atwmov e kAnpovounow ; 
18 g 8E Ineovc elwev avro Ti pe Aiyac ayatóv ; ; 0b 
ayaĝoc El un eig o Oc. 

„ HOM b ge, pn $ovtósgc, um Khivyc, mi ̀ Pevdopapreon- 
ad roortpfisye, ripa rov _wartpa gov Kai Md 
D 6 St axrokpilsic cirev evry Ardacxade, ravra 

b Exon. zx. xu pace: 26—20. 

X. 

* spocópapey 

19 Ms rac evroAdc ol doc, 

cp Mt. red. a1 Coz. vi. 7. 

17. for mpoçòp. elc, tov rig Xovetoc 1pocòp. (it seeme likely, as Meyer, that the 
title of the section has somehow been mixed with the text: for fro m ver 22, wXAoveioc 
could hardly be Apru. do) AK M(omg ric) 69 syr-marg arm: txt BCD rel vulg 
lat-a b f ff, S 
(I| Zw) D 69 

gov D WT. 

20. om P E ml Le Im) BA. 

not as to preparation for it, which from 
the nature of the case is precluded) the 
NORMAL PATTERN OF ALL BAPTISM; none 
can enter God’s ete except as a» 
infant. In adult baptism, the exceptional 
case (see above), we strive to secure that 
state of simplicity and childlikeness, which 
in the infant we have ready and undoubted 
to our hands. 16.] xarevAdye:, like 
all such compounds, is more forcible and 
complete than the simple verb would have 
been. It may be rendered He fervently 
blessed them. 
17—31] ANSWER TO AN ENQUIRER 

RESPECTING ETERNAL LIFE, AND DIS- 
COURSE THEREUPON. Mt. xix. 16—30. 
Lk. xviii. 18—30. On the different form 
of our Lord’s answer in Mt., see notes 
there. As it here stands, so far from 
giving any countenance to Socinian error, 
it is a pointed rebuke of the very view of 
Christ which they who deny His Divinity 
entertain. He was no ‘good Master,’ to 
be singled out from men on account of 
His pre-eminence over his kind in virtue 
and wisdom: God sent us no such Christ 
as this, nor may any of the sons of men 
be thus called good. He was one with 
Him who only is good, the Son of the 
Father, come aot to teach us merely, but 
to beget us anew by the divine power 
which dwells in Him. The low view then, 
which this applicant takes of Him and 

bis office, He at once rebukes and annuls, 
as He had done before in the case of Nico- 
demus: see Jn. iii. 1 ff. and notes. 

yovurerev D 69. 
t-a 5 kl Ge theese Clem. 

18. for ele ò, povoc eic D: txt (see on || M?) ABC rel Origexpe. 
19. u. gor. bef u. potx. (corra to order of commandments 

copt ; aft Be dey. es —for p. $ov., . ropyevenc D-gr T(aft «Aep.) lat-k. 
ins eov (|| Zu) CF lat-a à c 

for ei rev, eon 

aft avrov ins AT 

and to || Mt) BCA lat-e 
om 

copt goth eth. 
AU warra bef r. D fuld 

The dilemma, as the i 
has been well put (see Stier ii. 288. note 
—either, There is none good, but 
Christ is good : therefore Christ 18 Gop ;” 
—or, “There is none good, but God: 
Christ is not God: therefore Christ 1s 
NOT GOOD." With to other 
pointe, the variations in the narratives 
are trifling, but instructive—ei d2 G. 
tle r. C. elg. rp. r. ivr. Aiye abro, oiag: 
ò & Ine. ele Tó. (Mt.) = rác ivroAác 
e (Mk. and Lk.) without any break in 
he discourse. Similarly, in Matt., the 
young (Mt.) ruler (Lk.) asks, ver. 20, ri 
ri verepo; but in Mk. and Lk., Jesus 

says to him (and here with the remark- 
i addition of l&BA. avr. y. aùr. ): ir 
oe torepei (or cot Nelxei). Such notices 
as these shew the point at which, not 
short of which nor beyond which, we may 
expect the Evangelists to be in accord ; 
viz. in that isner truthfulness of faithful 
repor! which reflects to us the teaching 

the Lord, but does not depend on slavish 
literal exactitude; which latter if we re- 
quire, we overthrow their testimony, and 
most 3 x the work of our ad- 
versaries. 17.) els á8óv, out of the 
house, ver. 10, to continue His journey, 
ver. 82. The running and the kneels 
are both found in the graphic 8t. M. 
only. 19. . here takes exacti 
the commandments of the second table, 
J 4woor. standing for the tenth. Mt. 

adds their summary (áyam. r. *Àncíow 
Cow w¢ oraur.), omitting (with Lk.) p} 

ABCDE 
FGHK 
MSUY 
XTa I. 

69. 



17—26. 

wavra ° NEA fea fs veornToc wou. 

" euBrAbbac avr yar avroy, Kai eien aury "Ev os 
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10 & Insovc o mid., — bere 
x" 
= act, NT 

' borepet’ rays, Š oga DI maAncov xai doc rroxoic, tiat. E De 

Kai LU * Onoaupoy r MU E Kai ' eõoo ace 
225 8° 

nx ‘yap 3 : crũuara hw. du. ver. 

wou" apac roy " cravpóv. 

Ay awn bev P Avmotuevoc, ` 

oc. viii. Pa 
P». ix zx vii. 

orvyvacac "evi ry r ts abore $0. 

ro AA. 2 xai ' mepi RBAnpáuevoc € o ‘Ineo Mya roic er Dite tx. 
paĝnraic avróv Il ‘SvcxdAwe of rd Xphnara Eyovrec Jobat. 86, ài. 

tie ru PBactAsiay rov 0cov eic ü 
er! TOU Aóyorc avrov. ral Üap(Jovvro ° 

à — ^ oi pna 1 comet, here 
(1 Mt. 

o & '[ycovc RET Neh. 
wadw awoxpibtic Atye avroic Ticra, rde Sb croa s Mpt un 
tativ robe * wexatBorac erri xphnaow tic riv Bası\siav 1155 ae 8 
vov Ütov ice Dew. 25 Y suxomwreoov taru " kapnAov da X 5 os 21. 
The " rpupadiag rig gag doc die nher h n wAovctov uc Tv S ari 

Baordtiay TOU Ocot tigt A O. 

Brod. xviii. 9. p Matt. xvil. 23 ref. 
Er ndn T t only f. 

Jer. xxix. 8 (xlix. 9) only. ere only. 
from I. vili ir. Ps. es 

ivi. 13 F. 2 Mace. viii. $7. 

with ing) lat-b & copt Clem Orig. 
OD Clem Ong. 

21. for avrov, avre C. 
txt BCMA ev-y. rec ins roc 
goth arm Clem Thl. 

g: k : 5 Clem [Hil Ambr Aug]: ins bef 
oe T txt A rel syr copt-wilk goth. 
. — contristatus D lat -a b c. 
Ji Syr. ins cat bef awygdGer D lat-b c fz. 
xpnuora D lat-(a) fy 

23. for Meye, eA eye» C. om ra C. 

26 
220 10 P. DOE 

r aba. ch. v. 82. ix. pré m 
ch. k $7. ver. B2 only. Slop sa 

= Lake xi. 92. sviil 9. Cur. J. 
y I. eb. li. m Lake xv. 17 only t. ' Sit. zzi 

a bere only. Judg. vi. 9 vat. 5 

oi de TEPIGTWE 

qM. ( 

z ( Mt. 
e Matt. xxvii. 28. ch. xv. 14. Acts xavi. II only. Ps. AX. 

d Matt. vil. 28 rf. 

tua (more strongly attested in || Mt Lu) 

rec (for or) go: (from || Zu), with AD rel Clem Orig: 
wrewxoc, with CD (1, e sil) copt : 

om apag ro» craupoy (see | Mt In) BCDA vulg lat-d c i 
om AB rel 

vpo G 1. 69 lat-a Syr st 

ins rovrw bef rw Aoye D 69 lat-a 5 
for cernyata *oÀÀa, ron 

at end, (omg ver 25,) adds rayeov 
amor 5 rpvparidog pagidog Sisdevoerat n wAoverog tic T. Baoidsuav r. tov D, 
siml 
1 af aft i at Ins avrov DA 1 lat-a b of ff, k. 

om rovc to xpnpanıy (homootel, 
rec ins rote bef xp., with D 69 (f, e sil) : 

A i Clem, ilioli latt. 
xenpaow) BAX lat · ł copt-ms 
rel goth arm Clem. 

25. om ver D lat-a 5 
rc m (see Mt | 

＋ (See on ver 28.) 
w) ACKMUA 1. 69 goth: om Ist, FF: om 2nd, G al. 

om ine. tadır A. Terva 
aseing from sor to 

y om ACX 

aft eve. ins de A; yap al. om 

for dtex ese) tic Au (see || ME Lu), with A rel lat-a * syr-marg goth Clem 
Thi: txt B(Verc) C 

dxocr. perhaps on account of yx rÀ. 
having gone before. 21.] Notice the 
graphic details again,.of looking on him 
and loving him. Gpas or. is 
added here. 99.] qv yàp 
also Mt. 23— Here our ver. 24 
is a most important 
much alike m the three. In that verse 
we have all misunderstanding of our Lord’s 
saying removed, and “the proverb,” as 
Wesley well observes (Stier ii. p. 290), 

1 (69) vulg lat-b c f g, , syrr copt eth arm. 

power Cerne Emo cun enn oe 
tar Tre s 

Jn. xxi. 6 :—so also wepPA. ver. 28. 
96.] This reiterated expression of dismay, 
after the explanation in ver. 24, need not 

us. The disciples were quite as 
T 
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f. , 3 Aéyovrec poe * savrovg Kai ric Óbvarat asor 
r ver. 3i re owÜnvav; 7 uA, avroic o Inode Alx. s Napa MSUY 

i cr a avÜpérroi adivaroy, aA ov “rapa. Bey wavra yap * 
LN Suvara toriy s wapa T ce. * npkaro Aéyay o 
ES v" [lérpoc avro ‘Tot i ù tic ' aphxapev mávra, kai nico ov 

x lat. lv. Ütnkapty got. > fin o Inoode Au Av ù uu, ovdeic 
1 TOR tori 80 ap ncer oixiay ij ade ode 7 n ad gde » n prépa 
» rix 7 1 wartoa n ríxva 7 n aypoùc EVEKEV EOU Kal EVEKEY TOU 

241.1 Rise * eva y yeAtov, ̀ 9! 

26. for cavrovc, avrov BCA woe 
N. rec aft «nA cac ins ĝe (i| 

I M?) CD 69 lat-5 (c) g 
6 5 i lat- ico hd i 795 ht eth em 
e sil): om B 
om re bef 2nd sh B 124. 

28. rec ins 1 

ct-ms Thl 

iay un AaBy m ékaroyramAactova yur 

rp. a\AnNovg M! arm. 
, with AC*D rel lat-k Syr (syr) æth arm; pref et, 

vulg lat-5 c &c : om 555 A 1 copt 1 55 ins rovro bef aóvyarov 
au ov to buy. core, sort». wapa Če vo 

rec ins rw bef 0, with AD (KS, 
om ter B 28. 124 al evv-y-150. 

aro, with D latt syrr seh: add de K al lat: copt-mss* goth, 
ovy 406 ev- rel am copt arm Clem. y a (cpt poc bef MTM with 
AD rd lat obey ff, e goth eth arm Clem: txt BCA —om o 
rec qcokovOnoaper Uom Taf t, where only D! has -capev, and || Le, where none has 
ic), with A rel Clem: txt 

29. rec (for 29 o ene.) 3 0s o ano. rer, with K lat -e ff, k Clem: awoe. 
4s o «go. D: awor., Ge urey 
ex. A rel vulg lat -a à Syr goth arm: txt ing p 

5 rel vulg lat-b syrr arm: om 9 war arl! lat - a 
th. rec bef 9 rex. ins j yuvatca (from || Lu, Dhora 

15 conformation to ver 80), with ACX rel lat g 

om oiar D lat -b. 

ard iy be explained, as Meyer, by 
— om BDA 1 latt copt arm Cl 

rec om 2nd evecev, with A B- txt S! 
copt goth eth arm Clem, 

AN for «av, oç a» D latt syr goth seth. 

with ourselves, that ol rà yorjpara lxovrtc 
and oi grote ixi tele are too 
nearly commensurate, to relieve the mind 
of much of its dread at the solemn saying 
which preceded. Of the «al at the be- 
ginning of a question, Kühner remarks, 
on Xen. Mem. p. 117 (in Meyer) “cum 
vi auctiva ita ponitur, ut is qui interrogat 
cum admiratione quadam alterius ora- 
tionem excipere, ex eaque conclusionem 
ducere signiflcetur qua alterius sententia 
confutetur." 28.] Here is an in- 
stance of a saying of Peter's reported, 
without uno agn: indicating that 

See he had a in the report. 
notes on Mt. for the ree here made 
to the A 9, 30.] Here our 
report is most es To it and Lk. 
we owe vuv dv re kaip Todry, without 
which the promise might be understood 
pellet breil e life only :—and to La alone we 

the particularising of the returns 

T: k. a rox. o eno. ax. CEFGH 1. 69 syr th: asoc. oigo. 
aft vj» add or: A Scr's c. 

more natural order), with A 
ee oe 
none omit it : 

82.— for cat, 9 D 1 arm 
verie ins B-marg C D(-ca) rel vulg lat-a à 

Orig-lat Thl. 
om yuv D- gr 255. 406 lat-a E g. 

made, and the words pera Sierypéiv, which 
light up the whole passage, and shew that 
it is the inheritance of the earth ta the 
higher sense by the meek which is spoken 
of ;—eee 1 Cor. iii. 21, 22. Observe 
mothere—nature gives us only one—but 
love, many (see Rom. xvi. 13). We do 
not read, fathers, because of our perha 
high and absorbing relation to our Father 
in heaven, cf. Mt. xxiii. 9. On cal res 
eva: „ Dr. Wordsw. observes, “See 
above, viti. 86, where this phrase (not 

. 

ebayyeXiov. (See Acts xiii. 13; xv. 38.) 
St. Mark also alone here inserts our Lord's 
words, nerd òtoynò, ps from a re- 
collection that he had been once affrighted 
by persecution from doing the work of 
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iy TU ? Katpi rourw, oiKiag Kat adeA pouc Kat adeA pac 1. 25 vi 

Koi pnrépag kai réxva kat aypoug pera ° Swypwv, Kai év 
L ep- TH " atovi r9 " toyoutvg ' Qwrv ' atomov. 

o Matt. iif. 21 
31 roddo: 88 p Matt. xii. 39. 

xopneve.. $ — - Luke x z. 85 
ABCDE &oorrat WEWwToe eoxarot, Kat ot eoxarot Towra. Eph. I. 21 
FGHK $2H ài » — ‘Sa s? 7 » e , qu L. see Eph 
LMSUV cav Òt tv Ty 00 ava(Jaivovrtc uc. IspocoAupna, , 17; 

axoAovÜovrrtc £$o[Jovvro. 

" i93 t 2 , A € » - $ æ 1 . reff, 
Kat nv mpoaywy avrouc o Incovc, kot " sÜau(Jovvro kat taut. xiv. 2 

kat.” yapaAa(Jov wadty roùç ve 7 
v cb. ix. 2 reff. Swdexa Baro avrotc Ac y ra pédAXovra abr * GUH- w ver. 28. 

Baivery,. 
e X Lake zaziv. 

33 ore iSov * avaßBaivopev etc eposóAvuo, kai d 14. Acts 

'woc rov ) avOpwrov * wapadoOnoerat roic apy tepevary 

Kai roic "ypauuartugtr, Kai " karakptvovew avrov Bavary, 
1 oa > Ss - £0 984 tb? , 

kat vapaóc«cOUGgty. avrov rou tÜytoiv, Kat ^ exwaitovotv y Matt. vili. 20 
> 7 Ye? d 3 7 Md $, ,» „ Li 

aure Kat EHWTUGOUGLP avr tp Kat paoaTeywcovaty avTOv, d ae dn 

Al. 2 
* 7 - s P LY e» 

Kal ATOKTEVOVOIV avTOv, Kat peta totic nuípac ° ava- TLR, | 
§ Mt. reff. 

b Matt. xxvii. 29, 81, 41 al. Exod. E. 2. Ps. ciii, 28. 
Matt. xxvi. 67. crt p Namb. xil. 14 pass., Lake xviii. 82 only. 

v v. 8. e ch. 

aft rovrw ins oc de agneey D lat-a b 
lat-a b ff. vo r. adeAgac bef x. adeAgoug D lat-b ff. 

© w. dat., ch. xiv. 65. xv. 19. w. els, 
d Mait. 2.17 ref Jor. 

om oac to dewypwy R. oiov D 
r. pnripa (the plur not being 

wndersiood) ACDKMX 1 lat-a b f ff, layr goth (eth) arm-mas: txt B rel vulg Syr 
copt arm-zoh. 

at end ins A D lat - a b c 
$1. om o. ADKLMV X(Tischdf not Treg) A 1 goth. 
32. xpogaywy D, but præcedens D-lat. 

St,; D-gr Syr sth. om cas D lat-^ ff. ati I. 

om «at to spop. DK lat-a b. for 
8rd cat, o« de B C'(appy) LA 1 (lat-c &) copt: cat o« C? eth: txt A rel vulg lat-f (Ji) 
syrr goth. 

83. om 2ud roc (|| M) CD rel goth: ins ABLMA t. (89, e. in copt. 
rov D!. 

0ava- 

84. rec transp pacriywoovoy and euxrveoucty, with A rel syrr goth: om x. paar. 
avr. D al lat. J, g, k: om r. eux rvc. avr. al: txt BCLA latt syr-jer copt sth. (The 
sentence fell into confusion 
restored.) 

vulg latfg,syrr got 
syr-marg copt. 

the Gospel: and desiring to others 
to encounter trials which for a time had 
mastered himself.” Here follows in 
Mt. the parable of the Labourers in the 
vineyard, ch. xx. 1—16. 

93—34.] FULLER DECLARATION OF 
HIS SUFFERINGS AND DEATH. Mt. xx. 
17—19. Lk. xviii. 31—34. e remark- 
able iculars of ver. 82 are only found 
here. This was (seo Mt. xvi. 21; 
xvii. 22) the ¢Aird declaration of His suf- 
ferings which the Lord had made to the 
disciples, and it was His going before 
them, accompanied most probably by some- 
VE Seed pete in his gait and manner 
—a boldness and determination perhaps, 
an eagerness, denoted in Lk. xii. 50, which 
ah ra with astonishment and fear. 

"OL. I. 

om x. axokr. avrov A! lat-g,: 
rec (for uera rpec nutpac) rn rov npepa (conformation fo || 

h eth arm Orig, (om rg À!): txt BCDLA lat-(a) b (o). fh i k 

the various errors of omission, and was variously 
om avrov BLA 1 lat-3 c arm. 

Mt In), with A rel 

See an interesting note here in Wordsw. 
Observe, that ja and dvaBaivorrec 

must not be taken together. They were 
in the way, as they went up to Jerusalem." 

fipfaro, anew: He again opened this 
subject. 83.) The circumstances of 
the passion are brought out in all three 
Evangelists with great particularity. The 
‘delivery to the Gentiles’ is common to 
them all. 84.] prr. Mk. and Lk. : 
—oravpwcat, Mt. only, which is remark- 
&ble, as being the first intimation, in 
lain terms, of the death He should die. 

e dpag ròv or., eo often alluded to, 
might bave had now for them a deep 
meaning— but see Lk. ver. 84. After 
Toi fv. the subject of the verbs (Inv., 
pec. &.) is ra v0. 
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35 bro ornoerat. Kai ' ™pocmopevovrat avrg "Iake Bog KaL ABCDE 
PGHK 

T i sere lodvvnc viot ZePedaiov Al yore abr Pu de, s 0éA o- Last 
1 f , ev iva d tdv airhownév ct roi pe nity. 0 o de erer 6. 
1). xxvii. 88. avroic Ti eere wotijcai nt vuv; 57 oi àt tiray auty 

oet Aòc nuw iva tic aov “ex eker kai sig EE _aptoripwy 
vino el. „ - kaÜlacptv ev Ty Ls cov. 3 o dk Insovc el el rey avroiç 
E Ovx oiðare ri airsiole,  Svvacbe mu rò | wurnptov 

e eyo rive, a rò » Bawriopa 8 Eye ^ BawriZopat 

1 oc, Barrobiva; 7 ot de etra avr Avváuia, o & 
'Insovc ke avroic- 18 roripiov o eyo vivo t, 127. 

ke al. do ; Ea. AA. Kal rò ̂  Parriopa ô 0 Ey Parričopa " Bartiobnocote 
ro 6€ * xaBliaa "ex * BE ov pov à 25 ° tut VULG Y ob 

41 "a "t corey Epoy Sovvar, aux! P oic * firoipacrat. Kai 
weit vi. Ly. akovoavtec oi Oca " nptavro * ayavaxrety ' mepi ‘laxw Pou 
r vv. 98, 89 
s | Mt. reff. t I NI. Lake ii. 18. 2 Cor. x. 8. 

35. rec ms o: bef vor, with D rel Orig; ot duo BC copt: om AKMUX goth. 
for Aeyovrtc, rat Aeyovcoiv D 406 2-pe lat-a Syr Orig. rec om avrw (as super- 
Jiuous, and to avoid repetition), with A rel vulg lat- P. c.f k syr goth: ins BCDLA lat-a 
Syr copt ath arm Orig. om iva D-gr 118 al lat · i. o ri o C: o ay D 69. 

for arrnowpev, epwrnowpsy D 1. 2-pe. rec om ot, with X rel lat-c i 
FA Syr: ins ABCLA 69 lat-a , syr copt eth arm, and bef the verb DK 1 lat- 

36. A 5 Aeyes D-gr. pe bef wosnoa: L: pe woinow B; woinow, omg re 
OÀ. pe, D; rothe, omg pe, C 1.69: womjcopat ev-y: sva woow, omg pe, al: 
5 pt, A al: txt AX rel goth. (The variations arose from Mt xx. 32, and 
our ver 

37. for ot de, rat D vulg lat-d &. [tav, so BC'DLA.] rec sx ek. bef 
gov (|| Mt), with AC*D rel: txt BC'LAN. PA (for aprorepwy) evwyupwy (|| ME), 
with ACD rel: txt BLA. rec adds cov (M „ With AC rel vulg lat-a syrr copt 
goth wth: ins cov bef E LN: om BDA 1 lat- c f. Fan. 

38. aft ino. ins a rorpibeig D 1. 69 lat-a b ff. i way D. 
(for n) ca. (from ver ee AC? rel syrr goth a irs txt BC'DLA 1. 69 latt B 

copt arm Orig. 
35. [etzra, 80 out om avre D 1 lat-a 5 c k. rec ins pew bef srornpiov 
9 At), with A D rel latt syr goth wth: om BC'LA em(with gat) Syr 

arm. 
40. rec (for ) xa: (|| Mt), with AC rel lat-k syrr eth arm: txt BDLA latt copt 
h. rec aft evwy. ins pou (fo conform to dE. pou: so also in || Mt), with 

(Scr’s 1 m n q r, e sil) gf elon om ABCD rel latt syr copt goth arm Th] Euthym. 
nrocpadas [sic] grouuac0a: 69. 

41. om Ist ca: D-gr 64. ins Aourot bef dena D lat-a b c fs + q copt-ms syr-jer. 
for nok. ay., nyavaernoay (from || Mt) A 1 e a q. ins rov bef 

eax. D. for tak, K. tw., rwv dvo adegwy A (from || 

35—45.] AMBITIOUS REQUEST OF THE if the one had actually before him the 
BONS OF ZEBEDEE: OUR LORD’S REPLY. writing of the other. Resides, we have 
Mt. xx. 20—28, where see notes through- the whole additional iculars of the 
out, and ly on the difference in our baptism, with which was to be bap- 
ver. 85. e two accounts of the dis- tized: see note on Mt. 88.] Observe 
course are almost verbatim the same, and the present tenses, xivw and BaxriZopa:. 
that they came from one source is very The Lord had already the cup of His suf- 
apparent. Even here, however, slight de- Hes at His lips: was already, so to 
viations occur, which are unaccountable, speak, sprinkled with the first drops of 
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42 kai. Ieavvov' xai moocKkaAccapevog avrovc o Insoüc "gu, a Gal 1. 9, 
ds 13 

At yet avroic Ol dare Ore ot " Soxouvrec ` ag xe Tw "ds le. xi. 
» " , 9 € 9) only. 

vav " xaraxvouvovety avrov, kai ot * peyador ard „ 
y creo avroy, 4 o ore à tori £v 133 3 

A oen. L 

du aÀÀ Oc tdv 0g yevéotas. * néyaç év diy, forai 9 ii 
U 3 ua 44 0 aN 400 vik. i1, from uwv takovoc" kai Oc tdv Ôi p Una» yevéabaı 0 

mpwroc, ferat wavrev Sovroc. © xai yap o viog roy M zix. b, 

avOporou QUK AA bev : SakovnÜnvas, adda * Sigxovnaat, L t u 

cal Sovvat TAV "yvxnv. avtov "Aérpov a avri roM M. a | Mè. ch. 113 
16 Kai T tpxovrat tic "lepiyo. Kai ixwopevopévov avTov 

arò leptyó cal ruv naÜnrov avrov kat dxAou " iKavoU, . 42 
o vide Tipaiov Baprinawc ru$Àóc ° pocairng éxdÜnro e1 irt) ony 

apd id o80v.  * kai akobaac Ort ‘Inoove s 0 NaZa- tie 

puvóc f tarw, * jobaro KpaZev kai MM 0 viog Aaveid f! 
48 12 es "Insov, tAMnaóv pe. kai ‘éweripwy avrQ oN AO iva a ae 

eiern o 5i roddy ud AO Expatey Yié Aaveid edin- pom. Matt. 

cov ut. * xai'oracg o lucobe simev Duyijaart avrov. ' Y; si 8 mal T 
Mt. r 

} = j Mt. Matt. u. 9. 3 vili. 88. 

42. rec o de ine. vpocr. avr. Mt), with A rel vulg lat F g, , 2 syr goth 
arm: txt BCDLA lat-a (b c ff, i) & Syr copt th. caragvpitb ch D al Scr’s 
C 8 ev-y. 

43. om de (|| Mf?) D 229 vulg lat-a 5 f ff; i. rec sorar (from || Q^ with AC3 
rel lat-q syrr copt goth arm: txt BC'DLA "att. for «av, av Bla 
pty. ev vp. uva: D, in vobis major esse lat -a b (c).—pey. bef yer. ( M) BC LA 1. 
69 lat. ff, : txt AC? rel syr copt goth. for sarai, «Gru CX A 69. rec dtaxovog 
bef upwy, with 241(e sil): txt ABCD rel Scr's-mss latt syrr goth arm. 

44. rec (for env) ay, with BD S(e sil) A: txt AC rel. ey vn. HYAL wperoc 
(rom l| Mt 9 BCL(A) vulg lat-b: vuwy tac row. D: txt AC? rel syrr goth sth 

or xavrwy, vyev D 40 2-pe lat-a g, eth: 2 vp. al syr, 
"46. foxerat (corra to || Le) D 61. 258 lat-a b 5345 Orig. for aro up., 

execOev D 2-pe lat-a b fff, i q goth Orig,. for za:, pera D lat-a b (o) fff, i (k) 0 
goth arm rec om o, with A rel goth: ins BCDLSA 1. 69 Orig. rec ins o 
bef rephog (the art has been transposed for elegance), with AC rel: om BDLAN ev-y 
copt goth Orig. ins cat bef v wpacarne N. rec era. x. r. odo mpocairey 
(order of || La), with AC? rel latt syrr goth wth; «a0. x. r. odo care (from 
|} Zu) D 2-pe : txt BLAN lat-& copt arm. 

47. rec raleparuc (from. i Le), with ACN rel goth: txt BLA 1 latt Orig, vatopg- 
voc D! (-wenvoc D?) lat-/g soriy bef o vat. B. for o voc, we (from 
|| Zu) BCLM'?A : vog, e 0; DK 69 Orig: txt A rel. 

48. exirigwv A. avrov B ev-y. expakew D- gr am. wos DF Orig: 
o woc 1. 118 syr-marg. 

49. rec uxey avrov $wvy0gvat t dotate fo || Lu, as appears by exeXtucey. 
This is more prob than that the oratio directa should have been substituted on account 
rtv: no such change was made in ch v. 43), with AD rel syrr goth eth; exeAcvoey 

ve of His Ar ism of blood. 43.) Mt. xx. 29—34. Lk. xviii. 85—48. On 
ew, those who are re- the three accounts referring to one and 

puted to vais whe have the title of the same miracle, see on Mt. I will only 
rulers, not = those who rule, which God add here, that a similar difference of num- 
alone does. ber between Mt. and Mk. is found in the 

46—53.] Hearne or BLIND Barti- miracle in the neighbourhood of Gergesa, 
MAUS ON DEPARTURE FROM JERICHO. ch. v. 2. 40.] Bapr. patronymic. 

Cc2 
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50 7 m here only. 1 e 

1 Kings zxv. $ówvtt OE. 

ch 
Matt. xxvii. 
17 

o ch. vil. 32 reff. 
pichasz.16 ruddo¢ eurtv avro Pag oui, iva TavaPArElw. 

"Y rat, i lor cov 'otcwktv at. 

kai &UOUc * avéQAeev, kat nkxoAotOs aury £v ry ody. 
XI. I Kat Ore * eyyiZouow «c — lepogoAupa, tic 

BnOgayn cat BnOaviay "poc ro ' doc r&v 'tAatov, aro- 

ort At Sto rov pabnrov avrov, 

e . E 6° » q 5 ~ 
Ser 1-5 Insoyc eimtv. avry 
r Matt. i2. 21 

ref. 
Mt. L. 

ke xxiv. 
28 al. 
Erra iv. 9. 

t | Mt. reff. 
(= àtévavri, 

At.) 1 L. ch. 
xii. 41. Matt. 
11 vil. 24 v. 

ETATTEAION 

constr, LL. mnonaac , TpOc rov Inaovuy. 

aurp o ‘Inaove elne Ti " OcAuc ° momow cot; o & 

X. . 50—52. 

kai ! @wvovary rov ru At yovrec avr ip Od port, eyerpe, 

o & dr BA rò ipariov avrov ™ ava- 
51 kat amokpilc 

B. 

2 kai Aéyee avroic Yw- 
r. 7 , `~ , ` u 7 e ~ 1 „ 

a cores: vl. a yer e ELC TV Kwunyv T KartvavytTti duo, Kat euluc 
* 9 

vionly. 
Zick. Ix. 9. 

w jetr., Matt. 
zxili. 2 cb. 

a s * 7 9 

ov ovóuc avÜpomwv 
x. 97,40 jal. 

avr. ġwynônya: Scr's c ev-48 latt: txt BCLAN ev-y lat-k syr-m 
Aeyovcty rw rug. D 2-pe lat-a 5 ff. i g. 
1. 69 : txt ABCD ALT etd 

ELCTOPEVOMEVOL ec aury eupnaere ` muAov Ot&tutvov, t) 

* xexabixev’ 
, 2 s a 

Aboare avrov kat 

copt. ot de 
rec eytipea, with U S(e sil) Orig: &yetpov 

50. rec (for avaxnénenc) avacrac, with AC rel syrr eth arm: om P: txt BDLM?A 
latt syr-marg copt goth Orig. for rov ına., avro» D al latt (not em F q). 

51. rec NM e avrw o ig7., with A rel lat-a f (Syr) goth: o (go. Mey. avro K al vulg 
` lat-k syr: txt BCDLA tol lat-g, i g copt (sth) arm. got bef Ger. rornow (from 
|| Zu) BCKLA vulg lat-i: 063. so«cac cor T: txt AD rel lat-a b f copt goth eth. 

for paBBovm, rupis paBBe: lat - a b ff, i. 
52. for o òt, xav o (from || Lu) BLA lat-q Syr copt. 

Orig: txt BLA. nrcoRov B al. rec rw enaov (corrn on account of aere 
preceding). with X rel syr goth Orig Vict : txt ABCDLM?A 1. 69 latt syr-marg copt 

ann r 

Cnar. XI. 1. for eyyiZovoiw, yy D al em lat-b c ix I Syr copt eth, 
-gav (|| Aft) M 69. [sepogoAvpa, so BCDLA 1. 591, P ur durs r AD 
lat-a b c. om Gnopayn cat (error, passing from nb. to Bn8.?) D latt Origexpe 
(iSwyev a wepi rç B509ay5) piv card Mar@aioy, BnOaviag d card ròr Mápgxor, 

for rwv bef Ante, 

rec tub, with ACD rel 

Buben ĉè cai BnOaviaç, rard rày Aovcáv) and so Lachm. 
B for amogreddn, exenper C [ Wetst and Lachm are in error]: axtoredty ro B. 

(|| Mt Iu) FH 1 lat-a b c 
2. for «at Aeytt, Aeyoy 

ACD rel: txt BLA Orig. 
ovónc ins ovzw BLA vulg lat -b f J il 
sah; aft «9 ov, K (syr) goth: oude 

ROD ~y :—s0 Bartholomew, ch. iii. 18, 
Barjesus, Acts xiii. 6. 48.] See on 
Mt. vv. 30, 31. 50.] &vo.—*igns of 
an eye-witness, which make us in be- 
lieve, that Aere we have the literally 
exact account of what took place. 
51.] Paß R = ia, Master, or My 
Master, see ref. Jn. It was said (Drus. 
in Meyer) to be a more respectful form 
than papi. 52.] In Mt. only, Jesus 
touches him. The account here and in 
Lk. seems to correspond better with the 
wonderful strength of his faith. Our Lord 
healed dy a word in such cases, see Mt. 
viii. 10—183, ch. vii. 29, and other places. 

Ja K Syr copt goth eth arm - mes. 
il Ht) 1. 69 lat-a sah: x. eure» D- gr. 

om eic aurny (|| Le) D lat-a b c ff, i q sah. 
q Orig, ; aft avApwrwr, C 69 (Syr) copt-schw 

ig Wwwore 

rec evewc, with 

avOp. (|| Lu) A: txt D rel em lat-a (o) 

Lk. adds, &o£áZw» róv 0tóv, —and that all 
the people seeing him gave glory to God; 
see also Lk. xix. 37. 

CHAP. XI. 1—11.] TRIUMPHAL ENTRY 
INTO JERUSALEM. Mt. xxi. 1—17. Lk. 
xix. 29—44. In. xii. 12—36. On the 
general sequence of eventa of this and the 
following day, see note on Mt. ver. 1. 

1, 9.) As far as tbpijotre, the agree- 
ment in Mt., Mk., and Lk. is nearly ver- 
bal; after that, Mk. and Lk. only mention 
the foal, and add, on which never man 
sat. Compare with this Lk. xxiii. 53. 
Our Lord’s birth, triumph, and burial were 
to be, in this, alike. ‘A later tradition, 
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; gépert. $ 

O cpioc avrov 
arooréA AE 
dt dt ut vo 
Abovotv avróv. 

7 = , 
avroic T. 

* éépovaiv TOV 
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127 e » t — æ m 
hag tav 1 SET AN Ti DSS TOUTO ; 9 eee BS MEC BY: 

211.18. 
* xpeiav ye EXEL kai eubde avróv y Man. "i8 

woe. (al arnA0ov kai sopor 

* poc Bipay ZE emi rov 

CE 

* appóðov, Kat pain s. 
x. (xlix.) 

5 kai rivec TiUV EKEL kerne ren EXeyov " 2 only. . 

: rotre Aborrec roy 

— avroic ca drev " 
48 bf 7 koi 
GHKL , 
MsUY * ewtBadAovaw abr rd iparua avrov, cal exabicev ° 

"roov: Sat Sta sirov 11233 
c 7 ex PME ill. 15 

apc abrobe. 33 

xix. Pii 
£ e w. acc 
T Mait. 2 28. 

Rev. XX. 4. Gea. xivili. 2. 

91.2 K copt-wilk (th) arm Orig. (not yet’ was manifestly interpolated, as naturally 
occurring, and found sn || Le.) exafiory (from || Luv) BCLA Orig. rec 

Avoavrec avr. ayayere (from || Le), with A (D.gr) rel goth: Avoavreg avr. £. gepere 
L: txt BCAN latt syrr coptt eth arm Orig.— (ca. a D.) 

3. for ay, “Orig D. woture TOUTO, ÀvtTE TOV reo: (|| Zu ver 83) D 69 lat-a 
b f F: i arm ins cas bef rare Ci rec aft erar: ins 
ore (|| To), with MUS rel lat-f Orig: txt BA =p c $ k th. rec eu, 
with A rel : txt BCDLA Orig rec 3 (|| MZ), with GU 1 vulg 
lta f ff, g i FL q Dat A-lat ipti asus 
goth. aft aroor. ins wakty (see note) B 

: txt ABCD rel em lat-b o g, syrr 
La Orig: aft avrov, CI (appy): om 

ica rel latt syrr coptt goth sth arm Orig.—aruor. ral, avrov B. (om avro» A: 
a or. bef avro» U. 

4. rec (for was ax A0.) axndO. de (from || Le), with AC rel syr sah goth: x. arei- 
Oorreg »y: cat aft) D vulg lat-(a) b f l copt Orig, : amyXA8ov ovv cas 1. 69: txt BL 
AN lat-(c) & (Syr) æth 
ABD a E wh Oris Ut 
coptt goth arm Orig,. 

6. om avrog D lat-b c ff, i 
a f D- lat syrr goth: space D x be 01. 
D also to plusg. per f for sense) : txt BCL 
DM 1. 69 latt Syr coptt goth eth Thl. 

rec ins roy bef xrwAov, with CA sah arm Orig.: om 
rec ins rn» bef Ovpa», with ACD rel Orig,: om BLA 

rec (for urey) svereeAaro, with A rel vulg lat- 
i (both corrns to avoid the recurrence of ur., 
A 1 (lat-k ?) coptt eth arm Orig. add avrog 

7. rec (for $tpovair) rare (from || Lu), with AD rel latt syrr coptt goth zs 
. 69 arm-mss: ayoverw CN! 1. 69 arm-osc-zob : 

rec (for BNN) excBadoy (to suit nyayor), with ̂ A rel lat- (a) o 
txt BLA N corr Orig; ducere lat-a b 

ak 
syrr (sah ?) goth wth arm-mas: txt BCDLA 1 vulg lat-5 ff, i l copt is bark Ong. 

for avrev, cavrwy B; avrov D-gr 256: om 1. 38 lat-b fi 
kai, D- gr 1. 
with A rel: txt BCDLA. 

from the sacred destination of the 
t (for beasts never yet worked were used 

Heg cl purposes, Num. xix. 2: Deut. 
xxi. 8: 1 Sam. vi. 7) Meyer. But does 
it never strike such annotators, that this 
very usage would lead not only to the 
narrative being so constructed, but to the 
command itself having been so given? 

8. 6 wtp. . . . . 84] The pres. 
ávogriAAn, is i of future things whose 
occurrence is undoubted ; see Mt. xvii. 11; 
xi. 3 al.: but the words are somewhat am- 
biguous. From the ancient interpolation 
of div, it seems that they were under- 
stood all to belong to ò «épiog — the Lord 
hath need of it, and will immediately send 
$$ [back]? Lachm., by printing the words 

rec sx’ avre (mechanical repetition from ex . avro w above), 

without a stop, evidently adopts this ren- 
dering: and n, tom. xvi. in Matt. 
§ 16, p. 741, favours it. But verisimili- 
tude seems to me to be against it: and 
the final clause in ver. 6, rai d$ij«av ab- 
roóc, appears to correspond with this. So 
iori I would understand it as in E. V.: 
and strsightway he (the speaker A 
owner) will send it hitber. 4. 
The report of one of those sent: qu. 
Peter? ubos. (a road leading round 
a place) is probably the street; see reff. 
Wordsw. interprets it, the back way, 
which led round the house.” But there 
does not appear to be any reason for sup- 
posing the duet to refer to the Aouse, 
rather than to the whole block, or neigh- 

—— 
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f? 2 a 
torpwoav tec TV 

1] kat Eibe sic 

990 ETATTEAION 

i r ayrov. 8 Kal ro Al rd iuaria avrov 
£ here only t. 000», adrAor 8 For:Badac “Kxopavrec Ex rov aypwy, 

24s, P kab ot ! wpoayovrec Kat ot akoAovDovvrtc ec 
Num. xiii. 24 k « 2 125 7 e >» , m? 7 7 , 
s; xe Mat. © Ooavva, tUAoynutvoc o tpyxonutvoc " ev ovouart kupiov, 

i} Mt. Matt. 10 evAoynuivn u Epyouévn Bao eta TOU warpoc nu 
In. ref, , 1 en? 2811217 
LOL Aaveid, Qeavva " ev roic dora. 

al. m. IsposóAvua siç TO üpov' kai ° mepiAejápsvoc warra, 
O on. Hi. 

p adj (but 7), 

mehir 3 poy & hù E. 

8. rec (for kat wrod.) rok. de (from || Mt Le), with AD rel latt syrr sah goth arm: 33. 69. 
éavrwy B: avrov 1 

ev rn ow AKM 69! vulg lat-a cf k lq sah 
marg-gr 

txt BCLA lat · & q copt eth. 
D 1, sternebant lat · a b o f, i æ S T. 

rec croBadac, with AC rel syr- ) Orig 
rec trorrov ax nr s (from || Mt), with AD rel 

arm. i 
txt BKLMUA 69 Orig,. 

` P opiaç hòn ovanc rnc epac E «c. BnOaviay pera 

K: om lat -i. tor pwvvvoy 

: orf. EG: eareB. D: 

latt Syr syr(ayp. marg) goth arm: erorr. ex r. ayp. C copt-schw sah; cœdebant ramos 
arborum ex agris copt-wilk: txt BLAN Orig. rec adds (from || Mt) cat 
torpwyyvoy ttc fr» odor, with A D(omg sç) rel latt syrr copt goth arm (Orig); s. e. 
ey T. od KM: om BCLA sah eth. 

9. sposgayovrec D- gr. 
vulg lat-a b f g, syrr goth wth arm: om BCLA lat-c ff, k coptt Orig. 
D lat-b ff. 

10. ins «at bef evioynu. AD'KM Syr th. 

rec aft expaZoy ins Aeyovrac (from || MZ), with AD rel 
om wgarra 

rec aft Baci. repeats ev ovoparı 
cupiou, with A rel lat-q syr goth sth Jer Euthymexy,: om BCDLUA 1. 69 ev-y latt 
Syr copt arm Orig,. 

11. for eic ber, etceXOwy D lat- a 5 c f ff, 9. i. rec aft «poc. ins o incoug (be- 
ginning of a lection), with A rel lat - syr goth; bef sç u., lat. e. Syr eth arm: 
om BCDLA 1 vulg lat-a 5 

kat bef rpg. D lat-a 5 c f ff, s. 
om ric epac B: ric om 
D ev-y al lat-a b c fy, i. 

bourhood, of houses, round about which 
the street led. 8, 8.] On the inter- 
esting addition in Lk. vv. 87—40, see 
notes there. eT B. = Bata r. powi- 
twv Jn. ver. 13: but this word, by its de- 
rivation from oreiBw, signifies not merely 
branches, but branches cut for the purpose 
of being littered to walk on: and thus 
implies lorpovyvoy elc r. 00óv, which has 
been unskilfally supplied. Dr. Wordsw. 
complains of the introduction of ra» áyp&v 
into the text, adding “other instances, 
unhappily far too numerous, might be 
cited, where corrupt glossea and barba- 
risms have been recently received as im- 
provementa into the Sacred Text." Surely 
a Commentator of Dr. W.'s learning and 
piety should know better than to write 
thus. He well knows, that it is not as 
improvements, that any such changes have 
been introduced as those to which he 
alludes, but simply and humbly in defer- 
ence to the carefully weighed evidence of 
the best and oldest authorities, combined 
with that furnished by the existing phano- 

Jai kl ahs Orig. 05s 
AD rel lat th arm(Treg) : om BCLMA 69 latt Syr copt eth Orig. 

48. D ja for oiiac, ot CLAN Orig 
245. 2-pe: rng nuepac 69 al. 

rec ins ca: bef tig ro tepov, with 
om 

ig: ovornc 2-pe. 
aft dwé. ins paOnrey 

mena of interpolation and adaptation of 
parallel places. The charge of 5 
to “improve the Sacred Text” ils on 
those, who in the face of such evidence, 
with such questions as “ What writer would 
say, they cut branches off the fields ?”, 
shelter their own rationalizing subjectivi- 
ties under received readings which have 
been themselves glosses and improve- 
ments” on the Sacred Text. 10.) 
N. . . AavelB—peculiar to Mk., clearly 
setting forth the idea of the people that 
the Messianic Kingdom, the restoration of 
the throne of David, was come. See 
the additional particular of the weeping 
over the city, Lk. vv. 41—44, and notes. 

1L] See Mt. ver. 12, and notes on 
ver. 1: also on Jn. ii. 13—18. I am 
by no means certain that the solution pro- 
pose in the notes on Mt. is the right one, 
ut I cannot suggest a better. When 

Mk. as here, relates an occurrence 
throughout, with such signs of an eye- 
witness as in ver. 4, it is very dificult 
to suppose that he has transposed any 
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12 Kai ty ^ ewavptov eEeABovrwv avrov awo BnÂaviaç set zzvi. 

T égtivagty, 13 

“púa, IA ei 

14 9 y a , 
is nv oUKwY. Kat 

ot naÜnrai avrov, — 15 
ticeADwy sic rò upor " gobaro ° 

kai wv * suchy ‘aro ‘ paxpobev Eyoucay 
dpa ri evonon £v avry, Kai sABov 

tr aurny ovdey upev ? e un p Aa, 

Kat xo ra. "TT. leposóA vpa. 
* exPaddrev rove xwrovv- 

29, 35 al. 
Nam. xt. 89. 

r Matt. iv, 2 
rell. 

a Matt. xxiv. 8 

0 yep * katpoc¢ 1:3 PAEL GA 

* aroxpiĝeic ETEV avrg Muckri Pere 

eic TOV aida EK GOU pndeic Kapwov payor. Kat icouor v tps Acts Hom. 
SE Kai X15 xix. 

` » ch. 
rac Kat TOUC ayopáčovraç Ev Ty Leow, Kat Tac ‘ tparéčaç | » Keia vili 36. 

Matt. zi. 

roy * KoAAuBiarev Kai Taç " xabispac rv TwÀobvrOV sZ uir iar 
rac ‘meptcrepac * cartorgedev, 

ric die vt des Sta rov tepov. 
only. 4 „ Bes b = Matt. xi. 25 reff. 

d ch. x. e. Mut. x vi. 29. 
15 onl 251. g! . Juba ii. 15 only f. 
iti. 16 ref. k | Mt. oaly. pede. vli. 13 P. 

m (sce note) «e ver. 28. Matt. lv. 3 
16. 2 i. 20 al. Exod. 1. 5 

16 

4 1. Matt. tx. 28 al. f f. La 

m «4 war 

Kat ob ier ai Ma. vie 

l7 kai t&i&aoktr kai Takes 
e | Mt. John viii. 85, 61, 69 al. Deat. xv. 17. 
i ke xiz. 73. 1 

Ps. civ. 14. 
o Lake viii. 

b | Mt. Matt. xxii. 2 only. P».1.1 
| 59. ch. i. 84 naly. = Matt. Ul. 15a]. 

n ~ bere oniy f. Esdr. v. 66 (53). 

12. for e£:A0. aur, ov EAV ra D'-gr; cum exisset mt lat-5 c ff, Syr. 
18. aro parpobev bef cveny D al 

Orig. Pa evpnos bef ri, with 
lat-g 

Xa ins povoy 

lat-a b f f, 912 Orig. 
with X rel goth arm: ins ABCDLMA 1. 33. 69 latt syrr "eth ‘Orig Thl. 
apa T4 EVP., EEV tay Te tre D gat t lat-b e f i 

rel syrr goth arm: txt ABCKLUA 1. 83 vulg 
om eAOwv ex aurny D lat-b c ff, i k: om ex aur lat-a g, Syr. 

war ges ep D-gr(omg cat, ver 14) 2-pe lat-g Orig: ovdew ovy evpev L. 
1 33. 69 lat-b c g eth arm Orig. 

rec om aro, 
for « 

k: wc cup re 2-pe lat - a f q 

aft 2nd 
rec ov yap 9v Karpoc i 

note), with AC! rel latt syr goth sth arm, so (but insg o bef xaioc) D al Orig 
Max-conf: txt BC'LA Syr copt. 

14. om cat D 2-pe lat-a g Orig. rec aft amoxpiüuge ins o ina., with X rel: 
om ABCDKLMA 1. 33. 69 latt syrr copt goth eth arm Orig. rec ex cov bef nc 
T. at, with A rel syr copt: txt BCDLA 1 latt Syr goth eth arm Orig, 
our with al: om A: txt ABCD rel Orig, Thl. for pa yo, FL DU 1. 69 

15. . for epyorrat, rice D. gr: venit lat -b ¢ copt-ms sth.—for tigt A, ore nv D. 
rec 

copt goth(Treg) æth arm Orig, 
ins kat A; extiÜev D lat-d. 
Orig, : ins ABCKLMU. 

thing; whereas Mt. certainly does not 
8 here so exactly, having transposed 
the anointing in Bethany: see notes on 
Mt. xxvi. 2, 6. 

13—26.) THE BARREN FIG-TREE. THE 
CLEANSING OF THE TxMPLE. Mt. xxi. 
12—22. Our account here bears strong 
marks of EM e of & beholder and 
hearer : e. g. d av. àvà Bô., —naxpó- 
(ev, — Fxoveay , — Kal fixovov ol 
pao. abr. The times and order of the 
events are here more exact than in Mt., 
who places the withering of the tree imme- 
diately after the word spoken by our Lord. 

18.] ei dpa, si forte, si, rebus ita 
comparatis ; see Klotz. ad Devar. ii. p. 178. 

ó yàp x. ob« y c.] The ellipsis 

aft eiceAO. ins o igooug (|| Mt), with A rel lat g syrr: om BCDLA 1. 33 latt 
ev Tw ipw in templum D. 

rec om rovc bef ayopaZovrag (|| Mt), with D rel 
for rw pw, avrw 

edpac rwv tw. r. vepiorepac (|| MZ) N Orig. 

aft ex(3aAAcv 

careor pu. £. r. kaĝ- 
om cartorp. D- gr lat-o & Orig. 

may be supplied, —for the season was not 
one) of figs,—or, for the season was not 
that) of figs, i. e. not yet the season for 

jigs. The latter suits the context best. 
The tree was precocious, in being clothed 
with leaves: and if it had had on it winter 
fon bici remain on from the autumn, 

n early the next season, they 
a ve been ripe at this time. But 
there were none—it was a barren tree. 
On the import of this miracle, see notes on 
Mt. 15—19.] Mt. xxi. 12, 13, where 
see notes: also Lk. xix. 45—48. 16. 
ode Hey Tva] “Observa, îva et dgpa a 
recentioribus poétis frequentari post varba 
jubendi.” Herm. ad Viger. p. 849. See 
note on 1 Cor. xiv. 13. This was the 
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y > = , , . e g > PT, 
p Isa. Ui eAeyev [avroic] Ov yéyoarrat Ort o ooç pov * otkoc 

TERET, T Tpoctvyx nc kAnÜnorrac saciv roiç &Üveow ;. Upttc SE we- 
AI. ? A qg „ 1 - 18 \ e 

Rer. vii rohr avrov ornÀawov ' Ayorwy. Kat NKOVOUV OL 

1 apyuptic cal ot Yeanpareig kat ro Tag avrov 
"intel avoAéowatw* t$o[Jovvro yap aurov, vac yap o oxÀoc 

Irn. téEegAnoorro "emt Ty di da x avrov. Kai Ore o 

weite Zip eLeroptuero EK ric TOÀEU ?0 kat. 1 
tian vit 2 © YEVETOs P $ ie m i p 
T. Leer TOPEvOpevot “gpwt eldov rov 7 cucny * cEnpappévny * ex 

e i. 29 Acte xül 12 * piov. 21 kat. d avapvacbeic o Ilérpoc Aéyet avro 

ve si 38. "Put te n C ovkn nv * karnpáaw E. 22 xai 

117,719 amoxpOetc o Insovc Atys abraic ^" Eyere riert * Otov. 
we 28 

3 aunv A Üutv Ort dc av emy rø ope rovt  ApÜnri 

. I. Acts xu vill. 28only. Exod. xvi. 7. y ver. 18. S = | Mt. ref. abereoaly. Job xxxi. 
12. b ch. ziv. 72. 1 Cor. v. 17. 2 Cor. vii. 15. 2 Tim. 1. 6. Heb. x. 52 only. Gen. vill. 1 vat. I-ur get. 
Lake xxl. 19.) e Matt. xxv. 4l reff. d Matt. xi. 9! reff. e constr., Acte ili. 16 a. 
Rom. ili. 99. Gal. ii. 16, 90. iii. 29. James ii. 1 al. f = f. Acts x. 20. Rom. iv. 90. James i. 61. 

g = Matt. vi 10. Cen. i. Sal. fr. 

17. rec (for e. Mey.) Atywy, with AD rel latt syr goth arm: txt BCLA 69 lat-& 
(Syr) copt eth Orig. om avro (prob interpolation to suit uperc below) B 28 
lat-b g, arm: ins ACD rel Orig. om ov D f lat-b c í k copt arm Orig. 
om or: CD 69 lat-a c ff, i q eth arm- mas: ins AB rel vulg lat F g, Orig. rec 
(for weroincare) exotnoare (from || Lu), with ACD rel: txt BLA Orig. avro» 
tot. AM 1. 33 lat-a.—aurny D!. 

18. rec transp yp. and apy., with X rel syr goth: txt ABCDELA 1. 33 latt Syr copt 
eth arm Orig. om «ae bef Hr. D latt(not X). rec azoAÀtcovciv, with 
K Mira (S, e sil): txt ABCD rel Orig. om avro» AK lat-c f} rec (for 
rat yap) orc sac (to avoid the recurrence of yap), with AD rel latt syrr goth(Treg) 
arm Orig: txt BCA 1. 69 copt. 

19. for ore, ora» (to suit || Mt, and to signify that every evening this took place: 
which however the context forbids, only one such exit being here spoken of) BCKLA 
33 : txt AD rel. eyevero (emendation with same intention as above, to represent 
it as a daily act?) AE*;GHV2X. Re opt vovro (corrn to suit next ver 7) ABKM'A 
lat-e D- lat Syr syr-marg arm. for «Ew, sx D lat-b c f k. 

20. rec xpe bef sapasoptvojvoi: (to conform to ope eytv., ver 19 f), with A rel 
vulg AJ. Jf. syrr goth arm: txt BCDLA 1. 33 ev-y lat-b i g copt æth.—ins ro bef 
rpo D. 

91. for idt, 80 D al Orig. eEnpar Oy DLA 1. 33 Orig: eEnpara: X 69 Thl. 
22. rec (not Mill) om o n., with (S P) al: ins ABCD rel. ins ec bef «yere DN 

33'. 69 lat-a 5 i arm. ins rov bef Osov D 69 arm. 
33. rec aft aun» ins yap (for connexion), with AC rel lat-g Syr-ms syr-w-ast copt 

goth eth: om BD 1 latt Syr arm. om or: D 33 em(with tol) lat-g, k Syr goth 
wth arm Aug. «av A 1. Quakpiüns D! : heesitaveritis lat-c. (but -rit D-lat.) 

rec micrevon (corrn to ds:axy8n), with ACD. rel, to revo XD: txt BL, 
mioreve: A. rec a RE (the plur to suit ap0. cat BAND. : Neyst, as a commoner 
word), with AC rel: txt BLA 88.—for or: to end, ro usAAov o ay urn yevgoerac 
avre D, simly latt. om o tav urn BCLA 1! vulg lat: g, i 2 copt eth: ins A 
(D) 1? rel lat-a 5 (c) ff, k q syrr goth arm. (The omn may be easily accounted 
Sor, o Nada having preceded ; or even from «orat vn follg : see also || Mt: not so 
t hen, Jor if «crai avrw required a subject to be supplied, why not carat vj 

court of the Gentiles, which was used as —e.g. a pail or basket,—used for common 
& thoroughfare; which desecration our life. 17.] rd rois ., omitted 
Lord forbade. aoxevos is any vessel, in Mt. and Lk., but contained in the pro- 
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avro [9 é éay eig]. ?4 Sid rovro Ay opi, wavra boa 

rpoce i xtco be Kat 

Erat vpt. 25 kal Srav arfkere TPOCEVXOMEVOL, 

, airaobe, riortbert Ore FAnpert, Kat h Col i. 9. 
i ch. III. 81 reff. ' apiere j j = Mat. E 

v 

e Ti ' iyere Kara wot, iva kai o rarup ù uo 0 £v roſc k Matt. v. 23. 

5 ' apy dulv rd 

úneic ouK . adiere, ovee o 

j apno rà 

aury u Ey » 

raparrdh⁴r Univ. 
‘wart vnwy o ev | ovpavoic 

? gapazrüuara Unwv. 
7 Kat tpxorrat rah eie Iepooα D 

epo reptrurobrroe avrov Epxovrat TpÓc avrov oi apy- 
tepetc rai ot ypappareiç Kat at retogbrego 

moig tLovgtq ravra morc, N ric sot THY 8 Kings xii 

v. it. 4, 14, 
et Oe — Ja 

ieee lil. 

12 v.16 

m 5 vi. 14, 
6 reff. 

Kat ev Tyo - 1 17. 

iv. 7. 
o = Matt. xix, 

18. xxii. 36 
Kat Ae yor al: D S KNEE 

26 

24. rec aft oca ins av (from || Mt), with A rel arm (eav K al): om BCDLA goth. 
rec wpoctvxogtrot and om «ar (to make oca governed by aruah: as in || Mt), 

with A rel vulg lat-5 f 91. , syr goth arm: txt BCDLA lat-a c ff, k Syr copt wth Cypr. 
rec (for eXaBere) AapBavere, with A rel syrr goth arm: Anuweoe D t latt eth 

Cypr: txt BCLA copt. (The aor not being understood was altered to the pres or fut : 
cf Orig.) 

25. rec ornenre (grammi emendation), with B rel (Orig), erneerre E: eornenrat A: 
txt ACDHM?VX 1. 33. 69, eorncere L: 

ins wy bef ev r. ovp D (latt) Cypr. 
Cypr, (ins,). 

stabitis latt. for agurs, agire C. 
apnee D ev-y. om 2nd vyuw» D 

28. om ver (homaotel) BLSAN lat-g, k l copt sth-(rom and ms m) arm-zoh Thl : 
ins ACD rel latt syrr goth seth-pl(from ms a) arm-usc. (I cannot agree with Tisch 
Treg, in supposing our ver 26 to be interpolated from Mt vi. 15. For it varies from 
that ver in a manner quite unaccountable, if it is copied from it.) 
bef ovpavorc, with A rel: om CDKM f.—om o ev ovp. 33 ev-y. 

rec ins roig 
aft a$9c« ins 

vpiv (so also tn Mt vi. 15) D 33. 69 latt syrr goth 
27. pvr DX lat-b c ff, i ( eth. aft moto Deren ins rov Aaov (|| M?) D. 
28. rec (for eXeyor) Aeyovaw. (corrn to tpxovras above), with AD rel vulg lat-i v 

syrr arm: txt BCLA 1 lat-a b c f co copt goth seth. rec (for n) xai uw || Mt), with 
A rel latt syrr goth eth arm: txt BLA 124 Scr's c ev-y syr-marg copt. (C uncertain.) 

18. was ô ̂  Nace dne — This remark, given 
by Mk. and IL. is omitted by Mt.: pro- 
bably because he has given us so much of 
the ddayn itself. 19.) See note on 
Mt. ver. 17. On the Monday and Tuesday 
evenings, our Lord appears to have gone fo 
Bethany. 20—26.] The answers are 
very similar to those in Mt., but with one 
important addition here, viz. vv. 25, 26: 
see Mt. vi. 14, and 1 Tim. ii. 8. The con- 
nexion here seems to be, ‘Though you 
should aim at strength of faith,—yet your 
Jaith should not work in all ts as 
you have seen me do, in judicial anger 
condemning the unfruitful and evil; but 
you must forgive.’ 24.] Auger is 
aor., because the reception spoken of is 
the determination in the divine counsels 
coincident with the request—believe that 
when you asked, you received, and the 
fulfilment shall come, rat. 25.) 

On the matter cf. Mt. vi. 14 f. See also 

ib. v. 23 f., where the converse to this is 
treated of. In Fray orjxere, the dv 
connects, not with the verb, but with the 
Fre, giving indefiniteness to the occasion, 
not to the act. See Klotz. Devar. p. 470, 
475. He gives an example from Lycurgus 
contr. Leocratem, p. 162 (§ 107), öra» 
dy roi, Gxrog corparevdpevos tici. 
26.] In .. . oùz, the negative must be 
closely joined to the verb; the verb, not 
the conditional particle, carrying the nega- 
tive: q. d. “if ye refuse to forgive.” 

27—33.) THE AUTHORITY oF JESUS 
QUESTIONED. His REPLY. Mt. xxi. 23— 
82. Lk. xx. 1—8. Our account and that 
of Mt. are m close in agreement. Lk.'s 
has (cf. ver. 6, 6 A. drag «ar. ny.) few and 
unimportant additions : see notes on Mt. 

28.] ravra need not necessarily 
refer to the cleansing of the temple, as 
Meyer; but seems from || Lk., to extend 
over our Lord's whole course of teaching 
and putting himself forward in public. 
Tra taŭra voi is not a periphrasis of the 
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p = ver. 16 
reff. 

qt Mt. reff. 

kpinré uot, Kat e Univ 
30 

ren. 

sch. X. A8 reff. t 

9 LÀ P d LÀ sa 

OUK ETLOTEUOGTE aur 5 

t change of 

1. 4. xxi 

T ae My Oux oiSapev. 

—om n ric to rome D al lat- x: om iva r. roine 2-pe lat-a b ff, i arm. 
r. ek. raurny (from || Mt) BCLM?A (1.) 33 latt Syr copt arm. 

29. rec aft ino. ins awospibuç (from || Mt Lu), with AD rel latt syr 
BCLA 33 lat-g, i & Syr copt sth. 
EFHUVX 69: cayw vpaç AK lat.g 

81. rec tAoyiZovro 
important to suppose 

ETATTEAION 

S ovoiav rabrqv tOwxev Piva Tavra role : 

GOUC tl rev avroic Erepwrhow ù buac tva * Aóyyov xat. awo- LMst¥ 
"ey ° roig eCovate ravra Tow. 2 63. 

ro Barrio ro “lwavvov i ovpavov ùv m EE av- 

rMat zri? Powrwy ; awoxolOnré po. ?! 

XI. 29—33. 

kai " éeAoyiCovro N v 
éavrove Aéyovrec Edy simwpev EE ovpavov, tot Aid ri 

8 Ad cirwpnev EE avÜpomuv ; 
t?’ - 4 a @ a u T ` » r 

époouvro roy Aaoy’ aravreç yap " tiyov rov Llwaveny 

* Ovrwe Ort rohr ne Jv. 33 ical amokoiÜEvrsc TQ "Insov 

Kat o Insouc Aiye avroic Ovét 

eyw ATV otv " ev ° moig tÉovaig rabra TOU. 
XII. I Kai ñpčaro aùroiç tv wapaBodaic AaAetr. 

twr. bef 

th arm: om 
rec aft vuac ins cayo, with DGMST : xat eyw 

9 * goth arm: txt B C(perhaps) LA lat-£' copt. 
om Ist cai D 28 lat-a b c f g, i & (Syr) copt arm. 

eyw Aeyw D: ins eyw lat-c Syr copt th arm 
30. rec om ro bef wavvov (|| Zu), with X rel : ins ABCDLA 83. 

ins woley gy (|| Mt) C 83 lat-£ Syr sah eth. 
CL 33 

cayw epe LA 33: cas 

aft cwayroy 
ovparey calo D. om gv 

b Al was lost in AI preceding : the MSS are too oo and 
A. taken from || Mt), with A rel: txt BCDGKLMA 1. 83. 69. 

aft Aeyovreg i ns rt ecrwpev D 69 lat-a a ff, i *. for «pec Aeyee D- gr lat-5. 
aft epet ins ut (| Mt) DM 1. 69 em(with gat mi tol) lat-a b c MEAS fa i : 

D-lat Syr sah wth arm. rec aft dia ri ins ovy (from || Mi, where 
omit it), with BC! D-gr rel vulg lat g, syr sah: om AC'LMXA tol lat-a b Arn i y: 
Syr copt goth sth. 

82. om aÀAa D. (au AA so A B[sic cod.] CLA 33.) rec ins sav bef everest» 
(supplied from not understanding txt), with D 69 vulg lat-a b o g, q me syr wth arm: 
om ABC rel lat-k coptt goth Euthym. 
(not am em ire) coptt æth arm. 
rel ves(appy). 
nòtioa D 2-pe lat-a b c f ff, i 
aense), with À rel syrr copt goth: 

arm. 

for Aaov, oxAov (| 
for amavric, vavrec (|| M?) CD 1. js: (e AB rel. 

k 

poBoupey D: -piba (|| Mt) D? 69 latt 
(|| M?) BC 33 syr-marg: txt AD 

for uxor, 
rec ort bef ovrwe (corra to supposed 

or: adnOwe D vulg Int-a fq: om org K' 1 ev-y 
lat-c * eth arm: txt BCLN? 69.—roy iw. ovrwe wc mpo$nr9v A sah. 

88. rec Atyouoty bef rw 1550v, with AD rel vulg lat-b c i k syrr goth arm: txt 
BCLA 33. 69 mt lat-a ff, copt. 

gr. 

infinitive, but contains the purpose of ràv 
K. r. 16. 29.] In &repur jov, the pre- 
poston does not signify in addition, as 

ritz, but merely indicates the direction 
of the question. 82.] The iav being 
omitted as spurious, a note of interroga- 
tion must be set after év@p.—a question 
which is answered by the Evangelist, 
* quoniam haud facile quisquam sibi aperte 
dei adscribere consuevit. Rinck. in 

Car. XII. 1—12.] PARABLE OP THE 

rec aft inoovg ins avoxpiOec ç (probably mechanical 
repetition from above), with X rel; bef ino., A D(omg cat) K 
91.9% 4 8yr goth eth: om BCLTA 33 lat-a c J k Syr coptt arm. 
D tic 8 otav i£ovauay in qua potestate Di. 

1. 69 vulg lat-5 ff, 
for avroic, avro 

VINEYARD LET OUT TO HUSBANDMEN. 

This parable is, for the most, part, identical 
witb that in Mt. xxi. 38—46, and Lk. xx. 
9— 19. The number, and treatment of the 
servants sent, is enlarged on here ;—and 
in ver. 4 there occurs the singular word 
eh, which appears to be used by a 
soleecjsm for eegadiZw, ‘to wound tn the 
head.’ Some have rendered it, ‘ they made 
short work with him,’ which is the more 
usual sense of the word, but not probable 
here; for they did wot kil him, but dis- 

2 6 à "In- ABCDE 
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Aura "tóürtvesv 7 avÜpuwsroc, kai * gepitÜnkey v Mat xx. 1. 
* $payuóv, ai : woutev d rod viov, kai rod x Marcas. 18 
: röpqor, Kat * iÉiboro aurov yreepyoic, | kai * arconuneey. y zen. azi. 
2 kai awéorethev poe robe ytep youc ry p ̀  karp Sovdroy, * iat mar 
iva wapa rov C yeepyov May ` axe TOV cap rod prox: 
autre voc, ? kai Aafjovrtc avrov * deugar Kai artorti- Ib DERI 
Àav ' Kevóv. * kai waAty amtoruAey poc avrouc aAXov re n 2 
dodo. xaxttvov " exepaAaiwoay Kai ` nripacay. 5 kai ES 
aÀÀov awfortAsp" KaKxeivov avikrevav, Kat woAXovc DE 

dq one. obe uiv * Sipovrec, ^ oUc d b awoxrévvovrec. of Wit bi) 
6 * Exod. 
ert tva iye viov ' ayarnróv' axiaruuy avrov foxarov i b sir. 

fi Mt 
poc avroUc Aer Ort " evrpawnoovrat TOV viðv pov. si Mni. zxr. 

. e 

7 éxeivoe Ò ot C yespyol poc ' favroic Era ort obrõ x". IB only t. 

£GTiV O t xA npovópoc* "Oevre a awoKrelywpey avróv, Kat 1 dan: iv. 18, 
e - x» e v , 8 al z, Rev. 
Newey torat v xAnoovonia. Kat . awéxtetvay hime wie 

II L. bis. Lake l. 63. Gen. xxxi. 43. Deut. xvi. 16. here only . Sir. ae: — valy. 
B | L. John viii. 49. Acts v. 61. D ogee James ii. 6 only. Eset, xxvili. 31 

xiii. 8 reff. p (-ov-) Matt. x. q ~ Matt. Hi. 17 ref I id. hp x 
26 . Rom. viii. 77. Oai, fv. rat Juda. xviii. 7 vat. 9 Kings xiv.7. € f. Matt. 
iv. 19. xi, $8 al. den. xxxvii. 90. vi Mt. 

Crap. XII. 1. rec (for ÀaÀuv) Meyer (from , In), with AC D-gr rel lat-k syr 
e Atywy Fal: txt BGLA 1. 69 latt Syr syr-marg coptt. (lat-a def.) avp. 

vr. (see || Lu) BCA 33 copt æth, arp. per did L: ard. rig tur. 13. 69 al 
lat - o S Oh OE. txt AD rel vulg lat-a b f ff. syr goth arm. ins avre 
lei Las a sah arm Orig. eEedero Ack: na Bai) D rel. ins roig 

twy 
2. E kaprov (see || Le), with A (D) rel latt syr coptt goth eth arm: txt 

BCLA 83 lat F k D- lat Syr. wa QRO er. Kaprou r. apr. dwaovety avrw (|| Lu) 
D lat-a b c &c (not g, ,) (Syr) eth. 

3. rec (for xav) o: ce (see || Lu), with AC rel syrr sah goth eth arm: txt BDLA 33 
ev-y lat-a b ff, i k q copt. aft revo ins «poc avrov D lat-a 5 f}. 

rec ins AcOoBoAnoayrec bef exeg. (rom || Mt), with AC rel syrr goth eth: 
om BDLA 1. 33 latt coptt arm: exegaAwoay KN. rec (for yripaca») avsoruXav 
sr:peptvov (conformed to ver 3), with AC rel syrr goth arm: txt BDLN 33 latt coptt, 
nTepacay A. 

B. rec aft ral ins radi, with A rel vulg lat F g syrr goth arm: om BCDLA 33 
lat-a b c ff, i k coptt wth. aft artartiltr ins do D lat - a b ( ff.) i g. 
rec (for od¢) rovc (twice), with AC rel: txt B D(lst time) LA 1. 33.—adAoug ĉe D.— 
roy pev È. rovc de XI. rec awoxreworrec, with S(e sil) al: -erevovric X rel, 
-erwyvovvTtc L al, cratvoyrec M, -crivarrec A, -krsavvoyrec B: txt ACDEUVI. 

6. rec aft er: ins ovy, with ACD rel vulg lat-g syr: om BLA 1. 33. 69 lat-d i copt 
seth arm. rec (for tx viov) viov tywy (as more elegant), with X rel goth arm; 
&xov viov ACID vulg lat-(a) 5 ff, (sah): txt BC?LA 33 syrr (eth). rec aft 
ayaxnroy ins avrov (see || Le), with A rel (lat-c) syr goth: om BCDLA vulg lat-a 
b ff, Syr coptt arm. rec ins «at bef avro», with M rel "yr à goth: txt BLX?A 
(lat-a) Syr eth (arm).—«acavoy aseor. D vulg lat- rec wpoc avro» bef 
ecxyarov (rearrangement consequent on inserting xai with A rel vulg syrr sah goth 
sth arm: om sp. avr. D lat-a f, i k: txt BCLA 35. 69 copt. om ore (|| HA 
LA 1. 33 lat-a b c Syr sah. T. Vi. p. bef «vrp. D lat-a b ig. 

7. for exevo: ĝe 0t, ne de D vulg lat-a b & sah eth arm. rec eum. bef wp. eav., 
with AD rel latt syrr coptt goth: txt BCL A(avr.) 1.33 (69 ev-y). [uxar, so 
BCDLA. ] om ore (|| Mt Lu) D 1 latt sah eth. 

8. rec avrov bef arerretvar, with AD rel vulg lat-fP, copt goth arm: txt BCLA 

gracefully used him. I must not attention to the sort of difference, in simi- 
allow any opportunity to pass of directing larity, between these three reports,—and 
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yer. I. 
X = Matt. ix. 

. ^» 122 9 A » on kd -æ , 
avrov, kat &&t(JaAov aurov SE rov " aumeAwvoc. ri 

, e , - 9 9 s , a > 

Too O "kuotoc tov " aumwedwvoc; EÀcvoeTaL Kal ar- 
/ ~ É , 1 , NE MD — * 

oO. robe — -yewpyovc, kat Owoet rov " aumeA uva addAore. 
10 ,.5»9 N ` , , » " ’ ^ y? 

ovde THY yoagny rabrnv avéyywre; Aldo ov are o- 

Kiuacav oi otkosopovytec, ovroc c ye nn tic xt 

reff, 
y Psa. exvii. 

22. | Mt. ref. 
s Matt. xix. 6 

reff. 
a Lake il. 1. 
John xvii. 7 
al, 

b fem., | Mt. 
1 Klage iv. 8. 
Pa Eana, wyi ll a 

e quriac. 
paormq 

mer xv. I. 
only. 

Exod xzziv. 

d Mt. 1 Macc. 

ej Mt. Luke v. 
18 al. 

f i Mi. reff. 
g = Acts z ill. 

80 b 
h here ‘only. 

Prov. v 22. 

amqgAQov, 13 

! AG. 14 

vi 25, 28. 
1 =]. Acts ziv 

6, 

k i Mt. ref. 
a 2 Cor, x. 

m IL. Lake iv. 
25. Acts le. 
27. x. 84 al. 
Isa. 412 fl. 18, 

925 oniy t. 
passim, 

ev-y lat-¢ & q sah. 
ins ABCDMT lat-a c ff, q syrr copt 

9. rec aft ri ins ov» ( 

"aod kvpiov ty vero 
d » 9 e» e - * 

ev odÜaAnpotc nutv. 
f — o’ n0 i y À . Y v g 
arne, kat epofsnOnoav rov OyÀov* Eyvwoav yàp Ore 

© qoc avroUc THY mapa(JoAmv erev, 

kai awooréAAovowy moog avrov rtvdc rwy 
e 4 m LI se e U a 

Daptcaiwy kat rov Howótavov, tva aurov 
kat €A\Qovrec Aéyouaty avro A:dacxaXe, oida- 

[4 M ` * 1 k 7 1 ? , » N 
pev ore aAnÜrc el Kat ov uA cot wepi oyòevoc, ov. yap 

: ' Bréwae etc mpdcwrov avOpwruv, aida r adnOciac 
rriv "odor rov Oeov &i dd. 
PS æ A » P da A a Aa 

ovvac n ov; done’ n un Swuev; 1 0 
s «qt. 2 y * , r 7 è , Ld 

thy * vrokpiauw ert avroic Ti ne mepakere; ġtoeré pot 
n J. ete xviii. 26 v. r.) see Acts xlii. 10. Ps. exvlii. 15al. 

p= |. Loke xxiii. 9. q Matt. xxiii Heb. vil. 4, 

b 

19 

e Vad c 
aurn, kat tart» dau- 

L| e 27 * 8 

kat °elnrovy avrov 

1717 > A 

Kat arte avrov 

h 5. dyotuceaty 

0 = 4 
cn Kaicape 

dé kid aurov 

ECeariv 
. 15 f 

o | Mt. bis. Matt. zvil 
rM . 28 ref. att. iv. 1 

rec om avrov (as superfluous), with LX rel vulg 1at-b k arm: 
goth mth. 

rom Mt), with ACD rel latt : om BL lat-g, copt. aft 
yéwpyoug ins rovrovc (|| Ls) C! 33 ev-y syrr ; extwvovc G 1 Jat-o eth. 

. T. Kap. bef xp. avr. A sah. 
18. om xp. avr. D lat-a ci k q. for ayprvaweiv, rayıiðevowoav (|| Mt) D 2-pe. 
14. rec (for eat) ox de (to indicate the change of subject), with A rel syrr goth arm: 

txt BCDLA 33 lat-(a b) c ff, i k coptt æth. 
ot $apicatot D: eXOovrtc npÉavro epurav avrov tv do Atyovrtc G 1. 69. 

for «XB. Ac. avr., exnowrwy avrov 
bef 

eEeoriv ins eure ovy guo ec (|| MO (C) D gat lat-a b c ff, i syr-w-ast ; urov ovv naw 
M tol lat-g, arm.—eroy C! : om e C4 
latt syr coptt æth—npaç Óovvat emikaigaAatoy rato. D. 
lat-a b c ff, g, $l wth: om n pn 6. 225 vulg lat-g, goth arm-msa. 

15. aft o de ins tnooueg DG 1. 69 lat-(a) b c L3 
(videns) D 69 lat-b c ff, i g goth. 

observing that no origin of that difference 
is imaginable, except the gradual deflec- 
tion of accounts a common, or a 
parallel, source. See notes on Mt. 
throughout. 9.] d rat, &c., is 
not the answer of the Pharisees, or of the 
people, as the corresponding sentence in 
Mt. (see note there), but, here and in 
Lk., a continuation of our Lord's dis- 
course. After ver. 11 comes in Mt. 
vv. 43—45. 12.) Meyer makes é $xAos 
(and ò Aaóc in [| Lk.) the subject to - 
cav, but I think quite unnecessarily. The 
Sear of the people is increased by the con- 
sciousness on the part of the rulers that 
He had spoken the parable against them: 
they are as men convicted before the 

Govvat bef kxgvc. care. (i| Mf) BCLA 33 
om dep. ņ py 6. D 

ebwy 3) i goth (sth) arm, 

people. 
18 — 17.) REPLY CONCERNING THE 

LAWFULNESS OF TRIBUTE TO CÆSAR. 
Mt. xxii. 15—22. Lk. xx. 20—26. The 
parable of the wedding-garment, Mt. xxii. 
1—14, is omitted. The only matters re- 
quiring additional remark in these verses 
are, —18.] is the instrument where- 
with they would dypetey: the verb a 
one taken from the chase. They wish 
to lay hold on him by some saying of His. 

14.] éw’ An., truly,—indeed,— 
see reff. and ver. 32. Beyer 4 pr 8.; 
the originality of the report is shewn by 
these words. They wish to drive our Lord 
to an absolute affirmation or negation. 

15.] 8yvdp., Mk. and Lk., = rà 
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i Snvagioy 1 iva (Ou. f ei à m weykav. Kat Mya auroic s Matt. zz. 9 

Tivoc ù oe abrn cal 1) " exrypagi ; ; Or & irav avr dos E 

Katcapoc. 7o ài Insouc «i tive Tad 5 5 i bec ula 
Matos. al “rà tou sou rø Ütp. xa * Bavpatoy * "7. s A 
avr. I Kai ep Xovrat Zaððovxator ere aurov, Y otrivec xiL. vae ad 

Aéyovaw * avácraciy py tivat, Kat enperwy avtov Aéyor- E: si. 16. 

rec 19 ASacxaXs, * Mwvanc ty quw ore zar He : Y eta 
20T. xxv. 5. aded oc arobávy kat ^ karaAUry yuvaica kai i app bell. Prov. 

rirvor, * tva * Aaby a 0 _adeAgoc avrov Tv Yvvaixa kai * d 

Kd avaorihop- or h⁰ re ads $e avrov. ™ irra de oo am 21.16 
Sav. Kat 0 TOwTOC "ofer yovatka Kal ax ofyncxwy eji. Geu. de 

ovk ^ agnxey ! awpa. 21 cal o Stbrepog Anger avri]v f aL. (aor. 

kai amtÜaviv py " karaÀurov , awéppa, Kai o rpiroę weav- zv» i 
: x. 82, 

roc, 22 kai ot tr ra oùx ° agnxay opt to xarov 8 01. Gen. iv. 

16. om 2nd o de (|| AD mi 243 b ik. for ur., Asyovoty (|| Mt) A 
lat-h d i g. (urav, so BCDL X T een ae 

17. rec (for o d+) xai nins e hs A rel syr goth arm: arorp. de o D vulg lat-a 
b: txt BCLA 33 (lat-c i^ sah (sth) rec aft eur. ins avrog, with AC rel: om 
BD. rec ar ort bef ra biet (from || Mt Lu), with AD rel sah goth eth 
arm: txt BCLA (Syr) cop ins rov bef catoapog and rw bef eaicag: D. 
rec eOavpagay (| hh, pon AC rel lat-& syr sah goth: eOavpatovro D! : e&eOavpatoy 
BN: txt D?LA latt Syr copt. ex’ avrov D 28. 

18. xp. avr. bef cad. D 28. 106 vulg lat-d. rec exnpwrygay (|| M? Lu), with 
A rel lat-c syr goth sah: txt B C(-rov») DLA 33 vulg lat-a b F g, , & Syr copt. 

19. uur bef ya D al vulg lat-b ff, i. om or D 89 h- zaraba 
C: exn D 28 lat-a b c k. rec reve, with ACD rel vulg lat-b i q syrr sah goth 
seth: txt BLA 1 lat-a c ff, k copt arm ree recy. bef un agn, wit AD rel latt 
syrr copt goth arm: txt BCLA 33 sah (eth). rec aft yvvaixa ins avrov (From 
|| Mt), with AD rel latt syrr sah goth sth arm: om BCLA t lat-é& copt. eka va 
ornou (itacism 7) ACH 69, avacryou T. 

20. elz aft rra ins ovv (from || Lu), with C?(D) vulg lat-c eth arm; de row 
|| Mt) al lat-a syr coptt : om ABC! rel lat-k Syr goth.—nouy ovv» rap nti. & adedgoc 
D lat-a b i: rap ny also 69 al lat-c syr-marg copt. for asoÜvgocxev, axcOavey 
kai D 1 latt syr-txt sah. 

21. rec (for pn karaħıwwy) cat ovde avroc aġņxs (fo conform to ver 20: cf the 
variations), with A rel vulg lat-a (b f3) g, 4 syrr arm; r. orde av. ovk ag$n«ty D; 
æ. ovd. ovroc ove ag. X al lat-a D-lat goth: om lat-k: txt BCL 33 lat-c coptt (wth). 

om r. o rp. ecavrec D lat. z i. 
22. om cat DX lat-a i. rec aft xax ins ehaBov avrny, with A(D)E M-marg 

A-marg rel vulg (lat-a i Syr) eth; and, addg also wçavrwç «as, A (vulg) lat-/ syr 
h: om BCLM!'A! 33. 69 lat- & coptt arm. rec ins xat bef ove agye., with 

M! rel vulg lat-a c i l syrr sah goth eth: om BCLA 33 lat-(37) k copt arm. (Txt 
was evidently the original, and has been variously emended from the context ; this 
agst Meyer and De W.) om tox. vavrwv D. rec toxary (corra 
to suit yvyg, not the neut from |), with A rel vulg lat.g, , syr goth arm: txt 

vóð. ToU xnva., Mt. Imi; das- now and then coincide almost verbally (Mt. 
palov, imperfect, is graphic. is was ver. 27, Lk. ver. 32. Mk. ver. 23 end, Lk. 
going on, when the next incident began. ver. 33). The chief additions are found in 

18—27.] REPLY TO THE SADDUCCEES Lk., vv. 34—36, where see notes, and on 
CONCERNING THE RESURRECTION. Mt. Mt. throughout. 19. fy Jav 9 
xxii. 23—33. Lk. xx. 27—40. The three va] This is one of the cases where pur- 
reports are very much alike in matter, and pose and purport are mingled in the tra. 
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, de 22 2 

wavrey kat n] yun aréĝavev. 
„ avacrwaty, rixoc aurwy ferat quy ; ; ot yap ETTA 
Tr 94 v 
k John v. 89 ab yvvaixa. 
Ich. vi. 14 reff. 

e 

toù ; > 25 orav yap 

EYATTEAION 

B iv rọ 

n= Genote gure | "yanilovrat, | GÀAÀ stow de ay yeAot ot Ev roc obpa- 

AIV. 20. ree 
ol L. Lake vi. 

wept oe TwY vk pu Ort eysipovrat, OUK | avéyvwrs 

44. Acts vil. év ry BA Mavic ^ Emi TOU ° Bárov, WC ETEV aure 
80, 86 only. 
Exod. 
2-4 Beat. 0 o soc AC Tes o eoc ‘"ABoaau xat Ode [saak kai 
xxxili. 2 

Job xxxi. i koe lake ; : 
: Man evi 1 14 oA 'wAavacbs. 

BCGHELA 1.33. 69 Syr(Treg) copt seth. 
with A rel vulg 
$ k (sah). 

27 ouk Eorw Aoc ve p, au Ad Cwvrev* 

25 Kai zpoctAÜov "dc ray ypan- 

rec art dae bef r. j yuvn (from || Mt), 
lat 91.2 q Syrr copt goth sth arm: txt BCDLA 1. 33. 69 ev-y lat-a 5 ff, 

. rec aft ry ins ovy (from || Mt Lu), with AC*KM (33, e sil) Syr syr-w-ast eth 
arm: aft avacr., DG 1 lat-a ff, l: om BC'LXA rel lat-k q copt goth. om ora» 

avacrwow (as superfluous : a gloss on ev ry avacracu would be out of the 
and t 
ev rn av. 18. 69. 346.) 

he pleonasm is in M manner) BCDLA 33 (lat-b c k) Syr coptt sth. (ins bef 
ins y bef yu. ADI. 

24. rec (for en avr. o ino.) azoxpiÜuc o "o. txev avr. (from || Mt: cf D qe). 
with A rel vulg lat-5 c ff, syr goth sth arm Orig; 

for ed., yuvwakovric Orig. BCLa 33 Syr copt. 
25. avasrygovcry resurrezerint Di. 

rec yayuigxovrat, with X rel Orig; 
BCGLUA 1 Damasc. ins o: bef ayyt 

; 80, but axor de, D 1. 69 lat-a : txt 
aft eo ins oav: D. 

for Ist and 2nd ovrt, ov and ovde D. 
exyaptocovrat AFH: yapilovow D 2. txt 

tib. B Orig. om ot (absorb by last 
letters of ayyeXov: see also || Mt) CDFKLMUA t. 33. 69 latt syr copt sth: ins AB 
rel Syr sah goth arm Orig. 

26. rec (for rov) rnc (from || Lu), with D M(Treg expr) 33(e sil) Orig,: txt cd 
rel. rec (for ret) os (from || Lu), with AD rel Orig: txt BCL “tictres 

om Ist o D 
gz: om BD Orig, 

om rec ins o bef soc (see || Mt.), 

rec ins o bef 2nd and 3rd Geog (see || Mt), wih A A rel 

with AC rel Orig, : txt BDKLM?XA Orig. 
rec ins Qoç bef C r, with E HM!SVT lat- -q syr(Treg) eth : om ABCD rel latt 
Syr coptt goth arm Orig,. rec bef wodv ins vpec ovy (for connexion and 
emphasis), with AD rel vulg lat-a b f 9, , syrr sah eth arm; vut de G 1 lat-c goth: 
om P BCLA lat-& copt. 

Bee on 1 Cor. xiv. 13. It is better to take 
it so than with Meyer to suppose iva de- 
pendent on volo understood. 23.) 
Stray &vacTécir, here not, ‘when men 
(the dead) shall rise,’ but when they (the 
wife and seven brothers) shall rise: sce 
on ver. 25. 24.] Sià rovro refers to 
the following participle ph elôóres: for 

reason .... because ye know not. 
28. the Sray . . avacTeoty 

here is ir not as in ver. 98: see note 
there. pe mì rod Bárov (so also 
Cru] Lk.) ;—either, in the chapter con- 
taining the history of God appearing in 
the bush,’ or, ‘when he was at the bush.’ 
The former is the more probable, on ac- 
count of the construction of the ferse in 
our text. In Lk., if we had his account 

alone, the other rendering might be ad- 
missible, * Moses testified, at ihe bush :* 
but this will not answer in our text. 
28—34.] REPLY CONCERNING THE 

GREAT COMMANDMENT. Mt. xxii. 34—40, 
but with differing circumstances. There 
the question appears as that of one among 
the Pharisees’ adherents, who puts this 
question, repaZwy abróv,—and i in conse- 
quence of the Pharisees coming up to the 
strife, after He had discomfited the Sad- 
ducees. I should be di to take 

. Mk./s as the strictly accurate account, 
seeing that there is nothing in the ques- 
tion which indicates enmity, and our 
Lord's answer, ver. 34, plainly precludes 
it. The man, from hearing them disput- 
ing, came up, and formed one of the band 

XIL 

"üvacrácet orav ABCDE 
"feyov LMS: 7 

tpn avroic o |Incovc Ov &d rovro 3s 13. 
! wAavacbe uù addrec rac * ypapàc unde "v Obvajuv rov 

eK ver ! avaorwow, ovre yauovstw 

J. 
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ch. tx. 10 reff. cad 12 Mii xv. 
, 7 1 7 reff. 

* Tlota corey roh t= t= Mart. xx 
N reff. 

amecpibn c o ‘Tnooug 6 ort mpwrn EGTiy * Matt. v.19 

 Akov ‘Topand, KUptog o hebe in cùpioc eic teriy, v neat, 1 Cor. 

0 kai ayar iu KUptov vOv Ükóv cov 

Siac cov, kai & OAng TüC Vjvxic gov, kai €& OAnc rie 

x Stavoiac Gov, Kat ds ö Aug THC iox doc gov. 

avry ! Ayarnatg rov xAnotov cov we ody. 

rovrwy GAAn tvroÀg ovk tori. 

28. for avrwy, avrw Di. 
for «duc, twv CDL 1. 69 latt ayrr 

aft cu»lyrovvrwy ins cae D al vulg lat-d 
goth sth arm. 

Œ onc TC Kap- Sine. 
Dor. vi. 5. 

x |. Luke L 61. 
Eph. iv. 15 

eic xx xxix. 

^ y Lev. 

cal elev aurp o 

31 Seuréoa 

2 Syr. 
rec avroig 4 

e || Mt), with AD rel latt goth arm: txt BCL U(Treg) » 1. 33. 69 syrr coptt eth 
aft avrov ins Aeywy Cdaccade D lat-b e F, 9. i k rec Tper:) wa. g. 

bef roh h, with A rel vulg lat- 9: ewroAn wpwrn D 1: txt BC LUA 33 syrr copt eth. 
rec (for vavrwv) *acwr, with 

ABC rel lat-g, Thl Euthym. 
29. rec o 

D 1 lat-a b c ff, k Syr arm. 

Mi al: om D 1. 69 lat-a bc f, i k q arm: txt 

ano. bef. api], addg avrw, with AC rel vulg syr goth: awoxpiOec 
de o 19a. eure avro D lat-b ff, (sah wth): txt B(Vere &c) LA 83 copt. om ore 

rec aft mpwry ins macwy rwy evroAwy (with Scr's 
Im n, e sil); wavyrwy rwv evr. E rel Scrs mss Syr; rar erroky AKM?U 33; 
vacwvy evroÀg MI: 

lat-c ff, g, k syr-jer arm apa Fimi 
avr xpwrn evroÀn (see || "t 
Hil: om BELA (lat-a) coptt 

81. rec ins cas bef devrepa, addg opota 
arm Marcell Cypr, : devr. de op. ravra 
toren N. 

ss gathered together for the purpose of 
ing Him. Mk.s report, which here 

is whol unconnected in origin with Mt.'s, 
is that of some one who had taken accu- 
rate note of the circumstances and charac- 
ter of the man: Mt.'s is more general, not 
entering, as this, into individual motives, 
but classing the question broadly among 
the various “ temptations ” of our Lord at 
this time. 28.) The motive, as 
shewn by the subordination of d«ovcac 
to mpocsA0o», and of sidwe to ixnperg- 
ctv, scems to have been, admiration of 
our Lord's wise answer, and a desire to be 
instructed further by Him. Avr. 
= wávr. ;—this was one of the dx 
vopecai (Tit. iii. 9), - on,. was the great- 
est commandment. The Scribes had many 
frivolous enumerations and classifications 
of the commands of the law. Táv- 
Tey, not aco»: Tot Tq-wávTev is treated 
almost as one word, so that «wávrev does 
not belong to i»r. understood, but, q. d. 
* first-of-all of the commandments.’ 
29 f.] Mk. cites tho passage entire,— Mt. 

aft peZwy ins de LN lat-b $ HiL 

xavrwy evroAn eariy aury C lat z: arre» X arm: ins rare 
bef xpwr. D 91 lat-ab i: txt BLAN copt. 
Marcell-ap-Eus : ins B (C) LAN 69 vulg lat-c 

30. om rac (3 times) B: om zac be 19 rags. 
: ins aft capd. ce. A. 

with AD rel (vulg) lat-5 c i (X) Mad goth eth Cypr, 

see || Mt), with A rel lat-c g syrr goth wth 

rec om Ist «orc», with AD rel 
2 coptt sth. 
IX. om z. e£ ok. r. div. cov DH 

rec aft tox. cov ins 

al: txt BL A(n deur.) N coptt. 
aft eyroA ins n D lat-c. 

add 

only the command itself:—compare the 
LXX. In this citation the Vat. reading 
é:avoiag and the Alex. capdiag are com- 
bined: and loxvog = duvayewc. “Thou 
shalt love the Lord with spirit, soul, and 
body: with the inner spirit, and the 
outer life. This is faith working by love: 
for c. ó 0. Ju is the language of faith. 

30.) loxvs is the inner spiritual 
strength of the heart: see Beck's useful 
little manual, Die biblische Seelenlehre, 
p. 110. J.] Our Lord adds this 
second, as an application or bringing home 
of the first. The first is the Sun, so 
to speak, of the spiritual life :—this the 
lesser light, which reflects the shining of 
that other. It is like to it, inasmuch as 
both are laws of love : both deduced from 
the great and highest love: both dependent 
on ‘I am the Lord thy God,’ Lev. xix. 18. 

Stier sets forth beautifully the 
strong contrast between the requirements 
of these two commands, and the then 
state of the Jewish Church: see Jn. vii. 
19. 82, 33.] The Scribe a“ that 
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E ver. 28. 
3 14. 

EY AFT'EAION 

ben eic boris, kai oUK torw Ao b Any avrov, 

XII. 

Yoaupareve Kade, idaecahe Er aÀnÜtiac erac ore 

33 Kat TO 
"ie kn. GX di 43 ö 
oniy., Acts ayarav aurov " e& ö rie kapóiac, kal EE oAne ric 

aniy. e. ovriocc, cal H4 oAnc THe Vox nc, kat ef oAnc ric 

e Luke ii 47. ta x boc, Kai TO ayaray roy wAyaiov ex tavrov, ° wAstor 

FN toriy TüvTUV Tuy R fh Kat Üvawov. is kai 

CODES f. 2. O0 l noob id avrov ore ' VOUVEX WÇ arerpihn, ei eirer aur 
aa TOM Ov ' paKpay el aro rie BaotAciac rov Qeov. Kai ovdtic 

Rbaid ; ouxére " eroApa avrov Emepwrigat. 85 Kai a rope o 
e Heb. x 

1 "Inaouc ee S8acxwv £v Ty upp [loc yo oi 

NET rah 1 Ringa yeanparac orto ' xpiaròc | 

Aavetd cirev 

! vioç boris, j Aaveid ; 36 auroc 

t here only t. Ev Ti. TytüpaTi Ty dy Eier K&ptoc 
Acts xvil. 97 al, Josh. ix. 99. h (Mt ref, i Matt, xi. 25 reff j Matti L 

k = | Mt. sco Luke ii. 37. Bev. i. 10. 1 Psa. cix, l. 

92. om Ist ca: B Syr co ex. bef didace. D lat-a b c $ Hil. ures 
DEFHLVXA. rec um torcy ins beoc, with EFH vulg-ed lat-a & c * 
syr- w- ast coptt arm Hil; o g: õ%,e DG 69 Marcell: om AB rel am(with em ful 
prag &c) lat-/ Syr goth æth Thi. 

38. om Ist rgc BUX. 
om cai to Yvyne BLA 1. 33 lat-a copt arm Marcell (omd from homæotel. 

om aAAogc D lat-a Marcell,. 
for avvtatoc, Üvvayutoc D 2-pe lat-a i q: wxvoc 1. 33. 

As 
Meyer remarks, if it were an inen from ver 30, it would prob be placed aft xapétnc, 
as it stands there). 

1. 33. 69: om ABD rel. 

LN': aro r. Bac. bef & A. 
al lat-a. 

85. om eAeyev and aft «pw ins eene» D lat-d (e) . 
U(Treg) A 1. 88. 69 lat-& copt. 

90. rec aft avrog ins yap, with A rel vulg lat-b i syrr goth eth Hil: 
(see || Lu) D arm: txt BLA 69 lat-a k copt. 

Mt, where wy. is anarthrous.) ins BDLUA 33 arm. (See || 

om «at to v xvoc D 33. 
for mewy, xeptscorepoy BLA 33 sah(appy). 

84. om avrov DLA 1. 88 vulg lat-b c ff. i 
om ouxtrt P. 

oeavroy ADLIA! lat -&. 
rec ins rwv bef 0vcwv, with LMA 

€ * l syr æth arm HiL om «i 
-gr al tol coptt : ron bef oucere 69 

Saved bef corey BDLM? 

kat ovroc 
om rw (twice) A rel: 
for «xtv, Ae e AD 

om sv B. 

rel (F def) lat-k g goth: txt 'BLM:UXTFA latt syrr coppt sth arm [Barnab] Hil. 

he had entered into the true spirit of our 
Lord's answer; and replies in admiration 
at its wisdom. Observe gvvégus 
corresponding to éiavoíac: and see Beck, 
p. 60. Sdox. x. 0., the things to 
which the outward literal observers paid 
all their attention. 94.] vouvex és — 
Attice vouveyorvrwe, 0 to a prec 
Isocr. v. 7 (Meyer). ob p v. 
This man had hold of that principle in 
which Law and Gospel are one: he stood 
as it were at the door of the Kingdom of 
God. He only wanted (but the want was 
indeed a serious one) repentance and faith 
to be within i£. The Lord shews us here 
that even outside His flock, those who can 
answer vovvexoc—who have knowled And 
the spirit of the great command of 
and Gospel, are nearer to being of his 
flock, than the formaliste : but then, as 
Benge adda, ‘ Si non procul es, intra : alias 

prastiterit, procul fuisse. kel ot 
. . J This is apparently out of its place 

here, as it is after the question which now 
follows, that Mt. relates this discomfiture 
of his adversaries. We must not however 
conclude too hastily, especially where the 
minute accuracy of Mk. is at stake. The 
question just asked was the last put to our 
Lord, and therefore the notice of its being 
the last comes in fitly here. The enquiry 
which follows did more than silence their 
questioning : it silenced their answering 
foo; both which things Mt. combines as 
the result of this day, in his ver. 46. 
dweperijas | not, ‘to ask him any more 
questions: see on ch. xi. 29. 

365—37.) Tux PHARISEES BAFFLED BY 
A QUESTION CONCERNING CHRIST AND 
Davip. Mt. xxii. 41—46. Lk. xx. 41— 
44. The reports are apparently indepen- 
dent of any common original, and hardly 

ABDET 
GHAL 
MSI? 
XTa i. 
33. 2. 
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TQ KUPI pov Kab ec dt Y pou Ewe av 00 robe nt 
ex Üpoic gov v rocdre rr roò b gov. 37 Aurog Aaveid 12 0 5 18 tefl. 
° Aéy&t avrov Kůpiov, kai P wo0tv avrov cori vibe; Kat 0 mde 

* woAug e 5 Ncouev avrov ' ndéwe. 38 kat Ev Ty y d. da v q = Bere oniy. 
aurou ever BAésers ' aro rov ypannaréov Twv be A- 2 Ow. z1, 19 
Twv ev “orodaic epi Harti, Kai " aowaopovg ev raic (dura, 

a yopaic 99 kat " wpwroxabedpiag é Ev raiç ouvayeryatc Kai , X 1 to 

* zpuroglusae ev Toi deir otc, 40 

vixlag roy Nr, Kat * mpopaos aap poctvXópevoi dE xvi. B. 

vð roi 1 ere vör por coma. *! Kat kaÜicac US Rev. vi. 11. 
vii. 9, 18 bis, 

1.2 EM 14 oniy. Jonah iii. v Matt. xxiii. 7 ref. w j. Lake xi. 48 onty f. 
ur 48 v. r.) xiv. 7. Seiz 1. y Í L. reg. constr., Rev. 1. 4, 6. i. 18. x.2ai. Krad. v. 

are av e 3 Acts LZ vit. 30. Phil. i. 18. 1 
al L. (Mt. v.r.) Lake ziL 4 1 Cor. u. 28 al. Daa. iv. 83 (36) Theod, 

y karéabovrec rac, a vil 16 
1. Lal. 

ess. il. Duoly. Hos. x. 4. 

(t appears to have been read sometimes Neyer in the Psalm: Justin, according to 
Tischdf, has cited it so twice : D reads Mye in || Le, 20 that the reading is by no 
means certain.) rec ins o bef cup. (corra to LXX), with A rel ( Barnab|: om BD. 

rec (for ra0icov) caQow (Lxx and || Mt Lu), with AD rel: txt B. for 
av 9, 05co D! (wow D!). rec (for ay vwowodtoy (Lxx), with A rel latt 
eyrr goth sth arm Hil: txt B D-gr coptt. 

87. rec aft avroc ins ovv (for connexion, from ||), with A rel vulg (lat-3) Syr syr- 
w-ast wth: om BDLA lat-a (e) i k q coptt Hil. rec wing bef avrov tor (|| Mt), 
with A rel lat-b syrr Set (eth): «sr: v. avr. D vulg lat-a c f? arm Hil: enr. 
avr. vi. A (lat - E): o om D! 2-pe. nò. avr. bef nx. D al (vulg) lat-5 

i q. 
"38. rec aft eAeyev ins avreic placing it bef ew r. d. avrov, with A rel volg lat-¢ syr 

sah goth (wth): o ĝe ¢cdaccwy apa ed. aur. D-gr lat- a b i: txt BLA lat-e K Syr copt. 
(order as txt but adds avrei 33.) 
(et qei volunt D-lat.) 

rec carechrovrec, with A rel: 
D 229. 
latt Syr. 

41. om code,, insg careZopevoc o «o. aft yalogvAacioy, D. 

for rwv 5 kat Twy rthwyver P- gr. 
aft ayop. ins vouicÜa: facitis D 

cartoMovew D 1 latt: txt B. 
aft xnp. add cat op$ave» D 69 lat-a b ce ff, 9, i syr-jer.—om ra. D 

om rag and rey 

rec aft xaO. ins 
o thong, with A rel vulg lat -ô c f, g, i Syr æth arm Orig: om BLA lat-a & copt. 

agree verbally in the citation from the 
LXX. See notes on Mt. 35.] The 
whole . in the temple is re- 

Di (iv zy., Mt.) = 
: & coincidence not 

to be passed over. 87.) h, from 
whence shall we seek an explanation for 
what follows : see reff. x. & wod. Sy. 
Gu. avr. 48. is iar to Mk. 

38 — 40.] DENUNCIATION OF THE 
ScRIBES. Luke xx. 45—47. These verses, 
nearly verbatim the same in the two 
Evangelists, and derived from a common 
report, are an abridgment of the dis- 
course which occupies the ter d S 
nds Mg — with the additions of 
"e tw., and ol xeréc$. .. .. pipa 

t., text, and var. read.). e 
words iv Ti Se. aùr. seem to imply that 

OL 

Mk. understood it as a compendium. 
dowacpods and the following accusatives 
are governed by OeAdvrey. ol kar- 
(obo res may either be dependent on the 
preceding by & broken construction, or 
may be the beginning of a new sentence 
of exclamation, as Meyer takes it. The 
former is to me the more probable, and I 
have punctuated accordingly. It is a 
change of construction not without exam- 
ple in the classics: Herod. i. 51, Aaxtóa:- 
poviwy gapbywy elvat áváOsua, ove zoo 
Aíyovrtg. See also reff. The art. Points 
them out graphically. They devoured wi- 
dows’ houses, by attaching thera to them- 
selves, and so persuading them to minister 
to them of their substance. A trace of this 
po (but there out of gratitude and 

ve) on the part of the Jewish women, is 
found in Lk. viii. 2, 3. What words can 
better describe the corrupt practices of the 
so-called priest hood of xd than these of 
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beh ai? — "kartvavrt TOU * yatoguAaxiou eBewpe xoc ó Ox Aoc ARTY 

Ur rit Hale yaAÀkov tic TO ° yalopudAaatoy. kat rod A Ara; 

ae a 1A b1⁰ü éBarrXov moAAá, 42 kat EAOuvaa  ! pia yon Ei 

only. Neh. rroxn eBarev * Aerra Sto ö tory " codpavrnc. 13 o. 

9 Macc. v. 18 mpockaAscáutvoc rode nab nrde avrov Aéy& avroic Ale 

d= |. Matt. Af v oui ort Y) xp aurn n Fron AC raren Bi- 

, BAncev rov BadAcvrwr ttc ro * yaLogudaxtov. 
" yàp EK TOU repiaotboroe avroic Haken, aurn & E rac 

— sii. 6. 

zii. 1 
xviii. is 

4 wa eres 

thant. vii. 19 7 bor ehh avrgc ravra Oca el ev Baker, ö Ao roy 

| L. Lake Eiir bv onlyt. * tov aurne. 
(rr, 
Gen. m 4.) 

b Matt. v 
onlyf. 

111. Matt. 
xiv aa n AiBor cat 
1 Elage H. 6. 

65 1 7 iL) aura 

a MA vill. 27 reif. 

moraral 

awevayre BU 38. 

lat-a b c ff, i k q arm. 
43. for AN urey (see || Lu) ABDELMUA 33 lat-a k syrr 

Damasc : txt X rel vulg lat-5 c arm(appy). 

3 i 9 Orig,. 

XIII. ! Kai € éxroprvopivou avrov ÉK rov it poõ Mya 
avr ele EK TOV naÜnriv avrov A:Saoxahe Ide moraro 

" otxodopat, 
BAértc rabrac rdc peyadac 
kalj. Lake mi € xv.19. Prov. xxxi. (see xxiz.) 14. 

? kai o ‘Incovc eren 

* oixodopac ; : ov un 

) Matt. xxii. 35 ref. 

om Bade: yade. to bie wi. D. 
42. for ea: eXO., «AO. d D 2-pe latt copt-2-mss sah Orig. om xrwyy D 2-pe 

eth Orig 
n wraxn bef avr D ev-y lat- b ff, 

for Be A n«ev, Barer (from || Lu) ABDLA 33 Orig,: txt X rel. 
rec (for Ga.) Badovrwy, with FHS: om 1 lat-a b c ff, J, i arm · usc: txt ABD 

rel 
44. aft yap ins ovro: D 1. 38 sah [Cypr]. 

Cuar. XIII. 1. rec om 2nd ex (as unnecessary), with BL rel: ins ADFXA 1. 69 
latt coptt. 

g,k lq. 

aft ouodouar ins row pov (|| Mt) D gat(with mt tol) lat-5 c ff, 

2. rec aft ino. ins asoxkpiOrc (see || Mf), with E rel lat-g eth arm; bef «ge., ADK 
1. 69 lat-(c) ff, k syr: om BL 33 lat-e S 

Brewers (|| Mt) D M-marg lat-a 

our Lord? The wpdédacis was, to make 
their sanctity appear to pes 5 and 
so win their favour. 
because ye have joined thieving wit sea, i. 

41—44.] THE wipow's MITES. Lk. 
xxi. l—4: probably from a common ori- 
gin. 41. Tov This is usually 
understood of thirteen c chests, which stood 
in the court of the women, into which 
were thrown contributions for the temple, 
or the tribute (of Mt. xvii. 24). But it is 
hardly likely that they would be called rd 
yaZ., and we hear of a building by this 
name in Joseph. Antt. xix. 6. 1. Lücke, 
on Jn. viii. 20, believes some part of d 
court of the women to be intended, 
haps a chamber in connexion with these 
chests. Our Lord had at this time 
taken his leave of the temple, and was 
going out of gP cob t. xxiii. end, 
and xxiv. J] Aemré = move, the 

„ arorp. urey avrog o ano. D. 

cef gii ins aug» Acyw jf ort 

smallest Jewish coin: see Lightfoot. Mk. 
adds 6 éorw xoB. for his Roman readers: 
—the Aerréy = Jof an as. Aer. 
Bóo, Bengel remarks, are noticed: she 
might have kept back one. 43.] 
qTÀeiov—more, is God's reckoning ; — 
more, for her own stewardship of the goods 
entrusted to her care. Non quantum 
detur, sed quantum resideat, expenditur." 
Ambr. in Dr. Wordsw. 

Cmar. XIII.] Jxsus PROPHESIES OF 
Hi8 COMING, AND OF THE TIMES OF THE 
END. Mt. xxiv. Lk. xxi 5—S6. The 
accounts are apparently distinct, and each 
contains some fragmenta which have es- 
caped the others. On the matter of the 
prophecy, ł have fully commented in Mt., 
where see notes: also those on Luke. 
1.] worawot AIG. —Josephus, B. J. v. 
5. 2, 3, says, whrpac ài recgaparorra 
Thyes rò 1 id^ rob òonijnaruc · 

again, vi. „ t€ pu, ùa- 
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° apeby Aldo HT Ai Oc ov um P karaA vOv. 3 ral . u. 
9 e s * v - » - P — | Mt. reff. 

KaÜünnuívov avrov Tae ro ' Opoc rw» 'sÀauov ° karévavri € = ter. Be 
æ t æ L , , * 9 5 1095 pond 

TOU itpoU, &mrnpwra avrov car idiav Tlérpoc xai larwe ‘geria. 
NL L s? 5 7 4 2 8 e c e - r Matt. xxi. 1 

Bog kai "Iwavunc rai "Avüpíac Eiròr qut» wore ravra Saa 
Zorat, cal ri rò " anutiov orav pnéÀAg ravra ' avvreAsiaÜat , I us is 

e e p a 7 e en. 

wavra; ĉo & 'Insovc “apkaro AC avroic * BA£rere « Fal ui 
un rie Upac *mÀavnay' © modio: EXevoovrat ? ir TU „Gant 7 25 
2 7 7 7 e g* ^ 9 ` ` , v.r.) Luke 
OvOuari pov, \éyovreç Ort * &yo elm, cal ro AO mav- 1.4 . 

govo. Fru Ot " axovere roi xai " akodc Ton- Kon, ia. 38 
pw, pÑ Gp * & veto, adr’ ob rò ride. l. sosiy. 

8 e eyeoOncerat yap 20 rmi 70 t PBaorreta emi . xni yeptnaerac yap iÜvoc fmi eBvog cal Bacrdeta imi . ff b. 
Paorrkiav, toovrat oftauoi Kata TOTOUC, ÉGOVTOL Auot Xv 2. xxvi. 

‘og / 9 2 ‘he — 1 / * 22. Kat " Tapayat. ap xa wóivev ravra. BAéwere à sE 
e ee [| E e , , À y 

o ueig ! k aurob ) wapaóécovsiv paç sç “ovvédpia, Kai 1 . 
dubn iv. 96 

ref. Zeph. H. 16 (lil. I). aw 1. Matt. xi. 2. Acts xxii. 16. 3 Kings x. I. Y M ME Iv. 
24. 2 Kings xiii. 30. of Mt. 2 Them. ii. 2only. Cant. v. 4 oniy. d wg Mt. rei. 

e = į Mt. Isa. xix. 2. 11. Acts xxii. 19. ii. 40. v. 49. xiv. 28. here (Joho v. 4 v. r.) 
only. Esek. xxx. 4, 9 al. hq Mt. Acts li. 24. 1 Thess. v. 8oaly. ed. Av. 14. Job xxi. 
17. Isa. xxi. 8. 12 Joha 8. j= Matt. x. 17. xxvii. 18. k Matt. xxvi. 
09. Joha zi. 47 al. Prov. xxii. 10. 

bef ov un ageOn D 1 lat-(a) bc e f. g, k Larm; augv syw cor G 69. aft age. 
ins ede (from || Mt) BDGLM'?UA 1.33 lat-a 5 g 1 17 7 syr-w- ast (coptt sth) arm: 
om A rel vulg lat-ff, i Abov (|| M?) BGLMUXTA 1. 33. 69: txt AD rel (see 
|| Lu, where LX dc have Aldor). at end ins cat did rptwy npepwy UA, avaorn- 
ora avev yeipuy D lat-a d (c) e (F: 9g.) i k n Cypr. 

3. rec exnpwrev, with AD rel latt (Syr) syr (copt-schw sth) arm: txt BL 83. 69 
syr-marg copt-wilk.—(ewep. AEFGH, emp. A.) ins o bef xerpo¢ D 2-pe. 

4. rec (for urov) awe (|| Mt), with A rel: txt BDL 1. 33. 69. peu 
DEMXTraA 33. 69 ev-y. rec rare bef ravra ouvert Aktie, with D rel lat-a s: 
ravra xavra ovyr. AGHKMY 1. 33. 69 syrr copt: om ravra A ev-y lat-(c?) : 
ravra uA. or. ravra L: txt BN (eth). 

5. rec aft «go. ins awocpeBerc (from || Mt), with A rel syr : sat asroep. o «na. (|| Mf) 
DG 69 vulg lat-ô (c) eth: txt BL 38 Syr coptt arm. rec avroic bef nok. Aey., 
with A rel syr: «xe» avroic D al lat-a k n arm: np. avr. dey. A 69: txt BL M-marg 
(Treg) U 33 vulg lat-d (e) ff, i l Syr coptt eth. zÀaynce: DHT. 

6. rec aft ro ins yap (|| Mt Lv), with AD rel latt syrr coptt arm: om BLN 
lat - sth. om or: D 38 lat-6 c & sah. 

T. rec axovoyre (|| Le), with AD rel: acovcere 69: txt B 124. for 0potio0:, 
Oopvßssaðaı D al. rec aft de ins yap (|| Mt Lu), with AD rel latt syrr sth 
arm : om BN coptt. 

8. rec ins xa: bef Ist ecovrat with A rel lat-g vss: om BDL coptt. rec ins 
zas bef 2nd «corra: (|| Mt), with AD rel sah: om BL copt arm. om And soovras 
D latt arm. om «at rapayas (probably because confounded with apya: follg : 
no possible reason can be given for the interpolation of the clause) BDL latt copt sth 
Vict: ins A rel lat-g syrr sah arm. 

9. for apya, opxn (from || Mt, where there is no var) BD E!(prhpe) ELUA 33 
vulg lat-a b ff, 9. & syrr coptt sth arm: txt A rel. om Bàsrere de vueg eavrovg 
D 1 lat-a f} $ arm. rec aft wapadwoovoy ins yap, with A rel vulg lat-c ff, 
syrr sah: cas vpac avrove sapadwoovery D lat-a ff, i k n: cas wapad. vnac 1: txt 

Atirret ij ortpporárg waaay ddiwokic Lk. 4.] Tara v. implies that they 
rirrovea ròv roiyey odi» vvo: ] viewed the destruction of the temple as 
eal rabrng xai roy GdAwy rò uiyiÜoc cai part of a great series of events, which had 
ý dppovia rà» Rid ijv åpeivwy. See now by frequent prophecy become familiar 
also Antt. xv. 11. 8. 8.] Tér. x. to them. Ali these thengs about which 
"Iág. ...... = ol padyrai Mt, = ue a to often speakest.’ 5.] Apgaro 

D 
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1 ver. 8 rell. 
m Matt, xxi. 35 

1 acto xxiv, Dactr\twy 
Lu. xxv. lo, 
26 al. 

o Maiu, axvil. E iid joy 

ch. x. W. 
b 

F 2 2.18 
al. 

q Matt. vili. 4 
ref Zeph. 
ili. 8. 

1 Matt. x. 18. 
Acts vi. 19 
al. 

s here only t. 
t (wpoped., 

I L.) Arta iv. 
95. 1 Tim. iv. 
15 only. Prov. z 
viii. 7. 

u - Matt. x. 19 

2 Cor. Í 

ETATTEAION XIII. 

1 * m > 5 0 t p? $ e , 3 

tie ouvaywyaç ughotobe, Kat “Ext mytuovev xat 
» e , o 

° araÜnotcÜc P ivexey t£uov, eç " naprvptiov 

avroic, 10 kai eic ravra ta £Üvn wowrov Set knovyOnvae 

ll kat orav ' aywo ö nag Tapaciorrec, 
^ 8 - , , à t À - 2ÀA' & 

un 'vpontpiivare ri AaAnonte, nnd peAtrare, a 8 
D4 ~- e - L Ld - Ld - e 9 e 

cav 800 p viv &v Exeivy TY WPR, rovro AaAsrt" ov yap -eme 
L e - L] — 7 es e 

tore Uuttc of AaAdovvrec, aÀÀd TO wvevua tò aytov. 
e ` », * 

12 cai ' mapaðwoe adeAPuc adeAgov “eç ` Üavarov, xat 
a 9 , a - 4 

marno rikvoy" kai " €wavaarnoovrat ríkva ETI yovtic Kat 

Gavarwoovety | avrovc, 
self. 2 8 ^ `a y , 
„Hab . . Tavtwy Oud TO Ovoud pov. 

l8. 7 , A" 
kai osale picoupevar vro 
o Ob vmoputivac ç ríAoc, 

EDEN otroc awÜsotrat, — 14 Ora & tyre rò NAD ric 
w Matt. a P e ’ e 3 - e » , a , 0 

only, Dest: " Eompitogtt)C EOTNKOTA OTOU OU Seo ava-yitookov * vostre 
e 2 * 9 » Lj 

x Matt. xm. rore ot Ev ty lovOaig gevyitwoav tic ta opn, 15 88 

r. vi. 18. Rer. xvii. 4, 5. xxL 97 
1 ; Doat xii 17 aÈ TERR TES iMt. Luke xxi. 20 only. ur 3 18. Dar. ix az. All. I. 

all Mt. reff. 

BL copt eth arm. aft nytuo v ins de (see Mt x. 18) AKT. evera B. 

10. om ra D'. rec de: bef rpwroy, with A rel lat-i(appy) g syf copt(appy) : txt 

BD vulg lat-a (c ff4 Ja *) l (arm). 
lat-ff, 9 i. 

aft vay. ins ev aoi» roi eOveaory D 

II. rec oray de (corrn from Mt x. 19), with A rel lat., q syrr sah eth arm Orig : 

txt BDL 33 vulg lat- a c k J copt. 
ABD rel Orig Thl. 
th Vig: ins A rel lat-a n syrr (arm). 
lat-c: ecco 69 al Orig. 

12. rec rapnudwou Öt 
BDL lat-a c k n coptt. 

rec aGyaywcitv, 

om pyde peAsrare BD 
with EFHTY(SV, e sil) : txt 

i. 33. 69 vulg lat-a c ff, 1 k coptt 
for «av, av AD. for rovro, avro D 

(from Mt x. 21), with A rel vulg lat. syrr wth Orig: txt 
exavaargoerai (grammatical correction) B. 

14. rec aft conpwoews ins ro pnôev vxo ÓayujA vov rpognroy (from || Mi), with A 

rel lat-c k =? syrr wth; so, but čia for vro, 1 ev- 
n! q coptt arm Augsespr Vict Thl, 
torwe, with KMUXF : (both from || 

Aye with this begins our Lord's full 
explanation on the matter. See reff. 

8.] irovrar ...dcovra. By these 
repetitions majesty is given to the dis- 
course. 9.] apxal is put forward for 
emphasis—the mere beginnings. ipei 
likewise has the emphasis—let your care 
be. ^ els guvay., a pregnant con- 
struction—‘ ye shall be taken into the 
synagogues and beaten there.’ So also in 
ver. 16. Dr. Wordsw. explains the «ic, 
* Ye will be exposed before the eyes of 
congregations in synagogues, for their 
pleasure: and dv cvv». would mean, “in 
the buildings, without any reference to 
the people in them." But how will this 
apply to ó eic rò» dypóv ov, ver. 16? 
Meyer, with Lachmann al., would puncta- 
ate after ouvaywydc, and take dapncecGe 
ae This is most improbable, espe- 

y when we remember that the syna- 

p .- 

Mi :) eernkoc 
aft vottrw ins ri ayayiıwwort: D lat-a g, tn. 

: om BDLN vulg lat- gi i 
aroc, with AGs 02 : “az 

: orncoy 1.69: txt BLN. 
Steph 

gogues were the places where the scourg- 
ing was inflicted (see Acts xxii. 19), not to 
mention the objection to taking the verb 
thus by itself, which seems to me (against 
Meyer) alien from the character of the 
discourse. 11.] Mk. has vv. 10, 11 
peculiar to himself. Lk. (vv. 14, 15) has 
something very like them— Mt. nothing: 
but they occur Mt. x. 19, where see note. 

Meyer remarks that peAeta@re is the re- 
gular technical word for premeditating a 
discourse—in contrast to extempore speak- 
ing. Observe the emphasis on èste 
—it is not you a£ all, but another. 
12. cal d\AnAowe wapadwoovetw xai 
pur geovouw dA  gAovc Mt. 13.) Uwopel- 
vas, scil. in the confession implied by dea 
*ó Órvoud pov preceding. 14. eie 
où Sci—see note on Mt. ver. 15. This is 
a less definite description of the place than 
we find there. In connexion with the 
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ext rov "Swparoc py 
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°xaraBarw ac ryv oixiav und! ber — 2 
ticed bérw Ti Spat EK rie oikíac rob 16 “tig rov ren 

Deut. 

` 
Pigi 6 

aypòv wv un ' eriorpepare eie ! và rie doat ro ipártoy aa. 

avrov. x ovat de raiç ̀  £y ° yaerpi 

"ÜnAalobsaic € HT exeivat raic nuépaiç. 

ex Kat Tate Ee ale ix. 61 

rpoceb xcob zi 1 
C yop & iva un yévnrar ` * xeunivoc. 19 f l Yàe ai nut pu er n. : att. x 
ABCDE exeivat bbc. oia ov yl yover “robr am apie ^M. 2 7. = 
oe krioewe 7c "Ékrtaty o bee Péwe rov "vuv, kai ov pij eet 1s 
1. 69 ve vm. 90 kat et unñ cpioc 3 dr ASB rac nuépaç, 7140 3. 

obe dv tf "maca capt’ adAa Sa rove ' exAexrovc Lake ua) 
Gea. 

ode eEeAéLaro exodoBwoev rác huépac. 
ric elry viy “le woe o XpPioTóc, (Os. exei, mi marevere, " 

 Eytpüficovrat yap " _ Yevdor poginrat cal rothe ou 
' entia. kat ` répara zpóc TÒ " axomwAavay e Suvaroy rovc 

21 osiy., 
Kat TOTE tdv 11 cow, 

e Rom: 
xiii. : 

lenn., here 
l 8 e Av. 48 

z. 11. Bir. 
I: 14) 
only. see ch. 

n « ch, x. 6 ref. o Paul, Row. i. 25 a19. Rev. Iv. 11 bis. x. 
Mt. only. Gen. xviii. 18. &ypi T. v., Rom. vill, 29. Phil. i. 6. 

t. dis oaly. TRA, 27 17 Ar n 18, xxii. . 
Me. bis. ver. 27 | ME Laxe vi i. 3 ii. 10. Tit. 1. 1. 

. 0. t — Matt. t. Matt. vii. 16 al. 
v Q Mt. reff. wi tie "i16 cals — inm 

zy E 

15. om de (see || mull BFH lat-c coptt Orig: ca: o (see || Lu) D vulg lat-a f; k 
sth : txt A rel syr 
AD rel vulg lat-a f 4A Syr eth arm 
re (see || 270, vi ̂ D rel rel: txt BKL. 

16. om wy (see || Mt, and ver 15) BDLA 1 lat: q copt. 
om uç ra (|| Mt) D vulg lat-(a) c ff; 9, k 

17. om de D. Ondalopevaic D: evinAaZoveaic L. 
18. cal rpocevyeoOe D lat-a i 8. rec aft yevgraiins j vyn vpev (from || At). 

with A rel gat lat-g, & syrr sah goth eth: om BDL vulg arm.—yepwvog ytvwvrat 
"c l: un xe. og ytvnrac ravra L lat-a n. 

19. O. ec (itacism) ADA ev. y. orai one tytvovro roiavrai, and yevwvrat D 
ery) latt (arm). for ac, nv (corre) BC'L.—om ng err. o 0. Dlat-ac foi kn 

for xai ov, ovde D: ovè ov FG 1. 
20. &&oÀ. bef cvpioc (et pn excodoBwO8noay deing the arrangement in || Mt, cvpioc was 
left out, or transposed fo exit it) BLN vulg lat-5 (c ff) g, 4 & eth. aft nyu. ins 

Syr 
om eig r5y outay (see || Mt) B lat-c k Syr coptt: ins 

tigt Ar ADLA. rec apa bef 

aemorpeverw D'. 

c , EFGMA 1. 69 mt(with tol) lat-c g, Syr coptt eth arm Aug Op Promiss. 
b dia rove etxAekrove avrov D lat-a 

21. for sav, av DL. 

ACD rel Iat-a b c ff, g 
vulg lat-k I Cyr-jer Ti 
txt BDLRN. 
Vict Thl. 

22. for yap, à: C. 
rel: om D 124 lat-i k. 
so var), with ABC rel vulg lat · ö c ff, k : 
rovc iR. (from || Mt), with AC 

reading lorneóra in the text, the Oxf. 
Catena explains rò Bid. ric ipnp. by roy 
ávópiárra rob róre riv words» lrdvrog. 

18.] Mt. adds gu, iv caBBary. 
Mk. wrote mostly for Gentile readers, and 

+ arm. 
rec uni bef «x» (|| Mt), with ACD rel: txt B sah. 

rec (for Ist de) «ow (see || Mt), with ACD rel: txt BLN. 
xproroc ins j (interpolation for connexion, as 

i F «n B 
rec (for 2nd ide) cov, with A rel: om C: 

reo rierte (from || Mé), with X rel: txt ABCDEFHLVA 69 

rec aft yap ins Pevdoyprora: cas (from || Mt), with ABC 
rec (for wosncovery) Ówcovoi 1 

txt D 69 lat-a Vict. 

vss [Orig] : 

rec 
see also Mt), with 

Syr sah: om LU 69 
as the varr shew: 

(rom || Mt, where there is 
rec ins cas bef 

om B P- gr R. 

thus perhaps was not likely to report this. 
19. weg fis Lr . 

of Mk.’s style—for : 
Meyer remarks that the first «in Opics 
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Er d 5 b nel & * Brewers" 
E veriu ru. 

Best Bas Matt. = Adnpev € exeivny o AN 
1 ov Swot ro ` péyyoc avrnc, 
e Mat l Ek TOV gupavov mimrovrec, Kai ai 

n Nr. oof, ua, Ope oie ` saXevÜneorrat. 26 
S KAI. 

"pn sra i rod * avÜpirov ' EpXouevoy iy uA * pera Suvapewe 

Zr ob. i. 83. wohAnc kai Sonc. 
. Lake xii. e 

1. xiii. 84 kai 
only. 
3 Obron. Xx. ar 
$6. La.li. | 
12. 

ij Mt. Rev. vil. 
1. Tec. li. 

* axpou ync tuc 

8. 
k = here & 

$ Mt. bis 
Luke xvi. 34. 

avene náüÜere rv wapaBoAny. 
doc j amahoc yevnrae kai i pu ra bu Aa, ywwoxtrai 
Ore eyyuc rò 4 Bépac cori" 

kai Tore üzOGTEÀEL rode ayyedove 
i ' emiavváks rove skAekroUc € EK TWV ' TEOGü UV antun, 

* axpov ovpavoul. 2B ° Ard 6€ rnc 

Gray aurnc nòn o " KA- 

99 t" v2 a 
UR Kat URIS orav 

€ > 4 

Hex) Tavra iOnrt yivoueva, yewaxere ore yy torw "emt 
XXI. 4. 
Neh. i. 8. 
Jer. xii. 19. 

Tg Mt. reff, 
ol Mt. oalr t. Ps. Al. 14 8 ‘ 

v.9. Prov. iz. m Cant. P vll. 18, 
8. Jer. viii. 20 

Üvpaic. 30 » 
reff. 
p Matt. xxi. 19 reff. al 

s Matt. v. 18 reff. 

auiv A vpr Ort ov py ‘ wapéAOy m yevea 
n i Mt. onl Gen. zvill.7. Lev. iL 14 Aq. 
l 9 Gea. viii. 39. ri dat Acts 

t e» Matt. v. 18. 9 Cor. v. 17. Ps. Ixxxix. 

28. rec ins idov bef rpoupyea (from || Mt), with ACD TUE lat-h (c) ff; & syrr 
goth arm Cypr : txt BL lat-a copt eth. 

24. [adXa, so BCDA.] LN. B. lat-d is 
aravra AK 
defective from eauwyy to end of Mk.) 

25. rec rov ovp. bef rcowrai, omg ex, with L rel vulg lat-4 a goth: ot er rov ~ 
eo. D lat-c ff, q: txt ABCU 69 lat-a (e 91.2) Syr Toe ug Promiss. 

L lat-a c. Tu ex oumrovrec, with A rel valg Promis: txt BC 
If it had been corrd after || Mt, ato, not ex, would have been adopted.) origl. 

for at ev r. ovp., rwv ovpavey DK lat-a ef 91 ü 

&. dof. bef woAX. (see || Mt) AMA 69 syr eth arm. 
Promiss. 

86. ext rwy vededwy D. 

appears to have ied 

i (Syr) copt eth arm-mss Th! Aug 

27. rec aft ayyehouc ins avrov (from || Aff), with AC rel vulg lat-e eyrr coptt goth 
eth arm xj den ia. om BDL lat-a e ff, + k q copt-ms. 

Mt), with ABC rel vulg lat-c g, syrr coptt goth eth arm: om 
arp y. D-gr lat-a mth: ew’ arpov V. 

ins avrov 
DL 1 Wet tk Ore ist 
gii ovp. 1 th. 

rec aft exAccroug 

28. nôn o Nad. bef avrnc (from || Mt) ABCDL 69 vulg lat-a e ff, 9, k 1 (arm). 
rec exgun, with FUT 69 lat-a & ayr copt goth wth: 

aft guAXa ins sv avr D al lat-q arm 
from || Mt: in ver 29 the same mss have -ra)), with BC rel latt syrr coptt goth 

lat-e ff, 9, l Syr sah. 
(prob fi 
arm: txt AB!'DLA copt-ms eth. 

evi E'GHKMV vulg 
TEC ytvwarers 

29. dure bef ravra (see || Mt) ABCLU 1. 69 vulg lat-k I syrr coptt goth: ur. 
wayra ravra D lat-(c ff, q) i. 

being long by nature, and not by Toe cin 
only, ought to be ciroumflexed. 
A4 is to be noticed. It is more chai 
the simple uf: and is best rendered by 
nevertheless: qu. d., though I havo fore- 
warned you of all ‘things, yet some of 
those shall be so terrible as to astound 
even the best prepared among you. 
lv ix. T. dp. perà r. OA. dx.—then those 
days come after that tribulation: see 
note on Mt. ver. 29. 26.) toovra: 
w. (= mecovyra: Mt.), Mk.’s usage. Our 

Evangelist omits the mourning of the 
tribes of the earth, and i ek the sign 
of the Son of Man. ] bw” 4408 
vn, from the 5 lch — 
plane of the earth, the 
begin : and shall lug ád«poU où- 
pa vod, to the point where the sky touches 
that plane on the other aide. #8.) 
avris, emphatic, when er branch . 
conveying an a fortiori in the tion. 
If in so humble an example as fig-tree 
you discern the nearness of a season, 

ADE 
FGHKL 

* A é» Extl vac rag npépace pera rny MSL 

ocortohotrut, Kai 4 “aeAnyy Le. 
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ö oupa voc u "rd auk 
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Kai 9 yn "TagsAeUgovrat, ot & Aóyot pou ov pH ' rap- "Ep ais. 
e 

tAcbcovrai, 32 
1 de = e ¢ , , * e Ld 

Eo OF TNC nutpac tktvnc m THC woac 
eb. zlii. 17 

only. Prov. 
viii. 34 al. 

3 A 4 7 * U ~ 5 

obòele ol ev, OEE ayytXo¢ ty ovpavo, ovee o vlog, & un o 5 

wargp. D" BXéwere, " ayoumveire’ ovx. oldarẽ yap wore 
, 

o Katong " Eortv. 

w pres , Matt. 
xxvi. 2. 
John ziv. 8. 

we avÜpwroc * amóthuoc ! adeic x here ons t. 
(Heir, ch. * ” * 3 = V2 a - 8 9 — 3 THY otx«iav avrov kat " doug raiç SovAct¢c avrov rrjv " čov- y 2 att. Iv. 

' * 5 . wW 3 = 1 - b - 9 , Uu reff. 
giav, €xacT TO E OV GUTOVU, KA [| = Matt l. , QC ey » | t TQ up vow éverctAaro s 5 att xv 

tva vpm. 
/ ww A 

O KUptoc THE oi — &pxerat, m 

. xav. 16. 
Isa. xxii. 29. v 1 

* Jypnyopsire ovv” ovk ol dart yao TOTE , 155 xxi 38 
bJ x. 8. 
wii. 16, 17 “ove n * pecovuKrioy n 

" n n only. 4 Kings 

f aA ekropodwviac n 'vgwt. © py (Moy " e&alivnc py , l Ae. 
43 refi. 

d Matt. xxvifi. I. ch. xf. 19 "T Gen. xxiv. II. Isa. v. 11. 
here only t. (sce Matt. xxvi. 34 reff.) 

b Lake li. 18. iz. 39. Acts ix. 8. xxi. only. Prov. xxiv. 99. 
only, Judg. xvi. . 

80. for peypic, ewe D 1. 69. for ov, orov B; av 1. 69. 

e Lake xi. 8. Acts xvi. 25. zx.7 
g ch. xi. 20 ref. Ges. xxxii. 24. 

rec Tavra 

bef ravra (|| Mt), with A D-gr rel vulg lat., k? q arm: txt BCLA 69 D. lat syrr 
coptt. 

SL xapeAevoera: (|| Mf) A(C P) rel lat-a k : txt B (C! prob) DKUT 1. 69 vulg lat- 
c ff, g, arm. 
rel: om BD'!. 

rec aft ov ins py (from || Mt, where there is no varn), with ACD? 
rec (for 2nd wapsAevaovra:) xapeAOucati, with ACD rel: txt BL ev-y. 

82. rec (for n) «a: (from || MZ), with DFS' 1. 69 lat-a g, i k Syr coptt eth arm 
Iren-lat Ath, Hil Aug Promiss : txt ABC rel vulg lat-c f, syr Ath, Bas Naz Cyr Max 
Euthym. 
LMUA 1 arm Ath,. 

om rac bef wp. (|| Mt) A rel arm-zoh Eus 
rec (for a ev ovp.) ot ayyeXot ok ev ovp., with AC rel: 

-Ath Bas Thi: ins BCDK 

Oi ayy. €» Tw ovp. D al: o: ayy. ev ovp. KL: os ayy. rwv ovpavey (|| Mt) U al lat-a 91 
Syr eth Ces Max: txt B, seque angelus neque virtus Aug. (The clause seems to have 
been variously adapted to || Mt.) 

88. aft Srerere ins ovy D lat-c f, g, i q 
edO: (usual addition : see Mt xxvi. 41), with AC rel 
ict-ms Euthymexpr : om BD tol lat-a c. 
84. aroĉņpev DX 1. for avrov aft ow. and 9ovA., tavrov B. 

rec aft aypuwvere ins cat po- 
lat. f, syrr coptt eth arm 

om tri lat-a c. 
rec ins cae 

bef ecagrw, with AC? rel lat-i syrr sah arm: om BC'DL latt copt eth. 
95. rec om 1st fj, with AD rel latt syrr arm Orig 

seth. 
Orig: txt BCLAN. (peoay. Bi.) 

86. ebwy DT. 

much rather should you in these sure and 
awful signs discern the approach of the 
end. 30.) 4 atry—see on 
Mt. ver. 84. Meyer, who is strongly for 
the literal and exact yt ed, states in a 
note that yevsd never absolutely means 
nation, bat that it may by the context 
acquire this sense accidentally from its 
meaning as race, ‘progenies.’ This is 
exactly what is here wanted. Never were 
& nation so completely one yeved, in all 
MOM of meaning, as the Jewish people. 

2.) This is one of those things 
which the Father hath put in his own 
power, Acts i. 7, and with which fhe Son, 
in his mediatorial office, is not acquainted : 
see on Mt. We must not deal unfaith- 
fully with a plain and solemn assertion 
of our Lord (and what can be more so 

: ins BCLAN lat-& syr-marg coptt 
rec yevorvxriov (grammatical correction, to suit aXexr.), with AD rel: -rew 

than obd2 ò vióç, in which by the ob) He 
is not below but above the angels?) by 
such evasions as ** He does not know it so 
as to revsal it to us," Wordsw. (“non ita 
sciebat ut tunc discipulis indicaret." Aug. 
de Trin. xii. 3.) Of such a sense there is 
not a hint in the context: nay, it is alto- 
gether alien from it. The account given 
by the orthodox Lutherans, as represented 
by Meyer, that our Lord knew this card 
&ricw, but not xarà xps, is right 
enough if at the same time it is 
remembered, that it was this er5oeig of 
which He emptied Himself when He be- 
came man for us, and which it belongs 
to the very essence of His mediatorial 
kingdom to hold in subjection to the 
Father. 983—397.) Peculiar to Mk. 
and contains the condensed matter of Mt. 
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Mt. reff. 
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n Matt. xxi. 46 avróv 
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XIV. , Hy d ro maya Kat rd 
t mmépacy kat ifrrovy ot axe Kai ot pannari ToC 

5 droc re ͤ j 
oily: tv ry EOOTY, ° more P orar 3 Bopuf3o¢ rou 

3 Kai ovrog avrov £v Bnbavig é tv T] otia ipw- 
LCS voc TOU Aergab. caraxtiiit vu avrov Ahe v yury tyovsa 

XIII. 37. 

37 8 P Up Aiyw, waow Aéyw, A 

* adupa perà cvo 

2 EXeyow 

l. - — QUE us. € aAa(Jasrpov " ubpov DOE * morune " moÀvrrAovc, 
Mt. 

rM vit. 8 reff. ies li. 15 ref. t. Lake vil. 87 only. 33 
sc.). Herodotus lii. 20 Mt. reff. vig, NA, et i, 12. iv. 13, 14 oaly. w |J. oal ul 

* 1 Tim. ii. 9. 1 Pet. ili. d cal. Prov, i. 18. 

97. rec (for 8) d, with A rel lat-q syr: eye de D lat-a: txt BCKLXA vulg lat f 
* i Syr (copt) sah arm. 
(homaotel) DE lat-a ff, i. 

CHAP. XIV. I. om x. ra ac. D lat-a (f3?) i 
ev Aoyw U: om e» A 1. 69 vulg lat-77. l. 

3. rec (for yap) de (from || Mt), with AC? rel vulg-ed syr 
DL am lat-a cf ff, i & l syr-marg copt. 

rec QupuBog bef ecra: (see || Ea rdg a A rel lat.a f i 
al 

8. for avrov, rov ineo (|| M?) D lat-e ff, 9, i copt-ms sa 
Bov ovroc A al: op. yevgra: (|| Mt) M 

rok. D- gr: om up. lat-d : om vapè. lat 
69. 
Vaca, Ópavcaca D: 

vv. 43—47, and perhaps an allusion to 
the purable of the talents in Mt. xxv. 
The 6vpwp. is the door-porter, whose office 
it would be to look out for approaching 
travellers, —answering y to the 
ministers of the word, who are (Ezek. 
xxxiii.) watchmen to God’s church. 
The construction of ver. 34 is remarkable ; 
the participial clauses being in subordina- 
tion to dri, and constituting part of the 
householder's arrangements of departure, 
and the direct tense being assumed at 
dvertilaro, as signifying what took place 
at his very going out of the door, where 
the porter would be stationed: as if it 
had been déeig r. ole. abrov (xai, &c.) 
ivertilaro r. r. A. 

Crap. XIV. 1,8.] CONSPIRACY OF THE 
JEWISH AUTHORITIES AGAINST JESUS. 
Mt. xxvi. 1—5. Lk. xxii. 1, 2. The ac- 
count of the evente preceding the passion 
in our Gospel takes a middle rank be- 
tween those of Mt. and Lk. It contains 
very few words which are not to be found 
in one or other of them ; but at the same 
time the variations from both are so fre- 
quent and irregular, as in my opinion 
wholly to preclude the idea that M. had 
ever seen either. The minute analysis of 

Ist Aeyw bef vuy DU 1 lat-a th. 

rec ins za: bef ourrpipaca, with ACD rel: om BL copt. 
aperiens lat-a Syr eth : txt ABCN rel. 

ro d., with (GM 1, e sil) 69: row ad. AD rel: txt BCLA. 

om ram Ary 

om ey doAw P- gr vulg-ms lat-a i : 
aft cparncayrec ins zac Dia. 

sah wth arm: txt BC! 
pnwore ev rq topr. earat Gop. D lat-(a) 

D-lat syr copt : 8opv- 
arm: txt BC Der L lat-& Syr sah. 

om vapó. mer. 
ee (ll John) AG M-marg 1. 

for evyrpi- 
rec (for rn» adap.) 

rec aft care xei v 

any passage in the three will, I think, 
convince an unprejudiced examiner of 
this. On the chronological difficulties 
which beset this part of the Gospel his- 
tory, see note on Mt. xxvi. 17. 1. +3 
wéoya xol rà &.] classed together, be- 
cause the time of eating the Passover was 
actually the commencement of the feast 
of unleavened bread. The announcement 
by our Lord of his approaching death 
(Mt. xxvi. 2) is omitted by Mk. and Lk. 

p fora: indicates a certain 
expectation of that which is deprecated. 
See Winer, § 56. 2. b. Notice also fora, 
not yyġoeraı: “ne, quod suspicamur, 
tumultus futurus sit," h.e. “erit alio- 
quin (neque enim oriendi notio incul- 
catur), ut suspicamur, tumultus." C. F. 
"oam in Fritzechiorum Opuscula, p. 

3 9] THE ANOINTING AT BETHANY. 
Mt. xxvi. 6—13. Jn. xii. 1—8. (On Lk. 
vii. 36—50, see note there.) The whole 
narrative has remarkable points of simi- 
larity with that of Jn.—and is used by 
Professor Bleek (Beiträge zur Evangelien - 
kritik, ow as one of the indications 
that Mk knowledge of and used the 
Gospel of Jn. My own view, as explained 

ABCDE 
PGHEL 
MSUY 
XT3 
J. 63. 



XIV. 1—5. 

y 

gar nc. 

a Matt. xx. 24 reff. b ch. . 26 reff. 
e Matt, Hi. 46 reff. 
g Matt. zx. 2 ref. 

ins cara, with A rel syrr arm; ex: D ev-20 latt coptt: om BCLa 1. 
ins avrov D vulg lat-a c f ff, i arm. 

4. oc de na0grai avrov óuvovovvro D 2-pe lat-a ff, i (arm). 
ins cat Aeyorric, with AC? rel vulg lat-(a c) f ( ff.) $ 
Syr eth arm: om BC! L lat-i copt-ms. 

B. om yap D lat-k eth arm. 

vo p. rovrov D 69 lat-f L. 

in the general Prolegomena, leads me to a 
different conclusion. I have already 
remarked (note on Mt. xxvi. 3), that while 
Mt. seems to have preserved trace of the 

thetic nature of this narrative, by 
bis TOV 82 I. yevopévov (ver. 6), and rére 
wopevOels (ver. 14),— such trace altogether 
fails in our account. It proceeds as if 
continuous. 8. v BioTichs | 
It seems impossible to assign any certain, 
or even probable meaning, to miorixijs (a 
word found here and in Jn.'s narrative 
only). The Vulg. and the lat. mss. c / q 
render it spicati." The ancient Com- 
mentators give us nothing but conjecture. 
Euthymius and Theophylact interpret it 
genuine: naramnemtorevpivny elc kaba- 

ira, Euth.; dcoXov kai nerd wicrewc 
karacctvaa@eiaay, Theophyl.; ‘veram et 
absque dolo, Jerome. Augustine sup- 
poses it to refer to some place from which 
the nard came. Origen’s comment on the 
passage is lost. The expression no where 
occurs in the classics, nor in Clement of 
Alex., who gives a long account (Pædagog. 
ii. 8, pp. 76—79 P) of ointments. The 
word can therefore hardly signify any 
particular kind of ointment technically so 
called. The modern interpretations 
of the word are principally of two kinds: 
(1) agreeing with Euth. and Theophyl., 
genuine, ‘unadulterated ;’ which sense 
however of the word does not any where 
else occur. It is used transitively for 
Tuc TiEÓC, ' persuasive, by Aristotle (Rhet. 
i. 2), and in some later writers for rioréx, 
as ò mioriewrarog r&y Orpazóvrev, Ce- 
drenus, Annal., cited by Lücke on Jn. 
xii. 8. Euseb. also uses the word (De- 
monstr. Evang. ix. vol iv. p. 684, ed. 
Migne), but in the sense of ‘ pertaining 
fo the faith, as his Latin translator ren- 
ders it, or, as Lücke thinks, perhaps 
‘ potable,’ as a derivative of mioré¢ (from 

KATA MAPKON. 
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, 3 a = r 

KATEXEEV avrov TNG KE- 14%. J. f 
b e a 1 le 

EQUTOUC xi Mt. (bri 
w. acc.) only. 
Gen. x xxix. 
21. Job ail. 
14. Ps. 
IzxxviüL 46 
only. 

€ =» Malt. xiv. 81. dg Mt. Levit. vi. 8, 4. 
f —1Cor.xv.Gonly. Exod. xxx. 14 al. élaw wl place, Lake iv. 8g al 

aft reh 

rec aft c«avrove 
Syr (copt); cae eXeyor D 2- 

om yeyover ( 115 D 64 lat -a fF, i. i 
rec om ro pupoy (see || Mt), with E rel lat-c k 

Syr copt: ins ABCDELUA 1 vulg lat-a (J) g, i U syr sah goth wth arm Ambr.— pa. 
rec rpiar. bef dn». (|| John), with AB rel vulg lat-f g, 

wivw). This brings us to the second 
modern interpretation, which makes v. or- 
&óc ‘ liquid, ‘potable,’ and derives it as 
above. There certainly was a kind of 
ointment which they drank ; for Athenæus 
(xv. 89, p. 689) quotes from Hicesius, r&v 
piper à ptr lori yvipara, à Ó aXcippara. 
gal Dódwov piv wpdg wérov dur Set, 
ere : upon, pnr\wow robro dé lari 
kai eboropayoy cai Anfapytcoic yphowpoy 
0. cal 9 oracrh oO dx críSeoa abe 
4rórov, ¿rı di The only objection 
to this interpretation is, that the word is 
no where found—which however is not so 
decisive as in the last case, for as ziorixóg 
from miordc, faithful, so there might be 
Ti0TUcÓC from vioTóc,* potable'—and from 
being a term confined to dealers in oint- 
ments, it might have escaped notice else- 
where. Lücke (from whom the sub- 
stance of this note is derived) seems to 
incline to Augustine's conjecture (seo 
above): but then surely the name would 
be more common, as ‘balm of Gilead,’ &c. 

The uncertainty being so great, 
the best rendering would be to leave the 
word untranslated, as Jer. Taylor does in 
his “ Life of Christ" (sect. 15): ‘Nard 
Pistick.' Dr. Wordsw. sees in the word 
the mystical sense, that “offerings to 
Christ should be. . . the fruits of a lively 
and loving zioric, or faith, in Him.” 
cvvrp. thy &AáB.] can hardly mean only 
having broken the resin with which the 
cork was sealed. In ch. v. 4: John xix. 
86 : Rev. ii. 27, the word is used of break- 
ing, properly so called: and I see no ob- 
jection to supposing that the áAáaerpovr 
was crushed in the hand, and the oint- 
ment thus poured over His head. The 
feet would then (John xii. 3) be anointed 
with what remained on the hands of 
Mary, or in the broken vase (see note on 
Luke vii. 38). 4,5. tives] Seo notes 
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MP xix. 21 cmi rei 

I XY aur y. o dt Inoobe eire ? “Agere | ab ri ri avrg Ko- 
John xi 
8s only. s Tobe rapi xers; ! kaAóor '™ i " eipyagaro ° ev tuoi. 
eee wavrore ydp robe rox yere pel ° caura», Ket 
j= an ze Orav OéAnre ouvacbe abroie ab ey " rorsat, ent OE ov 

; ings 
auae TüvrOTE È EXETE. 50 4 f boxe emoinaer, * wgotAaper © Auge- 

il. 5. vi. 17. wi. gai nov ro cepa 

EYATTEAION 

b onvat roc ^ Yreyolc. 

E eie roy 

1 
oe 

Jur evrapiagpoy. | 3 aun oe 

I XT N V UV, OTOV dv cngvxb S TO evayyédtoy | eie * Dov roy 
m i Mt. reff. k 
a Matt. xvid. 19 kócpov, kai 0 krolnoev avrg AaAyOynoerat cic | pynuoo- 

3 vor aurne. 

elites, 10 Kai ‘Toi8ac Toxaprirne, o o eic TOV dender, diro 
reff. 

b Josh. xxiv. mpóc rode ap yitptic, iva avrov ™ ro avrotc. Hu. 
a L 9 - 9 

E SR Lake de axovoayrec Ex aoncay kai ° exnyyetAa vro auro ap- 
i. 25, 49 
Gen. ax. 9 d see John zivy. 30. e Cor. zi. 91. Gal. vi. 1only t. Wied. xvii. 17 oy. constr., 

eb. vii. 4al. f here only. (-copude, Judith xvi. 8.) g ~ Luke iz. 18 ref. hg J. 
(-der, I Mt.) only t. i= ch. l. 89 al. k I| Mt. reff, 14 Mt. Acts x. 4 only. Exod. aii. 
14. Mal lii. 16 aj. m Matt. xvii. 99aL -àos, ch. iv. 29. o = Acta vil. 5. 

syrr coptt goth eth arm Ambr: txt C (D) L lat-ac ff, g, i & g. 
re d N. ins ev bef avrn Di. 

69. 
mss syr(appy) Thi. 

T. ped vp» D 91. 299. 
eavrovc K: txt BCDL U(Treg 

. aft eurev ins avroic D 2-pelat-ac f /, g 
rec (for «v epot) eic epe (|| Mt), with none of our mss: txt 

) rA 1. 69. 

evt pqiowrro 

goyacaro B'DN i k coptt arm. 
ABCD rel Scr’s 

rec avrove (grammatical correction), with A rel: 
add mavrore BL copt: pref, N. 

8. rec xe, with (M ?) 1. 69: txt ABCD rel latt (coptt) goth arm Vict Thl. 
rec ins aurn bef eroincey (see || Mt), with ACD rel vulg lat-c f ít k; Yi A: om BL 

t 1. 69 lat-a copt. 
9. rec om e (|| M), with 40 rel vss : 

tar, av DLL. 

ro owpa bef pov (see || Mt) BDLM? vulg 
ins BDEGKLV r(Tiechdf) A iat-a. 

rec aft evayytAiov ins rovro OR I Mt), with AC rel vulg lat- 

-a c f. 
for 

(e 10 91.2 Syr coptt goth eth arm: txt BDL 69 lat-a 
0. rec ins o bef wudag, with X rel: om ABCDEL 1905 

rec ins o bef ge., with AC? rel copt Eus: om BC'D 69 Orig 
po ri 69 Orig Eus 

TH om o eic 
r. d. A: tic ex. r. 0. D. rec om 6 [bef (ic ], with D rel Orig Eus ins B C (appy) 
LM copt. rec rapa. bef avrov (|| Mt), My: A (D) rel latt tt goth arm 
txt BCLA 69 lat.f k g Eus. rec rap (|| Mt), with A Eus: txt B (C P), 
erpoóot D lat-c. om avroic D 28. 91. 299. 2-pe lat -a c ff, i k Orig. 

11. for o: de, xat A. om axovcayrec D lat-a c ff, i i (Eus). apyupia 

on Mt. The yy. tpraxoc. is common to 
our narrative and that of Jn. 
does not govern tp. v.: the genitive is 
one of price. 8.] Ager aùr., also 
common to Jn., but as addressed to Judas. 

T.) The agreement verbatim here 
of Mt. and Jn., whereas our narrative in- 
serts the additional clause cai Gray OéAnre 
d vod abro)g ed moraa: is decisive 
against the idea that Mk. compiled his 
account from the other two. In these 
words there appears to be a reproach con- 
veyed to Judas, and perhaps an allusion 
to the office of giving to the poor being 
his. 8.] We have here again a 
striking me di vias a to Mk.—8 ioyev 
érolycev—she what she could: a 

similar praise to that given to the poor 
widow, ch. xii. 44—tavra öga tiyey a- 
Aer. We have also the expression 4poéÀa- 
Bev puploas, shewing, as I have observed 
on Mt. that the act was one of pro- 
spective love, 5 on the deepest 
apprehension of the reality of our Lord's 
announcement of His a hing death. 

9.] See notes on Me. ver. 13. 
10, 11.| Compact or JUDAS WITH THE 

CHIEP PRIESTS TO BETRAY HIM. Mt. 
xxvi. 14—16. Lk. xxii. 3—6. The only 
matters requiring notice are,—the ellip- 
tical dxovoawres,—‘ hearing the proposal,’ 
—and éwqyys(Aavro, implying, as does 
ovvideyro in Lk., that the money was 
not paid now, either as full wages, or as 

XIV. 

i ire B pur ABC DE 
FGH LL 
Mel 
Xs 
1. 85. 
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yUotov *Govvav ral P" nru rg avrov’ euKaipwe p ver, 1. 

Si wapasot, 
12 * , € 8 - py» L4 M 

Kai ry xowry nutog rwv ' aluuwy, ore ro 
st » [4 U =. e 4 9 es e 7 

£Üvov, Aéyovery aury ot naÜnrai avrov Tlov Oisc: 

* ameABovreg eromaowpev iva ` payye TO " wacya ; 

q (-pia, | Mt. 
L.) 2 Tim. iv. 

PE] L 
wacya a 

x eb. v1 ad 
ver. l (reif.). 

89 L. 3 Cor. 
„ 13 Kat v. 7 only. 

bd AÀ & — 0 se * — 1 M ? ~ tea 
aWwoaoTt &« vO T pa NTWY avTOv, Kat Eytt dq uro Dae 

Ysüyers tic ray xu, kai " azavrijae Uptv avÜpwroc 9s" 

* kspüpioy vOaroc Bacralwv' akoXovÜncart avr, 
Ld A „ ww E , Cd 1 g , 
Owou av ucéAOy tiware rq oixcoòõ⁴v ry ori o * S:dacKxa- 
Aog Aéys Mov tarw ro * karáAupá pov, oTov rò " masya 

18 pera rov uaÜqrov pou ` $àyo ; 

nly. 
xxxi. 

14 1 U = Mart, All. 
Kat 19 reff. 

v bere (bis) & 
FL. sce). 

a uvili. 28 
osiy. Esra 
T 21. vili 

` * ene ' w Matt. x vil. 
V red. Kat avrOc Uuiv Ote If D ie 

b?» 7 c? , a A 1» 20d [4 . v. lU. 
avayatoy Aut e T OWMEVOY t TOthOY Kat EKEL tr Ot n dort Jer. Alli. 

nuĩv. 16 
(zxzv.)6 

cal ££gÀ Üov ot uaÜnrat avrov kat Abov eq THY i 
$1 * «v 0 * q , - t e , Hal. 

To ty, Kat tupoy KaUwc kite aq urote, «Kat MTOia ada TO s~ j. John xi. 
28 

"e kek cmq e m ME 

(correction) AKUT syr Eus. 
txt ABCLMA latt Eus. 

19. om avrov D latt arm. 
Syr Orig-lat. 

13. aft dvo ins er D latt Orig-lat. 
vraye D!-gr. 

14. rec «ar, with CP rel: txt ABDA. 

tb. er A s i n Acts ix. 36 (Matt. xxi. 8 rer) 
x, 52. Gen. zHiL 16, 

rec eveatpwe bef avrov, with D rel lat-q goth arm: 
rec xapace, with A rel: txt B (C?) D. 

aft erocpacwpey ins coi (|| M^) DA vulg lat-c f g, k 

for x. Asye avr., Ay D 2-pe lat-a ff, i g. 

rec om Ist pov (|| Zæ), with AP rel lat- 
€ ff, i k syrr copt goth wth arm-zoh Orig-lat, : ins BCDLA 1. 69 vulg lat- afi q 8yr- 
marg sah arm-usc Orig-lat,. for Ha, hm. D 1. 69: paywpaı G 

15. rec (for avayaıov) avwysoy, with T 1: aywyasiy B'MSUX syr-marg gr: ava- 
geo» A 69: txt AB'CD P(Tischdf) rel. 
bef usya D Orig lat. 
Vict Thl Euthym. 

aft av. ins oxov D-gr. ECT pn D 
om eroipov (see || Lu) AM'A vulg lat-a I syr-w-ast arm 

rec om xat (see || Lu), with AP rel lat-a c ff, i k syrr copt-ms 
sah arm Orig: ins BC D(rarei) L vulg lat-a f l Syr copt goth eth. 

18. om avrov BLA 1 coptt. 
arm-ms. 

earnest-money,—but promised; and paid 
(most probably) when the Lord was 
brought before the Sanhedrim, which was 
what Judas undertook to do. The o be- 
fore slc is untranslateable in English: 
‘that one of the twelve’ is too strongly 
demonstrative: and yet ó is demonstrative, 
and expresses much. 

12—16.] PREPARATION FOR CELE- 
BRATING THE Passover. Mt. xxvi. 17— 
19. Lk. xxii. 7—13. Our account con- 
tains little that is liar. 18. bre 
vd T. der, like Lx. expression g ($e 
ObecOa rò x., denotes the ordinary day, 
when they (i.e. the Jews) sacrificed the 
Passover ;—for that the Lord ate His Pass- 
over on that day, and at the usual time, is 
the impression conveyed by the testimony 
of the three Evangelists : see notes on Mt. 
ver. 17, and Lk. ver. 7. We may 
notice that if this Gospel, as traditionally 

for evpoy, exoujcav (|| Mt) D lat-a c ff. i (b) g 

reported, was drawn up under the superin- 
tendence of Peter, we could hardly bave 
failed to have the names of the two disci- 
ples given ;—nor again would our narrator 
have missed (and the omission is an im- 
portant one) the fact that the Lord first 
gave the command, to go and prepere the 
Passover—which Lk. only relates. [It 
becomes a duty to warn students of the 
sacred word against fanciful interpreta- 
tions. A respected Commentator of our 
own day explains the pitcher of water, 
which led the way to the room where the 
last Supper was celebrated, to mean the 
baptismal grace" which we have “in 
earthen vessels," which leads on to other 

, even to the Communion of Christ's 
y and Blood.“ 15.) In the midst 

of & verbal accordance with Lk. we have 
here inserted ropov, indicating that the 
guest-chamber was already prepared for 
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cairt maaya. l7 wat °oyiac ^ yevopévne Epyerat nerd ræv 
* * ~ 4 a e 

Tom a SHdexa’ !8 kai f avaxupéivwv avrov kat ecQiovrwy eirev o 
att. xvii. 

ee "Inaove Au, Ac y univ Gri tic e aud rapaò ce & ME, O 

oniy, (Rom. £cÜlwv per euov. 1 * npEavro " AviritoÜat, kat. ATV 
X II. 8. - 9 v rd 

8Mwcv. auro ' ee rara ec * Mh re eyo ; kat addroc, “My re 
-) 9 a e 1 y 9 — [ d y A , e |» 

EM rele yw; 20 o 6€ ert» auroiç Etc tx rwv Swoexa o tubar- 
13 Mt. (John 7 p 5 — 5 m Bri 9] * e ` n ** 
MA TOutvoc per tepov etc TO " Aion. ort o ptv vide 

mim vis TOU ^ avOpwrou b ura el Pxalwe yéypawrat wept avrov, 
e E] - 9 9 e LE Y e U 5 

xi e * ovat 8 ry avÜpomr ee Ot ov o "vtoc rob avÜpu- 

d- il 20 wou wapadisorat’ ca avro & ovk eyervnOn d 
o see | Mt. reff, 2 ~ 22 Kai talo > > AG » 
n rn OC EkHYvOC. at echtovrwy avruv Aa[jwv aporov, 
114, Ke. e Matt. xviL. 4 ref. 

17. o ĉe (|| M£) D vulg lat-e f F, g, 4 l sah-woide. 
18. o ına. bef xev BCL: Asya o ino: 52. po. for o £00., rwy toÜwrrwv (oo 

rection) B contu: 
19. rec ins oi de bef gpEavro, with AD rel latt syrr sah-woide arm: ca: C sah-ming 

eth : om BLN copt Orig. (P defective.) rec tig xa0' uç, with ADP rel: eg 
tracroc C: txt BLAN. aft eyw add eui paf (see || Mt) A al sah. om cat 
aoc un Ti tyw (prob from homaotel : or because the structure of the sentence seems 
not to admit the words aft uc cara uç. Their insertion would be accountable) BCL 
PA vulg lat-g, I syrr coptt th arm: ins AD rel lat-a f ff, i (k) q syr-marg Orig. 

20. rec ins aworpibeç bef erev avroic (|| Mt), with AP rel lat-k syr eth arm: txt 
BCDL latt Syr coptt. for eurer, Ae. D 2-pe latt. om ec BCL. aft 
eov ins rjv epa (|| M?) A vulg-ed(not am em harl! ing prag tol) lat-a c (f) F: 7 
coptt. tig ro evrpupdrcoy (or L rovov) BCi (ev wae perhaps written in marg, 
as in || Mt, and then adopted ignoranti) : «v tu rpvBdw (|| Mt) al sah: tig ro rpo- 
ako Di. 

i 21. rec om or: (|| Mt: so also in || Lu), with ACDP rel lat-a f arm: ins BLN 
coptt. for vrayt, xapad:dora: D lat-a c i. for yeypamrat, teori» yeypap- 
psvov D. om o vt. r. arbp. D lat-a i. rec aft cadoy ins ny (|| M?), with 
ACDP rel vulg lat-a f g, syrr copt eth arm: om BL prag lat-c (ff, ?) il g sah. 
n ove eyevnOn (cf A in || Mt) ALA: ec ove eyev 0n 69. 

22. rec aft Aajjwy ins o thong (|| Mt), with ACP rel vulg lat-o f syrr copt wth arm: 

the celebration of the Passover, as would 
indeed be probuble at this time in Jerusa- 
lem. The disciples had therefore only to 
get ready the Passover itself. 
17 — 8L] JEsvs, CELEBRATING THE 

PASSOVER, ANNOUNCES HIS BETRAYAL 
BY ONE OF THE TWELVE. Mt. xxvi. 20 — 
26. Lk.xxii.14(21— 23). Jn. xiii. 21 ff. 

The account of Lk. (ver. 16) sup- 
plies the important saying of our Lord 
respecting the fulfilment of the two parts 
of the Passover feast—see notes there. 
After our ver. 17, comes in the washing of 
the disciples’ feet by the Lord, as related 
in Jn. xiii. 1—20. 18.) The words 
ó toe per’ dino are peculiar to Mk., 
and, as we have seen before, bear a rela- 
tion to Jn.'s account, where our Lord had 
jor before cited ó rpwywy x. r. A., ver. 18. 

y do not designate any particular per- 

son, but give pathos to the contrast which 
follows. 19.] «ls xara (or cad) els, 
a later Greek phrase in which the pre- 
position serves merely as an adverb of 
distribution, ia treated by Winer, § 37. 3. 
The Mes following is used as if not «lc 
card sly but only ele had been used. 
Meyer remarks that such broken con- 
struction is suitable to the graphic ten- 
dency of our Evangelist. 20.} This 
description of the traitor here again does 
not seem to designate one especially, nor 
to describe an action at that moment pro- 
ceeding, but, as before, pathetically to 
describe the near relation of the betrayer 
to the Betrayed. Now however the rela- 
tion pointed out is still closer than before 
—it is that of one dipping in the same 
dish—one of those nearest and most 
trusted. 
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viene exAacey Kat eowKey avroic Kai elrey AaBere: » Matt. xiv. 19. 

rovró éarty TO owpá pov. 23 Kai Aue roriipior 80. 1 Kings 
1 t om Matt, in 

* svyapiornoac SEE abroic, Kat " rior ee avrov wavrec. 87. Jaha xv. 
s g 2 s — „ 7 a " r 

kai simev avroic Touro ‘tory rò ~ aipa pov. rne dia- $i, H. . 

ex- Oncn rO "£k vvvó vov vri ij iid — a nv As w invi. nm 
ron error ts X H P j a M Matt. xv. 86 

: uuiv Ort ouxért ov an " qiu kx rod 7 ytvüiparoc rn¢ Tau- E AN 
Gnaepos 1 Ao * tog rue nulpag éxeivnc Orav avró rive KatvOv EV TM E. 

» X Matt. xxi 

ABCDE ry BactXtia rov brov. 26 Kai * duvnoarrec EEA eic AE. 
MBUV ro "opoc roy AA,, Y. 7 cal Aéyet abrore, o ‘Inoove o ort "EN 
*. wavrec “axavdadiaOnoeate, ô Ort yéypamra: ? Marana roy TO 

mouitva, Kai rà mpóßara ° dia ocopr obijoorrai. 28 adda . xt 

s ro ! ye H vai a °” rpoakw ù dude sic 1 Tat Adalav. To LN f 

2 o 9i Nérpoc Eon aury Ei ai rdvrec ° axavdahtaOn- * 55s — 
Tech. l. e. P. 

govrat, aAA' QUK ey. 90 cal Ae! abr o Insovc pian. Mait. 
" Aunv At y got Ore GU au! rabry ry VUKTE pu n ch be. xvi. 19. Acts vll. 

4al, 1Chron. ii. 34. g Matt. xvii. $3 reff. h Matt. xiv. 22 reff. 

om BD lat-a ff, i k sah. evioynoey cat D al lat-a (k Lan rec aft 
A ins gayere (|| Mt), with X rel lat ,: om ABCDKLM'PUA 1 latt syrr coptt 

h arm. rovrecriy 
uc rec ins ro bef rornpwoy (|| Ze Pas), with AP rel: om BCDLXA 1 arm. 
twr. avr. bef wy. P. 

24. om avroic B. rec ins ro bef rn¢ (grammatical emendation), with ABD 
rel lat-4: om CD*ELVX latt. rec ins catvng bef OuOnknc (see || Lu Tan 
with AP rel latt syrr sah-woide eth arm: om BCDL lat-* copt sah-ming. 
y vxep) veo ( i). with AP rel: txt BCDLA 69. rec eg&xvvoyutvo», with PS 

: txt AB'CDLP U(Treg) A. 
5 om our ri CDL em(with gat) lat-(a f) c & copt sth. wp008w xew D 2-pe 
lat-a f arm. [rec yeavnpu., with DK(S ?) : txt ABC rel.] 

27. for Ist rat, rore D lat-c . aft ravrec ins vntig (|| Mf) D 69 gat lat-a 
c ff, g i k T (syrr) sah. rec aft cxavdadicOnoecGe ins ev tpo: ev. ri vvert ravrn 

|| MH), with AC? rel vulg lat-c g, syrr sah eth arm: ins only ev spoe G al 
lat-a f i & copt-wilk: om BC'DHLSVXTA am(with SHA lat., 91 copt-mss-schw. 

rec diacxeprieOncera:, with X rel : txt ABCD rec diac. bef ra 
wpof., with A rel latt syrr copt xth: txt BC DL 69 lat-i E g sah arm. 

28. for adda, cai C. 
29. for sọn, Asye D vulg lat-a F g, i; awoxpsBerc Aeyer 1. 69 (lat-c ) sah-woide. 

rec cau bef s ( r. after || Mt), with A rel syr copt: eat «a» D : txt BCGL 1. 
69 arm. oxcardad:cOnowow D 2-pe Md lat -o ff, 9, s k. at end, ins (|| Mt) 
ov oxavdadioOnoopa: D lat-ff, 158 (D? om ar.) 

80. rec om øv (|| Mt), with CDA lat-a f f, i q: ins ABL rel vulg lat-c E syrr coptt 
seth arm Th] Euthym. om on (|| "Mi) DS lat-a f ff, i q arm. rec ey 
rn vurri avr: (from || MZ), with A rel vulg lat-c g,: ry vurr: ravrg 1.69: om S: 

22—25.] INSTITUTION or THE LoRD’s  wévreg—if even all: xai d wavrec— 
SUPPER. Mt. xxvi. 26—29. Lk. xxii. ‘even if all.“ The cai before ei intensifies 
19, 20. 1 Cor. xi. 23—25. See notes the whole hypothesis: the cai after «i in- 
on Mt. tensifies only that word which it introduces 
26 —31] DECLARATION THAT ALL in the hypothesis. See Klotz on Devar. 

SHOULD FORSAKE Hım. CONFIDENCE p. 519 f.: where however the account is 
oF PETER. Mt. zzvi. 30—35 (see Luke not A gin as clear as might be desired. 
xxii. 31—34, and notes there). Our ac- has here its full adversative excep- 
count is almost verbatim the same as that tional force—notwithstanding : cf. Il. 9. 
in Mt., where see notes. The few differences 153, 164, eixep yan a” "Exrep ys rar cai 
are there commented on. 29.] el xal áváAnda phoe ON’ ob wticovrar Tode 
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1 here, &c. 
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i ar Jet. 1 
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CAM Ag poy "Ewe Üavarov pivari ode Kat " Yenyopere. Kae 
2 Cor. 

Ec Par vp pixpov ELE TEV tr rc ve, Kai * wpocn’xero 

pina’ iva s Ouvaroy tore * wapidOy ar avrov n wpa, kat 
Lake L e 

och Kev, Peer b Af) ga b o warn, ravra Svvara coc ° waptveyxe 
r ch. iz. 2 reff. ver. 10 t oh. ix. 15. N A Gir. xxx. 9 only. ul Mt. rhu a. 

20 only. Job xvili. 20 Aq. vi Mt. eb. wi 2e. Luke xvi da MEI. pe All. l. 11. "w i Mt. 70 
x Matt. zxiv. 42 reff. y I Mt. ref. s w. ira, 1 Cor. xiv. 13. os Mt. only (mo Matt xxiv. 34, 85). 
b Rom. vill. 16. Gal. iv. 6 only. C= } L. (Heb. zii. 9. Jude 12) outy. Rare x. 7 (1 Kings xxi. 38) only. 

txt BCDL lat -a. f ff, i om n ( Mt Lu Jw) D 69. om Ac (I Mt Lu Ja) 
CiD tol! (with Pt Ws c ff. 

rec axapygon bef us 

pioowç was a gloss on te w«piocov, and 

ETATTEAION 

dic Acro n roic pe ! awapynoy. 
° cuvarobavey cot, OU an 

dcabruc à Kai TAVTEÇ A. or. 

Kai T tpxovrat tic xo ov ro Ovoua L'eéOcnnave* xai 

ae At yet roic pabyratc avrov Kaficare woe ‘Ewe Tpocte- 

xxx. Ši only. mepiagou AA "Ear hs : Sep 

i k eth arm : ins aft adecr. 69 al vulg : aft 
(|) Mi), with A rel: om pe L 69 lat-&': txt BCDa latt. 

SL aft o ds ins z«rpoc (|| Mt) ACGMSU 1. 69 syr wth arm. 

* & * ix 

9 . Ct co 

EET UTC (we- 
became combined with ex in the text. So 

also in the other place in this gosp where ex xtptagow occurs, ch vi. 51; where see var 
readd) BCD: wepicawe L 29: ex wepeorac A. 

Jf, k sah-min rel syrr coptt : txt BDL vulg lat-c f 
rec (for Aa dye», with AC 

rec adds naAAo» (another g- 
gloss on ex wepic.), with A rel (a 5. *) syr (æth); and, bef ec wep. or wepicows, 
1. 69: om BCDL vulg lat-a i. Syr coptt. 
Syr : txt C rel arm, «av py 

82. for ov ro, 9 C 282. 
de in B *' superadditur." 

dey bef pe (|| M?) ABD: L. 1. 69 latt 
om «ac D 

om avrov A lat-E!. 
pot vt DHXT. 

for r. p. avr., avro D lat-a. 

88. rec ins rov bef akefloy, with ABKL, of which ABK have also row bef twavv. : 
alii aliter: om CD Frag-neap rel Thl. 

arndspovey Dl. 
84. for cai, rore D 69 lat-a arm. 
35. wpvseAGwy (error) ACD F rag-neap rel lat, syrr 

(for exex ve») exeoty (|| MZ), with ACD rel: txt BLN co 
(|| Mt) DG 1. 69 lat-a off. g,4 i k q arm. 

"lat-(c Ea) fik k at end, add avr; D 
$e uy. wavr. goi D lat-a i copt : 

di 5 and Klotz on Devar. 
80.] Notice the climax : 

but not only this—dv ravry Tj 
mia. 1 part of it now present: nor 
only so, but wply 4 Sis dAdcropa pu- 
voa, before a cock crow twice, i. e. long 
before the night is over. 81.] d 
wepurgov dAáhe, went on repeating 
superabundantly: the éddéde giving 
Peter’s continued and excessive iteration, 
the fAeyov following expressing merely 
the one, or, at all events, less frequent 
saying of the same by the rest. The 
reading Meyer has apparently been a cor- 
rection, AaAeiv signi g to speak and 
not to say, and its peculiar fitness here 
being missed. eb pý with fut. 

rec pi eavrov, with A rel: txt BCD 69. 

Pan BFEMN vss. rec 
add ex: *pocwmov 

u ha. 40 bef «wa DG 1. 69 lat -a 

ter. add «et» D vulg lat. 

indic. makes the certainty of the assertion 
doubly sure. The E. V. attempts to re- 
p this by adding in any wise.” 

e sometimes give the same effect by 
substituting the objective future for the 
subjective, “ I never shall deny thee.” 

42.) Our Lorp’s AGONY AT 
GETHSEMANE. Mt. xxvi. 38—46. Lk. 
xxii. 39—46 (see Johr xviii. 1). The 
same remarks apply here also. 33.) 
Notice the graphic ix0apfeioGar, and see 
note on ch. ix. 15. St. Matt. has Ar- 
reien. 36.] 4884 = wpe, an Ara- 
maic form, and after Mk.’s manner in- 
Berted, as Ephphatha,’ ch. vii. 34,—' Te- 
litha cumi,’ ch. v. 41. ô serio i is 
not the interpretation of &8fi&, but came 

XIV. 
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TO ° worhpiov rovro am Euov’ QÀÀ ov ri eyo OA, = Unt nf 

aÀAÀà ri ev. 7 kat fpxtrat cal evpioxa avrovc KkaÜso- tifa xxiv. as 
Sovrac, kai Asyer ty [lérop Tino, xabevduc ; ; ow e liait, vi. 18, 

* ioyvoac pia vp yenyoenoa ; 88 f yenyopeire kat A 
cb Robe, f iva pn EAGnre uç 5 wapacpov. ro piv 113 Ms. h. Rom. 1. 

5 du bote, 5 n & * aoapë acÜkvijc. d xai ra K 71. 
dre AUD mpocnvsaro rov avrov A eir. 40 „ ai enn 
1d A Ado ebper avrouc xaQei8ovrac® our yao ot , 3 Gr. xil 16) 

opha\ poi avri _“ kara [Japvvóntvot, xai OUK poercav ri et sco 
d rox pi abr. 41 kat epxerat TO ! rpiroy xai A1 * T 

avroic KaGevdere ™ Norov Kai " avasaótoDe „nix, . . 
mAGev 1 J ap ioù " wapadicorat à y wide TOU reren tig 0 i 

rac Xtlpac TOV apaprwAwy. © iyeiproðe, „eher. Ff 

1800 0 " wapadidobc pe Hyyicev. 13 Kai evOdc tri avrov el. Numb 
AaXowvrog " mapayiverar o /loó8ac o ‘loxaguwrne, ' eic wv p YY- 10, I1. 

Matt. xvii. 29 
al. Ezek. xxiii. 28. q = f Mt. ch. i 88. Joha xi. 7, 16, 16. xiv. 13. r | Mt. ref. 

s consir. w. apa, bere only. (Matt. iil. 1 reff.) t ver. 10. 

wapeveycas ACK Frag-neap. rec az’ spov bef rovro, with EFHSVI Frag-neap : 
Tovro ro xor. or tpov D 1 lat-a Orig Hil: aw ep. ro x. . KM prag lat-c syrr 
wth: txt ABCGLUXA 69 vulg lat-f ff, l copt arm 95 for ovre, ovx o D: ovy 

0; wc (Ii wc (|| Mt) 13. 69. 346 2- for ri [bef ov], Mt) 18. 69. 346 2-pe : 
om A: oriG 1: r. C aft ov add OA D lat-a ( (c). 

87. om 3rd xa: A. “om rw A. toxvoate (|| Mt) D 1. 69 lat., k. 
98. mpocevyere B Frag-neap. om iva D. rec eugeAOnre (from At), 

with ACD rel vas: txt BN 346 lat-g copt Cypr Fulg Paulin (q copt Cypr have edd. 
also, from thie place, in || Mt). 

39. om rov avro» Ao tere» D lat-a c ff, k. 
40. rec vrocrpejac tvp. avr. xaXsy, with AC rel and, but xa0svdovrac bef wads, 

X: om wake D lat-a c f, k q: alii aliter: txt BL copt. (Tit being origl, and in 
Mk's manner, ral was transposed, and then thOwv explained and superseded 
wxocrp., a word never used by Mk. So Meyer. avr. bef o o90. (|| Mt) BCLA. 

rec (for „ N AE Hn || Mt), with C rel: Sapuropevoc 
Mal: caraBapovpevo: D 238. 253: txt ABKLU 69. rec aurw bef asoxpi- 
0vwciv, with X rel lat F k: txt ABCDLU? latt syrr pe arm. 

41. rec ins ro bef Ao«rov (as also in || Mt), with BAHKMUV! r(Tischdf) A 1. 69: 
txt ACD rel Thl add ro redog D 69 lat-a c f ff, syrr arm. for AE, xat 
D. om rac AFKU 1. 69. 

42. nyy. o wapadcdev ps D 8-pe Ser's c, and nyy. bef o wap. pe lat - a c f ff, q Syr 
coptt ath: yvi C. 

43. rec cvfewc, with A rel: om D 1. 69 latt Syr arm: txt BCLA lat F syr coptt goth 
eth. rec om lst ô (|| Mt Lu), with CD rel Orig: ins AB. rec om o toxapt- 
ric (i| Mt Lu), with BC rel am-txt coptt goth: ins SÀ D) KMU latt am!-marg 9 
arm Orig Thl.—om o D al Orig. om wy (see || Mt Lu) ABCDKLSU latt Syr 

to be attached to it in one phrase, as a hour had come: not, as Bengel, Kuinoel, 
form of address: see reff. Meyer rightly al., ‘Satis somnorum est: this as Meyer 
supplies the ellipsis after GAA’: never. observes, is refuted by the caGesdere Avs- 
theless, the stion is not...: not ob wéyv. This meaning of dxiye, sufficit, is 
yiviaBer, which would not come into con- found in very few and late, but those 
struction with ri... ri. 39.] rò» quite sufficient examples. Meyer men- 
ab Adyov, not verbatim, but in sub- tions Pseud.-Anacreon, Od. xxviii. 33, 
stance : see || Mt. 41.) åréxes, scil. AM, BAirw ydp abrífjv: and Cyril on 
your ypnyopti» per’ ios. e Lord had Hagg. ii. 9, ipov gnol rà dpyóptov zal 
no need of it any more, now that the indy rò xpvoiew roerlerw &wéye, cal 
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16. Acts Si ry * Swoeka, kai nr aurov 5 oe A mera ua xai Kat 
1 13 
vm Ue kühe, Tapa rv apyitpéwv Kat Tey ypanuaréwy Kat 

„ rey puri p. 44 SeSconet à: o " wapadidouc avrov 
bere only e M 0 * 
Jadg. ax; 28, obaanpov auroic e v av Eo nom avroc Eatv’ 

Tti Y xparnoare avrov kai “amayere dpa 45 kat 

Mer. Aber tobe * aviy N ‘Papi, paBBei, 
5 en. cal Karepihnot- avróv' ê oi & v Ert[jaAov rác xt'pac 
en avr kai ' &kpürngay avrov., 7 eic de rov ^vaptorg- 

xvi. ld * , æ 

only Tolit Korwy ` swagapevoc 1 paxaipav ° Ewaroey TOv & OO 

4.857 rod apyttpiwe Kal f ate avrov TO ' wrapiov. 48 kal 
XV. oD, 9 a 

PI , arorpibeiç O "Insovc ELT EV avrog ‘Qe Eri ! Agorriv 

4 Ach. r. eGnAOare “pera paxaipov cai " GbdAwv " ovdAdAaBew ue. 
ler urs 49 | 0 zus m» m s e e 2 S HQ QN < fusus KaÜ nnepar "nuny " wpoc vnde & Ty ipp OidacKwY, Taong 
xxvi. 68 j L. x ye 2 H n * 7 . FGHKL CN kai ovK 7 &kpargaaré pe. dM “iva rAnowOwoty at yoa noii 

1. 98. . Matt. xi. 25 reff. 
iMate. xxi. 18 reff. 

iil, 4. 

oe 
om rw» bef ypap. A 

44. for dedweet, edwaev D- F- 1 c k. 
om avrotc D 2-pe prag lat-a c 
with AC rel: ayayere F al: txt 
a 91 Syr syr-with-ob coptt sth. 

45. om eAOw» D 1 lat-a c 
2-pe lat-a 00 G yr g: txt BC A vulg lat-f syrr 

55. 
Bea eda 

goth æth arm Orig Vict Thl: 5 
with ACD rel vulg lat-e & Orig: om BL 69 prag 

fi Mt. L. 1 Kings xvii, 61. [| 3 ogs h red. 
- t. reff. m Matt. xiii. 66. John 1. 1. 1 Thess. 

n ellips., John i. 8. ix. 3. xili. 18. 

Ja. onl 
TI T-. aah 

rec aft oyìoç ins roduc (from 
lat-a f ff, q syrr coptt goth 

ins axo bef ruv ypappareww D am lat-f. 
om re bef xrpec8. AU 1. 69. 

for ovcanpoy, onpeor D al. 
ov sav L: o tav A. rec awaytyere, 

add avrov D 18. 17. 157 2-pe ev-y lat- 

rec tud eg, with A rel: om D 251 
arm. Ar ye bef avro DF T g) 

arm: ovre \eyt avro Tansv 1 eth (Tischdf). [pa 
Mt) BC'DLMA am(with em fald i "ine 

for rapa, aro (| Mt) B. 
KMA 1. 69. 

DL 69. 

2 * Syr arm. 

om 2nd paBBe (see | 
sade uc FH Jig k copt sth: yape gap (|| Mt) C? 1. 69 ev-y latt syr-marg 
sah. 

46. rec exeB. ew avrov rag x. aurwy, with X rel; and, omg avrwy, M'S vulg 
lat-c f syrr goth arm: emi. r. 
(this reading seems to point at txi as original) C A(- ros): 

x- avrwv ex avrov AK copt goth: em. r. x. our 
txt B(Mai) DL 1. 69. 

tre BAY B. 
47. rec aft tic de ins ric (from || Le), with C rel vulg lat-a syr goth arm: cae rig 

D: cat eg ric 1 lat-o kg: txt ABLM lat-f Syr coptt th. 
D lat-a. 

om roy *apearge. 
om rgv D f ev-y e rate is itacised into erecev in CDHLTA.] 

rec (for wraptov) wriov 10 Mt), with AC rel: txt BDN 1 syr-marg. 
48. for ca: aror. o, o de D om we D. rec e£nA Gere, with F lat-a ff, q. 

rel: txt ABCDEGHLXA 69 ev-y. 
49. 33. bef ev rw up. P al lat 9 D. lat Syr copt sth arm. erparet B(Mai 

expr). 

vexAnpepna, ral Cedinuat ray rootrwy dwéyere &oþahðs] It does not quite ap- 
obderde. pear whether rue s is to be subjectively 

48—623.] BETRAYAL AND APPREHEN- taken ‘with confidence ;’ or objectively, 
SION OF JEsus. Mt. xxvi. 47—56. Lk. ‘safely.’ Some sup that it has an 
xxii. 47—53. 44.] On the pluper- ironical meaning—q. d. He will know how 
fect without the augment, see Winer, 
§ 13. 9. 

to rescue himself—take care that you keep 
Him safe.“ This of course depends upon pov is a word be- 
the view taken of the whole character and 

ccc" 
longing to later Greek. We have in Diod. 
Sic. xx. 42, pt rò Gvyktiptevoy mpóc 
payny cicanpoy, dowida Kexpuowpéyny. 

other examples in Kypke. 

urpose of Judas, on which see notes at 
t. xxvi. 14 and xxvii. 3. 45.) 

paBBel appears to have been the usual form 
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p Lake zzii. 
gai. 50 kat ° adévreg avrov echo oy wavrec. 
Ti , r À 20 > = s À 7 

€ ‘weavioxog ‘ auvncoAovOa airy ep Aνõ⁰ 60. Joba xi 
t swdova em " yunvov" kai Koarovaty avróv, ?? o òè Karta- a Matt. xix. 
Arwyr tnv ' ovdova yvpvoç tp yer ar avrov. 58 Kai s Mat vL $o, 
U , ` 9 as a a LÀ - OR. 

anna you rov Inooby wpóc rov apyupía, kai avvípyoy- , 2.5. 
rat aury TüvTEC vi apyitoetc Kat ot woecPvrepat Kai ot onig, Judg 

r e » , Riv. 12, . 

Yeappureic. kai o Ilérpoc "aro ` paxpodev nxodov4n- Prov. xxxi. 
asv avrog "Ewe tow siç THY avAHV rov dpx t,e, kai * ie fob axa 

«4 [4 - e» le 

* div 7 avyxaOnpuevog pera rov. umnoerwy kai * Ücouawó- vt Mt, reff, 
. xv. 

$8 |. Lake zziii. 6. John H. 7. 2 Chron. xxvi Acts xxvi. 80 
only. Exod. xzill 88 Ald. s ver. 67. 

q 

. 8, x Matt. vii. 20 reff. h 
John wil. 18 bis, 96. James il 16 only. Hag. i. 6. 

50. rec ravrec bef iere (al vary, insg ot pad. or oi p. avrov, or aliter, correcting 
to || Mt), with ADP rel latt syr (sah wth) arm: txt BCLA copt goth. 

81. x. va. ric (corra to more usual exprn) BCL lat-a Syr copt th arm: v. de ric 
D vulg lat-c f (fz) k 0 sah: txt AP rel syr goth. rec (for cuvne.) nkoXovOn 
(corra to more usual word, as in ch v. 37), with D 1 latt Syr arm: yreodovOncey AP 
rel syr goth Thl: evrnkoXov0nct» A: txt BCL. for avre, avrovc D. rec 
at end ins o: weastonos (prob arising from the words rov veamoxoy in marg, as a 
gloss on avrov. This is further shewn by ox V%. exparnoay avr. standing in some 
cursives, and oi v. cparovory avr. in another), with AC! rel lat-q syr goth eth arm: 
om BC!DLA latt Syr copt Thl. 

52. carakaxwy (itaciem 7) DKPX. 
to kxparovau having been mentioned) BCL lat-c k Syr coptt eth: ins ADP 
lat-a f syr goth arm. 

53. apx 
DLA 69 latt æth Orig: «poc avrov C Syr. 

. ins rataga AKM 69 (Syr) syr sah-woide arm Orig 

om ar aur (as superfluous, 2 

om auTe 

om ot bef yp. and bef p. D Orig. 
transp yp. and prog. ADK latt Syr eth arm Orig. 

54. om «ce D 1 am(with gat) lat-a ff, 9, k . 

in which Judas addressed our Lord— see 
Mt. xxvi. 2b. But we must not conclude 
from this with Bengel that he never 
seems to have called Him Zord : see Mt. 
vii 21, 22. 51.) It is impossible to 
determine, and therefore idle to enquire, 
who this was. Epiphanius, Her. lxxviii. 
13, p. 1045, in recounting the traditional 
austerities of James the brother of the 
Lord, says, 5¢ y«rwetow debrepoy ohr iv- 
ed br 8c rpudwvig ixiypnro Nivy po- 
vurdry, raÜdvtp iv ebayysdip pn 

" P9vyev ò veaviag cal dict ry owóóva 
3v yy wepBeBAnuivoc. Chrys. al. sup- 
posed it to have been St. John: alii 
aliter. It seems to have been some at- 
tached disciple of the Lord (probably well 
known to the readers of Mk.), who had 
gone to rest, and had been aroused by the 
intelligence. The disciples were not laid 
hold of :—this person perhaps was throw- 
ing some obstacle in the way of the re- 
moval of Jesus: or he may have been laid 
hold of merely in wantonness, from his 
unusual garb. yupvov does not re- 
quire ceparoc to be supplied, but yvuvóv 
is & neuter substantive: see on this usage 
gaT 1 Gramm. ii. p. 118. 

OL. I. 

for cvycad., cab nν,jqR oc D. 

68—65.] HEARING BEFORE CAIAPHAS. 
Mt. xxvi. 57—68. [Lk. xxii. 54, 683—65.] 
Jn. xviii. 24. See throughout notes on 
Mt. 53.] &py.— Caiaphas, de facto, 
and in the view of our narrator ;—so Mt. 
and Lk.: but Jesus was first taken be- 
fore Annas, who was de jure the high- 
priest: see Jn. xviii. 12—23. It is not 
easy to interpret ovuvépyovras ard. 
Meyer, relying on the fact that the dative 
after cvvipxto0a: is always one of com- 
panionship, maintains that abr refers to 
our Lord there come with him.’ And 
so Winer, ed. 6, § 31. 5 ad fin. But 
surely this is very precarious. For 1) 
St. Mark uses this verb once only besides 
here, and then absolutely. And there 
could be no difficulty in taking it thus 
here and applying aùr to the High- priest 
as a dative of direction. And 2) could it 
be said of one whom they axnyayoyr, 
that he foxyerac to the High-priest? I 
venture therefore to prefer the usual con- 
struction of the words, ‘there come to- 
gether to him.’ The E. V. has ‘with him 
were assembled ; and so Winer in former 
editions of his Grammar. 54.] The 
usage of és for a fire is found in Xen. 

E E 
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amd ru ut voc * pòc rò gc. , 55 oi Ò apytpeiç kat oXov To 
bg take 2, avvéðpiov ° eLjrovy Kara ToU Insov Hopi vpiay tig TO 

Lu " 

Batti.” ‘Qavarwoat avróv, kai o nUptoKoy. 5 ro Rol yep 
c Matt. v. u. 8 evdupapripovy kar aurov, cal (cat at uaprupiat ovx 

aval. 
Peru q neun. kal rie ` avaoravrec * tyeudopaprupouy xar 3 re 

s a . a avrov AMyovric x ore MMELC nxovaapev avrov Aéyovrog 
Rath li. 1 ort ay * xaraAvow TOY vauy rovrov roy X#pomoinroy, 
EX Jali, Ka m Sia ru zue a aXEIporoinror oixodo- rend 

; lam paw. 59 cal ovt oUrec ton ud " paprvpia aura, — 

rene 60 kat ' avagrác 0 apxiepevc ° tig péso» Ewnowrnacy TOV 

110 24. Inooõv Ayer Ovx aroxpivy ovv ? ri ovrot gov 7 Kara- 1 

. paprupovaw ; x dé kt.] Kat ob amexpivaro. 

E DS wad oö dpxrepede ewnpiora avrOv kai ace EE Xv ih 

1 d o Nec o vide TOU 'ebhoynrov; © o & Inode AE 

NC elev Eye eint kat ofeobe rov "viov rov " avÜporrov Lusty 

ME esas erii trt teeta, linge post, BD ge a Moe 18. 
o eh. fl. 2 01. Sohn xx. 19, 96. 
T Matt. xx. 81 ref, 

Qen. ix. 98. 

om cat bef On. D! lat-a c sah. 
ABCD rel. 

565. for parupiay, Wevdonaprupiay A al lat-k coptt. 
latt. qvpiox. BD F(Wtet 

56. aft eWeud. ins rai N 
BT. for xai revec, Kai aXXo: D al 

t) LPA t. 

for car’ avr. \ty., Kat eAtyov car’ avr. D; 
vulg -lat. 68. caraduw A 2 mss 

Mt. 
5 (nee note) TAL 68. Rom. i. 28. iz 
ch. xiii. d ref. u Matt. vili 

. 10 ay 
A rb POLA LE 1 8. Fg afl 2 gi nr L B oniy. 

elz om ro, with some cursives (P): ins 

iva Savarecwow D 2-pe 

gr. (om rat D!.) 
t-a frk q Orig-lat ; año: Be 2-pe 69 al lat-c. 

latt vary. 
om rovrov D-gr lat-k goth. 

for axetp. owod., avaernow axup. D lat-a (c) ff, k. 
58. ny bef oq DL 1 latt n paprvpia 80 B, Mai expr 
00. rec ins ro bef pisov, with (M 1, e sil) coptt : on ABC rel Orig Thl 

anxocoivet H I, ev-y for ri, o rs B. 
Gl. c de D d lat-c 

ove arp. outer ( 
th: ovdsy axexgiOn D. 
rait to avre, cat Àeye avre o apy. 
see Scholz). 
uthym. 

for ee, Ayes D 2-pe Orig. 

Cyr. vii. 5. 27, of & iwi rode pre 
rayGivree lrnenímrovsiv abroic xivoves 
wpdc pòc TOAD. —con- 
sistent with one another. It was neces- 
sary that two witnesses should 
Deut. xvii. 6. (/eoc should not be ac- 
centuated as in Homer, ieoc, but as in 
later writers, ieoc.) — bits 
two: see Mt. 58.] Ae i 
are emphatic. Some have m 
Wette, Meyer) tbat they find in these 
words xepow. and dyep. traces of later 
Christian tradition, and an allusion to 
Heb. ix. 11: Acts vii. 48; but such con- 

y k l: o ds ena. A al Syr. 
brmation to Soregoing question) BCL 38 copt (sah got) 

extpwra A: 

ins r. Oeov bef r. 2 . Ce -ed 

62. aft «go. ins awoxp:Oug DG 1. z "pis fi (k) 4 
d avre DG 

for ra, ostya D. 

hie a Wl 1 Orig. 
al vary, addg ec Cevrepov re 

lat: J, arm-zoh a 

er pin Clem-lat Orig 
ev-y latt syrr pei m seth 

jectures are at best v 55 the 
words are quite as likely to have been 
uttered by the Lord as they here stand. 
The allusion is probably to jel ii. 84. 

89.] Perhaps the inconsistency of 
these testimonies may be traced in the dif- 
ferent reports here and in Mt. obrus, 
—‘in as thie’—i.e. they varied in 
the terms in which it was ex 
60.] On the most probable punctuation 

construction, see note on Mt. ver. 63. 
GI.] row «tA. Heb. 1, the ordi- 

nary Name for God. “This is the only 
place in the N. T. where the well-known 
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Ex Seon kabnuevov rnc 
7 pera rwy 

: eff ae rode 
"Éxonev papripwy ; 64 

elvat Üavárov. 65 
! b 

SS 
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Y Suvapewe kai 

: r rod ovoavov. 

x avrov Mya Ti Eri t pelar a ber rm 

nkobsart rnc 

ouv a paiverat; ot E wavrec " karíxptvav avro» 

wipucaA uwrey avrov TO mpóçwrov kat 
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i v Malt. it xx. $1, 

6 de a xx. we -l = on. 

80 re AE 
y ver. 43 

ri 81 Mt. Lake v. 
7. viii. 20 

RTRA Acta xiv. | v. i4 

° BAaapnuia, Ç. 
tv 

Kai noLavro riveg Fe um ew aury 3 ort ae 
ron agile a debe xis xix. ds 

aùróv, Kat Ae ary * Tlpophrevaov" Kai oi Urnptrai X LL Bal) 

7 tabov. ' paxiopacw avrov 

car £v TY 

apyıptwç. 

ab tpyerat pia TOv 
67 kai iSovea Tov Dlérpov E Üsonatvópsvov, 

66 Kai & iiia TOU Tlérpov „i b Matt. vi. 8 
8 rell. 

° wat 1oKWY rou ziii. 16. 
G ~ Matt xil. 

81. Bek. 
mv. 12. 

* éuPAbfaca abr Ayi Kai ou ut rd rod NaZapnvob ? Str s 
oda rob Inooð. 

S41L. xv. 19 | Mt. oa 
xzvili. 20. 8 per 

KESIN L. only. 
= (eppy) her here i xd 

Orig. rec xaO. bef ex det. (|| MT), 
m ors S Mies txt BCD 

63. ins cat bef Aeyec D lat - Oe k 
64. rnv Bracgnprav (|| Mt) ADG 1. 69. 
m eth; rov croparog avrov 69 al ( 
ortt q M?) D al sah. vavric bt 

42. vill. 7 only. 

p ver. 54 reff. 

avre D 

BCLA 33 lat-/ g goth. (I, def.) 
65. for lst avrw, rw wpogw*w avrov (|| M?) D lat-a f Syr coptt goth arm. 

£. Tipic. avr. To *pocesov (|| Mt) D lat-a f. 
k: txt BCLUA 33. [ro is not omd in B, so Mai expr. | 

goth. om 2nd avrw I, 1. 69 Syr arm. 
rec (for 5 Hal dor (ese po with H: BA 

EMUX 33: eXapBavor D(bef avr.) G 1. 69 i 
66. rec ev r. avà. bef carw, with A rel vulg lat. (g) k syr 

coptt Eus: txt BCLU?X 33 Syr eth arm. 
for rwv *aidiokwv, aiioe C. 

om 2nd «a: D-gr. 
160a, with A rel: uera r. «90. r. "vat naba (|| Mt) Poetae A (85m syr goth sth arm 

560a pera ing. rov vat. 33 coptt: pera rov coe 
variously reinserted.) ne 1. 69 1 

with A I. rel valg lat-c ff, 
eco agi avrov» x. Neo D lat- k 

om ot urnp. D. 

lat-a c ff, 
lat-a e f f, (k) q Eus. 

87. le bef avrw D lat-c ff, q sab. 

Eus: 
omitted as superfluous: then 

Sanctus Benedictus of the Rabbis is thus 
absolutely given." Meyer. 62.) The 
ax’ dort fue and Are ded rov voy of Lk., 
are here omitted. yvrévas — 
not his ly robe, which was worn 
only in the tende, and yis officiating : 
soe on Mt. ver. 65. The plural, rovc 
xir. perhaps is due to the bris of two 
inner garments by persons of note: see 
Winfr, R. W. B. d * Kleidung," i. p. 662. 

65.) fpgavre—when the sentence 
ced. The tives Led to be 

mem of P Sanhedrim : the servants 
follow. .] Mt. and Lk. ex- 
plain this: porke), edo emote thee?’ 

with AI, X 
'am(with em 

om rut bef dv. Di. 

syr-marg sah-woide arm. 
lat- E: 

rec ecvat bef evoxov, with A rel latt coptt arm: om «va: 

66 0 0€ novüsaro Atyev Oure oia, mne 
Num. zii. 14. Dent. xxv. d b f L. Heb.ix.4osly. Exod. 

1 Mt. 1 Pet. fil. u. 1 Cor. iv. II. 9 Cor. xil. 7 4. 
3 . 98. ziz. 8 oaly. Yn l. take a 41 Matt. v. 88.) 

xii.13. Gen. 
Mt. only. Gen. Kl. 18 al. 

of 

» 24 reff. dq eb. z 

) 1. 33 vulg-ed lat-c f. 
d ing mt prag tol) lat- Eth 

om c. spx. D- gr. 

add avrov DG I, gat (with mt) lat-g 
T * 

cat rare 1. 69 lat-a 

om 

rec ro xpocwxoy bef avrov (|| Mt), 

: txt ABC rel. 
th: om carw D I, 69 
px. ins «poc avrov D 

rec uera rov val. «99. 

t BCL. (r. ine. was 

The reading &\aPow is harsh in 
sense, but the coincidence of 1 
in DG al. seems to stamp it with genuine- 
ness. The meaning mast be ‘took Him 
in hand with,’ ‘ treated Him with.’ Meyer 
understands it, took Him into custody, 
with ..., for the farther carrying out of 
the sentence inst Him. But the un- 
emphatic position of the verb seems to 
preclude this. 

66—72.] OUR LORD 18 THRICE DENIED 
BY PETER. Mt. xxvi. 69—75. Lk. xxii. 
66—62. Jn. xviii. 17, 18, 25—27. See 
the comparative table, and notes, on Mt. 

ch. kéru, because the house was 
E23 
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ehem oni. cure émigrouat GU ri Akytic. Kat EAD Ew eic TO 
Matt. xxvi. 3 tft? 2 7 Ve , "gat. "mooaUAtov, kat ' aAékrop! tQuynatv. © kai jj^ ratdioxn 
wo 2 fl. (Sousa aurov “ hočaro Aéyav roig ` wapearwoww ore 

om ovrog "tL avrov kor 70 0 St radu npverro. xal 
7 don ahi. nerd uikpoy madw oL " saprarortc EXeyow ræ IHéroo 

eb. 1. . AAU0 WS EE avrov et kai yao Ta AA el. 71 & & 2 
Isa. x xvi. 20. . » 3? , 1 7 , @ 9 q * 1. 

„ nokaro avaQeuariZev kat ouvüvat Ort ovk oida Tov ABC 

TAB d üvÜpwsor rovrov ov" Aéyere. 72 kai kx Sevrépou ' adéx- MSU 
a er t edd 160 na0n o Ile D omn wo X6 a Lid ti. 0 tówvuctv. Kat avtuvnaUm o litrpoc TO pnya wc . 

42 ref. 
coh, xi. 21 reff. 

68. rec (for ovre, twice) ove (|| Mt v end ovde, with A rel lat-a: owe and ovre 
CEGHSVA: [] ove emeor. ri I,: txt BDLN 2-pe vulg lat-c f Eus. rec re bef 
ov (av omd, asin D al, from | Mt, then reinsd), with A I, rel coptt goth arm Eus: 
om cv D al latt: txt BCL U(Treg) A 1. 83 2-pe. om Ist rat D-gr. ec Tq» 
wpocavAny D. om x. aX. epwy. (to suit || M?) BL lat-c copt: ins ACD I, rel vulg 
lat-a f ff, k syrr sah-ming goth sth arm Eus. 

69. rec aft avrov ins xav (interpolation, as is shewn by the variation of position), 
with A I, rel (lat-a c) s th: aft npfaro CLAN; bef dovea D(x. de uovo. avr. y 
za.) 2-pe vulg (lat-k 7) om BM coptt eth. for gp£. Aey., urey B. rec 
wapeorynxooy, with AD rel: txt BC I. KLA Eus. aft ori ins cat D 69 lat-a c ff, 
Syr æth arm. avroc D al. 

70. om o de wad. nov. D(having, aft rad. above, o de vau» npvnoaro x. nparo) : 
neynoaro at Na GMXA 1. 69 latt syr coptt goth Eus. wapeornnoree D: 
wepuorwrec Q 1. om rw rerpw D lat-a. rec at end ins xa: 9 AaAL/ʃ cow 
oO tt, with A rel lat-g syrr goth arm; X. e. d NO ce wou: Sth; 9 Aaa con 
ógAov ct oporates (sic) 33: om BCDL 1 latt coptt Eus Aug. (The inen seems to 
be from || Mt, where D reads ouovaze : homootel is hardly sufficient to account for 
the omn. 

71. z opvvtw fl ao with AC rel Eus: Xe yes D lat-(a) g: txt BEHLSUVXT. 
om rovrov D-gr K goth. 

12. aft cat ins evOvc B(Mai expr) LN latt Syr sth arm: svOrec (from || M?) DG 
69: om AC rel syr copt goth. om ex devrepov LN lat -o. rec (for ro pnpa 
wç) rov pgparoc ov, with M 69: ro p. o D rel latt syr-marg : txt ABCLA 33 coptt 

th. om avrw D-gr. om ort to avapovgon D142! lat-a. rec $wr59eat 
ef de, with AC?L rel vulg lat-g, (Syr) syr goth: om di¢ (C! P) AN lat-e ff, g, 2 eth 

built round the ahh, and the rooms looked meaning has yet been given for this word. 
down into it. See note on Matt. xxvi.69. 1) Hammond and Palairet supply ros 

68.] otre ol8a, scil. aùróv: an  ó$0aXuo)0g ry 'Igsob—but besides this 
union of two separate answers, which form 9 55 most fanciful, fhe fact was not so : 
the lst and 2nd in Mt. The obre...ofra see Lk. ver. 61. 2 e vulgate, Syr., 
simply connect : the repetition being that Euth., Thl.2, Luth., Kuin., take I. BAU- 
of urgent denial. TÒ wpoath. = róv ixdacew for rA cdraiew ‘he began 
Rd Mt. The omission of the fo weep? But ting that this is a 
words xal GA. d$. appears to be an at- later meaning of the word (Kuin. cites 
tempt to harmonize the accounts. inia reperičev, cantillare ccpit, Diog. 
69.] 4 waSloxn—in Mt. An, in Lk. Laért. vi. 2. 4 and Suid. has éxégaAer 
repos. Meyer does not appear to be  fjpEaro), yet this participial construction 
jastified in asserting that this is neces- will not bear that interpretation. Acts 
sarily the same maid as before: it might xi. 4, which Kuin. cites to support it, has 
be only the maid in waiting in the quite another meaning—see note there. 
epoaóAiov : see note on Mt. 70.] 3) Grot., Le Clerc, al. render it * addens 
Tg pikpàv = diacraone écsi ópac prac. it —i. e. he continued weeping (so éws- 
k xal yáp, for, in addition to all aAév ipwràv Theophr. Char. B. ir:ßBa- 

that has been hitherto said.... Awy gna Diod. Sic. p. 345 B) ; — but then 
72.) émBelóv—no entirely satisfactory his beginning to weep would have been 
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erer avri o Inoobc ore wpiv ‘adéxropa Sic * $uvijsat, dse note. 
Tpic ut * arapvhop cal tri * ékAautv Hate x s. 8 s Acts ili. 1. 

XV. I Kai ehe er rò © wowt " cupBovrrov " xon- 4. 
cavrec ot doxiepele UETA roy rp Burt Kai yoaupa- Er, cay, 

rey, kai & AO TO  auvidpioy, Sheavrec rov Incovy “aw- A m d. 

n 11 8 Fa 2 kat ETH rna „fra Kal rage aay (Mary, kai, ernpbrneer Biren 
BCDE avrov o IIäroe Zv e o Bat qebe r IovSa len; 0 (rt) us 
ISUV à arorpibeic abr Aéye ° Zò Aye. Kal ° karnyó- k Lake xri. 33. 
13. 69. pou» avrov oi apytepeic woÀÀd. 4 o & II. Adroc wadw Ds 

Ernoora aurov Acyov Ovx awoxpivy ovdév ; 10s rb cov xxi 10 only. 

° karmyopovotv. 56 & Igcovc ovkíri ovdiv axek pin, t = itate. v.25 
m here, s. . Matt. H. 9. n f only. see Matt. xxvi. 35, 64. o Matt. zii. 10 reff. 

arm: txt B (C! ?) lat-k coptt(Treg). rec axapy. pe bef rpc (order of || Lu), 
with A rel syr goth arm: txt BCLA lat-o ff, & (S tt seth. r. gpkaro 
xÀauiw D latt syrr sah goth arm. = TOME i 

CHAP. XV. L rec svôewc, with AD rel: om lat-a o sah sth: txt BCLA. om 
txt ro (as unnecessary: no reason could be given for its insertion) BCDL vulg lat-a 
Jh k l coptt Orig: ins A rel (goth) arm. 
and ins «ca: bef dne. D al lat-a c 

om BCDLA 1 Orig 
2. for o de, ea: D lat-a sth. 

Jf, k syrr sah eth Orig. 
avnyaror (| Mi) CDG 1 latt syre goth sth Orig. 

rel: e. 

for voina., «rounacayrec CLR: ewotnoay 
i for axnytycay, 

rec ins rw bef sare, with 

rec (for avru Meye) urev avro (|| Jn), with A 
arm. rel D-lat syrr goth wth: txt B C(avrw[. . .]) D 1 copt 

9. sarnyopovow D-gr. 
4. exnp. avrov bef xai» CD lat-k g sah-ming eth: om rat U al. rec 

(for exnpwra) porn: (corra to above, ver 2), with ACD rel: txt BU 33. 69 
lat-a k syr-marg. [ovdev is on marg in B.] for «de, 1801 (i. e. [7] edov) A. 

rec (for zargyopovcoiw) xarapaprvpoveiw (from || Mt), with A rel syrr sah goth 
arm: txt BCD 1 latt copt th Orig-lat. 

noticed before. Grot. wants to give it 
the sense of * preterea. 4) Beza, Raphel, 
Bretechn., Wahl, al. say, ‘quam se foras 
projecisset ;? but although imsBadAay 
revi or iwi ri may mean fo rush upon 
(see 1 Macc. iv. 2), it cannot stand alone in 

meaning. The chief support of this 
sense is the é£eAQwy Fe of Mt. and Lk.: 
but this cannot decide the matter. 5) 
Thl. al. supply ro ludrioy rg xegadg, ‘ cast- 
ing or drawing his mantle over his head ;’ 
but this, without any precedent for such 
an ellipsis, although it suits the sense very 
well, appears fanciful. 6) Wetst. al. take 
it for ‘attendere? and some supply rj 
dAsrropogwvig, others ry pnpari: Weta, 
and Kypke have however shewn that the 
word is used absolutely in this sense, in 
Polyb. and other late writers. One exam- 
ple given by Kypke is much to the point : 
Gei piv vr, dAAwg dt cai dM 
éweBddAAn, cal paddéby lor bre cal jr- 
roy, semper quidem cognoecit, sed diversis 
modis res animadvertit, imo magis inter- 
dum et minus: Hierocl. in carm. Pythag. 

p. 14. The above list is taken mainly 
from De Wette (Exeg. Handb. p. 247), 
who while preferring this last sense, yet 
thinks that it was before expressed in 
ávepvioO0n. But IT. BUN contains more 
than &veuy.—that was the bare momentary 
remembrance—the pua occurred to him 
—this is the thinking, or, as we some- 
times say, casting it over; going back 
step by ep through the sad history. 
This sense, though not wholly satisfactory, 
appears to me the best. In dxAasev, 
Dr. Wordsw. well points out the imperf. 
6 y and continued weeping: some- 
thing more than FR. 

CHAP. XV. 1—5.] JESUS I8 LED AWAY 
TO PILATE, AND EXAMINED BY HIM. 
Mt. xxvii. 1, 2, 11—14. Lk. xxiii. 1—6. 
Jn. xviii. 283—38. Our account is very 
nearly related to that in Mt.: see notes 
there. The Mo vd a. is a touch of ac- 
curacy. From ch. xiv. 63 we know that 
dere g were assembled. Lightfoot quotes 
from Maimonides Sanhedr. 3 b., Syn- 
edrium septuaginta unius seniorum non 
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PIME] wcre Üavuatev row IIAäror. 6 P Kara & toprrw 
q Kat xviii. q? $1 3 r dt 1 > ~ 7 2 & gre.’ Abe avroic Eva Sichior, övrep yrovyro. v 
TI | ME. Acts 5 de ydueroc BapaßPac pera r . deSepévoc, 

PN vid olrirec ir ry "arace g remoih,-l 8 kai 
there cal vage a m XA nokaro arreiaBat Y kaĵwç act &sroiet 
pee auroie. 0 et [l'Aároc amexpiOn abraic AL * OcAere 

We Ant. 5 üzoÀUGw VL rav Gate vov * lordò ale; 10 Eyi- 

PISO vwoney yap Fa dia * g8ovav ° wapadedixeicav auror» ot 
l ot & ao Nebel 

> / „ P} 
* avictioay ro oy A0 (va (fen va, Act aN, gar ( 

Ex zeit 14 padXdov TOv Bape arohicy avroic. 12 o 8t II. 

pos Reet Aároc wade awoxorbtic uhr avrotc Tt ob * cA ere 
"s Beraz. € Tomow Ov “Aéyere rov "Bacidia rov ™ 'lovSate»v ; 

. e Ben see ESE E LAETUS 
d = | Mt. only. och. x. 18 reff, 

6. ins rg» bef soprny D. ov xapnrovyro ABN: ov av nr. DG 69. 
T. rec overaciacrey (to include Barabbas among the seditious, as is expressed in 

|| Ze? On the other hand EY may easily have been absorbed in the following IT. 
The unusual word would hardly have occasioned a corra, as Mey. and De W., for 
though the word may be unusual, the analogy which it follows ss common 5 with 
A rel: txt BCDK 1. 69 sah. xer. bef gov. D 2-pe vulg lat-a E sah. 
ewrsroncacay C'(perhaps) F(Wetst): xeromncacay T. 

8. rec (for avapacç) avaBonsac (corra aft | 
AC rel syrr (arm): ascendit et clamavit ath: txt BD latt coptt goth. 
bef o oyAog (see map Gee, || Lu) D lat-a (k) goth. 
mt lat · E. 

9. arorprOerg Aeya avr. D 2- pe 
10. eweyervworey AK: nòse ( 

lat-a ff; 

(dat - x) copt. 
11. for ronis en cav (|| Mz) D lat-a c ff, & sah arm. 

om rov» bef Bap. D 

Mt) fee 
AEGVXA: xapedwxay D-gr H 1. 69 e c nh 

| Le, aveepayoy ðe &: see note), with 
ins elec 

aft aero ins avrow D 

"a upy D lat. F: · 
for rapaòed., wapsdweticay 
om o: apxrepece (|| MEA B 1 

ro ox Di. gr. 

12. rec arospluc bef mai, with A rel (lat-a) arm: om rats DT prag lat- I k 
copt: om s. a. 8 
9 erev (|| do, 
syr. 
arm. 
seth arm. 
1. 69 coptt arm. 

necesse habet ut sedeant omnes... cum 
vero necesse est ut congregentar omnes, 
EI) E omnes.” 

BARABBAS PREFERRED TO 
IS DELIVERED TO BE CRUCI- 

nn Mt. xxii. 15—26. Lk. xxiii. 17— 
25. Jn. xvili. 99, 40. Our account is 
of Mt cognate to, but distinct from that 

t., where see notes. The principal 
ints of distinction will be noticed. 
] årévev—‘ imperfectum ubi solere no- 

ee non nisi de re ad certum tempus re- 
stricta dicitur, Herm. ad Viger. p. 745. 

7.] The circumstance that Barab- 
bas was one of a set of murderers, shewn 
by the tiv crac. and the olrives, is 

txt BC 83 vulg lat-(c) g, gur 
with AD rel lat-(a) k Sy 

om Gere (|| Mt) BCA 1. 33. 69 coptt: 
om o B: om ov Aeyere AD 1. 69 latt sah arm: ins C rel syrr copt goth 

rec om rov, with X rel goth: Baci D!: rw Bac. D* : txt ABCA 

2 l syr (sah) goth wth. rec 
r goth: Aye I vulg lat-fAA : txt 

ins AD rel latt syrr goth seth 

peculiar to our narrative, and shews that 
it is not compiled from Mt. and Lk. 
E This is also peculiar to Mk.—in Mt. it 

te who first of offers them the choice— 
in Lk. they cry out, but it is aipe revrov 
. r. A. ver. 68. aragba: ca 
i. e. abroic rei, cade. &veflés pro- 
bably implies the rising of the crowd in 
excitement—or perhaps their coming up 
towards the palace, as cvvyypivwy in Mt. 

9.) Here our account differs from 
Mt. and agrees with Jn. ver. 39. 
10.] éyivec xev, imperf. He was aware, 
He peroeived, His apprehension of it was 
concurrent with the action go os on. 

12.) &v Mani . peri. + 
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1458 II.- reas n. 

V 
Macc. viii. 

15*0 & [Troc Bov- 
iare eal: 

Aónevoc TU SXAY rò 5 ikavov ° romga, ar auroic hut. E zvil. 

rov Bapappav, Kai " wapidwxey ro» | "ovv pe- 
ae Or dé orparwrat amipya yov avrov aac iva aravpwbp. 

sek. 
xxu 28. 

II Mt. oniy 4. 

tow ric pe. 0 istiy ™ rpatrwotoy, Kal 0 
dA riv ° aweipav, |? xai t vð .d bocouotv avrov ropp- 
pav, kai "wepiriÜéacw avr 'mA&avrec' aküvÜwovy aréQavov, 
8 kat i nočavrto aowalsaBat aurov Xaige " o Baarkvc¢ 

Winer, § 234. 

m i Mt. ref. 
TW a Luke zr. 6 

Tovdaiwy. 19 «ai Erumrov aurov riv Kepadny " cada Kat 2145 ref. 

Y evintvov avrg Kat 

airy. * 
3 mopébpav Kai 

bis, Lake zri. 19. Rev. rel.) here 
oh. zii.1 | Mt. 1 Cor. l. 23 only. 
„ Isa. KI AIv. 13 vat. only. 
weh. ziv. AG red. (rena, en. l. 6.) 

v. 8. Rom. xiv.1 1 (from lsa. xiv. 34) al. 
xxvii. 38, 81. Lake 2.50. 2 Cur. v. A only. 

13. exp. bef ral D. 

E. EÀt y., arm. 
14. rec xaxov bef cose». (|| Mf), with AD rel ves: txt BCA. 

* rOévrec ra 

vil. 4 v. v. 
ath iii 3. 

xy oon.) 
ovara mpoceküvouy di Pss viiL 37. 

Ri xvi. 19 only. 

Kat ore * eviwarbay aury, ̀  édvcay avrov rijv 2 Kings | 24. 

> evidvoay aurov ra ud ria ra i, Kal q (pose 0. 

) zeli. 8 

€ voe., Lake zii 
z Lake xai. 5 „60 45.4 

s cb. x. 
Gea. xxxvii. 

rm ver. 86 | Mt. 
y x La vill. 14. zRviti. 5 ual y. 
reff, v Matt. 21.7 ref. Pe. ziliv. 1. 

y as above (x). Lake 
UA al. zx. 9. a Matt, 

b Matt. vi. 36 reff. Mei dE 17. 

ins Aeyovrtg bef cravpwoow ADKM gat lat-a o ff, 
sah-woide wath; avaenoptrvot uro rev apytepewy sat tÀeyov G 69 syr-marg and, omg 

rec (for 
thun) (|| ME) wepsogorepwc, with EPUXT(SV, e sil): txt ABCD rel sah. (Tit is 
so very strongly attested, that it can hardly in this case be regarded as from || Mt. 

HH wiptogoripwe is very common in St. Paul, and hence 5 
expofev (prod from || Mt) ADGKMP 1. 69 latt Syr arm 

15. Bovdopsvoc mondai TO tcavoy rw oyÀo CN Syr co 
8 B copt.—row de ine. 9 9013701, Toy B. waged. 

: om ; lat-ff, 
ay. waped. DA 

Uat- (as also ö, see ch. xiii. 8) defective from this point to the end of Mk: a supple- 
its a later hand begins at xvi. J.] 

16. 0% tic. rg» avAny (see ch xiv. 54) DP 1. 69 fuld(with em ing gat mt prag) 
lat-g, copt arm : 

D(evdudern.) FA 1. 69. emriÜiam» 
18. ree T o 5 Baewev (correction), with 

MPSVX : C rel. 
19. avrov 5 tig T. c 9g» 9 Mt) D 2-pe lat -o t-o f, k (nn. 

avrov C al vulg. evertucey 
ev-32 lat -E. 

20. om everaifay avro D. 

= 'Ipeosw rèy Aeyópivor ypurróv Mt. 
Neither of those expressions can well have 
been copied from the other. 18. 
ur only refers to icpakav : cf. ver. 8, 
where this is ni te in $3pfavro al- 
veicÜac;—they had not cried out this 
before. 15.) v9 ix. ros., to satisfy. 
Wetst. gives Es les of the expression 
from Polyb., Diog Diog. Leért., and Appian. 

16—19.] JESUS MOCKED BY THE 80L- 
DIERS. t. xxvii. 27—90 (omitted in 
Lk.) Jn. xix. 1—83. See notes on Mt. 

tie 79» avvny CM vulg lat-c ff, l 
17. rec (for evdidvoxovaty) evóvovow (more common 

vulg lat-e 157 

*(@ppy)- 

for ra «dea, avrov (from || Mf) BCA: om D. 

cadovow D-gr. 
word), with A rel: txt BC 

om wreEavrec D. 
(which also have it in || Mt) 

ryv eed. bef 
(homaotel) D 268 

16.) ais, the court or guard- 
room, but open—see note on Mt. xxvi. 69. 

N.] We have here s curious in- 
stance of a word used in two accounts in 
the same part of the narrative, but ap- 
plied to different things, in weperOéaov, 
here said 55 in at 
of the robe (see Pro 

mopdvpa is vagu y y nsed, to signi! 
different shades of red, and is especially 
convertible with crimson = coccivg Mt. 

20—-23.] Hz 1s LED TO CRUCIFIXION. 
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e. dax. oo avrov tva oraupwaovaty avróv, 21 ka: ay- ARDT 

Fi uar yapevovary * wapayovra tiva Ziuwva Kvpnvator t- Ar. 

7 1 Ure pevov ar aypob, rov warépa ‘Adehavdpou kai Poi$ov, na 
f ch. 
i (ai TE) 

b herz only t. 
N 11.0 Matt. 

1 | Mt. reff. rómoc. 
Pea. xxl.18. 

tony. os Joal obe EXaBev. 

iva apy Tov oraupov avrov. 
Tod yoba Towoy, 8 ari» 

23 kai edidouv abr 
H kat 5 aurov kai  SunipiLovrai 

73 Kai pépovoty aurov Es 

' peOepunvevdpevor . Kpaviov 
" Eopvpriopivoy oivov" o à 

i nt. rà ipária aurov, * BadXovreg " xXinpov | iw aura ric ri 
ais. di from apy. 25 Jv 9 & wpa Tpirn. " Kat torabpwsav avróv. 25 kai 
3 ny n ° ervypagn rnc , airiag avrov 1 erryeypappevn 0 
. 

see Matt. xxvi. 68. a= Luko xix. 48. J 
ot zen xxv. 18. 27. Gen. Iv. 13. 

(xxxil)88 P. Rev. xxi. 13 only. "Prov. vil. 8. 

for kay., ayoveiw A prag, duxerunt lat-c ff,. 
5 correction), with X rel: txt ACDLPA 33. rec crappwoecy 

om last avrov D 1 lat., k. 
21. eyyap. B'N. 

BCZ FLA 38 
rel. 

dL. v. T.) Acts x vii. 29. 

TOV €i. 5 rov cupnveoy D (lat . 
23. for erii ayovcoiw D 69 vulg lat-c f, I sah goth. 

. 69. roxoy bef yoAy. D. 

er. xzxl. (xxxviil.) 19. o L. Matt. xxii. 30 fl anly +. 
Heb. vili. 10 & x. Id, from Jer. xxxviii. 

om last clause (hkomaotel) B. 

got ins row bef yok y. 
ueOepunvevopevog AB: txt CDP 

28. rec aft avrw ins my (from || i with A D(x») P rel vulg lat-c ff, k syrr 
sah goth sth: om BC'LAN lat-s copt arm 
de B I'(appy) 33. 

for o às, eat D 1 vulg lat-c ff, &: oc 

24. rec x. cravpecavrisc avr. à. N ement of construction from |) Mt), with 
ACDP rel me etg. 21 * (syrr, 
omg 2nd cat L D- lat 
Crapeptloy ev-yonce: 
txt ABCD rel Scr’s mas. 

25. rpirn bef epa AC'K. 

D (syr) goth; ovrog at end 33 

Mt. xxvii. 31—34. Lk. xxiii. 26—383. Jn. 
xix. 16, 17. See notes on these. 
21. 'AMsEávBpov x. 'Poó$ov] It is quite 
uncertain whether Alexander be identical 
with either of the persons of that name 
mentioned Acta xix. 38, 1 Tim. i. 20, 2 Tim. 
iv. 14, or whether those, or any two of 
them represent one and the same person. 
There is a Rufus saluted Rom. xvi. 18. 
The words dpxópg. dw à vp. determine 
nothing as to its being a working day or 
otherwise, any more than ol wapawoptv- 
épevor, Mt. ver. 39: nothing is said as to 
the distance from whence he came. 
22.) Tody. réw.—perhaps Toy. is geni- 
tive, as it t would then answer to rpaviov 
in the inte tion; = rà» Tór. r. ra- 
Aovp. pv. Lk. 23.] do. olv. 
zz ófoc pera XoMic pep. Mt. which see. 
Sieur, they were giving, i. e. ‘they 
offered.’ 

94—28.] Hx Is crvciFizep. Mt. xxvii. 
85— 38. . xxiii. 33, 34, 88. Jn. xix. 18 
— 24. 25. Spa tpi] This date is 
in agreement with the subsequent account, 
ver. 83, and its || in Mt. and Lk., but, 

th: txt B lat-c ff. Pc cach 
eo (f m v eg duenspitor, with some cursive(?) : 

` exaOnyro e 
om rec re apn D 157 lat. F 

for 5 epvdacgcoy D lat: k n. 
26. for ka. gv n, nv de D t (aah); » de D 

GcepeprZovro 69 Scr’s a c h: 
k n. 

-corr. ins ovrog tor bef o Bac. 

as now standing unexplained, inconsistent 
with Jn., xix. 14, where it is said to have 
been about the sirth hour at the time 
of the exhibition of our Lord by Pilate. 
I own I see no satisfactory way of recon- 
ciling these accounts, unless there 
been (see note on John) some very early 
erratum in our copies, or unless it can be 
shewn from other grounds than the diffi- 
culty before «s, that In. 's reckoning of 
time differs from that employed in the 
other minui The difficulty is of a 
kind in no way andas d the n 
of the narrative, nor truthfulness of 
each Evangelist; but requires some solu- 
tion to the furnishing of which we are sot 
competent. It is preposterous to imagine 
that two such accounts as these of the pro- 
ceedings of so eventful a day should differ 
by three whole hours in their apportion- 
ment of its occurrences. So that it may 
fairly p ee that some di 

calculation has given rise to the 
5 pancy. Meanwhile the chro- 
nology of our tert, —us being carried on 
through the day, and as allowing time both 
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4 7 — - 

7 kai cuv auty oraupovaty . 915 
7 y s - 7 Matt. xxi. 13 

Dúo *Aysrac, ‘wa ‘ex &eEiG v cat ‘iva k eowvüjuov ea 
» - | tg » — E DM" a imate RE SE 

avrou. Kat oL. waparopetvopevar EBA acgnnovv avrov, a Tos reg. 
r-] e = 1 Cor. xi . " ktvoUvrT£C raç "xe$aAdc abrò xai Aéyovrec * Ova o` TRA : n 

a [Y a a , æ 4 s rcd 

7 karaÀUwv rov vaov kai oiKodopnwy Tpitv ‘pépatc, 5 
- a 9 es e e 6, 8 30 swasov gtavróv karo(Jàc amò rov cravpov. dum w JME ony. 

1 t 9 - » ' 9 p 8. XXI. 8. 

Kat ot apytepetc. " Euwailovrec wpoc aAAnAouc pera rb see Pe xli. 
7 Cd 17 LÀ e b : yoaupartíov EXeyov “AdAove Eowoev, tavròv ov db varat yeh: Ae. ls 

e a t LY - b» T 

swoat, ^ o xpisróc o BactAev¢ rov 'IopasÀ. | kara(Járe 7535 Lake 
- * s - e @ | - *a ld a Exod. x. 3. VUV AFO TOU GTavpOV, iva iOwputv KAL " SriUTEUGUUEV. KAL a abe oh EL 
* b 7 es " > ^» 33 Vd 16 al 8 

oi GUVEGTOUQUJLEVOL auTO wvetdiZov avróv. Kal E- EMC Jobn 

* Bacirevc trav * 'IovBatov. 

! LJ L4 , 2 7 24 2 * = 1.6. Gal. vouEyn¢ wpaç tkruc aKOTOG Eyivero ip OANY rù» ynv, Boong t. 1 
Y » - 5 L « € — Malt. v. 

* fec ° wpaç tvürmc. Kat ry vary epa iE“. o rf. 
"Insove $wvg ne Ay "EAwt eAwt Aapa ca(jaxÜavi ;. © fake. 18 

e| Mt. L. ERI IE 

97. cravpovyra: H Agora: (from || M?) D'-gr: eoravpwaay (|| Lu Jn) B lat-c ff. k 
D-lat goth. om avrov c1 2-pe 71 lat-c ff, E. 4 » ) i 

28. rec ins ca: exrnpwOn y yoa$n 9 Aeyovaa cat uera avopwy eXoyic0n (see Lu 
xxii. 87, from which place probably it was noted in the margin here, and thence has 
come into the text. Mark very rarely adduces prophetic testimony. For n yp. 1 
At yovoa, see Jn xix. 24), with L M-with-ast P A-with-ob rel vulg lat-c ff, g, syrr copt 
goth wth arm [Orig]: om ABCDXN lat-k sah Eus-canonggpy. | 

for rapawopevoperot, wapayovrtc D- gr Eus. om avrwy D 59 lat-k w. 
rec rpusi» nuepaic bef ouodouev, with ACP rel vulg lat., syr goth eth arm 

Eus: txt BDL lat- k n Syr coptt. rec ins e» bef rptow nyepatc, with B rel vulg 
lat s D-lat Eus: om AC D-gr PV lat-c k sah. 

. rec (for karafac) «at caraBa, with AC rel lat-c ff. D-lat syrr sah(omg x.) goth 
sth arm; r. cara(950: P 1 Eus: txt B D-gr LA vulg lat-k » copt. 

91. om oporwç D 238 lat-c 12 k n. rec ins às bef ea: (from || Mt), with C*M? 
88 sah: om ABCD rel vulg lat-c f, Æ l (Syr) syr copt goth arm Eus Thl. for 
*poc, uç D Eus. 

82. om rov (see || Mt) BDKLA 1. 69: ins ACP rel coptt Eus. aft morevowpey 
ins avrw CIDFGHMP V(as corrd by orig] scribe) I 1. 69 fuld(with gat) lat-c f} kin 
Syr sah sth arm Eus; ty avro, ex. avrw, ec avrov, avrov al: om ABC! rel am(with 
em prag ing) lat-g, , syr copt goth. aft cuveor. ins ovy (from || Mt) BLN. 
om avrw D. 

83. rec (for rat yev.) yev. de (|| MC), with ACP rel eth arm Orig-lat Eus: txt 
BDGLMSA 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-c é Syr copt goth. tọ oAne rne yns D al Eus. 

34. rec rn wpa rn evvary (prob conformation to last verse), with AC rel vulg 
lat. D- lat eyr copt arm: txt B D- gr FL 1. 69 lat-c Syr(Treg) goth eth Eus. 
for Bene, égwrnoev D. om o ine. D lat-E. rec aft ueyaAg ins AT 
(from || Mt), with ACP rel vulg lat-o Syr goth (eth) arm: om BDL lat., k copt. 
P uu gA« D 2-pe 131 lat-c + k „ Syr arm Eus. (the aspirate with mas 

vulg. [Nana (one p) so BD 1 am(with gat) lat-f, g, » arm Eus.) 

for the trial, and the events of the cruci- 
fxion,—is that which will I believe be 
generally concurred in. All the other 
solutions (so called) of the difficulty are 
not worth relating. 

20—32.] HR IS MOCKED ON THE 
CROSS. t. xxvii. 39—44. Lk. xxiii. 35 
—37, 39—43. (Jn. xix. 25—27.) Our 
narrative, derived from a common source 

with that of Mt., omits the scriptural 
allusion, ‘He trusted in God,” &c. Mt. 
ver. 43. 29.] obd, an expression of 
reproach :—sometimes, one of admiration 
and „ M in Dio Cassius, lxiii. 20, 
where the Romans shout after Nero, on 
his triumphal entry after his victories in 
the Grecian es, é\upmiovica, ova, 
xuQovica, old abyovere, abyovart. 
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f cb. v. 41 reff. sart 

EY ATT'EAION XV. 

: peBeppnvevopevoy t'O Geòe pov o Ütóc pov, * sig rd 
? 

* gaotorqkorwv aKou- 
36 Soapuv ŠE ric 

o & ly " dete $evnv peyaAny * etéwvev- 

8 cai rd " xarawiracpa rov vaov "tayioÜn * ac 
9 ijo» & o * Kevrupter 

Psa. xxi. I. 

sine EykaréAuréc pe; cal ric ruv 
fo 1 MC 9 Cor. 7 m € " 1 - 

17. 0, 1, gavrtc EA eyov lde HAtay Sue. 

Wee . 13. yepisaç a awoyyo °’ o&oug ? mepilsic * ka auo er 

tw" aurow Aéyww " "Adere 18 LE Hxiag ' xaBeden 1 . CUTOV P PETE tÒwpev & toytrat aç KxaleAuy 

"s abr. 
reff. 

eMe inm CHA 
o e.. Ovo "aw aveÜDtv "fuc * xarw. 
q rer. 10. e k 
F Matt. . 42. O 
Av. 86, de. 

MEL bee , 9 - * e v tye 
mapsernkwc ' && ^ évavriag avrov Ori ourwe Aue 

. ctv, city» ^ AdnBwe ovroc o avÜpwroc “woo nv Otrov. 
&c. 
Gen. zxl. 19, 

aw Sr ouetr., 
| Mt. Matt. 
win. 4. 

t vet. ML. 
Acta x11. 20 

40 Haav & cal yvvaiktc “aro ° parpóhv Ütepovaas, ew 
aic nw cal Mapia ù Ma yò AU xat Mapia ) lar 

Aub. v. 2. rb uur poU cal lwonroc TRO cal Tann, l at xa: 
u Gen. xiv. 9. 

(bis) & 1 L. only +. v her w | Mt. L. Heb. vi. 29. 1x, 8. x. 20 only. Read. xxvi. 81, . =i Mt 
L. ch. i. Io al. Ise. zivil. 21. Bech. ziv. 4. y t Mt. reff. s oco Erek. i . 

a here and vv. 44, 45 only f. b Tit. ii. Sonig. 4 Kines i. 7. Jrarr., ch. vi. 48 reff. c Matt. 
xxvi. 78 ref. d = Matt. xiv. 83. e Matt. xxvi. 08 reff. here only. 

om Ist pov AEFGKPra 1. 69 Eus Tul. om 2nd o Osog pov B Tren- gr. 
rec pe bef tycaredcweg (from || Mt), with AC rel lat-k » goth: txt B(D)L 

vulg lat-f/, copt Iren-gr Eus. 
85. rapiarerov DU 89: eorgkorev B: exu eorgeorey (|| Mt) A: txt C P(Tischdf) 

rel. (wapse 
K 
(X def. 

] X.) om a«ovcavrec C. 
: ore (|| af al arm: om D gat(with tol) lat-c & Syr: txt BFLUA 1. 33. 69. 

aft $wve ins qurog (|| Aft) D lat-c fy 

rec 4 with AP rel: on «ido» 

96. for dp. de, ras Ópauev D 1 2-pe lat-c ff, (æth).—r. dp. wAgeac ow. of. rsriceic c. 
D (om ew. c. D-lat, simly 2-pe): æ. Spapovrec ey, V ox. ok. g. regBerrec c. 
eroriloy av. Aeyovrec 18. 69. 124. 346. 
rel vulg lat-c ff, goth: txt BLA wth. 
rel vulg Syr goth sth arm: om BL lat - m copt. 
ge || Mt, where re follows wÀneac), with ACP rel vulg s 

agec DV 1. 69 lat-c i (goth) arm - zo 
88. aft q vo ins pepp D lat-c. 5 so BD 

. 83. 69 copt goth. 

39. for eZ sv. avr., exe D 2-pe lat - (i? 
(explanatory gloss on ovrwc), with A 

n q Orig-lat. 
rel vulg lat-e f, Orig-lat: om BL copt.— 

our autor kpatayra cat cEkexvevoey sio eum exclamasse et ex. 

rec (for ric) elc (soe || MZ), with ACDP 
rec ins «ae bef yepicac, with ACDP A(sic) 
75 reo aft wipiÜss; ins re 

sth arm: om BDL 

X (appy) 69.] 
rec aft ovrwc ins epakag 

spirasse D. rec 
o a: Opwrog bef ovroc (|| Le), with AC rel am(with fuld ing prag tol) syr arm: txt 
BDLA 83 em lat-c ff, k n q Syr copt h seth rig-lat. Grou bef ny BLETA vulg 
lat -u (copt ?) eth; bef voc D 2-pe lat-k g. (X defective.) 

40. om nv BLN am(with tol prag). 
copt goth arm. (X def.) om lst s D. 
rec ins rov bef «xw(Jov, with A rel: om BCKLUA. 

om 2nd «av C'DGUT 1. 33. 69 vulg syr 
om 2nd n D F'(Wtst) 83. 69 arm. 

rec (for ewonrec) wen, 
with AC rel syrr goth arm: joseph vulg lat-c ff, 91 : 1 q D-lat eth Aug: wenfrogc Al: 
twonwoc i: txt BDL 83. 69 lat-& » copt Jer. (X def.) ins n bef (wo. B. 

33 x. ol avvec-r.—8ee notes on Lk. 
3—37.) SUPERNATURAL DARKNESS. 

LAST WORDS, AND DRATH OF JESUS. Mt. 
xxvii. 46—60. Lk. xxiii. 44—46. Jn. xix. 
28—30. Our account is nearly verbally 
the same with Mt. 34.] Mt, the 
Syro-chaldaic form, answering to i in 
Matt. Meyer argues that the words in 
Mt. must have been those actually spoken 
by our Lord, owing to the taunt, that He 
called for Alias. 86.) On the differ- 
ence in Mt., see notes there. 

88—41.] SIGNS FOLLOWING HIS DEATH. 
Mt. xxvii. 51—66. Lk. xxiii. 45, 47—49. 
Omitted by Jn. See notes on Mt. 
89.] ô wap. d£ lav. aùr.— minute mark 
of accuracy, so common in Mk. otras 
—otrw dearuricwc, Thi. There was some- 
thing in the manner of this last cry so 
unusual and superhuman, that the Centu- 
rion (see on Mt.) was convinced that He 
must have been fat Person, whom He 
was accused as having declared Himself to 
be. Observe the Latin kevrepíev = ica- 
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ore Ir iv Ty TadtXaite zo hob ou avro kai ' Sinxovouy E Matt. xx. 35 

edXa STE at eee aa abr eig 
h Aste ziti. 81 

oa! avre, Kai ga! 
ra vua. i 451 7 reff 

3 Kat non! oytac ' wende, t erii nv | sapagktvi, 8 pin. 
~” wposá BBa TOV, 43 Abov Ing o 9 aro 'ApruaÜaiac, 1 Mat. Zaril. 

ibnu ° Bovheurhc, © de Kal avróc Hy P mpocdeyoutvoc n m bere aly +. 
dich vid. d 

ru BaatAciav TOU bto, 3 ToAunoac ticnAOcv rpc Mida- | vot... " 
TOV Kat "gragaro TO GGG TOU Ivo. 

sabbati eth: txt 

z 

4 0 de [roc 5 

; ÉÜabpactv ti nòn rtÜvnktv' Kai wpockaXesapevoc TÓv Res 2 

'ktvrupieva exnpwrnsey avrov s “madat amtÜaviv o F, Saly. 7. 
Xii. 17 only. 

F 
4L om at ACLAN vulg lat-g, , ? goth. om Ist ca: (homootel) B (X ?) 33 

lat-c f. kq xd copt sth arm. ik neuviovðneay D. om xai dine. avre (homæotel) 
CDA lat-» Th for adAa, erigat A. 

49. ewe:By A. po ore AB*EGL U(Treg) Vr: pv caBBaroy D: ante 
sabbatwn vulg lat 200 y syrr de p Arm(appy) : primas sabbatorwn goth : tempore snitii 

43. rec (for :A0v») nas with D rel vulg lat-c fF, syrr eth: txt ABCKLMUra 
1. 33. 69 copt goth arm Thdrt. 
lat-c ff, k 9. 
for sepa, xrepa D æt 

44. 5 D vulg lat -e. 
vulg lat -o ff, I syr-jer copt goth wth arm Thi. 

fóvrapyoc in || Mt. Lk. 40, 41.] 
ToU pixpov—either in age, or in stature, 
so distinguished, hardly, at the time of 
this Gospel being written, from James the 
son of Zebedee, but more probably from 
James the brother of the Lord, the bishop 
of Jerusalem : see Prolegg. to Ep. of 
James, § i. 8. This M is the wife of 
Alphæus or Clopas ; see Jn. xix. 25. 

R= n unrnp r&v view Zededaior, 
Mt.: our Evangelist mentions tbat they 
had accompanied Him to Jerusalem ;— 
and we may observe a curious variation of 
the wording, in j«oAoó8ov» abrq Ere av 
dv rå T., and j«oAoó0neav rq l. dad rij: 
F.—the former rendering necessary the 
additional clause, ei c. r. A. 

42 — 47.} JOSEPH OF ABIMATHEA 
BUGS, AND BUBIES, THR BODY OF JESUS. 
Mt. xxvii. 67—61. Lk. xxiii. 50—656. Jn. 
xix. 88—42. For all notes on the sub- 
stance of the common narrative, see n 

49. . 6 dan p.] The 
Friday afternoon (à tapasz., “the name 
by which Frida Polls now known 
in Asia and Wordsw.) before 
sunset, at which time time the Sabbath would 
begin, and the taking down, &c. would be 
unlawful. The three iig) non do not 
imply that this wapace. had any thing 

om o 
me tiii Ade D. 

for wala, nin (repetition of nèn above) BD 

D al. n» bef cat avroc D 2-po 
ins ro» bef riAarov BLA 83. 

for area, ref D 6-pe. 

especial in it, as Jn. does, ver. 81. It is 
very remarkable, that del occurs only 
here in this Gospel, but is found in the 
corresponding clause of Jn., ver. 31, shew- 
ing perhaps in this place a community of 
NU in two accounts otherwise so essen- 
tially distinct. 43.) A0, or IA, 
is common to Mt., Mk., and Jn., but in 
different connexion—see on Mt. 
eboyxpev—probably in its later sense of 
noble, ‘ honourable,’ i. e. in station. But 
Meyer supposes it rather to refer to some- 
thing noble in the character or appearance 
of Joseph. Bovkcurys, a member 
of the Sanhedrim ;—see Lk. ver. 51. 
eem a a common to Mk. and 

5 Toàpýoas els.) characteristic 
of Mk.’s narrative. On the change of 
mind produced in Joseph and in Nicode- 
mus by the crucifixion, see note, John xix. 
89. 44.) There is no inconsistency, 
or but a very trifling one, with the order 
in Jn. ver. 31, fo ji their legs and 
take them down. The circumstances re- 
lated there had taken place, but no report 
of them had been made to Pilate. And 
the Body of the Lord had not been taken 
down, for some reason which does not 
id Nene but which we can easily guess ;— 

h had declared to the soldiers his 
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v» ch. v. 48. 45 Kat id Da dan V eap t , li na > ABCDE 
ree yvoùç aro rov ‘xevrupiwvoc, " tüwpmnoaro ro 

GKLM 

“ioniy. . 1 TU Techo. 46 Kai ayopacac¢ J owvdova, * xab- B 

z Mixx. eXwy avrov "ty»tÀmosv ty ?ciwóow. kal " kartÜnxsy & G. 
. ch. vi. 99. 92 " ' ^ q c 7 e L] e 1 

(Mtr) aurov év pune O nv ° AsAarounutvov EK Térpac, kai 
only. Jadg. d 5 VI » 4 a © 0i -e ¢ 47 e 

„A Ae i _ mpoctküAut» Abov emi rnv ° Üvpav rov " pynuetov. “n 

T 26 ref de Mapia n MaydaAnvyn kat Mapia n Iwonroc tÜtopovv 
a dere on 

1 Kingsaxi. TOU TEOEiTat. 
V only. 

b = here (Acts 
xziv. 27. 
v. d) onl 

c iMt only. Isa. xxii. 16. l. 1. 
x vil. d only t. 2 Macc. xi. 26 only, but not . 

45. for aso, wapa D 1. 
worthier word), with AC rel vulg lat -e copt : txt B D- gr L. 
Syr. for wong, won B. 

46. o de we. D al vulg lat-c | Syr syr-marg syr-jer arm. 
th eth arm : om BD 

ins e» bef swó. 1 lat z: eg ryv ovdova D. 
cake, with AC rel vulg syrr 
Aagwv D. 

d | Mt. only f. 

XVI. ! Kai ' Giayevoutvov rov caBBarov Mapia à 
e | Mt. ch. xvi. 8 only. f Acts xxv. 18. 

rec Cwpa (repetition of above: or as Mey, as a 
add avrov D lat-g 

rec ins «ac bef 
for ctv, lat-» copt. 

for careOncer, 
eÜnkev. (from | Mt In Jn) BC*DL 1. 88. 69: caOneew A: xari0gkav K: careOucer 
ral: txt C! re avro AM goth. 

sk rner. DI: ev rn r. 69. for wpocecvAtcey, qpockuicac D 1. 
ins ro bef pynpew D: ev uvgpar: B. 

at 
end ins (see || Mt) cat amgA0sv D; ar G 1. 

4T. om n bef nad. D. rec om 8rd n, with DL rel: ins ABCGA 1.33. (X def.) 
rec (for «wonrog) twon, with C rel syrr goth: «wong A 258 vulg lat- eth: 

uvakeBov D tf nq: iakw(Jov x. wanrog pnrnp 69 al syr-jer arm: jacobi ef joseph 
lat-c: txt BLA 

&0cacavro D; notaverunt lat - 
lat-k copt. (The next ver has given rise to much of the confusion.) 

Jf q D-lat. roy rotor orov (see ch xvi. 7) D 
lat-c UE arm. rec riÜsrai (corrn to more usual), with E rel: re. Ovra (sic) A · 
tat ABCD 83. 69 vulg lat-c ff, arm, reOqrac L Scr's c. 

CHap. XVI. 1. for diay. to carepn, vopevOrisai merely D lat-s : lat-q has the passage 
twice, once as D, the other time as txt: diay. r. caf). wopevOercas lat-k : aft gy. ins rop. 

intention of begging the Body, nay, had 
immediately gone (perhaps with them) to 
Pilate for that p and ToApijoas 
elsfjÀ. looks like a sudden and unan- 
nounced application,—they would have 
left the Body for him to take down. 
iQaópacty ei jg riOvnceyv—he wondered 
at the fact thus announced to him of His 
death having already taken place. See 
Kühner, Gram. ii. p. 481, and the exam- 
ples there adduced, which make this 
clear, e. g. Demosth. p. 24. 23, — 0av- 
patw, ef Aaxedarpovioig piy wore . . . 
avrnpare, ruvi d' dcvetre... 45. 48. 

caro) The cited (Meyer, De 
ette) from Cicero (in Verrem, v. 45) to 

shew that it was custom to give 
money on such occasions, is not to the 
point; * mortis celeritatem pretio redi- 
mere cogebantur parentes’ is not said of 
the body after death, but of a fee given 

xaSaipeiv is the technical word for taking 
down bodies from the cross. See the 
examples in Kypke from Philo and Jo- 
sephus. So is carari@éva: for placing 
bodies in the tomb: cf. ibid. dv 
pme] It is not said, but implied, both 
ere and in Lk. and Ju., that the tomb 

was his own—for how should he place the 
Body there otherwise? The newness of 
the tomb is not mentioned here, but b 
the other three Evangelists. 47. 
M. À 'Iecfjros—understand, mother; see 
ver. 40. That she is so called here, and 
Mapla à rod ‘laxéPov in the next verse, 
points to a difference of origin in the two 
accounts here, of the Orweifizion and 
Resurrection. The mother of the 
Lord had in all probability previously de- 

rted: see notes on Mt. xxvii. 66 and 
ohn xix. 27. 

to the officer, ‘ne diu crucietur.’ rom Galilee. Some have under- 
46. dyop.| Therefore it was not the first stood by M. 'Iwajros or Iwai or I,. 
day of unleavened bread, which was one the wife or daughter of Joseph of Arima- 
of sabbatical sanctity; as indeed the 
whole of this narrative shews, but such 
expressions as this more strikingly. 

thma—some, the mother of the Lord : but 
both unnecessarily, and without proof. 
The perf. re@cirat is to shew that they 
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roc * SeEcorc, 
8 Ald. (vezú. vat. &e.) only 

t Matt. vii. 29, 31 reff. ch. xiv. 51 al. 
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lat-c ff. 
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TaxéBov Kat Ladin EIL. "E apn 

* aAcipwou avróv. . 
vl. 17 

3 4 aar. „ Ch. I. 

kai EAeyov rp X1 t. reff. 
1 tnt. Matt. iv. 

6 reff. 
m ch. . 96 ref. 

kat ! av hνðνEðaͤ Gewpovary Ort ° ava- $% Lour. 

LL yap ni vue opodpa. 
Govoa eic ro pvnpeiov stoov ' veaviaxov kaÜnysvov * 

t weorSeBA nuévov 
r Matt. xix. 90, 29 reff. 

8,10. Jadith 
Kai A- Ae only. 

xv. 4t. 
T Matt. xiv. ev Ps — 

b 

sq dl ere only t. 
KAL Sir. xxzvil. 

8 here only. see Eph. I. 20 al. 

a roa euKny’ 

u ch. xli. 88 reff. 

om rov bef oB. C? 33. 
* Fonte. 

om sAOovaat 

2. epyovrat pet paç caBBarov D: om Acay also lat-c k n Syr arm: rg pa rev c. 
LA copt Eus: 
Dion-alex. 

9. eavrove D lat -o. 

ric paç Twy o. K: jua rey o. B 1: 
avartAXovroc D lat-c n q Nyss Tichespr Aug 

nuw bef aroe. D 2-pe lat-c rA kn q. (axoxadva D'.) 

"s pia cap. 33: txt AC rel 

for ex, awo CD 69 vulg lat-c ff, l goth Eus Nyssen 
4. nv yap ey. c9. c. ep xovrat x. tvpuckouci» asvoktkeMoputvov roy A. D 2-pe 

lat-c f^ ^ Eus: 
|| Zæ), with AC rel: txt BL. 

5. rec «wi Oovcat (from || Lu), with ACD rel: 

came up after the burial had taken place; 
the pres. (ride rat, rec.) would imply that 
they were present at the entombment. So 
Meyer. 

HAP. XVI. 1—8.] THE WOMEN, 
COMING TO THE SEPULCHRE, ARE AP- 
PRISED OF HIS RESURRECTION. Mt. 
xxviii. 1—10. Lk. xxiv. 1—12. Jn. xx. 
1—10. On the general difficulties of this 
portion of the Gospels, and my view re- 
specting n: see notes on Mt. 
1. Say. .] It was strictly when 
the Sabbath was ended, i. e. at sunset, 
that they bought the spices. . xxiii. 
55, places it on the evening before the 
Sabbath; a slight but valuable discre- 
pancy, as shewing the independence of 
the accounts. To suppose two parties of 
women (Greswell) or to take #jyopacay as 
pluperfect (Beza, Grotius, &c.) is equall 
arbitrary and unwarranted. adel. 
This had not been done as yet. Nico- 
demus (John xix. 40) had only wrapped 
the Body hurriedly in 5 spices with the 
linen clothes. 2. évare(Xavros T. 
4A.] This does not agree with Mt., rj 
Arier. tig piay caf. Ik. 6p0pov 
BaOtogc ; or In., axoríac tri obo gc :— nor 
indeed with Aiay Tpet of our narrative 
itself. If the sun was up, it would be 
between 6 and 7 o'clock; which in the 
East especially, where even public busi- 
ness was transacted very Ti could not 
be so called. The reading of D, åvaréà- 

syr-jer.—rec arozexvhiorai (repetition from above: see also 

txt B 127. yveavioxoy bef 

Aovros, would not help us much, as it 
was evidently some time before sunrise. 
Even Greswell virtually acknowledges a 
difficulty here. 8, 4. "s had been 
a away by an angel, zv 

. is stated as a pm why 
Dey could see that it wae rolled away on 
looking up, possibly at some distance. 
This explanation is according to Mk.’s 
manner of describing minute circum- 
stantial incidente ; but to refer this clause 
back as the reason why they questioned 
who should remove the stone, is not only 
harsh, but inconsistent with the usage 
of this Gospel. 5.] In Mt.—an angel, 
sitting on the stone which he had rolled 
away. Here he is described as he ap- 
peared, and we are left to infer what he 
was. Lk., — fo angels iriorntav 
abraic in the tomb. The incident to 
which these accounts point, must be dis- 
tinct from that related Jn. xx. 11, which 
was after Mary Magdalene returned from 
the city. It is not worth while to detail 
the attempts which have been made to 
reconcile these various reports of the in- 
cident : they present curious examples of 
the ingenuity, and (probabl me Sa 
disingenuousness, of the Harmonists 
may mention that Greswell supposes the 
angels in Mt. and Mk. to be distinct, and 
accounts for the éi«SapnfjÓncav in our 
text thus: ‘After seeing one angel with- 
out already, they were probably less pre- 
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„ne ° Esau GnOncav. £o & AL aurais My ex 
Bears” Incouv Čnreire rov NaZapnvov roy tcravpeptvor 
oaly. 

5 H 

w iL Acts nion, oux forty woe’ lòs o rowoç Orovu tÜnkav avrov. 
X - Matt. xiv. 7 

sgh ly j= only. „ 
Job xvin. 20. 

8 l Cor. M. 8. oTt 
£ Cor. vii. 16. N « e 2 

E» vi.&.  KaÜwc strev vuv. 
iL ii. 13 

adda brayere timare roc pabnraiç avrov xat rw [Iérpw 
~ » * L] - * Ld 

* rpoá ye vuac ec rr» TA exer avrov oveaGe, 
8 kat. Ee AVO Eu ov aro roe 

fov Tet de avrac "roo ( "tkcracic, Kat x 
oniy. 1 18. PYNMEIOU ° EtXEV OE aura  Toouoc Kat €; vpe- 

ach v. ovdevt ovdey tirov, Epoovvro yap. Luke v. 26. 

4.40. xt 8. EEG KATA MAPKON. 

ct D 2-pe. for «£s0apfBg0qcav, daR D. 
8. for o de, cai D lat-c ff, ». 

for ex0., goBecGe D Eus. 

7. [aAAa, so AB'CDGKLA 33.) 
mt) lat- * goth. 

. rec aft e£iA0ovsa: ins rox: M || 
syrr syr-jer copt goth th arm . 
copt sth arm: txt AC rel syr goth. 
urav D. 

SUBSCRIPTION (aft egoBovvro yap). 
old-mas. 

avrog D- gr. 
ins row bef ene. D. 

ede o rorog, edere exu row rowoy avrov D, simly 2-pe lat-c ff, 
ins cat bef urare 

sdov, wpoayw.... ERG fit... . pnra vpi» D. 
Mf), with E: om ABCD rel vulg lat-a? 

(X defective.) 

add o ayysàoç D lat-ff.. 
om ror vat. D. for 
M 9. 

(appy) D 33 prag(with 

e 
for ĉe, yap BD vulg lat-a* e f} kl dz: 

for rpopec, Ger D 

cara parpov B: vayy. kara pape. arm- 

THE SUPPLEMENTARY PASSAGE appears to have been added by another hand in very 
early times. The external testimonies (I) 

I. (1) It is contained in ACD rel vulg 
for and (II.) against it are as follows. 

at-a? c ff, gí 4 U n q Syr syr-cu[ recommences 
at r. mior. ver. 17] syr syr-jer copt goth eth arm-recent-mss. (2) It is cited by Iren. 
(iii. 10. 6, p. 188 [gr in Cramer's addenda]: In fine autem evangelii ait Marcus: Et 
widem dominus Jesus, postquam. locutus est eis, receptus eet in caelos, et sedet ad g 

dexteram Dei), Hippol., Celsus 
Phot., Thl., Ambr., Aug., Greg., 

II. (1) It is omd in BN lat-k arm-old-mse. 

(perhaps), Synops., Cœs., Jac-nisib, Cyr-jer, Damasc., 
ian. Nestorius (in Cyril, vi. quotes ver. 20. 

After the subscription in B the 
remaining greater portion of the column and the whole of the next to the end of the 

are left vacant. There is no other instance of this in the whole N.T. portion page 
of the ms, the next book in every other instance beginning on the next column. 
Some of the old mss of arm add it, but with the subser above and a separate title evayy. 
K. paps. 

pared than before to see another so soon 
after within’ (Dissert. vol. iii. p. 187). 

6.] From the óebrs of Mt. I should 
be inclined to think that his is the strictly 
accurate account. This word implies that 
the angel accompanied the women into 
the tomb; and if so, an imperfect nar- 
rative like that in the text might easily 
describe his whole appearance as taking 
place within. T.] GANG breaks off the 
discourse and turns to & new matter— 
But now rather do ye... cal v 
II.] It is hardly perhaps likely that the 
denial of Peter was the ground of this 
message, though it is difficult not to con- 
nect the two in the mind. The mention 
of him here is probably merely official — as 

the primus inter pares.’ We cannot say 
that others of the Apostles may not have 
denied their Master besides Peter. 
It must not be concluded from this that 
we have a trace of Peter’s hand in the 
narrative. 8.] The idea of our nar- 
tative here is, that the women fled in 
terror from the sepulchre, and did sot 
deliver the message at the time,—for they 
were afraid. All attempts to reconcile 
this with the other Gospels are futile. It 
is a manifest evidence that our narrative 
is here suddenly broken off, and (per- 
haps?) that no more information about 
the women was in the possession of its 
author. The subsequent verses are quite 
disconnected from this; and oontain the 

PER — 
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ses Ges. viL 
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JV XTA ty MayoaAnv ce : iv axra Mapig rp M yoaAnvy, ap sic ice BAN era daHα⁰“ i 

(2) L thus proceeds: giperal wou ravra + wavra d rå wapnyyeApiva role repi 
roy wirpow ovyréuuc lEnyyeAdayv nerd dt rabra cai abrog ò [noovc, axd åraroàñç 
kai dypt òb⁰ẽ,tſp ͤ  kariert At be abr&v rò lepóv rai dg0aproy cenpvypa’ rijg aiwviov 
cwrnpiog + [so far syr-marg and 274 dort d xai ravra ¢epopewa nerd rò 
igoBodvro yap + avacrdg di &c. 22 has it thus: igoBotrro yap + vo; then 
in red, iv riot rey avrtypagwy loc wee wANpodras ò shayytALerhHc’ iv wodXolc Bi cai 
ravra gips rat: ávacrác bi &c. 20. 300 have, Zvrev@eyv we roù ri og iy rici 
rey dyriypagey ob mira iy dd roic dpyaing ravyra dwapadurra «sirai. 23. 
84-9. 41 have this scholion of Severus of Antioch : i» pi» ody roic depyseoripote ávri- 
ypagoc TÒ card papeoy thayyidtor ux. rov igoBovyro yàp Eye rò ridoc. ty di rice 
rpo cetrat kai ravra’ ávacrág d npwt xpwryg caBBarou igayn vero papig ry 
paycadnry de c ice ku ixrd Oawória robro d ivavriwciy riva Conti bye 
pc rd furposbey eipnueva. 24 has, wapd màeioroiç ávriypádoig ob xtiyrac iv 
f rapòvri evayyeXip wc vóQa vouícavreg abra ev aA sptig lE áxpiBàr ávri- 
pá$wv iv ,t tbpóvrtc abrà xai card rò sraXauarivaiov tbayyiXiov páprov wç 
ha n GAnOea ore, e cai rij iv abre iviétpouirgy Qo goriw)» árvácraciy 
perà rò ioo. yap. Similar scholia are given in 36-7-8. 40. 108-20-37-8-48-81-6- 
95-9. 210-21-2. 374. In 1. 206-9, we have, £v riot piv r&v dyreypdguy Ewe ode 
wrnocvra ò ebayyedtoring, lec ov kai eboiBiog ò wapgidvy ixavoncey’ iv arrow d 
Tavra gipt ra avacrag di &c. 

(3) In ALUTA al,, am fuld ing’, the numbers of Euseb. and Ammon. are not 
attached beyond ver 8. In many mss the passage is insd with an asterisk. 

(4) Clem-rom, Justin, Clem-alex take no notice of it. Eus. states that it is wanted 
in many mss: iv rohr [i9of. yàp] oxeddy iv Ewace roic dvriypdgorc rov card pdp- 
Kov ebayytiiow wepiyiypawrat rà rédog, and he calls these rd dei ror dyriypager 
—Ad Marin. Quest. 1. See the whole quoted in Davidson's Introd. I. 164. Sev, 
Vict-ant, Greg-nyse(or Hesych of Jerus), Jer(ad Hedib. omnes Graeciae libros paene 
hoe capitulum in fine non habere), Euthym say that it is wanting in the greater number, 
or, in the more accurate. 

III. It would thus appear that, while the passage was appended as early as the time 
of Irenseus, it was still absent from the majority of codices as late as Jeromen day. 
The legitimate inference is that it was placed as a completion of the Gospel soon after 
the apostolic period,. the Gospel itself having been, for some reason unknown to us, 
left incomplete. The most e supposition is, that the last leaf of the original 
Gospel was torn away. 
Iv. The attempt to account for its absence by the hypothesis that it was erased wy 

reason of its inconsistency with the accounts in the other Gospp., is quite futile. We 
have no instances of erasure of portions of the ls for any such reason: nor do the 
fathers who mention the 33 (Greg-nyss, Viet -ant, Bev-ant, Jer), allege such 
erasure to have been made: nor, had it been made, need it have included the whole 
passage. The inconsistency iteelf is a valuable testimony to the antiquity of the frag- 
ment, as having been composed from independent testimony, and not from the other 
Gospels. 
V The internal evidence, which is discussed in the notes, will be found to prepon- 

derate vastly against the authorship of Mark. 
9. for «$avn rowror, tgavepwory Tpwroic D-gr. 

C! DL 83: txt AC? rel Eus. 
om rg D. for ag’, rap 

substance of their author's information 
respecting the other appearances of the 
Lord 

9— 20.] APPEARANCES OP JESUS 
AFTER HIS RESURBECTION: HIS ASCEN- 
SION. An addition to the narrative of 
a compendious and supplementary cha- 
racter, beari traces of another hand 
from that which has shaped the diction 
and construction of the rest of the Gos- 
pel. The reasons for and against 

this inference will be found in the var. 
readd. and the course of this note, and a 
general statement of them at the end of 
it. 9.] apéry caBBárov = pia 
oaBBarwy ver. 2, and is remarkable as 
occurring so soon after it (see Lk. xviii. 
12). åp fie de..... ] This notice, 
coming so late, after the mention of Mary 
Magdalene in ver. 1, is remarkable. The 
instances quoted by De Wette to shew 
that the unexpected introduction of no- 
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]4 k 
a. _ érlortusav, 
18 oni aly t 7 i 
Wied. i. 2 al. count Joka evdeca ' Epa ven, Kat 

onl 

„ hévov ob 

v. 40 v. He e» Matt. xxii. 10, 11 
n Matt. xiiL 68 reff, 
p Mark, ver. 1) only. Lake xxiii. 55 reff. 

10. aft eceewn ins de C! lat-c fa g 
11. extiyot ĉe C! D'(appy) p: Gt ah lat-c ff, q : tk«tvox LU. 

ins eat ove tbr vo avr 

12. ins cas bef pera de Di. 

* awedBovrec arnyyeAay roi Xourotc* 

bort pov 

Ve &TiOTtUGOV. 

im John v. 46. Acts vli 12. Gen. xv. E 
ref, 

ovo: Exeivotc 

avaxepévorç avrotc ror 
9 

i wveidioev Thy àrtorias ahr 

g Pail. Re Kat ° oxAnpoxapéiay, 8 Ort roig " Ücacaptvotc avróv Ve EYNYED- pou aie 
"md cal rer avroic. Tlopev- Sere; 

I Mk, bere (ch. HRLX$ 

15 

k ev Matt. iv. 2 reff. 
constr, here only. Wied. ii. 13 Matt. x:. 20 at. 

o eh. A. 6. Matt. xix. “Boniy. Dat: . 18. Sir. xvi. i$ cel. (-der, Ruck. M. 7) l. 33. c3. 
q ver 

ins avrac bef rog D. 
aft qxisrgcary 

14. aft worepoy ins de AD 1 lat-c g, 5» o q Syr syr-w-ast ir (eth). 
tynyeouevoy ins sx veepwy ACI XA 1. 33. 69 syr arm: om C rel 
copt th. 

tices contained in the other Gospels is in 
Mk.’s manner, do not scem to me to 
apply here. This verse with 
Jn. xx. 1 ff. but is unconnected with the 
former narrative in this chapter. 
10.] dxeivog is no where found used ab- 
solutely by Mk.—but always emphatically 
see ch. iv. 11; vii. 15, 20; xiv. 21); 
whereas here and ver. 11 it is absolutely 
used (not in vv. 13 b and 20, where s 
emphati This w 
never sd iy Mk., rope times con- 
tained in this passage (vv. 12, 15). 
Tous pet atrov yev., though found in the 
Acta (xx. 18), never occurs in the Gospels : 
nor does the word ua0graí in this pas- 

: 11.] See Jn. xx. 18: Lk. 
xxiv, 11. cen tn’ atrijs is a con- 
struction only found here in N. T., and 
Geh) (which occurs again ver. 14) is 
not used by Mk. amoréw is only 
used in ver. 16 and Lk. xxiv. 11, 41, 
throughout the Gospels. 13.] 
Tatra is not found in Mk., though many 
opportunities occurred for using it. This 
verse epitomizes the events on the journey 
to Emmaus, Lk. xxiv. 13—35. wept- 
warovow ipavepóðn, though in general 
accord with Luke’s narrative, is not ac- 
curato in detail. It was not as they 
walked, but as they sat at meat that He 
was manifested to them. dv irie 
poy —a slight difference from Lk. xxiv. 

15, 16, which relates the reason why they 
did not know Him to be, that their eyes 
were holden, his being in hie usual form 

vulg lat-c ff, Syr 

being declared by abróc å ‘Indove: but 
see notes there. 18. ene 
Mary Magdalene had done 
Tolg Roi rod au roic mr avrob 
yrvopíávoic. éxelvous d rev 
not consistent with Lk. xxiv. 33, 34. 
Here again the Harmonists have used 
every kind of distortion of the plain 
meaning of words to reconcile the two 
accounts; assuming that some believed 
and some doubted, that they first doubted 
and then believed ; or, according to Ben- 
gel, first believed and then doubted. 
14.] The following narrative, evidently 
intended by its author to represent what 
took place at one and the same time, joins 

er in one, at least four appearances 
of the Lord: (1) that related in this verse 
and Lk. xxiv. 36—49; (2) that on the 
mountain in Galilee (Matt. xxviii. 16 —20), 
when the words in ver. 15 were spoken; 
(3) some unrecorded a ce when the 
rest of these words (vv. 16—18) were 
spoken,—unless we consider the whole to 
have been said on the mountain in Gali- 
lee; and (4) the appearance which ter- 
minated with the Ascension. The 
latter pert of this ver. 14 appears to be 
an epitome of what our Lord said to them 
on several occasions—see Lk. xxiv. 25, 
88; Jn. xx. 27; Mt. xxviii. 17. 
15.] Tov xócuov Šrevra = wávra rà 
n, Mt. xxviii. 19: see note there. 
kypvcoev Td evayyfAtov, without the 
addition of rig Bacuttiag (Mt.) or row 
Gecou (Mk. i. 14 only, Lk.), is in MA.. 
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. viii. wacy rg kro. lbo ‘morsvoac xal Barriobeic "39 dl 
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t awÜnctrai, o dd “amtornoac " karakpiÜnaerat. 
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3. GB. pea & roic rtr uv ravra " mapakoAovÜgoe* ! & ro «S U 
2 , ld D — 7 85 & note. 

7 ovopari pov Sayoma &x(JaAovsw, “ yAwaaac * a)n- "=! r.a. „5 Y ¢ "n^ a 
18 c covotv  kawaic, 

(Lake l. 3 reff.) 2 Macc. vili. 11. 
Acts, Epp. freq. 
ii. 4. x. 46 al. fr. 

e Lake x. 19. 

15. for avroic, pg avrove D. om axavra D-gr 225 gat copt. 
bef «npu~are D lat-c syr-w-ob (copt) æth. 

w Matt. xii. 38 LÀ d ? - è A e 5 ? 

ogetc “ apovew" Kav ° Üavaciuiov re “ret 
y of Christ, Mk., bere only. Ma 

s = Goepp., here only. (ch. vii. 88,85. Lake i. 64. xvi. 24.) a Acts 
d- here oaly. sre ch. i. . Acts xvii. 10. = érépa«t, Acts il. 4. 

d « ch. vi. 29. John viii. 69. 1 Mace. ix. 19. @ here only. 

& = here only f. 
tt. never. Lake x.17 only. Joba, 

ins kat 
[Jer cont Pelag says that some mas, 

principally Greek, add et illi satisfaciebant dicentes: Seculum istud iniquitatis et in- 
credulitatis substantia (sub satana ms!) est, que non sinit per immundos spiritus veram 
Dei apprehendi virtutem. Idcirco jam nunc revela justitiam tuam.] 

17. wapaxodovOnce bef ravra AC? 33: axo. r. CIL. 
copt arm. 

om xauwatigc CL A- gr 

18. ins cas ev raiç xepoiv bef oper CLMzX A-gr 1. 83 syr-cu syr-w-ast copt arm: 

manner (see ch. xiii. 10; xiv. 9). It only 
once occurs in Mt., viz. xxvi. 18. 
wáoy Ty xT.) Not to mes only, although 
men only can hear the preaching of the 
Gospel; all creation is redeemed by Christ 
—see Col. i. 15, 23; Rom. viii. 19— 23. 
‘ Hominibus, primario, ver. 16, reliquis 
creaturis, secundario. Sicut maledictio, 
ite benedictio patet. Creatio per Filium, 
fundamentum redemtionis et regni, Ben- 
gel in loc. cri appears never in 
the N. T. to be used of mankind alone. 
Bengel's ‘reliquis creaturis secundario’ 
may be illustrated in the blessings which 
Christianity confers on the inferior crea- 
tures and the face of the earth by bring- 
ing piace in its wake. By 
these words the missionary o, is bound 
upon the Church through ries kill 
every part of the earth shall have been 
evangelized. 18.] These past parti- 
ciples must be noticed, as carrying on the 
thought to a time beyond the work of the 
preacher: when og. and xatraxp. shall 
take place; and reserving the division of 
mankind into these two classes, till that 
day. On awr. see note on Mt. 
xxviii. 19, There is no kai pù) Barr. 
in the second clause here. Unbelief—by 
which is meant the rejection of the Gos- 
pel in heart and life, not weakness or 
doubt as in ver. lá—shall condemn a 
man, whether baptized or unbaptiaed. 
And, conversively, it follows that our 
Lord does not set forth here the ab- 
solute, but only the general necessity of 
Baptism to salvation; as the Church of 
England also teaches. But that general 
necessity extends to all to whom Baptism 
hg contr and it was well ssid ‘Non 

OL. 

privatio Baptismi, sed contemtus, damnat.’ 
These words cannot be taken, as 

those in Mt. xxviii. 19, 20, as setti 
forth the order in which faith and bap- 
tism must always come; belief and dis- 
belief are in this verse the great leading 
subjects, and movrevoag must on that 
account stand first. On $6 mor. 
c. compare Acts xvi. 31. This is a 
solemn declaration of the doctrine of sal- 
vation by faith,’ from the Lord Himself; 
but such a faith as is expanded, Mt. 
xxviii. 20, into ĉıĝágxovreç abrobc ve 
vávTa Šoa lverei éuny byiv which is its 
proper fruits. xaTexp. ‘will be 
condemned; i. e. in the most solemn 
sense: for the sin of unbelie : — for those 
are now spoken of who kear the Gospel 
preached, and reject it. 17.] This 
promise is generally made, without limi- 
tation to the first ages of the Church. 
Should occasion arise for ite fulfilment, 
there can be no doubt that it will be 
made good in our own or any other time. 
But we must remember that cnpeia are 
not needed where Christianity is pro- 
Jessed : nor by missionaries who are backed 
by the influence of powerful Christian na- 
tions. There are credible testimonies 
of miraculous powers pep dos; Pie exer- 
cised in the Church consi y after the 
Apostles’ time. Saag. éxB.] The 
Lord Himself has declared how weighty a 
sign this was, Mt. xii. 28. For fulfil- 
ments of the promise, see Acts v. 16; 
viii. 7; xvi. 18. So. X. raw.) 
See 1 Cor, xiv. 22: sealers pai 

ift of tongues, see notes at those places. 
= 18] 6 . dp.—see Acts xxviii. 
3—6. xây Gay..... BNA] We 
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j= Acts £2, 11, 
22. x. 16. 
1 Tim. iff. 16. 
4 Elngu H. 10. (-Aquyer, Lake ix. öl. 
l re 
1 Cor. xvi. 16. 9 Cor. vl. 1. 

om A rel vulg lat-c Syr sth Hippol. 
Scr’s i: txt AC rel Scr's mss. 

19. om ov» C'L arm. 

for ov pn, ovde» Cl. 

aft æupiog ins enoove C'KLA 1. 83 

k intr., Matt. v. 1 reff, 
n ch. i. 28 ref. 

James ii. 29 onlyt. Ear. vil 3. 1 Maco. XII. ì only. (~yor, Rom. lli. 6.) 

rec B, with 

lat-c J, ” 0 vu ed 
syr-cu copt sth arm Iren-lat: om AC? rel am lat-g, Iren-gr.—for kvp., 5e. H. 

for ex Üctuwy, ev Ói£ua CA. 

have no instance of this given in the 
Acts: but later, there are several stories 
which, if to be relied on, furnish examples 
of its fulfilment. Eusebius, H. E. iii. 39, 
says, . repov wapadotoy repi Iod 
roy imtAnBivyra BapoaBay yeyovóc, we 
ógÀngrüpw» $ápuakov iusióvrog cai pn- 
ay dndic did rij row kvpíov yapsy vro- 
peivayrog. dri àgp.] xeipac Aid. 
iwi riva is in Mks manner; see ch. 
viii. 25; x. 16. There is no mention of 
the anointing with oil here, as in James 
v. 14. 19, 90.] The pav ob is not 
to be taken here as if there were no 84 
following :—the pl» answers to the dé as 
in Lk. iii. 18, 19—and the od» is the con- 
necting link with what went before. 

v, 6 cpo, and ò xópioc 'Incobc, 
are alike foreign to the diction of Mk., in 
speaking of the Lord: we have ò chptoc in 
the message (common to all three Gospels) 
ch. xi. 8—but that manifestly is no ex- 
ample. d ÀeÀ. can only in 
fairness mean, ‘ when He had spoken these 
words.’ All endeavours of the Harmonists 
to include in them of pdévow roòg Aóyovc 
rovrouc, GAAd wdvrac deo iXAaAgot 
(Euthym.) will have no weight with an 
honest reader, who looks to the evident 
sense of his author alone, and disregards 
other considerations. That other words 
were spoken, we know; but that this 
author intended us to infer that, surely 
is not deducible from the text, and is too 
often allowed in such cases to creep fal- 
laciously in as an inference. We never 
shall read or comment on Scripture with 
fall fit, till all such subterfuges are 
abandoned,and the Gospel evidence treated 
in the clear light of intelligent and honest 
faith. We have an example of this last in 
Theophylact's exposition, ravra 8d Aa- 
Aheug. dveA.] I should hardly say 
that the author of this fragment neces- 
sarily implies an ascension from the place 
where they were then assembled. The 

whole of these two verses is of & com- 
pendious character, and as éxd8. dx 8. 
T. 0. must be understood as setting forth 
& fact not comprehended in the cycle of 
their observation, but certain in the belief 
of all Christians, so A. may very well 
speak of the fact as happening, not neces- 
sarily then and there, but (see remarks 
above) after these words were spoken; 
provided always that these words are re- 
cognized as last in the view and in- 
formation of our E i I say this 
not with any harmonistic view, but be- 
cause the words themselves seem to re- 
qure it. (See on the Ascension, notes on 

. xxiv. 51 ff.) 20.] & tc 
not, from the chamber where they were 
assembled (Meyer) — which would not an- 
swer to ixnpvay ravraxoõ, but would 
require some immediate action of that 
very day to correspond to it (see Mt. xii. 
14) ;—but used in the more solemn sensa 
of Rom. x. 18 (cited from Ps. xviii. 4 
LXX), ee wàcav ri ynv are à 
$06yyoc abràv: see reff. prt | 
No inference can be drawn from this w 
as to the date of the fragment. In Acts 
ix. 92 Peter is said dispydpevor dd xav- 
Twv caredOely . . .:—the expression being 
only a general one, indicating their per- 
formance, in their time and degree, of oar 
Lord's words, els ros xécpoy éwarra. 

TOU kvp.) The Lord, i. e. Jesus: 
see Mt. xxvii. 20: Heb. ii. 3, 4, which 
last passage some have absurdly su 
to have been seen and used by our Evan- 
gelist. 4waxoÀ. and X (ver. 
17) are both foreign to the diction of ME., 
often as he uses the simple verb. 

À few concluding remarks may be added 
respecting vv. 9—20. (1) For the er- 
ternal evidence, see var. readd. As to its 
genuineness as a work of the Evangelist 
Mk., (2) internal evidence is, I think, 
very weighty against Mk.’s being the 
author. No less than twenty-one words and 

ACEGT: 
ELWsvU 
VXTa l. 
33. 5. 
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expressions occur in it (and some of them 
several times), which are never elsewhere 
used by Mk.,—whose adherence to his 
own peculiar phrases is remarkable. (3) 
The inference therefore seems to me to 
be, that i£ is an authentic fragment, 

placed as a completion of the Gospel in 
very early times: by whom written, must 
of course remain wholly uncertain; but 
coming to us with very weighty sanction, 
and having strong claims on our reception 
and reverenoe. 

F 2 
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Cuar. I. 1—4.] Prerack To THEO- 
PHILUS. The peculiar style of this pre- 
face, — which is purer Greek than the con- 
tents of the Gospel, and also more laboured 
and formal, — may be accounted for, partly 
because it is the composition of the Evan- 

list himself, and not translated from 
ebrew sources like the rest, and partly 

because prefaces, especially when also 
dedicatory, are usually in a rounded and 
artificial style. 1. dwaSyjrep | This 
compound, of rare occurrence, is in keep- 
ing with the rhetorical style of the pre- 
face. See Hartung, Partikellehre, i. p. 
842. Valcknaer quotes from Ulpian a 
similar exordium : iradnwep wepl rovrov 
woAdXoi iwextipnoay ásoXoyfjcacDa:. 
ro]! Much depends on the meaning 
of this word, as guiding, or modifying, 
our opinion on the relation and sources of 
our Gospel histories. (1) That the writers 
of our present Gospels exclusively cannot 
be meant, is evident; since, even sup- 
posing Luke to have seen all three Gos- 
pels, one (that of John) was wholly, and 
another (that of Matthew) was in greater 
part, the production of an eye-witness and 
minister of the word,—which would leave 
only one for the woAAol. (2) Apocryphal 

exclusively cannot be meant: for 
they would not be ‘serrations of matters 
Sully believed among us,’ nor * delivered 
by eye-witnesses and ministers of the 
cord? à great part of their contents 
being excluded by this very author from 
his own dinynac. (3) A combination of 
these two may be intended—e. g. of the 
later sort, the Gospel according to the 
Hebrews,—of the former, that 1 
to Mark, but then also how shall we 
make out the wodAo{? Our present 
u hal Gospels arose far later than 
any likely date which can be assigned to 
Luke’s t 1: see Prolegomena to Luke, 
8 iv. (4) T believe the only probable in- 
terpretation of the words to be, that 
many persons, in charge of Churches, or 
otherwise induced, drew up, here and 
there, statements (narratives, činy.) of 
the testimony of eye-witnesses and dr. 
r. A. (see below), so far as they themselves 
had been able to collect them. (I do not 
believe that either the Gospel of Matt. or 
that of Mark are to be reckoned among 
these; or if they are, that Luke bad seen 
or used them.) That such narratives 
should not bave come down to us, is no 
matter of surprise: for (1) they would be 
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absorbed by the more complete and sanc- 
tioned accounts of our present Evangelists ; 
and (2) Church tradition has preserved very 
few ents of authentic information of 
the apostolic age. It is probable that in 
almost every Church where an eye-witness 
preached, his testimony would be taken 
down, and framed into some éenynaic, 
more or less complete, of the life and say- 
ings of the Lord. eloncay | 
have undertaken; or, as E. V., taken 
in hand. This does not necessarily imply 
the i i of such öinyijceig, as 
Orig., Ambr., Theophyl., Kc. have ima- 

Nor is any such failure implied 
(as Dr. Wordsw.) in Acts xix. 18, where 
the aorist also is used. The failure then 
was not in the dvopaZery, but in the issue. 
In Acts ix. 29, the failure is conveyed by 
the imperfect tense, not necessarily by the 
verb itself. The fact of that failure is in- 
deed implied in Luke’s description of his 
own work—but that, more because it pos- 

fragmentary) than from any differinos in entary) t any difference in 
j pi Mer to draw up,— 

to arrange. Sy-] a setting forth: 
and so if in relation to things past, a nar- 
ration—history. The word is clearly ex- 
plained in Plato, Rep. iii. p. 892: dp’ ob 
wavta ga urd pvbod\éyur i$) mory 
Aéyrrat, denynote odca rvyxydvu i ye- 
re i) Svrwy  pedrdévrey; Ti ydp, 
on, duo; “Apa ody obyi roe awAg 
inyon )) did pepnoenc ytyvopivg n d 
dpéoripw» wTepaivovery ; TeTÀnp.] 
according to some, ‘fulfilled.’ De Wette 
supports this by the meaning of rAgpów 
Acts xix. 21; xii. 25, which is beside the 
purpose. The more likely rendering is 
that of E. V., certainly believed. (Meyer 
would render it, ‘which have found their 
completion among wa,’ i. e. us of the 
apostolic times; meaning ‘ Theophilus 
and himself, &c. This, I think, gives too 
emphatic a sense to dv qu, which can 
only mean as ordinarily, ‘among us, un- 
leas accompanied with some qualifying ex- 
pression. His objection to the ordinary 
explanation,—that the participle ought, ac- 
cording to it, to be subjective to the wpay- 
para, surely is of no force.) See reff. and 
note on 2 Tim. iv. 5, 17. The use of the 

wapetwoay AX. 

e , e , 4 > * 42. A " 
Umnpérat yevóousvot rou " Aóyov, P'fGoEsv Kanoi 14, avi i 

g Matt. xix. 4,8. Jobn xv. . Acts xxvi, 4al. Isa. xlviii. 16. - Ac h here only ¢. i = Acts 
k = ch ior) teas Mark xvi. 90. Aots vi. 4 al. 4. . 

inf, Acts xv. 29, 96, 38 (84 v. r.) only. L. — Esth. i, 19 

yevoptvov C. 

cognate noun wAnpogopia supports this 
view : see 1 Thess. 1. 5 ＋ Heb. vi. 11. There 
does not appear to be any reference to the 
filling of the sails of a ship, as Dr. Wordsw. 
The word with its tes occurs only in 
a figurative sense, derived from “ filling 
full" without any special reference. 
aud] among us Christians, i. e. you and 
me, and all members of the Church of 
Christ—#so also the ni» in ver. 2. 
2. cab wap.) The Apostles, &c., deli- 
vered these matters orally to the Churches 
in their teaching (see below on katy x.) 
and others drew up accounts from that 
catechetical instruction. It appears from 
this, that Luke was not aware of any 
Bevjynows drawn up by an eye-witness or 
iw. 7. X Their account of these matters 
was a xapdóoc:c, from which the dinyn- 
ce were drawn up. He cannot therefore 
have seen (or, having seen, not recognized 
as such, which is highly improbable) the 
Gospel of Matthew. Com 1 John i. 
1—3. àw' &pysjis] Not, ‘from the 
very beginning,’ i. e. the birth of the Lord, 
&c., but from the official beginning : seo 
Acts i. 21 f. It differs from &veæĝev be- 
low. atrr. . . Tov À.] abr. 
most probably stands alone: but it ma 
well be taken with r. A. (see below. 

iwqp.,—see reff.,— minis 
servants—-but in connexion with dm’ åp- 
xc - The fanciful idea of “remiges in 
navi, sc. ecclesia," cited by Wordsw. from 
Valckn., is out of the question. umrnpirne 
had long lost trace of its original deriva- 
tion, in its more common meaning ; and 
it would be abhorrent from good taste to 

il, Euthym.), which would be 
altogether alien from Luke's usage (see on 
Heb. iv. 12. Bleek, in his recently pub- 
lished bumous Erklärung der drei 
ersten Evv.,” Leipz. 1862, also objects to 
the personal sense a& too precise and defi. 
nite for the rhetorical generalities of St. 
Luke in this passage)— nor ‘the matter,’ 
so that br. r. A. would signify those who 
by their labours contributed to bring the 
matter about, ‘qui ipsi interfuerunt, rebus, 
tanquam pars aliqua'—for this is alien 
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fuld ing mt) lat-c J, g, ¿g Jer Aug 

from Luke’s usage of urnp.—see Acta 
xxvi. 16; but, the word,—* the word 

ached :’—so that d rnpirnc r. Ady. 
waxovog r. Ady. Acts vi. 4. 8. 
xàpol] Luke by this classes himself with 
these woÀAoi, and shews that he intended 
no disparegement nor blame to them, and 
was going to construct his own history 
from similar sources. The zapr. dv. 
räv ákp. which follows, implies however 
a conscious superiority of his own qualifi- 
eation for the work. There is here no 
expressed claim to inspiration, but at the 
same time no disclaimer of it. [The addi- 
tion et spiritus sancto, after cdi, which is 
5 mse. pud bey posed 
ollowing clause an absurdity.) mapyx. 
having traced down (by research), and so 
become accurately acquainted with. The 
word is used in just this sense by Demosth., 
ep r. or., p. 285: ixelvoc é «atpóc cai H 
ijuloa ixelyn où uóvov tbvovy rai wAobciov 
ávópa izd\u, adda xal koXevÜnquóra, 
roĩg pd nao iE &. cal aed\shoyto- 

yov plc rívoc lveza rar’ ixparrsy ò 
Dix, cai ri BovAópsvoc. 
from the beginning—i. e. as in ver. 6 ;— 

inguished from those who only 
5 official life of the Lord, or 
only „fragm fragments pe of that. 

kme, consecutively: see reff. By this 
word we must not understand Lake to lay 
claim to any especial chronological accu- 
racy in writing ;—which indeed is not 
found in his Gospel. He traced the eventa 
in order as they happened: but he may 
have arranged them as other considera- 
tions led him. The word is of later 
usage, e. g. by Plutarch, Ælian, &c. The 
classics have épeEic. «p&r. Ocdd. | 
It is wholly unknown who this person 
was. The name was a very common one. 
The conjectures about him are endless, 
and entirely without value. It appears 

om ro A 

that he was a person of dignity (see reff. 
on «pdrsor.), and a convert to Christianity. 

The idea of the name being not a 
, but a feigned one, 

‘those who loved God’ (found as early as 
Epiphanius, Her. ii. 61, p. 429, strovv TA 
Orogiq róre ypd$we» Tovro Ee, À 
wavri ávÜpeso Osby dyaxerri: d 
adopted again recently by Dr. Words- 
worth), is far-fetched and improbable. 

4.] imyvés—here in its stricter 
sense, of acquiring additional, more accu- 
rate knowledge—see reff. WM- 
Theophilus had then been orally instracted 
in the narratives which form "the subject 
of this Gospel: and Luke's intention in 

y, * eate- 
Bleek, h. L, reminds 

us that this is not St. Luke's own usage 
of the verb : cf. Acta xxi. 21, 24, where it 
simply signifles hearing by report. But 
we may answer that in Acta xviii. 25, where 
the same construction oecurs, this is the 
most likely sense. Aéyer is not to be 
rendered things: neither it, nor papa, 
nor ^33, ever has this meaning, as is com- 
monly but erroneously supposed. In all 
the commonly cite "examples of this, 
* things 5 in words’ are meant: 
here, the h es, —acoounts. (See Pro- 
legg. to the Gospels, i. 8.) 

—$5.] ANNOUNCEMENT BY GABRIEL 
OF THE BIRTH OP JOHN. Peculiar to 
Luke. The style now totally alters and 
becomes Hebraistic, signifying that the 
following is translated or compiled from 
an Aramaic oral narration, or perhaps 
(from the very distinct character of these 
two first chapters) document. 5.) & 
ap AB., which was the eighth of the four 
and twenty courses of the priesta (see ref. 
1Chron.). These courses kept their names 
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rnc iu e avrov i fvavrt rov heo, ? * xara ro " ¥boç 18. Dent. iv. 
40. vi. 1 al. 

- e " — 2 ` » a Rom. 1. 32. 

g. me isparsiaç kA rov Oν⁰ 0a aceAPwy uc rov Es v. ia, 

re 

a s [| 

p Ypo yao» TOU Kvptov. 
10 cal mav ro mÀmnÜoc hv rov Aaov Ro m^ 

mpocevyopevoy thw rg wog rou " Üvutáparoc. 11 woôn Deat. xxx. 16 

b Phil. i. 15. iii. 6. 1 Thess. 11.18. Heb. viii. 7 only. Gen. zvil. 1. (rer, 1 Thess, II. 10.) constr., ch. 
xxi. 84. Acts il. 10 e ch. xix. 9. Acta li. 34, 45 2. 

d ver. 86. ch. xxiH 29 

|-reia, ver. D. -revjaa, 1 Pet. il. 5,9.) 
Ps. cix. 4. b ver. 5 tref.) only. 

k cb. il. 42. xxii. 89 only. (2 Macc. x1. 
40. Heb. X. 25 1. Wied. xiv. 16. 1 

xxix. 9 al. 
viii. 19 only. 

here 
o here T. 

p bis. Rev. v. 8. vili. B, 4. xviii. 15 only. 

I. iv. 27 (from Isa. Hv. 1 .29. Ga ( ) only. Gen. zi. 80. 
iv. 21 | Mk.)oaly. Gen. xviii. 11. Josh. xxiil. 1. 

. 3.99. 3 Macc. xiti. 
a John xix. 24. Actsi.17. 2 Pet. i. ioniy. 1 Kings xiv. 47 (w. roõ & inf.). Wied. 

Exod. xx. 7, 8 al. fr. (-aua, vv. 10, 11. -orzpiov, Heb. ix. 4.) 
Exod. XX. I. 

L. Lev. xxv. 16 bis only. 

Heb. v. 6,10; vi. 90 and vil. 19 bis) 17 (21 v. r.) from 
Acts vili. 21 only. Gen. xix. 13 vat. Nom. xxxii. 18. 
1 as above (k). Apts vi. 14 4/6, L. only, exc. John xix. 

only. m Heb. vii. 5 only. Exod. 

6. rec (for svavriov) tvetov, with AC7DPRZ rel: txt BC!X Cyr, 
T. rec n eMo. bef ny, with ACPR rel syrr copt arm: txt BDLXA;E 33. 69 latt goth. 

—om y bef eX. B 69 ev.y. (F lat-a defective.) noa bef rpoß. D lat-e. 
8. «vavriov (corrn) ACFMXA 69 Chr: evoiov K : txt BDPR rel. 
9. ro Ovp. (sic) C. for kvptov, Qov C! D-gr. 
10. rec rov Aaov bef nv (corrn of arrangement, which is in the manner of Luke, 

both in Gosp and Acts), with AC'DK 1. 69 vulg-ed(with em gat) lat-e f g, syr copt 
sth arm: vrt Aaov 33 : txt BC?PRN rel am(with forj fuld ing) lat-g goth. 

and order, though not their descent, after 
the captivity. The courses, though called 
ignpepiac, were of a week’s duration each: 
xo caf Bdrov ixi cdBBaroy, Jos. Antt. 

vii. 14. 7. Meyer observes that if any use 
is to be made of this note of time to fix 
the date, our reckoning must be made 
backward from the destruction of the 
temple, not forward from the restoration 
of the courses by Judas Maccabeeus, be- 
cause it is not certain what course then 
began the new order of things; whereas 
we have a fixed note for the destruction of 
the temple, that it was on the 9th of Ab, 
and the course in waiting was that of Je- 
hoiarib. Comm. ii. p. 194. With the 
reading r. yvv)) a$rQ, we must render, 
and ho had a wife from among 

'EAwr.] The LXX rendering, Exod. 
vi. 23, of yyy, the wife of Aaron: sig- 

nifying, Deus juramentum. John was 
thus of priestly descent by both parents. 
Cf. Jos. Vit. i. init., ipol òè yévoç bari» 
ovx áanpov, QAN IE iepiwy ávwÜtv cara- 
BeBnedc. &crep 3) wap’ tcacrove GAAn 
rig tori abysvtiac Uwdbeore, obrec rap 
piv j rūc lipwobyng perovoía rexpHpioy 

This was the most 

iors yivouc Aaprpdsrnrog. 6. : 
dv, a Hebraism, as also apo. wet 
pev and éyévero dv rẹ lep..... 

xev, ver. 8. This last is a construc- 
tion frequent in Luke. In the phrase 
ivrolais . Buceiópaciw (see reff.) we 
must not press any difference between the 
terms. Ówaíepa, as Bleek remarks, is used 
of an ordinance of God, laying down what 
is dixacoy for men. apoBalvew is onl 
found in the classics in this sense wit 
TY or card rv nAtciay, or rg HAccig. 

9, 10.] rot GE (not Condens 
honourable office whic 

was allotted among the priests each day, 
and the same person could not serve it 
more than once. On the manner of cast- 
ing the lots, see Lightfoot in loc. 
rot @. elschOdv = to go in and to burn 
incense. The gen. rov is in government 
after the verb fAaxs: see Winer, § 44. 4. 
a. This verb commonly ,overns an accu- 
sative, but now and the ae genitive + we 
Kühner, § 521: and ef. N 
vw vaóv| the holy ni, gh. ee Hab. ix. 

re’ 1—6, and Exod. xxx, 7 
of John Hyrcanus the 

Nw 

N 

ä 

- u 



440 EYAITEAION I. 

q Mut 1, & aury ayyeAoc kvplou torwç “ex Otkuov rov ' Üvcta- 

r18, io rel arnpiou rob "Üvuiáparoc. 12 Kai * erapay Oy Zaxapiac 
7 36. Ges. Sev, kai t póßoc "| éwiwecev Ex avrov. 1? ciwev & wpoc 
Tr iem. avróv o à'yysÀoc Mn goBou Zuxapia, core | " acnxoban Hee 

Exod iv. 16. 1) n 7 dẽnoic gov, cal n vuvñ cov EXcáfler * yvi viov 75 — 
e cot, Kat kahéoec TÒ Ovoua avrov lwávvgv. 14 Kai Écrat 9 — 
ELM Xapá qot Kat " ayadAiaate, kat woAAot emt p ® yevéoes 1 

. aurov ` Xapheovrat. 15 ferat yap ut yac ` Éviomtoy rou n 

puel. Isa. 1 Kai * otvov Kat “ aikcpa ov pm wig, kai E wveuparoc ABCDE 

1 [1 ayiov tt qAnoÜnorrat ‘Eri éx Ala " unrpóc avrov, Aral 

Re 44. Pew i an en vu uw Ps. xliv. 1 ed 24 A Ixx, Ps. ae pd eg “> Matt. 21 — T 5-0. 
ow. éwi, Matt. xviii. 18 reff. see ver. 47. d Gorpp., Lake o only, ezo, John xx. 50. Acts iv. 19. Ram. 

20. 1 John di. 23 al. I Kings iil. 18. Nom. vi. 83. Judg. xlii. 4 P. al. 
fhere only. Nom. xxvili. 7. vv. 41, 87. ms 4 de $n. ix. 17. xiii. U. * v. 18. 
h Luke ake only, exo. Matt. xxii. 40. zavil. 48. John x zix, 39. Po. cxxv. 2. = here only. k Matt. 

XIX. 12. Actsiii.2. xiv. & Gal. i. 15. Ps.xxi.10. lxx. 6. 

18. xa: urey D mt lat-5 c e ff, Syr. (lat-a def.) Laxapias R! lat., 92 
for dort, ori CIA om oor D- gr 1 sah Orig-lat Ambr Aug: ins bef wo» A latt 
syrr copt th arm Thl. 

14. vo bef yapa D goth arm. rec yevvgott, with GXT 1. 83 (69, e sil): txt 
ABCD rel 

15. om rov ACL 1. 33 Tit-bostr Ps-Chr Cyr: ins BD rel copt. 

a vision at the time of offering incense 
occurs Jos. Antt. xiii. 10. 3: pasi yàp ori 
rar lctiyny rjv jpipav ead’ Hy ol raider 
avrov r9 Kvtuqvo gur, abrüc by 
TQ vag Oh povoc, Qv ò apxiepede, 
Geovone $wyijc wc ol waidec abrov vtytki]- 
rar dpriwç roy 'Avríoxov. kal rovro 
wpoekOwy bx roU vod rar! rg 1A 
gavepdy imoínat kal cuviBn obrwe yevi- 
ot. Here also we have the people out- 
side (in the courts of the men and women) : 
—their prayers were offered while the in- 
cense was burnt, as the smoke was sym- 
bolical of the ascent of prayer, Rev. viii. 
3, 4. It appears, from the allotment 
having becn just mentioned, to have been 
the morning incense burning. So Meyer. 
Theophylact and others understand the 
whole of the entry into the Holy of holies 
on the great day of Atonement, Levit. xvi. 
But this is manifest] 
would necessitate Zacharias having been 
High-priest, which he never was; and in 
this case there would have been no casting 
of lots. U.] The altar of incense, 
Exod. xxx. 1, must not be confounded with 
the large altar of burnt-offering : that 
stood outside the holy place, in the court 
of the priests. It was dur uring the sacrifice 
on the great altar that the daily burning 
of the incense took place: one of the two 
poau whose lot it was to offer incense, 
rought fire from off the altar of burnt- 

offering to the altar of incense, and then 

an error: for it . 

ndr the other priest there alone, —who, on 
alfrom the priest presiding at the 

sacrifice, kindled the incense: see Exod. 
xl. 5, 26. This is no vision, but an 
actual angelic appearance. The right is 
the favourable side: see Matt. xxv. 33. 
* We must understand the right as re- 
garded the officiating priest, who stood 
with his face to the altar. It would thus be 
on the N. side of the holy place, where the 
table of shew-bread stood, whereas on the S. 
side was the golden candlestick.” Bleek. 

13.] He had then prayed for a son 
but as appears below, long since—for he 
now had ceased to look for an answer to 
his prayer. Many Commentators (Aug., 
Thl., Euth., Grot., &c.) have thought his 
prayer was for the salvation of Israel by 
5 appearance of the Messiah : M but the 
ormer view appears more probable. 

: LA = = RT, 'Ieaváv LXX, 1 Chron. 
li. 24; — ‘leva, 4 Kings xxv. 23; — 
IT i 2 Chron. xxviii. 12;— — ‘ God 
is favourable.’ 15. vér. T. k.] sig- 
nifying the spiritual nature of his office 
and influence. The priests were simi- 
larly prohibited to strong drink ; 
and the Nazarites even more rigidly : see 
reff. atx. = (from yp, ine - 
briatus est). CM strong liquor not 
made from gra av. dy. wr. isa 
contrast to, an a reason for, the not drink- 
ing wine nor strong drink : com Eph. 
v. 18. Olsbausen and Meyer that 
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Kat mohAove roy vid "opas ' ériorpbju ew _KUptoy Bio p e 
x.4F. 

- ‘Col. 1. 17. * ériorpéjat 253575 x xil. 
* kapéiac " xaripwv imi  ríkva, kat 'amebeiç “év ` $po- soc, (Matt. 

vho Sxaiwy, * erompacat Kupip Aaov ' KareoKeoaopivoy. SA LM 
18 

* yreconet robro; 9 Eyo yáe eun 

pov bc € Ey raiç "utpat aurne. 

kai ETEV Zaxapiag TVG Toy ayyeXov iz Kara * 
.7. 

ri Acts H.: 25, 
rom Ps xv. 

1 * wpta(Jornc, Kat n vv E n 

Kai aro- P 1 n. ii. 4. 
1 Thess. i. 6. 

q~ here only. 4 Kings ii. 9, 16. r «e Eph. iii. 16. Col. 1. 11. s Matz. iv. a. see Bir. 
xlvii. 1e |» Klage xviii. 3 t Acts xxi. 19. Rom. I. 30. 2 Tim. fil, 9. ^nt. 1. 16. iii. 8 ouly. 
Deut. 18. constr., see John iii. 3h reff. v Eph. 1.8 only. 8 Kings iii. 28. 

w cb. ili. 41 (trom Tne. xl. 8). xil. 47 al. 2 Chron. deri. 6. x Mark L 2reff. y Eph. vi. 
6. Philem. 14 sar’ avró rovro a Heron, quisi e Mud 1063. 
A Philem.Vonly. 1 Kisgsiv.1 

IT. mpngedevoerat (cf wpocedOwy, Mk xiv. 35) CLV: soptvatra« F(Wtst). 
3^«a BIN, ja L: gov B?. 

18. for r. ayy., avrov C'(appy). 

comparing ver. 44) the meaning is, the 
oly Spirit should in some wonderful 

manner act on the child even before his 
birth. But (see reff.) this is not necessary, 
—nay, would it not rather be in this case 
dv xoig... . ? The lx seems to fix 
the prior limit of the indwelling of the 
Spirit, a£ his birth. Meyer grounds his 
view on the meaning of Fri as distinguished 
from jon, and takes the construction as 
embracing both particulars—he shall be 
so in, and shall become so from... So 
likewise Bleek, and Hoffmann, Weiss. und 
Erfüll. ii. 250 f. 168.) The work of 
John was one of preparation and turning 
men's hearts towards (od. For full 
notes on his office, see on Matt. xi. It 
may suffice here to repeat, that it was a 
concentration of the spirit of the law, 
whose office it was to convince of sin : and 
c he Y pe Stir ted the law and 
the prophets in their work of g the 
way for Christ. 17. ] — e. 
xupiov roù 6. abrwy, manifest in the 
flesh. De Wette denies this interpreta- 
tion, as contrary to all analogy: and yet 
himself explains the expression by saying 
that what the Messiah does, is in Scrip- 
ture ascribed to God as its doer (similarly 
Meyer). But why? because Messiah is 
Gop wirH us. This expression is be- 
sides used (see Zech. xiv. 5) in places 
where the undoubted and sole reference 
is to the Messiah. See Bleek’s note, in 
which he decides for this view, as against 
that which refers abroõ directly to the 
Messiah as the Son of God. iv wv. x. 
vv.] As a type, a partial falfilment, of 
the personal coming of Elias in the latter 
days (see note on Mt. xi. 18, 14). Bleek 
sedis that it was not in the wonder- 

ins rw bef xvpiw AK Tit-bostr. 

working agency of Elias that John was 
like him, for “ John did no miracle,”—but 
in the power of his uttered persuasion. 
Arp. ] The first member on] 

of the sentence corresponds with Malachi, 
and that not verbatim. The angel gives 
the exposition of the second member,— 
kai capviay dv@pwrov pg róy wrAnciov 
abrov,—for of course that must be under- 
stood in the better sense, of the good pre- 
vailing, and the bad becoming like them. 

rei, as in reff., not unbelieving, 
but disobedient. On the verb dz iv, 
see note, Heb. iii. 18, and on dweidea, 
note, Eph. ii. 2. év is elliptic for tic 
roeyvaiy.... see reff. Augustine, De 
Civ. Dei, xx. 29,—' est sensus, ut etiam 
filii sic intelligant legem, id est, Judmi, 
quemadmodum patres eam intellezerunt, 
id est Prophete, in quibus erat et ipse 
Moyses ? so also Kuinoel, but erroneoualy, 
for both articles would be expressed,— 
rw» rare imi rà rí«va. 18. 
The birth of John, involving human gene- 
ration, but prophetically announced, and 
supernatural, answers to the birth of 
Isaac in the O. T. But Abraham's faith 
was a strong contrast to the unbelief of 
Zacharias: see Rom. iv. 19. De Wette, 
without noticing the above remark (which 
is Olshausen's), says, the same doubt, 
which Abraham also entertained in a simi- 
lar case; so that we have here, as often 
elsewhere, in the interpretation of Scrip- 
ture (Gen. xv. 6, 8; xvii. 17; xviii. 12), 
De Wette versus Paul (Rom. as above): 
the fact being, that the case Gen. xv. 8 
was not simi ar. 
Levites (see Num. iv. EN Mars 
came superannuated at 
but it appears, by S d 

Pa The 
, 20) be- 

—— — ue — wy 
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o Mark xiv. 47 epileic 0 aN rev avr 'Eyo "TT Tag o 
ia 13. 

4 8 Kings x. 

Ree. v. 6. 

E 11 Theod, 
w. feor ver. yé vyTat ravra, 

b. il. 18, l 

$0. "acu i pou, oirevec 
29. iv. 1 al. 

" palov Tev TU 

fch. li. 

M I m. sa. 7. 1 Kings ore 

jans Matt vebwy avroic, Kal 
xxiv. 

Milagre at Acts 1. 9. 29 ez. h Matt. xxi 
1 Gen. Xxli. 18. Deut. Sr M 

p w. i», here only. Bir. x1. 91. 
ars 
K. 98 al. Theod. 
Het. . n, from Ps. ci. 96. 9 Pet. iii. 4 only. 

19. wapecrwe D. 
20. axpic nu. nc «sque in diem quo D latt. 
81. for mpoçõorwy, vpocdtyxopevoc D. 

avrov BL 
22. rec ndvvaro, with BCD 33(Treg expr) rel: txt AB!K. 

al latt Syr copt sth Tit. 

binical writings given by Lightfoot, that 
this was not the case with the priests. 

19.] FaBpujA = eya, Man of God: 
see Dan. viii. 16; ix. 21, also Tobit xii. 15. 

The names of the angels, say the 
Rabbis, came up with Israel from Babylon. 
We first read of both Michael and Gabriel 
in the book of Daniel. But we are not 
therefore to suppose that they were bor- 
rowed from any heathen system, as Strauss 
and the rationalists have done; the fact 
being, that the persons and order of the 
angels were known long before, and their 
names formed matter of subsequent reve- 
lation to Daniel: see Professor Mill’s Vin- 
dication of Luke i., § 4, and note A; also 
Josh. v. 13—16. 6 va pec. kv. T. 0.] 
one of the chief angels near the throne of 
God. They are called seven in Tobit 
(ibid.): see Dr. Mill’s Tract, as above. 

20.] We must not consider this 
dumbness solely as a punishment; it was 
also a sign, as Zacharias had required. It 
is impossible for us to say what the degree 
of unbelief in Zacharias was, and therefore 
we can be no judges as to his being de- 
serving of the punishment (against Strauss 
and the rationalists). x. p. Suv. Na.] 
This is not a repetition, but an explana- 
tion of the ground and reason, of ow ray. 

Gxpe fe An yér. rubra] roia; 

Dan. as abore. Bary à: obe Barer. Aadnoa avroic. 

k Joha ii. 29. v. 47 bis. xii. 
m Matt n constr., Acts xiii. 42. bn xx 

eh. vii. 19, 20. Acts x. 24. (Lake only, exo. Matt. xi. 8. xxiv. I" 2 
q Jobn v. 35. Rom. ii. 28a T Matt. xxiv. 48 reff. 

ach. xxiv. 28. Acts xxvi. 19. 2 Cor. sii. 1 only. Lb.: (Mal Hi. 3. Sir. xii. 18) only, = 
Meere n Ps, xxxiv. 10. Bir. xxvii. 22. 

P rageorncde vii rov Ücov, xai ° 3 Nn 
rp o ca ‘ ebayyeAicacBai got ravra. 

xii 8. Is. 8 gieymr(yy Kat pri Svvausvoc Aa goat 
‘arf wy ovr 

» VAnpuÜncovra: © 

20 kal 1808 = tap 

k 2 

Kwpoc. 25 Kai tyt᷑vero we 

i ch. xit. 8. zix. 44. Acts xii. 33. 
rom e kd 

Pet. til. 1: "M 18, 14) P 

v Mark vii. 33 ref. 

xAnoOncovras D Orig. 
for Ist ev, ewe D. ey Tw vaw bef 

diepere» D- gr 

j yivenore nadh, xai 9» xAsric rov I- 
paroc. Euthym. $v is not a 
Hebraism, but good Greek: see Passow, 
and Matthies, § 480. olnves not 
merely identifies, but classifies : ‘s being, 
a5 "T are, of that kind which 

l.] It was customary for the priest 
at the time of prayer not to remain long 
in the holy place, for fear the people who 
were without might imagine that any 
vengeance had been inflicted on him for 
some informality ;—as he was a 
the representative of the p 
words @0avpafow idv are best haven 
ther, wondered at, as in ref. Sir. They 
may also be taken separately, taking i» as 
*dering ; and so Meyer: but this is not 
so probable. $9.] They knew, by 
some excitement, visible in his manner. 
It was not his office to the bene- 
diction, but that of the other incensing 
priest ; so that his ‘not being able to 
speak,’ must mean, i» answer to the en- 
qwiries which his unusual appearance 
prompted. This answer he gave by a 
sign: and the question was also by signs; 
for (see ver. 62) he was deaf, as well as 
dumb, which indeed is the strict meaning 
of 068 — obrs hare», ovr’ 33 
Hesych. $3. ós rie. The week 
during which his course was on duty. Mr. 

axel de vip 
erioreuoac roic A5 Fat Part, 

tic TOV Kaipov avreyv. —.— 

. 21 cai qv o Aude roc doc róv Zaxapiav, kat 3 AB. 

T ypovidew aurov Ev OT vay. 2 e- 7 

kai _Ewtyvecay 4 TT 

' owraciay tøparev EV Te vag" kai auroc ny t &a- 
"Stéueve ° 
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"exdnoOnoay ai sipípai rnc " Aarovpyiac avrov, d rn v ver. 67 rer. 
x 2 Cor. ix. 19. 

» ` y , — M 4 , * 7 Phil. ii. 17. 
z tig TOY OlKOY GUTOU. pera ài Tabrac Tag Tuípac eu. 

x 

ata ouvidaBev "EXtoaBer 4 yuv avrov, Kat großer Nag. vii. 85. 
MSUY tauri pnvac wivre Moves 25 Fri ob rc pot ` memoinkty d ch i.s. pe 

v. Y aL) 

12.8 o cöc oe kv o njuipuic N56 t eweidev * ageAsry ro 7 ovedoc = LUN 

pov € iv avÜpérrow. 7 Ev de rw umi TU ere "ameorann - iL A m 

E [av]à 
Plow 

o ayyehoc TaBpmA azo m Ücov eie wo» ric Tahe- * ax: xu de, 
Aaiac y övopa Nalagér, 77 mpg wopÜévoy ` péprnoreu- bso Rev. 222 

nir avdot wv ovona Iwon, ¿č oixov AavetS’ kai ro Wii ede 

Ovoua THC wapGevov e 
H. 25 vat. 2 Maro. vill. 2 

h ver. 19. i 

28. ins rors bef ar D. 
24. for pera de, cat pera D. 
25. om o CDLN 83: ins AB rel. 

C al: txt BN rel. 
26. ew de rw eerw ug D-gr. 

D. om 3 ov. vat. D 255. 259. 
21. «uvnor. ALN! : 

(see ch ii. 4) CFL 1 Thaum Eus Chr Chron. 
28. 0% A'(but corrd by origl scribe). 

XXX. 28. 
ch. ii. 5. * Matt, E 18 cif. i Deut. Tall. 28, 

pepynoperny D: txt B!C rel. 

B kai eiceAOwy mpog f w 
f bere only. Isa. xxv. 8 al. g Matt. xi. 11. 

rac nu. rav. DE 69 copt. 
tue» DA Frag sang: ede X 69: esidev 

om ro B'DLK 1: ins AB?C rel. 
rec (for axo) vro, with ACD rel syr(appy) 

arm Eus: txt BLN Frag sang 1. 69 Syr goth Cyr-jer. for rng yad., yadtXacay 

aft otro ins eat warpiac 

rec aft egeo ins o ayyedoc, with 
ACD rel latt syr goth; aft avrny F(Wtst) A 69 lat-e f F. h lq Syr arm-usc: om BLE 

Greswell by much elaborate calculation, 
has made it probable, but only as one out 
of several alternatives, that this week was 
Tisri 18—25, = September 80— October 
6, of the sixth year before the Christian 
era (Prolegg. p. 85 sq. A deaf and 
dumb person, we thus see, was not pre- 
cluded from-some of the sacerdotal minis- 
trations. 24, 25.] wepuéxpupev — 
either, £o avoid defilement : see Judges xiii. 
18, 14,—to Aide her pregnancy from her 
neighbours till it was certain and apparent, 
—or, from the precaution which the first 
months of ancy require. Kuinoel 
suggests, that the reason may have been, 
that she might devote herself more unin- 
terruptedly to exercises of devotion and 
thankfulness, and that this is expressed 
by the words following. If so, br 
must mean ‘ because,’ as indeed is the usage 
of these first chapters, —see below on ver. 
45 ; but it seems here to be only the usual 
particle by which & speech is intro- 
duced : see Gen. xxix. 88. And indeed M- 
yovga really carries the reason of ber 
hiding herself—* seeing that she said 
0 herself). . trde] 

ere Ís no ellipsis of ipi or ix’ lué, nor is 
the meaning, ‘ hath looked «pon me; but 
bm. is to be taken with the infinitive fol. 
lowing—hath condescended to remove: 
so égopdw, Herod. i. 124: cf. 5 
Aae lv, Acts xv. 14. vd vados] of 
barrennese: see ref. 206—38.] AxN- 

NOUNCEMENT BY THE SAME ANGEL OP 
THE BIRTH oF CHRIST. 26.] 18 
dry referring to the xávrs in ver. 24. 

Nafapér} In this particular the 
information of our Evangelist, appears to 
be fuller than that of Matthew, who 
seems not to be aware of any residence 
at Nazareth previous to the birth of 
our Lord: but see note on Matt. ii. 22. 

91.) è olxov A. refers to Joseph 
in this place, who (see Matt. i) was 
of the direct lineage of David. That 
Mary was so, is no where expressed in 
the Gospels, but seems to be implied in 
ver. 82, and has been the general beliet 
of Christians. The Son of David was to 
be the fruit of his body (Ps. cxxxii. 11) 
which He would not be, unless His 
mother was of the house of David. 
notes on the genealogy in ch. iii. [Still 
we must remember the absolute oneness 
in the marriage relation, which might 
occasion that Mary herself should be 
reckoned as being in very deed that which 
her husband was. Perhaps this has been 
hardly enough taken into account. Edn. 
5, 1862.] 28.) xeyapurep., not 
* gratiá plena, a8 the Vulg. ;—for, though 
xapirów is not found in classical writers, 
the analogy of all Verba in -ów must rule 
it to mean, the passi we action im- 
plied in the radical ave of owe on the ob- 
ject of the spon? A hato” erf S grace 
or favour, up be S. Ne Tem 
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e iets vi. K as. 54 elev de Maid mpoc TOV ayyeAov IIoc torai rovro, 
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N 3. 1. e| grey avrg IIvebna ayiov 
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Eph. vi. 9 uvapic ^ vijiarov EWLTKLATEL GOL, 

Kat awoxerOei¢ o o ayyerog 

“eweAcboerat emt ot, Kal 
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„ 
T. 24. x Matt. I. 18 reff, Matt. I. 21. a Mark v. 7 (reff). ch. . 28 on! 

a — Matt. v. 9, 19. pl. Rom. 755. in ix. ö. Xl. 86 al. : 2 burt . u.. 
d « bere (Matt. l. 3) 8): ue . (tv. f 28.) xix. 8. Num. xxxi. 17 F. Ja ets 1. 8. 
f Luke (ch. 1. 85. xi at a6 [sè v. Pi Acts i. 8 AB.) onty, exo. pd. fl. ii. 7. James v. 1. 1 Kings zi. zi. 7. 
eb re og v. 7 r i w. dat., Mark IX. 7. Acts v. 16. Ps. xc. 4. acc. ch. ix. 
iM l Matt. 1. 20. Ps. i. 7. 

1 copt arm-zoh. 

rer Bom. i. 24. Phil. iL 

rec aft gov adds evloynpevn av ev yvvattw (from ver 42), with 
ACD rel latt syrr goth Eus Tert: om BL 1 syr-jer coptt arm Damasc Promiss. 

29. rec aft ņ de ins i9ovca and dterapay@n bef ext re Aoyw avrov, with A rel: » de 
tò. dur. (omg rest) Ci: for ovsa, cwm audisset vulg(not fuld) Chron: txt B 
D(erapax.) LXN 1 coptt arm Damasc. (Meyer supposes the original mistake was, 
passing from de to die [cf D], and thus arose the glosses and transpositions, and 
reinsertions of evt Tw Roy.) aft dseAoy:Zero ins ey eavrn D al arm: ev avrg 

for avrr, zp. avra” 
Atyovca F(Wtst) X 83 syr-marg. 
lo. aurn bef o ayyeAog D 69 lat-b F syrr wth. (lat-a def.) 

C al lat-e goth Chron Cypr Ambr. papia D latt Iren-lat. 
84. xa: dre D lat-a. papia C'(appy) D! lat-e. aft corar ins por B'-marg 

C* F(Wtst) MX 1. 83. 69 syr coptt «eth arm Thaum Cyr-jer Nyssen Chr. 
35. diore A'(appy). 

ing in the only ded place (see reff.) where 
it occurs in the N Thl. explains it 
as corresponding to ebptc xai rapd 
vg Oep, ver. 30: :—roŭro ap leri rà 
ce x apir do bat, TÒ evpely xápw wapd ry 
Op Ô x. perà coU] i.e. dri: see 
nt d 32. Aaveld Tov v. abr. ] This 
&nnouncement makes it certain (but see 
note above) that Mary also was of the 
house of David. No astonishment is ex- 
pressed by her at this part of the state- 
ment, and yet, from the nature of her 
question, it is clear that she did not ez- 
plain i£ by supposing Joseph to be the 
destined father of her child. See 2 Sam. 
vii. 13: Ps. lxxxix. 3, 4: Isa. ix. 7: Jer. 
xxxiii. 16. 84, 35.] This question 
differs from that raised by Zacharias above. 
It is merely an enquiry after the manner 
in which so wonderful a thing should take 
place; not, how shall I know this ?—it 

aft yeyywuevoy ins ex cov (prob a particularizing addi- 

takes for granted that = shall be, and only 
asks, How ? pa Gy.| the me 
Spirit—the creative re Spirit of God, of 
whom it is said, Gen. i. 2, that He éregi- 
pero irávw roù béaroc. But as the world 
was not created by the Holy Ghost, but 
by the Son, so also the Lord was not be- 
gotten by the Holy Ghost, but by the Fa- 
ther: and that, before the worlds. ‘No 
more is here to be attributed to the Spirit, 
than what is n to cause the Virgin 
to perform the actions of a mother. 
As Christ was made of the substance of 
the Virgin, so He was not made of the 
substance of the Holy Ghost, Whose es- 
sence cannot at all be made. And because 
the Holy Ghost did not beget Him by any 
communication of His essence, therefore He 
is not the Father of Him, though He were 
conceived by Him.” (Pearson on the 
Creed, p. 165, 166.) émoxidoes ] 

* 
* META = 

ebpec yee X atv ane 
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t ver. 48. Acts ii. 18 (from Joel il. only. 
zxxil.)). du 1 17 Cen. 2110 17. 

5 see Matt i. 16; Gal iv. 4: so Meyer) Ci 1. 33 vulg- ed( with gat 
dns arm Protey-s-mas Iren-lat 
drt Damase Euthym C 

syr-jer copt goth arm-mss 

ovveAnguia ACD rel syrr. 
bef un» A. 

98. cae «riy D lat-a. 
39. for avacr. de, kac avacraca AK. 

The figure is perhaps from a bird (as Gro- 
tius: see ref. Ps.), or from a cloud : see 
the other reff. &yvvov] Some take 
this for the predicate of Tò yevv., ‘shall be 
called holy, the Son of God. But it is 
more simple to take it as E. V., that holy 
thing, &c., making rd yevv. Ly. the sub- 
ject, and vi. 0. the predicate. On the latter 
expression, see note on Matt. iv. 
36. ovyyeviis} On the svyyeris in ever 
readd., we may remark, that these fem. 
terminations of common adjectives belong 
to later Greek. evyytvic, loxárec Báp- 
Bapor, Pollux iii. 50. It is found in Plu- 
tarch, Quest. Rom. (vi. 314), &c. See 
Lobeck on Phrynichus, p. 4621. Cf. 
poryanic, Matt. xii. 39 reff. What 
relation, no where appears in Scripture: 
and traditions are not worth recounting. 
But we must take the word in the nar- 
rower sense, not in the wider reference of 
Rom. ix. 3. Elizabeth was of the tribe 
of Levi: but this need not hinder con- 
nexion by marriage with other tribes. 
Aaron himself married into Judah, Exod. 
vi. 28. We find in Judges xvii. 7 a young 
man of the family of Judah who was a 
Levite. Philo de Monarch. ii. 11 (vol. ii. 
P. 35 says, wpocirake TP ply dpxcepel 
uvãet at ph póvov yuvatsa waplérvoy, 
AMAd xai i. i£ leplo . E ixerparn 
Bi roig áAXotg kal un iepiwy yapeïy Ov- 
arípac. 87.] The future, in He- 

w, expresses that which does not be- 
long to any fixed time, but shall ever be 
80. pa] See ref., and above on 
ver. 4. is place, and its original, Gen. 
xviii. 14, which are sometimes quoted to 
shew that ina may mean simply “a 

Kat arne à ar abrñe 0 ayyeAoc. EM 4 YY (from Beal. 
viil. 8), 
xviii. 16 al. 

a Mark ix. 91. John v.14. Acts vii. 40 (from Exod. 
v2 Mark vii. 24 reff. 

r)lat-ac e 
Orig-lat Dialezpe Thaum Athezpe Epiph Ephr Chr 

fear Gaud Jer: om "ABCDE rel am i lat-b atd f FJ: g4 I syr 
tev-6-mss Orig-lat Dion-alex Petr-alex Eus 

86. cvyyevıc AC DEGHLA 69 syr-marg-gr. 
rec yypa, with S(e sil): txt ABCD rel. 

91. rec re Oe, with AC rel, 0% 1: txt BDLEN. 
papia CID. 

suveiAngev BLE latt copt : 
ins e 

T. r. 0. bef rav p. D wth. 
for ar, actor recessit D. 

thing," are in fact most decisive against 
any such supposition. For the declaration 
amounts to this, Hath the Lord spoken 
and can He not do it ?" 98.] Her 
own faithful and humble assent is here 
given to the divine announcement which 
had been made to her. I believe that her 
conception of the Lord is to be dated from 
the utterance of these words. So Euthym. : i 
ax’ abr5c—50m avàħaßovonç dpa re 
Aóyq abrov. Similarly Iren., Tert., Ath., 
Maldonat., Grot. Lightfoot, holding a 
different opinion, says, Agnosco quidem, 
communiter obtinuisse, quod Virgo in urbe 
Nazareta conceperit, idque eodem instante 
quo Angelus eam alloquebatur. She was 
no unconscious vessel of the divine will, 
but (see ver. 45) in humility and faith, a 
fellow-worker with the purpose of the 
Father; and therefore her oton unity with 
that ose was required, and is here 
recorded. 39 —56.] VISITATION OF 
ELIZABETH BY Mary. 39.) The 
situation of Elizabeth was not before this 
known to Mary ; and on the intelligence 
of it from the angel, she arose and went 
to congratulate her kinswoman. But 
before this the events related in Matt. i. 
18—25 had happened. Mary being 
betrothed to Joseph, had no communi- 
cations with him, except through the pro- 
subo ; who, on the first indications of her 
pregnancy, represented it to him. This 
would not take longer time than the ex- 
pression dv rais fp. ray. might include— 
possibly three or four weeks. Then hap- 

ed Matt. i. 19, 20; and immediately 
pa took her hom? a betrothed 
virgin she could not . v vo Dow un- 
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=æ Acts il. 90. Gen. xxx. 2. h = Matt. xlii. 27 I. xv. * Num. xd ‘eee xv. 8 red. 
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4L rec j Me. bef r. aor. rng pap., with AC rel syrr copt goth sth: txt BC'DLZ 
1. 69 latt arm Orig Cypr Ambr. ter. ty T. KOA. rnc eX. ro Bp. aurne D. 

42. for aveg., aveBonory CFN 33. 69 Thl. rec (for cpavyn) gwvy (more usual), 
with ACD rel syrr Orig, : txt BLEN Orig,. 

43. for pe, eus B. 
44. ro Bpepoc na ey ayadX\acu (ro Bp. next the verb as 41) AC? rel lat-e 

syr copt goth Thl: om «t» ay. 83: txt BO DIA 1. 69 (F, e sil) vulg 
lat 3 of Ja 9, arm Orig,-lat,. 

mediately, and perhaps for the very reason 
of the circumstances under which Joseph 
had taken her home, she visits Elizabet 
— ining with her about three montha, 
ver. 56. So that we have, five months, 
during which Elizabeth hid herself, +- 
the sixth month, d: which takes place 
the Annunciation, the ery of Mary’s 
pregnancy, her home by Joseph, -+ 
three months visit of = nine months, 
nearly her full time: see ver. 57. 
ur 'Ioúð. may possibly mean “ the city 
of Jutiah,” which (Josh. xxi. 16) was 
given, together with Hebron (in the hill 
country of Judæa: ib. ver. 11), and other 
neighbouring cities, to the children of 
Aaron the priest. But it may also 
mean a city 5 and this is per- 
haps more likely, as no place of residence 
is mentioned for Zacharias in ver. 23,— 
and one would hardly be introduced so 
abruptly here. See for Lobde thus used, 
Matt. il. 6: Josh. xxi. 11. It is not 
Jerusalem; for that would hardly have 
been described as in the hill country ; and 
from vv. 23, 65, the Evangelist clearly in- 
dicates some other place than Jerusalem 
as the residence of the parents of John. 

41.] The salutation uttered b 
Elizabeth is clearly implied to have been 
an inspiration of the Holy int. No 
intimation had been made to of the 
situation of Mary. The movement of the 
babe in her womb (possibly for the first 
time: vel nunc primum, vel saltem vehe- 

uence. The knows 5 effects of 
sympathy in such cases, at least lead us 
to believe that there may be correspond- 

(ie Annunciation), but Mary's salute- 
: the former 55 is not ae 

cordin io Luke's ru a it 
has a double meaning : 
rom above—blessed Ps . 
beyond other women; and 

i dering 
then dv y. will be the Hebrew superlative, 
as in Jer. xxix. (xlix.) 15, and Cant. i. 8. 

43.] The word wvwpíov, as applied 
to the unborn babe, can no otherwise be 

Tbe last is maintained by Bengel and De 
Wette, and supported by Acts xxvii. 25. 
But I own it seems to me ve improbable 
here; the sense and the would both 
suffer ; and the usage of these first chap- 
ters is to render a reason by bri: see vv. 37, 
48, 49, 68. De Wette and Bleek urge 
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D iv. 10. SIKIA 11. vch. ix. 88. James il. 8 only. 
P». xxiv. 16 w Acts vili. 33 (from Tet ui. Do Lan ui. 21. James |. 10 ion Ps. cx xxv. 28. 

x James v, n gels. Onn. XXX. 18. y . lii. 21. s Mat 9. Mark v. ua 

Qu Took bers enz. e Ros ir E CERA CE M d Pt Pe eed oair. ar bere ou b absol. ere on . ix. c PSA. cx. r. bo 
. Pa. alviii. 11 a f hero vod. see P». cx vii. 16. John zii 88 (from Isa. iii p^ 

211. 17 only. Deut. v. 1$ h Matt. xxvi. 81. Jobn xi. 53. a. Ixxzviil. 10. n 
9 Tim. iii. James iv. 6 & 1 Pet. v. 5 (from Hi in ̂  Ps. ex viti. 31. e» Col. i. 
(Matt. xxii 87 N. 1 1 Chron. zxína. ark xv.96, 46. Acts xix. 97. “2 Cor. x.5 
al. SIR. x. 14. n Acts vill. F. 1 Tim. vi. n oniy. Prov. XI. 4, o Matt. xi. 
28. Bir.xv. 5. P Esek. xxl. 26. att. xi. 29 reff. r Psa. evi. 9. (Jsu. 
xxavii IXEAI. ] 26.) s ch. vi. %. Jobn vi. 28. "prs 17. Rom. xv. A only. 

45. om ca: C'(appy 
47. for emi, «v D. dà deo latt Iren : super deo lat-e.) 
43. aft eM ins æ vptog D. 

49. peyada BD!L latt: ner CD!E!KU'TZ Guelph Ver Turin: peyadna 
A rel. ins o Geog bef o óvyarog D. 
E^ rec uç yeveac yevewy (corrn arisi 

Meyer), with ACD 
Guelp Bodl Ver Turin 

genies 
61. ĉıavorags EFH Guelph Ver. 

against it, that we should thus look for 
goi and not airg. But surely the preced- 
ing y mtoreboaca, rendering the sentence 
axiomatic, would prepare the way for the 
demonstrative pronoun of the third person, 
on either view of óri. I much prefer the 
former rdc M rcs greeable likewise to 
the analogy of Scripture, where faith, in 
the recipient of the divine purposes, is so 
often ted as a co-ordinate cause 
of the fulfilment of those purposes. Lightf, 
well suggests, that there may have 

t to the mind of Elizabeth the un- 
elief of her husband, as contrasted with 

Mary's faith. 46—55.] Compare 
throughout the song of Hannah, 1 Sam. ii. 
1—10. As connected with the defence 
of the hymns contained in these two chap- 
ters, we may observe, taking the very lowest 

rel lat-a b c inan d th(eth) Chron : 
Sang 1. 69 lat F ff. 

yeveay A(in the Magnif insd at the end o 
vulg arm: txt BC'LEN am(with em forj fuld ing mt Ptol vat) Syr copt Aug. 

the formula “in ssecula seculorum ;" 
tig ytvtay £. ytytav FM 

7 J, lq Isid Thi Euthym: avo yeveac uç 
the Psalms) 2-pe sah: a progenie in pro- 

62. om «as Ver. 

expressed in the words of Scripture (see 
Dr. Mill, Historical character of Luke i. 
vindicated, p. 40 ff.). The Christian be- 
liever however will take a higher view than 
this, and attribute to the mother of our 
Lord, that same inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit which filled Elizabeth (ver. 41) and 
Zacharias (ver. 67). vun —rvedha] 
the whole inner being: see on 1 Thess. 
v. 23. seme not merely De- 
liverer from degradation, as a daughter 
of David’ — but, in a higher sense, 
author of that salvation which God's 
people expected. 48.) Bleek remarks, 
that the iw:BAdpas bi ro vióv pov of 
Luke ix. 38, is iAigeóv pou róv vióy in 
Matt. xvii. 15. Toseív.] low condi- 
tion, not Awmility; the noun is an objec- 
tive one. 51—05.| These aorists 

ground, that there is nothing improbable, express, not the habit of as , but the 
as matter of fact, in holy persons, fall ofthe consequences involved foy t future in 
thoughts which permeate the O. T. prophe- that which the Lord had go e to her. 
cies, breaking out into such songs of 51.] The dative Savoie, de eres wa 
as these, which are grounded on and presses the realm in whe, eren 
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-Keiv, ver. 1 
| o 621 f evévevov à "P on avro "fà ri av 73 Y kaA «ica 

re e „a . GUTO. cal “atrnaag °mwaxidiov Eypaifjev Ey 
riu i p. f ch. xv.6,9. 1 Cor. xii. 26. xlil 6. (uuu A N 6 cal Matt. 
4.2. Gen. xlii. 5. h Rom. v. 14. Para A Neh. vii tt. xi. 26 ref Acts 
vil. 8 (from Gen. xli. 1), Meals. Exod xi The te oniy. acrem: vi. 18. x doing d m fed. 
sec Mark ir^ 29. "par 1. 99. jode. Y here ouly *. Enek. ix. 2 
symm, p (cb. Hl. ave r.) 77 Kings xL 18. 4 Kings x. 1. 4. 

55. ec awvoc A(at end of Psalter) CFMS Guelph Bod] Ver Turin Sang 1. 69 goth 
in saecula lat-b c. Thaum : at end ins aus» Ver. 

56. wo BL 1: aides sois 29109 copt-wilk sah Orig-lat Ambr. 
58. om 2nd o: D. 
59. om ew DL 33 lat-e. 

83. 69 vulg lat-b c arm Chron. 

om auric 
rec rg oyé. np., with A rel lat-a(appy) : txt BCDLE 

nx OY Di. 
60. aft xA nOgaerat ins ro ovopa avrov C'D copt-wilk. 
61. «ra» DLAZN 1 Chron. 

txt ABC'LAAZ 88 copt æth Chron. 

AC rel latt Chron: txt BDFG 33. 69. 

isshewn. Bleek quotes from Symmachus, 
Ps. lxxv. 6, brepngavor rj capdig : but it is 
rr)» kagtiay: the LXX however in the 
same place has doe ö, rj capdig. — Ver. 
55 is not rendered in the E. V. according 
to the construction; from Ps. xcvii. 8 it 
will be seen that gu DMovs T$ 
"AB. are to be joined together, and there- 
fore ra us wil be paren- 
thetical. Seo Micah vii. 20. 57—79.; 
BIRTH AND NAMING OF JOHN THE 
Baptist. 59. | ind Dv they were call - 
ing —wished to call: see Matt. iii. 14 for 
this use of the imperfect. The names of 
children were given at circumcision, 
because, at the institution of that rite, 
the names of Abram and were 
cp to Abraham and Sarah,—Gen. 

5, 16. 60.] There is no reason 

rec «v ry avyyeytia, with CD rel latt goth arm: 
ro ovopa rovro hoc nomen D 

02. o rt o av Gero qui vult D, quem vellet latt.—for ro, o E. rec avro», with 

for supposing, with Theophyl, Euthym., 
Meyer, that Elizabeth had had the nen. 
supernaturaly intimated to her. She 
must necessarily have learnt it, in the 
course of communication by writing, from 
her husband. 62.) The natural in- 
ference (see on ver. 22) from this verse is, 
that Zacharias was deaf as well as dumb ; 
nor do I think Kuinoel, De Wette, Meyer, 
Olshausen, Bengel, Bleek, aud Dr. Words- 
worth have succeeded in invalidating this 
inference. There could have been no 
reason for beckoning, had Zacharias been 
able to hear articulate words. Bengel’s 
reason, adopted by Dr. W., “ commodius 
est muto innuentes videre quam loquentes 
audire," is surely too far-fetched. 
63.] mıvaxíð. (= mıvárıov, Aristoph. 
Vesp. 167.) A tablet smeared with wax, 
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Iwávvne tori [ro] 9voua avrov. 
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t » 0 
Kat tÜabuacav wayrec. a zo New. arti, 

64 a0 veo vÜn ài k T „ - | e 1Co. Hi. avewyfn & ro oropa avrov rap, Kat Ù rcu. iv wan, 
yAwooa avrov, kai edad *evAoywy rov Oeov. © Kal H A 

» 5 u? $ L Ld * v — , , 

£ytvtTO ERL TavTac oo oc TOUC TEPIOLKOVVTAÇ avrovc, 
xxi. Iv, 90. 
Num. A. 9. 

8 ch. 11. 28. 

cal ev OÀg ry "optvg rne Tovdatac * BuAaAdro ravra eee 
a ey æ 

Ta pnuara ravra, 
1 , 20 , * 3 , Li t ch. iv. 36. 

Kat " EUEVTO WAVYTEC OL AKOVCAVTEC EV Actev. 5, 11. 
.zzxxv.5. ka L > æ * P 

Ty kapóig aurov Atyovric ' Ti apa rò watdioy rovro sansir s 
«cra, tert; Kat yao eig Kupiov "v ner aurov. 

Zayapiac o warnp avrov EmAnoÜm wvebparoc ayiov xat 
expognrevcevy AC 68 ^ EUAo-ynróc Küpioc o ° Bede rob 
lapan, ore à eweoxéibaro Kai ° eroincey f Avrpwow ry yel ix 44 ad’ 

Acts v. 4. zix. 21. 

€ = Acts xv. 8. Job xl. 15 (90). 
xxiv. 9] reff. Psa. IXXvi. 14.) 

63. mivacida Cl(appy) D. 
Orig,: txt ABD rel vss Orig-lat. 

1 Kings xxi. 12. Hage. ii. 19. 
xii II. 1 Kings LZH. 17. 2 Kings xiv. Iv. bM 

t. Xv. 81. Isa. xxix. 93. d ver. 78. ch. vil. 16. Heb. ii. 6, from Ps. vill. 5. Exod. iv. 81. 
fob. 1.88. Heb. ix. 12 oniy. Ps. ex. b. oxxiz. 7. (-rpovv, ch. 

om ye» D lat-e. 
om to bef ovoua B'L Orig, : ins AB'CD rel. 

Kot, ver. 

) 
w ver. 32 only. 

Gen. xiv. 1g. 
ch. vi. II 

Ps. 

` 
67 Kat 

only f. 
Ix vii. 8 

xi. 14. 

s Jobn xxi. 91. a Acts xi. . 
ark ziv. 61 reff. PA. xl. 18. Ixxi. 18. ov. 48. 

orar CU 1 syr-marg 

aft avrov add cat xapaypnpa eAvOn n yAwooa avrov, omg zapaxp. £. n y^. 
avr. in next ver, D lat-a b 91. 

64. om 2nd avrov C! al lat-e g. 
65. for xat eyev., tysv. de AK. 

lat-5 c. for avrovc, avrov D goth. 
68. acovovric C D- gr copt-ms goth arm: txt AB rel. 

for avrwy, eavrwy B (Mai's errata). 
yap (as superfluous or perhaps from yep following), with AC! or? rel syrr 

latt syr-marg copt goth eth. 

lat-e arm: txt ABC rel vss. 

ins BC!D 
xup 1 al. 

for ex. 7. go8., ġoß. ne Vg ex. rar. D 2 - po 

rac capita DLE 
rec om 
Chron : 

om n» D 59 lat -L g wth: ins bef 

67. for expognrevoey, «xiv (omg Aeyw») D. [expog., so AB!CL 1. 38.] 

on which they wrote with & style. On 
Ayer, a Hebraism, as applied to writing, 
see reff. and Jos. Antt. xi. 4. 7,—Aaptiog 
dyrtypage TQ No ... . rade Mywy. 

Wavy. wavres | i con- 
firms the view that Zacharias was deaf. 
There would be nothing wonderful in 
his acceding to his wife suggestion, if he 
had known it: the coincidence, apparently 
without this knowledge, was the matter of 
wonder. 64.] For now first had the 
angel’s words, «adicac rò dy. abr. 
"Ieávrg», ver. 18, received their fulfil- 
ment. 65.} For the construction 
epo. aÙbroús, see Herod. v. 78; Xen. 
Anab. v. 6. 16. Mara, words; not 
‘things,’ see above on vv. 4, 37. All this 
tale became matter of A4 throughout 
&c. 60.] Adyovres carries a slightly 
logical force with it;—almost = ‘ 
they said. Apa refers back to the cir- 
cumstances which have happened—What 
then shall, &c.: see ch. viii. 25: Acts xii. 
18. mal yàp Xp x. .... ]a 
remark inserted by the Evangelist himself, 
not a er saying of the speakers in the 

OL. I. 

verse before, as Kuinoel and others main- 
tain. The ydp refers back to the question 
just asked, q. d., And they might well 
enquire thus, for’ &c. 8—79.] This 
Hymn of thanksgiving appears to have 
been uttered at the time of the circum- 
cision of the child (in which case the 
matters related in vv. 65, 66 are paren- 
thetical and anticipatory)—and, as the 

ificat, under the immediate influence 
of inspiration of the Holy Ghost. It is 
entirely Hebrew in its cast and idioms, and 
might be rendered in that language almost 
word for word. It serves, besides its own 
immediate interest to every Christian, to 
shew to us the eract religious view under 
which John was educated by his father. 
“It may be well for the student to read 
the . of this and the following 
chapter in Hebrew, in which they have 
been published in translations of the N. T. 
and A rad rs ted Common A Ten- 

der into at 99 0 ENS 

89.] Afer brenia: (ior, BO 
sense of which see 1 5 * 
stood, as an object, T RN oV 

v o 
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g = ch. ii. 8. 69 
Acts xiii. 23. 

n see hs ii. 18. 
4, CX XXL 
tok. 

: Sit. e 1 ayiov 

5 fempplaw- & 

e nuac, 

day abrov, 

1 xxii. 
ae 

k Acte lv. pum 
1 Chron. x 

» 94. 
1 Acts I. 16. ii 

cal " 3 5 yeiper 

ETATTEAION I. 

74 v beta. ov h mpoc “ABpadp roy waripa Tov, TOV 
y. te 

Sar. 5 do Y piv ag Bec EK xt'póc exp puoGivrac 

pes ° Aarpebev abr 75 * ostornre Kai d icatooby 
8 N 

an ai., Z EVØTIOV avurov mácac rac nufpac mov. TI cal cv 
, 

s invy dk, watdiov, wopodnrnc vd oro c A] TpoTOptUgy 
10. Pea. cv.10. o ch. X. 87. Acts xiv. 37. xv. 4. Geo. xxiv. 19. Tobit xil. 6. p Exon. H. 94. 
Psa. ov. 45. q Gun. xxvi. 8. r Matt. Ul. 18 rf. Jer. xl. b. a) Cot. xvi. 10. PhiL 
i14. Jedel$osh. Pror.L88. Wied, xvil.donly. (Bor, Prov. iil. 94.) t Rom. vii. 26. 3 Cor. 
1. 10. re tr.e, uch. ii. 87. iv. 81 t. from Deot. ei. 8. Acts vil 7,48 al Xa ii 

v Wied. ix. 8. reff, y Matt. x. 18 reff. 
B = YY, 83, 86. ch. vi. 86. 

w Eph. tv. 34 only. Deut. z x ver. 
L 40 (from Exod. xxxii. 1) only. Deut. xxxi. 8. 

69. rec ins rw bef oxxw, with AR rel Chron: om BCDLM Guelph Sang 1. 33. 69 Eus 
rec ins rov bef watdoc, with ACR rel Eus: om BDLN. 

70. om ro D. rec ins re» bef ar awyoc, with ACDR rel: om BLAN 
Frag-sang 83.69 Orig Eus.— pop. avr. re» aw atwvog D, simly lat-a b c &c Iren. 

avrov bef xpognrwy N Eus. 
71. for ef, ex xeipoc and om er x. following D. 19. om cas D. 

74. rec ins rw» bef racer with ACR rel Chron; mavrwev ru» K: om BDL t. 33. 
9 Orig. rec pe» ins nue, with ACDR rel latt Orig Chron: om BL 6 
a -sang 1. (88 7) 69 lae Iren. (The words have been conformed to ver 71.) 

. RACALE rai NME oe BL 3 lat-ö c &c. 
psu One Chron: om A(here and at end of Psalter) BCDR 

-lat -lat Jer. 
EG p) HMSTA Bodl 
rel latt syrr copt goth ath. Iren 

rec bef nu ins rne dent. with 

76. rec om de, with A rel latt syrr goth sth arm Iren- lat Orig Chr Chron: ins A(at 
end of Psalter) BCDLR 38 copt. 

tained in the following dative. 69. 
xépas—a metaphor from horned beasts, 
who are weak and defenceless without, 
but formidable with their horns: see reff. : 
and cf. Hor. Od. iii. 21. 18, *addis cornua 

uperi.’ There does not seem to be any 
allusion (Selden, &c.) to the horns of the 
altar—the mere notion of a re e is 
never connected with the Messiah’s ing- 
dom. 70.] Meyer cites roóg dr’ 
alòvog pnropac, Longin. 34. 19.) 
wovjoa .... for a similar use of the 
inflnitive, see ver. 54. We may take it 
here either as of the purpose, fo per- 
Form . . , which is recommended b 
the Sproy ðv K. r. A., below,—or with 
Euthym., Bleek, al., as epexegetic, and 
equivalent to iv r 5 or in English 
to a partici * performing, &c. 

73.) 6 3] peor à ty .«.. for öprov, 
eh xxii. 16—18. Calvin, 

aL, ‘suppose e the construction to be card 
rày ópkov 0» . . . .; Grotius makes the 
words dependent on pov above, as 
also the infin. vocat: Bleek thinks that 

for xpo tpocwsrov, evwmoy B Orig: 

the 5 5 prin y Buick by 
vnoOrva:, as well as the g geni- 

tive: The Holy Spirit, speaking by 
Zacharias, seems to refer here to dl 
providential dispensation signified in the 
names of the Baptist and his parents. The 
Baptist, by his name Johns, spake of the 
Atoc or grace of God: Zacharias (from 
D} recordatus fuit, and c Jah, Jehovah) 
signifies Oeòg luvífjoO0n, and Elisabeth (from 
ou, El, Deus, and piv, skeda, juravit) is 
connected with the proc de Wordsw. 
This seems probable in the case before us: 
but the student must be reminded that 
it is ground to be mid cautiously trodden, 
and where a morbid or pedantic fancy 
will be constantly going astray. 
74, 76. The attempts to remove the 
Jewish worship by Antiochus Epiphanes 
and by the Romans, had been most 
calamitous to the people. Thi 
iv don. x. Siaaioc. sufficiently refutes 
the idea of some, that the whole subject of 
this song is the temporal theocratic great- 
ness of the Messiah. 76.] It is not 

M xtoac owrnpiac my EV R 

oike * Naved * maðòc 0 70 a EAGdA UO | d x s 
a ar aiwvoç Tpognr av avrov, MBs 

ex Opav nmwv kat Ex " xttpos Favrwy Tov rr ta 
72 O tomat ENcog ° utrd TOV warépwy 

ae Kai " pynaOnvat P diu hne ne ayiag avrov, 78 48 Opkov 
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yàp ToO wpocwxov kupiov * éroyaca o doöde avrov, ><. uat 
rou Sovvat yvwoiv cuwrnpiac ry Aaw avrov c» aL 3). 

1 Cor. lv. 4. 
Tapion auapriov avrov dia * owdayyva οðꝰL beon Fer 
nue, tv oic 

79 i Ewipavae roic év 
‘ewecxiparo huac SavaroAn iE "vjovc 

k oxore Kai 

nutvotc, rov “xarevOuvat rovg wocac nw» &c " 

ki ie 

d Mart i. 4. 
Acts ii. 88. 
Cul. i. 14 al. 

v , k . Xv. 
k Oa varov kaĝ- e m 12 al. 

e dapi xii. 10. 

000v g Jer. xxiii. 5. 
ech. iii. 9. 

OKIQ 

» 2 æ” Zeoh. 
upivnc. © Tò 8 wardiov ° nutavev xai " Exparaiovro A = hen 

, ‘vy » — e p v e , 7 =h 
Wvevplarti, Kat NV EV TALC EPHMotC EWC "pac 3 d vad ci ce TI 

1. 33. 69. UTOU T 0 ov 10 an 
Ina 

nne, panas ev. xxi. 16) 
ouly. Ps. zvil 16. 1 a» Acts x xvii. 90 (Tit. u. 11. iii. 4) only L.P. Deat. XXIII. 3. 

k Matt. iv. 16, from Isa. ix. 2. I Mark iv. 89 reff. m lì Thess. iii. 1}. 2 Thess. iil. 5 
ly. Pe. XXXIX. 9 n Row. Hl. 17, from Isa. lix. 8 only. see Matt. xxi. 89. Acts xvi. 17. only. Ps. 

o Matt. xili. 89. 
only 1. Sir. xliii, 6 only. (-decavdva:, ch. x. I. 

ch. H. 40. 1 Cor. xiL i8, Eph. ili 16 oni. Ps. xxx. 94. q here 
9 Maco. II. 98. x. 1.) 

TT. for avrwy, nuwy A(here and at end of Psalter) CMUR(Treg expr) Guelph Bodl 
Turin 1 sah: txt BD rel vulg syrr copt-ms goth Iren-lat. 

78. emioxktiperac B goth arm-zoh, err jm L: oieitabit copt: inviset Syr. 
T9. aft extgavac ins $oc D. 

necessary to in wuplov of the Mes- 
siah : it may be said of God, whose people 
ver. 77) Israel was. But the believing 

istian will find it far more natural thus 
to apply it, especially in connexion with 
Matt. i. 21. T.] àv in remis- 
sion, the element in which the former 
blessing was to be conferred. The re- 
mission of sin is the first opening for the 
yvwoe owrnpiaç: see ch. iii. 7. 
78. Aro] is (see reff.) the LXX ren- 
dering for rrog, a branch or eprout—and 
thus, ‘that which springs wp or rises,’ as 
Light :—which, from the clauses following, 
seems to be the meaning here. 
d . may be taken with dvar., as in 
E. V.:—or perhaps with the verb d- 
vat. But. however taken, the expres- 
sion is not quite easy to understand. The 
word had come apparently to be a name 
for the Messiah: thus in ref. Zech., idoò 
adynp, 'AvaroAi õvopa aùr: and then 
figures arising from the meaning of the 
word itself, became mixed with that which 
was said of Him. The day-spring does 
not come i£ bijovc, but from beneath the 
horizon; but the Messiah does. Again 
the ixıpãva: k. r. A. of the next verse be- 
longs to the day-spring, and only figura- 
tively to the Messiah. See Bleek’s long 
note. 79.] See reff. Care must be 
taken on the one hand not to d the 
expressions of this song of praise into mere 
anticipations of temporal prosperity, nor, 
on the other, to find in it (except in so far 
as they are involved in the inner and 
deeper sense of the words, unknown save 

80. nvěavero DI. 

ings of St. Paul. It is the expression of 
the aspirations and hopes of a pious Jew, 
waiting for the salvation of the Lord, find - 
ing that salvation brought near, and utter- 
ing his thankfulness in Old Testament 
language, with which he was familiar, and 
at the same time under prophetic influence 
of the Holy Spirit. That such a song 
should be inconsistent with dogmatic 
truth, is impossidle : that it should unfold 
it minutely, is in the highest degree im- 
probable. 80.] A very similar con- 
clusion to those in ch. ii. 40, 52, and 
denoting probably the termination of that 
record or document of the birth of the 
Baptist, which the Evangelist has hitherto 
been translating, or perhaps transcribing 
already translated. That this first 
chapter is such a te document, ap- 
pears from its very distinct style. Whe- 
ther it had been preserved in the holy 
family, or how otherwise obtained by Luke, 
no trace now appears. It has a certain 
relation to, and at the same time is dis- 
tinguished from, the narration of the next 
chapter. 'The Old Testament spirit is 
stronger here, and the very phraseology 
more in unison with Hebrew usage. 
wats èp.) The ópec] of Judæa was very 
near this wilderness, and from the cha- 
racter of John's official life afterwards, it 
is probable that in youth he would be 
given to solitude and abstemiousness. It 
cannot be supposed that the .Essenes, 
dwelling in those had rik or my 
the most general kind of influence over 
him, as their views were wholly diferent 

: " his to the Spirit who prompted them) the from his. avez. opening of 
minute doctrinal distinctions of the vit official life: see not, 2 arx La 

Ge2 
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„Ran- II. I Eyerero oe "ev 
1553 ane ̂ Soyna " 
55 an xiv.. a TASAV rmv 

EYATTEAION 

rapa Kaícapoc Abreu 

Y orxoupévny, 
Theod. 
i adn 4. xvil.7. Eph. ped CoL ii. 14 (Heb. xi. 38 v. r.) only. 

II. 

raic zuigaie exeivatc, * cEnAGev Ace 

` awoypagecba: xi usn 

* awoypagn x pwrn 1. Eri avrm 

wch.vi. 19. Lev. ix Dan. vi. 12. 
Sce and Heb xli. 23 only. nce. vili, 14 F. Prov. xxii. 20 only. 5 Maco. iv. 14 

X Acts v. 87 only. w Matt. xxiv.lireff. Ps. ix. . 

Crap. II. 1. om às AX. 

Cuar. II. 1—20.] BrgTH or CHRIST. 
ITs ANNOUNCEMENT, AND CELEBRATION 
BY THE HOSTS OP HEAVEN. , 2. 
We go beck again now to the birth 0 
John, or shortly after it. In an- 
notating on these verses, I will first state 
the difficulty in which they appear to be 
involved,—then the remarkable way in 
which a solution has recently been found. 

The assertion in these verses is 
this—that a decree went forth, &., and 
that this enrolment firat took place when 
Cyrenius (Quirinus, see below) was go- 
vernor of Syria. It would then appear, 
either that (Ais very enrolment took place 
under Quirinus, —or that the first did so, 
and this was subsequent to it. Now both 
of these senses till recently seemed to be 
inadmissible. For Quirinus was not known 
to have been governor of Syria till the 
year 758 v.c. after the banishment of 
Archelaus, and the addition of his territory 
to the province of Syria. ric dé ‘Apx. 
Xwpac drore Robe zpocveunÜiianc rý 2ú- 
pu, miprera Kupnmoc md Kaícapoc, 
aynp dxaricdc, aroriusnodpevog ra ly 
Evpig, cal róv ‘Apyshdov dwodwacpevoc 
oeixov. Joseph. Antt. xvii. 13. 5. And 
the birth of our Lord occurred at least 
eight years before this, previous to Herod’s 
death, and when Sentius Saturninus was 
governor of Syria. But in a Commen- 
tatio of A. W. Zumpt of Berlin (the nephew 
of the distinguished grammarian of that 
name), De Syria Romanorum provincia 
ab Cesare Augusto ad T. Vespasianum, 
he makes it highly probable that Quirinus 
was TWICE governor of Syria. The sub- 
stance of his researches is as follows :— 

In 9 B. c. Sentius Saturninus succeeded 
M. Titius in the province of Syria, and 
governed it three years. He was suc- 
ceeded by T. Quintilius Varus (Joseph. 
Ant. xvii. 5. 2), who, as it appears, re- 
mained governor up to the end of 4 B. o. 
Thenceforward we lose sight of him till he 
is appointed to the command in Germany, 
in which he lost his life in A.D. 7. We 
also lose sight of the governors of Syria 
till the appointment of P. Sulpicius Qui- 
rinus, in A. D. 6. Now from the maxim 
acted on by Augustus (Dio Cass. lii. 23), 

2 Macc. ii. 1 only. 

ins rov bef awoypagecOar LÆ 33. 

that none should hold an im province 
for less than three or more than five years, 
bene. cannot have been governor of Syria 

the twelve years from B. c. 6 to A. b. 
a then were the missing governors ? 
One of them has been found, L. Volusius 
Saturninus, whose name occurs as “legatus 
Syriae" on a coin of Antioch, 4. D. 4 or 5. 
But his proconsulate will not fill the whole 
time, and one or two governors must be 
supplied between Varus, ending 4 B.C. 
and Volusius, 4 or 5 A.D. Just in that 
interval falls the census, of which it is said 
in the text, that it mper iyivero hyeno- 
vevorvrog rij¢ Lupiag Kupaviov. Could 
Quirinus have been governor at any such 
time? From Jan. to Aug. B. C. 12 he was 
consul. Soon sfter that he triumphed 
over the Homonadenses (** mox expugna- 
tis per Ciliciam Homonadensium castellis 
insignia triumphi adeptus," Tac. Ann. iii. 
48). Now Zumpt applies the exhaustive 
process to the provinces which could by 
any possibility have been under Quirinus 
= this time, and eliminates from the 

uiry Asia, — Pontus and Bithynia,—and 
tia. Cilicia only remains. But at 

im time, as he shews, that province had 
been reduced by successive diminutions, 
had been separated (Dio Cass. liv. 4) from 
Cyprus, and, as is shewn by the history of 
the misconduct of Piso soon afterwards, 
who was charged with having, as ex- 
governor of Syria, attempted *'repetere 
provinciam armis" (Tac. Ann. iii. 12), be- 
cause he had attacked Celenderis, a fort in 
Cilicia (ib. ii. 78—80), attached to the 
province of Syria. This Zumpt also con- 
firms by the accounts in Tacitus (Ann. vi. 
41; xii. ” 65) of the Clitae, a seditious tribe 
of Cilicia Aspera, who on two occasions were 
repressed by troops sent by the governors 
of Syria. Quirinus then appears to have 
been governor of Syria at some time ae 
this interval. But at what time? We fin 
him in the East (Tac. Ann. iii. 48), as 
“datus rector C. Cesari Armeniam obti- 
nenti;" and this cannot have been during 
his well-known governorship of Syria, 
which began in A.D. 6; for Caius Cesar 
died in A. D. 4. Zumpt, by arguments too 
long to be reproduced here, but very 
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1% f , - MES el ydi: eyevero ? nysuovevoyroc. rnc. Tupiac Kvpmwtov..— " cai 1% ii 
, , , v U e b 787 8 John vil. 8, eroptvovro wavrec " azo-yoadeaÜai, £kaaroc tic THY id ia de 

0 43° 2 \ i» Y > s ë > P R Neh. vii. 6. 
LR. ONLY. avi & kai "Iwan avo rne Tat Aaiac ér F Kilt 

r,, Nadapèr sic rij ‘lovdaiay sic * roAw * Aavetd „E 
orie kaAerat BnOAcéu, Sia rò eivai aùròv tË oikov , us . 
Kat “warprac Aaveid, P" aroypaypacOa cvv Mapidu 4 Nus. £18. 

cum TH “guvnoreupévy aur ovg ' eyxiyp. ©’Eytvero de Matt 118 
C. xxH. 93, 95. e here oniy t. Sir. xlil.10 only. Jer. zxxvili. (xxx) 8 alias in Hezapla. 

2. rec aft avrg ins 3, with ACR rel coptt Eus,: om BDN Eus, 
axoypagn vpwry D Orig-lat.—syevtro Towr9 N!. kvptvov B latt Syr sah, 
&npvviov A. : 

8. for idiay, savrov (explanatory, cf Dbelow) BDL/E Eus: txt ACR rel syr-marg-gr. 
for roiv, rargia D: xwpav C! gat. 

eyevero bef 

4. for ry» vò., yn» iva D lat-(a) e. 
5. axoypagec@a: (see ver 3) AD 33 Chr 

papi D Eus, 
ABICID'LZ. i (n). 
rel latt syr goth wth Eus, (Cyr-jer p) Chr, 

az coptt arm Eus, Naz. 

striking and satisfactory, fixes the time of 
his first governorship at from B. o. 4 to B. o. 
l, when he was succeeded by M. Lollius. 
It is true this does not quite remove our 
difficulty. But it brings it within such 
narrow limite, that any slight error in cal- 
culation, or even the latitude allowed by 
the words mporn iyivero might well cover 
it. I may mention it as remarkable, that 
Justin Martyr three times distinctly asserts 
that owr Lord was born under Quirinus, 
and appeals to the register then made, as 
if from it the fact might, if necessary, be 
confirmed: Apol. i. 34, p. 65; 46, p. 71: 
Dial. 78, p. 175. 
We conclude then, that an droypagn 

or enrolment of names with a view to as- 
certain the population of the empire, was 
commanded and put in force at this time, 
unaccompanied (probably) by any payment 
of money. Mr. Greswell (vol. i. p. 511) cites 
a of Suidas—$r: Abyoverog Kai- 
cap, qa abr, Távrac rove oleńropaç 
‘Pepaiwy f) card wpógwmov dpiOpei, 
BovAdpevoc yravat Tócoy lori *Aij8oc: 
and has made it probable that, notwith- 
standing a difficulty in the numbers, this 
was a census of the empire, and not of the 
city. We know (see Tacitus, Ann. i. 11; 
Sueton. Aug. 28, 101; Dio liii. 30; lvi. 
83) that Augustus drew up a rationarium 
or breviarium totius imperii, which took 
many years to arrange and complete, and 

transp Jia to daved to end of ver 5 D. 
Thi: -j:ic0a« A: txt BC rel Justin Eus. 

rec psuvnortvuuevn, with BC Dr rel Eus: txt 
rec aft avrw ins yuvate, with A C'(appy) 
: om B C (appy) DLX 1 per lat-e f q? Syr 

province at this time, is no objection to 
our text; for the breviarium of A us 
contained the *regna' of the Homan 
empire, as well as the * provincias." 
For & statement of the case and its diffi- 
culties, as they stood before Zumpt's dis- 
covery, see Wieseler, Chronol. Synops. i. 
73—122 ; and a good summary and criti- 
cism of the various hypotheses in Winer’s 
Realwórterbuch, edn. 3, art. Quirinus: 
and a new and curious hypothesis in Dr. 
Wordsw. h. L, who inclines to reject the 
above solution. In Dio Cassius, where 
we might expect to find information, this 
portion of the reign of Augustus is ap- 
parently defective. Kvpyyv.] P. Sul- 
picius Quirinus (not Quwirinius, for Kv- 
vic is the Greek form of Quirinus, 
Meyer ii. 222; see Sueton. Tib. 49; 
Tacit. Ann. lii. 48 where however Beck 
reads Quirinius). 

8—5.] There is a mixture here of Ro- 
man and Jewish customs, which is not 
at all improbable, considering the circum- 
stances. In the Roman census, men, 
women, and children were all obliged to go 
and be enrolled. Dion. Hal. iv. 15, dzav- 
rac ixcíAevac (6 TUAAtog) rode óuosmáyouc 
rard cégadr)y epiapivov vóuiauá ri ovve 
eicgipey, Trepov piy re rove dvòpa c, 
Srepow di ri rác yvvaicag, GAAo O6 ri Tote 
ávnfovc. But then this census was made 
at their dwelling-Pla çe, not at that of their 

of which the enrolment of the inhabitants eztraction. The latter practice springs 

of the provinces would naturally forma from the Jewish aca haeredes 
part. the data for this compilation, its adoption in th: D 8 epe VE tie 
the enrolment in our text might be one. for the accuracy e ce Mor NN N 

That Judæa was sot a Roman enrolment was by the” of N l 

N 

~ 
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125 27 f ty T9 tivat avrovc exe, * £mAnocÜncav ae * »ntoa: ang 
e en y F7. $ S 4 ea > a- A 

d rov 'rexew auray 7 Kat ‘Etrexey TÓv vtov avrne ror en 
, a 3 9 a q 7 

J wpwrorokov, kai “towapyavwoe avrov kai 'avirhiver! 3t 
i " y 2 e . - 

"vis 18 avrov ev “gdarvy’ Stört ovk. Hy avroic ^ rOTOC EV Tw 
Heb. i. 6. xi. P À e 8 K 1 7 y » e » - . e 

5 KaraAupate. at TOIREVEÇC Yoav EV TY Kwog TY avry 
„ B E 1 - * 

. (us, *aypavAouvrec Kat ' puAaccovrec " puAaxac " rnc vvcròc 
® E 

.EXEzV.24. 
t. 1. 31 

. V 

iv. 4. (-xia. a 
Heb. xii. 16. » A M 7 t’ i » , 

k Y 12 oo ? : ENLI TV A wolpyyy avrov. 9 Kat 180⁰ dy ye Aoc up tou 
AX s 

D. Ezek. xvi. 4 only. lact. ch. ix. 15 Mk. xit. e. (Matt. viii. 11 reff.) m vv. 18, 16. cd. xii. 
16 only. Job n rh. i. 13 reff. o = ch. xiv. 9, 29. Gen. xxiv. 28, 395. Max. 

rNom.iii.98. KSK. Abu. . ix. 45. pe XIII. 11 | Mk. Exod. iv. 94. q bere oniy t. 
s Xen. Anab. v. 7.1 t = ver. 40. ch. v. 37. Al. 14. Rev. vil. 15. u Matt. AAvi. 81 reff. 

6. for eyevero to exrnoOnoay, ec Us wapeystvovro ereac0 grav D. 
7. rec ins rn bef ġaryn, with A rel Eus Cyr-jer Chr,: om ABDLZ goth arm Proter 

Justin Eus-2-mss Cyr(appy). 
8. for cat mo., Tous. de D lat-a b e f ff, 91 (Syr). raurn D! Ser’s c. 

ins rac bef $vXaxac D 131. 242. om ryc vvxroc . 
9. om iov BLÆ lat-e g, syr-jer sah goth sth arm Eus: ins AD rel latt syrr copt- 

for the whole empire, it of course would be abréy irtÜcizei. And 
made so as to include aZ, after the Roman 
manner: but inasmuch as it was made un- 
der the Jewish king Herod, it was done 
after the Jewish manner, in taking this 
account of each at his own place of ex- 
traction. Mary being apparently 
herself sprung from the lineage of David 
(see ch. i. 82), might on this account go 
to Bethlehem, being, as some suppose, an 
inheritress ; but this does not seem to be 
the Evangelist’s meaning, but that, after 
the Roman manner, she accompanied her 
husband. No stress must be laid on 
dpvyo., as if she were only the detrothed 
wife of Joseph at this time;—she had 
115 taken to his house before this: the 

istory in our text happening during the 
time indicated by Matt. i 25. 8 
7.] Now that œ «ov has disappeared 
from the text of St. Matthew, it must be 
here remarked, that although the term 
may undoubtedly be used of an only child, 
such use is necessarily always connected 
with the expectation of others to follow, 
and can no longer have place when the 
whole course of events is before the writer 
and no others have followed. The com- 
bination of this consideration with the 
fact that brethren of our Lord are brought 
forward in this Gospel in close connexion 
with His mother, makes it as certain as 
any implied fact can be, that those brethren 
were the children of Mary herself. 
Ancient tradition states the birthplace of 
our Lord to have been a cave: thus Justin 
Martyr, Dial. 78, p. 175, dreds ‘lwong 
obe exe iv ry ropy dxtivg wo) rara- 
Aca, iv ownraly mil coveyyve ric 
kupne car vet cai fóre, ö avrav 
icti, iverécet ) Mapia rà» yquorróv, cai 

iy gar 
arint Celem i. 51, p. 367: drodovbec 
ry iv rẹ bayyeiip nepè ric ytrviíctec 
abrod loropig . Tò êv BwOhdy 
ewqAoiov vba iyevvhôn, kai j iv ry 
oxnhaip påryn rd icwapyaveOy. Si- 
milarly Eusebius, Athanasius, and others. 
This tradition is nowise inconsistent with 
our text—for caves are nsed in most rocky 
countries as stables. Bleek has noticed 
that Justin M refers to a propbecy 
in Isa. xxxiii. 16 (obroc oizýoe: iv ime 
ornai wirpac loxvpác, L " * 

i to think with Calov., al., that the 
tradition may have arisen from this. But 
is not the converse much more likely ? 

xkaraàìúparı]) A publie inn, or 
place of reception for travellers; not 'e 
room in a private house,’ for then the ex- 
pression would be, They found no cara- 
Avus. Of what sort this inn was, does 
not appear. It probably differs from ror- 
8oyeior, ch. x. 34, in not being kept by an 
host, wawóoxytéc: see note there. 
2]. Mr. Greswell has made it highly pro- 
bable (Diss. x. vol. i.) that our Lord was 
born on the evening of (i. e. which bye. 
the 5th of April, the 10th of the Jewish 
Nisan : on which game day of April, and 
the 14th of Nisan, He suffered thirty-three 
ears after. Before this time there 
abundance of grass in the pasturee— 

the spring rains being over: but much 
after it, and till after the autumnal equi- 
nox again, the pastures would be com- 
paratively bare: see note on John vi. 10. 

&yp.] spending the night in the 
open field. À. 7. v] 
either, keeping watch by night, or, keep- 
ing the watehes of the night. The former 
seems most probable: and so Meyer 
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v cb. xxiv. 4. 
Acts iv. 1. 
a L. 

Kat ELT EY avroic 74872 exc. 73 

0 S éyydc Mq poperobe" i&oU ‘yap . m Tia. | iv. 2, 

Xapay peyaAny, 5 "ric Eorat wavri TU 
115 eo = ch. ix. 81. 

Lev. ix. 6, 
28. Num 

* Àa ap, " tren 

vpiv onpepov owrnp, öc cor Xpioróc Kuptoc, Ev "góÀn 3 
€ Aava. 12 Kal 

18 Kai 

* 1 : oupaviov 

y 14 ? Acta "? 

om 2nd xvpvv D 209 lat-5 ff, 7 
ewedapwWew avrov Ni. for 

10. om yap P. erw N. 
12. om ro BZ: ins ADP rel Eus. 

om Keipevoy 
rel goth Eus Cyr. (83 def.) 

13. ovpavov B'D', 

Bleek : see ref. Xen., and add Alexis in 
Athen. xv. 58, p. 700—3 proc bp 
pera Avxvobxou wepimarsiy Ti vvxróc, 
Ry ric endeuwy ray QagrüAov. 9. 
8é£a—the brightness of God's presence— 
the Shechinah (see reff.) which also accom- 
panied His angels when they appeared to 
men. It is agreeable at least to the ana- 
logy of the divine dealings, to suppose 
with Olshausen, that these shepherds, like 
Symeon, were waiting for the consolation 
of Israel. 10, 110 rayri T$ À., not 

. V.) to all people, here: but to all 
THE people,—the Jewish people. To them 
was the first mes of joy, before the 
bursting in of 5 as here 
the one angel gives the prefatory announce - 
ment, before the multitude of the heavenly 
host burst in with their proclamation 
of ‘peace on earth.’ Grip] 
A — 1 as Pn eM Wem oe 

55 the ici Las where iias words 
come together. In ch. xxiii. 2 we have 
xe Bao.réa, and in Acts ii. 36 cupioy cal 

(In Col. iji. 24 we have, in a some- 

TOUTO b ulv ro 

5010 : tarap yavwuévov Kai ceiuevo év 
i baipync Eyévero ow Ty ayy 

? aivouvrwy Tov eov Kai Aeyóv- 
ev vjiaroic Dew, kal ewì yne etpnyn, EV o ver: 4. 

e otre "eat p^ en i.e. yM 
f dárvy. IB 

anpeiov 

b "6^ AO s. l. 18 we 
a john xi. 60. 

xvili. 14. 
b Matt. i. 51 

2 Cor. xii. 
di ve 7 3 

only ( x. 30. ch. xix. 2 (univ 68]. ay AM v. 

ver, "n ch. xix. 88 (sce Ps. lex. 19). 

Orig): 0tov a 1 lat-c e syr-marg Eus. 
y psyav, opodpa B 

sora: ins kat D. 
aft onpecoy ins erw D. tupnotrai 

rec om kai bef cetuevoyr, with A rel lat-a copt-ms: ins BLPSZ N. corr 
1. 33 vulg lat-d * P l syrr copt-2-mss goth wth arm Eus 

88. rec ins rn bef paryn, with F? (K, e sil): om ABDPZ 
Cyr Arnob Promiss. 

ture that the stable or cave may possibl 
have belonged to these shepherds. But 
think the words fes B., ver. 15, do not 
look as if Bethlehem were their home. It 
seems clear that the spot was somehow 
known to them by the angel’s description. 

.Bpé$os—not ‘the child; the angel 
in giving the sign, generalizes the term— 
they were to know the truth of his words, 
TAE a 3 wrapped in swaddling 

de thes, lying in a manger. 14.] The 
disputes bout this short so "ong of praise are 
(with one exception, see below) so much 
solemn trifling. As to whether ieri» or 
éorw should be supplied, the same question 
might be raised of every proclamation 
which was ever uttered. The sense of both 
these is included. 0 E. both There is, 
and Let there be, „ &c. The song 
in the rec. is in £ n Pid edit formi 
a Hebrew parallelism, in which the third 
clause is subordinate to and an amplifica- 
tion of the second, and so is without a 
copula to it. «USoxía (see reff.) is that 
fier pleasure of God in Christ by which 

e reconciles the world to Himself in Him 
what different meaning [said to servants], (2 Cor. v. 19). this it is, whether 

TQ cupip xpire dolle) And I see Cosa or dion ve à read. ‘The inter- 

no way of understanding this xvptos, but pretation of the la Lern Lahn 

as CO nding to the Hebrew JEHOVAH. and R.-Cath. gen e fo 

] Olshausen hazards a conjec-  '* bone Se ae ee 8 on earl 

aS 
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P Eph. 1.5.9. avOpwsrac ” evdoxiac. 

1.11. Pe. v. 

q red, ver. 9 

r red., Matt. 
xiii. 4 1. 49. a we , € a 

fu Ee Kuptoc EYVWPIGED Tuv. 

EYAITEAION IT. 

lő cal éyévero we dn ar 1 
111. rer dur tic TOV ovpavóv ot dye [* kat ot " avOpwrot] we 

ear rolf elo mpoc aAdAnAouc AA * 8n twc 

Bnd tn kat iS, ro “pnpa rovro ro 
16 kat nAOav * owevoavrec kai R wt 

v 
yeyovoc 8 0 

dass 7 avevpov rnv re Mapidu kat rov Iwong, kat ro lo 
t Acts xiii 3. Keipevoy tv ry " parvy. 17 id vree d " éyvésptaav wept 
ri gu. Gea. roy “pnparoç tov AaAnÜtvroc avroic wept rov sratótov 
zviil. 4. 

a= ch. i. 65 , 
TOUTOU. 

B. xv. Il. - 

. rwv AaAnÜtvrev viro rov morpévwv poc avrobc. 
Pauvernpes rd püpara ravra ° cuppad- 

= Lake only (ch. xix. 6,6. Acts xx. 16. xxii.18), exc. 2 Pet. Hi. 12. 1 Kings 
16. , py t. sz ver. 19. 

ix. 17. Mark vi. 20 (I L. v. r.) oar Esek. xviil. 10. 

w Acts li. 
nom Le 

xvi.96. Ezek. xliv. 98. 
iv. 14, 

b Matt. 
20. x1.14 only. L. 2 Chron. zxv. 

Mapiap wavra 

Acts xxl. 4 onl 

18 1 P € 7 , a 1: P a 

Kat TayrTEC OL akougavrtc t du un udca wept 

Ij 

aw. wepi, bere only. see Mark zii. 17. 
och. xiv. 31. Acts ly. 15. xvii. 18. xvii. 

14. rec tdi, with A(in the “Gloria in excelsis” ined at the end of the Psalms) 
B'PX rel Turin-Psalter s 
Naz Chr Cyr Thdrt 
voluntatis latt, consolationis D-lat. 

copt wth arm Orig, Thaum Constt Eus, Ath Epiph Bas 
: txt AB!DN! goth Iren lat Orig lat Cyr-jer lat-ff, bosa 

15. ot ayy. bef ax’ avr. D (eth); bef £. r. ovp. 33. 69 vulg lat F g, syrr arm Orig lat. 
discessit ab illis angelus in colum lat-b c e ff, lq. 
latt (not g) Syr coptt arm Orig-lat Eus Aug: ins ADP rel syr goth æth. 
thaAovr B 2-pe, loquebantur ad invicem vulg lat-a b & (not c e q). 
eig P ev-y forj. edopev P, ccopey M. 

16. rec qA@ov, with AB*DP rel Eus: txt B'LE. 
avevpay BI: evpay LE N-corr; evpoy D 1. 69 Eus: txt ABN. TuTavoayrte . 

; om re D latt syrr copt Eus. 
17. om ĝe . 

rovrov DA 1 lat-a e 
18. akovovri c D 8 C. 
19. papıa BDR copt-2-mss Eus. 

txt ABPR rel Eus. om ravra B al. 

Syr copt th arm. 

those that like it," 1s untenable in Greek 
as well as in theology. The only passage 
which seems in any degree to justify 
it is Phil. i. 15, rwic ....80 nx 
roy ynrdy kgpbccovoty, where however 
we have nothing like the harsh usage 
which must be assumed here, of the sub- 
jective gen. with the absolute sense of the 
noun. The only admissible rendering is, 
Among men of God's good pleasure,’ i. e. 
among the elect people of God: cf. for the 
gen. Acts ix. 15: Col. i. 13. And so Bleek 
renders: und auf Erden Friede unter 
ben Menſchen des Wohlgefallens, nämlich, 
des göttlichen Wohlgefallens.“ A curi- 
ous connexion of tbòoriag with elpnyn is 
found in the passage of Origen-lat. by 
which the gen. ís supported: Pax enim 
quam non dat Dominus super terram non 
est pax bone voluntatis," This might 
perhaps be admissible as matter of mere 
construction, especially as St. Luke loves 

om cat ot avOpwwor BLE 1 
exa» LZ: 
aft wç ins 

yéyovec D! Eus. 
ortvĝovreçc D 61: 

rec Buyvopicay, with APR rel: txt BDL/Z Eus. om 

tÜavpatov D-gr 241 
ou,“ pe def 

2· pe. 
wavra DX latt syrr sth: 

savrgc R 38. 

to separate genitives from their nouns in 
construction by an intervening word of 
words : but it would be difficult to justify 
it exegetically. As regards the reading, 
the evidence is materially affected by the 
fact that B reads eUBo(as a prima manu, 
as I have myself ascertained at Rome: 
and that » reads the same. I have there- 
fore now edited the genitive without any 
marks of doubt. 1862. 15.] If the 
bracketed words be retained, it will be 
better to understand them as applying to 
the shepherds merely, than (with De 
Wette and Meyer) to suppose of A. to 
be used as distinctive of the shepherds 
From the angels. Such distinctions are 
not usual, whereas the redundant ávép. 
is: see reff. oi rowpéivec ifies what 
ol ávOp. stated generally: men, vis. 
the shepherds. 1 3 fen 
memory. . may have its li 
sense, „ by the 

— —— e— — 
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V kai ‘tméorpepay ot moi- 5759,45 
i * vin. 87, 40 al. 
olg Gen xiv. 17. 

ver. 18 refi. 

o , ? ` — — 1 Cor. al. 
21 Kat Ore *ewAnoOnoay npipat oxrw rod weperepety tates Mat 

> ! m tn? 7 Snr * = 9 — M 1 xxiv. 50. 
avro», " kat " exAnOn ro " óvoua avrov 'Ingovc, ro kAnÜty H. 1.19. 

- 9 - - E - Jer. xv. 14, uro rov ayyéiAov moò rou "avAAÀmuéÜnvar avrov ey ry * 
P kotÀiq. 

. 6 al. fr. 
m red., Matt. ix. 

10. Mark i. 
93. (ver. 15.] 2 Kai ote *érÀnobnoav ai tpéioat rov 3 kaÜapwpov ob, "ii. 1$. 

5 X. . A 

Matt. I. 2 

3% - ` * , , ,* 2 9 4 , 
avrov xara tov vouov Movotwc, 'avnyayov avrov tic , Ges 1 21. 

'IepocóAvpa * xapacrica rp Kupiy, © kaÜuc yéypamrat «Ai s4 ret 
e = * æ 

év vópp Kupiov OTi wav dee "Ouavotyoy 
ayiov re Kvpiy nh,“ 24 

Acts vil. 4¹ al.). exe. Matt. iv. 1. Rom. X. 7. Heb. xiL 20. Gen. J. 24. 

t Matt. xix. 4 1 AM iv. 81, 83 ref. Exon. xiii. 2. v Rom. iv. 
ww oh. 1. 

Y. 

19 only. Nox. iil. 19. 

a Ww E æ L 

kat rob Sovva Üvatav , iets akl 
(eh. 1 

* um 4 ek l. 4 ar . 

HNTOAV Aeg. 1 Chron. 

v. 5 al. 

58 ~ Rom, vi. 13. Ps. 

20. rec exeorpeay, with (some cursive?) : txt ABDPR rel Scr’s mss Thl. 
91. for exrrdncOnoav, ovvirtAec0gcay D: exAnpwOgcay 33. 

ins at bef ocrw D D 33. 69 syr-marg Eus. 
ins as bef u. 

rec (for avroy) ro -marg. 
adios (see ver 59), with DEGHMV em(with gat) lat. J, Syr Eus: avro ro raid. D: 
txt ABR rel am(with fuld forj ing mt per) (sth) syr copt goth arm Orig-lat Andr Thl. 

om cat bef eck. D 69 latt(not e 9) copt-2-mas. 
for ry cota, kotia pyrpoc D. 

23. om av B(Bch) 242: ins B(Mai expr and Rl) rel. 
nominatum est D. 

with 76: om 435 evv-x-y 

for tO, evopac0n 

om ov Bi. elz aurns, 
copt-2-mss Amphil Iren-lat: avrov D al latt arm. uso 

Ps-Ath: txt ABR rel lat-q syrr copt-ms sah goth arm-zoh Ath Cyrezyr Nyssen Orig- 
latezpe Jer. om rw D. 

28. ins rw bef vouw D F(Wtst). 

shepherds :—or its Hebraistic, as above ver. 
15, which is more probable—all these 

now spoken of. ovpB. re- 
volving them—comparing one with an- 
other. 

21.) His CIROUMCISION. The second 
cal must not be rendered ‘also.’ It is 
simply redundant, as in reff. The 
Lord was made like unto His brethren 
(Heb. ii. 17 ; iv. 16) in all weakness and 
bodily infirmity, from which legal un- 
cleannesses arose. The body which He 
took on Him, though not a body of sin, 
was mortal, subject to the consequence of 
sin,—in the likeness of sinful flesh: but 
incorruptible by the indwelling of the 
Godhead (1 Pet. iii. 18). In the falfil- 
ment therefore of His great work of re- 
demption He became subject to legal rites 
and purifications—not that they were ab- 
solutely necessary for Him, but were in- 
cluded in those things which were zpé- 
wovra for Him in His humiliation and 
‘making perfect: and in His lifting up 
of that human nature, for which all these 
things were absolutely necessary (Gen. 
xvii. 14), into the Godhead. 

.] THE PURIFICATION IN THE 

om rw bef kvpiw D. 

TEMPLE. SYMEON AND ANNA RECOG- 
NIZE AND PROPHESY OP HIM. 232. | 
See Levit. xii. 1—8, where however the 
child is not, as here, expressly included in 
the purification. (It is hardly possible that 
Joseph should be implied in the abrév, as 
Euthym., Meyer, interpret it.) . The read- 
ing abrod is remarkable, and hardly likely 
to have been a correction. airs, adopted 
by the E. V., is almost without authority 
(see var. readd.), and is a manifest correc- 
tion. Bengel denies that either the 
Lord or His mother wanted purification ; 
and mentions that some render abréy 
* of the Jews,’ but does not approve of it 
sgg ii. 6 is certainly no case in point). 

the last note, on the necessity of 
purification for doth. 23.] God had 
taken the tribe of Levi instead of the first- 
born that openeth the womb, Num. iii. 
12, and required only the excess in num- 
ber of the first-born oy oy 

redeem all the M 
the sanctuary frat Se )® 3 
94.] The offeri og) 
; 

— F 

the Levites to be 
redeemed (ib. vv. 44 6 : I. 5 
ment a 

ard? mak NS sipetseded: ‘by a oxo e Wade vt 

49, SS) v 
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och. iy 1s. Kara rò * sipapivoy ey rn kvpiov, Ted yo " rpvyorey 
do : 25 Kai wou qv arð 1 . , N d "vogcoUc . vepiortig r. ai dou jv arOpwroc 

oaly. Lev. v. » te y v 
sieo P ‘Tepovoaiùy v óvopa Zvutew, kat o &rÜpwsoc ouroc 
av. .. dicatoc kai “2daBne, " rode % " wapaxAnoy ros 
secl. lep. Kat arepa ñv ayov er avróv, 25 kai 
v. (sie ar kexpnnariap£vov ard : rod 8 rov ayiou un 

* FP x ide braror pl n ty roy Apierò ! kupiov. 
€ Acts il. , 

vii, 2. xil 27 kat m» * £y Te wvevpare tic TO ae, Kai ley ry 

Micah vil i tica ya ii rode yoveic TO rad ‘Ingouy, ™ TOU ron — 
oniy. 

(Aon  aÙToÙç Kara rò eiii vol TOU võuov ° wepi avro, 
2 Mace. vi. II. 

Beo, He. 2 P cal avrüc Caro aura eic rdc " éyráAac avrov, kai 
Ha-; cih you TOv Otrov kai einer 2 Nw * amo bec rov Oov- 

d Mark xv. Xo t 3; 30 2 
e TE cm.Ls, OV gov, ÖEGTOTA, Kara TO pnua cov k 3055. Ori 

Te. (Heb. vl. : 4 A ANSA 1115 3 td ov ot op Gad uoi pov ro " swrnpiov cov " nroipacag Sos 
, - 6 

f= ver. 40, * KATA zpbcoro Taytwy r Aaov 32 s J cic " aro- zx 
9 Chros. xv. e» Matt. K. 12 b Heb. xl. 6. see Joba vill. 51. Pa. Mn 

1 = Acts ii. 27, (com Ps. xv. 10 184. H. 2. k Matt. xxii. 48. eb. iv. 1. 
4, 25. ch. 1. 8 al. fr. m ch. I. 74 al. m here oniy f. Sir. . A 5 Kings srl rr 

och. xiz. 87. John x.83. Acts xv. A. ver. 21 ref. r bere only. 
8Ki jil.90. Prov. v. 20 only Mu xiv. Ibal Num. xx. * . Tait l. 13. jo OPAC 
24. 2 Pet. H. 1. Jude 4. Rer. Ti 10 only. 9 Mace. xv. 22. . 88. vii. 15. xvi. 11 
al. 2 Kias ill. 31, 22. vch WG Acts xavli. 28. Eph. "armen. Wg. P». xovii. 9. cx viti. 
166. isa w = Matt. xx. „S. xxv.) 33 28 rell. 

y - Acts xiii. 45 from Ina. xlix. 8. kines ar: M. 

24. ins rw bef vouw BDL: om AR rel Coisl-oct-marg. 

avÜpwzoc bef n» B vulg lt fl: om qv 
[B has cvuswv as Mai not aw. as Btly. prolego- 
rec imer bef n», with D al(latt syrr) goth arm Cyr-jer Nyssen: om qv 

Rx s3 
for eOtapevov, t0oc D, consuetudinem 

28. om avrov BL lat-a b I Iren-gr Cyrden Did. 

rel Ath: txt BEGHSV A Coisl-oct-marg. 
25. om «jov D Syr goth eth. 

F(Wtst) 1. 
mena. | 
1 eth: txt ABR rel. 

26. xexpquarispevog de ny D lat-b c ff, 
B F(Wtst) Cyr-jer-ms Nyssen: wp 9 a 

21. acayey A al, 

31. wavrog rov Aaov Turin-Psalter 

Jor a burni- 
rin - Offering: 

to bring a lamb, then two pigeons. 
But as Bleek remarks, we are not hereby 
justified in assuming extreme poverty to 
lare been the condition of our Lord's 
family. This no where a 7 1 from the 
Gospel history It appears 
that this Beacon might ney been Symeon 
the son of Hillel, —and father of Gamaliel, 
mentioned in Acts v. 84 ff. But we have 
no means of ascertaining this. It is no 
objection to it that he is here mee 
ăvðpwroç.— Gamaliel himself is o 
apigGaloc ric in Acta v. 34. — 
eo Acta xxviii. 20. It was a common 

form of adjuration among the Jews, ‘Ita 
videam consolationem, si &c., referring to 
Isa. Xl. 1. On the general expectation 
of deliverance at this time, see on Matt. 
ii, 1 fl. 26.| Of the nature of this 

ering, and a pigeon for a 
ut if the parties were too 

3 l (Rom. H. 5 al.) 

rec yeoocoug, with ADR 

See table at end of 

for he y, wav 69 al: Tuv av 
83: wpw nva 

quAoygctr Dr Cyr-jer. 

intimation, nothing is said. Symeon was 
the subject of an especial indwelling and 
leading of the Holy Ghost, analogous to 
that higher form of the spiritual life 
expressed in the earliest days by walking 
with God—and according to which God's 
saints have often been directed and in- 
formed in an extraordinary manner by His 
Holy Spirit. In the power of this in- 
timation, and in the spirit of prophecy 
consequent on it, he came into the Temple 
on this occasion. 28.) ral here again 
is not also, but simply the introduction to 
the apodosis. ag. ] åwoàvas, not rob 
Ziv, or ix rüc yiic,—but as being roy 
8ovrAdy cov, he thinks of his death as the 
termination of, and so dismissal from, Ais 
servitude. Meyer. Bleek thinks that there 
is no such allusion, but that the word is 
used absolutely, as in Gen. xv. 2: Num. 
xx. 29. 99.] See Isa. xlix. 6. The 

E- 

— 
amd Cad 
Gang |7 
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kaAviliw Every kai dE Aaov cov 'IopagA. & kai zy * poet oh. 
eee. Oo raro avrov cal 7) uhr * BavpaZovrec "Exi roic Li 

e Aahovpivorg mepi oel, xal ei ran abroic, Zu- ff 
Li ut, Kat tirtv p Mapidu TT unrépa avrov 1800 o Pai D o 

&.A. 1. ovrog * ketrat ^ eç S wrwow Kat * avacracw ro tv TY tke 
13. 69. 1 7 Ye? f e g » » " 35 h 1 ~ A non 

apanÀ, kat eic onpetov * avri Aeyousvov Kat coU. inl 1 HL 7. 

de avriüc TOv yuyny i BeA ebcerat i poppaia’ d rc av att, azil. 

' amokaAv$éÜoew "ex moAÀov Kapdiov " Stadoyiopol. Teck. s. 
56 Kai v A ? e poón Üv-jàrnp Pavounr, sx i ifs tc nv Avva pont, yarnp un^, g Acts xiii. 45. 

Tu vii. 19, 22. Rom. x. $1 al. L. P., exe. Joba xix. 12. Hos iv. 4. h Matt. x. 18. ch. i. 76. 
2 Marc. v. 15 vat. i Mark x. 25. see Job xx. 25. k Rev. I. 16. 11.12, 16. vi. 8. xix. 15, 
31 oniy. Ps. 2xi. 20. | Matt. xi. 35, 27 al. Exod. xx. 98. m « ch. xvii. 24 

B Matt. xv. 19. ch. v. 33. Rom.1. 21. Ps. cxxzvili. 30. o Rev. ii, 30 only. 4 Kings xxii. 14. 

33. om sÜvev D. 
88. rec (for o marno avrov) wond, with A(o wo.) A rel lat-a b cef fg, lq 

Syr goth Phot Thi Hil: txt BDLN 1 vulg lat-g, syr-ms-marg coptt arm Órig-lat 
(qua igitur causa exstitit ut eum qui pater non fuit. patrem esse memoraret 7) Cyr-jer 
Jer-agst-Helvid Aug. (Meyer contends, that if wong had been substituted for o war. 
avrov here, it would have been also in ver 48. But this has no force: for the words 
in ver 48 are spoken by Mary, who could not with any propriety be made to say 
swong. No probable reason can be assigned for o rarnp avrov being substituted for 
twong, whereas the converse correction was certain to be made.) rec aft uyryp 
ins avrov (in conformity with the above substitution), with AN rel lat - a b c e fff, 9, 0 
syrr coptt goth arm Cyr-jer Hil: om B(sic: see table) D 1. 33 vulg lat-g, Orig-lat,. 

34. ins uç bef avacraciw D vulg-ed(not am fuld &c) Orig-lat,. 
35. om de BLZ vulg lat-b / ff, 91.2 | copt th arm Orig, : ins ADN rel lat-a (c) es 

Orig. om ay D. avaxaAv$Owow D. om ex D gat lat- a b c ff, 91.2 Syr 
seth arm-mss Hil Ambr Paulin Aug;. 

general term of the last verse (wávr. r. 
Aawy) is here divided into two, the 
Gentiles, and Israel. It is doubtful, 
whether óó£av is to be taken as co-ordinate 
with sec (so Be Meyer, De W., al.), 
or with dwocaAvyyv. The former seems 
more probable ; and so E. V. 83. 
6 war. abro] In ver. 48 we have Joseph 
again called by this name. Owr Lord 
Himself would not speak of him thus, see 
ver. 49; but in the simplicity of the 
narrative we may read oi yoveic abrov 
and such expressions, without any danger 
of forgetting the momentous history of 
the Conception and Nativity. 
84, 35.] xevras els, is appointed for—see 
reff. ; not (Meyer) lies here, in my arms.’ 

régi, as a stone of stumbling 
and rock of offence (Isa. viii. 14. Rom. ix. 
83), at which they should fall through 
unbelief. évdor., raising up—in the 
sense of ch. i. 52—by faith and holiness ; 
or, the wriow and áváer. may refer to 
the same persons; as it is said by our 
Lord, * He that humbleth himself shall be 
exalted.’ I prefer this last interpretation, 
as cohering best with the next verse: see 
note on it. 35.] This prophecy I do 
not believe to have its chief reference to 

the deep sorrows of the mother of our 
Lord on beholding His sufferinge(Euthym., 
al.), much less to her e death 

rdom (Epiphan., Lightf.); least of 
all to the Crucifixion, which by shedding 
the blood of her Son, would also pierce her 
heart and drain it of its life-blood and 
make it childless, as Dr. Wordsw. refer- 
ring to Bede, Aug. who however (cf. Aug. 
Ep. ad Paulinum cxlix. 83, and e, in 
Luc. Expos. i. vol. iii. p. 346; Homil. lib. 
i. 15, vol. v. p. 81) say nothing of the 
kind, but simply refer the saying to her 

ief at beholding the Passion: and to 
Origen, who (in Luc. Hom. xvii. vol. iii. p. 
952) gives a totally different interpreta- 
tion, '*pertransibit infidelitatis gladius, 
et ambiguitatis mucrone ferieris, et cogi- 
tationes tuz te in diversa lacerabunt, cum 
videris illum quem Filium Dei audieras . . . 
erucifigi &c." None of these interpreta- 
tions satisfy us: for the words stand in a 
totally different connexion, and one far 
worthier of the honour of that holy 
woman, and of the ~ „ritual character of 
Symeon’s prophecy . Past prophecy W. ios 
the struggle of Ma, : 
repentance to fei WY ipd pis D. 

among which ENS AO 
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r Mark v. 49 
r 

s = ch. iv. 18. 97 
Ana ali 10. 
xix. 9 al. 
Nom. xvi. 37. OUK 
contr., I Tin. 

l only. Aarptbouo iv. 
t Matt. xvii. 21 

a ch. i. 18. v. 
. fr. 

EYATT'EAION IL 

' erwy oySonxovrareccapuy, $ ne 
vnoreiaiç kai " OtQosat» 

* npépay. 88 kai abrp rp wee 

WEP. 

5 2 e. avrov masiv roic * mpoçõeyouivoiç * Aorpesir [cv] “lepov- 
` gaÀnp. 

Lake 
wi a x. 40 al 

Esdr. vili. 9i (88). Bir. xx. 2 on! 

$6. om nv D lat-b Syr. ins xac bef avr3 D al(Syr 

89 à e 2 p e ` EY , , 
Kat wc &réAecgav awayra TA Kara TOV VOOY KUptOV, 

Acts xzil. 18 al. . 8. 9 Tim. iv. 2 6 only), 
er. 35. (reff.). 

y bere only. Ps. taxviil. 
Heb. ix. 12 oaly. 

er] terra pera ). 
aròpoc ADK lat-f, Syr Iren-gr: pera avõpoç ery exra e 33. 69 55 
lat · a e fg, ,syr copt goth Nyssen Ambr: (both re-arrangements for 
is characteristic of Luke to insert clauses between words in co :) 2 t E rel lat rel I e 
arm. nerd rov avópoc aur nc ern exra B(sic: see table at end of prolegomena). 
rec vapÜeviac, with R rel: txt ABDEMXAX. 

37. rec atirn, with G al: tx EHKMUTA. rec (for tc) ec, with X rel syrr 
piu and „5 txt ABLÆ 33 vulg lat F. ff, 9, , 

om A-lat co 
B D-gr PO, L copt Constt. for pov, vaov D. 

88. rec cat abrg abry (arising probably from aurn without accents being 

rec aft agicraro ins aro, with A rel latt goth Nyssen : 
nuipa AT. 

taken for 
the nom, and then abrg being insd to complete the sense), with E rel latt syrr goth arm 
Nyssen : txt A B(sic in cod.) DLXAZ 33 copt th Thl. rec (for Otw) pns. 
with A rel vulg lat-b c e f ff. goth eth arm: txt BDLX lat-a syr-marg 
Nyssen. om e» BE 1 oui(wib 4 em forj fuld ing mt tol) lat-ab ce f e 

: ins (from ver 25 7) AD gat syr Byr on ap goth æth arm Iren-lat Jer Aug 

30. ; rurra B( Mai) F(Wtst) LX: txt AD rel. 

herself was to be included. The sharp 
of sorrow for sin must pierce her 

eart also (cf. esp. Acts ii. 37); and the 
general end follows; that the reasonings 
out of many hearts be revealed ; 
that they who receive the Lord Jesus 
may be manifest, and they who reject 
Him: see John ix. 89. Similarly Bleek: 
finding moreover in the traces of her 
connexion with our Lord in the Evangelic 
history the piercing and dividing of her 
soul, and in the last notice of her in Acts 
i, the triumph of her faith after the 
Ascension. 87. vac. xal Be.) Not 
merely in the o a hours of prayer, at 
nine, and three, or the ordinary fasts on 
Monday and Thursday, but in an ascetic- 
devotional method of life. vérra is 
put first, because fasts were reckoned from 
one evening to another. Meyer. Is it not 
rather because the greater solemnity and 
emphasis rests on the religious exercise by 
night ? 88.] The dv@wpod. has been 
understood rasm., Calv., Calov., al.) 
to refer to Symeon's also having i 
God : but Winer, Meyer, and met ees 
accurately regard the prep. as pointing to 
the retributive nature of the offering of 

om ra DLA 1. 69 arm. 

praise. It was possibly at the bour of 
prayer; as she spoke of Him to numbers, 
who would at such a time be flocking to 
the temple. 

99, 40.] RETURN TO NAZARETH. 
39.] Certainly the obvious inference from 
this verse is, that Joseph and re- 
turned from Jerusalem to Nazareth direct. 
But it is only an énference, and not the 
assertion of the text. This part of the 
Gospel History is one where the Harmon- 
ists, by their arbitrary reconcilementa of 
the two Evangelistic accounts, have given 
great advantage to the enemies of the 

ith. As the two accounts now stand, it 
is wholly impossible to suggest any satis- 
factory method of uniting them; every one 
who has attempted it has, in some part or 
other of his hypothesis, violated proba- 
bility and common sense. But, on the 
other hand, it is equally impossible defi- 
nitely to say that they could not be recon- 
ciled by a thorough knowledge of the facts 
themselves ; and such 1 assertion, when- 
ever made, shews t ignorance of the 
origin and course of oral narration. How 
many thi will a relator say, being 
unaware certain important circum- 

$vÀnc Aonp, arn P wp0feBnxvia € ev nutparc wohXatc, ANDES 

Choaca irn perà avòpòc € errà arò rnc ° wapheveiaç aÙrhc, 
kat avri xnpa ewe 

' agioraro TOU i po, 

* vixra kai 
* emioraga , arBwpodoyeiro ty Osp xai sAdAe 

SIE 
aif 1. 
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wata- "vmterpnjav sc riv TadsAaiay tic mov tavrov Nata- iz 2 reg- 
9 x. (0 40 ^ à Boy ° UE | d? oro 4A reff. 

peo. TO & watdioy “nuGavey Kat “ ExparatouTo © TÀN- à) Cor.xvi.18. 
pobpevoy aogig, cal xápic Ütov i Ex avró. as ey 

| Kai éwopevovro oi yoveiç avrov "kar! 'troc sic Jor 
e -~ Ca -æ a 

lepovcaAz ty topry rov máoya. f? kai Gre tytvero 1) 7.52. 
h? ~ $98 1 2 , > = k a 8 * 70 — 14. 2 Lim. 1. 

Au trò Swoexa, ` ava[Jawóvrov avrov card to ^ tÜoc rnc & L 
rer ranae Aat d ; 5 creas OS 9 Cor. vil. 4 BCDE toprnc, ^" Kat reXtiwoavTwy Tac nufoac, tv Tw bo- oniy: # Maco. 

ISUVX fo ° . e J. . e Pe . le . k d AA 1. I- Mut zx Hr iet 1 Kings h. I. Zech Ar. 1. F. l. RE MM AC 2.24 

sxeorpepay B(Mai) : txt AD rel. 
om BD! 1. 

40. aft ratòtoꝰ add noove D. 
yvtavero Dl. 

rec avrwy, with DH S(e sil) A: 
at end, add rag epeOn Jia rov vpo$nrov ori valwpatoc cAnOnoeras 

transp gw. and exparaivro D lat-b c e.— 
rec aft exparacovro adds wvtvpari 

rec ins rg» bef okt, with AD'Z rel: 
txt ABD rel (including T, 

(from ch i. 80), with A rel 
lat-f g syrr goth eth: om BDL latt coptt arm Cyr Orig-lat, Ambr Gaud Aug. 
rec cogiag (more usual, cf Acte ii. 28; v. 28 al), with AD rel Cyr: txt BL 83. 

ev avre D al vulg Aug. 
41. ins ev bef rg eoprn D latt(not a). 
42. for Twy, avrw ern DL lat-a b lg arm Ambr: txt AB rel vulg lat-c e f ff, 9, 

Orig-lat. aveByoay os yoyeig avrov &xyovrec avTov rec avaBuvroev 
(corrn to sense, and to redewe. below), with A rel: txt ABKLX 33 vulg lat-f g. 
rec adds tig tepocoAupa (explanatory gloss, carelessly insd without observi that 
-caAnp and not -cohupa is the form here used), with AC rel latt syr goth eth arm: 
om BDL Syr coptt. 

stances outside his narrative, which seem 
fo preclude those circumstances? How 
often will pointe of time be apparently 
brought close together in such a narra- 
tion,— between which, events most weighty 
to the history have occurred? The onl 
inference from these two accounts, which 
is inevitable, is, that they are wholly 
independent of one another. If Luke had 
seen the Gospel of Matthew, or vice versá, 
then the variations are utterly iner- 
plicable; and the greatest absurdities of 
all are involved in the writings of those 
who assume this, and then proceed to 
harmonize. Of the dwelling at Nazareth 
before the Nativity, of the circumstances 
which brought Joseph and Mary to Beth- 
lehem, of the Presentation in the temple, 
Matthew’s account knows nothing; of 
the visit of the Magi, the murder of the 
Innocents, the flight to Egypt, Luke’s is 
unaware. In all the main circumstances 
of the Conception and Nativity they agree, 
or are easily and naturally reconciled (see 
farther in note on John vii. 42). 
40.] te- ui Body. Ap., in spirit: 
wvetpare is a correct gloss. The body 

aft ric eopric ins rwy alvpwr DX lat -a c e. 

transl. p. 30. An., becoming filled : 
see ver. 52 and note there. 

41—53.] VISIT TO THE TEMPLE AT 
THE Passover. The history of this in- 
cident serves for an example of the 
wisdom wherewith the Child was filled. 
Bleek. “The Evang. next shews that 
what he has said is true." Cyril. ib. 
41.] See Exod. xxiii. 14—17. Women, 
according to the maxims of the school of 
Hillel, were bound to go up once in the 
year—to the Passover. TU dopri 
at, or in the feast; not ‘fo the feast ;’ 
nor, ‘ on account of the feast.’ 42.] 
At the age of twelve, a boy was called by 
the Jews mini 33 ‘son of the law, and 
first incurred legal obligation. At that 
time, then, commences the second step (see 
note on ver. 52) of the life of the Lord, 
the time when the rd rpirovra for Him 
began; his course of blameless legal obe- 
dience (see note on ver. 21) in his own 
person and by his own will. Now first 
(ver. 49) appear those higher conscious- 
nesses to have found expression, which 
unfolded within Him, 4: full tìme of 

: tili the Y& cannot be his public ministry arr. eð 
advances in stature, and the soul in inferred from this n e, Hak it was 
wisdom . . . the divine nature revealed the first time the h Gerede A Dad art 
its own wisdom in proportion to the nied them to th 
measure of the bodily growth.” Cyril. Oxf. 78 : UO e os š 

vas Åp., seven da, N NE” aa WE 
ate. 

The 
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mia 11 8 orpépew aùroùç " Virlntve Insoc " o waic EV ‘Tepovee- arc ABCDE 

om Na Anu, cal obe Eyvwoay ai ‘yoveic avrov, 4 ° vopisavreç MY 
xxii. : » 

ne 6 avrov elvat LL TV P svvoBig A ov 3 ine " 686, xai 33. 99. 
n ngs 

1 Mace. v. 63. "avelnrouy avrov év rot ' Gvy'yeviaty Kat roic C yywaroiç 
o Matt. x. 34 45 

i Kat un tupòvrec v iar el ar eic ‘Tepovad np ; avaz- 
P Neb. vil à - . 6 
bis, 64 only. rowrec avrov, Kat e ylvero pera nutpac rpeic cup o 

q = Acts 
Exod. Iti. 18, E avrov EV Te tepip " kabečópevov ¿ EV pio rar 3 

Ped 32 Kat akovovra avrwv Kat * emepuravrta avrobc. as ek- 
ili. 4. x 
3 Maco. ziu, loravro à rarrec ot akobovrec avrov * emi ry ` cuvécee 

e ? V » 

s Mark vi 4 kai raiç " QTOKDIGEGiV avrov. 49 kat tòóvreç avrov * e£- 
- zii. 
„aer Lig ML) L only, exe. Joku iir e^ 16. nae) XXVII. 8 1,6. Gen. iv. 8. 
v Matt. x xvi. 56 reff. = John iii. 10. Rom, ii. 20 (9 Mace. T 10 oniy.) &. 10,14. Mait. 

xii. 18. 1 Cor. xiv. 85. Y Mati. Al. 28 re ES iti. 56. Exod. xix. 18. 23 reff. 
1 a Mark xii. 88 reff. Deat. iv. 6. b ch. xx. 26. John L 22. xix. 9 oaly. Job xxx. 8. 

o Matt. v 

43. reicavrov D 6-pe. 
D lat-c f copt eth. 
to avoid repetition of oi y. avr. aft ver 4 

axtuuvey D 1. 83 Cyr Thl 
* rec (for precor o " yovtic) eyyo wono x. n unrnp (probably 

o maic bef tijd 

Jor theological reasons, for œ y. 
avr. in cer 41 is altered in some old lat mes only), with AC(A) rel lat- c f g, syrr 
goth sth: txt BDL 1. 33 vulg lat-a e syr-marg syr-jer coptt arm Jer.—({eyrwoar A al 

t 7771 3, goth.) 
for vop. de, kat vop. D. 

txt BDL 1. $3 latt (copt eth). 
rec ev rn ouvodia bef sva, with AC rel syr (goth) : 

odoy bef nutpag D latt s rec ins ey 

row yvucroiw, with CD rel lat F arm: om ABC'KLMS 33. 69 datt). 
45. evptoxorvrec D. 

goth : 

ka0npsvoy D 1: om G. 
47. om ot axovovrog avrov B. 

44.] cvvo8., the com formi 
the caravan, or band of travellers —allwha 
came from the same district travelling to- 

ther for security and company. 
SA A0. . . . vet.] The interpretation that 
* they went a day's journey, seeking him,’ 
is simply absurd: for they would have 
tarned back sooner: a few minutes might 
have sufficed for the search. It was not 
till they laid up for the night that they 
missed him, as at that time (pipec pnrips 
waida) they would naturally expect his 
return to their own tent. Olshausen 
remarks, that being accustomed to his 
thoughtfulness and obedience, they were 
free from anxiety, till they discovered He 
really was not in the company. 45. 
åvalyroŭvres abrév] as they went back, 
all the way. 46.) Some re , 
Kuin.) interpret the three days, of their 
one day's journey out, one back, and one 
in Jerusalem: but they were more likely 
three days spent in search in Jerusalem 
ee Wette); or, at all events, reckoned 

m their discovery of His not being 
with them (Meyer). iv rẹ lep.] In one 

rec aft evp. ins avrov, with AC? rel lat-a b f g syrr copt 
om BC'DL 1. 83 vulg lat-c e ff, g, , l eth arm. 

Znrovyrec, with A rel: txt BCDL 1. 33. 69, regwirentes 
46. rec ye’, with ACD rel: txt BL 1. 33. 

om za: bef akovovra D al latt sah arm. 

rec (for avaZsr.) 
vulg lat-c. 

ty Tw tpw aft cad. D 254. 

of the rooms at(ached to the temple, where 
the Rabbis taught their schools. A tra- 
dition mentioned by Lightfoot, that till 
the death of Gamaliel the scholars stood 
in these schools, appears to be false, as 
pne has P ue No stress must 

id on oy; it is only among. 
Nor must it be supposed from éweper. 
that our Lord was acting the part of a 
master. It was the custom in the Jewish 
schools for the scholars to ask questions 
of their teachers ; and a great part of the 
Rabbinical books consists of the answers 

the Mar uiis to such questions. 
8—50.) The salient point of this narra- 
"m appears to lie in à rarip cov con- 
trasted with tov warpdés pov. This was 
the first time that those wonderful words 
of self-consciousness had been heard from 
the holy Child—when He began to be “a 
son of the law," He first calls HIN His 
Father, Who gave Him the work to do on 
earth, of perfectly keeping tbat Law. 
Every word of these verses is of the first 
importance to modern combatants for 
sound doctrine. Let the adversaries 
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1 g 1 A] " 
exXAaynoav, kat tiwev Toc avrov n urnp avrov Téxvoy, 4 Mut. xxi 3e. 

7 d 7 t e 2 e "E a ¢ , Ne , 81. 
ri €To0lncac Nu OUTUC j toV 0 rar up GOV Kayw oouvw- e ch. xri. 2, 

x 

pivot &nrovuutv os. 9 
NE | ` ? n? 4 ‘ = kai ctv Tpoc avrovc TI Gre Sony. Ia 

Acta v. 4, 9. , e 7 P 9 58 @ L 8 es s , 8 of 

eCnretré ue; ouk yoetre ore ev "roig rov warpoc pov OE 3 Kings xix. 
q 7 . 50 $ A , 

ti Vat ME 7 Kat avTOt OU ^ cuvikav ro pha 0 EAaAnaey Ges xii 6i. 
abroic. 5 cal xaréBn per avrov cal Ade uc Natapcb, : 

Estb. vii. 9. 
Matt. xiii. 51. 
P». xci. 6. 

Y ke , JL. y e , > = j - X. 80, 
Kal NY vroraccoptvoc AVTOIÇ. Kal N unrnp avrov di- e du 

x eb. x.17, 20. Rom. vill. 7, 90 al. 1 Chrom. xxix. 24. 9 Macc. ix. 19. l = here 10. 
(Acts xv. 29) only. Ges. zxxvil. 11. 

48. [syr-cu contains Lu ii. 48—iii. 16.] 
with A rel: txt BCDLX 1 lat-(a) e f Syr goth et 

rec Tpos avrov n pnrnp dvrov bef erev, 
arm Cyr. cat eyw C'L 1. 33. 

aft oduvwpevos add xa Avrovpevor D gat lat-a e ff, g, lq syr-cu Ambrst 69. 
Quest. Znrovpew BN 6-pe. 

49. Znrere AN. 
Tert: txt ABC rel vulg lat-g, Orig-lat,. 
lat, Epiph Did Cyr Tert. 

od art D al lat-a beef * q syr-cu Iren- gr Orig - lati Thdrt 
pe bef «vac D 1. 69 latt Iren- lat Orig- 

DO. for cat avro:, avro: de D lat-e Syr gyr-cu copt Orig-lat. 
51. om xa« nA\Oev C'D F(Wtst) copt: ins ABC? rel latt syrr syr-cu Orig-lat. 

for cat n, n ĝe CIDEGHM 69 lat-e Syr syr-cu copt Orig-lat Eus: txt ABC! rel latt syr 

answer us,—why should his mother here 
have spoken and not Joseph, unless there 
were some more than usual reason for her 
being put forward rather than his reputed 
father? Again, let the mythical school of 
Strauss give us a reason, why an incident 
altogether (in their view) so derogatory to 
the character of the subject of it, should 
have been inserted, if the myths arose out 
of an exaggerated estimate of the dignity 
of that character ? ó rar. cov] 

en up to this time Joseph had been so 
called by the holy Child Himself: but 
from this time, sever. Such words are 
not chance; had Mary said hnefc, the 
strong contrast with what follows could not 
have been brought out. vt dre aL. ;] 
rl, Src... what (reason) is there, that.: 
see reff. This is no reproachful ques- 
tion. It is asked in all the simplicity 
and boldness of holy childhood . . . ‘did 
ye not know?). . . it appeared as if 
that conviction, the expression of which 
now first breaks forth from HII, must 
have been a matter known to them before. 

B4] This is that dei so often used 
by our Lord of His appointed and under- 
taken course. Analogous to this first ut- 
terance of His conviction, is the dawn, 
amongst ourselves, of the principle o 
duty in the youthful and well-trained spirit 

sense, which embraces all places and em- 
ployments of my Father's (cf. iv rotroc 
ioft, 1 Tim. iv. 15). The best rendering 
would perhaps be,—among my Father’s 
matters. The employment in which he 
was found, learning the word of God, 
would naturally be one of these. 
aùr. ob ovv. | Both Joseph and His mother 
kney in some sense, Who He was: but 
were not to hear so direct an 
appeal to as His Father: understood 
not the deeper sense of these wonderful 
words. Still (ver. 51) they appear to have 
awaked in the mind of His mother a 
remembrance of xA g0notra: vide Oeod, ch. 
i. 35. And probably, as Stier remarks (i. 
5), the unfolding of His childhood had 
been so gradual and natural, that even 
they had not been forcibly reminded b 
any strong individual notes, of that whic 
He was, and which now shewed itself. 

It is a remarkable instance of the 
blindness of the rationalistic Commentators 
to the richness and depth of Scripture nar- 
rative, that Meyer holds this ob evvijkav to 
be altogether inconceivable as coming after 
the angelic announcement to Mary. Can 
he suppose that she evvijxe» that announce- 
mentitself? De Wette has given the right 
interpretation, ‘fie verftanden nidt den 
tiefern Sinn, and refers to ch. xviii. 

about this same age, this ‘earing time’ 34: so also Olsh., Ebru 51.) The 
of human progress: see below on ver. 52. high consciousness which v manifested 

dv rots ToU r.] primarily, in the itself in ver. 49 did u. "ar derdere with His 

house of my Father (so in Sir. xli. 10, iv — self-humiliation, nor N. 0 V ME. : 

roig rarpirorc abrijc: Theocr. ii. 76, rà dent of his parenta "Yd yAn 
Abrevog: Demosth. p. 1071, rà rob jection probably h. «X & SW 
dxoÜavóvroc: see Lobeck on Phryn. p. at his reputed fut], Ww, e Seon NP 
100); but we must not exclude the wider 2 and note. x Xa Ns . v 

. "n > 
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m es 6h.1. 87 al. 
a Rom. xil. 12. 

Gal. i. 14. 52 
2 Tim. li. 16. 
111 v only. 

EYATT'EAION II. 52. 

erupt wavra rà " pnuara [ravra] ev ry capdig avras- 
kai Incouc " mpotxosrev cogia Kai °HAtkig Kai P yapere 

bn 5 

met dh | Tapa bew kat avOowroic. 
in Hexapl. 

III. I Ex ér« & mevrexatoexaty rnc ` nysuoviac T. Be- (i. Phil. i. 

19. Bir. Hi. 
12. o Matt. vi. 27 reff. ch. 31x. 8 reff. p «ver. 40. Prov. Hi. 4. q ch. I. 8. 1 Pet 

11. 20. r bere only. Gen. xxxvi. 50. Sir. vil. 4. 

goth arm. ra pnpara bef ravra ADK: om ra pguara S.—awavra AK. 
om ravra BDMN lat-a e Syr-ed arm. (Meyer thinks that ra p. fell out through 
homaotel, and was variously restored. 

62. wpoexorras D. 
and geota DL lat-ab cel 
Cyr Thdrt. ins mapa 

no more mention of Joseph: the next we 
hear is of His mother and brethren (John 
ii. 12): whence it is inferred that, between 
this time and the commencement of our 
Lord’s public life, Joseph died. «al 
$ uhr.] These words tend to confirm the 
common belief that these opening chap- 
ters, or at least this narrative, may have 
been derived from the testimony of the 
mother of the Lord herself. She kept 
them, as in wonderful coincidence with the 
remarkable circumstances of His birth, 
and its announcement, and His presenta- 
tion in the temple, and the offerings of the 
Magi; butin what way, or by what one 
great revelation all these things were to 
be gathered in one, did not yet appear, 
but was doubtless manifested to her after- 
wards : sce Acts i. 14; ii. 1. 52.] 
Mur., probably not only * stature’ (as in 
ch. xix. 3), but age (ref. Matt.), which 
comprehends the other: so that co. x. 
$^. would be wisdom, as well as age. 

During these eighteen mysterious 
years we may, by the light of what is here 
revealed, view the holy Child advancing 
onward to tbat fulness of wisdom and di- 
vine approval which was indicated at His 
Baptism, by iv ool eb0ó«gaa. We are apt 
to forget, that it was during this time that 
much of the great work of (he second Adam 
was done. The growing up through in- 
fancy, childhood, youth, manhood, from 
grace to grace, holiness to holiness, in sub- 
tection, self-denial, and love, without one 
polluting touch of sin,—this it was which, 
consummated by the three years of active 
ministry, by the Passion, and by the Cross, 
constituted “ the obedience of one man," 
by which many were made righteous. We 
must fully appreciate the words of this 
verse, in order to think rightly of Christ. 
He had emptied Himself of His glory: 
His infancy and childhood were no mere 
pretence, but the Divine Personality was 
in Him carried through these states of 
weakness and inexperience, and gathered 

ins rg bef ogia B ; ev rn LN Orig,. 
g Syr (syr-cu syr-jer) copt Orig, Ath Epiph Amphil Nyssen 

f avOpwsoic D. 

transp Ai 

round itself the ordinary accessions and 
experiences of the sons of men. All the 
time, the consciousness of his mission on 
earth was ripening; the things heard of 
the Father’ (John xv. 15) were continu- 
ally imparted to Him; the Spirit, which 
was not given by measure to Him, was 
abiding more and more upon Him; till 
the day when He was fully ripe for his 
official manifestation,—that He might be 
offered to his own, to receive or reject 
Him,—and then the Spirit led Him up 
to commence his conflict with the enemy. 
As yet, He was in favour with man also: 
the world had not yet begun to hate Him; 
but we cannot tell how soon this feeling 
towards Him was changed, for He alleges 
(John vii. 7), “Me the world hateth, 
because I testify of it that its deeds are 
evil;" and we can hardly conceive such 
testimony, in the years of gathering vigour 
and zeal, long withheld. e incident of 
ch. iv. 28, 29 can scarcely have arisen only 
from the anger of the moment. 

Cuar. III. 1—22.] PREACHING AND 
Baprism OP JOHN. DIVINE TESTIMONY 
TO Jesus AT His BaPrISM. Matt. iii. 1— 
17. Mark i. 4—11. 1.] These dates are 
consistent with the &xpiBés TapaxoAoviiy 
which Luke predicates of himself, ch. i. 8. 
In Matt. iii. 1 we have the same events 
indicated as to time by only iv raic ny. 
ictivaig. The fifteenth year of the sole 
rincipate of Tiberius began Aug. 19, v. c. 
81, and reckoning backwards thirty years 

from that time (see ver. 28), we should 
have the birth of our Lord in v.c. 761 or 
about then; for ése rpuix. will admit of 
some latitude. But Herod the Great died 
in the beginning of the year 750, and our 
Lord's birth must be fixed some months at 
least before the death of Herod. If then 
it be placed in 749, He would have been at 
least thirty-two at the time of His baptism, 
seeing that it took place some time after 
the beginning of John’s ministry. This 
difficulty has led to the supposition that 

ABODE 
GHAL 
MSTI 
Fas i. 
33. O. 
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piov Kaicapoc, 'ryeuovevovroc Tovriou IIAAdrou ric u. 20. 

Iovdalac, xai ' rerpapxovvroc rn¢ l'aiAatac "Hooov, t here (oe) 

@rNimmov Ob rov adeAgov avrov 'rtrpapyovvroc rnc (gm 
Iroupalac Kat Tax Di rid oc 

ABA. rerpapxovvroc, 

wpaç 

3 x 221 

cal Avoaviov rie 
A * L a a Mark fi, 96. 

i apyupéwc Ava oh. i. Er 

Cuar. III. I. ayepoviac] Baciieac B'-marg. (See table at end of proleg.) 
for nytpovevorroc, exirporevovroc D Eus, Chron, procurante latt. 

om x. rerp. r. yad. D-gr. 
(See table of readings.) 

9. rec ex’ (with some cursive ?): txt ABCD rel Scr’s mss Eus,. 

roc (thrice) CN. 
aft ırovpaiaç ins ope nc B'-marg. 

firpaapyovv- 
nowdov bef rug yadtAaag AK. 

rec apylepewy, 
with Scr’s r vulg lat-a o & copt goth Chron: txt ABCD rel lat-5 e Eus Epiph Thdrt 

this fifteenth year is not to be dated from 
the sole but from the associated principate 
of Tiberius, which commenced most pro- 
bably at the end of v.c. 764. According 
to this, the fifteenth of Tiberius will begin 
at the end of v.c. 779—and our Lord's 
birth would be v.c. 749 or 50: which 
will agree with the death of Herod. This 
latter explanation has usually been adopted. 
Our present æra was fixed by, Dionysius 
Exiguus, in the sixth century, and p 
the birth of our Lord in 754 v.o. It may 
be doubted, however, whether in all these 
reckonings more accuracy has not been 
sought than the Gospel narrative warrants 
any expectation of our finding. The d 
dry Tp. is a wide expression and might 
cover any age from thirty (see note on ver. 
23) to thirty-two or thirty-three. 
See on Matt. ii. 2, where it appears pro- 
bable from astronomical considerations, 
that our Lord was born as early as U.C. 
747. Mr. Greswell has devoted several 
Dissertations to this enquiry ;—see his 
vol. i. p. 189 fl. yen. II. II. X.] 
Pilate was only Procurator of Judæa : 
the words cognate to qysue» being used 
promiscuously of the leading officers of 
the Roman government. Pontius Pi- 
LATE was the sixth procurator from the 
deposition of Archelaus, and came to Ju- 
dwa about v.c. 779. He held the pro- 
vince ten years, and was sent to Rome to 
answer for his conduct by Vitellius, prefect 
of Syria, v.c. 789, the year of the death of 
Tiberius. See chrono ogical table in Pro- 
legg. Vol. II. HpesBov] See note on 
Matt. xiv. 1. HEROD ANTIPAS became 
tetrarch of Galilee after the death of his 
father Herod, v.c. 750, and continued till 
he was depoeed in 792. DAlrrov] 
Son of Herod the Great by Cleopatra, a 

næs -]- Auranitis = Ituræa), and continued 
till his death in v.c. 786 or 787. He 
built Cesarea Philipp. He was by far 
the best of Herod's sons, and ruled his 
portion mildly and well. He must not be 
confounded with Ais half-brother Philip, 
whose wife Herodias Herod Antipas se- 
duced. This latter was disinherited by his 
father, and lived in privacy. See note on 
Matt. xiv. 1. Avoav. T. AB. rerp.] 
ABILENE, the district round Abila, a town 
eighteen miles north of Damascus, now, 

ing to Pococke, Nebi Abel. It must 
not be confounded with Abila in Decapolis. 
Josephus, Antt. xix. 5. 1, mentions it as 
among the districts which Claudius gave to 
king Agrippa I. under the name of ARAG 
9 Avcaviov, and in B. J. ii. 11. 5, as éripa 
Baowdtia ) Aveaviov kaXAovpivg. In 
Antt. xx. 7. 1, he has 'ABiAg. Avcavíg čè 
abrn bysyove rerpapxia : cf. also Ptolem. 
v. 15, "ABa bmxicdnOtica | Avcaviov 
mang it, however, one of the cities of 
ecapolis). This Lysanias however was 

son of Ptolemy, the son of Minnzus (B. J. 
i. 18. 1), and was killed by Antony, at 
Cleopatra’s instigation (B.c. 34). The 
Lysanias here mentioned may some 
descendant of the other, since we find 
him here ruling Abilene, whereas tho 
other is ed by Dio (xlix. 32), king 
of Iturea. Now at his death we learn 
that the olxog roù Avo. was farmed by one 
Zenodorus (Antt. xv. 10. 1), whom (ib. 
8 3) Augustus deprived of his ixapyia, 
and at his death, which immediately fol- 
lowed, gave the principal of his districts, 
Trachonitis, Auranitis (Antt. xvii. 11. 4), 
&c. to Herod, Bc. 23. Among these 
Abilene is not named, and it therefore is 
possible that it may have been granted to 
a descendant of the farmer possessor. The 

woman of Jerusalem, Joseph. Antt. xvii. 
1.3. He was brought up at Rome, and 
after his father’s death in v. C. 750 was 
made tetrarch of Batanza, Gaulonitis, 
Tue Panias, Auranitis (Bata- 

OL. I. 

silence of Josephus ig no reason against 
this supposition, as he joes not soinutely 

relate the fortunes of qut nets which do vee 
d 

lie in the path of hi, n _ The age eee 

tion of A8 ) A WU c, agains 
A vga? * = 

a 
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A w. kai Kataga, ” éyévero pima Ürov exi lwávvav roy Fer 
Gen. xv. 1, 4. Zaxapiov viov er ry Epiny, 3 kot. IAO eç rasar ABDI: 

. €. 

"irai ^ wipiywpov TOU ‘TopSavou * kaptoowy 7 Bárrisna ” ptra- MITY 

x 1C ME, 4 volac tic * apea apapriwv, 4 wç yéyoarrat Ev BBA 1. 33. 69. 

Brod xxxit Aoywy ,Heaiov TOU og dn Bowrrog ev d 
r xix. epit * Eroqácare iy * 980v Kupiov, ,euUriac TOUT € 

eik. re rác ‘retBouc avrov. 5 saca ' púpayě " wAnpwOnoerac 
[rm kai Tdv üpoc kai ' Bovvòc * rawevoOnatrat, kat erat Ta E 

a a! L] 

I Dect. * gxodia uc ° eVUctac kat at * rpaytat l tig od O 

Es 162 s. ° Aelac, 9 Kai operat raca càp% Tò , owmpiov rov Ocov. 
e isa at 

4p oh. i 228 7 Reyes ovv rotc exmopevopivors Ao Berriobnvat v ur 

Haak o avrov 3 Tevvinuura £x iüvov, ric ? öl deiber d upv gu ye 

iz. ill.) amo THE HeNAoο⁰e den dE odjcart ouv 5 
(los. Oo. 1 ačiovę rnc 5 Kat i d ioi Aiyey * Ey pere 

X. secet E. xii ^ 
g here only. l. e. Josb. xv Matt. zi 48. Barech y 55 Ezred. 

xvii. s, Io. Ei Cor. zi. 91. y 8.8. Prov. 211.7. 1 Matt. * 1 2 Cor. vi. 16 al. 
Gen. H. 7. m Acts Il. 40. Phil. Ii. 16. 1 Pet. ii. 18. Dent. xxxii. 6 4 — 
only. I. 6. Jer. H. 96. o here rs ouly. Gen. xavii. 11. ae d. E. 60 bez 

q Mt. (reff) r Matt. xxvi. 2. Mark v. 17. vi. 7 al. Gea. xviii. 37 s | Mt. (ref) 

Sync. [rata CD latt (so elsewhere): txt AB rel am(with ABCD rel One copt eo] 
rec ins rov bef Laxaptov, with G 1(e sil). 69 Eus: om ABC 

3. rec aft magav ins rq», with CD rel copt Eus: om ABL Orig,. 
4. for wç, kaÜwc C Eus fiw B. rec aft wpoénrov ins Atyorroc (frome 

Mt iii. 3), with AC rel lat-fq syrr goth eth: om BDLA 1 latt syr-cu copt arm Orig 
Eus. ins rov bef svprov A al. for avrov, vpwy D-gr. 

5. gapak AHL'X ev- rec tvÜnav (corrs to Lxx), with AC rel lat-e f g Syr 
syr-cu goth (sth) Iren- at-mes: txt BD latt Iren-lat-mss Orig,(expr: ávri incov 
Elç ebOctay, . . rAnOuvricdy Ebveiac) Leo. 

0. for dtn, kvptov D eth. 
7. for ovv, de D 1. 69 lat-e f copt-dz goth. for ux’, evwstoy D lat-b e lg. 

vp» bef umedaker DA. 
8. akwve bef raprove B Orig: captor a (ll 3 Mt) D 106 lat-e syr copt goth 

seth [pia]. for e» tavroig, avroiç Due sth(Treg): e» avroc L: om latt 
not A 0 syr-cu arm Orig (txt): add ore L 33 Syr zyr- cu syr-with-ast arm 

(om, ). 

time of Claudius, after this appellation has power,—and had influence en say iei 
disappeared so long, looks as if there had — cure the actual high-priesthood r flee of of 
been another Avcavíiag between. See Ais sons, after his own deposition, Jos. 
Wieseler, i. 175 fl. Meyer, Comm. in loc. Antt. xx. 9. 1. A substitute, or deputy 
Bleek, 8 optische Erkl. in loc. 3.] to the high-priest (called by the Talmudists 
ANNAS = Ananus, Joseph. Antt. xviii. Warp po), appears to have been usual, — 
2. 2) the high-priest, was 5 by Vale- see 2 Ki xxv. 18; and Annas would 
rius Gratus (v. c. 779), after several thus be hr to evade the Roman appoint- 

changes, Joseph or siaphas (Joseph. as ment and keep the authority. — fé. €.) 
above), his son-in-law (John xviii. 18), See John i. 38. 3—6.] Matt. iii. 1. 
was made high-priest. It would appear Mark i. 4, where see note on Bár. uer. 
from this verse (and the use of the sin- 6, 6.] are peculiar to Luke. They are 
gular, -ewc, renders the inference more nearly verbatim from the LXX Alex., not 
stringent. Cf. also St. Luke's own prae, F., who for doc Atiag has sida. After 
Acts iv. 6) that Annas, as ex-high-pries this there is omitted cal bgOnceras i i 
and possibly retaining in the view f th the. do ka xvpíov, and then «ai dy... 4. r. A. 
Jews the legitimate high-priesthood, was as LXX. 7—9.] Matt. vv. 7—10. 
counted still as having the office: he John’s speech is verbatim as Matt., ex- 
certainly (John xviii. 13) exercised the cept that gaps. áE. is cingular, and déEqre 
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* &avroic Tlarépa č Exopev ror “ABpaay’ Myw ydo zi Ore ‘Yer sat: 
Óbvarat o "rs sx roy Alb rovrov 

t EI 
wav OUV dv do un 

" Exowrerat kai Hc TUD PaddAcrae, 
ExROWTWY avrov ol dx AO Alyorree T OVV rom; ; x Man xiv. 16 

arocpibeic ôi e auroic 0 Ex dvo Xirevac 1 
ler dra Tw "uy ore, cal 0 Éy«v * Bpwuara opotec s Lou. rri 47, 

12 jov Ó Kat red Barrioh na: cal © * 
rpòc avróv A:sacxaXs, ri rotho eh; 18 o & f 

"Afpaáp. 9 non 9€ kat 1 

dvd o "kerar 
a a 

10 cad 

11 

— ih ) 22. 
€yeipat réxva +? LUE (refy 

Tpos THY pilav rey 
* rovouv ` Kap- 

10 cal , . l. 

xt. 20 
69. Aer mpóc avrove Mn&v rAéov " rapa ro ger Thvod-(1) 

pévov oui “wpacoere. 1 4 exnpwrwy ài aurov kai Do: ix. 7. 
" STpaTEvopEvoL AEyovrec Ti romouev kai NUEG ; ; kai 3 

eixev avroic Mndeva ° Stactionre pyòè chr Ire atl 
y 

"feu n dob -d. Parik idR n 9 Mace. vil. 22 (oniy f). d ch. xix. 8 only. Lev. 

9. om Ist cat D lat- 5 Syr syr-cu copt goth arm Orig-lat Did, jam enim vulg, jam quid 
enim lat-a. kap7rovs cake D Syr syr-cu.—om cal am(with forj per) lat-a ff. 
Iren-lat-mss Orig(ró uiv ydp un xo capzóv ob caddy xu capréy). 

10. exnowrycay 
om ovv D al lat-b c e g copt-dz. 
ABCD rel goth sth. 

lat-b g, q syr-cu. 

D 244, interrogaverunt lat-b c e ff, . 
rec T017C0p£V, vit GK 

add wa swOwpay (cf Acts xvi. 30) D 

interrogabant vulg.) 
1 bas Orig-lat: txt 

„ ut vivamus gat 

II. rec (for +Atyer) Neyer, with AC'D rel: txt BC LX I. 33. 69 vulg lat-c f l. 
12. aft red ins opowg D lat-a. 

syr-with-ob copt-dz-marg. 
txt ABCD rel goth eth. 

zÀeov C. 
om lat-a b c syr-cu æth. 
Det exnpwrngey CD lat-b c ff, g, g (goth 7). 

exar C'D. 
add iva cwÜwptv D. 

18. for wpoc avrovc, avroc D al mt lat-a e f g. 
add xpacctre D mt lat-a b c. 

aft Barrio va ins vr avrov CKX 
rec ro⁰ỹ p ⁰,⁰, with GU 1 latt: 

unde AA Constt. 
for part, xpacosy D Syr: 

om é¢ C fuld. om aurov» 

rec rac npeic bef re Tol., with AC? rel lat-a syr copt goth wth arm: 
om cat nutic D ev-7 : txt BC'LE 1. 69 vu 
with AGKU 1 latt: txt B[sic: see table] C 

Matt. — ápE nað: Luke. This indicates a 
common origin of this portion, which 
however is still thus slightly deflected ; 
and let it be borne in mind that ‘the slighter 
the deflection, the more striking the inde- 
pendence of the Evangelists. phy 
EpineGs A.] ‘Omnem excusationis etiam 
conatum precidit.' Bengel. 10—14.] 
Peculiar to Luke. 10.) Olshausen re- 
fers to the answer to & similar question 
under the N. T. dispensation, Acts ii. 87. 
See also Acts xvi. 30; xxii. 10. Deeds of 
justice and charity are the very first fruits 
of repentance ; see Micah vi. 8. 12. 
rc, see on Matt. v. 46. 18. 
perve. exact: 5 in Wetst. 

or v properly, men 
on maro rue Luc. but this need not 
be pressed, only that they were soldiers. 

HE 2 

5 lat-b o e f I Syr syr-cu.—rec wuinooper, 
K rel oth seth. add wa cwÜwpty 

serving in an army. Who these were, we 
have no means of determining. Certainly 
not soldiers of the army which Herod 
Antipas sent against Aretas, his father- 
in-law :—see notes on Matt. xiv. 1 ff. 
Siagslay prim., to shake violently. So 
Plato, rac lvac "e dratiay àiiauct, Tim. 
p. 85: also met., to confound, de atio 
ra tary 5 cre pndioat, 
Herod. vi. 5 
oppress or e n nding to . 
5 seems po confined to ec- 
clesiastical use. ‘Macarius, Hom. xli. 
P. 139, ed. Migne, hag jt in this lod 

wcwep ticiv à Lm $ Sasse e ic 

rag orevdc dd0t¢ 1" eat * X9 

mapióvragc «ai hao za, * suoi 

The Mm which ee, a o ve v 
to act the part of N ^ 

Y 
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=} Tis. vi. 
7 A 

ez!Dm. v THONTE, Kal 

reed iy d Soxavrog ds Tov Aab, cal bat w. Jui 
amt. uxv.9 

ETATTEAION 

* apxeioGe roic \ Opuvione d uv. 

III. 

!5 £ poc- 
* Stadoyilopérwy mávrev & 

eftt. raiç Kapdiatc abr wept rou Ieávvov ' pore avroc ein 3 Macc. v. 18. 16 °’ 
iT O Noꝛoròe, 

I 3 » \ 

T" 1. 21 reff, pous OU OUK tiui 
Matt. = 7. 

. II. 
98 and note. h xi. $9. kai rupi. 

wm s q diacahapiei TUY dA avrou, cal 
" arobneny 5 ro 8d 

8 moa uiv oUv xai repa 

1 ied: og Matt. ul. L4 

18 reft. ei THY 

rupi ' ac [iare 
rawr 
" rerpapync 

m e» & constr., 

a | EE SE 
o | Mt. reff. 
ms (reff.) 

11 7 tu 
s œ Acts li. 40 

. l Acts rpc vvvaicòe rou ad: p aron; Kat wept ravrey 
ewoinoey TovNnpwy o ‘'Hpóðnc, ™ 

' karíkAsiotv. rv. Iwavnv ev [ry] 

21. Avi. lo al. 
uch. ix. 7 ( Mt. 

EHI racy, [kat] 

ch. xx. 2 reff, y ch. xvi. 
Tri 2, 16 (Sade, v. 37 1) only. 

D. for eau, o ĝe D lat-e. 
AC! rel goth: txt BC'DLZ 1. 83 latt. 

15. om rov bef wavvov DX 1. 69 Eus. 

niv voare Barrio  vpac* 
m * a - o è 

iKavog Avoat rov ° ipávra Tey úvroðn- 
parey ab rod. avróc vpac Bawrice ° 

T o ro ron év rp Nei 

‘ sinyyeAilero roy Aaóv. 

' Aeyyouevoc or avrov rept "Hewkadoc 

v = Matt. xvill. 15. 1 Tim. v. 90. Gen. xxi. 95. 
96 ref. 

amexpivaro o leávvnc à axacw yer, ‘Eye 

epa àt o 'icxvpórrpóc 

E» mvevmare ai 
QUTOU, Kai 

'guvabtt TOF otrov 
' karakavgt 

rap 

19 5 ài Hpó8nc o 

"Gyvpov 

* ov 

* wpoctÜnkey Kai robro 

w attr., ch. ii. 90. x Sir. HL . see 
S Acts xx vi. 10 only. Jer. xxxiz. (xxxli.) A Wisd. 

rec (for avroic) poc avrovc (from cer 18), with 

16. for am. o ww. awa. Aey., ar. Ney. wWacty o iw. BN lat-e Orig: ar. ow. Aty. Tac. 
: aw. wag. At. o ww. L: K! duros K? 

om a*aci T. : wacw GE: 
exiyvoug ra vognara avurwy uxty D: om o 
p. Barr. ev véars (|| Mt) D 1. 69 lat-e. 

add ec peravo.ay (|| Mt) CD mt lat-a b o ke (not F 9, J syr-marg. (Contra, 
pévoc ur-... xrpocriOace 70 eic Bi CIE Orig.) 
poc pov cory (|| M?) D lat-7. 

om avrov D lat-a b imate 

o & tpxoutvoc tayupore- 
rov vroóguaroc D syr Clem. 

1T. for cas dcaxa@apisi, ‘acaOapas BN copt arm, ad purgandum lat-a, emundare 
Iren-lat. 
ins pew bef evroy DEGA 69. 

18. for raparcadwy, wapaıwwy D. 

for cuvate:, cuvayayey BN lat-e arm.—rov oro bef avvale D. 
om rg» and 8rd avrov D copt-wilk Orig-lat,. 

19. rec aft yuvawoc ins gtAcwxou (from Mk vi. 17), with ACKX 33 syrr copt eth 
arm-mss: om BDZ rel latt goth arm Thl Euthym Lucif. 
B(Tisch but not Mai) 127 al. 

20. om 2nd «cat B(Mai DA lat-6 e Eus: ins AC rel Lucif. 
LMAX 1 goth arm Eus: ins AC rel. inclurit᷑ latt. om rn B 

laying vexatious charges of disaffection 
against persons. In a derivation 
for this verb, notice Liddell and Scott's re- 
mark (after Passow) : “ The literal signif. 
is not found in any ancient writer, and is 
perhaps altogether an invention." 
15—17.] Ver. 15 peculiar to Luke, but = 
John i. 19— 25. e posBoxüvros | not, 

abeut (Bretschneider), but be- 
ing in expectation,—i. E that John would 
declare himself (M leyer) 16, 17.] 
Matt. iii. 11, 12. ark i i. 7, 8. John i i. 
26, 27. The four accounts are cognate, 
but vary in expression and arrangement : 
ver. 17 is verbatim (except that atrov is 

o gpwónc bef zovnpey 

evecdice D; 

after girov and $90 T Lak, Matt. as 
Matthew. 18—20 e only : con- 
taining the Mme of the account 
in Mark vi. 20 of John’s boldness in re- 
buking Herod, with this slight variation, 
that whereas in Mark Herod heard him 
gladly, and did many things in conse- 

ence, here the rebuke for general pro- 
igacy seems to have contributed to his 

imprisonment. These 5 bowever, 
though perfectly distinct, are by no means 
inconsistent. e same rebukes which 
stung Herod’s conscience and aided the 
desire to imprison John, might work on 
that conscience, and cause the wish to hear 
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oo 9 e$ è 

tura- *guraxy. 21 Eyivtro 8 "£v ry Parrıoðnvaı dravra -g 
a ` PY a " 

Race roy Aaóv kai 'Imsou Barrioſtvroc xal mpoccvyopntvov "zat ani 
BDE °? — 9260 „ " 99 ` — ` - 27. Esek. ix. 
BDE avepyÜnvac rov. ° ovpavoy, N xai Karaf3nvat rò mvevua c Šit. re 
VMSUY `a @ d m e e M » 7 » 7 Y dt Tim iv. 8 HE TO ayiov “ cupariko tide we À sepiarspdv ET avróv, kat "oar s. 
Pes e 2 , -f e 27 e g? 4 .1. 83. 

- 69. * gwuny EE ovpavov ' yevéoĝaı Zù & 0 vioç pov o aya- («er Col H. 

wnroc, kv aoi ' evdoKxnaa. $ 4 Mt. (ret) 
93 K Yo A q 5» — e Nj? e , k 2 , i Mt. reff, 

at auroc ny Inoove wee ^ erwy rpiakovra ^ apyo- E (od. it L n * ç ç t TW Tp PX l= ) 1 Kings 

xvii. 23. 3 Kings xv. 36. Pip? 3 Chron. ix. & Ps. exivi. 10. 
. B. 2 Lage xxil.20. Mal. H. 17. j Mark v. 43 reff. k see Acts 

21. avayOnvac D. 
22. rec ce, with A rel Eus: txt BDLN 33 Orig. for ex’, ttc D latt. 

for ek, «c rov D: ar A. rec aft yerso@az ins Asyovcay (see || Mt), with A rel 
lat.f f, Ja q syrr goth eth arm: om BDL latt copt Ambr. [rec yvdosnoa, with 
A rel: txt (Wtst) KMUA 1. 33. 69 Eus.) for av to evdoenca, vioc pov & av 
enutpov yeytvynxa ae D lat - a b e Pa! Justin [Clem Method ?] Lact Juvenc Hil, 
Faust Aug(who however says that the older gr-mss had it not). 

23. for cat avroc nv, nv de D Clem Hi Ath Epiph, Jesus autem erat copt Iren- 
lat. rec ins o bef incove, with A rel: om BDLUXN 33. apx. wee ET. THAR. 

more from the man of God. Vv. 19, 20 
are in anticipation of what follows; which 
is in Luke’s manner ; see ch. i. 80. 
21, 23.) Matt. iii. 13—17. Mark i. 9— 
11. Luke's account is much more concise 
than usual, and wholly independent of the 
others; see note on Mark i. 10: we have 
here however three additional particulars 
—l. that all the people had been baptized 
before the Lord’s baptism : 2. that He sas 
praying at the time of the descent of the 
Spirit: 3. that the Spirit appeared in a 
bodily form. On (1) we may remark that 
this is necessarily the meaning of iv rw 
Sar.—for Luke when he means during,’ 
&c. invariably uses the present ; see for the 
past tense with i» rq reff. and ch. xiv. 1; 
xix. 15 ; xxiv. 30—for the present, ch. v. I: 
viii. 5, &c., and for a comparison of the 
two, ch. viii. 40 and 42. ge 
note at Matt. iii. 16, § 2. 

] GENEALOGY OF» our LorpD. 
Peculiar to Luke. 28.] Jesus was 
about thirty years old when He began 

ministry); not, ‘began to be about,’ 
„ which is u mmatical. dpydpevog 

ric tic ròv Aady avadei~ewe abrov, ij roi 
rijc did aar, Euthym., so also Orig., 
Bengel, Kuin., De Wette, Meyer, Wieseler ; 
see also Acts i. 1. This Stel Tp. ad- 
mits of considerable latitude, but only in 
one direction; viz. over thirty years. He 
could not well be under, seeing that this 
was the appointed age for the commence- 
ment of public service of God by the 
Levites; see Num. iv. 3, 23, 43, 47. 
If no other proof were in existence of the 
total independence of the present Gospels 
of Matthew and Luke, their genealogies 

‘do, if the genealogy be Aer’s. 

would furnish what I conceive to be an 
undeniable one. Is it possible that either 
of these Evangelists could have set down 
his genealogy with that of the other 
before him? Would no remark have 
been made on their many and (on such 
a supposition) unaccountable variations? 
It is quite beside the purpose of the 
present commentary to attempt to recon- 
cile the two. It has never yet been ac- 
complished; and every endeavour to do 
it has violated either ingenuousnees or 
common sense. I shall, as in similar cases, 
only indicate the landmarks which may 
serve to guide us to all that is possible for 
us to discover concerning them. (1) The 
two genealogies are both the line of Joseph, 
and sot of Mary. Whether Mary were an 
heiress or not, Luke’s words here preclude 
the idea of the gen being hers; for 
the descent of saps is 5 don 
tively to J by the 3 - 
fore ‘the Senodbus bei: and it would 
be unnatural to suppose that the reckon- 
ing, which began with the real mother, 
would, after such transference, pass back 
through her to her father again, as it ae 

© 
attempts of many, and recently of Wiese- 
ler, to make it appear that the genealogy 
is that of Mary, reading vlòc p ivop. Tov 
"Iwong) rov “Hii, ‘ the son (as supposed 
of Joseph, but in ass) of Heli, &.’ 
are, as Meyer (Comm, in 
quite unsuccessful ; Se 
tion of the Geneal ies, p 

oc.) has shewn, 
Dr. Mill’s vindica- 

. 180 &. for the 

history of this opinio” (2) m 5 
to have taken thi 
some authority dee pi &o whi — 
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g neyo, wv vioc we | evouiZero ‘Iwond, rov Hd, % rov ar 

Mar bär, rov Aevi, rob MeAx ei, rov Iarval, rov ‘Iwong, MTY 
2% rov Marraliov, rov Aube, rov Nabu, rov 'EoAc, ine. 
rov Nayyai, 25 roù Maað, rov Marrafiov, rov. Zımueei», 
rov Iwony, rov lwéá, 7! eov ‘Iwavav, rov Pnoa, rov 

Zopo(Ja(94A, rov LaAaindA, rou Nupei, ? vov Mex tei, rov 

Adel, rov Kwoap, rov EApadan, rob " Hp, ?? rov “Inco, 

BLXN 1. 88. (69) vulg lat-5 c g, , 1 Orig Eus Ath, Ambr Vict Tec wç 
evouilero bef moc, with A rel vulg (lat-f) syr copt æth arm: txt BLN 1 (lat-a) Orig 
Eus Ath Epiph, Cyr Quest. aft evopeZero ins eva: D lat-(5) e e ff, 91 l. 

23 to 31. rov nia to Java] rov tar rov na00av rov eXealap rov eto, rov 
wt xti» rov cadwe rov alwp rov eXiaketp rov afjiovó rov LopofjaBtA rov calaOw;A row 
leXOvtov Tov Wart ToU EAiakeur Tov (Otia rou age rov pavacen rov elezeea rov 
axag Tov twaÜa» rov ota rov apaciov rov wag rov oyoliov rov «pap row twoagad 
rov asa rov aBtovd rov poBoap rov goħopwv rov saved (see || M?) D. 

24. rec ian, with A rel copt arm: arva X: vrav H: wwavva EIA: weavvar 
Tal: wwavrat 1: txt BLA 38. 69 am lat-b ff, I Syr copt goth Naz. 

26. rec eiut, with KUVA 69 vulg lat-c f fà 9, 
rec tuc, with A rel vulg lat-a F q syrr 

goth eth: txt BLIN 1. 33. 69 am lat-b (c) e (J)) 91.2 copt arm Naz. 
with A rel latt syrr copt sth arm: twaóa 1: suda aut toda 
TR 33. 69 am(with em forj harl ing mt) lat-g, copt-dz 

txt BLN lat-ô e goth, sexe copt. 
syrr sth arm: chef A rel: 

rec :evda, 
A-lat: txt BL X(usd) 

tb(Treg). 
27. rec iwavva, with KM (S, e sil) vulg lat-a c e f (7) 91.2 goth: vay U al sth 

(arm): cavay H al: iwayyay LVXT 1 syr copt: txt 
LopopBaper AA. 

98. rec eApodap, with A rel lat F g syr eth, ermodam goth: 
txt BLN 33 (latt) copt. 

expression vide 0eoU as applied to Christ, 
was made good by tracing it up as here, 
through a regalar ascent of progenitors till 
we come to Adam, who was, but here again 
inexactly, the son of God. This seems much 
more probable than that Luke should for 
his gentile readers have gone up to the 
origin of the human race instead of to 
Abraham. I cannot imagine any such pur- 

definitely present in the mind of the 
vangelist. This view is confirmed by 

the entirely insulated situation of the gene- 
0 here, between ver. 23 and ch. iv. 1. 
(8) The points of divergence between the 

ealogies are,—in Matt. the father of 
oseph is Jacob—in Luke, Heli; this gives 

rise to different lists (except two common 
names, Zorobabel and Salathiel) up to 
David, where the accounts coincide again, 
and remain identical up to Abrabam, where 
Matt. ceases. (4) Here, ae elsewhere, I 
believe that the accounts might be recon- 
ciled, or at all events good reason might 
be assigned for their differing, if we were 
in possession of data on which to procoed ; 
but here as elsewhere, we are not. For 
who shall reproduce the endless combina- 
tions of elementa of confusion, which might 
creep into a genealogy of this kind ? Mat- 
thew's, we know, is squared so as to form 

rel syrr (copt ?), «eavag R. 

tApwday T lat-g,: 

three tesseradecads, by the omission of 
several generations ; how we tell that 
some similar step unknown to us may not 
have been taken with the one before us ? 
It was common among the Jews for the 
same man to bear different names; how do 
we know how often this may occur among 
the immediate progenitors of Joseph ? The 
levirate marriage (of a brother with a bro- 
ther’s wife to raise up seed, which then 
might be accounted to either husband) was 
common ; how do we know how often this 
may have contributed to produce variations 
in the terms of a genealogy ? With all 
these elements of confusion, it is quite as 
presumptuous to pronounce the genealo- 
gies discrepant, as it is over-curious and 
uncritical to attempt to reconcile them. 
It may suffice us that they are inserted in 
the Gospels as authentie documenta, and 
both of them merely to clear the Davidical 
descent of the putative father of the Lord. 
Hi8 own real Davidical descent does not 
depend on either of them, but must be 
solely derived through his mother. Soe 
much interesting investigation of the 
various solutions and traditions, in Dr. 
Mill’s tract referred to above: and in 
Lord A. Hervey’s work on the Genealogies 
of our Lord. 27.] *. Zaħað., v. Net: 
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rov EX, rov Iwein, rou MaQGar, rov Aevet, 9 rov 
Lupewy, rob loóda, rov IG fg, rov Ieváu, rov EXa- 
iu, 9! rov Medea, rov Merva, rov. Marrafa, rob 
Na@ay, rov Aaveid, V rov 'Itecat, rov Iw(290, rov Boog, 

Tov Tan, rov Naa, ® rov At νE , rov Auel, 
vov Apvei, rov ‘Eapwr, rov Dapic, rov Iobòa, * rov 
“TaxeB, rov '[caáx, rov ABpaau, rov Od, rov Nayóp, 
55 rou Lepovy, rov Payav, rov Padex, rov Ege, rov 

Tara, 9 rob Kawan, rov “Apgakad, rov Thu, vov Nos, 
rov Aáusy, 9 rov Mabovoáda, rov EY, rov 'lapt8, 
rov MadgAdenA, rob Kaway, rov Ev, rov 28, rov 

“Adan, rov Üsov. 
IV. I 'Incovc 9 r Ain ruthuaroe ayiov ^ uréoros- 

eo 
X. 
EH uncover 
een 

E 

& Job K. 15. 
b cb. H. 20 ref. 

99. rec (for «ycov) iwan, with A rel lat-g syrr, ioses goth: weny X: iow T 1: txt 
BLN 33. 69 latt t arm. rec uaTÜar, with B? rel: uarOav» T 1 lat-q syr: 
parra0vov X al: parrað AK 89: parrô [sic] L: paĝar E: txt B' 846. 

90. rec iwvav, with A rel syr copt: iona or tone latt: wavay EAA: iwavvav K 
al: txt BIN 1 lat-c e g, Syr syr-marg -dz arm. 

81. rec (for ntv»o) paivay, with E rel lat-f syr goth eth: om A 49. 51: pevay T 1 
lat-g: pevray vulg- mas copt-2-mas: exam lat-a e, onan 1nt-b, cenam lat-P,: txt BLX 
88 vulg lat-c g, , copt-ms arm. 

32. rec (for twn 
BM D- gr: uA 
wth. rec Boo, with 
69 lat-a b e arm. for codpwy, cara 

33. om rov aptıvaĉaß B(Mai Bic). 
ADEGHU 1. 83 vulg lat-a c f f, 914 Syr 
KMSVAA syr(but mss vary): apap r.epiw wth: apap rov adpe 1 al: txt BL ( 

iv N, ab X, akute T), aüpiv. fov apm[sic] 69. syr-marg copt (but aie 

aĝa 
nd, with E rel - (syrr ?) 
Sre ad txt A B(Vere Btly) F. 

BN lat-e a. 
h, obeth lat-a d e ff, 91: 

Wist) LMUXA 38. 69 lat-o copt 
rel vulg lat-c f 5 9, goth : Joes copt: txt ABDLM'X 33. 

eth. 
rec (for adpery rov apvu) apap, with 

h: apap rov twpap wpap F(Wtst) 
I) N 
reo 

zope, with A rel am(with em forj fuld ing) lat-a c e . 91. copt: txt B er- y tol 
]at-b Syr, acpwy D. om rov gapec A. 

35. rec capovy, with Scr’s a b vulg-ed: txt AB rel Scr's mss am(with em for} fuld 
ing tol) lat-a c f ff, 7,» L copt goth arm, cepovx D lat-d. ay AEGHKMSUTA 
1. 69 vulg-ed goth Chron: phalech lat-a f g, copt-ms. 

90. rec xawwav, with A rel latt copt (goth): txt BLN 1. 38 æth, and A(twice) 
in Gen. x. 24.—om rov xa. D. 

37. for saped, taper B'(sio cod: see table]: ape AK lat-d eg, 
cava LN lat. /i copt-dz. A A(Treg expr) N copt- ma. 

88. for on8, ony A lat - l. 

ANR 

Cuar. IV. L rec xrvevparog ayiov. bef xAnonc, with A rel Iat-e goth arm(Treg) : 

in Matt. i. 12, 'I.yoríac yevvë r. Zaha0. 
8L] Nefáv : see 2 Sam. v. 14; 1 

Chron. iii. 5; Zech. xii. 12. 98. 
Keiváa] This name does not exist in our 
present Hebrew text, but in the LXX, 
Gen. x. 24; xi. 12, 18, and furnishes a 
curious instance of one of two things— 
either (1) the corruption of our present 
Hebrew text in these chronological pas- 
sages; or (2) the incorrectness of the 
LXX, and notwithstanding that, the high 
reputation which it had obtained in so 
short atime. Lightfoot holds the latter 

alternative: but I own I think the former 
more probable. See on the whole ques- 
tion of the appearance of this second 
Cainam(n) among the ancestors of our 
Lord, Lord A. Hervey’s work above cited, 
ch. viii., in which, with much research and 
acuteness, he has endeavoured to shew that 
the ‘name was probably interpolated here, 
and got from hence into the LXX. Cer- 
tainly it appears not to have existed in the 
earliest copies of that version. 

Cuar. IV. 118.) TEMPTATION OP 
Jzsvs. Matt. iv. 1-44, Mark V. 12, 18. 
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cx Jol dey ard rov lopdavov, kai hyero ‘ev rp wvedpare & 
Bee to. rp Ehe nuépac Teccepaxovra ° reipalouevoc URO TOV 

v. 4. , 9 P - € , , 
"e Gor. vit. füua(JóAov. Kal ovk Epayev ovdiv e raic Nuépatc EEL 1. 

ê 3 — 5 - " " m i £ 

E^ Msi : yate, Kat © gcuvrsAcaÜtioeov avrov Emtivacer. 3 ciwev & n 
Mt. ron. GHIL 

2 
bd =- se U a [d 7 

L abr O ' StaBorog Ei vióc el rov Oeov, "arè rp Aby xs 
» 12 , ` » 8 s 

ores Maik roury ^ fva | yévnrat aproc. * kai axexptün Woog avTOy 3 5 
. 4. 

zs. „ “ [noove l'éypawrat Ore ovx “ex apre povp * Cnoerat 0 

Soy Hes avOowzoc. 5 cal ! ava ya yov avróv fOnubtv avr wacac¢ 

1524 11 Tae BaciAsiac rng ieh ene iv -f . oa 

oni i e ise Mat eee: Ten Spur . bere only. Ie. xxix. 0. 2 Mase. 

txt BDE F(Wtst) KLE 1. 33 latt syrr coptt Ambr Gand. rec (for e» r9 epgpe) 
ac rn» epnpov, with AX rel vulg-ed(with am forj) lat-c eg, 1: txt BDL fald(with 
em harl mt) lat-a ö g, J sah. 

2. for dia BON Ov, carava D 243 lat-e. rec ins verepow bef eweuvasey (from 
| MD, with A rel lat./ f, syrr copt-dz* goth: om BDL latt coptt wth arm 
yr Bede 
3. rec (for emey de) car axey (|| M), with A rel lat-e g syrr goth th arm Thdrt: 

txt BDL 1. 33 latt copt Ambr. for rw A0 to aproc, wa os Jot. ouro: apro 
yevwrrac qi Mt) D ev-31 tol Thdor-mops Cypr. 

4. rec (for mpoç avro» o ıņngovç) ıņngovç mpoç avrov Acywy, with A rel syr sah goth 
arm(o «go. M 1) : x. awoxpOac o igo. carey D: arerp. de ino. Meywy 69: £. arez. vp. 
aur. o ing. \cywy A lat-c e f g, (et dizit lat-a b ff, 45 q): txt BLN 33 vulg coptt. 

om or: (as || Mt) D 69. rec at end adds aXX ext wavre pypart Gor, 
with AD rel; aÀX' exe 2. p. exToptvopevw dia croparog Osov 118. 157. 209 Scr'sg r 
evv-z-150 al copt-wilk sth Thl: (both from || Mt: the rec merely a gloss to supply 
the sense, the other verbatim. The omission would be unaccountable :) om BLN 
copt-schw sah. 

5. rec aft avro» ins o daO (from || Mt), with A rel vulg lat-3 c f syrr goth 
wth; o caravac syr-ms: om BDLN í lat-a e coptt arm. 
(rom || Mt. It ts no objection [Meyer] that rec does not add Rias. 

rec adds eg opoç viyg^or 
The inen was 

made carelessly from memory, as above, as well as accurately, in D), with A rel 
lat-o syrr goth; e. o. vy. May D 69 Iat-a A-lat: om BLN am(with em forj fuld 
mt tol) lat-6 g, , coptt Vig Bede. for rnc owovputync, rov koguov (i Mt) D 5. 
245 lat: F Orig-comm. 

Ver. 1 is peculiar to Luke, and very im- 
rtant. Our Lord was now full of the 
oly Ghost, and in that fulness He is led 

up to combat with the enemy. He has 
arrived at the fulness of the stature of per- 
fect man, outwardly and spiritually. And 
as when His Church was inaugurated by 
the descent of the Spirit in His fulness, so 
now, the first and fittest weapon for the 
combat is “the sword of the Spirit, which 
is the word of God.” The discouree of 
Peter in Acta ii., like our Lord’s replies 
here, is grounded in the testimony of the 
Scripture. The accounts of Matt. 
and Luke (Mark’s is principally a com- 
pendium) are distinct ; see notes on Matt. 
and Mar 9.) The literal rendering 
of the present text will be: Jesus 
was led by (in, in the power of, the i» of 
instrumentality by the conditioning ele- 
ment) the Spirit in the wilderness, being 

tempted (the 3 . carries a slight 
sve tre e Gores: TD à forty 
days by the devil. So that St. Luke, as 
also St. Mark, implies that the temptation 
continued the whole forty days. , 
obe A. où8. testifies to the strictness in 
which the term ‘fasted’ must be taken. 

8.] T$ À. r. pointing to some par- 
ticular stone—command that it become & 
loaf. 4.] The citation is given in 
fall by Matt. 5.] There can be 
little doubt that the order in Matt., in 
which this temptation is placed last, is to 
be adhered to in our expositions of the 
Temptation. No definite notes of succes- 
sion are given in our text, but they are by 
Matt.: see notes there. Schleiermacher 
and Bleek suppose that the inversion has 
been made as suiting better the require- 
ments of probability: it seeming more na- 
tural that our Lord should be first taken to 
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- @ 

elev auryy o " &aoAoc Zoi dh rüv ° E EO ] rabrny o MA 
Zi. TR, 

8 41 P 8 8 Rer xii 1 
dracay Kat tnv 0 ax aura, ore epoi al € 9 Kat vH vii. 4, 

am Matt. xi, 

v Àw i ann aurnv) 7 at ovv fay a rpocruriape 5 Acts 
EXA'UL IU. 

Deu! 
F 422. erho- pov, rat oov nasa. C kai arocgibele abr a Rev. 1. à 
40. 

s — p. ABDEF rev o Insovc Téyparrat [Ipockvviiatc kópiov röv 0róv E. i4 99 
r Malt. v, 3. 

MSUY gov, kai avro uóve Aarptbotie. * Hyayev de avrov eie on 

1. 33. 69. ‘Tepovoad iy kat zer noc éri ro ' Trepvytoy TOU ispov, € i only. 
ings xv, 

kai sime avro Ei vidg et rov tov, (are ctavróy Eis 
ii os rem, 

evrevdey xd ro- o yéypanrat yp Ore rote ayyéore „n 
avrov " evreAtirat wept gov Tov " Stagudatar az, II kai Ori Gen xxvii 

T eri xetpov " ápovaiv. ot, unrort * wpocKoyyc mpog AtÜov wey gen, 
' 

rov noes cov, 12 Kai arocgibele ELT EV are o 'Incov i? 9) oa t3 
, xiM Mt tee 

Ort eee Oux * EKTELDUGELC kÜpiov roy Osov goU. 1 

13 k pure ku wavra > rerpacpor o Qü(JoAoc * ariorn bi. 1g 
aT avrov ^à axe Karpov. " Soon. xax. 

M Kai ° oͤrtorpe er o o Inaove év Ty d ud. rov mvev- EO 
46. 1 Pet. Iv. 12 al. Deut. lv. 84. coh. ii. 87. Acts v. 88. Rings zyl, "am d Acts 
xi. 11. Rom. i. 13. 9 Mace. xiv. 16. ech. ii, 30 ref. 1.8. Rom. xv. 18, ly. 

6. for avro, pOg avro» D lat-a b c Hil. for avrwy, rovrwv D. rec «av, 
with A rel: txt BD. (38 def.) 

T. rec (for epov) pov, with A rel: txt BDE EE UR) HVTAAZ 1. rec mayra 
(with some cursive ?), omnia latt arm: txt AB D-gr & rel Scr’s-mss Thl. 

8. ax. avr. o ına. AKM! lat-ab c : ̂ s ing. eux. avr. FL M-marg(in red) X 1. 
18. 33. 69 vulg Syr copt: avrw o 1%. DA syr goth: txt B(omg ò) rel. rec aft 
tne. ins vraye orie pov carava (see || Mt and Mt xvi. 23), with A rel lat-b e g syr 
copt-wilk Thl: om BDL 1. 33 vulg lat-a c f F, g, » (1?) Syr copt-schw sah goth 
eth arm Orig(speaking of || Mt wholly rejects ox. pov) Ambr Vig-taps Bede. 
rec aft e ins yap (from || Mt), with UAA lat-b g: om ABDX rel vulg lat- a c 
esp 19 yrr coptt goth eth arm Orig Thl Ambr. cup. r. 0. o. bef 97 5 (see 
2 2 BELA ! . 88. 69 latt syrr copt goth sth Orig Cypr: txt A rel (lat-a) 

E es rec (for ny. de) eat ny., with AD rel: txt BLEN coptt syr-marg Orig. lat. 
rec aft eornoey ins avrov (see || M^), with AD rel: om BLAN lat-e Orig-lat. 
rec ins o bef voc, with Scr’s b o: om ABD rel Scr's mss. 

ll. om ors S OE. lat-a b I Syr sah th Eus Thi: ins AB rel vulg lat-c e 
t 

d ne. bef T av. DÆ 83 vulg lat-c f J (Syr) syr copt. om ore N*, 
for epnrat, yeyparra: D m bcef Vz 91 l. 

18. for catpov, xpovov D. (ad tempus lato c, usque in tempore lat · a.) 

the mountain and then to Jerusalem, 10. Sad. oe is wanting in Matt. The 
than the converse. 6.] Satan is tallow the Hebrew adds "ud wacaic 
set forth to us in Scripture as the prince, raiç ódoig cov. 13.] xpt xap. 
or god of this world. by our Lord Him- see on Matt., ver. ll, and note on ch. 
self, John xii. 31; xiv. 30; xvi. ll:—by xxii. 53. 
Paul, 2 Cor. iv. 4 (Eph. vi. 12). On the 14—33.] CIRCUIT or GALILEE. TEACH- 
signification of this temptation, see notes ING, AND REJECTION, AT NAZARETH. Pe- 
on Matt. 8.] With the words bx. culiar to Luke in this form : but see Matt. 
òr. p. c. (rec.) here, Luke could hardly iv. 12—25; m 558 \\ Mk., and note 
have left the record as it stands: being the below. 4.) ws +. K., iM THe 
first direct recognition by our Lord of His power of that full yng of the Byirit 

foe, after which, and in obedienceto which for His holy office. wit pe tana 

command, he departs from Him. at His baptism, > Wh! KT OPPO 

Somo — — ee —— ——— a E E 

— —— — JM i uM" — a 
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cuit Ren naroc ete riv TadtAaiay, kai € phun tENAbev raf S Arc ast? 
Bo, ie rng ! FEptywpouv Tipi avrov. 15 kal avróc tOt&acktw Ev 1211 
ene, raiç auvaywyaic ` avriv, | Sokalourvog bro wavrey. LE. 
E 16 cal jjÀUsv ec NaCaptr ov Y ™ reOpappévoc, kat eccnA er 

Deut. ili. 18, 14, k Matt. iv. $8 reff. 1 Matt. vi. 3 raf. m on here only (Matt. vi. 26 
refí)t. 1 Macc. ili. 83. 

15. om avroc A 11-pe lat-e. 
16. J. v de D lat-e. 

1 Orig. (On the form of the proper name, see 
avarrOpappevog FLEN 1. 33. 69 Eus Cyr. 

Him in doing 
mighty works. ere the chrono- 
logical order of Luke's history begins to 
be confused, and the first evident marks 
occur of indefiniteness in ment, 
which I believe characterizes this Gospel. 
And in observing this, I would once for 
all premise, (1) that I have no bias for 
finding such chronological inaccuracy, and 
have only done so where no fair and 
honest means will solve the difficulty ; (2) 
that where internal evidence appears to 
me to decide this to be the case, I have 
taken the only way open to a Commentator 
who would act uprightly by the Scrip- 
tures, and fairly acknowledged and met 
the difficulty ; (8) that so far from con- 
sidering the testimony of the Evangelists 
to be weakened by such inaccuracies, I 
am convinced that it becomes only so 
much the stronger (see Prolegomena to 
the Gospels). 

These remarks have been occasioned by 
the relation of this account, vv. 14—30, to 
the Gospels of Matthew and John. Our 
verses 14 and 15 embrace the narrative of 
Matthew in ch. iv. 12—25. But after that 
comes an event which belongs to a later 
period of our Lord’s ministry. A fair com- 

ison of our vv. 16—24 with Matt. xiii. 
53—58, Mark vi. 1—6, entered on without 
bias, and conducted solely from the narra- 
tives themselves, surely can hardly fail to 
convince us of their identity. (I) That two 
such visits should have ened, is of 
itself not impossible ; though (with the sole 
exception of Jerusalem for obvious reasons) 
our Lord did not ordinarily revisit the 
places where He had been rejected as in 
our vv. 28, 29. (2) That He should have 
been thus treated at His first visit, and 
then marvelled at their unbelief on His 
second, is «fferly impossible. (Stier, in 
the 2nd ed. of his Reden Jesu, says, with 
reference to the above position of mine, “To 
this we give a very simple answer: It was 
at their persistence in unbelief, after their 
first emotion and confusion, after His con- 
tinued teaching and working of miracles, 

this power was used b 

om avrev D lat-a 5 l 
rec ins rq» bef valaper, with A rel Ens: om BDLAAZ 

prolegom ena.) oxov D 69. 
om reOpappevog cat ecnrdOew D-gr. 

that He wondered.” But it may fairly be 
rejoined, is there any sign of this in the 
narratives of Matt. and Mark? Is it not 
& forcing of their spirit to suit a precon- 
ceived notion ?]! (3) That the same ques- 
tion should have been asked on both occa- 
sions, and answered by our Lord with the 
same proverbial expression, is in the highest 
degree improbable. (4) Besides, this nar- 
rative itself bears internal marks of be- 
longing to a later period. The 80 ġxovs. 
yev. els. thy Kadapy. must now refer to 
more than one miracle done there: indeed 
the whole form of the sentence points to 
the plain fact, that our Lord had been 
residing long in Capernaum. Compare 
too its introduction here without any 
notification, with its description as wdduy 
+s Tak. in ver. 31, and the separateness 
of the two pieces wil be apparent: see 
further remarks in the notes below. 
Here however is omitted an important 
cycle of our Lord's sayi and doings, 
both in Galilee and J m; viz. that 
contained in John i. 29—iv. 54 included. 
This will be shewn by comparing Matt. iv. 
12, where it is stated that our Lord's return 
to Galilee was after the casting of John 
into prison, with John iii. 24, where, on 
occasion of the Lord and the disciples bap- 
tizing in Juda, it is said, John was not 
yet cast into prison: see note on Matt. iv. 
12. py] The report, namely, of 
His miracles in Capernaum, wrought dv 
Ti Suv. T. v., and possibly of what He 
had done and taught at Jerusalem at the 
feast. 15.) Olshausen well remarks 
(Bibl. Comm. i. 190), that this verse, con- 
taining a general undefined notice of our 
Lord’s synagogue-teaching, quite takes 
from what follows any chronological cha- 
racter. Indeed we And throughout the 
early part of this Gospel the same ut 
mentary stamp. Compare i» roig cd - 
Zac, ver. 31—i» rq rere, ch. v. 
1—iv rq ilvai abr. dv uid r. $65., ch. v. 
12—lv pĝ r. spepov, ch. v. 17; viii. 22— 
iv iripgy saß., ch. vi. 6—i» raiç sp. 
ravr., ch. vi. 12, &c. &o. ) eb 4» 
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pe evayyeAXicaabar * mrwyoi, aréoradkty pe 19* knobÉa ° 2 
Patyuarwroe "aótotv. xai. rv$Àotc * ava Arii, ° amo- . xx. 

-~ ? , am Acts a oreAat ‘ reOpavopivouc "iv * apitou, ‘xnovtar * &vav-" A xcd al. 
a Matt. vil. 9, 10 reff. there only. 4 Kings xix. 14. e e bers onip. Xen. Mem. ii 1. 20. 
v Isa. lxi. 1. w here only. l.c. Hom. II. a. Il, and paseim in classics. x Acts iv. 27. X. 

88. 1 Cor. i. 21. E y ch. 1. 19 reff. w. dat. only, Rom. i. 
18. Gal. I. 8 iv. 18. 8 see ch. vil. 93 | Mt. a 2 ch. xxiv. 4 b here 
only. lsa. lii. 2. € = hereonlg. Lev. xxv. 10. d here ooly. Im. 1. c. only. 

e Mark viii. 90. Isa. ivii. 6. f here oniy. Exod. Xv. 6. Deot. xxvill. 88. g ch. i. 77 re 
b dere oaly. I. c. i = ch. ili. 8 reff. k John zi. 49, 51 al. Levit. xxv. 10. 

om avre D lat-a c copt-dz. 
17. rec yoacov bef rov xpognrov, with A rel vulg lat-c e f ff, g, copt goth: o 

spo$nrnc neaac D: txt BLER 33. 69 am(with forj fuld ing per) lat-a b g Orig-lat. 
for avazrvLac, avotkac (explanatory) ABLE 83 syrr copt th arm Jer: txt 

D rel latt syr-jer goth Orig-lat Eus. om ro Big ov D err. om roy 
EN 83. 
18. [n vexty, so every uncial ms.] rec evayyeulaoOac dim 1. 3B, e ail) : txt 

ABD rel Scr's mss Orig, Petr-alex Eus, Ath Cyr Thdrt Suid. (-cac@a: might be from 
LXX: but on the other hand the change to · Ntobat was obvious, and the ms authority 
is overwhelming.) for arecrahpey pe, axeoradpa Dl. gr. rec adds agacha 
rovc cuvrerpepevorc Ty» xagdiav (from cxx), with A rel vulg-ed(with em gat) lat- 

2 Petr-alex Eus Ath Tit-bostr Cyr Ambr Jer Aug. 
rigs Pei Iren-lat Hil: om BDLX 38. 69 am(with forj harl ing mt per tol) copt set 

. TtÜpavparwptvovc D!, reOpavpevoug D’. 

TiUpeppévos = iv rj warpids cov, ver. 
28: see John iv. 44 and note. 
xeTà TÒ (06s refers to the whole of 
what He did—it is not merely that He 
had been in the habit of attending the 
synagogues, but of teaching in them: see 
ver. 15. It was apparently the first time 
He had ever so taught in the syn e 
at Nazareth. dvi. dvayy. e 
rising up was probably to shew His wish 
to erplain the Scripture; for so dvay. 
imports. Ezra is called an ávayvweryce 
rod Gslov vópov, Joseph. Antt. xi. 5. 1. 
The ordinary way was, for the ruler of the 
synagogue to call upon persons of any 

ing or note to read and explain. 
That the demand of the Lord was so 
readily complied with, is sufficiently ac- 
counted for by vv. 14, 15. See reff. 
.] It is doubtful whether the Rab- 
binical cycle of Sabbath readings, or 
lessons from the law and prophete, were 
as yet in usc: but some regular plan was 
adopted ; and according to that plan, after 
the reading of the law, which always pre- 
ceded, the portion from the prophets came 
to be read (see Acts xiii. 15), which, for 
that sabbath, fell in the het Isaiah. 
The roll containing that book (probably, 

that alone) was given to the Lord. But it 
does not appear that He read any of 
the lesson for the day; but when He had 
unrolled the scroll, (the fortuitous, 
i.e. providentia], finding is the most 
likely interpretation, not the searching 
for and finding) the passage which follows. 

No inference can be drawn as to 
the time of the year from this narrativo; 

on account of the uncertainty above 
mentioned, and partly because it is not 
quite clear whether the roll contained onl 
Isaiah, or other books also. 18—90. 
The quotation agrees mainly with the 
LXX:—the words éwooreiha: iv 
Alen are inserted from the LXX of Isa. 
lvii. 6. The meaning of this prophetic 
citation may be better seen, when we re- 
member that it stands in the middle of the 
third great division of the book of Isaiah 
(ch. xlix.—lxvi.), that, viz. which com- 
prises the prophecies of the Person, office, 
sufferings, triumph, and Church of the 
Messiah ;—end thua by implication an- 
nounces the feln of all that went 
before, in ii who then sddressed them. 

1. of do Nas v W. 
9 W. cud. 

[] * 

$* 

„% 
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. stor, TOV kvpiov "Sexrdv. 20 xai rrökae ro B:Brj{ov, 
Ia iie àrodobe T( " umnpiry * &káÜtotv* kai müvruv ot 9$02À- a 
. pot év ry ona y our 1 ártvitovrtc abr. 31 ze dero Dur 
irae OF Ay wpoc avrovg OTL ONMEDOY werAnpwrat i n 7 EON 

247. z avr ey role * wou univ. Kai wavrec ‘ euaprépouy se 
o Matt. v. 26 aury, cal e Baipaloy " eri rote Asyorc rnc ” xaperoc 
pintr. Matt. 
ARES TOlC " ékroptvopívotc £ EK TOU eróparoc avrov, «ai £A e yo 
AY. ON vide t᷑oriv ‘Iwong obros ; , B kai ewev poe 
ch 
Acta fl. lii. 12 al. avrovc *Tlavrwe epeiré por uv ragaßo An Tabra, 
ob 

Mark xii. Id. 9 r Joha pares 1 largi Ücpamsvaov oeauroy’ Oca " nxodcape * yevoueva 

16. TN * ete ry Ka$apvaoby, Toincoy Kat WOE EP 7 U war pict 

Acts II. 22 Neh. xlii. 1 al. t = Matt. xxiii. 81 reff. a Mark xii. 17 ref. = Epa. iv. 
29. Col. iv. 6, Ps. xliv. 9. x. 82. P Matt = II, &. Eph. iv. 29. Nom. Exxii. 94. 

ses ae? tom ia LET. “Tobit xiv. 8. 2 Macc. ii. 18 onl y "ME Pair Cot. tv. 
14 oni i. 29. constr., Acts vil. 19. xxiv. 10. ch. vill 46. a= Mark i 89 al. 

b Matt. All. oa 54, 51 rote 

20. rec ev rn cuvaywyn bef ot o$0aXpoy with D rel vulg lat-a arm; t» syrr 
Tn cvyaywyg noav bef oœ opfadpor AK lat-b copt goth: txt BFL 33 lat-(e) g 
(eth) E 
2L sae D arm (Orig). 
22. rec ovy ovr. sor. o wt. wwo., with A rel vulg lat-b c f ff, Lai) oo copt goth sth 

arm: txt BDLN 69 lat-a e Cyr, but o woc (B? i. e. Btly agst 
23. yuvoutva D. 

t&v AKA Epiph: «c DL 69; txt BN. 
rec (for ec rn v) ev ry (corra to sense), with X rel copt; 

he art ie retained, as unusual with a 
proper name aft a preposition, and as attested both by B and by the MSS which 
read ey rn.) 

àv.] See John ix. 89. The Hebrew words 
thus rendered by the LX X, myra ano, 
signify, to those who are bound, the 
opening of prison: so that we have here 
the LXX and literal rendering both in- 
cluded, and the latter expressed in the 
LXX words of Isa. lviii. 6. inavr. 
kvp. Ben.] See Levit. xxv. 8—17, where 
in ver. 10 we find that liberty was pro- 
claimed to all in the land in the year of 
jubilee un the prophecy, enpdfas—cadicas 
Lxx. No countenance is given by this 
5 to the extraordinary inference 
from it of some of the Fathers (Clement 
of Alex., Origen), that the Lord’s public 
ministry lasted only a year, and some- 
thing over. vom re John ii. 18; vi. 4; 
xiii. 1. . Aich It was the 
custom in the S es to stand while 
reading the law, and sit down to explain 
it. Our Lord on other occasions taught 
sitting, e. g. Matt. v. 1: Mark iv. 1; xiii. 
3. The twypémys was the ry 
whose duty it was to keep the sacred 
books. 21.] 4p§. 8 A.—implying that 
the following words are merely the sub- 
stance of a more expanded discourse, which 
our Lord uttered to that effect: see 
another occasion in Matt. xi. 4, 6, where 
the same truth was declared by a series of 

gracious acts of mercy. A vp. x. rA. 
not this PSE which is in your ears 
—as the Syriac (Etheridge’s translation, 
P. 407) ; which would be 9 yp. airn ij iv 
T. ö., and even then an unusual form of 
construction : but, is fulfilled in your 
hearing, by My proclaiming it, and My 
course of minis 22.] ipapr. aŭ., 
bore witness to him (that it was s) 
The Adyor r. x. must be the discourse of 
which ver. 21 is a compendium. 
Hey.] i. e. wavrec, not ric. While 
acknowledging the truth of what He said, 
and the pre with which He said it, 
they wondered, and were jealous at Him, 
as being the son of Jose 5 rõhe 
robrm rabra; see Mark vi. Be- 
tween this verse and the next, the 5 
SadiZovro iy avrg is implied, for that 
is in a tone of reproof. 23.] 00. 
o.—not, raise thyself from thy 
station,’ but, exert thy powers of healing 
in thine own country, as presently inter- 
preted; the Physician bei ted 
as an inhabitant of Nazareth, and ssavréy 
including His own citizens in it. Stier 
remarks, that the reproach was repeated 
under the Cross. Then, with a strictly 
individual application. ‘On the miracles 
previously wrought in Capernaum, see note 



20—29. 

gouU, 

e , ” b Sexroc tortv EV Ty rarpid. avrov. 

* npa our ev raic mutparc Halo e ver. ri 19 reff. Atyw oͤulv, modat * 
Ev Te Topana, Ore " éxAetoÜn o ovpavàc [ LAE ern Tela 
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A 0 elrer & * Ann Au ù Univ Ore od die rpopijrnc bx 
25 f im adnOeiac ÒE a M Matt. v. 15 

dr (Mark 
zii. 14 reff.) 

ix. 9. 
«at pnvaç &, we eytvero Aunòc péyac € eri radu rn ym e Mark oa” 

26 cai poc ovótuiav avrov exéngOn Hac, & pn siç ET ote 
= Rer. xi. 6. 

Lapenra rnc Ziwviac poc yvvaixa 27 
od. yr xiii. 81. — eaa 

woAXoi * Nerpol ij goav ev T 'Iopa7A ! emt EXwcaiov TOV , Hatt. Au. 2 

rpopnrov- Kat ovdtic avrov cab apiohn, T p Natpay rere 

o Lipoc. 28 wai 

aywyg akovovrec ravra, ? 

v aun is repeated in D al Cyr. 
«avrov D. 

25. om à: DK latt(not f) th Ambr. 
Orig-lat : ins AC rel lat-a syr goth. 

26. rec eiówvoc (more usual), with E rel syrr(Treg): 
ABCDV!:XT 1. 69 latt copt goth th Orig. 

m erAnoOncav wavrec Üvuov ev rg ovv- i) 
4 , , 

Kal avagravrec 
Acts lii. 10. Dan. iii. 19. 

diri A 

" e&t(QaAov A so. 
n Matt. xxi. 80 reff. 

vnty bef AV AEHVT A(Treg expr) syr 

om exe BD vulg lat-d c e f Syr copt 

od L am lat-e: txt 

27. rec exi eto. r. p. bef ev rw sop. (order of ver 25), with A rel syr goth: txt 
BCDLX 1. 33. 69 latt Syr copt ath arm. 
[vatpay, so TE 1. 69.] 

28. for xat, or lat-e. 

on ver. 14. That i E John iv. 47—53 was 
one such. alg àv K.] Whether we 
read iv or sic, the preposition is equally 
local in its signification, in Capernaum, 
not ‘in the case of Capernaum, or to 
Capernaum. 24.) See John iv. 44 
and note. elwev 84] A formula usual 
with Luke—see reff. ; and indicating, if I 
mistake not, the passing to a different 
source of information, or at least a break 
in the record, if from the same source. 

25.) Our Lord brings forward in- 
stances where the two greatest prophets in 
Israel were not dérected (o act in accord- 
ance with the proverb, * Physician heal thy- 
self: but their miraculous powers exerted 
on those who were strangers to God's in- 
heritance. £r» Tp. x. p. ££] So also 
in James v. 17 ;—but in 1 Kings xviii. 1 
we find that it was i» the third year that 
the Lord commanded Elijah to shew him- 
self to Ahab, for He would send rain on 
the earth. But it does not appear from 
what time this third year is reckoned,—or 
at what time of the year, with reference to 
the usual former and latter rains, the 
drought caused by Elias’s prayer began [it 
apparently had begun some time before the 

[eAsoatov, one o, so ABDGLUVA.] 

axovoavreç D-gr 1 lat-e Syr Thl 

sis, we have latitude enough given for tbe 
three and a half years, which seems to have 
been the exact time. This period is one 
often recurring in Jewish record and in 
prophecy : see Daniel vii. 25; xii. 7: Rev. 
xi. 2, 3; xii. 6, 14; xiii. 5. Lightfoot 
(ii. 128) produces more instances from the 
Rabbinical writers. The period of three 
years and a half, = 42 months or 1260 
days, had an ominous sound in the ears of 
an Israelite, being the time of this famine, 
and of the duration of the desolation of the 
temple under Antiochus.” Wordsw. 
26.] Sarepta, now Sürafend, see Robinson, 
in. 413,—a , inland halfway 
between Tyre and Sidon:—the ancient 
city seems to have been on the coast. 
27.) Stier remarks that these two examples 
have a close parallelism with those of the 
Syro- Phoenician woman (Mark vii. 26) and 
the ruler's son at Capernaum (John iv. 46). 

28—30.) The same sort of rago 
possessed the Jews, Acts xxii. 22, on a 
similar truth being announced to them. 
This whole occurrence, whenever it hap- 
pened in our Lord's ministry, was but a 
foreshadowing of His tre atme mt afterwards 

from the whole nation of the Jews tore 
m TIU prophet was sent to be miraculously sus- taste of eig rà id, er 

tained, as this very fact implies man: ii abróv ob woo o; R ta H c^ . My x 
the ordinary means of sustenance | ; expression of St Qy L * Pom. c beo. 

thus, without forming any further re thee wepuo ard Hae pa son Wh WL 

í ( 
$ 
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o here v aurov H2 rne woewe, Kai yyayov avrov ewe obe 
rod õ po ul où n wort vrodòunro aur, P ert 

here only. 4 karaxpnpvicat avrov. 0 avròç à & AU dca utcov 

aii. 2 Minoo. aurwy t roptbero, 8¹ cal carnAGev ac Kagapvacyy rolw 

Bus rie TeAchsiac' kai "qr d ddr avrouc ey rate Saif 

„ $ cai Ser AH £ eri ry de dax aurov, Ort Kune 
ex ier 

kai £v TY cura yeryy . 

P o. is. 63 

a bees only. 

v " £ovctq 7 "v " Ad yoc avrov. 

' has been 

àv 1 
w Matt. X. 1 

reff, w. dai · here only. 

Exwy w»tuua Samovioy " axalaprov, xai 

20. rec ins "e bef o$pvoc, with D! arm, rov D! 69: om ABC rel Orig. 
rec aure» bef weod., with AC rel vulg 
(orrodon nrat D.) 
BDL 1. 33. 69 copt Orig. 

lat- 7 fh: 
rec (for ecrs) ec ro (explanatory), with AC rel goth: txt 

txt BDL 83. 69 lat-e c e. 

$1. aft ya Java ins ry» vapaÜaXacsiv ev opxoit ZaBovluy x. v (Mt 
iv. 13) D. 

98. n» de ev ry ovv. D late. 

eJ fi 

regarded as corresponding with 
the judicial infliction on these Nazarenes, 
by megns of which our Lord passed out 
from among them. But see my note, and 
Ellicott’s, on Eph. iv. 18, from which it 
appears that wwpwectc cannot mean blind- 
mess at The modern Nazareth 
is at a distance of about two English 
miles from what is called the Mount of 
Precipitation ; nor is it built literally on 
the brow of that mount or hill. But (1) 
neither does the narrative preclude a con- 
siderable distance having been traversed, 
during which they had our Lord in their 
custody, and were hurrying with Him to 
the edge of the ravine; nor (2) is it at all 
necessary to su the city built on the 
ó$póc, but only on the mountain, or range 
of hills, of which the gg forms a part— 
which it is: see Robinson, iii. 187. 
Our Lord’s passing through the midst of 
them is evidently miraculous : the circum- 
stances were different from those in John 
viii. 60, where the expression is læpbgN xal 
IE¹N ix v. lipovu: see note there. 
Here, the Nazarenes had Him actually in 
their custody 81 f.| Mark i. 21, 22. 
The view maintained with regard to the 
foregoing occurrence in the preceding 
notes, of course precludes the notion that 
it was the reason of our Lord’s change of 
habitation to Capernawm. In fact that 
change, as remarked on ver. 14, had been 
made some time before: and it is bardl 
possible that. such an expression as 5d. 
tig rn» N. où hy reOpappivog should be 
used, if He still resided there. The words 
GRe rie T. come in unnaturally after 

Satpomov arabaproy D-gr vulg lat-a 5 (c) 

5 Kapot: in ver. 23, and 
evidently shew that this was originally 
intended to be the frst mention of the 
place. What may have been the 
reason of the change of abode is quite un- 
certain. It seems to have included the 
whole family, except the sisters, who may 
have been Married at Nazareth, —see note 
on John ii. 12, and Matt. iv. 18. 
xarĝàð., zaráĝn, || J., because Nazareth 
iay high, and Capernaum on the sea of 
Galilee . At end of ver. 32, rai on 
c oi ypappartic (Mark) is here omitted: 
see Matt. vii. 29. 

88—37.] HEALING OF A DEMONIAC IM 
THE SYNAGOGUE AT CAPERNAUM. Mark 
i 28—28, where see notes. The two ac- 
counts are very closely cognate—being the 
same narrative, = htly deflected; not 
more, e y, might have arisen 
from orai repetition by éwo persons, at 
some in of time, of what they had 
received in the same martin 83.] 
av. is the 5 -— e personality, 
of the et Both St. Mark 
and St. Luke, dona for Gentiles, add the 
p thet deáðaprov to õaıpónov, which St. 

tthew, writing to Jews (for whom it was 
not necessary), never does.” Wordsw. The 
real fact is, that St. Mark uses the word 
Ĉaıpóvıov thirteen times, and never adds 
the 5 d cdhapror to it (his word here 
is Tveiua ); St. Luke, eighteen times, 
and only sadi it thie onoe. So much for 
the accuracy of the data, on which infer- 
ences of this kind are founded. The true 
account of the use of aca@aproy hero seems 
to be, that this evil spirit was of a kind, in 
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TTE *avixpakey pp peyady 84 y Ea, "ri npiv kat aoi, ZINE Mark 
fon: Insov Nalapnvé ; IAO awoliat nud c olda ae ric el, gl 
8. 5 o * dytoc * rou Or. 35 Kat * ireripmoty ae o ocius y berett Mk. 

Ae Sur. kai "ERA Be" ar avrov. BA a Bart. nd 2 
avrov ro Sarpónov tig TO hte bender e ar avrov under Ar Joba 
Ge avróv. % kei * &ytvero ” Üanfoc ET wavrac, TED 
kai ' ouveAadouy gde aA Move Myovrec * Tic € o Aoyoc pi 2 u, E 
ovroc, ore ‘ev ! S kai du,, crird oon TOLC c Matt. xati. 19 
axabaprore mvebpaaw, Kat Lipo r ; V cal " eKewopsvero d few var. rend, 
NC "Epi avrov eic wayra Torov 8 P weptywpou. Cork av 1240 

38 Avacrác & aro ric auva yo pic ici her «c rir d 45 - 
oikiay Lipwvog. 3 erbe, à TOU Zipwvoc nv " guvexopévn ny TI 8 

R (»e]- STUPET hey, kai ‘nporngay aurov ‘wepi aura. | constr., bere 
wr nwa 4 only. "Matt. 

— Kat a Eur ig ' ewavw aurne " eweriunoey T9 * rupery, x nd. je 

4. 

kai ' abc abr ' rapaxpnua de avasraca Bunkóva 1 bers ony: 

avro. 40 " Stvovrog Se rov Mov mavreg 800¹ elyor E x x 
xlix. 88 

acÜcvovvrac * vócote . wowxiAatc ny2yor avrovc r u — here only. 
ae et 

it. 9. Ho a010) IH Matt. Hi. 8. xiv. 86. ver. er Deut. ili. 18, 11. ye 
Matt. x. 85 bis oaly. mu 14, = Matt. iv. 24. ch. vill. 87. 4 5 
8. Job xxzi. 93. Bere (Gs) & N iv. 62. Acts xxviii % Dent. azs. 23 only. 
1 wen. i9 v. 48. t. U. 9. Bev. vi. 8. xz. 8 

wat "igi en w Matt. iSi 6 0 PES. "ed tt. 1 m zn r pe 1 . zx s oaly ngs a Matt. iv. 
, t. . 24. 1 Tim. iti. 6. 152081. (1 Chron. xxix. 3.) 

84. one prefixes Aeyov (|| Mk), with ACD rel latt goth arm Ath: om BLV'ZN 
copt Orig = ea (|| ME) D 33 lat-a b c e f ff, syr-jer copt th Tert. nua 

aro loan D 
35. rec (for 2 e£. (from || MX), with ACQ rel (goth ?) : txt BDLVE 1. 69 latt 

Orig. (Luke writes FV cf ver 41, ch v. 8, viii. 2, 29, 88, 
46, ix. 5, xi. 24, xvii. 29: Mark cE, k i. 25, 26, vii. 29, ix. 25.) pepas D. 

om ro bef pecovy DEFGHKSUVIAA Orig. aft uscov ins avyaxcpavyacay 
re D. GA D!. 

80. aft Oap(Soc ins peyac D 258 gat (with per) lat-5 91 copt. 
87. for eker. nx., ENA V. n axon (|| ME) P (ls t-e). 
88. rec (for aso) ex (from || Mk), vieh ̂ g rel S Es txt BCDLQZ 1. 33. 69 

Orig (a a D-lat: de 5 aft cuvaywyne ins o tnoovg AM. MO D al. 
aft ofs ᷣο ins cat avdpacov (|| Mk) D lat-b c ff, g, | Ambr. rec j 11. de, with 
1(Treg expr) al: ņ de ve»0. C al: txt ABD rel. (homeotel in 33.) art 
D, detinebatur lat- a. 
80. for v. de, cac x. CL vulg lat-b c Syr.— r. were avacracay aurny diacovey D. 
40. Svcavrog D- gr: dvvavrog UA. aravreç BC 1. for oh, o: D'-gr 

vulg lat-b f ff, 91 uxar D. ins ka: bef ny. A. for nyayor, epepow D. 

its effects on its victim, especially answer- implied in 1 hold of her hand, as she 
ing to the epithet. 35.] pnd. BMA). was in bed ich particulars are both 
abr. is here only. Mark's owapdfav may mentioned by Matt. and Mark: — this being 
mean ‘having convulsed him — and our one of those many cases where alteration 
text, ‘ without doing him bodily injury.’ (of xparnoag v. xep. . . . into zer. in, 

88—41.] HEALING or SIMON’S WIFE'S abr.) is utterly inconceivable. 38. | vev- 
MOTHER, AND MANY OTHERS. Matt. bp, anarthrous, being in fact predicative ; 
viii. 14—17. Mark i. 20—34. Our ac- as in all such cases of ep Matives: see ch. 
count has only a slight additional detail x. 6. up. An epithet used 
which is interesting however as giving by Luke, as a Pear ^ od LUN 
another side of an eye-witness’s evidence— roic larpoig óvo . TOV V Raren 
it is rds iwávw aùrĝs. Now this is cai picpdy tupa u 99e? de 

« Ye 
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cw.gn put, aurov" 0 Ob “evi "tkdcry avrov rdc Xetpag eweriBtic 
zvi E. eOepamevey avrovg, 4! Tip xero & Kat Sapóva awo 
221. 36. 
1 Thess. n. un rowy, * kpaZovra Kat Atyorra Öri GU ELO 

d Meit: vili. 39 e eov. 

22 . 10 TOY Xeiarov avrov eivat. 

* vioc rov 

Kai Emer tHe ouk ‘ ea aura dads, 6 Ort yoaay 
42 s yevouevnc oe N nutpac eked ov 

e noe Matt. iv. exopevOn etc fpnuov rómov, Kat ot SA ewelnrouy avrov 

(Mag 1x58 xat AO 
rs vl. 18 al. 

Matt. 4 0 roge boo hal ax avrov. 
i= Au ix. 88. 
k = Philom. 13. 

fec avroU, 

Kat Tat eri pate ic 

" Kart yov aurov rot L 
o Ob sirev mooç avrovc ore 

" eiayyeAicaeBal pe Oa ru 

\ 
3 

tms 3398 50. "g Nel L AN 44 

ide HMM 16 agi Atta ii cov, ore ert TOUTO aweora y. KAL Tew 

mch x xvi. 16. 1 5 N Knovacwy ° etc rac ouvaywyac rie "Iov&atac. ABCE F 

n Matt, aix. 89 ref. o | Mk. reff. Ma? 

11 ui 
om avre» D lat-b of f 91 

BDQX 69 Orig. ms c 
1250370. A 

Al. r£npxovro CX 1. 38 Orig. 
LMBSVXAX. 

ne lat-b f q: avr. rov xp. ey. 69 

rec eric, with ACR rel Orig: txt 
rec sOcparevcer, with ACQRZ rel Orig- mas: txt BD vulg 

kpav-yatovra Abd rel: xpaZoyra BCFK 
rec ins o Xi roc bef o vioc (gloss), with AQ rel lat-/q syre 

ne om BCDFLRXX 33 latt copt arm Orig Tert Victorin. avrov xp. tivas 

. rec (for exe%.) eZnrovy, with RR; txt ABCDQEX rel Mcion Thi Euthym. 
eweiyoy D. 

43. uc rac aua roktig and pref de pe eat (omg pe dec below) D lat-e. 
for ori &. r., €. r. yop D lat-e. bef pe B(D) latt syrr eth. 

(|| Mk), with AC(D)QR rel: txt BLN. 
rel: txt BCDLXN 1. 38. 69. 

des 
rec (for ext) ec 

rec aweoraApas (see || Mk), with AQR 

44. rec (for uç raç Gvvayeyac) sv raiç ovvaywyaic (more obvious), with ACR 

rel: txt BDQN 69 ev-y. 
wth arm: «ovóaia, BCLQR ei syr copt. 

rec yaXtAatac, with AD rel latt Syr syr-marg goth 
[There is no reasonable doubt about the 

reading of B, but the editor regrets not having looked at it himself when at Rome.] 

febr. i. (Wetstein.) Bleek doubts this, 
and e 5 only of the intensity of 
the fever. bl ade. abr. T. x. dx. 
is a detail pecullar to Luke, and J believe 
indicating the same as above: as also the 
xpáť. x. Adyowra implied in the other 
Evangelists, but not expressed. 4L] 
Aakeiv, ri . . . to speak, because they 
knew, &c.; not, ‘ to say that they knew: 
—)aXei» is never to say,’ but ‘ to speak,’ 
* to discourse.’ 

42—44.| JESUS, BEING SOUGHT OUT IN 
HIS RETIREMENT, PREACHES THROUGH- 
out Jupza. Mark i. 35—39. The dis- 
similitude in wording of these two accounts 
is one of the most striking instances in 
the Gospels, of variety found in the same 
narration. While the matter related (with 
one remarkable exception, see below) is 
nearly identical, the only words common to 
the two are «ic € Epnpoy | rómov. 42. 
ol XN = Zíuov r. oi per’ abrov, Mark. 

The great number of sick which 
were brought to the Lord on the evening 

before, and this morning, is accounted for 
by Schleierm. from His departure having 
been fixed on and known beforehand: but 
it is perhaps more simple to view it, with 
Mey., as the natural result of the effect of 
the healing of the dæmoniac in the syna- 
gogue, on the popular mind. l 
see Matt. iv. 23—25 and notes. 
qv «np... . isa formal close to this section 
of the narrative, and chronologically sepa- 
rates it from what follows. The reed- 
ing r “Iov8alag must, on 85 intelligible 
eritical principles, be adop and Tre- 
gelles can hardly be acquitted of incon- 
sistency with his own usual practice, in 

jec it. It is utterly inconceivable 
that it should have been a correction, 
seeing that Tad:haiac stands firm, with 
no various reading, in || Mark, from which 
the rec. reading here has come. (See 
however Mark i. 28, where n! has 'Iovdaíac 
for Tadd afag : and Isa. ix. A , where 
elc rà pipn rijc lovéaiag is to the 
Hebrew, by A, and one other uncial MS.) 
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m d - oo 

V. I Eytvero de P ev T TOV oxÀov 4 ewceraBat abr P Mart. xiii. 4 
= here (Joba A 9 2 a r — — 1 4 , a «4 e a 9 

kat akovey ror Àoyov rou Qeov, ' kat avroc ny tarwe A. ref) 
a a , 

ehe mapa THY * Muvnv l'evvnoaptr, ? 
[4 r ves. 17 ref. 2 Kings l. 1. 
BCDE diss Ps. ovi. 85. 

s bere 

oaly. J ob 

Kat siev Ovo ! qAoiápia xix. 8. xxi. 
bis- ch. vill. 22, 38, 88. Rev. xix. 20. xx. 10, 14, 16. xxi. 8 

fan — Cnar. V. L rec (for cas) rov, with CDQR rel vulg lat-a b & syrr copt-wilk goth: 
83. 69. txt ABLX 1 lat-c copt-schw arm. 

This view is confirmed by the fact that 
two evangelistaria here read roig Iovdaiorg; 
one, ray ‘Iovdaiwy, both being attempts 
to escape from the difficulty of rijg lov- 
d aiag; while one adopts abro», part of 
the sentence in | Mark. So far, however, 
being plain, I confess that all attempts to 
explain the fact seem to me futile. The 
three Evangelists relate no ministry in 
Judza, with this single exception. And 
our narrative is thus brought into the 
most startling discrepancy with that of 
St. Mark, in which unquestionably the 
same portion of the sacred history is re- 
lated. Still, these are considerations 
which must not weigh in the least degree 
with the critic. It is his province simply 
to track out what is the sacred text, not 
what, in his own feeble and partial judg- 
ment, it ought to have been. 

CAT. V. 1—11] THE MIRACULOUS 
DRAUGHT OF FISHES. CALL OF PETER 
AND THE 80NS OP ZEBEDEE. The ques- 
tion at once meets us, whether this ac- 
count, in its form here peculiar to Luke, 
is identical in its subject-matter with 
Matt. iv. 18—22, and Mark i. 16—20. 
With regard to this, we may notice the 
following particulars. (1) Contrary to 
Schleiermacher’s inference (Trans. pp. 75, 
76), it must be, I think, that of most 
readers, that a previous and close relation 
had subsisted between our Lord and Peter. 
The latter calls Him émordra (= pa(33i), 
and «pie: evidently (ver. 5, end) expects 
a miracle; and follows Him, with his 
partners, without any present express 
command so to do. Still all this 
might be, and yet the account might be 
identical with the others. For our Lord 
had known Peter before this, John i. 41 
fl.; and, in all probability, as one of His 
disciples. And although there is here no 
express command to follow, yet the words 
in ver. 10 may be, and are probably in- 
tended to be, equivalent to one. (2) That 
the Evangelist evidently intends this as 
the first apostolic calling of Peter and his 
companions. The expressions in ver. 11 
could not otherwise have been used. (3) 
That there is yet the supposition, that 
the 5 in Matthew and Mark may 

VoL. I. 

for x. avr. ny tr., corwrog avrov D. 
2. rec soia, with BC?D rel vulg lat-b c: txt AC'LQR 11. 33 lat-a f. wr. bef 

be a shorter way of recounting this by per- 
sons who were not aware of these circum- 
stances. But then such a supposition will 
not consist with that high degree of autho- 
rity in those accounts, which I believe them 
to have: see note on Mark. (4) It seems 
to me that the truth of the matter is nearly 
this :—that this event is distinct from, and 
happened at a later period than, the call - 
ing in Matt. and Mark; but that the four 
Apostles, when our Lord was at Caper- 
naum, followed their occupation as fisher- 
men. There is every thing to shew, in our 
account, that the calling had previously 
taken place; and the closing of it by the 
expression in ver. 11 merely indicates what 
there can be no difficulty in seeing even 
without it, that our present account is an 
imperfect one, written by one who found 
thus much recorded, and knowing it to be 
pert of the his of the calling of the 
Apostles, appended to it the fact of their 
leaving all and following the Lord. As to 
the repetition of the assurance in ver. 10, I 
see no more in it than this, which appears 
also from other passages in the Gospels, 
that the Apostles, as such, were not called 
or ordained at any special moment, or by 
any one word of power alone; but that in 
their case as well as ours, there was line 
upon line, precept upon precept: and that 
what was said generally to all four on the 
former occasion, by words only, was re- 
peated to Peter on this, not only in words, 
but by a miracle. Does his fear, as ex- 
pressed in ver. 8, besides the reason as- 
signed, indicate some previous slowness, 
or relaxation of his usually earnest at- 
tachment, of which he now becomes deeply 
ashamed ? (5) It is also to be noticed 
that there is no chronological index to 
this narrative connecting it with what 
precedes or follows. It cannot well (see 
ver. 8) have taken place affer the healing 
of Peter's wife's mother; and (ver. 1) 
must have been after the crowd had now 
become accustomed to hear the Lord 
teach. (6) Also that there is no mention. 
of Andrew here, as in v 1. 10 were wy 
would have been, if he wA Heed proni- 
(7) It will be seen heu W 
cileable either of the “Qw 

SY 
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fuU "igrora wapa thy 'Aluvmv' oi & "aAutc ar abror 
jon s " awoGavrec ür Au ra’ dcr. 3 ud & etc Ev rov 
( a * - 

w= Joha zx, wAoiwy O "v Lipwvoc * nowrnoev avrOv axo ric yn 

Zz rav, Ve OALyoy, Kabine & tk rov sAoiov idia- 
x Rev. vii. 14 

zzii. age. gxey robe OyAovc. dhe & faq’ %h Aadwy, simer 

d n TpO0c róv Lipwva P "Esxavá ya yt sc rò °PBaBoc ral E 

QUE ux ‘yaNacare ta” Sixrva wpa sc " aypay. 5 kai axo- 
bere bie 1 1 xpihele Ziuew elwev avro Exrtorära, 8. Ane VUKTOÇ 
(rofjonly. ) komidgavrec ob tAa(Qouev' “ext & rp pnmari oov! 

e intr Matt. ».'xaXace rò "Bikrvovy. © kai rovro womoavrec 'ovv- 1. 
aL PH, exe. éxAgtoay T ÀnÜoc ty db rob, “dteonacero Se rd di- d 

(rm Ps rua avrov. 7 kai "xarévevoay roic ° utrOyOtc EV TY 
57 was erépw AO Prov tr g *evAAa(XMoÜa avroig’ xai 

Gen. ra NA kal ExAncay appórepa rà wAota dere (JuOiZea0a: 

SAR MALIN A | Quen accu, Museen 
n hare oig +. iulio niim Ps. ai P). LI, Me Li ai Apa id Ca 5 14) 5 

4 q ^ Phil. iv. 8 onhy. Gen. xzx 1 Tim. vi. 9 only t. 23 Mace. xi. 4 
only 4. (-r, 9 Cor. xi. 25.) 

$vo B lat-a e copt. [aAe«c ACLQN!. rec af bef ar avre» (ar 
avrev omd, then wrongly reinserted), with AC? rel lat-c f goth: om ar avray R 

lat-5 F lq: txt BCIDL 83. rec awtmAvvay, with ACR rel: ewAvvar 
C'LQX : txt PM expr) D. 

8. iy vovv D latt. rec ins rov bef on. (fo exit rov o. below), with ACQR 
rel: om BDLN. exavayayuy bef axo ryc ync D lat-a b c.—exavayey Al. 

for oÀtyov, ocov ogoy D. rec rat ca0icac (£o avoid repetition of às, . . 
spp. de, rab. de, we ds), with ACDR rel: txt BLQ lat-a copt. rec edtdaceey bef 
ex rov xowu (for perspicuity), with ACQR rel latt : txt B(D).—for ex rov wActov, 
sy rw RO (for perspicuity, aft cabıoaç) D.—for ex, aro 1. 69. 

4. for wc, ore D lat-a e. 
5. rec ins o bef o, (from rov op. above), with AC (D) R rel: om BLA.—o rerpot 

X.—o 0t cw. awozp:ð. tirev avro D. om avrw B lat-e copt. acca 
magister D lat-a copt. rec aft oànc ins ryc, with CD rel: om ABLN 39. 131 
Cyr. ehaBapey A. ra ĉıxrva (from ver 4) BL 1 lat-c copt goth arm Ambr, 
and (but transposed to ver 6) D. or xa. r. dirr., ov py Raparovdopa: #08 
prateribo D'.—zxapacovcopery D?. 

0. for rovro wotncavreg, suÜvc yaXacavreg ra črva D. rec ixyÜvey bef 
Nor, with BD 69 latt : txt AC E copt goth arm Thl. (The osn, as Meyer 
observes, has more probably been to bring x\nOog and ro together, than to separate 
them.) rec Suppyyvuro, with X rel, Qupgyvvro A al: dueppyro C: txt BL 33, 
Üuppyo. B!.—wers ra drr pnooscOa D lat-e f Syr goth. rec ro duervoy, with 
AC rel vulg lat -b T syrr : txt B (D) L 1 lat-a c ff, l copt goth æth arm Eus. 

7. warevevoy D (perhape) gat lat-a e. rec aft peroyotr ins rose, with AC rel: 
om BDL lat-a. or NHC, Bona» D. gA80a» LN 435. [B has 
sxAncay as in text: seo table at end of prolegomena.) aft were ins nån CI; wapa 

the idea that Luke sed the Gospel of yaddow, of the director, woujoerres, of 
"s the doers of the act. 8.] m 

own. : uvov, ut peracto opere, ordinary time of fishing:—see John xxi. 
Bengel: see ver. 5. 4.] twavdyaye, 8.7 3 was b —had 
to Peter alone, who was the steersman of begun to burst. Similarly «cda, 
his ship; xaA&core, to the fishermen in ver. 7. 7.] They beckoned, on 
the ship collectively (Mey.). So below also, account of the distance; or perhaps for 
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8 Sav 88 Ti Llirpoc reockrece rote t yóvaaty * Mark ln. u 

"EEeAOe ar ab ort 
" Bán(joc yap * mtpiéax ev avróy kai wavrac | * sir. x. 38. 

an aof Ade a = bere Gay 
h. xix. 7. 

ch. iv. 36 

TOUC avy avro Er TD * a yog rv tylówv 5 Y * avvéňaßov" he Acts 
10 b” opoiwe Ka b c lákwflov kat lávvny vtoUc ZeBe ion Le 

daiov, ot Yoav © kotwwvot TQ Zino. Kai ere TOC TOY CN tv. 
E 

T" 'Incsovc My vr 

Lb. 11 k 

aro TOU vby avÜparrovc y y ch: i. 47 al, 

8 karayayourec ra wXo1a emi’ a = here only, 

ry r yiv * apivreç ravra icon abr d. 

12 i Kai € „re ty TQ eivat aurov ev mg TOV ToAEwY, Ir Sai: 

i kai (60U a avnp Th 'Aéwpac’ kai id rov ‘Inoovy, Vaii Ol 

d ch. i 48. ae te Aes Ealo: a 5 Ps. ex ii. BY e constr., Matt. x. AU Ts Mark 
xili. 26. ch. f 9 Tim. ii. 36 ouly. 3 Chros. xxv. 12. 

g tak eulx eo Ren. Ts . All. 8 onlg t. h Matt. iv. 11 al. 1 ver. 17 reff. 
e» eh. lv. I reff. l here (bis) & i only. Lev. xiii 9, 8. 

rt D Syr syr-marg. om avra D latt. 
8. for de de, o de D: iduv ĝe o 69. om rerpoc D 69 lat-a b e Syr. rec 

ins rov bef cov, with ACFLMXA 1. 83. 69: om B rel.—for yovaciw iu, avrov 
roe ro D lat-e : rote xo rov ino 1 al lat-c Syr copt. 
cao D lat- e f Syr goth. 

9. om xai xavrag rovc ovy avre D ev-47. 

aft A ins xapa- 

wv BDX goth Thi: j AC rel. 
10. for ver, ncav de kotvwvox avrov iakwßoç cat tuavygc vio: ZeBedatov o dé urey 

avro dvr «at um lem aAittc tyÜvov wotnow yap vpac R; ter D lat-e.— 
om uviovg Ceedatov rec ins o bef :9c., with AC rel: om B 

for ver, ot e akovcavrig wayra caredXenpay exes TNC yng Kat nkoXovOngcav 
aur D lat-e. ravra B (D) L 

19. for «Agpnc Aewpac, Aewpoc D. 

the reason given by Euthym. : p) q udn 
vot AaAgjoat awd rc ixwAnkEewe xai roù 
Go. 8.] Eebe &áx' ip ov, depart 
from my ship. The speech is in exact 
keeping with the quick discernment, and 
expression of feeling, of Peter's character. 
Similar sayings are found Exod. xx. 18, 19; 
Judg. xiii. 22; 1 Kings xvii. 18; Isa. vi. 5; 
Dan.x.17.. This sense of unworthiness 
and self-loathing is ever the effect, in the 
depths of a heart not utterly hardened, of 
the Divine Power and presence. Below 
this, is the utterly profane state, in which 
there is no contrast, no contradiction felt, 
between the holy and the unholy, between 
God and man. Above it, is the state of 
grace, in which the contradiction is felt, 
the deep gulf perceived, which divides 
between sinful man and an holy God, —yet 
it is felt that this gulf is bridged over, — 
that it is possible for the two to meet,— 
that in One who is sharer with both, the ey 
have already been brought together." 
Trench on the Miracles, in loc. Thesame 
writer remarks of the miracle itself, 
Christ here appears as the ideal man, the 
second Adam of the eighth Psalm ; * Thou 
madest him to have dominion over the 

112 

for cat iwy, iwy de B lat -s copt. for 

works of Thy hands: Thou hast put all 
things under His feet . . . . the fowl of 
the air, and the fish of the sea, and what- 
soover walketh through the paths of the 
sens (vv. 6, de i 10.] doy Cwypav :— 
compare, indeed Madd ella this 
miracle, the striking parallel, and yet 
contrast, in John xxi.—with its injunc- 
tion, ‘feed My lambs, ‘shepherd My 
sheep,’ given to the same Peter ; its net 
which did not burst: and the minute and 
beautiful appropriateness of each will be 
seen : this, at, or near, the commencement 
of the Apostolic course ; that, at how dif- 
ferent, and how fitting a time ! It is 
perhaps too subtle, and hardly accordant 
with the rules of emphasis, to find (with 
Mey. and Stier) a fitness in [eypéw as 
expressing the ethical catching of men. 
I prefer taking it as the word common to 
both acts—merely as cateh. 

12—16. 1 OF A LEPER. Matt. 
viii. 2—4. In Matt. placed, 
immediately aftor the ermon o on the Mt. ; 
in Mk. and here, wi 
see notes on Mt. thoat any ss 
of medical accuracy, 
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m Matt. xvi. 6 ™ weqwy Ext " mpocwsov tOtnÜn avrov Aéywv Kuou, tay ie 

aiit 21 6 OEA pe, Sbvacai pe xaÜapicai. 19 cal ” exreivaç rrjv " yetpa ^T 
piia "jaro avrov snov Oilw, keÜapiaÜnr:. Kai sue, i 
8.0% cts ! A&rpa amnAGev aw avrov. ral avrog ° wapnyysde ?* 
ammi aurp pndevi smew, acAa PaweAOwy Seitov ceauroy ry 

v. $8) al fr, ic pt, Kal  poctveyke wept rov ' kalaptsuov aov kaÜuc 
nc. a m= s e» 

Heb. Fasl, & ' mpoçiračev Mwvong, eic paprúpiov avroiç. 15 * Senpyero 
„ e, de udÀAov o Aóyoc wepi avrov, kai ouvnpyovro oyÀo 
s Matt. i. 24 1 9 , ` P} LEE Y oo » 
rf. Lav. qoÀÀot axovey, Kat ÜrpamevtaÜat« aro rov ` acÜcvaov 

t | Mt. reff. LR LT 16 > S ei y 1 — » se , „ 1 

a Ro v. 13. QUTUUV avrog & Ny " UTOYwWpWwY tv TAIÇ Epnpotc kai 
= 2 Chron . , 

x1x.6. Tho». 7TDOCEU Y OMEVOC. 
vi. 4^. T A s M L y [d e» y e - 3 a * « g 

Kat eyévero ev ? pma row ? nutowy, cal avroc y 
, A ¢ e Led * a E br 

Mac. Ót&ü Kev, Kat Nouv kaÜnuevor Papicaior kat. " vopo- €% 
, ao , , " , , - 

* OSacxaXor ol noav tAgAvÜOrsC Ex macnç kwepnnc TIC 

TaXtAaiag Kat "lovdatac Kat ‘TepovcaAnn, Kat Suvapic 

y ch. vill 22. x vii. 22. . 

only. 
w e P de 

on $ 
^; 2x. 87. 

x vv. I. 13. cb. II. 35] viii. 1 al. Gen. xxiv. 80. Rathi.1. 1 Kings xvi. 33. 
1 oaly. 8 Acts v.83. 1 Tim. 1.7 only t. 

wecey, erde, and om edenOn avrov, D lat-e. 
18. for cat err., exr. de D. for rv, Asywy (from || M?) BCDLX 33. 69 arm 

Cyr: txt A rel. for g At. to avrov, «ca0apuo0n Di lat-e. 
14. for adda avtXOwy, aTsXOs ĝe cai D lat-a e. for uc paprvpio» avro, iva 

tig poprupiov Q uν rovro D, simly Jat-a b c e ff, 0l q Mcion Epiph Tert Ambr.— 
for n, nv Di. aft avrog ins o de e nparo cnpvocey kac Óun$npaluy rov 
Aoyo were pyxers 0vvaoÜav. avrov gavepwe tc wortw ucgeAOuy, aa tw gy tv 
tpnuoic TOROIC, Kat guvipyxorro spoc avrov cas nrA\Oew warty tg Kagapvaoup (see 
|| Mk) D. 

15. o Aoyoc bef uaMMAoy DMU Syr goth eth. 
d C? rel syr goth; ax’ avrov A al: om BC'DL 1. 69 latt Syr copt avrov, wi 

eth arm. 
17. for cat avroc ny Qidaokwuy, avrov ıaccovroç D lat-c Q. 

ins os bef vouodiacraAo: B(Mai). 
noa to vopod., oHG rove ¢. x. von. D lat-e. 
papa BS copt-schw arm. 

rec aft GepawevecOar ins vr 

ins ot bef 
for r. 

for o1 neay, gcav ĝe D lat-e. 
ouvednrvorec (ovy perhaps error from -cav preceding : so Meyer) A'D t. 

69 lat-a goth. 

14.] A change of construction from 
the oblique to the direct; see reff. 

15.] The reason of this is stated in 
Mk., ver. 45, to be the disobedience of tho 
leper to the Lord's command. 16.) xal 
mposevy. is peculiar to Luke, as often: 
see ch. iii. 21 ; vi. 12; ix. 18; xi. 1. 
This verse breaks off the sequence of the 
narrative. 

17—290.] HEALING OP A PARALYTIO. 
Matt. ix. 2—8. Mark ii. 1—12. This mi- 
racle is introduced by the indefinite words, 
xai ly. lv uid r. np.: see reff. In Mt. 
viii. 5— ix. 1, a series of incidents are inter- 
posed. Our Lord there appears to have 
returned from the country of the Gada- 
renes and the miracle on the dwmoniac 
there, to * His own city,’ i. e. Capernaum. 
The order in Mk. is the same as here, and 

aft waone ins rnc B (al?). om cai ttp. to ny D: om cat 

his narrative contains the only decisive 
note of sequence (ch. iv. 35), which deter- 
mines his order and that in the text to have 
been the actual one, and the events in Mt. 
viii. to be related out of their order. 
17.] dx a. «ép. not to be pressed: as we 
say, from all parts. Suv. xvp.| 
Does this mean the power of God—or the 
power of the Lord, i.e. Jesus? Mey. re- 
marks that Luke uses x6peoc uently 
for Jesus, but always with the article: see 
ch. vii. 13; x. 1; xi. 89; xii. 42, al. fr. 
but the same word, without the article, for 
the Most High ; see ch. i. 11, 38, 58, 66; 
ii. 9; iv. 19; whence we conclude that 
the meaning ia, the power of God (work- 
ing in the Lord Jesus) was in the direc- 
tion of His healing: i.e. wrought so that 
He exercised the powers of healing: and 
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, y » 92 

..m-ron Kuoiou * ny etc ro idr avróv. l cat ioù awdpec *somtr., Ros. 
Hi. 7 e | Ld “a hd 
ABCDE gd phd ETI „Aire avÜpwrov oc ny ° wapaXeAvpévoc, b Mark vil. 4 
. kat * Einrovv pure " etceveyKeiv Kat Detvar abrov ' ivómov gredi 

33. 69. avrov. 19 kat i * eüpóvrec , olac * eicent co aurov DA 
í. 12, 

did rov oyAo», ' ava(Jávrec ! eri ro * Sopa dd rwv ! kepdü- from Isa. " 
m - 4 8 Y — n ' » * 7 J ri x pov ™ kaÜqkav avrov ovv ry “KAwdiy eig ro pésov tp- . M 

"E — 20 NEP EY ` , > ~ y d Matt. xii. 40 
weoobey rou [noov. Kat 18 THY mioty abr v erer Hat. ot 18 

Aubert, apf orrai got at apapriat gov. 2l kat nokayro ff. Acts a 
Tim. 

P BiaXoyiLesus ot yoappuaretc Kai ot Gapisatot Aéyovrec 7, He il xii. 

Tie cori OUTOC de *Aadet * Braagnuiac 5 Tic Sivarat ae ner xxi. 

auapriac ` djetvot TET Havoc o 6:006; 2 ri vobe 82 o 4 eats. T 

Insouc robe Sia oy avrov, axokpiBric. elev moog f zi is. 
avrove Ti Sao yigtoße € tv raic Kapdiatc duo; 23 7 b constr. 

ariv ebnen orepos, etre "Aetuvrai. got at ápapríat gov, | Acts x. 9. 

Tt note. cb. xi xiz. 

T n ewe ""Eyeipt Kat mipiráret ; 24 7 iva de eid pre Ort O" ow . 

vlog TOU avÜpoov E EOο, " Eye emi tne ync dpf Muta: x. 27, 
ch. XII. 8. xvii. 81 only. aen o oats. (9 Kings 5 m Acts ix. 28. : 
"a T Exod. xvii. 11. Matt. vi. 13. Lev. ty. 20. Matt. xvi. 

, q bere only. see Rev. Zii. 5. r Matt. xiv. 25 reff. s Matt. xv. 19 
rem M. 00 a: t | Mt. reff. a | Mt. Mk. John v.3. Acts ili. 6, v Matt. 

dvr. cup. gv X. for tig ro, rov D. rec (for stron) avrovg, with ACD rel latt 
syrr copt goth arm: wavrag K Cyr: txt (see note) BLE 

18. eigeveyxew bef avro» D ev-47 lat-a c e. rec om 2nd avrov, with ACD rel: 
txt BL syr-w-ob. 

19. rec ins dia bef rorac, with Scr’s q r: om ABCD rel Scr’s mss.—for ora, 
robe 69: wwe Scrsalmn s. for avaBayreg to MU, aveBnoay s. T. È. kat 
awoortyacayrec rovc Kepapoug oxov ny caOncay rov cpaSatroy ovy rw wapaduricw 

lat-ö. for rov ina., Tavrwv B. 
20. aft idw» ins o ingove CS 69 lat., Syr arm-mss, tycovg D. rec aft urey 

ins avre (gloss, as variations shew), with A rel arm; rw vagaXvrige CD lat-f 
Syr copt goth Cyr; rw avüpwrw, omg arinu ri balon, 1 al lat-a b c g, T: om BL 
83 vulg lat.. 9. gov ai ap. (from || Mt Mk) D-gr F(Wtst). 

21. aft $apicavo ins ev raiç capòiaic avrwy D lat-b È a 9. for rig 
cori ovrog oç, re ovroc D copt. rec aguevar, with AC re : txt BDZ.— 
rec ag. bef anapriag (from || MP, with AC rel vulg lat-a "EBS Tr copt goth æth 
arm: txt BDL 1 lat-c e Ambr. for povog, tig X lates syr-marg 
copt goth Cyr. om 6 

22. om awoxpibec (see || M: Mk) CD lat-a b c ff, g, L Syr-ed th. for urey 
meee avroug, Asya avroig D. for vuev ins rornpa D lat-c e l syr-jer th Cypr 

23. cov bef at ap., omg cot, D ev-48: vov at ap. cov C F(Wtst) XA: cot ap. cov, 
omg ai, A. rec eyeipaa, with UXA : txt ABCD rel. 

24. rec eEovciav exes bef o vioc rov avOpwxov (|| MZ MX), with ACD rel lat-a o e 
syrr goth sth arm: txt BKL vulg lat-b f ff, 91 0 . om rng D'A Cyr. 

then a case follows. For construction, see to adhere in such cages, where any uncer- 
reff. abréyv has eren been altered tainty exists, simply and faithfully to anti- 
to abrobc from its difficulty. It might quity, as our best ey: ting guide 
indeed be said that -ovg may have been rne of fowr, M k. 
altered to -ov from the apparent difficulty description is that, Y coer 88 
of all these mentioned needing healing. So the genitive of Nur 8 yos wonm 
uncertain are merely subjective considera- pee Y 2 Kut 
tions either way: and so necessary is it on Ne a gre un Ae ie 
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2 fixe. auapriag, elev ro " wapaledupivy Zoi Ay, Zyetpe, cat 
a 19, 90 üpac TO Audio gov mopevou eic ror n: gov". kal B's. 

E 3 Trapa nn avacrac evirmtov avriov, apac i$" 9 * kar- - E 

85 M u. Exetro awn dev et roy oikov avrov " Bok alow roy eov. Bix} 
3 Mark 26 kat ^ 
x. 40 ref. 

Exoraotc a Ae a awavrac; kat b Co TOY as 

i d % tv, «ai ° &rAno0ncav póßov, Aéyovrec Ore EI do fwapd- — 
b I. cb. li. 

vit. rw Exod. xv ' Soka onmepov. 

e Mark xvi. * 
ne Zech. 

18. 
Ts viL 16 Ovopart Asvety kaÜnusvov émi ro 

28 
Phere oni avr Ahoi pot. 

g Matt. v. 46 

h jon aly t. 
12 Mait. xix, 

b reff. 3 sis 80 „ 
ut Nem 

zay, HEVOL. 

2.4275 oT dc M avrg. 

7/ Kai perà ravra End her, kai eÜracaro tr ov 
b etÀoyi0v, kai GT 

N , k ? 
 karajurov ravra dra- 

' Ewotnaey ` „Lern. peya- 
Kat 

1 
29 Kat 

Anv Aeveic airy tv TY olxig avrov, Kai v OxAoc * rele- 
vd re kai aAAwv ot our uur avrov 

° eyoyyutor ot Paproaso kai oi ypapua- 

ak aT akti- 

P Ji rec avTov ie rove paUnrac avrov Abyovrsc Aid ti 
Gen. 
$0. Rab. pera tov " reAwvwy taliere 

mas above (1) only. wn v. 4 al. 
II ref. Num. xvi.4 

aguvat (= agecvar) DIL!, 
CD F(Wtst) LMXX 33. 69 arm Cyr Thl : 
txt ABCD rel. 
cpaBarroy (i Mk) D lat-c copt. 

. rec eg’ 
txt A B (Mai) CZ rel. 

26. om xa: exoracic to 0toy (homaotel) DMSX 69 lat-e. 
OaupBovc D?. clauses A. for goBov, 0ap(Gov DI: 

twpev R. (i0. also AB'KLMVX. 

for apac, apov D 157 latt syrr copt sth. 

„81 kai wivere; *) kat drop, 
nj Mk. Mark ziv. 8. 1 Cor. vill. 10. o Matt. xx. 

for awey, At D Tu lat-a 5 efg, wapalurise 
txt AB rel. rec syepes, with LUT: 

for MMI o, 

w (corrn to more obvious construction, see reff), with RUA 69 (1, e ail): 

transp 2nd and 3rd 
om ort D. aper C: 

- for cat pera to Avery, kat ex 0% mahiy wapa ryv Oadaccay roy acoowFouvra 
avrw oxAov edidaccey cat mapaywv edev Meve: Tow rov aMaiov. (from || ME) D. 

for eSeacaro, did, A al; ey K al. 
prolegomena) ins cadovpevoy C! 157. 
350 Jfs 9, 

8. carakanwy AELTAA 88. 
Crap) DLRZ 38. 
e copt: txt BDL 69 lat-a. 

9. rec ins o bef Rev. (with some cureive f): 
voÀuc bef reVwvw» (|) BCDLR 1. 33. 69 latt copt syrr arm: txt 

for o: to karakupavot, avaxepevwy D lat-e. 
Avei D. 
A rel. 

rec aravra, with A rel: 
rec (for gkoAovOu) neodovOncer (|| Mt MX), with ACR rel 

aft Aeveey 2 the spelling, see 
for use», Arye (|| Mt Mk) D 69 vulg 

ara» M: txt B 

om ABCDZ rel Scr's mss. 

80. o: gap. x. o ypappartic avrov bef er vtov D lat -o e.—eyyoyyvtav R. 
rec tran 

avrov Cl. 

os yo. avr. and ot gap. (|| Mk), wi 
1. 38 latt syr-jer (copt) arm.—om avrwy DFX vulg-ms lat: 

rec om rwy bef rekwywy, with V (S 83, e sil): 

goth: txt BCDLRE 
yr copt eth. om 
ine ABCDR rel. 

A rel (Syr) s 

rec aft reAwywy ins cat apaprwrwy (from ||), with ABC!R rel ves: om C!D Cyr. 

Et ver. 2; also on Arat. 24.) 
elwev r wap., probably not parenthetic : 
see in Mt. 46.] apo = 
Oavpaora, awpocdocnra, Hesych. Com- 

the close of the accounts in Mt. and 

9739. ] CALLING or Levi. QUESTION 
RESPECTING PASTING. Mt. ix.9—17. Mk. 
ii. 18—22. For all common matter,—the 
discussion of the identity of Matthew and 

Levi, &c.—8ee notes on Mt. and Mk. I here 
only notice what is peculiar to Luke. 
37.) e., not merely * He saw, but He 
loo on,— He observed. 28.) «er. 
rdvva, not merely, ‘having left his books 
and implements, but generally used, and 
importing not so much a present objective 
relinquishment, as the mind with which he 
rose to follow. 29.] This fact is only 
expresaly mentioned here—but may be di- 

pod 

Pee 
| 

Ne- 
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o Insowc einer rpòe avrouc Ov ” xprlav P Exouvory oi p Matt, vi. 8 

, bytaivovrtc ' larpov, aAXa oi ' kakoc * Éxovrsc. 32 QUK T hg 
27 sly 

AU cant Stxaiouc, Mud dpaprwrovg eig pera- do stor 
i. 10 

H ðe vow, © » am ot òè rav "poc avrov Oi paĝnrai Twávvov | Pia. i 
ba . y 7 17 y Tit. i. ib.) 

n ” mukva kai denoug motovvrat, opolwe 1 exe 

dd ol TOV Papicaiwy, ot à soi éobiovow xat rivouoiv. % . 
o & 'Incouc einer "poc avrouc My Sivacbe robe vioù 1 
-æ b = il 11 i 

Tov “vuppwvog * ev C o "vuuéioc per avrov cor «eA n 
-æ v , A mocar " vnorevaat ; 9 * eXevoovrat Òt nia, d kai orav " rel. 

e? ind 9 9 9 - e , o + 

arapbp am avrov o quudioc, rore vnorteboouoii ev "gs. 1 Tim. 7. 
. r] - e 7 Ezek, xxxi. 
éketvaic. rac diente. 9 Bey ài Kat mapa[3oA ny mpóc 8 P. 73 Mace. 

Vill. 5 only. 

avTOUC Ort oudeic Ei BNN a and inariov Katvou 8 'oxisaç * 
SK vili 

a ERU UAE ewe ináriov raatóv' ^ eL OF M kai TO kawóv 1 T 25 
uo y Phil. i 

tjo, Kat ry maap ou i guupwvnos 10 "erimus TO O eet 
Tobit vi. poner a | Mk. John v. 7. bi Mk. e | Mt. reff jet. xxxi. 
(xlvlii.) 19. d a siw, use, Amos vili. 11, 5 Gen. xii. 9. Exod. xii, 37 

there (bis) & | (Mt. w. Lr. aA e) alr. Isa. iii. 21 only. g cb. xxiii. 451 ML Mk, Mark 
S uno Me 4. ht Mt. reff. bcc bene (enr. xviii. 19 re) only. (-eneer, 

81. for cat aroxp., awoxp. de D lat-e. om ò B. for rpo¢ avrovc, avroic 
Lx 33 copt. [ad\Aa, so ABZ. | 

$2. for cAnAvOa, nàðov (||) C?D 1 Thl. (& has mA at end of a line, but AnAvla in the 
next.) for ayapreAovc, aceBeeg N.. 

83. [axav, so CDLRK 33.] rec ins dia rs bef o (from ||), with ACDRN' rel 
latt goth: om BL Nr 33 copt. aft wwayvov ins xat ot pab. rwv papioaiwy 
(|| Mk), omg opowe cat rw» gapicawy, D. for cot, paOnrac cov (|| Mi) D 
lat - c e f ff, copt goth. for eobiovoiw eai mivovow, ovdey rouvrwy voiovciv 

lat-e. 
$4. rec om in, with A rel: ins B(Mai) CDLRX 1. 83. 69 lat F syr-marg copt 

seth. Svvarra: os vios and omg wotnoas (from ||) D gat! lat-a bce f> g, wth 
Tert Ambr. t$ ogoy tyovugip rov vvupioy wed cavrwv D lat-e. rec 
vn revay (see || ME), with ACDR rel: txt BX. 

35. om «av CFL M-txt 1. 69 vulg lat-b ce f ff, 9, lsyrr copt arm: ins ABDIUE 
rel forj(with em ing) lat-a goth. 

96. rec om aro (see || Mt Mk), with ACR rel lat-a f goth Iren-lat: ins DDLXN 
1. 33. 69 vulg lat-b c e ff, g, l syrr copt Ambr. rec om oxicac (|| , 
with ACR rel latt eyr goth eth arm Iren-lat Ambr: ins BDL 1. 33 Syr (copt). 
rec oxide (see ||), with A rel vulg lat-b c f ff, g, syrr copt goth ath arm erar R: 
txt BCDLX 33 ev-y lat-a e. rec cupgwye (see ||), with E rel vulg lat? fh 7, 
goth: txt ABCDLX 33 lat-a e Mcion-e. rec om ro bef 2nd exiffA nua, with 
(D) al: ins BCLXA 1. 33. 69 ev-y copt.—om ro esiAnpa AR rel goth æth Thi : transp 
tr BRA. to end of ver D. 

rectly inferred from Mk., and remotely from Gorg. 455 0: óMyov rivóc åkia «ai oùe- 
Mt. Y See on Mt. ver. 10. 83.] On vóç, ib. Apol. 23 a: see Hartung, Parti- 
the difference in the persons who ask this kellehre, i. p. 146 f. 36.) The latter 
uestion, see on Mt. and Mk. xal part of this verse is iar, and is to be 

us ToL.: see ch. xi. 1. These prayers thus understood: “if he does, he both will 
must be understood in connexion with an rend the new g y taking out of it 
ascetic form of life, not as only the usual the iriBAua), c and the piece 123 yd 
prayers of devout men. Ihave new garment wily y ogres b ` - * a 
remarked on the striking contrast tween The common in Col ion US wd iin 
Tocat vyotevoa and vyoteicovow,on Tò cao the x, Ty 60 Ns 
Mt. ver. 15. 35. cal brav . ] yea, stands rò xaX QUN ag Bo. Aw wa cs 
days when ...: sorivag xai | wyrobe, Plat. sistent with che & 9 pa 

S” 
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3 a - eo 

k Mark vii. 33. 1 cee ori, aTo TOU Katyvou 

E Aovvrar & add’ otvov Mor tic ' aexovc Karvouc " Bly 
ipo riov. 99 kai ovdtic mwv waXatov MAN véov: At ye. yap 

paean. O Tadadc ? xproróc tari. 
felt) Jer VI. ! *'Eyévero & iv caBBary [* Sevrepox pory | -re 
T Mace i11. q constr., | Mk. vv. 6, 13. ch. M. 91. r here only f. ABT 

37. em aAA C. pnoors CTA am lat-b f q syrr goth arm. rec o seç Ei 
bef owoc, with A rel: txt BCDLMBUXA 1. 33 latt. 

for BAgrtov, BaXXAovceiy (|| M£) D Iat-a b ce 
rec at i 

waravovc D copt arm. 
38. [aA , so BCKMA 1. 69.] 

S fF. 9, yrr (copt goth?) seth Dial. 

ETATTEAION 

M s , " 
u Paw doc mada’ "u 

) * 1? , 1 > 4 ° , 8 e 
Kiop, TOUC QIKOUÇ, Kal aVTOÇ exyvOnotrat kat ot 

V. 37—39. 

9 kai ovderc * aXXa oivov vtov uç 

oe uiyye, pn o oivoç o toç 
p? à»? 
deo azo 

ins roi apéortpoc gwrr5posvra: 
(from || Mti: see digest on || Mk), with AC(D)R rel latt syrr goth (rgpowrra: D 
lat-a e): om BL 1. 33 copt. 

39. om ver D lat-a b ce ff! 1 Eus-canon(perhape). om za: B. rec ins 
erde bef Ochu (see note), with AC*R vulg lat F g, , q syrr goth; ewOvg X al: om 
BC'LN 1 copt wth arm. 
txt BLN Syr copt. 

Cuar. VI. 1. for ey. ĉe, kai ey. D lat-a e (goth P) th. 

kaivóy is to be coupled with lpáruv, not 
with iwiGAnpa. In Mt. and Mk. the 
mischief done is differently er 
Our text is very significant, and repre- 
sents to us the spoiling of both systems by 
an attempt to engraft the new upon the 
old :—the sew loses its completeness; the 
old, its consistency. $9.] This pe- 
culiar and important addition at once 
stampe our report with the very highest 
character for accuracy. Its apparent dif- 
ficulty has perhaps caused its omission 
from Cod. D and mse. of the old Latin 
version. It contains the conclusion of the 
discourse, and the final answer to the 
5 in ver. 83, which is not given in 

t. and Mk. The mévres wadacdy are 
the Jews, who had long been habituated 
to the old system ;—the wos is the new 
wine (see on Mt.) of the grace and freedom 
of the Gospel : and our Lord asserts that 
this new wine was not palatable to the 
Jews, who said ô rah x puorós écTiw. 
Observe (against De Wette, &c.) that 
even with the old reading xonorôrepog 
there is no objective comparison whatever 
here between the old and new wine; the 
whole stress is on d and Aye yáp, 
and the import of ypnorérepog is subjec- 
tive :—in the view of him who utters it. 
And even if we were to assume such an 
objective comparison, it makes no diffi- 
culty. In time, the new wine will become 
older ;— tho man will become habituated 
to its taste, and the wine itself mel. 
lowed: and the comparison between the 

rec xpyororepog (see mote), with ACR rel latt eyr: 

om devreporperre (prod 

wines is not then which is the older, but 
which is intrinsically the detter. Stier 
observes (i. 328), that the saying is a lesson 
for ardent and enthusiastic converts not to 
be disappointed, if they cannot at once in- 
stil their spirit into others about them. 
As tbe readings,—tbhe sentence 
seems to have been tampered with by some 
who wished to make it more obvious, and 
to bring out the comparison more strongly: 
eb bc being inserted, better to correspond 
with the fact, and the matter in question, 
and the comparative substituted for the 

itive: but the sentence loses much of 
its point and vigour by the change: the 
old wine is not better than the new (which 
has not been tasted), but merely good, i. e. 
good enough: therefore no new is 
sired 

Cuar. VI. 1—5.) THE DISCIPLES PLUCK 
EARS OF CORN ON THE SABBATH. Matt. 
xii. 1—8. Mark ii. 23—28. Between the 
discourse just related here and in Mark, 
and this incident, Matthew interposes the 
raising of Jaeirus's daughter, the healing 
of the two blind and one dumb, the miamon 
of the twelve, and the message of John. 

need not insist on these obvious proofs of 
independence in the construction of our 
Gospels, On the question of the ar- 
rangements, see on Matt. 1. Gevrepo- 
wpeTre)] This word presents much diffi- 
culty. None of the interpretations have 
any certainty, as the word is found no 
where else, and can be oniy ju of by 
analogy. (1) It is not altogether clear 

aft acrovg ins rer gu 
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9 « 1 LÀ 
dia roptbto h avrov Sia ‘owopinwy, Kat “EriAXov oi eati. ss. 
paÜnrai avrov kat ij, rod ` aráqvac " Vu yxovrec raic Roa t. 44 

p ~ Only. . 

rivig & rov Dapıøsaiwv ehr Ti morire & ovr , Lui Ib. ysoctv. ? 
X - 7 117 1 ` , 
ekcorw roig " oá)(Jaaw ; È kai axokpiÜric moog avroUc sig 

4. 

xi 

u f oniy. Esra 
ix. B. Ise. xviii. 7 only. v]. Mark iv. 38 bis oniy. Gen. xii. 5,6. Dzor. xxiv. 1 (xxiil. 28). 

w bere only t. X Matt. xli. 1 reff, 

on account of ite difficulty, and as not being in ||: Tischdf omite it in his let and 2nd 
editions, but restores it in his last. 
(ev- 

rel vulg lat-a f' 
Ambr.—éevripw Towre RT. 

nokarro reAXev D lat-b. 

arm. 

9. for urov, eXeyow D latt Syr. 

opt vt o C!X. 
(|| Mt Mk), with CDR rel copt arm: om ABLAA! 1. 

Meyer holds it to be spurious) BLN 1. 33. 69! 
lat-b c e f? I Syr copt mth: syr-marg notes that it is not in the copies: ins 

91.2 yr-txt goth (arm) Cas Epiph Chr Isid Thl Euthym 
rec ins rw» bef oropipwy 

ot de padnrat avrov 
rec rovc oraxvag bef cas 5o0iov, with AC? rel: txt 

BC'LR.—rove crayvac cat wyorree raiç xepowwv ga€ioy D lat-(a) e f Syr copt eth 
xpo. ins avrwy CM! lat-b c e Syr copt-wilk sth Ambr. 

rec aft ew. ins avrose (supplem, cf varr 
and ||), with AC°R rel; avrw D: om BC'LX 1 lat-a c e copt. 
ecde ri 9toi0v0tv ot pabnraı cov roic saBBacty (|| Mt ME) D. 

for ri wore, 
rec aft eZeorty 

ins woury (from || Mt), with AC rel lat-g syr copt goth arm; aft sa(38., L Syr: 
om BDR 69 latt arm. 
om BDLRU 1. 69. 

that the word ought to be here at all :— 
see var. readd. Schulz su it to have 
arisen from putting er two sepa- 
rate glosses, in the margin of some MSS., 
one devripy, the other porq :—originally 
inserted,—the first, to distinguish this 
sabbath from that in ch. iv. 31,—the 
latter, from that in ver. 6. (2) Chry- 
sostom, Hom. xxxix. on Matt., p. 431, 
says, ó dé Aovkág pnoiv E aaBjárq dev- 
rtpomparq. ri di loriv, ly Sevrepoxpe- 
Tw; Sray Uri 9 apyia y, kal rob caf 
Barov rob xkvpiov, cai iripac éoprzjc dia- 
Seyouivync. Paulus and Olsh. also take 
this interpretation. (3) Theophylact un- 
derstands,—a sabbath, the day before which 
5 had been a Feast-day. 
4) Isidore of Pelusium, Euthymius, and 

others, think that the first day of unlea- 
wened bread is meant, and is called dev- 
tepor., because it is devripa roù macya, 
which had been slain on the evening be- 
fore. (5) Scaliger and Petavius inter- 
pret it to mean the sabbath following the 
second day of the Passover, from which 
the seven weeks to Pentecost were reckoned. 
This has been commonly followed ; but is 
liable to the objection that the assumption, 
cd. devreporp. = cadB. rc ESopadog 
cevrepoxpwrov = caf. ric i80. mporngc 
perà riy Qevrépay rev áLópwuv, is an un- 
justifiable one. (6) To omit many other 
conjectures, I may mention that Wieseler 
(Chron. Synop. der 4 Evv., p. 231 ff.) sug- 
gests that it may mean the first sabbath in 
the second of the cycle of seven years, 

rec ins ev bef ro« oa. (|| 4t), with AC rel vulg lat-g, ,: 
roc BO bef o ovx t£ioriy D lat - e. 

which completed the sabbatical period. 
He shews, by a from the xfjpvyua 
Iirpov (Clem. Alex., Strom. vi. 5, p. 760 
P.), that the Jews did call the first 
sabbath of the year vrp&rov—Aand that the 
years were reckoned as the first, second, 
&c., of the septennial cycle (see a decree of 
Jul. Cæsar in Jos. Antt. xiv. 10. 6). Thus 
the first sabbath of the first year would 
be wperómQwro» or mperov, that of the 
second devreporpwroyv, &c. And accord- 
ing to his chronology, which fixes this in 
A.U.C. 782, this year was the second of the 
sabbatical cycle. If we follow this con- 
jecture, this day was the first sabbath in 
the month Nisan. The point so much 
insisted on, that this must have been after 
the presentation of the first-fruits which 
took place on the 16th of Nisan,—on 
account of the prohibition in Levit. xxiii. 
14,—is of no weight, as it is very uncer- 
tain whether the action mentioned here is 
included in the prohibition. As re- 
gards the analogy of the word, ĝevrepo- 
excirn, sometimes cited from Jerome on 

Ezek. xlv. is not to the point: for that 
word represents the fact that “ rursus ex 
ipsis decimis Levitew, hoc est inferior 
ministrorum gradus, decimas dabant sa- 
cerdotibus:" so that it was not ‘the 
second-tenth,”’ as WON us but a tenth of 

a tenth,—a second QUE of a — 

eX. T. ` 8 

Luke: rubbing tha ùA gem oper 
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y | Krses xxi. drev ö Inooõc Ovài Touro aviyvwre 07€ ewolnoey Aaus? 
a bere onig t- * owore emelvagey aur oc cal oi per avrov óvrec 3 ; 4 we 

ci ci d ete vOv oixov TOU Osov Kai roùç * aprovç THC 

` wpobicewe AH Epayev, kai I dc: roic per aurem and 
ode OUK titor paye» & un povouc robe tepeic 5 ? kai La 

b constr., ver. 1 Ae yer auraic ere Kúpióç EGT(» o viOC TOU avłowrov Kai IT 

e sonst. » Esth. voU oa[3Barov. * Eytvero de [cai] s ev ripy saBBárw a 

a Mk. reff. 

oL Jobn v.8 
eff). ti ct A ety avróv stc riv uva yeryiv Kat tönen, 

* kat 5 x abroõ n Odd 5 qv * Enpa. 

m * mapernpovyro & of ypauparttc Kai oi Papicaior t €v 

o =I Mh. a. 
3. Acts ix. üvÜpwmoc éket 
24 (Gal iv. 
10) only. d 

9. for ca: ar., aw. 0s D. om o bef 110. B. 

kai ir 

0 10. erer bef «poc avrovc 
AC? (D) KMRX 69 Syr, o eno. tur. avroic 1 lat-c f F.: oigo. rp. a. ur. L vulg syr 
5 11 TP. a. o 196. tx. 33 

L. (om rovro HL.) 
83 defective.) 
yr copt eth: ins ACH rel syr goth. 

th arm.—eAeyew D. 
for orore, ore (|| Mt Mk) BCDLXA 1. 69: txt AR rel. 

for per’ avrov, ovy avrw D. 

for ovós, ovdexore (|! Mt) 

om ovreg (|) BDLX 1. 33. 69 

4. for we, mwc (from || Mt Mk) L R(Treg expr) X 1. 33. 69 copt arm: om BD 
Mcion-e: txt AC rel tice » D. wposGicewe D- rec (for syr. 
m) Aa BY car, with AC?R rel latt syr goth: om Yi 905 T R DÉI 1. 69 syr-jer sth 
arm Iren-lat Thi-ms: txt BC'LX (88 Syr-copt, appy) Th 
was (|| ME), with ADR rel syr ath Thi-ms: om 1 uS Syr 
Thl-ed Ambr. for ove, ow D. 
mm) lat-b c e f Syr Iren-lat Ambr. 
goth.—povov» RA. 

rec aft edc ins 
un 

for sEsoriv, čov ny o DM gat(with 
uovoic Torc upevow (|| 110 D al 8 

5. D reads this ver aft ver 10, and instead of it here, ry avrg nptpa Ocacaperos 
Tiva epyalopevoy rw oaBBarw «xev avre avOpwre s pey oidag ri Totti pacapoc 
6 is de pn odac execaraparog Kat wapaBarne e rov vopov. 

om 2nd cas B(Mai, expr) Syr. 
om or: B 1 sth 

TOU gaBBarow bef o vtoc rov avOpwror, 
um omg sas (|| Mt), B; similarly Syr copt wth. (There is no doubt about the reading of 

e error in the table at the end of the 2nd Roman edition is easily corrected by 
dps ed. 1 and Bch.) 

6. for the ver, «cat tigeAÜovTroc avrov mav eic rg» cuvaywyny dafflare, ev 3 
sg» avOpwrog Enpay dx Ty» xtipa D. om Ist ca: BLX 1. 33. 69 lat-a b ee 
Jag, l Syr copt eth arm Cyr: ins AR rel vulg lat-g T goth. rec ese bef 
avUpwsoc (|| Mk), with A rel vulg lat-a c &c goth: txt BLR í. 33 copt Cyr. 

T. rec wapernpovy (|| Mk), with E rel: txt ABDLMRXA 1. 33. 69 Cyr. ree 
aft rapir. ins avrov (from || Mk), with BDLX (88, e sil) 69(sic) syrr copt seth arm 

: om AR rel latt goth Th] Tert. 

Thy disciples, &c. 3.] ofS .... 
Have ye not read so much as this! 
E. V.: i. e., Are ye so utterly ignorant 
of the spirit of Scripture?’ see Mark xii. 
10, where the same expression occurs. 

The remarkable substitution in D 
for ver. b seems to be an interpolation, but 
hardly an invention of a later time. Ite 
form and contents speak for its originality 
and, I am disposed to believe, its authen- 
ticity. 

6—11.] HEALING OF THE WITHERED 
HAND. att. xii. 9—14. Mark iii. 1— 
6. See on Matt. 6.) The circum- 
stances related in ch. xiv. 1—6 are very 
similar to these; and there Luke has 
inserted the question of Matt. vv. 11, 12. 

om ĝe D om t» (||) DK am 69 copt. 

I should be disposed to think that Mark and 
Luke have preserved the exact narrative 
here. Matthew, as we see, describes tbe 
watching of the Pharisees (roàc deadoyie- 
pods aùrăv, Luke, ver. 8) as words acta- 
ally spoken, and relates that they asked 
the question: which certainly arises from 
an imperfect report of what took 
the question itself being verbatim that 
which our Lord asked on that other occa- 
sion, Luke xiv. 8, and followed by a 
similar ap about an animal. There 
can hardly be a doubt that in Matthew’s 
narrative the two occurrences are blended : 
and this may have taken place from the 
very circumstance of the question about 
an animal having been asked on both oc- 
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TQ sappáre hepa rebel, iva f evpwotv e Karnyopety avrov. f see ch. v. 19 
auròç dd jóu rove “StaAroyiopovg avrov, sev & r 

- g John v. 45 
Ww reff. 

b Matt. xv. 10 
— avópi TU ° Enoay EX ovrt rij x tip Eyetpt Kat orn: Tu e i a3 * a » a Td 

BDE sic TO ) u£GOy. Kai avacrac Eory. 
LMSU ¢ 1 £ y 
XTAA 
83. 69. 

on n 
29.5 

a , * » — e >» k ^ x -æ , 

rpg avrovc Emtsowro vpac “a teary rep o Bar 

! ayaSoroinoat n 'kakosorcat, Yuyny owca n ar- 

oAícai ; 9 kai 

avr "Exravov riv ytipa aov. 
ekartaraUm ù yep avTov. 

lat-a b c ff, l 
defective.) , 

11 

g e » — 
absol, — Matt. eire ouv o Inaouc! beol, Ma 

1 k Mk. (ref.) 
m « Matt. 1 Xl. 

41. xxti. 7 al. 

? vepiJAejáusvoc wavrag avroUc elrty I. 4 
e 4» , 1 , Mt. rel. 
o & Eroinasv, cal ar- ^ t 

aurot de P erAnoOnaay est iv. 28 

rec Orpaseva (from || Mk), with B rel copt: txt ADL. (R 
rec carnyoptay (easier construction), with A rel copt arm Cyr Thl: 

carnyopyoa: D: txt BSX 1 am(with fuld forj gut) lat-g, g goth. (R def. 
ins tar! bef avrov F(Wtst) KLR 33 syr-marg copt arm Thl. ) 

8. for née, yewwoxwy sciens D lat-b. 
A rel syr goth wth: M D lat-d f copt 
avdpt) avOpemw (|| Mk), with A rel: om D: txt BL 1.38 wth Cyr. 

rec eyespat, with S(e sil) P: «syupov D: txt AB rel. 
wai) o de (see below, ver 10), with A rel syr: 

ex. E. D 33. 
peow D lat-a b c. rec (fo r 
txt BDLX 1. 33 latt (Syr) copt goth æth got 

9. for ovy, de (see || Mt, ver 11) BDLN 33. 69 latt goth sth: om Syr 
txt A rel syr. om o bef (gc. B. 
with AD rel lat-a b e ff, 9, 4 

rec (for &) re (error), 
8 

syrr eth arm: txt BLN 157 vulg 
with A rel lat-g syrr goth: txt B 

l copt Cyr Aug.— [rec vpac re, with al lat-g syr: vga re AEKMSTA Syr 
rec roc Ba, with A rel vulg-ed lat - a 

ion-t: txt BDL am(with fuld em forj) lat-o e ff, (1?) 

rec (for ux. de) cat eur. (|| ME), with 
: txt BLX 1. 33. 69 lat - a. rec (for 

Tw T. X. 
e» TO 

A torun D. 
t arm: 

rec exspwryngw (see ch xx. 3, Mk xi. 29), 
lat-e f l copt goth. 
LN 167 vulg lat-a c 

Jf syr copt-wilk goth arm 
Aug. (lat-5 defective. 

for azo\scat, awoxrevat (from | Mk) A F(Wtst) rel lat-e Syr-ms syr meth : txt 
BDLX 1. 69 vulg lat-b c &c S yr syr-marg copt goth arm Mcion-t. (lat-a def.) 
add o: às sowawy (from || Mk) D A(-rovy). 

10. avrovc bef xavrac 
DXA 1 lat-a bce ff, layr 
(I| Mt Mk), with Six 
goth arm-ed Thl. 
copt goth sth arm. 
goth wth arm. 

arm 

X lat-b e f. ff, q Syr. 
arm: ner opync 69 al. 

1. 33. 69 latt syr-marg copt sth arm-mss: txt AB rel syrr 
for exotncer, sEerever (|| Mt ME) DX 1. 69 latt Syr syr-marg 

rec adds ovre, with K syr-w-ob: om ABD rel latt syrr copt 
rec azo«artora0n, with BU: awocarecrn 1: txt AD n 

rec ins vying (from || MZ), with E rel: om ABDKLQUXA 1. 33 latt syrr copt goth 
Thi. rec adds wc 9 aAÀ (from || Mt), with AQ rel lat-5 c f 9, , syrr 

wth arm; ec cas 9 aà. D1: om BL 33 vulg lat-a e ff, l copt. D ad 

ins ev opyn bef ure (|| Mk) 
rec (for avrw) rw avOpwre 

goth 
ds cas 

eXeyey avrog ori cuptog eariy o vioc Tov avOpwrov cat rov caBParov. 

casions; Luke omitting it here, because 
he reports it there— Matthew joining to it 
the question asked there, because he was 
not aware of another similar incident. 

4 Set. is a mark of accuracy, and 
from an eye-witness. 9.] The words 
in the rec. text, iw. upüg ri It eri, admit 
of two constructions according as they 
are punctuated: ‘I will ask you what ss 
allowable on the sabbath,—to do good, or 
to do evil P? (ix. op. ri EE. c. r. A.); or, I 
will ask you a certain thing: Js it,’ &c. 
(Um. ùp. rv FE. c. r. A.) This latter is pre- 
ferable, both on account of the future 
éwep., and of its similarity to iperncw 
ùpăç cdyw Aóyor, ch. xx. 9. But the 
reading in the text is much preferable to 

either. After the question, Mark adds ol 
62 iow wy—2s they did after the question 
just referred to in ch. xx., because they 
were in & dilenms, and either answer 
would have convicted them. 10.] 
Mark adds per’ ópysic NATO ivi 
T) *wp«cu ric capòiag avrév—one of 
the most striking and graphic descrip- 
tions in the Gospels. It was thus 
that He bere (see Matt. vii. 17), even 
wbile on earth, our sins and infirmities. 
Their hearts were hardened,—but He 
grieved for it. 11.] dvolas. It does 
not appear that this word can ever mean, 
as in some former editions, ` dess, 
rage of a senseless R 1. mW it doa 
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„ 1 avoiac, cal SteAaAouy rp aA MAοον Ti av womeauy 1; 

rch. ym .ty Insov. 

kai Ort ty vero nutpa, - 
* ikAcLauevoc ar 

. ixzvL » € 3 - * Syam." in; Eyévero t tv raiç mptpatc ravrate Cc A berv "E: 

thema tic TO Opoc mpoctUGacÜai, kai v. ‘ StavuKrepevey Ev ry 
0 % on -~ P "I 

jo. 9.1.1. " mooceux9 rou Ütov. 18 

Ex t$ovnctv roUc puaÜmrdc avrov, xai 
Nom. v» e a 1? 7 ,* P 14 , 

QE. 9. ^ avrov Swdeca, oUc kat amogróAovc wvonastv, Zipwva 
One E $ Ov xai cvónagev Ilergor Kat AvBpfay roy ar gor 
vd vil. 7. 
5 avrov, xai "laxwov K ‘Iwavyny, kai ®idurwoy xai 

Lets l. 3 dl. Gen. vi. 2. 

ll. for d. Aa NOD, BtedoyeZovro D. 
Byr-w-ob. rec wotncaay, with E rel, -cay QX: 

aft ro MHM, ̟  ins Ayo reg AM 
-:tuv A: txt BLA 1. 33(exc). 

69.—for re av wot. Tw 190., wwe aroXtowory avrov (see | Mt Mk) D. 
19. for ravratc, extivaic D copt. rec for ek Ade avrov, sEgAOsv (bocause a 

lection begins with the word), with Q rel Cypr: txt ABDL 33 lat-e, c£eX0esw but om 
avrov X. (lat - a defective.) 
dev D. 

18. for wpoced., epwvnoev D 1 Eus. 
14. ins rpwroy bef eiuwva D. 

for rpoccevEacGar, cat mpocrvyto8a: D. 

for wvopacey, exadecey D al Eus. 
for wvop. rerp., werp. exwvopacey D. 

rec om xat bef ia«., with AQ rel vulg lat-e f ff, 9,2 copt goth: ins BDKLA 33. 69 
vulg-ms lat-a 5 c Syr arm. 
Boavnpytc o eoriwv vioi (povrgc (see Mk iii. 17) D. 

aft wwavyny ins rov adedgoy avrov ove trevepacy 
rec om zat Nutro. 

with AQ rel vulg lat- f V 91.3 Ir copt goth: ins BDL 33 lat-s b c Syr eth 
arm Eus. 

Thucyd. iii. 48, there carelessly referred to. 
The proper meaning, ‘senselessness,’ 
‘wicked folly,’ must be kept to. See 
Ellicott's note on 2 Tim. iii. 9, to which I 
owe this correction. Bu éA.— viz. 
the Pharisees and Herodians: Mark ver. 
6, where see note. 

12—19.] CALLING AND NAMES OF THE 
TWELVE APOSTLES. Peculiar (in this 
form) to Luke: see Mt. xii. 15—21; Mk. 
iii. 13—19. We may observe that Mt. 
does not relate the choosing of the 
Apostles, but only takes occasion to give 
a list of them on their being sent out, ch. 
x. 1 ff.; and that Mk. and Lk. agree in 
the time of their being chosen, placing it 
immediately after the healing on the 
sabbath,— but n no Aid definite note 
of time. er d T. fp. T. is vague 
in date, and may belong to any part of the 
period of our Lord’s ministry now before 
us. I believe it to be a form of acknow- 
ledgment on the part of the Evangelist, 
that he did not know exactly into what 
part of this period to bring the incident 
so introduced. Indeed the whole of this 
paragraph is of a supplementary and 
indefinite character, serving more as a pre- 
face to the discourse which follows, than as 
an integral part of the narration in ite pre- 
sent sequence. This of course in no way 
affects the accuracy of the circumstances 

therein related, which nearly coincide in 
this and the cognate, though independent, 
account of Mark. ipe eir — viz. from 
Capernaum. TÒ Spog—see on Matt. 
v.l. spores see note on ch. v. 16. 
x. hv Sav... . and spent the night in 
prayer to God, see E. V. The whole con- 
text, and the frequency of the objective 
genitive (seo Winer, § 80. 1, 6), 
should have prevented the Commentators 
(Hammond, Olearius, &c.) from making 
the blunder of imagining wposevyy here to 
be & proseucha or house of prover : see 
note on Acts xvi. 18. 
p. aùr.) expressed in Mark, 5 
obe ij Ae abróc—i. e. He su to 
Him a certain larger number, out of whom 
He selected Twelve. We are not to sup- 
pose that this selection was now first made 
out of a miscellaneous number—but now 
first formally announced; the Apostles, 
or most pl e had each their 
special individ ng to be, in a pecu- 
liar manner, followers of the Lord, before 
this. v] not at a previous, or 
puse) cadis period, as Schleiermacber sug- 

ts . p. 89); but a£ thes fime. 
ark (iii. 14) gives t e substance, without 

the form, of the word éáwóécrolog— 
iwoinoey dwlecaitva..... dwoordAg 
abrode xnptoceuy . 14] On the 
catalogue, see notes on Matt. x. 1 ff. 
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BapBoAopaiov, !5 xai Ma@@aiov xat Owpav, “laxwPov 245 17. 
, , ‘ , * , 7 s B. 1 Cor. xiv. Al$aiov kai Lipwva róv KaXovpevoy "ÜnAwrüv, 16 kal 12 on 
93 7 , , y’ , ® * A 3 ie v Pec in lovdav 'laxco[Jov, kat ‘lovdav 'lokapwÜ oç eyévero i$ ipai 
y , 17 ` * , > = » 2 s , 2 Macc. iv. 2. 
por ne, Kat xaru[Jac ptr aurov korn EML TOROV LXXalways 

es iow -~ - L| E ` 

* wedwov, Kat AO uaÜnrov avrov, kai mÀnÜoc mody Exod xx 5 
— X - , M , - 1 8 [4 * 1 Xn y dere only of 

Tov Aaov aro waonc ric lovdatac cal lepovcaA np kat? judas. Lots 
i s , 4 s — a Y 0 , - vit. 52. 

tic “wapaXiov Tüpov Ka Lidwvoc, oi nÀÜov axovsar sTim.u.« 
~ 1 - , — 7 3 ~ $31 e p? : 

avrov kat tabnvat azo rov voowy aurov, 18 kat oi E- 1 
7 9 , » only. 

(e19e- oyAobpevor “aro mvevparwy akaaprwv ° £Ütpamtvovro. = Festen. 
wrevov- 1 - € y 27 @ ; - €. , Deat. iv. 43. 

s 19 kai wag o oyÀoç Er asriaÜat avrov, ori * Òuva- ere n 

U a Gen IIA. 18. 
ILL MA 9 7 22 LZ , . 90 1 av ò ; pes siz. 

suv x MC Tap aurov e py ero kat i aro mavrac Kal QUTOC | Deat..7. 

AA 1l. only. Gen. xlviii. 1 al. c ch. v. 15. vil. g1. vili. 9. d — Matt. xii. 46 reff, 

3. 69. € = Matt. xiv. 2 reff. 

15. rec om Ist cat, with AQ rel vulg goth: ins BDL lat-a b c l q Syr copt eth arm 
Eus. aft Ouuav ins row emixadoupevoy didvpow (see John xi. 16; xx. 24; 
xxi. 2) D. ins xai bef arg DIL 33. 69 lat-a b cl Syr copt eth arm: om 
AB D?.gr Q rel vulg lat-e f f3 g, syr copt-ms goth. rec ins roy rov bef 
aAeatov (from Mk iii. 18), with rel goth: om BL 1. 33. 69 arm. 

16. rec om Ist cat, with A rel am(with em forj ing per tol) lat-e fg, q syr goth: 
ins BD F(Wtst) LQ 69 vulg-ed lat-a b c ff, 1 Syr copt eth arm. rec vxapiwr ny 
(I| At), with AQ rel (Mcion,-e) : om lat-a b: txt BL 33 Mcion,-e, exapw0 D vulg 
lat -e f g, l Syr. rec aft oc ins ca: (from || Mt Mk), with AD rel syr goth: om 
BL latt Syr copt eth arm Mcion,-e. 

17. aft oxAoc ins zoAuc (usual addition) BL 1 Syr: om ADQ rel vss. om 
rnc [aft xa] D F(Wtat). for tepove. c. r. T. rup. k. 0t0., aud soAtwy D. 

for o gÀOoy, eAnrvOorwy D. 
18. rec (for evoyA.) oxAoupevor, with DQ rel: txt ABLN 1. rec (for aro) vro 
. th X 69 (KU 1.38, e sil) : txt ABDQ rel. rec ins xa: bef 
&Üspartvovro (from the same misunderstanding which produced the reading vro), 
with X rel syrr goth: om ABDLQ 38 latt copt æth arm. 

19. rec etre, with ADQR rel vulg lat-a c ff, 9, syr: txt BLN am lat-b e f Syr 
goth. for amrso0a:, ayaoc0c [= aac0ai| D. 

20. om avroc D lat.e. om 2nd avrov D al lat, Orig, Thl. aft «rwxot 

18.] Io lane - usually, and I be- cannot doubt that we have the whole dis- 
lieve rightly, rendered Jude the brother of course much as tt was spoken; the con- 
James: see Prolegg. to Jude. On the  nexion is intimate throughout; the ar- 
question who this James was, seeon Matt. rangement wonderfully consistent and 
x. 3, and xiii. 55. 17.] Having de- admirable. Here, on the other hand, the - 
scended from the mountain, He stood on 
a level place—i. e. possibly, as has been 
suggested by some, ona flat ledge or shelf 
on the side of the mountain; but more 

discourse is only reported in fragmente— 
there is a wide gap between vv. 26 and 
27, and many omissions in other parts; 
besides which, sayings of our Lord, be- 

naturally below the mountain: see on longing apparently to other occasions, are 
Matt. v. 1. Whether Luke could thus inserted; see vv. 39, 40, 45. At the same 
have written with the Gospel of Matthew time we must remember, that such gnomic 
before him, I leave the reader to judge: sayings would probably be uently ut- 
premising, that is, the identity of the two tered by Him, and might very likely form 
discourses. 19.] Luke uses the same part of this discourse originally. His 
expression, of power going forth from our teaching was not studious of novelty like 
Lord, in ch, viii. 46. that of men, but sy. VADE «Wn authority, 

20—49.] SERMON on THE MouNT(?). as He did, He „nd doubtless otter 
Peculiar (in this form) to Luke, answering again and again , \ BAM A AC 
to Matt. v.—vii. On the whole question of tences when oce, "A, 7 oe SK 
the identity or diversity of the two dis- may have arisen ,. NA o 0 e 

courses, see on Matt. v. 1. In Matthew I arrangement ol... a X o^ oO, 

NV 
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2. xvii. 8 „ rägcae rove opOudrpovc avrov tic robe paĝnràc avrov 
[Mat v.6 "* deyew Maxápiot oi * wrwxXot, ort Uneripa i ioriv n Baordsie:. 2— 

. Christ. 

1 ver. 38 only. rou tov. 

(matt, eo 

1 Mati- {Tiig apopiawow pac kal 

pakápiot ot ru rec vir, ori" oprao- *. Pen 

> veobe. pakaptot oi i kAatovrec vvv, ort ! yeXacere. 
tol fort Orav panasisty Upac ot arÜpemo,, Kai Orar 

o xeidio wor kai 

paxa- 

E ex [Bá ety ro 
LAS only: owoja Univ we movnpóv tveka rov viov TOU avOpirx ov. 

Plato, Crito, 
ee n xápnre ev exelvy rp népe Kai " akiprioare" tou yap Es Ene 

41.42 0 ° peaBoc Univ rode EV T op card rd avra 177 
Big. 

ES yop P E rolouv rote rpopùᷣraic oi warépec abr. 24 4 An- puis 

Ter, 36, 2 ovat Upiv rote wiousior, 5 Ore " awéyere uud ' wapacAnow 205 
ch. 1. 49 re 
TX CN vucv. ” ovai òù ni ot  turemAgopntvot vuv, Ore weevacert. 
94 al. Gir. xlv. 29. r Matt. v 9, 6. Phil. iv. 18. Gen. xliii. 98. ach. H. 35. 2 Them. K. 

Isa. xxx. 7 t ch. I. 68 reff, 

ins rw ees (|| ME) QX 1. 88. 69 gat lat-a c f syr-jer goth arm: om ABDR rel 
ma lat-b a e f Qva PYET copt Mcion-t Orig Eus Cyprexpr. Ambr-comm. 

transp 1st and 2nd clauses syr-jer. 
2$ posed (itactem 7) DPXA. 

and «ca wow D lat-a b c ff, g, | Cypr,. 
28. rec (for yapnre) xaipere (more 

(PQ, Tischdf) RZ rel Scr’s mss. ( 
ro ovpave, roc ovpavoic (|| Mt) BR 65 lat-e f goth T am 

(for ra avra) ravra, with EKLMUPA, ravra APR rel vulg lat-b copt 
goth Orig: txt BDQX 33 lat-a e e Syr copt(appy) arm Mcion.e. 

rec om 1st vv», with ADP rel latt Syr Iren- 

rec 

D.gr 64 lat-a Ambr. 
25. om let vp Æ 1. 69 Tert. 

om 2nd vpac D. 

piss with (some cursive ?) Chr,: txt ABD 
0 

transp overdiowety 

v yap, pe for | 2^ D 6-pe Syr. 
bet ADPQX rd. 

om 2nd yap 

lat Mcion-t : ins BLQRXA'AX 1. 33. 69 lat-f syr-w-ast copt goth eth arm Thl. 

because sayings known to have been uttered 
together at one time, might be thrown to- 
gether with sayings spoken at another, 
with some one common link p con- 
necting the two groups. 
ToUs p.) The discourse was xb tide 
disciples generally, —to the Twelve par- 
ticularly, to the people prospectively ; 
and its subject, both here and in Matt., 
is, the state and duties of a disciple of 

wrexol] To suppose that 
Luke’s report of this 5 refers only 
to thie world’s poverty, &c.—and the 
blessings to anticipated outward prosperity 
in the Messiah’s Kingdom (De Wette, 
Meyer), is surely quite a misapprehension. 
Comparing these expressions with other 

es in Luke himself, we must have 
concluded, even without Matthew's report, 
that they bore a spiritual sense; see ch. 
xvi. 11, where he speaks of ‘the true 
riches,’ and ch. xii. 21, where we have 
els Gedy wAourGy. And who would apply 
such an interpretation to our ver. 21? 

See on each of these beatitudes the 
corresponding notes in Matt. $ Bec. 
7.0.) = 9) Bac. r. obpava» Matt., but it 
does not thence follow that obpavol = = 

ae but the two are different ways of 
ting the same kingdom—the one by 

ita situation—in heaven, where ita rp 
is (h) vw ‘Iepovoadny, Gal. i iv. 26), the 
other by Him, whose it is. ] 
&doplowow and ixBáA. must not be un- 
derstood of Jewish excommunication only, 
but of all kinds of expulsion from society. 

TO by. óy.—literal: your name :— 
either yonr collective name as Christians, 
—to which Peter seems to refer, 1 Pet. iv. 
14—16 ;—or, your individual name. 
23.) dv èx. 7. An., not in the most solemn 
sense of the words (see Matt. vii. 22), but 
in the day when men shall do thus to 
you. 24.] Of course (see Prolegg. 
ch. i.) I cannot assent to any such view as 
that taken by Meyer and others, that 
these ‘ woes’ are inserted from later tra- 
dition (geboren zur Formation der Mpera 
Ueberlieferung); in other words, 
never spoken by our Lord at all: [der 
we must suppose that they ought to 
follow Matt. v. 12, which is from the 
context most improbable,—or that they 
and perhaps the four preceding beatitudes 
with them, were on some occasion spoken 
by our Lord in this exact form, and so 
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, A e p - 1 

ovat oi yeÀovrtc vuv, Ori * wevOnoere kat ' kAabaere, 22 1 (e£) 
26 ovat Grav cad de una eimwotv vdvrte oi avOowror e 8 

card rd avrà yip Pe Ewoiovy roi Verdon popiraie ot "e. arm 

marépec aurwy. 7? adda vw déyw roĩe axobousw, x CE vil. 16 
ayarare robe EyApouc ù Univ, KaAwe TOITE Toig proovot 72 . 
vuac, 28 75 evAoyeire TOUC " karagwpivouc vuac, mpocet- s Ron. p 3" 

Neobe mepi roy P exnoeaZovrwy v v uãc. r rbrrouri ct . t, (seo 
eni tiv © cta-yóva  mapexe Kai r- amv, kai amò rob f 1 Abe 

iv. 184. 
° atpovróc Tov dj ináriov kat TOV Xirova p . uoa ge. b (Matt. aod 

30 arri ee TQ 8 atrouvri st did ov: kat amo rov ° atpovroc liis ui. 
Ps. 31 cal cab LE iva rot ù din, 8 an) 

32 Kat ti * oniy: 15217 

Rane 663. e = Matt. xi. 43. xxv. 98,29. Isa. v ai. Ges. 
Elli. 8. pou. 5 T here (ob. xil. 20 v. cds Deat. xv. 2, 3. 

i vv. 23, 26. =m Matt. AI. 28, &c. ] «^ Bir. xx. 16. see ch. xvii. 9 reff. 

rec aft 2nd ovas ins vysy (as above), with ADPQR rel latt Orig-lat, Hil: om BEL (S) 
X 1. 69 Iren. lat Orig. om o: ysÀ. vvv B. 

26. rec aft ova: ins vn, with DA 69 lat-b Syr th arm Iren - lat Chr.: om 
ABPQRZ rel vulg lat-a c syr goth Orig-lat Mcion- Chr, Thl Ambr. vuac 
bef cad BE 83 lat-e g.—e:mwoww bef vpac AHL 38 vulg-ed(not am ing) Syr 
Iren-lat.— for vnac, vat» D al vulg lat-a c: om 69. om rare (perhaps as 
seeming inconsistent with the other member of the comparison, oi rar. avr.) D F(Wtat) 
LSVTaA vulg-ed Syr sth Mcion-t Mac Thl Euthym : ins ABPQRZ rel am(with fuld em 
forj ing mt per) lat-a b c e f ff, g, | syr copt goth (arm P) Iren-lat Tit-bostr Chr, Ambr 
Aug Bede. rec (for ra avra) ravra, with AP rel vulg lat-b F ff, syr Iren. lat 
Tert: txt BDK RX 83 lat-a c e Syr copt goth. (Q defective.) om yap D 29 
am(with fuld em forj ing mt per tol) lat-a be e f Ia 7; | Mcion-t Aug. om oi 
warepec aur B. 

37. [aXÀa, so ABDPRE &c.] 
28. rec (for Ist vpaç) vntv, with L rel vulg lat-c f Justin Orig, : txt A B(Mai) 

DEKMPRXTZ 1. 33. 69 lat-a b I 91 Orig, Eus Thl. rec ins ac bef TpogctvytoOs 
(from || a with (Ser's b ci w, e sil) vulg lat. Syr: om ABDPRZ rel am(with 
fuld em forj ing ing per) lat-a b c & syr (copt?) goth arm. rec (for wept) vrep 
(from i Mb, with ADPR rel copt ath Justin Clem Orig Eus, Chr: txt BLZ. 

29. for ext, «c D ( Clem, Orig,]. aft wapeye ins avrw (|| Mt) D vulg-sixt per 
lat-a 5 ec f SS; p. 21 Syr goth sth Ambr,.—erpeijbov avro 69 al. aft xirwva ins 
cov AT Syr copt. 
diac e (|| Mt) BKLR 1 lat-5 ff, I Syr sth arm Barnab Clem, om rw 

91. worovoty vues A. om xa: unt, B lat-a ff, L Iren-lat. om opoiwç D 
248 lat-e Clem Iren-lat. 

have been here placed in that form. and roic dcovovory serves the of 
26.) Not said to the rich, but to the the y- to you who now hear The 
disciples. The very warning conveyed in discourse being mutilated, the strong anti- 

ica this, and shonld have thesis could not be brought out. .29.] 
prevented from making the blunder. See Matt. v. 39 fl. $1] Matt. vii. 12; 
The mention of po. and Wevdorpog. has but here it seems somewhat out of con- 
reference to the disciples’ office as the salt nexion, for the senge ot vv. 29, 80, has 
of the earth. The address in ver. 27 is been resist not vit ereas this precept 
not (Meyer) a turning of the discourse to refers to the dut, 
His own disciples, but zur Me rots being out of t SOD. 
dnotovow = iyó di Myw ùpiv, which in- This verse the’? me 
troduces the same command Matt. v. 44,— to ver. 31; Se: 4- $. 

wn to Tas e 

ona S 
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mMakHLA Kal yap ot apapre oi TOUC ayawuvrac avrove zar re. 
a ae 33 kai tày "ayaloromre rode * ayabororovrrac Spaç, 

k roia Upiv ' Xáptc torty; kai yap oi ápapreAoi TO avro 

nei 12 rotor 4 ai eay ” Saveilers wap ev rere Aafa, 
33 soia vyty Xápic tor iv; Kai rere 3 Sarsi- 

Sahay à ayarare rob t here (E 

? Saveilere n 

lov r rf oniy. Cove, t iva ° arodaBworv rà "iaa. 

E. Min A i UE, kai X , ayaGomoueire, Kat I : , 

Tm wis "ameA wiLovrec” Kai trat O * waGoc vwy OA b ,. Kai 
dag a. 0 t èA uep? . > s v r] i e Tiz 

Cabs as, seobe ‘viot “vyiorov, Ort aurot- xeneroc z 

aiy rob axapiorouc kat wovnpoug. © yiveobe ' o«rippoptc, 

"E Ros.. i.4. Kabwe Kai o mario ü uv oixripuwy toriv. 7 kat un cpi. Cus 

fr Ps * vert, Kat oU u kpiÜnre" Kat pr caradic dere, Kat ov uy ra 
zxíll. 8. 

w — Moe. xi. xi. 22. Ek. U. 7. Ps».di.)7. x 9 Tim. Hi. 2 only . Wied. xvi. 39. Sir. xxix 1, 25 . pO E 
y here bis & James v. II only. Exod, xuxiv.6. (-A, Rom, zii. 1.) s Matt. 21.7, 87. Jamas v.6 T. 

osiy. P». zxzvi. 33. goes 

32. aft apayrwXot ins rovro xotovery (retaining following clause) D. 
33. x. yap tav B, s. «u D. ayaÜoxoure (itacism ?) DHMPTAA 33. 

xapic bef vuv D; eorw bef yap P. om yap (see ver 35) BA wth. om 
oi for ro avro, rovro D vulg lat-a ff. 

94. cav D. rec degere with (but each, to Treg, e sil) MSUVT 1: 
davetionrt B.: Soneonre B'N 157: txt ADP rel Justin. for wy, w T. 
rec awolafey (from axo\aBwoww below), with ADP rel: txt BLEN Justin. 
xapic bef vuv D lat-e. om «cert» B lat-e: ins ADPRN rel. rec aft 2nd ra: ins 
yap, with ADP rel vulg lat-a o: om BL copt. rec ins ot bef apaprw Aor (see ver 
82), with K (HK 69, e sil) copt: om ABD rel goth. om ra wa D lat-a b c e ff, 
l q Ambr. 
35. unde v X. aft roku ins e» rose ovpavoig A ev-y lat -e, is calo lat -a i 

Ambr. rec ins rov bef vijuorov, with 1(e sil). 69: om ABDPX rel. 
96. rec aft yerecOe ins ov» (from Mt v. 48), with AP rel vulg lat Ff 9g, , syrr 

Orig-lat : om BDLZ 1. 33 lat-a b ce ff, lq copt goth sth arm Clem, Orig, Tert 
Cypr. om «at (Mt v. 48) 9 1 lat-c cer sth Mcion-t Clem, Chr,: ins A D- gr 
P rel vulg lat- a 5 syrr goth Justin, 

97. om Ist ca (see Mt vii. 1) D 1 ae ae Syr ‘copt arm Mcion-t Thl 
2nd rat (omg ov), twa (from || Mt) AD A(Treg, expr) lat-a c e f goth eth rope 
Meion-t Cypr Ambr. rec om 3rd «as, with ACDP rel Tert: ins BLSXZ syr. 

Seal. and dicao8. B. for 4th cas (omg ov), wa D lat-ace ff, wth Bas 

adopted, as there is nothing in analogy 
(axzaira, awodkapBarvw, . . ) to forbid the 
meaning ; and so Passow gives it in Lexic. 

viol Nero Meyer maintains that 

33 fl.] xdépes corresponds to hr, Matt. 
see note on Matt. v. 12. 35. 
wewiLovres] Three renderings have 

been given—(1) the ordinary one, pydiy 
dx abràüv iàriZovreç, Euthym. ;—but 
this meaning of the word is unexampled, 
though agrecing with the context. (2) 
‘causing no one to despair,’ i.e. refusing no 
one (reading pndéy’: cf. & in various read- 
ings);—so the Syr. renders it. (3) not 
despairing,’ i.e. ‘ without anxiety about the 
result.’ This last sense of the word is best 
supported by examples, both from Polybius 
(e. g. dme m. rà xpaypara, i. 19. 12,— 
ri)» owrnpiay, li. 54. 7, al. freq., see In- 
dex), and the Apocrypha,—see reff. But 
as it is an daak Asyouevoy in the N. T., 
perhaps the force of the context should 
prevail, and the ordinary meaning be 

this must mean ‘sons of God’ in the sense 
of partakers of the glory of the Measish’s 
Kingdom, but without reference to tbe 
state of believers in this life, which last he 
says is according to the usage of Paul, not 
of the three first Evangelista. But surely 
this is sufficiently answered by ò xarip 
und in the next verse, where the actual 
present sonship to our heavenly Father is 
a reason why we should imitate Him. 
36.] olcrípyu. = ridecor, Matt. v. 48, which 
last is the eer description, comprehend- 
ing init y and mercy ; see note there. 

87.) = Matt. vii. 1, 2. The say- 
ing is much enriched and expanded here; 
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c x peo 
gta a- ch. xxii. 66. 
* b 1 on N OR 

c Matt. x1. 7 
E í perpeire avriperpn bn” xxiv s 

Mori“ . 

B memieopkvov 

Suvarat Tupdoc roh n yetv 5 ox augorepor tie Faire. 
£ Bóbuvov e eumegouvrat ; ; 40 
&i€ackaAov" ™ 

rov. v.16.) 
OUK corey pabyric ` Umip Toy W 

6 
IA viil. 12. KaTnpriopévog & mac Eorat wç o diddoxa loc Matt. vii. 3 E 

+ W. 

here only. be rd 8. g here only t. b Matt. vil. 16 reff. i Matt. xv. 14 
reff. xili. 1 k Matt. xii. 11 (ref). le Matt. x. 24. Phil. i. 9 Kings xv. 23. 

m 1 Cor. I. 10. os. zu n. Heb. xiii. 2). 1 v.10. Bara iv. 18. 

Tert Cypr. rec ins xa: bef ceoaX., with ACP rel vulg lat F syr goth Clem Cyr: 
om BDL 1. 69 lat-a b c e ff, g, l copt eth arm Ambr,.—om cecarevpevoy A : ot. 

Dial. bef wewtespevor D 1 

defective.) 

69 al lat-a b 7 

rec ins xa: bef urepexy., with ACP rel vulg S th 
sth Tert: m s Fus. ( 

[vwrepexyurvopevoy, so AB'C 
w yap perpw (from Mt vii. 2) BDL 1.33 lat'e e (copt) : 

q arm Mcion-t Ambr: txt ACP rel vu 

arm Clem Orig (33 
for rw yap aur perpw e, 

om aure X al: om yap 
lat.f g, syr pa. for 

pA 

IM on p dd (|| M?) B'P lat-h e q reth(appy) arm. (33 def. 
tt 

F(Wtst) ) Lxx 33 83. 69 latt arm Thl-ed. 
rec om kai, wi with AP rel syr copt goth: ins BCD 

rec (for ureo.) recovvras (from Mt 
xv. 14), with AC rel vulg lat-b o: txt BDLP 1. (69) ev-y lat-a copt(app 

40. rec aft dedaccadoy ins avrov, with ACP rel syrr copt th: om PY) DLXX 1. 
33. 69 latt Iren-lat Mcion-t Orig. (It is true, as Meyer observes, that avrov is 
wanting in Mt x. 24: but the probability of the mechanical addition of avrov 
[especially with o didaccadoc avrov in the same verse] is greater than any influence 
From || Mt, the balance of evidence is perhaps on the same side.) 

perhaps it was so uttered by our Lord on 
some other occasion ; for the connexion is 
very strict in Matt., and would hardly bear 
this 5 of what is E^ in that place 
the leading idea. 38.) The simi- 
litude is taken from a very full measure 
of some dry thing such as corn. That no 
liquid is intended by ùwepexy., as Bengel 
supposes, is evident—for the three present 
participles all apply to the same pér. xa. 
and form a climax. SS The 
subject of this verb answers to the un- 
expressed agents of dyriperpnOicrrat ; 
en agents being indefinite, and the mean- 
ing thereby rendered solemn and em- 
phatic ; see on ch. xii. 20. If we are 
to find a nom., it should be the Angels, 
who are in this matter the ministers of the 
divine purposes so Meyer). This say- 
ing is found wit 
Mark iv. 24; one of the many instances 
how the Lord turned about, so to speak, 
the Light of Truth contained in His de- 
clarations, so as to shine upon different 
departments of life and thought. 89.) 
From this verse tothe end is in the closest 
connexion, and it is impossible that it 
should consist of sayings thrown together 
and uttered at different times. The 
connexion with what went before is not so 

Vor. I. 

a totally different import 

evident, indeed the elrrey dd v. ab. seems 
to shew a break. The parabolic sa 
implying the unfitness of an uncharitable 
and unjustly condemning leader (the Lord 
was ing primarily to His Apostles) 
to perform his office, leads to the assertion 
[ver. 40] that no Christian ought to assume 
in this respect an office of judging which 
his Master never asswmed ; but rather will 
every well-instructed Christian strive to be 
humble as his Master was. Then follows 
Bare roof of vv. 41—43 ; and vv. 44, 46 

—49 shew us, expanded i in different 
oe what the beam in the eye is, to 
which our first efforts must be directed. 

uk. T. e See this in quite 
another connexion, att. xv. 14, where 
Peter answers, gpdcoy r ry rapafio- 
Any [raórgv|]—meaning apparently tha 
last uttered words, which the however 
explains not specifically, but by entering 
into the whole matter. Yigelieve this rapas 
Bo j to have been one of the usual and fami- 
liar sayings of our Lord. 
above. xatypricpivog 
structed—perfect, in xw geo m 
conditioned,’ knowi e Pea oe SN De 
consistently ende: me 
Wette, Kuinoel, : 
rendering of this a> s 
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N avrov. ri Òt Pérec TO " küp$oc rò & ry ophaday 
den. l. TOU Bd cov, ud de ° Soxoy rjv tv v P Bip ohapy 
„ene ov * karavotic ; 4 aoc dba Myuy T ade A cov 

Gen. xis. 8 ASA" aec cBN rò "küp$oc ro w Te o$DaAup . 
"| um, gov, abròe Thy EV Tw bang cov ° okoy ov Brüser: Fer 

Mon vi ' Vrokpirá, ex(are Tpwroy riv ° Soxoy € ex TOU 90a pov ES. ; 
at "Ps. nell. gov, kai rore " Giaff Aéjuc. ro " küpioc ro ev rp op9adpy 1. 
I . 4 roy abeAgou gov Jae. 45 ov yap tori dvd po 

1. 2.5 E A * xadov " motoUv "Kapmv 'gampóv, ove: rahe divdpor 
onir t viii. 28 cargo TOLOUV " kaprov ca Ad, ** txaaror yap & vd por 

9 - 

5 éx TOU id ou Kaprou yewoxerat, ov yàp & " axavbuy 
v att. * 

a n C^ avd Aéyouaw cobra, obòè Ex “Barov j oraguAny © ro- 
Epb. iv. 0 aryaQog avÜperoc € eK TOU ayabou * , Üncavpor 

welds 
Job vil. B al. rue capdiac avrov * mpopépe ro ayabor, Kai o wovngóc 

K EK TOU TOVnpoV 
E Matt. 

° qpoótopt ro wovnooy" iK yap f wspo- 
8. - * , * de 

— EN ctbuaroc kapótac Aasi TO GTO aurov. 46 vi pe 

y Matt. vil. 16. Maik xt 18. James iii. 12 only. 4 ach. xx. S ri. 
b Matt. vil. 16. Rev. xiv. 18 P oan. Gen. 485 e rd 18, 19 only. beat. xxiv. de. 38 (21) 
d Matt. li. ne Isa. zsxiil. 6. (bis) only. Prov. x. 18. Tobit tx 6 only. f Matt. xi. 94. 

Mark viii. & 2 Cor. viii. 14 bis. Reel. ti. 16 (only h. 

41. om 2nd ro D al latt copt. 
ow D lett. 

em forj ing 
D 157 lat-ab ce ff, 0 q. 
D latt Syr wth arm. 

ryv de ev r. ow o$0. dor. (|| Mt) P 69: for idw, 

43. rec ins y bef rwg (from | Mf), with ACDP® rel: ins cat bef reg 251 
tol) lat-g, : aft wwe ins de N: om B lat-e ff, 

for ro ev rw og0aX pw (twice 
for avroc to BrAexwy, kac tov y Qokoc tv Tw cw obal pw 

vroxtrat (|| M?) D; simly lat-a b ce ff, Ig. 

with 
om 2 Mf) 

Ai er rov opOadpeow (|| Mi) 

bef ro cappoc, with ACD rel: aft ro rappoc, L 1: txt B 69. 
48. for ov yop, ove D lat-a Syr sth. 

rec om rav (see Mt vii. 18), with ACD rel lat-a c 
kapszovc Kadoug (see Mt vii. 18) lat-b g, q copt arm. 

om 2nd rg» C. rec exBaday 

caprouc camwpove D latt S 
h sth: ins Lx 1. G9 

latt Syr 
44. om yap D I'(Treg) al tol lat-a b o e f 1 q. (3e T, according to Tischdf.) 

for idtov kaprov, kaprov avrov 
lat-a 5 c. 

69 lat-c e syrr copt goth. 
45. avrov bef rne capdiag D: om avrov B. (See digest on Mt xii. 35.) 

D, fructu suo 
rec rpvywow bef craguAny (co 

with A rel latt Syr goth wth arm: txt BCD 

exXeyorra: È ac D 
wformation to order of former clause), 

88. 69 ev-y syr.—oera$vAes (K)L 

rec aft 
vovnpoc ins avyOpwsroc (|| Mt), with ACE rel vulg lat - o e ef. fs gs syrr goth wth arm: 
om BDL 1 lat-a 5 g, l copt. 

om || Mt), with À 
M gia o MADE HE ofan arm. 

ABDX. 
C F(Wtat) vulg lat-g, Syr copt sth Dial. 

és & 8. abr. the predicate—‘ every disciple 
will be instructed as his Master Master” But if 
I mistake not, the position of FATUM 
first in the sentence forbids this ren ra 

4L] De Wette imagines a 
in the sense here, and a return to Matt. vii. 
8 f.; — but the whole is in the strictest con- 
nexion ; see above. 48.] The xapwas 
caxpds = = the doròg iy r 0490. If thy life 

rec aft wovnpov ins 
C M 0ncavpov (alone) 69 vulg lat-d Dial 

igi ed ric kapdiac avrov 
: om BDL® 1 am 

rec ins rov bef wepiocevparoc, with CLMSUT 
rec ins rgc bef rapòtac (|| Mt), with C rel Dial: om 

ro oropa bef AaNes (|| Mt) C al latt copt [ J Dial.—om avrov (|| At) 
for Aade, cares D- gr. a 

ie evil, it is in vain to pretend to teach 
others. 45.] Again the closest con- 
nexion of sense and ment; nor is this 
verse (De Wette) put here because of the 
similarity of the preceding verses to Matt. 
xii. 88 reminding the compiler of ver. 35 
there. Do these expositors su 
our Lord only once spoke W or ben 
central sayings, and with only owe re- 
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kaXeire Kop cbpie, Kai où FOLITE a AV 47 mac eae 

Ep xópevoç mo0¢ pe cal a cob pou ru» Aóywv kat Towy 

abrobe, cd roòei E umv rivi eoriv Gpotoc. 

oikoBopoUvrt otkíav, de 
' BaBuver Kat hne heul Nov € emi r rirpay 

" wpoctppnzev o rorauòc ry OLkiq , (zlix.)8 osiy. 

iarv avlpúry 

pupne ài Yevoné£vne 

exelvy, Kat OUK ia vet " gaÀcvaat avri, ài ro cad 

de axousac kai "i rothen oicod lat abriv. 4 0 

cbr ig. 

h x 

1 here ¥.6onl 
Ps. xci. 6. 
Jer. xzix. 

8 

1 = ii. 10, 

Jen 0 
ob xl. 18 
23) only. 

duo tore arb ede oixiav Ewi uL ynv E: 

xvpic eu 5 
* 

cvvémtaev, kat &ytviro ro P 

ut ya. 

” mpocéppněev o o morapóc, kai evfuc n Matt. Zxiv. 
Suen ae oaly. 

pnyua rij oixiac EKELVNC Beek. XIX. 4 
ace note). 

p here only. 
Amos vi. 19. 

VII. ! Eresi ^ tr An, müvra ra phuara avrov ae 
rg Taç 
2 

rtÀevrav, & oc WY avr 

46. caħsıre bef pe K: pe bef de A 
Gaud: AaAare K. for ä, 8 B lat-e Syr 

' axoaç rov Aaov, eign Oey uc ,Kapagvaoin. ; r Gen. Bar al 
éxarovrapxou dt riroc Soc ande E med Acv Tie 3, 

" Evripoc. 
"Inoov aréorsiÀev mpòç avrov ` xptaPuréipaye rwv lou- 

(from Isa. xxviii. 16) only. (ch. ziv. 8.) 1 Kings xxvi. 21. 

Col.1. 25. 
8. 

3 Acoboac Se tpi TOU t N. 94 
a = Phil. i. 29. 

1 Pet. ii. 4, 6 

v Esra vi. 7, 8, 14. Esdr. vii. 2. 

for oon Neyere dicitis D 28 Iren-lat 
yr goth. 

47. for rey No, rovg Xoyovc (Mt vii. 24) CF(Wtst) M, r. Aoyove rovrovg X 
lat-b q Syr-ms. 

48. [xAnppupnc, so B'LEN 33. one pin mpocepnEev B!DLR.] for da 
vo cadwe oreodupeicOat aurny) rtÜtueuwro yap emt rnv werpay (M vii. . 25) with 
ACD rel latt syrr goth : 

49. owodopovvr: (from ver 48) C 69. 
evOewc, with AR 
eweoev 
1. 33.6 erg bilsela 

Cuar. VII. 1. rec (for exadn) ers 5 with C2 Rx rel vulg lat -e f copt 
zoh: exuóg de K al: cas eyevero ore 

for exAnpw@n, ereXeoey D. 
E, NOE D. 

2. for QovAoc, ric Di- gr 

both are joined in eth: txt BLAZIN 33 syr-marg copt. 
om j D lat - a b ce F, 9, J. = 

om (Mt vii. 27) D lat-a c: txt BCLEN 33 ev-y. 
rom Mt vii. 27 ?), with AC rel vulg lat-a e f ff. 7g, ,: txt B(Mai) DLRZM 

goth arm- 
lat-b ff, g, q : txt A B[sic: see table] C'X. 

EC avrov to Aaov, AaAwy D. om rac 

dic for 3 rustioc D. 
9. for acove. de, ca N Du rue lat-b c Syr. om wpoc avrov D 69 

lat-a ö ce fff, 91.2 l. 

J'erence ? 46—48.] The connexion 
goes on here also—and our Lord descends 
into the closest personal searching of the 
life and heart, and gives His judicial 
declaration of the end of the hypocrite, 
whether teacher or idea" Christian ;— 
see notes on Matt. fo xoxyev 
x. è «v—not a mere = iadys for 
“dug deep,” but, as Bengel observes, 
“ crescit oratio :” he dag, and deepened 
as he dug: was not content with one 
digging, but kept going deeper. 
49. auvéwecey] So we have ovprirre 
ortyn, Eur, Herc. Fur. 905. rów ... 

K K 2 

Ud cuopou . . . Eupwerrweviay, Thuc. 
viii. 41. 

Cuar. VII. 1—10.] HEALING OF THE 
CENTURION'8 SERVANT. Matt. viii. 5—13. 
In Matt. also placed after the Sermon on 
the Mount, but with the healing of the 
leper in our ch. v. 12 fl. inte Our 
narrative is fuller than that in att tho 
5 of the mirac ot 80 at the 

See notes on le, u. 2d: d Oh 9 

de T. Ax. for rà p r > 
though there is no Ona’ go" EN NR 
than to connect tic Neeser: 

ANSA kon COME 
Ex 

p wpeoB. not el 
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LÀ 

Sato, 

avrov. 

w w. ower, 
. xi. 87. 

Acts xxili. 
20 

j epatu aurov dog EAbwv * Staswoy rov Sov\ov 

* oi 8 7 rapayevopevor v roy neos: wap- 
i exaXouy avrov „ Aéyourec ori "atc tore 

only, eae MM & ̀ mapéby Touro’ ? ayang yap ro tvog i "pov, kai r 

1 Pet. 1 Pei. 20 30) cuvaywyny avroc prodno» zur. 5 oe Leere 

„ oo, á éropebero o avroic. non d avrov ov * pakpdy * ar- 
SUN, ut. é ÉXovroc aro ric otkiac treuer wpoc avrov ¢iAouc 

z Mai E H 0 skarávrapyoc Miyov avr Kópie uñ orb Aο ov 
F 

A- : E yap. ixavoc su iva vrò ryv * oréyw pov ei céA Oye, yen 

IN. i. 1 ài ovoe éuaurov * nica | wpóc GE EA Beir aA 
fl. Beaty. Ewe A, kat iairw o waic pov. Ê xai yap eye 
(-o 
E 17, 50 avÜperróc eunt oro tkovaiay ™ raccóptvoc, eX wy ur ats 

Ko suavrÓy orpariwrac, kai AV robrę Ilopt bh. kai Pour 

eoi. 15.5 mopeverat, Kai aAA "Eexov, kai heran kai rp Sovdy Y "mua 
acobouc 8 — 

hab hace avrov, kai orpageic Ty axoXov- 

Üovvri avr OxAy el rev 1 vis aves Ev TU ‘Topand 

LX rosaurny wicriwv evpor. 19 kai °uroorpipavrec ot wep- 
oniy. (at ne — h i Mt. ref. i Matt. xxvii. 8. ob. i. 85 k = here (Acts av. 

xxviii 99. ess. i. 11. 1 Tim. v. 17. La ne. een L. F. H. Gen. xxxi. 98. 1g Nt. 
only. (2 Macc. ill. 6.) =æ Rom. x constr., Acts vil. Al. Jude 16. Job xxx 
33. see 2 Thesa. į. 1 och. ii. 20 

1 

11 pov [Ioincov TOUTO, Kat Toul, 
reff. 
= tt. 8 e a t av. o Insouc 
xxii. $ 

f Matt. ix. Sa, 

4. for rov ene., avrov C.—om pc rov ino. D lat-a o e ff L 
copt-ms : npwrey DLK 1. 69: txt BCR rel. 
lat. eth: om BC DRA rel. 
ABDES rel. 

b. [ovcodopnery C'D: wee. A. 
6. eropevero Ce per’ arer o 130. D lat-a (e e). ov paxp. a mex. bef avrov D. 

om ao D 1. 69 goth om mp. avrov B.—for «poc, ew’ A. ree ó 
exarovrapyoc bef pot, with ADR rel vulg lat-a b goth: om 6 exarovrapyoc A: txt 
BCLXZ 33 lat-c e copt th. - om ò BL. rec spi bef wavoc (see || MZ), with 
ACDR& rel: txt B am(with ing forj) lat-b L g. pov bef vxo r. er. (8 Mt) 
CDLMRXTZ 1. 83. 69 Chr Thi: txt AB rel vas. 

7. om dio to eh (see | Mt) D al lat-a bce 
(ll a C 69 syr-w-ast. rec (for caO@nrw) «a0gotrac 
txt BL. 

TopekaAeguy A 
aft Aeyorreg ins ovre AC'KA ve 

rec wapeter, with Gl'A(KMSUV ?) : 

povoy bef ere 

Zu Mt), with ACD rel lat-a 5 c: 

8. for wopevOnri, wopevov DX. 
9. o «go. bef ravra C 157 am Syr. om avrov (|| M?) DRX latt Syr-ms arm. 

ins apny bef. xe (|| Mt) DX 69 vulg lat-a c e f F, 7, 2 l copt-dz-marg goth 
arm: om ABCR rel lat-5 syrr copt eth. aft wpew ins ors J U syrr arm. 
for ovàs, ovderore D. tupoy bef ev rw iopanà D. 

gogue. T.] 84, on account of his (who in Luke are dpx:ouvaywyoi, Acts 
xiii. 15), but of the people. 4.] If 
the rec. reading wapéEe. be retained, it 
must be remembered that it is not the 
second person of wapitopat (for which 
Oyye, Bowie, ols are no precedents, being 
peculiar conventional forms), but third 
pers. fut. act. The second n in « 
does not occur in later Greek, with the 
above exceptions. D.) atrds, at his 
own expense. Thy c. our syna- 

unworthiness; which unworthiness itself 
may be connected with the fact, that 
entering his house would entail ceremonial 
uncleanness till the evening. Matt. does 
not express this clause, having the narra- 
tive in a form which u it. See 
notes there. The brings into em- 
phasis, not ipavró», as distinguished from 
others, but the whole following clause; 
* neither did I adopt tat course." 
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$Ütvrtc tic róv oikov to po TOv aaQevouvra OovAov p oh. Y. 5 * 
* P uytaivovra. 

II Kai éyévero £v ry ° 
I «a4 À 7 4 1 
vero. AoUnÉvmv Nai», kat 

2 „ 2 , » , 11 

eEnc, pala baad etc wow ca- vai: 

' suveropevovro avr oi paĝnrai 

Eve 1. 
xzv.17. 

vii. 18 
Deut. 

ii. 84. iii. 6. 
Y ib gi 25 

12 * ru tt. 
[BCDE avrov [* ixavoi ] kai Noe roAbg. we 0€ ‘nyytoey ry E E 

EL v (RSUV Hp rc rohes, kat Bou 
(TAAX w 
. 33. 69. povoyeviic vioc ry enrol avrov, kai 

oe ric woAEwe ix voc. o abrp. 

Ede couigero rebrncdbe, a t ch. zv. 1 reg 

* aùr xnpa kai 5 

18 ai Soy avr yon E ny v here only t. 

" KÜptoc y toma yyvioOn € em abr p, Kal He aury Mq US 

w = ch. vill. 43. ix. 88. Heb. x}. 17 (Joba i. 14 ref.) oni d constr. ae x 1 a ) only. (and co ) Tobit iif. 15. x= oh. H. 
88. xv. 10. Matt. xiv. 14 al. 

10. uç rov owov bef ot Sana edid BDFKLX lat-a b ce copt: txt AC rel vulg 
lat.f ff, syrr goth arm.—D vÀot 
lat-a bce ff, 9, lq copt. 

11. om eyevero ev D lat-e. 
note) CDK IL (S, e sil) latc 
ACD rel. 

om 2nd roy D!.—om rov» ac0tvovyra BL 1 
om óovAov D. 

for rn, rw ABR rel Thl vulg lat-a b 
Ms "T copt goth eth arm. 

om aur UXA 69: ins BCD rel. 

iw AH 
t rope 

om avot bs 
with o: pab. avrov : Meyer suggests, because followed by cato) BDFLA vulg REPY ef 
Jf 9, l Syr syr-jer co 
i de wc D, simly lat-b c ff, . 

D- h. om reAvnewe A 54 lat-<c : 
wi ACDR rel wig lat-a 5 &c co 
9», with B(sic) CLV (S ?) X 1. 33 
for cat gur ny xnpa, xnpa oven D. 
so (in part) lat-c. 
om ACR rel latt syrr goth Thl Ambr. 

18. for xa: idwv, idw» de D lat-e Syr. 
D 1 forj(with gat) lat-b f Syr copt sth Chr. 

9.] After this there is an important addi- 
tion in Matt. on the adoption of the 
Gentiles, and rejection of Israel who 
shewed no such faith. 10.) Here 
Matt. simply states the fact of the healing, 
not kn of the ol rep. 

11—16. SING OF A DRAD MAN AT 
Narn. Peculiar to Luke. 11. iv 
Tí 45s] With to the variety of 
reading here, Schulz remarks that St. Luke, 
when xpóv« is understood, uses dv T$ 
xass, see ch. viii. 1. On the other 
hand Meyer observes that when npépg is 
understood, he never prefixes iv :—see 
reff. :—so that internal as well as external 
evidence is divided. NAIN occurs no 
where else inthe Bible. It was a town of 
Galilee not far from Capernaum, a few 
miles to the south of Mount Tabor, on the 
northern slope of the rugged and barren 
ridge of Little Hermon.’ Stanley. A poor 

has been found in this situation 
with ruins of old buildings. See Robinson, 
iii. 226. The copy cahoupivy Naty (or 
Natc) of Josephus, B. J. iv. 9. 4, on the 
borders of Idumea, is a different place: 
See Winer, R.W.B. ; and Stanley’s descrip- 

ins BCDRZ 
t goth: txt BLKA lat-c. 
tt F 

elz aft wavoc ins m, with B 

arm: ins ACR rel lat-5 c syr goth. 
nyyiZew D(appy) 69. om xat idov 

N rel. rec ys bef povoyerng, 
teph aft avr ins 

om 405 oR rel syr goth. 
rok ug ox. r. ROA. cuvedndrAv& ovra D, 

LS 7 38. 69 copt th arm: 

om aur D. for æuptog, inαõ, 
ex’ aurnv KRUXT 69. 

tion, Sinai and Palestine, p. 357, edn. 3. 
This is one of the three greatest 

recorded miracles of our Lord: of which 
it has been observed, that He raised one 
(Jaeirus’s p word when Tur dead,—one 
on the one (Lazarus) 
tdi had been Period four days. 
12. ifex.] The Jews ordinarily buried 
outside the gates of their cities. The 
kings however of the house of David were 
buried in the city of David; and it was a 
denunciation on Jehoiakim that he should 
be buried with the burial of an ass, drawn 
forth and cast beyond the gates of Jeru- 
salem. Jer. xxii. 19. ‘One entrance 
alone Nain could have had; that which 
opens on the rough hill-side in ite down- 
ward slope to the plain. It must have 
been in this ner descent,” &c. Stanley, 
ut supra. eee yp pied ig with 
a dative is classi cf. Herod wi. 221, 
roy Ot wuida..: TX a oh pouvoyevia: 
Fach. Agam. 872, po T aue davor vari. 

X6 J aoe de, ch abri 
KN 

xipg: but it is Q9 Ade Xo Luke's 

usage to take it ap 
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she cute. M cal weoceA@av aro rnc "aopov œt & 
fob xxi. 82 & , b» 1 c N , a * À é 

, Ald oniy. Bacralovrec "tarncav. Kai etwev ° Neavioce, aot A£yw, 

A Mk k Dur.. 15 cal f avtkáDvosv o vexpoc Kat nptaro 

ee Nae. kat TS rtv abrdy ry pnrpiavrov. 19 FAE & 
EI 6 ; t edckaLov rov Oeov M O ach- v- Sa n póßoc wavrac, kai édotalov rov Ürov Atyovrtc or: xpo- 
emman, STAC péyaç ^ nytoOn £V uͤuly, kai OTi kT tOcHHa ro o 
In. xxvi. 19. Oed zv Au , e V eat) e£nA0 9 * A6 * 33 

E. 321.19. Dede rov Aaov avrov. * kat ? e&nAÜcv o Ab yoc ob roc tv —*. f 
1787.25 sp ty lovòalg wept avrov kai wacy ry | weprymoy. 57 

f. X. bd "P £z " 

rere in 18 Kai 7 amnyyedav 'Twávvy ot panra avrov wept wav- Hm 

EC ™ rwy rovrov. | kai gpockaAscáptvoc Svo ° rwac r 
we Cn. 1. 

78. Heh. Hi. 6, from Ps. vill. 5, Gen. I. 24. 
16. Mark I. 48. Acts xi. 95. 

m Matt. x. 1. Acts xxiii. 17, 18, S8 aL fr. Gen. axvii 

1. veavtoce is repeated in D lat-a fr 
15. for avecad., ecaOicey B lat-c e 
16. rec axavrac, with ACFLRI'E 

l Mt, xiv. bs A Gen. xix. 17. 

ren-Int. 
(33, e sil): txt BD rel. 

k Matt. zxvet 
m Lake xix In. 

om Acts xix. 14 xxiii. 28. 

, Xiv, 36. Isa. ti. 8. 

awedweev A 33 lat-c f. 
TOC Ey9Sytprax 

(apter sense), with R rel Chr: sEnyep0n D: txt ABCL 1. 33. 
17. ovroc bef o Aoyoc D vulg lat-d e 

FLESSltbe e. i 7 
am(with fuld forj ing) lat-d c. 

kat ran TN Tipitywpw bef epi arrer 
rec ins ev bef zaon, with ADR rel vulg lat-a e f: om BFLZ 1 

18, 19. D reads ev oic was pexpt twayvov rov Barricrov oc kat wpoccaAecaperoc 
vo rwv uaÜ0grev avrov eyes wopevBevrec erare avro ov a k. .A., simly lat-e.— 
rivag is also omd by vulg lat-3 c f F, g, L Syr copt goth sth. 
AB'N, similarly elsewhere.) 

ii, 26, 36, and accentuate, as there, adrn. 
14.] The copés (= Xápvat, Jos. 

Antt. xv. 8. 2) was an open coffin. There 
was something in the manner of our Lord 
which caused the bearers to stand still. 
We need not suppose any miraculous 
influence over them. All three raisings 
from the dead are wrought with words of 
power,—‘ Damsel, arise, —‘ Young man, 
arise, — Lazarus, come forth.“ Trench 
quotes an eloquent from Mas- 
sillon’s sermons (Miracles, p. 241), —* Elie 
ressuscite des morta, c'est, vrai; mais il est 
obligé de se coucher plusieurs fois sur le 
corps de l'enfant qu'il ressuscite : il souffle, 
il se rétrécit, il s'agite: on voit bien qu'il 
invoque une puissance étrangére; qu'il 
rappelle de l'empire de la mort une 4me 
qui n'est pas soumise à sa voix: et qu'il 
n'est par lui-même le maitre de la mort 
et de la vie. Jésus-Christ ressuscite les 
morts comme il fait les actions les plus 
communes: il parle en maftre A ceux 
qui dorment d'un sommeil éternel: et 
l'on sent bien qu'il est le Dieu des morts 
comme des vivans, —jamais plus tranquille 
que lorsqu'il opere les plus grandes choses." 

15. f$. abr. rj p ab.] Doubtless 
there was a deeper reason than the mere 
consoling of the widow, (of whom there 
were many in Israel now as beforetime,) 
that influenced our Lord to work this 
miracle: Olshausen (vol. 1. p. 271) re- 

[wavve (itacism ?) 

marks, A reference in this miracle to the 
raised man himself'isby no means excluded. 
Man, as a conscious being, can never be a 
mere means to an end, which would bere be 
the case, if we suppose the consolation of 
the mother to have been the only object 
for which the young man was raised." He 
goes on to say that the hidden intent was 
probably the spiritual awakening of the 
youth; which would impart a deeper mean- 
ing to Bex«v abr. rf p. ab. and make her 
joy to be a true and abiding one. 
16.] $ófos, the natural result of witness- 
ing a direct exhibition of divine power: 
compare ch. v. 8. «pod. REV. ] For 
they had only been the greatest of pro- 
phets who had before raised the dead,— 
Elijah and Elisha; and 14e Prophet who 
was to come was doubtless in their minds. 
Bornemann supposes ri in both cases to 
be not merely ör: loquentis, but for that,’ 
and to be connected with iddEaZow (but 
qu. ?). 17.) Meyer refers & Acyos 
otrog to the saying just cited: but it 
seems more natural to interpret it this 
account, viz. of the miracle. And so in 
reff. On the construction ECM 9e i», 
Meyer cites Thuc. iv. 42, i» Aeveacig 
dmryecar. 

18—35.) MESSAGE OF ENQUIRY FRON 
TRE BAPTIST: OUR Lorp’s ANSWEB, 
AND DISCOURSE TO THE MULTITUDES 
THEREON. Matt. xi.2—19. The incident 
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pa0nrov avrov o ld knee rode rov KÜptoy v Mark xiv. 

P Néyww Zù 1 ö * épxouevoc, a ad Aov 1 wpocdoxwpev Im 
20 1 ayevopevot ét TpOC avrov oi avdpec ira ‘Tw- , Ei i. 

ávvnc 0 Barriorije artorahxty nude mpoc ot Atywv Zv a *. 
e d ur ; ipxóntvoc n aAXov ° mpocdoxapey ; 
ty ‘weg ‘eOeparevary oA ode aro vOcev kai 

movipiv, kai rv$Àoic moAXoic * 

kai awokpiftic elmer auroic 

TopevBévrec arayytiÀare 'Twávvy a a elOtrt Kat mkougart 

Ort rugAoi avaBAéxovar, XwAoi wtpirarougty, * Aempot 8 

V 

riyur Kat avevnarwy ` 
Ex pla ato BAéwew. 22 

19. om ô bef wavvnc X! 1. 

ó. ch. 
r^ 15. pu 
vill. 9. 

222. 

— 
83 al.4 & 
aas 
2 Macc. 1.81, 

x Matt. vill. 3 

1E T drcivg ̀  

xaĝapičovran Kwġot akobovatv, J vEKpot ite 'éyeipovrat , ro- 7 — rs rad sret. 
BDE xot tba y yeMCovrat, 25 kal pakápióc tori "Oc € tay un "how tea” 

sve oxavdahicOy év epoi. ™ aredOovrwy 88 rov ay yehwy p poorte., Dre 
13.6. "Ieavvov nočaro Atyev rde TOUC Oy Ao mepi IMD a H m 

Ti Salon sic TY tgnuov e Geacacba ; ° xaAanov . PS, 
URO arion ‘ cadevopevoy ; ^ ada ri eEeAnuBare ider; st 7. 

avOpwrov £ ev E paXakoic ipariorç * nugteapevor ; 180 ot ty zus 

rec (for kvpiov) tqoovy, with AD rel vulg lat-b c f 
syrr copt goth: txt BLRZ 83 am(with fuld tol) lat-a ff, g One arm, kupio» avrov 

69. for addoy, srepor (|| ME) BLRK 33 Cyr: tafia 1 p RUPI 

20. om ver ( 
Syr. [stway, so BDLZNK.] 

homeotel) R al fuld lat-g, l. 
for 5 arter ties B al Cyr. 

os ape g bef xpoc 5 nS D 88 ps 
or 

ad oy, erepov (Aft as in cer 19) DLXX 1. 38 Cyr: t 
ZL rec (for evn) avrg, with ADR rel 33(sic) sali lat-a b J: gi Ste goth 

arm: txt LX 1. 69 ev-y lat-c e g copt Cyr Bas-sel. rec ins ĉe bef rg, with 
ADRE rel el vulg Inte fg. syre goth arm . om BLX 1. 83. 69 ev-y lat-a b c J copt 

a Cyr Bas-sel for wpa, e LN 69 Cyr. 
rec ins ro bef BAA (it appears from the weight of MS testimony, that ro 

eOcpamevey D-gr lat-a 5 ff, . 

of sxapıcaro was mistaken for the article, and it thus became inserted * the verb), 
with as e sil) LUA 1. 33: om ABRE rel.—sa: rugdoug exote: HN U 

rec aft awocp:Oeg ins o «geovc (|| ME), with AR rel lat-e f q syrr goth ath: om 
BDZ vulg lat-a ö e ff, 9, 40 

for eere kat neovcare, € 
lat-e. 
om NO. wepexarovoy X. 
arm-mss: om AX rel latt syr. 

23. for tray, ay D. 

t arm Cyr 
ov vpwy ot o$ÜaAuo: kat a gkovcay vuwy ra wra D 

om or: (see || Mt BLXX 1. 69 lat-abo ff. I Did Ambr. 
: ins xa: bef gw$o 1 wo 

for arayysare, usare D. 

Mi) BDFTA!A Syr sth 

24. for wpoc rovc oxAovc, roc oxAorc (|| MA DEFGHVTAA copt Thi: txt ABZ rel. 
wepi twavvou bef wpoc rovc oyAove D am lat-a f copt. 
ABDL 69 : e£gAOure K 1: txt X rel. 

25. «£gAOar« (|| Mt) ABDLZ 83. 69: 

there holds a different coming after 
the sending out of the Twelve in ch. x. ;— 
but neither there nor here is it marked by 
any definite note of time. wdévrev 
here may extend very wide: so may rd 
ipya roù xprorov in Matt. On the com- 
mon parta, see notes on Matt., where I have 
discussed at length the bable reason of 
the enquiry. 91.| This fact follows 

eE&mdOare (from || ~) 

eEnAOere KM 1: txt E rel. for 

by inference from Matt. ver. 4: for they 
could not tl John à IRE ro, unless our 
Lord were employed in works of healing at 
ile time. er I gre cf a 

cian, inguishes between t. is- 
poyas and the possessed. 22 f.] 
Nearly verbatim as Matt. The expree- 
sion éy. does not necessarily imply 
that more than one such mirule had 
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toh. x. $9. T iparusuo Nus col gd ™ Vmrüpyovrec er roic 

5 PaasAstorg uot, 25 adXa rickeAnAvOare Sev; xpogyrar; 

va. vai, A d ui, kat ° wtpiaaórtpov rpophrov. ovroc aan 

xit. 10. EOTLY wept ov ytyoa7ra: " Tov awooréAAw rov ayyedov | E ris 

omi. "grin. Lov TpO TpoCesxov igo; oç ` karaakeváoti uud odd cov s 
19 Pet. 11. 18 

only. ce 
xliz.2 
Prov. Tix 10. 

Eun pooley oo. 2 Myo vmv, neidor er errnrotc u. 

„Frov. xix, ig, “Yuvan [xpognrnec] "lwavvou ovdtic € torer, o & peux pore: 

PETRA poc er TU Bani rou beo peer aurov torty. «at 

o En. i i8. wac 0 Aaoc a axoveac Kat ot reAwvae * 1 rov Otor, 

p Mar 1. Bar riabe vrec To “ Barriopa ' Iwavvov. 9 oi & Paproain 
cal oi ‘ voptxot rà». Bo rov Osov q nÜtrgcav " sic 
eavrouc, un Gar riobivree UT avroi. 31 vivi ov y onoré- 

ow TOUC avOpwroug rie ytvtac ravrnc, kat ri TAS 
Bpotoi eow mato To EV "ayopa er r 

` ypocduvousi aA AH Oi Myovrec ^ HuAnea- is 

P Tit. uey ü uĩv, Kal OUK e * eOpnvncapey v Univ, Kat OUK xm : 
w = ch. x. 16 ref. x 9 Cor. xi. 10. tt. vii. 94 reff, s | Matt. xx. 3. Adil. 7 ab. 1. 31 . 

Cant. HL 2. bf. 1 Cor. xiv. fet "CAS rir. ME ix. 33.) o d (redi) 

vrapxovrec, dcayorreg DK Clem. (agent D-lat.) 
26. eEnr\Oare qh Mt) BDLX 69: s£gA0ere 1: txt A rel. at end ins ort ovdee 

tori pele fy yevvnroic yvvauw» wpojnrüc iwavvou fov Barriorov D, omg these 
words in ver 28 ; lat-a has them in both vv. 

9. rec aft do ins cyw (from || Mt), with A rel syrr goth eth Orig: om BDLZ 1 
latt copt arm Mcion Orig-ms. om To *pocwrov cov E. — om cov D-gr 57 Tert. 

om sprpooGer cov (Mk i. 8) D 122! lat-a I Mcion-t. 
28. rec aft Xeyw ins yap, with A rel vulg lat g g syr goth; FFF 

Jı l: pref oun» LX ayr-jer arm (all corrns): om Pa 85 copt. aft vary 
ins ori D lat-c e. om vpoénrnc (see || Mf) BELM. Ay 1. 33 lat-a b c "Y 
syr-marg syr-jer copt sth Orig, Euthym : ins A (D ver 26) rel vulg lat. F g 
syrr goth Clem Mcion-t.—om ut see ver 26) nf to ovótic cr D. RUF 

S ns 

r rii "Jub 

C= 

19. 1115 HL 
16. PA. I. 

u Acts xix. 4 
v = Lake (ch 

x al.) 
only, exo. 
Matt 

00101 ; 

voie, Kat 
85. Tit lii 

a V ref. 

wwavyov adds rov Baxrrıorov (from || Mt), with A (D ver 26) rel latt goth æth 
Orig, Ambr Quæst : om BL/EN 1 Syr-ms syr-jer copt arm Orig). for à à às, ors ò 

e aft mirporepog ins avrov D. 
29. edtcatwoas D!. 
30. om ee savrovc D 60. 243 sth. 
81. rec at beg ins eure de o cuptop (ined to signi des bas ver is not part 

of the discourse, and to reswne it here), with ij OVKETC Exesvore 
exe ye ro ak Aa roc pa0graic K: om AB rel am(with th fuld en em fori gat harl ing jac mm 
mt ace tol) syrr copt goth 2th arm Thl Euthym Bede. 

ins rote bef di ing Di. ins rn bef ayopa D. rec (for Aeyovrec) ca 
Aeyovow (see || Aff), with AP rel vulg lat.f g, syrr: a Meye BN 1: o Acyovow A 
262: Aeyowra X 157: txt D-gr L 69 lat-a b e f. lq copt. (The variations have ali 
been corrections of the harsh construction.) om 2nd vpew (see || Mt) B(Mai) 
DL ev-y' vulg lat-c e g, l copt arm Ambr Aug: ins AP rel lat-a b f ff, syre 
goth stb. 

teken place: the plural is gerieric. expressive not 8 what had taken place 
24—28.] See Matt. 29, 30.] It during John's ba , but of the present 
has been imagined that these words are a effect of our Lord's discourse on the then 
continuation of our Lord's discourse, 
(Grot., De Wette, Meyer, Dr. Words- 
worth,) but surely they would thus be 
most unnatural. They are evidently a 
parenthetical insertion of the Evangelist, 

assembled multitude. Their whole diction 
and form is historical, not belonging to 
discourse. Besides, if dcovcac ipn Jom) 
to signify ‘when they heard him’ (John), 
then Barrio. should be BarriZopevce. 
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* edn dubey yap Toávvnc o o Barriorije unre e PR ca. 

iber dero» pire ` mivwv olvov, kat Aeyere © Aatponoy tror E 

 Andubev O viog TOU avÜpirov 

grivwv, kai Aéyers 18⁰⁰ avOpwroc ° payoc kat ° otvom Orne, 

pio reAwvuv kai duapro hv. 

. ATÒ TAVTWV rov ric avriüc. 

, k viti. 
Logis Kat: 2 3 col: 

„ wiv. 28. 

35 rd ,,. 1 bw. Vi fra Me Mark Kal 

Hr dt rie aurov ro Dapioaiwy t iva payy per i De. 

avrov" kat accu Ov eig Tov 

1 carta. 77 kai 180 yur "ric ÑV &v TY TOAG a apap- 1 f 

33. [syr-cu contains Lu. vii. 38—xv. 21.] 
agro» bef eoOiwy and o:voy bef wıvwy, with AP rel syr goth: 

olkov TOV Dapısaiov 

for Ist pyre, un BE. rec 
txt BLÆ vulg lat-fg,, 

Orig. Syr copt arm.—om apro» and owov (|| Mt) D 1. 69 lat-a b c e ff, lg wth 
rec ecÜwv, with APER rel: txt BD. 

84. rec reAwywy bef duoc (|| ren with HX [Clem]: txt ABDP rel vulg lat-ac e 
f agis Ger copt goth ) Thl Aug 

rec rwy rexvwy avryc bef ravra, with APZ rel syr copt goth: om ar 
D F(Wtst 
being 

36. npwryoev D lat-a b c ef ff, g, Amphil. 
rec (for rov oov) rn» omay (more usual in t 

rel: txt BDL& 1. 33. 69 Mcion-e Amphil. 
bef avr. 33. 

txt BDLXJX 1. 38 Mcion-e. 

tst) LMX 1 syr-cu arm Iren-lat Ambr: txt B 69 latt Syr Ambr. (rayrwy 
as in || Mt, was restored in the wrong place.) 

avrov bef ric D 1 latt: rev . 
1 with AP 

rec aver, with AP rel Amphil : 

87. rec e» rm roàs bef p ny, with AP rel lat-a b e q syr goth Amphil: om prie 

81—35.] See on Matt. vv. 16—19. 
86—50.] ANOINTING OF JESUS’ FEET 

BY A PENITENT WOMAN. Peculiar to 
Luke. It is hardly possible to imagine 
that this history can relate to the same 
incident as that detailed Matt. xxvi. 6; 
Mark xiv. 3; John xii. 3: although such 
an opinion has been entertained from the 
earliest times. Origen on Matt. xxvi. 6 
ff. vol. iii. p 892, mentions and contro- 
verts it. It has been held in modern 
times by Grotius, Schleiermacher, Ewald, 
and Hug: and recently by Bleek. But 
the only particular common to the two 
1 in we account the name of the 

to be such, which is hardly worth 
recounting), is the anointing itself; and 
even that is not strictly the same. The 
character of the woman,—the description 
of the host,—the sayings uttered,—the 
time, —all are different. And if the pro- 
bability of this occurring twice is to be 
questioned, we may fairly say, that an 
action of this kind, which had been once 
commended by our Lord, was very likely 
to have been repeated, and especially at 
such a time as ‘six days before the ‘vast 
Passover,’ and by one anointing Him for 
His burial. I may add, that there 
is not the least reason for su n Mary 
woman in this incident to hare bean 
Magdalene. The introduction of her as a 
new person so soon after (ch. viii. 2), and 

what is there stated of her, make the notion 
exceedingly improbable. 38.] The 
exact time and place are indeterminate— 
the occasion of Luke’s inserting the history 
here may have been the gikog reAwvay x. 
GpaprwAey in ver. 34. Wieseler places it 
at Nain, which certainly is the last wdduc 
that has been named: but it is more natu- 
ral to suppose rg woes to refer only to rg 
olxig before—the city where the house was. 
Meyer thinks that the definite article 
points out Capernaum. The position of 
the words dv r. wéAa in the amended text 

a different rendering from ‘a 
woman in the city which was a sinner.’ 
We must either S i ‘which was a 
sinner in the ot i. e. known as such in 
the place by pub lo repute, ,—carrying on a 
sinful occupation i place,—or (2) re- 
gard dr. zy dv r. ck. as parenthetic, 
‘a woman which was in the city, a sin- 
ner.’ The latter seems preferable. 
ápapreAós, in the sense usually under- 
stood—a prostitute: but, by the context, 

fjv is not however to be penttent. 
taken as a pluperfect. She was, even up 
to this time (see ver. 39), a prostitute 
(compare Augustine, Serm. xcix. “Accessit 
ad Dominum immunda, ut rediret munda:” 
which cannot, as Wordsw., be explained 
away by what follows, ** accessit confessa, 
ut rediret professa." The latter was a 
matter of course, otherwise she would not 
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* Ah TAU Kal 'tmtyvovca Ori 
rd m , n » v. o „ 

ↄtoa lou, Kopzicaca a aBacrpov upov 
? 4 p * M 58 > œ À , - 8a 
ori * mapa rOUC wodag avrov KAalovaa, rotc Óakpugatr 

99. xxviii. I. 
h. Hi. 5. Pa 

| «æ Mark ii. 15 
tea. 

m = here only 

att, AE v. 
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9 9 =a » = 

l karaktirat tv Ty otia TOV 
L] am 

38 Kai araga 

» q 7 N 58a , - L| — 0 A - 
0 ENtI» TOUC O d ur ob, Kat Tal y 2.0 keir. npčaro ° Bpiy c 0 : c ÜpiEi» rac 

n Matt. xxvi. 
7 pur. only. 
4 Kings xxi. 
Is valy. 

o Matt. xxvi. 
7 reff. 

p ch. vili. 35. 
Acts xxii. 8. 

q ee vet. 44. 

ev. X . . 

(Matt. v. 48 
ret.) Pi. v 

» 

* kaÀÉgac avTOv timtv 

a, ö art Sir. xli. 11. Ep. Jer. 18, 94 only .9 nB . T. III. 41. . JEF. ony. 

. Bath 1.9, td. P Matt. vi, 1 
w Matt. vill. 27 reff.t 

ny D eth: txt BLEN vulg lat- / f} l (S 
om xa: bef wiy, with DLZ rel latt syr-cu eth arm: ins 

th Antch. for e., yvovea D. 
rel: txt AB (D) LXA 33 Tit-bostr Antch.—(aft eapizaiov D lat-c e.) 

bef akaBacrpow D. 

. vi, 17 reff, a 

cenie aurnc * ekfuaccey, kai ‘xarepiie rovg wodac 

avrov cal ‘ nArAEgev Ty ub 
“év eaurp Alywy Obroc a f= 

Tpo$nrnc, eylvwaxev av rig kat " moram) 7 yum nri Leer 

aͤrrerat avrov, Ort aquaptwAU¢ torv. 

Spat. Jona O Insovc elev mpòç avróv Tinu, "fyw coi Ti tit 

80 & o Dapicatoc o 

40 kai aroxpiOkic 

s ver. 45. ch. xv.90. Matt. 2xvi. 400 Mk. Acts xx. Ei’. 
«» Matt. xxii. 8, 9 reff. v Matt. ii. V reff. 

syr-cu) copt arm Ambr. rec 
FMPSVXA 69 syrr copt 

roc avactrat (cf avecdiOn cer 36), with 

pvpov 

38. rec Tapa rove wodac avrov bef orion, with AP rel syr goth: tıt BDLXA 
r 1. 33 latt iL syr-ca copt sth arm Orig-lat (Mcion-e) Antch 

rec npłkaro Botyey Tovg wodac avrov bef roi Gaepvcw, with AP 
rel syr copt goth sth Amphil: txt BDL 33 latt syr-cu arm 

eEepuker (as in ver 44 and John xii. 3) ADLX 83 copt : txt 

TOV 1700U í 

Bpexeryv, eBpeEe D. 

for avror, 

ig-lat.—for so£aro 

BP rel latt syrr syr-cu Orig-lat, eFepacey E'H'A 69. 
89. for o cadeoag avrov, rap’ w carexetro D lat-e. 

syr-txt arm Orig- lat Amphil Aug, 
om Aeye»v DX 69 lat 

ins o bef rpugyrnc B(Mai) : om ADP rel. 
for ric axrerat, 9 awropevn D Orig. 

40. ewev bef o igo. K. arov D. rec ono bef didaerah: core, with P rel 
Amphil; so, but for net, e$ AD copt sth: txt B I, LX 1. 

have come at all) —and this was the first 
manifestation of her penitence. ‘Quid 
mirum, tales ad Christum confugisse, cum 
et ad Johannis baptismum venerint P^ 
Matt. xxi. 32 (Grotius). It is possible, 
that the woman may have just heard the 
closing words of the discourse concerning 
John, Matt. xi. 28—80; but I would not 
press this, on account of the obvious want 
of sequence in this part of our Gospel. 
The behaviour of the woman certainly 
implies that she hed heard our Lord, and 
been awakened by His teaching. 
448. p.: for the word, &c., see on Matt. 
xxvi. 7. Our Lord would, after the ordi- 
nary custom of persons at table, be re- 
clining on a couch, on the left side, turned 
towards the table, and His feet would be 
behind Him. She seems to have embraced 
His feet (sce Matt. xxviii. 9), as it was also 
the Jews’ custom to do by way of honour 
and affection to their Rabbis (see Wetstein 
on this passage), and kissed them, and in 
doing so to have shed abundant tears, 
which, falling on them, she wiped off with 
her hair. It does not appear that this 

latter was an isfentional part of ber 
honouring our Lord: had it been, there 
would hardly have been an article before 
Sdxpvo. As it stands, vois Sárpuow is 
the tears, implied in xAaiovca,—the tears 
which she shed,—not ‘her tears,’ which 
would be daxpucecw only. The ointment 
here has a peculiar interest, as being the 
offering by a penitent of that which had 
been an a in her unhallowed work 
d sin. 89. alw. iv dav. ga This 
phraseo is aps a mark of transla- 
tion fram the Aeren, The Pharisee 
assumes that our Lord did not know who, 
or of what sort, this woman was, and 
thence doubts His being a jure (see 
ver. 16) ;—the possibility of His Kwowiag 
this and permitting it, never so much as 
occurs to him. It was the touching by an 
unclean n, which constituted the 
defilement. This is all that the Pharisce 
fixes on: his offence is merely technical 
and ceremonial. 40.] 5 
perhaps to the disgust manifested in the 

ariseo’s countenance; for that most 
have been the ground on which the nar- 

CS 
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rative relates ver. 89. We must not 
however forget that in similar cases iduv 
& Ino. rác ivyÜvusjouc abroy is inserted 
(Matt. ix. 4), and doubtless might also have 
been here. There is an inner personal 
appeal in the words ing the Pha- 
risee. The calling by name the especial 
FN =m n «lweiv, pus to the taner 
thoug the heart, and at once bring 
the sanda 8484 ., elerd, so different from 
obros ci 4v porn. 41] We 
must remember that our Lord is here 
setting forth the matter primarily with 
reference to Simon's subjective view of 
himself, and therefore not strictly as 

the actual comparative sinfulness 
of these two before God. Though how- 
ever not to be | gsm the case have 
been so: and, I am inclined to think, was 
so. The clear light of truth in which 
every word of His was spoken, will hardly 
allow us to suppose that such an admission 
would have been made to the Pharisee, if 
it had not really been so in fact. But see 
more below. óo xp.] The debtors 
are the prominent persons in the parable— 
the creditor is necessary indeed to it, but is 
in the background. And this remark is 
importánt—for on bearing it carefully in 
mind the right understanding of the para- 
ble depends. The Lord s from the 
position of the debtors, and applies to 
their case the considerations of ordinary 
gratitude and justice. And in doing so it 
is to be noticed, that he makes an as- 
sumption for the purpose of the parable :— 
that sin = the sense of sin, just as a debt 
is felt to the amount of the debt. The 
disorganization of our moral nature, the 
deadly sedative effect of sin in lulling the 
conscience, which renders the greatest 
sinner the least ready for penitence, does 
not here come into consideration; the 
examples being two persons, both aware 

of their debt. This assumption itself is 
absolately Jor the parable: 
for if forgiveness is to awaken love in 

rtion to the magnitude of that which 
Is forgiven, si» in such a connexion must 
be the jective debt which is. felt to 
exist, not objective one, the magnitude 
of which we never ean know, but God 
only : see on ver. 47 below. wevTa- 
róma ... xovra—a very different 
ratio from the ten thousand talents and 
the hundred pence in Matt. xviii. 21—85, 
because there it is intended to shew us 
how insignificant our sins towards one 
another are in comparison with the of- 
fence of us all before God. 42. pi 
lxóvrev . . . . dxaplcaro] What depth 
of meaning there is in these words, if we 
reflect WHO said them, and by what 
means this 1 gar was to be wrought ! 
Observe that the pd Ax. is pregnant with 
more than at first appears :—Aow is this 
incapacity discovered to the creditor in the 
parable P how, but by themselves ? Here 
then is the sense and confession of sin; 
not a bare objective fact, followed by a 
decree of forgiveness: but the incapacity 
is an avowed one, the forgiveness is a 
personal one, pots. tle 
otv ... The difficulty usually found 
in this question and its answer is not 
wholly removed by the subjective nature 
of the parable. For the sense of sin, if 
wholesome and rational, must bear a pro- 
portion, as indeed in this case it did, to 
the actual sins committed: and then we 
seem to come to the false conclusion, 
‘The more sin, the more love: let us 
then sin, that we may love the more.’ 
And I believe this difficulty is to be re- 
moved by more accurately considering what 
the love is, which is here spoken of. It is 
an unquestionable fact, that the deepest 
penitents are, in one kind of love for fiim 
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who has forgiven them, the most devoted ; 
—in that, namely, which consists in per- 
sonal sacrifice, and proofs of earnest attach- 
ment to the bl Saviour and His cause 
on earth. But it is no less an unquestion- 
able fact, that this love is not the highest 
form of the spiritual life; that such persona 
are, by their very course of sin, inca 
tated from entering into the length, 
breadth, and height, and being filled with 
all the fulness of Christ ; that their views 
are generally narrow, their aims one- 
sided :—that though d yar be the great- 
est of the Christian graces, there are 
various kinds of it; and though the love 
of the reclaimed profligate may be and is 
intense of its kind, (and how touching 
and beautiful its manifestations are, as 
here!) yet that kind is not so high nor 
complete as the sacrifice of the whole 
life, —the bud, blossom, and fruit,—to His 
service to whom we were in baptism dedi- 
cated. For even on the ground of the 
perable itself, in that life there is a con- 
tinually freshened sense of the need, and the 

assurance, of pardon, ever awaking devoted 
and earnest love. In the twodag- 
Bdéve of Simon, we have, understood, 
“that is if they feel as they ought.” 

44—46.) It would Mat appear 
that Simon had been deficient in the 
ordinary courtesies paid by a host to 
his guests—for these, though marks of 
honour sometimes paid, were not (even the 
washing of the feet, except when coming 
from a journey) invariably paid to guests: 
—but that he had taken no particular 
pains to shew affection or reverence for his 
Quest. Respecting water for the feet, sce 
Gen. xviii. 4; Judg. xix. 21. Observe the 
contrasts here : »—Sdxpvow (‘ fudit 
lacrymas, sanguinem cordis" Aug. Serm. 
xcix. (xxiii.) 1),—Oqpe ob (on 
the . TOUS :— 

v xed.,—pUpe (which was more 
precious) toii 68. &$ fs «l«$30.] 

ese words will explain one difficulty 
in the circumstances of the N 
how such a woman came into the guest- 
chamber of such a Pharisee. She 
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VIII. 1“ Kai éyévero *év rp ' xabetng, cal avróc „ian 
47. aft où xapw ins de D-gr. for a: apapria: aurne ac roRAG, aur ro D 

atf l: aur as apf, avre P, avr3 as apaprias vulg lat-a c: auric at ap. 
AFK. om or: ny. to ayaxa D lat-e. 
cat B. 

48. for aov, co: P al vulg lat-5 c. 
49. deri bef ovroc DP 1. 69 latt copt. 
50. ev ipnvn in pace D latt. 

CHAT. VIII. 1. for raden, s£nc A. 

appears by them to have entered simulia- 
5 our Lord and His disciples. 

vv. 36, 37 at all preclude this 
idea :—émyvotca n «ardaevras may 
mean, ‘having knowledge that He was 
going to dine, &c. If she came in His 
train, the Pharisee would not exclude her, 
as He was accustomed to gather such to 
hear Him : it was the touching at which 
he wondered. 47.) This verse has 
been found very difficult to fit into the 
lesson conveyed by the Parable. But I 
think there need be little difficulty, if we 
regard it thus. Simon had been of- 
fended at the uncleanness of the woman 
who touched our Lord. He, having given 
the Pharisee the instruction contained in 
the parable, and having drawn the con- 
trast between the woman's conduct and 
his, now assures him, * Wherefore, seeing 
this is so, I say unto thee, she is no longer 
unclean—her many sins are forgiven : for 
(thou seest that) she loved muoh: her 
conduct towards Me shews that love, 
which is & token that her sins are for- 
given.“ Thus the Sr: is not the causative 
particle, ‘decause she loved much; but, 
as rightly rendered in E. V., for she 
loved much: ‘for she has shewn that 
love, of which thou mayest conclude, from 
what thou hast heard, that it is the effect 
of a sense of forgiveness.’ Thus Bengel, 
* Remissio peccatorum, Simoni non co- 
gitata, probatur a fruotu, ver. 42, qui est 
evidens et in oculos incurrit, quum sit 
occulta ;'—and Calov., * probabat Christus 
a posteriori.’ But there is a deeper 
consideration in this solution, which the 
words of the Lord in ver. 48 bring before 
us. The sense of forgiveness of sin is not 

for e, o X. aft agreras ins 

for ovy avre, per’ avrov D. 

altogether correspondent to the sense of 
forgiveness of a debt. The latter must 
be altogether past, and a fact to be looked 
back on, to awaken ia : the former, 
by no means so. e expectation, the 
desire, and hope of forgiveness, the vier 
of ver. 50, awoke this love; just as in our 
Christian life, the love daily awakened by 
a sense of forgiveness, yet is gathered 
under and summed up in a po faith 
and expectation, that ‘in that day’ all 
will be found to have been forgiven. The 
agel r&v ápapriwv, into which we have 
been baptized, and in which we live, yet 
waits for that t ádiwvrai cov al 
apapriat, which He will then pronounce. 

The aorist }yéwycev is in appo- 
sition with the aorists throughout vv. 

, as referring to the same facts. 
Remark that the assertion regard- 

ing Simon is not ai dAiyat á$éervrai, but 
óliyov apierac; 5 the subjective 
character of the part ting to him :— 
he felt, or cared about, but little for. 
giveness, and his little love shewed this 
to be so: on the whole, see Bleek's note. 

49.] This a to have been 
said, not in an hostile, but a reverential 
spirit. Perhaps the xal alludes to the 
miracles wrought in the presence of John’s 
messengers, 60.] See on ver. 47. 
The woman's faith embraced as her own, 
and awoke her deepest love on account of, 
that forgiveness, wbich the Lord now first 
formally pronounced. els. ep ivy, 
o) 1 Sam. i. 17; not only in peace,’ 
but implying the state of mind /o which 
she might now look forward. 

Cuar. VIII. 1—3.] JESUS MAKES A 
CIRCUIT TEACHING AND HEALING, WITH 
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q ver. 11. Barkin se E 
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Heb. xii is (bat intr.) only. Prov. zzvi. 
14. Jer. xvii. 8 only. 
Rom. vi. 5.) 

2. [papeop ALP 1.33 Syr.] 
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= Matt. xxi. 19, 20. 
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erra bef aporia D vulg(od and some mas). 

oj M p 0 Mt. al. Py aniz 7 
s Matt. v 

Neh. vill. 11. M here Dio & 
y bere only. Job xxvi. 

a hore only t. Wied. xut. i8 only. (rer, 

rec (for avroic) avre (see Mt xxvii. 
55; Mk xv. 41), with ALMX 1. 33 fuld(with ing per) lat-a b 77 l syr-txt ica eth 
arm Mcion-t: txt BD rel am(with em forj gat 

rec (for ex) axo, with 

ins rg» bef wow» D-gr. 
sapa[joA nv» rotary poc avrovc D 39 lat-b e 

8 05 goth Aug. 
69 Orig. 
4. evytAOovroc D 69. 

DK. 5. om Ist rov (see || Mk) D 
t) B. a, and for avro, avra (|| 
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His TWELVE DISCIPLES, AND MINISTER- 
ING WOMEN. Peculiar to Luke. A gene- 
ral notice of our Lord’s travelling and 
teaching in Galilee, and of the women, 
introduced again in ch. xxiii. d xxiv. 10, 
who ministered to Him. 
[ré : see ver. 30. 8.] Poe Blunt 
has observed in his incidence that we 
find a reason here why Herod should say 
to his servants (Matt. xiv. 2), ‘This is 
John the Baptist, &c., viz.—because his 
steward’s wife was a disciple of Jesus, and 
so there would be uent mention of 
Him among the servants in Herod’s court. 

This is Herod Antipas. Johanna 
is mentioned again ch. xxiv. 10, and again 
in company with Mary Magdalene and 
others. Susanna is not again mentioned. 

Sinx., providing food, and giving 
other necessary attentions. 
4—15.] PARABLE OF THE BOWER. 

Matt. xiii. 1—8, 18—23. Mark iv. 1—20. 
For the parable and its explanation, see 
notes on Matt., where I have also noticed 
the varieties of expression here and in 
Mark. On the relation of the three ac- 
counts to one another, see notes on Mark. 
Our Lord bad retired to Capernaum,—and 

[4 
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aft axovoyrec ins axovewory kai (|| MX) R 69 copt. 
19. axoveavric B(sic) LUZ : akoXovOovvr:ic (error) D. 

axo rnc capdtag avrwy bef roy Ryo D 
18. ryv werpav D F(Wtst) X Syr arm Orig. 

avrot B!. 
14. om 3rd ca: D lat-c e f I wth. (Tischdf wrongly adds 69.) 

norwy A al. 

thither this multitude were flocking toge- 
ther to Him. cwióvrog is the pre- 
sent participle, which the E. V. overlooks. 

qüv dur wédiv—‘ex quávis urbe 
erat cohors aliqua," Bengel. brvirop., 
eo up one after another. It was 
the desire of those who had been impressed 
by His discourses and miracles to be further 
taught, that brought them ther to 
Him now. He spoke this parable sitting 
in a boet, and the multitude on the shore. 

14.] ró must not be taken 
(Meyer) as belonging to sropevópavot (xd 
ptp. ávri rob perà pep., Euthym.), for no 
such usage of the preposition is ound in 
the N. T., and the sense would be tame 
and frigid in the extreme; but ùró 

Deut Ld sar 
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18 Prov. xvil. 1 w = 3 Tim. ii. 4. 
adl y bere only f. Ps. lxiv. 10 Symm. 
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om e LTE. [ei ij, (sic) B*.] 
t arm : ins A rel lat-f q syr goth ath. 

avr: bef  wapa- 

akovgarrec 

for ara, wv quorum D. 
t-a ò c f. 

om cam D lat-e syr-cu eth arm: 

ins vro bef 

belongs to suvaviyorrat, and zoptvóusvos 
(which Meyer contends would have no 
meaning in this case) is in ite ordinary 
sense of going their way, namely, after 
having heard the word : see for this 
of rope bon Matt. ii. 8; ix. 13; xi. 4 al. 
(but not Mark, except xvi. 10 [3 where 
geo 8 and Luke vii. 22; ix. 13 al. 
freq. It is rising that such a critic as 
Meyer should à have upheld so absurd an 
interpretation as that impugned above. 

Tol belongs to all three 
substantives. 15.] It has been said, 
on Matt. ver. 23, that all receptivity of 
the seed is from God—and all men have 
receptivity enough to make it matter of 
condemnation to them that they receive 
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axovoavrec Toy Aoyov 
ae s ev _UmOpovD. 

1 GAkrert od 
reff.). 

b Matt. vill. 94 
reff. 

g Mark xi. 16. 
pus zix. 99. 

h Matt. xxii 

aT auTov. 

ETATTEAION 

° kartyougiv kat 
16 Ovéeic 8e * Abyvov 

1 abr € GktUEL T) " ' bwoxarw KAivnc TiUnow, aAXr eri i Àv- 

viaç Tino, 1 iva oi * ticroptvóptvot PAérwow TO we. 

ou yap cart Kpumrov 8 ov gavepoy yevinoerat, over 

! amókovóov © ov un yrwaby kai us javepo EA Oy. 
rde axobere’ de av yde exp, Sobnae- 

Tat aùr” Kai Og av un EXP, kai 0 Soxe € &yetv aphnoerar 

l Kady yv obroi tio) " ofrivec Ev Kapoia *KaXy Kai a-ya0y 
kapro$opovaty 

R * àjac ‘xaXbwre 

19 © Tlapeyévovro de mpoç avrov 7 UITE kai ot ace- 
44 ref. 80 p Sia 

d. rrr nt got avrov, Kal OUK NJo uva vro ourruyey avro ua TOY 

Exod. xxv. 31. constr., see Matt. xxi. 7 reff. k ~ eh. zi. 83. xix. 80. Jer. xvii. 90. 1 | Mk. ref. 
O w. pt, Matt. iti. 18. ch. vil. 4, 90. xi.6. Acts X. 18 only. Job H. LL m 1 Cor. ill. 10. | Eph. v. 16. 

p here oaly¢. 2 Macc. viii. 14 only. 

15. uç rnv xaÀgv yny nv (I. Mt) D 157 Orig, i» bonam terram latt. om ca- 
cat D lat-a bc e ff, Ig Am aft roy AO ius rov Otov D. for caprogovery, 
reXtcgopovary om ver 14) LX. 

16. for Avyvtac, rn» Avyvia» (|| Mt Mk) DEM (U) X. 
: re D: tat B(sic) FLAZN 1. 69. 

rec o ov yywobnoiraı (from Mt x. 26: not as 

similar corrn in || Mk), with A 
to gue (|| MX) B. 

17. for yevnoerat, ecrac D. 
Meyer, altered to tert, to correspond with «X0: 

rec emwriÜgeiv (a 
om iva 

the rec reading was evidently 
originated by some scribe, who omitted to alter «A05 into accordance with it), with 
A rel: o ov pn yywoOnoerac F: add iva yyec0g D: txt BLZ 33. (un is over the 
line in L.) 

18. rec yap bef av, with DKUXA (S 1. 83, e sil); yap «av A rel: txt BLÆ. 
apOncerat ax’ avrwy bef "s o a exei. D lat-e. 

19. N B(Mai) D 
syr-cu copt Epiph. 

it not in earnest, and bring not forth 
fruit :—but there is in this very recep- 
tivity a wide difference between men; 
some being false-hearted, hating the truth, 
deceiving themselves, —others g ear- 
nest and simple-minded, willing to be 
taught, and humble enough to receive 
with meekness the engrafted word. It is 
of these that our Lord here 8; of 
this kind was Nathanael, the Israelite 
indeed in whom was no guile, John i. 48 : 
see also John xviii. 87, “ Every one that 
is of the truth, heareth My voice," and 
Trench on the Parables, in loc. 
adds xal dyads has here nothing to do 
with its classical sense of etyevnc, but is 

ely ethical,—and to be rendered as in 
7 honest and good. dv Froh .] 

in 3 through the 
course of a life spent in duties, and 
amidst discouragemente—é Umoptivac tic 
réAoc, ovroc cwÜfctra:, Matt. xxiv. 18. 

16—18.] Mark iv. 21—25, where see 
notes. e sayings occur in several parts 

aft 9 unrnp ins avrov DN 69 er- y lat-c e Syr 

of Matt. (v. 15; x. 26; xiii. 12), but in 
other connexions. Euthym. remarks well, 
eixdc dé card dragdpouc saipovc¢ ra Tovavra 
ro xpiordy aixtiy. On the meaning of 
the rate sayings, see notes on the pas- 
sages in Matt. O e that ver. 18, wos 
obere = = ri deotere Mark, and 
čxeww = tye: Mark. 
10-21 THE MOTHER AND BRETHREN 

OF JESUS SEEK TO SEE Him. Matt. xii. 
46—50. Mark iii. 31—35. The incident is 
introduced here without any precise note of 
sequence; not so in Matt., whosays, after 
the discourse in ch. Xii, lri abro» A 
Aoŭyroç roig bie ~ "TET and Mark 
cal ipyovyrav . . . . before stated, 
ver. 21, that His nre went out to lay 
hold of Him, — for they said, He is beside 
Himself We must conclude therefore 
that they have it in the exact place, and 
that Luke only inserts it among the events 
of this series of discourses, as indeed it was, 
but without fixing its place. His account 
is abridged, and without marks of an eye- 

VIII. 
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o xov. 20 4 amnyyéàn St avro [Aeyóvrev] 'H u AC: = 
gue Kai oi ae Ag cou cornkacty kw ide oe Bédovrec. LN 

F see 

lo 8 aroxpiGeic elev rde avrov¢ Marne pov Kat adeh- „ 
got pov ovroi ' «tw ot rov Adyor rov he * akobovrtc kai Er 

BDE? 22° Eyivero de € ar ' mg TOV lutpiv, Kai avróc rig 18. 2 2255 
rad zic AO kai ot pabyrat avrov, Kat pis rpòg avroüc 22 Tet 
83. 6. AutA Üwpnsv ec TO wipav rnc " Aiuvgc. xa ar Onoav. * 2 — is 

28 y mAtóvroy & avrov * apórrwosv. Kat edv, dee, 5 T. here 
avípov tic riv " Alpyny, Kat ` avverÀnpovvro wat“ ixivdi- 2 25 nail, 
vevoy 24 tpo Abo be * nm At Kev. xvi ; poceADovrec OF Si yeipar avrov yovrtc Rov. zviti. 17 
'"Emorara to rüra, awo)tpea. o ài k yegbeic E Eme bers only. 
eriunsty Ty avíup Kat TY c TOU Udaroc, kai. M 
£maócavro kai Eyre Ya * simev & avroic Hou Tow m 

e 3» rioric wv; do[3n0tvrec Sé tÜabpacav, Aéyovrt dee. ak 
a. 3 n 2 Y c mpoc xxv.) dd 

pies yb don. zv. 99 (Acts EHE S ae CIRC oe heré (em eek poten l D ort. 
gl. Pa. cv. h James i. C only. Jonah i. 4, 11, i$: 

d ES P». evi. 99 Sang. 

20. rec (for axnyy. dt) cat axnyy., with A rel vulg lat-e f g, syrr syr-cu goth sth 
arm Bas: txt BDLX 38. 69 lat-a à ff, g, l g copt. om Atyovrev (as unneces- 
sary and harsh 7) BDLAX 1. 33 latt Syr syr-cu copt goth seth Bas. add ors DLX 
1 ev-y lat-a b c goth Bas. tw bef eorncacty D al lat-c e Bas (Mcion-t). 
Oedovrec bef o: BE: 5 at (see || M?) D. 

21. avroic D al lat-o ins ņ bef ugrnp and o: bef adedgos (|| Mt Mk) DXA 
69: om ABX rel. rec at end adds avrov, with V(as corrd by orig! scribe) X rel 
Syr yis copt Cyr Mcion-t: om ABDH?LV'Z, 1. 33 latt syr goth eth arm Tit-bostr 
Th] Am 

22. rec (for eyer. un eat tyty., with X rel syr-cu eth arm: txt ABDKLMU 1. 83. 
69 latt syrr copt goth avaBnva avrov D-gr. (aven FLM 69 Thl.) 

23. uç ry» Acpyny bef avepov B lat-a. aft avepov ins woAAn D. 
24. for exiorara (twice), e), Eves (|| Mf) D. dee yephti (conforma to above and 

|| MX) BLN 33: txt A om rov viaroc 
25. rec aft rov ins n arnt D rel latt: om ABLX 1 eth. vpoc aAAgAovc 

witness, which the others have. 20. 
If we read Xe yr, it may be observ 
that we have the same elliptic gen. absol. 
in Hom. II. +. 665 ff., obric dwegpacar’ 
d ivóno:, pnpow iepooa zoͤpv peidivor, 
öpp’ irain, owevddvrwy :—Herod. i. 3, 
9587 indévrec dratredvrey : see also ob 
wpocdtyopivwy, Thuc. iii. 84; lóvrw», 
Pind. Nem. i. 46, and other examples in 
Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 481. In ref. Josh. 

placed in Matthew, must ever be matter 
of obscurity. The fact that it is so, is no 
leas unquestionable than the proof that it 
dapes of the 3 of mess two 
de vangeliste. 
c serves to shew- et pA e had 

r ta by which he could fix the follow- 
ing events. If he had seen the e of 
Mark, could this have been so? 

Mer. belongs to the later Greek, re and even there more commonly we have Ayovrec similarly signifies 
22—25.] Jesvs, —— THE LAKE, to awaken.’ aif from the sky 

BTILLS THE STORM. Matt. viii. 18, 23— ps from the mountain valleys 
27. Mark iv.36—41. The chronology of nad a see Matt. vii. 27, and note on 
this occurrence would be wholly uncer- Acts xxvii. 14. cvwvewA.] They 
tain, were it not for the ion of (= their ship) were : 24.) 
Mark, who has introduced it by i» ixeivg Ses notes on Matt. 25.) In Matt. 
Ty "ining diag obonc,—i. e. oe the same 
day tn which the preceding parables were 
de a How it has come to be mis- 

OL 

this reproof comes before the stilling of 
the storm. But our account, and that in 
Mark, are here evidently rae 

su 
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j see ch. 1. 66. 
Acts zii, 18. 

k = Mark i. 27 

1 bere only *. 
m « ch. ix. 80 

n here only 4. 
“pap, PA "amc ariv 

ETATTEAION VIII. 

— 18 A o constr. Mait. ° avr (p iri mv yw d rhurnotv [° aire] à av rig ex rae 

SE. xi 18 rie, ö oç 3 eixev Saiióvia ' ex Xpavov * KO Vio, xat ipa- 
eh. iv. 

Ev Toig ' uvnpaot. 

aniy. ch ax t rpoęl cot avt 

2 rio ovk " évebrüpektro, Kai ev oucig OUK 
a B 8 Ot rov Insowv " 

kai pory meyady eirev ITI £got. kat Ca 
coi, ‘Incov vit rov Ütov rov 

"Euevev, AAA 
avaxpakac 

* tipiorou 5 * Séopat gov wn 
t- ue * Bacavtegc. P- ̀ mapipyysAAev yap re wvevpare Te 
Mark xv. 17 
only. axaÜápr o eA» aro rov arb ro yao 

ags J. 94. 
= Johs 1. 89, 40 ) ref. 5 cò. iv. 88| Mk. zx230. 1s. Judg. vii 20. 

2213 ik, iret yi. sings an doa. I geh. U Gal. iv. 19 al. &. L F. 
exc. Matt. ix. . 9 Pet. i. 8. Rev. ix. 6 al. l. i Kings v. c Mark vill. 6 reff. 

d dat., Acts viii. 11. Rom. xvi. 96. 

bef Atyovrtc LX 83 lat-a ö c. 
. caremwAsvcey R al. 

rec yadapyvoy, with AR rel Syr syr-cu syr-txt goth: ye 
in ver 87] 1. 83 syr-jer copt sth arm: txt (see prolegomena) B 

rec avrimepav (cf repay, || Mt Mk), b LA: sepa» SM: 

om 2nd avre BES 1. 33 arm: ins ADR rel ves. 
I. rer bef ded B: om ric D ev-y tol! lat-a (eth ?). 

for ex XP. to eved., x. ypovw uavw ove evióvearo 

latt syr-marg Ambr. 
1 ABDRZN rel. 

. K. &nAOov e. r. y. wat D. 
Go ing. E 
exe», eywv B. (not L, 
igarioy BLÆ (1.) 33 marg Byr-jer 

for owta, ouv D tnt Mat 

om xat vraxovovay avre B. 
for xa: rar., kar. 0s D am(with fuld em forj) lat-a c. 

tonvey LX (CP 
[C! sah in ver 37] 

for oc 

arm.—for ex, awo D.—for cas, og D. 
for pynpacty, 87775 D al. 

28. rec ins eas bef avaspata with AR rel syr goth arm: om B (D) LXX 33 latt 
Syr syr-cu copt sth 
avrw ca D. 
lat-g, l 

avecpaEey D, addg ca: bef serey, D'-gr.—om wpocer:o:y 
om oov DR 1. 60 ev-y lat-e copt. om row Geov DXX 1 

29. rec mapnyysde (corre to aor, as so offen), with BFMSAX 69 Cyr-jer: t Aryer 
(I| MX) D lat-e: txt A 

26—39.] HEALING OP A DEMONIAO IN 
THE LAND OF THE GERASENES. Matt. 
viii. 28—84. Mark v. 1—20, in both of 
which places see notes. 20.) Avr. 
T. T., a more precise description than ró 
ripav pu or rà s. rg Gad. Mark. 

dx rhs dM. belongs, not to 
iníjvr. Meyer and E. V.), but to dvhp 
i- certain man of the city. The man 
did not come from .the city, but from the 
tombs. I put to any reeder the ques- 
tion, whether it were ible for either 
Mark or Luke to have drawn up tbeir ac- 
count from Matt., or with Matt. before 
them, seeing that he mentions two pos- 
sessed rog ont P Would no notice be 
taken of this? Then indeed would the 
Evangelists be but poor witnesses to the 
truth, if they could consciously allow such 
a discrepancy to eo ee M 
pancy iteelf, no solution has proposed 
which can satisfy any.really critical mind. 

rel latt syrr syr-cu. for rvevpars, Catpovew D lat-e. 

That one should have been prominent, and 
the 5 is of course possible, but 
such a hypothesis does not us one 

healings 

o and 
this is the phenomenon to be accounted 
for. It is at least reasonable to assign 
accuracy in such a case to the more 
detailed and chronologically inserted ac- 
counts of Mark and Luke. a 

pensity to go entirely naked is a well- 
own symptom in certain kinds of raving 

madness: see Trench, Miracles, 5 167, 

note f. 89.] ru 
ordering, imperf.: in the midst of this 
ordering, and as a consequence of it, the 
55 man cried out, as in dast verse. 

see reff. Plutarch, Thes. 
6, uses ca zoÀAÀoic Sector not ‘for 
many years, still leas, ‘ oftentimes, E. V., 

aAA ovc Tie apa ovróc earw, Ort koi roig avtpoi Ec. 

* emraoot kai Tp voaTt, kai Urakobovaiy abrꝰ; 

26 Kal carir Ama tie Thy Xwpav fer Team, x: MES) 

. THe T'aeAuAatac. 

ASTEP 
GER! 

71 eEehOowre Riau 

s 78 
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Ld 9 7 ` ~- e 

“auvnpwaxet avTOv, kat f deo peiro 5 aA vctGLY urea 

 Stapnoowy rd 
12 , e s — , » A 2 £ 

nAabvero vxo TOV Satuoviov tic rac epnuouc. 

k 8 « xxvii. 16. 
sone e Prov. 

vL 
90; er- EX 

npwrnoey & avrov o Inaovc Aéyov Ti ao: for óvopa 5 0 gi tix. (800) 

& tl tirev 
31 

2 areA Gey. 

™ Aeytov, ö ort Sauóvia woA)a ic Orv tic avróy. Dies a 
civ. 18 al. kai " wapexades uis "iva un ° erirá£g encore tie, mY i Matt. xvi, 

* % da exes 3ayéÀn ? v.6. Acts 
xiv. 14 oat 

Xolpwy 

ikavey * Pooxopiven € ev T oper Kat waptkáAecay AVTOV 1 2244. os 
Avi. 

tva rer pa avroic eic exeivouc iced berv. kai ' emérpepev Br . (not 
, 

N dè ra dab vin € amo TOU avÜpérmov ' ms 
eich do sic rovc * xolpauc, cal Gpunatv 7) ° ayéÀn Kara mpMk-be 

tt. xiv. 86 
Rer i 9, n. 1 7. "svi acd, Pon f x 
2 reff. Mt. reff. d P Lact. MT ie 
um 1 Kings xv. 19. 

e£6A0: D lat-e. 
: txt ACDE rel. 

eee 7) D. 
rel. rec dauovos, with AC! 
Saspovwy A al Syr-ms syr-marg. 

aft mAavvaro ins yap 

ovoua 

ovopa pos (|| MX) D lat-c 
5 D.—eicnAGev bef 

I a cat wap., wap. de D lat.ff. 
arm Cyr: txt APR U(Treg expr) 

82. om ixavwy D al lat-c: 

Soy jer wth. 

DF a 

for kai ap., sap. de D. goth. 

copt-ms 
for i., mowy (|| 

Mk) B D-gr KU 69 lat-a Syr eth: txt ACPRZ rel vulg lat-5 c D- lat syr-cu syr 

4 Mark vi. 89 reff. rr X. 7. 
refi.) r «x Matt, ux viii. 

Esth. ix. 14. af. Aets vil. 67. xix. 39 

for c. edsop., edeop. yap D lat-a b c.—edtopevero BLX 
[&apnecwv, so (with one p) AB'C (D) RUA 1.) 

D lat- e. 
rel lat-a: txt B(Mai) CIDE!'XZ latt: 
THY 7 77 8 Eu eyr · eu. 

30. om Aeye» (as || ME) B 1 lat-a beef 
bef eorcy BDL 1. 33 latt Orig 

(|| M), C' (hence the rearrangements) : txt ACR rel syr Dial. 

Scepye. 
for vro, axo BZ: txt ACDR 

Tw» 

ins ori bef go. E! (appy). 
C? : ov. aot, omg toriy 

aft Ae ins 
for ors to eig avrov, foAAa yap na 

(A Ue. GOL tor. 

aipovia T0ÀÀa B vulg lat-b c copt: txt ACR rel lat-a 

wapexcadovy B(Mai) CDFLS 1. 33. 69 copt 
th. 
t) X. Besse (J'rom || Mt 

co 
rec wapacadowv (|| Mt), with AC DPR rel 

vulg 40 Bi port: txt (|| Mk, so that it is not easy to decide, except by tzt being less 
E 1. 33 lat-a b c f ff, 9 

pelea LEZ 33. u 
similarly lat-a b ff, lq 

goth. aft «wa ins py A. avrac bef 
for smsrpepn ... ge AO, siç r. xoiovc ecgeAOway D; 
for last ra, o de D. 

33. rec tggA0«», Aith U (8 1. 69, e sil): wppnoay abierunt D: txt ABC PR rel. 

Grot. ;—but during s long time 
cuvnps., it had seized him and carried 
him: see reff. .: notice the 

the sense, ee was at- 
tempted to bind lim. . 7. 8.) 
The unnatural increase oon muscular 
strength is also observed in cases of raving 
madness (as indeed also in those of "x 
strong concentration of the will); 
Trench as above. 30.] Lightfoot on 
Mark v. 9) quotes instances of the use of 
1, for a great number, in the Rabbinical 
writings. The fact of many demons 
having entered into this wretched man, 
seta before us terribly the utter break-up 
of his personal and rational being. The 
words will not bear any tive render- 
ing, but must be taken literally (see ver. 
2 of this chap., and ch. xi. 24 fl.); viz. 
that in the same sense in which other 

poor creatures were by one evil 
spirit (see note on || Matt.), this man, 
and Mary Magdalene, were possessed by 
Many. 81.] * + most 
bably singular—for the plural is used of 
the demons in the next verse: the man 
besought Him. It has been perhaps to 
prevent this understanding of the verb 
that it has been altered to waperadouy 
in some MSS. There is throughout this 
narrative an interchange of the personality 
of the man and the devils: see on Matt. as 
above. T. ] This word is 
sometimes used for es in general (Rom. 
x. 7), but more usually in Scripture for the 
abode of damned spirits: see reff. This 
last is certainly meant here—for the re- 
quest is co-ordinate with the fear of tor- 
ment expressed above (see Greswell on the 
Parables, v. [pt. 2] 865, and note on ch. 

L L 2 
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v Pony. 

12 bis oul. 
w oh. v. I, 

reff. 
x ver.7 | Mt. 

only t. Tobit 
i only. 

y i Mk. only t. 
8 =~ . ) 
r. v. 18 
only 1. 

ach. vil. 88. 
Acts xxii. 8 

C= e 

21 reff. 
d Matt. vill. 16 

ref. 
ew. Inf., ch. v. 

-y — 147 vx? , 
„rod xpnuvob tic THY Aluvm xat drtrviyn. 

1 * g , M * » i?» P7 oO — 

ovog ÉE$v"yov, Kal AF etAay Mrs de ol [Bóckovrtc TO yey oç 7 yov; nyy MS 

ETATTEAION 

sic THY woAW kai etc robe aypouc. 35 éEgA Oo» 

18e ro ve yo, kai 3jA0ov "poc rov ‘Inaovy, kat td por 

kaÜnuevov rov avÜpwrov ap ov rd Satpona CCNA 

„ ipartcpivoy kat. *awppovowvra rad rove v 
rov Incov, xat epofsnOnoay. 36 arhy ye 6$ avrot 
[ 4 e 100 b æ c? 90 e 48 of) P 37 1 

xai] ot Wovrec " mec “eowOn o “ daiponafec. Kai 

ijobrnotv avróv awav rò wAnÜoc rnc 'wtptycpov raw 
8. Joha iv. e» » e > » $ = @ , e 

4. aul, Tenaonywy | amtAOnv ar aurwv, Ort 7 peyady 
» a 4 LÀ a a e 8 

"aL Beat i. © ouveixovro’ avróc 6é tupac etc wAoiov ' uricrpefer. 
B, , — - e » Ld 9 

ca Matt. tv, 38 k dero de avrov o av»üp ap ov ekeAnrife ra 
ii oA e ? $ > s 

22a 18, Òayóva wai cUv aury. ! amtÀvatv 0€ avrov At ye 
Acts x vill. y 4 - @ 
Nj uz ^ Yrõorpepe sç TOV oc cov, Kat " Üuryov Oga oo 

ind e 17 . 9 LI a 8 

idi il. gore, ^ Eroinoey 0 Ütóc. kai amnÀbev ° kab oA rnv rA 
8 p 4 oga “eroinaey avro o Incou [om Knpvoowy Oca ° ETOINTEV avro noouc. 
1 Matt. ziv. 15 ref, m Mark v. 16 ref. Ps. xivil. 18. n ch. L 49 al. o 8 Macc. v. 2. 

amrerviyovto C lat-b c ff, ; awrernynoay S al. 
34. rec (for yeyovoc) yeytvnuevov, with X rel: txt ABCDKLPRUZ 1. 33. 69. 

Weg- 
om ABC DPR rel latt syrr syr- eu copt goth arm 

A. | rec ins as eABoyrec qu Mt bef arnyysAay, with al sth: 
uthym. 

am ef 
3234 2. 

2 
e. 

85. for ver, wapayevopever de ex rnc xoXtec kac Ütupngcavrev caÜguevov rov 
CatponZopevoy Cwppovovyra cat iuarióutyoy KaOnpevoy wapa rovc roòac rov ige 
epoBnOncay D. for sEnA0. de, car e&nrO. C'eppy) 1 Syr syr-cu æth. DVAG 
and evpay B!.] rov ayOpwsrov bef kaÜnutvoy P 1 vulg lat-b c fff, 912 for 
ebe ANR, Enbe B lat. . om rov bef «gcov B. 

36. for ĝe, yap D lat-c.—xa« amnyy. C Syr syr-cu. om cat BCDLPX 33. 69 
lat-a b c f l Syr syr-cu copt arm: ins AR rel vulg lat. , (Oi ?) syr goth. for 
CaiporcoGesc, o Anyawy D, o Mwy Dg" a legione vulg lat F ff. 912 L f. 

87. for cat npwr., npwr. de D lat-a sah. rec nor qa, with E rel vulg lat-5 e 
gi. coptt goth: txt ABCKMPR 33. 69 lat-a syr, exnpwrncey X. for away r. wh. 
f. rep., TOY in wayrey kac ywpa D. rec yadapnywy, with ARN? rel syrr 
syr- cu goth: yepyeogvoy C?LPXRN!? 1. 33. 69 copt eth arm: txt BCI latt sah. 
for or: goBw, $. yap D lat -o goth. for avr. de en., evBac ðe D: om de A aL 

rec ins ro bef moio», with AP rel: om BCLRX 1.33 goth arm.—om eig wi. 
D lat-/ Ambr. 

98. rec edeero, with C'RN! rel: sdearo AP: txt BC?LXN? 33 Cyr. 
daiuovta bef e€eAnAvOee CRX 1. 69 vulg lat-b c sah goth. for uva, eva 9 (see 
| MX) P. rec aft avro» ins o tog, with ACPR rel vulg lat-(a) f F. 9. 4 
Byrr syr-cu goth Vig: om BDL 1 lat-b c g, 2 coptt sth arm Cyr. 

99. for vrocrot$e, voptvov D lat-c. for cat dtnyov, Óyyovptvoc D. 
rec &To0ijot bef voi, with AC? rel syrr copt goth: a cot o 0. ew. D lat : oca cox o 
Kuptog wenoincey kac nArenoey oe (|| Mk) CI: txt BLP (R) X 1.33 vulg lata e 4 
Tit-bostr Vict Cyr.—*exowxt» CR Cyr. artAÜvy kara r. rot exnpvocer D. 

ra 

xvi. 23). But, as Dr. Wordsw. remarks, 
we must distinguish between aSvegog, 
the ad interim place of torment, and the 
lake of fire into which the devil will be 
cast by Christ at the end: see Rev. xx. 3, 
10. 95.] d., viz. the people in 
the town and country = xda ij móc, 
Matt.; here understood in dxny. eic r. 

wor. x. slg r. dy. wapa T. ©. T. 
I.] This particularity denotes an eye- 
witness. 'The phrases common to Mark 
and Luke, e. g. ip. cai owp., ol tddvrec, 
denote a common origin of the two narra- 
tives, which have however become con- 
siderably deflected, as comparison will 
shew. 38, 39.] See notes on Mark. 
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40 Eytvero à "tv ro 9 'Urocrpbja: rov Inoovy, ' aw- qch dnm m 
edétaro avrov o oy Aoc our Yap wavrec ' mpocdoxwwrec "E end 

avrov. 41 kai. où ÅA bev a avp. 9 üvopa láeipoc, kai 3 Macc. ll 9 

abròc apywy Tic oa q yñe Urüpyev" kat rech mapa t Matt. le. ö 
refi 

T obe rõdac rov 'Incov " waprkáAe aurov acA biv tic TOP * Mark v.17 
oixoy avrov, 2 6 ort Svyarp " novoytviic Ir abr c Fil. r " trav dodera, cal abrn * axiÜrnoxtv. eyévero ób € re T( 13 Be- 2 
ropeicohai bet ot oxAor y cuvérvtyov. avro». 
yen oUca * & ` pose aiparoc ^a ars ETWY SóBeka, 5 Nrie A s "ML 

"tarpoic i e eee, s A0 rov -Proy ouK loxvatv 3 
ar ovdevoc OeparevOnvat, “+ wpoceABovea * Sriabev maro, P only. 

e ch. iv. $8 reff. d here = Mark xii. 41 
g Matt. xv. 88 ref. um d = Sie 

43 cal YE, 

v. $9. 
iMt. - Vii. 38 re. 

40. «v bef de, omg eyevero, BLR 1. 33 Syr syr-cu coptt ath Mcion-e: txt ACD rel 
latt syr goth.—vroerpt$«v BR. avodt£asQa. and roy oyXoy D. om o Ci. 

4). for do NOD, eXOwy D lat-c. ovrog ignorance of reference of 
avroc) BDR 1. 69 wir s copt : txt AP vulg lat-b 5 9¹ syr arm. (C N 
om RA sat D lat- o for apa, vxo om rov bef sgcov BP: ins 
ACDR iva acion C'(appy). D oua» D(appy). 

42. for ort to avrw, qv yap vy. avrw povoy. D. 
axoOvnacovea D Syr syr-jer*. rec (for cas eysvero ev rw wopevecOa) ev de rw 
vrayey, with ABC?R rel syrr syr-cu goth sth: txt C!DP arm. cvvaxviyay D: 
ovveOX:Boy (|| Mk) CL 33. 69, cvveOdAryor U. 

for cat avr. axıb., 

. for rig to GepaxevOqvas, gv ovde eç ioxvey Oepamwevoar D sah. —tarpoc to 
fior i is also omitted in B arm. 
tic Tovc iarpovc Orig: 
syrr copt goth eth arm-usc Ambr. 
wap’ 69: txt ABRZ!. 

aft xpoceAGouvea ins de C(appy) copt-ms. 

40— 56.) Rarsiva oF JARIRUS'S 
DAUGHTER, AND HEALING OF A WOMAN 
WITH AN ISSUE OF BLOOD. Matt. ix. 1, 
18—26. Mark v. 21—43. Our account 
is that one of the three which brings out 
the most important points, and I have 
therefore selected 3 for full comment. 

40.] iv . When Jesus had 
5 

eye-witness again. 
ruler = siç rà» ápywvvayéyev Mark; 

Seca pre bat pe lied i to e, but imp in ró 
Ovyárpwoy of Mark. portage are., was 
rd ic In Matt. she is represented as 
already dead. He is not aware of the sub- 
sequent message to Jacirus, and narrates 
concisely and generally. The crowd 
seems to have followed to see what would 
happen at Jaeirus's house: see ver. 54. 

43.] v posavaà. having, besides ali 
her suffering, sp spent,'&c. But,—see notes 
On uù *pocteyroc roU ávépov, Acta xxvii. 
7, and on evppaprvpsiv, Rom. ii. 15 ; viii. 
16; ix. 1.—wpés may denote the direc- 

rec (for sarpotc) eic «arpovc (with some cursive P) ; 
txt ACPRZ rel Scr's-mss aft for ins avrgc CX latt 

rec (for ar) vr, with Pz? rel Orig, vxo C: 

om osic0sv D 258. om 

tion or tendency of her spending. Mark 
adds, that oad w nothing better, but 
rather worse. The omission of this clause, 
larp. xpocay. DA. r. B., in some of the 
best MSS., is curious. I have not ven- 
tured to exclude it, on account of the 
characteristic dwak Aeyóptvov ™posava- 
Mécage, which seems to betray St. Luke’s 
hand. The ds’ instead of br, which 
latter may have come from the örò roh- 
A Toss of St. Mark, conveys a slightly 
differing sense. ùxó is more of direct 
agency, awé of ultimate derivation. She 
could not get more from any n of 
treatment adopted by any. 44.| Her 
inner thoughts are given in Mark, ver. 
28. There was doubtless a weakness 
and error in this woman's view ;—she 
imagined that healing power flowed as it 
were magically out of the Lord's person ; 
and she touched the fringe of his garment 
as the most sacred, as well as the most 
accessible part: see Matt. xxii. 5: Num. 
xv. 37—40. But she obtained what she 
desired. She sought it, though in error, 
yet in faith. And she obtained it, because 
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ref. rou "xpaowisov rov ipariov avrov, Kai 'xapaypnue 
k = bere oat . * orn i boi rov aizaroc avrnc. © kai rev o 1noow 
ica vert Tig o avapnevoc pov; apvovutve» & xüvrev zire o 
see ch. xix. II: 2 U SU E , LOvÀ m 2 j 
43. 1 Kiogs Ilerpoc kat oL o avTy wigTOTG, OL NAU " cureyovoly 

n bere volg. 12 Ane Tie à Giantvó bere only. 8 OE xat AoA weir, Kat Eytic tc o av utvoc pov : 

Ir xi. 0 0 8 Inoobc rer Hyaro pov ric eyw yap tyve» e 
red. , -æ > 5 5 - 5 - TS 

p | Mk. ch. vi. P óvapıv P keAnAvOviavy aw tuov. 47 Sovca & y yen 2 

«Mak v.94 Sri oux tÀaUky " rpíuovca IA Gey, xai * wpocrecovea airy odd 
1.16 aly. “Isa. izvi. 2aL s Mark iii, 11 reff. 128 

rov spac recov (|| ME) D lat-a fy om avrov Á'(perhaps). 
45. for cat to Ist pow, o de oon yyovc trny eteAOovaav «E avrov duvapiy emqowra 

ric pov nparo (see || Mk) D lat-a. om kat ot Gv» avrw Balsyr-cu syr-jer sah.— 
rec (for ev» avre) per’ avrov, with X rel: txt ACDLPRUX 1. 33. 69. om cat 
Atytic to 2nd pow BL 1 coptt arm: ins AC (D) PR rel latt syrr syr-cu goth æth.— 
for o ay. pov, pov mparo D vulg lat-b c f. 

46. om iqcovc DX lat-a Syr. 
omit ino.) 
Orig, : txt BL 33 Orig,. 

this faith was known and recogmized by 
the Lord. It is most true objectively, 
that there did go forth healing virtue 
from Him, and from bis Apostles (see 
Mark vi. 56: Luke vi. 19: Acts v. 15; 
xix. 12), but it is also true that, in or- 
dinary cases, only those were receptive of 
this whose faith embraced the truth of its 
existence, and ability to heal them. The 
error of her view was overborne, and her 
weakness of apprehension of truth co- 
vered, by the strength of her faith. And 
this is a most encouraging miracle for us 
to recollect, when we are disposed to 
think despondingly of the ignorance or 
euperstition of much of the Christian 
world: that He who accepted this woman 
for her faith even in error and weakness, 
may also accept them. 45.] We are 
not to imagine that our Lord was ig- 
norant of the woman, or any of the cir- 
cumstances. The question is asked to 
draw out what followed. See, on 
the part of Jesus Himself, an undeniable ` 
instance of this, in ch. xxiv. 19—and note 
there. The healing took place dy His 
will, and owing to His recognition of her 
Jaith: see similar questions, Gen. iii. 9, 
and 2 Kings v. 26. ô Ir. x. of w. 
ab.] A detail contained only here. 
On the latter part of this verse many in- 
structive remarks have been made in 
sermons—see Trench, Mir., p. 192, note 
(edn. 2)—to the effect that many press 
round Christ, but few touch Him, only 
the faithful. Thus Augustine, * Sic etiam 
nunc est corpus ejus, id est, Ecclesia ejus. 
Tungit eam fides paucorum, premit turba 
multorum (Serm. lxii. 4). And Chrysos- 

expressly states that L 1 s 
rec (for e&eAgAvOvtav) sEeMJovcav (|| ME), with ACDPR rel 

-cu syr do noi 

tom, 6 riert be eic róv ewrgpa Gxrerat 
abro: ò d dmicrey OM abrór cai 
Avrei. It is difficult to imagine how the 
miracle should be, as Dr. Wordsw., "a 
solemn warni to all who crowd on 
Christ: or how such a forbidding to 
come to Him should be reconciled with 
oͤcõre 1p pe dure... Rather should 
we say, seeing it was one of those that 
thus crowded on Him who obtained grace 
from Him, that it is a blessed encourage- 
ment to us not only to crowd on Him, 
but even to touch Him: so to crowd on 
Him as never to be content till we hare 
grasped if it be but His garment for our- 
selves: not to despise or discourage any 
of the least of those who “make familiar 
addresses to Him in (so called) religious 
-hymns,” seeing that thus some of them 
may touch Him to the bealing of their 
souls. I much fear that if my excellent 
friend had been keeping order among the 
multitude on the way to the house of 
Jaeirus, this poor woman would never 
have been allowed to n near to Jesus. 
But I hope and trust that he and I shall 
rejoice together one day in His presence 
amidst & greater crowd, whom no man 
can number, of all nations, and kindreds, 
and people, and tongues. 47.) It is 
not n though perha ble), 
from the dor à rind ag vd 46, that the 
woman should also have denied with 
them. She may have hidden herself 
among the cro Our Lord (Mark ver. 
82) looked around to see 75 rovro wo- 

v—a wonderful precision of expres- 
sion, by which His abeolute knowledge 
of the whole matter is set before us. 
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» A 9 @ e 

à mq» atriay Maro avrov amhyyeAev ‘évomov gayróc ‘3,3! 
80. 
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. 9. 
Kings xv. 

rob Àaov, kai we ian ! rapax pua. 48 0 & erer aury 
Ovyar:p, ij rioric cou " otawxtv oe, " wopsvou eie tio. 
49 * , 

a = ver. 36. 
v oh. vii. 60 

eri avrov AaAourrog Epyerai ric mapa ro “ apyt- Eav 
cuvaywyou Aéyev avrw Ort réOynxey 5 Üvyárnp cov' u 

50 0 Gb "Incove axovcac ar- =) ME, Mitt * gb AU rov &Sacxadov. 

reif. ses ver. 
4. 

expiOn avro [Aiywv] Mn $o(9ov, * póvov riort vo, kai i "Mal 
cwÜnssra,, 5 

111. 8. 

eict A0 & &c rav oixiav ovk * ankey - i. ref. 

eiceA def riva ovv avro et, un Tléroov xat ‘lwavyny xai 

47. for rpepovca, evrpopoç ovca D. om jaro avrov Al. rec aft 
arnyyeAey ins avro, with C'(appy) PR rel syr goth: om ABC'DLXJR 1. 83. 69 latt 
Syr syr-cu copt eth arm. for wc, ors D: svOtog E: wc 69. 

48. aft o de ins «gcovc CMPRXA Syr goth. rec aft avro ins 0apon (from 
|| 442), with ACPR rel lat-g syrr goth wth arm: om BDL 1 latt syr-cu syr-jer coptt. 

Ovyargp BKL. 
49. epxovra: and om ric (both || ME) D 

AD 1 Damasc, a am lat-a 5. 
ACDPR rel latt syrr syr-cu goth. 

for tig espnvny, ev apnyn D- gr lat-a 
lat-o syr-cu. 

om avre (see || Mk) BLX 1. 33 lat-e coptt: ins 
for Ade (I| afk) 

BD syr-with-ast sah: txt ACPRZ rel. (33 defective.) 
50. aft akovcac ins roy Xoyov (|| ME) D 

BLXA 1. 38 vulg lat. , l 
rec wiorevs (from || 

syr-cu (Syr sah eth) 
), with ACDR X(Treg, expr) rel Ath: txt BLZ. 

gov bef j Ovyargo D-gr. for un, unter: 

vulg lat-b c e f g, syr-cu. om AE 
: ins ACDPR syr copt goth arm. 

51. for eic, Abwv (to avoid repetition, from || Mt and Mk v. 88) A B(Mai) 
CR rel latt syrr syr-cu copt-schw sah goth Thl: txt DV copt-wilk æth arm. 
rec (for riva) ovdeva (|| Mk), with ACR rel: txt B[sic : see table] C'DX 33. 69 latt 

tt. rec om cvy» avrw, with AC?R rel syr-cu goth arm: ins bef reva D latt : cop 
txt BC'LX 33. 69 (syrr) coptt æth. 

T + idea d yiyovey abrj, Mark ; 
which is implied here. All this is omitted 
in Matt.; and if we had only his account, 
we should certainly derive the wrong 
lesson from the miracle; for there we 
miss altogether the reproof, and the 
shame to which the woman is put; and 
the words of our Lord look like an enco- 
mium on her act itself. Her confession 
dr. wav. r. X., is very striking here, as 
shewing us that Christ will have Himself 
openly confessed, and not only secretly 
sought: that our Christian life is not, as 
it is sometimes called, merely ‘a thing 
between ourselves and God ;’ but & good 
confession, to be witnessed rio xa». 
y. À. 48.] How lovingly does our 
Lord re-assure the trembling woman; 
her faith saved her—not merely in the 
act of touching, but as now com by 

diately, 20 the comnacting IEK between „ a8 the connecting li ween 
herself and Christ: but the &óvajuc Re- 
AvOvia dx’ abrov, working through that 
1 e her 55 as 

working cause i xdpere, ris 
3 ii. 8. ata dod g 
ch. vii. 50 and note. Mark’s addi- 
tion, io@ ùy. awd r. páorıyóç gov, is im- 

rec transp taxw[Jjov and :wavyny, with AL 

portant, as conveying to her an assurance 
that the effect which she felt in her body 
should be ent; that the healing 
about which she might otherwise almost 
have doubted, as peng surreptitiously 
obtained, was now openly ratified by the 
Lord’s own word. 49.) Little marks 
of accuracy come out in each of the two 
faller accounts. Here we have dpxeral 
ru, which was doubtless the ezact fact :— 
in Mark ipyovrat,—generally expressed. 
In Mark again we learn not only that 
Jesus heard,—but vapasovcag ro Aóyor 
AaAoóptyor, i.e. it was not reported to 
Him, but He overheard it being said, 
which is & minute detail not given bere. 
Nothing could more satisfactorily mark 
the independent authority of the two nar- 
ratives. 50.] xal mw. is only here. 

5L] Our Lord had entered the 
house where He found Oópvfo», rove 
abAgrüc zal roy öxàov ame Mark), 
who were all following Him into the 
chamber of death. On this He declared 
who were to follow Him (obx dcs, 
r. r. A.), and uttered the words dvyayxwpotirt: 
ob yàp «.r.A.—Then He entered with His 
three Apostles and the te. I say 
this, not for the sake of harmoniziug, 
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rz "[axw/Jov, Kai rov sarípa rnc waidoc kai rn pyrépa. iK: 
(Matt xi. 17 52 4 A , Yar ^» $5 2 e t s FEIL 

re) EkAaiov & wavrec kai " ékomrovro aurny. — o & city Mist 
xxiii. 2. ` , , 2 7 , * b ? gg „1131 
ir 27 Mn xAatere’ ov yap ariQavev, adAa ” xabevder. Kat l si. 

Se, wareyikwy avrov, edorec dri aware. “4 avróc & 
"Aem v.10. * xparnoac tiic yspóc aurnc ° epwvacev Ai yw “H waic 

lal. Ges. Everio. © cai Séwéororfev rò mrtva auTh¢ kai art 
ap Manca mapaxpnpa, kat ' Otralcv aury 8o0qvat gaye. 56 kat 
tror . k &Ecarnsav ot yovetç avrüc o & ! gapiry yet ev avroic 

unde vi cr rò yeyovoc. , 
b Fy. 44, v IX. ! " ZvyxkaAcaáuevoc & robe Swdexa td rc avroic a 

Judg. xv. 10. 
s 8 Kings xvii. 

$ Matt. xf. 1 reff. 
1 Ld , » A Ld a Ld a , k Matt 21.33. dövaν⁰e Kat " E&ovgiav Eri Hr rd Oaui0via Kat vocovc == 

m ch. xv. 6 reff, n constr., ch. £. 19. Rev. vi. 8. AH. 7. Bir. xxx. (xxxili.) 19. 
| Mark viii. 6 

reff. 

S(e sil) XA 33 Syr syr-en coptt goth sth arm: txt BCDR rel forj(with san tol) 
lat-a d cef 5 TH Jer. for rnc xatdog, rov xopaciov D. 

52. rec (for ov yap) ovx (from || Mk. This, in the very strong concurrence of 
MSS, is more prob, than that tzt shd be from || Mt), with AR rel vulg lat-d e eyr- 
marg Orig Ambr: txt BCDFLXA 1.33. 69 em(with per) lat-a c syrr syr-cu coptt 
goth arm Cyr. 

53. caraysdovuy (itacism 7) D'EX. 
54. rec aft avrog de ins sxBadwy ew wavrac xac (probably from || Mt and ME. 

Meyer suggests that exBadwy «Ew may be a reminiscence from Acts ix. 40), with C 
rel; wavr. exB. «Ee xav. AKRSU 33 em lat F q syrr goth Thl; wavr. x. (cals) 
C! coptt: txt BDLX 1 latt syr-cu th Ambr i rec eyupov, with AR rel: 
txt BCDX 1. 33, eyeipat (itacism 2 L. 

55. rere D, convertit lat - ö. exeratey D. 
DR t. 33. 69 lat -a syrr syr-cu th arm Ambr. 

56. o. de yovuç auric Otepovvrec er D lat-o(omg Oewp.). 
wapnyy., rapnyy. ds D. for undes, unde D'-gr. 

Cuar. IX. 1. om de CH 2 (once). rec aft dwéeca ins nab race avrov» (from 
|| M^), with C'EFHU lat-ó F 9, lg; awocroXovc C'LXA 33. 69 vulg lat-a c e f $ 
syr copt goth eth arm: om ABR rel Syr syr-cu sah arm Dial Thl Euthym. 
duvapey bef avro B. sacav (ravra Di; omne D-lat) óauiovcoy D!. 

doo nvai bef avr (|| ME) 

for o de 

recovery from a mere i wipe- 
exare. One who icyárec lysy at the 
time of the father’s coming, and then died, 
so that it could be said of the minstrels and 
"eps vin a to assemble, mantel 
ore dran, not, supposing 
they were mistaken and she was only in s 
trance, have risen up and walked, been 
in a situation to take meat, in so short 

but to bring out the sequence in our 
narrative here, which unless we get the 
right meaning for dgijxev, seems dia- 
5 68.] The maiden was ac- 
tually dead, as plainly appears from the 
elBóres Sr. bald. The words ohr dr. 
á^. x. are no ground for surmising 
the mr see note on Matt. ver. 24. 

54.] Mark gives the actual Aramaic 
words uttered by the Lord, raktod xobp. 

65.] Her spirit returned: see 
reff., in the former of which death had not 
taken place, but in the latter it had; so 
that no inference adverse to her actual 
death can be derived from the use of the 
word. The command fo give her to eat, 
shews that she was restored to actual life 
with its wants and weaknesses; and in 
that incipient state of convalescence, which 
would ue nourishment. The testi- 
mony of Mark here precludes all idea of a 

time after. Every part of the narrative 
combines to declare that the death was 
real, and the miracle a raising from the 
dead, in the strictest sense. 56. } 
The injunction, however, was not ob- 
served; for we read in Matt., i£5A8ev 9 
hun abrg sic Anv roy yfjv dceivny. 

Cmar. IX. 1—5.] Mission OF THE 
TWELvs. Matt. x. 5—15. Mark vi. 7— 
18. Mark's account agrees nearly exactly 
with the text. The discourse is given st 
much greater length in Matt., w sce 
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riw lar Acts xxl 
t g x II. 2 Chron. 

Kat ETEV T DOC avrouc axx. 8. 
» ^ M A ce , pi ch. x. 

Mnétv ° alpere uc mv odor, mire paBdoy unre ° wnpav P Xxil-35, 88 
oniy. 4 ki 
iv. 42 Aid q 

pre aprov prs ag vb pio, ure [ avà] ovo Xirevac cons 

Exe. * kai tic iv av oixtay ect hure, € EKEL pivert kai Exet- 8515 
Oey £p xat. 5 
peyot aro rnc woAEwe exeivnc rov 

‘axorwvakare sic  naprÜpuov ‘ear abrobe. oniy. Tings 
" Snpyovro xara rác Kwpac 

woowy Upwy 

6 Expo St 
Aopevor rai Ürpawevovrec wavraxov. 

Hebe c 0 " rerpápxnc ra ytvopeva wavra, Kai dmr õger ch. zx. 1. 

1. I ref 
r § Mt. ch. x. 

kai 8000 av "m dixwwrat i ö nac, &Eepxó- m Acts zin. 

" Kovtoprüv. avo TOV hg Exod. 

aen axviti. 6 

T tUa yyt- t Thess 1.10. 
40 al. Ps. . Òt eiv. 18. 

v mid. absol., 

te xiv. 7. 

did ro AéyesBat i UO Tivwy Ort leávvnc d éyiryspra: E E43 ». 
ver ph, Ê vno riwwvwv dè ore HAac epavn, adAwy Ob Ore iody t. 

e - a? 7 a? 2 
r p ohhruc ric Twy apyalwy aveotn. 

E AE M RIT f. Den. E Pyme: 
v.21,&c. 2 Pet. il. iv. 

(- (Nm ch. 
? er òè Hpowônç i wa 

Matt. xvii. 9 ref. S = ver. 19. 
a = Mark xvi. 9 al. fr. 

2. rec aft :ıadĝaı ins rove acQrvovyrac (|| Mt), with C rel; rove achieves ADL 
1. 33: om Bs 

8. om eo» ( Mt ME) CXA 09. r pagò o) paBdoug (see note, || Mt), 
with AC? A-gr rel goth: txt BO'DE'FELM K 8dr) K 1. 33. 69 latt syrr syr-cu 
sah seth arm Cyr Thi. 
AC?D rel s 

6. «av CEFHMVXTAX 69. 

ex D al, de latt. 

om ava BC'FL A-gr & latt Syr syr-cu goth arm: ins 

rec & ra (cf || Mt Mk), with C*D rel; 
éeEovras HTA 69; receperint latt: txt ABC'KLMUZ 1. 33 goth. 

rec ins cat bef rov comoproy, with AC“ rel vulg lat-ö e ff, 91 
gyrr syr-cu goth: om BC'DLXX 1. 38 lat-a c f coptt th arm. 

for lst aro, 

aTorivaggere 

B 1 : exriva£ars (placed bef r. c. a. x. vp.) D lat-c. 
6. for din p xo kara rac . kara woke kat erre D, simly lat-e. 

. for gkovotv, axoveac yevoutva rec adds ur’ avrov, 
with AC? rel vulg lat-c f g,, q goth: om BC!DLZ 69 lat-a 5 ff, lsyr-cu coptt arm. 

tol. om rayra DT 
(from || Mt) BCL 1. 69. 

8. for aÀÀw», aXXo D: vro rr, omg de, 
with A rel vulg lat-b : sah : om D 69 lat-a e Syr copt: txt BC 
1. 33 ev-y syr copt got 

9. rec x. erev (see 3 HO, with A rel 
coptt. rec ins o bef npwéne, with B 

notes. 1.] 6epasreónv belongs to Bv. 
xal dove. as in 1 Cor. ix. 5; some join 
it with eT ae John v. 26; Matt. xiii. 
11. ] pire [dvd] Bo x. ne 
mixed 9 ;—the former 
having been in the second 3 is 
added as if it had been in the infin., aigu». 
The infinitive for the imperative would not 
be in place here,—see Winer, Gram. § 43. 
5. d, edn. 6. It is remarkable that in 
|| Mark, there is also a mixed construction, 
iva pnélv alpwciw VEN? VETIUIDITTE 
voug.... kai pu) 12%. obt... On 
dvd, see reff, ] 5.] hr abrods, t 
Hoe ;—more determinate than aéroig, 

for r. dr., nroparo D. 
for eyn. ex vexp., ex vecp. d ver D. 

for eynyepras, nyepOn 

for ric) « Mk), SERATI 
<u: txt BCDLX X t. 33. 69 latt syr 

ai) LX (1. 88. 69, e sil): om ACD rel Thl. 

7—9.] HEROD ANTIPAS HEARS OF THE 
FAME OF JESUS THROUGH THE DOINGS 
OF THE TWELVE. Matt. xiv. 1—12. 
Mark vi.14—29. How inexplicable would 
be the omission of the death of John the 
dp the Evangelist who has given 
dae an account of his ministry, 

(ch. il. iii. 1—20,) if Luke had had before 
him the narratives of Matt. and Mark. 

7.] bx’ abrov, of the rec., though 
a gloss, points to the right account of the 
matter. Herod (see Mark) heard the ac- 
count of the miracles wrought by the 
Twelve; but even then it was rò dvopa 
evrow which was spread abroad. These 
works were done in their Master’s Name, 
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recep lic, ric d tort» obroc Tepi o L . Iuávvuy eye wa, vi , tart» ovr vale 

ao Kat ^ enr Sey avTOv. Kai compist. t yo GKkOoUe rotavra ; 3 
P». cli. rro 8 

sa gl vrocrp&javrec oi awooroAot juryfgavro aire osa 

T NOE 36 rei. troinoav. xai ‘ sapaAa(Jàv avrovc d dis nne ! kar 
ii. 28. 

e Mark v.16, aM eig rA kadovnévny BrOoaida. ot & o oye 

Ein C yróveec nxohovOyoay avre” Kat [‘awo]éeLapevoc avrov 

ae 16 rer. oo rb Tepi ric Ban tiae TOU Grou, Kai Tove 

Ty nil 45 Neriar B * Ürparetac ı caro, 12 5 mn de n nuipa npžaro 
T ws Alva mpoceAGovrec dz ot doe ca arov . a’ Aro- 

ex en Àvsov TOY OxAow, ï iva woptvÜEvrec ec rac " KcUICÀ «p. Kopac iain 

i Te do kal [rovc] aypoùc °xaradbaworv kat P evpwow bie- 1t 
Dur 0 (Mate. viii. aoe Judg. pax ed Jer. vi. 4. m « | Mt. ref. n Mart iñi B ie 

reff. Gen. xxxv IDEE paie ogee Gen. xxiv. ns. (-Avpa, cè. #7) yyri 
p = Acts vil. 11. (Eom. iv.1.] 2 16. L 16. Lami oaly. Geo. xlii. 1. 1 

A 
ins or: bef wav. CD om 2nd syw BC!LX lat-e v 2 coptt arm. 

for retavra, ravra DLX 69 lat-e Syr syr-cu sah.—r. bef axovw avroy bef 
ery D al lat-b Z goth. 

10. aft eworncay ins x. osa edidakay 
[umexwpynory as in txt is the reading 
cadoupeyny) roov tpnpov LR cadoupernc (txt, not 
quirements of the narrative following, was a 

|| MX) A. aveywpgary D ex.. 
Cod. B: see table.] rec (for rely 

aring to suit the re- 
mended from || Mt and Mk: ef the 

variations), with C rel: pnp. row. wod. cad. A: roroy xk. kaÀ. 1: cwpyy Atyoptrgy 
D: txt B xx 83 coptt. 

1l. rec (for aTo0:£.) ag ots with AC rel: txt BDLXX 1. 33. 69. aft 
Oepa r, ins avrov ravroc 
copt. 
12. for n de, nin ee 

ax:\bovrec (from || 
BEX 1. 69: ins ACDRA rel coptt. 
svp. et. D. 

and in popular rumour passed for for 
9.] The repetition of tye implies 

nal concern and alarm at the growing 
farme of Jesus : see notes on Matt. 

10—17.] RETURN OF THE APOSTLES. 
JESUS RETIRES TO BETHSAIDA. FEED- 
ING OF THE FIVE THOUSAND. Matt. 
xiv. 13—21. Mark vi. 30—44. John vi. 
1—13. Compare the notes on each of 
these. 10.] He went in a ship 
(Matt., Mark, John), of which our Evan- 
gelist seems not to have been aware; for 
we should gather from our text that it 
was by land. A great difficulty also at- 
tends the mention of Bethsaida here. At 
first sight, it would & to be the well- 
known Bethsaida, on t | the western bank of 
the lake, not far from Capernaum. But 
(1) our Lord was on this side before, —see 
ch. viii. 87; and (2) Mark (vi. 45) re- 
lates that after the miracle of the loaves 
He caused His disciples to cross over to 
Bethsaida. But there were two places of 
this name:—another Bethsaida (Julias) lay 
at the top of the lake, on the Jordan: see 

see table] lat-e syr-cu. 
t Mk), with X rel: txt ABCDKLRZ 83 

om rara. xat C'(appy) hel J. 

a ro CLE 1. 83. 69: txt ABD rel latt syrr 

rec qne sropevDerriQ) 
om rex 
om rai 

Stanley, p. 381, edn. 3: Van de Velde, 
index, sub voce. Now it is very 
that our Lord may have crossed the lake 
to this Bethsaida, and St. Luke, finding 
that the miracle happened near 
and sot being aware of the crossing of the 
lake, may have left the name thus without 
explanation, as being that of the otber 
Bethsaida. Mark gives us the exact sc 
count: that the Lord and the disciples 
who went by sea, were perceived by tbe 
multitude who went by la losd. 2 and 
arrived before Him. of these 

from His solitude, or 3 — fron 
the ship, and seeing a great multitude, and 
having compassion on them; having 1® 
ceived them, i.e. not sent them away. 

12.] As the Three agree in their 
account, and John differs from them, set 
the difference discussed in notes there. In 
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8 @ * P , „ , ® 

riapoy, Ort woe ev Eon Tor sapív. 
> AX rA? *» > r - 2 ~ eM „ , 

avrovc *Aore avroiç ‘gaye upeic. ot St era Ovx i 

ELaiv Hiv mÀsov 9 tyre aprot Kai ix Mb Sto, ei unre, 

roptuſtvrec nei * ayopáowpev " ttc avra róv Aaór rov- 

4 Seay yap “weet avdpec wevrakicyi- v | (Mk. v. £.). 
ver. 28 al 

rov ' Docpara. 

Avot. 
“9 Sx , 1 sty? 8 7 

ab rode xAwwiac [ Gerl] ava weyrnKovra. 
e 1 » d 

cav ovrwc, kal " avékÀwav aravraç. 
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«4 a 

13 rey dd mooc fl MeE 
2 Cor. xiii. 6 
only. 

! ML Gen. 
xli. 7. 
ver. 8. 
Mark vili. 19, 
SU. Joh» vi. 

Judg. lii. 20. ebrev 88 mpóc roUc paOnrac avrov KaraxXivare wab; vik bo 
18 a » , reu. 

kai i roin- F oiy., 
W A e . 16 Aa & rove "ra! Di 

viii. 11 reff.) 
Mt. reff. wetvre d prove Kat rouc 8vo txObac, " avag AH tic TOV à . Matt. xxvi. 

> * b ? , , a Ne 

ovpayoy ° tUAO ynctv avrovc kat 
> 

KaréxAacev, kal edroou 18. 6.1 
roic ur ,; wapabewa TU oyAw. Y kai É$ayov Kat A7 

° EoprácÜnsav wávrtc, xai 00 rò ' xepiocevoav avroic ajuk "e 
8 kìaapārwv " kóQtrot Swdexa. 

e 1 Mt. Mk. Rev. xix. 3i 

18. for rp. avrovc, avroic LX. 
rec upec bef $ayuv 
[ei ran, so BCDL 88. 

for wevre, extra (mistake) C, but were below. 

„ Ps,.xzxvi. 19. f) Mt. Joba. Matt. v. 30. Tobit iv. 10. 
viji. 8 1 Mt.,19, 20 only. Lev.ii.6. Baek. xili, 19. b | Mk. ref. 

aft avrovc ins o ic C lat-f ff, (g, ?) Syr syr-cu. 
| Mt Mk), with ACDRZ rel coptt: txt B lat-d. 

for aA«ov, *vAcov DT 1. 

1 Oor. x. 
27 . 

xliii. 81, 89. 
g I. Mark 

aprot bef rere 
rec dvo bef syOvec 

(|| Mt ME), with DLñ 33 vulg lat.) c: txt ABC rel lat-a coptt goth sth. 
mutig bef mopevOevrec D al latt 

14. for wee avéprc, avdpec wç 
goth. 

; similarly 1 lat-a e. 
A rel copt: ins BCDLRX 33 lat-e sah Orig. 

rec om 2nd wee, with 

15. xereAuwvo» BLZ 1. 33. 69: txt ACR rel.—om xat avecdivay awavrag DX. 
16. ins rpocgv£aro «at bef evloynoey D. 

ins ex’ bef avrovc D lat-a b ff, 9,3 1 syr-cn Mcion-e. 
[nvroynoew A F(Wtst) T 338. 

i om rat carexAXacey D. 
aft ro« paOnracc ins avrov LR 33. 69 vulg lat-c e Syr syr-cu syr-w-ast sah 

seth: om ABCD rel lat-a b f ff, copt. 
ADR rel: wapareOnvar 69: txt BC 1, xapaOnvac X. 
D latt syrr syr-cu copt. 

17. for wepiocevcay avroic, xeprooevparuy D al lat-e. 
óvo D. 

his account, the enquiry proceeds from our 
Lord Himself, and is addressed to Philip, 
and answered by Philip and Andrew. 
18.] el pýrı—unless we were to 
go and buy, &c. On the construction see 
1 Cor. ix. 11 (v. r.); xiv. 5; Rev. xi. 6 
(rec.); and Winer, § 41. 2 prope fin., edn. 
6. 14.] cu -- by companies the 
accusative of the manner, or situation, or 
time, in which; see Winer, § 82. 6, edn. 
6. [úse] àvà w.] Mark gives card 
fcaréy cai card x. with his usual precision. 
Besides these companies, there were the 
women and children «narranged; see on 
John vi. 10. 16.] On the symbolic 
import of the miracle, see notes on John 
vi. 17.] xÀac. in Matt. is joined 
with rd wrépiocesicy,—in Mark with 
kogivoug wAnpec: here it may be taken 
with Tò rep. (ordinarily, and De Wette) 
or xóé. (Meyer), but best, it appears to 
me, the latter, — because the article is not 

rec (for wapaQuvat) vapariÜrva, with 
for re oxyde, rag oxoic 

for dwiexa, dera - 

expressed as in Matt. Immediately 
after this miracle, Matt., Mark, and John 
relate the walking on the sea, which, and 
the whole series of events following as far 
as Matt. xvi. 12,—the healings in the 
land of Gennesaret, the discourse about un- 
washen hands, the Syrophenician woman, 
the healing of multitudes by the sea of 
Galilee, the feeding of the 4000, the ask- 
ing of a sign from Heaven, and the forget- 
ting to take bread, are wholly omitted by 
our Evangelist. Supposing him to have 
had Matt. before him, how is this to be 
explained ? It is also an im nt 
observation, that the omission by Luke of 
the second miracle of feeding is not to be 
adduced against its historical reality, as 
Schleiermacher has done (transl. p. 144), 
since it is only omitted as occurring in the 
midst of a large section, which the accounts 
gathered by Luke did not contain. We 
see also, that the characteristic xoplvovs of 
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i ror. 61. Mart 18 Kai yt Ero 
sek.ix. 8. 

k Mark iv. 10 
y. Ps. iv. 

m Matt. x 

n = ch. vill, 26 = x2 iV ? avéiorn. 20 

ErATTEAION IX. 

£v 10. diva avrov wpocev x operon ix ane 

: karapovac, ' ouvijgay avro ot paĝnrai. 
“Tiva pe of OxÀot Aéyouaty stvar; E 

ou oe awoxpbivrec drav 'Iwavyyv rov Barrier, 

do oe Has, aN de Ore 

kai r Xr 

° wpoghrnc ric r&v ° ap- 

d rey & avroic "Yuac & riva us Atyre 

2224 u. 90. siva: ; IIerpoc à àrocpibele elev Tov P x TOV 

ah ui Ni P Oton, 
1 Mark vili. 6 V 

s ~ Matt. xxiv. eyerv rovro, 

en . 0 WoAAa rab er Kat 

21 5 & 3 Ewerusnoac avroic " wapny yetAev undevi 

urov Ore dei rov : viò» rov t avOpeomrov 

" arosoxipacBnvat ” amo rev wpto(dv- 

w Matt. xxi. 43 rper cal apyupéwv Kai ypanpartwy, kai aroxravOnvat, 
v= Matt. zl. 

19 reff. 
w Matt. x. 88. 
8 Kings xix. 

x f. Mark x. 

y Matt xxvi. 

Er ric bed 

E = Prov. 1.1 

kai rp rirp zig avacrnvat. 
oricw pov too, apvuaácQu è eavroy Kat 

* aparw TOV * oraupov * abrov 7 kaĝ’ zuípav, kai axoAov- 

Zr M Osirw por. % d¢ yap av 05g rn 

23 FAC dt rpòc mávrac 

vun avrov sweat, 

18. aft avrov ins exes eat avrovs D sah-mnt.—om eee D lat-a c e 
-Cu. 

. rec (for 5 eAGeey ( Mb, with C'R rel: txt ABC!DELA 1.33. 69 Orig. 
rec awapvagcac0e (|| Mt Mk), with B'(Mai) CR rel: txt AB!DKLX 33 

Om Kat aparw row cravpoy yip D lat-a J. 
-ms lat-a bce fy lq 

Orig. 
|| Mt MX) CDN? rel 

om rad sgurpav (see 
Chr Thi Euthym Ambr Orig 

Jer: ins ABKLMRZN!'? 1. 33. 69 am(with fald em forj) lat. F g, , Syr syr-cu syr-w- 
ast coptt goth eth Cyr Thi-ed mss-in-Jer. 

24. «a» CG H-corr! RUVXTAA 1 Thl 

the first feeding is preserved, without any 
confusion of terms: owupidac being always 
used in relating and referring to the se- 
cond,—Matt. xv. 37; xvi. 10; Mark viii. 

20. 
18 — 27.| CoNFESSION or PETER. 

FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE PASSION 
AND RESURRECTION. Matt. xvi. 13—28. 
Mark viii. 27—ix. 1. The Lord had gone 
into the neighbourhood of Cesarea Phi 
lippi pes notes on Matthew. : 
Sn xp. Tw T. Ápy. dv.) See ver. 8. There 
is no P mprobabity, nor contradiction to 
John's account that the multitudes sought 
to make him a king, in our Lord's 
this question. We must remember that 

such enquiries were not made by Him for 
information, but as a means of drawing 
out the confession of others, as here. 

90.] See the important addition, 
the promise to Peter, in Matt. vv. 17—19. 

22.] as far as åroxrav. is nearly 
verbatim with Mark: the last clanse 
nearly so with Matt. And yet, according 
to the Commentators, Mark has compiled 
his account from Matt. and Leke. The 
almost verbal agreement of the three in 
so solemn and sad an announcement, is 
what we might expect. Such words 
would not be easily fi 
—-— apts wdvtas—‘having called the 

titude with His disciples,’ Mark. 
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Évekt» Eob, OUTOC oo aurny. 
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a Matt. xv. 5 
fef. Prov. 
2. 2. L4 P. 
Mk. ref. 

t. reff, 
25 vi yap * wéeAerrat via 

"kepüncac rà» — odoy, € tavróv & a aro- . 
dp. ay 

TOUC tuoðòe Aóyovc, rovrov O wOC TOU avÜporov 
oxurPhoerac 5 óray Aby év ry dp avrov kai rov rarpòe 

" &ratoyvvÜg pt kai N wr 
d? érat- xz 19 

e 1. Matt. xx Stal. Pa. i 
2] Ayw à 1 vptv aA e, c f 

XI. 8. John 
toiv 1 TOY avroU toreTOV ot ov Bn " yebowvrat Oava- J. 48 al. 

TOV Ewe dv wow riv Bol eiar TOU Geo. m , Eyévero, 
d pera robe Aoyouc robrovg e, 

tic TO opog rpoceb Eaohai. 

evyeoBar avrov ro 

kai oO " iparisuóc aurov Aevkóc 

toU avopec Qvo * cvvsÀaAovr avr, "otrivec gay Mo- 

. v. 7. 1 Thess. v. 29 on Ezod. xxi $ Cor 
p ch. Nor 36 re 
e. Asis xxv. 18 oniy. RA 

25. for €— weere CD. 

20. «av (as || Mk) CLM 33. 69 
cyr. eu Orig). 

ADHLSUAA am lat-f 
rel Orig Eus Cæs Phot : txt BLZ 1 Cyr. 
Cyr Phot: txt ACDP rel 1. 33. 69 Orig Eus. 

rec yevcovra: with HRPTA (G Eo, e sil) Orig Ces Phot: txt A 

ee os. uid i 4, 7 Borg: 

„AIV. 

eee 

5 "inépat € OKTO Kai Gav). Pa. 
» 8. 

È constr. Matt. 

Kat vi vero m ey Te xpoç- 1 
1 Matt. B. 18. 

* eidog TOU apot aoi avrov ° črepov iv. . B al 
30 1 Num. A2 il 

‘ebaorpamrwv, Kai ie aia 
Esek. ix. 8. 

p eb. iii. 98 
jos v. 

dere only. see 1 sear ee Jude 7 
1. 8 only. b. xxi. 4. iv. 

i. 4. xvi. 13. 1 Tin BÍ. is. Heb. ix. 

avÜpwror cepinga and axoAecat y ZnpiwOnvat 
: avOpwroc «ay cepdynoy and asroXecog n ZnpiwOn D. 

ene D Orig, 
aft rarpog ins avrov D al coptt. 

27. ins ure bef adnbuc D al: add ors KM 
rec (for avrov) wós (from || Mt Mk), with ACDPR 

om Aoyouc D lat-a e 

sah.—aAnOwe is joined to «cw in 

rec eorqkorwv (|| ME), with BLRUXTX 
for ot, otrivsc Ces Phot. 

CDP rel 
for r. Baa. r. 0., rov viov rov avOpwrov epyopevoy ev r dokn avrov (see Cyr. 

|| Mt) D Origene. 
28. eyevovro P. 

with G. mann ecke: om ABODWE 
om cat BH forj lat-a b g, J syrr coptt goth sth arm: ins 

1p 83 def.) rec ins roy bef xerpoy 2. 
def.) transp «ax. and wav. (|| Mi 

Mk and more ina order) CDLMXE 33 forj lat. 91 Syr syr-cu copt goth an 
arm: txt ABC!PR rel lat-a b c e f g, syr sah. 

$9. for ro eoc, n 1d D Orig. 
mA. syr-w-ast sah arm Ori 

for erte po kai, n\AowwOy car D copt: er. x. 
g- 

80. o noay C! : nv de D lat-a Arnob: goa de latt: om syr-cu Mcion-e,. 

'There i$ no allusion to what He had said 
to Peter inthis rávrac. 25. davrév 
= rr xi v avrov, Matt., Mark :—his 
life, in the highest sense. 26. ) after 
Move, Mark adds iv rj yev. rabry rj 
poryarids cal &papreAp. eyer 
remarks: the Glory is threefold: (1) His 
own, which He has to and for Himself as 
the exalted Messiah: „ of 

as coming God, which accom 
down from God’s Throne: (3) the glory of 
the angels, who surround him with their 
brightness.’ 27.] See note on Matt. 
ver. 28. 
$8 — 36.) THe TRANSYIGURATION. 

Matt. xvii. 1—8. Mark ix. 2—8. I have 
commented on the relation of the three 
accounts in the notes on Mark, and on the 
Transfiguration itself in those on Matt., 
which treat also of E additional particu- 
lars found here. 29.1 dyévero—it was, 
see reff. Stel fp. dere = 140 
3p. It att. and Mark, the one reckon- 
ing being exclusive, the other inclusive. 

arposet§.] See on ch. v. 16. This 
Gospel alone gives us the purpose of the 
Lord in going up, and His employment 
when the glorious change came over Him. 

29.] St. Luke seems to have de- 
clined the use of perspopgwOn (employed 
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xvi 4 onc kat Hae, ?! oi 'ogÜtvrec “ ev 85 . 

LES Todo avrov av euthdev * wAnpeve : £v e. 
„A u de Ilerpoc Kai ot cvv avt dear : dpt eve, 
uL 0a a && Ado ray . avrov cat rect i 
H Soo apg Baa oli evre. ? xei Ey£vero 2 Lr. 
I B s T» ax abrodg dx avrou, umev o ire 
aT ber coy. ol roy Leeb * ‘Emorara, ür € corey nas wes 
b'e sivan kai Womowpev cKyvac rpec, ‘ pia» coi xa: nie 

„% Mur cai ‘piav HAig- pa udec o iye. rare ** 
„ avrov Aéyorrog * eyévero we «ai " extoxialey avrov, 

épofsnOncay & kv rp sic Oey abroùc Hc THY rel. 7; 
x S si. 35 ral gure ' iyávero EK THC ve Aéyouea Oö 

ETME en. > éoruy o vie pov o * éxdedeypivoc, evrov axovere. ” cai fr. 

gp Ra ev Ty ' yevéoGat r L 0 I póvoç. == 
Exod 1.59 KGi aÙTOI " éatynaay kal ovdert axnyytAay év Ektivau - 

ikue. raiç Tju£patc ob ev Eepakav. i 
Mari aiti. $0, ch. vi. 1s. ho vL. 76. 5 Nemb. xvii. 6. lar Rev. xvi. 29. om reat X 

F, 26, &e. ro 

$1. om o: D latt arm Orig, ins rn bef Joby A. ins ot bef eAryoy Pk. LBA 
aft sAeyov ins 2e C'D 69 latc e syrr . pref eat, CM vulg latd f fyg igam 

Arnob. gpeAAey. AC, pede D. for iv, elg D. 
88. dsaywpiobyvar D. om o bef rerpog AP rel: ins BCDKLMRXAX. 
rov ujgov», Tw tnoov D: om lat-a b ff... for 2nd «ai 0t c Ad || Mf) D: 

om MU 69 lat-i sah. rpec bef oxnvac D F(Wtst) KL 33. 69 vulg lat- e 
f ff; Syr syr-cu coptt wth arm Tert. rec pw. bef 2nd piar (i M Mt EN with 
(ame mar cursive ?) Syr syr-cu Tert: txt ABCDPE rel latt syr copt goth æth 
or 0, a 
34. a exeoxcagey (|| Mt), with ACDPR rel lat- c: txt BLN lat-a. 

rec exeivoug «ciAUey. (corra to specify Moses and Elias, cf Syr below), with ADPR 
rel syr(appy) sah goth: exevoug AD S: avrove uchbur C al: txt BL cop 
seth(appy) arm.—cum viderent Mosen ef Eliam ascendentes Syr. 

for eyevero, nA0iv. D. pov bef o vioc P. rec (for exdeAsyperer) 
ayam roc (from || Mt 3 with ACDPR rel vile lat-b f goth: æth- rom has both: 
txt BLX gut lat-a -marg coptt eth- add e» w sv/ocgoa CDM. 
urovire bef avrov TMD D lat-c e ME. 70 also D in | Mi(with B 1. 33) ond ss 
ii Mk[with BCL 1. 33 5 

98. rec ins o bef tn, with C? A (1. 88. 69, e sil): om ABC!DR rel. 
for cat avrot, avrot de D lat-e sah. om ovdey D al. rec twpakagny (mort 
usual form), with AC'R rel: e@eacay D', -avro Dr: ewpaxceccay G: txt BCILX. 

by the other two Evangelists here), that ho that it was not merely a vision, seen in 
might not awaken in his Greek readers any sleep. 83.) while they were de- 
ideas or feelings connected with the fabu-  partimg—with a desire to hinder tbat 
lous metamorphoses of their heathen dei- departure. pÀ d3. 8 ).—from fear 
ties. Wordsw. 9L] This &e8eg and astonishment—icgoBa yàp iyivorrTe 
could be no id ue than His deaíÀ—seo Mark. 84.) is no difference 
reff. pod to fulfil by divine in the accounta, as Meyer thinks: the v 
a EM 71 & Saye. ioti when Ty, Saxupl. . +, Ver. 33, is only sn 
they were awake,’ V.—but having iti 
kept awake through the whole. Theword exactly in scoordance. Notice however 
occurs in this sense in Herodian iii. 4, the remarkable word dxAeheypévos of tbe 
dont rijg vucrog . . diaypnyopheayrec, correct text: and compare the ref. 
It seems to be expressly used here to shew 86.) Luke gives the resudé of our 
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0 EE "tog, cart Ur abr a ch. no aLa 

aro TOU öpovç P auviyr not avro sx AOS robe. 38 wat Bed. iers onir: 

iSov dn aro rov 5 Ao ignore At y AiBaonone, iui. te 
Séopat cov "ewiQAGjat Ext row viov pov, Ort H- rch. I. 48. 

" » 8 James ii. 8 

yernc poi tor, 9 cal ov wyeupa * Aap Paver aurov kai Fine 
, ngs ” Khatgyne Kpacee Kat " amapage avróv pera agp, s ob, vil 12 ref 

kai ” poyte *awoxwpel ax avrov “ovvrpiBov avróv. y 18. 

40 kai. cOenÜnv. ræv naÜgrov cov iva éxBadwaw avró, oe 
4 ? , 0 4] vg Mk. bis. 

Kat OUK novvnincay. amokpiUuc & a 9 Insowc elt Mack | 36 

Qe yva " ämørToç kai " Suorpappévn, * Ewe TOTE Loon EUN 
*avéiEopat v Ue ; ; 

ere de roch avrou s Eppntew avrov 
a roòc 9 Kat 

vióv cov. 2 f 

TO > Sarporioy cal ouvecwapatey® 

z vii. 66. 

yt woe rov x here only t- 
(agpifew, 

yd mn 

mrpocá 

y 
emeriunaev ó o Insouc rri 18 

Ty mveüpart. Te akaDápro, kai tácaro roy raida kal A 
© aw Buxev avrov re rarot avrov. 

Wavrec 
° @avpalovrwy ™ 

d = Mark vi. 8 ref. 
i 29. xxvii. 27. | Pet, i 18 oniy. Gen. Wen 
ver 

a mi rp ̀ peyaXeornre ToU Bou. 
eri rat oic imois eime vpòc robe 

eJ. 2 Cor. x. 1, 19. pia Is. xlvi. 4 
ref. iv 

Xix. 37. 9 Pet. I. 16 only. Jet Al. (xxxii) . Er. f B only. 

49 1 kewAnocovro St ai a Matt. fe Zl. 50 

Ilärror ài 2-33 : 

10 only. Ps. 
ell. J. 

f Matt. 
g Matt. vil. 6 reff. 

t. vil. 28 reff. m = ch. i. 47 reff. 
o Mark xii. 17 ref. 

87. rec ins ev bef 75 eEnc, with ACR rel vulg lat-c copt: om B[(sic: see table] LS 
1. 69 lat -g. dia rnc npepac D lat-a ö e ff, I sah. kartAOovra, avrov D. 
for cvynyrncey to roc, cvredBay avrw oxàoy rotvy D.—ovrnyrncay R. 

38. rec aveBonoey, with AR rel: txt BCDL 69. rec emi A por (corrn, m 
being mistaken for imperat mid. whereas it is inf-aor-act), with DXA Frag-pa 
(E 1. 33. 69, e sil): txt ABCR rel Thl. rec tri bef uoi, with R rel vulg latd. ; 
JS. Ly g, arm: txt ABCDLX 1. 33 lat-a e coptt goth. 

39. for ca: sdov to cpale, Aag 

for evyrpiBor, xai cvyrpiBa D. 

aves yap avrov eEaigyng *vevpa D lat-e. 
add scat pyoce (see || Mk) DX 1 vulg copt wth arm. for nog, uoc. BR. 

40. rec rRNA, with (1, e sil) 69: txt ABCR reL—a-vaMateociw D. 
avrov D al. 

4l. azwre D. 
83 syr-w-ast seth. 
ACH rel 
Syr sth arm. 

49. avverapatev D al. 

for rpocayaye, xpoceveycs D 33. 
rov viov gov bef wie (wie omitted and wrongly 

syr-cu syr copt goth: om wie D am(with per): txt BLXX 1 lat (a e) ö o. 

for rw sv. re ax., rw ax. xv. D lat -e. 

add pos LXX Frag- par 
ly restored) 

for 
tagaro to avroy, agnkev avrov cat amedwaey rov waia D (lat-e). 

48. zavr. às ck. lat-c e. 
ABCDLZ Frag-par 1. 33. 69 latt syr syr-cu. 
AC rel lat: F g syr goth: om BDL 1 latt syr-cu copt arm. 
lat-c. 

Lord's command to them: the command 
itself ia related in Matt. ver. 9, and Mark 
ver. 9. 

HEALING OY A POSSESSED 
PERSON. att. xvii. 14—21. Mark ix. 
14—29. The narrative in Mark is by far 
the most copious, and I have commented 
at length on it. 87. 7. i£. Au.] 
The transfiguration probably took place a£ 
gight,—see on Matt. xvii. 1,—and this was 

rec ( for serow) avoigaey, with X rel: txt 
rec exor. ins o tho, with 

om avrov Frag- par 

in the morning. Luke omits the whole 
discourse concerning Elias 4 po aoa 
Mark, vv. 9—13). 
lon is peculiar s Luke. "M dia 
i. e. the child—there is a rapi change 
of subject, see ch. xvii. 2; xix. 4 al. and 
Winer, § 67. 1, edn. 6. ha ad 
is perhaps literal— 

49—45.] Our LORD'S SECOND AN- 
NOUNCEMENT OF His pkATH. Matt. xvii. 
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ps uaÜ0wrdc avrov “ P OfcÜs vusic tic Ta ora vue» TOY 7 
. Hags. it 102 Aóyouç robrovc " ydo viog TOU ard pers "T3 9 V7] À Tapa- ARDE 

Mua Sid oo a eic xe ipac avOowrwy. ot 8i ' gyvoovv TO uT 

shere oniy. pnpa rovro, cal Tv 'rapakekaAvuutvov aw avray ‘iva fx. 

r un alo hora. avró' Kai époPouvro tpericat autor Tipi Lia 
EON rov nparoç TOUTOV, 0.2. . . 

„ ErenAGev 8d dia A ot év avuroic, “To ric ar 

ET d cin peiZwv avrov. 47 o & Insovc € iov roy" dia A oyipor 
r ric Kapdtac abr, ° ewiAafsouevoc vai tarnaerv avro 
$34. A 

8 » e 2 \ 4 5 - A aN 7 - ` 
vig. , Wap eaury 48 kai erer avroic Oc tav Ot£grac rovro ro - 

dá - M tt. . e» 

sce Lam. lii. 60. e Matt. xiv. Sl. Mark vill. 28 al. Joelii.9. f = Joha xix. $9. seo ch 7. Px 

report (|| Mk) COKM: txt ABZ rel. 45. for rapaxec., cexaduppevoy D. 
om avro» D 

48. om «ucgAOev to avrog D. e 

47. for wy, «dec B(Mai) FKA syrr syr-cu wth arm: txt ACDX latt copt goth 
Orig.—(yvovc 1.) 
txt BCD Orig. rap eavrov D. 

48. om avroig D 167 lat-a b c e ff, Usyr-cu. 

22, 23. Mark ix. 80—32. 48, 44.] 
TávTeg—the multitude—in contrast with 

de of ver. 44. ds X. r., not 
(Meyer), ‘the foregoing discourses and 
wonders :’—that would give no sense, —for 
the disciples were thinking exclusively of 
those already : nor strictly (Stier, but cor- 
rected in edn. 2) ‘what I am about to tell 
you,’ so that rode X. r. should be || with 
rò pijpa below: but these sayings, of 
which this was now the second ; —' these 
intimations which I make to you from 
time to time respecting My sufferings and 
death.’ The Resurrection, expressly men- 
tioned in the others, is omitted here. 

45.] (va—not to be evaded by 
forcing it to mean ‘so that they did not 
...but to be rendered t they 
might not, as in Matt. i. 22 al. It was 
the divine purpose, that they should not at 
present be aware of the full significancy of 
these words. 

46—50.] JESUS REBUKES THE DISCI- 
PLES FOR THEIR EMULATION AND EX- 
OLUSIVENESS. Matt. xviii. 1—5. Mark ix. 
33—40. The most detailed account is in 
Mark, where I have discussed the differ- 
ences in the three narratives. 48.] 
There is not the least occasion to confin 
Bua. to the sense of an inward doubt and 
questioning in the heart of each ; indeed I 
wil venture to say that no interpreter 
would have thought of doing so, had not 
the narratives of Matt. and Mark, by 
mentioning an outward expression of this 
thought, offered & temptation to discover 
a discrepancy,—of which Meyer, as usual, 

avrwv bef ric capaç D. rec maie, with AX rel: 

for cay, av (BF) DLX 33. 

has not failed to avail himself. Had our 
narrative stood by itself, we should have 
understood it, as I do now, of a re oa 
which had taken place or was ing 
place, and which, though not actually 
spoken out before the Lord, was yet open 
to His discerning eye, so that not only 
the words, but the disputing of their 
thoughts, was known to Him. The 
idea of rà tle Av dg p. meaning that 
each one thought ** Who is greater than 
I?" (Meyer, in loc.) is absurd enough. 
Still more absurd however is the harmon- 
istic attempt of Greswell, to make two dis- 
tinct events out of (1) theincident in Mark 
and Luke, and (2) that in Matthew ; one, 
* absente Petro,’ the other * reverso Petro, 
discipuli sponte contentionem suam ad 
Jesum referunt ; de Ille uti prius, sed 
uberius, disserit ( ony, p. 192, 3.) 
He has been led into this partly by the 
lower, literal-harmonistic spirit which per- 
vades his school, and partly by the assump- 
tion which connects this strife and dis- 
course immediately with the incident 
about the tribute-money,—for which there 
is not the least ground in the text of 
Matt. 48.] The discourse as here 
related has the closest connexion and 
harmony. The dispute had been, who 
(among the Twelve) should be greatest, — 
i e. greatest in the kingdom of heaven: 
for other greatness is not to be thought 
of,—the minds of the disciples being 
always on this, as just about to appear 
(against De Wette and Meyer); and our 
Lord reminds them that no such prece- 
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radio * emt TU Ovopari pou, Ee Séxerac’ Kai óc tay sul 57 g= 1 Matt. 

SéEnrat, Sixerae roy awoorttAavea ut. ets fe. m. 
o yap * niKgó- 1 fl u 

repoc v rd diy vräp fr, ovroc torv ntyac. 0 aro- - Hac brett 

Kpibeic 96 Iwavvne eire» » Emrara, tions trvale emi TQ v. 5 J. 
rer iv. 17, 
8. 

ovopari gov exPaddovra Saipovea, Kat "ike ha avróv, FIM» 

Ort OUK ' axoàovĝei ! peð pov. 
o ‘Incovce My 

UTEP vpi EGTLV. 

51 Eye vero Of 

ro raidtov bef rov D latt. 

* cwA dere’ OC yap osx Lory kaÜ vuov 

" ty TU " suum AnpovcÜat raç nutoac rie 

om oc to Ótyerat D. 

17. N ei 
rev òè wpoc avrov s. . 

constr., Rev. 
vi. 8. xiv. 18. 

m Matt. xiii. 4 
al. Ezek. ix. 

gc 
ouly t. 

(-pee«r, 9 Chron. xxxvi. 21) 

om vrapxe» D. 
ara, with AD rel lat-s syrr mas- in- Orig Cypr,: txt BCLX E 1. 83 latt syr-cu opt 

49. om à C'(perha 
C'(appy) D 69. be 

BLZ lat-a 5 e. 

Ne une ri wavygce, with ACA rel: om B. 
excorara, dsdaceaXs (|| Mk) CLX syr-marg copt. 

for em, «v (|| MX) BLXAZ 1. 33. 69 copt: txt ACD vel a te 
datuovia, with H(Treg, expr): om ABCD rel goth i 

rec ins ra bef 
eewAvoper (|| Mk) 

50. rec (for ex. de) rat er., with A rel vulg lat-b f syr goth arm: txt B(Mai in 
errata) CDLX 1. 33 lat-a c e copt syr 
o B. (XX defective.) 

vpwy bef oc yap L 33 syr-w-ast 
"vpwy vr. Hwy AXA (69) : 

marg. 
aft iat, a ins avro» (|| put CDFLMX em(with tol) copt 

seth: om ABZ rel vulg lat-5 c e syrr syr-cu copt-ms go 

txt BC KLMX 33 la 

om vpoc avrov D tol’. om 

ins ov yap tory rab 
rec v irs num (|| Mk MB, with E rel : 

t syrr syr-cu copt goth th arm 
Synop Tit-bostr Euthym Opt Ambr Aug Jer. 

dence is to be thought of among those 
sent in His name; for that even a little 
child, if thus sent, is clothed with His 
dignity ; and if there be any distinction 
among such, it is this, that he who is like 
that child, humblest and least, i. e. nearest 
to the spirit of his Lord, he is the greatest. 

** The whole discourse in Luke is 
without connexion.” De Wette, strangely 
enough: who also says, x. 9c idv ipi &it. 
. . 5 . is borrowed from Matt. x. 40; and 
that ó ydp purp. .. . . ovrog Lora 
ought to stand at the beginning of the 
discourse, as in Matt. I quote this as 
one among continually recurring speci- 
mens of the criticism which would cut our 
precious, and most truthful Goepels into 
fragments without meaning or connexion. 
a live in times when criticisms are 

among shallow minds: let the 
ree ant fadge from the above sample, what 
they are generally worth. Schleier- 
macher has some excellent remarks on 
this discourse and the circumstances, 
Essay qn Luke, translation, pp. 159—162. 

49, 60. On the connexion of 
this answer with the preceding, see on 
Mark. It is even more strikingly brought 
out here. Our Lord had declared the 
absolute equality of all sent in His name 
M agr if there were any difference, it 

OL. 

was to be made by a deeper self-renowncing 
Then arises the thought i in the mind of 
the ardent son of Zebedee, of the exclusive 
and peculiar dignity of those who were 
thus sent, the dwccroAo:: and he relates 
ae they had done, as a of his 
La pia g this exclusive dignity. 

to what has preceded, is in the 
5 - - . Bee the rest in 
Mark. 
51—Cuap. XIX. 28.] INCIDENTS DUR- 

ING THE LORD'8 LAST JOURNEY TO JERU- 
SALEM. We now enter upon a long and 
most important portion of our Gospel, pe- 
culiar in this form, and most of it ran dons 
peculiar, to Luke. At ch. xvii. 15 he 

joins the narrative of Matt. and 
Mark within & few verses of where he 

from them. ing this 
portion, l wil observe, without en- 

myself in the harmonistic maze 
into which most of the interpreters have 
ee (1) that the whole of it is to be 

here as belonging to our Lord’s 
last journey from Galilee to Jerusalem ; 
see below on ver. 51. (2) that evidently 
that journey was not a direct one (see ch. 
x. 1; xiii. 22, 31; xvii. 1l; xvii. 31, and 
notes) either in fime or in the road 
chosen. (8) that in each of the two other 

is a joumey pe placed at this 
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reff. 
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Ezek. vl. 2 
al. sec 4 Kings zii 17. 
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ar torn * rou beo hui siç I Ay vw art 9. tgrnpicey " rov rf eic. TepovcaAnp. À 
éaretAev a-yytAovc moo mpoçwrov avrov, Kat wopevbevres li C 

eicnABov tie Kopny Dapaparov, 'excrt Prounácat aure. 
t eb. xvi. 96. xxii. 82 al. 

IX. 

q 39 

Kat aT- H 

s Matt. ziii. 3 reff. t cossir. Nat. 

om 2nd avrov BLZ 1 lat-e: ins ACD rel. 
rec eorgpiley, with AD rel: txt BCLVXJE 83.—eornp. bef ro rp. LX 33 lat-a 

copt Jer. for eig, ew A al. 
52. «avrov AEGSVA 69’. 

very time, described Matt. xix. 1, parfipey 
ano rijg Tak Aaiag kai 3A0ev elc rà Sosa 
rije "lovdaiag zipay rov 'lopOávow, and 
Mark x. 1, Iced: ávacrác ipxera eic rd 
Spa rije loved. eai mípav roù 'lopdávov,— 
which, in their narrative also, is the last 
journey from Galilee to Jerusalem. (4) 
that in John x. 22, we find our Lord at 
Jerusalem, at the feast of dedication, in 
the winter (about the end of December), 
without however any hint as to how or 
whence He came there. (5) that the 
whole time between that feast and His 
Passion is spent thus :—After the attempt 
to stone Him, John x. 31, He retired to 
Bethany beyond Jordan ;—was summoned 
thence by the m from Martha and 
Mary to Bethany near Jerusalem, where 
He raised Lazarus;— retired to 
Ephraim, somewhere beyond Jericho, on 
the borders of the desert ;—six days before 
the passover came to Bethany, and the 
anointing took place, &c.; this whole time 
being three months and a few days. (6) I 
believe then that we have obtained a flæed 
critical point in all the four Gospels for 
the last journey from Galilee, after which 
He never returned (in the flesh) thither 
again. And this last journey was fo the 
feast of dedication, or at all events brought 
Him in time for that feast (for it does 
not look like a journey specially to a feast) 
at Jerusalem. It was between the feast 
of tabernacles in John vii. 2, to which He 
went up privately (ib. ver. 10), and the 
occasion when we find Him in Solomon's 
porch, John x. 22. (7) The three first 
evangelists relate nothing of the being in 
Jerusalem at the feast of dedication, or 
indeed at all, except at the last passover. 
We therefore find in them nothing of the 
retirements to Bethany (beyond Jordan) 
&nd Ephraim; but the removal of our 
Lord from Galilee to the confines of 
Judæa through the parts beyond Jordan 
is described as uninterrupted. (8) We 
are now I believe in a situation to appre- 
ciate the view with which our Evangelist 
inserts this portion. He takes this journey, 

for wert, wc B. 

beginning its narrative at the very same 
place where the others do, as comprehend- 

as indeed in strict historical fact it 
did—the last solemn farewell to ilee 
ch. x. 13—16), the final resolve of cur 

to go up to Jerusalem (ix. 51), and, 
—which in its wider sense it did,—all 
the records which he possessed of miracles 
and discourses between this time and the 
triumphal entry. (9) As to arranging or 
iaronn the oa incidents con- 
tained in this portion, as the Evangelist 

ch. ix. 67; x. 1, 25, 38; xi. 1, 14; Xii. 1 
xiii. 1, 10, 22; xiv. 1, 25; xv. 1; xvii. 1, 
5, 11, 20; xviii. 1, 9),—I do not suppose 
that we, at this distance of time, shall 
succeed in doing so. The separate diff. 
culties will be treated of as they occur. 

Sl.] cups. not past—not, when 
the days were fulfilled ; but, were being 
fulfilled: i.e. approaching their fulfil- 
ment. When the time was come, E. V. 
is too strong: when the days were come 
would be better, for that would include 
the whole of the journey in those days. 
See reff. dvdéAnpyis can have but one 
meaning (which, as the word itself is not 
found elsewhere, must be determined by 
the sense of the cognate verb: see 
reff.), His assumption, i. e. ascension 
into heaven. npipac ric avadrlenc 
abro$ Hiya Tó» xaipdy rby dgope- 
Oivra pixpı rýc ávaMmpbrec abrov rijt 
åxò yijc ele obpavóv, Euthym. 
atrég resumes the subject, not without 
some emphasis implying his own volun- 
tary action. Tb wpés. ab. tor. a 
Hebraism, see reff., implying determinate 
fixed purpose; cf. Isa. I. 7, the sense of 
which, as prophetic of the Messiah going 
to his sufferings, seems to be referred to in 
this er ion. The LXX have there, 
Onna rà xpdécwrdy pov we erepedy 
wirpay. 52.] dyyéAcus, who have 
been assumed without reason to have 
been James and John. Yapep.} On 
the enmity of the Jews and Samaritans, 

Yn 
Fee 
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58 kal ovk." edekavro avrov, ore r spocwroy avrov ny N tEM 

woprvoutvov eic IepovcaAnp. — 5 
Tane- aurov láxe[Joc xai ‘lwavunc tirav Kipte, " Ote r- eng, ane. 

ar 1 e « Y see Jer. xlix, 

lOOvTEC ds ot pabnra V aide» zv. 

- b — , * — 5 - t g? - xx. 82 reff. 

e "TUO cara awo TOU o PVO Kat avaAwoat see Matt. vd. 

Ewer ipnoev avroic. 

(2 Thess. il. 8 v. r.) only. Joel ii. K 
fver. 42. Mats. xvi. 22. b. ili. . 

$4. om avrov B 1 lat-e. 
Chr: txt AB rel, ax’ L. 

Det ra, so BCLZ.] 
om wç cat nac exouijoty (see note) BL 

P “wo «xai Hàiac Emoiwatv | ; 55 * arpaétic & a = Mark v. 43 
b Matt. vii. 25, 

Kat eropevOnoay el erípav chu 37 ref 
e Gal. v. 16 

d 4 Kixos i. 10, 13. e Matt. viL 6. xvi. 23 al. 

th Bas 
lat-e 4 

for aro, ex CD 1 

syr-cu copt-dz arm Jer: ins ACD rel lat-a b c f syrr copt goth sth (Tert P). 

55. ree aft avro adds Kat eiwev Oux oidare oiov mvevparoc ore 
wnec, with D F(Wtst) KMUTA 1. 69 latt syrr syr-eu copt Clem(? see Tischdf) 
Did Epiph(sic) Chr, Dion-areop Antch Thdor-stnd Thl ysoc Cypr(appy) Op Ambr 
Aug (but of these DFUT'A 89 latt goth Chr, Antch om uperc): om ABC rel (see note) 
fald(with gat) lat-g, l copt-schw eth Eus(appy) Bas Cyr Gand. rec adds further 

4 [E , , , q M , , , 7 

O yap vioç TOU avÜpwzov ovk wAÜkv puyac avOpwrwy avroA£cat 

adda coat, with F(Wtst) KMUTA 1. 69 latt syrr syr-cu Antch Cypr Ambr 
Quest (but of these UTA 1. 69 vulg lat-a e Antch Cypr om yap, T has yvy», vulg 
lat-c e Syr syr-cu goth om a»Opwxwy, and UT have azosravat for ark. ): om 
ABCDE rel lat-s, , 4 copt-schw Chr. 

see note, Joha iv. 9 The publicity now 
courted by our Lord is in remarkable 
contrast to His former avoidance of no- 
tice, and is a feature of the close of His 
ministry, giving rise to the aceusation of 
ch. xxii. 5. Gere dr. airy must 
mean something more, surely, than to 
provide board and lodging; there is a 
solemnity about the sentence which for- 
bids that supposition. It must have been 
to announce the coming of Jesus as the 
Messiah, which He did not coneeal in 
Samaria, as in Judme and Galilee, see 
John iv. 26; and the refnsal of the Sama- 
ritans must have been grounded on the 
jealousy excited by the preference shewn 
for the Jewish rites and metropolis. 
They expected that the Messiah would 
have confirmed their anti-Jewish rites 
and Gerizim temple, instead of going up 
solemnly to Jerusalem, and thereby con- 
demning them. 54.] The disciples 
whom He named ' sons of thunder, Mark 
iii. 17. "They saw some insult of manner, 
or actual refusal to allow the Lord to 
enter their village. That a collision of 
this kind did take place is plain from the 
last verse, and implied from the occasion 
alluded to by the two Apostles, where 
the fire was invoked in the presence of 
the offending persons. It happened also 
in Samaria. dp, not lightning, but 

re, as in the passage alluded to, and in 
1 Kings xviii. 38. It is exceedingly diffi- 

cult to determine the true reading in this 
passage, which seems to have been more 
than bae A tampered with, or wrongly 
written. It is hardly conceivable that 
the shorter text, as edited by Tischdf., ... 
dvaraca abrobc ; orpageic 02 Ire riunotv 
abroicg. cai éropebOnoay. . . should have 
been the original, and all the rest, in- 
sertion. Homœoteleuton may have had 
some share in the omission of the latter de- 
dated portion, from KAIEIII to KAI EI: 
but this does not touch we xai HX. is. 
It has been suggested that those words 
may have been removed as involving in- 
direct censure of Elias: but surely this 
lay too far off to create any offence. And 
their insertion into the text is quite inex- 
plicable. In this great uncertainty, I have 
thought the candid way is to let my edited 
text reflect such uncertainty, and I havo 
therefore printed these latter debateable 
words in the same t as the text, and 
have annotated on them. Let it be re- 
membered that in both cases, versions far 
more ancient than our oldest MSS. con- 
tein these words. 55.] [obe of8are 
olov mveiparés lore. Besides the mis- 
taken ways of explaining these words of 
our Lord (e. g. Do you not see what a 
[bad] spirit you are shewing ? Borne- 
mann) there are two senses which it may 
bear. (1) Affirmative, as in E. V., pu- 
tatis vos agi Spiritu tali quali olim Elias 
. .. Bed erratis. Habetis quidem ZijAo» 
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I Mt. osiy. Kat TG * tre TOU 

€ 1C Matt. N kot ropevopivey avruv £v ry oom sim» ric poç avro 

M "AkoAovÜgse cot Omov tav 'aztopyg [che J. P xb: 

Lime oeyt. rey avrp o Incouc Ai dhrerec 
1 k ovpavou 

" vioc rov " avÜpesov ovx ™ exe wou THY KegaA ny c. 

IX. 57-42. 

! $eArovc kx © 

| caracxynvwatc, o Š 

eiut) 59 rer Bi wpoc £repov "Axodove por. & & eixew Kage 
——ÁÀ eri pt pou aweAGorri Tpuror Bayar rov raripa 

rei. 
Acts xxl. 28. po 

° Bom ix. ip MOUs 
1 eh 
3 Mace. . e e 

$4. rov tov. 
p Mark vi. 46 

60 wey SE avro. Ae robe vexpove dd row 
nur vexpouc, av dd aweA Bey * Ya ye At rv Basse» 

6l dise St kat Erepog AxoAovÜnae cot Kopi 
afa rn Tpwrov & Exirpafoy por "axorálasÜa. roc tig TOY 

57. rec (for kai) eyevero de (beginning of lection: cf D and G below), with A rd 
vulg syr goth: «cat syevero 
arm. 
vraie D 157. 

D al lat-ac e: txt BCLX X 33. 69 Syr syr-cu copt 2th 
rec ay, with D rel: txt ABCKLUZ 33. 69 Ath,. 

om «upi (ife unusual place at end of the clause and ils 
for extr 

non-occurrence in || Mt account for the omission) BDI. Z(appy) 1 vulg lat-a c syr<a 
copt arm Mcion-t Ath Aug: ins AC rel lat- f g syrr goth. 

08. om o B. 
59. om rvpie B! but corrd by origl scribe : see table] DV. 

B D(-0orra) 33: rp. are kac 1 latt Orig 
spero» bef arri 

: are wp. AK: are, omg 
wpwr., 69 (all more or less from || Mt): txt C rel syr th. 

60. o ds ax. D. 
B(D)LZ 83 lat-a copt. 

61. exirp. de pos xp. D Iren-gr. 

sed ob car’ ixiyywo, et qui 
humani est affectus, non divine motionis.’ 
Grot. ; or (2) interrogative Know ye 
not what manner of spirit ye belong to 
5 of) F the spirit meant being the Holy 
pirit. ‘ The Spirit in Elias was a fiery and 

judicial spirit, as befitted the times and the 
character of God’s dealings then ; but the 
Spirit in Me and mine is of a different kind 
—a spirit of love and forgiveness.’ 
The latter of these is perhaps better suited 
to the context: but we seem to want an 
example in the gospels of (obe) olòart used 
interrogatively : see Matt. vii. 11 ||; xx. 
22, 26 || ; xxiv. 42 || ; xxv. 18; xxvi. 2; 
Mark iv. 13 (doubtful, but the construc- 
tion is direct), ch. xii. 56; John viii. 14; 
xiv. 4 al. I have therefore punctuated 
according to the former sense : which, in- 
deed, seems more naturally followed b 
the yáp of the clause following. t 
is very interesting to remember that this 
same John came down to Samaria (Acts 
viii. 14—17) with Peter, to confer the 
ge of the Holy Spirit on the Samaritan 

lievers.] 
67—69.] Matthew (viii. 19—22) relates 

the contents of vv. 57—60, but at a totally 
different period of our Lord's ministry, viz. 

rec aft avrw ins o noove (cf || Mt), with AC rel: om 
for awehOwy, sropevOric D Iren-lat. 

om ror bef oxo» D. 

His crossing the lake to go to Gadara. It 
is quite impossible to decide which Evan- 
gelist has placed the incidents in their 
roper chronological place. When we ance 

to te on such things, it is 
easy to find a fitness, on whichever side of 
the argument we range ourselves. Only 
(eee notes on Matt.) we must not adopt 
the wretched subte of the harmonists, 
and maintain that the two events took 
place twice, each time consecutively, and 
each time with the same reply from our 
Lord. 57, 58.] See notes on Matt. 

59. dxododGa por] This co 
is implied in Matthew, where the reply 
is, as here, gópu, izirpeydy pos wperev 
. . . Which words could hardly be spoken 
without a reference in the oro to it. 

60.] 8.40. c. r. A., peculiar to Lake, 
and shews the independence of his source 
of information. Am I wrong in supposing 
also, that it connects this incident with the 
sending out of the Seventy, which follows 
immediately afterwards ? 61, 62.) 
Peculiar to Luke. qois elg ....* 
mixture of two constructions—dawipxroGat 
els r. ole. pou kai dwordt. roig dv r. 
ole pov. The meaning is, to bid farewell 
to the persons, not to set in order the 

AKDI 
GEL 
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Y p 
oiKOV nov. 62 rriv S80 Insovc Ovdeic cr ryv" Bact: 

6u ref. 

* wOeroc &artv ry BactAkia rov Osov. only. | 
X. ! Mera & ravra ‘avideckev o xbpioc [xai] erépouc ox 

B8ounxovra, xai awioreiXev abrovc “ava Sio rp wpoc- IHE p 
ech. xiv. 85. Heb. vi. 7 only. Ps. XXII. 6. Susan. 15 only. a 

ix. 33. (-dec&cr. ch. L 80.) 
$e.3. xxi. A only. 

8 here only. 

i. 66. 

x. 
v Acts i. 94 only. Hab. i. 9. — 9 Mace. 

w Matt. xx. 9, 10. eh. ix. (8.) 14 (1 Mk. v. r.). Joha ii. 6. Rev. 

62. rec aft «xev Ce ins wpoc avrov, with LÆ lat-e Syr copt goth eth arm: 
aft (gc., AC rel: om B.—o da eye. str. avro D lat-e. Ovdeic tic ra orice 
Brev cart exmParwy ryv yupa avrov ex’ sll cdi lat-a b c e q Clem 
ypr, Promiss Hil Zeno.—om avrov B 1 lat-a b g arm 
Jer.— ri RNA (conformation to BX\exwv) ADL Clem. 

er, exegetical gloss on the dat, see oh xiv. 85), with ACD ry Bacay (prob as Mey 

“gr Orig, Cyr Bas, Tert 
rec (for rg Baci uo) tic 

rel Bas Cyr Chr: txt BL& 1. 33 latt Syr arm Clem Orig, Bas Iren-lat. 

CHAP. X. 1. for pera de r. avid. o rup., awedatey da D lat - a b c e. 
BLÆ Syr copt eth: ins ACDN rel latt syr-cu syr Eus Tert. 

om Ist cae 
aft ¢Béouncovra ins 

évo (prob traditional corrn, to agree with the number of the members of the Sanhe- 
drim) BDM R(in index to chapters) vulg lat-a c eZ syr-cu arm pes Clem Epiph 

h set Recog Hil Aug Prud Isid Bede: om AC rel lat-b f g syrr copt got 
Cyr Th! Euthym Iren Tert Ambr Jer. 

things, as some have rendered it. The 
answer of our Lord again seems to refer to 
the sending out into the harvest (ch. x. 2), 
for which the present seventy were as it 
were the ploughmen, first breaking up 
the ground. "The saying itself is to be ex- 
plained simply from agricultural operations 
—for he who has his hand on the plough, 
guiding it, must look on the furrow which 
his share is making—if he look behind, his 
work will be marred. Hesiod's precept is 
very similar, Fp. ii. 60, i@einy aðar 
ab vo, Nr. wawralvey pe?’ Spydicas 
GAN’ ini lipy Ovpdv x.. «UÓeros, 
not fit, but well adapted, ‘the right 
sort of workman.’ The sense is more im- 
mediately Meca to the ministry of the 
Gospel of Christ, which will least of all 
things bear a divided service and backward 
looks,—but of course affects also every 
private Christian, inasmuch as he too has a 
work to do, ground to break, and a har- 
vest to rea 

CHAP. 1—10.] Mission OF THE 
SEVENTY. It is wel that Luke has given 
us also the sending of the Twelve ;—or we 
should have had some of the Commentators 
aseerting that this was the same mission. 
The discourse addressed to the Seventy is 
in substance the same as that to the 
Twelve, as the similarity of their errand 
would lead us to suppose it would be. But 
there is, as Stier has well remarked (iii. 
89, edn. 2), this weighty difference. The 
discourse in Matt. x. in its three t 
divisions (see notes there), speaks plainly 

Eus, Nyssen 
om avrovc B Eus. aft ava dev ins 

of an office founded, and a ministry ap- 
pointed, which was to involve a work, and 
embrace uences, co-extensive, both 
in space and duration, with the world. 
Here, we have no such prospective view 
unfolded. The whole discourse is confined 
to the first division there (vv. 1—15), and 
relates entirely to present duties. 
Their sending out was not to prove and 
strengthen their own faith, as Hare sup- 
poses (Leben J. p. 194),—but to 
the way for this solemn journey of the 
Lord, the object of which was the an- 
nouncement of the near approach of the 
ki of God,—and the termination of 
it, the last events at Jerusalem. Their 
mission being thus temporary, and ex- 
piring with their return, it is not to be 
wondered at that we hear nothing of them 
in the Acts. This last is surely an absurd 
objection to bring against the historic 
truth of their mission, seeing that the 
Acts are written by this same Evangelist, 
and the omission is therefore an argument 
Jor, and not against, that truth. 1.) 
pera ravre—chronological—after these 
things, not ‘besides these things, as 
Schleiermacher and Olsh. render it. 
év48., an official word; see reff. Bleek 
has observed, that 6 röptog, of our Lord, 
in narration, is peculiar to St. Luke, and 
to narrations which he alone gives. Cf. 
ch. vii. 18; xi. 39; xii. 42; xiii. 15; xvii. 
5, 6; xviii. 6; xxii. 31, 61. But this is 
only true of the Synoptic Gospels. It 
occurs in tbe fragment at the end of 
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e Mark i. 12. a ` > >» 8 t7 2 ? N , 2 e >œ jou a.s.  "Ütowpov avrov. d rd yer idou  axocrtÀÀe vpac 
rem xil e da” , , de AU 4 a f ač g rN s 

è bere only. | Wo apvac tv utao UKV. pm Baora ETE Ba ave ne 
`~ h 7 a NL e è * , a a - „ng s TLOV, N pav um vn oꝭnu⁰õ,p Kat pmótva kara tny mah 

ALS 

fa Matt). oov aowaonohe, & etc Hv & av eicéAOnre orxiavy, wowror RUI 
g cb. xii. 33 X 2 2 - y L 6 1 9s y f. wg 
x ee Ee? E E:pnyn Tw OIKY TOVTQ. kat tuv Vv EKEt VIOÇ As. 

1 2 „ , 2 9 > A 2 p. e - ° 
rs &onvnc, k éravamabUgerut Ew avrov n sonyn vutoy" E 

Ali. 35 i a , *».? v „ » 6 [] 922 a - 8 7 

soly. 4 Kin de An), £o vuac m avakapje. 7 EV aury Se TY otkia 

vt n 10, 15 only. 1 Matt, tif. 11. eh. xxii al Exod. xii II. 
John xij, 80. Epb. it 2. v. 6 k dere (Rom. ii. 17) only. Num. xi. 25, . 

m Exod. axxb. 27. 
- ch. xvi. e 

EA IX. 17 ref. Matt. ii 19. Acts xvill. 23. Heb. xi. 15 only. 

for Tracav F. R. r., Tarra TOROV 
[rec ene AA, with DEL (8 1, e sil) 

zv BK 69 syr-with-ob: om ACDEN rel Eus, 
xai vov D lat-a b ce lg Syr syr-cu (Eus). 
Eus: txt ABC rel. (33 def.)] om avrog D latt Syr syr-cu. evstpxeo0a: 
A 1 lat-a e syr-marg Eus Thl: deepy. 69 al. 

3. rec (for lst 0) ovy, with A rel syr-txt : txt BCDLX 1. 33. 0 la-a e e g syr- 
marg copt-schw goth arm. om ut D lat-a c. om ov» D-gr. rec 
e. bef epyarag ( Mt ix. 38), with ACE rel lat-a b c: txt BD lat-e.—rec ex RAA, 
with T: txt A B[sic: see table] CD rel Bas. 

8. rec aft idov ins eyw (from Mt x. 16), with CD rel lat- c: om AB lat-a e arm. 
for apvoc, xpoBara (Mt x. 16) AM. for ey prow, uecov D. 

4. (BadXayriov, so ABCDE &c.] rec (for 3rd un) unde, with ACR rel Clem: 
pnreM 69 vulg lat-a b f Ambr: txt B(Mai) DL 1 lat-e e syr. 

5. av bef de Di. rec oway bef verb, with AR rel vulg lat-f syrr copt goth 
eth arm: txt BC F(Wtst) LXE 1.—ins xpwroy between verb and oia» D!-gr, simly 
lat- a b q syr-cu, but om D? (and lat).—*oAw esceAOnre eç occsay 69(sic).—rec (for 
tiger) ecipxeote, with A 

. «av D. 
DR rel Orig, Constt Bas. 

rel: txt BCD F(Wtst) LX 1. 69. 
rec aft say ins pe» (Mt x. 18), with (but e sil) Ser's dImns: om ABC 

exti bef n B al vulg lat-a b f l Orig. 
n (without any ms authority P): om ABCD R rel Scr's mss goth arm Orig, 

elz ins o bef 
Constt 

ins n &pgwg vpwy bef ep’ vuag (|| Mt) R Syr-ed copt Orig,-lat,—for 
avaxapwpe, emcorpeper n ep. vp. D. 

St. Mark (xvi. 19), and in John (iv. 1 
reff) In the Acts, the usage is very 
general: see ii. 47; v. 9, 14; ix. 1, &c.; 
and in St. Paul's Epistles ; see 1 Cor. vi. 
14, 17 ; vii. 10, &c. xal ér. iBB., not 
‘other seventy also, but others also, 
seventy in number, see ch. xxiii. 32. The 
(rép. may refer, either to the Twelve, ch. 
ix. 1, or perhaps, from the similarity of 
their mission, to the dy yeXo in ch. ix. 52. 
But perhaps the first is more probable, 
from the similarity of the discourses. 
The number of seventy might perhaps 
have reference to the seventy elders of 
Israel, Exod. xxiv.1; Numb. xi. 16:— 
all sorts of fanciful analogies have been 
found out and insisted on (and moreover 
forced into the text), which are not worth 
recounting. for ol,—see reff. 

3.] Sce Matt. ix. 37 and notes. 

If ixBáAA a were read, the . as usual, 
would have the force of tha c continually 
5 act: as it is, the aor. (as in 
|| Mt.) indicates the whole mission, con- 
sidered as one great act. 9, 4.] Tho 
time was now one of greater danger than 
at the mission of the Twelve; therefore 
ver. 8 is bound immediately up with 
their present sending, whereas in Matt. 
x. 16 it regards a time yet distant in the 
future; also one requirin ter haste,— 
which accounts for the add tion, nN x. 
T. 68. dow. These reasons also account 
for merely the healing the sick being 
enjoined, ver. 9. 8.] dids elp., a 
(or more probably, the,—as words like 
warnp, umnrgp, vioc, &c. are often de- 
finite though anarthrous) son of peace: 
i.e. persons receptive of your message 
of peace ;—sco reff. 1—19.] See on 
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xvi 2. 
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works k exeivy. 

5, » e æ 

yevouevat ev vp, 

kaÜnuswwo« " perevonoay, |4 * 

7. ree te orig, with ACR rel: txt BD. 
At x. 10), with AC R(Treg expr) rel arm : om BDLXZ. 

22 red. 
13 Ha cot Xopaleiv, ovat got Byfcaióa, y Matt. x. 16 

Ort & ev Tipw xai TS eyernPnoay * 

AA dy EV 

(4 Mk. v. r). 

ai Svvántc al ont d 
a 1 e 8 — Matt. xl. 

cükkq. kai oro Bl rf 
zAnv Tipp kai Dida » Mer ul. 2 

rec aft r. utaO. avr. ins or (see 
for «E, aro D- gr. 

8. rec aft yv ins d (see cer 10), with AKLXA (i, e sil): om B(Mai) CDRA rel Orig, 
Constt Thl. qe vor E'KL'MRUXTA 69. 

9. for abe, aaOcvovyrac D al late e. vy Et. 
10. rec (for oo acepyneds (from ver 8: see above, ver 5), with AR rel: txt 

BCDL t. 33. 69 latt oe b rat D al. 
iL. rec om eic e roòac gue» (homootel 

vulg eth: ins ABCDRZ rel mm lat-ab ee fi 
BDR mm lat-a b c e f $lsyr-cu(appy) eth om num. 

vn to 3pev), with EGSVTAA 
&yrT Syr-cu copt goth arm, but of these 

rec aft ye ins 4% 
vnac (from ver 9), with ACR rel mm lati syrr copt-schw: om BDLZ 1. 33 ev-y 
latt syr-cu copt goth arm Thi Tert. 

12. rec aft Ac ins de, with DMV (S, e sil) lat-a f copt: om ABCR rel vulg 
lat-6 c e i syrr syr-cu goth sth arm. avecrorepoy tor bef e» ry npipa extuvg 
A 69 Syr syr-cu arm; similar order in D lat -s.—for r3 nutga ekuvg, Bacwtua rov 
«ov D lat-e, similarly lat-a ö. 

18. for 2nd ova: got, cae D. 
with ACE rel: txt BDL 33. 69. 
D rel: txt ABCFLRXTK Frag- par 83. 

Matt. x. 11—15. The particular direc- 
tions here are different. 7.) iva 
$3 ry olx. but in the (that) house itself 
(see ver. 5, where it was last spoken of, 
the inhabitants having been since na 
tioned) remain. Beware of rendering it 
in the same house, q. d. iv 0b rj abr ole. 

TÉ wap’ abr, the things which 
come from them; which are theirs, and 
by them set before you: cf. ver. 8. 
9.] VN. ip’ d fj B. 7. 6. is a later 
announcement than fanigencrally i hry. ij Bao. 
v. obo. Matt. x. 7. 11.] dwopac- 
odpe0a piv can hardly be with Wordsw., 
“we wipe off from ourselves on you: 

rec (for eyevgOncav) eyevovro (from Mt xi. 21), 
rec xaQnpevea: (grammatical corra), with 

the dat. pron. holds too slight and un- 
emphatic a place for this, and is metere a 
dativus incommodi: ‘against you, 
E. V. Cf. e xiii, Dee vul airo 
represents e same, and is sim ren- 
dered in E. V. 18.] In Y diese 
words, which our Lord had uttered before 
Matt. xi. 21 ff. ) He takes His solemn 

well of the cities where the greatest 
number of His miracles had been done, 
and discourses uttered: they being awful 
examples of the $ wéAus dal Fast de- 
scri lt is wonderful how De Wette 
can write of these four verses falſche 
Re miniſcenz, f. z. Matt. xi. 20’—and this 
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1 Chron avii. xai o “aera vpac tui "abere o Se epè aber ` abera ast 
tg. u òy awooreiAavra pe. 7 ''Yriorpefayv & oi eBSopmxorre s 

cries, herd yapac Myovyrtc Kópu, cal rà 
"tv Tw OvOopari gov. 

. 2 et 

xxxi 16(~- vQgOETGL ijuv 

Ôapóvea 

eit e 0 4 — s 2 æ ? - z . *'Efrooovy róv caravav wc ° «corpas» "tx rov 'ovpavov 
82 E . 
1 Thess. iv, 8. fen. xxiv. 16. 1 ch. k. 90 ref. 

m Mask xvi. 17 reff. 
vut, Fu. iziii. 9. o Meit. xxiv. 97 ef. Exod. xix. 18. 

14. om sv rn spur D al lat-e: 

Y eh. f. $1 nf. : k oh. viii. 18 ref. 
n ch. sziv. 99. Mark H. 11. Joka vi. 19. Acts vil 66 al. Joch. vid. 320 

p Rev. vii. 30. ix. L (a, Matt. xxiv. P) 

in 1 lat-a 5 g. 
15. rec (for pn and wpwOnen) n and wjuO0rca (see digest MI xi. 23), with ACR rd 

69 lat-c f g, q syrr goth Ces Aug: txt BD 
14 „0 BCD) id (as corrd by orig! scribe) Rx rel. 
11lat-abdil. 
the art is origl, cf ch xvi. 23, and was omd to suit || Mt.) 
syr-cu Cas: txt ACRA rel latt copt goth. 

18. vuv bef acovwy AK latt Syr Ign Iren-lat. 
axovwy acova Tov vipiayroc us Frag- par Cypr. 

lat-a b e i l copt sth. om 
ins ņ bef 2nd eec C D- r 

rec om 2nd rov, with ACDR rel Ces: ins BL Frag-par. (Prob 
caraByen (|| Mf) BD 

aft arove add cat o pov 
for o de epe to arosredarra 

pt, o 9t «pov axovwy art rov axocreAavroc pe D lat- l. 
17, aft «füoungcorvra ins ĉvo (see ver 1) BD vulg lat-a syr-marg arm. 

xapac bef os sBdopqrovra AK. 
pira 

18. ex rov ovpavov bef wc acrpaxny B 254. 

when he believes Luke to have had Matt. 
before him. 16.] See Matt. x. 40 
and notes. 

17—24.] RETURN o» THE SEVENTY. 
As in ch. ix. 6—10, Luke attaches the 
return of the Seventy very closely to their 
mission. They probably were not many 
days absent. They say nothing of the re- 
ception of their message,—or it is not 
brought out in the Gospel, as not imme- 
diately belonging to the great central 
object of narration; they rejoice that more 
power seems to be granted to them than 
even His words promised, seeing that He 
commissioned them only to heal the sick, 
not to cast out devils, as He did the 
Apostles, ch. ix. 1. That this was a 

nd of joy not to be prominently 
rou ht forward, is the purport of our 
Lord’s answer; the whole of which as far 
as ver. 24 incl. is in the strictest con- 
nexion, and full of most weighty and deep 
truth. 17.) The iv te ðv. cov is 

rhaps too much lost sight of in the $piv 
ere; though I would not lay so much 

stress on this as Stier has dono. 
18.] This verse has been generally mis- 
understood, and ite force lost, by imagin- 
ing it to refer to some triumph just gained, 
which our Lord announces as the reason 
for their newly manifested power. The 
truth is, that in this brief speech He sums 

just gained,” but to the Lord’s 

up proleptically, as so often in the dis- 
courses in John, the whole great conflict 
with and defeat of the Power of evil, from 
the first even till accomplished by His own 
victory. The dp. T. c. refers to the 
SORTEM fall of preter he lost 12 

ce as an angel of light, not keepi i 
rst estate; n fall however had been 

proceeding ever since step by and 
shall do so, till all things be put under the 
feet, of Jesus who was made lower than the 
angels. And this (Osépovw belongs to the 
period before the foundation of the world 
when He abode in the bosom of the Father. 
He is to be (see ver. 22) the Great Victor 
over the Adversary, and this vi began 
when Satan fell from heaven. (In this 
fifth Edition, I would not altogether 
erase the foregoing interpretation: but 
surely it is grammatically more correct, 
with Bleek, to refer the imperfect to the 
time just past,—to the Lord's i 
sight at the time of the ministering of 
the Seventy. Cf. Acts xviii. 5 for a mmi- 
lar imperfect. If this view be correct, 
the words do not refer to any “ triumph 

glorious 
anticipations of final triumph, felt duri 
the exercise of power by His servants. 

dor. not the suddenness only 
of the fall, but the brightness of the 
fallen Angel is thus set forth. The de- 

! oro- fur 
v e 

18 rer SE avro ins 
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coustr. iÉovaiav rod ' ware q Matt. 2. a 

E d *Ohewy kai " oxopwiwy, kai tri TAGAV TNV coven Ion ie: 

21 ; ovpavoic. gv airy TU wpa 

TOU £xBpov, kai ovdly ù d uae ov un 
ev Tour un Xaipere, Ore Ta mvevpara Upiy d rorãgotrus, 
Xaipere. Òt Ore rà ovónara epee 

J nyaAXtdoato Ty mveb- t 1 16 

* aduchatt, 20 A rel, . axi * 
zo > Tki 
Le ge len. 

* eyyéypamrat £y oic I 4 
Ha. ziv. 14. 

2 t€ a ach. 41. 19. 
part Të ayip kai siwtv. * E£opo\oyoupat cot warep "hee vf. 8,6, 

3 . Wil. 15. 

P». 2v. D xvi. 84. P». ii. 

= hego only. see Matt. xili. 28, 89. 
x 9 Cor. M n ong T. 55 

ia twenty ees wate x IT 
Matt. v. 12. Acts li. 26 (from 
I. Ar. . 2 Kings xxii. 60. zi. 26. ziv. 

19. rec ĉıðwp:ı (from misunderstanding, into which De W. also has fallen: did ra 
does not apply merely to the past, but asserts an abiding fact), with AC*D rel lat-c 
Syr syr-cu Justin Eus Iren-lat : txt BC'LX 1 5 -b e f gi i l q syr-marg goth eth 
Orig, Cyr Chr Thdrt Mac Epiph Hil Lucif Am 

Steph adunoy (grammi corre or itacism T), ins rg» bef rov tyOpov B. 
ins rw» bef o$ew» D. 

with BC rel Thi: txt ADÉHLMTA 1. 83 Orig. 
20. for xvevpara, Jaiioyia (gloss) D 1 lat-e A syrr Jie rie oopt- mas sth Orig-lat 

Eus Bas Cyr Thdrt Ambr Ambrst Aug). 
X Cyr: om ABCD rel latt Eus Bas Ambr. 

ins pauddAoy, with (S, e sil) 
ae tyytypawrat) typagn, with 

ACD rel Eus,: txt BLX 1. 33 Eus, Const Bas Cyr. Tw ovpaye D lat-ab o 
Constt Hil, 

21. ravrn AA copt. add ĝe DA lat. /. ins e» bef rw wyevpars D F(Wtat) 
LX Frag-par 33 lat-a b c e ff, i l copt Clem. rec om rw ay, with A rel lat: 
goth (Clem): ins BCDKL E 1. 33 latt svrr syr-cu syr-jer copt eth arm Aug Bede. 

rec adds o 19covc, with AC rel: and 

scription is not figurative, but literal; 
i. e. as far as divine words can be said to 
be literal, being accommodated to our 
sensuous conceptions. See on this verse, 
Isa. xiv. 9—15, to which the words havea 
reference; and Rev. xii. 7—12. 
evil Our Lord here,—including all the 

and poison in nature in the he 
vow dx0.,—from the power given Him 
over that enemy, gives to them, extended 
afterwards to all believers (Mark xvi. 18), 
authority to ‘bruise the head of the ser- 
pent’ (Gen. iii. 15). There is an evident 
allusion to Ps. xci. 13. .] The 
connexion is—' that the power 
which I grant to you is so large, arising 
from my victory over the enemy,—make 
not one particular department of it your 
cause of joy, nor indeed the mere subjection 
of evil to you at all but this, —the posi- 
tive and infinite side of God's mercy and 
goodness to you, that He hath placed you 
among His redeemed ones.’ và 
wveúp. is something different from rà 
Sandman in those words above, and de- 
notes a wider range of influence—influence 
over spirit for good— whereby the ryev- 
arwud ric Tovnpiag are subjected to the 
ievers in Christ. The parrat 

dv Tois otpavoig isan e ion in various 
forms frequent in Scripture, and is op- 

rw xyevpare LX 33 Jat-c e ff, Syr sth 

posed to ixi ric yfic ypagnrwoay, Jer. 
xvii. 13, said of the rebellious. But no 
immutable predestination is asserted by 
it;—in the very first place where it 
occurs, Exod. xxxii. 32, 33, the contrary is 
implied, see Ps. Ixix. 28 ; Isa. iv. 8; Dan. 
xii. 1; Phil. iv. 3; Heb. xii. 23; Rev. iii. 
53 xiii. 8; xx. 12, 15. The ra dh. tp. 
seems to be a reference to dv rg bv. cov 
above, which ee was with them a 
medium of self-praise, as so often with 
Christians. Our Lord says, ‘the true 
cause of joy for you is, not the power 
shewn forth by or in you i» My Name, but 
that you, your names, are in the book of 
life’—as testified by the myeua which 
cvypaprupti ry xy. uev dre ken risva 
geh, Rom. viii. 16. And this brings us to 
ver. 21, where our Lord rejoices in the 
revelation of these thiugs even to the babes 
of the earth by the will and pleasure of the 
Father :—these thinge—not, the er 
over the c E. iro that is implied in 
tyyfypewra: dv T This, which 
is the true cause of jos to the believer, 
causes even the Saviour Himself to 
mM 1 Isa. liii. 11. 
The words Yi» cannot well be ex- 
cluded from ih gas text; the expression as 
thus standing, forms an Arat Aty., but is 
agreeable to the analogy of Scripture: cf. 
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a Matt. 31 38. „vou TOV N Kat rc ne, ort aréxpuifac ravra 

MICI amo cop kai  quvtTGv, Kat renale avra vurioig- 
Ito?” valo warnp, ore or 4 % dor € eytvero nr poc0Ey Gov. 

ot 22 [kat orpajtic xpoóc rove nah,’ xev) Mavra po 
e Sats s raprdubn ro rod rar pc pov, Kai oudstc N "ric 

8 torw ‘o viòç T m ‘ó sario, Kat ric Early fo warno & 

Trg ner un “o vioc, xai 9 ay Botdnra fo vioc arc E 
1.27 re ee 

T 17. 38 23 kat arpaótic wpoc robe hab ur de S kar «hav Arte 5 

Maxaprot of op0aApoi vt Bréwovrec à a Brgwere. 9 Mu ii 
ya 10 bh ort roAO¹ mpognrat kat Bactelc not AN ES 
iit a z utie Préwere kai ovk tl0av' Kat dcοοο al>" 
akobert Kai OUK TKOUGQV. 

arm: om BDZ vulg lat-a b i | syr-cu copt. transp cuverwy and coger D. 
rec eyevero bef evõogia (from || M5, mo ACD rel lat-i syrr syr-cu copt goth æth 
arm: txt BC!LX.33 lat-b c e ff, IU 

22. om cat to «rey» BDLM 1. 33. 69 miga b e f syr<u th arm: ins AC rel 
lat-c ff, l q syrr copt goth.—erp. às rts ey 1 pa0. ins avrov C'(appy) T. 

re rec rapid bef pos, with ves: txt AB latt goth Orig Eus. for w:o, 
aro D. om nov D am(with forj per) lat-a c I arm [Justin Iren-lat ]. 
Vein: (I, a) C F(Wtst) HA 33. rec d (|| Mi), with AC rel : txt 
BD Frag-par 3 ovA«rat AX A Frag- par 

28. for cat e orp. de D lat-e. om rar s ui D latt(not f). aft urey 
ins avrog D 1 copt. at end ins «as axovovrtc a acovere D; similarly tol 
lat-c e f. 

94. om cat Baca D lat-a e ff, il Method (Mcion-t) : et iusti lat-b q. [rZer, 
so BCL 88.] aft acovca: ins pov B. ins vutig bef acovere D lat-d c f. 

Rom. i. 4: Heb. ix. 14: 1 Pet. iii. 18: see 
also Rom. xiv. 17: 1 Thess. i. 6. The 
ascription of praise, and the verses follow- 
ing, are here in the very closest connexion, 
and it is perfectly unimaginable that they 
should have been inserted in this place 
arbitrarily. The same has been said of 
their occurrence in Matt. xi. 25; and, 
from no love of harmonizing or escaping 
difficulties, but from a deep feeling of the 
inner spirit of both discourses, I am 
convinced that our Lord did utter, on the 
two separate occasions, these weighty 
words ; and I find in them a most instruc- 
tive instance of the way in which such 
central sayings were repeated by Him. 
It was not a rejoicing before (in Matt.), 
but a confession: compare the whole dis- 
course and notes. That the intro- 
ductory words dv de. r. Sp. — iv ic. rẹ 
zap, may have been introduced from 
one passage into the other, and perhaps 
by some one who imagined them the 
samo, I would willingly grant, if needful ; 
not that, in the presence of such truths, 
such a trifle i is worth mention, but that 
the shallow school of modern crities do 
mention, and rest upon such. On vv. 21, 
22, see notes on Matt. xi. 25—27, ob- 

serving here the gradual narrowing of the 
circle to which our Lord addresses him- 
self, ver. 22, erpad. wp. T. K. then ver. 
23 the same, with car’ idia» added. 
23.] This verse should not be marked off 
from ver. 22 by a new paragraph, as is done 
in the E. V.: much less, as in the Gospel 
for the 18th Sunday after Trinity, joined 
with what follows: except perhaps that 
the lesson taught us by its occurring there 
is an appropriate one, as shewing us how 
the grace of Christian love, which is the 
subject of the following parable, fulfils and 
abounds over, legal eee It is in 
connexion with the preceding, and comes 
as the conclusion after the thanksgiving in 
ver. 21. A similar saying of our Lord 
occurs Matt. xiii. 16, 17, but uttered alto- 
gether on a different enr. and in a dif- 
ferent connexion. p. x 
Bac. | Darid united both these, di Solo 
mon. There may be an reference 
to the affecting last w of David, 3 
Sam. xxiii. 1—5, which certainly are a 
rophecy of the Redeemer, and in which 
e says, ver. 6, “ This is all my salvation, 

and all my desire, though he make it not 
to grow :”—see also Gen. xlix. 18. 
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25 Kat 80 vopukóc rie ! avtarn * éxmetpalery aurov hc vii. 80 
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1 = Mark zir. 
fo ref. 
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TNC kipiop rov Ücov oov "ek OÀnc rig Kagdiac gov Kat 32. Eph. vi 
££ oAne ric Puig cov Kat (& öne ric ioxvoç sov s LI "L 

o Matt. xxii. 
Kai ek LI THC ° tavoiac aov, cal rov P rAnoioy gov pai refi. 

we otavróv, 7 

roles, kai Cog. 29 o òè twv 

Matt. v. 43. 

emey & abr S OpÜcoc awexpiOng’ rovro fe 41. 
- e g Epb. . 

 Sixaiwoat tavrov sinev Exod, xx. 17. 
q ch. vii, 48 reff, 

zix. 18. 

t Matt. xiL . 1 Cor. iv. 4. Gea. xliv. 16. 

25. for «at idov vou. ric aveorn, aveorn de ric vopikoc D lat-(c) e. 
ins cat bef Ayw», with ACD rel: om BLZN lat-e copt. 
Mcion-t. 

26. om r: Dl. gr ali. 

om ddaceads "D 

27. [1st cov was at first omitted but afterwards supplied 1. m. in B: see table.] 
ev ok, r. c. gov D i lat - a b c ff, i eth. 

T. V. o. r. «v OAR r. OX. o. c. ev oR r. d. o. 
om lst *nc BR. sy oàn 

Mt xxii. 37) BLZ 1 copt (eth?) 
iad omg ev oA rg ĉ:av. c. DT lat-a b c ff, i Tert : txt AC rel lat-e f syrr syr-cu goth 
arm. «avrov AVX 69 Orig, 

28. for inen, Znoec D. ' 
29. rec óuaiovv (more obvious tense), with AC? rel: txt BCi DLX Cyr Isid.— 

taur. bef dex. D lat-c e Cyr Isid. 

25—37.] QUESTION OF A LAWYER: 
THE PARABLE OF THE GOOD SAMARITAN, 
Peculiar to Luke. As Stier remarks (iii. 
101, edn. 2), it is well that Luke has related 
the other incident respecting an enquiry 
of the same kind, for the critics would be 
sure to have maintained that this incident 
was another report of Matt. xix. 16. Such 
clear cases as this should certainly teach us 
caution, where so such proof is given of 
the independence of different narratives: 
and should shew us that both questions 
addressed to our Lord, and answers from 
Him, were, as matter of fact, repeated. 
See however a case to which this remark 
does not apply, ch. ix. 67 ff. 26. 
No immediate sequence from ver. 24 is 
implied. vopuxós, a kind of scribe = 
vopodidderadog, ch. v. 17—whose especial 
office it was to teach the law, see Tit. iii. 
18; = elc rà» ypappariwy, Mark xii. 28. 

There is no reason to suppose 
that the lawyer had any hostile inten- 
tion towards Jesus,—rather perhaps a 
self-righteous spirit (see ver. 29), which 
wanted to see what this Teacher could 
inform Aim, who knew so much already. 
Thus it was a tempting or frying of 
Jesus, though not £o entangle Him: for 
whatever had been the mE this could 
hardly have followed. al woujoas | 
he doubtless expects to hear of some great 
deed ; but our Lord refers him back to 
the Lew of which he was a teacher. 

26. «às dv.;] A common rabbinical for- 
mula for eliciting a text of Scripture. 

wüs is not merely = ri, but im- 
plies how? i.e. to what purport; so that 
the answer should contain a summ 
of his reading in the Law. 27. 
The first part of this, together with Deut. 
xi. 13 ff., the Jews had written on their 

ylacteries, and recited night and morn- 
ing: but not the second; so that Kui- 
noel’s idea that Jesus pointed to the phy- 
lactery of the lawyer, will not hold. 
Meyer thinks the man answered thus, 
because he had before heard our Lord 
cite these in connexion, and with an 
especial view to asking the question rie 
ésriv pou wAncioyv; It may have 
so ;—but I should rather believe the same 
spirit with which he began, to have car- 
ried him on to this second question. 
The words GA. Sx. éavr. seem to imply 
this, but see below. 29.] Meyer ex- 

this; The questioner, aving been 
y our Lord's enquiry, roc ávay., him- 

self thrown into the position of the an- 
swerer, yet, Girwy dic. lav., wishing to 
carry out the purpose with which he 
asked at first, and to cover what other- 
wise would be his shame at being an- 
swered by so simple a reply, and that his 
own,—asks tle éotly pov wAwncíov;—l 
may observe that we ead not take the 
whole of this explanation, but may well 
suppose that Sixavdoas davr. may mean, 
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36 only. 
u = here only. 

cb. vii. 43 

* Mark 111. 29. 
cb. ti. 61 al. 

Ac òè o [gcovc timtv Arb oe ric cart Batter aro Es 

leo jn tic ‘leptye, cal Agaraic " weptéxecey, ol Kat LM 

TexStcavrec avrov kai “™wAnyac *em@évrec axo 
^ apévreç nuiavn [° ruyyxavorra |. 31 card avykvpuy 

i d icpebe ric "xart(Jawsv iv ry od Excivy, Kai tour 
A 3 «a f 

Xx Acts xxvii. 
4i. James 1 e 

avrimapnAGev. , opoiwe 0E Eral Asvilrnc yt 
a , * q p 9 [od 

2m. Le. evoce “Kara róv rórov, A0 Kat id dvr, 
Matt. xxvii. 

d 28 reff. 33 
8 Acts xvi. 38. 

Lapapeirnc Sé rie ‘odeiwv ] i kar" avróv, xai tour 
Rev.zxll. | gxdayyvicOn’ * kai xpoceAQwv " karéðnoev rà " rpar- 

ach. xii. 48. 
Acts xvi. 28, . 9 Cor. vi. 6. xi. 98. eisw., Rev. (ix. 18, $0 al.) only. b « Matt. iv. 11. . 

€ here only, (= fjiiÜvnroe, Wied. xvill. 18.) d — here only. 3 Mace. iti. 9. e bere oaly t. 
f here bis only ¢. Wied. xvi. 10. g Matt. xxvii. 41 reff. b = Acts xv. 23. xxvii. 7. 
i here only. 8 Kings vi. 12 P. Tobit vi. 6 oniy. k constr., bere ouly. leh. vii. 18. Matt 

1 

80. om és B Ci(perhaps) copt-ms. 
for cart Gatte, caraBave C! : karagawo» X. 

om rvyxavovra BDL& 1. 83 latt syrr syr-cu sth Chr, Viet: im evrov D al. 
AC rel copt. 

81. for evyxvpiay, rvya D: latt vary. 
om ev B[sic: see table] 1 vulg lat. L g. 

32. om yevouevog BLXÆ 1. 83 lat-a c e 
tO w vulg lat-5 e i syr-cu Chr Thl. aft 

syr-cu copt 

m bere only. Esek. xxxiv. 4, 16, 

: om BCA rel lat-c eth arm 

a hore only. Isa.L 6, (-uariQe, ch. xx. 18) 

aft ure ins avre DT Syr syr-cu copt. 
om Ist ca: Ci. om 

for zarsBawsv, karaawov D. 

copt seth(appy) arm. om Ebwy D al 
v ins avrov (see last ver) ADTA latt ayrt 

33. rec aft idw» adds avrov (as above), with ACD rel lat-a copt-wilk : BLZ t. 
83 lat-b c i l q copt-schw. 

* to get himself out of the difficulty :’ 
viz. by throwing on Jesus the definition 
of ò xAgsíov, which was very narrowly 
and technically interpreted among the 
Jews, excluding Samaritans and Gentiles. 

80.] Wok. him up—im- 
plies that the question was made an 
occasion of saying more than the mere 
answer. See Herod. vii. 101; Thucyd. 
v. 49. xardB., both because Jeru- 
salem was higher, and because ‘to go up’ 
is the usual phrase for journeying towards 
a metropolis. dw. "Iep. alg "Ieptxó, 
about 150 stadia distant. The road 
through a wilderness (Josh. xvi. 1) which 
was notorious for the robberies committed 
there. Arabas . . .. que gens, latroci- 
niis dedita, usque hodie incursat terminos 
Palestine, et descendentibus de Hieru- 
salem in Hiericho obsidet vias, cujus rei 
et Dominus in Evangelio recordatur." 
Jerome, Comment. on Jer. iii. 2. The 
same Father mentions that a part of the 
road was so infamous for murders, as to 
be called the red or bloody way, and that 
in his time there was a fort there gar- 
risoned by Roman soldiers, to protect tra- 
vellers (De locis Hebrwis, under Adom- 
mim). Tepuér. exactly fell among. 
They surrounded him. dad., not 

merely of his clothing, but of all he had; 
—'despoliaverunt eum, Vulg. 
Tuvyxévovra is not = óvra: óvra is vr 
derstood with 4y.0., in a state of (being) 
half-dead. 31.] Many priests jour 
neyed as way, for J ache was a jer 
city; this man is ps represented as 
having been Up fo Jeromin in the order 
of his course, and returning (aareg av 

The Law and Prophets enjoined 
the act of mercy which this priest re 
fused; see Exod. xxiii. 4,5: Deut. xni 
1—4: Isa. lviii. 7, not, it is true, literally, 
—and therefore he neglected it. 
“The form cvyevpia is uncommon : Poly- 
bius has cvyctpnpa and -prorc.” Bleek. 

dvrimapyAGey, he did not even go 
up to him to examine him, but passed by 
on the ite side of the road. 
$2.] The evite, the inferior minister of 
the law, did even worse; when he was at 
the place, he came and saw him ;—cam* 
near, and then passed, as the other. 
33—35.) The Samaritans were entirely, 
not 

Samaritan and the others; the action: 
which follow are but the expansion of this 
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84. for exc. de, cac esi. D latt Syr syr-cu ath. 
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ciple AU ?) BDL X(Treg expr) E 1. 38 latt Syr syr-cu copt sth Vict Chr Ambr: 
ins AC rel syr arm. aft ek. ins ca: C! al. 
td rey bef dvo dnvapia B. 
Ambr : ins AC rel lat-a f syrr wth. 
om 25% 1 arm Chr Ambr Aug. 

80. for ric, riva D. 

table at end of prolegomena | 
arm Orig-lat; 

Ógvapia bef ovo D lat-c e. 
om avre BDL 1. 33 vulg lat- c syr-cu copt arm 

ey rw ewavepy. pe bef syw D, simly lat- e: 
om co: D. 

rec aft ric ins ovy, with ACD rel lat-c e syrr copt th 
arm: om BLÆRN I vulg lat-a b syr-cu copt-ms. [rwv is not omitted in B: see 

rec doce: cor bef mA gatio», with 1 latt syrr syr-cu 
oxuç A,, D: txt A B[sic: see table] CZ rel.—om s. 8. eo: 83. 

37. rec (for 2nd 2e) ov», with AC?P rel lat-g syr-txt : om al lat-c Syr syr-cu arm: 
rat ur. al vulg lat-b f l: txt BCI DFLXA 1. 33. 69 lat-a e syr-marg copt. 

copt-dz. om o bef «nsouc B'(Verc). avrw DX 

compassion. Maroy x. olvov] These 
were usual remedies for wounds in the 
East; Galen, cited by Wetstein in loc., 

ibes thus for a wound in the head, 
Dari giANa rd adwradwrara rpipac 
wapaxe alov zai olvov piravoc xal 
karáuagcce :—see also Isa. i. 6. beri 
vd 8. er., thereby denying himself the 
use of it. wr. is rarely found in the 
sing. in the classics: see an instance, 
Herod. ii. 182. wav8oxeiov] the 
Attic form, as in the cognate words 
lepoBóxog, Etvodortiv, Smpodococ, &c. is 
wavõdortiov. So Phryn.: ol ced rov x 
Alyovrec ágaprávovow* did yàp roù & 
xp iy wavÜoktiov x. waydoxedc x. 
aavéoxceurpia :—p. 807, where see Lo- 
beck's note. This is the only place where 
an inn, as we understand the word, a 
house for reception of travellers kept by 
a host, as distinguished from an empty 
caravanserai, is mentioned. The Rab- 
binical writers frequently speak of such, 
but under a name adopted from this 
word, pnw (Wetstein) Bleek remarks 
that this serves to shew, that there were 
such inns in that neighbourhood, though 
certainly they were not frequent. 

om 

ito. ... Seem he went on his jour- 
ney. jo Inv.] some see in this, 
two days’ wages (Matt. xx. 2). 
36.] It will be observed that our Lord 
not only elicits the answer from the 
questioner himself, but that it comes is 
an inverted form. The lawyer had asked, 
to whom he was to understand himself 
obliged to fulfil the duties of neighbour- 
ship? but the answer has for its subject 
one who fulfilled them to another. The 
reason of this is to be found,— partly 
in the relation of neighbourship being 
mutual, so that if this man is my neigh- 
bour, I am his also;—but chiefly in the 
intention of our Lord to bring out a 
strong contrast by putting the hated and 
despised Samaritan in the active place, 
and thus to reflect back the édpoles more 
ee * Observe yeyovivar, to have 
ecome neighbour. The neighbour Jews 

became strangers, the stranger Samaritan 
became neighbour, to the wounded tra- 
veller. It is not place, but love, which 
makes neighbourhood." Wordsworth. 
87. wopevov, c. r. A.] The rendering is as 
in E. V. go and do thou likewise. The 
cai ot belongs, not to the wopevev, but 
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88. for eyevero ty ro, ty ĝe ro BL 33 syr-cu copt ath: txt ACDP rel syrr. pa 
awrce om avrove D. 

to the roie, which carries the main 
stress, the wopevow being only secondary. 

The lawyer does not answer—' The 
Samaritan:’ he avoids this; but he can- 
not avoid it in conviction and matter of 
fact. wole ö., i. e. count all men 
thy neighbours and love them as thyself.’ 

The student accustomed to look at 
all below the surface of Scripture, will 
not miss the meaning which lies behind 
this parable, and which—while disclaim- 
ing all fanciful allegorizing of the text— 
I do not hesitate to say that our Lord 
Himself had in view when He uttered it. 
All acts of charity and mercy done here 
below, are but fragments and derivatives 
of that one great act of mercy which 
the Saviour came on earth to perform. 
And as He took on Him the nature of us 
all, being ‘not ashamed to call us bre. 
thren, counting us all His kindred,—so 
ít is but natural that in holding up a 
mirror (for such is a parable) of the truth 
in this matter of duty, we should see in 
it not only the present and prominent 
group, but also Himself and His act of 
mercy behind. And thus we shall not (in 
spite of the scoffs which are sure to beset 
such an interpretation, from the super- 
ficial school of critics) give up the inter- 
pretation of the Fathers and other di- 
vines, who sce in this poor traveller, 
going from the heavenly to the accursed 
city (Josh. vi. 26: 1 Kings xvi. 34),—the 
race of man, the Adam who fell ;—in the 
robbers and murderers, him who was a 
murderer from the beginning (John viii. 
44);—in the treatment of the traveller, 
the deep wounds and despoilment which 
we have inherited from the fall ;—in the 
priest and the Levite passing by, the in- 
efficacy of the law and sacrifice to heal 
and clothe us: Gal. iii. 21 (Trench re- 
marks, Parables, p. 316, note, edn. 4, that 
the Church, by joining the passage Gal. 
ii. 16—23 as Epistle, with this Parable 
as Gospel for the 13th Sunday after 
Trinity, has stam this interpretation 
with her approval) :—in the good Sama- 
ritan, Him of whom it was lately said, 
** Say we not well that thou art a Samari- 
tan, and hast a devil?“ (John viii. 48)— 
who came to bind up the broken-hearted, 
to give them the oil of joy for mourning 
(Isa. lxi. 1 ff);— who for our sakes be- 
came poor, that we through His poverty 
might become rich: who, though now gone 

om ra BDLZ 69 lat-a syr-cu copt : ins ACP rel. 

from us, has left with us precious gifts, and 
charged His ministers to feed His lambs, 
promising them, when the chief Sh 
shall appear, a crown of glory that fadet} 
not away (1 Pet. v. 2, 4). Further perhaps 
it is well not to go ;—or, if we do, only in 
our own private meditations, where, if we 
have the great clue to such interpretations, 
—kuowledge of Christ for ourseltes, and 
a sound mind under the guidance of His 
Spirit,—we shall not go far wrong. But 
minutely to allegorize, is to bring the sound 
spiritual interpretation into disrepute, and 
throw stumbling-blocks in the way of 
many, who might otherwise arrive at it. 
38 — 42.] ENTERTAINMENT OF OCE 

LORD AT THE HOUSE OF MARTHA AND 
Mary. It surely never could be doubted 
who this Marthaand Mary were, nor where 
this took place,—but that the harmonizing 
spirit has so beclouded the sight of our 
critics. Bengel believes them not fo be the 
sisters of Lazarus, bat another Martha and 
Mary somewhere else ;—and this in spite 
of the deep psychological identity of cha- 
racters which meets us in John xi. xii. 

Greswell, still more strangely, be- 
lieves the persons to be the same, but that 
they had another residence in Galilee, and 
endeavours to establish this from John 
xi. 1 (where he says áró only indicates 
residence, lx origin; and the cwpn is not 
Bethany, but the village in Galilee; see 
notes there). I shall, as elsewhere, take 
the text in its most obvious and simple 
interpretation, and where nothing definite 
is inserted in it, throw light on it from 
what we know from other sources. And 
I believe moat readers will agree with me 
in taking these for the sisters of Lazarus, 
and the village for Bethany. As regards 
the name Martha, it is in Aramean wra, 
from * dominus, and answers to the 
Greek xvpía." Bleek. 38.) lv re 
Top. need make no difficulty—the whole 
of the events related in this section of 
the Gospel are allotted, as in the widest 
sense they belonged, to the last journey 
of our Lord from Galilee, which ended in 
the triumphal entry into Jerusalem ;—see 
note on ch. ix. 51 ff. Jesus, as we know 
that He afterwards did, so now probably, 
when at Jerusalem (at the feast of Dedica- 
tion), abode at Bethany. He loved — 
(only used in this sense by John with 
regard to this family, and to Aimself)— 
Martha and Mary and Lazarus—and this 
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89. om 2nd xa: D lat -a o. 

om uç ro» oov aurnc B. (avrnc (alone, appy] is supplied on the 
om auric CILX 38: ins AD rel, tavric P. 

rec wapacalioaca (more usual form), with CDP 
rel: wapaca@Onea K 69: txt ABCIL Mac. 
very uncertain] CDP rel: txt Bi CI LX 38 Mac. 

rec (for xoc) rapa, with AB'[qu? 
rec (for «vpiov) igsov, with 

A B' perhaps: see table] C?P rel lat-5 syr-txt: txt B'C'(appy) DLE vulg lat-a c &o 
Syr syr-cu syr-marg copt sth arm. 

40. for exicraca, emora€eac D. 
e sil): txt AB'CP rel. 

&vt» avry CIDKU 69 copt sth. 

za: D (Clem) Bas Aug,. 

om avrov D. . 
rec carehixe (ifacism 7), with B!'D(FSUV, 

careXeiwey bef ue K: car. pe povny D latt. 
DL 1.33: re P; elre 69: txt AC rel. 

41. for incouc, xvpioc B*L vulg lat-a i l syr-marg Ambr, Aug. 
rec (for GopvBazn) rvpflatg, with AP rel 

(eic 69) Clem Bas Chr Cyr Damaso: txt BCDL 1. 33 Bas Evagr. 

ti ro 

o tnaove bef 

om pépipvag 
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ACP rel vulg lat f g, q Syr syr-cu ‘ayr-txt Bas Chr Damasc A 

word implies surely hospitality and inter- 
course. 71g —it does not follow 
that Martha was a widow; the incident 
brings out the fo sisters, and therefore 
no others are mentioned. She may have 
had a husband or a father living. At all 
events, it is a consistency belonging to 
real life, that we find the same person 
prominent in the family in John, as here. 

89.] It does not appear that the 
meal had begun; far rather is it likely 
that Martha was busy about preparing it. 
Mary sat at Jesus’ feet, as His disciple, 
while He was discoursing. 40.) repi- 
«cx. (as also the form obcica 
above) is a word of later Greek. We have 
in Dion. Hal. ix. 49, xepiowg repi rác 
tkw orpartiag roy ĉñpov: and in Jos. 
Antt. v. 1. 4, apé¢ rocabrac brnptciag 
Cracwewpevoc. See also Diod. Bic. i. 74: 
Polyb. xv. 3. 4. It exactly answers to 
the Latin ‘torqueor’ used in the same 
connexion by Horace, Sat. ii. 8. 67, and 
to a midland provincial expression fo be 
put about,’ meaning to be distracted with 
officious care. See Phryn. ed. Lobeck, p. 

Ug. for 

415, who gives doyoAog eivai for the corre. 
sponding classical expression. air. 
generally, but not always, used by Luke 
of a sudden coming into presence. It looks 
here as if our Lord were teaching in an- 
other apartment from that where the ĉia- 
rovia was going on :—this appears also in 
the xaréXeuwev. 41, 42.] The repeti- 
tion of her name e reproof. " 

ds expresses the inner anxiety (from 
HEUS A OopuBáty the outer bustle and 
confusion. The latter word is not else- 
where found in Greek. rod, many 

ings. évés, of one thing; perhaps 
we should not express the two words more 
definitely, for fear of narrowing the wide 
sense in which they are spoken. I can 
hardly doubt that our Lord, in the first 
and most obrious meaning, indicated that 
simpler preparation would have been all 
that was needful, but the wodAd leads to 
the dv, and that to the dya0} pepls, the 
ëv being the middle term of comparison 
between the natural xo Ad and the spiri- 
tual áya0)) pepic. So that the whole will 
imply—only within the circle of Christ's 
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Bas, Damasc. 

Cuar. XI. 1. for cat ey., ey. de A al lat-e syr-cu. 
we exavoaro DM lat-a b c. 

om avro D. 
viv P Orig,. ins gat 

2. for aw. de, o de eax. D lat-e. 

srpoctvyopevow bef e» rors 

aft xpocevyqoOe ins gs 
Barrodoyers wc ot Aovirot Üokovsiy yap rivec ori ev TH WoAvACyia avTwy ecaxoscOq- 
govrat aha wpocevxopevor D (see Mi vi. 7: D throughout conforms 

rec aft warep ins pev o ey roig ovpavoig (from || Mi 
rel gat(with har]! per) lat-a b c e syrr syr-cu copt: ins u (alone) 
sions to ML). 

disciples, those who act from love (mis- 
taken or otherwise) to Him—much as 
John vi. 27,—and will set before us the 
bread which perisbeth on one hand, and 
that which endureth to everlasting life 
on the other. The &ya8 p«p(s, the good 
portion, is the i» which is needful—see 
John vi. 58,—the feeding on the bread of 
life by faith; which faith cometh by 
hearing, and hearing by the pijya xpt- 
grov, which Mary was now receiving into 
her soul, and which (John vi. 54) shall 
never be taken away, but result in ever- 
lasting life. The two types of charac- 
ter have ever been found in the Church ; 
both, caring for Him, and for love to Him 
doing what they do : but the one busy and 
restless, anxious, and stirring; the other 
uiet and humble, content to sit at His 
eet and learn. We see here which of the 
two He praises. But on the other hand 
we must not derive any argument hence 
against an active Christian life of doing 

: this is, in fact, to sit at His feet 
and learn—to take His yoke on us, and 
learn of Him. It is the bustling about 
the wod\a of which there is no need, 
which is blamed ; not the working out the 
fruits of the Spirit, which are needful, 
being parts themselves of the dya@s 

epic. 
j Cnap. XI. 1—18.] JESUS TEACHES 
THE DISCIPLES TO PRAY. The locality 
and time of the following incident are 
alike indefinite. The only limite are 
those of the great journey which is the 
subject of this section. There is no reason 

many expres- 
, With ACDP 
al: om B t. 

for supposing this to be the only occasion 
on which the Lord delivered this prayer t» 
His disciple. In the Sermon on the 
Mount, it stands in close connexion with 
Tint poni before 5 Dore also. In a0 
weighty a summary of His teaching as 
that was, He was ioi likely, when speak- 
ing of prayer, to omit it ;—when asked by 
His disciples to teach them to pray, He was 
not likely to depart from the once 
given them. Such are ordi probebi- 
lities, antecedent to every question affect- 
ing the two Gospels: and those critics 
who throw aside all such, are far more 

judiced in reality, than those who allow 
them full weight. The peculiar and 
abridged form in Luke," says Meyer, i: 
a proof that the apostolic Church did sot 
«se the Lord's prayer as a form." Rather, 
we may say, a proof of the fidelity with 
which our Evangelist reproduced his ori- 
ginal rts, not correcting them as 
others him did (see var. readd.) to 
suit the forms most probably in use. If 
the apostolic Church did not use the Lord's 
Prayer as a form, — en did ita use bogia, 
which we find in every known Liturgy ? 
(See Bingham, Antiqq. xiii. 7.) 1. 
wad. &. I.. . . of this fact we know 
nothing beyond the allusion here. 
2.] Srav pos. Ady. . . . . more definite 
than oŬðrwç soc. .... in Matt. On 
the prayer itself, see notes on Matt. vi. 
9—13. The clauses not found in the text 
could hardly by any possibility have been 
omitted by any, had they ever formed a 
part of it. Stier’s argument, that our text 

rer & 
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ra ogtcAnpara D al, debita per tol lat-b c d. 
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for cat yap avro, wc cat 
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has not been conformed to Matt., because 
the doxology has never been inserted here, 
seems to me to tend in quite another direc- 
tion: the doxology was inserted there, be- 
cause that was the hides general liturgi- 
cal use, and not , because — UN 

or 

substantive need be supplied after ró. 
4.] wal yàp ar. expressed 

here more strongly than in Matt., as the 
plea for the exercise of the divine forgive- 
ness to us,—* for it ts our own practice 
also to forgive ; but notice the difference 
—there is no a here, between man 
and man, only the ordinary business word 
of this world. w. ó$elNovri A.] 
This varied expression (see above) may 
serve to shew how far Luke's reporter’ 
(De Wette) was from misunderstanding 
the words of the Lord : that reporter, as 
Stier well observes, (Reden Jeau, iii. 126, 
edn. 2,) being no other than the Holy 
Spirit Himself, whose special guidance was 
promised in bringing to mind the things 
said by Jesus (John xiv. 26). 5.] Now 

OL. I. 

Thi: om BL 1 vulg arm Origexpr Jer Augexpr- 
for ern, epe A D-gr KMPR 69 latt Bas 

Syr sah Thi 
DM 69 lat-c 

follows a parable on continuing in- 
stant in prayer, of the same nature as 
that in ch. xviii. 2 ff. In both parables, 
the argument is ‘a fortiori;’ if selfish 
man can be won by prayer and impor- 
tunity to give, and unjust man to do 
right, much more certeinly shall the 
bountiful Lord bestow, and the righteous 
Lord do justice." Trench, Parables, in 
loc., who further remarks, that here in- 
tercessory prayer is the subject of the 
parable; there, personal. And, that we 
must remember that all reluctance on the 
part of God to answer our prayers is not 
real, but apparent only, and arises from 
deeper reasons working for our good: 
whereas the reluctance in these two para- 
bles is real, arising from selfishness and 
contempt of justice. The interroga- 
tive form continues to oot, ver. 7, ‘Who 
of you shall be in these supposed circum- 
stances ? dyes tp. ..... r. r. A. 
0. wap. d£ 68.] In the East it was and 
is the custom to travel late at night, for 
coolness sake. Why tpeig dprove, 
does not appear. I forbear to give the 
allegorical interpretations Sa the number, 

N 
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auPave, kai o Cyrwy evpioxe, Kat Te " kpovovri avo 
: » P LY » r LA 

riva & cC vue rov waripa arion o vi 
* 7 x ? L4 3 s y * A» », ag? "' 

fe. Ges, apro», prj AWov tri, avr ; ? 9 kat sy Biv, un arri 
a ie e cir krise reff txUvoc odiy avr  ETIÖWOE 5; 

x Matt. vii. 9, 10 reff. 
s «» 1 Cor. xi. 16. 

for arn, pu D lat-b copt. 
for uç ry» cowrnr, ev rij cory D al latt sah Cen 

10 O Gert 
, zac yàp 

1255 xai [iiv] eri 
y eh. xvii. 11. Bas È 

om pov C'M1 

rec avrov bef gion, with E rel: avro» gto» AR: avra 
So avrov D: txt BCLX 33 latt Orig, Bas Chr Mac. 

i Mac Thl: txt ABCKME (83, e sil) Ong, Bat 
„with ABCKLMRXA 1. 38. 69 Clem: txt D re. 

rom || Mt), with CLMRX 1. 33. 69 Clem Bas: averte 

om are D-gr Syr& 

(corrn to suman, made by B in || Mt also) BD: txt A rel. 
11. for riva, rig DLX 33 

hom-Cl. rec om «£, with 
aurae bef rov warepa B. 

n ca: B lat. i ? sah Orig Mcion-e. 
ACDR rel copt hom-Cl. 

lat-c syr-marg Orig 
rel: ins ABCDKLMRX 33. 69 Orig Mcion-e Dis. 

o vioc bef atrgot: D al. 
rec (for ij) e, with (but e sil) Ser’s qr: t 

aft ix ins airnoss D al. 

Aug: txt ABCR rd ist 

om apre» do 

for ug, cat B al Mcion-. 
rec 2nd exidwott bef avrw (corra to preceding and || Mt), with ACR rel: txt BDL lic 

19. C places this verse bef j a: «x9. 
1. 69 Dial: ins C rel, a» AA. 

which abound: tbe significance of the 
thing asked P ds see below on ver. 13. 

7.] We have an interesting frag- 
ment of domestic life here given us. The 
door is ‘ barred,’ not only ‘shut;’ there is 
the trouble of unbarring it: the father 
and children are in bed («lg v. x. «lo. 
ellipt. for ‘have gone elc r. x. and are iv 
rj r. see reff.); (observe how in all the 

bles which place the Father, or the 
usband, before us, the Mother, or the 

Bride, does not appear ;) and he cannot 
(i. e. will not, cannot from being over- 
come by reluctance) rise and give to him. 

8.] dval8aa is too mildly ren- 
dered by ‘importunity, E. V. It should 
be shamelessness. It is presupposed here 
that the mean fon on knocking and 
asking. 9.] at follows is in the 
closest connexion, and will not bear the 
idea that it is transferred here merely as 
being appropriate. The airciv, {nreir, 
kpobtiy, al answer to the features of the 

om y C Syr syr-cu. om say BLE 
reo argon (grammi corra or itaciem f), with E 

parable. 10.] declares to us ot 
merely a result observable here mo 
men, (in which sense it is mof universally 
true,) but a great law of our Father: 
spiritual Kingdom: & clause out of th 
eternal covenant, which cannot be 

ns) Our Lord = fa * 
certain our obtaining the Holy 
the 3 gift, in which all other 
épara áyaðá are incloded,) from o 

Father, by another ‘a fortiori’ argument 
drawn from the love of earthly parents 
80 far less careful and tenderly wise the? 
He is over His children. The cot- 
straction, as before (ver. E isa mised 
one: half interrogative, half hypothetics" 
For the rest, see notes on Matt. vä. 7£ 
The egg and scorpion are added here. Th 
serpent and scorpion are the posi! 
mischievous: the samples, ch. x. 19, d 
the &óvapi rov iyOpob :—the stone, thst 
which is simply waft for food. So the 
God’s answers to our prayers cons 
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a here only. 
Jab 
4. 

; 13 , oU» UputiC 
1 2 - 1 

wovnoot * vrapyovric otare " Souara ayaba SiSovat Torç » oh; x. 19 ref. 
e oo e es e a e $ es 

ríkvotc Uw, mocy uaAAov o Tarp o " s& ovparou OUGEL a ma u. 1. 
Eph. iv. 8 

wvtuua dyiov rote ' atrovery avrov; 

14 Kal wp éxBarrwv Saoviov, kai avro Ñy " kedjov. 

xxi. 8. 
g Mark vii. 89 reff. 

rel: txt ABCDHKL R(Treg expr) PAA 1. 33. 
fuld lat-c Aug. om p 

€ = hero ouly. see Matt. xxiv. 17. S Cor. v. 9. feonste., Matt. v. 42 reff. 

wo» bef ar. D R(Treg expr) U 
t oxcopmioy and riwau D. 1 

13. for vrapxorrec, ovric (|| ME) DKMX Clem Mcion-e Dial Ath Cyr: txt ABCR 
rec ayaa bef opara, with (some cursive ?) latt Clem pL Hil: txt 

ABCDE rel Scr's mss Mcion-e. 
Ambr Jer Aug. 

aft o warnp ins vue» (|| Mt) C 
for *vevpa ayiov, aya8oy doya D mss-in-Ambr lat-5 c ff, i J. 

vulg Syr sah 

14. for ver, ravra às esxovrog avrov mpoçpeperaı avre Óaisoritoutyoc ke$oc xat 
exBaXorroc avrov savrsc sÜavgatov D lat- f. 

neither useless nor mischievous things, 
but of His best gift —His Holy Spirit—in 
all the various and fitting manifestations 
of His guidance and consolation and 

ing in our lives. This is (because 
this takes of and imparts to us by leading 
us continually to Him who is) the dproc 
of the parable ;—the ‘paterfamilias’ is 
our Father in Heaven, with whom how- 
ever the night is as the day, who never 
slumbers nor sleeps. It has been noticed 
how by the hungry traveller coming to 
the man, may be imported, in the depth 
of the parabie, the awakening in a man’s 
own soul (which is so precious to him) of 
that hunger which he has nothing to 
satisfy, and which none but God can 
satisfy. The student may, as in the fore- 
going parable, follow out this clue for 
himself (provided it be done soberly) with 
much interest and profit. otice 
that when we address God (Mt. vi. 9), 
He is 6 rar ò dv r. obp.—when He an- 
ers us, He is ö xarno ò d£ ovp. In the 
former case we go up into Him and His 
abode; in the latter He comes down to 
us. The construction is not (Meyer) o i» 
obpav iE obp. woe: but the one so 
eommon in „ 9 ik IIeXosov- 
vi xróàepoç, denoting the quarter 
whence influence implied in the sub- 
stantive comes, which here is the result of 
that relation implied in rarnp. 

14—36.] ACCUSATION OF CASTING OUT 
DEVILS BY BEELZEBUB, AND DEMAND OF 
4 SIGN FROM HEAVEN. Our Lorp’s 
DISCOURSE THEREUPON. Matt. xii. 22— 
46. Mark iii. 23—30. The reasonings of 
Greswell to ahew that Luke relates an en- 
tirely different incident from Matt. and 
Mark, able and well conducted as the 
are, fail to eonviction to my min 
The marks of identity are too many and 

om «as avro y» A'(appy) B(D)L 

striking to be mistaken ; and on the plan 
of discrimination which he has adopted, 
I am persuaded that we might prove four 
distinct Crucifixions and Resurrections to 
have happened just as easily. Besides, it 
is quite impossible to the hypothesis 
througbout this section of Luke's Gospel : 
and when it has been once given up, a 
considerable difference is made in the way 
of ing the various narrations. On 
the side of which Evangelist the strict 
accuracy lies, it is next to impossible for 
us now to decide. Iam inclined to think 
with Schleiermacher (transl., p. 190), that 
the section from ch. xi. 14—xii. 53 (or 
rather prap 59) is a connected whole, 
or, at all events, is intended to form such. 
But then the whole is introduced (ver. 
14) without any mark of connexion with 
the preceding, and terminated as ab- 
ruptly. On the other hand, the nar- 
rative in Matt. is introduced by his usual 
tére, following upon a very general de- 
scription of a retirement of our Lord, 
and His being pursued by multitudes, all 
of whom He healed; but whether the oi 
SyAos are the same, and the rére meant 
to specify that this incident occurred thes 
and there, is by no means certain. Nor 
is the close of the section (xii. 50) bound 
very closely to xiii. 1, which commences 
iv rg nuipg ix:ivy, and can hardly be 
said with certainty to define the very 
same . We may observe that 
the attendant circumstances, as intro- 
duced and closed in Mark iii. 20, iv. 1, 
are equally indeterminate. I therefore 
leave the difficulty where I found it, and 
where I believe it will ever remain, during 
our present state of imperfection: only 
observing, that the important incident 
and discourse unded on it is no 
way thereby invali in authority. It 

NI 2 
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h = Acts xvii. 
81. 1 Cor. 

1 Matt xix. 8 Kat t ,wo ot sx Ao. Ths 

Bec Te Bo rø apyorre ræv Satpoviwy eka Ası ra d- 
repot & ‘ reepaZovrec 

al. 3 Chron. 
ix. 1. 

k £ Mt. reff. 
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m here only Povia: e . 

a ban eh . ElnTovy wap avrov. 
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eyévero St rov Satpoviov Ce AUG re, AAA o * eec. unt 
15 ec && kk avrov sirar " Enc 

“anpusiow Ë ovpavov 
17 avroc & dc avrov ra dia- 

18. act, vonuara etrev. avroic [lasa [Baci eta t$ en vr "Sap 
a i = — S ,\ € " 
13 piosa E t£pnuovrat, Kat OLKOG EFi OLKOV. TLETEL. 
17. mid., V9 — » °? œ M = , Q Jom 2. 1 KaL O Garavac th tavrov `° StepepicOn, «coc oraOyoerat 3 
Lr Bactrsia avrov; Gre Aéyere Ev BeeACe(Jo9À. BAA pe 

o | Mt. Rev. 

EX rd Samova. 19 e && eyw ev BeeAZeBovrA ex(9aAYe ra 
19. 

p ver. 15. 

, € -æ L e 

datudvta, ot viot vpwv Pev rive exBadXAovow; Sra rovro 
= A - 1 X b t o» 7 e 
i o. avrot uuwy Kpirai tgovrat, ™~ a Se ev SacrUAY (eo 

. vill. 3. 

1. 83 copt th arm. 
rel. (for D’s reading, see above.) 

15. for riveg de, car reveg D lat-c 

add (from 
ADKMX syr eth: om BCR rel vss. 

16. rec tra 

eu. 
rec om rw (cf Mt xii. 24), with DR rel: ins B M 33. 69 arm, re» A. 

iii. 23) o de awocpiOuc etre suc Cvvarat caravac caravay exar 

sxB\n0evrog ACLX 33. 69 vulg lat-b f i | copt-ms : txt BE 

«rav, so B R(Treg expr).] TP 

rap' avrov and e£ ovpavov, with R rel lat-b g syr: txt ABCDL t. Tp À 
88 (69) vulg lat-c f fa 91 i Syr syr-cu arm. (X has e£ ovp. Nur. but omits 
Tap' avrov. 

17. ra dtavonpara bef avre» AK vulg lat-b c. ÜGaptioÜnsa bef eg ravra» 
ADL 33 Syr syr-cu copt Promiss : txt BR rel vss.—pepeoOaca (|| Mf) CFMXT. 
for rere, trat (sic, as often) D. 

18. for psp., epspic0n C (T) A. 
19. om o ADT : ins BCR rel Ori 

pirat bef vum ACKLMU 1. 33. 69 vulg la 
90. aft & de ins eye (from ver 19) D al 

for rg, ov D. 
rec transp cpr and avro, with R rel: 

t- F gi: txt BD. 
late M cion-t Aug; aft Geow (from || M!) 

BCLR 33. 69 lat-/ syr-w-ast Ambr : om A rel vulg lat-5 f ff, arm Eus. 

seems to have been a portion of the evan- 
gelic history, the position of which was 
not exactly and satisfactorily fixed; of 
which there have been siren some in- 
stances (see ch. ix. 57—62), ad there are, 
as will be seen, yet more as we proceed. 

14.] xe$óv—and blind, Matt. ver. 
22, where see notes on all the common 
matter. 15. rwis i£ abr.) No in- 
ference can here be drawn that these per- 
sons were not Pharisees (as Greswell has 
done), and consequently that the charge 
ee from a different quarter. 
6.) This is not mentioned here by Matt., 

but further on in the discourse, ver. 38. 
No distinction 5 be drawn be- 
tween on. an „ for (1) our 
Lord answers the demand in both places 
me eame reply, the sign of Jonas ; see 

Matt. xvi. 1—4; and (2) the ordinary 
Jewish idea attached to qu. would imply 
d£ obp.: see notes on Matt. xvi. 1. 
17.] elBós : so Matt. also, ver. 26. 
olx. ém oix.) The ordinary rendering 
and house (divided) t house, 

falleth, is certainly right. Before M 
charged this interpretation with having 
entirely arisen out of harmonistic con- 
siderations, he should have ascertained 
whether such an expression as a kisgdom 
falling oicoc ¿ri olcoy is even tolerable. 
The ruling idea of the saying having been 
given by the Bac. % lavráv, the em- 
phatic pronoun need not be 
again. Similarly we have, 1 Cor. ii. II. 
rig olly dvOpwrey rà roù dyÜperos, 
ef un rò fv. rod áv0poxov rò iy airy; 
the 6 drop. being the same t. 

20.) dv Sacridy 0. = iv seipsa 
0. Matt. No distinction can be esta- 
blished, as Gresw. attem The one es- 
„ other. * We 
one ebraisti speaking 

Jinger of God, was Sone by dd Spirit of 
God. We have much ter variations 
than this in sayings demonstrably the 
same. And as to what the same author 
maintains about the relative magnitude of 
the works of the finger, hand, and arm of 
God, a reference to ref. Ps., where the 
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P oxur OKU a avrov 
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eenr\Oov. 25 

Koopunpivoy, 20 

v.6. Exod. xxiii. 10. 
1105 PRA Pet it 17. 27 Ps. Ertl. 1. 

21. $vXAacce: (itacism 7) DEMXTA. 
sari», torar R al. 

22. for «xav, tav D al. 

vnen avrov D. 
94. aft orav ins de DUX 1 lat-ó s 
ET rore bef Aeye (|| Mt) 

syr-cu sth arm. 
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T | Mt. reff. 
gris = Matt. 

oni 

* ewer oiBe, Kat ra * Matt. xxvi. 
* ry Matt. xix. 

reff. 
er. 84. 

Y Matt. il. 8 

x p. EM 
1 Kings xxx. 

y John xvi. 88 

" oxopmitet. 

1 2 Kings it. 
=- aMarkx. $4 kt m 

b oe 
Se. 

zii. 6 em ch, ud 18. John 
x. 12. err 9 Cor. ix.9 imi ty 9 A 

tt xl 20 ref ozi. nc 
k Matt. x ih ) ref. 

for savr. auR., avAgv avrov D. for 

rec o Ir (from o wxvpoc above : c pi 
ch iii. 16 || Mk), with ACR rel: txt BDL’ nd y 

for ere rot, rid 
t arm. om avrov D. 

for & avudpwy, da ruv võpwy D-gr. 
LE 38 lat-b l syr copt Orig-lat : om AC DR rel 

; pA 2 cb (R) rel: txt A BI sic in cod: see table] ELMS?U V(e sil) a. — . A9 
R. 
Viet · tun. 

ttacism.) 
26. om rore D (syr-cu) Orig-lat 

heavens are ‘the works of Thy Singers,’ 
will sufficiently shew how little liano i is 
to be on such subtilties. 
21.] This parabolic sentence is in close 
connexion with many prophetic sayings, 
Isa. xl. 10 marg. liii. 12, and most 
pointedly Isa. xlix. 24, 25. It will be re- 
membered that the Baptist called the Lord 
by this name, ò icyvpérepog—placing after 
it, it is true, pov, but still using it as in- 
dicative of the Almightiness of the Son of 
God, rather than in comparison with him- 
self. The loxvpós is the adversary, 
Satan; his abhi, this present world,— 
John xii. 31; xiv. 30; xvi. 11. His 
goods, or tools, or spoils, —rà twdpyovra 
= rà org = rå ociAa,—are the sons o 
men,—2 Tim. ii, 26; 1 John v. 19 (Greek). 
With these is he clothed and armed, or 
rather with their evi? capacities, which he 
furbishes and brightens for his use: with 
the wavozAía roù &dua(3óXov, compare by 
way of contrast, the vavomAia roù Osov, 
Eph. vi. 11—20. Without these arms and 
tools he would be powerless: the evil one 

ins R, bef atcapwptvov (|| Mt) BCLRT 1. 38. 69 lat 7 | copt th 
for cat xexoop., cat coop. L: om ra DLT copt. (Both by homaotel 

aft wapakapBaver ins . savrov (see || Mt) 

must have evil men—something recepti 
of evil—to work upon. But these the Pry isyu- 
pórepoç takes from him, and divides E 
spoils, Isa. liii. 12. He divides his spoils— 
turns to His own use and that of His 
followers all that good which the enemy 
had corrupted into evil. The 
Stronger had already come into the 
strong man's house—the Saviour, into the 
world—and was robbing him of his cap- 
tives, and making them into His own dis- 
ciples—e. g. Mary Magdalene and others: 
but the work was not full completed yet, 
till the Lord, by and in death, over- 
came him that had the power of death, 
i.e. the devil. And that His t victory 
is still proceeding ;—He is still taking from 
him one and another,—rescuing the sons 
of men by the power of His Gospel, till 
the end, when He shall (Rev. xx. 1 ff.) bind 
him in the abyss; and tho h he be 
loosed for the final conflict by suffer- 
ance, shall cast him overthrown into the 
lake of fire for ever. Rev. xx. 14. 
23.] See on Matt. ver. 30. 24—26.] 
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1 
loomper,1Mt. rvevpara wovnporepa € U &mTü. kal eeceAGovra ree 

ouly. ` u vnporepa tavrou ETTA, Kal HCEAVOVTO ce 

"hl Redi Ket Exti, kai yiverat rd foxara rov a»Üpurov im 
avin wu 4 XHpora TU» wpurev. 
„A f. . 7 "Eyivero 88 "£v rep A€yew avróv ravra, ira 
55. Puig. is. ric” $uvyv yu EK TOU OxÀov eimev aury Marapis » 

x Matt. xi. 7 ref. 

CX 33. 69. rec era bef er. xv. roy. savr. (|| Mt), with ACR rel latt copt s= 
aAAa tx ra Xv. Troy. eav. D lat -a Vict-tun: er. exr. 2. x. ce. G: txt BLZ ©. 
for ice Ad., A ora E rel ((N G): txt ABCDHKLRX® latt. om ux 
C M py) D 33 lat-a b. 

rec yvyn bef gwyny, with ACRE rel 
oxAov bef $wvgv yuyn K 1 lat-e: txt BL. 

t, kat avrog C: o & D. 
$vAaccovrtg ins avro», with X rel vulg-mss Lacf: * 

28. for avroc 
AB!LAZ. rec 
ABCDLAX 1. 88 am(with forj) lat-a b c e 

29. rec om 2nd yet, with C rel Syr: 

See on Matt. xii. 48. 27, 28.) This 
little but most instructive incident, here 
interposed, serves to shew the originality 
of Luke’s account, and that, whatever its 
position may be, it is sfse[f of the highest 
authority. The woman apparently was 
influenced by nothing but common-place 
and unintelligent wonder at the sayings 
and doings of Jesus :—and she broke out, 
with true womanly feeling, into a blessing 
of the mother who bare such a wonder- 
fol Teacher. Such seems to be the ac- 
count of the incident itself. Our 
Lord's reply is indeed wonderful :—(1) In 
reproof. He corrects in her the un- 
apprehensiveness of his word, which had 
caused oi to E - -a I one 
meaning of it t this ordinary eulogy 
imported, and gives her an admonition 
how to profit better by it in future. 
(2) In humility. He disclaims all this 
kind of admiration for his humanity : 
and says not ‘my word,’ but the word of 
@od, which is in fact the same, but takes 
the view off from Him in his abasement, 
unto the Father who sent Him. 
(3) In fret. He does not deny the 
honour hereby pronounced upon his mo- 
ther, but beautifully turns it to its true 
eide—vis. that which was given her long 
since—pucapia 4 morrevoagea, ch. i. 46. 

Her bl consisted not so much 
in being His mother, as in her lowly and 
faithful observance of the word of tho 
Lord spoken to her ; see ch, ii, 19, 51. 
Nor again does He deny that to have 
borne Him was an honour— pdv obv is imo 

copt arm: y.rig ex. $e. Date: «v 

rec pevourye, with BCD rel: = 

syr sth arm Mcion-t Aug. 
22 1 BLsie : see table] DLX X 1. 33. @ st 

vero ’—* yes, indeed, but? (£n) 
phetic discernment. It will be sem ti 
this answer cuts at the root of sll $ 
riolatry, and shews us in what the t 
honour of that holy woman F 
in faith and obedience. As the mile 
of the Lord, she ts our bust 
race, unto whom a child is born, a se * 
given; no individual exclusive bonow * 
due to her, any more than to Cordi 
who was singled out from the Gente 
world, and honoured by an angelic mess? 
relative to the divine p 
were, as there is every reason 
she was, a believer in Son, 
man, she bore Christ in a far higher ud 
more blessed sense than by being Hi 
mother in His humanity. And this how 
may all believers in Him partake of with 
her; therefore the Lord says m ' 
deovovea T. K.. but oi deover'tt 
The last and boldest perversion of thet 
words of our Lord by Father News. 
viz. that He thus does but still forth 
exalt her honour, in that, besides beng 
His mother, she heard His word and kept 
it, need only be mentioned, to shew 
follies to which able men are a : 
who once desert truth and simpli? 

29.] This is now in answer to 

to conché 
the Son of 

rape in expectation, as He paused in 
is 

Here we have 99 main a 
Jonas brought out, 

ject. 
part of the sign of 
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A meh. vi Ezod. 

rod Gcüparóc Eorw o ojÜaXAuóc gov’ Gray o proa Chere, 

5 r.] & Acts xxvii. 2 only. Judith xili. 18. 
e ante, o Matt. v. 15 (ref). ver. 7. n here only ¢. se 

syr-w-ast copt arm Ambr. 

m = Acts xiii. 99. Rev. 21.8. 
p ch. xix. 80. 

rec ewelnret (from || Mt), with CD rel: txt ABL. 
rec aft wwva ins rov spognrov (from || Mt), with AC rel lat-e f g syrr copt: 

om BDL am(with em forj fuld jac mt per san) lat-a b c ff, 9,4 i syr-jer copt-ms 
arm Bede. 

30. ins o bef wvac BA. 
txt BCLXZ 33. 

rec onpecow bef roig »iweviraig, with AD rel latt: 
add ca: rab to ev Po Kota TOV KNTOUÇ EyEVETO zeae 

WpEpaC KAL TPEÇ vurrag OVTWÇ Kat o vtog TOV ay pex sy rn yn D, simly lat-a 
pwy 91. om ev rn kpuo D lat 

92. om ver D. 
as here) ABC rel latt Syr syr-marg 

rel lat-b f ff, syr æth. 
om ovds vro rov podioy LIE 1. 69 arm. 

om Twv ay 

for vivevn, vivewvirat (from || Mt, where there is no such varn 
arm: viven K al: txt E'HKSVA. 

33. om de (see ch viii. 16) BCDUT 88 vulg lat-a e Syr syr-cu cop 
Steph cpurroy, with (S, e sil) 1 Thl-ms : txt ABCD rel. 

(see || Mz) C al syr-ca sth. 

t-ms arm: ins AZ 

ada’, so ABCZ &.] 
rec (for $wc) $ryyoc, with A rel: txt BCDX 1. 88. 69 

. aft cwuaroc ins cov D latt (not i q 
(I At), with L rel syr-cu arm: ins ABCD 

E p eth Jer. 
copt eth Jer. 

rec om Ist cov 
rec aft orav 

ins ovy (see Mt vi. 22), with AC rel syrr ae om em BDLA latt copt eth arm. 

which is not touched on in Matt., viz. his 
after his resurrection to the 

Ninevites, 55 that would 
necessarily be involved in that preaching— 
the wonderful judgment of Godi in bringing 
him there, —and thus making his own 
deliverance, that he might preach to 
them, a sign to that le; which sign 
(ver. 32) they received, and repented ;— 
but a greater than Jonas, 1 Tm 
preaching a ter sign by fur, this 
generation shall reject. 39. Ad- 
'"leva] not ‘a greater than Jonas,’ or 
‘than Solomon; but Jonah — the sign 
of Jonah,—so that wAeiov is He who ts 
the sign to this generation:—a sign, 
At, both in its actuality, ita signifi- 
cance, and its conse . The order, 
here, seems to be for the sake of climax ;— 
for the undervaluing and not appre- 

His wisdom, will not lie so heavy 
e them in the judgment, as the rejection 
33.36] Out Y, of repentance. 

Our Lord goes on to speak of 
His teaching and miracles, which this 
generation and demanded a sign 
from heaven in preference ; He tells them 
that they will not see the significance 
of them, because they shut the eyes of 
their understanding, which should be the 
light of the soul ;—this is set before them 
in a parable concerning the light of the 
body, which is the outward eye. Thesen- 
tences are repeated from the Sermon on 
the Mount, see Matt. v. 15; vi. 22 f. 
(where see notes on all that is common), 
and ch. viii. 16; but, as has been shewn, 
the truth shines from a different side of 
them here. 83.] «pv » (for so it 
should be accentuated,) a orypt, or 
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indie,, Gal. fi. 9. iv. 11. Col. 8.6. Heb. iii. 12. WI ITA 
Rev. vii. l. xxt. P. A. 2 
b Jobn Ri. 12, 15 enty. Gen. vo 

„ only ag de xia ve d — ch. xiv. 10. xvii. 7. Joba 

I om Ist ca: (|| Mt) CDT 69 latt. for oXov, 
xay D for exay, orav aft gror. ins «eri» D al lat-e seth Jer. 

35. for ver, t ovy TO geg TO tv Got ororoç To Gkoroc srogcov (|| M^) D lat-a b e J, i 
-cu Aug. 
36. om ver (|| At) D lat-a b e 

lat-c : om rs CLT: txt ABGKMX 1. 33 
N. om ev de rw Aahnoas D syr-cu. 

69 lat-c e f g, i. 
$apicatoc ins ric, with AC rel lat-5 e syrr syr-cu copt arm: 

for oxec, wa D. gth: om BL 1. 69 copt. 
lat-a ff, 

similarly latt syr-cu Tert Aug. 

covered rij ávókpvdov olcíav, 
Euthym.  Athensus, v. 205, describing a 
splendid ship built by Ptolemy Philo- 

tor, speaks of a xpówrg gpaypoic rai 
poles wepreyopivn wxavroGey. 

oxdwe.. ph... take heed, lest. 
the derw, more forcible than 3 

implies the actual existence, in the hearers, 
of the state against which they are cau- 
tioned :—exósxe p) ò vovg 6 $eraywyóc 
ric Vuxijc cov ceorsaOy vxó rey va0ov, 
Euthym. 86.] “ Tautological : the 
second member contains the same assertion 
as the first.” (De Wette.)—Let us examine 
this. ‘ When thine eye is single (ver. 34),— 
i.e. eimple,—straight and single-seeing, — 
th whole body will be light.“ Then (ver. 

—‘ if this be so,—if thy whole body be 
ip ht, having no part dark,—then it shall 
all be light as when a lamp: with ite bright- 
ness illuminates thee.’ Of what is our Lord 
speaking? Of His teaching, as appre- 
hended by the simple, single-seeing soul. 
If then the soul be 5 no part 
darkened by prejudice or selfish lusta, and 
approach thus to His teaching, it shall be 
wholly illuminated by it, as by the candle 
of the Lord, searching its inward parts. 
Bo this saying, which, even as it stands, is 
not tautological, —for the second clause 
expresses the further result and waxing 
onward of the shining light, arising from 

$ syr-cu. 
^t. 83. 69 lat: f. 

close of Hie 

rec re bef pepoc, with E rel vulg 
ins ew bef ry acrpawg B. 

aft AaA gea: ins avroy A; avrov — i. 
for «pera [so ABM 69] avrov, edenOn St avrov D. 

pref, DX vulg lit-a c f f, 
for rap avre, per avros D 

38. /H wy av — ort, nptaro Óupevoutvoc ev savre \cyeiy da ri D al, 

the singleness of the eye, —becomes, in its 
spiritual significance, a 5 declaration 
of truth, answering to ch. vii. 15 :—see 
also John viii. 12. 

37—54.] DISCOURSE AGAINST THE 
PmHARISEES. There can be no antecedent 
improbebility in the supposition that our 
Lord spoke on various occasions, and with 
various incidental references, the com 
nent parts of that great, anti-pharisaic aic dis- 
course contained in Matt. xxiii. That was 
spoken in the temple, during the last week 
of His ministry; it formed the solema 

public teaching, —and at the 
end of it He departed out of the temple to 
return no more. Ido not think it possible 
to suppose any part of that discourse in 
Matthew is be hopan re e than in 
its true place; robability is against 
such an idea, —and pong is tie character of 
the reports of discourses in that 
in general so strictly coherent and exact. 
There is then but one supposition left, un- 
less we suppose Luke to have put together 
at random a number of fragments, and to 
have inserted them here, creating as occa- 
sion for them (for it amounts to this), which 
is equally inconceivable. And that is, that 
our spoke at thie meal, the occasion 
being the wonder of the Pharisee at His 
not washing before sitting down to meat, 
parts of that discourse, with which He 
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§ Matt. x. 42 al. Geb. xl. 11, &c. 
xiv. 8. a 
25. Heb. x. 34 only. laa. iii. 14. 
xv. 86 al. L P., exc. 1 Pet. ii. 16. Ps. xiii. 1 

y. 1 Macc. v. 6. 

89. aft gaproacos ins vrocpirac D lat- ö. 

k Matt. ziv. 8,11 | Mk. onlg 4. 
2 Cor. iv. 16 only. Esek. zii. 17. B 

t Matt. vi. 2, &c. reff. 

w 1 a X 

"ro TED kai " r0 tawÜrv. eroinoev; 2, Te. 
lii. 8. Rev. Àn A s?’ 7 8o ter L4 A 48 * [4 8 

ANV TAa €vovyra OOTE EAEHMOGUYHY, Kat LOOU Tara . a anl. 
Msek. xii. 17. 

l Matt. vill. 2 al. Levit. 
All. Matt. xxiii. 27 ref. o Matt. azili. 
p Matt. xzli. 18 ref. Isa. i. 16. J ach. ZII. 20. 1 Cor 

r = Matt. xi. 22 reff. Judg. 1v. 9. s here 

40. transp «ce0t» and eEwherw CD T(Treg expr) lat-a c e Petr-alex Tit-bostr Cypr, : 
txt AB rel vulg lat-ö f ff, 9, i syrr syr-cu copt ath arm Cyr Tert Aug. 

afterwards solemnly closed His public 
ministry. See throughout, notes on Matt. 
xxiii. 87.] åpıorýon, the morning 
meal. elgeX. 82 dvéwecev ) i. e. with- 
out any delay; as soon as He had entered, 
He sat down. 88.] The expression 
of this wonder is not stated, but is pro- 
bable. Our Lord would hardly have so 
suddenly begun, Speig ol ©., unless some- 
thing had been said, to which by assent 
they were parties. See His proceeding 
when nothing was said, — ch. vii. 39, 40. 

ia rr. . ] This use of the 
word shews that it did not imply ne- 
cessarily immersion of the whole body ;— 
for it was only the hands which the Phari- 
sees washed before meat. 99.] There 
is not the least improbability or incon- 
gruity in our Lord’s having thus spoken 
as a guest at a meal (as Strauss, Schleier- 
macher, De Wette, &c., maintain); — His 
soleinn work of reproof and teaching was 
never suspended out of mere compliment, 
—nor were the intentions of the Pharisees 
towards Him so friendly as these invita- 
tions seem to imply. ey were given 
5 deference to popular opinion, 
and from no love to Him ;—sometimes 
even with a directly hostile object. See 
vv. 53, 54, and compare also ch. vii. 
44—46. Observe also, that the severest 
parts of the discourse in Matt. (vv. 
13—22, 33) were not uttered on this 
occasion. vi», i. e. as instanced by 
your present conduct Hero is an in- 
stance of your &c. TOU "OT. K. T. 
.- understand, in the proverb'—or 
perhaps the application is left to be enthy- 
mematically filled up, for the next clause 
presupposes it. TÒ fwb and Tò 
dawSey of a man, are not the outside 
and inside of the body—but the outside 
apparent conduct, and the inner unseen 
motives. Some difficulty has been 
found in the parallelism of rò i£w0sv rov 

wornpiov x. wivacog, and rà £awOry Gey : 
and a proposal has been made (to which I 
am surprised to see Bleek giving his 
adhesion) to take tue» with what follows: 
“the inside (of the cup and platter) ts 
Jil of your plunder and wickedness.” 
But surely all verisimilitude is against 
this, as well as the emphatic position thus 
given to dus». The simple fact is, that 
the parable and its interpretation are 
intermixed throughout the whole, the 
mind of the hearer being left to find its 
own way in allotting each its part. 
2 seems clearly to me to be a question, 
and to mean, as E. V., Did not He, who 
made the outside, make the inside also! 
—i. e. if His works have become unclean 
and polluted through sin, what is the use 
of only partially purging them,—not ac- 
complishing the purgation?—must not 
the cleansing, to be good for any thing, 
extend to the whole ? The making 6 
worýoas to mean, ‘he who has cleansed,’ 
and a negative, instead of an interroga- 
tive sentence—‘ ye fools, he who has 
cleansed the outside has not cleansed the 
inside also '—gives, especially as the same 
was more strongly implied in ver. 39, the 
most frigid sense imaginable; and I can 
only (still, after his second edition) won- 
der that Stier, after Kuinoel and others, 
should have adopted it. 41.] Here 
again I am compelled entirely to differ 
from Stier, who, with Erasmus, Lightfoot, 
Kuinoel, Schleiermacher, &c., understands 
this as ironical— but ye give alms of their 
contents, and behold, all things are clean 
(in your estimation) fo you.’ But (1) this 
is inconsistent with the imperative Sére. 
(2) It would require ic rà» ivóvrwv, for 
the Pharisees did not give ra ivóvre in 
this sense. (3) It would be altogether ir- 
relevant to the matter in hand, which was 
reproof to the Pharisees for their care about 
outward cleanliness, when the inside was 
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4L for cori, tor DXT 1. 69 lat - a Basy 
42. for TaptoyxtoOs, wapepyire A. 

the original scri om ravra to vaptvac D lat-d. 

mss’ Mcion-t.—eor. bef vui» D al. 
rov Qov is written over the line in B by 

aft ravra ins à 
(rom || Mt) BCKLMX 33. 69 vulg lat-c Syr syr-w-ast syr-cu copt-wilk mth: om AD 
rel lat -a ff; copt-schw arm. rec (for wapervat) a$uva:s (from || Mz), with BN 
rel: wapagievai (combn of readgs) A: txt B!L. 

49. for roc $apiatoic, gapioacos D lat-a b ce Sr i eyr-cu. 
rag mpwrochinacg ey roc awvor (from Mt xxii. 6) CD lat-5 g: 
Tn» -ocav) 69.—om raç D. 

rec aft vn ins ypapparec kat JAPAO: virokpurai 
rel em lat-b f g syrr Cyr; yp. x. gap. (but not vxocp.) D 
vulg lat - a c e ff, 91.3 L syr-cu copt arm Mcion Aug. 

MATE om 2nd o AD rel Thi: ins B[sic: se similarly lat-a 
table] CLM. 

46. ovat bef roig vouoic D syr-cu. 

left unclean. (4) It would be inconsistent 
with the emphatic position of v èvévra, 
which are thus pointed out as the true 
material, out of which to give alms. It 
would be altogether contrary to our 
Lord’s usual habit of speaking about 
iving alms, to make Him cast a alur on 

fe, as this would do: see Mark x. 21; ch. 
xii. 88, where the expression is very simi- 
lar to this. The command is a rebuke 
or their covetousness (see ch. xvi. 14), 
which follows in close connexion with áp- 
wayń and wovnpla, ver. 39. The ra év- 
évra are the contents of the vessel, which 
vessel (ver. 39: see note above) is Ges : 
= therefore, in its meaning, the rd 
Uwdpyovra of ch. xii. 33,—and the sávra 
abap gtı answers to the Óncavpós i» 
ovpavy of that verse, the result of which 
is the xepBía iv oópayq: and such 

aepo fy capòig. to 

afapd 

ce $ syr-cu. 

persons being « 
them, as roic ra8apoic, wávra «x 
(Tit. i. 15). 42.) But woe unto 
you, for ye do not this, — but make the 

aft ayopai ins ea: 
evray. (bat 

Mt xxiii. 27), with A 
4 Lucif: om BCL 1.33 
om wç ra and 2nd ra D, 

ins Bapea cat (from Mit xxiii. 4) bef 

most payments, &c. The con- 
nexion, which is thus so close, is quite 
destroyed by the ironical interpretation 
of ver. 41. See note on Matt. xxiii 33. 

43.] Matt. xxii. 6, 7. There 
doubtless was ample illustration of this at 
the time and place when it was 

44.] See Matt. ver. 27; but here 
the point of comparison is different. There 
(see note) the sepulchres are whited, that 
men may not pass over them unawares: 
and the comparison is to the outside fair 
nesa, and inside abomination. Here, the 
graves are not seen, and men thinking they 
are walking on clean ground are defiles by 
passing over them. Perhaps the difference 
of expression may have been occasioned by 
the greater wealth and splendour and dis- 
play of the Pharisees in the metropols, 
where Matt. xxiii. was spoken. al 
Avop. ol wep. èr. the men who walk ove 
them .. . ol dv@p. wep. iw. men, wha 
they walk over 45.) This 
man appears to have been not a common 
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48. rec Ate paprvptc eare) 3 (At xxiii. 31), with ACD rel latt Chr Lucif: 
txt BLN Ori for kac ovvevõoreire, pn cuvevdogeey D lat-a b e q Lueif. 
rec at end adds avrov ra pyņnpeia, with AC rel; rovc ragovg avrwv 1 al Lucif; pref 
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D lat- a b c i l syr- cu Lucif. 

Pharisee merely, but besides, a vohtröc, 
whose duty it y was to in t 
the law. Perhaps he found himself in- 
volved in the censure of ver. 42 ; or gene- 
rally among the other Pharisees. ; 
See on Matt. ver. 4. 47.) See on 
Matt. vv. 29—82. 48.| See on 
Matt. vv. 34—36. We have here a re- 
markable variation of e ion in ver. 49, 
Å godla rot beo eiwey here = iyo, 
Matt. Various explanations have been 
given of this. The difficulty is not the 
variation just noticed, so much as that so 
such passage exists in the O. T. But I 
have little doubt that the true explanation 
is this :—the whole saying is a reference to 
2 Chron. xxiv. 18—22, and so marked a 
one, that I am no Commentators 
but Olshausen and Stier should have ob- 
served it, and the qa thoroughly. That 

opens with remarks of the sacred 
Estonin an on the delinquency of Judah and 
Jerusalem after the death of Jehoiada the 
priest : then ver. 19, ‘ He sent prophets to 
them, to bring them again to the Lord ; 
and they testified against them : but they 
would not give ear. And the Spirit of 
God came upon Zechariah the son of Je- 
hoiada the priest, which stood above the 
people, and said «nto them . . And 
they conspired against him, and stoned 
him with stones at the commandment of 

a roor AAN. 
for 

for 2nd aso, ewe 

the king in the court of the house of the 
Lord. . And when he died, he said, 
The Lord ‘look upon it, and require it.’ 
The words in our text are not indeed a 
citation, but an amplification of ver. 19 
there—a paraphrase of them, giving the 
true sense of what the wisdom of God in- 
tended by them ; ;—enlarging the mere his- 
torical notice which laid hold of God's pur- 
pose only by one thread let down to the 
earth, into the divine revelation of the 
whole purpose of God as the counsel of 
His will in heaven. In Matt. the Lord 
Jesus Himself, as became the solemnity of 
that final and awful close of His testimony 
to His own who received Him not, stands 
forth as the doer of this work, the sender 
ie the Prophets and Apostles. (On ‘son 

Barachias’ see on Matt. ver. 35.) 
erhaps the strangest solution of the diffi- 

culty above noticed is that of Meyer 
(second ed.), who supposes the words to 
have been inserted here from Matthew, 
and introduced as a quotation by / vog. r. 
0. cx», which Luke puts into the mouth 
of Jesus Himself, (Aft b hier Je ſum fetbft 
reden. Bleek attributes the fact ot 
our Lord having made this event the 
terminus historicus of their murders of the 
prophets to the position of the books of 
Chronicles at the end of the Hebrew 
Canon: and uses it as a proof that 
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“fom ds; GUTOL OUK ich are, Kai robe eiceponivouc * exesucart, al i 
$i. 8. 

Mat: xix. 14 

o Matt wit 6 ot Pa watot * Ouvoc * 

53 cx bed Govroe avrov üg ka, ro oL yeauuarec Kai 
EvéX tv, cal " arocrouar ice avrov 

am Siar vi ET wept mÀsovwv, 51 5 evedpevovrec avròv " Onoevoai ri ix 
or TOU orouaroc avrov. 
(Beek. xiv. 4j 
omiy. XII. II“ E, oic 

e E onl 
45. Heb. s 29 al. ier a 

„ 
Ps. Ivii h bere only. 
Jade 1d. der. v. II. ix cl. 

61. rec aft aro ins rov (Mt xxiii. 95), with A rel: om BCDLX 1. 33. 
ewe ins rov (see Mt), with AC rel: om BDLX I. 33. 

for rov asoXoptvov Brem oY E$oytuGar ava 
ag "d Ae for owov, vaov templi 

or npare, ecpviare D lat-a (b) ce q syr-cu arm: th has both. 
bef a avra: D 69 lat-a b c i} q th Orig-lat Ambr. 
txt ABC'DE'HLMTA 33. &. (C! uncert.) 

xiov (from Mt) D al syr-cu copt. 
M») D lat-o seth. 

* éxigvva xÜtocv rov Eis rov 
g 84. avi re 91 Ae Dent. xix.1]. imtrans., Jad. iz. 1$. 

l Acts xix. 19. xxi $9. He. 

rec aft 
aft Zaxyaptov ins viov fapa- 

ins cat 
rec eecnAGere, with X rel Orig: 

58. rec (for cactide v eZe\Oovrog avrov) Aeyovroc e avrov ravra xpo¢ row aer, 
with A rel lat-a, and addg svwo» wavroc r. Àaov [X oxyAov 
txt BCLN 33 copt. (The confusion has probably arisen from 
of the axocroparitay avrov dc after His dep 
Papicacor, oc gap. cat ot vopscos D vulg lat-b o e f 0: 
lat - i. emeyew C: yuv DS lat-ces: cuvey. 

for amocropariiey avrov, cvpBadXev avrw D 69 lat-b c ei l. 
64 om evedpevowrec avroy D al lat-a b ceil g syr-cu arm: om avrov XN 130. 

arm. 

DX lat-b c syru: 
seeming inco 

for o« ypappareic cat ot 
et vomo: x. oc gap. 1 al 

vulg copt eth 

arture.) 

al: txt AB rel 

rec adds cat, with (S, e sil) vulg syr eth arm: om ABCDN rel latt Syr syr-cu fe 
rec ins Zy7rouvrec bef Onpevoa:, with ACD rel vas: om BLN 1 copt seth. 

ver, Cgrovvrec agopuny rev ABA avrov tva tupwow carnyopyca: avrov D, sim 
larly lat-a bce filg. rec at end adds iva carnyopyewory avrov (expensice 

seth. gloss, as is the above), with AC rel latt syrr arm: om BLN copt set 

Cuar. XII. 1. for «v oif to oyAov, soy às ox ovpripuxoyrey cose D 

they then held the same place as now. 
52.) fp. Thy R. Ths w. = 

kAeiers vv Bac. r. où. iuwpocber r. av. 
Matt. ver. 14, which words are the best 
explanation of our text:—the key of 
knowledge (i. e. not of, as admitting to, 
knowledge—but the ey is the know- 
ledge), being that right understanding of 
the Law and Prophets, which should shew 
Him to the people, of whom they testified ; 
this the expounders of Scripture had 
taken away, neither themselves entering, 
nor permitting those to enter who were 
otherwise doing so,—and thus shutting 
the kingdom of heaven in men’s faces. 

58.] dvéx., abr understood, see 
reff., to press vehemently upon Him with 
a hostile view; a uud confined apparently 
to N. T. and L 
åroaropariev o toy didacxadoy, 
Sray ceAebes troy waida Myuyr Grra axd 

oréparoc, Suidas. So it will mean, to 
ezamine Him,—to question Him,—espe 
cially, we may suppose, on such things s 
would require answers out of, or expository 
of, the Law, as they catechized in schools. 

54. évebp. abr] The accus is 
Hellenistic, instead of the usual dative: 
so iyydpavcay rác xapGivowc, Jos. Anti. 
v. 2. 12. 

CnaP. XIT.1—13.] WARNING AGAINST 
HYPOORISY. A discourse spoken immo 
diately or very soon after the former, and 
in connexion with it; consisting for the 
moet part of sayings repeated from other 
occasions, and found nearly verbatim in 
Matt. It is impossible that there should 
be any reasonable doubt of this view, when 
we remember that some id them have 
appeared before, or ap „in this 
very Gospel. Whi rd was in 
the house of the Pharisee, "the multitudes 
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5 ov, d Were " Karawarety oe, nptaro Atyew poc m Matt. v. 18 

robe paOnrac avrov mpuroy ° IIgocéxere : éavroic o the 

° Zoune rov Dapicaiwy,  nrig true ° virokpiatc. 

8E ovyxexaduppivoy tory S ovk ' 
‘av’ wv boa Ev Ty "gkorig r here oniy. 

" axovolioerar Kai 0 ™poc ro 
pur 8 ov vyvonobſ her.. 

iware, £v Tw puri 

n Matt: vit. 15 

T 2 ov iv = ch, u. 10 

awoxadugOnacrac’ Kal g q Mate. xxii 

ae tt 
* ovc 8 Matt. x. 26 

5 £v TO * rapsiore, cnovyOnoera € eri rov Y Sw t kar only. 

rer. 
(ch. 1. 20 reff.) 

t iyw de vpi» TOI piho pov, BH * QoinOnr: „ 
* u Matt. x. 37 

* amo TOY awoxrevvovrwy TO o Kat pera ravra "m Tef. 

rox * wepisaorepov Te romsa. 
Unt riva Log vb drt ou bre ros pera ro awoxreivat — d 

B. 
* gEovciay * ipaa si tic riv ° yievvay, vat AC y Matt. ** 

9b úroðeikw 

reff, Deut. 

Norra 
f vay TOUTOV gon bre. 6 ovyxi were orpovÜia bird "S ec 

xxvi. 2, Jer. 
5a asoapiwy Sto; xai tv e abr QUK tore ° eweAeAn- DEAN 

cnt£vov evwmtov rob Üsov. 7 adda kai ai rpixtc rnc kepa- PLUME 
t. Dan. 

iv. 88 Theod. b ch. fil. 7 Mt. vi. . Actsiz. 16. xz. 8S only. 9 Chros. xv. 8. e Matt. vii. 
25 reff. d here only. Gen. xxxvii. 22. e Matt. v. 22 reff. f bere bis & Matt. x. 
29, 8I only. Eccles. xii. 4 g Matt. x. h pass., bere only (Matt. xvi. 5 
mei). Ia. Il. 16. 

lat-b, similarly lat-c syr-marg. 
D. 
lat fi q Syr syr-cu Cyr Lucif. 

for dt, yap D lat-a syr-cu syr-marg Iren 
not rat D. 

9. rapısıorg K al, rapiotc AT. 
4. rec awrocruvoyrwy, with B( Mai) al Orig: 

avokraivovrey M: txt AEKLUVT 1. 
Suvapevwy asokrtvat pnò: D. 

B. om 2nd goBnOqre D 69 lat-a Syr. 
Tert: txt ABDKLRX 1. 33. 69 latt syr arm Orig, Mcion-e. 

for carawarey aAAgAovc, aÀAgAovc cvymviyty 
[wewroy is joined to foregoing in ACDEHKA copt: to following in GLA 

nrig soriy vrorpioig bef rw» $apicawv BL lat-e. 
-lat. for aworahvgOneera, $avtpw- 

axocrevoyvrey DGHSXA 33. 69, 
for xa. pera ravra pn, rnv de Woyny u 

for repiocorepov, vtov 00v ADKR 33: txt B rel 

rec eLovoray bef exovra, with E rel wth 
or eunBaray tg 

Ty» ytty., tc yev. Barxew D Mcion-e (Thdot). 
6. rec zwAerac (grammatical correction), with ADR rel Orig Cyr: txt B 

69 Epiph. 

appear to have assembled together again. 
If so, iv ols will mean. during which 
things, viz. those related above. He 
comes forth to them (ch. xi. 53) in the 
spirit of the discourse which He has just 
completed, and cautions his disciples 
against that of the character of the 
Pharisees which was most da to 
them. The connexion of these twelve 
verses may be thus enunciated :— Beware 
of hypocrisy (ver. 1), for all shall be made 
evident in the end (ver. 2), and ye are 
witnesses and sharers in this unfolding of 
the truth (ver. 3). In this your work, ye 
need not fear men; for your Father has 
you in His keeping (vv. 4—7)—and the 
confession of my name is a glorious 
SS (* (ver. 8), but the 5 of it (ver. 

9), and especially the ascription of my 

works to the evil one (ver. 10), a fearful 
one. And in this confession ye shall be 
helped by the Holy Spirit in the 2 of 
need (vv. 11, 12). 1. 
I am not convinced by Olsh., De 
and Meyer, that this belongs to Min, 
.... Every instance which they quote of 
wowrov being thus used, is where some 
definite matter is subsequent to the thing 
said or done; e. g. Matt. vi.33. But here 
is no such matter : p. would only mean, 
* earnestly,'—' be sure that you’ . . 
which meaning I do not think it bears. I 
have therefore coupled it with rots p. abr. 
as distinguishing this section from what 
follows spoken to the crowd, ver. 13 ff. 
On the rest, see on Matt. xvi. 6. 
9—9.] See on Matt. x. 25—33. 3.] 
ave’ dv, wherefore. 4.] 0 
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| Matt. 2,98. Ane ono aca 'npiÜunvrat. un poPecobe 93 asne? 
only. Fa ‘arpoubiwy © d iagißere. 8 Ay & viv, mac Oc av ' opo- wus 

k= Matt. vi. VIII 
se. x. Bo. Aoyney £v tnoi ” fum pooBey rav avbpurwy, kat 9 dc TE 
1 * * rob avÜpiwov ` ouodoyhas £ Ev avr pochen rey ayyi- 
Er a Awy rou Ücov. o 0: * apvncapsvoc pe ? EVWTLOV Trew 

anly. = 
xiii. Roa. qyÜpirrev, ° — ev i rv ayyihewy TOV 
e Geo 10 kai wag Oc epee Àóyov ^ tie Toy vOv TOV 
Ee avÜpirrov, " ageOnorrat avro" ry ÒÈ ac ro d ytov Tvea 
p Mur xiv. 20, * Paopnphoavri ouK apebnoera il 5 oer à ' sicpéowaw 

a= Mat. aviti. vuāç Ewi ràc avvaywyàç Kat rac "apxec xat rac 
r Matt. vi. 1 ' ousiac, un " uepipvare Tuc [n ri] awohoynonabe à 3» ri 
wer" d danre ? rò à ayiov mvevpa ddr d ü nac ey aury Ty 
En . . 900 & On awe. 1 Elwev & ric avro Ex rov óyAos 
"roh y idr tir re dd AD pou u ο,E‘ a. wer Euov 

al 
ru rH " KAnpovoníav. 
x cb. Axl. W^ c 

e | 9 > ww P 
to & Eren avro AvÜpers, rig me 

car tor noi kpurüv N ^ uepiarv ep Uuac; © er & 7 Acts xix. 
xxiv. 10 N 
Rom. ii. 16. 4 Cor. zii. 19. L. P. 1 9 Macc. I. 10 only. s eonstr., Mark v. = nir 
Exod. xxxv. 1. 5 Rom. xil. 8. 1 Cor. vil. 17. Prov. z. 24. sxi. 38 |. 
Acts vil. 6 al. Josh. 244 3 Exod. H. 14. Heb. W. 9. 

& here only ¢. ob. i. . xix. 14. 

T. vuev waca bef rag xegarne D. for spOunyrat, ngugutvac esc (MI 
x. 80) D al Clem,. rec aft an ins ovy (|| Mf), with ADQ rel vulg lat- e f syrr 
syr-cu th arm (Orig): om BLR lat-a b ff, i l coptt Ambr. for feet, 
9o nOnr: D. aft woAAwy ins yap D (Syr?) syr-cu arm. at end ins wpes 
ti Mt) DFGKM 38. 69 vulg lat-a e wth. 

8. aft vyv ins ore D. for 3 derum (itaciem ?) ABI DRTa. 
9. for lst evwxwr, eh po (|| 1 for awapy., apynQyceras D al. 

for 2nd evwsiov, ey mpoaOev (Ij Mt) D ^f Clem. 
10. aft oc ins aw D al. for sic, rpg D. ac e ro x». r. ay. omg re 

and, as 69 also does, Aae. D. aft adrÜnorrac ins avre ovrt t» Tw Gt» Towers 
ovde tv rw peddAjovrs (see Mt xii. 32) D lat-c e eth [Lucif Jer]. 

ll. rec wposgepwory, with AQR rel lat-a: gepwerw D lat-b g Clem Orig Cyr-jer 
txt BLX 1.33 vulg lat-e f i copt Lucif. for tre, ec DR f. 69 Clem. 
Bepipynonre (grammatical correction, and || Mt) BLQRX 1. 33. 69 Orig Cyrjer: 
epoutouivare (Mk xiii. 11) D-gr Clem: txt A rel. om Ist » r: D 157 lat-a à e 
ef. il Syr syr-cu eth Clem Orig Cyr-jer Ambr : ins (from || Mt?) ABQR rel vulg 

t-f syr copt Lucif. 
i. "5 rov oxy^ov bef aurw BFLQ 83 : txt ADR rel am syr coptt arm. 

urov 
14. rec (for cpirnv) čıxacryy, with AQR rel: txt BDL 1. 33 sah-gr Tert. —om 

n pepiorny D lat-a(appy) e syr-cu Tert.— rn 9 diuxacryy 69: apyovra cat Ceasar 
157. (The element of confusion has been the apxovra x. Ouacrny of Acts vii. 27, 35: 
hence the variations. 

for tert, 

Je pov: seo John xv. 13—15. last sayings about the care of Providence 
10.] See on Matt. xii. 31. 11, 12.] 
See on Matt. x. 19, 20. 
13—21] ANSWER TO ONE WHO 

SOUGHT A DIVISION OF HIS E 
ANCE. Peculiar to Luke. 18.] The 
man was evidently sof a disciple, nor 
paring to be one, (as Schleierm. t hinks,) 
but some hearer in the crowd, whee mind 
had been working in him during our Lord’s 

for His friends, and he thought this was 
just the care his circumstances wanted ; 
being, as appears, oppressed by his brother 
in the matter of his patrimony. Possibly 
too he had an idea that the Messina, or the 
great Rabbi to whom he was listening, was 
come to set all things right ;—and with 
that feeling which we al have of the 
surpassing injustice of ow ows wrongs, 
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o vrove Opa i Aa Oe f po avrovç pare Kat EL adotaUt aro waonc dicc 

Swrsovebiag’ Ori ovk "tv rw rigiootben tivi a Cwn 221 jm 
, =æ K * 5 e 

da dr ou EGT = Twy 

g iov 

| ówapyórrwv auty. 

mapaBodny wpoc al robe Aéyov AvÜpirov rtYüc zÀov- 

" evpopnaey 3 ̂  xpa. 17 kai die Ao yiKero € tv tauro D 1 Mark zii. 44 

16 emey && & Mark vli. 23 
aL . xil. 

U. 6. 

Aéyoy Ti rotho, ort ovk P= C wou a avváčw robe Kap- k = Joha avi 

robe pou, 18 kai eimev Tovro wouso* cal A pov Tag p 17 vins 
*aroOnxac kai peiZovag otkodopnew, Kai Iovvatw exei 334 

2 ` a t , , $ N 
"Tavra TA yevnpatra [pov Kat ra 

om Watt. xvi. 7, B. 
s Matt. ili. 13 reff, t = Matt. xxvi. 

p Matt. vili. 20 ref. 
xxvi. 29 ref. 

19 John iv. 85 
am. dae pov, Kat 3 rag 

ii. & 
q = Matt. ili. 18 ref r = Judg. vi. 25. 

u e ch. xvi. 95. Gen. ziv. 18, 20. 

15. rec (for racnc) rnc, with EGHVTAA (FS, e sil): txt ABDQR rel latt syrr 
syr-cu coptt sth arm Clem Bas Antch Tit-bostr Aug. 

oriy bef 5 Zw D lat-c. 
om avrov D Syr syr-cu. 

rec (for avrw) avrov (repetition of foregoing), 
with A rel: txt BDFQRT 33 copt Cyr Bas Tit-bostr 

16. poç avrovg bef rapaBodgy D sah. 
17. for eavrw, avre BLI. 
18. for pecZovac ouwodopnew, 700€ avrac peovaç D lat-e. 

cart cuvaEw D al latt Ambr. 

ins AD rel latt syrr syr-cu. 
Euthym Ambr. 

broke out with this inopportune request. 
14.) ee a word of solemn re- 

proof; see Rom. ii. 1; ix. 20. The 
also forms a definite subject for spas to 
refer to, . . ‘men,’ i.e. mankind in 
general. This question is expressed in 
Sinot the very words of the 
rejecting the arbitration of Moses, Exod. 

14;—and may shew us the essential 
difference of the two offices of Moses and 
Christ. 15.] atrove, i.e. róv ÓxyAov. 
He suw into the covetousness of the man's 
disposition, and made it an 5 
warning for His hearers. ons 3 
There is a meaning in 4r oe 
of TA. This kind, of which they had an 
example before them, was by no means one 
of the worst; but all kinds must be 
avoided. 
because a man has abundance, does 
life (therefore) consist in his goods. 
That is, no man's life zor ic rov vrapy., 
consists in what He possesses; (obr iz’ 
ãpræ povy Letra ávOpwmoc) . . Bor 
dv rq Tipigoton» tivi, by his having 
abundance, can this be made to be the 
caso. Man’s life is of God, not of hes 
goods, however abundant they may be. 
And this is the lesson conveyed by the 
following parable, and lying at the founda- 
tion of "of the still higher leason conveyed 
in ver. 21. dern is life in the preg- 
nant sense, emphatically his life; includ- 
ing time and eternity. This is self-evident 

[mugopnesy ADGKLIA 83.] 

for cat 9. ext, 
for yewnuara [one » ADQ &c], ro» croy 

(exegetical alteration) BLTX 1. 69 coptt eth arm. om 2nd pov BLT 1 arm: 
om cat ra ayada pov D al lat-a b o e ff, ilq syr-cu 

from the parable and its application. 
18. Our Lord in this parable sete before 
us one arrived at the very height of 
worldly prosperity, and that by no unfair 
ni. 5 non imite 3 non 
spoliato paupere, non circumvento sim- 
plice.“ Aug. Serm. 178, c. 2. It was by 
God's blessing that he became thus rich, 
which might have been a real blessing, if 
he had known how to use it. 
N.] ‘character animi sine requie quieti, 
egregie ex ressus,” Bengel. obe tye 
ToU ow.) '. Habes apothecas— 
inopum sinus, viduarum domus, ora in- 
fantum . . . . . Iste sunt apothece use 
maneant in sternum.’ Ambrose de 
buthe, ch. vii. 37, p. 575. 18.] “ His 
iple is 5 Ohe ke the Giver, 

y re- 

ing si 
18, 19, Lor. Ard awd rpocoxijc cal 
egeyyiac abrov, cai abrg ij epic rod 
ioo abrov iv ry eiu abroy Evpoy 
ávd*vavgi», kai voy páywpas ik TOV 
áyaÜev pov, xai oix olds ric kaipóc 
wapeheboerat, cal carakt ie abráà irípoi 
rad dwoGaveirat. Stier thinks this a 
convincing proof that our Lord did occa- 
sionally refer to the Apocrypha (?). 
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v = here only. epi "y Yvyy pov Ve. ? exec od 5 xtipsva m 
„ eie ern roh Ad- " avaravou, gaye, mis, cdp. & Bie 

w e» Heb. vii. 6 8 90 3 Oca 294 - 5 
soi. s tümev Òt avro o tos $pev, ravry TU vuxTL Tür, he 

3 puxi» gov " atrovaw a aro cov' a 8 iiroigacac, rive 

714 K. 2 toratj 21 ovre L " Ongavpičwv € taure Kat pm] ec Gov 

dic 1 2 drev & rede rode paUnrac avrov Axa 

2 45) ai. LE, Touro A v pu, un " pepipvare 15 oxy ri $a ynre, ud 

[M 12. ry cwpart Ti Erd boch. 9 oxn Aeris tri 
s ob, xi. 40 rng rpopins, «ai TO cwpa Tov ‘ evBiparog. 24 € kara- 
a Mart. xx. 20 i 

den o Matt. voncare rouc ? kopakac, ore oure ' areipovaty OUTE Otot- 

v. 19, 20 (ref). Rom 0.0, S Oa e Prov, i. 18. € »» Eph. i 5. ch. xvi. l. E 
ch. i. 58 Matt. vi. 25 (ref.). f Lake, here oniy. Matt. iii. San ony. 
rage 96, 87 refl. g Acts vil. 81, 83. Heb. iii. 1 Isa. v. 12. h bere only. P». cxlvi. 12. 

19. om from repeva to ru D lat- a b c e. 
20. om o bef Geog T. for Ogg, ceuptog A. (so Cypr, but Oroc twice.) 

elz ed. 1663 a$pov (grammatical correction), with KMUV len, r 69 Orig : txt A 
B[sic : see table] DLQ rel. 
83 sah(appy). 
Clem Orig, Cypr. 
Iren-lat Clem, Antch Cypr. 

21. om ver D lat-a 5. 
23. om avrov B lat-e e. 

rec asrauvrovciv, with AD rel 
axar. bef r. J. gow D (69) lat-c è syr-cu i a ‘eth Tren-lat 

for de, ovy D lat-c e Cypr. 

: txt BLQT 

r rt, ro g D lat-a óc 

for ravre, avrw B lat-c e. (ev avre L.) 
rec vpt» bef cyw (|| Mf), with AQ rel let-s 

b c e syrr arm: txt BDLX 69 vulg lat. / | q syr-cu coptt sth. rec aft rg 
Wuxyn ins rue» (|| Mt), with T rel lat-a e Syr syr-cu coptt grs es ABDLQ 
1 am(with fuld em forj tol) lat- c f F: gi i i syr arm Ambr. Cepar: ins 
vpwy (|| Mt) BT 38. 69 Iat-a Syr coptt eth Clemi. 

23. ins yap bef wu BDLMSVX 1. 69 lat-6 c e Syr syr-cu syr-w-ast copt seth arm 
Clem,: om AQ rel vulg lat. a f fz for wXAKov, Neo 

24. for rag coparag. ra seruva Tow ovpavov D mt lat- L. rec ov cy. ovit 
(rom || Mt, where there is no varn), with AB rel: ov ax. ov M: ov ow. ovye T: 

20.] Edpey, opposed to his worldly 
j—tatry Tij v. to the Fru isis € ioi 

the xi in the one case, at its ease, 
eating, drinking, and making merry, to the 
ux in the other, demanded, rendered up, 
jedged. God said unto him,— perhaps 
it is meant, by some unmistakeable judg- 
ment; but more likely, as occurring in a 

rable, the words are to be literally taken. 
y supposing merely a divine decree to be 

meant, without personal communication, 
as Grotius, Kuinoel, and Trench do, we 
lose the impressive part of the parable, 
where the man’s selfishness and folly is 
brought into immediate contact with the 
solemn truth of his approaching death, 
which certainly our Lord intends us to 
contemplate. alrovow, not strictly 
impersonal; there are those whose business 
it 1s, even (Ae angels, the ministers of the 
divine purposes: see ch. vi. 38 and note. 
The merely impersonal sense may be 
defended : cf. ver. 48: but this saying 
seems so solemn, as to require something 
more. & jrolpacas., which thou 
madest ready; but not for thyself. 

a odr, thus : in utter confusion, and 
den destitution of all help and pro- 

vision for eternity. There is no teres: 
because the case, alas, is an every-day one 
in every place. daur .... els 
6«óv ... ] The meaning of these ex- 
pressions will be brought out thus: He 
who is rich for himself, laying up treasure 
Jor himself, is by so much robbing his 
real inward life, his life in and toward 
God, of its resources: he is laying up store 
for, providing for, the flesh; bot the 
spirit, that which God looketh into and 
searcheth, is stripped of all its riches. 

These words may also, as remarked 
on ch. vi. 20, shew that Luke does not, as 
supposed by some recent critics, use 
‘riches’ as merely thts world’s wealth, 
but with a deeper spiritual meaning. 

22—31.] Lessons oF TRUST IN Gop. 
In the closest connexion with the preced- 
ing ;—Bà rotro, qua cum ita sint, since 
worldly riches are of so little real use, &e. : 
see Matt. vi. 25—33, and notes. 
24.] Tove — who are elsewhere 
spoken of in Scripture as the objects of the 
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y 9 4 — 9 1 
Covaw, ole ovk tri) * raustov ovde ! dmroÜnkn, kai o tóc rri de 

t , bd id , 
pte avroUc. TOOP 

° Ert ; 2% 
* padArov vec "" Stadéoere rwv sxe” 

lo N iE Sud e e EM p 2 m Mat vi Tic EG upwy [ ue pi vvarat © em ™ Matt vi. 98 

Tv ° jAwtav avrov ? mpocÜsivat "anyvv; , y * 14 ver. 7. 
€t OUV obe 3 

T 
eXaytorov *Suvacbe, ri "pi TO» Aourov ptptuvare | pace, Matt. vi 

, t , ~ » » 
27 8 xaravonoars d Kkotvd, "oc ouvre "vyÜu ovrt xxvii. 15. 

dat., ch. ill. 

* upaiver’ Aéyw SE viv, ovde DorAopwy év racy rp Soky a Matto 97 

avrov * mepie[JáAero we &v rovrwy. 
X pro ovra onpepoy Kal Y avpiov. sic " kAi[Javov B“ 
Adpevoy o boc ovrwe * apdittet, ro padXov vac, 
bd 7 
odryomerot 5 
, 1 e 7 

winre, kai pn °perewpikeohe. 
LÀ o , d ’ -~ es <b | 6 & m 

20 rov Koopou trix irobotv, uu ét o Tarno otótv 

91 N *Cyreire ri BactAtiav CE 
@ e ddr e id 

ort XOPCer e TOUTWP. 
> Ld 4 æ g ld co 

QUTOU, «ai raura m oocrtÜnatra: ua. 

18 al. Eeth. v. 1. 
pur. sce Matt. vi. 80 reff. 
iv. I. d Matt. vi. 89 reff. 
xi.7 vat. 

txt DLQ lat-e. ovre rap. ovre D. 
paddAoy, ovx: D mt lat-c e ff, i. 

25. om peptpywy D 228 

rec 

A rel Eus: txt BLQT 1. 33 sah. 

e 
f= Matt. xi. 39 ref. Judg. iv. 9. 

(Tert): ins 
poche bef exe rq» guia» avrov (from 

aft xnxvy ins eva (|| Mt), with AQT rel: 
26. for & to An, cat rept Twv NO ri D lat - a b c ff, i l. 

| Mt?) ABQ rel Eus. 
| MN, with ADQT rel Eus: txt B. 
om 

r John xxi. 8 
reff. 

s coustr., Mark 
ix.29. 7 Cor. 
xiii. 8. 

t Matt. vi. 28 
only. Cant. 

B ei St Ev aype roy 

? kai Optic pù Čnrere th páynre 7 ri Matt. xi. 
- N ; * vM YE 8C Y a 

Tavra yap FavTa Ta en T. Exod. 
on p AAT v. 

R 

w pn 90 Bob, Eri rr e Td 
Rev. iti. 5 

Matt, vi. 80 . s Matt. vi. 80 caly. Gen. xv. 17. a here 
i b bea W. do. will. 96. xiv. 81. 21.4 only f. o bere only 3. Micah 

89. oh. xi 8. Rom. xvi, 8. 2 Car. Hl. 1 oai. Judg. 
g Matt. vi. 88. ch. iii. 30. xii. 35. Tobit iv. 15. 

for avrovg, avra D 69. for ocv 

rec 

[sic: see table] D lat-¢ / coptt. 
rec ovre, with 

27. rec suc avEavt ov roria ovde vôs (|| Mt), with ABQT rel: txt D lat-a 
Byr-cu Clem(quotes vv. 27-8 entire) per = a vmv ins ore (|| Ac) 

T ADLMX 1. 33. 69 lat-b c e f ff, i Clem Jer: 
28. rec ins rw bef aypw, with E rel coptt arm Clem: om 

rec rov xoprov bef ev aypw, with E rel: row xoprov onp. bef «v ay 

t sth arm. 
LMQTUA. — 

AKMQTU 

om g lat-a 

1. 83 vulg lat-b c f g, syrr copt arm Clem: r. yopr. rov aypov (|| Mt) DG*HX vss 
jer: txt BL.—rec enyuepov bef ovra (|| Mt), with ADQT 

rec (for apgseZec) .agóuyvvo: (from || Mt), with AQ rel: BLA lat-e coptt. 
txt DLT, apg«aZe B. 

rel vas Clem: txt 

29. for n, cas (from Mt vi. 25, which our passage more resembles than ib. ver 31) 
BLQT 33 lat-e Syr syr-cu copt-schw Bas: txt AD rel latt syr ; 

rammatical correction, here and in || Mt), with AQ rel; nres 
for vn to oiy, oey yap o warnp vpwv (|| Mt) 

30. rec emZnra 
D Clem: txt BLTX 33. 69. 
D lat-a 5 c. 

81. for 1A Znr., Zor. de (|| MA D lat-a Mcion-e. 

copt-wilk sah 

rec (for avrov) rov 0tov 
(corrn here, and in || Mt), with A D*(and lat) QT rel vulg lat-b e f ff, 91.2 i syrr 
&yr-cu Clem Mcion-e-t : txt BD'L lat-a c coptt wth. 
(from At), with ADT rel vulg lat-b o f V 91.2 i Syr 

cion-e Ambr: om BEHLQSVAA lat-a e syr-cu sah arm 

divine care: see Job xxxviii. 41, Ps. exlvii. 
9. 20.] AGM ro: this shews the 
truth of the interpretation of Mu. given 
in the note on Matt. A cubit would not 
be iAdytorov to add to the stature, but a 
very large increase. 29.] perewp(f., 
certainly not ‘nolite in lime tolli," 
Vulg; siae Meyer approves, and Luther 

OL. 

Tec Tavra ins Tavra 

-w-ast copt sth arm-mss 
cion-t Tert. 

hasadopted. For what have high thoughts 
to do with the present subject,—which is, 
the duty of dismissing anxiety and over- 
carefulness, in confidence on God's pa. 
ternal care? It is, be not anxious, at 
sea,’ tossed about between hope and fear. 
So Thucyd. (ii. 8) describes Greece as 
being waca periwpoc mo the two first 

0 
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h voc. "5 h 70 puxpoy | Zoiuvov, ore 

ch. avii 1 ii, Sovvas ù aui ny Bacrsiav. 
a UG, Kat Sore " EAtnuoobνEðrl 
12 

1 r^ Met. re 

malri a carat, 

E n uv Kat oi 7 Adbyvor 
"A 3. e + ávÜporoic 

85 9» 

och. x 
xui 0 se 

11 17 
p Heb. í. C 

e abs., Matt, zxy. ii. ch. 26. 

88. aft or: ins ey avre D lat-e. 

čorwoay Vpov h 

xxv 
1 cut = ie 

XII. 

E 197 e N e > 
evdoxnaty O sarnp vn 

83 M, vie ie 
weAÀnsart rd vrüpyorra 

a roiaare " &avroic ° Bad- 

"i. Aavria n ° raXaiüutvo, 4 Üncavpór " avixAumrrov € E» TOC 
» Rom. u TY obpavoic, orou Xirrne OVK ' ey yiles oves ` ang drag Beige. 

ö ron yap iarv o ° Ügcavpoc. Uno, EKEL al n capdia ?« P a 
rege 1x Abe 

cal Ute porot Poste 
" wpocdky onévorc Tov «xuptov tauri wore "ae 

abap b iK TOY ` yap, tva EA VH Kai " Kpobaavros 
eic ° avoikwaw avre. 

Crit 2225 d otc A0οο o sees svonos ypnyopouvrac. 

oogiec " 

” Karopevor" 

lac pio. ot OoUÀOL Exewwor 
auny Aye 

t Matt v. I9, CEN F 

8. Eph. 

xxii. 2, &c. ref, 

Hl. 4 cae P d 

LEAD NIE a hore only +. i 
AA. vi, tuk, 

cnoey DT.] 
88. [Ga Aa vria, so A B(sic: see tatio) Ba Se 
$4. «crat bef car 9 capdia vpwy D lat-a b e f. 
95. for corwoay, «ere D. 

81. o xvpiog bef «Ow» LQ 33. 

cities were at war. 32—34.] Our 
Lord gives to his own disciples an as- 
surance of the Father's favour as a ground 
for removing all fear from them, and 
shews them the true riches, and how to 
seek them. ux. w.) Thus He 
sets himself forth as their Shepherd (John 
x. 1 fl.), and them (as in Isa. xli. 10—14 
as a weak and despised peo 33. 
Meyer endeavours to ev the force 
this, by supposing it addressed only to 
the Apostles and then existing disciples. 
But it is said to the pixpdy soipyiov, who 
are ali the elect people of God. wed. | 
This is the true way of investing worldly 
wealth :—‘ He that giveth to the poor, 
lendeth to the Lord.’ See on Matt. vi. 19 
—121, 

35—48.] EXHORTATIONS TO WATCH- 
FULNESsS. The attitude and employment 
of the purpéy wolpvioy is carried on, 
even to their duty of continual readiness 
for their Lord's coming, Theso verses are 
connected with ver. 82—'sipoe your Father 
hath seen fit to give you tha kingdom, be 
that kingdom, and preparation for it, your 
chief care. There are continual points of 
similarity, in this part of the discourse, to 
Matt. xxiy. 42 ff, but xp more; and the 

9 TA. 
ai ooputc bef v AKQT latt Iren-lat Orig Constt 

Bas Cypr.—vpoev 9 oc$vc seputucptyg D. 
36. avrwv D 1. 33. 69 Clem Orig Method. 

with GKXTA Bas: txt ABDPQT rel Clem Method. 
A al. 

for evpnoes, evon D Clem. 

rec avaAvoe« (grammatical corra), 
aft rpovcarroc ins avros 

close connexion quite forbids us toi 
that the sayings have been collected 

the Evangelist. 85.] There is a 
ht reference to, or rather another pre- 

sentation of the trath set forth in, the 
pa of the virgins, Matt. xxv. 1 ff. 

the image here is of servants waiting 
for their lord to return from the wedding: 
—left at home and bound to be in readi- 
ness to receive him. There is only a hint 
at the cause of his absence He is gone to 
aw : ydpos may mean almost any 
feast or entertainment—and the mais 
thought here only is that He is away at a 
feast, and will return. But in the back- 
ground lies the wedding in all its truth— 
not brought out here, but errs Matt. 
xxii. 1 ff.; xxv. 1 ff. m 
See ref, and John zii 
AVxvor] See note on Mate. fed 1. 
36.) nal oe Ape 
from the sc. and Avy. above :—ye your- 
selves, i. c. 8 whole conduct and de- 
meanour, KpouvcayTos . P 
very common construction of the gen. 
Abs; see ch. xvii. 12; xxii. 10 al.—and 

where the same similitude is is presented, 
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4 
rep. D cal are avroùç KaL * wape fo tat, eur 

1 redat 

ots zziv.7. 
Ar. KAI. rp rpirꝝ guhacy EADy, cal stoy obroc, paxagrot stow Ed. 

[oe SovXoi | EKELVOL. 

yopnaev av Kai ovK 

avTOU. 

39 rovro 5 ywwoxere, ore K pou 

o alcoderörne xoig ope o. KAérrng Epxsrat, 

tef. ch. xviL 

1 Mart. xin. " 
" eyon- k seo ch. xziL 

a adncev ° dopu b rov OLKOV 1. x. 38 

cal mute P yivecte t &TOUI400, ort 
doxtire à O vlog TOU ávÜpirrrov č fpy erat. 

ov m Matt, xxi, 

a «o Mark v, 87 
gure 

weg 

41 lacy & [ore 
o llérpoc Kopie, wooc pac rà» wapaBoAny ravrny Ed 

98. at beg ins xat car eXOn ry sameQuym $vXazy Kas VPNs ovrwC TONTE D, 
similarly 1 lat-c e 
ry devrepa and 

for eXOn cat, rat eOwy 
gat(with mm) lat-d e 
copt eth arm. 

ron Iren- 

ScopuyOnvas roy owoy avrov D. 
rel Orig: om BKLPS 1. 69. 
BL 33. 

40. rec aft vyutic ins ou» (cf || Mt, dia rovro z. vp.), 
aft n epa ins n 

om avrw (prob as superft 
om BLI latt syr-cu coptt arm. 

41. for ecw. de, xac uw. D. 

rec 
ing Rar, with Am rel vulg lat. m copt: 

for evpn, evpyce 
21 1 syr-cu copt-dz Iren-lat: ins APQT rel vulg lat-c f syrr 
t-a is defective vv. 38—59. ] 

39. om eypgyopgoev av cat D lato i syr-cu sah-woide arm. 
reo afb our ins a» (Mt xxiv. 48), with ADQT 
rec Cropyynvac (l| Mt), with A 

for cay» twice) cas tay, insg 10» bef ev 
txt BLTX 93557 
om ot dovAos BDL 

rel: txt 

with AP rel s à D- gr: 
pe Fr L(Treg ex 

uous : tt seems impossible to 
give ang account of its insertion) BDLEX 33 lat-d c e ff} g, i l arm: ins APQT rel 

and the promise carried on yet further. 
to the sharing of hie Throne. The Lord 
himself, in that great day of his glory,— 
the marriage-supper of the Lamb,—will 
invert the order of human requirements 
(see ch. xvii. 8), and in the fulness of his 
grace and love will serve his brethren :— 
the Redeemer, his redeemed,—the Shep- 
herd, his flock. rape, coming 
in turn to each. Com the washing of 
the disciples’ feet in John xiii. 1 ff., which 
was a foreshewing of this last great act of 
self-abasing love. 88.) Olsh. observes 
that the first watch is not named, because 
the marriage itself falls on it: but his 
view that because the fowrth is not named, 
our Lord 1 divid the ancient custom of the 

likely (Me er) that the fourth is not 
named, the return was not likely 
to be so g delayed ;—for the decorum 

as to break the connexion, and by a later 
hand. Nothing can be more exact and 
rigid than the connexion as it now stands. 
Our Lord transfers, to shew the unex- 
pected nature of his coming, and the 

‘ine 

necessity of watchfulnese, the relation be- 
tween Himself and the servants, to that 
between the thief and the olxo8cowérne. 
For the purposes of this verse, they repre- 
sent the ofcodsorérnc—collectively, as put 

with the Lord’s house and house- 
hold (thus the verse is intimately con- 
nected with ver. 42) :—and in the further 
application, individually— each as the ofxo- 
Seoxdrne of his own ocxevoc, to be kept 
with watchfulness against that day :— He 
is represented by the thief—idod xo 
ec Airug, Rev. xvi. 15; iii. 3. 
Olshausen's view that the oikoó, is the, 
doxwy Tow Sis rovrov, is surely quite 

with the main features of 
the rai — faat he should be pat in an 

of the watching servants is 
um seems impossible: besides that 8 iym 
e below is this very olxoò., ghe 
such in the absence of his Lord, but the 
ol« when He appears 41. 
Tiv rap. T. not, the two last verses (Stier), 
but the whole : —* Who are they that are 
thus to weit and watch, and to be thus 
honoured at the Lord's coming? This 
question, coming in so suddenly and un; 
connectedly and remaining apparently 
unanswered, is among the m pen proofs of 
the originality and historic of this 

002 
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arte! Myete, 9 " kat rode wavrag ; 42 kai rtv 6 ee Tie 

BPR aoon g apa tariv o riero 1 oixovópoç o " $póviuoc Ov 'kare- 
LEAD arhat 0 cbpuog eri ric eee avrov [rov ] re 
v. wt Ev kapy „ geropér prov ; ; ** paxápioc o SovAoc exeerog 5 

E» Prov. ov bov o Kúpioç avrov euptjatt motovrra ovrec. 

eMart axis, 44 © adnBiag Ayo due ont n vd roic T Ux áp yove 
px 3230 avrov ‘xaraornos avrov. *5 tav & iry o SovAog Exeivec 

eb iz gy 7Y capdig avrov rita i 0 xipioc Bov čpytoba, -= 
Ed kai aptnrat romrety rode raĩdag Kal Tas ® waibictec, * 
4» cxt. eoficey re Kai mive «at " peOboxeOar, * 6 ata o cc y. 
e T TOU Soíov é ixtivov ev e y ov * wpocdoxg xai tv 
Gen. x 502 ° ov woot, kai OryoroumQoei aurov, Kai ro 

w ch. ix. $7 * uépoc avrou perà TOV antorwy Onas. 47 E Exetvoc & a o 

- Er SovAoc o yvouc ro ÜfAnua rov kvpiov avrov _ Sai HY 

„n Froimdaac pnoe rorjoac wpoc TO npa avrov Sapt- 

Lurz GETAL I roM AAC o Ob un yvoùç womoaç && ‘abe 
xv. 5. 

A i. N. Heb. x. 87 (from Hab. li. es Gea, xzxiv. 19. 
xii. 18. Gal. iv. 22, &c. Gea. x 
xxiv. 1255 . Lam. U.! 
51 on ur" A- Ezod. zzix. 17 omy. 

"3 Gor. xi. 24 

vulg lat: F syrr syr-cu coptt eth. 
om n xat *poc wavrag D. 

16. 
& Matt. xziv. 51 ret. ̂  

str. ner., 9 Thess. Hi. 16. 
"(bat of the person) Deut. xxv. 3. 

Aeyerc bef rg» wapaBodrny ravrgv D vulg late. 

Mark x. 88. Kev. 

a «» Matt. vili. 6 ref. b Matt. xxvi. 69. Acts 
À 29 (. Mam. 

mut m 
PT (eom) here ant ‘ak 

9. Winer, edn. 8, § 22. 6. de 

42. rec wa kai & WE) et ét, with AQRT rel latt syr sah arm: txt BDL 1.33.69 
rec (for ò bef $po»iuoc) xa: (|| Mt), with ALMURXT Orig: 

aft Foo 
lat-2 co 
txt BDT r rel syr-marg sah. 

careornoey T. 
1 EN 7) ABPRT rel Orig, 

43. aft evonoes ins avroy D. 
44. for aAnOwe, aun (|| M^) D al lat-e. 
45. for rur ruv, ruray D. 

ptÜvakoutvoc D-gr. 
. for rov JovAov exttvov, avrov D lat-e Iren-lat. 

amtorey D. 

ryv O:paraav 
rec ins ro bef orroperpioy, with A 

ins o ayaoc D al "E s 
om rov DLQX 

<a. 

avre MPTTA lat-c e. 
coby re kai rin, and for cat peOvonecOar, 

Once bef pera rw» 

47. rec (for Ist avrov) tavrov, with AR rel: txt BDE!KLTX 1. 33. 69. 
erospagoc unde D al (Iren-lat Orig Dial) Ambr: om unòt socagc L lat-b f ffi Syr 
syr-cu Jer: for unde, n BT 33 sah. 

discourse (against De Wette, &c.). 
42 fl.] Our Lord does not answer the 
uestion directly, but proceeds with His 

urse, so as to furnish it with an 
answer;—viz. that in its highest sense it 
applies to his Apostles and ministers, 
inasmuch as to them most has been given 
as the oísovópo.— but that its application 
is gradationally downwards through all 
those who know their Master’s will, even 
to the lowest, whose measure both of 
responsibility and of reward is more 
limited. For the comment on vv. 42—46 
see on Matt. xxiv. 45—51. Notice that 
dntorey here = vxorpirey in Matt. 

41, 48.) o E m 
uestion in ver. 41 ee = né, 

the disciples. à vvóvres 
sara, the multitude : Seabee the applica- 
tion is not limited to this: the truth is 
one of universal extent. The 47th verse 
needs little eu. after both reà- 
Ad and ret = H= is to be supplied, 
see reff.: cf. Aristoph., Nub. 969, 
iwerpiBero ger et woAAa¢. 
êro., not dauréy, but, matters, wpóc r. 
0. ab.: almost in the absolute sense of 
'making ready:'—it refers back to tbe 
yiveo@e rotho of ver. 40; this readiness 
being not only preparing Aémeelf, but the 

= 
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ma 
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wavri oe v £600 Tov, m ovate Maik 
ro "UnrnOnaerat wap avrov" kai p ° rapélevro sov, a Shai 16 

P mepioaórepov * airnoovoiw abr * mop n " Bade ^ ghat 
» 3 a es » " . e 

eri thy ynv, kai ri 0e; ‘a nòn “avngOn. 50 * Ba- 
iv. 19. Tobit iv. 20. p ver. 4 reff. 

prr rin Winer, eda. 6, § 53. 8. c. 
v «» Mark x. 88, $9 (Ì Mt. v. .). 

48. for s0o05, edweay D 
for rap’, ar R(Treg expr) 1. 
DU Justin (Clem) Constt Epiph Bas Mac. 

it. 

B2. 1Tia. 
j.18, 2 Tim. 
1.9. 1 Pet. 

q constr., Matt. vii. 9, 10 ref. r = oh. xiii. 1 
a James ili. 6 (Acts xxriti. 9 v. r.) oniy, 3 Ch 

Egrgeovcw ax avrov xepocorepoy D lat-f, æth.— 
for repiocorepoy, mÀtoy D. a®atrncovcy 

49. rec edc, with DR? rel Method: ext (from Mi x. 34?) ABKLM RI(Treg expr) 
TUX 1. 33. 69 syr-marg Clem Orig, Eusa Tit-bostr Chr, Vict Hil Jer Aug,. 

matters over which he has charge, ver. 
35. There is reference to Deut. xxv. 2. 

å 82 pd yv.] The case is of one (a 
disciple in the first reference, but then 
generally of all men) who bonå fide is 
ignorant of his Lord's wil. That each 
persons shall be punished, is both the 
sentence of the law, see Levit. v. 17—19, 
and an inference from the truth set forth 
ver. 57, and Rom. i. 19, 20, 32; ii. 14, 15, 
—that the natural conscience would have 
prevented the p} rosa. (Observe that 
the two classes, not included here, are ò 
ꝓvoòg «ai roa, and ô pù yvobc xai 
wosncac, as far as that can be said [see 
Rom. ii. 14] ;—the reference here being 
only to the u} *0uj7ac in both cases, or 
rather to the uj) r. in the first case and its 
equivalent w. d&ta wAgyevin the second.) 
But the difficulty seems to be to assign 
a spiritual meaning to the Bapácere 
OéMyas. That such will be the case, 
would à priori be consonant to the justice 
of the Judge of all the earth: and we 
have it here declared, that it shall be so: 
but Sow, is not revealed to us. It is in 
vain for the sinner to encourage himself in 
sin from such a declaration as this: for 
the very knowledge of the declaration 
excludes him from the exemption. ‘Our 
ears have heard the voice divine; We 
cannot be as they." (Christian Year. 

sravTi &, attr. for rapd vavróc, &. 
woXd . . wodv] The second moé 

is not the woAv that been given, but 
& proportionable amount of result of dili- 
gence, a nu which he ne render, 
rep. ape, more t rom others ; 
but etl Tükely ı more than been de- 
posited with hin, viz. that, and the interest 
of it;—see Matt. xxv. 15 ff 
49—58.] The connexion appears to be 
this:—the immense and awful difference 
between the faithful and unfaithful ser- 
vants brings our Lord to the ground of 
that difference, and ite necessary develop- 

rogress of His kingdom on 
. erup] It is extraordinary 

that the official announcement of the 
Baptist (ch. iii. 16)—aùròç pac Barrio 
lv wy. ay. kal wvp{—connected with the 
mention of a baptism here,—with the 
promise Acts i. b, and the appearance 
Acts ii. 3, so strikingly expressed as 

pidpeva. yAdoca: e cropés, — 
have not kept the Commentators in 
general (Bleek is an exception) from fall. 
ing into the blunder of imagining here 
that the fire is synonymous with, and 
means no more than, the discord and 
division which follow. The fire is, the 
gift of the Holy Spirit,—the great crown- 
ing result of the safferings and triumph of 
the Lord Jesus. To follow this out in all 
ite references belongs to another place :— 
see notes on Mark ix, 49, and Acta ii. 8. 
This fire, in its purifying and separating 
Meis on the mass of — causes 
the Sapepiopds afterwards spoken of. 

The construction of th da el 48. 
dv. has been ever a matter of dispute, 
while the meaning is on all hands nearly 

. rein one ions 
it are: (1) which is Origen’s (appy), 

and is adopted by Grot., and defended by 
Meyer and Stier, —making el = ede, and 
rendering, And what will I! would 
that it were already kindled | Cer- 
tainly thus there is pais J forced in the 
construction ; we have «d for ‘stinam’ 
joined with an aorist in Josh. vii. 7 ;—but 
the pile short ejaculation seems unlike 
the character of our Lord’s dis- 
courses, It is true the structure of John 
xii. 27 affords an instence of a similar 
question, cai ri lx; . . . and under 
similar circumstances, of His soul bei 
troubled. (2) which Theophyl., Kuinoe 
Olsh., De Wette, Bleek, &c. siort, taking 
ri &, as some do, adopting that reading, 
in Matt. vii. 14 (but see note there), and 
ef dri, and rendering, How I wish that it 

ment in the 
earth. 
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Ww = 9 Cor. iv. 
1. Phil. I. 80 
Acts xviii. 18. 2 

x = Jobn zi, OJO 3 rtAso07. 

5. 2 fr. v. 
14. Phil. 1. 
. ove Matt. 
bv. 24 ret. 

a eb. xis. 1 
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51. for dovva:, monoa: D lat-e syr-cu. 

53. rec CcapepcoOncera:, with A rel syrr 
BDLTU vulg lat-à ee f 
with ADL 1. 69: txt BT rel Bus. 

Ovyarpi (con 

; copt Eus Hil Ambr Eucher. 
aft warp: ins avrov D 

ScapsproOnoovras bef parnp D, dividetur lat - ö o e i g Ambr. 

for aXX s, adda D 69 coptt. 

<u sah-mnt sth arm Mcion-t: txt 
rec (for let eas) «e, 

eig. ims 
rec (for Ovyarepa) 

to foregoing), with A rel: txt BD, ryv Ovyarega LT 1 Bas. 
rec (for ryv pnrepa) pnrpe, with A rel: txt BDL 1 Eus, pyrepa (omg re») T. 
for lst avrnc, eavrne T. 

were already kindled! But here we have 
serious difficulties of an tdiomatic kind :— 
ri is apparently never thus used and ei 
only after words of wondering, bei 

ieved, &c. : see Mark xv. 44. (35 
at of Euthym., Beza, &., and the 

E. V. ‘What will I, if it be already 
kindled?’ i. e. ri mulo» GN bày 
dynn; ri *Atioy dnn ty tui zóoue ; 
Euth. This also presents no construc- 
tional, but a very great contextual diffi- 
culty; for by ver. 50 it evidently was not 
yet kindled ; and even if this were over- 
come, the expression, evidently a deep one 
of personal anziety (and be it remem- 
bered Who said it), would be vapid and 
unmeaning in the extreme. All 
things then being considered, I prefer 
the first explanation. 80.] The 
symbolic nature of Ba is here to 
be borne in mind. aptiem = Death. 
The figure in the Sacrament is the 
drowning,—the bwrial, in the water, of 
the old man and the resurrection of the 
new man: see 1 Pet. iii. 20—22, and 
notes. The Lord's Baptism was His 
Death, in which the Body inherited 
from the first Adam (iv dzotwpar: capxóc 
duapriac) was buried, and the new 
Body (rò còpa vic 86Ene abrov) raised 
again: see. Rom. vi. 1—11, but espe- 
cially ver. 10. And He was straitened 

rec aft werOepay ins avrgc, with AT rel 
syrr syr-cu: om BDL copt-ms Eus Mcion-t. 

lats 

(the best possible rendering) till this was 
accomplished :—i. e. in anxiety and trouble 
of spirit. The 84 here implies, bet 
first, i. e. before that fire can be shed 
abroad. Here we have then, as Stier ex- 
presses it, a * passio inchoata* of our Lord; 
the first utterance of that deep anguish, 
which afterwards broke forth so pt 
—but coupled at the same time with 
veal for the great work to be accompli ; 

51—63.) The work of this fire, as 
it burns onward in the world, will not be 

, but division ; see Mal. iii. 2, 8, 18; 
iv. 1, where we have the separating effect 
of this fire in ite completion at the great 
day: see also Matt. iii. 12. On the pas- 
a see notes on Matt. x. 36, 36. 

— 89.] RePRoacHEs FOR BLIND- 
NESS TO THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES. 

The connexion of this with the foregoing 
is natural and close. dad rob vör (ver. 
52), the distinction shall begin to be 
made ;—the discord and division between 
those who discern rd» pp rovrov (ver. 
66) and those who do not. Our Lord then 
turns to the crowd (xal. He not only 
said to the disciples the foregoing, but also 
to the crowd the following) and reproaches 
them (1) for their blindness, in not being 
able to discern it, as they did the signs in 
the natural heavens; and (2) for ther 
want of prudence (vv. 57—59), in not 
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54. om rg» ABLXA 1. 33. 69 arm: ins DT rel. for amo, emt BL: txt ADT 
rel. rec om or: (see Mt xvi. 3), with D rel vulg lat-5 f g,: ins ABKLUX 33. 69 
lat-c e ff, syrr syr-cu coptt arm Bas. 

55. om or: DL sth. 
56. aft ro ins ns D ev-y lat-b g copt-wilk. transp rov ovpavov and rnc ync 

(more usual order) DKLTX 33 
Fg Syr-mss syr. for rov 

om wwe D lat-c e i syr-cu. 
i 2 8yr-marg 
f: om re de D ) lat-P(appy) Syr-cu. 
58. axaAXax0a:« (it acm 7) AA; awadXayqva: D. 

k«aracvos, «aracpun D lat-5 ff, i i q 
(for At v. 25), with L rel: txt AB 
for 

Bad. bef ce D latt. 

repenting and becoming reconciled to the 
law of God while yet there was time. 
Schleiermacher and De Wette can discover 
no connexion, and yet the latter thinks 
Luke inserted the sayings of vv. 54—56 
out of Matt. xvi. because of vv. 49 ff. 

54.] There is a somewhat similar 
saying of our Lord at Matt. xvi. 2 ff., but 
differing both in ite occasion and its sub. 
stance. r ve. , just as rdc wegirac, 
—the eloud,—that there: 

to other signs of 
or heat from the appearance of the 
de^ viv Bà a. 7...... ] The 

time were very plain ;—the 
e had departed from Judah; — the 

genera expectation of the comi of the 
essiah is testified even by ane au- 

thors ; —the had all spoken of 
Him, and the greatest of them, the 
= ist, had announced His arrival. 

In what follows, our Lord takes occa- 

ed lat-b c Syr syr-cu coptt: txt AB rel am(with 
€ Kaipoy, xA Tov catpoy D al; rov r. L: r. x. 

ovK olòart Soripáčewv BLT 38 
coptt th: ov orıuaZere AD rel latt Syr syr-cu arm. 

om ar’ B Bas. for 
syr-cu Ambr,. rec (for rapadwor) wapade 

69 Mcion-e.—r. bef ce D al latt. rec 
Ae) BadAn, with T al: BaXg A rel Bas: BNE 69 lat-e: txt BDXT 88 er.y. 

sion from the request about the inheritance, 
which had this discourse, to pass 
to infinitely more solemn matters. There 
is I think, no denying that the xpívew 
TÒ Bix. and the à &vr(Buós o. have a 
reference to that request, in the ability 
and duty of every man to ‘judge what is 
right: —but the sense of the words far 
outruns that reference, and treats of 
loftier things. ‘ Why do ye not discern 
of yourselves your true state—that which 
is just —the 5 of your case as before 
God? You are going (the course of your 
life is the journey) with 8855 adversary 
(the just and holy law of God) before the 
magistrate (God Himself); therefore by 
the way take pou (Góc ipy., da operam— 
a Latinism : there is no reference to inter- 
est of money, as Thl,—who also has the 
other interpretation, supposes) to be de- 
livered from him (by repentance, and faith 
in the Son of God, sie (epee ii. 12), Kaile 
drag thee to the judge (cpirjc Cho ad- 
judges the case and infli inflicts the fine; that 
is, the Son, to whom all judgment is com- 
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59. for ov, rov A: ay T: om BL 1 Orig: 
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txt D rel. for cas to end, awedeu 
yr Mcion-t.—for ro, row (influence 

of Mi v. 26: cf Luke xxi. 2) A rel Orig: txt BM S(e sil) TT. 
CHAr. XIII. I. om e» D 69 lat- a e gy. 
9. rec aft asvoxpiÜric ins o inooug, with AD rel lat-c fJ. g syrr syr-cu copt 

BLT vulg lat-a be i l copt-dz sah arm. 
syr-cu. 
ravra BDL: txt AT rel. 

8. adAa D, add n (itacism 7) L. 

syevovro bef apapreo: D latt. 

ptravononre ADMXT 1. 69 vulg lat-ae 
e f ff, Bas Chr, Antch Vict-tun: txt BLT rel lat-d 

sth: om 
ovrot bef os yaAckaun D 69 latt Syr 

om 2nd ors T. for resawra, 

; peravoure HV. for 
ee opowe (explanatory, here and in ver 5) BDLT 1. 33 syr-marg: txt A 

arm. 

mitted), and the judge deliver thee to the 
ezactor (see Matt. xiii. 41), and the exactor 
cast thee into prison’ (ditto, ver. 42). 

att. v. 25, and, on Aerréy, 
. 42. 

Cmar. XIII. 1—9.] ANSWER TO IN- 
TELLIGENCE OF THE MURDERED GALI- 
LÆANS, AND PARABLE THEREUPON. Pe- 
culiar to Luke. dv abr. T. xaip., may 
mean at that very time—viz. as He 
finished the foregoing discourse: but it 
is not necessary to interpret thus ;—for, 
Matt. xii. 1; xiv. 1, the similar expression, 
by Ac r. c., is certainly indefinite. 
pb. . . dwayy., came with the news,— 
not, as Stier supposes, ‘were in the crowd, 
and remarked to the Lord ing these 
Galileans,’ in consequence of what He had 
said cb. xii. 67 :—such a finding of con- 
nexion is too fine-drawn, and is a fault 
which we may excuse in Stier, for his many 
services in interpreting our Lord's dis- 
courses, but must not imitate. It is ob- 
vious that no connexion is intended be- 
tween this incident and the foregoing dis- 
course. wapt 7. T.] The historical fact 
is otherwise unknown. The way of speak- 
ing here shews that it was well known to 
the writer. It must have occurred at 
some feast in Jerusalem, when riots often 
took place (see Jos. Antt. xvii. 9. 8; 10, 2), 
and in the outer court of the temple, 

Such slaughters were frequent, and would 
not be particularly recorded by the his- 
torians. 'This mingling of their blood 
with their sacrifices seems to have been 
thought by the narrators evidence that 
they were very depraved sinners: for this 
was their argument, and is unconsciously 
that of many at this day,—'the worse 
the affliction, the more deserved: see 
Gen. xlii. 21: Acts xxviii. 4. 2.] Our 
Lord perceives this to be their reasoning 
—they did not express it, as is plain by 
the Boxeéire rı... He does not deny 
that all the Galileans were sinners, and 
deserved God's judgments, but that these 
were pre-eminently so. The dsavresg (the 
force of which is in the E. V., ke- 
wise’ seres be re Te bury manner, 
as in the Jewi id perish 
the sword of the Romana 4, 5.) on 
Lord introduces this incident as shewing 
that whether the hand of man or (so 
called) accidents, lead to inflictions of this 
kind, it is in fact but one Hand which 
doeth it all—Amoe iii. 6. There is also 
a transference from the Galileans—a de- 
spised people—to the inhabitants of Jera- 
salem, on whom the fulness of God’s wrath 
was to be poured out in case of im- 
penitence. Of the incident itself, or of 
the tower ie Siloam (probably the dis- 
trict in which the fountain, John ix. 7, 
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was situated,—though on the whole mat- 
ter, and the situation of the fountain it- 
self, there is considerable uncertainty), 
we know nothing. Josephus says of the 
wall of the ancient city, spóg vórov» 
rip thy Ted imeorpigoy xnyiy, 
B. J. v. 4. 2: see also Neh. iii. 16. In 
B. J. vi. 7. 2, he uses uíypt rov. Ted, 
as here, meaning apperently a district of 
the city: see on John l. c. òpe- 
Aéras, sinners, —see Matt. vi. 12 ;—per- 
haps the same thought may be traced as 
pervading the saying, as in vv. 58, 59, 
of the last chapter. (No such idea as 
that the tower was R prison for debtors 
is for a moment to be thought of.) 
See on désatres above,—similarly—in 
the ruin of your whole city. This does 
not render it that these words 
should have been spoken to actual dwellers 
in Jerusalem : for nearly the whole nation 
was assembled there at the time of the 
siege. 6—9.] This Parable has perhaps 
been interpreted with hardly enough refer- 
ence leg own peculiar context, or to — 
symbolic language of Scripture in other 
places. Ordinarily (also in Trench, Par. 
in loc.) the owner of the vineyard is ex- 
plained to be the Eternal Father: the 
dresser and intercessor, the Son of God: 
the fig-tree, the whole Jewish people: the 
vineyard, the world. But it may be ob- 
jected to this, that the owner comes to 
seek the fruit, which can be properly said 
only of Him who eig rå idia qe —who 
is even in Matt. à zAgpovóuoc—and by 
implication there, the possessor of the 

for «v avrg, ax avrgc D-gr. for ovx evpsv, pn 

vineyard bray Hy (for that destruction 
He univ y represents as His coming). 
The other objections will come out in ‘the 
direct exposition of the Parable, which I 
take to be this :—The link which binds it 
to the foregoing is idv p?) peravonre ...; 
and it is addressed rather to individuals 
than to the whole nation—though of 
course to the whole nation as made up of 
individuals. The vineyard is not the 
world, which would be wholly inconsis- 
tent with Scripture symbolism (for Matt. 
xiii. 24 the comparison is to j Bac. r. obp. 
—the Gospel dispensation, in which the 
field—not the vineyard—ia the whole 
pisi ; but, as in Isa. v. 7, the house of 
Israel and the tus: ater (see notes on 
Matt. xxi. 33 ff.). The fig-tree planted in 
the vineyard—among the vines—(a usual 
thing) otes an individual application, 
fixing each man's thought upon one tree 
—and that one, Aimself; just as the 
Knest without the wedding-garment in 

att. xxii. He who had the tree planted 
in His vineyard (— All things that the 
Father hath, are Mine'—John xvi. 15), 
came seeking fruit, and found it not: see 
Matt. xxi 19 and note. (The vine- 
dresser, see below.) He commands it to 
be cut down, as encumbering the soil (ex- 
hausting it, rendering it inactive: see 
reff.); three years has He been coming 
and seeking fruit in this tree, and he find- 
eth none. Then, at the intercession of the 
vinedresser, He consents (for this is im- 
ag to spare it this year also, until it 

been manured ; if that fail, the Inter- 
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cessor himself has no more plea to urge— 
it is to be cut down. Now who ie 
thie Intercesesor? First look at the 
matter of fact. Who were the vine- 
dressers of God’s vineyard? The 
many. Moses, the Prophets, the Baptist, 
the Lord Himself, the Apostles and Teach- 
ers after Him. But what one Personality 
might be set forth as pervading all these, 
‘striving with man in them all—as bei 
6 duweroupyés? Clearly, it seems to me, 
the Holy Spirit of God. In the passage 
jont alluded to, Gen. vi. 3, we can hardly 
ut recognize the main features of our 

present parable; especially when the Days 
of Noah are compared byt the Lord Himself 
to His own coming to ven ce. Thein- 
tercessory office of the Spirit (6 wapáràn- 
roc, see on John xiv. 16), pleading with 
man and for men, and resigning that 
blessed conflict when met with inveterate 
obduracy, is often set before us in raf 
ture. (See the whole history of Sa 
Zech. vii. 12—14: Prov. i. 28—32: Isa. 
xiii. 10: Neh. ix. 20: Rom. viii. 26, 27.) 

7. tpla EN] I have little doubt 
(against Bleek, al.) that an allusion is 
intended to the three years of our Lord'e 
ministry. The objection to this, that the 
cutting down ought then to have taken 
place at the end of rovro rò troc, does not 
apply; for all is left indefinite in the 

uest and the implied answer. In the 
individual rris many thousands 
did bear fruit this very year; and of 

those who did not, who shall say eben the 
Spirit ceased pleading with them, and the 
final sentence went h? ue 7. 
y. xar.) Why, besides bearing no fruit, 
1 it impo the soil! 8. 
ox. kal BAR. x., dig holes about the root, 
and cast in manure, as is done (Trench ia 
loc.) to o F 
and to hops in England. 9.] After 
rapwéy, AE, rd e) Eyer, Enthym. bat 
not without reason: to fill up the 
aposiopesis did not belong to the 
of this parable. ` els Tò 
not froc (Meyer, but indefinite (see reff. N 
hereafter :—and pu y 80;—because, 
ts the collective sense, the sentence In- 

red. duxdées, THOU shalt eat 
t down—not cr; and I find in this 
an additional proof of the correctness of 
the foregoing interpretation. It is the 
KÜpug r. ann roc who bray Hoy, 
gacoóc rurò adwodicn  abrosc. AN 

is committed to THR Sox :—it 
is not the work of the Holy Spirit to 
cat down and destroy, for He is the Giver 
of life. The above in tion is 
partially given by Stier, who has however 
in my view (in his 2nd edn. also) quite 
missed the dureh op, understanding 

the husbandmen him i» Matt. xxi. 
forgetting that they are destroyed in “the 
sequel that parable, and that ther 
position, that of the tenants of the vine- 

does not a at all in this, any 
more than does the duweAovpycc in that. 
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Mire Matt. 
x. Sj reff, 

in oon ' aofe- "; Pal pem 
* ovyKbwrovea kai "m q — zil 1 

12 ov Se arri "6 rieh 
pi 

* axo- : Job . B. 
Sir. AH. 11. 
A 111 25 only. 
ch. xxi. 28 

Xupac, kai "sapaxpnua of kai eSokaZev TO» ite vi 7, 

hebr. M * asokpilsic dd o * dpxtsvvaywyoc, " éyavakriv 2 e 
Ort T aao Bere beiter o o Incovc, Aye Ty X 2 there 

ort & ini pat tiolv ev ole às ^ egi Hebt £v avraic OUV joe Katt vi 
£p xópevot Orpawcieobe, kai "i ry ppg. rov “aafBarov, 2 
15 avexpiÓn E aury 0 xúpioç Kal erer ‘Yroxgirai, "e 

ÉkagToc rid ry sao aro ov ° Aver TOV Bob avrov 3 d 
35 w aro rnc E óürvnc xai ara. ya yo 

` 
TOV 

pine 18. Heb. zii. 13 only. dens 
Matt. xx. 24 reff. 

dch. 18 — 9 -» Matt. xxi. 2 
w. Bove) only. Tsa. I. 8. 
ike. xxvii. 46 (ME. Gen. xxi. 39. 

10. om 2nd «» DT 1. 69 latt. 

LL 7, 12, 16 only. Job xxxix. 9. 

d morile; x Mee. xxi. 19, 
= Matt. zi. 85. 26 reff. a Mark v 

seta 1 Cor. iv. 19. 9 Thess. iii . 8, Kc. Exod Ax, b. 
f Matt. zzi. 3,5 §J.,7 (ch. ziv. 6 v. r., 

b Matt. xxv. 86, 

11. rec aft yv» ins 9», with A rel Iat-e: transposed in D: om pid 83 latt syr 
coptt arm.—for w»tvpua 
sr» B'(Bl). om eat 

19. om spoctówvgorv za. D lat.e. 
syr-cu: om BLT Orig. 

18. rac xtpac bef avro D Syr 55 
TU (SV 1, e sil) : txt A B(Tisch) D rel. 

14. om o bef ene. D. 
om 2nd or, with ADT rel: ins BL gat. ( 
the line in B a prima manu. | 
1. 69. for ovv epyop., evvepxop. A. 

15. rec (for ĝe) ov», with AT rel lat-q syr coptt : 5 69 latt Syr. 
rupeoc, egoove - gr FUT 1. 69 forj Syr s 
cpr vsrokpira (corra to avrw), with 
rel latt syr coptt Iren-lat Hippol. 
H, cas D. for row bef ovoy, rg» AV. 

10—21] HEALING OF A WOMAN ‘ON 
THE SaABBATH : DISCOURSE THEREUPON, 
Peculiar to Luke, except the les, 
which are in Matt. xiii. 31—83 ; k iv. 
31—34. 10.] Time and alike 
indefinite, U. wv. 406. | weak- 
ness was the effect of itted power of 
the evil one (ver. 16); but whether we 
are to find here a direct instance of pos- 
session, seems v doubtful. There is 
nothing in our Lord’s words addressed to 
her, to imply it: and in such cases He did 
not lay on His hands, or touch, — but only 
in cases of sickness or bodily infirmity. 

els TÒ ravre belongs to dvacbyat, 
not to dran.: see note on ref. Heb. 

12.] There ia no reason to suppose 
any eminence of faith in her—though we 

a adbeveiaç, ev ac0evtia. yy TVEVPATOÇ 
orr B[but ins in ver. 16] T sah.—iy’ D. 

rec Tavraig, with 

om 

aft axolsAucac ins axo ADX 33 syrr 

rec avep0u095, with PES) EG'E 
e oEawsy D lat-c Syr copt- 

eAeyer Tw oyXo bef ors rw or D lat-a e. 
(88 def. [ew acc is written ia 

rel latt syrr syr-cu: txt ABLTX 

rec (for vro- 
VX lat-f Syr syr-cu sah-mnt arm : txt ABT 
ins «v bef rw caBSarw AT coptt. for 

arayey B'[sic: see table] 1. 

sid fairly conclude that she was there 
ith some expectation of a cure: see ver. 

rox HA. expresses the setting 
rad of her muscles from the power which 
bound them down,—and then, ver. 18, the 
laying on of the divine hands confers upon 
Me — to rise and stand upright. 

in such & case, one thing to 
be loosed from the stiffening of years, 
and another to have strength at once con- 
ferred to stand upright. 14.] The 
ruler speaks not either to Jesus or to the 
woman ; but covertly and cowardly, to the 
multitude. Stier notices the self-stulti- 
fication of this speech, in making Ospa- 
b, a reception of divine grace and 
help, a species of ipyaZecGat. 
15. (woxpvra(] The Lord saw the real 
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ATE. 16 sairny & hu ya rea “ABpacp oUcav, nv Enoe 0 gara- nv | 
Acts i. 7 al. -~ 

Ps. cvi. 14. 
P~ here 

180 Séka kai okrw ern, ovk Edee AvÜnvat aro rw 
k 8 es , de! - d , R 17 " > pe 

tcuov rovrov rg ^7"u£pg rov o Bro? !! kai ravra:::. 
. Rom. 2 , — 7 2 e m»? 7 

v. 6. ix. 88 Aéyovroc avrov karyo UvovrO WüVTEC OL AVTIKE EVR 
& 1 Pet. 1i.6, 

ba. 
xxviii, 16). 

avr, Kai maç o 0xAoc " Exaipey ir macy roic ird 
a e 

i. A. roĩc ytvouívorc Ux avrov, IG FA ovv Tive opola term 
4, U 23. 

3 Cor. vi 
iz. 4. 1 

E es 1 

114 n BactAsia roù Ütov, kai rivi " opos avri» ; 19 uou 
Ward Scri ‘Kock " awümsteuc, ov AB avÜpwroc ' EBadev «c 

à. roic " KAüOoIiC avrov. 

v Bh. "suuwÜn A. 

2 Bovaa yuvn txpvibev siç ' aAsbpov “cara rpia, twc o 

vi 9. - a - A * 4 2 

i7. "kimov avrov’ kai ‘nuéncev kai “éyévero sic. Sévdpor 
9 Thess. ii. 4. s V \ v M -* 9 - y , D 
I N. [uéya] wat ra " werevd rov " ovpavov " kartakqvecer & 

4 y e , 

90 cat Tav ert Tive P onowse 
7 — — M » 1 a 

rüv (jaciAdlav rov Osov; 21 opola eoriv " Copy, tiv ‘Ac 
¢ 

72 Kai deroptöero xara sóAuc Kat kopac Sidacxer q i Mt. reff. 
pF e» Ver. . 

ch. zii. 49. Matt. x.84. Mark iv. 36. Ps. cxxv. 6. s Joha xviii. 1 ref. Deut. xi. 10. t see (Mt. rel 
ach. xz. 17 reff. v Matt. vi. 96 teff. wi. Acts li. 96 omiy. Px. olii. 13. x à Nt (nf. 
y ioniy. Nom. v. 16. Sfonlyt. Gen. xviii. 6 Aq. Symm. af. 1 Cor. v. 6. Gal. v.9 en. 

Hosea vil. 4, b ch. vi. 1reff. Gen. xxiv. 62 vat. 

16. ins rov bef aBpaap D. 
17. om ravra Aeyovrog avrov D lat-e. 

D-gr lat-e sah. 
yevoutyoig B: yeyv. T. 

for carnoxyuvevro, cargeyxvyOgeav 
ev wacty ott eÜceipovy evéoEoiz vr avrov yeuvopevosç D lat-e l. 

18. rec (for ovy) de, with ADT rel lat-o q Syr arm: txt BL 69 vulg lat-s b & 
syr-marg coptt. 

19. ins roy bef xysov D al. 
&yr-cu syr-jer copt-ms sah arm. 
syr-jer copt-dz-txt sah arm Ambr: ins A 
cartoknvucay D(U) : kartoggvovy» A 69. 

avrov DFKLUX. 
om perya (|| Mt) BDLT lat-a b e ff, i I ijr eu 

om tig D 1 lat-a b ei 

vulg lat-c f syrr copt sth. 

20. for ver, n Tiv: opota torw 9 Baca rov. Oeov kac Tivi oporwce awry” D. 
om «a. (see Mt xiii. 83) A rel Syr syr-cu sah 

eth arm. 
91. rec evscpupey (|| A9), with ADT rel Eus: txt BELU Tul. 
99. ins rac bef soA«c LTX 1 sah. 

thoughts of his heart, that they were 
false, and inconsistent with his pretended 
geal, and addressed the multitude as 
represented by him, their leader. A man 
hardly could give forth a doctrine so at 
variance with common sense and common 
ractice, without some by-end, with which 
e covered his violation of truth. That 

by-end Aere was enmity to and jealousy of 
Jesus. The instance chosen exactly fits 
the circumstances. A beast tied to the 
manger is confined down as this poor 
woman was. 16.) The contrast is 
strongly drawn—between a dumb animal, 
and (not merely a human creature, but) a 
daughter of Abraham—one of the chosen 
people (I cannot see any necessity for a 
spiritual dawgMership (Gal. iii. 7] being 
here implied),—between a few hours, since 
the last watering, and ‘lo these eighteen 

Thl: ins BGLT f. 69 latt copt 

Cope 0$ D-gr. 

years’ (com ver. 7, ioù rp. ir). 
TAE far am I from thinking 

& description of this kind to be a mere 
general close, put in by the Evangelist 
that I would take it as an accurate and 
grapbic account of the immediate effect f 
our Lord's power and irresistible words 
and the following parables as spoken in- 
mediately thereupon, shewing the people 
the ultimate conquest which the Kingdom 
of God should obtain over all ition, 
however strong. On the them- 
selves, see on xiii. 31—383. 

22—30.] ANSWER TO THE QUESTION 
48 TO THE NUMBER WHO SHALL BS 
BAVED. Onr Lord repeats, occasion being 
given by a question peculiar to Luke, parts 
of His discs urses spoken elsewhere, as te- 
ferred to below. 29.] This noties in. 
cludes what follows in the cycle of this lst 
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ric avro Kipre, ei oAtyor ot ‘owlopevor; o St Elwey asse xi 
` 9 a 2A [4 A 14 9 b" A0 e 8 N - i PT. "Ww Mark 

wooc avrovc yevilec0s ict h her dia rne orevic . ian. au. 
Üvpac" ore woAddol, Aéyw vui, Lnrücovow ecedfev 3 Kings xi 

cal ovk “tsyvcovow. ™ 'ap ov av ™eyep0y o 
Seowornc kai ° amokAeioy rv Übpav, cai " ã nabe ECw 1K. end 
e ` n 8 

éoravat Kal “xpovev rriv Übpav Aéyovrec Kipu avoi£oy T 13 1 

n f Matt. x. 29 
OtKO- al 

qui», kat aokpilsic tpe: úpiv Oùx oida vpac wobev toré, 1e. 
Ld P E d , L] E 9 ^» 2 1 xlix. 30. 

rore "aptisUs Atyuv Epayopev evwriov cov kat K Mak ix. 
&miOutv, Kat Ev raiç ^" mAartiatc hub edtdakac. 

26 

a Matt. x. 26 al.t o bere only. Gen, zix. 10. 
q Matt. vil. 7, 8 reff. constr., Acts xii 13. Jadith ziv. 14. 

23. aft oAryo: ins eov D al latt copt arm. 
om srpoc avrovc D 69. 

1 ver. 7 ref. 
27 KAL m — Mark iiL 

8. x. 40 al. 
Matt. iv. 17 al. Gen. xi. d. 

r ch. xiv. $1 ref. Prov. vil. 6. 

ins awoxpOecc bef 2nd ewe» D. 

94. rec (for Ovpaç) svXac (Mt vii. 13), with A rel Orig,: txt BDLT 1 arm Orig, 
for soxvcouny, evpnaovaty D syr(appy). 

25. for ov, orov D. 
om 2nd ry» Ovpav D lat-b g sah-mnt. 
ADT rel syrr 

28. apno: ADELMTXTA 69. 

journey, but disclaims any definiteness of 
place or time for it. But certainly it 
seems to follow in natural order after our 
Lord's solemn warnings to repentance at 
the beginning of this chapter. The 
enquirer can hardly have been a disciple of 
Jesus (see ver. 28), but most likely a Jew 
From the multitude, who had heard his 
discourses, and either from Jewish pride, 
or perhaps from real desire to learn from 
Him, put this question. 23.] On ol 
cwldpevor, see note, Acts ii. 47. Here, 
the implication of final salvation is ob- 
vious. atrots, the multitude. Simi- 
lar sayings have occurred in the Sermon 
on the Mount, but the connexion here is 
intimate and strict. 24.] See on 
Matt. vii. 18. The description of the 
broad and narrow ways is not here in- 
serted, as probably by this time, ) ore 
Obpa (or rb) was a familiar image. 
kur. ele. x. obe loy., not, ‘shall seek to 
enter by it, and shall not be able: — the 
emphasis of the command is, seek to enter 
at the strait door: for many shall seek to 
enter (elsewhere), and shall not be able. 
After elgeA0., is to be supplied in both 
places, sic owrnpiay, or elc r. Bae. r. 
Ürov. This remark will dispose of the 
punctuation of Lachmann and Tischen- 
dorf in his former editions, who place only 
a comma at íex$0covciv, and connect it 
with ag’ od. 25.] A reason why 
this dywvifecOac is so important: 
because there will be a day when the gate 

for cep. o oir., o oi. eem D. «av T 69. 
rec ins a 2nd svp (from Mt xxv. 11), with 

syr-cu Bas Lucif: om BL vulg lat-a c e coptt. 
aft Acyew ins cvpce D. 

will be shut. The figure is the usual one, 
—of a feast, at which the householder 
entertains (in this case) the members of 
his family. These being assembled, he 
rises and shuts the door, and none are 
afterwards admitted. The à$' ob 
extends to deri, end of ver. 25,—and the 
second member of the sentence begins 
with rére. fte dcrára, and kpovew 
both depend on &p£no9« :— Hearing that 
the door is shut, ye begin to stand 
without and knock. On the spiritual 
import, sce note on Matt. xxv. 11. 
obe old. x. tori, * Ye are none of my 
Samily—have no relationship with me.’ 

26. Ay. dv. cov x. r.] As 
applied to the then assembled crowd, these 
words refer to the miracles of feeding,— 
perhaps also to His having so often sat 
at meat in the houses of various persons 
(the x. éwlopey must not be pressed as 
meaning any thing different from d. 
the expression is a general one for taking 
a meal) ;—as applied to Christians, to the 
eating and drinking whereof those miracles 
were anticipatory. Both these are 

diff eni pulsed a ir ue oe v ifferent from the drinki i 
of which He speaks Matt. mad and 
from the decrynow per’ abroD xai abróg 
per’ snow, Rev. iii. 20. dv T. wh. fp. 
é8., applicable directly to those to whom 
the words were spoken; and further, in 
ite fuller sense, to all among whom the 
Gospel is preached, even till the end. 
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Pai) o " Bpvyuàc rey oddurwy, oray anole ABD. xai 

eA leeds kai 'laxoĝ xai wávrac roüc wpojürec iw ry 
ierit Paorreig TOU heoõ, Upac & ec Aontrove, es. 

om Ast. 2 kai nbovew arò * avarodwy kai voni kat [aro] 
„Baus Poppa Kat * vorow, Kai * avakjuÜfcovrat. € ev Ty p Bai 

w dic wh 37 TOU beou. 50 Kat [o2 solv ) faxarot ot tcovrat TOT 0t, 

Matt, vidi. 11 "r& ba ina. xiv. E sat mpwror ot Ecoveae to arot. 

y Rev. xxi. 18 
only. Gen. Nu 14. 

a Mat All 49 
reff. Eccl. i. a Matt, viii. 11 reff. 

27. re pu see table] T. 
with A rel vulg lat-a e f ff, 
wore toy vnac D. 

Epiph). 
arm .—for adwiac, avopiac D al 

rec aft oda ins vpac ( 
: om BLRT tol lat-b i l Lucif Ambr Fanst.—evd 

om roher sore D al 
ehr (Mt vii. 23), with AKMTUT 1. 33. 69: om 

1 "Ey avry rp Gog roch Gav rive Daprcacor Aiyorrec 

airy Eke Ge kai xopebou free, ori Howdnc Gere ce 

so Mt vii. 28, xxv. 12), 
t- 

appy) Jer. rec ins o« bef 
E rel CALI Justin 

rec ins ryc bef aĉıxıaç, vipi AT rel coptt Epip : om B(D)LR 
i 

opes: B! D- gr X 69: txt AB*RT rel. for rov tov, avrov A 
29. on And aso A D-gr rel vulg lat-b o e ff, i l syr coptt: ins BLRT lat-a f 4 (Gyr 

syr-cu) Ambr. 
N. rTavr;g DKMT rec (for wpa) nuepa, with B?T rel latt syrr coptt eth coptt. 

arm: txt AB'D R(appy) rel syr-marg (cf cA. ii. 88, vii. 21, x. 21, xii. 12, xx. 19, xxiv. 
83 : this may have been conformed to those places, jut the evidence is very strong, end 
npepa is read in vii. 21 by L 69. Notwithstanding the evidence of the ancient versione, 

elles seems 
[roe B'(Mal) DL.] 
nru D al 

N. tpydras àR r.] This unusual expres- 
sion seems to mean, persons engaged in 
the hire and receiving the wages of un- 
righteousness :—see Matt. vii. 29, where 
oi ipyaZopevor T. dvopiay answers to it. 
This m of ipyarne is peculiar: see 
reff. ; See Matt. viii. 11, 12, 
and notes. e verses occur bere in 
& different connexion: * Ye Jews, who 
neglect the earnest endeavour to enter 
now, shall w and gnash your teeth 
when ye see all the saints, Jews and Gen- 
tiles, in the Kingdom of God, and your- 
selves excluded’ (see ch. xvi. 23). 
In these two verses is the real answer to 
the question of ver. 23 given: they shall 
be MANY — but what is that to you, sow 
be not among them ?” As the 
words here stand—somewhat different 
from those in Matt. xx. 16—they seem to 
be a prophetic declaration of what shall be 
in the course of the ingathering of these 
guests ;—viz. that some who were the 
first, or among the first to believe, shall 
fall from their high place, and vice versa. 
This former has, as Stier notices (iii. 200), 
been remarkably the case with the Oriental 
Churches, which were tho first founded 

hardly consistent with his principles here in 
auro bef reveg gap. xy D. al. 

npepa.) = 

and 1 :—and, we may add, with 
the mother church of e fig which 
has declined, while her Gentile offaets have 
flourished. 

31—385.] WanxiNG o» Hxnop's - 
MITY; OUR LORD’S REPLY. Peculiar to 
Luke :—the apostrophe in vv. 34, 35 was 

ken by our Lord also on another occa- 
sion, Matt. xxiii. 37—39. 3L) i» 
abr. T. is not necessarily definite. 
fd : Me appar 8 been 

sent b or purpose of getting 
rid of Jeni out of his jurisdiction. Con- 
sidering his character, it is hardly possible 
that be should really bave wished to kill 
ane who was so popular ;—he refused to 
do so when Jesus was in his power after- 
wards in Jerusalem ;—but, as mul- 
titudes were now following Him xpi 
5 wg itious fears, as wo know, agi 

erod, he wished to be quit of Hin. 
and took this means of do so. I 
this view is necessary to justify the epithet 
applied to Herod, which certainly implies 
cunning on hie part. Stier thinks the 
ari gm invented the 5 Ed 
ut then how can the app te 

him be explained? I cannot for a moment 
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cb. ix. 58 

Mt. only. 

d’? 0 
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» £g. 7 ^h - d 1 
aupioy, xai 5 ry rpirg ^ reAttoupat. ít 2o . 

33 rA dei nuc onhν 0 cal adp kai T) * iyopévy 
80 only. 
Prov. i. 8. 

e James i. 16 

‘wopebecOat, Ori ovk. ™eévõiyerae wpopnryy Gνͤ,h,E ou "p. 
99 only. f James iv. 18. Exod. 
36. Jolm i. . Ezod. Axl. 20 
xi. 22, 24 ref. Judg. iv.9. 
xi. 18 only. (-xouévee, 9 Maco. xili, 98.) 

zix. 10. 
. b Heb.iL 10. PhiL M 19. WIA. iv. 18. 

k = Mark i. 88 reff. Lo ch. i. 6 reff. 

1 g clliptic fem., Acts xx vii. 19. oh. x. 
i — Matt. 

m here only ¢. 2 Macc. 

89. rec ewurtAw (commoner word), with AR rel: amoreAovpa: D: txt BL 88 Clem. 
aft rprrn ins qpepa B latt copt th arm. 

83. for exop., «pxoui»vn DA 69. 

believe, as he does, that our Lord saw 
through the lie of the Pharisees, and yet 
adopted it, meaning the dAwané to signify 
themselves. That Jesus in a public dis- 
course uscs such an expression of the ruler 
of his country, is not to be ju of by 
the manners, and ways of speech, of our 
times. The free-spokenness of the ancient 
world, which we meet with especially in 
the Hebrew prophets, allowed such strong 

ions, without any thing peculiarly 
offensive being found in them.” Bleek. 

33, 38.| The interpretation of this 
answer is difficult, for two ) that 
the signification of the op., «$p., and 4 
tpirm is doubtful—(2) that the meaning 
of . Dua is also doubtful. The 
days mentioned are ordinarily su to 
be proverbially used; ovjp. for His pre- 
sent working—atprov, for that between 
the present time and his arrival at Jeru- 
salem —, Tp., for that arrival, and the end 
of his work and course by his Death. 
Against this, is (1) the positive use of the 
three days, in an tive sentence,— 
of which no instance can be brought where 
the erbial meaning is implied :— 
(2) the wop:cceBat belonging to all three 
in ver. 33, whereas thus it only belongs to 
the two first. The interpretation 
adopted by Meyer (and Bleek) is this :— 
In three days (literal days) the Lord’s 
working of miracles in Galilee would be 
ended, which had excited the apprehension 
of Herod: and then He would leave the 
territory, not for fear of Herod, but be- 
cause He was going to Jerusalem to die. 
The objection to this is, that the sense—of 
ending these present works of healing, &c. 
does not seem a sufficient one for r. - 
pa. Meyer takes it as middle but qu., 
is a middle present ever thus placed alone? 
Is not such a form, when standing thus, 

i ive? And though the word 
reAvcovpas is not found earlier than the 
writings of the Fathers in the sense of 
‘suffering martyrdom,’ it is found in that 

awodsc@as bef rpogyray D. 

of ‘ being perfected’—which, as applied to 
the Lord, included his Death :—see reff. 
Town that neither of the above interpreta- 
tions satisfy me,—and still less the various 
modifications of them which have been 
propone (e. g. by Stier and Wieseler; De 

ette adopts none). Nor can I 
any less open to objection :—but merely 
state my conviction, (1) that the days 
mentioned must have some definite fixed 
reference to three actual days: (2) that 
reXccobpas is the pres. pass., and is used 
in the solemn sense elsewhere (reff.) at- 
tached to the word. If this 
had been a chronological calendar of our 
Lord's journey, the meaning would pro- 
bably have been clear: but as we have 
none such, it is, and I believe must remain, 
obscure. Dr. Wordsworth's note is much 
to the point: “It must be remembered 
that Herod was ruler of Pera as well as 
of Galilee: and that John the Baptist 
had been put to death at Macherus, 
where H had a , about ten miles 
E. of Jericho, and thirty E. of Jerusalem. 
St. Matt., xix. 1, and St. Mark, x. 1, 46, 
8 of our Lord being in Perma, whence 

e passed over the river Jordan, and so 
came to Jericho, and thence to Bethan 
and Jerusalem for His Passion. He 
had put John to death not in Galilee but 
in Perea: and if our Lord was now, as 
seems probable, in Perse or near it, it was 
very likely that the Pharisees should en- 
peg dd to intimidate Him with a threat 
0 Herod’s Tid ^ . To 

rpirg above, and is not less ind (Stier). 
beat, to journey—the very 

word in which they bad addressed Him, 
Top ivrieùbey. ot« vô., a mono- 
poy mi without exceptions, for John had 

put to death by Herod out of Jeru- 
salem. But our Lord’s saying is not 
to be so literally pressed ;—He states the 
ipn rule, which in His own case was to 

fulfilled. There is no reference to the 
power of the Sanhedrim to judge and con- 
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4478. 3% EC ‘IepoveaAnu. *4 Teo, TepovcaAnn, ù awo- 
„Har 1. & ers(yovga robe mpo$rrac kai ° AiBo(9oXovca rovc aweorad- 
Ai,, uévouc mpóc ‘aurny, ' wooaxtc nBéAnoa " emouvatat ra 
Bav. LU ríkva cov ‘ov rpómov " pvtc ry cauriic ‘yoosiay VrO 

; LIE rác ,Trépeyac, kai OvK nOehijoare ; 5 1800 Y aéterat 

ES. aua UJMP O OlKOC aud. At ye 8€ vuv [ore] ov un, tónré ue 
only. 83 Kings v x in far only. ewe * nee öre] siwnre EvAo-ynu£voc o toyoutvoc tw 

luc xxii. iioc i eb 2 , 2 - 3 — > S 2 wv v 
14. ment XIV. Kat , Eyévero ev ry Ar avrov tc olxov ae 
Matt. . 

à 

a. a u. TOC tur apxóvrev rey Papioainy cap) Bare paysi» AEDE 
„ions il 4. dprov, kai avrot zoar ` Tapatnpovjevor avrov. kac MSUV 

9 Pet. ili. 10. » ATaA! 
P»azivi. 180 üvÜpwróc ric iv P vOpwsrtkoc * fÉusrpoaÜtv avrov, 3t. 

= Matt. x21 9 ref. Pasa. vil. 96. Siy ee, TE s Matt. xiz. 23 xE. 
ach. vi. 7 reff. b here only f. e Lat v. dd a. 2 Kings liL 31 P. 

84. [axoxrevvovca AKU!: -crevovoa XA 1 al.] ra eaergc vooma (|| ME) 
AXM 1 sah arm: ra vocoia aur ne D lat- e Iren · lat. 

95. rec aft upwy ins spnpoc (M? xxiii. 38), with D rel vulg - ed lat-a 5 ES If) 
syrr syr-cu copt 
jac san tol trev 
Te de) apny dt Ay, wit 
ABDR rel Scr’s mse vulg lat. / g syr copt arm. 
mm) lat-6 c e i iq: ins A rel SS, 
lat) c e g : txt ABKMR 69 vulg lat-a f^i | rr syr Epiph. 

om En ore e (|| Mt) PEMET ins av, with A rel: om BDLR. 
lat-e i Syr coptt arm (om y£« K): ins A 

Cuar. XIV. 1. ssd we i latt coptt arm (Syr eth ?). 
A. om 2nd re» B(Mai) K 

2. om ric D 1 mt lat-d c ff, i. 

demn false prophets (as Grot., Lightf., &c. 
think), for the fact of déwoddo@a: only is 
here in question ;—and our Lord never 
would place himself in such a category 
(Meyer). 34, 35.] These verses are 
in too close connexion with the preceding 
to allow of the supposition that the 
inserted unchronologically, as Grot. „Mey, 5 
De W., Neander, and even Schleierm. sup- 
por and their variations from those in 

tthew (xxiii. 37—39) are striking and 
characteristic. For yap, which there 
accounts for the ipnpia of the temple, 
then for the last time left by our Lord, 
does not appear here, but di, introducing 
a fresh saying, having I believe another 
Meant the words dr doer, which 
meaning an there, marking that moment 
as the commencement of the dereliction, 
are here omitted. Surely these differences 
indicate an uttering of the words pro- 
phetically, previous to their utterance in 
the act of d . He overleaps 
in prophetic foresight the death just set 
forth as certain, and speaks of the ages 
to come, during which the holy city should 

copt-wilk eth Iren-lat: om ABKLRSVTA 69 am(with fuld 
lat-e a 9, eam sah arm Orig, Epi 

h Scr's o (e sil): Aye alone L P3 ( E e eet 
ph Cypr Bede. 

om or: (|| BDHLR 1 gat(with 
rec Pes bef er (I Mt), with ] DL rel 

rec aft rec 
. 69 gat(with mm) 

ins rov bef ower 

be desolate and trodden down of the Gen- 
tiles. That the very words e0X. ô dx - 
c. r. A. were used by the multitude at the 
Lord's entry into Jerusalem, 1 should 
much rather ascribe to a misunderstand- 
ing by them and the disciples of this very 
declaration, than for a moment 
that these words found any sufficient 
Wisler). in that entry (Erasmus, Paulus, 

leseler 
Cuar. XIV. 1—6.] Hearne or A 

DROPSICAL MAN ON THE SABBATR. Pe- 
culiar to Luke. L] & 5 09. ebr., 
viz. ui the wopetecOai, ch. xiii. 33. 

x. T. G., of the chief men of 
the Phazisees ; not, of the Pharisees who 
were rulers,’ ‘which would be ungram- 
matical Though the Pharisees had no 
official rulers as such, they had men to 
whom they looked up, as Hillel, Schammai, 
Gamaliel, &c. (Meyer.) $. &pr.] The 
Jews used to give entertainments on the 
5 see Neh. viii. 9—12 ; Tobit ii. 1. 

practice latterly became an abuse, — 
iernus dies sabbati est : hunc in 

eun tempore otio quodam corpo 
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Kat arokpiDeic o 0 Inoobę erer TpOc rove d youtKkouc kai E xxii. 

V'apiseioke Aper Ektoru AA Bar Hepareb ou d n XE 
PP e 

4 0 & novxagay, Kat *ewiAaBouevoc t tácaro avrov 2211140 14 (ch. 

nist hts 

cal ank Auge, Kat [aroxpiðeic] rpòc abrode eurev Tivoc hic 

uud vide " Bode eic _bptap weoeirat, Kat OUK es g= Matt. xiv. 
j? 

ouk 17 3 

only. Hah L 15. monty. [ora 
ie Job xvi. 8. Matt. xxii. 8, &c. reff. 
16.) 1 Tim. iv. 16 only. Bir. zzzi. 1 47 2. constr., Mte only. 

ouly f. qch. x.49. Gen. xili.1 v. V.) XXI. 61 

3. om Aeyov D al am lat-a b e g Syr 
xii. 10), with A rel fuld(with forj san) 
lat. F syr-jer. 

avacmüctt avrov tv ry un rov 

" avramokpiÜnva: mpoc ravra. 
d moOc roc " kekAnutvovc ropa, ii x wwe TAÇ 

P wowrokAtatac 4 ekeXéyorro, AE TpOc avrouc 8° Orav, zs 1.75 

ee 8 kat xs. 36. 

7 Beyev | i 
T. Ie. m 

1, 3 (Bee) 

1. 10 

12 Matt. vili. 28 reff. ou. ix. 20 
o = Acts ill. 5. (ix as ux 

p — here bis, ch. (xi. 43 

n rec ins ei bef e£toriv (from Mt 
t-a b e e ff, Byrr syr-cu arm: om BDL am 

rec Osparevew (from Mi xii. 10), with AY rel: txt BDL 1. 
rec om y ov (Mt ib), with A rel vulg lat-a o ff, Syr sah-woid arm: ins BDL 1. 69 mm 
lat-b e f g syr-cu syr-w-ast syr-jer coptt sth 

4. aft exiAaBoptvoc ins avrov xai D lat-e Syr syr-cu ; avrov 1. 69 lat-b c f} l aa a 
t æth arm. for «acaro, tacapevog D. 

ka: D. 
om avrov D 69 am lat-e. 

5. om a rorpideig (not in ME xii. 11) BDKL 1. 69 lat - a b o e ff, i l Syr syr-cu coptt 
eth arm: ins A rel vulg lat-/ syr. 

with KLX 1. 33. 69(opoc) latt copt 
rel lat-e f g 
with D rel: txt ABL 1. 69. 
Int-b c l: ins B rel lat-a e f coptt. 
eat ove tyO. D Syr syr-cu. 

6. for cat, oc de D al lat-e. 

. (83 def.) 
lat-a b cef ff, ilico Ee arm ‘txt B rel 

get M D: voc n ovog syr-cu: txt AB 
syrr sah Tit-bostr Thl Euthym —pref ó AU. 

for soy. avr. awexpcOncay D al lat-e. 

urey bef poc avrove (Mt) ADK 
rec (for viog) ovoc (see note), 

rec eumecera: (ML), 
for avro», avro À. om e» KLXA 69 vulg 

om ry bef npepa B. Ty np. T. caf. bef 

rec aft 
avraxocpOnvat ins aurw, with A rel (latt): om BDL 1 lat-e J. 

7. aft Mee ds ins cas D vulg lat-a arm. 

lan ido et fluxo et luxurioso celebrent 
Judzi' Aug. Enarr. in Ps. xci. 2. i 
* observa diem Sabbati, non Judaicis de- 
1cis.....' Enarr. ii. in Ps. xxxii. 6. 

xat, usual after éyévero: not also, 
or even. 2.] Arp. aùr., not as a 
guest; see ver. 4, and compare ch. vii. 37, 
and note on ib. ver. ih hy lordpevoc 
xai pù roluev piv Fur jo epa srtiav 
Gia rò vag. cai rove Sap. $aiwóptvoc 
dt pévoy, iva lay oleruphoy rovroy 
dq’ lavrov cal ámraXAAáEg roù Bode rog, 
Euth It does not appear, though it is 
certainly possible, that he was set there by 
the Pharisees on purpose. This was be- 
Sore the meal (ver. 7). 5.] There is 
a strict propriety in the comparison: the 
accident and disease are analogous. 
vids f$ pen] This reading, which evi- 
Gently was the original, seemed incompa- 
tible with the supposed argument d minori 
ad majus: vióç was therefore altered to 
vog (as in ch. xiii. 15) or mpóßuarov (Mill 
and Bornemann conjectured Sic). But 
our ee is of another and a 

OL 

far deeper kind. The stress is on pay: 
and the point of comparison is the owner- 
ship, and consequent tender care, of the 
object in question. ‘Those who are in 
your possession and care, whether belong- 
ing to your families, or your herds, are 
cared for, and rescued from perishing : 
am I, (the possessor of heaven and earth, 
—this lies in the background) fo let mine 
perish without care or rescue ? There 
may be i in the words the meaning ‘ son, or 
d Er but I prefer rendering them 

1 394 Sars OP OUR LORD AT 
THIS SABBATH FEAST. 7—11.] It does 
not a that the foregoing miracle gave 
occasion to this sayi j 80 that it is no 
objection to it, that it has no connexion 
with it. Our Lord, as was His practice, 
founds His instructions on what He saw 
happening before Him. As Trench 
remar ar. in loc.,) it is probable this 
was a splendid. e and 12) 

esta inguish rsons (ver. 
m 1.] 5 Ls mih xxiii. 6, 

P 
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eng. n " kAnÜgc umd riwoc siç ' yüpovc, hn  karakAiÜgc. eic va» 
[4 8 [4 Ld , ¥ e 

(A09 7 PapwrocAuiar, uiyrort 'tvriuorepóç cov y re AB 
t ah. vii. 2 ref. 9 9 - 9 t’ a e $ a 9 s n » - 

"Ros. x19. vm" QUTOU, " Kal eAÜov o ct Kat avrov " kaAtcac tpe: coi 

Einb. Aóc rovry " rówov, Kat Tore apEg uera ` aio xórac TO» 
vio ive dr rómov " kariyuy. 10 GAN’ orav Ang, mopev- 

Hé.xi.3. Üric *avawese etc rov tox aro- rowov, tva Orav A0 o 
n À , »9 Ord y , p „0 > >? * 

only. kekAnkoc oe sry coc Dire, ? wpocavaPnhk avwrepo 
. , rd 8o a? „ L - a 

Tore torar cot & * eywriov wavrewy rwv * ovvaraktus£vev 
e e t e -æ 1 a , 

Ert Jen. coi II Ore maç o "viov tavróv “raxavwOncerat, Kai 
(ch. 42. e b - e a b * , 12 +4 a a - 

o ^rartvov tavrov ^ upwOnoerac. ÉAeyev && kat ry 
24 8 REESE, 0 uz. d a Fa . x cB. xi. 87 re KexAnxort aurov “Orav ° woinc dpiorov n Savoy, pn 
ere oniy. „ ` ` , 7 $ 

” Brod. a. *gwve rove gidouc cov pndé rovc adsApoug cov pyde 

sa BIS rouc f gvyyevtic cov unb © yelrovag mAovsiovc^ phwore 
A 9 xili. 34. 1 . , 1 7 , P » 

a Matt. U. 10 Kal avro avrixaXéawotv gt, Kat EV. ! arrar SO 

b Matt. zxlil. 12 reff, e = Matt. xxii. 2 ref. Gen. xxi. 8. d ch. zi. 39. Matt. xxii. 
4 only. 9 Kings xxiv. 16. — only. see eh. xvi. 2 al. fr. 

6c. Av. C 9. John ix. ü Gn. Exod sii. 4aL h bere only f. 
zxxvil4. (-doece, Col. ti. 94.) 

8. om vro rivoc D vulg lat-e d syr-cu Clem. for yapovc, yapov D al. 
for J cexAnpevog, NE D. om ur avrov D lat -a b c ff, $ l Byr syr-ca copt th. 

9. for apkn, eon D- gr lat-e. [pera, so ABD &0. om rov» Di. 
10. cryGec B'[sic : see table]. om ropevôec D al lat-e. rec avawecov, with 

286: avaresa (sce ch xvii. 7) B 3 Sers q TS: avawewre D: txt A Bi ci: 
seo table] rel. €. r. EOX. TOT. avar. D lat -e. for awn, «pst (mechenical 

etition) BLX : txt AD rel. ins «a: bef rore D. rec om wavrev, with D 
latt goth arm: om ABLX 1. 83. 69 syrr syr-cu coptt ath. om se: D latt. 

II. razt&wovra: and viyovrac D-gr. 
12. xexAneowrs A. om Ist cov D lat-a Iren-lat. om und r. ad. e. L 69 

Iren-lat. om unós rovc cvyyevac cov D al lat-a e Cypr. for Srd uude, ug B. 
ins rovg bef yurovaç D Aj ins pds rovc bef sAovoiove D lat-a 5 c arm 

Cypr. rec os bef avyricadecwory, with A rel latt arm: txt BDLRX 1. 69 mt 
lat-e f syr copt goth arm Iren-lat Cypr. rec got bef avrasodoyua, with A rel vulg 
lat-b o syrr syr-cu goth Cypr: txt B[sio: see table] DLR lat-a e syr-cu copt. 

the middle place in the triclinium, which 
was the most hononrable. At a large feast 
there would be many of these. 8.] 
The whole of this has, besides its plai 
reference, a deeper one, linked into it by 
the pregnant word ydpove, relating to the 
Kingdom of God. h meanings are 
obvious, and only one remark needed ;— 
that all that false humility, by which men 
put themselves lowest an raise them- 
selves of set purpose to be higher, 
is, by the very nature of our ford’s parable, 
excluded : for that is not bond fide raru- 
vovy lavróy. The exaltation at the hands 
of the Host is not to be a subjective end to 
the guests, but will follow true humility. 

9.] od nal abróv, not, ‘thyself 
also, (see ch. mn 85,) e - and 
as E. V. pei, not dependent on pi, 
but foture. ÉpEn . . . xar.) The form 
of expression sets forth the reluctance and 

lingering with which it is done. 10. 
Tva, not expressing the view with Ee 
thow art to do it (Meyer, bezeichnet bie 
Abſicht des dvásic."), but a consequence 
which may follow: the view with which 
the act, as an objective fact, happens: the 
effect, of which it is (however the actor 
may be unaware of this) the cause; as the 
prore in ver. 8. 1] As an ex- 
ample of the first clause, see Isa. xiv. 13— 
15; of the second, Phil. ii. 5—11. 

dne composition of the company 

(of watching Him) mentioned in ver. 1, 
invited the principal persons of the place, 
and with the intention of courting their 
favour, and getting a return. The Lord 
rebukes in him this spirit ;—and it has 
been well remarked, that the intercourse 
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oot. 13 aAA’ Grav ^sotgc * Boyny, AR exo, * Bi 
. l4 7, N. ^ avareipouc, AM loie, ru AO 

OUK Exovew °avrarosovvai cot’ 
cot év Ty °avacrace twy SiKaiwy. 

xai paxapioc foy, ore m ver, "a 

a avrarosoOnasrat yao S ros. vit B eis 

"e here ble 1. 35. 
xii. ie (& 
eb. K 

- -~ ¥ 

15 "Akovcac 9€ ric sy ° cuvavaxepévay ravra elwey Hexe 
avri Mexápioc 6 Ocric * payerat pror Ev r? asia TOU 

Arb pe rie role dei rv 
péya Kai draht ro AO, 7 kat avéoretAey row SovAov * $9. Re 
avrov ry woe TOV Stixvou ei rei rote 
xeabe, Gri dn trod tori» [ rávra]. 

fat., ch. xvi. 8. Joha H. 17. James v. 8. 

[avarapoug (n and « are very commonly confounded 

rec (for ocric) oc, with AD rel Clem Epiph : txt 

Oro 16 o &i rev abr 

18. doyny bef voc B. 
i$» MSS), so AB'DE'LR ery] 

15. ravra bef rwv ouvav. 
BLPRX 1. 69 syr- marg copt. 

16. for o ĉe, ovée D om avre D lat-a b e. 

PLE 
I. 6 only. 
isa. In fl. 7. 

€ see Jobn v. 
Vv. EZ. 

1 
LJ 1 - kexAwnivoig - Ep- "iet D 

8 kal i nočavro ' aro q = ver. 1 al. 
Bod. ii. 90. 

t here only. ove Matt. xviii. 86. Rom. xi. 96 al. 

om rig P Orig for 
Erou) one” (commoner tense in narration), with ADP rel Orig’ e Bas; txt CBE I 
Tí 

M. ) or roy SovAdoy, rovc SovAove P al 
for corny, tio LR. ext (itacism?) ADKLPRA. 

peyar B*DA 69 Clem: txt AB'PR rel Orig Eus,. 3 

om ry wpa rov darvov P. 
om rarra BLE 

lat-b c ff, i lq: ins AP rel vulg lat-/, and (but bef cron [as in Mf xxii. 4]) D lat-a e 
Syr syr-cu copt. 

and civilities of social life among friende 
and weighbowrs are here pre 
(inasmuch as for them there takes place 
an ávrasódopa, and t are stru 
the list by this means,) with this caution, 
nicer. our means are not to be sump- 

age out upon them, but upon 
Jar better,—the PIE for 

5 maimed and lame and blind. 
When we will make a sacrifice, and pro- 
vide at some cost, let us not throw our 
money away, as we should if an ávrasó- 
dopa is made to us in this world: but 
give it to the poor, i.e. lend it to the 

z and then, as in ver. 14, there will 
be an ávraxód. iv r. ávacr. r. dir., 
which shall not be a mere equivalent, but 
a rich reward. See an excellent note in 
Bleek. 14.] arr. r. ases? pus 
5 here distinctl by 
our Lord; otherwise r. dir. would be 
vapid and unmeaning. ‘See 1 Cor. xv. 
22 f.; 1 Thess. iv. 16 ; Rev. xx. 4, 5. 
15—24.) Parable of the Great Supper. 
One of the guests takes this literally, and 
imagines the great feast to whioh the 
Jews looked forward to be meant. He 
nose as a Jew, and probably with an idea 
that, as such, his to this feast 
was ae i Oar 5 
swers the parable following, whi 
shewed him that true as his assertion was, 

off 

(and He does not deny it,) the blessedness 
would not be practic so generally 
acknowledged nor entered into. The 
Parable, whatever analogy it may bear 
with that in Matt. xxii. 1 ff., is wholly 
different that in many essential 
pointe. rag is a well-known future, 
contracted from porpre: see reff, 
16.] The Beir. the oe r. 
Oeov, the feast of t things in Isa. xxv. 
6; completed in the marriage-supper of 
the Lamb; . e when ir] 

tidings of the were im 
E ixáA. ok.; these 5 
are the Pharisees and Scribes and learned 
among the Jews. 17.) The 805 
is one spirit, one message; but not neces- 
sarily, in the three cases, one and the 
same person. The three messages were 
Lad: (i * by John the V and our 
Lord ; our Lord and the Apostles ; 
t by the Kette and those who came 

The elder prophets cannot be 
3 for den Távre was the 

= ij yvicer 1 Bae. r. obp. 
18—20.] ars ite, apply yvepnc: 80 
awd rüc long, Thucyd. i. 15; so (ch. vii. 

they had John's baptism, and 
(John vii. 48) the Lord himself. The 
5 taken strictly without 

e. g. Nicodemus: but gene- 
rienlly. So also ver. 24. The tempor 

"r3 
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a .. n. mac wavrec ' mapatretaÜat, o wpuroc eixe» avro A ypàr 
ru ue ‘ jyópaca, «ai “iyw “avayxny " ekeADey id avróv 

'épura oe “tye pe "'mapgrnutvov. 19 kai érspoc erer ie 
7 Zevyn Bo Nyopaca sívrt, kai Topevopat — 

En, aura’ Epuré oe “Eye ue " rapyrnutvov. 

Sor. ad mr 
kai trtpoc d 

iom d ETEV 1 Enna, kai Sia rovro ov dbranat £A». 128 

"ns zal, 21 cal " rapa yevoutvoc o SovAoc M. awnyyerer Ty Kupiy 
vai 87. Heb. 
1 M Jude auTou ravra. 

v = Mat Saat. zviti. e. So avrov “EEA: 
wa J eee 

21. Josh. Ii. 

z constr. a 

TÓTE “ opytebtic a 0 

rox eig rác 

t pouac ric rõtuc, xai rovc rr oðe kai " avawsipoug 

oixodeawornc tier Ty 

‘wrareiag Kai 

Sie Kat rug kai xwAoug ticá yat öde. 7 Kal emey o 

E LN y, oA Kipu, ' 
v. 11. . li. tcriv. 

e a 
rag oꝭoùòę Kat 

1 Thess. v. 
21. 1 Pet.1.7 al, Ps. xxv. 2. Prov, xvii. 3. 

e Matt. v. 22 ref, d oh. xii. SB al. 
al. å Kingsi. 11. 

yéyovtv 0 

2 ent rer 0 cipioc mpóc ro» SovrAoy” EEA O ste 

? poaypouc, Kat 

ech. 
f Matt. vi. 5. xii. 7 ch. x 19. xiii. 26. 

1 P 

roroç ' imérakaç, Kal Ere 

^ aváykacov eceAbety, iva 
a ses ch. zi. 6 rof. b Matt. fi. Sal. Gea. xiv. 13. 

xvi. 6. Zoae 1 a Tus in gespp. 1 Cor. iv. 19 
18 v. 2i. Z. xxi. 2i. 

Qooly. Isa. zv. 8. Tobit xiii. 17. alt. vi. 2. aes F 11. ait xii jo only lse. xv.B. Tee xii. 
18, II. 7 only. h ver. 18. i == Matt. vi. 19. ch. Avi. 17. Gem. i. 3, ae. 

k Mark vi 27, 89al Gen. xlix. 88. 1 ver. 9. ch. il. 7. Gea. xxiv. 38, 25. xxi 38 reff. 
a Matt. ziv. $9 reff, 

18. rec wapatrao@a bef xavrec, with AP rel syr copt goth sth Bas: om mers 
syr-cu: txt BDLRX 1 latt Syr arm. 
avre D 1 lat-a b o e ff, i Lcopt-ms goth arm. 
ABR rel. rec efeAX bel ins cat, with AP rel 

ins cat bef o prog P lat-c e. 
avaycny bef exw DP latt: txt 
: om BDGLR Syr syr-cu copt 

arm.—eEeASev B(Mai) DL: txt A B(RI) PR rel. 
15. for epwrw k. r. A., dco ov Svvapat sAOuy D lat-a c F, $ q (b 7) mss-in-Orig(x. dea 
rovro...) 

20. for erepoc, ag D latt. 
om rovro D. 

21. rec aft o SowAog ins execvoc 
ABDKLPR 1. 69 latt copt goth 
D (arm-usc). for rore, xa« D lat-e. 
om rovc bef mreyovc D. 

txt BDF 
22. o dovAoc bef eme D lat-e. 

for eynpa, sao» D. 

[avaxvewovc, so 
rec trans sp xwAouc and rugdouc, with R rel Syr syr-cu: om cat ywàovc A 69 

LMPU 83 latt syr copt goth æth Eus Bas. 
aft eie ins avrw A. 

for &a, dio ov and 

seo Mi xxii. 10), with X rel syrr syr-cu: om 
arm Bas. (33 def.) aft avrov ins mayra 

Te doviw avrov bef care» D aL 
so AB!DL ev-y : avasipovc PR. 

Jer: 
for etca ye, trsyce 

om « D lat-o a. vpu 
rec (for 9) en with AP rel latt syrr goth wth: txt BDLR 1 lat-e syr-ca 
copt arm Aug 

7723. aft doro add a avrov D lat-a b Syr syr-cu sth Bas. 

of these self-excusers is threefold; the 
ercuses themselves are threefold; their 
spirit is one. The first alleges an dvayen, 
—he must go and see his land: the second 
not so much as this, only his own plan and 
purpose — roptýopaıi : the third not so 
much as either of these, but rudely asserta 
ob Óívaygat (i. ©. où BodrAopar) idOety. 
Also the excuses themselves are threefold. 
The first has his worldly possession (* one 
to his farm,’ Matt. xxii. 5) to go and see: 
the second his purchase (* another to his 
merchandise,’ ibid.) of stock to prove : the 
third his home engagements and his lust 
to satisfy. All are detained by worldli- 
ness, in however varied forms. 2L] 

reo o ewoc bef pov, 

qis wédews, still, i» the (Matt. xxii. 
7); still, sls ay el ga wher. . 
búp., the broad and narrow streets : 
haps the wéAeg x. cn through which 
the Lord and his Apostles journeyed 
preaching. Here appear again the 
very persons of ver. 13; the ta- 
tives of the wretched and despised; = & 
rok dc SyAoc, Mark xii. 87: not perhaps 
without a hint, that only those who knew 
themselves to be spiritually poor and 
maimed and halt ind. blind would come 
to the Gospel feast. 23.) The palace 
is large, and the guest-room: ‘ nec natura 
nec gratia patitur vacuum ; Bengel. 
33.] The calling of the Gentiles, outside 
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Seirvovu. 
25 ^ Suveropevovro S& abr SyXot Ho AO. kat ' orpa- 
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4 \éyw yàp Upiv Ort ovOtic Hu s7 
m LI e æ- L = Matt. 

roy avopwy ixeivwv Trav KkekAnutvev P yeboerai pov rov "s. xzvil. 
John il. 

rk x. I. 
ch. vil. 11. 
xxiv. 16 
only. Exod. 
zxzii. 15, 

9 8 E 4 7 LI s» A a 7 A a 16. 4 

OU pott. TOV are oa avurOoUu Kai TNV unrega Kat THY sF 
r eh. vil. 9 aL 

yuvaixa kat ra ríkva kai rovc adeAgpote Kat rdc adeA~ * 5 Matt ri 
, 17 1 ` e - t , , L4 y 7 

tac, eri re Kat r /m tavrov ux uv, ov Ovvarat eivai pov 

pabnrne. 
t > ^ , , € a e 

Kat EpxtTat OTIW pov, OU Suvarat siwai pov uaonrijc. 

xxi, 33. 

94. ch. zri, 
18. John xil. 

Gen. 26. 
zxxiz.81. 

27 12 > u , ` a œ - 3 ! 

Kat OÇTIÇ ov Bacráta roy GTavupOYV tro 3 
ch xvii. 83. 
John xii. $5 
al. Ezod. 

u John xix. 17. Acts xv. 10. Gal. vj. 8, 6. 

. with P rel latt : txt A B(Mai) DKLRX lat-e syr-cu syr-marg copt arm Aug,. 
24. for avdpwy tktivev, av0pwmev D spec. 
25. om roddo: D lat-a b c e ff, Lsyr-cu. syr 
96. rec eavrov, with BL R(e sil) ST: txt AD rel. 

rec (for re) ĝe, with A D-gr rel vulg lat-c f 
rec pov na0grnc bef ¿avrov B (69) latt Hil. 

for poc avrovc, avroic D. 
aft pnrepa ins avrov D, 

17): txt BLRA. Puyny 
uva, with AD rel Iat-ab c e f ff, 

Syr "m goth Orig Hil: pov sy, ya. K 69 vulg Orig-lat Eus Cyr Bas Hil,: t 
BLM | X fuld syr copt sth Aug. 

27. om ver (homaotel) M'RI 69. 
ovy B. 
rec (for savr.) avrov, with DL! rel 
ark K al copt Iren-gr Bas. 

for ogric, oc D Iren-gr. 
[ov is written over the line in B by theoriginal scribe: see table.] 

Iren-gr: txt ABL?M'!A, 
reo pou bef ewa: pa05grnc, with AKM? S(e sil) 

aft ocTtc ins 

for tpxeras, 

U vulg am! lat-o : pov pad, ey. D: txt BL rel am: (with fold forj) lat-d e roth Hea Tur. Jf3 Cyr: pov p ( rj) 74 

the city ; in the api xxii. 9, 10). 
dvdyxacoy els. there not here 

an allusion to Infant Baptism? for re- 
member, the tig: are good and bad. 

Le.) 24.] I think with Stier, 
iii. 202, edn. 2) that our Lord here speaks 
in his own Person: dulv will fit no circum- 
stance in the parable; for the householder 
and his servant are alone: the guests are 
not present. Our Lord speaks, with 
His usual Aye yàp tyiv, to the company 
present: and half continuing the paruble, 
half expounding it, substitutes me 
for the master of the feast, leaving it h 
doubtful who Ape exeivos of xexAnpé- 
vot are. 

25—35.] DISCOURSE TO THE MULTI- 
TUDES. Lord is, at some time further 
on in the journey, goiug forward, and 
speaking to the multitude on counting the 
cost before any man becomes his disciple. 

96, 27.| See Matt. x. 87, 88, and 
note. The remark there made of the 
strangeness of this sound of the Cross, still 
applies : our Lord had not yet announced 
his death by oruci . pere] It 
is well to enquire what sense this word here 
bears. That no such thing as active hatred 
can be meant, is plain: our Lord himself 
is an example to the contrary, John xix. 

25—27 : the hate is the general, not per- 
eonal, feeling of alienation in the inmost 
heart,—so that this world's relationshi 
as belonging to the state of things in thé 
world, are not the home and rest of the 
heart. This is evident from the Fri re x. 
T. day. yvy jv which follows. Let the hate 
begin here, and little explanation will be 
farther wanted. This addition also shews 
that the saying was not meant only for 
those times, in which more perhaps of the 
disruption of earthly ties was required, but 
Sor all time: for ij laurod vx is equally 
dear to every man in every age. It hardly 
need be observed that this hate is not only 
consistent with, but absolutely necessary 
to the very highest kind of love. It is that 
element in love which makes a man a wise 
and Christian friend,—not for time only, 
but for eternity. Beware of thinking, 
with Wordsw., that in elvai pov pabnrig, 
there is any emphasis on pov. Rather is 
it in the least emphatic place in the sen- 
tence, in order to throw all the stress on 
the verb elvai: cf. iva yepio0g pov ò 
olrog, ver. 23; caragaywy cov roy Bios, 
ch. xv. 30. In ver. 38, the collocation is 
different, and pov has a secondary em- 
hasis. See remarks on this idea of 

Wordsworth’s, in note on Matt. xvi. 18. 
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L4 9 etc ’ a aa. 

in — apricuóv ; ? "tva " unwore * Otvroc avrov dA kai un AE 

= Rev. ai. 18 d iaybovroc ° exreAéoat, wavrec ot ' Ükepovvrec apkovrai 1118 
. abr € eumailey 9 Néyovrec ört ob roc o avbowwoc notero ss. 

Eu) *^ otkoSopusiy kai ovx ° toyuaey " éxredéoat. uL ric Boese 
E opti tripy Bt i cue ie r&Acher * 
— ret rabioac pwrav * Boudsterat a Suvaroc iari» dv dera 
Gritar, XM " úwavryoar ry pera sirosti ™ yiAradwy iN 
Synn.) b hers only. 

€ here bis caly. Deut. xxxii. 45 vat. 2 Chron. 
26. Ps. xxI.7. g Matt. xxvii. 29, 81 
vill. 98. Jos. Aatt. vi. 5. 8, e. eic uáxnv. 

] = Jnde 14. 1 Maco. xi. 15. see 1 Cor. iv. 21 al. fr. 
xxv.9. Rev. v. 13. vii. 4, Co. alt. 

ook. 71.48. 1 Cor. Hi. 10, 11. 
iv. 5. 2 Maec. v. d only. 
, 41. Jad. Avi. 25. 

a ch. vill. 97 al. Gospp. only, exe. Acts xvi. 16 f. 

d Matt. vil 25 
f = Matt. zzvii. 55. Act» xix. 

h = here oaly. (ch. il. 19 ref ) 2 Mast. 
k Joba xii. 10 ref. 

I Cor. x 8, from Nest. 
. bab 

i = ver. & reff. 
m bere bis. Acts iv. 4. 

28. rec aft exe: ins ra, with A rel lat-a F goth (arm) Ephr Thl: om BDLEB vulg 
lat-b c e ff, syrr syr-cu copt sth(appy) Orig-lat. rec (for tag) xpog (ses ver 32), 
with VX È 1, e d) Bas, Cyr: txt ABDR rel. 

29. for cat py vo yvovroc skreAecat, py soxvon owodounoa cas D lat-e. 
apt. avr. eu. Ar y., pedAovary Asyecy D lat-o Aug. 

La 
rec ezwaclew bef avro, with 

A rel vulg lat. F syrr syr-cu goth Petr-alex Bas,: txt A(sio) BELRUX 1 Bas,. 
90. om er: D al syr-cu Ambr. 
31. rec evu(SaA«y bef erspw Sami, with E rel latt syr copt goth wth arm Bes: 

txt ABDLRX 38. 

vrayrgoa: ro p. €. X. & D. 

28—30.] Peculiar to Luke. The 
eame caution is followed out in this para- 
ble. This is to be borne in mind, or it 
will be 5 
the parable is, that entire self-renuncia- 
tion is 
Christ. This man wishes to build a tower : 
to raise that building (see 1 Cor. iji. 11— 
15), which we must rear on the one Foun- 
dation, and which shall be tried in the day 
of the Lord. He is advised to count the 
cost, to see whether he have enough 
thoroughly to finish it. If he begin, la 
the foundation,—however seemingly we 
it may be done, it is sot well done, be- 
cause he has not enough to complete it : 
and the attempt can only lead to shame. 
So it is with one who would be Christ's 
disciple: but with this weighty difference, 
lying in the background of the parable— 
that in his case the counting the cost 
must always issue in & discovery of the 
utter inadequacy of his own resources, and 
the going out of himself for strength and 
means to build. 1—83.] This same 
lesson is even more pointedly set before us 
in the following parable, which, as well 
as the other, is frequently misunderstood. 
The fto kings here are, the man desirous 
to become a disciple, to work out his sal- 
vation,—and Gop, with whose just and 

for ovy, our tubes D. 
rec anayraca, with L rel : txt ABDRXA 1. 38. 692. 

The ground of 

uisite, to become a disciple of 

Bort verrat B lat-(a) 3 g. 
ee ayrov 

holy law he is saturally at variance ;—it 
is his d vridirog, see ch. xii. 58, and note: 
these two are going to in war; 
and the question for each man to ait down 
and ask himself is, Can I, with (¢v,—elad 
in,—surrounded by, all that I have, all my 
instrument of war) my ten thousand, stand 
the c of Him who cometh against 
me with being only as many os He 
pleases to bring with Him for gy 
see Ps. lxviii. 17, E. V.) "e re : 
sand f’—see Job xv. 24—26. the 
inadequacy of man’s resources is 
set forth, not left, as in the former parable, 
to be inferred. Then, findi peri 
has no hope of prevailing,—&n 
pe , while there is yet time,—be 
sends an embassy, and sues for peace, aban- 
doning the conflict : throwing himself upon 
the mere mercy and grace of God -A. 
Taccópsvos waa Tols dard veápxor- 
ew, in both cases, The ordinary mus 
interpretation of this parable is in taking 
the king with twenty thousand to be the 
Gpywy rov xócuov rovrov— which destroys 
all the sense :—for with bim the naíerel 
man is at peace, but the disciple of Christ 
at war. Zl.] ale rA. belongs to ows. 
not to wopevéy.—cupPartiy wpóc páxi” 
occurs Polyb. x. 37. 4 (the instance from 
Xenopb. Cyrop. vii. l. 20, cited by Meyer, 
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s OF MYS, ere avrov P roppw Ovroç ° Matt H 1 
o p Matt. Av. 8 

83 OVe N 
be rns EN 

avoráoerat doi ro only. 3 Mace oa. 

1857 v. 24.) 
ver. 18. 

' aac pwpavby, * 5 (ver 28 v. n) 

19. 3 Net. i. 

etu o xev wra . " 

, éyyllovrec UN 

e Mait. v.13 

OTt ovrog apapreAovc ' roc Exer Kat s cvvtoÜia avroic. wis Mat. v. 

(Rom. i. 22. 1 Cor. L 20 only. 5 10.) Z Matt. v. 18. AIT. "Ra. M : 

Lenin, plv f . Se degere, , . F PERLE. C t 8) 
29 ref. dem. ver. 28.6 Aw vii. 19. xxii. 47. iz.Sal. Gen. zzvii 96, ech. xix. 
7 only. Exod. xv. 24. {= Rom. xvi. 2. Phil. ii. $9. lea. xlii. 1. g Acta x. 4i. xi. 
3. 1 bor. v. II. Gel. U. im o. Gen, IMI. 88. Ps. d. U only. 

pw bef avrov AR rel goth Bas Damasc : txt BDLX 1. 69 latt. a roor. 
bef I D lat-e copt goth. om ra B. for wpog, «c BK. 

ovy ins xa: D. eb vn bef rac D. om zacw DR: ins AB rel 
ves. for sav. vrapyx., vrapx. av. D uvat bef pov BLR 38 Bai goth : 

35. aft 1st sec ins ry» D 69. 

pa05r5c bef «wai DU! lat-b c e ff, ig: txt A rel vulg lat-f arm -la 
. 34. rec om ovv (see Mk ix. 50), with ADR rel latt 
ro aka (twice) D. rec om «at (7 
lat-e f f, i: ins BDLX am(with most o 

-dz : ins B I 
Mt v. 10, ix. 50), with AR rel 

s of vulg) Syr syr-cu Bede. 

Cuar. XV. I. rec eyyitorrec bef avrw, with D rel vas(of which, vulg gu ij Syr 
syr-cu omit sayrtc) : wavreg bef Cee LE: txt AB 
om 2nd o DU. 

9. rec om rs, with A rel copt: ins BDL. 

does not apply, being ovpB. wpec rò pa- 
xépsvoyv). . Ta Tpos dp.] So rd 
wpds v pov, Xen. Anab. iv. 8. 10, but 
there, ‘ the resources of bell here, cone 
ditions, preliminaries, of peace. 
84, 35.) For the third time, our Lord 
repeats the sa concerning salt: see 
Matt. v. 13: k ix. 50, and notes. The 
otv and xal, here restored to the text, are 
both valuable; the former as importing 
the recurrence of a saying known before, 
the latter as giving force to the suppo- 
sition. The salt, in Scripture symbolism, 
is the whole life-retaining an c in- 
fluence of the Spirit of God :—this, work- 
ing in the elvai pov paðnrhc, is good: 
= if even this be corrupted—if the mere 

ce of this, and not the veritable 
alt (which is the eaeowe), be in you— 
wherewith, &c.? Such a disciple is Hw 
Bdsyréos. Salt was not used for land, Ps. 
cvii. 34, nor for mingling with manure ; it 
is of no use for either of those purposes, 
but must be utterly cast out. 

CHAP. XV. PARABLES, SETTING FORTH 
Gop’s MRECY TO SINNERS. 1—%.} Tum 

1. 60 goth 

LOST SHEEP. vene aruis canc 
or when this happened, but certain! 
the progress of this same journey, an a 
may well believe, consecutively on the 
discourses in the last chapter. first 
ee y ou. Dori 

ore, Matt. xviii, 12— 14 : but, as Trench 
has remarked, (Par. in loc.) with a dif- 
ferent view : there, to bring out the pre- 
eiowsnesa of each individual little one in 
the eyes of the good Shepherd ; here, to 
shew that no s can have strayed so 
widely, but Ho will seek it and rejoice over 
it when found. The second is peculiar to 
Luke. 1.] z byy., were busied 
in drawing near— were continually 
about Him, struck perhaps with penitence, 
—found, by His seeking them :—having 
come from the husks of a life of sin, to the 
bread of life ;—so the three parables seem 
to imply. wávres, a general term, 
admitting of course of . see ch. 
xiii. 33 and note. 2. 
into His circle of ee 
allows them to sit at meat with Him; —on 
the journey, or at entertainments, as in 
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aira 3 dev dd TpOCc avrove TNV zapa(JoAmv ravray, Atyov I 
85 ref. 4 .. Y E rare Zara ra XC 1 = Ants xh, Tic dvdr :É tpov fyw» exarov 2 8 = 

= Y [4 A » 

8.1, Zea. asroAÉcac e£ avrov "£v, ov ! karaAetrec rd J &yvevukovra- K 
ver. 7. Matt. 7 2 -» 7 1 7 k? ' LE À Xd e 

avid. 1 18 tvvéa EV TQ Eomu KAL Wopeverat ` EMI TO awoAwdAcc, twc 
op PET e > 2, Ye nan Pe '0 » 4 EN, S OU 

* E. l . svop avró ; © Kat evpww xtringiv ewi robe wpovc avro 
b ` , ` «4 - 

! Mat xai 4 xaipwy, 9 kai EAOwy siç rov oc " avykalst rovc Acne 
oniy. » 9 — 

e . Kal robe " ysirovac, Aéywv avroic ° Zvyyapnré pot, ort 

X 4 td po rò woo[Jarov pov ro arne. l 1 Aye, Upiv on 
xui.  ovrec Xapd é» rp oUpave tora: eri evi " apapredy 

onig, 
exc. Mark xv. 16. Exod. vH. 11. n ch. xiv. 19 rell. o ch. i. 68 reff. p eh. I. C. 

q 1 Pet. iv. 18, from Prov. xi. 81. 

9. om AVD D 69 lat-b e Syr syr-cu arm. 

4. for tx, oc eke D. amoAéoy B!D Method: asoAecac AB? rel. 

rec iv bef ik avrw», with A rel lat-a b c syrr syr-cu: txt B D-gr 1. 69 late. 
for caradewe, aginot D sah Method. for roptverat exe ro aro-, 

are\Owy ro ar N Zyre D, similarly lat-a e f syr-cu coptt. aft «wc ins ov 
AMUAA 1. 69 arm Bas. 1 fragments of F remain in vv. 4—12.] 

5. rec «avrov, with A rel: txt BDFKLXTA 1. 69 Method. 
6. eA\Owy de D (sah). ovyxadecras (seo ver 9) DFA 1. 69 Method Bas Bas-eel. 
7. aft Mayo ins ĝe D al syr-cu. reo sorai bef ev rw ovpave, with AD rd 

Matt. ix. 10. Stier remarks (ii. 214, into the background, and are lost sight of. 
edn. 2) that this dpapr. wpos8dy. is an The character of the good Shepherd is a 
important and affecting testimony, from sufficient warrant for their being well 
the mouth of the enemies of our Lord, to cared for. The fpnpos is not a 
his willingness to receive sinners. place, but one abounding in à 
The Buyyóq. implies either throughout (John vi. 10, com with Matt. xiv. 
the journey ;—or rather, one to another, 15). 8.] Not mere self-interest, 
— responsively. $—7.] The man but love comes forward here; see lsa. II. 
having the hundred sheep, is plainly the 11 :—no blows are given for the straying— 
Son of God, the Good Shepherd. This no hard words—mercy to the lost one,— 
bad been his prophetic description, and and joy within himself,—are the Sbep- 
that is this very connexion,—of seeking ^ herd's feeling; the sheep is weary with 
the lost, Ezek. xxxiv. 6, 11 ff. This it is long wanderings, —He givesit rest. Matt. 
which gives so peculiar an interest to ix. 86; xi. 28. 6.) In this return to 
David as a type of Christ—that he was His house, must be understood the whole 
a shepherd: ibid. ver. 23. Our Lord course of seeking and finding which the 
plainly declares then by this parable—and good Shepherd, either by Himself or His 
that I take to be the reason why it is agents, now pursues in each individual 

placed. first (ses below)—that the matter case, even until He brings the lost sheep 
in which they had found fault with Him home into heaven to himself—not in 
was the very pureuit most in accordance reality, so that it should not take place 
toith his divine Office of Shepherd. till the death of the penitent—but pro- 
4.] It is the Owner 5 goes to  leptically,—till the name is written 1 
seek, see Ezek., ver. 11— in Christ. heaven ; —till the sinner is penitent. This 

The éxardv wpéB. are the house of is clear from the interpretation in ver. 7. 
Israel, see Matt. x. 6; but in the present The {Aor «ol yelroves = the angels (and 
application, mankind: (not, ‘ believers in irits of just men made perfect ?). 
Christ; see on ver. 7. The argu- EY apoB. Tò dwokwdds breathes a totally 
ment is to their self-interest : but the act different thought from r. dpaypiy 4” 
on the part of the good Shepherd is, from dxwAeca. There is pity and love in it, 
the nature of the case, one of love; or, as which, from the nature of the case, tbe 
Stier remarks, also human love for Ave other does not admit of. 7. M 
own; for in Him, Love, and His glory, d-] In these words the Lord often 
are one and the same thing. introduces His revelations of the unsa 
rarak. rà ivy.) These pass altogether world of glory; see Matt. xviii. 10. 
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: ueravoovrt N xi * &vvevukovratyvía ducaioic P otrive M. , , 
ov * yptiav " Éxovetv " utravolac. 8 j ric yvvñ dpa xudc s constr., Matt, 
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ik S. V reff 

piii " MU vii, 18 

y Avxvov, Kat D rijv owiav kai Lr - ériptÀuc ^ Ewe v Mait. vi 8 
E oro voy ; 9 kai evpouca 

yetrovac, Atyovaa 
d gaxunv nv awo)toa. 

ads » - 

xapa EvVUITIOY TWV 

a here only. Gen. vi. 5. (-Aeieĝa:, ch. x. 84, 85. 
16, L4 jobnix.is. Kings xxx. 4. 

latt syrr 
bef xpeiav 

8. «yovca bef ópaypac D latt syrr 
aroà:saca D. 

uff rde gidac Kat 

N pot, 

ourwe, At y tu, viverai * 

m coptt goth sth (arm) Cypr Ambr: txt BL 83(appy). 

syr-cu seth. 
om payun» D lat-a b ce ff, il Syr syr-cu coptt. 

xvii. 27. 
w Mark i. 4 

ort vor, rv E33 

— K. xi. 83 

“ayyiAwy rov heon P emi ei anap- 35, ss 
i Mt. t 

-Aeta, Acts xxvii. ) b ch. xiii. 8. xxii 
c = mid., dso Tce. it iH. 6. ziv. here only. 

&youcty 

for say arten, xai 
for 

orov, ov B 1. 33, cov LX: om D 69: txt A rel. 
9. cuycadts (see ver 6) BKLUXA : txt AD rel. 

A rel; rovc M al: om BL.—rac yeer. x. ged. D. 
15, D. 

rec ins rag bef yerovag, with 
nv axw)aca bef Ópayunv, omg 

10. rec yapa bef yiverat, with A rel: yapa eara: (ver 7) D 69 latt arm: txt BLX 
33(appy) Syr copt Vict-tun. 

On these Nato, see note at Matt. ix. 12, 
13. They are the subjectively rig hteous, 
and this saying respects their own view 
of exi. (Or if it be required that 
the words should be literally explained, 
seeing that these ninety-nine did not err, 
then I see no other way but to suppose 
them, in the deeper meaning of the para- 
ble, to be the worlds that have not fallen ; 
—and the one that has strayed, our 
human nature, in this our world.) But 
we have yet to enquire, sani ctc. d 
sinner this ble represents: for eac 
of the three seta before us a different type 
of the sinner sunk in his sin. Bengel, in 
distinguishi the three, says, ‘Ovis, 
drachma, filius perlite ean .Q) 
stupidus, — Deni plane nescius, —(8) sciens 
et voluntarius. This one is the stupid 
and bewildered sinner, erring and straying 
away in ignorance and self-will from his 
Shepherd, but sought by the Shepherd, 
and fetched back with joy. 
8—10.) THE LOST PIECE OF MONEY. In 
the following wonderful parable, we have 
the next class of sinners set before us, 
sought for and found by the power and 

of the Spirit in the Church of 
Christ. It will be seen, as we p 
how perfectly this interpretation comes 
out, not asa fancy, but as the very kernel 
and sense of the parable. The yvvi can- 
not be the Church absolutely, for the 
Church herself is a lost sheep at first, 
sought and found by the Shepherd. 
Rather is the olla here the Church— 

om rwv B. 

as wil come out by-and-by,—and the 
yvvý the indwelling Spirit, working in it. 
All men belong to this Creator-Spi 
have been stamped with the 8 
God. But the sinner lies in the dust of 
sin and death and corruption—‘ sui plane 
nescius. Then the Spirit, lighting the 
candle of the Lord (Prov. xx. 27 ; Zeph. i. 
12), searching every corner and sw 
every unseen place, finds ont the sinner ; 
restores him to his true value as made for 
God's glory. This lighting and sw 
are to be understood of the office vus 
Spirit in the Church, in its various ways of 
seeking the sinner—by the preaching of 
repentance, by the Word of xx &c. 
Then ome the joy again. ai 
oar «. yelroves are viro EA there 
is no return home now—nor in the ex- 
planation, ver. 10, is there any iv obpavg, 
because the Spirit abides in the Church — 
because the angels are present in the 
Church, see 1 Cor. xi. 10 :—nor is it era: 
as in ver. 7 at the return of the Re- 

er then future), but ylvera:—the 
ministering spirits rejoice over every soul 
that is brought out of the dust of death 
into God's treasure-house by the searching 
of the blessed Spirit. In this parable 
then we have set before us the sinner who 
is unconscious of himself and his own real 
worth ; who is lying, though in reality a 
recious coin, in the mire of this world, 
a and valueless, till be is searched out 

the blessed and ge Spirit. And 
t such a search will be made, we are 
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E A. ro " usravooUvtt. H emey & "AvÜperóc rec elyev 
theebl Ovo viOUC. 12 «ai Eire» d veiorepoe aur Te warpi 
uel IIärep, Šó Barr r 2 3 p, Soc uot rò Era oy uigoc Tiç ovaiag. o 
E T 8 OtetA ev auroiç rov "Biov. I kai mer ov woAAae f$ ůuipac 

ouvayaywy wavra 0 _vewrepor vioc * arednunoey tic dinis 

m Ouaxopirioty rm ? 
Jobe vi. 12. 

ovgtay avrov — 
, 1 

* Xupay uakpáv, Kai EKEL und 
Xil. 1 

k Matt; axi. 83 re 84 20 ref.) ouly. 3 12. (xx. 47 | [Mt. v. r.) only. Prov. vil. 19. = — eh. zvi- PT 

IT 

12. aft aN N O ins uoi D al latt syrr syr-cu scope goth wth. rec (for o de) * 

kat, with D rel latt syrr syr-cu sth arm: txt A 
18. for usr' ov, ov pera Da rec axayvra, 15 A rel: txt BDP. for 

car exer, kace DG 69. 

here assured. 11—$2. i Pno- 
DIGAL Son. Peculiar to L * If we 
might venture here to make God prone 
as we do among the sayings of men, 
this ble of the Lord would rightly be 
called, the crown and pearl of all His 
parables.’ Stier, iii. 227, edn. 2. We 
hace here the glad and welcome reception 
of the returning sinner (sinner under the 
most aggravating circumstances) in the 
bosom of his heavenly Father: and agree- 
ably to the circumstances under which 
the discourse was spoken, the dicaco: who 
murmured at the publicans and sinners 
are represented under the figure of the 
elder son :—see below. The parable cer- 
tainly was spoken on the same occasion 
as the preceding, and relates to the same 
subject. Dr. Wordsworth, who for the 
sake of upholding the patristic interpreta- 
tion denies this, seems to me to have 
entirely missed the scope of the parable : 
see below. II.] 40. ns—Owr 
heavenly Father, the Creator and Pos - 
sessor of all: wot Christ, who ever repre- 
sents Himself as a son, although fre- 
quently as a possessor or lord. úo 
vloús, not, in any direct or primary sense 
of the Parable, the Jews and the Gentiles: 
that there may be an ulterior application 
to this effect, 1s only oae to 35 a 

ing the great central truths, of whic 
ta jer; and Gentile were, in their relation, 
illustrations,—and of which such illustra- 
tions are furnished wherever such differ- 
ences occur. The two parties stand- 
ing in the foreground of the parabolic 
mirror are, the Scribes and Pharisees as 
the elder son, the publicans and sinners E 
the younger ;—all, Jews: all belonging 1o 
God's family. The m stery of the ad- 
mission of the Gentiles into God's Church 
was not yet made known in any such 
manner as that should be repre- 
sented as of one family with the Jews ;— 
not to mention that this interpretation 

for ri ovctav avrov, tavrov rov Bioy D- gr. 

fails in the very root of the Parable; for 
in strictness the Gentile should be the 
elder, the Jew not being constituted in 
his superiority till 2000 years after the 
Creation. The upholders of this 
interpretation forget that when we speak 
of the Jew as elder, and the Gentile as 
younger, it is in respect not of birth, but 
of this very return to and reception into 
the Father's house, which is not fo be cos- 
sidered yet. Dr. Wordsworth’s objections 
(in loc.) do not touch the reasons here 
given. The relations of elder and younger 
have a peculiar fitness for the characters 
to be filled by them, and are I believe 
chosen on that account; vewrepow či 
dvopate: roy dpaprwhdy oc 1 
kai ebeLaxarnror. iris 18.] 
The part of the ble didus to to the 
prodigal himself divides itself into three 
parte—1. hes sin: 2. his 3. Ms 
penitence. In these verses his sis is de- 
scribed. It consists in a desire to depart 
from his Father's house and control, and 
to set up for himself,—to live a life of 
what the carnal man calls j| liberty. 
12.) TÒ im Bddrov pé pápos is classical Greek 

woayovrec ray ergpáruv rà i- 
Ao, Herod. iv. 115. Such a 
as this is shewn by Orientalists to 
been known in the East, th min 
among the Jews. — 
no distinction is implied, as some (Paulus, 
Stier) have thought. The first-born had 
two-thirds of the property, see Deut. xxi. 
17. The father, as implied in the parable, 
reserves to himself the er during his 
life over the portion of the first-born, see 
ver, 31. The parable sets before us 
M strikingly the permission of free will 
to man. 18.] paxpdy—probably not 
adverbial (Stier ) dl agreeing with yepa», 
see reff., and Asch. Prom. 814, Xen. Cyr. 
v. 4 47: compare however iy paxpay, 
Acts xxii. 21. The images of both the 
preceding parables are united here:—in 
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TOUC aypovç avrov 
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xzviH. 

16 kai ercOipee 

Acts zi. joOtoy oi Noro, Kai ovdelc ? edidov aurp. |” tic cavrow -e 
H. N. see Matt. xiv. 80. 

. 84 vat.) only. L| 
xvili. 20. xxiv. 1^. Jer. xxviii. (li.) 34. 

22 bereoaly. see Acts xii. 11. 

14. rec icyvpos, with PQB? rel: txt ABDL R'(appy) 1. 83. 
vorepeucia: AGMSTA Nyssen. 

15. om avrov D al Syr syr-cu seth. 

2 hr? xi. 8. 

ix. 94 P. 
FI. t. 13. Deut. xv. 8 P. Cent. vil. 8. 

18. for yenHjũ ryv coUa». avrov, yoprac@nvas (euphemism) BDLR 1. 69 lat-e f 
sah goth(appy) sth Tit-bostr Chr 
arm.—for aro, ex BDLE: txt A rel. 

redihncer we have the straying sheep; 
in his state when he got into the far 
country, the lost piece of money. But in 
this case the search is to be carried on 
within him—we are now on higher ground 
than in those two parables. * Regio 
longin est oblivio Dei,’ A ine. 
(Iren, in loc.) &céTws] The old 

glish word retohlessly expresses per- 
haps best the meaning, which is not 
* unsparingly" (in which sense of ‘saving 

I doubt cate ever being used), 
but incorrigibly, past hope of reclaim: 
—dcerog, ó &' abrdy droaAöevog, 
Aristot. Eth. iv. 1. 14—10.] His 
misery is set forth in these verses. He 
soon all :—there is a fine irony, as 
Stier remarks, in Sawercavros, as com- 

with Sondpmocy before—he spent 
is money for that which was no bread. 

Ads lox.] On Mind fem., see 
note on ref. Acts. This famine is the 
shepherd seeking his stray sbeep—the 
woman sweeping to find the lost. 'The 
famine, in the interpretation, is to be sub- 

begins to be in want 
(no stress on abréc, which is inserted on 
account of the change of subject from the 
last clause), —to feel the emptiness of soul 
which precedes either utter abandonment 
or true penitence. 15.] He sinks 
lower and lower—becomes the despised 
servant of an alien (is there here any hint 
at the situation of the pudlicans 7) who 
employs him in an office most vile and 
odious to the mind of a Jew. ixoA- 
uon —no emphasis, see reff., he attached 
himself Notice the abrupt change of 
"x n izohi 309 e „ „ krenw-ev. 

10. | ehen not merely he desired, see 

Cyr; manducare syr-cu : txt APQ rel latt syrr copt 

eh. xvi. 21, where the fact is surely 
implied that Lazarus did eat of the 
crumbs. The mistake has arisen from 
supplying a wrong object to i8(Bov, and 
that from misunderstanding  wspámia, 
‘These are not the husks or pods of some. 
other fruit, as of peas or beans, but them- 
selves a fruit, that of the carob [or 
caruba, found not only in the East, but in 
South Europe, e. g. in abundance on the 
Riviera between Nice and Genoa. H. A.] 
tree (xtparwvia).. . . They are in shape 
something like a bean-pod, though larger 
and more curved, thence called xepáriov 
or little horn, . . they have a hard 
dark outside and a dull sweet taste 
the shell or pod alone is eaten.’ Trench, 
Par. in loc. His appetite even drove him 
to these for food ;—for— «a£, (implying his 
state of destitution) no man gave (aught) 
to him. Meyer, De Wette, Greswell, 
and others supply xepdria after ididov, 
bat wrongly, I think ; the absolute use of 
Sid nt being very uent, and the other 
construction harsh and unusual. We 
see him now in the depth of his misery,— 
the sinner reaping the consequences of his 
sin in utter shame and extremity of need. 

171—920.) His penitence. And here 
we have a weighty difference between the 
permitted rational free will of man, and 
the stupid wandering on of the sheep, or 
the inanimate coin lying till it is picked 
up,—both these being however true, did 
not God seck and save the sinner : ‘ the 

of God by Christ preventing us 
that we may have a good will, and working 
with us when we have that good will? 
Article X. of the Church of England. 

els dard H=] Similar expres- 
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5 
x "n. je D ouis. oùpavòv Kai 

i Mark zii. 84. Mark sii 84. ug gov. 
al. Tech. x 

17. for «xev, 6% BL 69. gt a weptogevovrat) „ (more , 
with DQR rel: txt ABP 1 Tit-bostr reo om ae (&omosotel, sywiewde), 
with APQ rel sah goth: ins DRU 1 latti Syr copt eth arm Chr, Ambr, Jer Aug ; aft 
ines (i. e. restored in wrong place) BL lat-e syr. 

19. rec ins cas bef oveert, with GMP (69, e sil 
arm Aug: txt ABDQR rel 
Ambr Jer. 2 cov bef viog D-gr. 
ver , 

20. for eavr., avrov DHELMPQR'XA 69. 
eveveotv D: execey 1. 69 arm Thl. 

21. rec aurw bef o voc, with APQR rel latt : txt B(D)L 1 (syr-cu) A Fen- ée 
ith woe bef erev D syr-cu om ca P. 

n syr-cu Constt: om | ABDEL 1 latt coptt goth eth arm-mss. 

am(with forj fuld mt) syrr syr-cu 
-ed(with em gat) t-a b o e f ff; g9 coptt goth sth 

om tel) from wog gov to woc cov in 

ins ov bef pacpay PX 33. 

* rel 
gov bef viog 

rec ins cae bef ovctri, wi 

add mowcov pt wc tva Twy pobiwy cov (from ver 19) BDUX 33 
bod (with gat mm tol) syr mth Tit-bostr Vict-tun. (Contra, Aug., who says, Nos 
addit quod in illa meditatione dixerat “ Fac me sicut «num de mercenarits tuis.”) 

sions seem to occur in the Heb. Deut. xxx 
1 (where Syr. renders “Redi in temet- 
ipsum; but Gesen. understands an ac- 
cus. “si revocabis ea); 1 Kings viii. 47 ; 
Isa. xlvi. 8. Before this, he was beside 
himself. The most dreadful torment of 
the lost, in fact that which constitutes 
their state of torment, will be this «ic 
ror Id, when too late for repent- 

He now recalls the peace s and 
plenty of hie Father's house. 
for he now was a pico, but in 8 dif- 
ferent a case! 18.] åvarráe, see ver. 
24, vt epos hy cai aviZnoey. This reso- 
lution is a farther step than his last reflec- 
tion. In it he 20 where gives up his son- 
ship : this, and the wérep, lie at the root 
of his penitence ;—it is the thought of 
having sinned against (in the parable tése//, 
Heaven and) Thee, which works now in 
him. And accordo y he does not resolve 
to ask to be made iva r&v nie. but ós 
Iva r. p. :—still a son, but as an hireling. 
* And what is it that gives the sinner now 

a sure ground of confidence, that returning 
to God he shall not be repelled, nor cast 
out? The adoption of sonship which he 
received in Christ Jesus at his 
and his faith that tho gifts and calli 
of God are without repentance or recall. 
Trench, Par. in loc. $0.] What he has 
resolved, he does: a figure not of the 
usual, but of the proper course 5 
state of mind. 20—35. 
Arx] Who can say whether thes 7 
was not a seeking ? whether his 
would have held out to the meeting? 

On what follows, see especially Jer. 
Hi 12; James iv. 8; Gen. xlvi. 29; 2 
Sam. ziv. 38. EN The intended 
close of his confession is not uttered ;— 
there is no abatement of his penitence, 
for all his Father's touching and reas- 
suring kindness, —but his filial confidence 
is sufficiently awakened to prevent the 
request, that he might be as an hired 
servant. 22.] All these gifts belong 
to his reception, not as a servant, but as a 
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All. 42. w Esth. iil. 10. 
7. Gen. xlvii. 16, 

x Matt. Hj, 11 . x.10 al. Ges. xiv. 99. 
& bero, Axe. (Ree.) Heb.1z.19, 19. Rev. Iv. 7 only. Gen. xx. 14. 

7! 9 Ot cimev avri 5 m 
y = Mark xi. 145 

a (N. T. & LEX alw. w. ＋ 7 20 Sig ree Beat aly. 2 vi. 95, 98 F. 7 om vi V (ver, BS: b — Matt. 
xxii. 4 re 
Ber ax $ v. T.) on 

Tii Dan. iil. 1 
only. Exod. xv. 20. only 

1. C 6 
je» Matt. viii. 6, 8 ref, 

Matt. zt ̂ . uL 11. Esek. = f constr, 
h bere Theod.-F Tecos F. onl 

= Mex d xviii. 36. 26 A 

22. rec om raxv, with APQ rel syrr sah: ins BLX latt syr-jer copt sth arm goth 
Jer, Taytwe D al. 

with D'R rel arm: om ABD'K'LPQ. 
eLeweycayrec, and om ca, A. rec ins rny bef aroAny, 

[om rn» bef epa B ?] aft roòag 
ins avrov DGPX 69 vulg lat-a 5 f I syr coptt goth wth arm Jer. 

emendation 29. rec (for gepere) eveycavrec ( 
eveycovrec 
u. D lat-e. 
ka: D latt syrr copt eth arm. 

24. pov bef o voc A. 

Jatt copt arm Tit Damasc Thi Jer. 
R(Treg expr) 69: txt ABL copt. 

25. 0% de x. 15 D. 
26. rec om av, with AD 

LA lat-o ff, g, i am. 

son: the first (best) robe, for him who 
came in rags,—1sa. lxi. 10; Rev. iii. 18 :— 
not—the robe which he used to wear—his 
Former robe this would not be consistent 
with the former part of the parable, in 
which he was not turned out with any dis- 
grace, but left as a sos and of his own 
accord : sir e (yea) the first and 
goodliest. The ring, —a token of a 
aa and free person, see James 

3 Gen. xli. 42. The shoes, also 
the git of a free man (for slaves went 
barefoot), see Zech. x. 12; Eph. vi. 15. 
These are the gifts of grace and holiness 
with which the returned penitent is clothed 
by his e rix Father, see Zech. iii. 4, 5. 

. T. Mr.] So, Judg. vi. 
25, Gideon is picti to kill rò» 
póexov roy raüpoy Uc lor rg varpi aov 
[r. p. r. oirevrdy rob warpog aov F]: 
come calf fatted for a particular feast or 
anniversary, and standing in thestall. No 
allusion must be thought of to the sacri- 
Noing of Christ :—which would be wholly 
out of place here,—and is pre-supposed in 

of construction), with AP rel: 
VA: eveycare D sah: txt BLRX latt syrr coptt eth arm. T. or. 

ins xat bef @vcare DX latt syr æth arm. for $ayovrtc, paywpey 

for are., Zoey (see ver 92) B Syr copt arm. 
aft aveZnoey ins xac (see ver 32), with E rel syrr goth wth: om ABDLPQRX 1. ‘69 

rec aroAwA. bef nv, with P rel: om gy» DQ 

nyyster AM 69. 
rel vulg- ed: ins BPQRX 1. 69 lat-a 5 e f.—for re ay, riva 

for en ravra, Oer rovro «va: D al. 

the whole parable. ebppavd.] So 
ver. 6, ‘joy in heaven ;’—all rejoice. 
Some of these are dos los who have entered 
into the joy rend Lord: Matt. xxv. 21, 
28. vex. x. Ad., tl lost 

Aok. cal „—the lost 
sheep : ‘see 1 John iii. 14; Eph.ii. 5; 1 Pet. 
ii. 25. fjpfavro, a contrast to the 
ware in ver. 14. 25—28.] As far 
as regards the penitent, the parable is 
finished :—but those who murmured at his 
reception, who were the proud and fault- 
less elder son,—always in the house and 
serving, but not, as will appear, either 
over-affectionate or over · respectful, they 
too must act their part, in order to com- 
plete the instruction. As regards the 
penitent, this part of the parable sets forth 
the reception he meets with from his 
J'elloto-men, in contrast to that from his 
Sather ; see Matt. xviii. 27, 30. 
25.) dv &ype—probably working, in the 
course of his dovAstey, as he expresses it, 
ver. ver. 29. lpxóp.., at meal-time. 
cup. x. xop.| This is one of those by- 
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29. rec om avrov, with Q rel syr goth arm: ins A B[sic: see in DORES 
69 latt Syr coptt. 
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30. for ver, rw de vim cov re caragayorrt tavra usra rwv wopywy cat tÀiÓovrt 

eOvong rov qırevrov poa yov D lat-e. 
BP X(Treg expr) rel: ins ADLQR coptt. 
or. p.) rov novo ro» eirevro (from ver 23), 
DLQR lat-e. 

91. om rexvoyw D lat-a. 

glances into the lesser occupations and 
recreations of human life, by which the 
Lord so often stamps his tacit approval on 
the joys and unbendings of men. Would 
these festal employmenta have been here 
mentioned by Him on so solemn and 
blessed an occasion, if they really were 
among those works of the devil which He 
came into the world to destroy ? 
28—32.] Stier well remarks (iii. 255, 
edn. 2) that this elder is now the son: 
he has lost all childlike filial feeling ; he 
betrays the hypocrite within. The love 
and forbearance of the father are eminently 
shewn—the utter want of love and humility 
in the son strongly contrasted with them. 

29.] 180 roc. ivy Souk. wos, the 
very manner of speech of a Pharisee: as is 
the continuation, —ovBév. ivr. cov wap. 
Could do Jewish p sip be a, 
saying this, even in the falsest hypocrisy 

ol ov8dwore I, answers to 
the younger son's óóc pot in ver. 12 ;—it 
is & separation of the individual son from 
his father, and, as there pointed out, the 
very root and ground of sin. pt, 
of less value than a calf. T. 

om roy bef oy P. rec om rwy, with 
om acre D lat-a e. rec (for rey 

with AP rel latt: txt B(sic) 

pov—who are these? this elder son also 
then has friends, who are not his father's 

lends : see Matt. xxii. 16, r. paOgré¢ 
abréy pera rar H av. 
90.] 6 vi. cov ores, the last degree of 
scorn and contempt,—just such as was 
shewn by the Pharisees towards the pub- 
licans and sinners (see ch. xviii. 11). ʻI 
will not count such an impure person #9 

reproach of his fati p rust enti is father for having given 
to him. perà Tv 8 a chari- 
table addition on the part of the elder 
brother, such as those nted by him 
always take care to e under similar 
cireumstances. Even supposing it & ne 
cessary inference from the kind of life 
which he had been ing, it was one 
which nothing but the bitterest jealousy 
would have uttered at such a time. 
fv. ad. T. v. p. parallel with darf 
wpocdiysras, kai ovvtobies abroic, ver. > 
‘Thou hast not only made him equal to 
me, but hast received him into superi 

MPRST 
VXTAA 
1. . 8. 
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a? , 1 Y 
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wOc rie Hv mÀoUstog Oc siyer 

82. sda bef cat yapnva: DK) lat-a c f Syr Constt Jer. 
ver 24), with ADP rel latt syr poth æth: txt BLRA Syr coptt arm. 
DX 1. 69 latt coptt arm Antch Jer. 
(coptt ?): om AB 

xvii. 83. 
xziii. 83. 
uv. 27 al. 

8 ver. 94 reff. 

rec ave{nasy (from 
om «cas 

rec aft awvoAwAwe ins ny, with P rel Syr 
Damasc. LRX 1. 33(appy) 69 goth Constt Ephr 

Cuar. XVI. 1. reo aft pna05rac ins avrov, with AP rel syrr copt goth wth: om 
BDLR 69 lat-e arm. otsovopovg Bl. 

be assigned, and lie indeed in the back- 
ground, su by his tone and words: 
but this is the soft answer to turn away 
wrath. dvr. T. ly. rå ig., because 
the portion of which remained was 
his. 82.] 8 — not oe, but generally 
—it was right. The Father stil as- 
serts the restored sonship of his returned 
prodigal—6 &i. rov ovrog. We may 
remark that the difficulties which have 
been found in the latter part of the para- 
ble, from the uncontradicted assertion 
in ver. 29, if the Pharisees are meant, 
—and the great pee and uncharitableness 
shewn, if really righteows persons are 
meant,—are considerably lightened by the 
consideration, that the contradiction of 
that assertion would have been beside the 
purpose of the parable; that it was the 
very thing on which the Pharisees prided 
themselves; that, besides, it is sufficiently 
contradicted in fact, by the spirit and 
words of the elder son. He was breaki 
his Father’s commandment even when he 
made the assertion, —and the making it is 
part of his hypocrisy. The result of 
the Father's entreaty is left purposely un- 
certain (see Trench, Par. in loc.) :—is it 
possible that this should have been the 
case, had the Jewish nation been meant 
by the elder brother? But now, as he 
typ nes a set of individuals who might 
themselves be (and many of them were 
won by repentance, —it is thus broken off, 
to be closed by each individual for him- 
self. For we are all in turn examples of 
the cases of both these brothers, contain- 
ing the seeds of both evil courses in our 
hearts: but, thanks be to God, under that 
grace, which is sufficient and willing to 
seek and save us from both. 

CHAT. XVI. 1—8.) PARABLE OF THE 
UNJUST STEWARD. Peculiarto Luke. No 
parable in the Gospels has been the subject 
of so much controversy as this: while, at 
the same time, the general stream of inter- 
pretation is well defined, and, in the main, 
satisfactory. It would be quite beyond 

the limits of a note to give any thing 
like a recension of the views i 
it: the principal ones which differ from 
that which I have adopted, will a in 
the course of my remarks. L) Aryer 
82 xaf{—a continuation, I believe, of the 
foregoing :—certainly closely connected in 
subject with it, as is the second parable in 
this chapter also: see below. p 
T. pab., not to the Twelve only, but to 
the multitude of the disciples ; and more 
immediately perhaps to the Publicans, 
whose reception by Him had been the 
occasion of this discourse. I say this be- 
cause I believe them to hold a place, 
though not a principal or an exclusive one, 
in the application of the ble which 
follows. GvOp. r. Sv . | 
The history in this parable is, in itself, 
purely worldly. The master is a vidc rod 
al&voc robrov, as well as his steward : 
bear this in mind :—the whole parabolic 
machinery is from the standing-point of 
the children of this world. In the in- 
terpretation, this rich man is the Almighty 
Possessor of all things. This is the only 
tenable view. Meyer, who supposes him 
to be Mammon num it by the con- 
sideration that dismissal from his service 
= being received into everlasting habita- 
tions, which it does not,—see below), is 
involved in extricable difficulties further 
on. Olshausen’s view, that he — the 
Devil, the dpywy roù edopov robrov, will 
be found equally untenable. Schleier- 
macher’s, that the Romans are intended, 
whose stewards the Publicans were, and 
that the debtors = the Jews, hardly needs 
refuting ;—certainly not more refuting, 
than any consistent exposition will of 
itself farnish. olxovópov, a general 
overlooker—very much what we under- 
stand by an agent, or ‘a man of busi- 
ness,’ or, in the larger sense, a steward. 
They were generally of old, slaves: but 
this man is a an, from vv. 3, 4. 
This steward — ially the Publicans, 
but also all the disciples, i. e. every man 
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Acts xix. 40 [Rom. xiv. 12) al. Dan. vi. 2 Theod. 
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e n 
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g here, Mo. e 1 Cor. 
- Markt. 45. Gen. aa. zu 19, 21 only. 

only. k Matt. ix. S rof. Reth. vi. 6 

om 2nd cov (gov C 
: ins B rel latt syrr copt-schw goth. rec üvyqora, with AE 

rel: txt BDP 1. (69) lat-e ff, syrr goth(Treg). 

in Christ’s Church. We are all God's 
cide who commite to our trust His 

each one’s office is of larger 
x s er trust and responsibility, ac- 
cording to the 5 entrusted to him. 
I say, especially the Publicans, 3 
the Twelve, and probably others, had 
relinquished all and followed Christ, and 
therefore the application of the parable to 
them would not be so direct: and also 
because I cannot but put together with 
this parable, and consider as perhaps 
prompted by it or the ee of it, the 
poten n of Zacchwus, . xix. 8. Other 

tations have 5 Pharisees 
(Vitringa, and recently Zyro, Theol. 
tud. und Krit. for 1831)—but then the 

parable should have been addressed to 
them, which it was not,—and this view 
entirely fails in the application :—Judas 
Iscariot (Bertholdt), of the vindication of 
which view I am not in possession, and 
therefore can only generally say, that it is 
perfectly preposterous :— Pontius Pilate, 

. Ke. SceBAYOn—not tor 
which the word does not imply n i y 
—but maliciously, which it does imply: 
see Dan. vi. 24. The reason why it has 
come $0 generally to signify ‘wrongful 
accusation,’ is, that malicious charges are 
so frequently slanderous. The steward 
himself does not deny it. Meyer (see 
above) in ng out his view, would 
interpret Sis all as an accusation by 
the Pharisees against the disciples that 
they wasted the goods of Mammon by 
entering the service of Christ :—but then 
(1) thes other service never once appears 
on the face of the parable; and (2) surely 
it would hardly be within the bounds of 
decorum that this Siaccopmifay should 
= the entering Christ's service ;—this 
would bring a train of false interpretations 
with it, and even hold up the áóuía of 
the steward, as such, for imitation. 

0 „not that he had wasted Sta 
(E. V.), but was wasting, his goods, 

Gc dvaccoprilwy = bri dior. So 
zu gad Ao we Avpatyduevory ri)» u- 
reiay, Xen. Hell. ii. 3. 23. In this charge 
(spiritually) we may see the real guilt of 
every man whois entrusted with the goods 
of our Heavenly Father. We are all 
‘scattering His goods.’ If some one is to 
be found to answer to oi d:afdAXorrec, 
the analogy of à ‘the accuser of 
the brethren,’ is too striking to escape us. 

2. rf rovro . . . J. It makes 
very little difference either in admissi- 
bility of construction or of sense, whether 
we render ‘sohy do I hear this of thee ?' 
i.e. ‘what is the ground of this report ?— 
what occasion hast thou given for this 
brought to me? or, What is this that 
hear of thee?’ i.e. give some account of 
it.’ There is the same ambiguity in Mark 
xi. 8, ri woveire rovro; I prefer rather the 
former, because no opportunity of expla- 
nation what it is, is given him, bat he is 
commanded to produce his books, to shew 
how it has arisen. åxóðos . 
give up the account of thy steward- 
ship; for (taking for granted the correct- 
ness of the report, the steward not denying 
it) thou wilt 2 not be able to retain thy 
stewardship any longer,—in ordi 
English, thou canst not, &c. 
Buvg — in the nature of tkings — thou 
art precluded from. The inter- 
pretation of this announcement to the 
steward, is the certainty, spoken by God 
in every one of our consciences, that we 
must give up and give an account of our 
stewardship at death. The truth 
lies in the background, that that dis- 
missal, death itaelf, is the consequence of 
the diaocoprixtux rd Vxapxovra abroõ, 
—the wages of sin, 
steward sets before himself the certainty 
of povert 7 and misery. He has not by his 
oe of his lord’ F been lay ing up 

store for himself ;—that is not the 
point of the parable ;—he has lived softly 
and effeminately, and cannot do an honest 
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hire cepa NI Pags mn e T. 
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7 28 reff. 

3. ax’ os bef rnv owovoyiav LR vulg lat-b c f F, g, Syr.—for ar spov, pou D. 
ins cat bef tratrem B copt. 

4. rec om ex, with APR rel: ins B(sic: see table) D 1. 69 syrr copt æth.—for ex, 
ra: tt LX 33(appy) vulg lat-h cef ff, il: de lat-a. 

3 so ABD PR &c.) 
or Barovc, cadovg Di al vulg 

LX Orig. 
o dt ex., ux. ò: D lat-a b e f. 
with APR rel: ro yoaupartoy X Chr: 
Jer: chirografum lat-e : 
but there R vulg also have txt.) 
raxewe B lat-e syr-w-ast th arm. 

7. ins rw bef erepw D al. 

pappa, omg 
txt BDL lat-b c ff, g copt goth Gaud. (So again in ver. 7, 

om xaÜicag raxews D al. 

om cv to «rte» D- gr 

rec (for «av.) avruv, with AD 

for eaur., avrov DFGMXA 1. 69. 
lat-e f 

rec (for 2nd à de) rat, with P rel goth sth : txt 'ABLR 69 copt Thl.—for 
rec ro ypaupa (because but one rum is mentio 

l Chr-mss Gaud ; caBove D? ev; Badòoug 

ned), 
ro, M: cautionem lat-a 

a ber 

rec ins ra: bef Acyer, 
with AP rel syr goth ath arm; o de D: om BLR 69 vulg lat-b c e f, 9 Syr copt. 

day's work :—oxdwrew, for all manual 
labours ; so Aristoph. Av. 1432, ccarreey 
yàp obe iicrayat. This speech, of dig- 
ging and begging, must not be sought for 
in the interpretation ; it belongs to the 
truth of the parable itself as introducing 
the scheme which follows, but has no 
ulterior meanin 4.] v— 
not = fyvwea, w ich would be, I know, 
as part of my stock of knowledge, I am 
well aware,'—but implying, I have just 
arrived at the knowledge,—an idea 
has just struck me—I have a plan. 

a:—viz. those who are 
about to be spoken of, the ypeopedérat. 
He has them in his mind. Ob- 
serve, the aim of his scheme is that they 
may receive him into their houses,— 
give him shelter. This is made use of 
afterwards in the inte tation, for which 
see on ver. 9. 5.] It is more natural 
to suppose that these xprogeAira: had bor- 
rowed, i.e. not yet paid for these articles 
of food out of the stores of the rich man, 
than that they were contractors to the 
amounts specified. rod x. davrov, of 

Vor. I. 

his own lord, —shewing the unprincipled 
5 of his plan for saving himself; as 
8 ress the same when we say, he 

his own father.“ 6.] Bárovs—ó 
P prem oͤbvara xwphoa Eiorac éBeoun- 
ovra Ovo. Jos. Antt. viii. 2. 9 ;—the same 
for liquids as the ephah for solids. See 
Ezek. xlv. 10, 11, 14, where the LXX re- 
present the Heb. r3 by yotmé and corvAn. 

Sata o. 7. yp.] The steward, not 
et out of office, has all the vouchers by 

lim. and returns each debtor his own bond 
for him to alter the figure (not, to make 
another, which would imply the destruo- 
tion of the old bond, not ite return). 
cov is not emphatic, as Wordsworth, who 
has several times fallen into this mistake : 
see hote, ch. xiv. 26, 27 : but entirely un- 
emphatic : almost ex ai kaĝ. 
rax· ] radio is graphie. ruxiwç implies 
the hurry with which the furtive business 
is transacted. The debtors seem to be 
all together, that all may be implicated 
and none may tell of D. other. s: 
7. J «6 — ò ài rõpoc vvarat Lig tpvouc 

5 Jos. Antt. -9. N 
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h = Heb. iv. 13. 2 Cor. 2. 18. 5 AIX. 4. ELE a 
k= oh. zii. 21. Eph. i. 6. 

constr., ver. B. 
- Cb. xii. 88. Exod. xx. 4 2 

1 Thess. v. 5. 
att. vi. 94. 5. me et 

8. for 2nd ort, dco Aeyo vui» D; disit autem ad discipulos suos gat (with mm mt) 
lat-a b c (e) l. 

9. rec 
lat-a c ff 9n8 th. 

sth arm Pen lat: txt BLR. 

There does not appear to be any designed 
meaning in the variation of the amount 
deducted. We may easily conceive a 
reason, if we will, in the E e circum- 
atances of the debtors. 8.] dav 
—of course, the lord of the steward. The 
E. V. ought to have been expressed his 
lord, and there would have been no am- 
biguity. T. olx. vis àB., not ‘the 
steward for his injustice,’ but (see reff.) 
the unjust steward. He is not praised 
‘for his injustice;’ see below. 
Fri $povípes ir., because he had acted 
shrewdly, cleverly Sor his own interest. 
The point brought out is not merely the 
shrewdness of the 5 but Ais lord, 
whose injury was wrought by this ve 
e praising ite for, 8 Saviour 
adds, the emg of this world,—to 
which catego 5 who 
conceived 21 L wh who praised the shrewd- 
ness—ere more shrewd, els v. y. 7. dav.— 
for the purposes of their self-interest, — 
than the children of light. But this 
very ri» day. indicates that there is a 
better aud a higher 

ire 4 D &nd better wisdom d 
oresight. is hardly neneseary to 
70 the of the "i sigle trick 
by tbe master is essentia] to ble, 
as exemplifying the epoviuwc ned inimi 
pwrepos the master (as Wordsw.) 
merek: 
ceiv him into their houses, the praise eould 
hardly have been put in this form. The aor. 
éwoingey too seems to point at the past 
device, 47 W. than the 5 result. 

© now pess to f. eer 
at once from the mouth of our 
Himself. All chat is dishonest and pm 
tive in the character of the steward be- 
longed entirely to him as a vide rob 
giùyvoç rovrov: but even in this character 

gg cat &yw) ray, with ADP rel: txt BLR 1. 
rec woujcare bef «avroq, with ADP rel m syrr 

for pau. rnc aduxag, adicov papeva 

Asyw bef vgiv DM 
goth 
at- 

there was a point to praise and imitate. 
And the dishonesty itself is not inserted 
without p viz. to shew us how 
little the vioi r. al. r. seruple to use it, 
and how natural tt is to them. Now, 
however, we stand on higher ground: 
caQapoic *ávra caGapa:—in bringing up 
the example into the purer air which the 
children of light breathe, its grosser parts 
aF off, and x finer only remain. 

iv s to recognize a ne- 
nal bys Suir) ce in the two situations :— 

acts, yet say to Yov’ 
will explain | a we may make 8 éx 
TOU pap. THs 45. just as we can make an 
example for dead ves out of the olxovépos 

that which is of itself rr 
ideae which belongs to, is part of a 
system of, dua, — which is the very 
pita vávrev rey racer, the result, and 
the aptest concretion, of that of 
meum and tuum (see ch. xv. 12) which is 
itself the result of sin having entered into 
the world. And we are to use this Mam- 
pes of unrighteousness to make ourselves, 

nor barns, nor estates, nor 
a friends; i.e. to bestow it 
on the poor and needy—(see ch. xn. 33, 
which is the most rie Lian kä our 
text—compare TI wi av- 
es 5 5 pajen it shall 

they, íe $0.o—(com 
joy in gen ch. gv. 7, 10, and or et 
remark cited there by Stier—‘Is there 
joy in heaven at thy eonversion, and will 
there „ may 
receive you into th everlasting 
tabernacles. Bec alao ch. xiv. 13, 14. 
God repays in their name. receire 
ns there with foy, if they are gone before 
us: they receive us there by making us 
partekers of their prayera, which ‘move 
the Hand that moves the world,’ ere 
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F Cyr, Ambr. 
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12. querepor BL lat-e i Z Orig Thi Euthym Tert : txt ADPR rel 
wou bef vue» DLR 33 latt Syr syrr goth Orig-lat, x 

Mcion-t Cypr: txt 
14. om ravra D al iti: th 

oh ong. arm. 

for 2nd 

om Ist ca BDLR 3 
Orig, Cype Jer: ins AP X(Treg expt) rel syr goth. 

during this life. ^ Deeds then of charity 
and mercy are to be our spiritual shrewd- 
ness, 5 we may turn to our ac- 

Gd:cov papevàd,—providing our- 
selves with friends out of it; —and the 
debtors are here perhaps to be taken in 
their literal, not parabolic sense—we are 
to lighten their burdens by timely relief 
on only v which a son of light 

hundred into fifty, or 
5 see Isa. lvii. 6—38. 
10—13.] Closely connected with the fore- 
going; against De Wette and Straus :) 
—the ‘faithfulness in the least’ is the 
same as the prudence and shrewdness just 
spoken of ; — ta the case of tho children of 
light they run up into one—riç iere» à 
ner oizoyvópoç xal , eh. xii. 
en gray dyrverrov = 6 ádicoc (see above: 

“fallacious,” as Wordsw.) nauwvác 
= E re- wealth of this pre- 
sent world, which is not the Christian’s 
own, nor his proper inheritance. The 
weds = rd = TÒ tpérepoy = 
the true riches of God's inheritance : of 
which the earth (see Matt. v. 5) forms a 
part, which à Gedc (implied in the rig for 
there will be none to give it you if you be 
untrue during this state of probation ;— 

He will not be your God) shall give to 
you. The wealth of this world is AA Grp 
—forfeited by sin—only put into our 
hands to try us, and to be rendered an 
account of. 18.] See note on Matt, 
vi. 24. Tne connexion here is,—that we 
must, while put in trust with the ddicoc 
papevac, be serving not it, but God. 
The saying here ap (as Olshausen re- 
marks) admirably to the and 
Publicans: the former were, to outward 
appearance, the servants of God, but in- 
wardly served Mammon ;—the latter, by 
profession in the service of Mammon, 
were, by coming to Jesus, shewing that 
they inwardly served God. 
14—3L] By occasion OF THE COVET- 

OUS PHARISEES DERIDING HIM, OUR 
LORD SPEAKS THE PARABLE OF THB 
RICH MAN AND LAzaRUS. The Pha- 
risees were not slow in perceiving that 
the scope of Tavra wdvra was to 
this world's goods, and all that the covet- 
ous seek after, at a very low price. It 
will be observed that the sayings which 
follow, are in reference to matters men- 
tioned during the discourses, or arising 
out of the character of the Pharisees as 
commented on in them, 15.] See 

22 2 
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8 Kings liL * d , 9 2 — — 16 e , a e 
5 Aov ö aun t οο Dr ,õ,/L rov Ücov. 0 vOuoc xat ot wpo- 

* e L4 9 rd è e - 

L f., l. $nrat péxpi Iwayvou' “avo rore n Bal, rou Geov 
c= Rom.xii. f > , ` e , — g 2 17 U 
ree evayyedtZerat Kat TAÇ tie auThy Braderat. €uxo- zt 

lat? ® * , M ` N — i - sa 
TBE Kor. TWTEOOV dé ori rov ovpavov kat THY ynv wape) bev 1 

zvit. 4, 6. E , 7 — = P? mer 
xu. oy. TOU VOHOU play * xepaiay got. vac o " aroAver Mie. 

oF. "P" = E 4 e; ` " ai 

eMatt.iv.17 ony yuvaika avrov Kal yauwy erépav ° poryever® kat l-3- - 
f constr. e m? 7 » | 8 8 ` — D e 19 + 
Qui." O awoXcAupévny aro av poc yapwv ^ potytuet. Ar- 

. 6 (Matt. xi. 5 ref.). ect., Rev. xiv. = here (Matt. zi. 12) only. Exod. xix. 94. b ch. v. 33 reff. 
= uname e AC Sis dye et " dr ird josh. iii. 14. = Diatr. v. 

82 rell. n Matt. v. 37 (from Deut. v. 18) al. 

15. for avOpwroic, avÜpwsw B'. 
with X rel vss: om ABDKLPRSV?A goth eth I 

16. rec (for pexpx) ewc (|| M), with ADP rel 
wavvov ins empoesrevcay (|| Ac) D al mm. Orig). 

17. eepaiav bef pav B sah. 

for rov to, evpiov B. rec adds tert, 
Constt Thl. 

cion-e Orig,: txt BLRX 1. 69 Clem 

18. rec aft xa: ins raç (mechanical repetition), with AP rel syrr goth: om BDL 69 
latt coptt (sth) arm Tert Ambr. 

last note, end. Scxasovvres .... 
vór. T. àvÓp.—a contrast to fpaproy 
Iv cov, ch. xv. 18: and BBéwy. 
avésvov r. dd to xapd lei r. dyy. 
foU Geov, ch. xv. 10. 16.] See Matt. 
xi. 12 and note. After wpod. supply 
vpoté)reveav, not (Meyer) ixnptesovro, 
which would be inapplicable to the law 
and the prophets. The connexion is, 
—‘ Ye are they that justify yourselves 
before men; ye are no publicans and 
sinners,—no poor and needy,—but right- 
eous, and increased with this world'e 
oods. But, since John, a kingdom has 

bees preached, into which every one, pub- 
licans and sinners too (rde || xavrec, 
ch. xv. 1) are pressing in. The true rela- 
tion however of that kingdom to the law 
is not as ye suppose, to destroy the law 
(Matt. v. 17), but to fulfil.’ Then, as an 
example, our Lord reiterates the decision 
which He had before given on a point 
much controverted among the Jews— 
the law of adultery. But this He does, 
not without occasion given, and close con- 
nexion with the circumstances, and with 
what had before been said. As early as 
Tertullian, cont. Marc. iv. 84, p. 448, it 
was remarked, that an allusion was meant 
here to the adultery of Herod Antipas 
with his brother Philip's wife, which the 
Pharisees had tacitly sanctioned, thus 
allowing an open breach of that law 
which Christ came to fulfil. To this men- 
tion of Herod's crime the péype 'Teávvov 
gave relevance. Still the idea must not 
be too lightly assumed. Bleek's remark 
is worth notice, that, had such an allusion 

om azo avópoc D al Syr copt goth arm. 

been intended, the last words of the verse 
would have been otherwise expressed. 
Antipas had not married a dirorced 
woman, but abduced a married woman 
from her husband. See on Matt. 
v. 32. 19—31.] Our Lord, in this 
closing parable, grasps the whole covetous 
and self-seeking character of the Pha- 
risees, shews them a case in which it is 
carried to the utmost, by one who ‘ made 
no friends’ with the unrighteous Mam- 
mon ;—ptaces in contrast with it a came 
of extreme destitution and poverty,—the 
very thing which the g:Aapywpog most 
abhorred ;—and then passes over into the 
region beyond the ve, shewing them 
the contrast there and ending with 
a mysterious prophetic hint at the final 
rejection of the Kingdom of God and 
Himself by those for whom the law and 
prophets were insufficient to bring them 
to repentance. And while it does not 
appear that the g:Aapyuvpia of the Phari- 
sees shewed iteelf in this icular way, 
our Lord here grasps the depravity by its 
root, which is, a godless and loveless self- 
seeking—saying in the heart, ‘There is 
no God’—and acting accordingly. 
The explanation of particular points see 
below. 19.] 84 connects this directly 
with what goes before; being an answer, 
not immediately to ang thing said by the 
Pharisees, but to their scoffs at Him ;— 

. d. ‘hear now a parable.’ . 
1. ] Tertullian thought (l. c.) that Herod 
was meant, and by Lazarus JoAn; and 
this view has been taken by Paulus and 
Schleiermacher also: bat surely with no 
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19. at beg ins ire ĝe eat erepav xapaBoArny D bodl. 
ins cat bef tv$pawwoptroc De goth. b e f wth arm. 

20. rec aft ric ins yy, with AP? rel 
83(appy) lat-a e f coptt sth arm Clem ‘ rel 7 J cop 

a Matt. xxvi. 71. 
x eh. ix. 17 | Mt. Mk. Ps. xvi. 15. 

ciii. 1. att. Lv. 27. a here ay A 
€ constr., Matt. xvill. 18. Mask iL 28. ch. lil. 21. vi. 1, 6. Acts iv. 5al. freq. 

» 8 s here only f. * EréAEL YOY ( oe, Rer. 
xviii. 14. e? 7 $0) — ` 5 

t yt vero dt amoÜavüv rov mTw- a se) 
Matt. vili. 

Acta x. 17 al. Gen. xlii. 19 v here only t. 
bere (cb. xv. 16 v. r. 

b Rev. xv]. 2, TI onig. Job li. 7. 

om de DXA vulg lat - a 

c)isyrr sah goth: om BDLP'X 
rec aft Aakapog ins oc, with 

lat-( 

vulg lat-b c f syr goth: om BDLX lat-a e f i copt Clem Dial. for 
«poc, eic PT. rec yAcwyevoc, with KMSUVT 1: txt ABDP rel. 

91. rec ins rwy Wiyiwy bef rer xixroyray oe Mt xv. 27 || Mk), with A(D)P 
L lat rel vulg lat -a f g, syrr copt-wilk Ephr Chr: om 

sah Clem Dial Ambr Gaud.—Wixe» D. 
Dial (Ephr) : txt ABLX 33 goth. 

probability. Our Lord might hint with 
stern rebuke at the present notorious 
crime of Herod, but can hardly be thought 
to have spoken thus of him. That the 
circumstances will in some measure apply 
to these two, is owing, as above in ch. xv., 
to the parable taking the general case, 
of which theirs was a particular instance. 
Zeller (refated by Bleek in loc.) thinks 
that the rich man sets forth the Jews 
and the poor man the Gentile. In my 
view, the very name of the poor man (see 
below) is a sufficient answer to this. 

Observe, that this rich man is not 
accused of any flagrant crimes : —he lives, 
as the world would say, as became his 
means and station; he does not oppress 
nor spoil other men: he is simply a viòç 
Tow aiwvoç rovrov, in the highest form. 

mop. x. Bóc., the Tyrian costly 
N the fine linen (for 3 
clothing) from Egypt. cb p. T., 
probably the E. V. is right— fared sump. 
tuously: ‘epulabatur laute, Vulg. Others 
render it ‘enjoyed himself sumptuously.’ 

* 20.) The significant name Lazarus 
(= Eleazarus = p» Dens auxilium) 
should have prevented the expositors from 
imagining this to be a true history. 
Perhaps by this name our Lord may have 
intended to fill in the character of the 
poor man, which indeed must otherwise 
be understood to be that of one who feared 
God. ipéB., was, or had been—cast 
down, i.e. was placed there on purpose to 
get what he could of alms. uv, 
see on ref. Matt.: it was the portal, which 

-b e e ff, i lq syr-jer copt - schw 
reo axeAetxor, with P rel eAetxoy D 1 

led out of the swooaóov into the aóA5. 
21.] It would seem that he did 

obtain this wish, and that, as in ch. xv. 16, 
the én. must mean, he looked for it, 
willingly took it. The &AÀà xal 
seems also to imply, that he got the 
crumbs: this verse, relating the two 
pointe of contrast to the rich man: his 
only food, the crumbs, with which he 
longed to fill his belly, but could not:— 
his only clothing, nakedness and sores, 
and instead of the boon companions of 
the rich man, none to pity him but the 
dogs, who éwéAayov—certainly in pity, 
not ‘dolorem exasperantes’ (Bengel)—his 
sores, as they do their own. Such was 
the state of the two in this world. 
.] The burial of Lazarus is not men- 
tioned, dia ro arnpiAnroy rg Trav ro- 
x9» ragic, Euthym. This is the only 
admissible reason. Meyer rejects it as 
arbitrary, and not consistent with the 
received notions about Hades, in which 
not the soul only, but the whole man 
was after death—believing it to be meant 
that the angels carried Lazarus bodily 
into Paradise. But then his interpreta- 
tion halts, when he comes to the burial 
of the rich man, whom he makes go down 
out of his grave into hell. The fact is, 
that in both cases the material corpse 
remains on this earth, buried or un- 
buried; while that personality, to which 
universal consent, rightly attributes sensi- 
bility to bliss and woe, and the feclings 
and parts of the body, the man’s real 

self, is translated {nto the other world. 

pu EN 
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b ver. 16 reff. 
$ Matt. iv. 24. ver. 28 caly. Wiad. 1. 1. ziz. . 

only. Prov. xvi. Bá, m = ch. viil. 8 vel. 

$9. uç rov codwow aBpaap bef vro rwy ayythwyr D al. 
with 60: om ABDP rel Meion-e Orig Dial 

23. rec ins row bef aßpaap, with A rel 
latt coptt. for roig coà reic, Tæ cou. 

lat-3 c e q arm. 
94. evgwyneac D-gr. 

(1f, when parte of the body are removed, 
we stil believe that we possess those 
limbs, and feel pain in them, why may 
not the disembodied spirit still subjec- 
tively exist in, and feel the sensations of, 
that = ier) dei it is 
tem ily separa qravey. 
ake .I In the whole of this descrip. 
tion, the following canon of interpretation 
may be safely laid down :— Though it is 
unnatural to 3 that our Lord would 
in such a parable formally reveal any new 
truth respecting the state of the dead,— 

» in conforming himself to the ordinary 
bn current on these subjects, it is 
impossible to suppose that He, whose es- 
sence 3s Truth, could have assumed as ex- 
isting any thing which does not exist. It 
would destroy the truth of our Lord's say- 
ings, if we could conceive Him to have 
used popular language which did not 
point at truth. And accordingly, where 
ger ge 279 5 we find Him 
not adopting, but protesti inst it: 
see Matt. xv. 5. The be ming of the 
spirits of the just into bliss by the holy 
angels is only analogous to their other 
employments: see Matt. xiii. 41: Heb. i. 
14. T. c. A Bpadp ] The above 
remark does not apply here—for this, as 
a form of speech among the Jews, was 
not even by themselves understood in 
its strict literal sense; and though the 
purposes of the panu require this, ver. 
23, no one would think of pressing it into 
a truth, but all would see in it the 

phic filling up of a state which in 
itself is strictly actual. The expression 
OTUN 5o yma signified the happy side of 
Hades, where all the Fathers were con- 
ceived as resting in bliss. In Joseph. de 
Macc. § 18 we have obre ydp 9aróvra, 
ypag 'ABpaáy x. "1o. x. lac. d roòikovrat 
alg robe kóXzovc abray. No pre- 

k Matt. zxvi. 68 reff. I wee. 32. p., here 

rec ins rev bef afipeap, 

ig, Ephr: om BDLX Orig, Dial 
aft avrov ins avasavopiver D 

2 . 
my 

eminence is signified, as in John 
—all the blessed are spoken 
Abraham’s bosom. See also John i 

The death of the rich 
should be remarked; Lazarus 
soon from his sufferings; Dives 
longer, that he might have 
1 7 7 " . There can 
onbt that the funeral is menti 

being co us to his station i 
and, as ch observes, ‘in a sublime 
ooy, Pe that he had ali things 
Troperis cared for; the purple 
inen which he wore in hfe, 
his obsequies. See Meyer's Sg! stes 

Te, is the abode of all disembodied 
write till the resurrection; not, the 

as Ur 
Laza- 

pP 

TFL rein 
4 

the baleful side. It is the gates of Hades, 
the imprisonment ^ lenh which shall 
not prevail against Church (Matt. xv. 
18);—the Lord holds the key of Hades 
(Rev. i. 18) ;— Himself went into the 
same Hades, of which Paradise is a part. 

dv Becávow—not eternal cor- 
demnation ;—for the judgment has not yet 
taken place; men can only be judged s» 
sedo ae wee ae 3 
but, the certainty anticipation 0, 
3 éwdpes, not necessarily to « higher 

err that "C meant :—ece 
.] Soup oris, men- 

dicus inferni. Aug. (Trench, Par. in loc.) 
On wárep 'ABp. see Matt. iii. 9. 

Acyl, not subjective only, though perhaps 
mainly. The omission of the article before 
Bucavog points no doubt to pects 
torments ;—but where lies the limit be- 
tween inner and outer to the disembodied ? 
Hardened sinners have died crying * Fire!’ 

it. 

place, 
reff. 
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w ob. ii. 20. CoL it. 2 Chron, xxix. 10. = Matt. 
y here only. 4 ig X ae. xvi. 20 Aid.) ol m. 

c Matt. ix. 1 reff. ch. vii. 
1 Tim. v. St. 21 114 w. 1. 

. 99 only. Pr rre 

Heb. ti. 6 only. AO B" eme 

26. rec aft awedaBec ins ov, with X rel lat-3 syr Orig- lat Dial Chr.; aft ra aya0a 
cov, A: om BDGHL 69 vulg lat-a c &c Syr coptt eth arm Ps Ath Ephr Chr Cyr Thi 
Cypr Hil Ambr Aug Fulg Paulin 
coptt sth arm. (kic latt Cypr Hil) 

evrevOey (more 
os B(D): 
arm Ambr. 

27. rec ovy bef cw, with LX rel Dial Ephr spec: txt ABD 69 syr Thl. 
srartp ins aBpaap DX mt Aug. 

28. om «wa D Dial. 

—Did the fire leave EN when e left 
their pa ? 

ing the mbe 
spirits for the lot of the lost. (Kl 
cited by Stier, iii. 319, edn. 2: Wehmuth 
der Himmliſchen die verlorenen Seelen be⸗ 
gleitet.) prictyn ...] Analogy 
gives us every reason to su that in 
the disembodied state the whole life on 
earth will lie before the soul in all its 
thoughts, worda, and deeds, like a map 

before a traveller. 

of all claim on Those that were 
good things £o tles, rà åy. cov, came to 
an end in thy lifetime: there are no more 
of them. What a weighty, precious 
word is this gov: were it not for it, 
De Wette and the like, who maintain that 
the only meaning of the parable is, * Woe 

rec (for ede) ode, with 1: 

26. for ert, e BL, i» his ommbus volg lat-5 c copt. 
, with K 1: om D lat-e e Dial 

ins A rel copt arm.—for last clause, pyre trete eds diaxepacat D latt 

tit ABD rel syrr 

rec (for e 
spec: txt AB rel. om 

aft 

rovrov bef rov rer D lat-a c Dial Aug,- 

to the rich, but blessed are the poor 
would have found in this verse at least a 
specious defence for their view ty D 
even then ra dy. would have implied the 
same, in fair interpretation. TÀ card 
not ahr -for to him they were not so. 

: see ch. vi. 24. 26. 
Ewen if it were sot so,—however, an 
for whatsoever reason, 0 decree hath 
placed thee there—thy wish is impossible. 

xdopa ] In the interpreta- 
tion,—the irresistible decree—then truly 
so, but no such on earth—by which the 
oon ighty Hand hath separated us and 

order that, not merely so that, none 
it. In the graphic description, a 

yawning chasm impassable. tomh- 
pucras, is for ever. This expression 
precludes all idea that the following verse 
indicates the beginning of a better mind in 
the rich man. 27.] This is the be- 
lieving and trembling of James ii. 19. His 
eyes are now ed to the truth; and no 
wonder that his natural sympathies are 
awakened for his brethren. That a lost 
spirit should feel and express such sym- 
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29. for Af, eure» D lat - a spec. 

ins A D-gr rel latt syrr copt Dial. 
30. rarqp D. 
81. [ovd’, so ABD. | 

for *uc0gcovra:, miocrevovorv D Ephr. 

rec om ée, with EGHMSTA lat-e Syr Dial: 
et ait vulg lat-b c: txt ABD rel lat-a J syr copt arm Ephr. om avrw BL Ephr: 

for axo, ex DF 1 latt Iren-lat Dial Thl Aug. 
aft avaorn ins cat aweAOn wpoc avrovc D Iren-lat. 

CHAT. XVII. 1. rec om avrov, with E rel lat-e Tert : ins ABDFLMUX 69 latt Syr 
syr-w-ast. 
Damasc 

ova: (from Mt xviii, 7) BDL 1. 33. 69 
vulg lat-f syrr arm. 

pathy, is not to be wondered at ; the misery 
of such will be very much heightened by 
the awakened and active state of those 
higher faculties and feelings which selfish- 
ness and the body kept down here. 
89.] ) vioric iE. áxofjc, ) & àro) did 
b huaroc xpiorov. Rom. x. 17. Auditu 
fideli salvamur, non a itionibus.“ Ben- 

This verse furnishes a weighty tes- 
timony from our Lord Himself of the suf- 
ficiency then of the O. T. Scriptures for 
the salvation of the Jews. It is not so now. 

80, 81.] ob not, they will not 
hear them? he could not tell that, and 
besides, it would have taken away much of 
the ground of the answer of Abraham :— 
the word deprecates leaving their salvation 
in such uncertainty, as the chance of their 
hearing Moses and the propheta seems to 
him to imply.—‘ Leave it not so, when it 
might be at once and for ever done by send- 
ing them one from the dead.’ Abra- 
ham’s answer, besides opening to us a 
depth in the human heart, has a plain ap- 
plication to the Pharisees, to whom the 

rable was spoken. They would not hear 
oses and the Prophets:—Christ rose from 

the dead, but He did not go to them ;— 
this verse is not so worded, * they would 
have rejected Him, had He done eo :?— 
the fact merely is here supposed, and that 
in the very phrase which so often belongs 
to His own resurrection. They were not 

elz om rov (with some cursive ?): ins ABD rel Scr's-mse Orig Chr 
, rec py ed@auy bef ra cxcavdada (fo connect av. cri or rov with the inf, 

or to avoid rov ra), with AD rel latt Orig: txt BLX lat-e. for ova« de, 1A 
t-a b c e ff, i syr-marg copt: txt A rel 

persuaded—did not believe, though One 
rose from the dead. To deny altogether 
this allusion, is to rest contented with 
merely the surface of the parable. 
Observe, Abraham does not say, ‘ they will 
not repent’—but, ‘ they will not believe, be 
persuaded ? which is another and a deeper 
thing. Luther does not seem to con- 
clude rightly, that this désproves the 
sibility of appearances of the dead. It 
only says, that such appearances will not 
bring about faith in the human soul: bat 
that they may not serve other ends in 
God’s dealings with men, it does not 
assert. There is no gulf between the 
earth and Hades: and the very form of 
Abraham’s answer, setting forth no im- 
possibility in this second case, as in the 
former, would seem to imply its possi- 
bility, if requisite. We can hardly pass 
over the identity of the name Lazarus 
with that of Him who actually was re- 
called from the dead, but whose return, 
far from persuading the Pharisees, was 
the immediate exciting cause of their 
crowning act of unbelief. 

Cuar. XVII. 1—10.] FURTHER DIS- 
COURSES. The discourse appears to pro- 
ceed onward from the foregoing. zi 
1] rà ox. is perhaps owing to some 
offence which had happened ;—the depar- 
ture of the Pharisees in disgust, or some 
point in their conduct; such as the previous 
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* pW EX VEM — 7 ~ 22 47 s a t 7 
ov P EPXErat. 2 Avarrener avr & AiBog * pvdixog repi- 1 

Karat wept rov "rpaymÀow avrov kai HH ra ac rmv s here only f. 
ÜaAaccav, i iva 
[ 4 

tva, 3 

*axavdadisy rwv 'yuwpov  robrwv ,g 
wpoctxere * eavrotc. tav auápry o dd Ah aov, 

i» L] Rev. 

viii. 21.) 
ark ix. 49. 

Acts xxviii 

, > = , ~ . t. 
e emriunooy aury, cal tay “peravonoy, “adgec avTQ. a Mark ix. ds 

* kai av “imrákiç rnc npipaç ‘apaprnoy ‘tic oè xal ve ch. iv. 85. 
(Matt. xv. 30 : : i£) "Gen. * érükic € éxiorphjg mpóc oe Aéywv * Meravow, * apnosç ES 15 

avr. P kai grav oi axdcroAo rp cup " DIpócec fury , Katt. Seret 
wiorw. Ô cizev & o kbptoc Ei éxere riori we ! kóxkov yo Matt x. 
! owamewc, Edéyere av ry * cuxapivy rabry !  ExpituÜnre 0%, l. 

xxi. 84. 
v. 85. Ax. 28. Gen. xxiv. 6, 

d Mat t. vi. 12 ref. 
Eo. xxii. 82. Acts ziv. 16. Deut. sxx. 3. 
bere caly. 1 Chron. xxvii 28 al. see ch. xix. €. 

2. for AvaireAet, cvvpeper ĉe D vulg. 

a Matt. lii. 9 ref. 
e Matt. xvii. 21, 22 only. 

b Mark viii. 89, 88 reff. ; 
Ps. cxviii. 164 al. f Matt. xvii. 15 reff. 
b = ch. xil. 81 reff. i Matt. ziii. 31 reff. 
1 Matt. ziii. 99. xv. 18. Jude 13 only. Jer. i. 10. 

e Matt. iH. 2 reff. 

rec (for AWWo¢g pudccog) AN omcog 
rom Mt xviii. 6), with A rel syrr Dial: txt BDL 1. 69 latt syr-marg copt arm 
cion-t. wepreceiro and spixro D (eperrero D?). rec eva bef rwv piper 

rourwy (from Mt xviii. 6), with AD rel vas: txt BL. 
8. rec aft cay ins ds (from Mt xviii. 15), with A rel syr: om BDLX 83 latt Syr 

copt goth æth arm Clem spec. 
At), with D rel 

apapon (|| Mt) DXA 69. 
vulg-ed lat-o e g syr-ms arm-usc: om ABL 1 am(with fald em 

rec adds sc oe 

orj gat jac mt tol) lat-a b f ff, 9; i I syrr copt goth arm-zoh Clem Bas Antch Damasc 
Bede A al. aft «as «av ins ne spec A 

4. rec apapry (repetition from ver 3), with F rel Clem Orig: txt ABDLXA 
spec. (av are 69.) ins tar bef 2nd exraceg (from above) AK lat-5; ro 
Clem. rec adds rgc gutpag (from above), with A rel vulg lat-/g, ; syrr goth 
wth spec: om BDLX mt lat-abcilg syr-jer copt arm Clem Orig Ambr ict-tun. 

rec (for æpoc) emt, with 1 (e sil): txt ABDLXA latt syrr copt arm Clem.—om 
wpoc ae (omd as unnecessary, cf Mt xiii. 15, Lk xxii. 32, Acta iii. 19, al: and then 
variously reinserted) E rel mt lat i 
peravonge Di. for agnoeig, ape 

5. [et rar, so BDLX.) 
8. o de rer avroic, omg cvpiog, D, similarly lat - a bc e ff, i. 

DEGH (S, e sil) latt : txt AB rel. (eynre M al.) 

chapter alluded to. åvévðerrór low 
= obec ivdéiyeras, ch. xiii. 38. 2.] See 
Matt. xviii. 6, 7, and notes. Trev 
prc. T., perhaps the publicans and sinners 
of ch. xv. 1;— perhaps also, repeated with 
reference to what took place, Matt. 1. c. 

8, 4.] See on Matt. xviii. 15, 21, 
22. The wposdyere davr. here is to 
warn them not to be too readily dismayed 
at oxdaydada, nor to meet them in a 
brother with an unforgiving spirit. 
dwirlp. | *áyámy begins with àAg0eveiv," 
Stier :— who remarks, that in the Church, 
as in the world, the love of many waxing 
cold,—not being strong or warm enough 
for this imtripnooy,—is the cause pis d 
offences abound. 8.] ol sig fp. 
r., ‘increase our faith,’ of the E. v. 
is not exact: give us more faith, is more 
literal and simpler. Wordsw.'srendering, 
“Give faith in addition to our other 
privileges, powers, and virtues," is not so 

h wth Orig Damasc spec. (33 def.) 
HA latt Syr copt-ms Clem. 

rec ayere, with 
aft Ayers av ins rw opti rovro 

probable, seeing 1) that faith is not the 
crowning item in such a list, but the first 
and most elementary: and 2) that, had 
this been intended, it would most proba- 
bly have been expressed pg. hui xal 
wiorty. This is the only example in 
the Gospels in which fhe Apostles are 
marked out as requesting or saying any 
thing to the Lord. They are amazed at 
the greatness of the faith which is to 
overcome ørávčaňa and forgive dpap- 
rijnard as in vv. 3, 4:—and pray that 
more faith may be added to them. 
6.] See on Matt. (xvii. 20) xxi. 21. On 
this occasion some particular tree of the 
sort was close at hand, and furnished the 
instance, just as the Mount of Transfigura- 
tion in the former of those passages, and 
the Mount of Olives 5 the AMAT: A 
ov tvog is mulberry -tree ; not very 

Manag in Pie but still found there. 
It must not be confounded with cvropo- 
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m Matt. xv. 18 Kat 

ml Cor. ix. le 
at PP Dent. 

o lit., 1 Cor. ix. 
7 only. (Matt. vorra, 

ETATTEAION XVII. 

™ $urtóÜnre ev rp ba ddp, Kai UrnKovew av dir. Ar 
7 vic 5 cE vuv Sovrov € x " aporpiwvra J ? roupat- mst 

Oc etceABovre E TOU a tpe avr Edt 1. ini 

1 Kings xx. P saptABov ` avámest, 8 aA o epet avr ‘Eroipacoy 
p T.i ° Service, kai " weptlwoapevoc " raxóva pot fec 
e 7555 kai riv, kai pera ravra sou Kai vitsar ov; 
- "P 4 ^ 

Mi PEE eu Exel Nip "e p SobAw 0 ort éwoinoey rd " haraxBtvra ; M 

“penis, | 19 obroe Kat d neic, d rav wormaqre wavra ra Siara xb re 
only; Prov. Unt», Al yer: ore dodo “aypeiol &auty, o pe 

only. 755 root 1: rO¹⏑Mͤtcö ,L. 
rern ez Mark x. 45 reff. v1 Tie, 1.18. 9 Tim. 1. 4 Heb. xii. S8 only. $ Maco. Hl. 88. 
w eh. i. 18. Acts xxili. 81. Judg. v. 9. x Matt. xxv. 3@oaly. 3 Kings vi. 33. Ep. Jer. 17 vat. omly. 
y = Jobo xiii. 14. zxiz.7 al. 

peraBa evrevOey exes cas pereBatvey kac (Mt xvii. 20) 
om 2nd ay A. 

exw» bef vn Jovdoy D. 
gurevOnrs ei ry» Garaccay D. 

7. om s£ D- gr L latt. 
copt. rec om avro, with A rel 
copt eth arm Aug. [DKMUA join « 

continuing ry ewxapive pera- 

ins py bef epe: D lat-e 2 
: ins BDLX 1. 69 "iatt Syr syr-w-ast 

„with ept: ELA, with rape o.] 
rec avarecas, with AMA (1, e sil) 33. 691, ayweca: L, avaravoa X: avarxecor T: 
txt BD rel. 

8. om ovyt Dista te COLD eh hg EYES Amir 
38. cv bef cat tucais D 

aft ewe ins av AKLMX 

9. rec yapıy bef sye, with A rel vulg lat-b c f. 1 syrr (goth) arm : txt BDL lat-s e 
copt sth Cypr. rec aft rw dovAw ins erte cf ch xii. 87, and see ch xiv. 31 al), 
with E rel vulg lat-e f i syr goth (wth) arm Cypr Aug: pref, K: om ABDLX lat-a ò 
e f, | q copt Ambr. rec 
th Cypr: om AB rel lat-e syr goth Antch Thl. 

aft ra diarayOevra ins avro, with DX 69 latt Syr copt 
rec at end adds o» dor, with 

AD rel vulg lat-8 c syrr goth: om BLX 1 lat-a e copt sth arm Cypr. 
10. for ravra to vuv, oca Aeyo D. 

rA oda latt (Syr wth ?) Bas,(ins,) Cypr. 
aft ravra ins ravra A al. 

sopey bef aypao: D- gr 
om ist 

al Syr Ign 
rec ins or: bef o weecAopey, with X rel syrr: om ABDL 1 Tiatt tt copt sth 

arm Orig Epiph Bas, Antch Thl Cypr. 

pla, ch. xix. 4, which is the Egyptian fig. 
See note there. Notice the different 
tenses with &v: Mir dv, ye would say: 
ð r ijrovot v dv, it (even while you 
were speaking) have obeyed. ixpe- 
táð.) cum ipsis radicibus, in mari man- 
sura. Tale quiddam fit ipsis fidelibus. 
Bengel. 7—10.] The connexion is, 
—‘ Ye are servants of your Master; and 
therefore endurance is required of you, — 
faith and trust to endure out your day's 
work before you enter into your rest. 
Your Master will enter into His, but 
your time will not yet come; and all 
the service which you can meanwhile do 
Him, is but that which is your bounden 
duty to- do, seeing that your body, so 
and spirit are His.’ 1.] eùOéws in the 
E. V. is wrongly joined with tet: it cor- 
responds to taŭra in ver. 8. ‘Con- 
struendum ; cito accumbe: cito cupiunt 
accumbere qui missis ceteris officiis 
sibi summam conferri oportere putant. 

Bengel. 8.] des $. x. 1, till I 
shall have eaten and drunken: see ch. 
xii. 87, where a different assurance seems 
to begiven. Butour Lordis here speaking 
of what we in our state of service are to 
expect ; there, of what in our state of ma- 
sumission ( mense servos adhibere manu- 
missioniserat * Grotius, citing from 
Ulpian) and adoption, the wonders of His 
grace will confer on us. Here the ques- 
tion is of right ; there, of favour. 
9.] Our Lord is not laying down rules for 
the behaviour of an earthly master to his 
servants,—but (see above) is speaking of 
the rightful state of relation between as, 
and Him whose we are, and whom we 
serve. 10.] This shews the sense of 
the parable, as applying to our own 
thoughts of ‘ourselves, and the impossi- 
bility of any claim for our services to 

In Rom. vi. 23 (see also the 
foregoing verses we have the true ge 
on which we for eternal life 
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! Kai Eyévero * £v rp wopevecOac avroy siç ‘Tepov- =Ma xn a 
caAnu, ̀ 
IeAdatac. 12 

, awhvrncar [aire] dera 
è róppwðsv” l5 cal avroi ° ñoav 
‘émiorara, §tAincov nuac. 1“ 
Hopevdivrec 8 ewidsiEare tavroòç TOiC ĩegeboiv. 

„avret EYÉVETO " £y. TH UTAYEV avrobc, éxaÜapisÜncav. 
òè Č avro» 1800 Ori iim, à 
ne yd dodo rov bróv, Ie 

k Matt. v.16 al. r. Isa. m 38. 

Il. om avrov BL. 

kai auroc drnpxero did pésov Zapaptiaç xai 

for dia, ava 1. 69: om D. 

* a red., ch. v.17 

b Man. Avi 
Kat eicepxouévov avrov sic rva Koun 2 — 2 6 2 

` New por avipec, ot toro a Bes, xi. 18 
only. 

n Abyovrtc Insov e A. 18. 
Kat Bev elrer avroic pri smit 

— 36, 
„ eee perà gevnc Aie bet mot =. 
kai krtotvy El WOOCWTOP t xxi. 

81. Heb. v.7. 
1 Matt. xvii. 6 reff, 2 Chron, vil 8. 

psov BDL n = 
13. for 5 oxov 3cav (error) D lat-e; ef ecce lat-a b e ff, i om 

avre B(D)L: ins A avipsc bef Aswpos D al latt syrr. ba oi, xas D Syr 
copt-mss. eveorycav BF. 

18. for pav $wvq» Asyorrsc, expakay yes peya^g D (Iat-e). 
14. aft iw» ins avrovc D 69 (latt) iD 

D. for zas sy., ty. ĉe D (co 
15. for 1n05, 

ptyadnc bef $»vsc D vulg lat-ó c cop 

before us ;—viz. as the gift of God whose 
servants we are,—not wages, as in 
the case of sin, whose we are not. In the 
case of men this is different; an 
servant is b roc (Philem. 11), not 
adypeiog, i.e. où p) exes Tiç Xptiay,— 
Etym. Mag. See Acts xvii. 25. The 
case supposed introduces an argument à 
fortiori: ‘how much more, when e have 
Jailed i» so many respects.’ ‘Miser est 
pan Dominus servum inutilem appellat, 

att. xxv. 30; beatus qui se ipse.’ 
Bengel. Thus closes the series of 
discourses which began with ch. xv. 1. 

11—19.] HEALING OF TEN LEPERS. 
Tt does not appear to what of the last 
journey this is to be There is no 
reason for supposing it to have been subse- 
quent to what has just been related :—this 
is not implied. It may have been at the 
very beginning of the journey. From the 
circumstance that these lepers were a 
mixed company of Jews and Samaritans, 
&à p. X. x. Fu erage | means ‘ between 
Samaria and „on the frontiers of 

to mean ‘ He 

these walls.’ pty i. 4. 4. This 
seems to be |} with Matt. xix. 1. The 
journey mentioned there would lead Him 

arm. aft avroic ins riÜipastveota 

sxa0apw0» D d valg 1 lat-3 SJ i8yr goth(appy) eth Vig-taps. 

did pisov X. LEV 12. Ser, 
see Levit. xii. 46; Num. ir sar co The 
Rabbinical prescriptions as to the distance 
are given in Wetstein. misery 
had broken down the national distinction, 
and united them in one company. 
On the nature of leprosy and its signifi- 
cance, see on Matt. viii. 2. 14.) One 
of our Lord's first miracles had been the 
healing of a leper; then he touched him 
and said, * Be thou clean:’ now He sinks 
as it were the healing, and keeps it in the 
background ;—and why so? There may 
have been reasons unknown to us; but one 
we can plainly see, and that is, to bring 
out for the Church the lesson which the 
eni B ae In their going away, in 

ce of Jesus they are healed 
what need to go back and give Him 
thanks? Here was a trial of their love: 
Jaith they had, enough to go, and enough 
to be cleansed : 5 with the one 
. titude, they not. 
imbeE.] (peris on Matt. viii. 4. 
iv r$ Vr. abr. ] i. e. while on their way; 
—the meaning evidently being that the 
had not e far, and that the whole too 
place wit n 8 short time. They had not 

to the priests, as some „suppose. 
15.] The 188% Sn , and 

dcr. p. >. pey- 8. T. dev, set before us 
something immediate, and, I should be 
inclined to think, witnessed by the narra- 
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moh. xvill. ll. mapa roug wooac avrov ™ 

17 drci & o ‘Incove etwrev Ovyi oi 
John xi. 41 

ETATTEAION XVII. 

cb yapiarov abr Kat avroc mq 

18 ovy ° euptÜncav 

u s 3 7 9 ` ^. 
kat slre aurp ` Avacrag mopevov 

* fp- 

erat 3) Ba rov Otov " pera " saparnpnotec, 

cts xxvii. >> 7 
85 Rom. Tauaptirnc. 
Lvl. & al. . 7 » 7 e 10 , es 

hdn vit Seca exaÜaoicÜncav ; ot & Evvia xov; 
"Emm 5 vroorpivavrec ? Souvar dE rw Oey, & un 07 aAXo- 
n aes att. 1. a y 

fer yeric obroc; * 
p Joha u.s I riorte Gov ctawktv ot. 

$ „IX. L e 

ae cay 208 ExsowrnBeic & úrò raw GOapwalev wore 
rim ir o XeTat N PaotAreia rov tov, arerpion avroic kai rE 
Gen. , y 

a Matt. xit. 10 sue . s , r As „ mA A e ' - 
"ur ovd: epovoiw Id oð cbe n Ec Sov yap i Ba rov 

Cer Bo" Matt. Al. S. xvi. 11. Joha iv. 95. vi. 14. u 3 Cor. vili. 4 al. 
xii. 43 Aq. (-peiv, ch. vl. 7.) 

16. for rapa, zpoc D. 
y de D. 
17. om Ist de A. aft rare» ins avroic D. 

aft deca ins ovro: A al. 

om evyapioray aur D. 

v here only f. Exod 

for cat avrog wv», 

for ovye ot, ovrot D lat-a b e e ff; iq. 
om 2nd ĝe AD lat-a b c i l Syr copt Orig-lat Vig. 

18. for ovx to Jovyai, c£ avrwy ovótig evpeOn vroorpegwy oc Swoe D, simiy latt 
Ambr Vig. 

19. ins ort bef n worse D latt. om last clause B. 
21. rec ins idov bef exes (see ver 23), with AD rel latt goth Orig: om BL late ff. 

91.2 $ l arm (Cyr). 

tor. 16. aùr. y Tap.] Strauss 
su (and Hase, but doubtfully) from 
this, that the whole narrative arose out 
of a parable about Jews and Samaritans. 
Such an absurd notion is however not 
without its use for believers. Every 
miracle is a parable: our Lord did not 
work mere feats of supernatural power, 
but preached by His miracles as well as 
by His discourses. 17.] Were not 
the ten cleansed? but (of those ten) the 
nine, where (are they)? 8. å 
&AAoy. obr.] The Samaritans were Gen- 
tiles ; —not a mixed race, as is sometimes 
erroneously supposed. They had a mired 
religion, but were themselves originally 
from other countries: see 2 Kings xvii. 
21—41. There may have been a reason 
for the nine Jews not returning,—that 
they held the ceremonial duty imposed on 
them to be paramount, which the Samari- 
tan might not rate so highly. That he 
was going to Mount Gerizim does not 
appear: from his being found with Jews, 
he probably would act as a Jew. 
19. ciowndéy ge—in a higher sense than 
the mere cleansing of his leprosy—theire 
was merely the beholding of the brazen 
serpent with the outward eyes —but his, 
with the eye of inward faith; and this 
faith saved him; — not only healed his 
body, but his soul. 
20—37.] PROPHETIC ANSWER TO THE 

D adds pn mtorevonre (|| Mt ME). for row Qeow, rev 

PHARISEES. In this discourse we have 
several sayings which our Lord afterwards 
repeated in His last prophetic discourse to 
the four apostles on Mount Olivet ; but 
much also which is peculiar to Luke, and 
most precious (‘eine Póftlide Perle, De 
Wette). .] The question certainly 
is asked by the i as all their quee- 
tions were asked, with no good end in 
view: to entangle our Lord, or draw from 
Him some direct announcement which 
might be matter of accusation. 
raparnp.] with (accompanied with) an- 
ticipation, or observation. The cognate 
verb is used ch. xiv. 1 of the Pharisees 
‘watching’ Jesus. 21. ofB2 dp. .... .] 
Its coming shall be so gradual and unob- 
served, that none during its waxing onward 
shall be able to point here or there for a 
proof of its coming. ov ydp] for 
behold the kingdom of God is ( 
among you. The misunderstanding which 
rendered these words ‘ withis you,’ mean- 
ing this in a spiritual sense, ‘in your 
hearts,’ should have been prevented by 
reflecting that they are addressed to the 
Pharisees, in whose hearts it certainly 
was not. Nor could the expression in this 
connexion well bear this spiritual meaning 
potentially—i. e., is in its nature, within 
your hearts. The words are too express 
and emphatic for this. We have the very 
expression, Xen. Anab. i. 10. 3, —4AA4 cai 

R a dor. 

ABDE 
GH&L 
MRSU 
VITA 
l. n. ey. 
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be " evroc Üutov tor. 2 simev & mpòç rovc paOnrac "br a. 
* "EAeócorrat * npépat Gre kh, ere play rov "" nut p een se. 
roU viov rov avOpwrou “ide, kai oux OjtoÜ:. Kai „ Xf 17 oe 
Ld — e 2 * LY 5 e » 4 + 

goovew Upt» dou éket tov Got" 

A A pi yap J ar [a] À dorpaxrovea — 12. bS Siwbnre. 

un Arbor: unde t Jobn T Pet. 

f eK “THe UTO Tov oupayov eic r ur obpavov Aauret, as, Matt. vil 

odr orai O viòç TOV avOpwrou év ry "ion avrov. el, PAL 
25 

aito z Deut xav. 39, 
I. d (bis bis) only. Prov. iv. 18. 

ovpavwy D. 
22. for de, ovy D al. 

not e f) copt «th. 
aft nutpuv fas rovrev D goth. 

A(D)B rel: txt BL copt.—om $ D 
art Adr unde B 1. 69. 

L rel: txt ABDER 33. 

Laid de Set aurov moÀAÀd sabe xai *amo8oxt- NX 
de. z non. 

Job H. 2 al. Rm vil. lia 
g Matt. K. Al. 

iii. 19. Hag. 

tt. xxiv. 

9 Kings xxii. 15 vat. P». exitii. 6. Wied A al. 18 onig. 
m Gp MEN » 16, 16. xvii. 3. Acts xil.7. 3 Cor. 

r 

tory bef evroc vut Ri Petr-alex. 
aft na0nrag ins avrov AX vulg-ed(not am forj) lat-a b c 

for ors excOupnotre, rov excOupnoat vgac D 69 arm. 
om ide: D mt Mcion-e,. 

28. rec 1800 wie 5 ov exes (partly from ver 21, partly from Mt xxiv. 23), with 
83. 69: for n, ka. M seth. 

syr-cu contains Lu xvii. 28 to xxiv. 44.) 
24. om 2nd n B(see table) LXT 1. 69: ins ADB rel. 

om ç rg» vx’ ovpayov D al. 

Syr om 

rec (for vro rov) vx’, with 
for Aapres, ao rpN re. 

D. rec aft ora: ins cat (to swit ver 26: so anid rec in Mt xxiv. 27), with D 
lat - ö c e wth arm: om ABR rel vulg lat-a f f3 g 5 
rij nutpa avrov (homaotel, xov and rov: had the c 

-cu copt goth. om sy 
een added, it wd have been 

ey Tn xapovcia avrov, cf || Mt, and below: so also Meyer) BD lat-a bce i sth: ins 
AR rel vulg lat-f syrr copt goth arm. 

25. roa abe bef avrov AK lat-e. 

ratrny icwcav (ol “BAAnvec) ral dN 
Owéca dvrès abr cai xphüpara xal 
avOpwwroe iyivovro xdvra lawcay :—see 
also John i. 26; xii. 35, both of which 
are analogous expressions. See the two 
ren compared in Bleek’s note. 
The kingdom of God was begun among 
them, and continues thus making its way 
in the world, without observation of men ; 
so that whenever men can say ‘lo here or 
lo there, whenever great ‘revivals’ or 
‘triumphs of the faith’ can be pointed 
to, they stand self-condemned as mot be- 
longing to that kingdom. Thus we see 
that ab such marked event in the 
history of the Church is by God's own 
band as it were blotted and marred, so as 
not to deceive us into thinking that the 
kingdom has come. So it was at the 
Pentecostal era: —80 at that of Constan- 
tine j—80 at the Reformation. The 
5 among you, includes of course 
the deeper r and personal one within each 
of you, but the two are not convertible. 

22. | This saying is taken up from 
ivrog ipòv loriv.— He is among g yos, 
who is the Bridegroom,—the Son of Han; 
—during whose presence ye cannot mourn, 
but when He shall be taken from you, 
you shall wish in vain for one of these 
days of His presence. Stier (iii. 362) 

thinks this addressed to the Pharisees also, 
and to apply to their recognizing too late 
in their future misery the Messiahship of 
Jesus :—but this does not appear from the 
text. Meyer tries to prove this in- 
terpretation altogether wrong, from the 
iv r. hulpaig r. vi. r. á»0., ver. 26. 
But the words have the general mean- 
ing of the days of the Son of Man's 
presence, and this extends on to His 
Future presence, or vapovcia, as well. 
Of course, if they hereafter desired to 
see one of the days of His presence, it 
would be a second or future nce. 

23. xal èp. ö.] ‘Ye shall not 
see one ;—therefore p^ not run after 
false reports of my coming. A warning 
to all so-called expositors, and followers 
of expositors, of prophecy, who cry (dud 
ixi. and idod à), every time that war 
breaks out, or revolutions occur. See 
on these verses, 23, 24, Matt. xxiv. 23—27 
and notes. 94. ix ris... ela rdv. . 
supply xepac ... xepav. 25—30. 
The events which must precede the com- 
ing: and (1) ver. 25, as regards the Lord 
Himself,—His sufferings and rejection, 
primarily by this generation,— but in im- 
plication, by the world ;—and (2) vv. 26— 
80, which unfold this ‘implication as re- 
gards the whole world, which shall be in 

— 
— 
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Ex al. pacÜnvac à aro THC yeveuc rarae. 

XVII. 26—37. 

26 kai ̂  kaDuc eyévere 

t MOL zzii. 90 ev rale zulpate Nwe, ourwe EsTa Kat ev raiç "Inipaec rod 

kata xx. VOU TOU arbecrov. 

1 Pet. M. 20. 

2 nobiov, = Extvov, Eyapour, 
4. xi. 7.  BiLovro, a ax ze ui ac eicuk iv Noe ac ray ro, 

oniy. Oax. cad ÑA bev ô ‘KaraxAvopoc kai "amwAtcotv wavrac. 

b Matt, da 2 6 ono * kabag eyévero ev rac nutpatc Aer nolor, 

en. Ge Qe. É ex two», ° nyópačov, ° Emaoun, ° 5 vxobouovv* 793 

E "Rer. 1 ar 
zd 

v. 9. 
p Matt. xv. 18 

vett. 
q Matt. v. 45. Aorrerat, 

eh. vii. 88, 

oùpavoù Kai axeAccev wavrac’ 

rà aura orae Ü nuépg o „vioc TOU avbperoy * troxa- 

ev inei ry zuepg de ora 

* 

cara 

‘exit row 

33 ° oharoc cal ra ̀ exei aurov tv "y oig, un kara fares 
17 bis. 

Darm d apat aura, Kai 9 év aypy opoiwe ay 
viL 

. * ys, ra oris ue. 

Ue gei EAV *Curnoy "i 
* uvnuovebere TH yuracc Aer. 9 e 

xd avrov 

e 

“emorpefare * ec 
« 

" weper orjeaebat, aw 
um uot ô Atoy, ^ Uwo au av in er, er. AEG aurny, at c &dv aro oy, your te Thy. 
20 ref. t- Matt. xxiv. 17. Heh. i = Matt. zii. 39 Gen. 

03 ref. 
u Matt. x. 37 reff, 

w = Matt. sii. . 111. Tt 3 Esk. viL 1. x eh. zzzL 97. 
y gen. Pona ay, 20 al. I Chroa. xvi. 15. 
a 

2 : . 18. 
= Matt, xiv. 26 reff. b Acts x . lTim. ii. 13 enly. Gen. XXEI. 18. Isa. 

vii. 19. Tha. vi. 18 only. Exod. l. 17, ‘18, 99. 4 Kings vii. 4 al. 

28. rec ins rov bef vwe, with 1 (e sil): om ABDR rel Clem Damasc Thl 
N. rec cEeyapeZowro (Mt xxiv. 88), with AR rel: txt BDLVX 69!. 

rec axavrac, with AR rel: txt BDLX. o, eyevero D lat-e. 
for gÀ0ev 

ree (for cabesc) zas wc, with AD rel Iren-lat Clem: txt BLRX 69 vulg lat è 
syr-cu. 

29. om de D lat -s e copt-mss. 
ats b e ff, syr-ca Iren-lat. 

transp Qo» and svp ADEM G9: om ca: G 
rec eravrac, with AR rel: txt BDLAA. 

ree (for ra avra) ravra, with A rel vulg lat-b c e f: avra R: txt (of ch vi. 23) 
BDKX i lat-s syrr syr-cu copt sth Eus. 
wou TOU 5 „ D lat-c J, i b, similarly lat- g Aug. 

for » ap. o M. T. avÓp., ev rq ,a rov 
axocadhurrqra B: 

axocahugiq D 
3L rec ins re bef aype, with ADR rel: om BL 69 goth. om ee ra R'(appy). 

for excorpearw, ewmserpagyre D. 
33. for lst clause, ec av Vs Zwoyorncac ruv puxar avrev D. rec (foe 

vepurouggag0at) cwoa (from ch ix. 24 al), with AR rel: txt BL lat-b ei 
for cat oc, oc d (see ch ix. 24 al) BL 69: txt ADE rel vas. 

ree aft ar adds aergy (ch ix. 24 al), with A rel: om BDR 1.33 ALBTAA. 

lat-a arm. 

its state of carelessness and sensuality at 
that time ;—ece notes on Matt. xxiv. 
87—39. The example of the days of Lot 
is added here,—end thereby the sanction 
of the Lord of Truth given to another 
pert of the sacred record,. on which 
modern scepticism has laid its unhallowed 
hands. 28.) Bornemann joins ópotec 
with the former verse—but thus the paral- 
lelism (see ver. 29, end) is broken. 
99.] (fpetev, impersonal, not ó Od to. 

t such an as à O g BDM 
is used Matt. v. 45, is no proof chat Chen 
Boixu, is used impersonally the sacred 

is to be supplied. 9L] refers 

atolesu AM 5 

immediately to the example of Sodom 
just related. In Matt. xxiv. 16—18 it 
finds its place by a reference to the de- 
struction of Jerusalem, see there. 
33. A solemn cantion is here added, 

nig d ivwrrpeipáre —remembor her 
who did. .] See on Matt. x. 39, 
and ch. ix. 24. connexion here, it 
leads the way to vv. 34, 35. irion 
should be rendered as a 

E- 3 
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mac, eic * wapaAnugOnaerat kai d értpoc j ageOnaerat. Oe alice, 
35 

0c 7 » € — , e EM S > > 
xptQevrec Aéyouow aury lov, kópie; o & ciwev abrote 
“Orov ro on, Extt kai ot ` atrot : emtauvay Um Dal. 

XVIII. ! Elser & [xat] r οοννν avroic " Toc i- Mati. xiv. 
XIII. II. 1 Kings xxxi. 10, 13. 
36. Prov. xxx. 17. 
only. 2Chron. xz. 26. 

wr. u. Óvo D al. om prac B lat-c. 
e sil): txt ADR rel Bas ThL 
apf, DK goth. 

k M 
lob. xfi. 1. 21.36, Matt. 

m constr., here only. Jer. xxxiv. (xzxvil) 10. wpór, sec ch. xii. 41. 

94. dvo bef «corra: (|| Mf) AEMRU 69 lat-g 

sapaXauaveras D- gr GK. 

35. rec Jvo bef «covra:, with AR rel vulg lat f i: txt BDL. 
with BDR 1. 69 copt-schw lat-a copt: om AQ rel 

ett. xxiv. 398. Rev. iv. 7. vili. 18. xii, Idoaly. Job ix. 
xnxli.97. xxiv. 3i f Mk. Mark 1. 88 

syr-cu goth sth Ambr : ec. ex. 
rec ins o bef tat (|| At), with B (1. 69, 

for ageOyorra, 

elz ins 9 bef uta, 
copt-wilk arm Th]. rec (for 9 

de) cas n (from foregoing and || Mt), with ADO rel latt : txt BLR 69. 
(36. elz dvo «covra« ev rw aypw tic TapaAdngOnoeras kat o ertpoc ageOnaera: ( from 

The MS Mt xxiv. 40; the futures adapted to the context here. 
through homeotel), with DU (ecovra: om D al 

syr-cu arm Victorin Ambr Aug Bede: om 
ts loo weighty 1 an omission 
ves; o bef tic om DU) 33. 69 latt syrr 

against it 

ABQR rel lat-g, copt goth sth Bas Thl Euthym Op Max.] 
37. om aur D. rec [aft ects] om cat, with A D. QR rel am(with other p 

lat-a c e i Syr syr-cu goth: ins BLUA 69 vulg-ed lat-ó syr copt arm Eus Bas 
Ambr,. 
Eus: txt BLQ arm. — placed 
ev-y arm. 

rec (for ewicvrvax0.) evvaxOncovra:t with ADR rel latt syrr syr-cu 
in rec aft exe (as || MZ), with ADR rel: txt BL 

Cuar. XVIII. 1. om cas BLM 69 lat-a b c (copt wth, appy) Orig: ins ADQ rel 

Acts vii. 19): an expressive word, derived 
animal parturition, bringing forth to 

air and life what was before concealed in 
the womb. That day shall come as the 
pains of labour (dt) on a woman in 
travail (Matt. xxiv. 8) : but to the saints 
of God it shall birth of the soul 

body to life and glory everlasting. 
See St. 220. ad Rom. c. 6.” Wordsw. 

univermelity of che hich Lord i which our is 
announcing to them, and which His dark 

subject: and thus it is an entirely dis- 
tinct discourse from that in Matt. xxiv., 
or our ch. xxi. 

Cumar. XVIII. 1—8.] Tux unsust 
JUDGE. This parable, though not per- 
haps spoken in immediate unbroken se- 
quence after the last discourse, evidently 
arose out of it: — perhaps was the fruit of 
a conversation with the disciples about 
the day of His coming and the mind with 
which they must expect it. For observe 
that in its direct application it is eccle- 
siastical; and not individual, but by a 
legitimate accommodation. The widow is 
the Church; the judge, her God and 
Father in heaven. The ent, as in 
the parable of the steward rijc dduiac, 
so in this of the æphri g rijg áducac, is 
à fortiori: ‘If such be the power of 
earnest entreaty, that it can win right 
even from a man sunk in selfishness and 
fearing neither God nor men, how much 
more will the right be done by the just 
and holy God in answer to the continued 
prayers of his elect:' even though, when 
this very right is asserted in the world by 
the coming of € piers He Pur 

hardly find among his people the power 
elire it— though few of them will have 
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at eat m 1 

e 
o 2 Matt, xxl. 

37 reff. 

P Rom. xi w. ut aro rov Tavridicou pov. 
3 Cor. x. 
Rev. we i. 
zix. 2 only. 
Ps. xxxvi. 98. 

1» , 
Kat avÜpemrov 7 

ae eic rédoc eon. 

s Matt. xavi. 10 l Mk. Gal. vi. 17. Bir. zxix. ol 
ix. ici Aristoph. Paz 688, rc. 

vulg lat-e f ff, g 
rality of the parable 
arm Chr 
69: txt BLUA. 

2. om uV D 1 Syr syr-cu 

91.9 i yrr syr-cu goth 

Chr 

EYATT'EAION 

- TO Sey wavrore wpocet tobat avrovc kai un 
4. 2 At yu Korriic TEC ud EV rive TOÀEL dis beo un $opov- 

Prov. Heyoc xat rl poor un ° évrpexrópevoc. 

roles € miop, xal NEXETO v aùròv Atyovaa P Exdixnoor 

vererbt pe. 

12 . "Akovsart ri o kpene rie adixiac At ti 

. dacporiac brawsacudévar. (-$:0v, Prov. xx. 88.) 

le that follows), with th DEGHA (S 1, e sil) Orig 
Damasc. rec excacesy, with R rel rel Orig, 

XVIII. 

í kai obe nce ' eri Xoovor, 

pera ravra & elrer év éavre Ex xat rov deb ov. $o[Jovua 
. evrpéwouat, 5a ye ro ‘wapéyew 

P » 8 a 9 ? J a 

EK xni de aur, tva nm 
6 & e ld 
Arte E O KUptoc 

7 o 82 Oe ov 
u = here (1 Cor. 

v comstr.. 
t Matt. x. 99 reff. Ps. cif. 9. 

rec om avrovc (prob from the 
ins ABQR rel 

> bas: eve. ABIDHEQ 

for reve, ry DLX 33. Orig, Bas. 
8. elz aft xnpa de ins ric, with A 1 latt copt: om ABDQR rel lat-e syr goth Bas 

Damasc. 
4. rec 16 deer, with E rel: txt ABDLQRXA 1. 33. 69 Hippol Chr Damasc. 

aft xpovov ins ra D. 

D lat-a b c ff, i Syr syr-cu. 
Hippol: txt ADQR rel. 

„ins ard bef eedsenew D. 

shewn this unweariedness of entreaty 
ys the poor widow shewed? 

wpós, with reference to. 
x] SPAY geo 1 Them. v. 17. The 
mind of prayer, rather than, though of 
course including, the outward act, is here 
intended. The earnest desire of the heart, 
is prayer. éyxaxeiv (= iccaxtiv, rec. 
see note 2 A 1) ;—to : 

ve up through the weight of overpower- 
E evil 2.] See Deut. xvi. 18 and 
Matt. v. 21, 22. ö 0. ni >. x. AO. 
ph dr.] A common form of expression 
for an unprin ape and reckless 
see instances in Wetstein. 3. Je. ] 
deliver me from—the justice of p cause 
being presupposed—this adversary being 
her oppressor on account of her defence- 
leas situation, and she wanting a sentence 
from the Judge to stop his practices. 
4.] drì xp..... for some time, not, Sor 
a long time.’ irt, giro, cai peivar’ 
ixi xpóvov, Il. 8. 299:—for a while, 
E. V. The point of this part of the 
parable is, the extortion of right from 
such a man by importunity. His act was 
not an act of justice, but of injustice ; 
his very ixdinnotg was adicia, because he 
did it from self-regard, and not a 
sense of duty. He, like the steward above, 

rec ĝe bef ravra, with ADR rel 
for carey ev savre, MA de tig savrov cas Meyer D ( Vig). 

for cas avOpwroy ovr, ovde avôpwroy BLX latt (copt ?) 

: txt BIQ vulg lat-a f. 
om 2nd ras 

was rūc d duriac, — belonging to, being 
of, the iniquity which prevails im the 
world. ] «ls "dos belongs to pxo- 
pévn, as in E. V., but has a stronger force 
than there—lest coming for ever, abe 

éwemid{y] from bremor, the part 
of the cheek immediately beneath the eyes, 
signifies literally to amite in the face;—and 
proverbially (see reff.), to mortify or in- 
oessantly . It answers exactly to 
the Latin obtendo, which Terence has in 
this sense, * Ne me obtundas hac de ve 
edpius, Adelph. i. 2. 38; and al. fr.— 
Livy, ‘ Neque ego obtundom, sepius eadem 
neguioguam agendo. ii. 15. The Greek 
word does not appear to be any where 
used in this sense ;—so that the use of 
it here may be a Latinism, as Grotius 
thought. Meyer interprets it literally— 
‘lest at last she should become 
and come and strike me in the face.’ It 
has been observed that the apostles acted 
from this very motive when they besought 
the Lord to send away the 8 
woman,—‘ for she cried after them.’ Matt. 
xv. 23. v. a e a 
and on ch. xvi. 9. KO Me 
widow in this case (the forsaken Church. 
contending with her adversary the devil, 
1 Pet. v. 8) bas this additional claim, in 

" Eykaktip, à one 

Mans 
UVATS 

5 xnpa & qv iv ry ais. 
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2—11. KATA AOYKAN. 609 
, » 7 ~ LI -æ - 25 uj b roiboy ray ms exdtcnot rv “exXexrwy avrov roy Pareri vil, 34 

15. ' Bowvrew aury ‘nutpac Kat vvcròc, Kal " paxpobupes € em — [5 
bore {p)- 

avroic ; 3 8 Ay Dp Ore P mouet rnv F exdicnoty auray a aln 

ev Tay et. “wAnvy o viog rov avÜpowov :AÜo» * 

evpraet rij miot er rig vnc: 

rene rove " weroifórac e éavroic Ort ecoiv Sixator 

al. 
a Q r Matt. xxiv. 

1 Tuli 
"mpóc. P». ov. $3. 

X. det. here 
kat “eal Mg. Vokes 

9 Etztv 06 kai 

b éEovyÜrvovvrac robe Aorroóc, mv rapago hn raórqv' ru 

10 Arber svo * avéBnoav siç rò apay mpoçevčacbar, el gic "Eur. an 

Qapicatoc kat o ETEpOÇ reAwvne. 
xxi. 1. (xxxv) 18 AX pds, p An ari 8) 

274 T zi 3 80. de. xxvi. 9 vat.) ouly. 
xii. 41. xix. 9 al. a Mark x. 94 ref. 

6 — John vii. 14. Actsiil.1. Isa. ii. 8. 

7. rec rooe, with AEHKLRSA Antch: txt BDO rel. 
txt BLQ lat-e. Boro avrey, om 

syrr: txt ABDLQX 1 
(R uncertain, cf Treg and Tischdf.) 

8. ins vat bef Aye GMR 69 em copt arm Iren-lat Mac Antch, A 
DG 69 tol! lat-5 c ff, i ! Iren- lat Mac Aug. 

avrov, with AR rel: 
paxpoOupev, with E rel lat-a b c ff, i 
arm Chr Ante 

9. om Ist «ac A rel fuld? lat-b cei 
RXA 1. 33 vulg. &EovÜtvovyrec 
1 swapaBolny raurny D. 

. ĝvo bef av@pwxo: D latt Aug. 
for o erepoc, elc D lat-c Cypr. 

II. aft Ist o ins de QX copt. 

which the right of her cause consists,— 
that she is the Elect of God, — His Be- 
loved. fépos x. vvxrós] This an- 
sibi n the pris hk in ver. 1, deed an 
amplification of it «. d 
" . n He delays ee 
their case: — and He, in their case, is 
long-suffering. ‘Est in hac voce dila- 
tionis significatio, que ut debitori prod- 
est, ita gravis est ei qui vim patitur." 
Grotius. The rec. reading, paxpoOupéy, 
conveys the same meaning, being 
understood as xaízep. This is perhaps 
what the E. V. means ‘though He 
bear long with them,’ which is ambiguous 
as it stands. The paxpo8. has no doubt a 
general reference also to God’s dealing 
with man, see 2 Pet. iii. 9, 15. 
8.] iv rdxa will not bear the meaning 
* swiftly, i. e. suddenly, when it comes,’ 
but (see reff.) is y —soon, speedily, 
as E. V. And this is no inconsistency 
with pacpoOupei: see 2 Pet. iii. 8, + 
Rh. ] See the beginning of this 
note. This can hardly be, as Meyer in- 
terprets it, that the paluful thought sud 
denly occurs to the Lord, how many there 
will be even at His coming who will not 
have received Him as the Messiah: for 
4 rioris, though ‘faith’ generally, is yet 
here faith in reference to the object of p 
the parable—faith which has endured in 

Vor. I. 

o Papicaiog crabeic 7.7; M 
v N. T. always w.. èv, Acts XH. 7. Rom. xvi. 

w= Matt. xi. 23. E sealord 
y Acts vi. ates = ch. 

b ch. zlii. 11. ay xiv. 3, 1⁰ al. L. P. Prov. L7. 

rec ded avro) xpo¢ 
Twy, : rec 
t-e ehr en goth(appy) 

ev avroic D-gr al latt 
ng. om ori 

om ru bef mori D al. 
syr syr-cu coptt goth Bas Thl: ins BDLMQ 
al. aft Aoswroug ins ayOpwrovg and om 

rec ins o bef «lg, with AQ rel: om BDRX. 

prayer without fainting. Or the mean- 
ng may be general and objective; as in 

9—14.] Tux PHARISEE AND THE PUB- 
LICAN. This parable is spoken not £o the 
Pharisees, for our Lord would not in their 
presence have chosen a Pharisee as an 
example; nor concerning the Pharisees, 
for then it would have been no parable— 
but to the people, and with reference to 
some among them (then and always) TOUS 
wer. Sri eloiv Bix., who trusted in them- 
selves that they were righteous, and de- 
spised other men. The parable de- 
scribes an every day occurrence: the 
parabolic character is given by the con- 
currence and grouping of the two, and 
by the fact that each of these represents 
pe chologically a class of persons. 
1 wpós, to, not congerning : it was con- 

cerning them, it is true ;—but this word 
expresses that it was spoken £o them. 
The usage of rpóç in ver. 1 is no example 
for the sense concerning, for it is not 
there so used of persons, but with a 
neuter article and infinitive: ili wpdg 
abroòg rap. is too eral a phrase, to 
allow of any other interpretation than the 
ordinary one, where the context will bear 
i ' davr., not, ‘were 
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d eh. zii. $9 
re . 

e ch. zvil. 16 
reff. 

f Matt. vii, 15, 
1 0 

only. Gen. h 
xlix. 27 oaly. 12 

g 1 Cor. vi. 9. 1 - 13 

(James iv. @ KTWwpat. 
v. r.) only. 
Job xxiv. 16. 

h Matt. iv. 2 
reif. 

i æ Mark xvi. 

RYATT'EAION XVIII. 

wpoc ᷑aurò ravra Tpocmuyero 40 Osc, ° evyaptore 
co, Ort ouk tipi &crig oi aroi rov avOpurer, 
‘dowayec, adixor, oM, N kai. we oUroc Oo r. AON du 

morevw Sic rov gr, ‘arodexarw wavra osa 
Kat O rt Aung paxpobev zorg ouk me 

ovee rove o¢faApouc ™ 1 

grumrev [ tic] ro *ornÜoc avrov Aye d'O cer, 

PiddoOnri por ry “apaprwry. |* A úpiv, *xariBe P pnm 

» € M 9 , U Ld 

éwapat iç TOv ovpavór, aÀÀ 

k Mait zaii. 
#8. ch. xi. 42. Heb. vil. 5 only. Gen. vill. 22. 1 Matt. x. 9 ref. m ch. vi, 20. Joba vL 5. zri. 

3à Eri 28. Rer. Te. G bib. Exod Srl. 2 GU) 5 omt. here (Heb. l. 171% Pe axm Il 
q cb. vi. $4. xi. 46. v T Matt. ix. 1$. Prov. Mk 81. d s Mark All. 18. Acts vill. 88 al. 3 Kings 

XE. (zxi.) 16. 

ravra bef spoc eavrow BL 1 vulg lat-e copt arm Orig Bas Cypr. roc re 
A 1. for grep, ec DLQ Orig, o reden ovroc AK lat-e Cypr Ang, 
Vict-tun. 

19. avodtcarevo B. 
13. for za: o, o ĝe BGL 69 lat-e Byr syr-cu coptt A Tet tec Tow ovparey ug. 

bef exapat, with AD rel vulg lat-a syr Cypr: txt BLQX 88 lat-b o g Syr syr-cu coptt 
om 2nd eg (ae unneces ; eee also ch xxiii. 48, where no uc is inserted: 

it hardly can have been ined to exit Mt xxvii, 90) BDKLQX 1. 83 latt arm Orig, Cr 
Antch Cypr : ins A rel syrr 
rel: om 1: txt B[sic: QU lat à o£ 

14. aft vuv ins ors KQU lat -s b of ff, 

10, 11] p. dav- 
rv belongs to mposnéy. Mark xiv. 4, not 

A : that would be rad iavróy, 
see James ii. 17. He stood (in the ordi- 
nary place), and prayed thus with him- 
sel? is E. V.,—‘ apud animum suum :’— 
such a er he would not dare to put 
up aloud (Meyer). The Church has ad- 
mirably fitted to this le the declara- 
tion of thankfulness in 1 Cor. xv. 9, 10 
(the two being the Epistle and 290 for 
the Eleventh Sunday after Trinity), also 
made by a Pharisee, and also on the 
ground that he was not as other men 
but how different in its whole spirit and 
effect! There, in the deepest humility, 
he ascribes it to the grace of God that he 
laboured more abundantly they all; 
yet not I, but the grace of God that was 
with me. 18. r. Bis +. o.) This 
was a coluntary fast, on the Mondays 
and Thursdays; the ibed fast 
in the year being the great day of atone- 
ment, see Levit. xvi. 29; Num. xxix. 7. 
So that he is boasti 
supererogation. T. a) Here 
again, the law perhaps (but cf. Abraham’s 
practice, Gen. xiv. 20; and Jacob’s, Gen. 
xxviii. 22) only required tithe of the fruit 
of the field and the produce of the cattle : 
see on Matt. xxiii. 23. rh] not 
I possess, which would be kixrguai—but 
I acquire ;—of all my increase ; see Deut. 
xiv. 22. His speech shews admirably what 

-cu coptt goth. 

i Leyrr syr-cu coptt Antch Thi Hil. 

of his works of 

rec (for eavrov) avrov, wi 

his weroi8note ip tavrp was. 13.) 
paxpdéGer—far from the Pharisee ;— con- 
trast in spirit to the other's thanks that 
7) 
the ican in hi ility ac- 
kucelodging this by an act. en r. 
30%. — another contrast, for we must bere 
suppose that the Pbarisee prayed with 
all significance of gesture, with p sels 
soris unge . vi. 5). is 

ight but true difference also in oralels 
of Pharisee being put in position’ 
(answering to ‘ bei sented’ of the other 
usual posture) and égres of the publican, 
—‘ standing ;—coming in merely and re- 
maining, in no studied place or posture. 
So Tacitus, Hist. iv. 72, ‘stabant con- 
scientia flagitii masta fixis sa terrae 
oculis :’—eee also Ezra ix. 6. rvs. 
[ele] r. r.] See ch. xxiii. 48, ‘pre dolore 
5 ubi dd ibi manus.” A 

ma a stress on WW bef. * 
‘me the Sacr! Gresw. Vut see refi, 
where, as probably hore, the art. 1 
generic. It seems to me that any em- 

tic comparison here would somewhat 
etract from the solemnity and simplicity 

of the prayer (agst Stier, iii. 384, 2). 
The W rather implies, not comparison 
with others, but intense self-abasewent : 
* sinner that I am.” Nor are we to find 
any doctrinal meanings in Udo€.—w? 
know of one only way, in which the 
prayer could be accomplished: but the 
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oUroc : de diralc hoe eic TOV oiKOV aurov "wap &K6tVOV, 1er a 
la webs. ort mac o vb tavróv ` rawewwOncerat, o è ' ramuvov (Pae. ‘om 
Nd éavroy ii upwOnoerat. (Pal) pas. 

"y. 15 Hloocíéspov 9) awry kai rd 97%, ira avrov Ges ell 
. irrer. (ovre & oi pa@mrai * iwerinwy abroic. te . 

o & 'Insouc rpocrAι⁰ν aura erty 

uit xb robe pt, Kat un 
JD roiobr e- toriv D] aaa rod Oeoð. 

Agere TE Matt. XR. 

b ke vere aura’ TV w Matt vi 6 

d piv Ayw ff, Siete 
buy, Oc av m * Enta ray Bacrkiav tov Gov we 7 TMK. Mark 
srai&iov», ov un eic l Ady siç avrhv. 

18 Kai * érmpiornoty rie aurov apyu» diye A®eoxare || 
aya, r ri roibouc n f aiwrtov € kÀnpovouhaw ; 

e avrg o "Ineovc Ti nt ̂  Alete à ya0óv ; ; ovdsie ayabóc, s 
20 rac &vroÀ dc otdac, | My poryevaye, 1121 ref. 

h = | Mk. ref 

& pn cic o sóc. 
g Matt. zzv. 84 ref. Nem. Avi. 55. 

om ac TOv oiov avrov D PERREN BL’. 

15. om «a: D al lat-a b Syr-ed copt goth. 
axrnra bef avrwy I X.—a nra: P.—(avrev is written over 

the line by the original scribe in B : see table. 
Boson, vada D. 

z Matt. xiL 16 

a — Mark v. 87 

bE Mi. reff 
eu tt. 9. 18 clwey — 
ach. * are 

. 19 

| Exon. xx. 19—16. Dor. vi. 16—20. 

om ra D 1. 69 arm Orig. for 

rec exeripyoay (|| Mt prod: cf 
digest || Mk), with AIP rel goth: exerssouv 69 : txt BDGL 1. 

16. wpocecadecaro avra Aeyev L lat-a co 

rec (for av) tas (|| ME), with AIP rel: txt 
Atyuy DG 1. for cl vere, xeÀvogra: 

17. aft any ins yap D al. 
BDLX 69. 

18. om Meywv (|| MX) D am. 
. for ax. de av. o ind., o ĝe re avrw DG. 

20. aft orac ins o ĝe emey Torac «xev Ce o 1900vC ro D. 

words here have no reference to that, nor 
could they. 14.| The sense is, One 
returned home in the sight of God with 
hie prayer answered, and that prayer had 
grasped the true p of qe o 
forgiveness of sins (so that 18. is in 
usual sense of the Epistles of Paul, E 
tifed before God—see reff) the ‘other 
prayed not for it, and obtained it not. 
Therefore he who would seek justification 
before God must seek it by humility and 
not by self. righteousness. ort wae 
& thew lavr. has been illustrated in the 
demeanour of the Pharisee ;—Taweve. 
in his failure to obtain justification from 
God :—rawavev davr. in that of the Pub- 
lican ;—tpetjc. in his obtaining the 
answer to his yer, which was this 
Justification. us the particular in- 
stance is bound up with the general 

; 90, omg aura, B: wpocecaXetro avra 

o bef Osoc is erased in B. 
for pn (four times) 

trath. 
15—17.] LITTLE CHILDREN BROUGHT 

TO CHS. Here the narrative of Luke 
Mark, falls in with those of Matthew and 

k, after a divergence of nearly nine 
see note on eh. ix. 51.— Matt. 

xix 13—15. Mark x. 13—16. The nar- 
rative part of our text is distinct from 
the two; the words of our Lord are 
verbatim as Mark; see notes on Matt. 
The place and time indicated here are the 
same as before, from ch. xvii. 11. 

15.) xol rà Bpéón—their infants 
also; not the people came only, but also 
brought their children. Or, tbe art. may 
be merely generic, as in E. V. 
points out more distinctly the tender age 
of the children than waid:a. 

18—30.] QUESTION OF A RICH RULER: 
OUR LORD’ ANSWER, AND DISCOURSE 

R R 2 
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a , N a k , 7 TUR "i povevoyc, un Alive, nn pevdopaprupneye, rine 
Lb . TOV warépa cov xai Tv pntipa. 21 o Gà erer Tavra p 
"ad eet 2 12 UA m ? m [d 2 7 eo de e 'I - 

al -wavta épvAaba ™ ex “vedrnroc. ^ axovaac 9€ o Inoove 
Ion eisev avro Eri ev cot" Acie’ mávra boa Exec wegoor Be 
(Pas, James at ° ta do rr, Kai E Etac P Oncavpow £v roi obpa- 

=m Led Lad 7 > m 

Alz. aony voir” x Sevpo axoAove por. 23 ) && akoUgac ravra 
o ch. xi. 92 r AN » n0 q ` À i 28 24 oe 

nn vero £ytvilUn, nv yap wAovsioc opodpa. Guy 
ar de avrov o Inovve simev "Iloc ‘SucxoAwe of ra xp- 

= — . 4 9 a 7 e - s , e 
gag. ix.14 PATA tyOvTEC tC THY Baca rov Ütov et cropEor di 

r Matt. xx vi. 88 

e T Matt. xxl j EUKOT (UTEDOV yao tory "küpumAoy S rpnuaroc . 

ho a" BedXovne 7 ciceADety à wAobaiov eic rr». Bai rov A 
or) l. Oeob etceADeiv. ™ ro & ot axovaavreç Kal rig Sbva- uri 
sir E x 1 rat owOnvac; 7 o & erer Ta adtvara * wapa avOpwroic i29 

„ Hl. a -æ ~ P « Ld 

_ Ovvara wapa Tw Gew tori. 7 (xu & [o] Ilerpoc ria 

"enin Bir. ‘Tov nue " adévrec 1d (Oa non DD ga. Po & 

20 elrer avroic Apny Aiyw vpiv Ore ovOs(c tor OF 
X here only t. bod "au * - A 7 a A - 4 | 
yu dd. Matt. ̂  adnKev oiciay T] ‘yuvatka n adeAgouc N yoveiç n rikva 
"4-7 evexey rne BaciArciag rov Geov, 90 oc ovy un amoAa[g 

. (ch. 1.87. 
. xvii. b — Matt. iv. 20, 22. Exod. ix. 9). c Jobs 1. 11 reff. dad. ti. 

84. xv. . Rom. i. 37 al. Numb.xxxiv.14. 9 Macc. (iv. 46. vi. 21) vill. 6 only. 

ov (with futures) D latt. pevopaprvone B. rec aft ugrepa ins cov, with 
E rel lat-a b c Syr syr-cu copt eth: om ABDI; KLMPX 1. 83 vulg goth arm. 

21. ravra bef ravra AI K lat-e. rec egudakapny (|| Mk, which our txt more 
nearly approackes than | io, with DI,P rel: txt ABL 1 Dial. rec aft veorgroc 
ins pov (Il MX), with AI,P rel latt: om BD lat-2 syr-cu Mcion-t Dial. 

22. rec aft axovcac de ins ravra, with AI,P rel syr: om BDL 1. 33. 69 lat-e Syr 
syr-cu copt Thi. for diadog, Joc (|| Mt Mk) ADI,LMRA 1. 33 Dial Bas Th. 

rec s» ovpave (|| ME), with IP rel vulg lat-5 c goth Dial: ev ovpavosç (|| MÀ) 
ALR: txt BD lat-a e copt. 

23. rec ryevero (more usual form), with ADI,PR rel: txt BL. 
24. om H B. urey bef o (go0vc D. rec ins Tp veo» ytvoptyo” 

bef wwe, with ADI,PR rel: om BL 1 copt. rec «ciAevsovra: (|| Mt ME) e 7. 
B. r. 0., with AI,P rel: e. r. B. r. 0. eegeAevcovras DR 88 lat-a b c: txt BL. 

25. rec (for rpguaroc) rpupadiac i nme AP rel: rovzggaroc LR: txt BD. 
rec (for Bedovnc) pagidog (|| Mt MX), with APR rel: txt BDL 1 (69) Clem. 
for Ist eig, dN Ot (|| Mk) ADMP 1 latt syr-cu syr(uceA0. in marg) 

goth Thl. 2nd ecedO. bef uc r. B. (|| Mt) D vulg lat- c f g, syr-cu copt 
26. acovovrec D-gr L latt goth. 
97. rec ear: bef wapa re Gew (|| ME), with APR rel vulg lat-b of syr copt goth 

Iren-lat : txt BDL 1 lat-a e Jer. 
28. om ó AP rel: ins (|| Mt Mk) BDLRUX (i. 69, e ail). rec a$geapt? 

ravra xai (|| Mt Mk), with APR rel: txt B(D)L syr-marg copt.—ra id. bef ag. D. 
29. om or: DA latt. ouis (|| M^) DH 69 Syr arm-ed. rec p yor. U 9*- 

9 yvy., with 5 rel; so, but insg 9 adeAgac aft adeAgovc, DXA Cypr, : txt BL copt. 
etvekey D. 

90. rec (for ovy:) ov, with APR rel: «av D: txt B[sic: see table] L 1. 

THEREUPON. Matt. xix. 16—30. Mark x. rhaps of the syuagogue: see notes on 
17—81. The only addition in our narra- att. and Mark. 
tive is that the young man was a raler,— 
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*woAAarAaciova év rw ‘kapy robrœ, xai 

ry * Ep opévip b Cwi]v P atovitov, 

31 TIapaAa(jéóv & rove ddr ceirtv 
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9 e g Ow t. ` 

ev ry " auovt 7 Kk. Kan, 
iii. 96. viii. 
18. Eph. 1. 

4 ? Ly . 

mpóc aUroüc ef. 
rd 85. Hebd. vi. 

l seXecOnoerat 5. i 
h ver. 18 

wavra rà " yeypappiva "Sta row Tpojurov "ry vip rov Ib 
avOpwrov’ 52 ° rapadoPnaerat yàp rotc EOvectv, kai ? ép- A. Aal. fl. 

e ‘qe , ‘rs 7 33 a. 1. 
wary Onoerat Kat UBpraPhoerat cal eurrvabnoerat, Kat Eo 
pacrtywucavrtc amokrevoUgiv avrov, Kat TY NENG TY m= Ma. 1i. 5 

- onlg. see IL 3, , 34 

TOITY avaornotrat. 
1 9 1 ? Ni 

Kat QUTOL ovdey TOUTWV CUVNKAYVY, Acts xv. 28. 
2 Cor. ii. 4 

t g DAL - 2 3 i " 

Kat qv TO pnua rovro kekpuuutvov aw , Kal OUK "le Matt" 
ili. 14. t^» 7 * Ld 

£&ytvocko» rd AT,. L . 

18. "Wiser, 

55'Eytvero 0 “ev ry ‘tyyilew avrov eç Iep R, h5 Set 
L » ^2 a ` "QNA g? - 

rv$ÀOc ric tkaÜnro wapd tnv odov "tmwarrov 
A Ld À x 8 7 y? 04 yf * — 

cac Ò: ox Aou * Óuamopevoptvov, ? &rvsÜavero ? ri eln rovro. 

q ch. xi 

xxiv.98. Ps. 
xxiv. 62. 

Avi. 3. 

for arg, AaBy (|| Mk Mt) BDM arm: txt APR rel. 

ch. zi, 45 reff. T Matt. xxvi. 67 reff. Matt. 
John iil. 10 al. Job ix. 11. u Matt, xiii. 4 al. . ix. 

é ovili. 10 

„ B6 ? 1 Oo-]al. E 
axkou=- pU Ms 28. 

exraxAacuva D lat-a 
b A D i syr-ms-marg Iren-lat Cypr, Ambr Aug Bede. 

0 r pog avrovc, avro« D vulg lat- o. [sepoveaAnp, so BDLR Orig.] 
for re v, wepi rov viov D 69 latt syrr syr-cu copt arm Epiph : rov viov (itacism ?) A. 

82. for xapaò. yap, ors wapaéd. D lat-e. 
Byr-w-ast arm-zoh. 

98. azocrevovor D-gr. 
84. for ca: avrot, avro: de DU lat-o Syr eth. 

rat nv, add’ s» D 1 lat-a bce fs Syr syr-cu, 
copt-dz arm. 

35. rec wposairwy (of || MX), with APQR rel: txt BDL Orig. 
exaQnro (|| Mk) D lat-e Dial. 

86. waparopevopzsvov DX latt goth(appy). 
Orig, Dial: om ABP rel. 

31—34.] FULLER DECLARATION OF HIS 
SUFFERINGB AND DEATH. Matt. xx. 17 
—19. Mark x. 32—34. The narrative of 
the journey now passes to the last section 
of it,—the going up to Jerusalem, pro- 
per! so called; that which in Matt. and 

ark forms the whole jo . Weknow 
from John xi. 54 that this journey took 
place from Ephraim, a city near the desert. 

31.) The dative oe TQ 
vig belongs to yeypappdva—as in E. V.: 
seo Winer in reff. 33.] The be- 
trayal is omitted here, which is unac- 
countable if Luke saw Matthew's account, 
as also the omission of the crucifying, 
this being the first announcement of it ; 
see a similar omission in ch. ix. 45. 
34.] Peculiar to Luke. oUBiv rohre 
—i. e. neither the sufferings nor the resur- 
rection. All was as yet hidden from 
them, and it seems not to have been till 
very shortly before the event itself that 

om a: vBprcOnoerae DL lat-a ö o ff, i 
om xat eyervoO aera (|| Mt) PR arm-zoh. 

rovrwy bef ovdey D. for 
om rovro D 1 lat-a b c syr-cu 

exa:rey bef 

ins a» bef sen DKLMQRX 1. 69 

they had any real expectation of its hap- 
pening. 

85—43.] HEALING OF A BLIND MAN 
AT THE ENTRANCE INTO JERICHO. Matt. 
xx. 29—34. Mark x. 46—52, where see 
notes. I have on Matt. spoken of the 
discrepancy of his narrative from the two 
others. e supposition that they were 
two miracles is perfectly monstrous; and 
would at once destroy the credit of Mat- 
thew as a truthful narrator. If further 
proof of their identity were wanting to 
any one, we might find it in the fact that 
the following expressions are common to 
Mark and Luke. In Matt. of course they 
are in the plural, as he has two blind 
men.—iráÜgro apd r. óóóv ixairov 
(rpogairgg lc. x. T. 68.)—Inoove Ó 
Nalwpaiog (-apn»óc) —ixeriuev abr 
iva ayy (guwr-) aUroc (ò) dt ro 
Badoy te và A. Mino yui—Tí 
got Ole Noche (9. v. 9.)—«0pu ($aB- 
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n * Dok d de abr or. Incovc o Nalwpaioc " Tap- 

e Jabi. 23 épyerat. ad. * tBónatv Al ‘Incov wit Q, 

t7 Matt. xxi. A A. * Kat oi r ο, hf bfr aury (va 

xn. A ynog auroc & wollg ua A txpatev Yiè Artis, "m 
P. Matt , 

"LAO sXénooy pe. © orabeic & o lob exéAcvcev avrov 

d p wpóc avrov. 'iyyieerroc & avrov I- 
xXx. on 

L y rncey avrov 11 Ti coe ! MAN “womow; o & drr 

Len l . Kupie, " tva drag 42 kat o Iso siwer avre 
VIDE . Aral n rloric cow cr ct. $ cai wapaxpnpa 

iv, 14. Dee, cal ro Oo aur do bade róv Üróv. Kai 3 avi 
i mac o Aaòc id tàukev " aivov T Bey. XIX. i Kai re 

1 dat., ch. ice Mov Set 'I 2 1805 re- GHEL . sone « 7, ECA UD empyero ry epi. Kai wou ard ‘ove- 1055 

a Mari ai. s pari’ Kaħovpsvoc Zaxxatoc, ai avroc jv api ee, 1 
5 * kat" bre rÀovsoç 3 ral nre touy rov Ive 

p Matt. 2. "vic tore, Kat ovK novvaro “aro rov öyÀov, Ort ro 
vill. f) only. * nAixig ppc P. €* Kat z ro ur oocbey 
.. b? F bere only . “avéBn txt " ovxouopíav, tva dy avróv, ori 

oer 

EKELVAC 
t= Matt, zii. 46, 47 reff. Mark 1.94, Jobn vifi. 83. v c» Matt. . 7al 9 Chron. 1.6 
w e ch. ii. 5 m Eph. iv. 18 only. , zt 2 ref.) Beek xiil. 18. z Joha zx 4 ly. 1 Kings vii. 

11. Tobi only. y = ver. 28 only. Oen. zxaii 36. s ~ ch. v. 19. a bere 
only 1. rise Amos vii. 14 Aq. Symm) b constr., see eh. v. 19. 

37. vatapnvoc D-gr 1 vulg lat-a (e i ) Orig. 
- for «at, o & D lat-e goth. expaley P. om oov AEK Orig. 

39. os ĝe D lat-e Ma for wpony., wapayovrec AK. eweripouy AT 
69. rec cusren (|| Mk Mi), with AQE rel Orig, : txt BDLPX Orig,. om 
row D lat-o. for wie, vtoc 

40. om o «naouc A al Dial—om o BD. om «poc avrovc D 1 lat-a e f, 5i 
syr-cu Dial. aft 2nd avroy ins o «gcov; QX 69 

41. rec ins Ace bef ri, with AQR X(Treg expr) rel: om BDL lat-e copt Dial. 
. €. awonnGac era» avro ee rig). 

43. for Aang, oxAoc Q 69 Orig, Thl. for awov, dofay D. 

CHAT. XIX. 2. om eaAovyevoc DG (latt) Syr syr-cu eth. for Ist rat avroc, ovroc 
D lat-e i goth: cas ovroc 69. rec (for 2nd aurec) ovrog, with AQR rel: om L 
syr-cu copt goth: txt BKU 1. 69.—rec adds n», with AQR rel syr-cu syr-marg copt 
goth: om BK 1. 69 latt arin.—om xa: avroc D lat-e, 

8. eduvaro B'K. 
4. wpos?"popwy (see digest on Mt xxvi. 39) EP FGHLRVT' Naz-ms: pg. D. 

add eig ro BL lat e. Steph and Elz-1633 cvenuwoaray (by iacism H, T 
E'GKU: -wpoparay A Naz-ms Cyr: -opoparay EFHMSVTA : -opwpeav DQ: tr 
B(Mai expr) LA. rec ins di bef exeitwnc, with A 1. 69: om AB (O) Q 1 
tre D. 

Bovvi, Mark as usual) iva dv takes most notice of the glory given to 
ý wriortc cov nioweby ac. 38. rí dy] God on account of the miraculous acts of 
Luke generally inserts dv—see ch. ix. 46: the Lord Jesus. 
Acts v. 24; x. 17 al. and v. readings CRHAP. XIX. 1—10.] ZACCHEÆEUS THE 
89.] ol apody. = bdy\o¢ Matt. = perve PUBLICAN. Peculiar to Luke, and indi- 
Mark. 43. Peculiar RA zoo. cating that though in the main his narra- 
abr¢, which all three relate) to Luke ;— tive is coincident with, yet it is wholly 
his usual way of terminating such narra- independent of those of Matt. and Mark. 
tions, as it certainly was the result of 2.] Zac = 3» pure, Ezra 
such a miracle—see ch. xiii. 17; ix. 43; ji. 9; Neh. vii. 14; also found in the Bab- 
v. 26. He, of the three evangelists, binical writings, see Lightfoot. He was 
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muedAey dil pxeo bai. 
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5 kai de Mbe i Emi Toy röror, ° ava- 7775 

BA o Ino ob Lise, auroy, kai] eri Tec abror Aser M. 

Zakxats, ̂  awevcac "xarafonÜv. ' 
cov * de nt pewat. 8 kai $ 

B. xviii, 6 

s'inepov yap tv Tp ol *; e Matt. xar. 
ortiouc ren, Kai Tin vi. 11 h e 

u- al, Oen. iv. 

sditaro avrov xaipwv. 7 kai ibovrec wavrec 'Bteyoyyulow p ch. xiii, 38. 

Al yovrec Ort j Tapa ‘ dpaprwdy * avàpi eic ben, cara Ab- Acts phe 7. 
James f. 28 

gai, 8 m or abeie oe Zoxxatoc ciev wp0¢ TOV cipiox Ido "i Mace, 

ra ° hulouá pov 70 " Vrapyorrev, KUpLE, TOIC mT WX og | Es raar. 12 2.1 
eri 9. 

did n Kai et TwOC rti ? tGvxoQüvrgaa, ° d roòid n aa John i. 40. 
l æ eb. iz. 12 (re.) ouly. 

om Matt. xix. 21 reff. 
keh.v.8. Bir, x. 23, 

a here only. (-øv, Mark vi. 98.) 
q = cb. x. 35. Matt. v. 26 al. Gen. zlii. 39 

m « ch, xviil. 11. disi A "i bi 
p ch. fil. 14 oniy. Reel. Iv. 1 al. 

r here only . (Ast, 8 Kings vi. 81 (33)) 

5. for me MR ext TOV TOROV, eyevero ev rw CuepyecOat avrov eder cae D al lat-a 
bce Vr i om ó B. 
copt ch 

for Tpog avrov», avrw 

om tie avrov kai 
92 5 arm: ins AQR rel nig lat. f syrr (syr-cu) goth, edo» ra: (omg avrov) 

(passing from ei- to &-?) BL 1 

for ewivcac, axevooy D-gr A lat-e g 
for o. yap, ort onp. D latt p Iren-gr Epiph Ambr. 

7. rec awayrec, with (KMS, e sil) 1: txt ABDQR rel Thl. (o: gapsoaio: 69.) 
om Myorrtc D lat-a e ff, i l syr-cu. 

8. inso bef Zacyatog p 1. rec (for guia eio) nuion, with E rel Clem Bas, nuven 
D*: npicy (retaining ra) ARA 69, npvoo (-o« sfacism for v) D': txt BLA T (nmoa 
B’ ) rec rwy uwapyorrwy bef pov, with ADR rel latt Iren-lat Clem : txt 
BLQ 1 copt.—for uov, uo: Di al. rec didnt bef rove wrwyorc, with AR rel latt 
syrr syr-cu goth Iren-lat Bas Cypr : txt BDLQ 1. 88.—0m rose B al. 

not a Gentile, as Tertullian supposed, 
(contr. Marc. iv. 37, 55 A but a Jew, 
see ver. 9. épyer.] bably an 
administrator of the revenue derived from 
balsam, which was produced in abun- 
dance in Pues neighbourhood. 
4. xpoBp. fjmp.] So Joseph. Ant. vii. 8. 
b, 5 ey 5 cvkopop. | 

rig aes xii. 14; 
5 i. 182, p by , like the 
mulberry in appearance, size, and foliage, 
but belonging generically to the fig-trees. 
It grows to & great size and height: see 
Winer, Realworterbuch, under Maulbeer- 
feigenbaum. fee also on ch. xvii 6. 
Notice the changes of subject here, 
dvipn (Zac x.) . . iva iy abróv, örı 
dceivng fjpeXAev. (ò Ie.) &ép. . . . x. 
oxtécacg (Zacy.). See ch. xv. 15:—and a 
curious and characteristic note in Wordsw. 
here. 5.] The probability is, that 
our Lord's supernatural know of 
man (see John i. 48—50) is inte to 
be tood as the means of his know- 
ing Zacchseus: but the narrative does 
not absolutely exclude the Fo gg ofa 
personal knowledge of Zacchzus on the 
part of some around Him. But of what 
possible import can such a question be, 
when the narrative plainly shews us that 
Jesus saw into his heart? Cannot He 
who knows the thoughts, call by the name 

alas b pevas, probably over the 
night. See John i. 40. Sci, it is 
my purpose, or even W 
for especially in these last days of our 
Lord's ministry, every event is fixed and 
determined by a divine plan. 7.] The 
murmurers are Jews who were accom- 
panying Him to Jerusalem, on the road 
to which 5 house lay (see ver. 1). 

cm åp. àvBp( belongs to xara- 
AUgai. profession in life, and per- 
haps an unprincipled exercise of his power 
in it, had him this name with his 
fellow-countrymen. Cf. his confession in 
the next verse. 8.] This need not 
have taken place in the morning ; much 
more probably it was immediately on our 
Lord’s entrance into the house, while the 
multitude were yet murmuring in the 
court, and in their presence. Our Lord’s 
never it a oad - ++. T olke totry, 

e were just entering the 
Eon not just leaving it; and the eg. 
must be the same with that in ver. 5. 
orate(s has something formal and pre- 
determined about it: he stood forward, 
with some effort and resolve: see on ch. 
xviii. 11 ff. TÀ hp... . ex- 0&9.) 
See note on ch. xvi. 9. Zacchseus may 
well have heard of that parable from one 
of his pub}; denne Je bin or perhaps 
repentance un, pa e led him at once to 
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i Mark rpamAowv, 

rm owrnpia TU oxy diris 

veo ne Afjpaáu tor. 

7 -æ — 

edad Taura 

x = ch, X. 11, y NUN aa Avôpwróc rie 
only. Cant. NaGeiv caury PactAciav Kai " vroorpifar. 
e Séxa SobAove tavrov, tOwxtv avroig Šira ̂  uvac Kat etse» 11 i 

mea x. 18 only. Cre, eg xiv. 49. e, Wisd. vili. 8.) 
90 rell. re, &c. (7 times) only. 8 Kings x. 17. b eh 

9. om o bef incouc B. 
lat-a b c ff, $ l syr-marg. 

EY AUTT'EAION 

'Ünrgcat Kat owoat rò 

* wpocBeic re wapaBoAny, Sta ro Y 
&vat TepovsaArin aUróv «Ri dort avrouc Ors wapa 

nil. wéANee I PastAcia rov ge avagaivecBat. 
* evyevnc trop tic Xr * paxpav 

o ina. bef spoc avro tt. 
ins ey bef rw ouw AD 

XIX. 

9 g 88 a 9 « e 1 * @ o 

ti irt d poc avrov o lncovc Ori onpepow 

' eyivero, 

10 ber ydo o wc rou avÜpexov 

e ` * * a ea 

' xabore Kat auroc vic 

"amoAwAoc, | Akovóvre & 

12 Wr 

3 xadé tear && 

8 = eb. xv. 13 (re). 

Tpoc avrosc E 

11. rec avrov bef «vat upovcaA gp, with AR rel: ey. avr. up. Q: ey. avr. ty. sep. 
D (attempte to escape the harshness of txt): txt BL. 
bef xapaypnya D. 

12. for ovy, de DL goth. 
D lat-a b e g, i l syr-cu copt Lucif Ambr. 

this act of self-denial. dovxop.] 
There is no uncertainty in el ri: it = b re: 
whatever I have iely exacted from 

wpés, to him, not ‘concerning him.’ 
announcement is made £o Aim, though 

not in the second person. rp. 
in the stronger sense, salvation. el 
vlàs "AD. dori] not, has become (yiyovev) 
a son of Abraham by hia repentance (Kui- 
noel &c.), but is a son of Abraham: 

aT man. See note on ch. iii. 14. 

e 

though despised by the multitude, has his 
mself rights as a Jew, and has availed hi 

ol them by receiving his Lord in faith 
and humility. 10.] For, the greater 
sinner he may have been, the more does 
he come under the description of those 
(sheep) whom the good Shepherd came to 
seek and save (Matt. xv. 24). 

11—37.] PARABLE OF THE MINE. 
Peculiar to Luke. By the introductory 
words, the parable must have been spoken 
in the house of Zacck aus, i. e. perhaps in 
the open room looking into the court, 
where probably many of the multitude 
were assembled. A parable very 
similar in some points to this was spoken 
by our Lord in His last great Pe 
discourse, Matt. xxv. 1 any 
modern Commentators (Calv. Olsh. Move 
fon Matt.], but not Schleierm. or De 

ette) maintain that the two parables 
represent one and the same: if so, we 
must at once give up, not only the pre- 
tensions to Aistorical accuracy on the 
pet of our Gospels, (see ver. 11,) but all 
dea that they furnish us with the words 

for sropevôn, exoprvero DH (copt P). 

pe 

om savre 

om avrove D. 

er 

of our Lord any where: for the whole 
structure and incidents of the two are 
essentially different. If oral tradition 
thus varied ore the Gospels were 
written, in the report of our Lord's 
spoken words, how can we that He 

the 

courses, not only is the above the case, 
but their honesty is likewise impugned 
(see Prolegomena to Besides, 
we shall here find the para le, i in its very 
root and point of comparison, ésdéiesdual 
and distinct. Compare th bout the 
notes on Matt. 11.] The of 
Jericho from Jerusalem was 150 stadia 
= 15 English miles. ön rap. 
They imagined that the present journev to 
Jerusalem, undertaken as it had been with 
such publicity and accompanied with such 
wonderful miracles, was for the purpose of 
revealihg and establishing the Messianic 
kingdom. 12.] The groundwork of 
this part of the parable seems to have been 
derived from the history of Archelaus, son 
of Herod the Great. The kings of the 
Herodian family made journeys to Rome, 
to receive their BaciAeiav. On Archelaus's 
doing so, the Jews sent after him a protest, 
which however was not listened to by Au- 
gustus. Joseph. Antt. xvii. 11. 1 ff. The 
situation was appropriate; for at Jericho 
was the royal palace whi hich Archelaus had 
built with great ED ificence. Jos. Antt. 
xvii. 13. 1. . dxa] See on Matt. 
XXV. 1. The * ‘the ua to each, is a 

siwer our -pahia 



9—19. 

* * * ‘TI , abe g?’ vw 

poc avrove [Tpaypaurevoacbe, EH w tpyopat. 
* woXtrat avrov éuirour avróv, kai. axéoreAay 'mpsoßelav 
ol avrov Atyovrtc Ov OtAoutv. rovrov * BactAevoa s- 

€ [ d 

nuac. 15 * 
ki ig’ 

KATA AOYKAN. 617 

e 4 14 ot ai t bere only. 2 

(ix. 19) only. 
(-veia, 
2 Tim. H. 4.) 

John v. 7 
eff, see ver. 

„ 7 » — » — , 8 F 
ai &ytvero m ey TU ! rave Ade“ avrov u &. seis. 

Acts x31. 30. 
Heb. viii. 11 
on 

2 Macc. 

1. 18. Geu. 
xxxvii, 8. 
oh. xii. 14. * > 5 s » 7 LÀ 2 

rioròc eyévou, " tai eLovatay ? Ex wv * ewavw Sica woAewy, moh iisi 

vivre ' uvac. 

Ww 

: & lere odr f. 
w sce Matt. xvii. 12 reff. 
bis & John Hi. 81 bis 

18. for eavrov, avrov DT. 

exepy. Di. 
15. om s» re DA. 

Lucif. 

arm. rec (for 

. dat., = here only. 

sais. A ers hr a v. 95. 

voaynuareveote DA 1: -revole U. 
w) cg, with E rel: wç 69: txt ABDKLR 1 Orig. 

14. om 1st avrov D al lat-ó ff, / Lucif. 

om rovrove D 1 latt (not f) sth arm 
eGwee, with AR rel ms lat-b c f copt goth Lucif: txt B(Mai expr) DL 1 lat-a e 

yvot) yyw, with A rel Orig: txt BDL 33. (R def.) 
rig bef re, with AR rel syrr goth arm Lucif: om BDL lat-e syr-cu 

iv e , , - 

kat A o devrepoc Aéywv Kúpu, Ñ ' uva cov * &rolnaty "miy. Ga. 
eiwev & xai rovro Kai ov " era Poy Och. IL 21 ref i roury Kai ov " &ravo yivou Beast 

y r here only f. s ch. xii. 51 reff. 
v bere wd Esek. xzxvi. 9. see Matt. xxv. 2), 28 reff. 
Gen. 1. D vH. 29 rell. S — here 
a= Matt. xxv. 16. Deut. vii 18. 

rec (for «y 

for ameort&ay, evertjpay D!: 

avrov (sfaciem 7) DI lat-a: om A vulg lat-b c th arm 
Orig Lucif. rec (for dedweec) 

rec ins 
seth res 

duxpayparevoearo (for · caro), with A rel syrr goth arm: txt BDLR lat-e syr- cu 
copt (eth). 

16. rec 2 pg. bef deca, with AR rel syr-cu syr copt goth: uvac bef rp. D latt Syr 
Lucif: txt BL 1 lat-a e. 

17. for cat, o de D lat-e. 
rec mpoceipyacaro, with B? rel: txt AB'DE'LR. 

rec (for evye) tv (from Mt xxv. 21), with AR rel 
Syr syr-cu syr-marg-gr: txt BD latt Orig Lucif Ambr. 

18. for gAOsy o devrepoc Aeywy, o erepoc eAOwy erev D. 
BL Rappy) txt AD rel latt syrr syr-cu copt goth sth Lucif. 
stoinoey D Syr syr-cu. 

19. rec ywov 
BL 1. 

totally different thing from giving to one 
Nove, to another o, and to a third one 
talent. The sums given are here all the 
same, and all very mall. The (Attic) 
mina is J, of a talent, and equal to about 
£3 of our money. In Matt. the man 
ives his whole to his servants; 
ere he makes trial of them with these 

small sums 5 see ver. 17). 
Tp& yp. ] = ipyalecOar, Matt. iv 
Apx-] while I go and return; — till 
come. 14.] The nobleman, son of & 
king, eùyevýs, is the Lord Jesus; the 
kingdom is that over his own citizens, the 
Jews. They sent a message after Him; 
their cry went up to Heaven, in the per- 
secutions of his servants, &c.; we will 
not have this man to reign over vs. 

n pva cov bef cupu 
tyre bef 

rave, with AR rel Orig Lucif: bef cas ov, D (copt): txt 

The parable has a double import : suited 
both to the disciples (i Sovra: lavrob), 
and the multitude (ot Zorra abro). 

15. Siewp.] what business they 
had carried on: not, ‘what they had 
gained. Dion. Hal., iii. 72, has the word 
signifying *£o arrange a matter, which 
however was not then executed. ‘The 
sons of Ancus having often arranged 
dia rpayparevoapivwy) a plot to ki 
arquinius 16—28.] See 

on Matt. It is observable here however, 
how exactly and minutely in keepi 
is every circumstance. Thy pound hath 
gained ten ; the humility with 
which thig jg stated, where no account of 
ij lòia db ic is taken as in Matt., and 

the De portion of the reward,— Sina 
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bone wirre rden. 9 kai 0 Erepoc Om Aeyov Kupu, edow azor 
Hebix 97 ct -2 e s b» "e , 2) 2 E: 
osiy. Gea, T] MVA GOU ijv H yOV aroxtipivyy ty ° covDapuy. Epo- WE: 
iei (Jobumv yao et, Ort üvÜpemoc “avornpoc ti, "aipttc 8 L K 
L. TC ux Tre xai "Ükpi(tig © ovx Eowttpac. 22 Al ye 

421. 7. Acts 9 Ux Bert. ayro Ex Tov gróparóc gov kprve et, rovnpé SovAs. 
ZL xw. QOuC Ort iyw avÜpumoc ‘avornpoc aut, "aipwv O o 
80 only. 

@ = Mark xv. 

f ch. xiv. 19. 

f EÜnxa xai = Ger © ovk kortipa 
A 

kat Oa ri ovr 

22 ich . “sOwKaG pov rò apyüpıov imi !rpümiLav, kaye FA 
4 

Matt, vl. 26. 
d James v. 4 aL guy 

Rath Ji. 4. 
h ch. xv. 9$. 

Lev. xxv. &. 
j == Matt. xxl. 

12 § Mk. 
John ii. 15. 

k Matt. xav. 
27 { 

t - y 
pvag &xovrt. 

* roxy ay avro rp: 

ele "Apare ar avrov rv ‘pvay, kai Sorte re rdc & 

2 kai simav avro. Köpte, tye & " prac. 
26 / e = e 4 - 4 $ ? a 4 

Atye vuv, Ort wavrt r9 tyovri Oolnotra, axo 88 

1 - 

Kat roc raptor 

oaly. e `a y 1 a y ? , 27 m * * 
Sd. zH. TOU MN EXOVYTOG Kat O Exe ap Biaerat. sÀn» rovc 

l—=ch.iH.18. f oO , de un GeAn d a Xev Dan.xi 20 tYXUQOUC pov TOUTOUC TOUC UN UtAncavrac pe oi t ua: 
Theod (T). ne >? 9 `  » r 10 , , ` p 
1 Macc. xe EM abrobc Q'yG yere Woe Kal xatacgatare avrouc F- 
85 (7). 
m = Matt. xi. 99 reff. Jadg. iv. 9. 
p = Matt. v. 16. ch. ziv. 2 

B vez. 34. obere ag. Sech. zi &. 

90. rec om ô (the word not here implying ‘the second’), with A rel: ins BDLR 69 
ev-y syr-with-ast arm. 

21. for sgoßovpnv yap, ore «$ofnOnv D gat(with mm) lat-a b c e ff, i Lucif. 
for or: av@p., avlp. yap D lat-e. e bef avernpoc D lat-e. 

29. rec aft Asye: ins de (Mt ver 26), with A rel lat-q: om BE'GLMRS'UA . 69 
vulg lat-a syrr syr-eu copt Thl.—for Atyet, o de re D. 

fi syrr syr-cu Lucif Ambr. r lat-a bee 
syrr syr-cu Lucif Ambr. 

28. for cat dca re, dia re ovy» D lat-e. 
latt Lucif: txt ABL 83. 
with K al: om ABDR rel. 

for atpwy, aiv DF 
for Oe, Oepilw D lat - a ò ce fyi 

rec ro apyuptoy bef pov, with DR rel 
rec ins rnv bef rpaweZay (cf row rpamiliraic Mf), 

[rec eat eyw, with AE rel: txt BD.] 
roc empaka bef avro, with DR rel latt syr goth Lucif: avro av:erpaķa A: txt BL 
lat-f. 

4. for cas v. wap. exey, urey dt r. rap. D. 
Gore, awevevcare D. 

25. om ver D 69 lat -b e g, syr-cu Lucif. 

om rwy» pray D lat-a e. foe 

Ca rav, so BL.] [In B xzvpee is 
written over the line by the original scribe : see table.] 

26. rec aft Aeyo ins yap (from Mt xxv. 29), with ADR rel syr-cu syr goth: om BL 
lat-a Syr copt eth Thl. ed. for onora, srpocriüerai D. rec aft aper 
ins ax’ avrov (from Mt xxv. 29), with ADR rel latt syrr syr-cu goth Ephr: om BL 
Lucif. 

[N. B. lat-b is defective from xix. 26 to xxi. 29.] 
27. rec (for rovrovc) exetvouc, with ADR rel latt Syr syr-cu goth Orig Lucif: txt 

BKLM ropt Did.—ecey. bef r. «x. D lat-e. 
Baorrevew D. ayayart D. 

aréheus,—#0 according with the nature of 
what the Prince went to receive, and the 
occasion of his return. tov is 
sudarinm, from ‘sudor, one of those 
Latin words which entered, with Roman 
habits, into the language of the East. 
Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 1442, gives an 
account of various usages of the word in 
the Targums. Schöttg., in loc., shews by 
rabbinical citations that the Jews used the 
covóápuor for wrapping and keeping their 

for GeAncavrac, Oe Ao rag DR 1. 69. 
rec om avrove, with AD rel latt goth: 

money in. 25.] is parenthetical, 
spoken by the standers-by in the parable, 
in surprise at such a decision: then in ver. 
26, the King answers them. 
27.) This command brings out both 
comings of the Lord,—at the destruction 
of Jerusalem, and at the end of the 
world: for we must not forget that even 
now ‘ He is gone to receive ee 
and return:’ ‘we see not yet all things 
put under His feet.’ 
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ro pov. 

ayere tic ru a kartvayrt un 

KATA AO TK AN. 619 

28 kai mwv ravra ewopevero 9 eumpoabey, rom 

av Bui ti tig ‘TepoodAvpa. 29 Kai € eyévero we ' nyytoey TI uk. 

tic Bad xai BnÂaviav reòe TO Opoc TÒ kahobpevor 14 
pi Elan, arloreiher doo TOV ueÜnrov 

Ev ö sicropsuópevot evon- TEL ik 

viii. 85. 
[o aai 2. 

i. 97. 
Yt 2 1. 12 
only. seo 

rell. 
30 coy Yr- 

gert ro deSepévov, ie oy oudtig wwrore avOpimwy TUE 
" exabioey, cal 

vuac epwra Ard ri 
KUpioc avrov * Xoetlav * ya. 

eara A pévot eUpov xabue eri abroic 

= Mere roy wwAOoY ; 

” Aboavrec avrov ayáyere, 
7 Mert ; ; ourwe Epeire [avro], ore O "re. ror 

31 Kai táv rie ve | Mi: Mk, 
* x Matt. vi. 8 

xviii. 9. 8 

$2 aneABovre¢ de ot ar- Tri 

85 v " Avovrey de a2 bor iaet., 
‘ v. 7, 

avrov Tov wwAoy eray oi cp aurov wpoc abrobę Ti from Fei. 
; 9 oL era Ort o kbptoc aurov 3% °” 

& (see | Mt.) 

kai iyayov abròr wpoc rov Incouy, E M Abeiar * EXEL 85 

kai * emipipavrec abr Ta pária Emi róv awAov * eme[3i- vi b here only. 
Lea. iviii. b. 

Bacay roy ‘Tnoovy. 

vuoy rd ipária QUTOV EV TU ody. 

36 moptvoptyov de avrov bY ö ro rg 
oaly. 

87 eyyilovroc O6 avroy ^ Mak v.n 

ndn ̂ mpóc ry * kxara(Jáce rov ópovc rov AI νẽL nptavro “3x — - 

ins BFLR 33 ev-y Syr syr-cu syr- w- ast copt sth Chr. at end ins sat rov axptioy 
doro exBadere eic To ceorog ro eLwrepoy ece sarai o chavOpoc kac o Bovypocg rev 
odovrev (see Mt xxv. 30) D. 

28. om eu wpoa0sv» D allat-ac e ff, 6 l 
29. 8500$^y5 BU(r 69) goth. 

r tÀaiwv cadtorpevoy, omg ro, D. 
ADR rel vss: om BL lat-e / Orig Ambr. 

30. Aéywv (from || Mt) BDL 69 Orig: umwv AR rel. 
om wwzore DH lat-a c e f f i | q Ambr. 

rn (|| Mt MX), with AR rel latt syrr syr-cu : L 
DL: ins aft ayayere AK lat-e syrr syr-cu: txt BR rel. 

om dia re Avere D lat-c e ff l 
i BDFLR lat-c e f: l copt eth Orig, : ins A rel 

om éedeuevoy D. 

$1. for «av, a» D. 

* goth arm Orig 

avaB. Be uc povray D lat-e. 
Batavis B(Mai expr) D!-gr am lat-e. 

rec aft nabnro ins avrov (|| Mk), with 

for ev 9, eas D. 

rec om 

ins B copt-ms. om avrov 
ayayare D. 

om avrw (cf || Mt 
lat-a f Syr syr-cu syr(Treg 

for axex d. M «at ameb. and omits the rest of ver D. 
om ver D. 

84 for urar, avicpiinaay D syr- cu. 
[erxay, so BL 33 Orig, and in ver 34 BL 

rec om ors, Ain Evel Bice e d goth eth 
arm: ins ABDKLM 69 vulg lat-a f ff, eyrr syr-cu copt Orig, 

35. for Ist clause, «a. ayayovrig rov Nor D 
J ff; i xth. [emiprp. (one p), so AB'DEGLRA. 
txt BDL.—ra tparta bef aurwy D. 
syr-cu wth. 

96. eavrwy ABK 1. 
91. eyy:Zovrev de avrev D syr-cu wth. 

28.] Not immediately after saying these 
things ;—see on ver. 6: unless they were 
said in the morning on his departure. 

29—38.] TRIUMPHAL ENTRY INTO 
JERUSALEM. Matt. xxi. 1—9. Mark xi. 
1—10. John xii. 12—19, where see notes. 

29.] The name, when thus put, 
must be accentuated v, for when it is 
the genitive of éAaia the article is pre- 
fixed (ver. 87). Luke uses this same 

t-e). exepsopay D I lat-ce 
rec «avrwy, with AR rel: 

ins xa: bef exeBiBacay D 1 lat-c e f ff, i Syr 

om ev rn of. D al. 
om nòn DMT lat-a e Syr syr-cu eth. 

expression. elsewbere, seo reff. Josephus 
^w bea roù MA ao ópovc, Antt. vii. 9. 

93.] reg rev ici 5 
said thie, as in the probably more concise 
account of Mark ;—ol kúpos aùr. is the 
natural inference as to who they were. 

97. rp T. c. not merely local, 
‘at the declivity of, but ex ing Fea 

t to de- result of i —just a 
soend he wea of Olives. 
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17 AG arav rò An rev naß xaipovreç f aiveiw rov Otor ar: 
an lov 28 38 Ak- Nis h | Mt ref l p meyady wepl moar or ti vvápewv, é- Mi: 

ka N a yovrec = Evroynpivoc à 9 ep xine Bacirevc ' Ev Ovopant = 
E» s cg kvpiov* év oupavy tiphvn Kai "Boa é t» " Wicrotc. 39 Kai 

22. Lech. ul. reve TV Papiwaiev arò TOU ox Àov c rav ręòc avròr 
8. 

n Matt. xx. 81 

o abs, ch. xii. 

eh "xxiii. 98 pe 

và. ane. Al kpatouary. 

Aidäecahe, emeriumaov roiç pabnraic gov. 

kptÜcic ciwev Al yu d ore tav oUTOL 
41 kai we ay yoev, iov i wow 

xat aro- 
e 

" guorijgovaty, ot 

r = Matt. x. 8. " E«havoev P Er abrin, 42 Aéyw Ort ik tyvec ' kai ov 1. 97 
* tom jo n. [' kat 71 tv Ty * nutog [vov] rabry " rd poc pnm 

. XVH. 

37 (1 Gor iv. Laa vuv & “expvBn amo o$UaAuov cov. $S onc. 
4. 80. 2 Cor., vi. 9, from Isa. xlix. 8. uch.ziv.82. Acts xxviii. 10. 9 M. i2 

v Mat xi. 28. Joha Sh. Be. Deut. vil. 20. 

ryv karafjaow D al. for go£ayro, Hor DLRUVA 69 Orig. way 
D al. om gern utyaAg D lat-/. for racev, rayrwy BD: txt AR rel Orig. 

for duvapevwy, ytwvoutyw» D: om syr-cu. 
$8. ins o bef (aei «vc B. 

th. 
89. for ca: r., r. de D lat-e. 

ori B! 69 lat-a c Orig. 
latt: ceeynoovory D : txt A B[sic: see table] 

of Ps xxvii. 1), with AR rel Orig,-ms: 

eh E rel Orig, or 2 Eus: txt ABDHLRTA 1. 69 Iren-gr 

rec «xexpatuvrar (common with LXIX: 
kpaEoyrai D al: txt BL Orig 

41. rec Ar e) avr, wi 

aft kvpiov ins evoynpevoc o Baoteuc D lat-a c ff, i 
rec spyn bef ev ovpave, with ADR rel vss: 38. BL 

Dara, so ABDL Ori 
40. rec aft ure ins avro«, with ADR rel latt: om BE. copt arm Orig. 

rec Gur goegtv (grammatical emendation), with E rel 

Orig.—ovpavece A. 

om 

, tacebunt fuld lat-e i Ambr. 

Wo [zas xim e» T9) ance Loov] tavri vie cas ov BL (eth) Orig: txt ADR rel latt 
Syr (syr-cu) syr copt goth 
tn seth MÀ -lat Orig : 
ae ABDL 1 lat-e f i q syr-cu copt xth arm Iren-lat Orig 

om 2nd sov (influence of ch xiv. 32?) BL Iren-lat Epiph lat-a c syrr goth. 

om xat ys BDL late f sore penam Oe t Eus. 
ins AR rel vulg lat- a (c) i syrr syr-cu arm Eus. 

Eus Bas: ins R rel vulg 

Orig,: ins AH rel lat - a syrr syr-cu copt goth sth arm Orig Eus, co: D 69 vulg lat-c 
e f i Orig - lat Eus,. 

vd Ro. r. E.] in the widest sense ; = ol 
dxAo:, Matt. e dbvapic, which dwelt 
mostly on their minds, was the raising of 
Lazarus, John xii. 17, 18:—but as this 
perhaps was not known to Luke, we 
must understand him to mean, all that 
they had seen during their journey with 
Him. 38.] iv ovpave = iv v us, 
and was probably added by them to fill 
out the parallelism. 

89, 40.] THE PHARISEES MURMUR: 
ovr Lonp's REPLY. Peculiar to Luke. 

99.] These Pharisees could hardly 
in any sense be nhabgrai of Jesus. Their 

irit was just that of modern Socinianism: 
the prophetic expressions used, and the 

Luke. 41.] Our Lord stood on the 
lower part of the Mount of Olives, whence 
the view of the city even now is 
striking. What a history of divine Love 
and human ingratitude lay before him! 

When He grieved, it was for the Aard- 
ness of men’s hearts: when He wept, in 
Bethany and here, it was over the fruits 
of sin. 42.) el —tiabacw oi 
Ra imexdwreoGat rode Aóyovc ord 
ric ToU wáÜovc ogodpérnroc, Euthym. 
Perhaps in the actual words spoken by 
the Lord there may have been an allusion 
to the name Jerusalem :— Utinam qua 
diceris Jerusalem re ipsa emes Jerusalem, 
ac videres ea, qus» pacem tibi prestare 

lofty epithets applied to Him, who was t. Wetatein. ca ov, thou 
merely in their view a dsdaecadog, offended also, as well as these My disciples. 
them. 40.] A proverbial expression ral ve] et quidem even: re- 
—but proa not without reference to marks, ikellehre i. 897, that this ex- 
Habakkuk ii. 11. 
41—44.] Our LORD WEEPS OVER 

JERUSALEM. Peculiar (in this form) to 

ression is confined to the Attic dialect. 
ut in classic Greek the emphatic word 

always intervenes between zai and ys, 
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2 | e 

* novow up kr ot cal " weptBaXroveww ot &xÜpol " , 
- Matt. 1. 

cov " xápaká aot kal " mtpucvkAoaovatv ce kai " avvtEov- 7e. Mak” 
Rv. 2b al 

U , 1 2 - 7 * 4 N p 
civ os ° wavrobey, 44 Kai 4 toad to ot Kat rd ríkva aov! Du 
r , 1 , 3,2 » 4 7 7 , „ reff.) Esek. 
£v gol, Kai ovk ° apnoovow AiÜov emi Abov &v aoi, ‘avd Qm. 
r 9 » ` ` æ -æ niy. 

wv oux Ê &yvwc TOV katpov rnc h emtoxomN¢ GOV. 3 

45 Kai tic A0 etc ro iepov npkaro exBaddew roùe 2. Lari 
wwAovvrac, *° AMI avroic Téyparrat Kal forat & per onig. 
oixóc pov “oikoç * mpocevyng” vutc & avrov ewotnoare zuia. 
AU Ayorwy. ue 

9! Kai "qv &i dd, ^ ro kab’ huépav tv rq ih. ol Eee L . 
t39 " ` e ~ P Sg? 98 A > . (-t. Acts 

Òt apyispetc Kai oi ypappareic " enrovy avroy amoAécat, xm). 
4 e ~ — e 1 9 @ 4 C= . . 

kat ot “mpwrot rov. Àaou, ™ kai ovy ' tvoiskov. " ro 4 f 50 rer. 
g= Jobn i. 10. Rom. vil. 7. h = 1 Pet. iL 19 (v. 6 v. r.] (Acta i 20. | Tim. Hi. Hesi Job x. 19. 

Jer. vi. 15. see ch. i Isa. IvIi. 7. Jum. vii. 11. k j. Ia. 1x. 7. 1]. John xi. 
88. Heb. Al. 88. Rev. vl. 5 . Gen. xix. 80a m | ME reff. n Matt. xix. 32 reff. 

och. 31.8. Acts xvii 11. p= ch. v.18. vi.19. Exod. ii. 15. q = Mark vi. 31 reff. 
= ch. v. 19 reff, sece Mark ix. 28 reff. 

48. for wepiBadovary, wapepBarovery CL 83: Badrovory D.—at Badovery bef exe 
os D s D. 

44. om Ist e co D 1 Orig Eus. 
lat.f syrr syr-cu 
9 2nd Ai0oy) Age, with AC rel: txt 
D.—eg xaipov emo. cov D. 
45. :A0v» de D lat-e. rec aft eAovyrac ins sy avrw (|| Mt ME), with ADR 

rel latt syrr syr-cu goth: om BCL 1. 69 lat-e / copt arm Orig.—rec adds her zat 
ayopatovrac (|| Mt Mk), with A C(e. rovc a.) DR rel: om BL 1 copt Orig(iv olg 
HpEaro ikBáAXnv uóvovg rote wwAovrrag, ovyi dt kai rode dá yopáLovrag). add 
cht rag rp Nag rev kgoAAv(liarev eeyetv kai rag kaÜeüpac rev wedovryrwy rac 
weptorepac DA lat-a c e ff, g; i syr-with-ast. 

46. rec om cat, with E rel lat-a e fi: for xan ort (|| Mk) ACDKM 38 vulg 
lat 91. 3 syrr syr-cu copt goth (eth): txt BLR 1. 69 lat-c Orig. rec om ¿orat 
but wpocevyne ins eorcy, with ACID rel vulg lat-a (e) f ff, 9, , sytr syr-cu goth: 
txt BLR 1. 69 lat-c (copt) arm Orig. tro Hoare bef avrov D al vulg lat-c e f ff, 
914 Orig Epiph. 

K. 08 pr. r. Aa. bef enr. avr. a R. D al latt syrr 

rec ev got bef OOo, with ACR rel vulg 
goth: txt B[sic: see table] DL 1 ev-y lat-a c copt eth. rec 

DLRA! 1. 88 ev-y Orig. om ro» 

7. om 2nd o AK! A. 
syr-cu copt eth arm Orig,. 

—s0 cai oi ys iv roúroiç Ay, Asch. Matt. and note there. år? y... 4 
Prom. 1009: whereas in Latin e£ puris not, ‘ because of thy sins and rebellions ; 
is usually found undivided. : 
declares, not * the things hidden from thine 
eyes, so that it should be rendered, 
‘namely, that the days shall come,’ &c.: 
but the awful reason which there was for 
the fervent wish just expressed— for, or 
because. xápaxa] a mound with 

isades. The account of its being built 
is in Joseph. B. J. v. 6. 2. When the 
Jews destroyed this, Titus built a wall 
round them (Ib. 12. 2),— see Isa. xxix. 2, 
8, 4—to which our Lord here tacitly 
refers. 44. iBad.] is used in fio 
meanings :—8hall level uildings to 
the foundation, and dash thy children 

inst the ground: see reff. TÈ 
is not ‘infants,’ but thy children, 

in general. ob« ddijc.] See ref. 

—those might be all blotted out, hadst 
thou known, recognized, the time of thy 
visiting by Me. is a word of 
ambiguous meaning—visitation, either 
for good or for evil: see reff. It brings at 
once here before us the coming seeking 
Fruit, ch. xiii. 7—and the returning of the 
Lord of the vineyard, ch. xx. 16. It is 
however the first or favourable meaning of 
bs ko) that is here prominent. 

45, 40.] CLEANSING OF THE TEMPLE. 
= on Matt. xxi. 12, 18: Mark xi. 15— 
17. 

47, 48.] A general description of His 
employment during these last days, the 
5 of which follow. It is rightly 
owever placed at the ee ifa chapter, 

for it forma a close to mg ection 

p 
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here only. TI roowan o Àaòç yap awac 'éLexpémaro avrov ix 
[E 1 Go. 1. 

ach.. wre. XX. I Kat eylvero ey ̀ pg TWV Jutowv, d. Scr i73 
v2 u. 8 . @UTOU TOY Aaov i av T up kai ' ayy čonévov, ” ir- 

iv. 4. 
= Lae éornoay oL iepeiç Kat oi yPepuerec ovr rote peer 

1 potc, 2 kal tiwar rose avrov Eiròv nuty, kT 7 soia 
2 Tim. iv. 2, > 

iE puni ičoveig ravra mouic, 7) ric forty 9 Soc coi ru Seeler 

d: VE aye A l etwaré 170 Ba 5 . — ; paç Kaye oyov, kat tiwaré pot. at Br . 
i M ii lwávvov e _obpavou zy n ic avOpwmesy ; 5 ot EK ovvedo- 
MG Acts yigavro "poc tavroòç Alyovrec 8 ort a» eirener Ex ovoe- 

Em vou, tper t Aca ri ovK emarevoare avro ; 9 caw de etre 

„e xil. 10 E arb pb, o 2 Aaòg araç aral. Daou 1 € re- 
cre only 

eo ains Tecutvoc yap * gory Iv Tpuphrav evil. 7 cal 

arerplb naa pn eidévar eber. 8 kai 0 Insovc smtp 

avroic Ouòè eyw A/ Univ * ev ? roig eLovoia ravra mow. 

48. om ro DUI A 1. 69 arm Orig. aft rosnowory ins avrw D al vulg laue 
&c(not a e) 8 T Syr-cu ir sida. yap bef aoc D 69 Orig. ttepepero 
5 g: expeparo D al. acovay DM 69 syrr copt - ms. — ar. bef avrov 
ev-y t 

Cuar. XX. 1. for cat ty. ey. de D lat-e. rec aft ruv nuper ins exsiver, 
with ACR rel syr goth arm: om BDLQ 1 latt Syr pite copt eth Mcion-e. 
ev rw ipw bef rov Mao D lat-e Syr syr-cu. roc HC (from ||), with 
BCDLMQRS 1. 33. 69 (S, e sil) vss: txt A rel lat-a e goth Thl. om Zad a 
ui s arm. 

2. [ei ran, so BLR 69.] rec aft wpoc avro» ins \syovrec (H MO, with 
AQR rel lat-a syr goth: pref, BL 1 vulg lat-o ff; i Syr syr-cu: om CD late f g 
copt sth arm. Tec (for urov) exe, with ADQ rel: txt BLE 1. 33.—om 
ar. np. (|| Mt Mk) C. for 4, kai D lat-a e Syr. rauryy bef rg» «sEousia» D 
latt Hil. 

8. aft awoxp.Gerc de ins o igoovc C al. evipurgow D al. rec ins eva bef 
Aoyov M Mk), with CDQ rel goth (eth); aft Aoyov, (|| M?) AKMU! E atf g 91 
syr-wit wt arm: om BLR 1. 33. 69 orj(with tol) lat-a c e f, i q Syr copt. 
cat, oy 

4. ins ro bef wavvov (|| Mk) DLR: om ABC rel. 
8. cuvedoyiZorro ye ee x in A CD latt Syr syr-cu: txt ABQR rel lat-e copt 

got om ort syr-cu P» rec aft dea ri ins ov» 
ll M6, with ACDEMQS 15 33 EUM ia ef syr arm Aug: om BR rel hari! 
(with mm) lat-c ff, i 2 Syr syr-cu copt eth Thl thy 

6. for «ay de, car tav D lat-a c syr-cu. ins ore v hef e£ C! AT E 
aro rov ab D lat-a c. rec (for o Xaoc araç) raç o Aaog, wi ACQ rel um 7f : 
Byr-cu syr arm, araç oAaoc R: txt BDL 1.33 vulg lat-c Syr copt.—waraAsOace: guar 
bef o Aaoc araç D. e re,νννĩ vo yap uow D-gr al latt. for «vat, yeyoyevat 
M 

7. aft «sva ins avrovg CD. ins ro bef rob D 69. 

wherein the last journey to Jerusalem has text.) L] r&v dp. of the days, vix. 
been described. of tbis His being in Jerusalem. 

Cuar. XX. 1—8.] His AUTHORITY twist.) without a dative (see ch. ii. 88) 
QUESTIONED. His REPLY. Matt. xxi. sae not 8 . suddenness of ap- 
23—27. Mark xi. 27—33, where see notes. ] y ey (to speak more 
(The history of the fig-tree is not in our dealt 

x 
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o iipkaro dè rp rov Aa Ni- rijv rape. TaU- d c Mat. ir. 

THY. "AvÜperoc * epurevoey 
oo y wpyors, Kai 
10 k 

aur cal 
' ameðhunaev Xpóvovc 

 Katptp amíartAev v roUc yewpyoug SovAov, 7 tva d "Qa 
= amo rod kaprov rov ' aur Swaovery aury. 

xviii. 27 
* e&iSoro e Matt. xv. 18 

k * ing 3 

ixavouc. f Halt. xx. 1 

ot oe A. a. 
b yewpyot ? Seipavrec avrüv iE xevdv. 1! kat Tl l. Kr . 
P (Üsro trepov mías SovAov' oi Ob kaxetvov " Šel- oniyi „ 
ki din P M k ob, vii 97 

pavreç Kat * arıpáoavreç ° awicreAav «evoy. 12 kat, s 

" wpoctürro rpirov rina. ot & kai rovrov 'rpavua- 4» 1 Ter, 
E rigavrec " icifJaAov. | ciwev St o xbpiog rov. ' apwedw- mioa br 
voc Ti rot; wipyw rov viov pov rov F e 

"1 lee rovroy [vrac] ‘evrparnoovra. 1“ iSovrec dd Gai viS 
auroy ot vir *SXoyiLovro mpóc adAnAouc As- EC: ay = L 

e yovreç Ouroc torv o 7 kAnpovópoc' arokreivwpev avróv, 
John xzl.)0. ef e ~ 7 e , 1 

wa nawv "ytvyrat N : kÀnpovopia. 15 k at ' exBadovrec d M" „ARY. 
pl b duc och. I. 58 ref. ipd: ns, 11. Acts 2i). Sealy, Gen. iv. 2, vill. 13, xviii. 29. 
q 1 Mk. reff. F Acta Alz. 16 only. Erek. x at. n ix. 84, 85. ail. 31. Gen; ill. 24. 
t | Mk. Matt. lil. 17 reff. u here only. Gea. xui: 20. 1 Kings I 21 (only). v | Mt. ref 
w ver. 9. x Matt. vi. 7, 8 reff. y 0 Mk. reff. s | Me reff. 

9. for mpEaro, eXeyev, and om poc rov Xaov \syriy D lat-e. 
li abe ins rec, with A 69 lat-g, Syr syr-cu syr-with-ast: om BCDQR rel latt ep 

* 
a oa ABQ rel t- t t „ - V 

à: D. 
om oi de yewpyot and aft Qupavrsc ins de D (syr-cu). 
dip vrt BL. 

11. for rpoceBero, extjiptv and om wepwas D lat -e. 
Q d aft ocu C! (perhaps) syr. 

Di rigor) 
19. rec tua bef rperor, with ACR rel 

rpirov exper, omg mpoctOrro, D lat-e E 
for cat rovrov, cacevoy (|| Mk) AK latt 

for last rat, avrog de D lat-e arm. 

syr-marg): txt BCQR rel. 

apxedwva bef avOpwrog tévrevoty C: aur. t$. av. 10 
[tcavoug 

10 rec ins e» bef cacpw, with AR rel; e» rw CQ copt: om BDL.—for ca: satpw, kaipe 
rec (for dweovoir) dwory, with CDR rel: dwou 69: txt ABLMQ. 

transp «faweoresAay and 

aft wpoceGero ins avrog 
rec sepia: bef erspov, with COR rel syrr 

(copt) goth eth arm: txt ABL lat-a c ff, i, but for erepoy, vorepow (by itaciem 

syrr copt goth: txt BL latt arm.— 
om oi ĝe 5 

eke Bao, 
eEaxtoreday sevov (from ver 10) D lat i g. 

18. o às c. r. ap. arxey lat-e. for wwe, rvxov D. om ovri (i Mt 
Mk) BCDLQ 1. 33 lat-a c ff, ilsyr-cu syr-marg copt arm Ambr: ins AR rel vulg 
lat-e f syrr goth (sth). 

14. om ot yewoyor D lat-e. 

Mt) with ACQ rel syrr arm-ms: 
rec ins 
syr-with-ast copt sth(appy) Orig 

yev. 

9—19.) PARABLE OF THE VINEYARD 
LET OUT TO HUSBANDMEN. Matt. xxi. 
33—46. Mark xi. 1—12. See notes on 
Matt. for the sense; and for compari- 
son of tbe reporte, on Mark. 9.] The 

ble was spoken + to, the people 
—but (ver. 19), wpoc, at, with 
ence to, the c iaf priests and aibei. 

deurt bef 9 (from |i), 
: txt A 

nue Trace cas gw tora: (|| MX) C 1 forj lat-c e i q Syr syr-cu. 

ÜuAoywravro (more usual historical tense) AK 
latt : txt BCDQR rel lat-e syrr syr-cu copt. rec (for adAndouc) 3 (|| M& 

ut BDLR 1. 33 syr-marg copt arm. 
Y with CDR rel tol lat-e Syr syr-cu 
KMQ 1 latt goth arm. for wa 

7] np. 

Bengel — that He addressed it to 
the people, to against interruption 
on the part of the chief prieste. 
Bana a . 7. a Hebraism : see reff. Gen., 

rew and LXX. M. Wévr. 84 
This is taken up from the totrov lBóv- 
res of the verse before, and is emphatic 
— on the gontrary, when they saw 
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ir ee z aurov tw rov " apmeAavoc awixretvay. Ti OUV FONTE 

b here only in abroig o Kuptog TOU h . 16 Abra cal "ax- 

Bos, il. 4, oÀéctt roUc Jh v robrove, ra E roy Y auwerXova 

deat cba d aAAotc. axovoavrec b simav "Mn yévorro. Wo & 
o Mark x. 21 

ay cue. ° enBAtpac avroic elev " Ti ovv £arw ro YtYeannu£vov c im 
Rd.  royro, Aldo ov ° aweSoxinacay ot oxodopourrec, .obroc ar É 

83... B % nôn 8 et ‘kepad v ® lag; 18 mac o ecu» er Nb 
fi, Acts tv. 13, „ Y n c " Y Gs aç ITA & 1 Pet 7; exeivoy TOY A * ip ôv ò av risp, Las. 

cb. xiii. 19. Auro avróv. 19 x L' Larncay ot _Ypapparsiç xai ox 

from Pa. ae eie a imasi i er avrov rác XElpac ev „aurß rp 
P weg, Kal EpoBnOncav roy Aadv’ Eyvwoay yap Ore ° rpoc 
S. vn aurovc ELEY THY wapa[JoXiv rabrny. 
Tix 20 Kai Y Taparnphoavrec arkoredav * e yrabiroue vro- 

en 3. ce tavroüc dicalouc slvat iva "irá erra: — 
s Dan. aurov t Aoyov, " were * wagadouvar avróv Ty "apxy Kat 

1 Mati ty ? Foo TOU iryeusvoc. 2l kai " érnowrncay avrov m: 

“ee Myovrec. AdbáckaAe, oiaue 5 Ore " opfluc At /e, xat Sda- 
o Siom. xn, atc, kat ov " Aau(Jávtc " mpócemov, dd “ew " aànbtiac Pw 
p eb. vi. 7 reff. q bere only. = Job xix. 19 (xxxi.9)onty. Jos. B. J. vi. 6.2. nS ie 3 Mace. v. 25. ~ 
E I (ch. zii. ue ree) rn a ee u = ch. iz. 6 1 

xxii. 58. Rev, Al. 10. att. Xii. 
a Gal. 1. C only. Ps. IXAAI. 2 (sce Acts x. 84. janet i 1j 

met i dv. 95. Acts iv. 17. x. 84 ul. Dent. xxii, 80. (dy GA., § Mt. reff) 

15. for exBadovree, ae (|| Mt MX) CL. aft avrov ins EBA, and aft 
apredwrog i ins «a: (|| M?) C. om Ist rov auttÀwvogc Q. om avro:ç (|| ME) 
D al forj lat-a c e q. 

16. om rovrovc (|| Mk) D al lat-e oP for ar. de, ot de ar. AD lat-e: txt 
BCQR rel. [eeway, so BDGLQR 33.] 

19. for eqrnoay, elnrovy (|| Mk) CD vulg lat-c f ff, i Syr syr-cu arm: txt 
ABR rel lat-a e syr goth. rec transp ap gt: and yere || Mt), with 
DR rel latt Syr syr-cu: txt ABC K(Treg expr) L lat-e syr copt goth 
eth arm. om ev D latt. for xai vers egos. D lat-e. rec ray 
wapaBodny ravrgv bef tere (|| ME), with ACR rel syr goth arm: txt B (D) GL 69 
latt Syr copt.—tipurt v D. 

20. for xaparnypnoarrec, amoyopncavric D lat-ace f ff, g,$ goth eth. 
om evar D. for avrov Xoyov, avrov Aoyov C: avrovg Aoyovc L: avres 
Aoyow KT: avrov rwy Aoywy D lat - a c e ff, il (arm): txt A B[sic: see table] rel. 
(R en) rec (for were) tic ro (never used by Luke), with A rel: txt BCDL 
ev or rn to nyrpovoc, rw nyepovi D lat-e syr cu. 
ài. Ae yeig bef opOwe D lat-a e. for ov, ovdevoc (|| Mt Mk) D al Aug Promis. 

dos 17.] The oiv infers the éyxaé., see ref, men him . tunity. 
negation of pi yévovro—* How then , up- suborned, instructed and arranged for 
posing your wish to be fulfilled, could this that purpose. » not the spies, 
which is written come to pass ?' 19.] but the chief priests. avrov is not 
ral before igo8 8. is not but: the clause 
signifies the gc of mind in which this 
their attem eis niri and they did 
so in fear 

20 — 26.] pias SCORDRENING THE 
LAWFULNESS OF TRIBUTE TO CX8AR. 
Matt. xxii. 15—22. Mark xii. 18—17, 
where see notes as before. 20. 
raparup-, having watched an oppor- 

the genitive after Adyov, as in E. V., but 
after dr., as in ix Ant abros 
ric irvoc, Xen. Anab. iv. 7. 12 :—that 
they might lay hold of Him by some 
saying ; pois áyptócuciy Aóyq, Mark. 

xý, to the Roman power 
us) —] 4 T. $., to the authority of 

to govern (epo (species). The second article 
of the two neces- 
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rnv “osoy rov Dh SiSacxec. 
a gopow ° Sovva, n ov; Bf 

, , 1 

vüpiov. rivoc Exe 
Ocvrec St sirav Kaisapoc. 25 6 

KATA AOYKAN. 

karavoíaac ce avro» rnv 

d wavoupyiay rev Trpoc abrode M Astaré mot 

tKOva kai ert pa pu ; 

625 

P for 3 mac Kaisapi o 8 (Acts un 
De. ot 1.15 

ad XXIII. 2 

85 * 
awoxpi- „ f ch. 

Maat 
o Ob rer ™ poe aurouc , Heb. vii. 4. 

g ME vil. 
Isa. v. 12. * Toivvv ! awodore rà Kaísapoc Kaisapi, Kai rd ToU 070d f e 1 orti 19. 

26 1 
Kat OUK Tp bey. 

pnuaroc ° 

3 amor pio. abroð 

Twv YadSouxaiwy, ot 

" éaiynoa Ve 

yev npiv, 

Kat obroc 7 ürtkvoc p. iva 

"ioxvoay 
evavriov rov Aaov, kai Üavuácavrec Pimi ry 

27 HpoceABovrec dt 

" avriAéyorrec " avacracty ` pù tivan! y la 
exnpwrncay avróv 28 Al youre A:dacxaXe, Movone t pa- 

"ea TivOC adeA poe amolávy t iN yuvaika, 11 eh. 

2 Cor. iv 
a ETÀ aD avrov mis. 73 

2. Ive or 
dost. i 

(rot, cr. 
avec a 24. 2 

. Rom. 
Heb. 

TT Gen. |. 
al. 

xxiii. 
88 | Mk. 

"AaBy € o adde Abe avrov MATS 
n y Heb. aiii. ry yuvaica Kat ékavaorhoy origua TU adeAgy aurov. ig 

7 frrd ob adeAgol Hcav. Kat o mpwrog *AaBwy E i0. 
1§. Rom. xill.7. Dent. z zlii. 97. 
Mis emi a 12 ref. 

211 s een eae 
ro 10. Hos. i. 2, 8. 

2 = John iv. 5. I Cur. vil. 28. 

22. rec (for nuac) nus (more usual), with CDP rel ves: txt ABL 33. 69. 

Mk. reif. Isa. il. [D 
rch. xvii! A ref. 

= Matt. vili. 28 reff. B « ver. 20 only. 
q ch. ií. 47. Johe l. 24 xix 9 caly. Job 

ch. n rne t here only. sos 1 Johi ii. = 
w bere Sce only. xlix. St. XI Mk. 
y = | Mk. (aor. iut, Acts Av. 6) only. Gen. Aix. 82, 34. 

for 
Sovvai, ddova: DM.—9. ò. bef earsag: D vulg lat-a q Ambr Promise. 

29. for caravonoag, exiyvovc D lat-e. 
goth: txt ABC?P rel Syr. 

for zavoupytay, rovnpiay (|| Mt) CID 
rec at end ins rs pe wespaZere (|| Mt Mk), with ACDP 

Mt). rel: om BL 1 lat-e copt arm.—C adds further uwocpirat | 
24. rec ewdecEare (|| Mt), with C rel: txt ABDLMP 33. 69 Euth 

-lat. add ot à: day cai urey lolosi Sounded 
copt arm: om ABDP rel vulg lat-a Syr syr-cu goth 
extypagny D. 

ad BL 33 Syr 
9125 Mt), DT 1 latt: cat ar. G al syr- cu: txt ACP rel j^ -f syr goth. 

Önvapıoy, ro voni D 
2 cte 69 (lat-c) yr 

ins ry» bef 
Bo ae de, ol de ( 

25. re o dt rtv, tir de D. 
ACDP rel: txt BL 1. 69 lat-e goth. 
lat-c f J syrr: om rowvv D lat-a ei lg 
ins rw bef camoapi C'DL Justin: om ABO? 

26. for cai ove (0 xvcav, ovk eecyuoay de D. 

for 

om «as emypaggy P. for 
rg copt: awoxpiOevrec, omg de 

[eway, so 

rec (for «poc avrovç) avro (|| Mt ME), with 
rec axodore bef rot, with ACP rel vulg 

ace txt BL 69 copt goth arm. 
(cf digest on || Mt Mk.) 

for avrov, rov BL.—for pnparog, 
rel 

pnpa, ris avrov p. bef rt, D latt(not e 
for 5 9 (from | Mt 

exnowrey 
28. ari«voc bef exw» yuvasea, omg xat ovroc, D 

goth ‘eth: txt AP rel syr (arm). 
BCDL 1. 83 lat-e Syr syr-cu copt 
à Mk) B lat-a syr, ex nperovy 69. 

rec (for y) axo0av5, with 
A rel lat-e f $ ayr goth: om D: txt BLP 1. 33 vulg lat-a ff, g, | (Syr syr-cu) copt 
(eth) arm. eEavacrnoa (itaciem) AEHPTA 69. 

29. transp noa to beg, addg rap new and omg ov», (|| Mt) D. 

sary. 22.] $épov = xijvco», see 
on Matt.:—differs from ri og, * vectigal, 
customs’ duties. 
27—40.] REPLY TO THE SADDUCEZES 

RESPECTING THE RESURRECTION. Matt. 
xxii. 23—33; Mark xii. 18—27, and notes. 

27.) ol vres—refers to 
Tüv Tab., not to rıveç. The main subject 
of the sentence is sometimes put in the 
us xd when the construction requires 

OL. I. 

another case: so ‘Avdpopdyn, Ovydrnp 
e He rive, Heriwy, 9c ivaey 
.. . . Hom. Il. Z. 895. See also x. 487, 
and more examples in Bernhardy, Syntax, 
p. 68. The use of ávriMy. ph (or rà 
un) is frequent in Xenophon ; see Wet- 
stein: and cf, Thucyd. i. 95, d robe ra 
rod pi dev, en 49, 1 u) 
fjovxátty. See also Herod. i 
(Ed. Tyr. 57 W.] Ae seo 
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es 3 

elev. E. 25. yuyaka "^ aweQavey 

beat. x2.5, rolroc TAB aurny’ Jed l. „ 8 

"7 9 - y» , n’ 2 r 
„ aroĥavev ere Suvavrat, “toayyeAoe yap 

1. 8 „ — e 9 2 e y y 
y.r), Atse. er ^ Geov, rng avacracewe ' vioi övrec. 

EYATTEAION XX. 

» şs € , ae 

a arexvoc, ™ kai o Sevrepoc 81 kero 
8 a a ee * e 

b uçaŭrwç &è kat oi ETTA o Ker- 
8247 * 9 t € bi 

éÀrov ríxva, kat artÂavov. Vorepov Kai & ym 

31 Sri BE" iyu- 
T— L & oaly*. (9 Mace. xiii. 18 only, bet ant =.) | = Mark x. 8^ reff. 3 

| e» Acts Xxiv. 8. xxvi. 2$. xxvii. 3. 3 Tum. d. 10. Heb. vill. d. xi. 88 only. $ Macc. iv. 6. Mar. 3. f 
Pet. 1. 8. see Matt. xxii. 31 reff. a bere only 4. o Matt. v. 9 ref. P 

80. rec aft xai ins MHV, and aft o devrepog ins ry» yvevaua cat ovroc artbarty 

e ae. rel syrr m : om BDL 
l. om MH aurny (|| Mt) D 1at-a e copt wth. , 

elz ins cat bef ov car Mr, with GHEMPT 
1.69: om ABD rel lat-e f} i g copt sth Thi. 

: oweppa Pl. 

AEVTA goth. om de «a: D. 

rexvov Dr lat-a e co 

lat-e. 
wçavrwç is written twice in 

for ov careXcxor, ove op D. 

pa : R 
32. rec aft vorepow ins de wavrwy (|| Mt), with AP rel lat-f g syr-with-ast copt: 

om ĝe BDEHSAA 69 latt Syr goth arm-usc: om xayrwy BDL 1 lat-c 
rec aweBavey bef car n vr (B8 BE: ! BDL 

k), with AP rel latt syrr syr-cu copt goth eth arm: tzt (y M9) 

ev rn bef ovy 1 Mt), with ADP rel : txt BL (at) 
for yaveras, sora: ( Mt Mk) DG ' 

syr-cu copt. (om ver lat-a e.) 
rec in || 

33. rec om Ist n yv»y, and 
syr-marg. 
txt ABB rel syr goth. 

AE 
also 

1.33 latt syrr eyr- en copt sth am 

94. rec aft ca: ins a rope, (from || Mt: see also in || MX), with APR re st 
goth sth arm: om BDL latt Syr syr-cu copt. 

om o ino. D lat-e i. 
n E 
ui ovrat 

for avroic, xpog avrove D late g 
aft rovrov ins yeyywyTat kat yervory D mm 

stating “not in greek) 
QR 

MPUTA 69: yanouvrac D: txt BL 88 Clem Orig Eus. 
rec exyapiccovrat, Wi 

. Tec exyapickovrat, with S(e sil): exyapeZowrat AP rel: yapilovrat DIQBS 
1. 33 Clem: txt B al. 

36. rec (for ovde) ovre, with QE rel: txt ABDLP. 
om xai mot tigiw (homanotel) D-gr lat-a e syr-marg Tert. 

(Tert) Cypr. ins o: bef viot A ev-y. 
om ABL 

ch. xix. 2. 29. otv, well thea— 

i. e. ‘ase an example of thie law,....’ 
81.] The et xar. rd. coming 

before «al dwéÓ. is by a mixture of con- 
structions—and 
her, and died, lea none :—not merely 
from the emphasis being on the leaving no 
children (as in Meyer). It is meant to 
express the absence of offspring re 
their death, and after. 94, 85. of 
viol ....] Peculiar to Luke, and im- 
portant. For this present state of men, 
marriage is an ordained and nstural 
ep d but in rà alone dccivy, which is 
by the context the state of the first resur- 
rection (nothing being said of the rest of 
the dead, though the bare fact might be 

Nyssen.—re Gee (itaciem 7) D. 

for üvvavrat, tr 
D lat-a e t 

rec ins rov bef Qov, with (D) 

predicated of them also), they ns 
ound worthy to obtain tbat dead, are 
and the resurrection from the marriage: 
no longer under the ordinance of die; ie 
for neither can they any more nd 
they will have no need of a me " 
renewal, which is the main rgo? 

marriage. 36.) The lov "i 
slow is alleged, not as sbewing , bo 
be dxabtic x. d$ doro: (Euthym-^ 
M NAE forth their immortolily. pical 
v 

the essential state of the by 
after resurrection :—‘ they 17e. 
their resurrection, jally partak 
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e $ 1 2 P ue povra: ot vekpot kai. " Mwvone * tunvvaotr * emt rng A- Arni a 

Tov, we " Aéytt kbpiov. rov Oso» 'Aj9oadp. xai Osov 'Ioadx 
kai Ge laxo 3 Gee è ovx Eorw vexpwy, adda Cov- 

89 é ? a 7 ^ y e 

Twv’ wavreg yao avrw “wow. 

ræv ypauparéiwv simay AdáckaAe, ca graç. 

ert yap eroApwy " extowray avró» ovdiy. 
zpoc avrovc “Toç Aéyovaty TOV Xetoroy evar |? Aaved — 8, 4. 

7 vióv, € kai. avrog Aaveid iya ev BiB * paÀuov 
* Elwev Kúpioç rø xupiy pov Kálov ° ix BsEwov pou $ Ewe . 

av ° bw rovc éxOpoic cov d ror GH rov rod cov ; , 5 

“ Aaveid ovv avrav kbpiov kaÀtt, kai TC avrov vióc 
8 Acts L 90. seo ch. xxiv. . a Psa. cix. 1. 

cu Ait. Acts li. 85, & Heb. i. 18. x. 18, from I. e. Rom. iv. 17, from Gen. 
d t. v. 85 reff, 

y Matt. 1. 1. xx. 80, 81 aL 
21, 23 reff. 
xvii, 5. Heb. 1. 3. t 

97. om 1st xa: D lat-a c e ff. i (Cypr). 

Ants xxiii. 
80. 1 One. x. 

, 8 s 
aroxpBivrec DÉ riot g a= PMC ony. 

40 3 555 

41 Pr reg LM obvi, 
Eurev & 44. 88 only. 

t. ax riii, 
36. Job xxxi. 
40 only. 

a Mark x. 18 

b Matt. xx. 

for sunvvoev, e0gXwcsv D al. rec 
ins roy bef deo (twice), with APQ rel: om BDLR Orig. 

98. vexpw» bef ovx soriy, omg de, D. 
99. for ypapparewy, caddoveaiwy Q. 
40. rec (for yap) de, with ADPQR rel 
41. aft Acyovory ins riveg AKM syr-with-ast. 

(sway, so BDLQ.] 
goth: txt BL 33 copt. 

rec transp voy and tya, with 
APQR rel am lat-a c ff, i syr copt goth arm Tert : om eva: D: woy bef ava? G al: 
txt BL. 

42. for cat avrog, avroc yap (see digest || Mk) BL R 
«at avroc yap Q: txt ADP rel latt ayrr syr-cu goth. 

i for eure», Aeyes (|| Mk) D lat-a c fa. 
rec ins o bef cupiog (corr» to Lxx: so also in || Mt Mk, which of), with A 

ins rwv bef Yaàpwy DP 69. 

copt: om BD. 
48. for av d, ri0v D. 

$ Syr syr-cu copt. 
om ovy (I| ME) D al lat-a i goth. 

rel latt (syr): txt ABKLMQRU 33 lat copt goth arm Cyr. 
for cake, Xe ye. D-gr. 

rec viog bef avrov (so also in || Mk: from |] Mt), with R 
xupiov R Syr syr-cu copt. 
Syr syr-cu arm. 
rellatt: txt ABKM 1 copt. 

the divine nature, and so cannot die.’ 
When Meyer says that the Lord only 
speaks of the risen, and has not here in 
His view the ‘ quick’ at the time of His 
coming, it must be remembered that the 
change which shall pass on them (1 Cor. 
xv. 51—54) shall put them into precisely 
the same a¢@apoia as the risen (compare 
ibid. ver. 42). N.] xoà M., that very 
Moses, whom you as shewing by 
inference the contrary. 88.] On wévr. 
y- abr. k. see on Matt. vv. 31—38: but 
we have in this argument even a farther 
generalization than in Matt. and Mark. 
There, it is a covenant relation on which 
the matter rests: here, a life of all, 
living and dead, im the sight of God,—so 
that none are annihilated,—but in the 
regard of Him who inhabiteth Eternity, 
the being of all is a living one, in all its 
changes. 30, 40.] Peculiar to 
Luke ;—implied however in Matt. ver. 84, 

1. 38 lat-/ 
: 5 rij aN D. 

rel 

for vrorodwy, vrogarw (|| Mt Mk) D al lat-a c e ff, 

rec suptow bef avrov (|| MZ), with DP 
rake bef avrov 

om ra: D al lat- e fail 

and Mark ver. 28. 
41 — 44.) QUESTION RESPECTING 

CHRIST AND Davin. Matt. xxii. 41—46; 
Mark xii. 35—37, where see notes. Luke 
omits the question of the lawyer, which 
occurred immediately on the gathering 
together of the Pharisees after the last 
incident. This question of our Lord seems 
to have followed close on that, which (and 
not that in vv. 27 ff. here) was their /ast 
to Him, Mark xii. 34. 41.] *rpàs 
atvrove, i. e. the Scribes. The same thing 
is signified by rc Aésyoverw of yp. in 
Mark. In Matt. the question is add 
to the Pharisees. I mention these things 
as marks of the independence of the ac- 
counts. The underlying fact is, the Lord 
addressed the Pharisees and Scribes on & 
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2 : 45 5 , e t a e À - e ` 

o Matt. ril. 16. EGTIY $ axovovroc zavroc rov Aaov ttwtv wpoc 
4 ME ref... aUTOUC 46*Tlpocéyere avo rov ypappatiwy rwv br- 
Rev, ne Advrwy weorwareiy iv ‘crodaic, Kai *gilobvrav d- 

ii pa LP. Taspoue EV raiç ' ayopaiç xai rpororabedpiac £v Tat 
maande auvaywyaiç Kat 1c eiae ev rotc dein voc 47 of 
avi: 21. €i." kartgÜtovgw Tac oline Twv ynpwr, kai v 
5 paxpa wpoctUxovrat. ovrot A ort rep. groe 
KL dus 1 cu. XXI. rt Ava(JAfac ài eidev robe Hal- 
Neel T Ravens tic TO ' yatopudaxtoy ra Sapa avrov rAovatow, 

3L 2 eldev di riva xai xhpar " wevty pay *BadAoveay * Ext Ovo 
aL 90. Gel. "Aemrá, ) kai ert“ AAXnfac At vuv ore n XD i 21. e Y X. 
. rroxn avra “ee TüvraV "EBadew dwavrec yee 

Matt. zii-4 orot ek TOU ' wipioetüovroc aurui¢ Bahr tic ra 

tae Swoa, aurn Ob EK TOU vdortphuaroc avrüc Gxavra TOv 
i 

(nee cb. X 13. xiz. 12.) 
r = Matt. xiv. 19 reff. 

x.87. 2 Mace, v. )8 al. 

w j. eb. xii. 59 only t. (-w1de, Gen. 
here only in Gospels. 2 Cor. 

a= |. wii av €. Joh 

dar. Wi 18. 14 l. 1. 7. dade. Til. 10. 

qi Mk. ch. xxiii 40. xxiv. 99 ise 
Soha xii. 6. t § Mk. (3ce.) Juha Vill. 90 eat Neb. 

ee om: Ezod. xxii. 25 al. v ww Matt. i. 29 ref 
= ch. ix. 27 reff. y | Mk. reff. a (-er, E ER) 

45. rec (for poc avrovc) roc nabnraig avrov, with APR rel: rose pna8graxc BD 
arm: txt Q. (As ecclesiastical lection begins at ursy»: wpoc avrovc was therefore 
variously specified, rox; paÜgraw avrov being borrowed from Mt xxiii. 1.) 

48. «v crodarc bef xepiwarey (|| ME) AGLR 1. 33. 69 arm. 
47. for rare oDõο)α)s8 , kartaDiovric PX, karicO0orvr:c (|| Mk) D: txt ABQB rel syrr. 

om «ac D latt. pacpav oun LX. for mpocevxorras, Tpocevyoperct 
(|| MX) DPR 69 lat-e: txt ABQ rel 

Cuar. XXI. L rec ra dwpa avrev bef eig ro yaZo$vAago» (affer || ME), ma path, 
rel latt syr-cu syr copt sth arm: txt BDLX 1. 83. 69 lat-e Syr Orig, 
bef rAovciouc D. 

2. rec ear bef ra, with DP vulg lat-a e f Syr syr-cu syr-with-ast copt arm: om 
cat BKLMQX T(Treg) 83 lat-c ff. i wth Orig, Bas: txt A rel. (The unusual 
of xat occasioned ite transp 
syr-cu seth 

(|| M&) D. 

onion and omission. 
position 

om exes D al latt Syr 
Orig,. Aexra bef duo (|| Mk) BLQX 33 vulg lat-c f Syr syr-cu 

copt Orig: txt ‘ADP rel lat-a e syr-marg-gr. at end ins o eorw codparryc 

3. avrn bef n crx. (|| Mx) BDLQ 33. 69 vulg lat-c f f, larm: txt A rel lat-a 
syr Orig, rec mÀuov (|| ME), with A 

4. for — mavreg (|| Mk) BDA Orig: txt AQ rel. 
rou Otov, with ADO rel latt syrr: om BLX 1 syr-cu syr-jer copt. 
zavra (|| Mk) BDLQX 83. 69 Orig: txt A 

* added here as conveying information ne- 
to Gentile readers.” This might 

box l, did the words occur in the Evan. 
gelist's narrative: but surely not, when 

If they are in a discourse of our Lord. 
His words were so loosely reported as this, 
where is any dependence on the accuracy 
of the Evangelists ? 
45 —47.] DENUNCIATION OF THE 

SCRIBES. att. xxiii. 6, 7. Mark xii. 
88—40, with which latter our text almost 
D» agrees: see notes there. 

] This rticular, dxovov. 8à ar. r. X, 
is wayi in Luke. 

B rel Orig: wAuova L: txt DQX. 
rec aft ra dupa ins 

for ararra, 
rel. 

Cuar. XXI. 1—4.] THe wipow's 
MITES. Mark xii. 41—44, where see notes. 

L &veBAépoes] Our Lord as yet 
has been surrounded with His disciples 
(see ch. xx. 45), and speaking to them 
and the multitude. He now lifts up 
His eyes, and sees at a distance, &c. 

4Àovc. belongs to ovs B&A., and 
órrac is not to be supplied, nor a comma 
put after yal. It was not the rich only, 
which that would imply—but ò óyAec 
e who were casting gifts in 
J] els rà Bóp., among (into) the gifts; 

not gua donarent (Beza), as, or, ‘for, 
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* iov ò ov ie 2a 5 Kai ri Aeyórrwv wepi “IME ref. 
Tov iepov, OTI MBoic ca Aoĩc kal ; avaOhpacw ° Kexoounrat, eren. 
elrte ° Tavra a epi, ‘ éXevcovrat "utpat Ev aig ~is mih 
ouk * ageOnoerac AiBoc ert Mi Oc ov ^ cara lu HE rut. a 

7% ernpwrnoay òè avrov Abyoures O. dre, TOTE ob’ Tat 3i 
Tavra toras ; 3 kai Tl TO ' anpetov Orav RA ravra n 4. 

Em yiveoBac ; 8 5 & el ere BAérert "n ! mAavnônre woAXot EA 
iBDE yip Gedern Emi ry ovopari pou AEyovrec [ore] TN 
MSUV ii 475 sipe” ka O Katooc ° ay vier. Bn woptvÜirs ' ref. rele Jer. 

33. 69. rie avro». 9 dra 8 " axobanre zoAíuovc kai si, sade t. 
S s reff 

‘axaraoragtac, uÑ ro ‘Set yap 5 rubra TE Mar. ait 
es » 9 * a 88. 

mpirov, aux ouc tUÜÉwqc rò roc. Tore EXeyev 11355 
t. reff. 

avrog ‘EyepOnoerae O V% en’ tÜvoc Kat Basdia Ext » Pap? per 
d Isa. Alvi. 

[JaciAelav, II ceopot re peyador kai “Kara rorouc 5 
Acts iv. v. 18. n ellips., 1 Mk. Joba vill. 58. xviii. 5, oe Dent zxxli. 30. o = Matt. 
xxi. 84. ver. 20. ch. xzil. 1. p = Matt. iv. 19 ref. 3 Kings xix. 90. w |. Matt. 
xl. 2. ‘acts xxiii. 16 ai. r here only iu Gospels. 1 Cor. xiv. $8. 1 Cor. vi. 5. xii. wv. James 
Hi. 16 oniy. Prov. rri Tobit iv. 13 only. sch. xxiv. 87 oaly. Deut. xxxi. 6. 

t = | Mt. ref. uf. isa. xix. 2. v | Mt. ref. 

5. ava8euaciy ADX 1: txt BQ rel syr-marg-gr. ktcocurnrat bef cat avab. D. 
6. om 2 DL lat-a c ff; i g syr-cu th arm. ins wée (|| Mf) bef A«8oc X 1. 33 

lat-e syr-cu sth arm: aft AcOw, BL 69 copt: aft AcOw ins «v roryw wc D lat-a c ff, 
s om AQ rel vulg lat syrr. 

aft avrov ins o: paOnras (|| ME) D al. om ov» D 1 latt Syr syr- en copt th 
for orav» to ytvtatat, rnc onc i(Aevotoc D. 

US. om or: (so || Mt: cf D, in I Mk) BLX lat-c sth (Mcion-t): txt AD rel copt. 
rec aft un ins ov», with A rel vulg lat. F (g, 4 27) syr: om BDLX Iat-ace ff, i 

8yr-cu copt arm. 
9. for rronOnre, edi D lat-g. rec ravra bef yevec@as (|| Mt), with BL 

rel lat-a e copt: txt AD 
10. om rore p ak D lat-a e f, 6 2 Syr at eyepOnoera: ins yap 

D al lat-a e eff, il syr · eu. 2 so AD X 1.33 3.] 
. om re AL = -lat. rec kara rozovç bef xa: (cf ||), with AD rel latt: 

gifts,” which would require the omission 5.] Meyer has made the same mis- 
of the article:—nor so that rd dup. = rò take here, and spoken of the rivec as 
ax. those to whom the discourse was deli- 

5—36.] PROPHECY OF HIS ComING, vered. The åvabfpara were many and 
AND OF THE TIMES OF THE END. Matt. precious. Tacitus, Hist. v. 8, calls it im- 
xxiv. 1—61 (xxv. 1— 46). Mark xiii, mensa opulentia templum: and Jos. B. J. 
1—37. See notes on both, but especially v. 5. 4, gives an account of the gilding, 
on Matt. Meyer says truly in loc. that and golden vines (presented by Herod g 
there is no trace in Luke of the discourse Great) with bunchês of grapes as 
being delivered on the Mount of Olives— a man, &c. in the temple : see also Antt. 
but he adds, that it belongs to the dis- xv. II. 3. 8. ] rad ra å 0., — absolute: 
courses in the temple, which begin ch. see reff. 7.] That Luke’s account 
Xx.1, and that therefore Luke alone men- alone gives us no trace of a different 
tions ávaÜguara. He seems to have seene or a different auditory, is a proof 
overlooked the break at ver. 7, corre- of its independence of the others; for 
e ing to the change of scene. All how could any rational writer have omitted 

ree speak of the opening — as so interesting a matter of accurate detail, 
happening while He was rting from if be had been aware of it? otv, on 
the temple ; and Matt. and Mark, of the account of what our Lord 7 5 -— ver. Ae 
enquiry being made afterwards, on the 8.] à x. i. e. the time of 
Mount of Olives,—i. o. in the evening, Kingdom. Rey are the words, not 
when He had retired thither (ver. 37), of our Lord, hut of the rot: seo on 
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bre Aoro xai Amot coral, = p03nOpa re xat axutia ar 
IM 5) MIT 12 a 

Jer. zur. OUPavOU peyada tora. "po ôi rotrey wavrey 
ale a im BA e o udc Tac xetpac avTOv Kat SCs, 

e ` wapadidovrec tc auva-ye'yác kat ° $uAakác, * reren 
: AA vouc * &ri (JaciA tic kat myeHovac, ° Evexey TOU ° Ovopatoc La. 

ba. xixi? poy, 13 f Grofsnoerat dè v Up s eic paprüprov. M "inse 

lort QUy EV aic kap&ietc i dio ma ' wpopederay rolex, x 

EIC MD Svar ere yip d vis orópa Kat aopiay, ? 0⁰ l. 

b e Matt. xxv. Summoovrat avriornvat n avrevreiy dwavrec oi * avri- 

e Matt. xxvi 67. Keimevor nv. Á reęaòobihorabt d kai UzÓ yovtev ret 
ai, "Acta ix. 1 & — Kat oy kai pier, xai ý Gavarweovey 
e Mat. zis. 0 P gk oͤu ov, V cai asabe ae UTO wavrey bia ro 

p 4259 Oropa pov. I kai "Opi ix rūc KEpadne ùuwv ov m 
ohn : 

only. Job Af. Ja. g Matt. vill. 4ref. Eepb. Al. 8. b ch. i. 16 ref. f bere only? 
k 2 ch. xii. 11. Acts xxvi. I. gabe only, exc. Rom. ii. 16. 8 Cor. xfi. 18. J I. 3 Arte 

4 10 Oal. Jer.xzeii. (l.) 94 ch. xiii. 17 rei. m Acts lv. 14 only. Ah. vill. 8. 
o § Mk. 2 Cor Cor. vi. 9. Exod. ix. 16 vat. p — Matt. — 5 2 R vill. 9. 84. ch. xi. 49. S Kings 1. 2 4 
q Acts ax vii. 84. 1 Kings xiv. 45. Daa. i 1. A 

txt BL 88 copt eth arm. rec transp Ahh and Nopo: (Aquos coming aft the verb 
a ALE with ADL rel lat-e Syr syr copt: om Aomo: cat X ev-y: om «ai Mpo 69 

al latt syr- ou Mcion-t. rec goBytpa, with AL rel: txt BD. ar 
ed bef entia B: ax’ ovpavov kac egueia D latt Ambr: oypea peyaħa ax’ ovpaver 
L 33. 69 arm (add corrections: txt is characteristic) : txt A rel Tert. 

12. rec axavrwy, with (but e sil) Scr's1 mns: txt ABD rel Scr's mæ. 
ins raç bef evrayeyac BD: om A rel. rec (for away.) ayopevoug, with A rd: 
txt BDL 1 lat-e. ensa D al. 

13. om és BD. 
14. rec (for Gere) 000: | bague correction), with B? rel Orig: txt AB!DLMRI 

88. reo eg rac kaptiac, with R rel Orig: txt ABDLX 1. 38 latt Cyr Did Cypr. 
for s*poueMerav, tooptAerevrec D. 

15. vut» bef dwow D. rec avreixey ovde ayriornyat, with X rel lat-f S 
avruxey 9p avriornvat AKMR 1: txt B(Mai expr) L 69 lat-e F arm ia 
om n avrawey D lat-a c ff, i syr-cu copt-ms Cypr, rec (for awawrec) sav 
with ADR rel Orig : txt L. 

16. avyytvto» A 1. 

5 4, 5. 10.] rér. Q. aùr. 
haps implies a break in the discourse 

which the other n do not notice. 
1L] as” belongs to both 

and ae — pode. 
cannot stand alone, especially with re «al. 

13.) Why the worda = pd 82 r. or. 

by which ài, the following words are 
thrown back to the GAéwers before —in 
Matthew by the gathering up of the paren- 
thetical announcements as wayra Tavra, 
and thus casting them off, as the dpt 
&divwy belonging to the rig, before the 
discourse proceeds with the rére taken 

should have made any niei I am at 
a loss to imagine. The ecies of vv. 7 
8 in Matt.,—ver. 8 in and vv. 10, 
11 here,—are a 
what shall happen defore the téħos. And 
then having stated, dpy7) édivwv ravra,— 
these things shall be the very beginning 
of the actual pangs themselves (see note 
on Matt.), the prophetic chronology is re- 
sumed from viww 7d rikog in all three 
accounts ; here, by distinct statement, 
wood òè rot ros wávre»: in Merk by i im- 
plication, BAiwers d vp. dav. wap. Ùp. 

parenthetical warning of 

up from ver. 6. The whole dener le 
arisen from not eee apprebending tbe 
force of &8ivey, as ee the 
end. 13. „ viz. of yow 

faithfulnesa, an — abroic, ‘against 
them: the dativus i 3 
15.] Luke only. évrewr. co to 

éynucv. to copia. J «el— 
‘non modo ab alienis,’ Bengel. ber. 
èf òp., of the Apostles. sag dpa O 
who heard this discourse was 
death, Acts xii. 2. 18.] Not Ah 
but really true; not corporeally, but in 
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awoAnra 19 ey Ty ' ronorß duch y crijotobe rac Vdc '* 5 

v nov. 20$ orav de Qr ° ` kuKkÀovpévyv v vro orparon S Lr 

21 

avrai How, roẽ 
23 

 erópart ' payaipaç cal 

‘Tepoveadnp, TOTE yrure Ort ay yeKev n i avtc. ' 

ori * 

nana. mávra ra , Y'yeanniva. 

ob raic kv * yaorpi *éxoboate ES Taic ‘ Onraloiaare de 

£v Eel vate raiç mpipaic’ to ra yao * avá yn e A é Eri i 
ric TiS Kai opi Te Aa robru, ?4 kai 

Heb. x. 89. 
“James |. 3) 

rore oi ev ry "lovdaia gevyérwoay eie ra opm, | kai ot £v a Jobe x. L 
plow avrne 7 err, Kat ot ey raiç S Xepetc mm 

JEMEN ticep lo go eig avri. zuipai leduc ot 
v here only. 

Jer. xviii. 

att 
15 | Mk. 
ol Jer. 

recobur Qty bere ire only. 

ebener. ec và khn Dr ii, 16. 
Joba 

mávra, kat lepovsaAr ` torar m raroupévn vro tvär, E. L 
e a Om. 1 

ayot ov “wÀnpwbwow °Kaioot tÜvov. 25 kat &covrat E iv. 80 
b ch. xviii. 7, 8 reff. å = here only: poe cN: L 36, 7. no: 
e Matt. i. 18 ref. f= UME. oet) wu ] Cor. 26. 2 Cor. vi. 4 Ps. xxiv. 17. h = Heb. iti. 

"da Num. xiv. . Jer Feo. xi. 34 only dosh. xix. 48 al. vii. 98. 3One. x. 

S. 1 15 only. ii. 
80 al. 24. 

Tert. 

1 
Zecu. H. 3. Daw. viii. 18. 

k i 
mch. x. 19. Rev. xi. €. ziv. 
nw Mark i. 16. Acts vil. 28, 

oh. v. 10 ref. 

. 6. Rev. xi. 18. 

19. rec ernoacGe, with DR rel: txt AB 33 latt syrr syr-cu copt-ms arm Orig Mac 

20. rec ins rg» bef ponda mi (to shew that wp. se the accusative), with AL rel 
Orig, Eus: om BDR Orig, Eus-ms. 
or 
1 Eus,. ny yet A 1 al Orig 

21. ins py bef exywp. D tol. 5 

sepovoaAnp bef vro orparontwy D. 
yvwre, yywoerOe DX lat-e Orig, Eus,: yewwoxeras R Eus-ms(txt in ed), yevwoxers 

29. rec (for wAnoOnvat) wAnpwOnvat, with CX: txt ABDR rel Thl. 
23. rec aft ova« ins de (|| Mt MX), with ACR rel vulg lat-/ syrr syr-eu copt Eus: 

om BDL lat-a c e f $ Thl-ed. 

popgatag D. 
arm Eus: txt BLR lat-a copt. 
Eus,: txt BCDLR 33. 69 Eus,. 

ono 
with E rel syr eth Kus, : om ABCDKLMR 

24. ins ev bef cropars DR latt syrr syr-cu Eus: om ABC 
rec ravra bef ra 109%, with ACD rel vulg lat-c e f ff, i syr-cu syr 

[axes CDR 69. 
ins cat ecovrat 

ac D-gr rec ins ev bef re Aaw, 
1. 33. ed latt arm Eus, 

paxaipvc B'A: 

rec om ov, with A rel 
capo cOywy B: aft carpor, 

L 3 copt-ms : om ACR rel vss Eus.—om zapo: t0vov D. 
rec (for ecovra:) «oras (grammatical correction), with ACR rel Eus: txt BD. 

that real and only Hfe which the disciple 
of Christ possesses. 19.] By your 
endurance (of all these things), ye shall 
aequire (not, possess, which is only the 
sense of the perf. «ier nga) your souls: 
this endurance being 8 appointed way, 
iv (in and by) which your salvation is to 
be pat i in your possession. . a8 
evpnoe, Matt. xvi. 26—6à0ca:, ch. ix. 24. 

20.] xuxà., not circemdari, but 
participial, graphically setting forth the 
scene now before them, as it should then 
appear. On the variation of expression 
from Matt. and Mark, see note on Matt. 
ver. 15. 91.) belongs to the 
atric of ver. 20, and signifies not Judæa, 
but Jerusalem. rats xóp., the 
—not ‘the provinoes:' see reff. 
22.) ixBuc., a hint perhaps at ch. xviii. 8. 

The latter part of the verse alludes pro- 
bably to the E of Daniel, which 
Luke has omit but referred to in ) 
ipripwore abr fic, ver. 20. 23.] im 
T. V., gen P R. roéry, particular. 
The distress on all the earth is not so 
distinctly the result of the divine 
as that which shall befall this nation. 
94.] A most important addition, serving 
to fix the meaning of the other two Evan- 
gelists,—see notes there,—and 
on the prophetic announcements, our 
own times, even close to the “ays of the 
end. wecouvrat . . . alyp., viz. this 
people. forai rr. . xi. 2.— 
The present state of Jerusalem. Meyer 
maintaing that the whole of this was 
to be consummated in the lifetime of the 

„ on account of the àvarbware, 
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P s 2 ey $ , $ q ww a e 8 - 

prey. -omucia Ey nA Kai oeAnvy kat dorpoic, Kal Ext TAC 
; 4 2 - a » - » 8, * 

" (irem Amos ync 'cvvoxn Ove» E ‘ aropig " rovc Garacone Kal 
ME L L4 » LE NES 1. gaXov, W  aropuyóvrwv avÜpoxev “anwo $o(jov ca 
Ic ig ' zpocóokiac twv "trtoyoutvev Ty “OROI at yop 
Xii 8. (see b Suvapec ræv ovpavwy "caAtvÜnsovra:. xai rort 

A v. si, Ojovrat Tov 5 vióv rov “avOpwrov ° tpyOutrow £v ° vedeg 
e ii. e ’ U 

g. Rome. f werd Suvapewe xai Sone wohAnc. ? ápxontver a 
en robrwy yivesBat Savaxipare xai ^ tmapart rac xe$aÀsc fest. 
lum, tna, ‘Sore "éyyilu U 'arohbrowoic zu. Kat If. 

-peio, a - a — a E ct xxi. €) elev rap avrow" “dere ryv “oucny xat wayre E 

sech w B. rd OtvOpa. 9 orav " s go[JaA wary non, Bréworrec “ag 

xi 19. £avTQV yivwoxere Ore nòn tyy)sc ro P"Üfooc torir. 

Aeg. I obroe xai vueiç orav nre ravra yivopeva, yivwonert 
x =~ Matt. ziv. ø 2 , 2 e e - 0 — 2 ? a Ac 

2. ch zail. OTt. EYYyUC EOTUP n Bait rov Geov. auny Atye 
7. Pa evil. E -e e 3 * q 7 e ` e * ^ , á 
n vutv Ort ov um "xaptAUg 9 yevea avr tec av avr 
Acts xli. 11 ` e — , t Wt 

"only. Gen. yévnrat. 33 0 ovpavoc Kai » yn * faprAteUgorrat, ot bg 

(Eds, eb. I. 1. S —[ver. 80 v. r.] James v. I. Judg. ix. 97. n Matt. xxiv. M ref. 
h f Mt reff. ! ej Matt. zi 7 al * "ác d Matt. vL. 99 reif. e Mt. ref. 
ff. Acts nxvi. 12. Isa. xxzili. 17. Das. vil. 18. g eb. xili. 11 (Joba viii. 7, 10 rec.) only. po 
h Matt xvii. 8 reff. ich. i. 18 reff. k ver. 8 reff i here oaly in Kon. : 

23. Heb.zi.B6.L.P.H. Dan. iv. 88 (LXX.) oaly. (rete, Exod. xxl. 8. Zeph. iii. 1. see also Pa Hen. 
=> (Acts xix. 

q 

Att. lv. 8. E. 
o Joba Wrell g Ten- Gen. vili. 23. at F. rea Pe ia, B. det. vill. Se. 

onyvns R. for 2nd ev, cat D hari Syr. rec (for xovr) gxovogc, with 
D rel (eth) Eus: txt ABCLMRX 1. 33. 69 latt syrr copt arm Tert. 

26. ins rev bef avOpwrwy R. for rwv ovpavwv, at tw re ovpayw D lata 
c ff, 1 Ambr. 
9r. vegedarg C al lat-ce filg Syr syr-cu syr-marg Tert Ambr. for pera 

Suvapews x. SoEne vA, car dvvaper woAAN x. dot D sth. 
28. for apxopusywy, tpyoperwy D-gr al. om lst vpwy D lat -i Tert. 
80. aft rpoBadwory ins roy kaprov avrev D lat-e "o om góg RAT Torri 

ag’ tavro D syr-cu: om fAexovric latt Syr. or ort, oTi A. yet 
2nd nn DLR 88: om 525 KX vulg lat-a c Syr syr-cu. 

8l. aft ovrwe ins ovy R. om yivopeva D (|| Mt) lat-a. 
( m = av D 88. ravra bef ravra 69 (|| Mt ME) D lat - Syr syr-cu copt 
seth arm). 
83. for Ist xapeAcvoowra, rapedevoerar (| Mf) CK 1 lat-ae q Thl rec (for 

2nd wapeMsvcovrat) xapeAOwar (|| Mt), with ACR rel: txt BDL 88 copt. 

&e. ver. 28. What views of the discourses «ca:poi = caipéc: no essential difference i 
of our Lord must such an expositor have! to be insisted on. It is plural, because the 
—tÀ»p. xaspol dóv.—Who could suppose Ton are plural: each Gentile e harig 
that Kat, 1 jid D de. have pun in- in turn ite 8 , 28. i 
terp y Meyer) the appointed time freut parto t igns are i 
until the Gentiles shall have finished thie Luke. &vopíe fxovs, despair os 
Judgment of wrath—to be ended by the account of the noise Herodian (se 
$apovcía, within the lifetime the Mey.) iv. 14. 1, iv dwopig ..... row 
hearers ? The wasp. dóv. (see reff.)  spaxríov. By no possibility can frou 
are the end of the Gentile diepensation,— be gen. after ewueia, as Wordsw.: the 
just as the cuspdc of Je em was the sai after darpo«; having since its occur- 
end, fulfilment, qf the Jewish dispensa- rence taken up a new subject in appori- 
tion ;—the great rejection of the Lord tion. Be bef. ‘vocem an- 
by the Gentile world, answering to ite gustiorem annectit latiori! Kypke, Ob- 
pe, His rejection by the Jews, being servv, in loc. The same may be said 
nished, the xatpós shall come, of whioh of the cel bef. mposbon. in ver. 26. 

the destruction of Jerusalem was ¢ type, 28.) (wol, i. e, the completion of it 
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M T apoctyrre de xris 
s Matt. xxvi. 

savrotc, unwore " Bapnhwsw vpwv at Kapdia: ' t» " xpai-” aret. 
~ t= $ Pet. ii. 

wavy Kai Aeby xat " pepipvaic * Buwrixate, cal &mory . lr cays, 
,.9 e ~ 8 U L e ae , » 7 

E$  vuac alꝙvi dio n nupa kevn 

tire c eU ο,j,“d yap émi wavrac roUc "kaÜnutvovc emi 
FPOÇWTOV TAONG TNC YNC- 
f 

- 7 8 

rov avOpwrov. 

35 wç * ra yic ars 
v here only fa 

Sun tm 36 ¢ 2 i aU y Cel. v.91 
aypuTveire Ev Wavri ony. Hag. 

kapy Seopevor tva carte Dons " éxóvytiv ravra távra w Mate xil 23 

rà ntAXovra l˖ið, kat ora * iumposÜsv TOU viU * 10v. vi 

7 H & raç ™ nutpac ! &iBaokev £v T ipo, rde of 55 

"vukrac eLepyopuevog nu ero "sic rò opoç TO KaAdob- zelis. 

pevoyv "'EAawov. 9 
9 * Ld - e - 9 rd $ -~ 

avTOv ty Ty de a xOUFHt aurov. 

(from Po, Ixviii. 22). 1 Tim. ii. 7. ei. 0. 2 Tim. H. 26 only. 
d Matt. iv. 16. ch. 79. Jer. xxxii. (zzv.) 20, 80 

Job xxi. 82. (-v ia, 2 Cor. vi. 5.) only. . b. 
rx xxtil 28 only. Isa. XA l. 4. Wid. xvii. 5. 

) Tb Heb. ii. 8. il. x only. Judg. vi. 11. 2i. 88. tss, v. B. 
k = Matt. v. 16 al. loo 
n Matt. Al. 17 only. Judg xix. 6, &c. 
q here only. Gen. six. 27 al. 

94. om 2: D 1. 69 lat-/ eth Iren-lat,. 

o = ch. xl. 7 reff. 

ly t. Wisd. 

kai a p Aaóc MwobpiZev Oc 1. Cer aec TAÇ o aoc wo pt t "p Ç 2 Mace. v. 6 

a Matt. vil. 23 
T 

b Roa. xi. 9 

dig only y: 1 Macc, xvi. 16 only. 
e Mark xiii. 88. Epb. vi. 18. Heb. zili. 17 

f Eph. vi. 19 only. Ps. ov. 8. pu zvi 
5 h Acts avi. 27. xix. 16. Rom. ii. 8. 

rec Bapyv8weiy, with D H(Treg ox) 
69: txt ABCR rel Bas Cyr. a xopóiai bef vue» ABX 69 latt Iren-lat : txt C 
rel copt Method Epiph. rec transp a«uvidioc and sxcorn, with C rel syr arm; 
at$. ex. eg vp. A Syr copt Iren-lat (both appy to put auv. in emphatic place): om «e$ 
vnac X: txt BDR late syr-cu sth Method Meion-t.— e og (itacism) AD(emgr0¢ 
Di, egyic D?) FKLMXA, egridtwe RT 1. 33. 69 wth Bas. 

35. rec yap bef tticeAevoerat, putting a colon at end of ver 34, with ACR rel 
lat-f syrr syr-cu arm Iren-lat Eus: txt BDL lat-a b ce ff; i copt Method (Cyr) Mcion-t. 
—rec ere Ae vo rat, with ACR rel Eus: sevo. 69 al: txt BD lat-a e. (The double 
me ts characteristic of Luke.) om ravrag D. ric ync bef raone 
AKU?. 

36. rec (for de) ov» (so || MX), with ACR rel vulg lat-5 c f F syrr syr-cu copt wth 
arm: txt BD lat - a e copt-ms. rec (for xarecxvonre) caraktwOnre, with ACDR 
rel latt syrr syr-cu arm Tert: txt BLX 1. 33 copt sth. ravra bef ravra AC'M 
lat-a e i syr Tert: om ravra CR rel am: txt BDLXA L 38. 69 vulg lat-b c S 

N. rec ew rw up bef didacewy, with ACDR rel lat-a syr copt : om didacewr G: 
txt BK vulg lat-b ce f g,, i Syr syr-cu. om raç de wucrac eEepyoperog D. 

tig ro opoc bef nvàičero D. nu notro Dl: nvànčero D? : dendArZero A. 
38. for «po, ops: C'(perhaps) U. akovty avrov bef ey rw «po D. [at end 

13. 69. 124. 346 al ins John vii. 63— viii. 11.] 

by My & 94—30.] Pe- after this in the temple. Nothing is said 
culiar to Luke. diavrois and dH it—a general closing formula 
are emphatic, recalling the thoughts to 
themselves, after the recounting of these 
outward signs. 35.] There is mean- 
ing in xaOnp.,—seitting securely. 
96.] Grab., to be set, i. e. by the angels— 
see Matt. ver. 81—before the glorified Son 
of Man. 

37, 38.] Peculiar to Luke. These verses 
close the scene of our Lord’s discourses in 
Jerusalem which began ch.xx.1. It does 
not appear, as Meyer will have it, that 
Luke believed our Lord to have taught 

to imply 
like this applies to what has been re- 
lated. 88.) Spop. is literal, — not 
figurative, ‘came eagerly,’ as De Wette, 
&c. think, from several places in the 
LXX. There is no occasion for a figure 
here. Luke relates nothing of any 
visits to Bethany. He has the name, in- 
cidentally only, in ch. xix. 29 and ch. 
xxiv. 50, where see note. On the 
whole question ing the history of 
the woman teken in adultery (see digest), 
compare notes, John vili. 1 ff. 
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ac XXII. Hy & h sor rov ° alópwv 3 dew: 

ti Mt: eet, voni ‘ wacya’ ? kat eLnrovy of apyısptic kai ot yser x 

viieni Marec ^ ro mag ‘ avédwoww _aurov, &$o[Jovvro yao mess | 

2 Erol. Aaóv. ? acnAOew òè caravac sic — lobOav rov radov- aa 

whi 86, Ix. usvov ‘loxagiwrny, ovra tk rov agrOpou rov dere =~ 

Tel f. 4 kat amweAGwy " cuveAadnaey roic apyLepevary Kat * arper- 

i Acts yyoic " TO TWC avroic / sapaów avróv. 5 wai ex 

Se omiy.. xai *auvifevro aurp  apyopiov Govvar 6 cai ^ ene 

y Matt xvi 2 Aoynoev, kai trt * euxatpiay “Tov mapadourat avrov im 

12 rep : OyAov avroic. 7 Hd & " nuépa rwv linen F e- 

oly. Kisss 5 £e Obe rò ra 9 ka: aségrstÀ ev rper m 

n "ies. (Magi Lo at, Ien „ . is T San 

Cuar. XXII. 1. nyytoew DL lat-b e g, i . f 
2. ol Se apyupric cas ypappare bef enrovy (omg ca: and 2nd e and insg à)D 
t-e. om ro D al. for avsAeciv, arwittoucww D copt. for yep, % D al 

vulg lat-b c f, J, i sth arm. * . 
8. rec ins o bef earavac, with U al copt Eus: om ABCDPR rel Orig. in rer 

bef sovday D. rec ewwaAovptvoy (more usual), with ACPR rel Orig Bas: tt 
BDLX 69 syr-ms copt arm. (om ro» kaXovytvor G.) tvoexapiue D (-«d in grec) 
lat-a syr-cu Orig. aft apıĝpov ins ex D. . 

4. aft apyuptoty ins «at Tore yoappartecw (probably a mere mechanical adds ; 
as Meyer) C P(omg roic) lat-a b ccs i l syrr syr-cu wth arm Eus,: om ABDR x 
vulg lat. F copt. rec ins rare bef orparnyoic, with C (S, e sil) UA Eus, : om ABP 
rel Orig Eus,.—om erpargyoi D al lat-a b ce ff, il r- eu sth. add rev ipo? 
(see ver 52, Acts iv. 1, v. 24) CP Eus. om ro D arm. rec transp aer GEL, 
avroic (cf || Mt Mk), with AP rel vulg lat-b c f arm Orig Eus, Mcion-e: txt BCG 
grapado avrov (omg avrac) D lat -a. 
r (|| Mi) ACK UX 69 syr Eus, Thl: txt BDPR rel Eus,. 
6. om cat eEwpodroynery C al lat-a b c ff, i lq Eus.—wpod. D; op. P. . for "d 

mapadovvat, tva wapade (|| Mt) P. rec avro bef arep oxkor, with Ato | 
lat-c f ff, syrr syr-cu copt eth arm Eus: om avroig D vulg lat-a e 7: txt 
lat-ö i. 

for rev akon, ro» racya D lat - a b e fF, i L Syr yr. | 7. om ij ACA. 
rec ins av bef y, with AP rel latt Eus: om BCDL. 

8. ins rov bef xerpow D. 

CHAP. XXII. 1, 2.] CONSPIRACY OP 
THE JEWISH AUTHORITIES TO EILL 
Jesvs. Matt. xxvi. 1—5. Mark xiv. 
1, 2. The account of Matt. is the full- 
est;—see notes there. The words here 
give us a mere compendium of what took words 

Acts iv. 1. The Levitical guard ofer 
temple wonld be consulted, because it ne 
been of late especially is the temple 
our Lord had become obpoxious to thes 

, 88) Th (see ver. 68 and ch. xxi. 37 i: 

ce. clearly to im y that the money u % 
8—6.] Compact OF JUDAS WITH wow paid, afterwards, when 

THEM TO BETRAY Hım. Matt. xxvi. t ery was accomplished ;—4e6 note © 
14—16. Mark xiv. 10, 11. Our account Matt. xxvi. 15. &rep Byrd. = «ara 
is strikingly peculiar and independent of  póvac, Th L, or perhaps xerit bopt- 
the others. The expression eli. 8à Bor, ae 
gar. is found in John xiii. 27,—and coer-  7—14.] PmzPARATIOX FOR geri 
tainly in ts proper place. Satan had BRATING THE Passover. Matt. OY, 
not yet entered into Judas,—only (John 17—19. Mark xiv. 12—16. Our accom 
xiii. 2) put it into his heart to betray our is the fullest of the three, related bowers’ 
Lord. 4.] cal rois otparyyois is nearly to Mark's. Inte is not 1, 
peculiar to Luke: the others have merely  propinquabat, but ‘ venét.’—On this" aod | 
the chief priests. On orpar., see subject see notes on Matt. xxvi. 27, 
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s , loprefvrec § érotuücars naw TÒ wáoya, E Matt. - 
? oi St rav avro. [lov OtAuc € roa do- , e 

Acts 
o & erer abrole 180⁰ eigeA Bovreny oͤn or Hc zx 22. Heb. 

vil. 1, 10 only. 
Nam. xsiil. 
16, 
Mk. oely. 

axohovBheare ab tig ri otKiay tie zy e. A 

Kat Epsire TW "o1xoBeowory rnc olciac (axxv.) 6 

Aly. cot o " &ibáokaAoc [lov terv ro Mx. " caradupa, & Ovov Fett. i. 12. 
zone nix. 17 

n Kaktivoc 3 

Duly Settee P a avayatov néya 4 f sarpepévoy* ext? ' Érotuá- * John 

cart. is aweh Bovreg & sebpov 
Kat nroiuacay Tò mácya. 
t > em 

aviriety, xai ot aTOcToÀot avv avr. 

avrouc 

peb ù 
59. Gen, xiii. 16. 

u coms Jobe UL o. Acts iv. 17. v. 28. xxi. 

M Kai ore £yévero. n dpa, 

kabwe siphee aùroic, apii. oh. u. 
1 1 in, 

15 I Mx. ref. cal el er mpoc ? p 1 M Scis 

, Exifvnig. reh öh TOUTO TO ° wáoya gave 5 . al. s 
viar Es rov us " rabev® 19 A) yap vaw Gre ov ax 

e» Matt. zzvi. 45. 97 zvi. 4. 
rasa i ME. 
eh. . t = 

Gen. x xxi. v constr., Matt. vi. 8 ref. 
w = (sec note) Acts i. 8. iii. 18. Heb. tu. 12. 

9. [ec ras, so BC DL. ; 
iat ro acxa (|| Mt) B syr-marg-ms. 

10. om avro: D lat-e. 
CLX; amavrnos D al: txt ABPR rel. 

for uctAOovrw», sicepyoperwy D. 

aft eroipacwpsy ins cov DP gat lat-c e f, sah wth; cot 

vrarTyce 
BacraZey bef repapıov vdaroc D. 

rec (for tig 9») o5, with D E Syr syr-cu(appy) : ov «av (cf || Mk, oxov av) AKMPR: 
txt BCL pur Fey wy 

11. om go: (|| Mt MX) Bux lat-g Syr aft caradun⁰zp ins pov C al sah. 
12. for oe exacvog D Orig. 3 so ABDEGHKLMPR S-marg V: 

avyaytoy C 1.] for peya, owoy D sa. 
18. 55 eipneev, with APR rel: txt BCDL 69 lat-a. (ecwev X al.) for avrotc, 

avroc 
14. rec ins ddr bef axocroAot, with ACPR rel vulg lat.f q syrr eot. sth arm 

om BD lat-a b c Epi e ff, i l syr-cu sah. Oi dwéexa, omg asocroAo, L 
1 een ors Ci (perhaps) . rec ins ovcers bef ov yn (from Mk xiv. 25), with 

John xviii. 28. ý Wa, the legal time 
of the Passover being sacrificed. So the 
narrators in the three Gospels evidently 
intend. 8.] It was a solemn mes- 
sage, and for it were chosen the two chief 
5 In the report of Matthew, 
the suggestion is ted as coming 
from the disciples themselves. The dues. 
tion, wot A. was asked, but only in 
reply to the command of our Lord. 
10.] There can, I think, be no question 
that this direction was given in super- 
human foresight, just as that in ch. xix. 
80:—see also 1 Sam. x. 2—8, and Matt. 
xvii. 27. This person water 
wonld probably be a slave, and the time, 
towards evening, the usual hour of fetch- 
ing in water. 1L] The ol«o8cow. 
was a man of some wealth, and could not 
be identical with the water-carrier (see 
notes on Matt.). xará. is not here, 
as in ch. ii. 7, an inn, but a room set 
apart at this season of the feast, by resi- 

dents in Jerusalem, in which parties 
coming from the country might eat the 
Passover. The question therefore would 
be well understood ;—and the room being 
lorpepévov, and as Mark adds, Iron,; 
would be no matter of surprise. 
14.] The Spa was evening, see above on 
ver. 10, and Matt. xxvi. 20. 

15—18. J Peculiar to Luke. The desire 
of our Lord to eat this His last Passover 
may be explained from ch. xii. 50: not 
merely from his depth of love for His dis- 
ciples, though this formed an element i in it, 
—see John xiii. 1 sq. The yép in ver. 16 
gives us the leading reason. *aÓeiv | 

is the only instance in the Gospels, of 
the absolute use of 14K, as in the 
Creed, He suffered.’ We have several 
times rod su6tiv, ch. ix. 22; xvii. 26; 
Matt. xvi. 21 al. ravra ray, ch. xxiv. 
> and obroc rabei» ditto ver. 46. 
16.) The full meaning of this declaration is 

sought in the words toVro tò zac xa. 
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un p auro twe "Orov ” vYnpuQy € e» ry p Bacca TOV 2 
Oeovr. 17 xai * èekápevoc rornpioy * svxapiarígac etme P vo» 

- Aáfere. rovro cal " Stapepicare eic £avrobc" 18 Ayo yàp 
Üutv, ov py i [*a ard rov vuv] avo rov '-yevüparoc 
rie dur AO “Ewe * rov ) Bactdeia TOU Beov EAQy. 

19 Kai AaBwy aprov *evxapiornoac "exXacty Kat tOuwktv 

auroiç Aéywy Tovro tr ro g pov TO Uxtp Upwey 
dd oer rovro mode [^ tic] rr i euyy "avapvqau. ce 

20 Kat TO ror pio carece " pera TO Cerro, AEN rr 
only. 
NC: B Tovro ro rorijpiov 7 cat dia P ey Te alpari pov E 
e | Mt. reff. fi. Matt. xiv. 19. zv. 88 al. Jer. xvi. 7. g — Matt. xil. 57. Johazxv.). 1 C. 24 m 

Gen. zii. 96, 97. Exod. il. 11. Esek. xxxvii. 11. h ex Matt. viii. 84. 1. 4 xiv. & 
| (e fob) 1 Cor. bis. John ay: 9. HE . Heb. x. 3 only. Nam. x. )0. lch. Xx. 81. ante. 

CDP rel vulg lat-c e syrr syr-cu eth arm: om ABC'HL 1 lat-a coptt. 
» with AC?P rel lat syr-txt sth arm: ar avrov (from avro) e£ avrov (from ||) 

below) D ux txt B C'(appy) L 1 latt syr-marg coptt Epiph. 
Bpw6n D 

IT. ins ro bef rornpioy (see ver 20) ADKMU: om BCL rel coptt. 
rec (for tig «avrovc) eavra (from John xix. 24; Ps. xxi. 18), 

rel syr: txt BCLM 1. 69 latt arm.—avr. L 
syr- cu 8 
with A 

Jer coptt. 

Doh. xvii. 8 reff. Hi. 
p He b. ix. 23, 28. 1 Joha v. 6. Zech. 

ree (for 

for rAq_pwOy, rav 

om ca D 

18. rec aft vj ins. ore (Mt xxvi. 29, || MX), with A rel latt EyrT syr-cu syr-jer : om 
BCDGL 1 mt lat-e eth. rec om axo rov vu», with AC rel Syr Iren-lat : ins 

for orov, ov BC*FL 1: 
BKLM lat-eonce syr syr-jer coptt sth, and (but bef ov n ) DG 1 lat-donce syr-cu 
arm. 
om C'(appy) : txt AD rel. 

19. aft Neyo! ins AaBere A. 
19, 20. om ro vr:p ver 19 to end of ver 20 D lat - a d e 

rec yevy., with K (Se sil) : txt ABCD rel. 
A0 bef n B. r. 0. D. 

om sç B'(sic: see p ins AB!CD rel. 
i I: lat-b e read instead 

vv. 17, 18, omg them above: similarly syr-cu substitutes vv. 17, 18 for ver 20. 
20. rec wçavrwg bef ca: ro xornpror (aft || Cor), with A rel: txt BL copt. 

It was that particular Passover, not merely 
the Passover generally,—though of course 
that also,—that was to receive its falfil- 
ment in the kin spay of God. And to this 
fulfilment our Lord alludes again in ver. 
80, tva EcOnre xai wivnre iri rijc rpa- 
mične pov iv rg Bucı:\sig pov. It is to 
this marriage supper of the Lamb, that the 
parable Matt. xxii. 1—14 in its ‘ultimate 
application refers: nor can we help think- 
ing on the faithless apostle at this very 
supper, in ib. vv. 11—13 :—see notes there. 

17.] Some (e. g. De Wette) sup- 
pose that it is here implied that our Lord 
did not drink of the cup Himself. But 
surely this cannot be so. The two mem- 
bers of the speech are strictly parallel: 
and if He desired to eat the Passover with 
them, He would also drink o of the cup, 
which formed a usual part of the cere- 
monial. This seems to me to be implied in 
ScEdpevos : Aa àv is the word used by all 
5 g when He did not partake of 

e bread and wine. This most important 
addition in our narrative, amounts I believe 
to a solemn declaration of the fulfilment of 

? the Passover rite, in both its usual divi- 
55 eating the flesh of the lamb, 
and drinking the cup of thanksgivi 
Henceforward, He who fulfilled the law 
for man will no more eat and drink of it. 
I remark this, in order further to observe 
that this division of the cup is not only not 
identical with, but has no reference to, the 
subsequent one in ver. 20. That was the 
institution of a new rite ; —this the abro- 
gation of an old one, now fulfilled, or 
about to be so, in the person of ally ag 
Lamb of God. This is gen 
8 to have been the first. cu 

ver-meal, with which the w ole hay 
introduced. On the possible con- 
nexion of this speech of our Lord with the 
celebration of the Passover at this parti- 
cular time, see note on Matt. xxvi. 17. 

After these verses, in order of time, 
follows the washing of the disciples’ feet in 
John xiii. 1—20, referred to in our ver. 27. 

19, 20.) INSTITUTION OP THE LORD'S 
SuPPER. Matt. xxvi. 26—929. Mark xiv. 
22— 24. 1 Cor. xi. 23—25. See notes 
on Matthew. 90. vd iip dna 
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17—24. 

Wapadioovroc pe uir Epot Emi ric reawiCne. 
.vióc uiv rov avÜpuov xara rò * wotopévoy ' ropeterat, TE 38. 
‘mÀ ovat try avOowry txeivy & ov wapadidorat. Nea. i'e” 

Kat avrot notavro “guvi@ntey wpOc eavrouc rò ric 23 

KATA AOYKAN. 

21 
reff, 

t wAny 1d0u M yep TOU m zziii, 

ore o' sz al. Juág. 

Hob. iv. 7 
only. L.P.H. 
Nam. zzxiv. 

» ww a > 7 t€ - 7 7 94° 2 6. 
apa tin && avrov o rovro péiAAwy Tpácatv. EVEVETO ¢ — Oen. xv. 9 
de 11 , » > = ww s , » 7 Jj53 — q Symm. (see 
€ Kal SA overcia ev auroic “ro Tic aurov ' Sox svat zone ziv. 9, 

u Mark 1. 97 reff. v vv. 2, 4. 
19. Winer, edo. 6, $ 41. 4. o. 

Luc xv»voptvoy, so AB'ELUA.] 
21. om per’ epov D al Syr. 
22. rec (for ort) cat, with A rel vulg lat-c 

B-gr DLT copt. 
txt BLT coptt. 

ert 

om e£ aurwy D al lat-a b e ff, i syr-cu. 
93. for cat avrot, avrot de D lat-e f sah. 

w opt., ch. ix. 46. xv. 26. sec Acts xviL 27. xxiv. 
nA dere maly t. Nes iv. d only. (ot, 1 Cor. xi. 10. -xeiv, 

Prov. x. 12.) y = 1 Cor. xi. 16. Gal. ii. 6. 

syr-cu: om lat-a i D-lat Orig: txt 
rec pev bef vioc (|| Mt Mk), with A rel: pew bef o woc D: 
rec rope ut rat bef cara ro wpropevoy (||), with A rel lat-/ syrr 

Er coptt th: txt BDGLT 69 latt arm Orig. om rw avOpwrw D lat-e syr-cu 

om ro DL sah(appy) Orig. 

24. om avrwr, and for Joke eva, av an D lat-a f Syr syr-cu (coptt). 

dxxvvvópevov] These words cannot be 
said of worügiov, ‘nam poculum plenum 
non effunditur, sed bibitur’ (Bengel), 
but are said rp rò ecnuawóptivoy, 
which is the wine poured out from the 
grapes (rd yívvgua rij¢ dpwidov) and 
represents the Blood poured out from the 
Lord’s Body. Here follows, in Matt. 
ver. 29, Mark ver. 25, a second declara- 
tion, respecting not drinking any more of 
this fruit of the vine. 

21—23.) ANNOUNCEMENT OF A BE- 
TRAYER. See notes on Matt. xxvi. 20— 
25. I would not venture absolutely to 
maintain that this announcement is iden- 
tical with that one; but I own the argu- 
ments of Stier and others to prove them 
distinct, fail to convince me. The expres- 
sion Iq od bears marks of verbal accu- 
racy, and inclines us to believe that this 
announcement was made the institu- 
tion of the cup, as here related. * Notwith- 
standing this My declaration of love, in 
giving My Body and Blood for you, there 
is one here present who shall betray Me.' 

éwi T. Tp.] viz. in dipping into the 
dish with the Lord. mopevera: | A 
somewhat similar woptóscOa: to this occurs 
ch. xiii. 83 ; but that is used of our Lord's 
ministerial progress; this of His progress 
through suffering to glory. 

24—30.) DISPUTE FOR PRE-EMINENOE. 
Our Lonp's REPLY. Without attempting 
to decide the question whether this inci- 
dent is strictly narrated in order of time, 
or identical with one of those strifes on 
this point related Matt. xviii. 1, xx. 20, I 
will offer one or two remarks on it as it 

here stands. (1) Its having happened at 
this time is not altogether unaccountable. 
They had been just enquiring among them- 
selves (ver. 23), who among them should 
do thie thing. May it not reasonably be 
supposed, that some of them (Judas at 
least) would be anxiously employed in 
self justification, and that this would lead, 
in some part of the table, to a dispute of 
the kind here introduced ? The natural 
effect of the Lord's rebuke would be to 
give rise to a different spirit among them, 
and the question, Lord, is it 1?" may 
have been the offspring of this better 
mind ;—but see note on Matt. vv. 20—25. 
(2) It is surprising to find the very de- 
claration of our Lord on the former strife 
related in this Gospel (ch. ix. 46—48), re- 
peated as having been made af this Paschal 
meal,—by John, xiii. 20. May not this lead 
us to suppose that there has been a trans- 
position of some of the circumstances re- 
garding these various contentions among 
the Apostles, and that these words occur- 
ring in John may possibly point to a 
strife of this kind? (3) The iyo eip 
iv piow pv we ð craxovey is too clear 
an allusion to the washing of their feet 
by the Lord, to have esca even those 
Commentators who are slow to discern 
such hints (e. g. De Wette). The appeal, 
if it had taken place, is natural and in- 
telligible; but not otherwise. (4) The 
diction is repeatedly allusive to their then 
employment: dvaxtipevoc— draridepat— 
tod cai xivuv—iv ry Bacirttig pou— 
all these have reference to things pre- 
sent, or words spoken, during that meal.— 
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groupe ts. leiser. 2 o ài erer ab role Oi Bali,, rev Over 
vi T kuptebovaty ard, xai ot ` EovtüLovrec ara eo- 

TA s perai kaÀovvrat. 7° duete à ovx “obra, AN o * alu 

iii. E Ev Up vito de o vewrepog, kai o noiuerot ec 
] Cor. vi. 13. 

E E o ‘Saxoveyr. 27 rie Yes nile», o * avaxetuevoc 1 0 

birie aniye * darov ; ? ox 0 üvakeiptvoc ; 4 Eyo dé eu “ev pto do 
A . 4. 

3 Mace. ir. s aud we o ' Braxoviy. * * Únete Sé ears ot Steeger i P 
29 cd peat 95 

Gacileiar, tya 1.6. 

—— — 

TII rr dd per Euou EV row * wetpacpoic pov. 

d vomp., Sir. . viv Kabwe Siéberó pot o warnp pov 
o Acts xv. 
99 al. 
1 Chroa. xvi. 

Er. $vÀdc rov ids 
reff. 

.46. Matt. xviii, 20. 

2 Ki ings ix. il, 13. = Matt. xix. 

28. rec yevecDo, with A rel: txt BDLT 1. 
lat-a c ff, $ l. dcaxovos D. 

pov, Kat cabnobe imi Opovwy " 
3 Sinwy ipai 1800 o caravac 

^ foÜnre. Kai wivnre ^ emt ric T rparéčne pov ev Tp 2 Ba, 

clvovrec raç Soera 

ee i 2 James L 3. E 

for wewrepoc, pizporepog D vulg 

27. for ver, uaAAov ņn o avaxctipevoc tyw yap ev peow vuwv nÀOov ovx, wç 0 arā- 
è re Y MA ec o Quakovey cat vptic nuEnOnre ew rq Čiarovia pov wç o rey D. 

ey peow Uy bef d BLT vulg lat-c f ff, Eus: om up: D (as above): txt A rel. 
28 om wpe ds core D 
29. àiarió9 A 1: add ScaBneny A. 
90 rec toO nre, with AD; rel Eos: txt BDI. 

rec (for cabnobe) cationoOe, with H: xa8etge9« D-gr: tol) lat-e i syr-cu. 

om pov DT lat.e. 
om 2nd pow D am(with forj 

cab, AB!GLQ 1. 69 (- AL): cal see (sce Mt xix. 28) X rel: txt BI. 
caQ@noGa Bas corrected b 

bef 6pov. (|| Mt) DX mm lat-a à 
Opor., 69 lat-c. 
8 der pvàaç bef epevowrec BT lat-é. 

8 

original scribe: see table) A. ) 
an stacism to bring the infin seriously into question, as in Meyer. 

f syr-cu syr-w-ast sah arm Orig Ath Tert; aft 
for Opovev, 0povovc (|| M?) D 69. 

The -a0ai is foo obviows 
i ins dwdeca 

om rac D'. raç 

1. rec pref «cre de o cupsog (to mark the supposed beginning of a new subject), with 
ADQ rel: om BLT coptt. 

I therefore infer that the strife did happen 
at tis time, in the order related here. 

25.) See on Matt. xx. 25. The 
expression here ol df. abr. «b. «aX. also 
seems to be connected with what had just 
taken place. ‘Among them, the edepysras 
are those who ie abravy—but 
among yow, I, your ebepyirne (seo vv. 19, 
20, vrip Upwey, bis), do not so, but am in 
the midst of you as your servant.’ 
Ptolemy evepyérne at once occurs to us;— 
numerous other ae are given by 
Wetatein. 26.] or, i. e. Tote. 

] Compare John xiii. 13—17. 
28.] These words could hardly 

have been spoken except on this occasion, 
when rd tpi éipov duoi xx, ver. 87. 

29, 80.] See above, and note on 
Matt. xix. 28, see also Rev. ii. 27. The 
word gaewsíay belongs to both verbs— 
not, ‘I appoist to yow (as my Father 
hath appointed to me a kingdom) that ye 

Ae. but, I appoint to you, as my Father 
kingdom, that 

21, and note on ver. 16. 
31—84.] APPEAL TO PRTEB: gio 

FIDENCE, AND OUR LORD'S REPLY. ( 
Matt. xxvi. 380—385: Mark xiv. 26—31: 
John xiii. 86—38.) The appear 
to proceed continuously. re are marks 
in these words of our Lord, of close cor 
nexion with what has gone before. His 
way which the Father bi Gero to Him, # 
to His kingdom—bnt it is throug’ rupee 
poi. To these, who have been with Him 
in these trials, He diarigerat Bacthtiany— 
but His T to it iue be a way, 
ere is the wepacuéc,—the sifting * 

wheat. The sudden address to Simon 
may perhaps have been 
some remark of his,—or, which I 
more probable, may have been e in 
consequence of some part taken by him in 
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eyo à: o here Sr Al 

q with Tepi, 
ae on] dk here oniy., 
ti bw éo. 
Acts viii. 24, 

v. 88. 

IIerge, ov " dwvicet enuiepor "aMrwp tactroic " amapviay Ix rs " 
p) eitvat. pe. 

t Rom. l. 10. Phil. iv. 10 al. 
10. 9Pet.L19. P. I. 18. (nor, $ Pet. iii. 17.) 

A y i. ch. xiL 9. Isa. xxzi.7oniy. ses Gal. v. 7. x here, &c. f oniy. Prov. xxz. 81 only 
22. with uh, here only. 

32. rec exer, with AQ rel: txt BDKLMTUX Ii. 
ov às excorpsoy cat D lat-e Gelas. 
(X doubtful, see Treg 

kai tirev avroic “Ore asmíoruAa pac {tron (ren bi el. 
u = Matt. xiii. 16 reff. (7) v a» Acts xviii. 28. Lom. I. II. xvi. rA 1 Pet. v. 

wmf vv. 60, 61 H ouly. Jer. xvii. 11. 
1 John i. 

for cat ov wore t rierpt Wag, 
rec orgpi£ov, with D rel: txt ABKLMQT 1. 

) 
88. for o de ere, uwev de A lat-a b f ig. 
94. rec aft ov ins un (see John xiii. 38), with AD rel: om BLQTX. rec (for 

ewe) tow n (from || ME), with A rel syr-txt eth: xpi» (|| M?) Qal: ewe ov (|| John) 
KMX ; ewe orov D: txt BLT 69 latt Syr syr-marg coptt. pe bef awapynoy 
BLT 69: pe bef sevar Q 1 lat 2 pe awapygog uy edevar pe D syr-cu: txt A rel 

1 copt: ins vulg syrr sah. 

the preceding strife for precedence. Such 
sudden and earnest addresses spring forth 
from deep love and concern awakened for 
another. 81. ] not only ‘kath 
desired to have you,’ » but hath ob- 
tained you ;—' his desire is 

das . This must include 
Judas, though it does not follow that he 
was present—the sifting separated the 
chaff from the wheat, which chaff he was, 
see Amos ix. 9. 99. tye 88 dB. r. 
day As Peter was the foremost (the rest 

ere addressed through him), so he was 
in the greatest 1 It must not be 
. that aur Lord's prayer was not 
heard, because Peter's faith did fail, in his 
denial; dxAfwy implies a total extinction 
which Peter's faith did not suffer. 
Though the Mas included Judas, he is 
not included in the prayer ;—see John 
xvii. 6—12. We may notice here, that 
our Lord speaks of the total failure of 
even an Apostles faith, as possible. 
émuotpéyas] There can, I think, be little 
doubt that this word is here used in the 
general N. T. sense, of returning as a peni- 
tent after sin, turning to God; not 

om pn BLMQTX 

in the almost expletive meaning which it 
has in such as Py. Kxxiv. 6, à 
beg, od imiorpipac Wwwoeg ypac (al- 
though even here it may have a somewhat 
similar sense to the e—see Joel ii. 
14: Acts vii. 42). crit] The 
use of this word and the cognate sub- 
stantive thrice by Peter in his two epistles 
(sce reff.), and in the first passage in a 
connexion with the mention of Satan’s 
temptations, is remarkable. 33, 94.] 

AD rel Syr syr-cu sah arm. 

Whether these words are in close con- 
nexion with the preceding, may I think 
be doubted. They may represent the 
same reply of our Lord as we have re- 
corded in John xiii. 38. One thing 
seems clear, without any attempt at 
minutely harmonizing: that íwo an- 
nouncements were made by our Lord to 
Peter of his future denial, occasioned by 
two very different professions of his. One, 
—during the last meal, i. e. before going 
out, and 5 by Peter's professed 
readiness to go to prison and to death 
(= to lay down his life) for and with the 
Lord :—the other,—on the way to the 
Mount of Olives, after the declaration that 
all should be offended, and occasioned by 
Peter’s profession that though all should 
be offended, yet would not he. Nothing 
is more natural or common than the repe- 
tition, by the warm-hearted and ardent, of 
professions like these, in spite of warning : 
—and when De Wette calls such an inter- 
pretation eine Nothhilfe,’ all that we can 
say is, to any wish to clear*up dif- 
ficulties, except by y going into their depths 
and onestly and dili- 
gently. If the above view be correct, I 
conceive that the account in John of this 
profession and our Lord’s answer, being in 
strict coherence, and arising out of the 
subject of conversation, must be taken as 
the eract one: and Luke must be sup- 
posed to have inserted them here without 
being aware of the intermediate remarks 
which led to them. This is the only 
place in the ls where our Lord ad- 
dresses peter by the name Tlirpe. And it 
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, fi anly t. » 7 1 L4 a L * * 
"Shia arep °PadAavriov kai “wxipac Kai ^vsxoOnuürev, p um 
aherebisand rtyOc boreghoart; ot & simay OvOcvoc. simer ow Y 

8 - - € y. e , B 

zen Af. auroiç 'AAAd vvv o EX “BadAayriov *aparw, opowc -- 
boh Ia. 8 reff. à Iz. 3 ref. 
c Matt. x. 10. Kat 

b ^7 s ve «f£» , a e 7 Y on mnpav’ Kalo uy Eywr rwAnoarw TO twartoy avtov 

Fred. n, u. Kat a yopacáre payaipay. * Aw yap vty Ort rovro 

5. Eo. ". rò yeypappévod n er !reAsoÜRvat 

" avóuev “ehoyicOn’ ° e = ch. X. 8. 

» 8 a 4 A 

Kev epoi, ' ro Kat pera 

cal ydp ’ro mepi gov 3 rédog xix. 21. 
Mark xv. 24. 

f eilips., ch. iil. 11. 1 Cor. xi. 29. g Matt. xili. 44. 2 Chron. xzxiv. 12. b = Matt. zxiv. 6 ref. 
į ch. xviii. 81. Rev. x. 7. Barai.l. k ~ cb, xxiii. 81. Matt. xvii. 19. Jons iir af res 1$. 

"m. 1 Matt. xix. 18. Gal. v.14. [Y 
only, Isa. liti. 12. n Rom. viii. £ 

Acts xxiv. 10. xxviii. 93, 31. 

85. [BadXarriov, so ABDQ &c. 
A i(e sil) Orig: txt ABQ rel.] 

. for ovy, de BL 69 coptt: txt AQT rel.—o de «xv D lat-e. 
for rwAnearo, *eAgca: D: wwAgoe EGHSYAA 

for ayepacarw, ayopace. DEFHSUVEA 69 Chr Thl. ] 
rec ins er: bef rovro, with T rel vulg lat-a c e trm 

D 1 lat-a ö e ff, i. apu D. 
69 arm. 

87. om usw D lat-b. 
syr-cu arm: om ABDHLQX I lat-ó f coptt th. 

ins rwy bef avouwv D. e ff, i Ambr. 
ins A B(sic: see table) rel syr coptt 

tay, s BDL. 

eas. Íi. B. 
o Matt. Avi. 74 Mart x. 

Q Mark ili. 26 (Geb. vii. 3) only. Jes. ABC, 

rec ovBevoc, with DLTU 

om aras 

for 2nd ro, er: A lat-s ¢ 

om 2nd yap D lat-a e ff, s r-: 

rec (for ro bef wepi) ra, wit A rel Sr 

syr-marg: txt BDLQ(T) 1 lat-d syr-cu syr coptt.—ro bef yap T. 

is remarkable as occurring in the v 
place where He forewarns bim of his E 
proaching denial of Himself. 

35—88.] FOREWARNING OF PERILS AT 
HAND. Peculiar to Luke. The mean- 
ing of our Lord in this much controverted 
passage appears to be, fo forewarn the 
Apostles of the outward dangers which 
will await them henceforward in their 
mission :—unlike the time when He sent 
them forth without earthly appliances, up- 
held by His special Providence, they must 
now make use of common resources for 
sustenance, yea and even of the sword 
itself for defence. This they misunder- 
stand, and point to the two swords which 
they have,—for which they are rebuked 
(see below). 95.] See ch. ix. 3; x. 
4; also Matt. x. 9. 36.] afpew was 
the very word used in the prohibition be- 
fore. * There is a question what should 
be supplied after pi) ev. Very many 
authorities make payarpay un (as 
in E. V.) ;—but the simpler construction 
and better sense is to p un xev in 
contrast with iywy, He who has a purse, 
Ko., and he who has none, let him &c., 
see reff. Thus the sense will be complete 
—for he who has a purse, can buy a sword, 
without selling his garment. páxoaipa 
must be here used in the scnse of a sword, 
—compare ver. 49:—and not a knife to 
eat with, which some have understood. 
The ‘sword of the Spirit’ (Olshausen and 

others) is wholly out of the quests. 
The saying is both a description to them 
of their altered situation with reference 
to the world without, and a declaration 
that self-defence and self - provision would 
henceforward be n „ It forms 8 
decisive testimony, from 6 month of ie 

ading the Gospel by the sword. | 
$7] The connexion 1 thie your situs. 
tion among men will be one of 
and even of danger;—for I m ier 
Matt. x. 24, 25) am about to be recke 
among transgressors.’ By the n 
form of the expression it is evident, ths 
the sword alluded to could bave no refer- 
ence-to that night’s danger, < or n i 
Jending Him it. 
As Exar] The prophecy cited closes t 
section of Isaiah, which eminently pre 
dicts the Lord's sufferings (ch. li. 18 
liii. 12). TÒ wept dpos — soppi] 
ytypapptvoy, or perhaps more general! ̂ 
* determined in the counsel of God. " 
TéÀos xn does not merely mean ‘mast 
fulfilled? which would be an asserto, 
without any special reference here— bor 
(as E. V.) have an end ;—are comUg , 
the completion of their accom 
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: Exe, 58 oi à dur Köpte, Sou payapa aoe Svo. ' S300. 1.6. 
ref o Òt elev avroic *'Ixavóv € carw. $99 Kat ckeAOwy iwo- t Mark ix Sa. 

a constr., here 

- "UE card TO hoc et &c TO poc TOY Aai, nc. uj e 
: gav 8 abr cal oi Paĝbnrai. 4 yevópevoç à o! émi TOU Fe . i 

Ix. 

TOTOV ae avrotc ° Hpocenxeobe Hn egen hey tie TEL- 10 — 
paspov. kai avroc ` ameowacOn a am avrov " woe Alou v. 145 a 

: " Bodny, kai d Ocie rd 7 yóvara Tpocnixero 42 Atywv x kere onip- 

Rau Darp gt Bo rapereycei- TOUTO ro worüptov a an Bi nx 
p t uod D Ã "i TÒ An pov aqAd ro cov ` yevéobw. EG 

wpn de avro aside ar ovpavov *evoyiwy avrór. p PE) on 227 43 4 

zi. 4M i Exod. RED ES vi.10. Acts x att. xvii. 8 al. Hi. 2. e = here only. 3 Kings xxii. 
40 aL intr., Zen ir. 10 only. Gen. xlviii 2. ? * 

tdov bef «vpu D. 

P. 

38. 1 so BDLQ.] 
yi ann for icayov tory, apee D. 

9. for ewopevOn, troprviro D [eat (bef ot panra) is written over the 
line bv the original scribe in B: see table. rec aft ot pa@nra: ins avrov 
(|| M2), with Q rel lat-a b o Syr syr-cu sah sth: om ABDLM?T 1 vulg lat-g syr 
copt arm. 

40. yevopevorc T. om d T. om rov D. for eceAOay, tie OH. 
D ev-y latt: enn 69: A A- gr. [ecedOuw is written over the line by the 
original scribe in B: see table.] 

for axtonwaOn, avicoraü D: 
po ge uRaro T. 

49. u to yevecOw bef e: Bovis . 

Qvo bef payatpas wee D em 

axcorn G al lat-c f L. wpocevyero D: 

. am’ euov, omg vov, D lat-a c e fy for 
ape ver, Tapeveyce clim Mk) B D-gr T 1 latt syr-cu syr sth Orig Ambr, 

: qapeveykat 69: Q rel Dion-alex Bas. rec ro rorypioy bef rovro 
: || Mt MX), with AR rel datt Bas Orig: txt BDLQT lat F ff coptt. yiverOw 
á eH rel (yey. ABA): txt DESXA 69. 

. 48, 44 om BRT 124 lat. copt-wilk sah-woide arm-mss, and A(which has 
3 the Ammonian section marked) 69(but ins “with all known evange- 
listaria” [Scriv.] aft Matt xxvi. 39) Hil: ins DQN rel(and the mass of cursives) latt 
syrr syr-cu syr-jer copt-schw sah-ms(Zoega) sth arm Justin Iren-gr Hippol Eus-canon : 

So reréXMeotas, John xix. 80. 88.] 
Two of them were armed,—either from 
excess of zeal to defend Him, excited by 
His announcement of His sufferings during 
this feast,—or perhaps because they had 
brought their weapons from ilee as 
protection by the way. The road from 
Jericho to Jerusalem i= ch. x. 30) was 

provided—‘it was not to this that My 
words referred. The rebuke is parallel 
with, though milder than, the one in 
Mark viii. 17, —as the misun 
was somewhat similar. 

39—46.) CHEIST'S AGONY AT THE 
Mount oF Orrvzs. Matt. xxvi. 36 —46. 
Mark xiv. 32—42. John xviii.l. For all 

much infested with robbers ;—and it was 
the custom for the priesta, and even the 
quiet and ascetic Essenes, to carry weapons 
when travelling. Chrysostom (Hom. in 
Matt. lxxxiv. p. 797) gives a curious ex- 
planation of the two pane eledg ody 
cal payaipaç eivas inet did rò dpviov. 
This certainly agrees with the number of 
the disciples ‘ent to get ready the Pass- 
over: but it has nothing else to recom- 
mend it. They exhibit their swords, mis- 
un ding His words and supposing 
them to nd to that night. Our Lord 
breaks off the matter with lxavóv d, 
* It te enough ;’ not ‘they are 
E It 5 woll, -o are allt 

OL. I. 

comment on the general narrative, see 
notes on Matthew. Ouy account is com- 
pendious, combines the three prayers of 
our Lord into one, and makes no mention 
of the Three Apostles being taken apart 
from the rest. On the other hand it in- 
serts the very important additional oe 
of vv. 43, 44, besides the particulari 
excel N Bo`y, ver. 41. 421 ot at 
is not to be rendered ‘utinam, but si,’ 
and the sentence is broken off at dpot: 
thus rendering the meaning equivalent to 
a wish. Some suppose 5 to . 
an inf. for an imperative, but incorrect] 

48.] The principal testimonies v 
the fathers, &c. Bases Qu vv. 48, 44, 
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a * cal yevouevog iv ‘aywvig è ixreviorspov wpocybyero. AET 
14. 0. av,19 > 4 € pe a 5 - ie | ok » d GES. 

M éyévero & o ip abrov ‘west "ÜOpou[Jow atparoç MCE 
š 1 hbheecey. Nun AL. ] Pet. I. 92 only. Jonah III. 4 (-t. 1 Pet. iv. & -yia or -veia, Judith iv. A) 

i = Matt. Hl. 16. Acts H. 8. 3 Macc. il. 97 only. 

ins Tit-bostr Chr Jer Cesar Dion-alex anon PR 
, and in E 
Ser's d o with obeli. 

Section and Eusebian canon are wanti 
marked with asterisks, and in T 128. 
of the patristic evidence are as follows :— 

k here only f. 

h &e, but in L the Ammousan 
A 24. 36. 161. 166. 274 they are 

[The chief details 

I. On the side of the omission. HILARY, after saying that Luke subjoins the two 
facta as above, adds Neo sane ignorandem a nobis est et in gracis et in latinis cedi- 
cibus complurimis, vel de adveniente angelo vel de sudore sanguinis atl scroptem 
reperiri (de Trinitate lib. x. p. 1062). The verses are not commented upon im 
CYRIL’S homilies on this gospel lately edited in the Syriac by Rev. R. Payne 
Smith. JEROME says In quibusdam exemplaribus fam gracis iatisis quam 
invenitur scribente Luca “ Apparsit illi angelus” &c. (cont. Pelag. lib. ii. vol. iv. p. 521, 
ed. Ben.) 

II. Ins of the passage. JUSTIN MARTYR (cont. Tryph. 108, p. 199) é» yàp vesc 
vOgea»- áTouvynpoytvpaci d a rd rüv áxocró wv abrov cai r&y ictivac wapacodo 

rwv overerayOar, Sri “Wows deel OpduBor” rareyelro abroõ tbxopivov cai Aiyorrec 
. r. A. IRENÆUS (lib. iii. cap. 22, p. 219) cs à» idpwat OpspBovg atparoc. Hır- 
POLYTUS (cont. Noet, cap. 18, p. 828) &yexvwov iðpoi, ral bx’ d yy ivduvapebra: è 
ivüvyvapéov rode ele abróv meoratvovrac; and again (quo 
Tregelles) Sre “west OpduBor atparoc” (r, où O Ho dpd roc drepyvaro aiparec, 

er down, rosovréy iors dA rò sipnpévov, wç dyye eg hy waptoTyceEs r 
EPIPHANIUS (vol. ii. p. 

and 
rip zal lnoyiwy abróv. 

ted in Theod. as given by 

36) Md xoi “ ichaves 
xiras iv rg card Aovety ebayyedge [usually but erroneously referred to ch. xix. 41] 
iv roig ddp ) ávriypádoic cai kiypgrai rj paprupig 0 dyvoc Bipyvaicg à» ry 
card alpicew» woóc rode doris ró» xypagróv wepnvivas Myorrac. 
agsirovro rò fro goBnGivrec kai pj) vorsarric abroõ rò riAoc zai rò é 

soke: di 
ii midi 

rov" xal yevóusvoc i» dyuvig icpwot, cai lyivero ò lipog abrov ec Opóp(Jo« atyareg, 
gai dn áyysAoc inoybwy abróv.] 

43. for ax’, axe rov DQU 69 copt-dz. 
44, for gd we D: we di A. 

are collected in the digest. With the 
ae and weighty evidence there cited 
in favour of the passage, it is impossible 
that it should have been an apocryphal 
insertion. It was perhaps, as Epiph. states 
of ic\avoe, expunged by the x, who 
imagined found in it an inconsist- 
ency with the divine nature of our Lord. 
We have reason to be thankful, that 
5 has been better understood 

ce. 

not have occurred to those modern Com- 
mentators who have obj 
circumstance as im x a pla 
strengthening pro too ce be- 
tween the first and the second prayer ;— 

the L. 
rec saraBawerre, with ADQ rel: txt IN 

and the effect of it is the 
wposyvxere of ver. 44, and the entire 
resignation ex in the second and 
third prayer of Matthew’s narrative. 
44.] The intention of the 
seems clearly to be, to convey the ides 
that the sweat was ie like, but eves 
like drops of ;—L e. coloured em. 
blood, — for so I understand the exei, as 
just distinguishing the drope highly eo- 
loured with blood, from pere blood. Aris- 
totle, speaking of certain morbid stabes of 
the blood, says, ivypa:vopivew gi Aia» 
yooote.w yiveras yàg. ixwpondic, cai 
dior, obrac Gcre Boy rev 

70 exp m uly sil bw deme O suppose it o : of 
blood (why not drops pe thing else? 
and drops of blood from what, and where f) 
is to nullify the force of the sentence, and 
make the insertion of aigare¢ not only 
superfluous but absurd. ii We must 
not forget, in asking on w i 
this rests, that the marks tock Gon 
would be visible after the termination of 
the agony. An interesting example of a 
sweat blood under circumstances of 
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kara(Jatvowroc &wi rv yn. 45 kal dvacrác awd rc 3,27. . 
- 2 ` ` 64. Job 

wpoctvxnc, tAÜov wooc rovc palnràç ebpey " Kou Qin 80. 
mot Mívouc avrovc „Ard rde Abruc, 4 kal elt avroic PE, Kiop 
ime - 

Ti iioc dd. ; ° avacrávrec zpoctUxscÜs iva un vie- » = Man- xi 
nee tic ! wetpagpoy. E SES s, 

Eri. aurov AOUD og Sov 50e, Kai o Aeyóusvoc 18 = Heb. lij. 

Leddes. € tic TWP Sika, " Tpońpyero abrobe, ai yyurty v r constr. Mark 

TU "'Incov ‘pinoa aurov. ne & Are avro mal * 

Joa, ohr Tov viðv rod _avOpimov rapabidu ; 2v. 1 ref. 

49 idovreg SE "oi wept avrov TO " tcóusvov, wav Kúpte, · AE 
rep warátouev " ev "paxaipy 5 50 kai 7 ewaratey ^ eic , N e. 10 
rie ka abi rod apytepiwc rov SovAov, kat dA "L^ nn xi. 

Tò oU¢ avrov ro deko. $l awoxp.Beic ds o 'Incouc Er 

timev Ears "fec rovrov. xai dwäntrog rov ‘wriov 277 5 
8 "ti s. y Matt. xxvi. 81 ref. 2 Jer. „ a = Matt. xli. 24, 

b Matt. xis, 6). 8 xi. 49. d 4 d Hut: xxiv. UM 

Gir" teal hero only. Deut. xv. 17. 1 N 

vulg lat-a e f, g1., copt de. Tns yns QU. 
45. for po, ex: D al. elz aft na% ins avrov, with 1 latt Syr syr-cu A. 

with-ast coptt eth: om ABQRT rel lat-f arm. rec avrovg bef cotpepevoug (|| Mf 
Mk), with AQR rel latt syrr syr-cu: txt BDLT 69. 

40. om rı D. tag wepacpay bef ecu Ort D. 
47. rec aft ert ins de, with DEHSVIa lat-b c e arm: om AB B(appy) T rel vulg 

lat- g syr copt. aft oxAve ins rohre D al syr-cu. for Aeyopevoc, cadou- 
pevog D 1. aft iovdac ins igrapıwð D. for xponpytro, zponyiy D 1. 69 
Syr. rec (for araro) avrwv (with some cursive F): avrog TA Ser's cf ev-y: 
tat ABD rel. last clause, cat eyywac e$ gae» rov «gcovv D lat-ab ce ff, i 
syr-cu copt-mas. add rovro yap cgutiov deduces avroig ov ay («gae avrog Ecrty 
(|| Mt Mk) DEHX 69 I1nt-à c syrr eth arm. 

48. rec ĝe bef tncovg, prefixing ò (|| Mz), with ADR rel: txt BLTX. for 
avre, re D. 

49. for ecopevor, yevopevoy D al lat, 8 marg copt arm. [ecray, so 
BDLTX.) i rec tae vie bef g ih AR rel latt syr-cu: om BLTX 
lat- df: å L q coptt.—for cvpte, rw cup D. [paxawn, so B'DLT. 

rec rov do NY bef rov apxuptec (from ||), with ADRT rel latt : txt BL 69. 
for a$ei y», agecdaro D. rec avrov bef ro ovc (from ||), with AR rel; 

avrov ro wrioy DK : txt BLT 69. 
51. om ĝe A sah. om 6 B. for apapevog to avrov, errtivac rny yepa 

mparo avrov eat axexarsoraQn ro ovc avrov D lat-a e ff, (i H. reo aft wriov 
ins avrov, with A rel: om BLRT. 

terror, accompanied by loss of Mark xiv. 439—562. John xviii. 2—11. 
is given in an article by Dr. Our narrative is here distinguished even 

Schneider in Casper's Wochenschrift for more than before by minute and striking 
1848: and cited in the Medical Gazette details (see on the whole the notes to 
for December of that year. .] éwà Matt.). The first of these is the 
Ts Avwys—the effect of anxiety and address to Judas ver. 48, calling the 
watching. The words may possibly ex- traitor by name, and setting before him 
press an inference of the evangelist the whole magnitude of his crime in the 
(Meyer): but I would rather understand very words in which the treason had 
them as exactly describing the cause of lately (Matt. ver. 45 : Mark ver, 41) and 
their sleeping. so often 3 xxvi. 2; xx. 18; xvii. 22) 

41—b3.) BETKAYAL AND APPREHEN- re announced. Another is in ver. 
sion op JESUS. Matt. xxvi. me Me 49, where the disciples sang cà lbqamov, 

| 1 2 
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sw.tri here (agaro aUrov. 52 rer St Insovc wpoc rovc "saepe s: 
" 7 ò ` - a — - 

1e: Da. rra yt von tr aurov apxiepetc kai. orparnyouc rov Y 
ref, Joba te ( ‘Oc émi 'Agarüv SEMA . e tepov Kat mpraBurépouc c em Agorny ks 
hides X werd payatpwy kai EM; 53 xa’ nh orro 

zaio. pov peb vov tv ry tpe ovk " £ereivare rde ytipaç ir .9. 
k j. Acts xxiv. EX e i e . U o 

1 = cates) tué. aAXa abru Eoriv Uptov 7] ° wpa kai 3j 4 EEovota ro 

alMir d gkorovc. 
wb ly. , " , 

"pte pa 54 OT Aa e 98 avrov nyayov Kat siçnyayor 8c 
xxvill. (IL) * S. - 9 7 e 3 IK M À vhe t a- 

À THY otav rov dp. o Òt Ilérpoc ncoño p 
o see Joba il. 4 7 55 u , 1 "m 9 7 - r AR 

p ch. xx. go, de- mepiajávruv Ob mup tv uéoq rnc quA 

T0 cal " avykaÜicavrov exaQnro o llérpoc " péoog avrov. 
t = Eph. v. 

11. vi. 12. s Matt. xxvi 48 ref. t ch. x vili. 18. xxiii. 49 only. (elsw. ad u., U Mt. re) Gen. xxi A 
n here only t. (8 Macc. ill. 7.) — Phalar. Ep. v. p. 28 (sald of the Bull), wepupbaper. Ce avror bacbédero ru 

epaoóla. v Matt. xxvi. 8 teil. 
x = John l. 26 red. 

w intr., here (tr., Eph. H. 6) osiy. Exod xviii. 

52. rec ins o bef «goovc, with RT rel: om AB.—om o eye. D 1 lat-e syr-co um 
for «pov, Aaov D- 

63. ins ro bef cad npepay D. 
DEGLTUAA. 

om 2nd 5 D al 

] for eLednAvOars, eExAOarc (from |) BDLERT G: 

-Oere KMX 1 Orig Eus Bas-sel: txt A rel. 
ev rw ipw bef pe vuwy D al. 

rec upey bef cori, with A rel: om soriy H: txt BDGK 
for rov oxorouc, ro axoroc D-gr. 

aAAe, fo 

54. om cas etcnyayow DT 1 vulg lat-a b e f ff, i l Byr syr-cu seth (Eus). Li 
aft eic ya ins avrov, with 
latt Syr wth Orig Eus Thl. 
BELMT 1 Orig Eus Thl. 
ins avo bef uaxpoO0tv DA. 

55. rec (for repay.) ajjavrev, with ADR rel: txt BLT Eus. 
DG 1 vulg lat-5 f ff, arm: txt ABRT rel lat-a syr. 

È: om BDKLTA lst-a b e ff, i arm. 
) e» pow, vu (AR, eppssow) X rel: ptr 

vulg lat.f; aft de, 
D lat-6 c f i copt arm. 
D: txt BLT 1. 

ask Kópiu, al ward§. lv payalpy ; which 
question refers to, and 5 the filling up 
of their misunderstanding of our Lord in 
ver. 88. in ver. 51 is iar to 
Luke. s dare ws Toórov I un- 

ciples, but to the multitude, or rather 
to those who were holding Him ;—His 
hands were held, and Ho says, Suffer, 
permit me, thus far: i.e. to touch the 
ear of the wounded person. If this inter- 
pretation be correct, it furnishes an ad- 
ditional token of the truthfulness of our 
narrative—for the previous laying hold 
of Jesus has not been mentioned here, but 
in Matthew (ver. 50) and Mark (ver. 46). 

58. There is an important addi- 
tion here to the other reports of our 
Lord's speech; AA.. . . oxérove. It 
stands here instead of the declaration 
that (Ais was done that the Scriptures 
might be fulfilled (Matt. ver. 56. Mark 
ver. 49). The inner sense of those words 
is indeed implied here—but we cannot 

X rel syr-cu syr-w-ob coptt 
rec (for ryv omay) rov oiov, with ADR rel: tst 

aft R. ins avre D 69 em lat-5 copt (ssh). 

rec (for uscoc 
aft avrwy ins Otpuawopevogc (|| Mk) D. 

eth: om ABDKLMET! 

erepucaÜ.savre? 

ds avro», with A rel 
ins cas bef o serpo 

venture to say that our report is of th 
same saying. Our Lord bere dis 
tinguishes between the power ex v 
over Him by men, and that by the Er 
One :—but so as to make the iow" 
which den 5 to be that of dark: 
ness—while His own assertion 9. 
shews that all was by the determin 
counsel and foreknowledge of God. 
the word oxérog there is also an eph 
to the time—midnight. Compare * 
this declaration of the power of darknes 
over Him, the declaration, in ch. iv. 18, 
that the devil left Him dyps saipo- 

54.] Matt. xxvi. 57. Mark n". ^ 
John xviii. 18. Pod ipso atm : 
undecided who this high-priest w. 
inasmuch as, ch. iii. 2, danas and C99 
phas are mentioned as high-priests. 
John we find that it was Assas; V^ 
having questioned Jesus, sent. Him bound 
to Caiaphas, before s trial took 
place. Luke omits this tri together d 
or perhaps gives the substance of it in thè 
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pec r9 "MES 45 

v. 20 reff, 

" npviaro [aŭror] At yo Ow oia avróv, yovat. b Mart. x. 88 
“perà a xd t érepoc ‘Suv avrov Eon Kat av " EŠ a ote, on 

o à! Ilérpoc eon Arbeore, obe eil. 
west wpaç paç oc rie 

Ex a HH, Kai obroc per avrov nv, kai yd oal yi 1 

59 $a (fie . Hl. 7, kai Ue s 

° Grey upilero cu 1 

l'aMdatóc € tore. © dew SE o Hérpog, Arbe, oun 143 1. 3 
oid 0 Ake. kai mapa Xen 

* épovnoey * ARA 6l cal 

and 
a ere Aadovvrog avrov te. 2 27 

erpa$ric o Kýpioç " £y- 5 only 3. 

GRe TQ Iéroo' kat ` rehrnohn à o [Iérpoc rov Aoyou 3 
rou Kuptou we ETEV avro ore mo * ddékropa * 

onutooy, , &rapvíag pe ric. 
ITérpoc ] ÉkAavoty ° rise. 

8 Kai ot avdpec ot „eM ec avrov ^ evéwatlov g i 
kai * wepixaAtnpavrec avrov iH - E Jobn P ¢ np only aury *Séipovrec? . 

) only. p = here only. (Matt. 

E iets uias poroa oat 

62 cal eEeAOav EE [0 d Lor. 

2'Tim. il. 4. Tit. 1. 2 Pet. I. 12. 8 Joh 185 N ly + 1. Mt, is. s a only t. .. "EMT 

zzvii S0. 8 Kings vil. 42. viii. 7 only. 
4 „N. Hel. ix, 4 only. 

t oh. xxl. 6 reff. 

57. om Ist avrov (|| Mt Mk) B D-gr? KLMSTX I lat-a ö c f fh I Syr syr-cn coptt 
th arm: ins AD! rel rec yvvai bef ove oija. avrov, with A rel latt syr. 
syrr syr-cu ; om yvvac D: txt BLTX coptt ‘eth arm. 

08. for «$5 cat ov ef avrev ti, eexev ro avro syr-cu 
fz ). rec (for en) «xtv, with A (D) rel: txt BELMT 69, 

om serpoc D (lat-a ö 

for Ar ex adnGeac, ex’ aXg8nag Aye D. l 
60. rec ins o bef aXe«rwp, with (some cursive?) sah: om ABDT rel Scr's mss 

copt arm. 
61. for za: orp., orp. de D sah. 

to be an interpolation) T. 
«Trpoc D al gat. 
ort D lat-a b c e ff, i arm. 

ins werpoc bef cupioc eu marked as if thought 
for cupiog, enaoug D al 8 

for Aoyov, pnparog (|| Mt MX) B TX. txt AD rel. om 
wor ins n 

-txt copt. om o 

rec om on p (|| Mt ME), 
with AD rel latt Syr syr-cu: ins BELMTX (69) fuld (lat-5 f I) syr- w. ast copt sah- 
woide-txt (sth). *pic and axap»rnon at end ins pn edava: pe D. 

62. om o werpog (see || Mt Mk) BDELMTX 1 syr-cu coptt arm: ins A rel vulg 
lat-c f g, , g sytr wth. 

63. for cas ot, oi de D lat-c sah. 

69 lat-a b e Syr. 

rec (for avrov) row ioo, with A rel Syr 
syr-cn syr-txt eth: txt BDLMT latt Syr-ms syr-marg coptt arm. om éepovrec 

64. rec aft weprcadupavric avrov ins srvzrov avrov ro tpoçwrov «at (for avrov, 

vv. 66—71) of the morning as- 
T of the Sanhedrim. See notes on 
Matt. 

56—62.] PETER'B THREE DENIALS OP 
Jxsus. Matt. xxvi. 69—75. Mark xiv. 
66—72. John xviii. 17, 18, 25—27. See 
throughout, table and notes in Matthew. 

58. Trees] In Matt. it is dn. 
in Mark ) wasdicen. 61.] See extract 
from Robinson’s notes on Matt. ver. 69. 
E as there supposed, the trial was going 

in an open chamber looking on the 
oou {a#An), the look might "Well have 

been given from a considerable distance. 
We need not enquire, how our Lord could 
hear what was going on round the fire in 
the court, as some Commentators have 
done. xig even e € an enquiry 
necessary, I see no in answering 
it. The anathemas of Peter, spoken to 
ot raptoròrec with vehemence, and the 
crowing of the cock, were not these 
audible? But our uns needed not these 
to attract His attention 

63—65, | Hx Is MOCKED. Lake does 

not, as some Commentators say, place this 
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s e [] J > 

DATES Tov Myovric j Noopirevooy, rie terer o ? rica MET 
Tae 65 kat ertpa woAdXda " BAaopypouvrec EXtyou ec avro. f. 

n t e » € , a 7 2 15 

AAB, p © Kat wc Eytvero nuépa, 4 cvvi On ro : moee[Suripwy row | 
25 : pie Aaoð, QOXIEOHC TE Kat ypapmarec, Kat amnyayov avto 
Matt. " D — 9 e 7 

"ref. Pi. tic rò ”aouvéðptov avrov “ Aéyovric Ei ob d 0 pure, 
"Pelr 18 &TOv nuw. rer & avroiQ Eds Oui» irw, ov m 

oniy*. Basan. s 2 7 1 
a tortbονs. 95 tay oe Eowrnow, ov pn exoxpiÜnrt [po 

a ` - - € «^ . 

v Lake here n aroAÀvowre]. © Sawa rov vov 8b "fora: 0 vix rov 
niy. . » - " — ° 

sati i de avOpamov kaÜnpusvoc ' ix Se Et rac * Suvapewe rov Geo. 
xxii. )6. : e Matt. xviii, 97 reff. d ch. v. 10 reff. € constr., Matt. xvi. 19 bis. z 
„ xii. 63. Seb, ti. 18, from Isa. vil. 17. f Matt. xx. 21, rE Pas atl 

g= i only. 

avrov ro xp. from || Mk, then united with tat, erurre boing id to accom for 
h, τ below), with A rel vulg lat F syrr th; avrov ro wpocerov 1; avrov rc rp 
eror ervrroy avro» D al lat-a q arm: txt BKLMT lat-d c e f, i I copt. rec aft 
emmperov ins avrov, with A rel: on B(D)KLMTX lat-d. for es gperw» Rryerric. 
MV D (lat-5 ff, q) Syr syr-cu. 

65. for «repa, adda D. for «c avrov, tç savrovc D-gr. 
68. for apy. re, «av apy. D al lat-& b o: om re EGHSUTAA. rec avyyaye, 
more txt BDKT 69 syr-marg Orig. rec eavrwy, with AA: txt BDT rd 
sah Orig. 

67. om « DL. rec (for tero») ere, with A rel: txt BLT.—om urov sj D. 
for rtv de, o Qe ure D. 

68. rec aft «av dg ins cat (combination of two readings), with AT rel vulg lat. 
copt: say, omg de, D lat-a 3 ff, i : txt BL Syr wth arm Cyr. om (do, 
pot n axoXveanre BLT copt: om ij awoAvenre 1 forj sah: ins AD rel ves. J 

69. rec om dt, with E rel Syr copt-dz sah: ins ABDLTX vulg lat-a b ef il yt 
with · ast copt sth arm Cyr. 

mocking Before the trial in Caiaphas's 67.] Aéyovres—but first took place 
house, but 4 the same place as Matt. vv. the au. referred to in ver. 71; ad 
67, 68, and Mark ver. 65, viz. affer what the person who said this was the high- 
happened there. The trial he omits alfo- priest, and with an adjuration, Matt 
gether, having found no report of it. ver. 63. The ordinary rendering is the 

ow those who take this view of Luke’s most natural and correct: If at 
arrangement can yet suppose him to (not if thou ze) the Christ, tell us. The 
have had Matt. and Mark before him others, Tell «s whether thos be the 
while writing, I am wholly at a loss to Christ ;’ and, Art thou the Christ? tel 
conceive. us (see the question in ver. 49), are forced 

66—71.] HEARING BEFORE THE COUN- and unusual. d I believe thes 
CIL. (Probably) Matt. xxvii. 1. Mark words to have been said as a formal pro 
xiv. 1. It seems probable that Luke here test on the part of our Lord against the 
gives us an account of a second and formal spirit and tendency of the question asked 
judgment held in the morning. The simi- Him, before He gives an answer to it: 
larity of the things said at the two hear- and as such, I regard them as an or 
ings may be accounted for by remember- and most valuable report.. I is «5/5 ™ 
ing that they were both more or leas view fo examine and. believe, that yos ot 
formal processes in legal courts, one the this question: nor, were I to attempt f 
precognition, the other, the decision, at aduce from your own mouths my © 
which the things said before would be cence, would you answer Me [or re 
likely to be nearly repeated. 66. dg Mej. I am well aware of the + 
ty. In.]. Some trace of a meeting of the of this question: BUT (Ar, Matt. Ve 
Sanhedrim after daylight I believe our 64) the time is come for the confession 10 
om ae to have found, see Matt. xxvii.1 de made :-—dwd Tov voy c. r. A. o.) 
nd to have therefore related as then On åwò r. v. — dr sos notes on 

ing, the following account of what Matt. ad. ix B. . Buy. is commo ?? 
really took place at the former meeting. all Three: only Luke adds res $e 

Ev 

ha 
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A ewar I) „rav St rävrec ZU ouv & o " vióc rov beou; o & =poc 9 — 

2r 

avrovc Eon Tutte ! Myers. Ore E euin. 
Ti Ere * Ex oucv. | paprvplac * xptíav; avrot yàp motoa- *M«t 

XXIII. I Kai * avacray ' eto. aws 

ümav rò wAnÜoc avrov yayov avrov ewi rov IIirov. 
2 npkavro & xarnyopey avrov Aéyovrec Tovrov evpapev n: 
? &aarpé$ovra ro t hv [un kai ^ xwAvorra ? gopouc Em 

> 8 — , » æ 
At aTO TOV croparoc auTov. 

Kaisapı tóva, [xat] Xéyovra eavrov ypioròv (aaiMa "ut du 
svat. Fo òè Maroc pr avrov Aéye»y Zò el UM 
o Bao rev "loveaiwy; o 32 ewoxpiüeig avro zn 
"Zo reve. 

e * 1 ch. xxi. 
7l ot & etwav Bra 

oh. xxi. 8 ref. 

Prov. Av. 18 

41 

xiii. 8, 10. 
XE. 80. 
Phil. iL 15 
only. 8 Kings 
xviii. 17. 

e 02 Matt. 
to 8 arog tirev wpOc rove apytepsic ` 14 ret. 

1 Tim. iv. 8. 

3 Sadg. i. 98. q = ch. xx. 33 reff. Y 21 (and plur., ch. 

70. [ei rav, so BLT.] for de, ov» AKM 1. 69. om ovy DKA 69 lat - a 
-cu sah-ms. for wpog avrove «$5, tire avromw D. 
TL [ea, so 5 

avro, D lat-a b c e. 

Cuar. XXIII. 1. for avazray, avacravrec D al Syr syr-cu sah. 
om away ro AVO avre» D. wav R: odoy L. 

rec ypeay bef eyouev pagrvpiac (|| Mt Mk), with AD 
rel: txt BLT.—paprupey (|| M? MX) D 69 sah Thi Ambr. gkovcapev yap, omg 

for aray, 
rec gyayev (gram- 

matical correction), with (but e sil) 1 Sers cdgoqrs: txt ABDRT rel syrr syr-cu 
coptt arm. om ro» D 

2. rec evpoyer, with AB*DRT rel: evpow D'-gr: txt B'LX 1. 
s a reminiscence of ch vii. b) BDHKLMRT 69 latt syrr syr-cu 

coptt wth arm Euthym Aug: om A rel Mcion-e Eus Epiph Cyr Thdrt. 
Eus: ins (per 

om n A rel 

rec 

kaicapi bef gop., with ART rel zr Eus Thdrt : dedovar bef xawap« D : txt BL latt 
Syr syr-cu Constt.—$opov AKM syr-cu syr coptt Eus Thdrt,. om 2nd «as 
5 R(appy) rel lat -a c coptt: ins BLT vulg lat-b e f syrr syr-cu.—for [cat] Aey., Ay. 
e D. for savroy, avrov BGT. 
9. rec emypwrgosv (|| ME ME), with AD rel: txt BRT. om o bef Ba T. 

for axoxkpiÜric avre ep, arexpiOn avro Aeyev D (I lat- a). 

70.) We find ô vids +. 0. used as synony- 
mous with å vl. +. dv. xu. ix gu 
Suv. rod @., i. e. with the glorified Mes- 

On om. Ady. . see note on 

and if the same question had been 
asked at the termination of the former 
one? 

Cuar. XXIII. 1—5.] Hx 18 ACCUSED 
BEFORE Pirate. Matt. xxvii. 2, 11—14. 
Mark xv.1—6. John xviii. 28—88. Our 
account, not entering at length into the 
words said, gives a particular and original 
narrative of the things transacted at this 
interview. 2.) This charge was in- 
tended to represent the result of their 
previous judgment, ebpapev ;—whereas, in 
fact, no such matter had been them: 
but they falsely allege it Pilate, 
knowing that it was the on which 
his judgment was likely to be most severe. 

The words themselves which they use are 
not so false, as the mo and impression 
which they convey. e xedtovra >. K. 
&8. was, however, false entirely (see ch. 
xx. 22 ff.); and is just one of those in- 
stances where those who are determined 
to effect their by falsehood, do so, 
in spite of the fact having been precisely 
the contrary to that which they assert. 

8.] This question is related in all 
four . But in John the answer is 
widely different from the distinct affirma- 
tion in the other three, amounting per- 
haps to it in substance—at all events 
affirming that He was ‘a King’—which 
was the form of their charge. I believe 
therefore that the Three give merely the 
general import of the ^s answer, 
which John relates in full. It is hardly 
possible, if Jesus had affirmed the fact so 
strongly and barely as the Three relate it, 
that Plate should have made the avowal 
in ver. 4.-which John completely ex- 
plains, 4.| The preceding question 
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` y , 7 5 d „A Tit Kal robe oyAouc Ob süpisko alriov ev rp avÜpeww ABE 
Kis ly t. CON t’ y " > P N Ls 

thecoaye, TOUTQ. Čoi & ‘Ewicyvow Akyorrec Gre dvaceltt TOW Berz! 
ir. xxix. 1. hd ud - s e T. 

i- ö Aagy, Sidacxwv ca oXnc ric lordòalac, [xai] "ep£a- J. 4 
a Ld a 

oniy t. ib pevoç "amo rnc TadtAatag "tec wee. 6 IlAároc & 
Aq. , s. e 

vade axovcag [TaXAaiay] ? emnpornotv & o avÜpesoc Tat- 
- Ss p a 9 - a p 

v Matt xx. 3 Aaidc "sari, ! kai “ewvyvoug Ste ex rnc ECO 
x Mark xiv 64. Howdou " tariv, “avéwepfev avrov spóc Howdny, ovra 

x 3 s » e r 2 - e 86 

Scares. Kat avrov ey lepocodvporc Ey rauraıç rag anne 
y Matt. xii. 10 80 8 Howdne wy rov Ii E an d A juae al. fr . J T , 
Comp. vdp EE Sixavwy yporwy Bidwy iWev aurov & ro 
.. . 27. e - L - e * 

xii si, axoU&v wept avTov, Kai BAN ri 'omuetov ider vr 
Séxnowra & avro» tv A 

? — k , 
fon cer. Ar. bro  yivopevov. 
95 only. m ¢ =æ » A à oe > , > = 10 .* , 

s constr, John " IKAVOLC, auroc & ovÓEy ATEKPIVATO avro. ELOTT)KELGOP 
a = eh. vil. 87 reff. b =» Eph. li. 2. 4 Kings xx. 18. c vv. 11,18. Acts xxv. 31. Phiicm. 11 cooly t. 
d John 4. 3 Jobs 8 only. e Matt. ii. 16. Mark i. 86. ix. 8. Gen. 1. 81. f Matt. xix. 22 ref. 
g ch. vili. 97 b Matt. xili. 6 reff. ich. xxi. 7, 35 al. Exod. fil 13. k ch. x. i3. 

l ch. xx. 8 l. Acts fi. 40. xxvi. 95. mo Matt. xxviii. 12 ref. 

om ors D T'(appy) vulg lat-a b e f ff, syr-cu eth. 
for sovdaiac, ync D. om ca: ADR xt : ins BLT Ma em fuld ing) syrr 
syr-cu copt. 

6. om e BLT copt: ins ADR rel vss.—pref rg» D. for o avyÜperoc 
akt, awo rnc yaAiNatac o avOpwrog D lat-a ò e ff, i.—[0 is written over by the 
original scribe in B : see table.] 
T. for rai emryv., extyy. de D. ins rov bef noweny B. 

re npwds ovri cure D. for ravraic, ekevaig D latt. 
B. rec (for ik wavev ypovwy Awy) 0 wv c£ wavov, with AB rel; Owy ex ttavov 

xpovov HM 1: «E ızavov xpovov Oedwy X 69: txt B (DL) T Iat-c.—om 6v» L.— 
Ü tov iew avrov bef c£ wavwv xpover D lat-b e f i Syr syr-cu. rec aft acovecy 
ins roa, with ART rel latt syrr : om BDKLM 1 syr-cu coptt sth. Arar T. 

9. om avrov T. for ovdey awteptvaro avro, our axexpiOn avrov ovitv D lat-e. 

; t 
Acts viii. 18. Gen. II. 4. 

5. avıoxvov DH 69. 

from «poc to awrov, 

had been asked within the pretorium—. 

MESS 

a fact of which our narrator is not aware, 
—representing the whole as a continuous 
conversation in presence of the Jews; see 
John, ver. 38. We may remark (and on 
this see Matt., ver. 18: Mark, ver. 10) 
that Pilate must have known well that a 
man who had really done that, whereof 
Jesus was accused, would be no such 

. object of hatred to the Sanhedrim. This 
knowl was doubtless accompanied (as 
the above-cited verses imply) with a pre- 
vious 5 with some of the say- 
ings and doings of Jesus, from which 

te had probably formed his own 
opinion that He was so such King us His 
foes would represent Him. This is now 
confirmed by His own words (as related 
by John); and Pilate wishes to dismiss 

im, finding no fault in Him. 5.) 
Possibly they thought of the matter 
mentioned ch. xiii. 1, in introducing Ga- 
lilee into their charge. Arto. 
they strengthened, redoubled, the charge 
—or perhaps intransitive, they became 

t. 
"6 12.] Hx 18 SENT TO HEROD, AND 
BY HIM RBTURNED TO PILATE.  Pecu- 
liar to Luke; see remarké on ver. 12. 
Pilate, conscious that he must either do 
the duty of an upright judge and offend 
the Jews, or sacrifice his duty to his popu- 
larity, first attempts to get rid of the 
matter altogether by sending his prisoner 
to Herod, on occasion of this word Gais- 
lee. This was Herod Antipas, tetrarch of 
Galilee and Perma (see ch. iii. 1 and note 
on Matt. xiv. 1), who had come up to 
keep the feast. 7. Ae 
aay Romani juris vocem usurpavit. 
am remittitur reus qui alicubi compre- 

hensus mittitur ad judicem aut originis 
aut habitationis. Itaque Pilatus Herodi, 
E 3 ejns loci unde esse Jesus 
icebatur, tatem isit Jesum ab- 

ducendi in Gali sam, ibique, si vellet, 
cognoscendi de ejus causa: ut fleri inter 
Romanos provinciarum rectores solebat.” 
Grotius. So Vespasian, in judging the in- 
habitants of Taricha (Jos. B. J. iii. 10 
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à oi apyutptic Kai oi ypappareic 
koubevnoac à avrov o Honc MP pee 

cUV role pale avrov Kai ° suraitac, ' ck: 
Aapwpay ` air ele avrov Ty Mary. 

q Matt. 
? éyivovro. à pior ö O TE Hesô ne. Kat o II Aäroc é tv aury 5 a 

* wpovriüpxov yap év A E 

gobvrte avrov. 

ee t cobhra | 
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n Acts xviii. 28 
ouly. Josh. " tróvwc 5 

TEPI- ° ch. xviii. 9 

p Matt. xxii. 7 
reff. 

i. 16, 

ry nuépa Ther aiv 
y ; 13 H. Aa * À 81 reff. ovrec rede ' savroic. II. Adrog gvyka count An 

rode ap xe Kai TOUC apyovrac kat róv Aaov 14 rtv Geen. Acu 
poc avroUc " Hpocqvéykaré pot Tov arb mor rouroy TEN 
Oc " axoarpigovra TOV Aaóv, kai iSov tyw Sévwmoy $e 
upwv “avaxpivac ovdiy tüpov "tv ry avÜpomw robrw "Jamesi a 8. 

Rev. xv. 6. xix. 8 al A only 1. Ea xxix. a 
reff. met A [RA Ner 7 

ly d). ym Mark x. 90 
be dere re Only. Josh. xxii. 16a eh. v dh 

2 2 0 (1 Cor. 1. 14 a). LP. 1 Kings xx. 13.) „ 
2 y ert 9. 

above (t). 
Cant. S 10 eren. = Philem. 11 
1 Cor. v Acts viii. 9 9 only. Job xlii. 
18 xy, ‘Orel a = here [oh xii. 11 Y r.] only. 

ere only in Gospp. s iv. 
e vv. 4, 

11. rec aft wepeBadwy ins avro», with AD rel lat- c e f ff, coptt; avrw RSUT 69: 
om BLT vulg lat-a. for avertp er, rende LR lat-c. om Tw 

12. for ver, ovrec Öt «v andia o miAarog cat o npwðnc Eytvovro pA ty avra rn 
npepa D lat - e. 

Cu. 

14. xpocnveyna (sic) T.—&arnveycart D. 
avaxpivac bef evwmiov vawy D Syr syr-cu copt. 

10) allowed ippa to dispose of those 
le rij  lavrov Daci ac. 8, 9.] The 
reason of our Lord’s silence is sufficiently 
shewn, in the account of Herod’s feelings 
at seeing Him. Noluit Christus mira- 
culis et sermonibus, ut non ad auditorum 
curiositatem aut propriam jactantiam, ita 
nec ad suam ipeius a morte liberationem 
82 di 3 10.] The accusations, 

idly kingship and of blasphemy, 
Sali. probably be here united, as Herod 
was a Fev. and able to appreciate the 
latter. 1L] arpar. are the body- 
guard in attendance upon Herod. 
io9 gra Aanwp.] Variously interpreted: 
either purple, as ortas did king,—and 
why shoul this not be x^audc 
coccivn afterwards used by Pilate's sol- 
diers (Matt. xxvii. 21; ipártoy wop$vpobr, 
John xix. 2) ?—or white, as Kapp. is ren- 
dered by some (but see note), Acts x. 30. 

12.] The a of e quarrel is 
uncertain: apparently something concern- 
ing Herod’s power of jurisdiction, which 
was conceded by Pilate in this sen 
Jesus to Him, and nga waived by Herod 
in sending Him bac again. From chap. 
xiii. 1, Pilate a to have encroached 
on that jurisdiction. The remarks 
of some Commentators about their uniting 

roc transp rr og and npwéne, with A(D) rel 
txt BLT vulg lat-a 5 e f ff, syr-cu sah eth. 

18. for or , avvkaAecac D. 

copt arm : 
for eavrovg, avrouc BUT. 
ins aavra bef roy Rao D lat - o 

for cat ov eyw, ka yw de D. 
for s» re avOpwxw rovro 

in enmity against Christ (so even, re- 
cently, Wordsworth), are quite beside the 
purpose. es present feeling of Pilate was 
any thing but hostile to the person of 
Christ; and Herod, by his treatment of 
Him, shews that he "thought Him beneath 
his judicial notice. This remission 
of Jesus to Herod seems not to have been 
known to either of the other three Evange- 
lists. It is worthy of notice that they all 
relate the mocking by the soldiers of Pilate, 
which Luke omite,— whereas he gives it as 
taking place before Herod. This is one of 
tis ve very few cases where ie iniri of the 
history shews that doth ha 
Let the student ask hi Ho, could 
John, if he composed his Gospel with 
that of Luke before him, have here given 
us a narrative in which so important a 
fact as this is not only not related, but 
absolutely cannot find any place of inser- 
tion? Ite real place is after John ver. 
38 ;—but obviously nothing was further 
from the mind of that Evangelist, for he 
rues Pilate as spesking continuously. 

18—26.] FURTHER HEARING BEFORE 
PILATE, WHO STRIVES TO RELEASE HIM, 
BUT ULTIMATELY YIELDS TO THE JEWS. 
Matt. xxvii. 1526. Mark xv. 6—16. 
John xvii, 39, 40. Our account, while 
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terte airtov oy * kariyopetre kar evrov, 15 add" ob 
zaxri. is a Hpúðne” ^ avéwenrba yap vuac TpOC aùróv, kat i909 

. obòt v abo Üavarov tariv Nie abr. 16 © war- 
S xxr $5. deb ac ob v aurov ` arodipe, fiat de ™ ciyev 
2:55. 'drodvav aurou "xarà topriv » dri yo & 

Wi Chron rah Anbl ai yore 1 Aloe rovrov, 'amoAvcov dé zn 
rer 

1 Matt l. $7 TOV Bapaßßäv, !^ 

"ant, é ev rp TÓÀ& Kat $óvov * BAnBete " év ry $vAakg. 
r. V 

eb.vii.37. OUV O TAaro¢ 

Ocric "HY did orao Tiva . 

ga 

" wpocepwynaey Siwy awoAveae rov P hava 
de 3 on! oa 

a 21 T. [ae 25 Insovv. ot bg ere Ayorrec Zrabpo v arab- m, 

y. 88. viii. por: avróv, ? 9 à "voirov tire poc avrovc Ti yap Gut 
only. n MP:t'* 

"Wein kaxov émoinoev ovroc; ovv 'aírtov Üavárov evpow 178 
bere only t a gi TS 

P Cj 1. dv aùr raid eioae oUV avrov arb. 230 9 
acc. X. ` 

alue aay,  ETEKEVTO Pwvaic » weyadatc ^arrobutvot avrov orav- 
39. oat 98. Acts xxiv. 6. xxi. 86. Isa. ivil. 1. comer X aor. part., here ene s a "OE v Matt. zi. Mire. x 

w Acts sil 98, xxi. 84. N Esdr. ix. 47. 2M 
a v» here only. y ver. 4 ref. 16 te 

€ constr., Acts ili. 14 (vii. 45). 8 Kings xix. 4. 

airov, airioy ey avro) D. 
15. for avewepa ya 

ver 11) BKLMT 69 
mm) syr-marg om ov D al syr-cu. 
Thl. werpa 2 bef tor D latt. 

17. om ver AB 

ace. i. 28 0 

om wy to avrov D al. 
ap vnac *poc avrov, avtrenwen yap avrov poc ypac (to swit 
t.fcoptt* txt AD rel syrr syr-cu.—vpac B(Btly) 69 gat(with 

D x= Mark xiv. 4) sef. 
(Joha T 88 ref) b Matt. xxiv. SI aL 

om rar ALA 1 latt. 

ins ev bef avre DIT 69 lat-c copt 

LT fuld lat-a copt-dz sah: ins X rel vulg lat-b c e f syre copt-wilk 
sth-ms, and (aft ver 19) D syr-cu eth-ed. (The evidence of the best Greek mes, if 
taken alone, would lead to the erasure of the verse as an interp 
other gospels. But 1, the words are very different from those in e. 
idiom in Luke's manner, avayr fixer, which an interpolator 
substituted for the ||: 8, they 
tnsd aft ver 19 as in D, and € 

amvoAvtiv avrog D. 
18. rec aver, with AD rel: txt BLT lat-a Cyr. 

aipe rovrov twice in D. aravsA 006 T. 
1. 69 (8, e sil) Orig Cyr. 

19. rec (for BAnGec ev rn bar) BeBAnuevoc eic 
rnv 1 

20. for ovy, de ABDLT latt Syr coptt: txt X rel syr. 
avrog BL Aug; avrove D; vpoc avrove 69 vulg lat-b cef 7 nt 

ne voc e» ry $vÀaxg X: txt BLT. 

syrr arm. 
91. for eriéwvov», expatay D lat-c. 

pose’ (from || 

D coptt. 

entirely distinct in from the others, 
is in substance nearly allied to them. In 
a few points it approaches John 
nearly, compare ver. 18 with John ver. 
40, also fva ver. 17, with John ver. 
89. The second declaration of our 
Lord's innocence by Pilate is in John's 
account united the first, ver. 88. 

Mk), with AP rel: txt BD Coi 
99. for ovder acrioy, ovdepiay airiay D vss, ovder aH L 

for «vpov, tvpwke D al vulg lat-b c e f ff, l syr-cu. 

olation founded on the 
2, they contain an 

would 
ht have been erased here as occurring too soon, and 

have dropped ont: 4, the words ANATKHNAE 
and ANEKPAT'ONAE may have occasioned omn by homaotel.) cara oprav bef 

om de 'T! 69. 
om roy A rel Thl: ins BDLTX 

nee with AD rel: BAg- 
: om TH 

IC ar ins 
rel 

rec (for T oravpov) cravpecov srav- 
-oct-marg Eus Cyr. 

lat-a c syr-cu syr-marg. 
axoàvow bef avrov 

ever, in John (see xviii. 3 
15.) deriv rer. abrg—is done by him— 
not to him,’ see ch. xxiv. 86, 4e. 
abroic. 16.] ‘ Hie 
eoncedere Pi Pilatus; Bensel. If there de 
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puÜrvar, xai “xarisyvov ai geval avrov [kai roy apy- ©Mat. avt is. 
itpéw» ]: 74 wai Il Ad reg “extxorvev yevioOat ro far ba 
avrov, Č awéAucev d rov dea * oraow xai $óvoy " (9eAn- " 1 

idw es cy ^O pari avrov. 

° Gro roù ‘Incon. 

C esre pévov eig $vAakqv, Ov yrovyro, TOv & "Incow ! rap- 1 ohm v. 15 
y e 12 „ 

Kat wc aTyHyayov 
, "5 m? , , , » , .v. S 33 ere avrov, mila ónevos Zipova Tiva Kvpnvaiov eoxo- "i 

uevov am aypov, "ErtÜnkav avro rov oravpov ipur zx i 
7! nkoAovtÜu de avt ro "zgo 5 

i Matt. xvii. 
243. Esek. 

Sir. viii. 18. An — à — A — $ P? , ` 
T oç TOV aov, Kat yuvatkwy, a tKOTTOVTO Kat ! « Matt. xxi. 
q U ,, LÀ £e 

tÜpnvovv avrov. 

xai. 6, from . 
t Rev.i.7. Matt. xv. 89. Acts vii. 64. 

23. for eravpuwÜ vai, cravpwoa B.—cravpwOnva bef avrov D. 

orpagec d wpóc avrac ‘Inaovg 15:245 
«4 f , e , a s 4 t? 8 
tixev ' Ovyartorc  IepovcaAnp, py *KAatere ‘ex 

ix. 27. xvi. 10. zvili. 17 only. w. „ Ch. iz. 47 al. Joel ii. 9. 
38. E xxH. 2$. o — Matt. 2v. 23 (reff.) only. Gen. xvill. 10. Mai. 2 irre) 3 q constr., bere only. 

Zech. Iz. 9. Pe.cexxxvi.8. Isa. x.99. 

2 abs., Acts 

m w. der., Acts 

n Joba xiz. 2. Acts xv. 
p Matt. xi. 17 

er, xxii. 10. T = Matt. 
s w. éwi, here bis & ch. ziz. 41 only. 

om cat Tey 

apxuptwy (homaotel?) BL vulg lat-a b e ff, 91 l coptt: ins ADP rel lat-c f syrr 
syr-cu arm. 

24. rec (for xai) o de, with AP rel lat.f syrr sah arm: txt BL vulg lat-a b e ff, 
syr-ca copt teth.—for «. x. exexp., extepivev ĝe o sriaroc D. 

25. rec aft are ins avrov (|| Mt ME), with KM 1. 69 vulg lat-5 o & Syr 
syr-cu syr-with-ob eth arm: om ABDP rel lat-a 

rec ins rn» bef ¢uAacyy, with ACP rel coptt : om BDFK 69 arm Orig. 
for awnyayoy, axnyow B al. 

e$ovov D. 
26. for car ec, we de D. 

for ài to govoy, evexa 

rec giu eyoS TIVES 
vp ju TOV tpyoutyov (probably grammatical correction, and rov mistake from the 
preceding -ov), with Scr’s g(e sil), and (omg rov) AP rel Scr’s mss: 69 combines both 
(-va Tiva -aiov, -avov) : txt BCDLX 38 (om riva L al, riva bef oupwva [|| Mk] CD). 

27. for avre tov vA 5Ooc, ro Aug avrw D. 
aft at ins cat, with C*P rel syr: om ABC'DLX 33 latt 

avtov bef xa: e@pnvour D. 
28. rec ins o bef 15c., with ACDP rel: om BL 

C ev-y ; o ijo. uxev bef xpog avrovg D al. 

lat-e f Syr syr-cu. rec 
Syr syr-cu coptt eth arm Thi. 

no fault in Him, why should He be cor- 
rected at all ?—the Jews perceive their 
advantage, and this moment follow 
it up. .] xetloyvov—got the 
upper hand, ; see refi. 

25. rev 8. æ. c. r. A.] The descrip- 
tion is inserted for the sake of contrast ;— 
see Acts iii. 14. Luke omits the scourging 
and mocking of Jesus. It is just possible 
that he might have omitted the mocking, 
because he had related a similar incident 
before Herod; but how shall we say this 
of the ing, if he had seen any nar- 
ratives which contained it? The break 
between vv. 26 and 26 is harsh in the ex- 
treme, and if Luke had any materials 
wherewith to fill it up, I have no doubt he 
would have done so. 

26—33.] HE 18 LED FORTH TO CRU- 
CIFIXION. Matt. xxvii. 31—84. Mark 
xv. 20—23. John xix. 16, 17. Our ac- 
count is original—containing the affect- 
ing narrative vv. 27—32, peculiar to it- 

for yuvatcwy, yvvaicec D al 

.—om o ina. T'.—o tgo. bef poc avrove 
om ex, eg, and ext D Iat-b c Ambr. 

self. 26. ipx v år’ dyp.] See 
on Mark. ode r. "In. is peculiar 
to Luke, and a note of accuracy. 
27.] These were not the women who had 
followed Him from Galilee, but the ordi- 
nary crowd collected in the streets on 
such occasions, and consisting, as is usually 
the case (and especially at an execution), 
principally of women. Their weeping 
appears to have been of that kind of well- 
meant sympathy which is excited by any 
affecting sight, such as that of an inno- 
cent person delivered to so cruel a death. 
This description need not of course exclude 
many who may have wept from deeper 
and more personal motives, as having 
heard Him teach, or received some benefit, 
of healing from Him, or the like. 
28.] orpadele—after He was relieved from 
the burden of the cross. This word comes 
from an eye-witness. èr ipd— His 
future course was not one to be bewailed— 
see especially on this saying, Heb. xii. 2,— 
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a $,9 @ a e 1 2 $ M] [i e = 
"ost s wav “ep . niere kat * émi ra réxva said. 

e 
29 ore 

5 1800 Epxovrat " fjuépat £v aic Epovew Maxáptat ai “otapa, 
ch. I. 7. 

Gal. iv. 97 
from Isa. liv. Kat at 
1 Gea. a £8 neva 9 sors 

1 2 ch. l 41 pti " 
42, 44. da £ ip mac, xai Troie ° Bovvoic ° Kadupare i nac. 

*xowWiat at ovx 7 éyévynoav, xai * paaroi oi ovx 
° apkovrar At ye roiç üptaw Hésare 

81 5 OTt et * ey 

Tra t 1s, T y d:2 7 ravra poora: tv TU Eng ri yt 
Eri 21. 34. Sch. xl. . Rev. I. 18 eng. Gal. tv. 

S MAH: UM. "e eb. za "en. vill. 97. 
d Matt. vili. 24 reif. 

hrs 
seis: (ch. axti L 69| aL) Exod. ix. 28. Ten. Anab. 

aft epe ins pnde revOare D. 
29. om idov D 69 lat-a b e f, syr-cu 

sah : Aevoovrai nutpa: D 69 itt th. 
arm: ins BCX 1. 69 coptt. 

e Matt. xvi! 18. eh. xxii. 87 
dg. xvi.7, 8. Job viii. 16 only. ny er Baok, san 

palo: C, nacb. 

s = bora oniy Matt. vi. 36 wn. 
= 1s „ 

m 4. 7. ic 19 
" here only. — ie 

Pa r "8 (Rom loa. x14) oniy, 1K 

for xAny, adr’ D latt Ambr Jer Leo. 
seth arm Leo. nut pai bef coxovra« CX 

rec om Ist a: (Aomaotel), with ADP rel 
D!FGr. rec (for eOpepay) 

£0gAacav, with AP rel vulg lat: F syrr syr-cu : eč:0pepav C?D 1: txt BC'L syr-marg. 
90. aptevra: APA 83. 
31. om Ist rw BC: ins ADPQ rel 

de avri ric aeg abro xapãc 
orie oravpóv, alcxbvnc xara ark 
cac. Nor m His sacred su 
a mere E Pop! a sect i 
ing; the 1 ut. eep for them- 
selves, not for Him. lé! davràs . 
xal éwi ra rixva cem Matt. ver. 
25, where the people called down the 
vengeance of His blood on themselves xai 
iwi rd Téxva , Many of those who 
now bewailed Him perished in the siege 
of Jerusalem. Those who now were 
young wives, would not be more than 
sizty when (A.D. 70) the city was taken. 
But to their children more especially be- 
SAR the miserics of which the Lord here 

29. ipxovra: ġp.] Between 
and then would be time for that 

Petrat weeping, which might save both 
É emselves and their children ;—see Acts 
ii. 97, 88,—but of which few availed 
themselves. 'These few are remarkably 
hinted at in the change to the third 

n, which excludes them—dpotov, 
i. e. not ‘men in general,’ nor ‘ My 
enemies, but ‘the impenitent among 
ou,—those who weep merely tears of 

idle sympathy for Me, and none of re- 
pentance for themselves;—those who are 
in Jerusalem and its » which My 
disciples will not be.’ n the saying 
itself, compare the whole of Hosea ix., 
especially vv. 12—16. 30.] This is 
cited from the next chapter of Hosea 

» (x. 8). It was partially and primarily 
accomplished, when multitudes of the 
Jews towards the end of the siege sought 
to escape death by hiding themselves in 
the subterranean passages and sewers 
under the city . . obe d' dv roig ùro- 
vóuoic dynpebywy, cai rd Eagog dvaß- 

rec E with ABC?DP rel: txt C'LQXA. 
for ravra, rovro C Ambr,. for yeryras, 

Düyvvvrsc Boot uiv ivarbyxavoy dv AD. 
eipio naar d rai ixe vexpoi wAtiong dec- 
x, Jos. B. J. vi. 9. 4. Bot the 
words are too solemn, and too often used 
in a more awful connexion, for a further 
meaning to escape our notice: see Isa. ii. 
10, 19, 21, and Rev. vi. 16, where is the 
striking rs er axd ric ópyüc Tow 

im who now was the victim 
a 5 to be offered. And the whole warn- 

every other respec the de- 
08 of 5 through the 
type to the antit the t day of 

is wrath. Now, épxovras hpdpas—then 
$3 j Aripa ù ptyáÀg ric ópyhüc 
avrov, It is interesting 
to see how often David, who had passed so 

in hiding among the rocks of the 
wilderness from Seul, calls the Lord Ais 
Rock (see Ps. xviii. 2, 46; xlii. 9, &e.). 
They who have this defence, will not need 
to call on the rocks to hide them. 
91.] This verse—the solemn close of our 
Lord's teaching on earth—compares His 
own sufferings with that awful judgment 
which shall in the end overtake sinners, 
the unrepentant human kind—the dry 
tree. These things—ratra—were a judg- 
ment on sin ;—He bore our seins ; — it d 
the vine, the green free, the fruit-bearing 
tree,—of Whom His people are the 
branches,—if He, if they in Him and 
in themselves, are so treated, so tried 
with sufferings,—what shall become of 
them who are cast forth as a branch and 
are withered? Read 1 Peter iv. 12—18; 
—ver. 18 is a paraphrase of our text. 
Theophylact’s comment is excellent: ei 
ravra xotovow iw ipoi yrápræ sai 
áeciÜaAsi kal νj, ded e)v Gsérqra, ri 
yivgra« iv )piv dedprag cai wasye 

XXIII. 
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‘ 12 e a 9 oo 

ynrat , nyovro de xat ETEPOL dvo caro yo GUV abr hic e g 

s avaipeOnvat. 
* @ y 928 81 * , N 

33 Kai ore nAQov tmi toy roroy roy 
, 1 , 2 22 , | * 1 « 

xaAoupevoy Koaviov, exe Eoravpwoay avrov kai rode 

only. Prov. 
xzi.15. Sir. 
xi. 88. 41. 
(xxxiil.) 26 
on 

k 2 Matt. l. 
! kaxovpyovc, m Qv piv “ex de Y " oy de eL ? aptartpov. ie. Exod. 

$4 O 8 Inoobę e Ac yer Ilärep, 

old aiv ri TOLOUCLV. 
reff. 

q i Mt. reff. 

yrygoera: DK?A: ytveras EFS ev-y. 
89. cacovpyo bef dvo B coptt. 

P » 9 - 8 ` 

ageg avroiç’ ov yap 
q 8 , Se ` € p 9 -æ 

iapepičopevot € TA tparta GUTOU ref. 

] 8 Mit. reff) 
only. 

m Matt. xhi. 8 

n Matt. zx. 3), 

p Matt. vi. 19 reff. 

$3. rec n, with A rel: txt BCDLQ 33. 69 latt Syr syr.cu syr-marg.— 
mêlar D. for kaXovptvoy, Aeyoyutvoy (|| Mf) CGXA Mcion-e. aft cacovpyoug 
ins ogov D. for apsarepwv, tvevvpuwy (|| Mt Mk) C'LQ 33. 69. 

om o ò to wotovorw B lat-a b copt sah: ins AC D-marg(and lat) Q rel vulg 
syr-cu copt Iren-lat Orig-lat Eus Eus-canon hom-Clem Constt lat-c e f 

Chron Hul Abr Jer (The non-occurrence of the words in the other g ospels had 
probably something to do with the omission: the citation of them by Irenaeus and their 
occurrence in the ancient versions seems to prove that we have here a grave error 
in Cod. Vat. or in the ms from which it was derived.) 

Ecaroctyne Zworxotod laripgptvoic ;—The 
explanations which make the green-tree 
— the young, and the dry — the old 
(Bengel),—or the green-tree — the women, 
comparatively innocent, the dry — the 
guilty (Baumgarten-Crusius), at the de- 
struction of Jerusalem, — seem to me un- 
worthy of the place which the words hold, 
though the latter agrees with the sym- 
bolism of Ezek. xx. 47, compared with 
xxi. 4. 82.] Fr. 8. xax. do not 
together, see ch. x. 1 and note ;—t 
comma usually placed after two in the 
E. V. is right, although not required in 
the Greek because implied in Srepor. The 
best translation is, two others, male- 
factors 

33—49.) Tux CRUCIFIXION, MOCK- 
ING, LAST WORDS, AND DEATH OF JESUS. 
Matt. xxvii. 35—50. Mark xv. 24—37. 
John xix. 18—30 ; with however some par- 
ticulars inserted which a later in the 
other gospels. 84.| Spoken appa- 
rently during the act of the crucifixion, or 
immediately that the crosses were set up. 
Now first, in the fullest sense, from the 
wounds in His Hands and Feet, is His 
Blood shed, ig &$ecw ápaprio» (Matt. 
xxvi. 28), and He inaugurates His interces- 
sional office by a prayer for His murderers, 
Ae abroic. is also is a fulfilment of 
Scripture, Isa. liii.12;— where the contents 
of our verses 33, 34 are remarkably pointed 
out. His teaching ended at ver. 81. 
His High-Priesthood is now begun. His 
first three sayings on the Cross are for 
others: see ver. 49; John xix. 26, 27. 

for «99., kvpiog Q syr-marg. 

rep] He is the Son of God, and 
He speaks in the fulness of this covenant 
relation.—iyw ydew Sri wavroré pov 
drobeig:—it is not merely a prayer but 
the prayer of the Great Intercessor, which 
is always heard. Notice that though on 
the Cross, there is no alienation, no wrath 
of condemnation, between the Father and 
the Son. at-roig—twho are here 
intended? Doubtless, first and directly, 
the four soldsers, whose work it had been 
to crucify Him. The wowe points 
directly at this: and it is surely a mistake 
to suppose that they wanted no forgive- 
sess, because they were merely doing 
their duty. Stier remarks, ** This is only 
a misleading fallacy, for they were sinners 
even as others, and their obedient and 
unsuspecting performance of their duty 
was not without a sinful pleasure in 
doing it, or at all events formed part of 
their entire standing as sinners, included in 
that sin of the world, to which the Lord 
here ascribes His Crucifixion " (vi. 408, 
edn. 2). But not only to them, but to 
them as the representatives of that sin of 
the world, does this prayer apply. The 
nominative to rode is of dyOpwror— 
mankind,—the Jewish nation, as the next 
moving agent in His death,—but all of 
us, inasmuch as for our sins He was 
bruised. ob oao rh Tor- 
over, primarily, as before, spoken of the 
soldiers, then of the council, who de- 
livered Him up, see John xi. 49, ùneig 
ote olBare obi, then of all, whose sin 
is from lack of knowledge of the truth, of 
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. "Badon " Nuove. 35 kai starnxse © Aaòg bewpwv. * sk. 
u. 1 
1 7, see Acts suoi piLov & Kai oi apxoures Alxyorrec Aloe E Eaweey, 

sivc. gwoarw tqurÓv, et OUFTOC tor O Xx rd c rob Gov o 
ti be ixAexróc. 96 u ivémarčav && avro kai oL pe c, | 

2 ™PocepXopevor, doc ™pocpipovrec avro 3 kat Aéyovric ̂ 
ali aede ray " Jovdaiww, cé3gOV Gctavró». 

e zy 8€ kai "éxcypagy e avro [! yoáupaatv  EAÀAqruon . 
x | Mk. ch. xz. 94 | only t. y = Gal. vi. 11 only. (ch. xvi. 6 al.) GEEL 

for eXeyev, uxev AKM. 
5 (|| Mi MX) D ved 
BCDQ rel lat-b c: txt AX 

95. for Ütwpuv ei sleuukrnpiLov, opwy euuernpeov D. 
1 latt Eus. om os apxorric D. latt syrr syr-cu arm Eus.—om 2nd ra: D 1 

aft õe Bp D 1. 69 

roc aft apxovrec ins cv» aura (fo shew, aft ||, that the people also derided Him), 
with A rel vulg lat: syr-cu syr Eus: om BCD 

for Asyovrec, kat i a avre D eth. 
lat-c. for ovrog, n: BD: for xo rog, woc 69. 

83. 69 lat-b c e ff, l Syr copt sth. 
sac and gsavrov €weev D 

for scri», el D late. 
rec o bef rov cov, with AC*Q rel: o scdexrog bef rov cov C! lat-c Fg: rov 0tov bef u 
Na ret el, insg & twice and omg ó, D: txt BL 1 (69) Eus.— 
ai ed 1: see table.] 

Aces not omit à» 

36. rec evexaiLoy (con ( iei dedu. to sEeyvernpidZoy above), with ACDQ rel vss: txt BL 
sah. rec ins «at o£oc, 
lat-a coptt.—aft o£o¢ ins re D. 

9T. om ca: D am lat-b copt-dz sah. 

with C rel vulg lat-b c e f'syrr eth arm: om ABCL 

aft Aeyoyrsc ins xa D lat-c r- eu. 
om Ist & (error, supposing it repeated ? e ov a) A 1 lat-a e ffs om “S 

& D lat-c. om cawcov ctavrov and ins sepiUeyrtc avrw cat acavOivoy erigayor D 
(lat-o syr-cu). 

88. ins ņ bef excypagn (|| MX) CDGSU. 
(i| Mt), with Cs rel syrr 

rec ins yeypappevg bef ex’ avro 
-cu eth arm; aft ew’ avrw, C!X 83, 69: ins esreyeypapst?t 

bef ex’ avrw (|| ME) ADQ lat-b: om BL coptt. t ita gud Ami s 
Qwpouoig cas eBparracce (gloss founded on || John?) BC! 

what sin is, and what it has done—evon 
the crucifixion of the Lord. But cer- 
tainly from this intercession is excluded 
that one sin—strikingly brought out by 
the passage thus cited as committed by 
him who said it, viz. Caiaphas,—and hinted 
at again by our Lord, John xix. 11—and 
perhape also by the awful answer Matt. 

vi. 64, od elwas—‘thou saidst it 
3 John xi. 49; see also 
Matt. xxvi. 25,—and on the sin alluded to, 
Matt. xii, 31; 1 John v. 16. Observe 
that between the two members of this 
prayer lies the work of the Spirit leading 
to repentance—the prayer that they may 
have their eyes opened. and kwow what 
they have done: which is the n 
subjective condition of forgiveness of ains, 
see 2 Tim. ii. 25, 26. 85.] The 
insulte of the people are by no means 
excluded, even with od» aóíroic omitted: 
nay they are implied, by the dd ral 
which follows. To find a discrepancy 

lat-a syr-cu 

with Matt. and Mark here, is surely m- 
fair ire De Wette) :—the — 

Cra kan soa not have 
in silence. On ver. 48, see note there. 

of Epxorres aro tho chief pr 
and members of the Sanhedrim: are 
ver. 4l. T. 0. 8 dx, dr i 
Christ of God, His elect 0n6,—95 * 
elect Christ of God; I prefer the form 
but either way, xp. r. (o must be dif- 

, not as in rec. 38.) A 
ferent incident from that related Meo"? 
48; Mark ver. 98; John vv. 28 2 f 
was about the time of the mid-day pe 
the soldiera,—and they in mockery of ath 
Him their posca or sour wine, todrink "i 
them. 38.] Seo on Matt. ver 0. 

èx’ abr, over Him, on the o 
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"Iov- s ch, xvill. 6 

assi 

b | Mt. reff. 

" sPAaognpe avrov Ovyi av 61 o Niers: ; GwcOY otaur op I o 

kai npac. 0 

Oude 9085 cU TOV Qeóv, 6 Ore tv Te org ? kpipart & ; 
"utc. uiv dic 

o v 4 

Barouer od roc & obdty " 

arorpihele à a 0 Erepo¢ ` ewerpay avr éon Tie Ex. 
1. 11 

dia ag Ov érpáapev * arc dun- rw 
arowov er gaber. 42 Kai Meyer, sep Dent. 

'Inooù pwnoOnri pov, Orav *fAOgc t» rg Bali cov. tons 
h Acts xxv. D. xuviii.6. 9 Thess. lii. 20nly. Job iv. 8 1 Job xxvii. 6. [aea 2 reff, 

Matt. xvi. 38. 

A D rel latt syrr sth arm.—om gas (twice: as || J») D. rec ovroc, sub- 
joining «eri», bef o Baevc rw» covdaiwy ( xi lips ron rel vulg lat-b syrr syr-cu 
copt sth arm Orig: om ovrog C lat-c: txt BDL 
[B does not om ò as Mai ed. 1: see table. 

89. om «pepacbevray D al. 
om BL lat-/.—om o 

derne), with AC DR rel latt syr 

ae ff — add seri» D al lat-e f. 

A avrov ins yer, with ACQR rel Orig: lat: : 
3 

and || At), with AC OR rel: txt BC'L lat-a b ff, r- cu coptt eth 
40. rec ewertpa and (for ) Asya yen ogee avoid 

rec (for ovys) & (see ch iv. 8 
arm. 

the two participles awokpiÜ0uc and 
arm: (esreripgos» E! syr-ou:) txt BC'LX 

copt. for ovds, ors ov D. for et, touev C! syr-cu syr-jer coptt th Chr. 
at end ins ca: gute taper ras atc pey D. 

41. om cat C! coptt. for aroAapGavopsy, axehaBapey C. for aroroy, 
wovnpor D. 

49. rec ins re bef sev, with AC'QE rel: om BC!L coptt.—for ue (oov, 
orpagec wpoc rov kupiov ursy aurw D. 

mistaken for dative), with AC*R rel lat- sy 
lat-o e f ff, l syr-cu Hil, : 

also D be 
bef uyncOnr., 

om orav edOnc Q. (eee 

rec aft pov ins zupi (addn, from incov 
syrr wth arm Orig-lat Eus Ambr Hil : 

om BCI DLM lat-o syr-jer coptt Orig,. 
low. for «v rn Bastia, tg ri 

Baci uav (see note) BL vulg Hil Ambr: txt ACQR rel Orig Eus.— r rn nutpa rae 
AW cov, omg orav Ag, D. 

jecting upright beam of the cross. 
39—43.) Peculiar to Luke. Matthew 

rulers, the mob:—and the eril-minded 
thief, perhaps out of bravado before the 
erowd, puts in his scoff also. 

supports the notion that this 
penitent thief was a Gentile. But surely 
tbis is an unwarranted Verg itn What 
should a Gentile know of Paradise, or of 
the kingdom of the Messiah as about to 
come? The silence of the t is 
broken by the ġpâs of the other com- 
promising him in the scoff. . 
alludes to the multitude—Dest thou too 

eee A te care ane 
wards. &rowov, unseemly. This 
is a remarkable teetimony to the inno- 

V of havi 
excited. 42.) The thief had 

of tho announcements which Jesus had 
made,—or at all events of the popular 
rumour concerning his Kingdom. His 
faith lays hold on the truth that this ie 
the of the Jews in a higher and 
immortal sense. There is nothing so as- 
tounding in this man’s faith dogmatically 
considered, as De Wette thinks; he merely 
joins the common belief of the Jews of a 
Messianic Kingdom, in which the ancient 
Fathers were to rise, &c.,—with the con- 
viction, that Jesus ia the Messiah. What 
is really astounding, is the and 
strength of that faith, which, amidst shame 
and a and mockery, could thus lift iteelf 

apprehension of the Crucified as 
this King. This thief would fill a conspi- 
7 place in a list "Heb, eS 

i cani to Heb. xi T. 
fao.) e Vulgate, which is followed by 

ther, —and the E.V.,—renders this as 
if it were el¢ rij Bac. (see var. readd.), 
which is a mistake, as it destroys the 
force of the ex ion. It is ia thy 
dom — with so 0 ly y Kingdom, 

abro, Y Matt. xxv. 81, which we 

ve translated rightly. 'The above 
50 
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48. rec aft avro ins o :goovc, with AC (D) QR rel: om BL lat-e' coptt.—for za: to 
Aeyw, arokpiÜrc be o ujsovc urey avre rw exÀAggorri Bapo D. rec Ae bef 
co, with AC*QR rel latt syrr syr-cu coptt eth: txt BC'L arm. 

44. rec (for eat ny) nv de, with AC QR rel vulg lat; syrr arm: txt BC'DL 
lat-a b e ff, q copt 
of B. 

Orig-lat. (There is probably a mistake in the Bentley collation 
rec om nôn, with AC DR rel latt Syr syr-cu sah arm Orig-lat : ins BCL 

syr (copt) Orig-lat,. 

mistake entirely loses Mm making it 
merely ‘comest into,’ just as we say to 
‘come into’ an estate: whereas it is the 
chief word in the clause, and 4» rg B. cov 
its qualification, at Thy coming in Thy 
Kingdom. It will be seen that there 
is no necessity for supposing the man to 
have been a disciple, as some have done. 

It is remarkable how, in three fol- 
lowing sayings, the Lord appears as Pro- 
phet, Priest, and King: as Prophet, to 
the daughters of Jerusalem ;—as Priest, 
interceding for forgiveness;—as King, 
5 by the penitent thief, and 
answeri is prayer. 48. A cot 
A. xs The Lord s his prayer 
in the answer; the dpyy cot Myw, oh- 
pepov, is the reply to the uncertain órav 
of the thief. otpepov] This day: 
before the close of this natural day. The 
attempt to join it with oo: A, con- 
sidering that it not only violates common 
sense, but destroys the force of our Lord’s 
promise, is surely something worse than 
silly; see below. pet duot foy— 
can bear no other meaning than ‘thou 
shalt be with Me, in the ordinary sense of 
the words, ‘I shall be in Paradise, and 
thou with Me.’ dv Té wap.| On 
these words rests the whole exegesis of 
the saying. What is the PARADISE? 
The word is used of the garden of Eden 
by the LXX, Gen. ii. 8, &., and sub- 
sequently became, in the Jewish theology, 
the name for that of Hades, the 
abode of the dead, where the souls of the 
righteous await the resurrection. It was 
also the name for a p xps or heavenly 
abode, see reff. N. T. The former of 
these is, I believe, here primarily to be 
understood ;—but only as i ory, 
and that immediately, to the latter. By 
the death of Christ only was Paradise 
first opened, in the true sense of the word. 
He Himself, when speaking of Lazarus 
(ch. xvi. 22), does not place him in Para- 
dise, but in Abraham’s bosom—in tha 
place which the Jews called Paradise, 

but by an anticipation which our Lord did 
not sanction. believe the matter to 
have been thus. Our Lord spoke (as 
Grotius has remarked) to the thief so as 
He knew the thief would understand 
Him; but He spoke with a fuller and 
more blessed meaning than he could un- 
derstand then. For that day, on that 
very evening, was ‘Paradise’ truly ‘re- 
gained ’—opened by the death of Christ. 
We know (1 Pet. iii. 18, 19, where see 
note; iv. 6) that our Lord went down 
into the depths of death,—announced His 
triumph—(for His death was His triumph) 
to the imprisoned spirita,—and in that 
moment—for c of state, to the dis- 
embodied, is all t change of place 
implies—they perhaps were in & Pare. 
dise of God,—in the blessed beavenl 

„ implied by the word, 2 Cor. xi. 
t this is not fulness of glory as yet, 

is evident; for the glorified body is ae 
yet joined to their spirits,—they are not 
yet perfect (Heb. xi. 40); but it is s 
Pisae p bliss com to which their 
ormer degree was but as impri t. 

This work of the Lord T believe to 
have been accomplished on the instant of 
His death, and the penitent to have fol- 
lowed Him at hi death —some little time 
after—into the Paradise of God. That 
our Lord returned to take his glorified 
Body, was in accordance with His design, 
and He became thereby the first-fruits of 
the KI dead, who shall like Him put on 
the body of the resurrection, and be trans- 
lated from disembodied and imperfect bliss 
in the Paradise of God, to the perfection 
of glorified humanity in His glory, and 
with Him, not in Paradise, but at God's 
right aue 3 44—46.] Our account 
is very short and epitomizing—containing 
however, peculiar to iteelf, the last word 
of our Lord on the cross. The impres- 
sion conveyed by this account, if we had 
no other, would be that the veil was rent 
before the death of Jesus; - hut the more 
detailed account of Matthew correcta this. 
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: tex lohn ro ? KaTawéracpa mee TEN: 

kai “gwvncac *pwvy ' ue yd o 
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o =f Mt. Mk. 
cb. v. 86. 
Isa. ziviii. 91. 

Ineovc ere [larep, eic yetpác cov ‘wapariBenat ro A. Mx. 
"wvtuuá pov. 
O &karóvrapyoc TO ytvóptvov 

re ch, vill. 8 reff. 8 Acts xvi. 
u = | Mt. J. Acts vil. 60. Noc. xil. 7. 

Ld LI » a vores 

rovro & «mov " ekérvevoev. 
" £Qobalev ròv Oeov Aéywv ag Aceh Is. 

$8, Rev. ziv. 18. 
v | Mk. bis only f. 

LEE ix. 3. x. 20 
47 Lowy only. y 

xxvi. 88 al. 

t eh. xil. 48 ref. Psa. xxx. 6. 
w cb. v. 25, 26 ref. 

45. for cat «ekoric09 o mALo¢g, rov Io exdXerxovrog B AD L (ur-) syr-m 
coptt(appy) Orig(^ in qui 

syrr ayr-cu eth (arm) 
exemplaribus”): om 
ig-lat(“ secundum pleraque 

83 : txt AC? (D) 
eremplaria) Mcion-e.— 

C'(appy 

for cat tr., tor. Se D.—[Origen (iii. 923) says Et forsitan ausus est aliquis. quasi : 2 5 

sole? existimans 
dicere volens pro Et 

non aliter potuissent flori tenebra nisi sole ? 
atus est sol” ponere “ 

. This is quod 
confirmed by the “Acta Pilati” (ed. Tischdf. A. xi. 2) Lc AWH nAriov yéyovtv card 
rò sle8óc.] 

ver) D. 
. o wna. bef gwyn utyaAn C (D) Syr syr-cu 

rec (for raparidt na) rapadneohα,ẽj f À Epiph Cyr Tudrt Thi 
rec (for rovro ĝe) cai ravra, with ACR rel 

Constt Ath Bas Nyssen Epiph Cyr 
Justin Orig Thdot Eus, Cyr-jer. 

for gat ecyicOn, soxiaðy ðe (ia pursuance of 
BC'L 1.83: txt ACQR rel latt syrr syr-cu arm. 

Sormer alteration) 
om last clause (but see next 

-—peyadn bef g D-gr. 
Lxx), with L rel: waparsOny: DIR 1 
(rapriüugs D*): txt ABCKMPQU 83 

vulg lat F f^, syr copt-wilk arm: xa: rovro KMP 69 lat- e l g copt-2-mss Ambr: 
om de L al Syr sah: txt BC'D lat-c copt-schw. (om clause X.) iter v[. .]oeo0a« 

at end ins (omg last clause of ver 45) cat ro caraxtracpa Tov vaov 
ecxsaOn D. 

4T. for wv to yevopsvov, kai o ekarovrapyoc $evnoac D. 
Orig-lat, ; ro yeyovoc C! : om D 

41 The words dcxor. & IR. are 
probably added to give solemnity to the 
preceding, assigning its reason ; so that the 
gloss rev HA. icdeiwovrog shews a right 
apprehension of the words. It can hardly 
be, as Mey., that the earth was darkened 
till the ninth hour, and then the ews be- 
came dark also. 46.) The use of 
uvi n shews that this was the cry 
to which Matt. and Mark allude. The 
words are from the LXX, varying however 
from the common reading rapa0joopar, 
and giving the verb in the t, which 
is also the rendering of the Hebrew (cy). 

These words have in them an im- 
t and deep meaning. They accom- 

pany that, which in our Lord’s case was 
strictly speaking the act of death. It was 
His own act—not feeling the approach of 
death,’ as some, not apprehending the 
matter, have commented; but a determi- 
nate delivering wp of His spirit to the 
Father.—rapiéwety rò tveUpo, John : see 
John x. 18—obdeic alpu abr de ipod. 
d tye vf abriv år’ ipavroô. 
None of the Evangelists say He died: 
although that expression is ever after used 
of His death stated as one great fact :—but 
it is, dene rò wy., Matt.; ikixveucer, 

Luke; xapédwat» rò xvevpa, John. 
Mo wveôpa here is the Personality 

OL. I. 

rec d oba, with ACPQ rel 
ra yevoueva R al 

lat-a f Syr 

—the human soul informed by the Spirit, 
in union : not separated, so that His soul 
went to Hades, and His spirit to the Father 
(Olshausen). Both are delivered into the 
hand of the Father—by Whom quickened 
(but ZworornGeic rvevparı of 1 Pet. iii. 
18 is to be rendered ‘quickened in the 
spirit —3 the Father is understood in 
fworoinGeic) He worked His great victory 
over death and Hell. See again 1 
Pet. iii. 18, 19 and notes, and Rom. viii. 
10, 11. The latter part of the verse in 
Ps. xxxi. ‘for Thou hast redeemed me, O 
Lord, thou God of truth,’ is not applicable 
here. The whole Psalm is not strictly 

hetic, but is applied by the Lord 
lo Himself, 47 —49.] account, 
as well as that of Mark, ascribes the 
impression made on the centurion to that 
which took place at the death of Jesus, 
—i. e. drs obrwe iim vevosv. Something 
in the manner and words convinced him 
that this man was the Son of God; which 
expression he uses doubtless with re- 
ference to what he had before heard, 
but especially to the words just, uttered— 
* Father, into Thy hands I commend my 
spirit." Luke has not so exactly ex- 
pressed the words,—but the E. V. has 
wrongly and ungrammatically rendered 

them, and made ‘ . (Luke) 
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ETATTEAION 

Ovroc 0 avOpwmoc ovtoc Sikatoc ; "v. 

oi  suymapayevopevor oyÀot * 
" Oewphoarrec ra yevopeva, rbr rovrte Ta 

eiorictioux de wavre¢ ot 
‘ paxpóbev, Kat yuvaixes ai * awvaxoAovÜovcat avrg aro 

XXIII. 48—56. 

48 kat wavrec 

ETI TH” " Oewpiay rabryv, 

“arin n 
* yrweo roi avr 

we rnc l'aAAolac, a gent, ravra. b Mait. xxvii 
^. v $ * Mark titi 50 Kat idov a arne "ovouart wong, ! BovAtvr he * F- 

eae dp, dvnp ayabòc kei dicaloc, lobroc ove q- 
Rev. l. Ii ouvxarareBepivoc r9 * PovAg kai rp Pons ° aurwy, 
Heh 
1 Jobn 11. 17 aro 

zii ibo wat riv BaowAclay TOU brov, 

e Joha xii. 2 4 yricaro ro cepa TOU Insov: 
t , kat. Enkey avrov. év 

rk v. rs are mx xz1H.1]4Alid.(cvorwou. vat. P) 3 Mace. iL 4 

acne H. 20 UA 
e 8 . as ETU key auro 

fch. axil. 04 ref. 
only. pres. part., Mark 1. 4. fie 14, 
14 reff. ) bere only. = Exod. zzilil. 1. 

n nut xri. 27 ra 
= Matt xxvii. 20 s. liv. 

Jobn ax: 7 only t. St ti MC Mk (bia). 

syr.cu copt-ms sah Orig-lat: txt BDLR lat-c e ff, q copt Cyr. 

so AB'CDELPQRA.] 
rec Oewpouvrec (joining it to foregoing), with PQ rel vulg Mm b: 

o ay Opwrroc ovroc D. 
cTuvTapayevopevot, BO 

exor lat-c. 

(-Beacs. 2 Cor. vi. 16.) 
o indef. proa., John vili. 44 reff. 

reff. riM 
Mark xiv. 6), MES. dr ii 

'Apıpabaiaç woAewe ry lovsaiwy, oç rpoced x ero 
52 Obroc wpoctAUev r9 IIA Ar 

53 kat abe A f= 

* uynjart 

k cb. xvi. i | Mk. only. Job 1.14 xii. 17 only. 
xxvii. 12, 42. Oca liz. . 

E ie ch. f 95. aa. stasti DR. 72 
29. 
a Mark v. 1 1 

decatog nw bef 

for oyAo to raurny, ext Orwpeia 

txt BC D-gr LRX 33 lat-c syrr syr-cu (copt ?).—om Oewp. ra ytvoytva À. 
ins eavrwy bef ra ornOn (reminiscence of ch xviii. 18, where see digest), with 0 
rel; avrwy UXT 69: ins eavrwy bef ornOn P al; om ABC'DL 1 forj arm. 
orndn i ins cat ra perwra D. 

49. rec (for lst avrw) avrov, with CDR rel latt syr copt: txt ABLP 33. ins 
awo bef pacpobev (from || Mt Mk) BDL 1. 33 latt 

; rec cvvakoAovÜqcuaca:, with 

60. ins rat o bef 2nd avgp C; ran LX 33. 

aft cat ins a: B 
txt BCLRX 33. 

om xai bef dreacog B 

tt: om ACPR rel. 
P rel: cuvacortovOgeas A: 

om 2nd avnp Dr lat-a b e ff, q. 

Sl. ovvscarariOepevog (for -Üuutvoc) CDLXA 1. 69: txt ABP rel—[ovve., so 
ABCDHLPA wa rec ins cas 
(|| Mt Mk) KMPUX arm: 

lat-a b e i Syr syr-cu copt. 
53. om ovrog Di eth. 

bef mwpocedeyero, with A rel syr; cas awroc 
om BCDL 1. 38. 69 vulg lat-a 5 

æportòs yero further ins cat avroc, with A rel vulg lat ff, syr 
3 l coptt.—rec aft 
om BCDLr 69 25 

53. rec aft cafekwy ins avro, with AP rel lat-b syrr syr-cu ; avrov U al lat-g: 
om BCDL 88. 69 latt. for avro, ro cwpa rov inoou ev D. rec (for avrov) 
avuro (repetition of preceding), with AP rel lat-c: om 1. 69 lat-e arm: txt sic: see 
table] CD vulg lat-a b f V copt. 

stand in the place of ‘the Son of God 
(Mark) ;—whereas they only give the 
general sense of the persuasion of the 
centurion. Truly, this man was inno- 
cent :—and if innocent (nay, more, diracoc, 
just, trathfal), He was the Son of God, 
Jor He had asserted it. 48.) Pe- 
culiar to Luke. TÀ a are the 
darkness and other prodigies, after which 
we have no more raillery :—men's tem- 
pers are changed, and we here see the 
result. Téwrorres . a sign of 

aui pynpari Aakeurw, uy nutu MAaroggparo 

self- accusation, at least for the time. 
which is renewed on the preaching of 
Peter, Acts ii. 87. 49.] See on 
Matt. ge 

60—56.) BURIAL OF THE BODY OF 
JEsus sy JOSEPH OF ARIMATHRA. 
Matt. xxvii. 57—61. Mark xv. 42—47. 
John xix. 38—42: see notes on Matt. 

61. 03105 . . ] Peculiar to Lake. 
The meaning is, he bad absented himself, 
and taken no part in their (the coancil’s) 
determination against Jesus. 
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Aakeurw, ov "ouk "rjv ovdeic ovmw kelutvoc. Kai v here only. 
niga u wapacktvgc, xai * cafsParov rk oer. geo. (stem 
55 b 1,4. -evri AovIjoasa 8 yuvaixec, airwvec " goa KaraxoAouUnoacat Ó6 -yvvautc, airiveg — noav ` GUV- pav, P. 

eAnAvÓviat avri ex rnc l'aAiAatac, * sÜsácavro rò uvnuttoy w Aca vii ao 
1 e » * æ 9 es ) Kai wç ErtÜn ro owpa avrov, 56 e vmroarpéjacat & Hrotpa- n 

f£» * 1657 YO A 4 , he 7 y 1 Mt. reff. 
cav * apwpara kat uupa. Kai ro piv caBBaroy NTUKA- = noart., Joha 

gav xara tnv | évroAny, [XXIV.] ! ry ài * pug Twp e 
Ali. 

e , f? * * 4 ` r , 
gat a NToipacav apwyuara,. 2 tvpov dé rov AiBov ° aro- ony: de 

1 Maco. vi. 28 only. c e» Acts 1 1. 16. 
xvi. 11, 14 only.) ch. v. . vil. 24. Jobs l. 14 46. Acts 1. Ii aD. Paul, Rom. xv. 36 only. ) Jobn 1. 1 
als. 2 Chron. xzii. 6. 9 Macc. H. 4. Li. 36 only. . fb k 

(eh. xiv. 4 reff.) i Matt. xix. 17. 1 Tim. vi. S Ais xu. y, 1 Cor avia Gea 
= a Ese lad B s ina viil 2.) AAT: car: EA 0 We 29.) 

9, 8, 10. Judith xili. 9 only. ° i ° d ue 

|| MX) D. rec (for ovdece our) ovderw ovitic (|| Js), with X rel syr-cu arm 
ig-lat: ovewore ovdeig A: ovdag ovderw CKMPU 33. 69: ovre od, D Orig: 

txt ABL 1 syrr. add xa: Osvroc avrov exeOncey rw pynpew Jio» ov uoyic 
tix oi e&«vuoy D lat-c sah: cas wpocecvAsce ALGow peyay exe TRY Gupay rov uynuttov 
(|| Mt Mk) U copt teth-mss. 

54. for ver, p» de nuspa xpooaBBarov D: so lat-c, adding cena pure. 
(for rapaccevnc) xapacceun, with AC*P rel ze Eus: txt BC'L vulg coptt. 
om «cas bef shah abe AC?P rel lat-c sah Eus : ins BCLA 1. 88. 69 latt Syr syr-cu 
syr-with-ob copt arm Eus. 

55. for caracodovOnvacai, cargeoAovOncay D lat-c ff, syrr. rec ins cat bef 
yvvaterc, with S(e sil); as BLPX 1. 33. 69 syr-cu Sopit dvo D lat-a b e ff, q: om 
AC rel Eus Thl. ex Thc yadtAaag bef avrw BL : OM avre M y) D lat-c 
eth: txt AC!P rel væ Eus. for ex, avo D lat - of Eus. ins eat 5 

rec 

D lat-c. TO pyņnpa avrov, omg cai we eren cepa, D. 
56. om de C! eth: cas vroorp. C? vulg lat-b o e f ff, Syr syr-cu Mcion-e. om 

kara ryv evroAny D. 

Cuar. XXIV. 1. for rn de pea, pta de D. opÜov (sic)AC. [rec Babor, 
with EKPUV (8, e sil): txt ABCD rel Eus.] ex: ro pynpa bef 43A00». BLN 
Dion-alex : txt ACD rel vulg lat.fsyrr syr-cu coptt Tert.—for nàĝov, ypyorro D.— 
for uvnpa, uynutio» NÑ. for uvnpua, pynneor (|| Mk Jn) C'FXA Dion-alex Eus. 

om apwuara D lat-a 5 c f syr-cu sah. rec at end adds cai rivec 
ovy avraic (harmonistic inen, cf Mark xvi. 1, and our ver 10), with AC?D lat F g 
(rrr syr-cu) æth-pl arm Eus: om BC'L 83 latt copt th - rom Dion-alex Eus Aug: 

lat-c sah add further (from || M&) sAoysZovro ĝe sv tavraic, rig apa arc], roy 
Aigov. 

2. ins ehOoucat de bef svpov D lat -o sah. 

53.] Notice the similarity of our obw jy 
obdtic obmw reipevoc to St. John's odr 
obóslc dria. 54.] wap 
the day before the sabbath,'—which now 
é , drew on;—a natural word, 

of the conventional (Jewish) day 
beginning at sunset. There is no reference 
to the lighting of candles in the evening 
or on the sabbath. Lightfoot (in loc.) 
has shewn that such use of the word was 
common among the Jews, who called the 
eveni the beginning) of a day wu, 
‘light. ( 55. } Only M Magda. 
lene and Mary the mother of Joes (* the 
other Mary,’ Matt.),—Mark. 2 Nera; Bpüpoc 

for axo, ex C'H Eus. 

They bought their spices, &c. in the short 
time before sunset. The pév before caf. 
answers to 8d, ch. xxiv. 1, which ought 
therefore to continue the sense, as I have 
punctuated it in the text. 

CHAP. XXIV. 1—12.] THE Women 
COMING TO THE 8EPULCHRE LEARN THAT 
HE I8 RISEN, AND ANNOUNCE IT TO THE 
APOSTLES, BUT ARE DISBELIEVED. Matt. 
xxviii. 1—10. Markxvi.1—8. John xx. 
1—10; see notes om Matt. 1.] 6pfp. 
gab., deep dawn, i. e. just beginning to 
dawn (in Plato, Crito, 8 1, we have où 
r int dgriy ; wavu plv ody. xnvica 

Babe) = exorlac Era 
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p ch. x1. 44 reif. 
Isa. xxvi. 19. 

amate sie bp rò cupa rov Kupiov Inaov 
se e 

š 

r John xiii 29 2 5 a ve P ; 

Of ania, dropt t avrdc wepi rovrov, 

6% t ee (ornoav avraic ev tobt: 
teh. U. Ore .* n c 

. l. \ 7 3 - A 

cb. aa. 11 88 yevopévwv auTwy Kal 

( aber — A 6 5 

ren.) only. Usus  YEKOWY 3; ob 

x. 4 xxl. V. eLaAnoev uml Eri QV Ev TQ Ta Aaig, 

= Ore Set mapadoPnvat eic Xeĩpac avÜpewev 

apapreov, cal aravptÜnvat, cal rg riry "noa ava- 
Be eb ar e) 0 7 oU 

oniy *. OU av QT 
xix. 24. p 
1 Mace. xiiL 
2 vat. only. 

z Joba xix. 80. 
(Matt. vill. 20 reff.) 

3. rec (for tick. ĉe) xac ecceAd. (|| ME), 
l co 

lat Syr 
At enough alone to decide : 

arm: txt BC'DL 1. 33 lat-a bce 
lat -a b e ff, l Eus: om rov xvpiov 42 
but they do not carry weig 
absolutely in Luke's 

x cAivovswy TO wpoce 

Ea yn, t ru rↄòc avrac Ti Cnreire rov Cwvra ? ute rd Te 

24 » v 9 * , P e 

torww woe, aAdAa nyte Gn. pynoOnre we 

y = ch. xl. 7. xv. 29, 80. xxii. 37. 

with AC? rel vulg lat.f g syrr syr-cu wth 

ptt 

XXIV. 

kexv\toplvov arò rov ’ pvnusiov. 3 (ciA0ovcac SE ovy 
4 t» } q L2 - 

kat &yevero ` EV TW 

* kat 1800 avdpec vo 

i en v? , 5 
ao rp Trouop. 

* Ac yuv rov "wor 

s constr., John viii. 54 ref. 

Eus, om rov zvpiov syoow D 

ayr-cu. (Tvschdf has followed D &c, 

3 besides, 1, ro owpa is not used 

narrative: and, 2, o «vpioc inooug is G very common expresnos 

with our Evangelist, see Acts i. 21, iv. 83, vil. 59. viii. 16, xi. 20 dc.) 

4. for cat e., ty. de C copt-dz sah. 
txt BCDL. 
syr-cu coptt. rec dvo bef 
rel lat-a f syr coptt arm Eus, Thl. 
rec (for sscOgrt acrparroven 
ecÜ nosci Atvcaic L: txt BD 

5. for eugo(9w» to &wvovawy, 
for ro wpocero», ra wpocwwa ( 
C! gc) BC'DGLX 1. 
avrwy C! al D-lat coptt. ins oc às 

une f 
. om ove to nyepOn D lat-a b e ff, l 

so BLX 33.) i aft uvncOnrt ins de D 

Mcion-e-t. 
7. om Acywy D lat-o ff, wth. 

AC!D rel vss Tert: txt 
e ff, l. 

obene, John, and rg imi$wcx. eic piav 
caf. Matt., and Aiay mpwt, Mark; but not 
ávartílavrog rov A., Mark also: see 
notes there. Baden may be an old form 
of the gen. as rendered above, or the adv. 

A8ov—the same women as those 
afterwards mentioned (ver. 10) who told 
the Apostles the intelligence. The refer- 
ence is to yuvaicec aírivec, &c. ch. xxiii. 
55. Sparta, which (ch. xxiii. 56) 
d had e ready before the sabbath ; 

ark xvi. 1, had bought the evening 
before, &tayev. roù caf. : 2.] This 

with the more detailed account in 
k:—and, as regards the majority of 

the women, may also with that in Matt. :— 
but not as regards the two Maries. 
4.] Ar. does not determine the position 
of the angels. It is merely came upon 
them under ordinary circumstances ;— 
appeared to them, in a supernatural con- 

for rept rovrov, weps avrov D Eus. 
avdpec, with 

for exeorncay, Tapnorncecay 

cob note acrpawroveaic, with AC rel syr coptt; 

latt Orig Eus. 
2 a¹ Ce 

alteration 
yevopevat exetyat 

88 s syr-cu sah 

TS bef sex. D lat-c. 

B Ciappy) LR lat-o syr-cu. 

rec BkasopticÜat, with A rel, & ar ohe 1: 
5 

D lat-d c e ff, Syr r- eu 2 

exkavay D lat-c. 

to suit the other plurals: cf avruw of 

txt AC? rel latt copt. (om ro A.)—add 
[e ra», so BCDL 

om M ( MA C'lat-g, Syr. — [aXÀe, 
for we, oca D lat-c ff, Syr syr-cu 

rec ort da bef roy vio Tov avÜpwirov, with 
om apaprader D lat-b 

nexion: see reff. On the fwo angels here, 

see note on Mark ver. 5; to which I will 

just add, that the Harmonistic view, as re- 

presented by Greswell (loc. cit.), strangely 

enough puts together theangel in Matthew, 

and the angel in Mark, and makes the feo 
"à in Luke: see Acts i. ds 

—to all appearance ; the i 

docs not mean that they oe 
pears from what follows. 

5. Lavra, simply the living, —Him 

who liveth, as addressed to the women ; 

but Olshausen's view of a meaning 

in the words (BibL Com. ii. 47) should be 

borne in mind;—rd zvpiwç Za» wapd 

pov kvpíq rvyxave, Orig. vol. iv. p. 71. 
6, 7.] See ch. ix. 22; xviii. 83. 

The mention of Galilee is remarkable, as 

occurring in the angelic speeches in Matt. 
and Mark in quite another connexion. 

Here it is said to the women, as being from 

— ali 

eve F. 

a 

TOW tig Tye F slew 
TR. 

vor L. 
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V ach. "ur an 
Kat XIII. 86. 

À b E It. (J. v. r.) 
yet av ravra Matt. vill. 88. 

deis 10. 

19 [noay à]: d wr Joba 

7 , 

b arn 

n Mayda nnen Mapia kat Iwavva kai Mapia [5] *'la- 16x 

ki[Jov kat ai Nota ov avraic [et] EAcyov wOOC robe 
"épavncay * 

5 Ànpoc ra phinara Tavra, xai 

‘avacrac EOpapev ' 

U 
Te Aove awoordhouc ravra. l kai 
Tavra.. 

GHI,K 

auy 
33. 69. 

208 [Iérpoc 

rapakijac Paire ra 

Jadg. xiv. 18 vat, Hos. ii. 5, 9 only. 
Num. xxiv. 26. p Mark v. 

sah wth: txt ABGL 
9. om axo rov yvgutiov D lat-a b c whe 

om wayra Syr-cu 

m 50 are 
nA0ev ° rode &avTOV banden TO P yeyovéc. 
doo EE avrov oa woptvoutvot ev aury ry pépa tic 

} John zx. 5,11. James l. 95. 1Pet.1.190nly. Gen. xxvi. 8 
n Joh EUN '89. 3 Kings xviii. 94. 

v. 14. ch. vill. 85,56. Beth. iv. 4 

Z arm. 

11 SX. 
19. Hl. 2. 
Ps. exiiv, 10, 
Winer, eda. 

et $ 15 8. a. 

eb, 1. 15 reff, 
f Net. Bil. 16 

H. 8. 

éviomtoy abr 

. Wrlarouv avra ie. 
bero onl Emi ro pvnptiov, cal : eu 

?uóva, Kat am- 4)" = 
18 Kai doy Ls il. 20 

a zxi. 
2. ch. ati 

m John xix. 40. xx. yi 6,7 only. 
6 2 1˙. oai 

q Matt. xix. 39 ref. 

wavra bef ravra D rel lat-c: 
sil) 1. 33 Eus. 

10. om noav ĝe AD syr-cu copt sth: ins B a lat-e Syr syr-with-ast arm Eus.— 
for noa, rid KU 1. 69 
D latt co 
be from 
vi. 16; pr i. 1.18 
"ug lat-a c S Syr syr-with-ast copt arm 

vulg lat-a b f ff, q copt-dz sah. 
om 5 EFGH*LA — ins ABD rel syr sah Eus. (The 

xxvii. 56; Mk xvi. 1: without the art, it ie more Luke's manner, s see ch 
om 2nd a ABDEFGHLTA lat-b e Jf; q syr-cu: ins X rel 

papia bef 9 33 

rec (for ravra) avrwy, with AI, rel lat. Sf syr arm: txt BDL latt Syr syr-cu 
Es -marg coptt (seth) Eus. 

19. om ver D 
5 B al syr- cu coptt 
place) L vulg la 

axnyAGoy (John xx. 10) A. 
rel Eus. (I, def.) 
M13. om za: sdov D. 

Galslee, see ch. xxiii. 66—end meaning, 
‘when He was yet with you.’ 9.] See 
note on Mark ver. 8. 10.] It seems as 
if the testimony of one of the disciples who 
wentto Emmaus had been the ground of the 
whole former haps of the whole 
—of this chapter. e find consequently 
this account exacti with his 
report afterwards, ver. 23, 24. Joanna 
was the wife of Chuza, Herod's steward, ch. 
viii. 2. On Mapia [] 'Iaeeov, and the 
questions connected Mra it, see Prolegg. 
to Vol. IV. 5 It will be 
observed (see var. readd.) that the omis 
sion of the second ai (as in Lachm.) 
will make this verse mean: It was Mary, 
&c.; also the rest with them told the 

(perhiape eu Moda accounts of 
many persons. 12.] This verse can- 
not well be interpolated from John xx., 
for the only reason for the insertion would 
be, to tally with ver. 24, and in that case 

t-a b e l syr yr er(ins i in marg) Eus-canon (see note). 
us Thl-comm: pova bef cepeva (restitution in wrong 

t-c arm: om pova (homaotel) AK 69 am(with harl mt): txt DI, rel. 
for «avrov, avrov (see BL in Jn) BL: txt A 

ey aurn rn npepa bef neay BN. 
pivot, noay de vo woptvopevan e£ avrev D lat-e. 

om retne v 

for ga: to ropevo- 
for npepa, wpa AG. 

it certainly would not mention Peter 
alone. That Cleopas says, ver. 24, some 
of us went, &c. must not be too 
much, although it does certainly look as if 
he knew of more than one (see note there). 
The similarity in diction to John xx. 6, 10 
(xapaciac gBAéxe rà 00óvia. ceipeva, 
and áx 5 dev 7 póc lavr., being common to 
the two ) indicates a common 
origin, and, if I mistake not, one distinct 
dam 5 rest of the narrative in this chap- 

of p éavTóv, as be- 
longing t to dj and not to du. d, 

by the expression in John, I. e. 
18—85.] JESUS APPEARS TO TWO OF 

THE DISCIPLES AT Emmaus. Peculiar to 
Luke: —the incident (but from another 
source) is alluded to in the fragmen 
addition to Mark xvi. (ver. 12.) 15] 
df aùrêv, not of the Apostles—the last 
mentioned were ol 8vdeca xai rávTiç ol 
Aoswoi, ver. 9: see also ver. 22, i£ huòv. 
One of them, ver. 18, was called Kleo pas 
= NG : . 5 17 
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Y w Matt. xv. 
8 rof. Eszek. 

M. 5. s John vi. 19 y övopa Euuaobe, 
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15 

XXIV. 

lum " amiyovoav * erabiouc cCixovra a aro ‘Tepovoedin, — 
l4 ral avrot ' wptdour "poc aAA ovc Pa P am 

` oun [3eBnxorey rovrwy. kat eye "ABE 
Hd — FGA: 
Prov. . VETO tv r ei avrouc kat o , kai aurog m 

7 9 - 16 t 

x E Incouc ?€ t? y yioac * suveropevero Mns ot & o$- ra 
4 9 ~ 

w Mark ix. 10 Gad uoi abr 
3 [od 

1 1 * rab un ` ewtyvovat avróv. 

zm, ch, viil. V (uev Se rode avrovug Tivec ot Àóyot rot, oUc ^ avri- 
zxiv. 80. 

7 e 88 

sch, vil. n. 

"e l oniy. Exod. Xx il. 18. ur d xi. 8 F. 
7. 20, vi. Gal. ros 

€ bere only t. 9 Macc. xi. 18 on! y. 

ins skarov bef ečneovra I, KN fuld lat-g, syr-marg-ms syr-jer. 
tppaovc, ovopari ovAapuaovc D. 

14. for cas avrot wp., wp. de D lat-c e (sah). 
rU b om Twv 

eure, 80 ABDGLNPA.] 
"s in B, possibly only secunda manu: see table.) 

rec ins o bef igo, with DNP rel: om ABLN D lat-a c e syr-cu sah sth 

e» Matt. xiv 
f Matt. vi. 16 only. 

Padrere wpoc aAAnAouc repirarovvrec[; Kat écráÜnaav] 

f aekvÜpwsoi|. 1; 18 aroxorBtic & eic ovóparı KXeowac, et Hy 
a= oe on iniy. b ch. iv. 42, Acts x. 47. ziv. 

d = Mark vi. 2. d ch. vii. rf 
Gen. 21. 7. Bir. xv. 28 caly. Dan. i. 10 Theod. 

for 4 ovopa 

for aAA gAovc, eavrove D: om A 

om 8rd xa: B! lat-c e syr-cu sah. (ca: is written 
for avroq, avrovc B': om 

coptt. (I, def.) 
17. for ert» de, o de re D lat-c e Orig. om pg avrovc D. for 

aAA Nong, eavrove D-gr. rec (for cat soraQnoay) xai tore, with AI, NP rel; anc 
eoraÜüncav B; x. «argcav L: om D Cyr.— (xai sorai [= was core], followed by an 
erasure of 5 letters, Al.) 

18. rec ins à bef tic, with A rel: om BDE'LNPA 1. 69 syr-jer coptt. (I, defective.) 
—ric X. add «£ avrwy I, P 33. 69 
sah wth arm Cyr. 

noteon Matt.x.8). Who the other was, is 
idle to conjecture. ll in several places, 
calls him Simon ; apparently from having 
read Aiyowrec in ver. 34, and referrin 30% 
f. Z. to the present appearance. Epipha - 
nius says it was Nathanael; Theophylact, 
Luke himself. This may shew what such 
reports are worth. Wieseler (Chron. vol. i. 
p. 481) believes the two to have been, James 
the son of Alphwus or Clopas or Cleopas 
(but see above) journeying with hes father, 
and the appearance on the road to Emmaus 
to be the same as «$05 lar, 1 Cor. 
xv. 7. io C E io have been 
from the report of eopas. Eu- 
peons] Joseph. B. J. vii. 6. 6, Sentia 

is Emmaus as sixty stades from Jerusa- 
lem. "There were two other places of the 
same name : (1) a town afterwards called 
Nicopolis, twenty-two Roman miles from 
Jerusalem, where Judas Maccabeus de- 
feated the Syrian general Gorgias: see 
1 Macc. iii. 40—57. (2) Another Emmaus 
is mentioned Jos. B. J. iv. 1. 8, p rije 
Tiepiádog— where he adds, Hep, nvevo- 
pivn dt 'Appaovc Oipud Myoir dy, tore 
yàp iv abrp fnyr) Oeppey dddrwy mpòc 
zeaiv éxirndaoc. This was the case also 

with the other places of the name. Our 
Emmaus is now called Cubeibi (f). 

t lat-a bff l 
rec (for ovouari) e ovoua, wi 

syr-cu syr-jer cop pt-wilk 
P rel: txt BLNXN let-à. 

15.] xal èyév. .. . web... , the ordi- 
nary construction. The last cai does not 
mean also. aùròs I;. ] Jesus Him- 
self, of whom they had been speaking. 
But this expression forbids the supposition 
that He was here, strictly speaking, iv 
anes popgy, as we find it less precisely 

in Mark xvi. 12. The reason 

pernaturally $ 
30 
ver. 31. No change took place in Him— 
id ap tly in them, beyond a power 

them, which prevented the recogni- 
tion bu just so much as to delay it till aroused 
by the well-known action and manner of 

is breaking the bread. The cause of 
this was the will of the Lord himself, who 
would not be seen by them till the time 
when He saw fit. —from be- 
hind : see ver. 18, where they take Him for 
an inhabitant of Jerusalem. 17.] He 
had a tly been walking with them 
some Jittle time before this was said. 
ávréAAer Adyovs implies to dispute 
with some earnestness: but there is no 
blame implied in the words. Possibly, 
though both were sad, they may bave taken 

erent views :—and in the answer of 
eopas we have that of the one who was 
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»«Üeov 
le 
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Tavrne 
N. 

14—21. 

poc avrov Sv * ub 

19 

TOC tv eye kai A 

Tov ,Aaob, 
ot ap xovree nuior eic 
avrov. 

P AvrpovoÜa: rov 'IopaA. 

roi Troirqv rabr uv nuépav 
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Tapoutic Tepovcadnp kai QUK € =! Gor. xiv. 

Fyvuc ra yevoneva ty aury tv raic nuipaie foire ; 
Kat Herter avroic [lota ; ; ot oe sirov aire Ta TEPI 

Ino rou Natapnvob, 8 Oc eyivero * avo m pogiirnc ‘Suva 

€vayrioy TOU Oto Kai mavroc 

Oru re " wapiduxay avrov oi apxuptic Kat 
° kpipa Üavarov kai eoraipwoav Jadg. vi. 8. 

1 eh. x2il. gj. 

Acts xxiv. 
10. Phi.1 
s. ti. 19, 20 
a 

m Mam U. 13 

q U n Ch. all. 68 
refi. E cal oðy wacty To 

8 ? b 8 22 5 

ag ov 40. Deut. 
xxi, 23. 

p Tites H. 14. 1 Pet.1.18 only. Ezod. vi.6. PS. eri. 3. oxxiz. 8. Isa. xli. 4. Jer. xxxvili. (xxxi.) Li. 

Ger Az AH. Wen. 2 H. 18.7 

(I, def) 
D'gr I. NP rel Cyr Thl. 

19. for cat ewer avroic, o Òe urie» avro D. 
valepatov, with ADNP rel Orig: txt BI, L Orig. 
Syr æth. ins e» bef Aoyw A lat-c. 

20. for org re, ec D lat b c e f copt. 
fovrov wap. D. 

9L eAxZopey PAAN 69: 
ac Tiv, ny D lat-c e Aug Ambrst. 
syr-marg arm. 
eth arm: ins bef aye D 

most disposed to abandon all hope. 
18. pdvog rap.) They took Him (but we 
must not think of a peculiar dialect as 

ving that impression) for one who had 
n at Jerusalem at the feast :— and asked, 

Dost thou lodge alone at Jerusalem ! 
wapo. (with or without lv, see 

reff.) in the LXX is to sojourn in—not 
to dwell in. 19—24.] Stier well re- 
marks, that the Lord here gives us an in- 
structive example how far, in the wisdom 
of love, we may carry dessimulation, with- 
out speaking untruth. (See the citation 
from Jer. Taylor below, on ver. 29.) He 
sre not aseert, that he was one of the 

at this feast at Jerusalem, nor 
ds e deny that he knew what had been 
done there in those days, but He puts the 
question by, with What 1 
of 8à dr.] Either, one spoke and the other 
assented; or perhaps each spoke, some- 
times one and sometimes the other ;—only 
we must not break up these verses and 
allot an imagined portion to each. Th 
contain the substance of what was sai 
as the reporter of the incident after- 
wards put it together. Se iy. àv. 
4p. c. r. A.: see a similar general descri 
tion of Him to the Jewish people, Acta ii. 
22. They had repeatedly owledged 

NTT nV X: 
rec om xat, with 

om rauryy D al latt syr. 

Neh. v. 18. 8 Mace. 1. 22 r = (Matt. xiv. 
8 ch. Alii. 7 rof, 

rec ins e» bef epo Nn, with A 69 latt Orig Hil Sevrn: om AB 
om «at D lat-a b c e ff, Syr syr-cu. 

om ot ò uroy avre D. rec 
transp Roy and epyw DN 

for evayrioy, evwwiov D lat-c e l Aug. 
avroy bef rapsdweay AKP 1. 69 latt ; 

niwiZapev B[sic: see table]. for 
rel vss: ins BDLA 1. 33 

om onptpow BN 1 Syr syr-cu copt 

Him as & Prophet : be do did 
xxi. 11, 46. s ree 
x. Epyors occurs of * 
tyévero, was, not became (or was becom- 
ing), as Meyer renders it. They speak of 
the whole life de pt as a thing past. 

nds on ovx Eyres, 
ver. 18. gere Therefore the two 
disciplea were Jews, not Hellenists, as 
some have su That “they say 
our, not as exc uding, but as including 
the stranger," as all in former edi- 
tions, is not a “safe view from the evi- 
dently exclusive use of ijne in the next 
verse. kay, to Pilate. 
219 Ar. is a word of weakened trust, 

shrinking from the avowal that ay 
believed * this. Avr, 
the theocratic sense—including both the 
spiritual and political kingdom: see ch. i. 
68, 69, d 76, and compare Acts i. 6. 

. T. rightly rendered in 
"à V. beside all this: see reff. 

t, not impersonal (as al. and recently 
ue , nor to be supplied with a nom. 
case deR or ò ijAoc, &c., but spoken of 
Jesus. He is now in the third day, since 
&. This is the usage of later Greek :— 
and the words are spoken not without a 
reference, ip the mind of the speaker, to 
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t Matt. zai.31. rubra EyÉvETO. a kai yovauéc rivtC E iu 
2 adati,” ebtarnoay pie," yeropevat * ópfpwai Jeri rO pynuetov, 

S od e eid 25 Kai "i evpovaat TO owpa avrov 1A0ov Aéyousat kai 

asia. ^ ómraaíay Ae ewpaxivat, ot _ Atyouaty avrov nv. 
(por, ver. 1. A kat ride. TVEC Tay ovy naiv eri TO nvnuttov, kat 89121 

tor, 
Tu spov oVTWÇ " xalic ai vvvalcec éirov, aurov òè ovk E Traw 

E ioi ard eidoy, 5 kai aurog erev wpoc avroüc 2 avonrot Ka l- U 

ac Mat ale. S Boadetc TU capdig rod morebey f masw oic AAA 
25 reff. : 
"E To vay ot mpo$iirat. ovi ravra * ede mabe» Tov xpt- 

c here only grov kat &tceA betiv eic rav de kav avrov ; 27 kai " &pbáutvoc 

Gen Pas amo Mevatuc cal ard wavrey TOV rohr die pn 

PT t's, vtuet V aUTOIC Ev re rale a. ra idu avrov. 
cai Prov. xvii. 38. d James L 19 bis only t. see Ezod. Iv. 10; xxi. 18 

Cor. xvi. 4. f constr., Rom. 1v. 18. N 1 
g = Matt. Anfr. 6 reff. 

80. xiv. 5, 18, 97 only L. P. 9 Macc. 1. 36 only. (-wewrie, 1 Cor. xiv. 28) 
m ch. xxii. 87 ref. 

yiyo»e» D. 
22. om ë guwv D sth. 

P rel: txt ABDK LA 1. 
yevapevat B al. 

e xvi. W. si. 

rites s 

rec for (opÜpivai) opOpear, with 

28. om 2nd xa: D lat-c e Syr syr-cu coptt th. [From this point we have before us 
in every case the readings of Cod. N. 
will be found in the Prolegomena. ] 

24. ins ex bef rw» D latt syrr 8 
ai, with APN rel syr copt: om om BD h latt Syr 

Supplementary readings for the preceding pages 

for rab, we D. rec ins ras bef 
syr-cu sah wth arm. uror bef 

as yovawasc D lat - o e Syr is for «doy, «ops» D lat-e. 
25. for cat avroc, o de D lat-o e. for avrovc, «avrovg A. om rov 

mioreveyv D. 
98. for ovy, ors D Dial. 
27. ins ny 

D al latt. 
A rel: txt BLUN©@".—counveverr D: 
lat-g, copt-ms. Steph 
1. 33. 69. 

His mise of ri on the third day. 
E 22.] NE but, N 

equivalent to „ thus much has 
happened, that Spopivaſ 
is the later form, for which the Attic 
ö po pia has been substituted: see var. 
readd. èf An disciples, as we 
are. The Apostles are distinguished pre- 
sently as ol ody νCV, ver. 24. 8. 
This exactly with Luke’s own nar- 
rative, but not with Matthew’s, in which 
they had seen the Lord Himself. There 
seems however to be some hint that the 
women had made some such report in the 
atroy ài ob oo said below of the rig 
ré» c)» piv. ] "wis .... 
see ver. 12 and note. It is natural, even 
in accordance with ver. 12, that the anti- 
thesis to r«véc before, and the loose way of 
speaking to a stranger, who (they believed) 
was not acquainted with any among them, 
might cause them here to use rivic, with- 

apEapuevoc D gat(with mm) lat-a b c 
rec (for Qupugvevaev) n 

cat 
«avrov, with A B(sic: see table] M rel: txt DELMVX 

om 2nd ave 
Üupugvety 

om wadaic 

P ki Ev, e sil) : 
uppnyevuv N! 

out any Teference to Peter being accom- 
panied. But what wonder, if the reports 
of such a day of anxiet and confusion 
were uu dr disjointed and confused ? 

pie without under- 
standing i : x. sluggish—in dis- 
position — to believe : these were e both 
shewn in their not having a. 
from the fulfilment of the sufferings and 
death of Christ, the sequel of that death, 
Arn Ine coffer 28. eee = 
€ e su erings were the appoin 
x D which Christ should enter into His 
glory . wav cai elcer. = raOdvra eie. 
t was not the entering into His glory, but 

the suffering, uu which they wanted 
persuadi åptáj. belongs to 
both the ollowi ien, and cannot, as 
Stier would take it, stand by itself, 55 
dmc in both clauses to be co 
Stapp. A similar expression is found Acts 
lii. 24. He began with Moses first ; — He 
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By yicar eic rh cou ° ov Eropevorro, Kat abroc m= ch. xiz. 29 
P wpocerorsaro 3 roppwrepov wopebeofat, 
(Prasavro auroy Aéyourec Metvov pel "HOY, ort * poc 

- towipay toriy Kal kékAuktv nèn 5 n muépa. 

Kai £ylvero " 

kAiÜnvat avróv per avrov, AaBwy rov aprov “ £UA dyncev 

ay 

' tap- och. x. x E 
so iei, Matt. 
11. $9 al. 
Gea. xx. 18. 

Kat tice . zene 
tv ry X eara- ki PRUA 

EUN 

` 
2 Pus 

p 180) caly. q Matt. 8 reff. compar., here only +. r Acts zvi. 15 only. Gea. x! 
8e Numb. ix. 8. p 8 zzvii 93 oaty. Oe ir ne = ob. ix. iS oniy. 

Jade. zu 3 fear viii. 90 refi.) y liL 18 reff. MUI YE E 
h. vil. 36. 4. ziv. 8 only. 1 Kings x vi. 13. Jadith xii, 18 y Matt, xiv. 

19. 1 Ovr. xiv. 16. 1 Kings ix. 18. 

28. nyyıxay B. 
lat-5 c e f fa g, 

29. vapifal vro M 

rec rpocewocaro, with P rel lat-a 
15 woppwrepe, with DLPN rel: txt 

om oriy D forj(with mm tol) lat-a b c e ff, I Syr. 

dn txt ABDLN 1 vulg 

rec om này, Au ADP rel gat! lat-c syr-cu sah eth arm: ins BL 1.33 latt 
Syr syr-with-ob copt. 

30. om jur avrev D lat-e syr-cu. 

began with each as He came to them. 
TÀ r. avTov, the things concerning him, 
i. e. 5 Jesus of Nazareth, the 
oo bei as a different per- 

aig fl age been missed, and abroõ 
altered to davrov. De Wette remarks, 
s [ were much to be wished that we knew 
what prophecies of the death and triumph 
of Jesus are here meant. There are but 
few that point to the subject.” But I 
take the Ry wept avrov to mean something 
very different from mere prophetical pas- 
sages. The whole 5 are a testi- 
mony to Him: the whole mel of the 
chosen people, with its types, and its law, 
and its prophecies, is a shewing forth of 
Him: and it it was here the woe, - ra 
el vp. that He laid out before them. 
This gen into the meaning of 
the whole, as a whole, fulfilled in Him, 
would be much more rtune to the 
place, and time occupied, than a direct 
Sipodtiod of selected. pe passages. 
The things concerning Him (E. LC is 
right: not. ‘the parts concerning Him 

Observe the testimony which this 
verse gives to the divine authority, and 
the Christian interpretation, of the O. T. 
Scriptures: so that the denial of the re- 
ferences to Christ's death and por in the 
3 T. is henceforth nothing less than a 
denial of His own teaching. 
wapef., they constrained Him. It is 
not implied that He said any thing to in- 
dicate that He would go further—but 
simply, that He was passing on. Our 
blessed Saviour pretended that He would 
pass forth beyond Emmaus: but if he in- 
tended not to do it, yet He did no injary 
to the two disciples, for whose good it was 
that He intended to make this offer: and 
neither did He prevaricate the strictness of 
simplicity and sincerity, because they were 

om rov bef peas, and for ev» avroic, per aur D. 
om ro» D al om «Aaeac D. 

persons with whom He had made no con- 
tracts; to whom He had passed no obli- 
gation ; ; and in the nature of the thing, it 
is proper and natural, by an offer, to give 
an occasion to another to do a good action : 
and in case it succeeds not, then to do 
what we intended not; and so the offer 
was conditional." Jer. Taylor, Sermon on 
en Simplicity. Works (Heber), vi 

páv does not imply that 
they lived at (redis rd ; merely in the same 
quarters with us. ] I believe 
that there wus something in the manner of 
His breaking the bread, and helping and 
giving it to them, which was his own ap- 
pointed means of opening their eyes to the 
recognition of Him. But we must not 
suppose any reference to, much less an any 
celebration of, the Sacrament of the Lord's 
Supper. Neither of these disciples was 

esent at its institution (but see Wiese- 
8 conjecture, which is at all eventa worth 

consideration, in note on ver. 18) ; and cer- 
tainly it had never been celebrated since. 
With this simple consideration will fall to 
the ground all that Romanists have built on 
this incident, even to making it a defence 
of administration in one kind only. See 
Wordsw., who gives, in reply, a solution as. 
artificial and unwarranted as the ai ss 
of the R. Catholics: shewing 
of departing from the plain senao of Holy 
Scripture in search cifal allusions. 
The analogy of such a breaking and giving 
with His institution of that holy ordinance 
becomes lost, when we force the incident 
into an example of the ordinance itself. 
The Lord at their meal takes on Him the 
office of the master of the house (which 
alone would shew that it was not their 
house, but an inn), perhaps on account of 
the superior place which His discourse had 
won for Him in their N :—14and as 
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1 3 ' 9 æ 93 ~ t b , š 
e Kal Ad “ewediooy avroic^ P avrov & Sin aoar art 
a Mat. vi 9, oi o¢OuApol, kat ° emiyvwsav avróv' Kai avroc 

Ts 32 kai rav «poc arXAnrovg Ovyirs 

a5. ‘Acts n Kagdia npwv “Katonévg qv [tv nmv] wo Aadu naw 

ev rp 00g, we dei ol yt v "uiv raç © yoapac; 33 kat 

h avaoravreç aury ty wpa 'úriorospav siç [epovcolny, 

kai evpov * nÜpowsutvovc roùç Evdexa kat roUc ov abrocc, 

34 At yovrac ore | Ovrwe nyépôn " Küptoc kai 

cal avroi “eknyouvro rà év ry oom, xai wç Eyrwalh 

b ch. I. 28 of 55 
from Exod. EYEVETO am auTOV. 

D 
vil. 86. xvi. ~ e 
14. xvil 8. 
Lake only, 

c ver. 
d here only ft. 
€ = bere ualy. 

see a. 

xxxviii. s, 95 

= 90 Liven. 

.9. y = 9 — " - wy 
ÉMekurss abroic &v rg Ad rov aprov. 

reff. 
ich. il. 20 reff. 

95 only. Deut. I. 41. 
B John i. 18 reff. Jadg. vil. 18. 

for t red o. rpocedidov D. 

k bere only. 1 Kings vil. 8. Num. zx. 2 vat. (cvenOp. P 
Ich. xxiii. 47 ref. 

o dat., 3 Cor. xii. 20. 

. P. e., Acts xii. 12. siz. 
meh. zxii.48. Matt. xeli. Sal Bxod il? 

p Acts ii. 42 only f. 

$1. for Ist clause, Aa Br de avrwy rov aprov ax’ avrov nyuvynecay o 098. avr. 
D lat-c e (Orig). 

om Kat eweyvwony auroy (passi 
89. for rat, oc és D lat-c e. [ecxrav, so BLN ae 

D. for nu catopern ny, nv nuwv Kexcadr(uppevy D lat-o l. 
tol! lat-c e l syr-cu Orig,: ins APN rel vss Ori 

denvvynoay [= -voty-] N'. (x0 written ever by corrector.) 
rat to xai) Ni. 

for aAA Nor, tavrow 
om ey gyty B. 

oft: for eAade, NA A Orig, 
rec ins cat bef wc, with AP rel vulg lat. ff, syrr: om BDLN 33 lat-a bce 

syr-cu coptt. 
83. aft avacr. ins Avroupevos D 

rel Cyr: txt BDN 33 Eus. 
94. Aryovrec D. 

BDLPN 1 lat-a c 
35. for wg, ori 

Syr syr-cu eth arm. 
lat-c e. 

the Jewish rule was, that “three eating 
together were bound to give thanks" 
(Berac. 45, 1, cited by Meyer), He fulfils 
this duty. In doing so, perhaps the well- 
known manner of His taking bread, &e., 
por the marks of the nails in His 
ands, then first noticed, or these together, 

as secondary means,—but certainly His 
own will and an a aiias A 
them, opened their eyes to know Him. 

91.] &pavros, not aéroic, which 
would imply His Body to have remained, 
but invisible to them: but ax’ abróy, im- 
plying, besides the supernatural disappear- 
ance, a real objective removal them. 

32.) ‘Was there not something 
hoir Eating in His discourse by the way, 
which would bave led us to suppose that it 
was none but the Lord Himself? not that 
they did suppose it,—but the words area 
sort of self-reproach for not having done so. 
Compare Matt. vii. 29. e Av, 
as Bengel remarks, is more than avvsAaAst 
un. :—He spoke to us, not merely, ‘with 
ws, as E. V. 83.] Jam non timent 
iter nocturnum, quod antea dissuaserant 
ignoto comiti'  Bengel. The whole 
e were not there— Thomas was not 
present, if at least the appearance which 

for dinvotyey, gvvycv D. 
t-c e sah. 

rec nyep6n o xuptog bef ovrwe, with A rel vulg syr: trt 

rec gwvnÜporsuavovc, with AP 

follows be the same as that in John =. 
19, which there seems no reason to doubt. 
Some have derived an t from this 
incompleteness in their number, for the 
second of the travellers being also an Ape 
tle; see above on ver. 18. 
these oi ody abrotg are, we learn from 
Acts i. 14. 34.) This c; 
to Simon (i. e. Peter—the other Simon 
would not be thus named without explana- 
tion; see ch. v. 8 ff.) is only hinted at 
here,—but is asserted again, 1 Cor. xv. ö. 
in immediate connexion with that wie 
here follows. It is not clear whether it 
took place before or after that on the v 
to Emmaus. 35.] And they—th 
travellers, distinguished from the others— 
not ‘they also, for thus we should lese 
the clause without a copula. bn 
eX.) We can hardly after dye exclude 
that sense of in, which gives that which 
follows a share in the instrumentality : be 
ing the element, in and by means of which. 
The example cited by De Wette, iv ri 
ávacrácu, Matt. xxii. 28, for tbe sense, 
‘during the breaking,’ &c. does not appl)» 
inasmuch as in that case there is no vero: 
John xiii. 95 is far more to the point, 
almost decides for the other sense. That 

: a$avroc XN | 
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Leite, 
A y > -æ , , 7 $ ` 7 

88 cul elwev avuroic Ti r&rapa-yutvot torë, Kat Ord Theres 
- t ~ Joba iv. 94 v 11 ’ » , € ~ = 99 * 

Sradroyeopot avaBaivovaty tv TU copdig . ere e "n 

Tag Xttpac pov kat robe wooac pov, Ort EYW eint avroc. RM ME 
y À 7 L ` 18 L4 t - , 35? ’ Mark vi. 60. 
YnAcgnoare pe kat tere, Ort wvtvya capra Kat * oaréa John xii. 87. 

OUK EXE tab eue 1 Exovra. 40 kat rovro 5 
a 8 e 7 LE * — 1 ` , al. = ch, iz. 
€T OV [ er jédatey avroic TAÇ ytipag Kat rode dag. 14 Phil. i 

iL 8. Sir. ix. 16. vii, 33. Tea. xv. 16, Uv xvii. 37. Heb. AI. 18. 1John 
1. 1 ser: Gen. xxvii. 19. n Matt. xxiii. 27. John xix. 36, from Numb. ix. 12. [Eph. v. 89.) 
Heb. xi. 22 only. a ch. vi. 81 al. fr. Eccl. vi. 4. b ver. 87. e Matt, Cen. II. 98. 
Avi. I. xxii. 19. ch. xvii. 14. Isa. uxxvil. 96, but not =», 

36. rec aft avroc ins o «ndovc (beginning of ecclesiastical lection), with A rel am 
syrr copt arm; aft «ors, P vulg-ed lat- ,; o xkvpvc H lat-c: om BDLN lat-a b e 
syr-cu sah Cyr Ambr. for sorn, «ora D. om xa: to unte D lat-a b 
e Vz l (Possibly from || John: but as the whole is nearly related to that narra- 
tive, and the authority weak, Tischdf is certainly not 

at end add (from || John) eye ep: pn eofievios G 
seth arm Ambr Aug. 

97. at beg ins avro:, and ĝa bef r ronbsvreg, D. 
for rvtupa, $avracpa D Mcion-t. 

for q a re, ri (mechanical repetition) BA Mcion-t : 
rec (for rq capéta) raiç kapéiaic, with A rel vulg A ByIT 

ig. 

38. for lst xai, o ò D lat-c e. 
war: DL Dial. 

* in expunging it.) 

lat-o F 91. Syr copt 

for rronOevrec, 0pogOsvric B: 

syr-cu copt Tert Hil Ambr Vig: txt BD gat(with mm) lat-a b c e ff, I sah eth 
39. rec avrog bef eyw tpi, with A rel am syr Eus Thdrt Hil: ovroc bef sya D vulg 

lato e f}: txt BL 33 lat-a b f | Dial Ambr. 
for ort, ro D-gr. syr-with-ob syr-jer Hil. 

for 0top., At rer: D. 

om pe D vulg lat-a b syr · cu 
ins kat bef capxa B! Iren · lat. 

40. om ver D lat-a b e ff, I (see above on ver 36. Had this been interpolated from 
|| John, we certainly should have found xodag by 

for ewedecEev, edecEew (from || John, where there is no only, or in ver 89 also). 
variation) BGHLNXN 1. 33 Cyr Damasc Thl 

this should have been so, does not exclude 
the supernatural opening of their eyes: see 
above, on ver. 31. 

36—49.} APPEARANCE OP JESUS TO 
THE DISCIPLES. Mark xvi. 14. John xx. 
19— 23. The identity of these appearances 
need hardly be insisted on. Mark’s 
narrative, see notes there. That of John 
presents no difficulties, on one supposition, 
—that he had not seen this of Luke. The 
particulars related by him are mostly ad- 
ditional, but not altogether so. 88.] 
Gor lv péoy—while they were speaking 
of these things,— possibly not entirely cre- 
diting the account, as seems hinted at in 
Mark xvi. 18,—the Lord appeared, the 
doors being shut, in the midst (John xx. 
19 and notes). elp. óp., the ordinary 
Jewish salutation, 09) M.. see ch. x. 6, 
but of more than ordi meaning in the 
mouth of the Lord: see John xiv. 27. 

97.] On account of His sudden 
appearance, and the likeness to one wh 
they knew to have been dead. vr 

some altered to xXsupay, either here 

: txt A rel. 

is a ghost or spectre—an appearance of the 
to the living; not exactly as $ávrac- 

pa, Matt. xiv. 26, which might have been 
any appearance of a supernatural kind. 

$8.] Sadoy., not merely ‘thoughts,’ 
as E. V., but questionings. 89. 
There seems to be some doubt whether the 
reference to His hands and feet were on 
account of the marks of the nails, to prove 
His identity,—or as being the uncovered 
parts of His body, and to prove His cor- 
poreity. Both views seem supported b 
the text, and I think both were united. 
The sight of the Hands and Feet, which 
they ized as His, might at once con- 
vince them of the realsty of the appearance, 
and the identity of the Person. The ac- 
count of John confirms the idea that He 
shewed them the marks of the nails, both 
by His side being added, and by the ex- 
pressions of Thomas which followed. The 
same seems also implied in our ver. 40. 

The assertion of the Lord must not 
be taken as representing merely ‘the popu- 
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Wild 
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Cea 

zi 
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118545 15,” Ovar Tüvra ra yeypappéiva ev * voup ° Møwvgéwç xai 

Pn bere oui. ° wroopnratc Kai ? Padmore mepi énoŬ. 

fa QUTOUM töv yovv * TOV 
Mec cist Elre» auroiç Ort OUTWE yéypaTTat TaDEy rov x ptoTOY cai 
(a, Deut. 

L 44. , 1 Ki xiv. 97. 
xxiv, Bl. dian - : 

v. xiii. 8. 
A 90^ "Hos. de 10. u vv. 

41. for éd avre A, 
t lat- Aug. 

84 tf) ot de, cat D lat-e 
ini to KAIA) ABDLN lat-e 

Cu. 

pi 1 Kiogs xiv. 37. Por ar ei 
ver. AX. 
s Matt. ul. bt ta ec. 16. 

om avroic D vulg lat-a 5 l. 

a ch. 2. pa 

t Matt. xhi T4, Is (f om Isa. ix. ons: 

kat ur rep ad bef aro rnc yapac A latt(uot 
for ty Ode, &: Ni. 

om cat aro pt\cctow enpow (homaotel : 
dz Clem Orig Eus Epiph Ath Cyr: ins N rel Syr 

syr-cu syr-with-ast copt sth arm Ps-Justin. 
48. for avrev, ravrwv A. aft epayev ins ca: ra emtdowwa idr avroic K volg 

lat- e Z syr-cu syr-with-ob syr-jer copt wth arm Aug. 
44. for uev ĝe, car re D vulg lat-a c 9555 2 Syr eth. rec (for spoc avrov) 

avro, with ADN rel lat-a e: txt BLXN lat-b c. rec om pov, with 
rel latt syrr copt-schw Iren-lat Aug: ins ABDKLNX 38 copt eth Hil. for ert ev, 
«v w np qv D Iren-lst. AU Di. aravra 

45. cvvayva: BIN. 
46. rec aft yeyparrat ins rat 5 tõe: (det was substd for yeyparrat, 

ver 26, then both readings were ted and united by xa), with ACN rel rug 
lat f q Iren-lat Cypr Aug: om BC!DLNM gat(with mm) lat-a b c e ff, L eot eth 
Iren-lat, Hil A YA rov xpicrov bef sa0&v D latt copt Iren- lat Cypr Hil. 
om sx vexowv D latt Epiph Iren- lat Cypr. 

lar notion con (Dr.Burton); writing his Gospel, was not aware of any 
5 who is the Tru prer fr speak thus Galilwan appearances of the Lord, nor m- 

that which He knows, and has created. 
He declares to us the trath, that those ap- 

rances to which He was now likened by 
the disciples, and spirits in general, have not 
flesh and bones. Observe odpra x. dcria— 
but not alua. This the resurrection Body 

bably not,—as being the animal 
lif: z” notes on John vi. 61, and John 

41.) dnd ris x. from 
their 8 the vy which they felt. 
Wetstein quotes Livy, xxxix. 49, vix sibi- 
met ipsi pre mecopinato gaudio cre- 
dentes. 42.] This was done further 
to convince them of his real n ad 
The omission of the words «el . 
xyplov in the best MSS. is remarkable : 
see var. readd. It may possibly have 
arisen from an idea in some transcriber 
that this meal is the same as that in 
John xxi.9. The words could hardly have 
been an interpolation. 44. ] Certainly, 
from the recurrence of 84, which implies 
immediate sequence, Luke, at the time of 

deed of any later than this one. That be 
corrects this in Acts i., shews him mean- 
time to have become acquainted with some 
other sources of information, not however 
perhaps including the Galilean appear- 
ances (see Prolegomena to Lake, § iv. T 

The following discourse apparen pparenty 
contains a sum of many things 
during the last orty days before the 
ascension ;—they cannot have been sid 
on this evening ;—for after the 
in ver. 49, the disciples would not here 
gone away into Galilee. Whether Me 

angelist regarded it as a summary, in 
to me extremely doubtful. Knowing 8P 
parently of no Galilean a ces, be 
seems to relate the command of ver. 48, 
both here and in the Acts, as intended 
apply to the whole time between the Re 
surrection and the Ascension. etre 
A - ‘behold the realization of the words’ 

obs AA.: see ch. xviii. 81—833; 
a 87; Matt. xxvi. 56 al.; but doubt- 
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7 kai " xnouy val Vo, Mark vi. 
apt a apapriwy D^ zavi. 29. 

48 £ Uuetc p od. Ab 

* kab- 

. Constr. Tir ridens II. 89 al. fr. 
ix. 6. = AL . 89. Gal. ipe 

di b = ch. ITA 
ark xv. 20. acp ape sort 19. vil. 86, 40 (from 

Dall. here (Mark viii. 93 v. SIT Gen. xv. 8. x 

47. for 2nd cat, tg B copt. 

Aug, : -yyy 1: txt BC'LNX 38 copt eth. 
at beg ins ca: D. 

BC'L mt copt. 

for tig, wc ei D lat-c e. 
with AC? rel syrr, -vev DA syr-marg-ms(*' from one greek ms"): 

rec aft vues ins de, with AC*DN rel latt syr 
rec ins gre bef paprvpec, with e. rel am lat - a b c e f ayrr copt 

rec ap£apevoy, 
-voc S al lat-a c d 

Aug: om 

arm: aft paprupec, C! vulg-ed lat.ff. : om BD sth A 
49. om «dou D latt Syr copt, for cas sdov eyw, ray. 

rec (for eKawooreAAw) axooreAdw, with ACDN rel: txt B (L) XA 33. 
rec aft xoA& ins uwpovcaAngp (gloss), "m 158 rel lat. / g syrr eth arm 

Chr: om BC!DLN latt copt Ambr Jer Gaud A M bs miss Fulg. 
rec duvapuy bef e£ vipovc, with ACID rel latt syr vi ath Chr: txt BC'LN 

warpog D. 

orov D 1. 
1. 33 Eus, A 

188: eye bef 180 1. 
om rov 

for ov, 

ug. 
2e om e BC'LN 1. 33 lat-a e Syr 5 ins AC?D rel vulg lat-5 c syr 

om swc D vulg lat-b o e ff. I. 

less He had often said to them on 
these matters, which have not been re- 
corded for us. So in John x. 25, we have 
erde. This threefold divisio re- 

This threefold division of 
the O. T. is the ordinary Jewish one, into 
the Law (mia), Prophets (owy), and 
Hagiographa (m9), the first contain- 
ing the Pentateuch ;—the second Joshua, 
Judges, the four books of Kings, and the 
Prophets, except Daniel; the third the 
Psalms, and all the rest ‘of the canonical 
books : Daniel, Esther, Ezra, and Ne- 
hemiah being reckoned as one book, and 
the Chronicles closing the canon. 
47. apf t] See reff. The substance 
of the preaching of the Gospel literally cor- 
responded to this deecription—see Acts ii. 
88: : peravoncars, gai Barrio Tkacroc 
Dp» ixl rq óv. Ino xp. ele dgecry 
ápapriev,—were the words of the first 
sermon preached at Jerusalem. 
48. peis] From what follows, Acts i. 22, 
if these words are to be taken in their 
strict sense, they must have been spoken 
only to the Apostles ;—they may however 
have been more general, and said to all 
present. 49.] This promise is 
explained (Acts i. 5) to be the baptism 
with the Holy Ghost,—and the time is 
limited to ‘not many days hence.” 
tye dtr.] The procession of the Holy 

rec (for wpoc) ac, with AC? rel 

Spirit from the Son is clearly here de- 
clared, as well as that from the Father. 
And consequently we find Peter, in Acts 
ii. 83, referring back to these very words, 
in ascribing the outpouring of the Spirit 
to the now exal Saviour. In that 
verse, the éyw of this is filled up by rg 
dib rod Geos tywOelc—the proper sup- 
plement of it here also. The promise 
itself is not found in the three 
but expressly and frequently in John 
xiv.— xvi. : see xiv. 16—26; xv. 26; xvi. 
7—11, 18, 14. The present, A- 
evogTélÀAe, is not = a future, but im- 
plies that the actual work is done, and the 
state brought in, by which that sending is 
accomplished ;—viz. the ving of the 
rãca T iv obpavg x. t ye, Matt. 
xxviii. 18. No stress need be laid on 
xaGloare: ses reff. The word I. po. 
is probably interpolated by some who, 
believing these words to represent the 
Galilwan discourse, placed it here for an 
explanation: o ig Acts i. 4 gave 
occasion to it. command must have 
been (historically) uttered affer the return 
From Galilee : see above. dB. 
Though the verb is used in the O. T. (see 
Judg. vi. 84; 2 Chron. xxiv. 20; 1 Chron. 
xii. 18) of inspiration by the "Spirit, it 
here has its full meaning, of abiding upon 
and characterizing, as a garment does the 
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EUAO-yuct» avrovc. ikm 
1 „EI. 
ar Xv: 
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1. 8 * 

n ver. 80. 
o Matt. xiil. 4 "e i 

al. Esek. ix. auT@y Kal 
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r w, acc , Matt. pe T i 

KATA AOYKAN. 
sch. li. 20 ref. xxiil. 48. t cb. 

only, exc. Rom. xv. 11 (from Ps eanvi. 1). 

v. l. 
Juha iv. (99.) 
28,24. Rev. 
ix. 20. xiti. 
8, 12, 16. xiv. 9, 11. xx.4 bis only. Judg. vil. 15 F. 

n Matt. xviii. 10 ref. Prov. 21H. 9. voh, li. 18 al. Luke 
xix. 6. w ch. i. 64 reff. 

vili. 18 ref. 
Rev. 

vulg lat- c f J, l: txt BC'DLN 1 lat-a. for cat ex., ex. de D. om avrov 
D lat. J, 

61. awtory D. om Kai avegepero uç rov ovpavov (Aomoofel: veaı fo wxas. To 
exclude the words, as Griesb Tischdf, is rash in the extreme, in the known inaccuracy 
of D) DN. lat-a ö e ff, l Aug. 

53. om spockvygoavrtc avrov (homootel : avro: to 3 lat-a b e F. l Aug. 
[ue yaknc is written on margin in B by the original scribe.] 

53. om ev rw pw Al. om atvouvrec cat (homaotel : the eye passing, before 
copying, from -ouvreç fo -ovvrec) BC'LN copt: ins ACID rel vas. om sa: 
evioyourreg (homaotel) D bodl(with gat) lat-a b e ff, l copt Aug. rec at end 
adds au nv, with ABC? rel vulg(with am ing tol) lat-c f syrr sth: om C'(appy) DL 
1. 33 fuld(with forj) lat-a 5 e ff, l syr-jer copt arm Euthym Jer Bede. 

SUBSCRIPTION : evayyetow xara Aoveay A7CKLSUAAN 33: evayy. x. A. rA 
apyerat cara naproꝰ D: om A'FMXT 69: evayy. . A. sEa000g para. xpovovc is raç 
rov xv avaAmpeec, KS Syr: txt B. 

person: this, as Stier remarks, was the 
true and complete clothing of the naked- 
ness of the Fall. 50.] The Ascen- 
sion appears to be related as taking place 
after the above words were spoken—but 
there is an uncertainty and want of speci- 
fication about the narrative, which for- 
bids us to conclude that it is intended as 
following immediately upon them. This 
however can only be said as taking the 
other Gospels and Acts i. into account :— 
if we had none but the Gospel of Luke we 
should certainly say that the Lord as- 
cended a the appearance to the 
Apostles and others, on the evening of the 

of His resurrection. : [ffo], 
i.e. probably, after the words iv rg & 
just occurring, outside Jerusalem: as in 
ref. Mark: but the @w might only apply 
to the house in which they were, see 
other reff., and Matt. xxvi. 75. 
fus pds B.—not quite to the village itself, 
but over the brow of the Mount of Olives 
where it descends on Bethany: see Acts 
i. 12. (The synonymousness of these 
two expressions may shew that the same 
is meant, when, Mark xi. 11, our Lord is 
said to have gone out at night £o Bethany, 
and, Luke xxi. 87, fo the Mount o 
Olives.) 0L] Ser- not, ‘He 
went a little distance from them previous 

to His ascension,’—as Meyer would inter- 
pret it; but the two verbs belong to one 
and the same incident,—He was parted 
from them and borne ap into heaves. 
We need not understand, ‘by an aagel,’ 
or * by a cloud,’ nor need dved. be middle; 
the absolute passive is best. The 
tense is i ect, signifying the cow 
tinuance of the going wp during the 
wpoekuy. of the next verse. The 
more particular account of the Ascension 
is given Acts i. 9—12, where see notes. 
That account is in perfect accordance with 
this but supplementary to it. 
52. pon. This had been done before by 
the women, Matt. xxviii. 9, and by the 
disciples on the mountain in Galilee. This 
however was a more solemn act of wor- 
ship, now paid to Him as exalted to God’s 
right hand. 53.] Sa *ravrós, con- 
tinnally,—not ‘ali their time; — daily, 
at the hours of prayer: see Acta i. 13, 
14; ii 1. 
A few words must be appended here on 

& point which has been much stirred in 
Germany, even among the more orthodox 
Commentators; THE HISTORIC REALITY 
OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES OP THE ASCEX- 

SION. On those among them who doubt 
the fact of an Ascension at all, I have 
nothing to say, standing as I do alto- 
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gether on different ground from them. 
The Lord Himself foretold His 

Ascension, John vi. 62; xx. 17:—it was 
immediately after His disappearance from 
the earth expressly announced by the 
Apostles, Acts ii. 83, 34; v. 31: con- 
tinued to be an article of their preaching 
and teaching, 1 Pet. iit. 22; Eph. ii. 6; 
iv. 10; 1 Tim. iii. 16. So far should we 
have been assured of it, had we not pos- 
sessed the testimonies of Luke, here and 
in the Acts :—for the ent opr 
added to the Gospel of Mark m na een 
the fact, not the manner of it. But, to 
take first the à priori view, is it probable 
that our Lord would have left so weighty 
a fact in His history on earth, without 
eoitnesses? And might we not have con- 
cluded from the warding of John vi. 62, 
that our Lord must have intended an 
ascension in the sight of some of those to 
whom He spoke, and that the Evangelist 
himself gives that hint, by recording those 
words without comment, that he had seen 
it? Then again, is there any thing 
in the bodily state of our Lord after His 
resurrection which raises any even the 
least difficulty here? He a sud- 
denly, and vanished suddenly, when He 
aad :—when it „ He ate, 
spoke, He walked ; but his 5 

the Body of the Resurrection; ;—only not 
et his e&pga rf Oó£gc (Phil iii. 21), 
Lu He had not yet assumed that 
glory: but that He coudd assume it, and 
did —— eee will be 

nted by all who believe in Him as the 
m of So that it seems, on d priori 
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grounds, probable that, granted the fact 
of the Ascension, it did take place in some 
such manner as our accounts relate :—in 
the sight of the disciples, and by the 
uplifting of the risen Body of the Lord 
towards that which is to those on this 
earth the visible heaven. This being 
80, let us now, secondly, regard the 
matter à posteriori. e possess two 
accounts of the circumstances of this as- 
cension, written by the same person, and 
that person a contemporary of the Apostles 
themselves. Of the genuineness of these 
accounts there never was adoubt. How 
improbable that Luke should have related 
what any Apostles or apostolic persons 

ight have contradicted? How impro- 
bable that the universal Church, founded 
by those who are said to have been eye- 
witnesses of this event, should have re- 
ceived these two accounts as authentic, if 
they were not so? That these accounts 
themselves are never referred to in the 
Epistles, is surely no argument against 
them. If an occasion had arisen, such as 
necessitated the writing of 1 Cor. xv., 
there can be little doubt that St. Paul 
would have been as particular in the cir- 
cumstances of the Ascension, as he has 
been in those of the Resurrection. The 
fact is, that by far the greatest difficulty 
remains to be solved by those who can 
imagine & myth or fiction on this subject 
to have arisen in the first age of the 
Church. Such a supposition is not more 
repugnant to our Christisn faith and 
reverence, than it is to common sense and 

consistency. 
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TITLE: Steph ro kara iwavyny evayyeXioy: elz ro . . aytoy evay.: gara wevyey I 
B(one ) DN: sway. ex rov x. e. 69: txt AC rel. 

CHAP. I. 1—18.] Prologue: in which is 
contained the substance and subject of the 
whole Gospel. THE ETERNAL WORD OP 
Gop, THE SOURCE OF ALL EXISTENCE, 
LIFE, AND LIGHT, BECAME FLESH, DWELT 
AMONG US, WAS WITNESSED TO BY JOHN, 
REJECTED BY HIS OWN PEOPLE, BUT RE- 
CEIVED BY SOME, WHO HAD POWER GIVEN 
THEM TO BECOME THE SONS OF Gop. Hm 
WAS THE PERFECTION AND END OF Gop's 
REVELATION OF HIMSELF; WHICH WAS 
PARTIALLY MADE IN THE LAW, BUT FULLY 
DECLARED IN JESUS CHRIST. 

1—5.| THE ETERNAL PRR-EXISTENCE 
OF THE : HIS PERSONAL DISTINOT- 
NESS; BUT ESSENTIAL UNITY WITH Gop. 
His WORKING IN CREATION, AND IN THE 
ENLIGHTENING OF MEN, BEFORE His 
MANIFESTATION IN THE FLESH; His 
NON-APPREHENSION BY THEM. 
1.] Before commenting on the truths here 
declared, it is absolutely n to dis- 
cuss the one word on which the whole 
turns: viz. å AKG os. This term is used 
by John without explanation, as bearing 
a meaning well known to his readers. 
The enq concerning that meanin 
must therefore be conducted on historical, 
not on mere grammatical grounds. And 
the most important elements of the en- 
Tu ar; (I.) the usage of speech as re- 
9 the word, by John himself and 
other biblical writers: and (II.) the 

m only. 
18. iv. 18. 

purely historical information which we 
possess on the ideas attached to the word. 

(a) From the first consideration 
we find, that in other biblical autbors, es 
well as in John, the word is never 
to signify the divine Reason or Miad ; nor 
indeed those of any human creature. 
These ideas are expressed by svtépa o 
xapdia, or vobc, or ij gogia rob Geot. In 
the classics the word Aóyoc never signifes 
the subjective faculty of reason, but the 
reason to be given, objectively, of any 
thing or things. The usual Scripture 
meaning of Aóyog is speech, or word. 
8 Adyos rod 0. is the creative, declaratwe, 
injunctive Word of God. (8) That this 
is also the im in our 5 
manifest, from the evident relation w. 
it bears to the opening of the history d 
creation in Genesis. 8 Aéyos is not an 
attribute of God, but an soting reality, W7 
which the Eternal and Infinite is the 

t first cause of the created and finite. 
Y) Again this Aéyos is undoubtedly in 
our prologue, personal :—not an abstrac- 
tion merely, nor a personification, not 
the speaking word of God, once mam 
fested in the prophets but 
fully declared Christ, as Luthardt 
i. 280 ff.), comparing our prologue with 
eb. i. 1,—but a Person: for ò p 

zy wpds tòr Ó«óv, and à Aóye OFFS 
Fyirero: also Oeds jj» à Aóyoc, not Her 

Gee 

I. ! Ev doyy av o " Aóyoc, xat o " Aóyoc i ^ woe hx 
c — Malt. ll. l mat „ 
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nv, — which certainly would be said of 
none but a PERSON. (0) Moreover, 
the Aóyoc is identical with Jesus CHEIST, 
as the pre-existing Son of God. A com- 
parison of vv. 14 and 15 will place this 
beyond doubt. (e) And Jesus Christ is 
the Word of God, not because He speaks 
the word (as if ò Adyog = 6 Mywy, which 
is contrary to all in which it = not 
à Aéywy, but rd Arydpevov) nor because 
He is the One promised or spoken of, 
= & Aeyóutvog,—which is even less ac- 
cording to analogy nor because He is 
the Author and source of the Aóyoc as 
spoken in the Scriptures, &.,—any more 
than his being called (ec and $a im- 
lies only that He is the Giver of life and 
ight: but because the Word dwelle in 
and speaks from him, just as the Light 
dwells in and shines from, and the Life 
lives in and works from, Him. (&) This 
Aéyos which became flesh, is not from, 
wor of, Time or Space (ch. iii. 81; viii. 
58); but eternally pra-eristent, —and 
manifested in Time and Space, for the 
gracious ends of divine Love in Redemp- 
tion (ch. iii. 16, 17). (m This Adyos 
spoke in the law and ets, yet par- 
tially and imperfectly (ver. 17; ch. v. 39, 
46); but in the personal Aóyog, spoke 
forth in fulness of and truth. It 
was He who made the worlds (ver. 8); He, 
who appeared to Isaiah (Isa. vi. compare 
ch. xii. 41) ; He, whose glory is manifested 
in His power over nature (ch. ii. 11); He, 
by reception of whom the new birth is 
wrought (ch. i. 12, 13); who has power 
over all flesh P. xvii. 2),—and can be- 
stow eternal life (ibid.) ; whose very suf- 
ferings were His glory, and the glorifying 
of God (ch. xvii. 1 al.); and who, after 
those sufferings, resumed, and now has, 
the glory which He had with the Father 
before the world began (ch. xviii. 6, 24). 
8) Luthardt, in his Commentary on this 

pel has propounded (vol. i. p. 280 ff. 
the following view of the word Adyog an 
its usage: Jesus Christ is the fulness of 
that word of God which was fragmentarily 
manifested in the prophets (Heb. i. 1). 
But in this prologue, ò Aóyoc is not to be 
taken as identical with Jesus not yet in» 
carnate, nor is He the subject of vv. 1 ff. 
And he urges ch. x. 35, 36 (see note there, 
where I have discussed this) as a key 
text to the meaning of Aóyoc. It 
seems to me, that while much of his view 
ůIkßß 8 

OL. 1. 

hold which denies the identity of the 
pri- existent Aóyoc with Jesus, in the 
Apostle's mind. Had he intended by the 
Aéyoc of vv. l—4 any other than the 
personal Son of God who in ver. 14 be- 
came flesh, I do not see how jj» xpdc 
roy Oedv, and Oed¢ ij, could be used of 
à Aóyoc. Nor again can I consent 
with him to disconnect the use of Aóyoc 
by St. John from its previous history. 
The reasons given in this note for be- 
nn m use, as matter of fact, to 
have prepared by the Alexandrine 
philosophy, are no way affected by the 
objections which he alleges, the difference 
between the Adyo¢ of St. John and that 
of Philo, and the corrupt character of the 
philosophy itself. II. (a) We are 
now secondly to enquire, how it came 
that St. John found this word Aéyos so 
ready made to his hands, as to require 
no explanation. The answer to this will 
be found by tracing the gradual per- 
sonification of the Word, or Wisdom of 
God, in the O. T. and Jewish writings. 
(5 We find faint traces of this personi- 
cation in the book of Psalms: see Ps. 

xxxiii. 4,6; cxix. 89, 105 ; cvii. 20; cxlvii. 
15,18. But it was not the mere off- 
spring of poetic diction. For the whole 
form and expression of the O. T. revela- 
tion was that of the Word of God. The 
Mosaic History opens with * God said, 
Let there be light.’ Spoken commands, 
either openly, or in visions, were the com- 
munications from God to man. It is the 
Word, in all the Prophets; the Word, in 
the Law ; in short, the Word, in all God’s 
dealings with his people: see further, 
Isa. xl. 8; lv. 10, 11: Jer. xxiii. 29 al. 
(y) And as the Word of God was the 
constant idea for his revelations relatively 
to man, so was the Wisdom of God, for 
those which related to His own essence 
and attributes. That this was a later 
form of expression than the simple re- 
cognition of the divine Word in the Mosaic 
and early historical books, would natu- 
rally be the case, in the unfolding of 
spiritual knowledge and divine contempla- 
tion. His Almightiness was first felt, 
before His Wisdom and moral Purity 
were appreciated. In the books of Job (ch. 
xxviii. 12 ff.) and the Proverbs (ch. viii., 
ix.) we find this Wisdom of God per- 
sonified; in the latter in very plain and 
striking terms; and this not poetically 
only, but practically ; mons to the 

x 
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Wisdom of God all his revelation of Gi, gw» we are not to understand s sur! 
Himself in His works of Creation and pyréy Aò yo, but e raracctsác—the U. 
Providence. So that this Wisdom em- whole working of God in the creation of " " 

— — —— — 

braced in fact in itself the Power of God; 
and there wanted but the highest divine 
attribute, Love, to complete the idea. 
But this was reserved for the N. T. mani- 
festation. (4) The next evidences of the 

ual personification of the Wisdom of 
God are found in the two A 
Books, the Wisdom of Jesus the Son of 
Sirach, and the Wisdom of Solomon. 
The first of these, originally written ia 
Hebrew (see Winer, Realwürterbuch, s. v.), 
belongs probably to the latter half of the 
second century before Christ. In ch. i. 1, 
Wisdom is said to be wapd xvpiov, cai 
per’ abro) siç róv al&va : and in ver. 4, 
wportpa wavrwy ferrari sogia. Then 
in ch. xxiv. 9—21, the same strain is 
continued; p roð alðvoç dw’ dpyiic 
tericty pe k. .A., and the passage con- 
cludes with these remarkable words, oi 
toBiovric us lri reevagovasy, cai ol sríivoy- 
ric pe ire Qupaovouw. In the book 
of the Wisdom of Solemon, dating pro- 
bably about 100 a.c., we find (in ch. 
vi. 22—ch. ix.) a similar personification 
and eulogy of Wisdom. In this remark- 
able passage we have Wisdom called máp- 
tópoc riv c&v 0póvwv (ch. ix. 4)—said to 
have been rapoboa öre imoiuc toy kóopov 
ch. ix. 9)—perallelized with à Aóyoc cov 
ch. ix. 1, 2: see also ch. xvi. 12). In ch. 

xviii. 16, 16, the wavrodivapoc Aóyoc is 
set forth as an Angel coming down from 
heaven, and destroying the Egyptians. 

Jt seems highly probable that the 
author’s monotheistic views were con- 
fused by the admixture of Flatonism, and 
that he regarded Wisdom as a kind of 
soul of the world. He occasionally pute 
her for God, occasionally for an attribute 
of God. But he had not attained that 
near approach fo a personal view which 
we 8 find in the next step of our en- 
qur. (e) The large body of Jews resi- 

t in Alexandria were celebrated for 
their gnosis, or religious philosophy. The 
origin of this philosophy must be referred 
to the mixture of the Jewish religious 
element with the speculative philosophies 
of the Greeks, more especially with that 
of Plato, and with ideas acquired during 
the captivity from Oriental sources. One 
of these Alexandrine writers in the second 
century 4.0. was Aristobulus, some frag- 
ments of whose works have been pre. 
served to us. He tells us that by the 

tbe world. But the most com 
representation of the isi aos e 
gnosis has come down to us in the works 
of Philo, who flourished cir. A. D. 40—50. 
It would be out of the province of s note 
to give a review of the system of Philo: 
the result only of such review (see Lücke, 
vol. i. 272—283) will be enough. He iden 
tifies the Aóyoc with the gogia of God; it 
is the slew» Csov (Mangey, vol. i. p. 6 al. 
fr.); the dpyirvroç c. wapadtiypa pwróç, 
abrüc dt obðevi rà» ytyorórev xe 
(i. 632): ò xmpoßúrepoç rà» yinmow 
tlAngórwv (i. 487): xpesBirepog vic re 
r&v dvr xarpéc (1.414): ò wperóyoret 
atrov, ò dyyskog Tpeofjóraroc, ec dpy- 
éyyshog wolvavupog ura (i. 427): 
oud tov, & xaÜátip dpyary ypasdprves 
dcotporoit (i. 106): ds ot ò cocpec car. 
soxevacOn (i. 162): rq dé dpyayyihy c 
axpeoBurary M Gwpedy Mipro lio 
wey ò rà Sha yevwnoag starsjp, iva geb 
erde TÒ yevcpevoy dtacpivy rev stre 
eoroc.—ayaAdAerat & iwi ry duped, .... 
obre dyivynrog we 0 Üróg ev, 080d y: 
ròç éc tpeic, ddAd pésoç rey dxpey, 
dugoripoic dpnpeiwy (i. 501 f.): dio yap, 
wc lower, ispå Otov, èv uiv Bde ó cooper, 
dy & cal ádpyupebg ò srperdyoroc abroy 
hetoc Ad yog (i. 653): ò row Osos S rapxec 
L 808) : weptiye: wavra cai Texdgpetty 
ii. 655): Cedrepog Osage, öç sori ixciver 
Adyoc (ii. 625, , from ppm 

. E . vii. 18, vol. iii. . 
Thee en Ug the number * which 
might be much will serve to 
shew how remarkably near to the diction 
and import of some passages in our Gospel 
Philo approached in speaking of the As yoc. 

At the same time there is a wid 
and wamistakeable difference between his 
Aóyoc and that of the Apostle. He does 
not distinguish it from the Spirit of God 
(Liicke, i. p. 278), nor does he connect it 
with any Messianic ideas, though these 
latter were familiar to him. Besides, his 
views are strangely com of Pu- 
tonism and Judaism. e Aóyoc seems 
to be one comprehending, or ruling, the 
Suvdperc or idia: of God, which, although 
borrowed from Plato, he Judaically calis 
dyyeAa, and the Adyog their épyáyyt^«. 
We see by this however how fized and 
poe the term, and many of its attn- 
utes, were in the religious philosopby «f 

the Alexandrine Jews. (On the question 
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3. for ovde ev, ovàev DN! 1 al Heracl. (Clem Orig Eus have both.) 
is joined £o follg in AC!D G (app) L re 
Ptol Val Heracl Thdot Iren-gr Clem Orig 
two ways): to foregoing in C* & vulg lat-c syrr copt Ign 
Cypr Arnob Jer. (See note.) 

whether the Aóyec of Philo is to be taken 
as strictly personal, seo Dorner's remarks 
on Lücke, in his Lehre von der Person 

isti, i.p.22 note.) (7) Meanwhile the 
Chaldee paraphrasts of the O. T. had 
habitually used such expressions as "x, 
or w. or HDR, ‘the glory, or the 
presence,’ or ‘the word,’ of God,—in 
places where nothing but His own cy 
could be understood. The latter of these 
—the Memra, or word of God,—is used 
in so strictly personal a sense, that there 
can be little doubt that the Puraphrasta 
understood by it & divine Person or 
Emanation. (i) From these elements, 
the Alexandrine and Jewish views of the 
Aóyogc or gogia of God, there appear to 
have arisen very early among Christians, 
both orthodox and heretic, formal expres- 
sions, in which these or equivalent terms 
were used. Of this the Apostle Paul fur- 
nishes the most eminent example. His 
teacher Gamaliel united in his instruction 
both these elements, and 1 are v 
5 in the writings of his pup 
ut we do not find in them any direct use 

of the term „ a8 personally applied 
to the Son of God. this shews him to 
have spoken mainly according to the 
Jewish school,—among whom, as Ori 
states, he could find none who held rò réy 
Aóyov elvai róv viov rob Geo (cont. Cels. 
ii. 31, vol. i. p.413). (o) We find a much 
nearer approximation to the Alexandrine 
method of speech in the Epistle to the 
Hebrews, written evidently by some dis- 
ciple peris] acquainted with the Alexan- 
drine is (see the opening verses, and 
aoir pipa rd wavru ræ npari fc 
3 4 Noon But even there we 

sot t identi ersonally 
with the Lord Jesus Cave, dor indeed 
personally spoken of at all,—however 
near sdme may seem to approach 
to this usage (ch. iv. 12,13; xi. 3). (i) The 
Alexandrine gnosis was immediately con- 
nected with Ephesus, where the 1 
of John was probably written. Apollos 
(Acte xviii. 24) came thither from Aleran- 
dria ; and Cerinthus is related by Theo- 
doret (fab. her. ii. 3, vol. iv. p. 889) to 
have studied and formed his philosophic 
system in Egypt, before coming to Ephe- 

s , A a » [ ~ o. - avrov * éyévero 5 o * ty ô % ? Ev aurip Cur) © Matt xxvi. 
b cb. v. 26. 1Johni. 2. 

o ytyoyey 
mosq em lat-a ò e f ff, syr-cu syr-jer sah us Ath Cyr-jer Cyr Hil Ambr(discusses the 

Epiph Chr Thl.Euthym 

Sus. (x) These notices will serve to ac- 
count for the term Gs being alread 
found by St. John framed to his use; and 
ihe antignostic tendency of his writings 
will furnish an additional reason why he 
should rescue such important truths as 
the pre-existence and attributes of the 
divine Aóyoc from the perversions which 
false philosophy had begun to make of 
them. (A) In all that has been seid in 
this note, no insinuation has been con- 
veyed that either the Apostle Paul, or the 
writer to the Hebrews, or John, adopted 
in any degree their TEAOHING from the 
existing philosophies. Their teaching 
(which is totally distinct from any of 
those philosophies, as will be shewn in 
this commentary) is that of the Holy 
Spirit ;—and the existing philosophies, 
with all their follies iod. inadequacies, 
must be regarded, is so far ae they 
their terms or ideas subserved the wor 
which the Spirit had to do by the Apostles 
and teachers of Christianity, as so many 
providential preparations of the minds of 
men to receive the fuller effulgence of 
ihe Truth as it is in Jesus, which shines 
forth in these Scriptures. 

The substance of this note has been 
derived from Dr. Lücke's Commentary, 
vol i. p. 249—294; De Wette's Hand. 
buch, on John i. 1; Dorner, Lehre von 
der Person Christi, i. p. 15 ff.; Olshausen, 
Comm. ii. p. 80 ff. 

dv 6px = wpd rob róv kócpov alvat, 
ch. xvii. 5. The expression is indefinite, 
and must be interpreted relatively to the 
matter spoken of. Thus in Acts xi. 15, 
it is ‘the beginning of the Gospel: and 
by the same principle of interpretation, 
here it is the of all things, on 
account of the rdvra ài abr. iy. ver. 8. 

These words, if they do not assert, 
at least imply, the eternal pra-existence 
of the divine Word. For iv dpyg q is 
not said of an act done iv ápyy (as in 

4 

Gen. i. 1), but of a state existing iv ápy à, 
and therefore without beginning itself. 

zy, not equivalent to ler (see 
yó cipi, ch. viii. 58 al.), as Euthymius 
and others have supposed; but Ori 
has given the true reason for the indefinite 
past being used, ju uiv xvpuortpoy imi 

Xr2 
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4. for Ist gv, «crw DN mss-in-Orig-Aug gat(with mm) lat-a b c &c(not g) syru LM 
sah Clem, Val-in-Iren Hil Ambr Vig. (Aug and Victorin have both. [rer 137 
ayOpwwv is omd in the text of B, but is added on the marg by the original scribe] =... 

ToU Oe Adyou rd loriy elmes d iwel that essence which was His ly ópyg:— 
wpóc siagopay rijc ivavOpwsxstec yeyo- that He was very God. So that this first 
paca fv reve catpy, dvrì rov Éxrrw rq verse might be connected thus: the Logos 
» 6 avayyeXtoriig xéypnra: (in Catena, was from eternity, — was with God (the 
ücke, p. 296). The existence of an en- Father),—and was Himself God. 

during and unlimited state of being, im- 2.] In order to direct the mind to the 
plied in 9», is contrasted with iyívero in difference (in unity) between this Adyor 
ver. 8, and especially in ver. 14. xal and 6 Ged¢, John recalls the reader's at- 
ô R. zy weds T. 0.) The usage of wpóc tention to the two first clauses of ver. 1, 
here, as with (i.e. ‘chez’), is sufficiently which he now combines, in order to pas 
borne out by the reff. Basil remarks on to the creative work, which distinctly 
Lücke, i. 297) that John says wpóc rdw belongs to the Adyog. Thus also this 
„ not iv re 0., iva rd lB|váLov rijc verse fixes the reference of abrov in ver.3, 

u roor dog TWapacrncy,..... iva pù which might otherwise, after the mention 
xpogacy dy ry cvyxice rijg Uxooracewc. of Gedg, have scemed ambiguous. 
Both the inner substantial union, and the  8.] wdvra = rd wdyra (1 Cor. viii. 6. 
distinct personality of the Aóyogc are here Col. i. 16), = ò xóepoc, ver. 10. This 
asserted. The former is distinctly re- elism of itself refutes the Socinian 
eg in the next words. x. 9. 4v interpretation of wayra, ‘all Christian 

X.] and the Word was God. As re- graces and virtues,’ ‘the whole moral 
gards the form of the sentence, it is world.“ But the history of the term 
strictly parallel with wyeŭpa 6 d&g, ch. Adyog forbids such an explanation en- 
iv. 24. But the sense to be conveyed  tirely. For Philo (i. 162) says epic 
here is as weighty a consideration as the — aírio» uiv abrod (roù xéapov) rór 0i», 
form of the sentence. Had John intended  $9' où yíyovtv vAnv i, rà ríccapa 
to say, God was the Word, —what mean- orotxysia, i£. àv cvvi«pátn: Spyaror 5, 
ing could his assertion possibly have con- Àóyov 6eov, Bv ob kaTecxevéág n : sce also 
veyed? None other than a contradiction Col. i. 16, and Heb. i. 2. Olshausen ob- 
to his last assertion, by which he had dis- serves, that we never read in Scripture 
tinguished God from the Word. And not that ‘Christ made the world? but ‘the 
only would this be the case, but the as- Father made the world dia the Son,’ or 
sertion would be inconsistent with the ‘the world was made ùòwó the Father, 
whole historical idea of the Aóyoc, making and dia the Son: because the Son serer 
this term to signify merely an attribute works of Himself, but always as the rere- 
of God, just as when it is said 6 Oróc lation of the Father; His work is tbe 
åyáxrn ieriv. Not to mention the un- Father's will, and the Father has no 
precedented inversion of subject and pre- Will, except the Son, who is ali His «ili 
dicate which this would occasion; 6 Aóyoc (=  edddxncev). The Christian Fathers 
having been the subject before, and again rightly therefore rejected the semi-arian 
resumed as the subject afterwards. formula, ‘The Son was begotten by an act 
The rendering of the words being then as of the Father's will; for He is that Will 
above, their meaning is the next question. Himself. xal xep. abr. |] This addi- 
The omission of the article before Osóc is tion is not merely a Hebraistic parallelism, 
not mere usage; it could not have been but a distinct denial of the eternity and 
here expressed, whatever place the words unereatedness of matter as held by the 
might hold in the sentence. ò Aóyoc fw Gnostics. They set matter, as a separate 
6 8róc would give a sense liable to the existence, over against God, and made it 
objections first stated, and destroy the the origin of evil:—but John excludes 
idea of the Aéyoc altogether. eg must any such notion. Nothing was made 
then be taken as implying God, i» sub-  withont Him (the Adyoc); all matter, 
stance and essence,—not à Oedc, the and implicitly evil itself, in the deep and 
Father, in Person. It does not = @cioc, inscrutable purposes of creation (for it 
nor is it to be rendered a God but, as in obr ùv iv rg ápyj AMAd Myerer), & 
c ero, cápE expresses that state — aUroU byévero. The punctuation at 
into which the Divine Word entered by a the end of the verse is uncertain, if we re- 
definite act, so in dee Fv, Orég expresses gard solely manuscript authority, but rests 
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l i— 1 Jobn ll. a. 
Kar- John only, 

exc, uu iv. 
16. x. 27. 
Luke xil. 8. 

1 = Phil. Hl. 

i ’ yi 5 
GKkoria auro ou 

5. avrov (B?) 13 al Thdot. (avro B Bch, on the authority of Blanchini.) 

on the sense of the passage, which is ren- 
dered weak, and inconsistent with analogy, 
by placing the period after o/2à fv :— 
weak, because in that case we must render 
‘That which was made by Him was life 
(i.e. having life, and that life was the 
light of men; but how was that life, i. e. 
that living creation which was made by 
Him, the light of men?— inconsistent 
with grammatical analogy, for John never 
uses yevicÜat iv for ‘to be made by.’ 
Besides which, John's usage of beginning 
a sentence with iv and a demonstrative 
pron. should have its weight: cf. ch. 
xiii. 35; xv.8; xvi. 26: 1 John ii. 3, 4,5; 
iii. (8,) 10, 16, 19, 24; iv. 2 al. fr. Com- 
pare also iv robr ij áA50na obr fori, 
1 John ii. 4,—apapria iv aùr obx loriy, 
ib. iii. 5. I have determined therefore for 
the ordinary punctuation. It is said to 
have been first a owing to an abuse 
of the by the Macedonian heretics, 
who maintained that if the exclusion was 
complete, the Holy Spirit can also not 
have been without His creating power, 
i.e. was created by Him. But this would 
be refuted without including 9 yiyovey, 
for the Holy Spirit y, not éyévero. 
4.] lv abr. teh jv —compare 1 John v. 11, 
i. 1, 2, and ch. vi. 33. den is not 
merely ‘spiritual life,’ nor ‘ the recovery 
of blessedness,’—as Tholuck, Kuinoel, &c. 
explain it:—the Aóyogc is the source of 
ali life to the creature, not indeed ulti- 
mately, but mediately (see ch.v. 26 : 1 John 
v. 11). x. 3) Du) Fy T. bas r. 40.] 
This is not to be understood of the teach- 
ing of the Incarnate Logos, but of the 
enlightening and life-sustaining influence 
of the eternal Son of God, in Whom was 
life. In the material world, light, the 
offspring of the Word of God, is the 
condition of life, and without it life de- 

erates and expires :—so also in the 
spiritual world that /e which is in Him, 
is to the creature the very condition of all 
development and furtherance of the life 
of the spirit. AlÍ knowledge, all purity, 
all love, all happiness, spring up and grow 
from this life, which is the light to them 
all. It is not pòc, but 7d põç:— 
because this is the only true light: see 
ver. 9, also 1 John i. 6. 5.] As light 
and life are closely connected ideas, so are 
death and darkness. The whole world, 

lying in death and in darkness, is the 
gxoría here spoken of:—not merely the 
iocorwpivon (Eph. iv. 18; see ib. v. 7, 8), 
but the whole mass, with the sole excep- 
tion (see below, ver. 12) of so:t Z\aBoyr 
abróv (compare ch. iii. 19; 1 John v. 19). 

is Salve is not merely the his- 
torical present, but describes the whole 

of the light of life in the Eternal 
ord shining in this evil and dark world ; 

both by the O. T. revelations, and (see 
ch. x. 16; xi. 52) by all the scattered frag- 
ments of light glittering among the thick 
darkness of heathendom. xal... 
xaréh.] and the darkness comprehended 
(understood, apprehended) it not. That 
this is the meaning, will be clear from 
the context. John states here as a general 
fact, what he afterwards states of the 
appearance of the Incarnate Word to the 
chosen people, ver.11. The sentences are 
strictly parallel. rà p. iv rg or. gaives 
|| eig rà idia j Ne, and x. 5) or. abró ob 
caréX. || kai ol Iio: abróv ob wapiXaBor. 
In the first, he is speaking of the whole 
shining of this light over the world; 
in the second, of its Aistorical manifes- 
tation to the Jews. In both cases, the 
Divine Word was rej 5 awrapt\aBoy 
is used in the second case as expressing 
the personal assumption to oneself as a 
friend or companion : see reff. Lücke 
observes (i. 313), that the almost tragic 
tone of this verse is prevalent through 
the Gospel of John and his first epistle, 
see ch. iii. 19 ; xii. 37 ff. al.: and is occa- 
sionally found in Paul also, see Rom. 
i. 18 ff. The other interpretation of 
cari age, ‘overtook,’ ‘came upon’ (for 
that of ‘overcame’ [Orig., Theophyl., 
Euthym.] is not admissible, the word 
never importing this), is unobjectionable 
as far as the usage of the word is con- 
cerned (see ch. xii. 35: Mark ix. 18); but 
ields no sense in the context. 

e connexion of the two members of our 
verse by xal is not, The Light shineth 
in the darkness, and therefore (i. e. be- 
cause darkness is the opposition to light, 
and they exclude one another) the dark- 
ness comprehended it not;" but, “The 
Light shineth in the darkness, asd yet 
(notwithstanding that the effect of light 
in darkness is so t and immediate in 
the physical world) the darkness compre- 
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7 ovroc IAU Pace 9 paprupuy, I 
od Tf , M " 6 Ld e , e sa 
iva ' naprvpnoyg wept TOV ' $wrOc, tva maüvrec wesrevowaw 

ovk iy &xervoc TÒ "pwc, add’ * tva ' paprv- 
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9 y rò pwc ro " aAnOray, o 
q = ver. 19. cd. id. 11, 

r w. repi, John only, ver 15. ch. i. 2 
t 1 gona U. P, RU oe , cb. iz. 

xv. A. ver. Acts viti. 98. xxi J al. R. 
v ch. iv. 98. vi. 18. 1 John li. 4. Heb. vii. 4 IX. 24d. Jer. il. 21. 

6. for Ov, cupiov DI. CN. B. D. lat is defective as far as ch. iii. 16. ins gv bef 
ovopa DN, simly latt Iren-lat : om Ni (also perhaps N!-corr) &c. 

7. miorevoovcew D. 

bended it not: see cai below, ver. 11. 
6—18.] THE MANIFESTATION AND 

WORKING OF THB DIVINE WORD, JESUS 
CHRIST, THE Son OF GoD, INCARNATE 
IN OUR FLESH. 6.] The Evangelist 
now to the historic manifestation 
of the Word. pereAndAuOerc iri rij iwi- 
ree” ToU viov, riva à» eipey aoyny 
ripav, ù ra card ròv’Iwávyny ; (Theo. 

dor. Mopsuest. in loc. p. 729, ed. Migne.) 
He enunciates briefly in these verses 6, 7, 
what he afterwards, vv. 19—36, narrates 

with historical detail. lyévero— not 
belonging to &srearaApávos, but to &v6p. : 
the ordinary opening of an historical pe- 
riod, see Luke 1.5. No stress on iyévero, as 
distinguished from s», ver.1 (Olsbausen), 
see ch. iii. 1. There was—a man sent, 
&o. In dmeor, wapa deob we have 
possibly a reference to Mal. iii.1. 
7.] The purpose of John’s coming was to 
bear witness to a fact, which fact (ver. 
33) was made known to him by divine re- 
velation. ele papruplay, not as E. V., 
‘for a witness,’ but, for witness, for the 
purpose of bearing witness: so A. V. R. 

lvo. papr. c. r. A. is an expansion of 
els papr.:—the subject of his testimony 
was to be the Light, —and the aim of it, 
that all might believe (cig rà gue, sce 
ch. xii. 36) through lim (i. e. John: not 
ToU $wróc [Grot.], which confuses the 
whole, for then we must understand eic 
Oedy after mior. which is here out of place). 

-` 8.] John was himself 6 Avyvos ó 
kaióptvoc «ai gaivwy (ch. v. 85), see note 
on Matt. v. 14, but not rd dee. On 
Tra, ges reff. : it belongs to jv, not to Ade 
above. And thus there is no ellipsis of 
came’ or ‘was sent: John simply was, 
in order to &c. 9.] The wo nê- 
vév (see reff.) in this connexion imports 
original, ‘archetypal,’ and is used of 
the true genuine sources and patterns of 
those things which we find here below only 
in fragmentary imitations and derivations. 

Such an original was the Ligh! here spoken 
of ;— but John was only a derived light,— 
not lumen illuminans, but lumen iumisa- 
tum. The construction of this verse 
has been much disputed. Is épydpevov els 
T. x. to be taken with &vÜperwow (as latt 
syrr copt Orig Eus, Epiph Chr Cyr Thl 
Euthym and most of the ancient Commen- 
tators and E. V.), or does it belong to tè 
oes rò AR.? The former construc- 
tion can only be defended by a Rabbinical 
usage, by which dw wq 5g means ‘all 
men’ (Schóttgen, i. 223). But it is very 
questionable whether John ever spesks 
thus. Certainly he does not, in any of 
the passages commonly cited to defend 
this rendering, ch. xviii. 37 (which in 
spoken by Christ of Himself and His Mis- 
sion) ; xvi. 21, 28; xii. 46. And even if 
he had thus spoken, how harsh and bow 
unmoming is the sentence ; N with 

uthym. we lay an emphasis on wr, o 
with E. V. KG Sup; rovro before it. 
If this latter had been intended, surely it 
would have been more distinctly expressed; 
and even when it is supplied, we have in 
this verse only a leas forcible repetition of 
ver. 4, It seems then that we must Bat 
dpy. els T. x. with 7. t T. AAN. t 
even then, three ways of rendering are ap- 
parently open to us. The first of these, 
which is that of Socinus, takes dpyóp. c. .A. 
as meaning, at its coming into the world. 
This however— besides the sense being 1n- 
consistent with ver. 4—leaves the opening 
clause without a demonstrative pronoun, as 
before. Then, secondly, épyópavov might 
seem to be used in the sense in which we 
frequently have ipydpevoc, as a quan- 
future, who was, or is, to come; seo Matt. 
xi. 9 ; Mark x. 80 al. fr.; ch. vi. 14; xi. 27, 
in which last two places it is joined, ss 
here, with eic rò» xóepor. But if this be 
adopted (which even iomally is 
very doubtful), tbe only sense wil] be tbat 
the true light, &c. was to come ; i.e. kod 
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not yet come ; which manifestly is not cor- 12. The S . . . . primarily refers to the 
rect ;—for it had come, when John gave IR the Jews who have just been 
his witness; and the whole of these verses 
6—13 relate to the time when He had ap- 
peared, and come to His own. We are 
driven then to the only legitimate render- 
ing, which is to take Y ipyópsvoy as equi- 
valent to an imperfect came :—this usage 
being frequent in the N. T., see reff. :— 
i. e. at the time when John bore this wit- 
ness, the true light which lighteth every 
man, came—was in process of manifesting 
Himself,—into the world. Tholuck 
objects to this construction that j v is too 
far from iyxoutvoy :—but Lücke answers, 
that joa» and wnorebovrec are nearly as 
far separated in Mark ii. 18. 8 
dur. vávre vô. is a further expansion of 
wd åànhwérv. 10.] The xdepos is the 
created world, into which He came (ver. 9), 
which was made by Him (ver. 3), which 
nevertheless (i. e. as here represented by 
mas, the only creature who queer) 

not. 

rò gue has been the subject, yet 
brings in again the 

creative Aóyoc, Who is the Light. The 
three members of the sentence form a 
climax ;— He was in the world (and 
thereforg the world should have known 
Him), and the world was made by Him 
much more then should it have known 
im) and the world knew Him mot. 

11.] rà ca here cannot well mean 
the world, or ol Bro mankind in general: 
it would be difficult to point out any 
Scripture usage to justify such a mean- 
ing. But aintudancs of bear out 
the meaning which tà (he His 
own inheritance or 8 Judæa; 
and ol lios, the Jews; compare especially 
the parable Matt. xxi. 33 ff. ; and Bir. xxiv. 
7 ff. And thus jMey forms a nearer step 
in the approach to the declaration in ver. 
14, He came to His own. On rapé. 
see reff,—and above on ver. D. 

spoken of: but also, by implication, 
opposed to both ô Sho Mid oi Vor, the 
isÀoy7 in all the world, 

above—as many as recognized 
Him as that which He vas ili Word of 
God and Light of men. (Beer abr. 
dovo. |) éEove. is not merely capability = 
dévapiv (Lücke),—still less ge or 
prerogatwe (Chrysost. and others),—but 
power(De Wette); involving all the actions 
and states needful to their so becoming, 
and all the obstacles in their way 
(e. g. the wrath of God, and the guilt of 

Tíxve 0. yevíaóa.] spi- sin). 
ritual life owes its beginning to a birth 
from above, ch. iii. 3—7. And this birth 
is owing to the Holy Spirit of God ; so 
that this is equivalent to saying, * As man 
as received Him, to them gave He His Holy 
Spirit.’ And we find that it was so: see 
Acta x. 44. , Téxva 0. is a more com- 
prehensive ion than vioi r. 0. which 
brings out rather our adoption, and 
of inheritance (Rom. viii. 14 ff.), whereas 
the other involves the whole generation 
and process of our life in the Spirit, as 
being from and of God, and a 
our likeness to God, walking in light as 
is in light (1 John i. 5—7)—free from 
sin (ib. iii. 9; v. 18) and death (ch. viii. 
51). Tois w. «ls T. Üv. aùr.) Tò 

pa abr. is- His manifestation as that 
which He has given Himself out to be : i.e. 
as a Saviour from sin; see Matt. i. 21, 
gaMouc TÓ abro) li abróc 
yàp owon rà» Acdy abro) drò r&v 
dpapriaiy abrüv. 13.] The Jews 
grounded their claim to be children of God 

. on their descent from Abraham. John 
here negatives any such claim, and asserts 
the exclusive divine birth of all who become 
children of God by faith. It is to be 
noticed that the conjunctions here are not 
the merely disjunctive ones ore. . . ours 
which voali necessitate the ranging the 
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o” ovis pov toxóuevoc, ur poobir pov yéyovev, 8 Ort 

Ore Li TOU 
eX g? - 17 2 nutic wavrec ' € áßonsv, Kat xápıv avri Xaptroc ort 

e John, bere only. = Eph. i 19, Row. xv.99. se Pu. xxi L D. 
g = here only. aee Isa. ivii. 

A np rog avrov 

16. rec (for ori) ca. 5 the occurrence of ort thrice following gave offence), 
with AC? rel vulg lat-c syrr syr-cu Orig, Chr: txt BC!DLXN 33 lat-a b e ff, q syr-jer 
copt th arm Hippol Orig, Eus Cyr Hil Aug. 

ME np een Au Je 
Jeet „ in sense, 

cried,’ so that the voice is 1 T wounding), 
see ch. vii. 87: ‘clamat Johannes cum 
fiducia et gaudio, uti magnum preeconem 
deoet. Bengel. dv bv dwor 

.] This form of the words seema to 
shew, as indeed would appear from the 
announcement of his own office by the 
Baptist, that he had uttered these words 
in the power of the Spirit uri Him 
whose forerunner he was y saw 
and recognized Him in the flesh. Then, 
on doing so, he exclaimed, was He of 
whom I said, &c. This view seems to be 
borne out by his own statement, ver. 33, 
and by the order of the . in Matt. 
iii. 11, 12, 13. dex -] In 
point of 1 time ; 8 of e merely or 
rincipally, nor of commencement of official 
p» Tat: inasmuch as Jobn A His 
* on account of ood ^ 

prpoctdy p. yéyovev e E. V. 
is here very accurate,—is preferred be. 
fore me; the yéyovev setting forth the ad- 
vancement to official dignity before which 
John's office waned and decreased (ch. iii. 
80), which took place even while John's 
course was being fulfilled. The only ob- 
jeron to ‘preferred’ is, its possible am- 
iguity. Even Dr. Johnson has fallen into 

the sake] in his Dictionary, of quoting 
this passage as an instance of the sense 
“to love more than another.” ‘Je ad- 
vanced,’ ‘hath come to be’ [which how- 
ever again is ambiguous], are yd possi- 
ble renderings. This sense of ev 
(besides reff.) is justified by clanica usage 
in Plato, who uses Eunpooberv reOévas 
for praposere, Legg. vii. 805. See also i. 
631; v. 743. Also Demosthenes, card 
atov vod pop, p. 1296. 26. Tc 
airiag r&v )ównsórov luzposQ«y odcag 
ToU Ówaíov. Ur. aperdés pov dv) 
The only sense which these wards will 
bear, is, because (or, for, but better be- 
cause) He was (not iyivero, but y as in 
ver. 1) before me; i. e. ‘He existed, was 
in being, before me.“ The question raised 
by Lücke and De Wette, whether it is 
probable that the Baptist had, or ex- 
pressed such views of the pre · existence 

other Ev ; e 

the Holy Ghost, and spoke in that power ; 
his declarations were not therefore marely 
conclusions which he had arrived at by 
natural means,—the study of the prophe- 

last is fully recognized 
61). 16.] 
tom. vi. 2, Uh. pro vicis 
for terminating the testimouy of John 
at the end ots ver. 17, and es it con- 
tinue to the end of ver. 18. Bot this can 
hardly be, for then qpeic wávrec would 
bear no very definite meaning, and the 
assertions in ver. 17 would be alien from 
the character of the Baptist, belonging as 
they do to the more mature dev 
of Christian doctrines. I cannot doubt that 
this and the following verses belong to the 
Evangelist, and are a carrying onwards 
of his declarations concerning the divine 
Word. Ver. 15 is not 
but confirmatory of ver. 14, and this verse 
grounds tlself on the fact of ver. 14, cer- 
roborated by the testimony of ver. 15,— 
that He dwelt among us, and that we saw 
His glory, full of grace and truth. 
+d *A$pena is that of which He was 
NMR, ver. 14, and is not connected with 
the Ghoti plaroma et all See reff. 

J All who believe on Him ; 
bo 12. h áBopev, 
and that... 
has been that of recipienta out of His 
fulness, and the thing received has been’ 
. . « 80 Herod. i. 102, fxev dbo T 
tot, xai dpoórepa ioxvpá. 
dvr. xápvros | The ancient interpretation, 
Thy cavny Cabncyy ávri rýc raked 
(Euthym.), is certainly wrong, for the Ad · 

8 
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o vopnog ` da Mevatuc ' édóðn, 3 7 n Xápie koi ; ab v Du ii 19 
did Inood xp oro  eyivero. 

8. Gel. Hi. 1. Rzek. xx. II al. 

Bopey is spoken entirely of the times of the 
Incarnate Word : and besides, 6 »ópoc and 
xapec are distinctly opposed to one another 
in the next verse. The prep. dyrf is 
properly used of any thing which super- 
sedes another, 5 ce. This is 
in fact its en exchange 
is spoken of: the 8 of the thing 
gotten succeeds to, supersedes, the posses- 
sion of the thing given in exchange, and I 

Tovro áyri izsivov. Thus also we 
ve received xáp« dyri yapirog, con- 

tinma accessions of grace; new grace 
coming upon and su ing the former. 
Thus in Theognis, : Sentt. 348 ff. (Lücke), 
TeOvainy è ei ph Tt rar duxavpa 
Heptpviwy | svpoipzeyy, doing ò vr ávuiv 

And sostom, de Sacerdotio, 
6. 13, vol. i. p. 485, od bi pe dewipweie, 
ér àv éripas . iyOtíc. Also 
Philo, i. 264, speaking of this very word 
Xapiy rde prag del xapirac..... 
an xai rapuvcápevoc «lcavOic érd- 
pas a ixelvew cai rolrasg Arn Sev- 
vp, cal dei vías Ari wadasoripev, 
rere piv „ rore d' a) xai 
rác abrde rio id t.. 17.] The con- 
nexion of this verse with the foregoing 
lies in the words row vÀnpepn. atrov (ver. 
16), and in xyápig x. dA. (ver. 14.) We 
received from His fulness continual addi- 
tions of grace, because that fulness is not, 
like the law, a positive enactment, finite 
and circumscribed, of which it could be 
said that it 4860, but the ringing sa of 

and truth, which éyévero by Jesus 
48305 and éyi»ero have been 

variously distinguished,—av@evrixdy piv 
TÓ tyérero, SovdArcdy dé rò 4860n, Theophyl. 
Similarly Bengel, * Mosis non sua est lex: 
Christi sua est gratia et veritas Clem. 
Alex. Peed. i. 7, p. 184 P, says: 01d cai 
prow 5 ypa$? o vópoç Bà Muvaiec 
46605," obyi iw Mevociwc, GAAa vowed 
piv rod Aóyov, did Move & roù Ospá- 
ron roc abror ài cal spócatpoc iyivero, 
» od atdioc xeon cai ij dw bed 
"Ineo xpsorow iyiverg, c. r. A. Origen (in 
Joan. tom. vi. c. 8, val. iv. - 107) speaks 
very similarly. But the istinction laid 
down above, which is hinted at by De 
Wette, seems to me to be the most ob- 
vious, and best suited to the context, 
where the wàńpepa of Christ is set 
against the narrowness of positive enact- 
ment in the law. Certainly, the distinction 
must not be lost sight of, nor denied, as 
Liicke attempts to do: for Bengel truly 

j ver. 14. 

al. 8 Gov ouvdeic t'opakev LX 1) 
— E 2.97. 

observes: ** Nullus 3 tam accu- 
rate verba ponit, differentiamque eorum 
observat, quam Jobannes, in hoc presertim 
capite." xápus x. A.] I must again 
caution the student against any such 
wholly inadequate explanations as that 
these words are put ‘per Hendiadyn for 
xépic dn i. It is in this way that the 

of Scripture have been covered over 
by the rubbish of expositors. Such was 
not the method of investigation pursued by 
the great men of former centuries: witness 

in loc.: e yàp 'Imeobc iori» ò 
Sao 475 epa 9 åh bea,” Tec » 
aA, ded ‘I naod xporoù yivıraı ; ab- 
ro yap ric d lavrov où yiveraı ddd 
vonrioy ore 9 abroaAnbaa 1 obowdanc 
wai ty’ oUrec tlre owrórusoc rig iv 
raic Aoywaic Vvxaic dAuOtíac .... obyi 
ıd "I ncod xpioroù iyivero, obò pw ut 
Tivo, a vxó Geov iyivero ec xai à 
Abyog ob dia revog, ò iv dpx wpóc roy 
946, ral 9j gogia, iy i«rioev dpx Soy 
aoro) ò O:óc, ob ja rtvogc, obra oból j 
áA Ora daa rtroc. 5 di wap arOperag 
45044 did In xprored byivero oloy 
j iv Hab dA. rai roig áxocróAow 
ded 'Ineo? yprorov Lybvero (vol. iv. p. 107). 

18. e connexion is: ‘ Moses 
could not give out of the xAnpwpya of 
grace and truth, for he had no immediate 
sight of God, and no man can have: 
there is but One who can i£nyiia0a: Oecd», 
the povoysync vióc, who is no mere man, 
but "od ob. 4. v. ni m viva r 

. x sig 
God here meant, is not only bodily night 
(though of that it is true, see Exod. xxxiii. 
20: 1 Tim. vi. 16), but intuitive and in- 
Jallible knowledge, which enables Him who 
has it to declare the nature and will of God : 
see ch. iii. 11; vi. 46; xiv. 7. The 
Evangelist speaks in this verse in accord- 
ance with the sayings of the gnosis whose 
phraseology he has adopted; ric dwpaxey 
abroy bal dcdinyhoeras; Sir. xlii. 31. 

pov. vidg} As regards the readi 
e Geds, the authorities for an 

it will be found in the . It 
seems to have arisen from a confusion of the 
contracted forms of writing, YC and OC. 
The question, which reading to adopt, is 
one which, in the balance of authorities, 
must be provisionally decided by the con- 
sideration that as as we can see, we 
should be introducing great harshness into 
the sentence, and a new and strange term 
into Scripture, by adopting 0:óg: a con- 
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iab, — TUTOTt' O povoyernc VIOC, 0 wy " &c rov " kolsoy re "m 
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a. xiii. 16. poc, ¢ n id lu 
a Luke xvi. 22 ref. o e» ver. 83. ch. v. II. ix. 87. x.l al p John, bere only. tait . 

xxiv. 35. Acts x.8. xv. 19, 14. XXI. 10 only. Levit. xiv. 57. 1 Chron. xvi. 94. zia 

a S 

18. [uovoyernc Dee BC'LN 33 Syr syr-marg copt seth-rom Thdot Clem Bp 
syn-Ancyr Epiph, Did,—pref ò N54 Clem: o povoyryn¢ vioc A rel (and apparently, all 
other mss) latt syr-cu syr-txt sre th- pl arm Hippol Ps-Ign Ep-syn-Ant Ps-Archel- 
lat Eus, or, Eustath Ath, emp- por bee Cyr) Naz Chr, Thdor-mops Thdrt Damase, 
Thdor-stud, Thl Euthym, Tert Hil, Phe bad Ambr, Jer Aug, Maximin-arian Vig-tep. 
[A detailed account of the most important parts of the patristic testimony is in this 
case very necessary. 
TERTULLIAN wrote against Praxeas (cap. xv. vol. ii. pp. 172 ff. ed. Migne) as follows: 

Ecce enim et in Evangeliis et in Apostolis visibilem et invisibilem deum ; 
sub manifesta et personali distinctione conditionis utriusque. Erclamat quodammodo 
Johannes : “ Deum nemo vidit unguam, utique nec retro. Ademit enim temporis que 
stionem, dicendo deum nunquam visum. Confirmat et Apostolus de deo; Quem nemo 
vidit hominum sed nec videre potest,” scilicet quia morietur, gui videbit. ...... Et 

ideo quoniam sermonem dei deum diæerat (Joh. i. 1] ne [al. ur] adjwoaret adversan- 
orum praesumptionem quasi pairem ipsum vidisset, ad distinguendum inter incirili s 
patrem et filium visibilem, superdicit ex abundanti: “Deum nemo vidit 
Quem deum: sermonem? Atguin “ vidimus et audivimus et contrectavimus de sr- 
mone vitæ” praedictum est. Sed quem deum? scilicet patrem apud quem desm erci 
sermo, “ unigenitus [scilicet] filius qui in sinum [al. est in sinu) patris ipse dis 
seruit.” . . . Filius ergo visus est semper, et filius conversatus est semper, 4 
filius operatus est semper, ex auctoritate patris et voluntate: quia “ filius nihi s 
semetipso potest facere, nisi viderit patrem facientem ;" in seneu scilicet facientes. 
Pater enim [in] sensu agit. Filius vero, quod in patris sine est videns porfir 
Sic “omnia per filium facta sunt et sine illo 5 est nihil." There cannot there- 
fore be the smallest doubt that Tertullian y read filius. Equally clear is the 
evidence of HiPPOLYTUS: Op d rdw de ob ele al pù) póvoç ò wate, sai rint 
ávOpwroc, kal uóvoc Sinynaapevog vr)» Roviy rov warpéc. Ai ye ydp cai lav 
Gedy oddeic dpf ort: povoyerie vióc, ò Qv elc róv coAwoy roo warps, abric 
&inyfqoaro. (Contr. Hær. Noeti, c. v. p. 812, Migne. Patrol. vol. x.) On the 
same side is the SrNODICAL EPISTLE OF THE ANTIOCHENE COUNCIL which con- 
demned Paul of Samosata: AAAd phy xai roy vóuov dpoiwe Mwvog SH. at do ebe 
Stacovovvrog ToU vioù roð 62 (Gal. iii. 19: Exod. iii. 2, 4, 16, and iv. 1). 
(Exod. xxxiii. 17—19] örep reAnovrae obrwe ... [xxxiv. 5, 6] ó ydp are Tap- 
theboeoOar imay yethdpevog, 6 vidc rov Beov cipioc’ cai inddecey ivy dvdpare cupiov TH 
warpéc. oùróç lariv dg kal dAnGever ywy . . . [Joh. vi. 46 and 87]. cai G odd 
part morore Ò povoyeriig vióc ò ò eic rv kóXAsov rod marpóg, iceivog IL Aijeare 
rat ò awdarodog dv dA. . . [1 Tim. i. 17]. rà» d vid», rapd rg rarpi ovra 06» 
piv rai cöpto ray ytvnrü» axdyrey fc. r. A. (was sent from heaven and became 
incarnate). Routh, Rel. Sacr. iii. pp. 295—297, ed. 1846. With regard to 
EvsEBIUS, the facts seem to be as follows: —that he distinctly “quotes the pars: 
“ with the reading vióc not less than six times. In one case indoed (De Eccles. Theol. 
“lib. i. c. 9 (vol. vi. p. 840, ed. Migne]) the words  povoyerne Otóc are added after 
“6 uovoytvr)c vlog. This alone, however, when carefully examin with the 
“ context, seems enough to disprove this claim ; and when it is taken in connexion 
“at least five other unequivocal quotations in which Eusebius reads vide, there really 
“appears to be no room for doubt.” (Mr. E. Abbot in the Andover “ Bibliothecs 
Sacra,” Oct. 1861.) The summary of the chapter in which the passage above referred 
to occurs is “that the Son does not subsist in the same way as rd xoAAd «rispara. 
After quoting “ This is my beloved Son,” Eusebius goes on: Abroũ rotyapovy roë Te” 
dA Geov ravrny abrq rij 5 „„ ToU re tb ye Rtoroõ Zappin” 
abroy Tid» povoyevi elvat did derovroc Óv wv ign “Oedy obdeic ióparı seti"! 

ò povoytvüc vidc, i) povoyeric ber, Ò Qv elg rüv róňrov rob warpoc, icin 
èEnyhearo.” “ATHANASIUS apparently knew of no other reading but vos: 
“distinctly quotes the text 4 times, and refers to it thrice in addition. Hiag! 

sequence which ought to have no weight but may fairly be weighed where this v 
whatever where authority is overpowering, not so. The “ prestat procliviori ardus 
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19 Kai * avr toriv n * uaprupia rov  leavvov, "ors a constr., Rom. 
Isa. vii. 9. 

I ver. 7. 

* has commented on his quotation of Joh. i. 18 (De Trin. lib. vi. cap. 39 vol. ii. p. 163]) 
“in such a way as to demonstrate that he read Filius. He remarks: Natura fides 
“non satis explicata videbatur ez nomine ‘Filii, nisi proprietatis extrinsecus virtus 
“per exceptionis significantiam adderetur. Prater Filium enim, et ‘unigenitum’ 
“ cognominans, suspicionem adoptionis penitus exsecuit. The only passage, so far as 
* I know, in all Hilary's writings, which has even the appearance of supporting the 
* reading unigenitus Deus is in his work De Trin. lib. xii. cap. 24 [voL ii. p. 422). 
* Having quoted Exod. iii. 14, * Misit me ad vos is qui eat’ (Sept. ò wy), and remark- 
“ing Deo proprium esse id quod est non ambigens sensus est, he goes on to argue that 
“ this expression implies eternity, and then says: Quod igitur et per Moysen de Deo 
“ significatum . .. id ipsum unigenito Deo esse proprium Evangelia testantur: cum 
“in principio erat verbum (John i. 1), e£ cum hoc apud Deum erat, et cum erat lumen 
* verum (ver. 9), et cum unigenitus Deus in sinu Patris est (ver. 18), et cum Jesus 
* Christus super omnia Deus est (Rom. ix. 5). Erat! igitur atque est; quia ab eo 
*“ est, qui quod est semper est. From this it will be perceived that Hilary's argument 
“rests wholly on the word “est?” [Notwithstanding this, however, the impression 
naturally derived from the passage is that Hilary is here put as distinctly quoting Joh. 
i. 18 (with the reading 0«óc) as Rom. ix. 6 immediately below. H. A.] “The expression 
“< unigenilus Deus’ is a favourite one with Hilary. It occurs in his treatise De 
* Trinitate about one hundred and four times.” (Abbot, ut supra.) The following is 
Abbot’s list of the seven places in which Hilary quotes the passage with the reading 
Filius: Tract. in Psalm. cxxxviii. cap. 35 (Migne, vol. i. p. s De Trin. lib. ii. 
cap. 28 [Migme ii. 40]; lib. iv. capp. 8 [p. 76], 42 [p. 101]; lib. v. capp. 33, 34 
[pp. 125, 126] ; and lib. vi. cap. 39 [p. 163]. 

The concurrent testimony of Hippolytus, the Synodical epistle from Antioch, Euse- 
bius, Athanasius, and apparently the whole of the Latin Fathers, is very strong. On 
the other side we have the Excerpta Theodoti, Epiphanius, Didymus, and perhaps 
Clement of Alexandria and the Synod of Ancyra A. p. 358. 
THEODOTUS says, Job. i. 1 is interpreted by the Valentinians thus: dpx piv ydp 

Toy poroysyi Abyovoty, By cai Gedy Tpocayopevecbar, we xai i» roic Eg avricpuc 
Gedy abrov ÓgÀoi Myev O povoytvr)c Oedc, 0 Wy eig roy koX mov roo varpóc, ixetvog 
IEA. (Excerpta Theod. inter Opp. Clem. Alex. 5 6, p. 968 P: but see Theod. 
8 9, p. 959.) CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, speaking of the difficulty of knowing 
God and of the impossibility of declaring God in words, brings forward Rom. xi. 83; 
1 Cor. ii. 6, 7; Col. ii. 2, 8; Mt. xiii. 11; Ps. Ixxvii.; and Matt. xiii. 83: having 
added quotations from Solon and Empedocles, he goes on: ca 'Iwáyvne 6 áxóoroAoc 
Gedy obOtlg lwpaxey wore’ ò povoytyrc Oedc, 6 wy eig rdw ciAmwoyw roð varpóc, 
iceĩ og iEnyjoaro. rà 3° áóparov xai apbpnroy, cé\roy Óvonácag 0s0v. . . . . . roi 
Gt dyevynroy obdiy wpoUxápyn. sinerat di Orig xápiri cal póvø Y rp abróv 
Aóyæ rò Gyyworoy votiv' ka0ó ral & Aovadc . . . Acts xvii. 22, 23." (Strom. v. 
pp. 695, 696 P.) The only other passage in which Clement quotes Joh. i. 18 is in 
“Quis dives salvetur,” the opening words of ch. xxxvii., p. 946 P: Ti ydp ire dei Oep 
rd ric dyanne puornpia; kai rór&a drorrebotig rév róňrov rob marpóg, ð» 6 
povoytvi)g viòg Qdc uóvog iEnynoaro. It appears then that Clement knew of and 
used a reading or interpretation (it may be only the latter) of Joh. i. 18 which sanc- 
tioned the use of the term povoyerne Occ. * EPIPHANIUS has quoted the 
„passage three times with the reading Otóc. (Hær. lxv. cap. 5 [bis ?] p. 612, and lxx. 
“cap. 7, p. 817.) In the remark, however, which follows the quotation in the first 
“ , Ütóc and vide are interchanged :—xaí gyot, O povoyevnc 0sóc ó piv dp 
**Aóyogc icriv ix rarpòg yevonOeic, Ò warp di ote lyevynOn did rovro povoytvrc 
“ vig. Dripvxvs has quoted the passage twice with the reading 6sóc. (De Trinit. 
“lib. i. cap. 26, p. 393, and lib. ii. cap. 5, p. 495.) He also says ò vióc cicRkrai povo- 
** yeye Bròc Adyog, xai ele rbpiog 'Incovc xpioróg (lib. i. c. 15, p. 313). But here it 
* may be doubted whether a comma should be placed after uovoyt»f)c, or after Oróc, or 
“after neither. The SEconp (semi-arian) SYNOD OF ANCYRA may have read 
76468 in Joh. i. 18, but the evidence is not decisive. After quoting Prov. viii. 22 &c., 

finds in this case a legitimate limit. not be understood as referring to the cus- 
ô by els T. kóNwov] The expression must tom of reclining iv fq kóre, as in ch. 
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sent) aemécruAar wpóc avrov oi ' Tovdaios EË Ipo iv: 
v. 10 al. tr. Ue 

** Col. i. 15 &c., and the first verses of the Proem to the Gospel of John, without any 1. 
* allusion, however, to Job. i. 18. . . oc yuv ry ixi oróparoç deo cal rpusw h 
“ele ásróütw rfjc car obciay sroóc taripa roU viov ópotorgroc. O piv yáp Aer 
* ro) go$oU rj» cogiay vióy' ò 62 [John] rob Osco rà» Aóyov povoytvi é & 
* Paul] ro? deoõ róv vid» eledva noi (Apud Epiph. Her. lxxiii. cap. 8, p. 854). We 
* have no reason to suppose, à priori, that the reference to John is verbally accurate any 
* more than that to Proverbs, where we find neither the word vide, nor the expresum 
*$ Soi roù co$oU. It is not uncommon with the Fathers to give as the language d 
“ scripture, expressions formed from several combined, or which they 1 s 
* fally authorized by scripture though not occurring there in so many words.” (Abbot, 
ut supra. 
TIS e dence from Irenæus, Origen, Basil, and Cyril of Alexandria, is contra- 

dictory and uncertain. It is hardly possible to decide what was the reading d 
the copies known to IRENJEUB: he quotes the passage three times enigenitus Pim 
Dei Her. iii. 11. 6, p. 189, enigenttus Filius ib. iv. 20. 6, p. 255, enigenifes De 
ib. iv. 20. 11, p. 250 ; in no case is either word absolutely inconsistent with ks 
context; as far as Irenmus' ent is concerned we might read He who is in the 
bosom of the Father hath declared Him. In the two first cases we have Film in 
the immediate context; in the third, Verbum, though Filius Des is not far off Ou 
the one hand, the translator may have conformed two of the quotations to tbe received 
Latin version. On the other hand, had Irenæus read @edc, his: subject (“ seeing God") 
must almost have compelled him to give some distinct exposition of its beanng. 
*OnIGEN has Gesc, In Joan. tom. ii. c. 29, vol. iv. p. 89, and xxxii. c. 13, p. 35. 
In both [only the former in Migne) these passages, however, the very literal verson 
«of Ferrari, made from a manuscript now lost, reads saigemus alone, without either 
* Deus or Filius. On the other hand we have vióc, Contra Cels. lib. ii. c. 71 [val i. 
“p, 440] . . . . 80 De la Rue and Lommatech from two mas.; the earlier edn. d 
« Heschal founded on a single ms., instead of 6 poroytvrüc vióc reads cai poroytri 
“ye Ov 0568. Yide row Osov occurs In Joan. tom. vi. cap. 2, p. 102, as edited 
“by De la Rue and Lommatsch from the Bodleian ms., the earlier edn. of Huet, which 
* was founded on a single ms.; reads vidc Gedc. A little after, in two allusions to the 
* passage, å povoytvnc is used alone. BasiL...hss 8róc once, and in a: 
“passage mentions vlóc dAnOivdc, povoyeviig Otóc, Sdvapic Osov, copia, and Aóyec 8 
* names given to Christ in Scripture; but he twice quotes the text in r with 
* the reading vióc. CYRIL OF ALEXANDRIA, as edited by Aubert, has @sóç foc 
“times, and vióc three times. His commentary on the passage, as printed, favoun 
“ Qióc, but its evidence is somewhat weakened by various readings." (Abbot, s ee)] 

om o wy NI. (corrd 1. m. or 2. m.: see plate xxii. ed. Nachf.) 
19. rec om «poc avrov, with CN rel Orig: ins BCi 331at-a b c Syr syr-cu copt 

(wth) arm Chr, and (aft Aevetrac) AX 69 vulg lat-e f ff, lq syr. emtpurgton 
N-corr'. 

reason is lost in the i shallow 
method of accounting for it by say 
that it is ‘put for’ some other word. 
So here, eig rüy zó\rov is not =i» TY 

xiii. 28 : for by this explanation confusion 
is introduced into the imagery, and the 
real depth of the truth hidden. The ex- 
pression signifies, as Chrysostom observes, 
ovyyéivea kal évórng ri¢ obsiacg :—and 
is derived from the fond and intimate 
union of children and parents. The 
present participle, as in ch. iii. 18, is used 
to signify essential truth, without any 
perticular regard to time. On the 
use of eic, see reff. It is not ‘put for’ iv: 
indeed it would be well for the student to 
bear in mind as a general rule, that no 
word or expression is ever ‘put for? an- 
other: words are the index of thoughts, 
—and where an unusual construction is 
found, it points to some reason in the 
mind of the writer for using it, which 

cörp, but is a carrying on of the 
thought expressed in ves d by spec re” 
bc: it is a p t construction, 10° 
volving in it the begetting of the Son and 
His being the Aóyoc of the Father,—His 
proceeding forth from God. It is a sm 
expression, on the side of His Unity with 
the Father, to «iui wapd rod Geov, on 
side of His manifestation to men. We har 
similar expressions, uniting the verb of rei 
with the preposition of motion, in ic . 
vouc &tovro, Od. 6.51. «ig dváyrm ti" 
net“, Eur. Iph. T. 624: see Kahoer, Ot 
Gr. $ 622. ixsivos] ‘He, and nant 
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teptic Kat Aeveirac 7 tva ,Epwrho wow auroy Zu ric & ; Er ws a 
20 

‘ore iyò ovk upi o xotcroc. 7 

20. om 3rd cae CIL 1. 33 lat-5 f th: om cat epoXoygotv R. 
eyw, with C? rel vulg lat - n A Hip l Aug: txt AB 

-comm. 
fe usce vay» NI: 

syr-cu syr-jer arm Orig, Chr 
21. ewnpergcav Ni. : 

else; an emphatic exclusive expression. 
tEnyijouro] declared, better than 

‘hath declared, as E. V. iEnyiopas, iEn- 
ynog, and iEgynrác (Gen. xli. 8, 24), are 
technical terms used of the declaration of 
Divine matters. Wetstein has collected 
abundance of passages in illustration of 
this usage. See also Müller's Eumenides, 
Excursus D, on the i£gygrai. But Lücke 
(and I think rightly) believes it more in 
accordance with the simple style of John 
to take the word here in its ordinary, not 
its technical meaning. The object to 
be supplied after the verb is most likely 
abrov, i. e. roy 0sóy. De Wette thinks 
this too definite, and supplies *that which 
He has seen, as in ch. iii. 11. Lücke 
supplies 1% xáp«ra z. d., as being that 
which He has geen; but De Wette well 
observes that yápic is more matter of re- 
velation by act, than of iEnynot. Euthy- 
mius's explanation, ididakey ör: Gedy obótic 
dépaxs xwxore, is certainly wrong. See 
Matt. xi. 27. 

I. 19 — II. I.] INTRODUCTION or 
CHRIST TO THE WORLD: BY THE WIT- 
NESS OF JOHN (vv. 19—40): BY HIMSELF 
(ver. 41—ii. 11). 

19—28.] The first witness borne by 
John to Jesus: before the deputation 
from the Sanhedrim. 19.] atry 
is the predicate, 4 paptvpla the sub- 
ject, in the present form of the sen- 
tence. So very frequently in St. John, 
where commonly the mistake is made of 
supposing the demonstrative pronoun to be 
the subject, whereas it is ever the predicate 
of identification. Euthym., arn ... . 
wepi jc e pire xpoidy,.... 5 
yevopivn égXovóri ÖTE d vtor. r. r. A. 
of 'Iovðaiot] John alone of the ipal 
gelists uses this expression ;—principall 
as ir matins the chiefs of the J 
people, the members of the Sanhedrin, 
It is an interesting enquiry, what this 
usage denotes as to the author or date 
of our Gospel. Prof. Bleek, Beitriige, pp. 
245—249, has satisfactorily shewn that 
no inference can be deduced from it 
against the Jewish origin of the author, 
as Bretschneider and Fischer endeavoured 

Ka t" wpodoynory Kat ovK " npyhearo® kai 
16. £ Maec 

* uolo ynaty M a 
Kat npurncav avrov Zu „ ., fa. 

zi. 18. 1Johuiv. 16 only. see 9 Macc. vil. 87. 

rec ove ess bef 
C'LXAN 33 forj lat-a b eq 

avroy ra Nn. 

the belief that the Gospel was written 
after the Jews had ceased to be poli- 
tically a nation, —and among Gentiles ;— 
the author himself contem lating these 
last as his readers. 8 does 
not belong to oi Iord.,— nor to lep. r. 
Atu., —but to azicraAay:—sent from 
Jerusalem priests, &c.: so itawocriAAw, 
Acts vii. 12; xi. 22 al. lep. x. A.] 
This was a formal deputation ;—priests 
and Levites, constituting the two classes 
of persons employed about the service 
of the tample (see Josh. iii. 3), are sent 
(Matt. xxi. 23) officially to enguire into 
the pretensions of the new Teacher (ver. 
25), who had collected about him such 
ioi epe (Matt. iii. b), and had awakened 
popular expectation that he was the Mes- 

(Luke iii. 15). ov tle al;] with 
reference to the popular doubts respecting 
him; asked in an unbelieving and in- 
uisitorial spirit,—com Matt. iii. 7 fl., 

which had already en place. Even 
among the learned, as well as among the 
people, there were considerable differences 
as to the prophecies respecting the Mes- 
siah: see ch. vii. 40—52. 20. 
époAéync«v, he openly and formally con- 
fessed. This emphatic notice of his de- 
claration seems to be introduced not with 
any view of removing too high an esti- 
mate of John’s work and „ as some- 
times supposed, but rather fo shew the 
importance of his testimony, which was so 
9 and officially delivered, that the 
essiah was come (see ch. v. 33—35); 

and the way in which he depreciated Aim- 
self in comparison with Him who came 

him. 21.] ev oiv Tl; equi- 
valent to ri X ac Eg Geavrov; ver. 
22. 1 e whole ap- 
pearance of John reminded them of Elias: 
5 iii, 4, and compare 2 Kings 

. 8. Besides, his announcement that 
the Kingdom of God was at hand, natu- 
rally led them to the proph Mal. iv. 
5. Lightfoot cites from the Rabbinical 

* books testimonies that the Jews expected 
a general purification or baptism before 
the coming of the Messiah (from Ezek. 
xxxvi. 25, 26, and Zech. xiii. 1), and 

to do: but it is rather confirmatory of that it would be administered by Elias. 
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. 25. ch. M oo , "Y. 1 J > 7 e , 
"Tu nte. ovv rt; Hàiaç et; kai AE Ovx en. O pour na 

RUT. xvi. y $0» y y « ss „ 
16. & ov; Kat awexpt0n " Ov. 22 (rav o avro Tic d; ue 

* Lait. lll 39 7 ya? ^ z Q- -~ 7 e ~ ‘yf liv. 
only. scc «(YA " GWOKQLGUV Sapev roi wepacw nuac. ri Aeyac "E 

i. P a - 9 » - L] - 

Rom. il. 9. FEOL GEGUTOU; 23 ton Eye * porn b Bowvroç Ey Ty 
a. 2 2 © Ebi ` 582 , Oc x 'H 4 

xx. 28 only. Epnuvp vuUvvart THY oO0v Kuptov, KaU«wc tEumev. Moans 
Ov. Av. I. e , 1 9 y " - 

ed. n 5. o moogntnc. . kai amtcraAuévot hoav tk rwv Papr 
: 1 3 à g .* = 1 s 

saxla cal 25 kal gowrngav avrov kai ran avro Ti ow 
k 

ix. 88. xviii. 7, 88. Acta vili. 7. xvii. 6. xxv. 94. Cal. iv. 97 (from Isa. liv. I) only. c= hav 
only. (Jamesiil.donly. Num. zzii 93.) Str. il. 6. 

rec ri ovy mAtac e ov, with AC? rel vulg lat-(b c) f syr: re ov» ov nà. e C! 33 for 
lat-(e) ff, l Orig, : r: ov» nà. (1 LN lat - a Syr : txt B. om 2nd «a: N. om 
o bef rpogyrnc RI: ins NSA &c. 

23. (erway, so BC!A.] om ovy B (lat-o 7) syr-cu. yr 
94. rec ins o: bef awecradpevos, with C'N? rel latt syrr syr-jer (Orig,) Chr Cyr: on 

BC'LN! copt (Orig,).—o are re-written prima mane in A. 
25. om npwrnoayv avrov xat (komaotel) N. 

x. A. Ovx eint] The right introduce the great closing section of the 
explanation of this answer seems to prophecy of Isaiah (ch. xl.—lxvi.) so full 
be the usual one,— that the deputa- of the rich promises and revelations of the 
tion asked the question in a mistaken Messiah and His kingdom. reren 
and superstitious sense, meaning Elias is used as compendiously expressing iro- 
bodily come down from heaven, who ypdoare.... eb@tiag souirt. Br 
was expected to forerun and anoint the implication, the Baptist, quoting this 
Messias. (Our Lord seems to refer to the opening prophecy of himself, announces 
same extra t notion in Matt. xi. 14, the approaching fulfilment of the whole 
at Okere BíEacÓn,, abróc loriv HA. ò section. 34.] The reason of thi- 
pev EpyecOat.) In this sense, John explanation being added is not very clear. 
was not Elias; nor indeed in any other Lücke, with whom De Wette agrees 
sense, was he Elias;—but only (Luke refers it to the apparent hostility of the 
i. 17) iv mvedpars kal duvdpe 'HAov. next enquiry: but I confess I cannot se 

ô wp. el ;] From the prophecy that it is more hostile than the pre- 
of Moses, Deut. xviii. 16, 18, the Jews ex- ceding. Luthardt thinks that it imports 
pected some particular prophet to arise,— there were some dmecraApivor present 
distinct from the Messiah (this distinction who belonged to the sect of the Pharisees 
however was not held by all, see ch. vi. 14), (sav 82 cal ic r&v papp. d veoraA piro). 
—whose coming was, like that of Elias, which the words will hardly bear: see 
intimately connected with that of the below. Might it not be to throw light 
Messiah Himself: see ch. vii. 40, 41. In on their question about baptizing, ss the 
Matt. xvi. 14 we have ‘Jeremiah, or one Pharisees were the most precise about 
of the prophets’ apparently = this ex- all ceremonies, lustrations, &c.? Orig? 
pected prophet. There seem to have been makes this a new deputation: but he 5 
various opinions about him ;—all however plainly wrong: see tho otv below. Euthy- 
agreeing in this, that he was to be ome mius gives another reason yet: lter 
of the old prophets raised from the dead nvaro cai riv atp«ew abrò, ippawor 
see also 2 Macc. ii. 1—8). This John was rd wepiepyor robrwy cal ceodtdy. 
not: and he therefore answers this also in Abandoning the ol (sec var. readd.), ve 
the negative. 22.) Notice—they ever must render, And they (i.e. the whole 
ask about his person: he ever refers them deputation) were (or had been) sent by 
to his He is no one—a voice merely: the Pharisees; which will make it more 
it is the work of God, the testimony to — probable that the explanation refers to tbe 
Christ which is every pon. So the for- ature of the following question. aro 
malist ever in the church asks Who is he? eriAX\opa..... ic has occurred abore, 
while the witness for Christ only exalts, ver. 19, which gives additional probability 
only cares for Christ’s work. 23.]" to the reading of the text. 26. Cn 
These words, which by the other Evange- o082... . ob8é, seo note on ver. 18. Th: 
lists are spoken of John as the fulfilment question shews d epe that they did not 
of the prophecy, appear from this place to interpret Isa. xl. 3 of any herald of the 
have been first so used by himself. They Messiah. They regarded beptism = 
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Mui rdc o ^'HAíac ovdé arrn 
ca Ns tt. vi. 

Mark v. av toin avroic o ‘Twavync NV Eye i 2 Eri 
loo aud arare 8 viç ob f= Mat. ai 

arii. 55. 
b ov obx eiui tye Nes. RAV. 

16 reff. 
Matt. lil. 13 

% ravra év BnOavia &yévero sípav rov Lopdavou, rov 1 e- here 
m jv [o] 'Iwávyne BarriZwy. 

Job xxxiz. ae DaT: 18,97. Sir. xxx. (x xxiii.) 96 only. only. 
m Matt. ix. 99 ref. ch. 

[«xav, so BC'LX 33 Orig.] 
expr) N 1. 88 Orig,. 

. om o À al. ins rw 
with AC? rel 4 Chr: om BC'LN lat. F; 
eorqetv, wi with A rel Origo: sornce GN 

"re e copt ner he Cypr. 

k Mart t i E 

1 Matt. x. 10 als, 55 

rec ovre (twice), with E rel: txt ABCLX(Treg 
om o bef vpo$nrnc CA. 

bef vóar. NI: om NF K. rec aft pecog ins de, 
rec (for ornces) arm Heracl Orig 

{ae txt D 

ins avroc soriy (fo Ut out the construction, and refer to vo 15, 80), 
with AC! rel v g 2. CU TTE 
(ver 30) S lat-e ff, 

om o berg, Lah 
euwpog0sv pou yeyovey (from 

43 ovroc sorey G al Chr: avTOC cori OV UTOY 
om m BOLK 1. 33 lat-a syr-cu copt eth Orig, Cyr Ambr. 

Nei Orig,: ins ACN? rel 
vv 15, 30), with AC? rel lat-a c syrr syr-jer arm-usc 

rec aft epXouerog ins o¢ 

seth-pl Cypr: om BC'LN I. 33 aut l syr-cu copt eth arm-zoh Orig, Chr-u Cyr Nonn 
Ambr. Tec 1 rele ovr tant e omd, see below, and reinsd), with A rel latt 
Gaud: om eye CLN 33 re copt 
txt BX 69 syr-jer Orig, A 

rom arm Heracl Clem Orig, Chr Cypr Ambr: 

28. rec (for Bn8ara) e ee with CZK UA 1. 88. 69 syr-cu mes - in · Chr-Euthym 
arm and the approval of Orig Eus Suid Jer &, in many of whom the variation is 
noticed: al wth Epiph have both, By@apaBa Nad syr-marg: txt ABC!N! rel latt syrr 

Chr Cyr. syr-jer copt arm Heracl 
aft vopóuvov ins rorapov N. 

aft Baxr:Zwy ins ro xpwroy C. 

significant token of the approach of the 
Messianic Ki „and they asked, 
* Why baptizest thou, if thou art no fore- 
runde of the Messiah ?' 26, 27.) 
[6] & dpx. is the subject of the 
sentence ; that cometh after me, &c., 
stands among you. The insertions 
(see var. readd.) have been made by some 
one not aware of this, and wishing to 
uare the verse with vv. 15, 30. 
e answer of the Baptist seems not to 

correspond to the question in ver. 25. 
This was noticed as early as Heracleon 
Origen in Joan. tom. vi. 16, vol. iv. 

p. 131), who said, drocpivera: 6 'Iedvync 
foic ix röv Qapıoaiwy regte, ob 
poc d lee vo. imnperwy, GAN’ 3 abróg 
éGotAero. This however is impugned at 
some length by Origen, but not on very 
convincing grounds. The truth seems to 
have been apprehended Olshausen,— 
that the declaration of John that the 
Messiah was standing among them at 
that moment unknown to them, was an 
answer to their question demanding a 
legitimation o Y Ms prophetic claims; a 
onpeioy that he was sent from God :—see 
ch. ii. ba Olsh. also suggests that this 

Vor, I. 

tyevero bef ev (350. N. 
rec om 6, with A rel Orig: ins BCN. 

tyevovro A 262. 

may clear up the sa saying of the Jews in 
ch. x. 41 (see note there). In repeating 
this saying at other times (see Matt. 
iii. 11 and ||), the Baptist plainly states 
of the Messiah, that he should baptize 
them with oe Hol oo (and fire), as 
here in ver. ere, in ing to 
those . in the offices of the Mes- 
siab, he leaves that to be supplied. 
Avge abro) T. ] See note on Matt. 
iii. 11. J The common reading 

$, is o to a conjecture of 
Origen, the grounds of which he thus 
states :—örı piv oyeddv dv rân rots 
dyriypacors keira “raŭra iv BnOavig 
iyiverot" obe dyvoobpey, cai Lous roUro 
cai [ri wpérepoy ytyovivar cai wapa 
‘Hpackiwm yotr BnOaviavy dviyrveper. 
iwsioOnpev dt ph Pd» BNN dvayt- 
yecttiy, ddAd BybaBapg, yevopevor lv roic 
rò ro ixi laoropiav rev lxvév Inooũ xai 
ră» paÜnrev abrod cai r&y xpognréy. 
Bravia rap, &c 6 atric t bayyeuorije 
ono, ij rarpic Aa por kal Mp ag cai 
Mapiac, dxixe ràv ‘Iepocokdpwy ora- 
Siovg Šira vivre jc wéppw deri à 'Iop- 
dávne srorapót, wc axd oradíev Rare 
Adyy px’ (180). à x- a ópwrvpoc rU 
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2 To “éxavpiov BAbrea rov Inooõ épyopsvov vit tue 
» e ao em e a pee 

44 oh vi o avróv wat Atym "Ibe o *auvoc rou Beov o algor rw it 
Al. 12. E 4. al. Num. xi. o ver. 98. Acts vili. 82. 1 Pet. I. 19 oniy. Isa. Mil. 7. pella up." 

84 (38). t. x. 17. Faye: B. Col. 11.14. Kings xv. 25. xxv. 28. sce Exod. à xv Hi. 

29. rec aft Brewer ins o ne (a lection beginning at (ese), with C'EFGHL Bi. 
vulg lat-b c Syr Orig,: om ABC'N rel mt lat-a q syr-cu syr copt wth arm Orig, 
Chr Thl. 

BynOarig róroç loriv wepl róv 'Iopdávgv: 
Bel cr vod 82 ot xapà rj xo roi 
'Iopdávov ra BnOaBapa, ivOa  iaropovot 
róv "Iwaveny BeBaxrixivac (in Joan. vi. 
24, p. 140). He goes on to shew from the 
etymology of the names that it must 
have been Bethabara ; an argument which 
modern criticism will not much esteem. 
It will be seen that his testimony is deci- 
sive for the universality and authority of 
Byðavig, while for the other he only pro- 
duces a tradition, and that only at second- 
hand; ‘they say that such a place is 
shewn. That no Bethany beyond Jordan 
was known in his time proves but little: 
for 800 eventful years had changed the 
face of Palestine since these events, and 
the names and sites of many obscure 
places may have been forgotten. I ab- 
stain from enumerating modern conjec- 
tures on the identity of the two, or the 
etymo of the names, as being inde- 
cisive and unprofitable. The objection of 
Paulus, that wipaw rob ‘Iopéavov the 
Sanhedrim had no authority, appears not 
to be founded in fact : see Liicke’s Comm. 
i. 894 ff. The question whether this 
testimony of the Baptist is identical with 
that given by the three other Evangelista, 
especially by Luke (iii. 16), is, after all 
that has been said on it (Lücke, De Wette, 
Olshausen, &c.), not of great importance. 
The whole series of transactions here re- 
corded, from ver. 15 onwards, certainly 
happened after the baptism of our Lord ; 
—for before that event John did not 
know Him as ò lpyóutvocg: and pico 
uev ornee ver. 26 shews that he had so 
recognized Him (see below on rg irap.) : 
whereas the testimony in Luke iii. 16 
and || is as certainly given before the 
baptism. But since the great end of 
John's mission was to proclaim Him who 
was coming after him, it is not only 
probable, but absolutely necessary to sup- 
pose, that he should have delivered this 
testimony often, and under varying circum- 
stances: before the baptism, in the form 
given by Luke, pyeras 6 layup. pov r. r. A., 
and after it in this form, ovrog vd» elroy 
ver. 19), where his former testimony is 
istinctly referred to. And among John's 

disciples and the multitudes who frequented 
his baptism, many reports of such his say- 

ings would naturally be current. So that 
there is neither a real nor even an appe- 
pre n . John c the 
other Evangelists. is a far more 
important question, in what part of tiit 
narration the forty days’ tation ws 
to be inserted. From ver. 19 to ch. ü. 
there is an unbroken sequence of days dit- 
tinctly marked. Since then ver. 19 most 
be understood as happening after the bep- 
tism, it must have happened after Uv 
Temptation also. And in this supposition 
there is not the slightest difficulty. Bat 
when we have made it, it still remains to 
say whether at that time our 
returned from the Temptation or not. 
The general opinion of Harmonists has 
been, that the approach of Jesus to John 
in ver. 29 was His return after the Tenp- 
tation. But this I think questionable, a 
account of the uícoc vpwr Oryze, ve. 
26; which I can only un terally. 
I therefore believe that the retarn from 
the Temptation to Bethany beyond Jordan 
had taken place before the deputatos 
arrived. 

29—34.) Second witness borne by Joke 
to Jesus: apparently before His ds 
ciples. 29.] r$ iwospwr, the du 
after. Those who wish to introduce the 
Temptation between vv. 28 and 29, inter- 
pret it, ‘on some day J^ Thus Euthym. 
Tj iw. nerd riv dxd ipüpow cadocoy 
abrov nA ori. But this sense of ry iz, 
although certainly found in the LXX.— 
see Gen. xxx. 39,—is not ing to the 
usage of John (see reff.), and would be 
quite alien from the precision of this whole 
portion of the narrative, which, ver. 40 
specities even the hours of the day. Í 
understand it therefore literally, both here 
and in vv. 35 and 44. ipx. T. evr., 
It is not said whence, or why, or whether 
for the purpose of an interview, or not; the 
fact merely is related, for the sake of the 
testimony which follows. I mention ths 
because on these points difficulties bare 

i & Ahr. 7. b.] Th 
is one of the most important and dif 
ficult sayings in the N. T. The questi" 
to be answered is, In calling Jesus by 7 
definite a name as & dpvdg tov 4, 0 
what did John refer? And this question 
is intimately connected with that af the 
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Gpapriay rov xéopov. ™ obr&e tari ö rip ov iyw aroy , . 

80. rec 
Eus Epiph : txt BON! 

meaning of the following words, & alpev 
Thy lav ToU xógpov. (a) The itla 
must refer to some known and particular 
lamb, and cannot be a mere figure for a 
just and holy man, as Kuinoel and Gabler 
suppose. It is inconceivable, that à dy»d¢ 
roð @sov should, in a testimon 
and formal as this of the Baptist, be be 
nothing but an hyperbole, and that one 
who d, and to his hearers 
unintelligible. Had no doctrinal consi- 
derations been at stake, we may safely say 
that this interpretation would never have 
been proposed. In its bearing on the 
latter clause of the verse, it is equally un- 
tenable. These interpreters make 6 aipwy 
T. ap. T. coo. to mean, ‘qui pravitatem 
hominum per vitam suam graviter quidem 
etsi innocens experietur, sed agni instar 
mala sibi inflicta putiente et mansueto 
animo sustinebit (Gabler); or, ‘ Hic re- 
movebit peccata bominum, i. e. pravitatem 
e terra.’ The first of these meanings of 
aipesy is altogether without example :— 
that cited from 1 Macc. xiii. 17, not being 
applicable. The second, though common 
enough in other connexions, is never found 
with ápapríav : see reff. The common- 
sense account of this of the matter is : 
—John wished to point out Jesus as the 
FESE he designates Him as the Lamb 

God; he therefore referred to some 
definite lamb, —revealed by God, sent by 
God, pleasing to God, or in some meaning 

Whence did this 
00 Can John have re- 

ferred to the paschal lamb? Further 
than the very use of the name brings in 
with it the general typical use of the ani- 
mal, and thus this particular use may lie 
in the background, J think not,—and for 
this reason ;—The dominant idea in the 

hal sacrifice has no connexion, in any 
sense of the words, with alpay ri &yap- 
ríav. However by the light sow thrown 
back on it since the Spirit has opened the 
things of Christ, we discern this typical 
meaning in the sprinkling of the blood (see 
1 Cor. v. 7),—in the Jewish mind, no 
mention being made of sin or the re- 
moving of sin in any connexion with the 
paschal lamb, the two could not be brought 
forward, i in such an announcement as this, 
in close connexion with one another. 
(y) Can the 5 be to the lamb of 
the daily morning evening sacrifice 1 
or to the sacrificial pet F P With 

2 Thess. li. I. 

for vstp) Ttt orra to more obvious), with AC PNA rel Orig, 

same reservation as above, I think not : 
for (1) this ex n is too definite to 
have so general and miscellaneous a refer- 
ence; (2) of many animals which were 
used for sacrifice, the lamb was only one, 
and that one sot by asy means so promi- 
sent as dad a adi d a Jor the whole : 
and (3) the lamb (with only two excep- 
tions, it. iv. 82; Num. vi. 14 in both 
which cases it was to be a emale, as if for 
expreas distinction from the ordinary use 
of the lamb) was sever used a sin- 
8 properly so called and known. 

n is not, whether Christ be not 
typided by by all these offeri which we 
now know to be the case (1 Pet. i. 19 al.), 
but whether the Baptist ss likely to have 
referred to them in such words as these. 
d ) There remains but one reference, and 
that is, to the prophetic announcement in 
La. liii. 7. whole of that latter sec- 
tion of Isaiah, as before remarked on ver. 
23, is Messianic, and was so understood 
by the Jews (see my Hulsean Lectures for 
1841, pp. 62—66). We have there the 
servant of God (= the Messiah) compared 
to a lamb ht to the slaughter 
and it is said of Him (ib. ver. 4), ovrog 

pe» Jip cal zepi quay 
eie, 5, abróg di 5 

Tas inaprian ever zai e 
rapide abréy Taig dpapriass 
ver. 8, aiperas a rd rie ic ij C abrot, 
arò ràv ávopiey roi Aaod pov nx «ic 
dv ro ver. 12, kai abric 
voÀÀév dviiveyne cai did rdg ávoyuiag 
abré» waptðóðn. So that here, and here 
only, we have the connexion of which we 
are in search, —between the lamb, and the 
bearing or taking away of sin, —expressly 
stated, so that it could be formally referred 
to in a testimony like the present. And I 
have therefore s no doubt that this was the 
reference. () We have now to en- 
quire into the specific meaning of & alp 
Thy åpaprlav rod (see above under 
[a]). alpay answers to the Heb. wq, 
which is used frequently in the O. T. in 
connexion with sup or yip, in the sense of 
55 Levit. xxiv. 15; 
um. v. 81; xiv. 84; Ezek. iv. 5; xxiii. 

36 al. —and variously rendered in the 
LXX by dvagipey, as above, Isa. liii. 11, 
12, or piper, ib. ver. 4,—or Aap Bavay, 
Ezek. iv. 5; xviii. 19; Num. v. 31 ; xiv. 
84; Levit. xxiv. 15. dai“, (which 
though not a compound of alpsiy, seems 

Yr3 

— — 
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BCGLPAN 1. 33. 69 Orig, Chr Cyr: ins A rel. 

to have almost been adopted as such, the 
actual compound áaípt v being intransi- 
tive) is used in the sense of * taking away 
Z sin and its guilt, but taking it away 

expiation : see Exod. xxxiv. 7 ; Levit. 
x. 17; Num. xiv. 18. The word in 
our verse will bear either of these mesan- 
ings, or both conjoined ; for if the Lamb 
is to suffer the burden of the sins of the 
world, and to take away sin and ite guilt 
by expiation, this result must be accom- 

ished by the offering of Himself. But 
C) it is obj , that this view of a suffer- 
ing Messiah and of expiation by the suffer- 
ings of one, was alien the Jewish 

ectations ;—and that the Baptist (see 
tt. xi. 2 f. and note) cannot himself 

have had any such view. But the answer 
to this may be found in the fact that 
the view, though not generally prevalent 
among the Jews, was by no means un- 
known to many. The application by the 
early Jewish expositors of Isa. liii. to the 
Messiah, could hardly have been made, 
without the idea of the suffering and death 
of their Messiah being presented to their 
minds. The same would be the case in 
the whole sacrificial ceconomy :—the re- 
moval of guilt 3 was universally 
ascribed to the Messiah) by suffering and 
death would be familiarized to their minds. 
Traces of this are found in their own 
writings. In 2 Macc. vii. 37, 38, the last 
of the seven brethren thus speaks before 
his martyrdom : iyw d caOdmep ol added Goi 
pov kai cùpa eal vx Y moodidwue epl 
Tay watpiwy vóuev, rica RO,] oc roy 
Oedy TAE raxoó rp lOve yevio8a, cai 
od nerd iracpey cai pacriywy iEopodo- 
noacba, dri povog abróc Oes¢ dori. 
v ipoi dd xai roig adeAgoic pou arijvat 
Thy rob Tavrokpáropoc ópyr)v rjv ivi rò 
cónpxa» uev ytvoc ducaiwg ixnypivny. 
And Josephus de Maccab. $ 17 (4 Macc. 
xvii. 22), says of these same mart 
that they were égx«p ávrijvyor vic rod 
EOvovc apapriac. sai did rov aiparog 
re» eorBoy ixtivey cai [rov] Ar- 
piov rot Üavárov abr ij Ota wpo- 
vora róv ‘lopanA wpokakwOiyra diicwae. 
The whole history of the sacrifices and 
devotions of the heathen world abounds 
with examples of the same idea variously 
brought forward ; and to these the better- 
informed among the Jews could be no 
strangers. And as to the Baptist himself, 

we must not forget that the of the 
Holy Spirit which enabled him to reog- 
Dr ete ign the Redeemer, ale 
spoke in him, and therefore his words 
would not be the result of educatim 
merely, or his own reasoning, but of that 
kind of intuitive ion of divine 
truth, which those have had who have 
been for any special purpose the organ: 
of the Holy Ghost. And as regards 
Matt. xi. 3, the doubt on the mind of 
John there expressed does not appear to 
have touched at all on the matter now in 
question, —but 1 have rather ERR zm 
of expressing his impatience at 
and quiet progress of Him of whom he 
expected greater things and a more 
rapid public manifestation. See this 
whole enquiry pursued at greater length 
in Lücke's Commentary, vol. i. pp. 401— 
416, from whence the substance of this 
note is ge 8 90.] See on ver. 15. 

L e apparent discrepancy 
between thi statement, ob far evrór, 
and St. Matthew’s narrative, I have stated 
my view on Matt. iii. 14. Both accounts 
are entirely consistent with the suppo&- 
tion that John had been from yooth 
upwards acquainted with our Lord, and 
indeed may have in his own mind be- 
lieved Him to be the Christ :—but having 
(ver. 83) a special sign appointed him, by 
which to ize Him as such,—until 
that sign was given, he, like the rest of the 
people Gaye, I also, see ver. 26), bad no 
certain knowledge of Him. Lücke's whole 
note proceeds upon the unworthy view of 
the historical character of the Gospels 
which his school has adopted. The same 
may be said of Neander, Leben Jesu, 
86 ff. De Wette gives the sense well: 
‘This testimony (ver. S0) does not rest 
upon my long nal acquaintance with 

im, but on that which happened during 
my work of baptizing.' n 
Justin Martyr ts the Jew 
saying, ypioròç 62 ef cai yeyévynrat, cai 
lori vov, dyvecróc lori, kai obi abrét 
ww lavróy ixicrarat, od Exe dévapir 
Tiva, pixptc à» AU HAV xpicy 
avróv cai gavepdv mân maoy, § 8 
p. 110. But our narrative is not built 
upon any such Jewish belief, for it is evi- 
dently only as a epiritwal preparation, 
through repentance, for the knowledge of 
Him, that John regarded his baptism not 
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34 

rov ? eO. 

83. om Aeyey NI: ins Nf(appy). 
rel Orig, we i 
epecver, pevoy N. 

. ins rw bef vdari N. 
C! Orig, Nonn. 

as any thing ixeivov garepdy wüct otv». 
iv [re] 58., hardly distinguishable 

in English from i» 5., but importing, in 
the water which it is my custom to use, — 
‘in the water in which you see I do bap- 
tize.’ 83, 33.] * Que sequuntur, erant 
festimonis : que ex ver. 29 sq. dicuntur, 
erant demonsirationis ex testimonio. 
herentibus Baptiste verbis Evangelista 
quasi parenthesin interponit: rai ipapro- 
pnaev 'Ioávvgc AMywv.' Bengel. The 
occurrence related by John happened a£ 
the baptism of Jesus, which is therefore 
here pre-supposed as known. Although 
this has been questioned (Usteri, Nach- 
richten über den Taüfer J. u.s.w., cited by 
Lücke i. 423), I cannot see how it can be 
reasonably doubted. We cannot surely 
suppose that such a sign was fwice shewn. 
On the appearance itself, see note Matt. iii. 
16. The account here given confirms the 
view which I have there maintained, that 
the appearance was confined to our Lord 
and the Baptist: he was to receive the 
sign, and then to testify to the others, who 
were not themselves yet the bearers, but 
the recipients of testimony :—«ará riva 
Tvtvuaru)v. Gewpiay 0909 povy re 
"Iwárvg. Theod. Mope. dd 736. iic 
Té apa, perf. I have seen, in reference 
to the sign divinely intimated to him, in 
the abiding fulfilment of which he now 
stood. So again below, ver. 34. 
ipavey èx’ aùr.) By some a 555 
which is not Leben, the Ho y Spirit 
was manifested to John as not removing 
from Jesus again, but abiding on Him. 
But we are not to understand that he had 
seen the Spirit descending on ofhers, and 
not abiding ; for (see ch. vii. 89; Acts i. 
5; xix. 2 ff.) the gift of the Holy Spirit 
did not ordinarily accompany John’s bap- 
tism, but only in this one case; and its 

> ~A 5 a , e v ^5 € b es 
Ka ewpaka, Kat ptuaorvonka Ori OUTOC Sri O utioe 

avrog A lat-b e g. 
34. for voc, exAexrog Ni. (corrd N32.) 

ach. lil. 98. iv. 
44. v. 86. 
7 al. fr. 

b see Matt. iv. 
B asd note. 

rec ece, with KMPUXAA 1 Cyr: txt ABCR 
caraBatvor N. for «E, ex rov R. for 

at end ins cas xups (Mt iii. 11) 

occurrence was to point out to him the 
Messiah. obrog ior. ö B. dv av. y.] 
Here again we seem to have a reference to 
the synoptic cycle of narratives, for our 
Evangelist has not before mentioned this 
office of the Messiah. 84.) A solemn 
reiteration of his testimony, after the men- 
tion of the giving of this token by Him 
who sent him ;—And I have seen (accord- 
ingly) &c. The token must have been 
given to the Baptist by a special revelation, 
which also revealed to him his own errand 
and office; so Luke iii. 2, iyévtro piu 
Geot ixi ‘Iwavyny ròv Zax. vióv iv rj 
iphuy. pepaprépy«a is stronger than 
paprope—I have seen (on the perf. see 
above ver. 32) and have borne testimony 
—it is & reference to his testimony at the 
time, as a thing on record in their memo- 
ries, and as still continuing. ô v. T. 
0.] See ver. 18 = the Aóyos made flesh, 
the Messiah. On the import of tho 
descent of the Spirit on Jesus at His bap- 
tism, those who can do so should consult 
Lücke's very able Excursus, i. 483—443. 
In this commentary, see notes on Luke ii. 
41—52. I may just remark, that 
the Personal Logos, Who edpE iysvero in 
our Lord, and was subjected to all the 
laws of human development in infancy, 
childhood, youth,—evermore in an espe- 
cial degree under the leading of the Holy 
Spirit, by whose agency the Incarnation 
had taken place,—was the Recipient (rò 
dexò nf) of this fulness of the indwell- 
ing of the Holy Ghost: and that herein 
consisted the real depth and propriety of 
this sign;—the abiding of the Spirit 
without measure (ch. id. 34) on Him 
indicated beyond doubt that He was the 
Aóyoç opt ytyovec,—for no mere human 
intelligence could be thus receptive of the 
Holy Spirit of God ;—we receive Him only 
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Byr: txt ACP rel 
88. om de Ni. 8 
39. [et rav, so BC!.] 

N38 33 Orig. (eounveverac 1 copt.) 

lat L4 Bt 
os duo bef avrov CILX 33 Syr copt, o: d. f. av. BN lat 

om avro Ni. 
rec (for neben.) epunvevopevoy, with PN' rel: txt ABCLX 

40. rec (for oecGe) Were (from ver 47, where there is no variation : txt is certainly 
not a gloss, as Meyer), with AC*PN rel latt copt Epiph Chr: txt BC'L 1. 33 syrr yr. eu 

[Abav and ear, so B!C.] Orig. 
ins ABCLX A(Treg expr) N 38 lat-a e copt syr-marg Cyr Thl. 
with (some cursives p) vulg lat-a c syr copt: om ABCPN rel Scr’s mss fos 

for ia tern A. Epiph Cyr. 
aft v ins de AA vulg lat-a c Syr syr-w-ast copt Thi. 

as we can, only as far as our receptivity 
extends, measure; but Hz, into the 
very fulness and infinite capacities of His 
divine Being. 

35—43.] On account of the testimony 
of John, first Andrew, and another of 

is disciples, and through Andrew, Simon 
Peter, become acquainted with Jesus. 
85. rj dr.] See on ver. 29. I can hardly 
suppose with De Wette, that these two had 
been absent on the preceding day. Rather, 
what they then heard seems to have made 
a powerful impression on their minds, so 
that the repetition of the notice is now the 
signal for them to follow Jesus. (On the 
second disciple, see below on ver. 4l. 

37.) We must not understan 
rok. in the narrower sense which it bears 
when they b all and followed Him ; but 
here only of mechanical going after Him, 
BovAcpevoe wsipay AaBeiv abrov, Euthym. 

39.] On rl dr. Euthym. remarks, 
ete ayvouy, ô raiç Aoytopotc r&v d 
way iuarcówy, ddd’ iva did ric ihr 
ormg olxtwwonras rovrovg, Kai wapdcyp 
Gappriy. sixdc ydp abrode ipvOpiav. irs 
Kai àywviãy, wç dyverag. 40.] They 
ask wow p DovAóutro karapóvag iv- 
vvysip atq) kal p8’ novxíac. Euthym. 

rec om ovy, with P rel vulg lat-c f arm: 
rec aft ins à», 

t-g eth 

om 2nd rev Ni. 

They enquire after His place of lodgiag 
for the night, intending to visit Him 
there ; or perhaps he was then apparently 

ing thither, as it was late in the day. 
ut He furthers their wish by inviting 

them to follow, and they will see. es 
Sexdry] i. e. 4 P. M., according to the Jew- 
ish oning ; not, as some have thought, 
10 A. M., according to that of the Roman. 
Our Evangelist appears always to reckon 
according to the Jewish method, see ch. iv. 
6, 52; xix. 14, and notes, but rally 
ch. xi. 9. And as Lücke remarks (i. 446). 
even among the Romans, the division of 
the day into twelve equal bours was, 
though not the civil, the popular way of 
computing time. So Persius, Sat. ii. 3: 
‘Stertimus . . . quinta dum linea tangi- 
tur umbra. They remained with 
Him the rest of that day, which would be 
four or five hours, and need not strictly 
be limited by sunset. 41.) Who 
the other disciple was, is not certain : but 
considering (1) that the Evangelist serer 
names himself in his Gospel, and (2) that 
this account is so minutely accurate as to 
specify even the hours of the day, and in 
all respects bears marks of an eye-witness, 
and again (3) that this other disciple, 
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from this last circumstance, certainly 
would have been named, had not the 
name been suppressed for some especial 
reason, we are justified in inferring that 
it was the Evangelist himself. And 
such has been the general opinion. Eu- 
thymius gives an alternative which is 
hardly probable: i) drt obx Hw röv ixi- 
anpey cal yvepipevy ixtivoc, ij bri abróc 
jj» ò rabra ypá$wv. 43. Bov] not 
merely ‘for the possessive pronoun 

but ypeordc: being the identification 
simply of the two words, not here of the 
two titles. 43.] This is evidently the 
first bestowal of the new name on Simon: 
and it is done from our Lord’s prophetic 
know of his future character; see 
note on Matt. xvi. 18. KUNG = ur? 
Aramaic, n> Hebrew, a stone. The Greek 

name Peter became the prevalent one in 
the apostolic Church very soon: Paul uses 
both names indiscriminately. I own 
I cannot hut think with Bengel, Paulus, 
and Strauss, that the knowledge of Simon 
shewn by the Lord is intended to be 
miraculous. So also Stier, i. 31 f. edn. 2, 
** I know who and what thou art from thy 
birth till thy present coming to me..... 
I name thee, I give thee à new name, I 

know what I will make of thee in thy 
following of Me and for my Kingdom 
The emphatic use of In Aar here (it is 
not so emphatic in ver. 36, but still even 
there may imply fixed contemplation, in 
the power of the Spirit, who 
the testimony) is hardly accountable 
except on this explanation of supernatural 
knowledge. Similarly Abram, Sara, Ja- 
cob, received new names in reference to the 
covenant and promises of God to them. 

44-652.) The calling of Philip and 
Nathanael, Tí &roóp. óp] Apparently, 
the day after the 
so, the next but one aer the Arn of 
Andrew and the other disciple, and the 
fourth day after ver. 19. Our Lord 
is on the point of setting out from the 
valley of the Jordan to Galilee, and finds 
Philip, with whom there is every reason 
to believe He was previously acquainted 
(see ver. 45). Here we find Jesus himself 
calling a disciple, for the first time. But 
åxoħovĝðe does not here bear its strict 
apostolic sense ; the evpncapey afterwards, 
and the going to search for others to be 
disciples, unites Philip to the company of 
those who have been before mentioned, 
who we know were not immediately or 
inseparably attached as followers to Jesus. 

453 On the futility of Mr. Gres- 
well's distinction between dad as signify- 
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ee 
xxviil.) 
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ES Act 

; 2Cor. zi. 99. 

om sk Ni. 
48. om rov bef wo» BN 33 Orig, Epiph Cyruiq 

aya8ov bef ri N.. 47. om Ist cat N. 

Velden Iod 

om rov AKMA 83 Chr Cyr Thl. 
rec om o (see ver 46, where none 

ins o), with AN rel Chr Cyr: ins BL 33 Epiph. 
48. for csv, (jov N'. 

om ta: Ni. 

ing mere habitation, and de, nativity, see 
reff. and note on ch. xi. 1. This is Beth- 
saida on the Westers bank of the aa S 
Gennesareth ; another Bethsaida 
lay at the top of the lake, on the 
See note on Luke ix. 10. 46 1 It 
does not appear where Nathanael Ja 
found: but he is described, ch. xxi. 2, as 
6 awd Kava rijc Padsdalag : and as we 
find Jesus there, ch. ii. 1, it ia probable the 
eall may have taken place i in its neighbour- 
hood. Nathanael (“ Ann, i. q. Oeddwpoc, 

of God." Wordsw.) is mentioned only 
in these two places. From them we should 
gather that he was an apostle; and as his 
name is nowhere found in the catalogues 
of the twelve, but Philip is associa in 
three of them, Matt. x. 8: Mark iii. 18: 
Luke vi. 14, with Bartholomew, it has been 
supposed that Nathanael and Bartholomew 
were the same person (see note on Matt. 
x. 3). This is however mere conjecture. 

Mevom dv 7. v.] probably in Deut. 
xviii. 15; but also in the promises to Abra- 
ham, Gen. xvii. 7 al.: and in the prophecy 
of Jacob, Gen. xlix. 10, and the prophets, 
passim ; see the reff. in E. V. dy 
vidy ToU ‘lea. r. 49d N.] This expression 
seems to shew previous acquaintance on the 
nm of Philip with Jesus. No stress can 

laid, as has been most unfairly done by 
Lücke, De Wette, and others, on Jesus 
being called by Philip, the son of Joseph, 
as indicating that the history of His birth 
and childhood, as related by Matt. and 
Luke, was unknown to John. Philip ez- 
presses what was the prevailing belief, in 
the ordinary words, as Olshausen remarks. 
In an admirable note, Leben Jesu, p. 23 ff., 
Neander remarks, that by combining the 
two declarations of John, that i» Jesus the 
Eternal Word of God became flesh (ver. 

rec ins o bef :ņo., with AX rel: om BH. (33 def.) 
for avrov, rov vaUayagA Nl. (corrns all by Nau.) 

14), and that ‘that which is born of the 
5 58 is flesh’ (ch. iii. 6), we cannot 

e the inference, that a supernateral 
aon of God in the conception of the 
Man Christ Jesus is implied. 
47.) As Lücke observes, the meaning of 
this question is simpler than at first aght 
appears. It is imposaible that Nathanael, 
himself a Galilean, could speak from any 
feeling of contempt for Galilee 
and we have no evidence that Nazareth 
was held in contempt among the Galslaans. 
d alluded therefore to the smallness and 

ificance of the town in 
e great things which were now predi- 

satel of it. Nazareth is never named in 
the O. T. nor in n wer 48.] The 
Evangelist certainly intends a supernatural 
insight by the Lord into Nathanael’s cha- 
racter to be here understood ; and there is 
probably no reference at all to the ques- 
tion which Nathanael had just asked. To 
suppose that Jesus overheard that ques- 
tion, is just one of those perfectly gra- 
tuitous assumptions which the very Com- 
mentators who here make this supposition 
are usually the first to blame. Compare 
ch. ii. 25. &A»0."Icp.] An Israelite 
who truly answers to the inner and 
honourable meaning of the name. When 
we reflect what was contained in that 
name, and Who it is that speaks, we can 
hardly agree with De Wette that the 
words are spoken merely in the spirit in 
which hs nation attaches some 
virtue, and especially those of openness 
and dtraightfcrwandaces: to itself, as 
*beut(d) herausſagen, deutſche Treue, 
or Cicero's Romano more loqui.’ 
Our Lord probably referred to Ps. xv. 

49.] The remark was overheard by 
Nathanael, and recognized as indicating 
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49. rec ins o bef ine., with E'N (1. 69, e sil) : om AB rel Cyr 
60. rec (for avre vað.) vaO. cat Atyee avro, with A rel 
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Y al vulg lat-a f l Epiph. 

rec es bef (0) BacAevg, with XN rel latt copt 
L 89.—add x. e 
rel: om A B(Mai expr) L 1. 33. 

Chr Cyr; vad. xai: 
ic in : see Mer 

rec ins o bef (aeu svc, with 

Iren-lat Chr Cyr Thdor-mops Hil: txt ABL 1. 33. 
51. rec om 2nd ert, with X rel vulg lat-ce f ff, eth: ins ABGLN lat-a syrr copt 

Cyr. 
perfect knowledge of his character. The 
question móð. p. yw. is one of astonish- 
ment, but not perhaps yet of suspicion of 
any thing supernatural Our Lord's 
answer first opens this to him. mpd 
TOÀ c. r. A.] It would be doubtful whether 
Evra Grd T. c. belong to $wvfjce or to 
asd oe, did not ver. 51 decide for the 
latter construction. The whole form 
of our Lord’s answer seems to indicate 
that the place where Philip called Natha- 
nael was not now in sight, nor had been. 
The declaration that Jesus had seen him 
there, at once brings the conviction which 

- he expresses in the next verse. This 
would not have been the case, unless the 
sight had been evidently and unquestion- 
ably supernatural : and unless the words 
6vra Urd Thy svev involved this. Had 
Jesus merely seen Nathanael without being 
seen by him, (De Wette,) or had eldéy o: 
only expressed I knew thy character,’ at 
first sight, ‘although at a distance’ 
erg sno such immediate conviction 

ace followed. Evra tnd Thy 
cvv, says Wordsw. „is something more 
than bro rj cw«j—the accusative indi- 
cates retirement thither as em 88 con- 
cealment there, —perhaps for of 
prayer and meditation.’ In fact it con- 
Farah in it, ‘when thou wentest under the 
Me and while thou wert there." 
ob = i art the Messiah ;’ see Ps. 

ch. xi. 27: Matt. xvi. 16: Luke 
xxii 70. Olshausen (ii. 77 ff.) maintains 
that à vi. v. 6. was not a Jewish appella- 
tion for the Messiah,—on account of the 
Jews taking up stones to cast at Jesus 
when He so called Himself, ch. x. 33. 
But as Lücke observes (i. 456, note), it 
was not for the mere use of this Name, — 
but for using it in a close and literal 
sense which was unintelligibleand appeared 

for pew, peclova R. rec ope, with U 1. 69: txt ABN rel. 

blasphemous to them, iyw x. ô rarip fv 
topev,—that they wished to stone Him; 
see note on ch. x. 36. It was certainly not 
80 common a name as ‘ the Son of David,’ 
for the Messiah. Nathanael can hardly 
have meant the name in other than ite 
popular meaning; and the synonymous 
and better known appellation which he 
adds, confirms this. 51.) Our Lord 
says this not in blame, rather in praise of 
the simple and honest expression of 
Nathanael’s conviction; but principally 
to shew him, that if he believed by reason 
of this comparatively small proof of His 
divine power, his faith would increase 
from strength to strength at the greater 
proofs which should from that time for- 
ward be given. It is perhaps best to 
set a question at ætortbtig; but see notes 
m the Pru N ch. xvi. Hei and 
ch. xx. y is 
culiar to John. The "bn uda ite 
use áp» once only in such 5 
The LXX do not use it in this sense. 
Stier remarks (i. 36, edn. 2), that the 
Verily, verily, I say unto you of the 
Lord, is spoken in His coequality with the 
Father : not as the ‘ Thus saith the Lord’ 
of the prophets. andy] The words 
following are then spoken to all the dis- 
ciples t, not only to Nathanael. 

With or without dz’ dort, the meaning 
will be much the same. The glories of a 
peu beginning from the opening of the 

rd’s public ministry, and at this day 
not yet completed, are described. For it 
is not the outward visible opening of the 
material heavens, nor ascent and descent 
of angels in the sight of men, which our 

here announces; but the series of 
lories which was about to be unfolded in 
is Person and Work from that time 

forward. Luther, cited by Lücke, i. 458, 
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52. rec ins ax’ apri bef ofeoOs, with A rel lat-e g syrr Chr Cyr Ambr (prob from Mt 
xxvi. 64. The referring what follows to the angelic 
resurrection would not occasion its omn, for, as Nele 

5 at the passion asd 
as observed, the most ancsest 

interpretation of the saying was the spiritual one, e.g. in Orig, who omits if): om BL 
latt copt eth arm Orig Epiph Cyr, Aug Promiss Zeno. 

Cuar. II. I. rec rn nuepa ry roig, with AN rel (vulg lat-a c): rq rperg (alone) M: 
txt BU 69 lat-5 e g Epiph, 

beautifully says: “ When Christ became 
man and had entered on His ministerial 
office and begun to preach, then was the 
heaven opened, and remains open; and 
has from that time, since the baptism of 
Christ in the Jordan, never been shut, and 
never will be shut, although we do not see 
it with our bodily eyes . . . Christ says 
this: ' Ye are now heavenly citizens, and 
have your citizenship above in the heavenly 
Jerusalem, and are in communion with the 
holy angels, who shall without intermission 
ascend and descend about you.“ 
The opening of heaven is a symbolical 
expression, signifying the imparting of 
divine grace, help, and revelation. See 
Gen. xxviii. 10—17: Ezek. i. 1: Isa. vi. 
1: Mal. iii. 10: Isa.1xiv. 1: also Deut. xi. 
17: 1 Kings viii. 35. The words 
have a plain reference to the ladder of 
Jacob, and imply that what he then saw 
was now to receive its fulfilment: that 
He, the Son of Man, was the dwelling 
of God and the gate of Heaven, and that 
through Him, and on Him in the first 
place, was to descend all communication 
of help and grace from above. That 
no allusion is meant to the Transfigura- 
tion, or ihe Agony, is plain; for all those 
here ad did not witness these ap- 
pearances, but Peter and John only; nor 
to the Ascension, for they did not see 
heaven opened, nor did angels ascend nor 
descend. The above has (remarks 
Olsh. ii. 79) been the interpretation 
of all Commentators of any depth in all 
times : as well as Augustine, 
Luther as well as Calvin, Liicke as well 
as Tholuck : and I may add, De Wette as 
well as Stier. vày vl. r. dv@.] An 
expression originally (as appears) derived, 
in its Messianic sense, from . vii. 13, 
14, and thenceforward used as one of the 
titles of the Messiah (sce ch. xii. 34). It 

is never predicated of our Lord by any 
but Himself, except in Acts vii. 56 by 
Stephen, in allusion apparently to Matt 
xxvi. 64, and—which is hardly an excep- 
tion—in the of tbe Revelation 
(ch. i. 18; xiv. 14) which are almost cita- 
tions from Daniel. 
Crap. II. 1—1L] The miracle of tura- 

ing water into wine: The first fulfi- 
ment of 11 „ ch. i. 51: 
see ver. 11. 7 Tp— 
reckoned from the day of S det 
calling. There would thus be but one 

from Capernaum. Josephus (Life, § 16) 
calls it cwyn rc l'ajuAaíac. There is a 
Kanah in . xix. 28, in the tribe of 
Asher, which must be distinct from this. 
Jerome however in his Onomasticon be- 
lieves it to have been the same. It was 
the residence, and probably birth.place, 
of Nathanael. If his calling took D 
in its neighbourhood, our Lord may hare 
gu on and spent the intervening day at 
azareth. Dr. Robinson, Bib. Ra. 

iii. 204 ff., satisfactorily establishes that 
Kána-el-Jelil, about 3 hours x. 4 z. from 
Nazareth, is the site of this miracle. The 
name is identical and so stands in the 
5 version of the N. T. He shews 

is to have been recognized in eari 
tradition, and its honour to have “ade 
only recently usurped by Kefr Kenna, a 

i 11 hour R. B. from Nazareth, on 
one of the roads to Tiberias. $ rue 
7 I.] John sever pasta as bei 

well known (Lücke): or perha 
more l from NS 5 on 
nexion with her, in pursuance of the in- 
junction ch. xix. 26, 27. He never names 
either Lio 505 his ovn brother, James. 

.] èx , not for a pluperfect :— 
was invited. the Material, past. 
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al . br.] It does not ho 
lee "core, axes wa nma iai they 
were those called in ch. i, which seems 
most probable. John himself was most 
likely present. He does not relate so cir- 
cumstantially any thing which he had not 
witnessed. In this case, there must 
have been some other reason for the in- 
vitation, besides mere previous acquaint- 
ance. This would be the probable reason 
for Jesus himself being invited; but the 
disciples, seg mira various places in the 
district, can 8 
Wette) friends of the family. e fact 
of Jesus having attached disciples to Him- 
self must have been known, and they 
were doubtless invited from consideration 
to Him. Our Lord at once opens 
His with the character which 
He gives of himself Matt. xi. 18, 19, as 
distinguished from the asceticism of John. 
He , as Trench admirably remarks 
(Miracles, edn. 2, p. 98, note), gives us his 
own testimony against the tendency which 
our indolence ever favours, of giving up 
those things and occasions to the world 
and the devil, which we have not Christian 
boldness to mingle in and purify. Even 
Cyprian, for instance, proscribes such fes- 
tivale, —' nuptiarum festa improba et cou- 
vivia lasciva vitentur, quorum periculosa 
contagio est. De Habitu Virginum, ch. 
xxi p. 460. And such is the general ver- 
dict of modern religionism, which would 
keep the leaven distinct from the lump, 
for fear it should become unleavened. 
The especial honour conferred upon mar- 
riage by the Lord should also be noticed. 
* He here adorned and beautifled it with 
his presence, and first miracle that He 
wrought." .] There is no neces- 
sity to suppose that the feast had lasted 
several days, as De Wette and Lücke do. 
It has been suggested that the unex- 
pected presence of the disciples may have 
occasioned a failure in the previously suf- 
ficient supply: a gloss in the old latin 
eod. Rhedigerianus has, ‘et factum est 
per multam turbam vocatorum vinum con- 
summari? The mother of Jesus evi- 
dently is in a position of authority (e 
ver. 5) in the house, which was probably 
that of a near relative. The conjectures 

and traditions on the subject are many, 
but wholly unsatisfactory. A graver 
question arises as to the intent with which 
this olvov obe Ex. was said. She cannot 
have had from 7 any reason to 
suppose that her Son would work a mi- 
racle, for this (ver. 11) was His first. 
3 suggests (so also Theophyl., 
Eu „and Neander, L. J. p. Menus: 
knowing Him to be Who He was, had 
been by the recent divine acknowledg- 
ment of Him and His calling disciples to 
Himself, led to expect the manifestation 
of His Messianic power about this time; 
and here seemed an occasion for it. Some 
of the other explanations are: ‘that she 
had always found Him a wise counsellor, 
and mentioned the want to Him merely 
that He might suggest some way of re- 
med ring it Cocceius, cited by Trench. 
* Velim discedas, ut ceteri item discedant, 
antequam penuria patefiat. Bengel. Ut 
pia aliqua exhortatione convivis tedium 
eximeret, ac simnl levaret pudorem spon- 
si.” Calvin, cited by Lücke. ‘Jesus had 
wrought miracles, but in secret, before 
this.“ Tholuck. On the whole, the 
most probable tion is that of Licke, 
which somewhat modifies the first here 
mentioned,—that our Lord Himself had 
recently given some reason to expect that 
He would shew forth His glory by won- 
derful works. So, very nearly, Stier, R. J. 
i. 88, edn. 2. 4.| The answer of our 
Lord is beyond question one of reproof, 
and disclaimer of participation in t 
grounds on whic. the request was made. 
See i besides reff., in Josh. xxii. 
24: Mark i. 24 And so all the early 
expositors understood it. Irenæus (iii 
16. 6, p. 206) says, Dominus llens 
jw intempestivam festinationem, dixit," 
and Chrysostom, igosAero .... 

da vr Aaprporipay wosjocar bad roù 
xaijóc, and therefore He 5 
éxexpivaro. Hom. xxi. in Joh., p. 122. 
The Romanist expositors mostly endea- 
vour to divest the answer of any aspect 
of rebuke, and maintain that it was so 
uttered for ow sakes alone, to teach us 
that He did not perform His miracles 
from regard to human affinity, but solely 
from love and His object of manifesting 
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His glory. So Maldonatus. And this is 
true :—-but first among those to be taught 
this, was she herself, who had tempted 
Him to work a miracle from that regard. 

It has perhaps not been enough 
noticed, that in this answer the Lord 
declares His period of subjection to her 
as His earthly parent to at an end. 
Henceforth His thoughts are not her 
thoughts. At twelve years of age, see 
Luke ii. 49, He answers ‘thy father and 
I,’ by My Father :'—now, He is to be no 
longer before the world as Mary's son, 
but as sanctifled by the Father and sent 
into the world :—compare Matt. xii. 48— 
BO, and Luke xi. 27, 28, and see Stier's 
admirable remarks, R. J. i. 89, edn. 2, also 
Olshausen's, ii. 81. ] There is 
no reproach in this term: but rather re- 

. The Lord henceforth uses it to- 
wards her, not calling her ‘mother,’ even 
on the Cross (see ch. xix. 26), doubtless 
for the reason alleged above. otwe 
F. 4 Spa pov) This expression is gene- 
rally used in John of the time of the 
Death of Christ :—see reff. But it is 
only so used because His death is in those 

the subject naturally underlying 
the narrative. It is, any fixed or P 
pointed time;—and therefore here, the 
appointed time of His self-manifestation 
by miracles. This time was not yet come, 
but was close at hand. Some have sup- 
posed that the wine was not yet wholly 
exhausted, and that our Lord would wait 
till the miracle should be undoubted (so 
Trench, p. 192): but Stier well remar 
that the known depth of all His early 
sayings forbids us from attaching only 
this meaning to it;—and he sees in it a 
reference to the t marriage-feast and 
the new fruit of the vine in the Kingdom 
of God (i. 41, edn. 2). If this be so, it 
can be only in the background ; the words 
must have had a present meaning, and 
I believe it to be, ‘ My time, the time at 
which, from the Father's appointment 
and my own concurring will, I am to 
begin miraculous working, is not yet ar- 

rived: forestall it wot. Very similarly 
He speaks, ch. vii. 6, to His brethres, 
and yet afterwards goes up to the feat. 
The notion that ) épa pov refers to the 
hour of our Lord's human infirmity on 
the Cross when (ch. xix. 27) He e- 
know] her as His mother," Wordsw. 
seems wholly unfounded. Where do we 
find any such acknowledgment 
there? And why should we go ont of 
our way for a fanciful sense of words 
which bear an excellent meaning as re- 
ferring to circumstances then present? 

5.] There certainly seems beneath 
this narrative to lie some incident which 
te not told «s. For not only is Mary 
wot repelled by the answer just given. 
but she is convinced that the miracle wil 
be wrought, and she is not without sn 
anticipation of the method of working it: 
for how should He require the aid of tbe 
servants, except the miracle were to tak? 
pace acorde to He form here related ? 

believe we shall find, when all things 
are opened to us, that there had been 
& previous hint given her, —where or how 
I would not presume to say,—by our Lord, 
of His intention and the manner of per- 
forming it, and that her fault was, le 
too rash hastening on of what had bes 
His fixed purpose. 8.] These vessels 
were for the washings usual at feasts: 
see Mark vii. 4. There could be no colu- 
sion or imposture here, as they were water. 
vessels, and could have no remnants of 
wine in them (see also ver. 10). And the 
large quantity which they held could not 
have been brought in unobserved. The 
perpurás is probably = the Jewish rv 
(which, Jos. Antt. viii. 2. 9, held 72 
Eiorat = the Attic nerpur ic = 8 gal. 
T:4 pints), and stands for it in the LXX. 
ref. 2 Chron. Accordiug to this, the qust- 
tity of wine thus created would = 6 
X (2 or 8) x e gallons 7:4 pints) = 6 
X (between 17 and 25 gallons) = sy. 
6 x 21 gall. — 126 gallons. large 
quantity thus created has been cavilled sí 
by unbelievers. We may leave them to 
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nav O€ exec " Aiwa bold &E xara row cafe,’ 

` pov r&v ‘loudaiwy * kelutvat, " xwpovcat 
. 14. X here bis & cb. iv. 28 only. Boel. xii. 6. 

ji. 22. v. 14 Mk. Heb.1.8. 2 Fet. I. 9 only. 1 Chr. 
a =— oh. xxi. 28. 

| 
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b Matt. xz vil. 84aL Job aii. II. 
40 rell. d l ver. 5. a 

axili. 98 oniy. Ps. xviii. 6. 

q ~ here (Kom. iz. 12, from Gen. xxv. WB. 

KATA IQANNHN. 

9 uç & 5 eyevoaro o b apyrrpl- ow: sar. 

] = Matt. iv. 8L Rev. viti. 8. Ezod.i 

` o dere only. & Dr. 1). 
1. 14 al. elsw. neut., Matt. xziv. 49. Acts ii. 15. ) Cor. xi. 21. 1 Thess 
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Mark xiv. 64. 
Av. 38 | Mt. 
Lake xxiii. 6. 

K vi. 8. 
9 es bis 

10 kat Ab ye abr ch. i. 7, 16 

ch. iv. II.) 

v. 8. k Berz. ch. i 
a Matt. ix. 16 jJ. xxv. I, 5, 6, 10. eb. iti. 29 { ) Rev. 
Bel & Dr. 1) p pass., Rev. xvii. 3 only. 1 Kings 

v. 7. Rer. x 1l. 2, 6 only. 
res ch. xil. 7. 2 Pet. Ii. 17. Jado G. 

8. rec (for o: ĝe) cat, with A rel vulg lat-5 o f syrr sah-mnt eth: om clause X : txt 
BKLN 1. 38 lat-a syr-marg copt arm. 

10. om avr» RN. 
rel lat-5 c f syrr arm. 

their cavils with just one remark, —that 
He who creates abundance enough in this 
earth to “ put temptation in men's way," 
acted on this occasion analogously with 
His known method of dealing. We may 
answer an error on the other side (if it 
be on the other side), by saying, that the 
Lord here most effectually and once for 
all stamps with His condemnation that 
false system of moral reformation, which 
would commence by pledges to abstain 
Srom intoxicating liquors. He pours out 
His bounty for all, and He vouchsafes 
His grace to each for guidance; and to 
endeavour to evade the work which He 
has appointed for each man,—by refusing 
the bounty, to save the trouble of seeking 
the grace, is an attempt which must ever 
end in degradation of the individual mo- 
tives, and in social demoralization,—what- 
ever present a nt effects may follow 
ite first promulgation. One visible sign 
of this degradation, in its intellectual 
form, is the miserable attempt made by 
some of the advocates of this movement, 
to shew that the wine here and in other 
places of Scripture is unfermented wine, 
not 5 power of intoxication. 

The filling with water, and draw- 
ing out wine, is all that is related. ‘The 
moment of the miracle,’ says Lücke, ‘is 
rather understood than expressed. It 
seems to lie between vv. 7 and 8’ (i. 471). 
The process of it is wholly out of the 
region of our imagination. In order for 
wine to be produced, we have the growth 
and ripening of the grape; the crushing 
of it in proper vessels ; the fermentation ; 
—but here all these are in a moment 
brought about in their results, by the 
sume Power which maile the laws of nature, 

om rore BLN! lat-a e ff, l copt th Orig-lat Gaud : ins AN?a 

and created and unfolded the capacities 
of man. See below on ver. 11. 
8.] The &pyvrpixÀwos (cvprociapyoc, 
imcuednrn¢g roù cupmwociov, Euthym.) 
seems to be the same with the ryovpevog 
spoken of, Sir. xxxv. (xxxii.) 1, and with 
the Latin rer, or magister, convivii. It 
would seem (from Sir. I. c.) that he was 
one of the guests raised to the post of pre- 
siding over the arrangements of the feast. 
This is however doubted by the older Com- 
mentators (Severus in the Catena, Lücke, 
i. 472), who make him not one of the 
guests, but a person Aolding this especial 
office, and attending on feasts. Here, he 
tastes the wine; and therefore probably 
was a guest himself. Lücke quotes from 
Petronius ‘ triclinarches.’ 9. of 
dvrAyxéres} This is the participle of the 
luperf. (as well as of the perf), and is 
ere to be so rendered— who had drawn 

the water. 10.] The saying of the 
ápx. is a general one, not applicable to the 
company then present. We may be sure 
that the Lord would not have sanctioned, 
nor ministered to, actual drunkenness. 
Only those who can conceive this, will 
find any difficulty here; and they will find 
difficulties every where. The account 
of the practice referred to is, that the 
palates of men become after a while dull, 
and cannot distinguish between good 
wine and bad. Pliny (Nat. Hist. xiv. 13) 
speaks of persons *qui etiam convivis 
(vina) alia quam sibimetipsis ministrant, 
aut procedente mensa subjiciunt. But 
the practice here described is not precisely 
that of which Pliny speaks, nor is there 
any meanness to bo charged on it: it ia 
only that, when a man has some kinds of 
wine choicer than others, he naturally 
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17, 20. Luke ewatyv TV ocav aurov Kat tCigTEtUOGP HC avrov o z. 
Kill. 8, 1 9 s 
Actsiv.16, paQnrai avrov. 

„ Whig. 

Juba, ch. xli. 
37. xx. 80 
al. fr. 

v ch. i. 81 reff. 
w gh. 1. 14 aL 

M. Gal.ii.16. Phil. I. 29. 1Pet.i. S. 21 only f. 

12 Mera rovro / kerí(9n tic Kagapvaovp avróc ku 3 
e e - * 3 - 

unruę avrov Kai of adeAgot [avrov] xai ot naa avrov, 
X ch. 1. 12 aL fr. in John. elsw., Matt. zeli. 6 (l Mk. v. r.). Acte x. 43. zir. 72 KH. € Ren. c 

y = Mark idi. 22. x. 80. Gea xu le. 

II. rec ins ru bef apyny, with N rel Eus, Cyr: om ABLA 1. 33 Orig Eus, Chro 
aft yadshatac ins wperny Mi(corrd Ni or). 

ot pad. av. bef eig avrov Nl: txt N &. 
2nd avrov BL lat-a c e Orig, : ins AN rel vun oe eth arm. 

t 

&c. 
12. om 

om gat ot naÜgra: avrov R. 
Nonn. 

produces the choicest, to suit the most 
discriminating taste. "With regard to the 
word ue9va Sec, while there is no reason 
here to press its ordinary meaning, so 
neither is there any to shrink from it, as 
uttered by the dpytrpie\swog. The safest 
rendering is that of Tyndall and Cranmer, 
“when men be dronke:” ‘cum inebriati 

int,’ Vulg. 11.] Without the 
article before ápx jv (see rec. in digest) it 
is This wrought Jesus as the 
of his miracles:—dpy7 being the predi- 
cate. This assertion of John excludes 
all the apocryphal miracles of the Gospel 
of the Infancy, and such like works, from 
credit. nov, which occasionally 
occurs in the other Gospels and the Acts 
in this absolute sense of a miracle (see 
mh is St. John's ordinary word for it. 
Cf. Luthardt, p. 62. Oófav aùr.) 
The glory, namely, which is referred to in 
ch. i. 14, where see note. It was a 
miracle eminently shewing forth the 
lory of the Aóyoc, à o) wavra lyivero, 

in His state of having become flesh. And 
this ‘believing on Him,’ here predicated 
of the disciples, was certainly a higher 
faith than that which first led them to 
Him. They obtained new insight into 
His power :—not yet reflectively, so as to 
infer what all this implied, but so as to 
increase their faith and trust in Him. 
Again and again they believed :’ new de- 

of faith being attained ; just as this 
s since been the case, and will continue 

to be, in the Church, in the continual pro- 
vidential development of the Christian 
spirit,—the leavening of the whole lump 
by degrees. This important miracle, 
standing as it does at the very entrance of 
the official life of Christ, has been the 
subject of many doubts, and attempts to get 
rid of, or explain away, the power which 
was here manifested. But never did a nar- 
rative present a more stubborn inflexibility 
to the wresters of Scripture :—never was 

om ist avro» Ni: ins N 

epecvey AFGH?A 1 copt arm Orig, 

simple historical veracity more striking 
stamped on any miracle than ou this. And 
doubtless this is providentially so arranged: 
see the objections to it treated, and som 
admirable concluding remarks, in Lücke. 
i. 478. To those who yet seek some sif- 
ficient cause for the miracle being wrooght, 
we may—besides the conclusive answer that 
we are not in a position to treat this qu 
tion satisfactorily,—assign the 
able spiritual import of the change bet 
made, as indicating the general natum d 
the beneficent work which the Lord cam 
on earth to do. 80 Cornelius a Lapide 
(Trench, p. 118, edn. 2, note): Christa 
initio sus preedicationis mutans aquam 7 
vinum significabat se legem Moms, 
instar aquse insipidam et frigidam, © 
versurum in Evangelium gratie qur iB- 
star vini est, generosa, sapida, ardens et 
efficax.’ Similarly Eusebius, Augusti 
aa , and Gregory the Great. Trench, 
ibi 

II. 129—IV. 54.] Frest u 
TION OF HrMSELP A8 THE Son or GoD: 
—and herein, ii. 19—iii. 36, Tw JERTSI: 

ig wordy, because Capernanm hy o 12.] «a : use y 
the lake, —Cana higher up the country 
There is no certainty as to this visit, whe 
ther or not it is the same with that hinted 
at in Luke iv. 23: so that no chronologica 
inferences can be built on the hypothess 
with any security. On ot dà. ar. 
see Matt. xiii. 56 and note. ote 
the transition from His private to His 
public life. His mother and brethren are 
still with Him, attached merely by natu: 
His disciples, newly attached by faith. 1» 
the next verse He has cast off His mert 
earthly ties for His work. Also in the # 
rok Ade yu., notice less a mere chronolo- 
Bical design, than one to shew that He 
ost no time after His first miracle, in 
publicly manifesting Himself as the Soa d 

» e RE 
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£- Mt XXI. 12. ix. 201 MR, Acta ix. apal: Gen. lii M 

18. Judg. vi. 20. a 17 (f Mk. e. r.) Acts 1. 
x. 23 only. m trans., = bere Only. 

xis 21. eb. vii! 3. ziv. 8). 
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"éyyoc iy ró Ec 
v. 82. 

AN D 3. 
xxii. 1n, 

1x vi. 2 reff. 

xai moijsac * ppayéddcoy € EK oi Tav- >< Matt. ax. 
e Matt. HL. 16 

k a Bee only ¢. 

«ipuara Kai rdc * Xx only t. 
Ao. 

vil. 

1 
h Matt. xxi. 12 f only t. 

= Matt. XII. 19 J. MAG 
B Lake E + 28 Matt. xvit. 22 redi.) 

14. for Boag cat xpoß., cat ra po. ca: Boac Ni. 
15. for cat wotnoag, exoincey Ri. 

(corrns by Nas.) 
lat-b q copt arm Orig, Eus. 
N 69!-marg : xaropOwae 69-txt 

cxorvtwwy ins cat Ni. om re Ni. 
rec (for ra cepnara) ro zeppa, with APN rel: txt BLX 83 

for aveorp., averpeyew BX Orig, : careororvey 

16. ins cat bef pn wowire AUX 1. 69 vulg lat-a b e g syrr eth arm Cyr-jer Thi. 

13—322.) The first official visit to Jeru- 
salem, at a Passover: and cleansing of 
the Temple. 13.] No data are given 
to determine whether the reason of the 
short stay at Capernaum was the near 
approach of the Passover. Nothing 
is said of those who accompanied Jesus: 
but at all events, Hie already called dis- 
ciples would be with Him (see ver. 22, 
and ch. iii. 22), and among them in all 
probability the Evangelist himself :—but 
not the rest of the Twelve, who were not 
yet called. this visit, the ieg nar- 
rative records nothing. 4.) On the 
distinctness of this cleansing from that re- 
lated in Matt. xxi. 12 ff., see note there. 

iv rê lie] In the court of the 
Gentiles, the IE. lepdy, as distinguished 
from the vaóc, the inner temple. This 
market a to have sprung up since 
the captivity, with a view to the conve- 
nience of t Jews who came from a 
distance, to provide them with the beasts 
for offering, and to change their foreign 
money into the sacred shekel, which alone 
was allowed to be paid in for the temple 
capitation-tax (Matt. xvii. 24 fl.). This 
tax was sometimes, as in Matt. I. e., paid 
elsewhere than in Jerusalem ; but generally 
there, and in the temple. The very fact of 
the market being held there would produce 
an unseemly mixture of sacred and profane 
transactions, even setting aside the abuses 
which would be certain to be mingled with 
the traffic. It is to the former of these 
evils that our Lord makes reference in this 
first cleansing ; in the second, to the latter. 

15.] The oyowla were probably 

the rushes which were littered down for 
the cattle to lie on. That our Lord used 
the scourge on the beasts only, not on the 
sellers of them, is almost necessarily con- 
tained i in the form of the sentence here: 
the ra rs wpóflara «. r. Bóac being as it 
stands with re and cai, merely epexegetical 
of rávraç, not conveying new iculars. 
So that it should be rendered as in 
A. V. R., “ He drove all out of the temple, 
both the sheep and the oxen.” (iféyeev 
is the aor., not the resolved form of the 
imperfect: cf. Aristoph. Nub. 75, and see 
Lobeck's note on Phryn., p. 222.) It has 
been i ed, that e dealt more mildly 
with those who sold the doves, which were 
for the offerings of the poor. But this 
was not so: He dealt alike with all. No 
other way was open with regard to them, 
than to order them to take their birds 
away. This cleansing of the temple 
was in the direct course of His manifesta- 
tion as the Messiah. Immediately after 
the prophetic announcement of the Fore- 
runner, Mal. iii. 1, is that of the Lord's 
coming suddenly to His temple and puri- 
Sy it. This act also answers (but like 

falfilment last mentioned, only in an 
imperfect and still prophetic sense) to the 
declaration of the fa ptist ** Whose fan is 
in His hand,” &., Matt. iii. 12. His 
proceeding was not altogether unexampled 
nor unauthorized, even in an uncommis- 
sioned person: for all had the right to re- 
form an abuse of this sort, and the zealots 

t this right in practice. The disciples 
by th eir allusion i in ver. 17 seem to refer 

action to this latter class. 
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laie atis ss. ° axexpiOn ‘Incove xai 
xii, 16 only. q Paa. Ixvili. 9. constr., Rom, x. 2. see Acts xzil. 8. 

4. xx. 9 only. Je aopn, Vesp. m, 
15. xvii. 8. em Matt. xi. PNE 
23. Exod. wis u Matt. x vi. 8. 

* amexpiOnoav « oiv ot Iouꝭa tod xai 

sav avro TI cnutov ö rucrbcic i dur “ort Tavra rouc ; : 

rt avroic ' Avocare ror vao 
r Lake vii. 5 l. xv. 80. Bev. x. 9, 10 rÈ. 

pind’ oy ret ceavrov saves, (sareed., Lake ux. 47 ref.) fat., Leke ov. 
38. 1 Corn 
55 ( 

17. - Matt. zi 
= Eph. 11. 14. 2 Pet. ti. 1014. Esdr. 

17. rec aft euvgaOgcav ins ĉe, with AP rel vulg lat- c syr Cyr; de zae M: om 
BLXN copt Eus, toriv bef yeypaupevoy B Chr. rec caregaye (conformation 
to Lxx), with 69 latt syrr Epiph, Hil: txt ABPN rel copt Heracl Naz Cyr. 

18. [rar, so BL 83 
19. rec ins o bef in, with EN 69 (8 1. 33, e sil) : om ABP rel Orig, Cyr. 

16. rot watpés pov] The coincidence with 
Luke ii. 49 is remarkable. By this ex- 
air aig thus publicly used, our Lord 

nly announces His Messiahship. Na- 
thanael had named Him *the Son of God" 
with this meaning —see on ch. i. 50,— 
and these words, coupled with the ex- 
pectation which the confession of John 
the Baptist would arouse, could leave no 
doubt on the minds of the Jews as to their 
import: see on ch. iii. 2. olx. ‘pe. ] 
not yet ew niai» Ayorwy, as at the en 
of His ministry; see above on ver. 14. 

17.] dpvjctncay, at the time, not 
afterwards, which iue rene been ex- 
pressed, as in ver. ut the very re- 
membrance itself was prophetic. The 
rarapayi spoken of in that passion- 
Psalm, was the marring and wasting of 
the Saviour’s frame by His zeal for God 
and God’s Church, which resulted in the 
buffeting, the scourging, the Cross. 
xcaradd is a well-known future, con- 
tracted m caragaynotrat : see reff. and 
cf. the 4 sin 4 Kings ix. 36, rara- 
ire idera rde eápkac Ie & dBA. 

On the demand of the Jews, 
see Deut, die 1—3. It was not only to 
justify His having driven out the abomina- 
tion; this any one might have done ;— 
but to justify the mission and the whole 
course of action which the words row 
warpóc pov implied. They used the same 
expression at the end of His ministry, 
Matt. xxi. 28. 19.] This answer of 
our Lord has been involved in needless 
difficulty. That He pointed to His own 
Body, is inconceivable ;—for thus both 
the Jews and His own disciples must have 
understood Him, which (see vv. 20, 22 
neither of them did. That He impli 
that their lawless proceedings in the 
temple would at last bring it to an end, 
is equally inconceivable; both on account 
of the latter part of His declaration, 
which would thus have no meaning,—and 

because of the use of the word vass, — 
which was the holy and the holiest place, 
the temple itself, —as distinguished from 
vd lepdv, the whole enceinte of the sacred 
buildings. Stier has well remarked (i 48, 
49, edn. in. 2) that our Lord in this saying 
comprehended in the — His own 
Body, sts and symbol, —the temple 
then before them. That temple, with all 
its ordinances and holy places, was but 
the shadow of the Christian Church ;— 
that, the type of the Body of the Lord, 
represented the Church, which is veritably 
His Body. And so the saying was fal- 
filled by the slaying of His actual Body, 
in which rejection of Him the destruction 
of the Jewish temple and city was in- 
volved,—and the raising of that Body 
after three days, in which resurrection 
we, all the members of His new glorified 
Body, are risen again. It is for want 
of k ing in mind this width and depth 
of the s sayings, that so many Com- 
mentators an fallen into error here and 
elsewhere in interpreting them. route of 
the best German expositors, e. 
Neander (L. J. 283), and even 
find insuperable difficulty in the Miei 
given by the Evangelist of these words, 
and even contend that it could not have 
been the right one. But surely those who 
7 a Apostles 5 been under 
the special influence of the Holy 8 ered 
their work of witnessing to and bringi aie 
out the truth of the sayings and sings E 
the Lord, cannot take this ground. It 
is a wholly distinct matter from a chrono- 
logical inaccuracy, or a report of the same 
occurrence varying in minor details ; such 
things the Spirit may have, and has as 
matter of fact, for special reasons per- 
mitted in the Evangelists ; bat we have 
here,—assumed the genuineness of our 
Gospel, on which none of these writers 
have a doubt,—the positive declaralion 
of an Apostle (and what an Apostle) of 

me 
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Chr Cyr Thdrt Thl. 
the meaning of the Lord’s saying ;—which 
I do not think we are at liberty to ques- 
tion, on any, even the most moderate 
view, of the inspiration of the Scriptures. 
The difficulties attending the interpreta- 
tion are,—besides the double meaning 
which I have treated above,—(1) the use 
of the imperative; as applied to the death 
of Christ. Olshausen contends that it 
must be mandatory, and cannot be hypo- 
thetical. But surely Matt. xii. 33 is an 
instance in point, as adduced by De Wette, 
for the hypothetical meaning: and usages 
exactly like that in our text are found in 
the reff. p^ see Winer, Gram. edn. 6, 
6 43. 2. (2) The words tyepô atróv,— 
seeing that the resurrection of the Lord 
Sa ken of as the work of the 

es,—but by power committed 
e 9 Himself; —see ch. x. 18, where 
this is distinctly asserted: and ch. vi. 39, 
40, 44, where it is implied, for He is 
the first-fruits of them that sleep,—and 
(though the whole course of His working 
was after the will of the Father, —and in 
the Spirit, which wrought in Him) strictly 
and truly raised Himself from the dead 
in the sense here inten (3) The «t- 
terance of such a prophecy at so early a 
period of His life. But it was 
not a prophecy known and understood, — 
but a dark saying, from which no one 
could then draw an inference as to His 
death or resurrection. The disciples did 
not understand it; and I cannot 
with Stier that the Jews could have had 
any idea of such being His m 
Chrys. (Hom. xxiii. in Joan. p. 134) says, 
9$0ÀÀÀ roavra $0bryerai rote piv rore 
ova Óvra dda, roiç ài pirá ravra 
leóptva. rlvog d tivesty robro soul; 
iva jux0j zpontówc dv ra perd 
ravra, órav itiA0g rai ric epoppfjotuc 
ró ridoc, d 0) cai ixi ric rpognreiag 
rabrac yéyovey. Lücke remarks, that the 
circumstance of the words being spoken 

Vor. I. 
e 

rec (for ov) &, with A rel: txt BLN Orig,. 

so long before his trial by the Senhe- 
drim, would make it more easy for the 
false witnesses to distort them. This 
they did, but not so as to agree with one 
another. They reported it, ‘I can de- 
stroy, &c. which makes a wide difference, 
and represents our Lord as an enemy 
of the temple (Matt. xxvi. 61), and some 
added to Tiv y. T, —r. yaporolnroy, and 
that He would raise another dystporoinroy 
(Mark xiv. 58). 20.] The buildi 
of the temple by Herod the Great is sta: 
by Josephus, in Antt. xv. 11. 1, to have 
been begun in the eighteenth year of bis 
reign; in B. J. i. 21. 1, in the fifteenth : 
the difference being made by counting his 
reign from the death of Antigonus, or 
from bis appointment by the Romans, see 
Antt. xvii. 8. 1. Reckoning from this 
latter, we shall have twenty years till the 
birth of Christ, and thirty years since that 
event, from which fifty, however, four must 
be taken, since our era is four years too 
late. This gives forty-six. The temple 
was not ae Me till A.D. 64, under 
Herod Agrippa 
Albinus ; ; 

this aor. is cariomily | illustrated by a 
in Ezra v. 16, róre ZaBavaedp ca- 

vo HADe wai Idref Oe , rob olcov rod 
Otroù iv ‘TepovoaA yp, kal dwo rore let rov 
viv geodopnn xai obe drein. 
22.) rq pH, by all analogy, must mean 

. T. . That the resurrec- 
tion of the Lord is tbe su ject of O. T. 
prophecy, we find in sev passages of 
the N. T. see ch. xx. 9; Luke xxiv. 26, 
27;1 Cor. xv. 4. At first sight it appears 
difficult to fix on any in which it 
is directly announced : but with the 
understanding of the Scriptures which the 
Holy Spirit gave the Apostles and still 
gives the Christian Church, such p : 
cies as that in Ps. xvi. ^ as 

Z 
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17 F aa cta i 15 ovopa aur, ‘ao e» r&v lovdaiwy. 
avroy vvcrôc kai siwer avro Pag, oiðapev Ore exo 

II. 23—25. 

23 Qc à 7 nv tv rote * "IepocoAUpotc € év Ty * wácye £v 
ewtorevoay 

£ he pov rec avrov Ta anpeta a trols. X auroc & I 
ewiorevev avroy avroic, Sea rò avroy Aru 

kal Ore ov ' xptiav eiye 
wept rov dvÜpumov* aùròç yàp tylvegktv ri vr EW rw 

tic TO övopa avrov 

! tva rie Haprvphop 

L"Hy LE avÜpwroc € EK TWV Sagte, Nic de 

2 ovroc MA bev ebe 

$3. rec om „ en ins ABN rel Orig, Chr Cyr. (Treg queries M and P.) 
om rd 

24. rec ins o bef 190. with APN rel Orig, : om BL Cyr. 
el txt A' BLAN! Orig def. 

à 9» di ort A Syr copt ak nd. 

Cuar. III. I. for ovopa avre, ovopars Ni. 
9. rec (for avrov) rov «470v», with EFG 

properly Ma to Him in Whom alone are 
fulfilled ; see also Hos. ied 

35.) MANY BELIEVE ON JESUS AT 
THe PABSOVER: His KNOWLEDGE OF 
THEIR OHARACTEB, AND WITHHOLDING 
OP HIMBKL* FROM THEM. 28.] as 
analogous with lv rg wéoxa tî dopri 
see ch. vi. 4. abr. v. e. A dw.) 
ixicrevow eig abrór, GAN’ oè BeBaiwc. 
éativer yào depBiorepoy itiorevoy, beo 
pù did rà onptia póvov, d AAd cai did Thy 
Ocsaceariay abrov ixicrevory, Euthym. 

What miracles these were, is not 
related :—eertainly some notable ones, see 
ch. iii. 2. The mention of them pre- 
cludes us from understanding ch. iv. 54, 
as indicating that the healing of the rulers 
eon was "nac His second miracle. 

N à (Là 
sort of play on 9 But I should 
rather set it down to the sim ey of 
John’s style. The meaning E, Hs 
not trust Himself to them. —i. e. treat 
them as true and earnest disciples: they 
entered into no spiritual relation with Him, 
and He in consequence into none with 
them. The fact of this narrated 
shews that it made an impression on the 
Evangelist, and led him perhaps first to 
the conclusion which a 
which ee eee him after 
wards to place, as he here does, on its 
right ground ; — His what was ia 
man. Nothing less than divine 
is here set forth; the words are even 
gus than if r&y dv. and iv roic adv. 

used. Then some reference 

„De Wette) asa 

rec cavroy, with AR 

for ov x., xp. ove R. 

corrd N?.) 
vulg-ed 5 txt ABN 

might have been i to the persons 
here mentioned ; 55 
and must be on all hands, purely generic, 
—asin E. V. 
Cuar. III. 1—31.) The Lord's de 

exer. see reff.), and, besides, a 3 
écxaXog (ver. 10). $.] W — 

did for fear of the Jews: sce ch. xi. 
discourse seems to have taken 
tween Jesus and Nicodemus alone, 
ee 

f this be deemed 
improbable (though I do not see 
should),—of the two other spe ead cad I 
would rather believe that John was pre- 
sent, than that Nicodemus should have so 
minutely related a conversation which in 
his then 

same conclusion, e. g. Joseph of Arimathea ; 
or it may express that Nicodemus was sent 
in the name of several who wished to 
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33. James i. 17. iii. 15, 17. Job 
1 Pet. iii. 10, from Ps. xzxlii. 12 al. 

rel am lat-b c Z syr wth arm Chr Cyr Thi Aug. 

7 John f. . Ul. 9. iv. 7. v. 1 18 only. see 1 Prt. I. 8, 98. 
— ` fine vee also Gal. iv. b. Fa xix. 6. 

q ver. 81. ch. xix. 11, 
rem Luke ii. 28. 

vurroc bef *poc avrov R. 
rec ravra ra onpna bef dvvarat, with E rel syr Chr Cyr: txt ABLN 33 latt Syr copt 

om sat serey aur Ni. 

know the real character of this Person who 
wrought such miracles. It is harsh, in 
this private conversation, to take the plural 
as merely of singular import, as Lightfoot 
seems to do. His other rendering, vulgo 
agnoscitur, is better, but not satisfac- 
arte ; for the common people did not gene- 

y confess it, and Nicodemus, as an 
ápyev, would not be likely to rim in 
their name (see ch. vii. 49). would 
rather take it to the true convic- 
tion respecting Jesus, of that class to 
which Nicodemus belonged—the dpyovrec : 
and see in it an important fact, that their 
persecutions and murder of the Prince of 
Life hence found their greatest aggrava- 
tion, that they were carried on against the 
conclusions of their own minds, out of 
bitter malice, and worldly disappointment 
at His humble and unobtrusive character, 
and the spiritual purity and self-sacrifice 
which He inculcated. Still this must not, 
though undoubtedly it has truth in it, be 
carried too far: cf. Acta iii. 17 note, and 
Acts xiii. 27; 1 Cor. ii. 8. Some degree 
of ignorance there must necesearily have 
been in all of them, even Caiaphas in- 
cluded, of our Lord's Office and Person. 
Stier (iv. 11 fl., edn. 2) seems to think 
that Nicodemus, by using the plural, is 
sheltering himself from ex ing his own 
conviction, so as to be able to draw back 
again if n : AhAvðas) Stier 
(and Schleiermacher, cited by Stier, iv. 
12, edn. 2, note) thinks that there is in- 
volved in this word a recognition by Nico- 
d the Messianic mission of Jesus : 
—that it expresses His being 6 ipyóputvoc 
(Matt. xi. 3 al). It is never ‘asad of 
any but the Messiah, except by the 
Lord Himself, when speaking of John the 
Baptist as the subject of h see Matt. xi 14 al) Lader] 
this and the following words, Nicodemus 
seems to be cautiously withdrawing from 
his admission being taken as expressing too 
much. For who of the Jews ever ex 
n teacher to come from God ? They looked 
for a King, to sit on David's throne, —a 

3. rec ins o bef ne. with AHN rel: om BEFGKLM 1 Cyr. (E and H as Treg expr.) 

Prophet, to declare the divine will; —but 
the Messiah was never designated as a 
mere teacher, till the days of modern So- 
cinianism. So that he seems trying to 
ualify or recall his iAnAv@ac by this ad- 
ition. The following words exhibit 

the same cautious inconsistency. Wo one 
ean do, &c. unless— we expect some stron 
expression of the truth, such as we 
from Nathanael in ch. i. 50, but the sen- 
tence drops to merely—‘ God be with him,’ 
which is a very and insufficient ex- 

ent of dro 0. dAdAvOas. inst this 
inconsistency,—the inner knowledge that 
the Kingdom of God was come, and He 
who was to found it, on the one hand,— 
and the rationalizing endeavour to reduce 
this heavenly kingdom to mere learning, 
and its Founder to a mere teacher, on the 
other,—is the following discourse directed. 

8.] We are not to imagine that any 
thing is wanting to complete the sense or 
connexion. Our Lord replies, It is not 
learning, but life, that is wanted for the 
Messiah’s Kingdom; and life must begin 
by birth. Luther (Stier, iv. 17, edn. 2) 
says: My teaching is not of doing and 
leaving undone, but of a change in the man 
m von Thun unb Laffen, fonbern von 

etben) ;—so that it is, not sew works 
done, but a sew man to do them; not 
another life only, but another birth.” And 
only by this means can Nicodemus gain 
the teaching for which he is come, Bei- 
T. A r. 0.,—* become a disciple of Christ: 

t rovrbor: voncot, I., under- 
stand, by sharing’—‘ have any conception 
of. Eveabev—oi piv “ie rov obpavod” 
gaa, ol dt “i£ apyiic.” Chr.,—who, as 
also Euthym., explains yev. MON 
yeveoia :—Orig. Cyr. and Thl. ng the 
other meaning. The true meaning is 
to be found by taking into account the 
answer of Nicodemus, who obviously un- 
derstood it of a new birth in mature life. 
Born afresh would be a better rendering 
than ‘born again,’ being closer to the 
meaning of dvw(er, from the very be- 
ginning ;—' unless a man begin his life 

2 2 2 
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anew altogether (raki» dveO:rv, Gal. iv. 
9), he cannot’ &c. It is not impos- 
sible that the other meaning may lie be- 
neath (his, —as the Bacidsia is rod Oeo, 
and so must the birth be ;—but Grotius 
has remarked that in Hebrew and Ara- 
maic (in one of which languages our Lord, 
discoursing with a Rabbinical Jew, cer- 
tainly spoke) there is no word of double 
meaning corresponding to dvwÜrv:—s50 
that He must have expressed it, as Nico- 
demus understood it, of an entirely new 
birth. That John never uses the word 
elsewhere in this sense (Lücke) is here of 
litle weight, for he uses it only three 
times more, and never with a verb a uen 
to yevyáopat. The Evangelist most likely 
chose the Greek expression yev. Av. as 
strictly aries ries. E the term ávayt»- 
vd oon, which, when he wrote, was in com- 
mon use in the Church: see 1 Pet. i. 8, 28. 
Justin Martyr, as Dr. Wordsworth reminds 
us, quotes as our Lord's saying, Apol. i. 
61, p. 79, àv pù dvayevyyOnre, ob p) 
elctAOnre slc r. Bamdtiay rev obpavav: 
pror mixing this with Matt. xviii. 3. 

the birth itself, see below, ver. 5. 
4.] It is impossible that Nicodemus can 
have so entirely and stupidly misunder- 
stood our Lord’s words, as lis question 
here would seem to imply. The idea of 
new birth was by no means alien from the 
Rabbinical views. They described a proe- 
elyte when baptized as sicut parvulus 
jam natus. Lightfoot in loc. I agree 
with Stier in thinking that there was some- 
thing of the spirit that would not under- 
stand, and the disposition to turn to ridi- 
cule what he heard. But together with 
this there was also considerable real igno- 
ranco. The proselyte might be regarded 
as born again, when he became one of the 
seed of Abraham: this figure would be 
easily explained on the Judaical view: but 
that every man should need this, was be- 
yond Nicodemus’s comprehension. He 
therefore rebuts the assertion with a re- 
ductio ad absurdum, which in spirit ex- 
resses, as in ch. vi. 60,—' This is an 

saying; who can hear it P 
yépev &v: probably he himself was old, 

w Rom.1.4. Heb. zi. 85. 

om 2nd apny À al 

and he instances his own case. 5.) 
Our Lord by the question of Ni 
demus without notice, farther than thst 
this His second assertion takes as it sere 
the ground from under it, by explaining 
the token and means of the new birth 

There can be no doubt, on say 
honest interpretation of the words, that 
yevrnbiiva: it S8 ros refers to the token 
or outward sign of baptism, —y. & «ver 
paros to the thing signified, or inward 
grace of the Holy Spirit. All attempt 
to get rid of these two plain facts have 
sprang from doctrinal prejudices, by which 

e views of expositors have been 
Such we have in Calvin: ‘ spiritam, qui 
nos repurgat, et qui virtute sua in no 
diffusa vigorem inspirat ccelestis vite/— 
Grotius : * spiritum aquse instar emundaz- 
tem ;'—Cocceius : ‘gratiam Dei, sordes et 
vitia abluentem ;—Lampe : ‘obedientiam 
Christi ;—Tholuck, who holds that not 
Baptism itself, but only its idea, thet o 
cleansing, is referred to and other 
who endeavour to resolve Ďĉareç «t 
wvevparoc into a figure of 1» did decir, 

* the cleansing oF 
All the better and 

the oo 

So for the most part the ancients: © 
Lücke (in his last edition), De Wette 
Neander, Stier, Olshausen, &c. Ths 
being then recognized, to what docs Cd. 
refer? At that time, two kinds of bsp 
tism were known: that of the proselsies 
by which they were received into Jadam, 
—and that of Joh», by which, as a pre 
paratory rite, symbolizin tance, the 
people were made ready for Him who . 
to ize them with the Holy Ghee. 
But both these were significant of o* 
and the same truth; that namely of the 
entire cleansing of the man for the ner 
and spiritual life on which he was to 
enter, symbolized by water cleansing tbe 
outw . Both were a 
N one by the Jewish Church. 
the other, stamping that first with ap- 
proval, by God Himself,—towards ther 
respective ends. John himself declared 
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his baptism to be incomplete, —it was only 
with water ; One was coming, who should 
baptize with the Holy Ghost. That de- 
claration of Ms te the key to the under- 
standing of this verse. Baptism, com- 
plete, with water and the Spirit, is the 
admission into the kingdom of God. Those 
who have received the outward sign and 
the spiritual grace, have entered into that 
Kingdom. And this entrance was fully 
ministered to the disciples when the Spirit 
descended on them on the day of Pente- 
cost. So that, as spoken to Nicodemus, 
these words refi him to the baptism 
of John, which probably (see Luke vii. 30) 
he had slighted. But they were not only 
spoken to him. The words of our Lord 
have in them life and meaning for all ages 
of His Church : and more especially these 
opening declarations of His ministry. He 
here unites together the two elements of 
a complete Baptism which were sundered 
in the words of the Baptist, ch. i. 83—in 
which united form He afterwards (Matt. 
xxviii. 19, 20; Mark xvi. 16) ordained it 
as a Sacrament of His Church. Here He 
speaks of spiritual Baptism, as in ch. vi. of 
spiritual Communion, and in both places in 
connexion with the outward conditions and 

able that here, as ordinarily (with a special that here, as ordinarily (with a i 
exception, Acts x. 44 fl.), tle eae aga 
comes first, and then the spiritual grace, 
vouchsafed in and by means of it where 
duly received. elsa de alg is more 
than ide above, though no stress is to be 
laid on the difference. The former word 
was perhaps used because of Nicodemus’s 
expectation of teaching beiug all that was 
required: but now, the necessity of a real 
vital change having been set forth, the 
expression is changed to a practical one— 
the entering into the Kingdom of God. 

6.) The neuter denotes not only the 
universal application of this truth, but (see 
Luke i. 85) the very first beginnings of 
life in the embryo, before sex can be pre- 
dicated. So Bengel: ‘notat ipsa prima 
stamina vite.’ The Lord here an- 
swers Nicodemus's hypothetical question 
of ver. 4, by telling that even could 
it be so, it would not accomplish the birth 
of which He speaks. n this odp€ is 

M 5 $5 al. 
10 a ver. A. 

for rov Ütov, rwv ovpavwy Ni. 

included every part of that which is born 
after the ordi method of generation : 
even the spirit of man, which, receptive as 
it is of the Spirit of God, is yet in the 
natural birth dead, sunk in trespasses and 
sins, and in a state of wrath. Such flesh 
and blood’ cannot inherit the Kingdom of 
God, 1 Cor. xv. 50. But when the man is 
born again of the Spirit (the water does 
not appear any more, being merely the out- 
ward form of reception,—the less included 
in the greater), then just as flesh generates 
flesh, so spirit generates spirit, after its own 
image, see 2 Cor. iii. 18 fin. ; and since the 
Kingdom of God is a spiritual kingdom, 
such only who are so born can enter into 
it. T.] The weightiest word here is 
Tae The Lord did not, could not, say 

is of Himself. Why ?—Because in the 
fall sense in which the flesh is incapacitated 
from entering the kingdom of God, He was 
sot born of the flesh. He inherited the 
weakness of the flesh, but His spirit was 
not, like that of sinfal man, alien from 
holiness and God; and therefore on Him 
no second birth passed; when the Holy 
Spirit descended on Him at his baptism, 
the words spoken by the Father were in- 
dicative of past approval, not of renewal. 
His obedience was zora a ped and 
the good pleasure of the Father rested on 
Him. "Therefore He includes not Himself 
in this necessity for the new birth. 
The pr Ga applies to the next verse, 
in which icodemus is told that he has 
things as wonderful around him every day 
in the natural world. 8.] Our Lord 
might have chosen any of the mysteries of 
nature to illustrate the point :—He takes 
that one, which is above others symbolic of 
the action of the Spirit, and (wlich in both 
languages, that in which He spoke, as well 
as that in which His speech is reported) is 
expressed by the same word as it. So that 
the words as they stand apply themselves 
at once to the Spirit and His working, with- 
out an ;—espiritus ubi vult spirat. 
Bengel, s il Origen and Augustine, takes 
Tò av. of the 79 d Spirit exclusively : 
but this can hardly be. The form of the 
sentence, as well as its import, is against 
it. The vei, Ace, olas, are all said of 
well-known facts. And the comparison 
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22 Ne Joel 

f — ch. vii. 
will 14. xti. 35. Heb. xi. 6. Gen. A vi. 8. 
v.43. Matt. ziii. 20. 

rov xvevparoc R. 
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bis. Ard P. 1. Phil. ii. 10. Ul. 19. 3 

ins rov vdaro za: bef 

10. rec ins o bef «qo., with N 69: VVV 

would not hold on that supposition— As 
the Spirit is in His working on those born 
of Him, so is every one that ts born of the 
Spirit.’ But on the other interpretation, 
we have The wind breatheth, 4c. :—40 is, 
i, e. ‘so it is with” (see a similar construc- 
tion Matt. xiii. 45) every one born of the 
Spirit. Notice it is not ò avepoc 
here, but vd h, the gentle breath of 
the wind ;—and it is heard, not felt ;—a 
case in which the etx olas x. r. A. is more 
applicable than in that of a violent wind 
steadily blowing. It is one of those sudden 
breezes springing up on a calm day, which 
has no apparent direction, but we hear it 
rustling in the leaves around. The 
Srov a, in the application, implies 
the freedom (2 Cor. iu. 17) and cane: 
trained working of the Spirit (1 Cor. 
xii. 11). mag å V.] Lord PUR 
hardly, as Stier explains (iv. 48, edn. 2 
mean Himself by these words; or, if 
does, only inclusively, as being y. èx »j 
TY. not principally. He describes the 
mystery of the life: we see its 
ge in ourselves, and others who have 

it; but we cannot trace its beginnin 
nor can we prescribe to the Holy Spirit His 
course: He works in us and us On, 
accompanying us with His witness,— His 
voice, 5 discerned. * Homo in 
5 e spiritu respirat. 

is saying of the Lord—in 
contradiction to all so-called Methodism, 
which prescribes the time and manner of 
the working of the Spirit—assures us of 
the manifold and finable variety of 
both these. ‘The physiognomies of those 
who are born again, are as various as those 
of natural men (Drüseke, cited by Stier, iv. 
60, edn. 2). 9.] The question of Nico- 
demus is evidently still one of unbelief, 
Moogh i 85 longer of frivolity : see ver. 12. 

10.] I believe the E. V. is ight in 
rendering ó &8.a master; the article is 

io Top th were merely be at dr Al, ma: J 
meant as ome of of dsddenadoe? | prefer 
either of these reasons for the presence of 

festly in no supereminent place A 
the dpyorrec: see ch. vii. 50—52 
less can I with Bp. Middleton, Gr. Art 

blame 
the title. U.] Henceforward t 
course is wn ee tte ma 
in answering that, to 
8. +. Wer) of Nicodemus: t 

of 2 — the 
. Pe of . re 

lurals? Various interpretations hare 
o been given: À xepi lavrov mal red serps 

T rovro pna», $ repi davroB pávov 
thym.) ;— Loquitur de se et de Spirit 
F i al E 11 lent 

did the Baptist (Knapp) ;—of Teacher: 
Himself (Meyer) ;—of all the born 

irit (Lange, Wesley); — of the oly : t 
HET 
Sif 

thereby brings out 
the unressonableness of that unbekef whic 
would not receive Hr witness, but made 
it an ae to the general 
rale. ob AapBédvere, addressed still 
to Nicodemus, and through him to tb 
Jews : pa i certain o 141 D 
present, as grad 
words p LopBéverw prepared the 
way for the new idea which is brought 
forward in this verse . Faith 
is, in the most pregnant sense, ‘the re- 

| 
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ceiving of testimony ; because it is the 
making subjectively real the contents of 
that testimony. So the micreday els ab- 
TÓv is, the full reception of the Lord's 
testimony; because the burden of that 
testimony is, grace and truth and salva- 
tion by Himself. This faith is neither 
reasoning, nor knowledge, but a reception 
of divine Truth declared by One who came 
from God; and so it is far above reason- 
ing and knowledge: — m reboher above 

v. But what are the éwlyea ? 
The matters relating to the new birth 
which have hitherto been spoken of ;— 
called so because that side of them has 
been exhibited which is upon earth, and 
happens among men;—d roi iwi y irs 
Csarpipoumy avOpwrote Óvrarà uxdpEat 
rs cai vogÜ vai, Origen. That the para- 
ble about the wind is not intended, 1s evi- 
dent from x. ob swrreóoere, which in that 
case would be ‘do not usderstand. And 
the érovpdma are the things of which the 
discourse goes on to treat from this point : 
viz. the heavenly side of the new birth and 
salvation of man, in the eternal counsels of 
God regarding His only-begotten Son. 
Stier supposes a reference in this verse to 
Wiad. ix. 16, cai podrAsg eleáčopey rà ivi 
Tijc y7)c, xai rd iv xepoiv evpiccomey nerd 
wóvov, ra 03 iv obpavoig rig Uiyviacey ; 

19.] The whole verse seems to have 
intimate connexion with and reference to 
Prov. xxx. 4; and as spoken to a learned 
doctor of tbe law, would recall that verse, 
Weiter 88 tbe further question is there 
ask * Who hath gathered the wind in 
His fista?” (TE mere w), and What 
is His name, and what His Son's name?’ 
See also Deut. xxx. 12, and the citation, 
Rom. x. 6—8. All attempts to ex- 
plain away the plain sense of this verse 
are futile and ridiculous. The Son of Man, 
the Lord Jesus, the Word made Fleah, was 
in, came down from, heaven,—and was 
in heaven (heaven about Him, heaven 
dwelling on earth, ch. i. 62), while here, 
and ascended up into heaven when He left 
this earth; —aud by all these proofs, speak- 

Lucif.—om wy A!(appy: “ay ev re ovve erasit manus antiqua et 
(syr-cu f): contra, Orig on Hom. x. 6 (nos 

ing in the hetic language of accom- 
plished Redemption, does the Lord esta- 
lish, that He alone can speak of rd 
ixovpama to men, or convey the blessing 
of the new birth to them. Be it remem- 
bered, that, He is here speaking prolepti- 
cally, of results of His course and sufferings 
on earth,—of the way of regeneration and 
salvation which God has appointed by Him. 
He regards therefore throughout the pas- 
sage, the great facta of redemption as 
accomplished, and makes announcements 
which could not be literally acted upon 
till they had been so accomplished. See 
vv. 14 ff., whose sense will be altogether 
lost, unless this évaBéPyxey be understood 
of His exaltation to be a Prince and a 
Saviour. 8 Oy lv +. obp.) See ch. i. 
18 and note. Doubtleas the meaning in- 
volves ‘whose place is in heaven ;’ but it 
also asserte the being in heaven of the 
time them present: see ch. i. 62. Stier 
OF 68, edn. 2) speaks well of the majestic 

oy iv 79 opave Ty which tbe Lord 
characterizes His w life in the flesh 
between the caraBaivey and the áva- 
Baivecy. As uniting in Himself God, whose 
dwelling is Heaven, with man whose dwell- 
ing is on earth, He ever was in heaven. 
And nearly connected with this fact is the 
transition to His being the fountain of 
eternal life, in vv. 14 ff.: cf. 1 Cor. xv. 
47—00, where the same connexion is 
strikingly set forth. To explain such 
expressions as dvaGaivey eig T. obp., &c., 
as mere Hebrew metaphors (Lücke, De 
Wette, &c.) is no more than saying that 
Hebrew metaphors were founded on deep 
insight into divine truth :—these words in 
fact express the truths on which Hebrew 
metaphors were constructed. Socinus is 
quite right, when he says that those 
who take ávap. tig r. ob. metaphorically, 
must in all consis: take 6 sgaraBadc be 
r. oùp. metaphorically also; ‘qualis de- 
scensus, talis etiam ascensus.’ 14.] 
From this und the discourse passes to the 
Person of Christ, and Redemption by His 
Death. The Lord brings before this 
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doctor of the Law the mention of Moses, 
who in his day by divine command lifted 
up a symbol of forgiveness and redemption 
to Israel. ales We must avoid all 
such ideas as that our Lord merely com- 
ares His death to the elevation of the 
razen serpent, as if only a fortuitous like- 

ness were laid hold of by Him. This would 
leave the brazen serpent itself meaningless, 
and is an explanation which can only satisfy 
those who do not discern the typical re- 
ference of all the ceremonial dispensation 
to the Redeemer. It is an important 
duty of an itor here, to defend the 
obvious and only honest explanation of this 
comparison against the tortuous and in- 
adequate interpretations of modern critics. 
The comparison lies between the exalted 
serpent of brass, and the exalted Son of 
Man. The brazen serpent sete forth the 
Redeemer. This by recent Commentators 
Lücke, De Wette, and others) is consi- 
red impossible: and the tertium com- 

parationis is held to be only *the lifting 
up.” But this does not satisfy the con- 
struction of the comparison. ‘The brazen 

nt was lifted up: ev one who 
looked on it, lived, = The Son of Man 
must be lifted up: every one who believes 
on Him, shall live.’ e same thing is 
predicated of the two 1 are Hd 
up; cognate consequences follow, Body - 
healing and soul-healing (as Erikine, On 
the Brazen Serpent). There must then be 
some reason why the only two members of 
the arison yet u Jor stand 
where they do, — considering that the 
brazen t was lifted up not for any 
physical efficacy, but by command of God 
alone. Now on examination we find this 
correspondence fully established. The 
‘serpent’ is in Scripture symbolism, the 
devil, —from the historical temptation 
in Gen. iii. downwards. But why is the 
devi] set forth by the serpent? How 
does the bite of the guiar d operate? It 
ervades with its poison the frame of its 

Fiction : that frame becomes „ 
and death ensues. So sin, the poison of 

the devil, being instilled into our ns- 
ture, that nature has become odo áyap- 
riac, a poisoned nafure,—a flesh of na. 
Now the brazen t was made is ike 
likeness of the serpents which had bitten 
them. It represented to them the pouos 
which had gone through their frames, and 
it was hung up there, on the banner. ata. 
as a trophy, to shew them that for the 
poison, there was healing ;—that the 
plague had been overcome. In it, there 
was no poison; only the likeness of it. 
Now was not the Lord Jesus made ir 
ópeiepar: capsóg dpapríac, Rom. viii. 3? 
Was not He made ‘Sin for us, who knew 
no sin (2 Cor. v. 21)? Did not He, on 
His Cross, make an open shew of, 
triumph over, the Enemy, ao that it was ar 
if the Enemy himself had been nailed to 
that Cross (Col. ii.15)? Were not Sin and 
Death and Satan crucified, when He wes 
crucified ? irii piv, lel e Spewe 7 Brags, 
à Sgewe xal ij Ocpameia’ ivravOa di, iru 
di dvOpamov à Oavarog cn ele tor 
kócuov, Ot avOpmrov cai 9 Le) Tap- 
eyivero. Euthym. Sei, it is neos- 
sary, in the Father's counsel—it is decreed, 
but not arbitrarily ;—the very necessity d 
things, which is in fact but the evolution of 
the divine Will, made it requisite that tbe 
pare and sinless Son of Man should thu 

uplifted and suffer ; see Luke xxiv. 26. 
vac] In this word there # 

more than the mere crucifixion. It bw 
respect in its double meaning (of which ste 
a remarkable instance in Gen. xl. 13, 19. 
E. V.) to the exaltation of the Lord on tbe 
Cross, and through the Cross to His King- 
dom; and refers back to dvaRHH r t 
r. obp. before. Stier quotes the Christian 
proverb, Cruz scala cali.’ 15.] The 
corresponding clause applying to the type 
is left to be supplied And as every ane 
who looked on it was healed, se. 
mor. dy abri] This expression, hero only 
used by John, implies His exaltation.— 
see ch. xii. 83. It is a belief in (abiding 
in, see note on ver. 18) His Person beng 
what God by His sufferings and 
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Tov Koopoy, WCTE TOV VLOV aurov TOV povoyevn dee, 

16. om avrov BN': ins AN“ rel. 
original corrector. ] 

kath made Him to be, and being that TO 
ME. This involves, on the part of the be- 
liever, the ish of the bite of the fiery 
serpent, and the earnest looking on Him 
in Whom sin is crucified, with the inner 
eye of faith. nf. al.] Just as in 
the type, God did not remove the fiery 

ts,—or not all at once,—but healing 
was to be found in the midst of them by 
looking to the brazen serpent (rag 6 de- 
Snypivoc lwy abróv [4cerau LXX), — 20 
the temptations and conflicts of sin shall 
not leave the believer,—but in the midst of 
these, with the Eye of Faith fixed on the 
uplifted Son of Man, he Aas eternal life ; 

ishes not of the bite, but yora. 
on this verse the remarkable 

Wisd.xvi.5—18, where as much of the heal- 
ing signisopened as could beexpected before 
the great Antitype Himself appeared. 
ease Commentators—since the time 
of mus, who first suggested the notion, 
— have maintained that the discourse of our 
Lord breaks y rers and the rest, to ver. 
21, consists of the remarks of the Evan- 
gelist. (So Tholuck, Olshausen, Lücke, De 
Wette; which last attributes vv. 13, 14 
also to John.) But to those who view 
these discourses of our Lord as intimately 
connected wholes, this will be as incon- 
ceivable, as the idea of St. Matthew having 
combined into one the insulated sayings 
of his Master. This discourse n "s be 
altogether fragmentary, and would have 
left Nicodemus almost where he was be- 
Sore, had not this most weighty concluding 
part been also spoken to him. This it is, 
which expands and explains the assertions 
of vv. 14, 15, and applies them to the me 
sent life and conduct of mankind. e 
principal grounds alleged for supposing the 
discourse to break off here seem to be (a) 
that all allusion to Nicodemus is orth 
dropped. But this is not conclusive, 
for it is obvious that the natural progress 
of such an interview on his part would be 
from questioning to listening: and tbat 
even had he joined in the dialogue, the 
Evangelist would not have been bound to 
relate all his remarks, but only those which, 
as vv. 2, 4 and 9, were important to bring 
out his mind and standing-point. (j3) that 
henceforth past tenses are used; maki 
it more probable that the passage was 
after the great events alluded to had taken 
place. But does not our Lord speak here, 
as in so many other cases, proleptically, 
of the fulness of the accomplishment of 
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s Jobn, here 
oniy. constr., 
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only. Winer, $ 41. 5, note 1. t cb. 1. 14 reff, 

Lid rtv written on margin in M by the 

those designs, which in the divine counsels 
were accomplished? Is not this way of 
speaking natural to a discourse: which is 
treating of the development of the new 
birth, itself not yet brought in till the 
Spirit was given? See a parallel instance, 
with the Evangelist's explanation, ch. vii. 
37—39. (y) on account of this use of 
hoveverfa, vv. 16, 18, which is peculiar to 
ohn. But, as Stier well enquires (iv. 84, 

edn. 2), whence did John get this word, 
but from the lips of his divine Master ? 
Would he have ventured on such an ex- 
N except by an authorization from 
im? (8) It is asserted that John often 

continues our Lord’s discourses with ad- 
ditions of his own ;—and ver. 81, and ch. 
i. 16, are alleged as instances. Of these, 
ch. i. 16 is beside the question ;—for the 
whole prologue is spoken in the person of 
the Evangelist, and the Baptist’s testimony 
in ver. 15 is merely confirmatory of ver. 14, 
and then the connexion goes on with ver. 
16. On the untenableness of the view with 

to vv. 31 ff., see notes there. 
It would besides give us a very mean idea 
of the honesty or reverence of one who seta 
forth so sublime a view of the Divinity and 
Authority of our Lord, to suppose him 
capable, is any place, of attributing to his 
Master words and sentiments of his own 
invention. And that the charge amounts 
to this, every simple reader can bear testi- 
mony. The obvious intention of the Evan- 
gelist here is, that the Lord shall have 
said these words. If our Lord did not say 
them, but the Evangelist, we cannot stop 
with the view that he has added his own 
remarks to our Lord's discourse, but must 
at once pronounce him guilty of an im- 
posture and a forgery. (See Stier, iv. 81 
ff, edn. 2.) I conclude therefore on ail 
these grounds that the words following, to 
ver. 21, cannot be otherwise regarded than 
as uttered by our Lord in continuation 
of His discourse. gev) The 
indefinite signifying the univ and 
eternal existence of that love which God 
Himself is (1 John iv. 8). Tov xóg- 
pov, the world, in the most general sense, 
as represented by, and included in, man, — 
Gen. iii. 17, 18, and i. 28; — not, the elect, 
which would utterly destroy the force of 
the passage; see on ver. 18. The 
Lord here reveals Lore as the one ground 
of the divine counsel in redemption,—sal- 
vation of men, as its one purpose with re- 
gard to them. dy vlàv . . . Boney] 
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These words, whether spoken in Hebrew or 
in Greek, seem to carry a reference to the 
offering of Isaac; and Nicodemus in that 
case would at once be reminded by them 
of the love there required, the substitution 
there made, and the prophecy thore uttered 
to Abraham, to which te wag 6 TUT. 80 
nearly corresponds. B. absolute, 
not merely rg xócpo—gave up, — rapidu- 
ce, Rom. vii. 82; where as Stier re- 
marks, we have again, in the ov« igeicaro, 
an unmistakeable allusion to the oùz 
igsiow, said to Abraham, Gen. xxii. 16. 

la. . ] By the repetition of this 
final clause verbatim from ver. 15, we 
have the identity of the former clauses 
established : i. e. the uplifting of the Son 
of Man like the serpent in the wilderness 
iz the manifestation of the divine Love in 
the gift of the Son of God :—o wide ros 
ávOpexou of ver. 14, = in the strictest 
sense, 6 vide abr. d povoy. of ver. 16. 

17.] The xécpos,—the Gentile 
world,—was according to Jewish ideas to 
be judged and condemned by the Messiah. 
This error our Lord here removes. The 
assertion ch. ix. 39, «ls «pipa iyo «ic r. 
róg. rovr. x00, is no contradiction to 
this. The xpipa there, as here, results 
from the separation of mankind into two 
classes, —those who will and those who will 
not come to thelight ; and that result itself 
is not the purpose why the Son of God came 
into the world, but is 5 in the ac- 
complishment of the higher purpose, viz. 
Love, and the salvation of men. Observe, 
the latter clause does not correspond to the 
former—it is not iva gelo dy x y— 
but (ve fór v atrov :— the 
free will of the cóapoç is by this strikingly 
set forth, in connexion with vv. 19, 20. 
Not that the Lord is not the owrgp ro) 
ooh (ch.iv.42), but that the peculiar cast 
of this required the other side of 
the truth to E brought out. 18.) On 

- wicrevkev eic " ró Gvopa rov " uovoysvouc viov rou bev. 
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m. ins A rel D-lat vas Tert Hil, Loe. 
D- t vss Iren-lat Orig-lat Hil, Lucif: om B 

wus. ela aùr. (which is John's eigen 
the remarks above on ver. 15 with 
little distinction; «/c giving more the direc- 
tion of the belief she bee peerage 
upon, iy its abiding i», Jesus as . 

ob ap oe ch. v. 24, where 
the same assertion is made more fauly; 
Ny note there. 155 7 Tai, y 

ing,—by no positive aot of judgmesi 
inae d by the very nature of tbior: 
themselves. God has provided a remedy 
for the deadly bite of sin; this remy 
the man has not accepted, not takes: bt 
must then perish in his sins: be is a 
judged and sentenced. pa ven 
Tevxev) The implies more thas 
‘that faith is a definite act in bme 
Lücke, De Wette); it sets befure os the 
eliberate choice of the man, q.d ‘Èe 

hath not chosen to believe' ge D 
Stier, iv. 98, edn. 3): aee 3 Thes. ï. U. 
12. ale vd Gy. not without meaning 
that name was ‘Incuie, aéróc yap 9 
róy Àaóy abro rò rev d nah- avro, 
Matt. i. 21. The povoyewes U^ 
here sets before us the Aopelesses f 
such a man’s state: he has no ow 
Saviour. 19.] The particular seis! 
of this decided judgment is now set fort, 
—that the Light (seo ch. i. 7, and not) 
is come into world (iAgAvGrr, in T€ 
ference perhaps to iA 4A vOac, ver. 3) 
men (=ò «ósuoc, men in wn 

the Gospel) loved (the perverse of tht e e perversion of tht 
affections and will is the deepest rain d 
mankind) the darkness (see note on ch. © 
6; = the state of sin and unbelief) T% 
than (not = ‘and sot, but as Bengel 2 
: ilitas lucis eos perculit, sed obbset 
runt in amore tenebrarum,' see ch. Y- a 
xii, 49; 2 Tim. iii. 4) the light | 
canso their deeds were evil n 

oughts, practices,—all these 
cluded,—were perverted). Herr 
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cav and fy are the indefinite aorists, im- 
plying the general usage and state of men, 
when and after the $ec iXAgAvOs» eig r. 
róg. 20.] This 555 the 

chological grounds of the p ing. 
The dac ls not here *the common light of 
day,’ nor light in pum but as before, 
the Light; i.e. (he Lord Jesus, and His 
salvation : see ver. 21 fin. There is 
here a difference between pad Tpácacew, 
and wory rjv áA5g8ua», which is too 
remarkable to be passed over, cially 
as the same distinction is observed in ch. 
v. 29,—ol rà & woujoarres elc ává- 
craci Coijc, ol di rà ġaŭha vpáfavres 
ele dy. xpicewco. Bengel, who noticed 
this, hardly I think gives the right reason 
for it: ‘malitia est irrequieta, est quiddam 
operosius quam veritas; nor does Stier 
fully reach it, ‘that xpac. signifies more a 
subordination, a being the servants of sin, 
ipydra adsciac, Luke xiii. 27.’ I think 
the distinction is rather perhaps this, — 
that rpdocew is more the habit of action ; 
so that we might say ‘he that practises 
evil; but wot a true doing d gona 
ood fruit, that remains. e who 
: éco, 3 but his xpaypa, 
which is an event, a thing of the past, a 
source to him only of condemnation, for he 
has nothing to shew for it, for it is also 
pb, worthless ; whereas he that rout, 
has his voinna, — he has abiding fruit; his 
works do follow him. So that the expres- 
sions will not perhaps here admit of being 
interchanged, (See however Hom. vii. 15— 
20, where the two verbs are certainly inter- 
changed more than once.) There may pos- 
sibly be a hint at the coming by night of 
Nicodemus, but surely only by a distant 

implication. He might gather this from 
what was said, that it would have been 
better for him to make open confession of 
Jesus; but we can hardly say that our 
Lord reproves him for coming even as he 
did. 21.] Who is this srotev T. Au.? 
the end of ch. i. will best explain to us, — 
iv & 86d0¢ obr Fori, see also Luke viii. 15, 
and Ps. xv. The mpdcowy sovgpd is 
crooked and perverse ; he has a light, which 
he does not follow; he knows the light, 
and avoids it; and so there is no truth, 
singleness, in him ; he isa man at variance 
with himself. But the simple and single- 
minded is he who knowing and approving 
the light, comes to it; and comes that he 
may be carried onward in this spirit of 
truth and single-mindedness to higher de- 

of communion with and likeness to 
. *'Thegood man seeks the light, and 

to place his works in the light, not from 
a vain love of praise, but from a desire for 
communion wherein he finds strength and 
security, De Wette. But this is not all: 
the manifesting his works, that they are 
wrought in God, is and can be only by the 
candle of the Lord being kindled within 
him, and he himself born again in the 
Kingdom of God; see Ps. cxxxix. 28, 24. 

We hear nothing of the effect pro- 
duced on Nicodemus by this interview. 
It certainly did not alienate him from 
Jesus, see ch. vii. 50; xix. 89, also ch. xii. 
42. “It speaks for the simplicity and 
historic truthfulness of our Evangelist, 
that he adds nothing more, and even 
leaves untold the immediate result which 
the discourse had.” (Baumgarten-Crusius, 
in Stier, iv. 102, edn. 2.) 

223—36.] Removal of Jesus and His 
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Acts i. 12.) 
L| rin 
v.26. n Matt 

29. 1 Tia. i4. vi.4. 9 Tim. ih. 33. "mit. iL only $. 
7 ch. i. 6 reff, 

 uívoc eç ryv 

" kaapropov. 26 

EA Ani. II. g 
b. vi. 8. W 

Wu. 18 only. 
wut Acta ix. 88, xx vii, 8. ke meh 

10. xiv. 7. xvi. 4. mb aod. X 
v.21 ar freq. Job it. 

p Aots xv. 2. xxv. 
29. xii. IR Rev. li. 9. 

24. om 6 BN Eus: ins A rel Ori 

23 * Jv de Kai Toávvnc " Baxritev € ey Aver 
m dra oA zr exe, Kat 

% ourw yap iv Beg 

25 E eyévero o» 

üc 

b Ib Mert. vill a8. Mark ia R i E e 

l. B0. La Lake xi Sb. xai. 19, 25. Acts xs E. 4. 
= Acts v. 88, 30. 

w. dat., Matt. xiii 31 red. 

23. ins o bef wavygc B Orig: om AN 1(Treg expr) rel. 
g- 

25. for ovv, de N. 
ins rwv B. 

$6. [NA and urav, so Bl. 

disciples into the neighbourhood of the 
Baptist, who, upon occasion given, bears 
another notable testimony to Him. 
32.] pera raŭra: the sequence is not 

ate; for this, John uses nerd 
rovro, see ch. xi. 7, 11; xix. 28. 
T. Loud. The rural districts of 
Judea, in distinction from the metro- 

lis. iBárr., viz. by means of 
is disciples ;—see ch. iv. 2, and note. 

The place is not named: perhaps He 
did not remain in one fired spot. 

23.] The situation of these places 
as uncertain. Eusebius and Jerome place 
ee Roman miles south of Scytho- 
polis, and Enon at the same distance, on 
the Jordan. If Scythopolis was the an- 
cient Bethshan, both places were in Sa- 
maria: and to this agree Epiphanius and 
the Samaritan chronicle Abul Pha- 
tach. In Judith iv. 4, we find mention of 
9 abo XaMju in Samaria (see note on 
Heb. vii. 1). An non in the wilder- 
ness of Ju is mentioned Josh. xv. 61, 
and ib. ver. 32, rip and ry, Texte c. 
"Ais (F.), both in Judah, where it is cer- 
tainly more probable, both from the text 
here and from à priori considerations, that 
John would have been beptizing, than 
in Samaria. The name zy. is an intensi- 
tive form of vy, a fountain, which answers 

to the on here given. Both places 
were West of the Jordan: see ver. 26, and 
compare ch. i. 28. 247 . èB., i. e. 
the multitudes. ere is much 
difficulty, which ali never will be 
cleared up, about the date of the imprison- 

for Znr., ,n Ni: 
rec sovdarev, with GA? Niſ sic] 1. EU D-lat latt syr-cu copt goth eth 

arm DE Aug: txt ABN?* rel syrr arm- -zoh 
for F. wc Woord 1. m.). 

ovy Zar. N35, aft paÜgrer 

Cyr Thl Euthym 
ior ide, dow D fal 

ment of John, and ita reference to the 
course of our Lord's mi Betweea 
Matt. iv. 11, 12, there seems to be a wide 
hiatus, in which (see note there) the frst 
chapters of this Gospel should be i 
But the records from which the thre 
synoptic Gospels have arisen were appe 
rently unconscious of any such interval. 
Our Evangelist seems here to refer to sah 
records, and to insert this remark, that it 
might not be imagined, asit would be from 
them, that our Lord's public ministry (in 
the wider sense, see below on ver. 25) 
began with the imprisonment of the Lt 
tist. 25.] The circumstances unde 
which this dispute arose seem to have been 
these :—John and our Lord were baptizing 
near to one another. (On the relation of 
their baptisms, see below on ver. ) 
They us both watched jealously un io pos ch. 
iv. 1) by the Pharisees. 
(lo „ i. e. Iovd. ric) appear to lav 
el into dispute with the disciples of 
John about the relative importance of 
two baptisms; they perhaps maintaining 
that their master's caQupiepdc preparatory 
to the Messiah was absolutely necessary for 
all, and he (the 'IovJatioc) pointing out to 
them the apparent inconsistency of this 
Messiah himself authorizing a baptism in 
his name, and alleging that if so, thet 
master’s baptism was rendered superfuous 
We are driven to these co “ain, larry because 
the text gives us no er insight eii 
the fact what the circumstances and 
the answer of John render probable. 
26.] Compare ch. i. 28. sárra N 

Bon Si 
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awexpiOn loávvnc xai ETEV tw. öre ch.1. 
Ov Swvarat avOpwroc Avers ob, & tav m y Sedo- 7 K en. 2 
pévov avro ex "on oupavov. 28 avro auric uo * paprupeire 7. 

v a» Rev. xviii. 

Ore el ro Ovx etui Eyo 0 Xproroc, adr’ ort awcoralpévoc Feit 17 oniy. 
sipi " fumpocÜtv € EKEIVOU, 
Eoriv’ o dd Ao rov 
avrov, * 

avry ov 
* avbavew, p 6t ̂ eXarrova8at. 

S 2 ch. xvi. 24. xvii. 38. PII. H. 2. I Jahn 1.4. 9Johs 19. 
b Heb. Ii. 7 (trom P». viii, 5), 9 only. Jer. xxxvii. (axx.) 19. c ver. 8 

21. for XAapf., Aaßuv N. 
28. om por EFHMN harl. 

bef o xc D lat-a(appy) I syr-cu Cypr. 
29. for eornewc, earwe D Thdot. 

Not, probably, any who had been bap- 
tized alread M John; but multitudes of 

ns. ptism now carried on by 
the disciples | appears to have stood very 
much in the same position as that of John. 
It was preparatory to the public minist 
of our Lord properly so called, whi 
porn d in Galilee the imprisonment of 
John. It was not accompanied with the 
gift of the Spirit, see ch. vii. 39. As 
John’s commission was now on the wane, 
so our Lord’s was expanding. The solemn 
cleansing of the temple was its o 
and now it is proceeding onwards, gather- 
ing multitudes around it (see ch. iv. 1). 

27.] The subject of this answer 
is,—the divinely appointed humiliation 
and eclipsing of the Baptist himself before 
the greater majesty of Him who was come 
after him. Accordingly he in this 
verse by answering to the zeal of his dis- 
ciples, ‘that he cannot go beyond the 
bounds of his heaven-appointed mission.’ 
Non possum mihi arrogare et capere qua 
deus non dedit.’ (Wetstein). Some apply 
the words to Jesus :—«i dt Aapspórtya rd 
lt ivo, cai wavreg wpóc abròr ipxovrat, 
0avpdL«» où xpn. roiabra ydp rà Oria. 
Chrys. But the whole tone of the answer 
makes the other view more likely. Of 
course the remark, being general, may in 
the background have reference to the 
greater mission of Jesus; but not pri- 
marily. The parallelism of ávpwsrog here 
and himself as the subject of elroy in the 
next verse, also su Edi this view ; see 
Heb. v. 4. #8.) Not only so, but 
I have always given the same consistent 
testimony ; that I was only the forerunner 
of One greater than myself.’ éxelvov 
does not refer to ò xprordg, in which case 

Jer. il. 82. 
o PGi my " vongny " vun$ioc (Matt. a x. 28. 

xog Kaige. dd rnv $evnv rov 

Nel n tum rer Anpurat. 
81 

" vupgiou, o Eornkwe Kat dc wet. DUM 
xvi. 10. 

* pun gio. " (Bat it 10, 
Jonah iv. 6. exewov deĩ constr, Lake 

o * avuÜkv € Ep youevoc E ia. 
a intr., xe Mark ir. 8 ref. 
reff. 

ovde ev ay B syr-cu. 
aft «rov ins syw B am lat - o syr-cu. om eye 

avrov bef cas acovey N. 

it would have been atrob (see, however, 
apparent exceptions to this, ch. vii. 45: 
Acts iii. 18; see also Winer, Gr., edn. 6; 
§ 23. 1): but £o Jesus, as the subject of 
ver. 26 ; and thus is not 8 a general 
testimony with regard to the Messiah, 
but a sonal ono to Jesus. 
29.] Here first, (and here only in our 
Gospel) e comes from the mouth of the 
Forerunner, the great symbolical reference 
which is so common in the other Gospels 
and in the Epistles. It is remarkable 
that our Lord brings it forward in His 
answer £o the disciples of John respecting 
fasting, Matt. ix. 15: where see note on 
the further import of the terms used. 
The gidog rob vvugíov (Heb. ppe) was the 
regula nof communication i in the pre- 
liminaries of m , and had the oder 
ing of the marriage east. It is to this last 
time, and not to any ceremonial custom 
connected with the marriage | rites, that this 
verse refers. The friend rejoices at hearing 
the dev} rov vupplov, (sce Jer. vii. 34; xvi. 
9; xxv. 10: Rev. xviii. 23,) in his triumph 
and joy, at the marriage. He xap¢ xaípet 
(see reff. 1 Thess. iii. 9, is not a l 
case as to construction, for jj there is only 
by attraction) because he hears in the voice 
of the Bridegroom an assurance of the 
happy completion of his mission, and on 
account of the voice itself,—rijy or 
Arta, rij oUrwc iripasrov, rij or 
or ijpioyv. éoryxds xal belongs merel 
to the graphic setting forth of the simili- 
tude. aby... rer Rip- ] yapadóv- 
roc icelyp r)v výpony, kai wexAnpexérog, 
ec tipyrai, thy byxepiobeiady pos ĉia- 
govíav. Euthym. 30.] Uarrotabas, 
— ec  5Jov  ávardÀavroc iwcpópov. 
Euthym. See note on Matt. xi. 2 ff. 
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wu ‘éravw müvrev tcriv. o Ov "tk TIE ync x ric Y 
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81) Many modern critics, beginning with 
Bengel and Wetstein, and including Lücke, 
Kuinoel, Olshausen, Tholuck, De Wette, 
and others, maintain that after ver. 30 we 
have the words, not of the Baptist, but of 
the Evangelist. Lücke and De Wette 
assume that the Evangelist has put his own 
thoughts into the Baptist's mouth, or at 
least mixed them with his words. 'The 
reason of this arbitrary proceeding is, (a) 
That the sentiments Y the following verses 
seem to them not to be congruous with the 
time and position of the Baptist. But 
some of diem confess (e. g. Lücke, De 
Wette) that this very position of the Bap- 
tist is to them yet unexplained, and are 
disposed to guestion the applicability to 
their idea of it of very taich which is un- 
doubtedly recorded to have been said by 
him. So that we cannot allow such a view 
much critical weight, unless it can be first 
clearly shewn, what were the Baptist’s con- 
victions concerning the Person and Office 
of our Lord. (3) That the diction and 
sentiments of the following verses are so 
entirely in the style of our Evangelist. 
But first, I by no means grant this, in the 
sense which ishere meant. It will be seen 
by the reff. that the Evangelist does not so 
frequently repeat himself as in most other 

of equal length. And even were 
this so, the remark made above on vv. 16— 
21, would apply here also; that the Evan- 
gelist’s peculiar style of theologi res- 
sion was formed on some model; ani on 
what more likely than in the first place 
the discourses of his divine Master, and 
then such sententious and striking tes- 
timonies as the present ? But there is a 
weightier reason than these for opposing 
the above view, and that arises from what 
modern criticism has been so much given 
to overlook,—the inner coherence of the 
discourse itself; in which John explains 
to his disciples the reason why Hx must 

for 5, ov N'(corrd 2. m.). 

increase; whereas his own dignity was to 
be eclipsed before Him. This will be sen 
below as we proceed. And there i- 
nothing inconsistent with what the Lod 
himself says of the Baptist in these verses 
He (the Baptist) ever speaks not as « di- 
ciple of Jesus, not as within the Kingdom. 
but as knowing the blessedness of thoe 
who should be within it; as standing by, 
and hearing the Bridegroom’s voice. | 
Nor again is there any thing inconsistent 
with the frame of mind which prom 
the question sent by John to our . 
afterwards in the onward waning of bs 
days in prison; sce note on Matt. x. 4 

Eve. ipy.] This gives m t 
reason why Hx must increase: His pore 
and His words are not from below, ten- 
porary, limited; but are divine and in 
exhaustible; and, ver. 32], His witnee 
is not, like John's, only of what he hs 
been forewarned to but of thet 
which He has seen and heard. But c 
—i. e. in reference to the xéopor into 
which He is come, the ezoría in which His 

light shines,—no one comp rly, Te 
ceives His testimony. The state of men? 
minds at Jerusalem with to Je 
must ere this have been well known to the 

Baptist. Notice in ver. 31 tbe collocatioe 
of the words as regards empia j ̂  gis 
rc vnc de Yr derer, c. ex 
Aat, T s ‘exception shews 
the correctness of the sense just 

Anett, not as Wetstán 
Deum veracem esse, -et que per 
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9. 

o Matt. vil. 99. 
Lake xxtit. 
46 al. nee 
Gen. xxxIx. 4. "mot xai. Barria 7 Tr. 

Iod 2y FOTOS "Incove avroc OUK sar rice, GAN oye ond in 
Gos 

ot paOnrat avrov' 
Exod. xxiti. (O. Lake I. 17 

tog Late i7 1, xxi. 28 only. 

* ankey rv N kai awnAGev xiv. 
d Acts 

7, K Pet. 

<per een. (see tSeiv, ver. 8 reff.) P. 1 48. 
a eh. L 23. v ia Jo 

17.) 
n^ 1. 1 sr 18 17s ha, 

ch. v r i xx. 2, xd 25. xxi Fits 12 only n Lake, passin. w bere: only- fos 
Matt. MEET & pres., e O reff. y Acts xiv. 17 (avii. 97 v. r.) only t. 
Mem. i. 2. e Mat. iv. II al. 

94. rec aft didwoty ins o roc, with AC*D rel vulg lat - (c) syrr (copt) eth arm 
Orig,-lat, Cyr-jer Chr Naz Aug: om BC'LN 1. 88 lat-5 e f Cyr. 
written on in B a prima mann. 

85. cd rev „ DK. ] 
86. at beg ins «wa and (for syu 

N-corr!, 
) 

eyil MA lat-d v» zeth 
69 vulg lat-a ED T ( come ] 

[ro xvtvpa is 

om à Ni. for operat, eye 
Iren-lat Tert Cypr: pun EHKV 
ex’ avrov bef peve 

Cuar. IV. L "Inaoug DAN 1 latt syrr syr-cu copt arm Chr Aug: rupiog 
ABC rel lat F q syr-marg eth. 
CDX rel. 2 

9. catrot, omg ye, C. 
ins o bef «ino. K 69. 

om y AB'L: ins B(as corrd by origl scribe) 

avrec bef yc. ADK 88 gat(with mm) lat, Chr Cyr.— 

9. aft ryv vovóatav ins yny D 1. 69 al fos(with gat mm) lat-a 5 e ff, l wth arm Chr 

promiserat, prwstitisse ;' this does not suit 
the context, and besides would require 
srío toc, not dA O (see 1 Ad i. 9) : but, 
as above from Euthym., true. ot 
yap ix p. . . .] Seeing that the contrast 
is 3 the unlimited gift of the Spirit 
to Him that comes from above, and the 
er tion of Him by those who 
are of the earth; we must not understand 
the assertion generally, but iiss abre, 
as has usually been done, after y. 
Spiritus sanctus non habitavit super Pro- 
phetas, nisi mensura quadam; quidam 
enim librum unum, quidam duos vaticini- 
orum ediderunt.’ (Vajikra rabba, in Wet- 
stein. This unmeasured pouring of the 
Spirit on Him accounts for his speaking 
the words of God. 85.] This, again, 
is the grownd why the Father gives not 
the Spirit by measure (to Him): see 
Matt. xi. 27—29, with which this verse 
forms a remarkable point of connexion, 
shewing that what is commonly known as 
John’s form of expression was not con- 
fined to him, but originated higher, having 
its traces in the synoptic narrative, which 
is confessedly, in its main features, inde- 
pendent of him. 86.) Compare ch. i. 
42, 13 ; ver. 16. évalév may mean 

disbelieving, see reff. Unbelief implies 
disobedience. ] It was on 
him, see ver. 18, in his state of darkness 
and nature,—and can only be removed 
ee Son of God, which he has 

c IV. 1—54.] MANIFESTATION 
or HIMSELF As THE Sow oF Gop rx 
BAMARIA AND GALILEE. 1—42.] On 
his way back to Galilee through 
ria, he discourses with a Samaritan wo- 
man. Confession of his „ by 
the Samaritans. 1] An inference 
may be drawn from this, that our Lord 
knew the an of the Pharisees to be 
more di against Him than against 
the — probably on account of 
what had passed in Jerusalem. 
Gr. Ives, not brc abr . . . . because 
the report which the Pharisees had heard 
is given verbatim: the bri is *recitantis' 
merely. 2.) Probably for the same 
reason that Paul did not baptize usually 
(1 Cor. i. 14—16) ; viz. because His office 
was to preach and teach;—and the dis- 
ciples as yet had no office of this kind. 
To — a farther reason, e.g. that 

ight not be dne for those whom 
himself had baptized to boast of 
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B @ Acts xx. II. xxvii. 17. see Heb. vi. 15. 

Thl Aug. om wah» A Bl. txt rel lat-g syr (Orig) Chr: ins Bl-marg CDLMX 
1. 33. 69 latt Syr syr-cu copt. 

5. [epyerat ovv tig roiv rac capaptac Az in M-corr!. elz siyap, with 69 al 
vulg lat-c Nonn : txt A B[sic] N rel am(with forj t-a (b e) f lq copt Cr 

for 6, ov C'DLMS 1.88 Chr: é(sic) 69: txt bok rel Cyr. Cyr Thi Ambr. 
| ins rw bef wong BN. 

harl) 

8. rec woe, with EN?* rel Chr Cyr: ec n H?! 69: txt ABCDLN! 33. 

it, is arbitrary and unnecessary. *Jo- 
hannes, minister, sua manu baptizavit ; 

' discipuli ejus, ut videtur, neminem. At 
Christus baptizat Spiritu Sancto. Bengel. 

71 If He was already on the 
borders of ia, not fur from Enon 
(see note on ch. iii. 28), the direct way 
was through Samaria. Indeed without 
this assumption, we know that the Gali- 
læans ordinarily took this way (Jos. Antt. 
xx. 6. 1, beginning). But there was pro- 
bably design also in the journey. It could 
not have mere speed (vdvrec ide 
robe rayd Bovdopivovg dre a 
dceivng wopevecOai, Jos. Vit. 52),—since 
He made two days’ stay on the way. 
b.) Sychar is better known by the O. T. 
name of Sychem (Xvxip) or rd Ticina 
(Josephus, Euseb., &c.), or ) u«ipa (LXX, 
8 Kings xii. 25). It was a very old town 
on the range of Mt. Ephraim, in a narrow 
valley between Mt. Ebal and Mt. Gerizim, 
Judg. ix. 7. The name Sychar has been 
variously derived: from N a lie, or By, 
drunken va xxviii. 1), by some (Reland, 
Lightfoot), who believe it to have originally 
been an opprobrious name given by the 
Jews, but by irc, to have lost its 
signification, me the usual appel- 
lation: by others from Zvyíp, b s 
POTUM ion of the terminating liquid u into 
o, Olsh. Very near it was afterwards 
built Flavia Neapolis (Xvxip, vb» ipnpoc, 
Osicvura: è ò rómoc iv rpoaar:ioic viac 
wéAewc, Euseb. Onomasticon, in Winer, 
(sub voce). There is a long and interest- 
ing history of Sychem and the Samaritan 
worship on Gerizim, and the Christian 
church in the neighbourhood, in Robinson's 
Palestine, iii. 118—186. TOU xup. ob 
Kbux. . . . .] This is traditional: it finds 

however support from Gen. xxxii. 19 
where we find Jacob buying a field nesr 
Shechem, and Josh. xxiv. 82, where, on 
the mention of Joseph's bones being hid 
there, it is said that it became the m 
heritance of the children of Joseph. 1 
Jorm of the tradition is supposed to hate 
arisen from the translation by the LII 
of Gen. xlviii. 22, y% 82 Gidepi om 
Zicpa iLaipsrov (mme Oj, one share ) 
trip rode ddedgodc cov: and of Josh. 
xxiv. 82, iv rg uepiòi roù dypos oð le 
caro ‘laceB rd r&y 'Apoppaisr THY 
garowobyrwy iv Xixlpoug . . . cai id 
abriy ‘Iwong iv ip, where they appe 
rently read or mistook ym for SGT 
(3 sing. fut. Kal. w. suffix of W, 4 ve? 
which only occurs in the imperative mood, 
unless it be in the very doubtful place of 
Hos. iv. 18). Our Lord does not allade to 
it in the conversation, though the woman 
does. 6.] Robinson (iii. 112) can pe 
solve the difficulty of the present 
standing in a spot watered by so many 
natural fountains, by supposing that it mj 
have been dug, according to the practice d 
the patriarchs, by Jacob, in connexion with 
the plot of ground which he bought, to 
have an independent supply of water. 
otres—see reff. refers to carne 
T. 88., and may be rendered accordingly. 
There is no authority for the meaning 
dmwhig üç Ervys, ‘just as he was,’ or Jus 
as it happened,’ i.e. on the bare stone. 

. . . Fern, mid-day. Towns 
su the sixth hour, to 
John, to mean siz in the evening, ‘after 
the way of reckoning in Asia Minor: 
but, as Lücke observes (i. 580), this way 
of reckoning in Asia Minor is a pure m 
vention of Townson's. A decisive answer 
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5 
oa Ed 

avi 6. Prov. 

ji Aéyet ob avro 7) yuvn ] Zapaptiric " IIoc où lovGatoc d 354 bes. 
wy rag tuov weiv aireĩc yvvawóc XZapaptiridoc ovanc ; sirva. al. 
ov yao ' avyyoovrat "IovSatot Tauagtiratc. J awexoiOy 1. iS 

| Cor xv. 19. 
"Incovc kai simev avrg Et gos. ryv " Owprdv rov O, s Acta ii. 3. 

1 | » e L , 2 
Kat ric b 0 Àéywv aot " Aóc pot P mew, où av ` ürncac 

n 1. 14 al. (Ard, Mag; xx.20. Lake xii 
. Acts viii. 20, 

7. aft spytraiins rig N. 

17. Rom. v. 15, 17 al. xill. 33. 

Iz. 2. James 
1. 6. 1 John 
v. 18 osly. 

20. t bere ouly 9. u Gospp., bere 
di . acc., Matt. v. 43 reff. 

rec sity, with A B'(probably) C?N?8 rel: txt B'(RI, 
ver 9) CID Ni( r.). (So vv. 9, 10 exc that in ver 9 A also has sv.) 

9. om ovy» V!N! 1 
cu arm Aug. 

N- corri. 
10. ins o bef snc. D 69. 

however to such a supposition here, or 
any where else in our ist, is, that 
he would naturally have specified whether 
it was 6 A.M. or P.M. The anesualness of 
a woman coming to draw water at mid- 
day is no argument against its possibility ; 
indeed the very fact of her being alone 
seems to shew that it was not the common 
time. This purely arbitrary hypothesis of 
St. John's way of reckoning the hours has 
been recently again upheld by Dr. Words- 
worth: but it hasonly harmonistic grounds 
to rest on. The poen wia he urges 
as supporting it, Martyr. Polycarp. c. 21, 
p. 1044, ed. Migne, does not in reality 
give it the least countenance. The dpa 
éyd6n there mentioned is much more pro- 
bably according to the usual Roman com- 
putation. 7.) de r. Z., i. e. a Sama- 
ritan—so yuv) Xavay. áwó rev ò pl 
ixcivey, Matt. xv. 22. 8.] The dis- 
ciples had probably taken with them the 

which would be the ávr- 
Anpa,—eee ver. 11. The Rabbis say 
that a Jew might not eat the bread or 
drink the wine of a Samaritan: but that 
appears from this verse to be e ted. 

9. loves Gv] She knew this 
perbaps by his dress, more probably by 
bis dialect. There seems to be a sort of 
pla dag in the woman’s question, 
q. d. * even a Jew, when weary and athirst, 
-m humble himself to ask drink of a 

aritan woman. ot Cvyxp. 
.... are the words of the Hunde ig 
explain her question. ovyypdopa: is pro- 
perly spoken of trade, but here is in a 
wider signification. Wetstein quotes from 
Polybius, rapd Tapavrivw» cai Aocpéy 
wi la wevrncovrépoug kai Tpi- 

OL. 1. 

yr syr-cu copt Cyr. 
m 4 rec oveng bef yvy. cap., with C? rel latt: om ovogc D: 

txt A B[sic in cod: see table] C'LN 33 Cyr. 

cv 5 astute 4 

om last clause D lat-a b e: in 

5pstc. Notice 'Iov?. and Zap. both 
anarthrous—*'* Jews have no with 
Samaritans.” The fact is abundantly il- 
lustrated in the Rabbinical writings: see 
Schóttg. h. I. The question of the woman 
shews a lively naive disposition, which is 
farther drawn out and exemplified by 
Him who knew what is in man, in the 
following dialogue. 10.] The im- 
portant words the gift of God have been 
misunderstood by many Commentators. 
Some suppose them to mean 'owr Lord 
himself,’ and to be in apposition with the 
next clause, xal rig loriv c. r. A. Others, 
‘this opportunity of speaking with me.’ 
Doubtless both these meani are in- 
volved, —especially the former: but neither 
of them is the primary one, as addressed 
to the woman. The WATER is, in this 
first. part of the discourse, the subject, 
and serves as a point of connexion, where- 
by the woman’s thoughts may be elevated, 
and her desire aroused. e process of 
the discourse in this particular is similar 
to that in Acts xiv. 17. From recognizing 
this water as the gift of God, in ita limita- 
tion, ver. 18, and its parabolic import, 
ver. 14, her view is directed to Him who 
was ing with her, and the Gift which 
He should bestow,—THE GIFT OF THE 
Hoty SPIRIT: see ch. vii. 37—39. 
tle dor] These pregnant words form the 
second in our Lord’s declaration. 
He who speaks with thee is no ordinary 
"lovéaiog, nor any ordinary man, but One 
who can give thee the gift of God; One 
sent from God, and God Himself. All 
this lies in the words, which however only 
serve to arouse in the woman’s mind the 
question of ver. 12 (see hare 
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w ch. vil. 15 avróv, Kai ? ht av aot " twp "" Lev. ll Myu eire à y 

ek. r. . yury) Kúpu, ovrt ' ayrÀmyua Exerq Kat ro Ft toni LE 
6. xxil.1,17. - =. A 17 s 
3 Babu" woGev ovv kx etc TO vowo TO Cav ; 14 un OV piu -- 

y a € s » , e e 7 1 0 

3 ti rov arp yuwy laxo, Oc EOmkev nut ro gots 
8 here his, * s " 1 « e s 7 — 1 1 

Hern ij Kat avroc “ek avrov rie Kal OL vtoL avrov xai TE 

j only. b 0 , > ~ 19? t 1 - t y s. 

Ger avi 14 ptupara avrov; awexpiOn "govuc Kat STEV av) 
al. — e n , — g 7 d 7 7 

„ Tag o Swivwy “éx rov bòaroc rovrov S., vuv 
n a A , 2 - y . fe a , s ° 9 4 

dd 4 c & av rip “ex Tov Voarog ov Eye cw abr OF mn 
» ` 22 ? ` ey a „ 8 

= 1 d Ynos: ° tic rov aiwra, aÀAd ro vdwo O Se arty 
d ch. vi. 85. vii. 87. Matt. v. 6. xxv. 85, Se. Isa. 2lix.10. Sir. xxiv. 21. e = ch. vil. 51, 58. xài ! 

1 Cor. viii. 18. Geu. vi. 8. 
ovb: D. II. for 9 yvv5, exuvy NI: om B. om ovy DN Sers c fos lat! 

Syr syr-cu Ambr Ang. om ro bef võwp and bef Zu» D 49. 91 Syr. 

7. 
Cae Matt. 

vi. 

ee VC 

12. uuZo» Nl. for oc, orig N. Sed r C 69 Orig. avroc bef ca R. 

om last avrov D. 
18. rec ins o bef ne., with A 69 Orig,: om ABCDN rel Chr Thi. (38 def) 
14. for oc È’ ay xin, o ĝe sive» DN à om ov py Gg.. e. r. ac GA. 7. K. 

o d. avr. (i.e. aur to aurw, homootel) Ci lat-I sah A 
ical correction), with C? rel Thdrt : epe: 4: tn 

eracl Eus Chr Cyr 
pn D. rec dupnoy 
ABDLMN 1. 33. 69 Orig 

Orig, Eus Ambr. am 

drt. ins eye bef 2nd pe 
DMN 33.69 vulg(so am &c; not em ing tol &c) lat-a b &c (not c g) arm. om 
avre NK. 

p Lév] Designedly used in a double 
sense by our Lord, that the woman may 
lay hold of the material meaning, and by 
it be awakened to the Aégher one (see 
reff.). The words bring with them, and 
in our Lord's gi peee g ee the 
performance such prophetic pro- 
mises as Ezek. xxxvi. 25: Zech. xiii. 1 (see 
also Jer. ii. 13); but, as regarded the wo- 
man, the ordinary sense was that intended 
for her to fasten on, which she does ac- 
cordingly. On the question, how this 
living water could be sow given, before 
Jesus was glorified, see on ch. vii. 38, 39. 

11, 12.] Though xógt is not to be 
pressed as emphatic, it is not without im- 
port; it surely betokens a different regard 
of the stranger than d ‘Iovbaicg dw 
did: cio abrdr mpocnydpevet, vo- 
picasa piyay rivai reva. Euthym. The 
course of her thoughts appears to be: 
* Thou canst not mean living water (ava- 
BrAbZov xal åàħópevov, Euthym.), from 
this well, because thou hast no vessel to 
draw with, and tt ie deep; whence then 
hast thou (knowest thou of, drawest — 
the living water of which thou speakest 
Our father Jacob was contented with 
this, used it, and it to we: 
tf thou hast better water, and canst give 
st (notice the t d r e in both verses), thou 
must be greater than Jacob.” There is 
something also of Samaritan nationality 
speaking here. Claiming Jacob as her 
father (Gray piv ù wpdrrovrac BA\irwor 
fto)c "loviaiovc, cvyyertic drocadovorr, 

ùc iE 'leofprov g6vrec,Sray 0d srrowerrot 
lðwov, obdapbbey avreic wpocath” 
yovuow, Jos. Antt. ix. 14 3) she e 
presses by this question an 
of discunt fion. him, such ss almo t 
exclude, or at all events set at a gru 
distance, the Jews, to one of whom 
believed herself to be speaking. 
15, 14.] Our Lord, without noticing ths 

His answer leaves it to be impie 
t assuming what she 
$8 greater than Jacob : 
gift was of water which cannot s s 
bat the water which He should gwe 

has stated, È 
for his (Jac? 

This however, ‘that 
was greater than Jacob,’ lies only in 
background: the water is the s 
before. The words rua ne or 

means: i agam 

is not satisfied, but only postponed. I. 
manna was as insufficient to satisfy bung? 
—as this water, thirst, see ch. vi. 40 9 
it is only the dup (ew, and the dere 

Lewis, which can satisfy. 1 
3 the recurrence, the inter: 
rapted seasons, of the drinking of ertl) 
water the ês F ay #(p—the once herr! 
tasted, and ever continuing in tbe 7' 
creasing er, and living . 
of that lifelong draught. b 
NM, shall never have to go awsy 9* 
be exhausted, and come again to be J 
bout shall have the spring at bome, u 
his own breast, —so that be can “dros 

E 
the 
si 
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vervhotrat € " e run UBaroc f adAopévou siç P Conv ett 
n 15 NM wpoc avrov 7 yev Kipue, dae pot reae 6. 
rovro rò Vowp, tva ni . und Moxona " evade i Shere only 

! avrìúv. 18 AE avrg ""Ymways " $óvqsov oov rov (Eo B k = here bi 
m Matt. iv. 10 ref. 

and Acts xxv. 17 only. (Lake A a eee: . 18 aĵ. oniy. 2 Mace. zii. 97 vat. only) 

15. for de, denbnow Dl. 

bete gov, wi | ACD n: txt B 69 Orig,. 

water with joy out of the wells of saloa- 
tion” (Isa. xii. 8) at his pleasure. Ubi 
sitis recurrit, hominis, non aquse defectus 

est. Bengel. yevíoerat J. All 
earthly supplies have access only into 
those lower parts of our being where the 
desires work themselves out—are but local 
applications; but the heavenly gift of 
spiritual life which Jesus gives to those 
who believe on Him, enters into the very 
secret and highest place of their personal 
life, the source whence the desires spring 
out ;—and, its nature being living and 
spiritual, it does not merely supply, but it 
lives and waxes onward, unto everlasting 
life, i» duration, and also as producing 
and sustaining it. It should not be 
overlooked, that this discourse had, be- 
sides its manifold and wonderful meaning 
for us all, an especial moral one as ap- 
plied to the woman,—who, by successive 
aipu at the ‘ broken cistern’ of carnal 
lust, had been vainly seeking solace :— 
and this consideration serves to bind on 
the following verses (ver. 16 ff.) to the 
preceding, by another link besides those 
noticed below. 15.] This request 
seems to be made still under a misunder- 
standing, but not so great an one as at 
first sight appears. She apprehends this 
water as something not uiring an 
qdvrà ud to draw it ;—as something whose 
power shall never fail ;—which shall quench 
thirst for ever and half in banter, half 
in earnest, wishing perbaps besides to see 
whether the gift would after all be con- 
ferred, and how,—she mingles in with the 
rovro rò bdwp,—implying some view of 
its distinct nature,—her ‘not coming 
hither to draw,’—her willing avoidance of 
the toil of her noonday journey to the well. 
We must be able to enter into the com- 
plication of her character, and the impres- 
sions made on her by the strange things 
which she has heard, fully to ap 
the spirit of this answer. 10.] The 
connexion of this verse with the foregoing 
has been much disputed ; and the strangest 

1 ver. 7. 

rec (for Qupx.) epx., with ACDUVAN.corr (8 1, 
e sil): txt BN! rel Orig.— -xopa: B[sic: see table] Orig. 
Har veau aft avryg ins o igoovc, with CDN 

ins gaA[sic] bef vraye Nl. (corrd 1. m.) 

for evOade, wee Ni. 
-— AM! 1: om BC! 33 lat-c 

rec roy adp 

and most unworthy views bave been taken 
ofit. Some (e. g. Grotius) bave strangely 
referred it to the supposed indecorum 
of the longer continuance of the col- 
loquy with the woman alone; some more 
strangely still (Cyril Alex. in Catena, 
Lücke, p. 588) to the incapacity of the 
female mind te apprehend the matters of 
which He was to speak. Both these need 
surely no refutation. The band of women 
from Galilee, ‘ last at the croes, and earliest 
at the tomb,’ are a sufficient answer to 
them. "Those approach nearer the 
truth, who believe the command to have 
been given to awaken her conscience 
1 and al.); or to shew her the 
€ ut (Mon urs ey Lord had of 

eart (Meyer ut I ant persuaded 
that the right Hisl is found, in viewing 
this command, as the first step of grant- 
ing her request, dog pow rovro rà dp. 
The first work of the Spirit of God, and of 
sae who here spoke in the fulness of that 
Spirit, is, to convince of sin. The ‘give 

e this water’ was not s0 simple a matter 
as she supposed. The heart must first be 
laid bare before the Wisdom of God: the 
secret sins set in the light of His counte- 
nance; and this our Lord here does. The 
command itself is of course given in the 
fulness of knowledge of her sinful condi- 
tion of life. In every conversation which 
our Lord beld with men, while He con- 
nects usually one remark with another by 
the common links which bind human 
thought, we perceive that He knows, and 
sees through, those with whom He spesks. 
Euthymius, though not seeing the whole 
bearing of the command, expresses well 
this last remark :—éycecpivyne kal Cgrov- 
one Aafiri», Ay Tray r. r. x. srpoc- 
roi bre xp) xåreivoyv kowerijcat 
rabry rob Óepov. xai bre uiv ove iye 
Gvépa vóuwuov iyivwonty, oc mávra 
tiò csc 1 8 rabrijv ere Sri obe 
ixw dvdpa, tva Aawdy, wpopá ot dpa 
ee wpo$nrtóog rà rar abri» xai 
ScopOwonras rabray. dA ydp rv voof- 

3A 2 
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omaa. 1.37, avepa Kat EG? * ivOade, t 
at. [avrp] Ovx ° Exo °avdpa. Aiye aury o "Incouc Kale : 

* eirac Ort dvòpa ovk EN. | mévre yap ° avdpac tc, 

iv. 
I. see Matt. 

p ch. Kili. 18 
reff. 

q Lake z x. 89. 

EYATT'EAION IV. 

17 awexpiOn n 

e A 9 * 5. - 3 $ v 

rgt, cal yuy OV EXEC OVK Eorty gou aynp’ TOUTO aA nOtc sconces. 
Acta xxvii. 
10. 3 Mace. 
iz. . see 
ch. vl. 40. 
ix. 8. 
xiv. 17. 

gem ch. xi. 20. 

Acts vili. 37. 
AAiv. 11. 

19 2 > 7 e * , t - Ø L * P4 

Aéyer avro n yvyr Kopie, " Oewpw ors wpojnzac « o 

20 of warépec huar Ev rq Ope rovrq * spoctkvymoor, Ke 

oͤuelc Aéyere Ore év IeposoAUpoic griy o TOWOQ Oro 

17. om xai urey N.. aft «xev ins aure BCEFGH 88 lat- a ix m 
wth (arm): om ADN rel vulg lat-c e f syr copt Orig avópa i 
C'DLN G1 txt ABC? rel Orig, exec Bl. * for 2nd exe, «xe DR bi 
eel Heracl. 

19. om «vps Nl. om cv D lat-a b e l Hil. 
20. rec rovre bef re ops, with (some cursive?) lat-a b e Syr ar. apa 

1 MT Tert: txt ABCDN rel Scr’s mss vulg lat-c f ff, I syr Orig, Cyr 
Hil. om o reroc N. rec des bef xpoccuvey, with C* rel late cyrr SE 

coptt Epiph Chr Thdrt Tert: txt ABC!DLN 33 latt Orig Cyr Hil. 

sher kai rey Oavpárwv rác dpoppdac 
wap’ abr AapBavay rev xpogtóvrwv, 
Scre cai rij roð cevodokeiv ùrórotay čia- 
ptúyuv, cai olxeotcGas HRO abrodc. 

17.] This answer is not for a mo- 
ment to be treated as something un- 
expected by Him who commanded her 
(Liicke). He has before Him her whole 
life of sin, which she in vain endeavours 
to cover by the doubtfal words of this 
verse. 13.) There was literal 
truth, but no more, in the woman’s an- 
swer: and the Lord, by His divine know- 
ledge, detects the hidden falsehood of it. 
Notice it is dA, not dAnOGe: this 
one word was true: further shewn by 
the emphatic position of d»épa in our 
Lord’s answer. alvre yàp xs. 
oyes] These five were certainly laufut 
husbands ; they are distinguished from the 
sixth, who wae not ;—probably the woman 
had been separated from some by divorce 
(the law of which was but loose among 
the Samaritans),—from some by death,— 
or perhaps by other reasons more or less 
discreditable to her character, which had 
now become degraded into that of an 
openly licentious woman. The conviction 
of sin here lies beneath the surface : it is 
not pressed, nor at the moment does it 
seem to have worked deeply, for she goes 
on with the conversation with apparent 
indifference to it; but our Lord’s words 
in vv. 25, 26 would tend to infix it more 
deeply, and we find at ver. 29, that it had 
been working during her journey back to 
the city. 19. | In speaking this her 
conviction, she Sd confesses all the 
truth. That she should pass to another 
subject immediately, seems, as Stier re- 

marks (iv. 125, edn. 2), to arise, not fra 
a wish to turn the conversation fre! 
matter so unpleasing to her, bot from! 
real desire to obtain from this Prop 
the teaching requisite that she may P! 
to God acceptably. The idea of rn 
deavouring to escape the 
rebuke, is quite inconsistent with her ni 
cognition of Him as a prophet. sr 
we may suppose a pause, which 
it evident that He does not men Ur 

character. E : 
but xpo$fjrnc, is the word of primer? 
emphasis. có has the em 
by its very expression. 
Sea e — Mount Gerizim, uk 
once stood the national temple rod 
Samaritan race. In Neh. xiii. 28 we T 
that the grandson of the high 
Eliashib was banished by N tbe 
cause he was son-in-law to Senbellat, 
Persian satrap of Samaria. Him fane, 
not only received, but (Joseph. Ant. A. 
2—4) made him high-priest of a “OF 
which he built on Mount Germm. 7 ed 
phus makes this appointment m 
by Alexander, when at Tyre: —but "m 
chronology is certainly not accurate, m 
between Sanballat and we 
ference of nearly a century. 
was destroyed 200 years sfter " 
Hyrcanus (B.c. 129), see Jot. pe 
9.1; but the Samaritans still used i . 
lace of prayer and sacrifice, an? © 
y the few itans resident in A 

(Sychem) call it the holy mountain, 

EXHI ey en thei ce 
xxvii. 4, where our reading and the Heb 

"A a € 

yy Kat Hsu o 
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T AÉu aury " Insowc * Miorevé pot, t Sap cb. v. 

ep xerat woa Ore ovre EY re Ove robro ore gy Toh, 1 2.5. 

‘TeposoAbpore ` mpockuvigert TQ rargi. 99 e d Mat. 
"nic " wpoc- "dl IL e 

nueic e 8 oidapev, 5 ort, xdv. She kee 

1 * awrnpia EK TOV ‘Tovdaiwy € tœriv. : 23 adda * Epxerat i 
wpa " kai vuv toriv, Ort ot " aAnÜwoi * mpockvvnrai wpoc- iaaah us 

(from Isa. xliz. 6) aL X ch. v. 28 only. y ch. I. 9 reff. 

91. rec yvvaı bef sar. pos, with AC?D rel vulg lat-a(appy) c e fsyrr syr-cu copt 
arm Thdrt: txt BC'LN lat-h g sah Heracl Orig Ath C 
por À.—rec xierevoov, with AC? rel: txt BC!DLN 1. 69 sah 

rovre bef rw ope D lat-a 5 e Syr syr 
23. [aXÀc, so ABDN.] 

and LXX is Ebal, but that of the Sama- 
ritan Pentateuch, Gerizim (probably an 
alteration): also by Gen. xii. 6, 7; xiii. 4; 
xxxiii. 18, 20; Deut. xi. 26 ff. Our 
fathers most likely mean sot the patriarchs, 
but the ancestors of the then Samaritans. 

ô réwos] The definite place spoken 
of Deut. xii. 5. She pauses, having 
suggested, rather than asked, a question, 
—seeming to imply, Before I can receive 
this gift of God, it must be decided, where 
I can bly pray for it;' and she 
leaves it for Him whom she now recog- 
nizes as a prophet, to resolve this doubt. 

21.) Our Lord first raises her view 
to & higher point than her question im- 
plied, or than indeed she, or any one, 
without His phetic announcement, 
could then have attained. otra.... 
otre are exclusive ; Yo shall worship the 
Father, but not (only) in this mountain, 
nor in Jerusalem :—had it been ob 
obi, it would have meant, Ye shall not 
worship the Father, either in this mown- 
tain, or even in Jerusalem.’ The 
4posxkvvácere, though embracing in its 
wider sense all mankind, may be taken 
primarily as foretelling the success of the 
Gospel i in Semaria, Acts viii. aoa. 
T$ warpl, as im the One God and 
Father pe all. 8 also, as Calvin 
remarks (Stier, i iv. 129, edn. 2), a a ‘tacita 
oppositio’ between å vorfp,—and é Ó v. in. 
"Iakef, ver. 12, oi waripec tw, ver. 20. 

22.) But He will not leave the tem- 
ple of Zion and the worship appointed by 
God without His testimony. He decides 
her question not merely by affirming, but 
by 5 oving the Jewish f to be the 

t one. In the Samaritan worship there 
was no leading of God to guide them, there 
were no pro TAS voices revealing more 
Ano Ee iius . The neuter $ 
is to shew the want of personality and 
distinctness in their idea of God the 
second 8, merely as corresponding to it in 

100 Hil.—om yv». F. —om 
gr Orig. ( (33 def.) 

the other member of the sentence. Or 
perhaps better, both, as designating merely 
the abstract object of worship, not the per- 
sonal God. The ġpeîs is remarkable, as 

the only instance of our Lord thus 
speaking. But the nature of the case ac- 
counts or it. He never elsewhere is speak- 
ing to one so set in opposition to the Jews 
on à point where Himself and the Jews 
stood together for God's truth. He now 
speaks as a Jew. The nearest approach 
to it is in His answer to the Canaanitish 
woman, Matt. xv. 24, 26. én, 
because; this is the reason why we know 
what we worship, because the promises of 
God are made to us, and we possess them 
and believe them; see Rom. iji. 1, 2. 
4 our. i« r. I. der. It was in this point 
especially, expectation of the promised sal- 
vation by the great Deliverer (see Gen. 
xlix. 18), that the Samaritan rejection of 
the prophetic word had made them so de- 
ficient in com of the Jews. But 
not only this;—the Messiah Himself was 
to spring from among the Jews, and had 
sprung from among them ;—not fora, 
but deriv, the abstract present, but per- 
haps with a reference to what was then 
happening. See Isa. ii. 1—3. 23. } 
The discourse returns to the ground taken 
in ver. 21, but not so as to make ver. 22 
parenthetical only: the spiritual worship 
x to be spoken of is the carrying out 
1 of the or nba just men- 

could not have been brought 
in without it. wal viv igriv) ‘Hoc 
(verru 21 non additum) nunc additur, ne 
mulier 5 sibi tantisper sedem i m Judæa 
quærendam esse.’ Bengel. AAG. 
Wposs., as distinguished (1 Bom hypo- 
orites, who have preten to worship 
Him : (2) from ali ae went before, whose 
worship was necessarily imperfect. 
The iv wveépare xal dAnOslq (not without 
an allusion to lv roóre 7$ +) is, in its 
first meaning, opposed: to "i lbu cal yi; 
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a = ] Cor. xiv. , B 1: 2 , b9 ' ux 
SIGs kuyggovgty TQ *arpi tv "swvtüpart Kat due. Ka . 

. EYAITEAION IV. 
| 

o Jox vl. 14. ydp ò warnp rot Urovc * Lyre: roUC " rpockvvovvrac avtor. . 
i fim. . QUO TnP B dbi pd rd | 
„ n 24 d yuan o Gee, Kat rovc ` wpockvvovvrac avrov B K. 

'* qveüuart kai " aÀnÜeia See woockvvev. 7 Myu awry i vet. 27. 2 Cor 

d = Lake xxiv 

„ yom Oida ors * utcolac ' Foy erat, o Aeyóuevoç Ur 
1 Pet. 11. 18. 

€ ch. i. 43 only. 

avre N'. 
24. om ayroy» D'N! Heracl Novat. 

ande Nl. 
25. for oda, oidaper Nia. 

det, —and denotes the earnestness of spirit 
with which the true worshippers shall wor- 
ship; so Ps. cxliv. 18, iyytc «bprog waouy 
roic 55 a ied dy 3 us 
eeper meaning is brought out where 

und of this kind of worship is stated, 
in the next verse. 
req 
secks,—is seeing. on the 

of the Father naturally brings in the 
in the woman's answer, of the Mes- 

f pres., Lake xvii. 20 red. 

struction is, the Father is seeking for such 
to be the ol spogevyobrrtc abróv,—* for 
oi srpoc«. abr. of this kind." Torov- 
Tovg may be the predicate—“ such the 
Father seeketh his worshippers to be :” or 
it may be the ohject— such the Father 
seeketh as (or to be) his worshippers.” 

24.] eh å Gade, was the great 
Truth of Judaism, 5 Jews were 
distinguished from the idolatrous people 
around them. And the Samaritans held 
even more strongly than the Jews the pure 
monotheistic view. Traces of this, remarks 
Lücke (from Gesenius), i. 699 note, are 
found in the alterations made by them in 
their Pentateuch, long before the time of 
this history. This may perhaps be partly 
the reason why our as Be re- 
marks, Discipulis non tradidit sublimiora,’ 
than to this Samaritan woman. 
God being pure spirit (perhaps better not 
‘a Spirit,’ since it is His Essence, not His 
Personality, which is here spoken of), can- 
not dwell in particular spots or temples 
(see Acts vii. 48; xvii. 24, 25) ; cannot 
require, nor be pleased with, earthly ma- 
terial offeri nor oeremonies, as such: 
on the other hand, is only 5 
in that part of pwr being, which is spirit, 
—and even there, inasmuch as He is pure 
and holy, with no by-ends nor hypocritical 

but in truth and earnestness. But 
here comes in the sense alluded to 
above. How is the Spirit of man to be 
brought into communion with God? In 

for wrevgars cas aAgÜue, rungen 
wpoccuvey bef fe DN lat-a Novat Hil. 

sion à werdp here bring with it the ber 
birth by the Spirit,—and for us, the residens 
of the Gospel, does the discourse of ch. i 
reflect light on this. And so wo 1 
do these words form the conclusion to the 
great subject of these first chapters: ‘60? 
IB BECOME ONE FLESH WITH US, THAI 
WE MIGHT BECOME ONE SPIRIT Witt 
Hm. 25.) These words again se? 
uttered under a complicated feeling. Tro 
her Acht, ver. 29, she certainly had sme 

icion (in her own mind, perhaps oe 
beyond His own assertion of the fac: 

but see note there) that He who hed told 

when the Chriet shall come.’ 
tion of ver. 20 had not been answered to 
her liking or expectation: she therefore 

what bas bee 
said, by a remark on that suspicion shid 

have used ó pecoiac again in ver.29. $e 
also the difference of expression where b 
inserts an in tion, ch. i. 43; * 
18, 17. It is possible that the name ¢ 
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Grav EXOy € Exetvoc, * avayyelut 5 nw aravra, 26 ,Mye abr ce 1 

o 'Ingoùç ^ Eye eint, o Aale oot. 27 Ka! TELA ri rot Dre EM 

5A8ov oi nabnrol, avrov, kai * BatpaZoy à Ore pera yvvatkóc ! b ch. vill. 24 
Ad AE obdetc pévrot re, Tt Cnritc ; i Ti Nadere per Nx 

aurie ; Got ovy Tiv " Vépíay aurnc 7 yurn kai 25 1 iv. 

68. xviii. E, 

amgAOcv ttc ryv wow, Kat Ayer roic avÜpirsrotc 29 Serre xu (d y à. 

ider: avÜpwrov & oc rév por wüvra Oca éroinoa’ 
ML EK rie rohe c, Kai 
$1 Ey TU 

o bere only. see Acts alii. 49. 

rec (for awayra) ravra, with AC’D rel: txt BC'N 1 Orig, 

oUróc tgrw» O XPIITÓÇ ; 
Ld 

noxovro wpOc avrov. 

ayayyeÀ& D-gr. 
28. om Ist o A. 
27. for ext, ev DN’. rA N 

vor mation to Soregoing aor), with E rel 

E e 
29. for oca, a BC'N lat-a e q coptt 

k 
r. 1 _ iv. 11 

In ch. d. 6 

15.25 
° peraky Py npwrwy n Matt ; vil. 16 

p= es zv. 93 refi. 

o 

t ex dotted). rec sÜavpacurv (con- 
: txt ABCDGKLMN 1. 33 latt Syr copt 

aft umrev ins avr DN lat-a (ò). 
n yv»n bef rij vdpiav avrgc D lat-b l syr-cu sah arm.—e«avryc D. 

mas. 
30. rec aft «EnAO0ov» ins ovr, with AN (1. 69, e sil) 

for ourog, execvoc D. 
vulg-ed lat-e f Yd Cyr: pref 

cat CD lat-b syrr syr-cu th: om AB rel am(with em forj fuld tol) arm 
81. rec 

let-a(appy) c e g Orig, 

xptorée had become common in popular 
parlance, like many other Greek words and 
names. avs is used especially 
of enowncing or propounding by divine or 

erior authority, —seo reff. d 
the reasons which our Lord 

thus to declare Himself to this Samaritan 
woman and h her to the inhabitants 
of Sychem (ver. 42), as the Christ, thus 
~ in his ministry, we surely are not 
qualified to judge. There is nothing so 
opposed to true Scripture criticism, as to 
form a preconceived plan and rationale of 
the course of our Lord in the flesh, and 
then to force recorded events into agree- 
ment with it. Such a plan will be formed 
in our own minds from continued study of 
the Scripture narrative :—but by the arbi- 
trary and procrustean system which I am 
here condemning, the very facta which are 
the chief data of such a scheme, are them- 
selves set aside. When De Wette says, 
‘ This early and decided declaration of Jesus 
is in contradiction with Matt. viii. 4, and 
xvi. 20,’—he forgets the very different cir- 
cumstances under which both those injunc- 
tions were spoken :—while he is forced to 
confess that it is in agreement with the 
whole spirit of the Sermon on the Mount. 
He who knew what was in man, varied His 
revelations and injunctions, as the time and 
place, and individual dispositions required. 

dyed ej] Tuc verb involves in it 
the predicate. coi has a re- 
ference to her words, MAR n. xávra 

aft ev ins dt, with AC? rel lat-3 J q Syr copt Chr Cyr: om BCIDLN vulg 
gperov» C 69. 

—I am He, who am now speaking to 
thee—fulfilling part of this telling all 
things; see also her confession ver. 29. 

$7.] perà vv., with a woman. 
No inference, it is true, can be drawn as 
to the indefiniteness of the noun, from the 
omission of the article affer a preposition, 
see Bp. Middleton, ch. vi. § 1: but the 
position of perà yvvawóc before the verb 
throws an emphasis on the words, and 
makes it probable that the meaning is as 
above. TU Unreis ; c. r. A.] either—to 
the woman—What seekest thou? and to 
the Lord, Why talkest thou with her1— 
or perhaps both questions to Him: and 
then we must suppose & mixture of two 
constructions, of ri C. wap’ abrijc ;—and 
ri AaAsic per’ abrijc I rather prefer the 
former interpretation. 28—30.] She 
does not mention to the men Hts own 
announcement of Himself,— but as is most 
natural under such circumstances, rests the 
matter on the testimony likely to weigh 
most with them,—Àer own. We often, 
and that unconsciously, put before another 
not owr „ but what is likely to be 
Ma strongest reason. At the same time 
she shews how the suspicion gi". in 
ver. 25 arose in her own mind. e, 
fiexovro—were eoming,—had not arriv 
when what follows happened. 
probati The bodily thirst (and hunger 

, from the time of day) which our 
rd had felt before, had been and was 

Lond ad in the carrying on of His divine 
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q = oh. vi. 27 
tis, 65. 

. Xiv. 17. pud 
1 Or. viii. 4. GUTOLC 

Vr s 33 

fi eo 

t Matt. x 
ver. 7. 
iv. 15. Lake fl. 11. 1 Oor, x. B8 al. 

86. A vil. 4. ii 
Ps. Ixviii. 21. 

Acts xx. 24. 9 Chron. viji. 16. 

88. for s&Aeyov ovv, Asyoumsy Nl. for 
Byr-cu. 

Clem Orig,. 

work in the soul of this Samaritan woman. 
Although èy% and dpeis are emphatic, the 
words are not spoken in blame, for none 
was deserved: but in fulness and earnest- 

ness of spirit ;—in a feeling analogous to 
that which comes upon us when called 
from high and holy employment to the 
supply of the body or business of this 
world. BpGovs, generally distin- 

ished, as ‘eating,’ from Bosna, ‘food’ 
see ref. 1 Cor.),—is here equivalent to it. 

93.] It is very characteristic of 
the first part of this Gospel to bring for- 
ward instances of unreceptivity spi- 
ritual meaning ; compare ver. 11; ch. ii. 
20; iii. 4; vi. 42, 52. The disciples 
bably have the woman in their thoughts. 

tl Christ ulone could properly say 
these words. Inthe believer on Him, they 
are partially true,—true as far as he has 
received the Spirit, and entered into the 
spiritual life; but in Him they were ab- 
solutely and fully true. His whole life was 
the doing of the Father's will. We can 
* eat and drink, &o. to the glory of God. 
bat in Him the hallowing of the Father's 
name, doing His will, bringing about His 
Kingdom, was His daily bread, and super- 
seded the thoughts and desires for the 
other, needful as it was for His humanity. 

Tva is not dri. The latter would 
imply what was true (but not here ex- 
poe that the absolute doing, &c. was 

is food ;—as it now stands, it implies that 
it was His food to onward to com- 
pletion that work; to be ever, step after 
atep, aate 5 to its being oompleted. 
My meat not to do, as E. V., but) 
that I may do, &o. In the reAudow 
atrot rd Épyov, the way is prepared for 
the idea introduced in the next verse, 
These words give an answer to the ques- 
tioning in the minds of the disciples, and 
shew that He had been employed in the 
Father's work during their absence. 
95.] The sense of these much-controverted 

EYATTl'EAION 

abrov oi paÜnrai Aéyourec "Pai, gaye. F o & dn: 
"Eye 9 Bpõow tyw gaye fjv vpetc ob oldart. * 

€ a * w 
éXeyov ovv oi uaÜnrai *poc adAnrouc ' Mm ric Bre yrt + 

7 23 - - " 84 M U - e 1 — "Eno t - ¢ 

avro Payer; yet avroic o Ii ov Bou 

éorw iva "mone rò “ 
v e ? - a F 

." reAXwow aurov TO Epyov. 

for pog X,, sv eavroic D-gr lat-ff, 
84. rec (for xo:qew) row, with AN rel Hippol Orig,: txt BCDKL 1. 33 arm(appy) 

IV. 

OtAnue rov wipwavroc pe cal 
æ 9 d 

ovy dns Mert Ori en 
a Matt. vii. 21 reff. yw d.t. 

ov», de D-gr lat-a b g: om D. lat lst-e Syr 

words will be best ascertained by narrowly 
observing the form of the sentence. 
oby vet Uri... . surely c 
be the introduction to an observation of 
what was matter of fact at the time. Had 
the words been spoken a£ a time «hes t 
wanted four months to the harvest, and 
bad our Lord intended to a tl. 
it conceivable that He should have thus in 
troduced the remark ? Would not, mec 
not, the question have been a direct onem 
that case—‘ are there not four months! 
&c. I know not how to account for this 
oby ipsic Abyere re... except that it 
introduces some common saying which the 
Jews, or perhaps the people of Galike 
only, were in the habit of using. Are 
not ye accustomed to say, that...-! 
That we hear of no such proverb elsew: 
is not to the point ;—for vai mae 
sayings are among ev e. 
do not know . to date the four 
months, is again no objection :—there sy 
have been, in the part where the saying u 
usual (possibly in the land west of the lake 
of Tiberias, for those addreseed were from 
thence, and the emphatic neifc seem to 
point to some particular locality), 2094 
fixed period in the year, the end of the 
sowing, or some religious anniversary, 
when it was a common saying, that i 
wanted four months to harvest. And this 
might have been the first date in the Je 
which had regard to the harvest, and © 
the best known in connexion with it. 
If this be so, all that has been built on 
thie saying, as giving a c f 
date, must fall to the ground. (Light 
foot, Meyer (1), Wieseler, i. p. 216 ff., d 
others, maintain, that since the barres 
began on the 16th of Nisan, we met 
reckon four months back from that time 
for this journey through Samaria, which 
would bring it to the middle of Chisles, 
i.e. the beginning of December.) 
To get the meaning of the letter part of 
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" rerpaunvoc tori kal o 
d uiy 7 ewapare roUc 
* xepac, ore AeuKai stow 
i Neider 

me 
al. 
4 partio., as Matt. w. 8. 
80. Ps. xzzviii. 6 

Í see ch. i. 4 var. readd, and note. 
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* Beprapoc É Epxerat; TI Myo rie 
Tap Garnove ú Unio xai OeacacGe rác a et 

ore 
ohr Aap paver, kai ° 

f Conv É aiwvov' iva [xai] a o ‘ oweipwy " ouov Nai Kai o 

E bepitwv. " ‘oy ydo Tore 0 ) Aóyoc ' ariv [o] 
ore aAA oc toriy r kai du AO o * ÜrpiGov. ™ 

555 $1. James v. 4. Sir. xiti. 3. b = Cor. . 4 Tit. ill. 
below (g). elsw., bere bis. Gal. vi. 9. James v. 4 ad xi N 16. Rath 11. 

f ch. Hl. 16 ref. 
PA IAM. 1 Cor. ix. 11. a oe ee Os vi. 7,8 bis. Jer. xii. 18. b ob. xx. 4 

23. 
96 7 ó x Matt. ix. 37, 

86 bis * Oapiapoy nòn. 
ound vel Kapsóv tic 

adnBivoc, xiv. Ts only. viii. 
4 y Net xvii. 8: 

s Dake xxiii. 

LÀ 

Eye 

12 1 L. xii. 
g here bis. Matt. “vi 96. xv. 24. 30 Í L. 

reff. 
ch. xix. 85. Bey. xv. 8. Avi. 7 al. 9 Chron. ix. D. 

Chr Cyr Thl. rec rérpapnyvov 
Chr Thl. n C! it appears to 

rig Chr Cyr Th (T AC!DEL 

syr copt-wilk Orig Eus : om às lat-a de sae copt-dz eth Chr 
36. rec at beg ins ran, with AC? 

Cyr-jer Chr: om BC'DLN 33 lat-a d e l 
o ox. BCLU 1. 33 lat-e g syr copt arm 
bef opov x. D Syr syr-cu eth Iren-lat. 

91. cori bef o Xoyoc D 301 Scr's p latt copt arm Iren-lat Heracl Aug. 

vulg lat-c f Pit Orte C ores copt-ed th arm 
copt-dz Iren om cat bef 

, Heracl: ins y i kat o Otp, 
Kap. n D. 

om o 
bef aXAg8ivoc BC'KLA 1. 33 arm Orig, Heracl Chr Cyr Thl: ins AC DN rel. 

the verse, we must endeavour to follow, 
as far as may be, the train of thought 
which pervades the discourse. He that 
soweth the good seed is the Son of Man: 
our Lord had now been employed in this 
His work. But not as in the natural 
ear, 60 was it to be in the world's lifetime. 
e-third of the year may elapse, or more, 

before the sown seed springs up; but the 
rita, ee (oe Son of Man comes late in 

the harvest should immediately 
follow. The fields were whitening for it; 
these Samaritans (not that I believe He 
pointed to them approaching, as Chrys. and 
most expositors, but had them in his view 
in what he said), and the multitudes in 
Galilee, were all nearly ready. In the dis- 
course as far as ver. 38, He is à owreipwy, 
the disciples (see Acts viii.) were the ol 
OepiZovrec :—He was the cexomsatwc, they 
were the tig rò» xówov abro sicednry- 
Oérec. The past is used, as descriptive of 
the office which each held, not of the actual 
thing done. I cannot also but see an allu- 
sion to the words iri iri Joshua (xxiv. 
18), om this have given you 
a land for whic T did not labour — % 
jv obc txomdcare ix’ abric (abr F.). 

Taking this view, I do not believe 
there was any allusion to the actual state 
of the flelde at that time. The words 

r. r. A. are of course to be under- 
stood literally ;—they were to lift u 
their eyes and look on the lands touni 
them ;—and then came the assurance; 

‘they are whitening already towards the 
harvest.’ And it seems to me that on 
this view—of the Lord speaking of spi- 
ritual things to them, and announcing to 
them the approach of the spiritual harvest, 
and none else,—the right understanding of 
the following verses depends. It is 
of course possible that it may have been 
seed-time ;—possible also, that the fields 
may have been actually whitening for the 
harvest ;—but to lay down either of these 
as certain, and build chronological in- 
ferences on it, is quite unwarranted. 

belongs certainly to ver. 35, and refers 
back to (fi. Taken with ver. 36, it would 
not agree with the truth of the comparison. 
The harvest was not yet come. Theancient 
MSS. are not trustworthy guides in divi- 
sion and punctuation, which rather form 
matter of criticism, in which we stand on 
the same ground as they. 86.) The 

of the Gep(Lev is in the yapa here 
implied, in having gathered many into 
eternal life, just as the Bpõcıç of the 
omtipwy was His joy already begun in His 
heavenly work. See Matt. xx. 1—16 and 
notes. 87.] ò Ady. [ò] 4^. tor, 
i. e. has place,—applies = supBiBneer in 
2 Pet. ii. 22. So Winer, Meyer (1), Stier, 
but contr. Liicke, De Wette, who question 
the propriety of the art. and take [oö] 
G\nOtvdc for the predicate, and as = 
d,. John’s usage however is to join 
à Ady. ö dAgÜwóc : see ch. xv. 1. We 
may also take the words, without doing 
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33. artorakra DN. om o D'L lat-e. scowtacare and sxomiacay D. 

89. om tig avroy Ni. 
txt BC!LN lat-b e Z g Syr syr-cu copt 

rec (for ) oca, with AC?D rel lat · f ff, ir un: 
wth On me , 8r ; 

40. [wc is written over the line and also guv above ovy n\Oov a prima mam in R 
for rap avrotc, xpoc avrovc C. 

àvo R. 
43. for re, ds DE A(Treg expr) fos lat-a e ff, l 

om er: B[sic] lat-b f Syr eh Iren-lat brig. 
for Aadtay, paprvpiav DN! lat-b 7. 

and bef ovrog soriy N: om aAqgec K 
rec at end ins o ypisrog, with ACID oaa m lat-e f 1 

: om B[sic in cod: see table] C'N latt syr-cu syr-jer copt eth arm 

yuvace: Ni. 
gov B Orig, 

aft acne. ins rap avrov N. 
al lat-f, Heracl Victorin. 

eracl Victorin Aug. 
43. rec aft extiÜs». ins car aride, with A rel vulg T -marg 

cat nb. L 106 gat(with mm) syr: om BCDN 69 lat -a eJ f, 12 

any violence to the art. bef. dAg0ivóc, 
“Herein is that saying the true one.” 
But I still prefer the other way. If we 
regard the bracketed article as omitted, 
the sense will of course be, Herein 
is that saying true. Such however is 
not St. John’s usage: see above. 
38.] Here, as often, our Lord speaks 
of the office and its work as accom- 
plished, which is but beginning (see Isa. 
xlvi. 10). By & Ak here He cannot 
mean the O. T. prophets (Grotius, Bengel, 
Lange), for then His own place would be 
altogether left out ;—and besides, all Scrip- 
ture analogy is against the idea of the 
O. T. being the seed of which the N. T. is 
the fruit ;—nor can it be right, as Olshau- 
sen maintains, to leave Him out, as being 
the Lord of the Harvest :—for He is cer- 
tainly elsewhere, and was by the very 
nature of the case Aere, the Sower. The 
plural is I believe merely inserted as the 

dent word to jpeg in the ex- 
planation, as it was dÀÀoc—dAAoc, in the 

apepac bd 

Orig.—xa: yor n 
for ony Aad, de) 

for avro: avrov D lt. 

for exet, wap’ avro N. 

syr 

-lat Orig, 

wth arm; 

yr -en opt 

88 (So Lücke, Tholuck, Stier. De 
ette denies their interpretation, but giv 

none of his own.) 39 
truth of the sayi 

purposes towards them. A trace of ths 
oocurrence may be found ch. viii. 48, where 
see note. Compare throughout Acts . 
1—25. (In ver. 42 Aa is not 
to be distinguished from Aóyeg before: wet 
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Tat Aalav.  avroc yap Insoüc ?tuaprbpnstv Ort 

rohr , év ry id " warpid: riiv oUk Eye. © Öre vier pne 
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44. rec ins o bef «go., with LMA 69: om ABCDN rel Ori Thl. 
45. for ors, ec DN!. efedsEavro D. P 

ue dotted) Ni. 
rel 

om e» bef rn top. D. 
46. for n\Oev, HA N. 

ch. viii. 48. But it is hardly possible not 
to see in the word something of allusion 
GG 

) 
43—54.] The second miracle of Jesus 

i» Galilee. The healing of the Ruler: 
son. 43.] Tás should have been 
expressed in E. V.,—after the two days. 

We find no mention of the dis- 
iples again til ch. vi. 8. 
44] Much difficulty has been found 
in the connexion of this verse, but un- 
necessarily. Some have supposed that 
the Evangelist means Judea by h idia 
rarpic (Orig. Lücke [second edit., but 
see below], &c.),—which cannot 
be, for there is no allusion to Judæa at all 
here, as He came from Samaria, and the 
verse manifestly alludes to His journe 
into Galilee:—some, that Capernaum is 
meant, or Nazareth, and ‘He went into 
Galilee,’ as distinguished from one or other 
of these places (Chrys., Euthym., Cyril, 
i ;—but neither can this be, for our 

vangelist does not so lightly pass over 
the e of the remarks he makes, and 
there is no allusion to any city in Galilee, 
but to His going into Galilee in general. 

Some again suppose it to be a 
reason why He did not go into Galilee 
before, but remained in Judæa and Sa- 
maria (Theophyl, Meyer (1), and some- 
what similarly Neander, L. J. 385, and 
Jacobi); this however would be equally 
alien from the simplicity of John’s style, 
and not in accordance with the fact of 
almost all His teaching and working 
being in Galilee. Nor is to be ren- 

‘although’ (Kuinoel)—a sense 
(Lücke, i. 613) which it never has. One 
admissible view is (Tholuck, Lücke [third 
ed.], De Wette), that this verse refers 
to the next following, and indeed to the 
whole narrative which it introduces. It 

twpaxkorsc bef ravra Ni. 
ig: ra Ri: txt ABC LN. 1. 33. 69 syr Orig, Chr Cyr. 

for Abov, sAgÀwÉica» (sic) N. 
rec ins o ane. bef rat, with S(e sil) Chr: aft, A rel 

lat g syrr: om BCDLN 33 latt syr-cu copt sth arm Orig Cyr Gaud. 

for edeEavro avrov ot YU b,. ot 
rec (for oca) a (see ver 29), with 

tepovoaAnp and 

for tig 

stands as a preliminary explanation of the 
* Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will 
not believe; and as indicating the con- 
trast between the Samaritans, who be- 
lieved on Him for His word,—and His 
own countrymen, who only received Him 
because they Aad seen the miracles which 
He did at Jerusalem. Such use of is 
not unexampled (see Hartung, ikel- 
lehre, i. p. 467 ; Lücke, 467; Thol.; De 
Wette; and Matthise, Gr. Gr. § 615). In 
Herod. i. 124 we have & wai KapPiceo, 
ot ydp Oeoi ixoptwor vi yàp av Kore iç 
rogovroy rx anise’ ov u ‘Aoruayta 
réy euro govia rica Soph. Antig. 
393: Mx, ij dp ixróg ral wap’ brwidag 
xapa | foccey d g ufjkuc obóiv ov, | 
rew r. r. A. And thus the od» in the next 
verse will be a particle connecting it with 
this preliminary reason given. But 
x AY is not to be teken as a 
perfect. — š A simpler view still is 

this: the reason (ver. 1) why He left 
Judæa for Galilee was, because of the 
publicity which was gathering round Him- 
self and his ministry. He kes him- 
self to Galilee therefore, to avoid fame, 
testifying that His own country (Galilee) 
was that where, as a het, He was least 
likely to be ho 45 ] They 
received Him, but in accordance with the 
proverbial saying just recorded ;—not for 
any honour in which they themselves held 
Him, or value which they had for His 
teaching; but on account of His fame in 
Jerusalem, the metropolis,—which set them 
the fashion in their estimate of men and 
things. cal ad rol ydp, inserted for 
those readers who might not be aware of 
the pan of the Galilæans to frequent 
the feasts at Jerusalem. 46.] oiv, 
perhaps (see above) because of the re- 
ceptivity of Him from signs and wonders 
merely,—not as a Prophet from His teach- 
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enn Grou yg ewoingey TO bd OivOv. Kat ny rie Bactuẽc, ar 

"err A (Aet 0 ov O vioQ ° nobéve tv Kagapvacin. 47 ovroc axoveac be 

Jamel S OT "Insovc net éx ric 'lovèaiaç tic THY TadsXaiav, re 

eT Martis. 8 TN poc aurov wat pra iva f xaraBy Kat ider 

4 = Matt. aiv. Tat avrov TOV voy" mpeAdev yap 5 48 mtv 

e, ovv O Inode rpòe avrov Ed un b onpeta kai ` répara 

Bl. seg CONTE, OU un morebonre. e Aye wpoc auroy o * Bao- 
od Aoc Kipie, " kará(3n0. oiv aw ofaveiy TO watdiov pov. 

a ZEIT" 

FI n 50 Aéye avr 0 "Incovc Ilopsüov' 0 vidg cov . "i ae 
22. 43 a 
*r v. 20 Me. T only, 4 Kings 

ra», t» B. ravav N!.] 
lat-b e f ff, q copt-ms Gaud. 
(80 also in ver 49 D ev-y.) 

47. om ovrog Ni. 
sth arm Chr: aun Ni. 

v.19. 3Cor. xii. 13. 2 Thess, ii. 9. Heb. li. doaly. Doat. xiii. 13. 
1. €. k ch. ii. 29 (ref.. 

exotnoay(sic) Ni. 
Bacre, D ev-31? Chron Synop, 

for ar NO., 3X0«v C 1. 33. 69 lat-a d e ff, syr-cu copt-ms 
add ovv Ni. (corrd 1. m. f) e 

for cat ny, y» de DL 33 
bassliscus lat-a. 

rec aft pæra ins 
avrov, with A rel Cyr: om BCDLN 33. 69 fos lat-a e / g arm Orig Chr, Aug. (om c. 
npwra G.) 

49. for ro radios, ror vioy A 69 Chr. mas: roy» raia N. 
e ff, l Syr syr-cu. 
AY om o tne. D 157 Ser’s c. 

ing. But it is hardly safe in this gospel 
to mark the inference in o)» so strongly: 
it is St. John's habitual particle of se- 
quence, even where that uence is not 
strictly logical, only temporal, and thus in 
God’s purposes, no doubt, consequential. 

Beust] ) de vor Bacrdiecd, 
$ ec ah n Gabe, Ch d 2) 
icaXtiro acedukóc (Euthym., 
we vmrmoiryc Fari (Euthym. d: 1 
thinks he may have been one of the house- 
hold of Cesar, having some business in 
Judea at that time. But the usage of 
Josephus is perhaps our surest guide. He 
uses . to distinguish the soldiers, or 
courtiers, or officers of the kings (Herods 
or others) from those of Rome, — but 
never to designate the royal family : 860 
B. J. vii. 5. 2; Antt. xv. 8. 4. So that 
this man was probably an officer of Herod 
Antipas. He may have been Chura, 
Herod’s steward, Luke viii. 3: but this is 
pure conjecture. The man seems to have 
been a Jew: see below. 47, 48.] 
This miracle is a notable instance of our 
Lord ‘not quenching the smoking flax: 
just as His reproof of the Samaritan woman 
was of His not breaking the bruised reed.’ 
The little spark of faith in the breast of 
this nobleman is by Him lit up into a clear 
and enduring flame for the light and com- 
fort of himself and his house. ca rag: 
see on ch. ii. 12. The charge brought 
against them, dav pý &c., does not imply, 
as some (Raphel and Storr) think, that 
they would not believe signs and wonders 

om pow D 1 lat 

rec ins xat bef t riorivetv, with AC rel lat-e à 

heard of, but required to see them (thus 
laying t e stress on (Bwre)—for in this case 
the expression would certainly have been 
fuller, idnre roic 6¢0aA poic, or something 
similar ;—and it would not accord with 
our Lord’s known low estimate of all mere 
miracle-faith, to find Him making eo 
weighty a difference between faith from 
miracles seen and faith from miracles heard. 
iet 0 imply the contrast between the 

o believed because of His 
imer Pr the Jews (the plural reckoning 
the Bacttrôg among them), who would 
not believe but through signs and prodi- 
gies :—8see 1 Cor. i. 22. And observe also 
that it is not implied that even when they 
had seen signs and wonders, they would 
believe :—they required these as a condi- 
tion of their faith, bat even these were 
rejected by them: see ch. xii. 37. 
But even with such inadequate conceptions 
and conditions of faith, our Lord receives 
the nobleman, and works the sign rather 
than dismiss him. It was otherwise in 
Matt. xvi. 1 ff. 49.) Here is the 
same weakness of faith, - but our Lord's 
last words have made visible impression. 
It is like the 8 ician woman's 
rejoinder, —* Yea, ; but... ; only 
the faith is of a far low noble kind than 
hers. He seems to believe it necessary 
that Jesus should be on the spot ;—not 
that there was any thing st or blame- 
able in this, for Martha and did the 
same, ch. xi. 21, 82:—and to think that 
it would be too late when his child Aad es- 
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1 Acts vii. 38. Heb. Ahl. 8 only. Exod. v. 14 P. Josh. iii. 4. 
t Matt. visi. 16 f. 

v ellipse. (T, sce Winer, p. 619, edu. 3.) 8 Cur. i. 

38. 
g v. r.) 80. Rer. ili. 3. 

t. zxzviii. 23 only. 

e f ff, sytt syr-cu copt sth arm (L adds d«): om BDN vulg lat-c i Cyr. 
for ov turi» avre o ingore, rov uu Nl. öv) e, with D rel: e» F: txt 

KATA IQANNHN. 733 

l| constr, ver. 6 
ref. 

m ch. xi. 20, 30. 

e a . 

n» bere en. 
Q = Mark xvi. 

sacc., Acts x. 
a as above (t). Acts xxviii. 8 only. 

rec (for 

rec om o bef «go., with S (e sil): ins ABCD rel Cyr. 
81. om 2nd avrov D- gr LN 1 latt. 

avrov 

vioç DKLU 33. 69 latt S 
avrov) cov, with D-gr 
vulg lat-c f ff, g l arm. 

rec amqrrgoay, with A rel Orig Chr Cyr: 
txt (always used by John, see reff) BCDELN 1. 

om x. arnyy. BL syr-jer copt sth-rom : x. avgyy. K 1. 38: 
r. yy avro (omg Aeyorrec) DN lat-d. 

syr-cu syr-marg copt sth Cyr Thl. 
lat-a b e syrr syr-cu syr-jer copt eth Orig,: txt ABCN 1 

vxnyr. bef o: ovo: D (arm). 

for vate, 
rec (for 8rd 

om o bef vai Ci. 

52. rec xap avrwv bef ru epav (to bring the governed case close to the verb), with 
L rel Chr Cyr: txt ACDKUN 1. 83. 69 latt : for sap avr., c B. 

eth Chr Cyr: txt BCL 1. 33 arm. 
xo, with B? rel: om 69: txt AB'UDKLN. 

53. aft o warnp ins avrov C 69 lat- f syrr syr-cu copt. 
rec ins ort bef o voc, with DI, rel lat-e f syrr syr-cu arm: 

etx. ovy) kai r., with AD rel latt 

om o ene. N! 
om ABULN 1. 33 latt copt sth Cyr. 

pe j—not imagining that He to whom 
e spoke could raise the dead. 60. ] 

The bringing out and strengthening of 
the man’s faith by these words was almost 
as great a spiritual miracle, as the material 
one which they indicated. We may 
observe the difference between our Lords 
dealing here and in the case of the cen- 
tarion (Matt. viii. 6 ff. and ||). There, 
when from humility the man requests Him 
to speak the word only, He offers to go to 
his house: here, when to go down, 
He speaks the word only. Thus (as Trench 
observes, after Chrysostom) the weak faith 
of the nobleman is strengthened, while the 
humility of the centurion is honoured. 

51.) He a to have gone 
leisurely away—for the hour (1 P.M.) was 
early enough to reach Capernaum the 
same evening (twenty-five miles): in con- 
fidence that an amendment was taking 
lace, which he at present understood to 
be only a gradual one. 52, 53.] xop- 

ôs Ex in this sense is found in Arrian. 
i . Epictet. iii. 10, cited by most of 

the Commentators. örav 6 iarpòç eicip- 
xnra:, ph Se ri eiry pnd dy xp, 
ond Exars, Uwepyaipsey...... p 
dy cixy, canes Fas, dÜvpsiv . . .. 

rec (for 

avrny BI sic in cod: see table]. 
om Ist ev BCN! 1. 

&éfixev abr. Ó wup.] This was 
bably more tban he ah to hear ; and 
the coincidence of so sudden a recovery 
with the time at which Jesus had spoken 
the words to him (after ixtivg rg Spg 
understand dgyxew abrdy ò muperóc), 
raises his faith at length into a full belief 
of the Power and Goodness and the Mes- 
siahship of Him, who had by a word 
commanded the disease, and it had obeyed. 
The éwloreveey, absolutely, implies that 
in the fullest sense he and all his became 
disciples of Jesus. It is very different from 
iniorevosy ry Aóyo dy lv. "Inc. in ver. 
50—as believing on Him must be always 
different from believing on any thing else in 
the world, be it even His own word or His 
own ordinances. Here the advocates of 
the (imagi ; see above on ver. 6) 
Asiatic division of the hours by St. John, 
suppose him to have put that division into 
the mouth of Jews in Galilee. But that 
division would in reality not help the nar- 
rative here at all, as they maintain. The 
BaatAted¢ probably set out, as indeed the 
narrative implies, immediately on hearing 
our Lord’s assurance, and spent the night 
on the way. Indeed, curiously enough, 
Dr. Wordsw. makes him do this, and yet 
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43. Aux V. I Merà ravra ùv èoprn rov lovdaiwy, cat ' arty 
y = ch. H. 11 reff, Exod. iv. 30. g — Matt. zx. 17, 18 reff. 

54. aft rovro ins de BC'G 69 copt Orig, : om AC: DIN rel latt syrr copt-ds arm. 
exouncey bef onpecov N. 

Cuar. V. 1. ins ņ bef topry (probably to specify the feast) CEFH I,(appy) LMAR 

maintains the seventh hour to have been evidence is all against it: not only (Chrys) 
7 P.M. 54.) The meaning of the dwd rov d&wwparog, dk Ad cai dvd TH 
Ev list clearly is, that this was the  mísrteg, does the man in one case difer 
pales Galilean miracle (see ch. iii. 2, and from the man in the other. The inner 
ver. 45). But (1) how is that 1 kernel of the history is, in our case bere,— 
in the words? The onyeia which He did the elevation of a weak and mere wonder. 
at Jerusalem in the feast being omitted, seeking faith into a deep conviction of the 
the rá» debrepoy ø. naturally carries sonal power and love of ovr Lori; 
the thoughts back toa former one related; in the other, the commendation of a noble 
and the clause added ([A c. r. A.) shews, confession of our Lord's divine power. 
not that a miracle prior to this, during indicating great strength and grasp d 
this return visit, has been passed over,— faith, and inducing the greatest 
but that as the scene of this second was humility. And the external point m 
in Galilee, so that former one, to which out in the commendation, o6) i» 1p | 
éebr. refers, must be sought in Galilee ‘Iopay\, is not only different from, bat 
also. And then (2) why should this so stands in absolute contrast with, the de. 
perticularly be stated ? inly it seems — preciating charge here, idw pù oqutia cai 
to me, on account of the part which this ripara inre, où p?) wiorebogrt. , 
miracle bore in the calling out and as- Olshausen (whose commentary on John 8 
suring of faith by the manifestation of far less elaborate than on the other Go- 
His glory, as that first one had done be- pels, which may account for my referring 
fore. By that (ch. ii. 11), His disciples less often to it) well remarks, that ths 
had been convinced: by this, one (him- narrative may be regarded as a sequel to 
self a type of the weak and unworthy in the foregoing one. ss 
faith) outside the circle of His own. By Cuar. V.—XII. Second great dion 
both, half-belief was strengthened into of the Gospel. JESUS IN CONFLICT WITH 
ae in goat but in each case it is of a te Jews. V., VI. Jesus THE LIF 
ifferent kind. It is an interesting Beginning of the conflict. 

question, whether or not this miracle be V. 1—47.] Healing of a cripple of the 
the same as the healing of the centurion's pool of Bethesda, during a feast ; and the 
servant (or som, Matt. ?) in Matt. viii. 5: discourse of Jesus-occasioned by the perte 
Luke vii.l. Irenæus appears to hold the cution of the Jews arising thereupon. 
two narratives to be the same history 1. perà ravra] Lücke remarks that when — — 
(appears only; for his words are, Filium John wishes to indicate immediate e- 
centurionis absens verbo curavit dicens cession, he uses nerd rovro, ch. ii. 12; l. 
Vade, filius tuus vivit. Her. ii. 22. 8, 7, 11; xix. 28; when mediate, after an 
p. 147: which remark may be simply ex- interval, perà ravra, ch. iii. 22; v. 15; 
plained by his having cited from memory, vi. 1; vii.1; xix.38. So that apart from 
and thus either made this BagıAıxóç a other considerations which would lesd & | 
centurion,—or, which is more probable, to the same conclusion, we may i 
having understood the xaic in Matt. viii. some interval has elapsed since the last 
as a son, and made our Lord there speak verse of ch. iv. dopri +. "lovb.] Fer 
very similar words to those really uttered points have been more controverted, than 
by Him, but which are in reality found the question, what this feast was. I wil 
here): so Eusebius also in his canons. give the principal views, and then ssl 
Chrysostom notices, but opposes the view: my own conclusion. (I have 
—and it has never in modern times gained the following statement principally from 
many advocates, being only held by Sem- Lücke's note, ii. 1—15.) (1) Irensus un- 
ler, Beiffarth, and the interpreters of the derstands it (Her. ii. 22. 8, p. 147) to be 
Straussian school. Indeed, the internal the second Passover of our Lus mim 



V. 1, 2. 

ili. 11. v. 9. 
(1 v.r.) only. Jaa. vil. 8. 

1. 33 coptt Cyr Thl: om ABD rel Orig Chr. 
Chr Cyr: om ABDHI,KL Chron, 

2. for ert, ev ADO 

e bhae only. Neb. an 89. xii. 89 only. 
Ca ere only!. (Acts x v. 40only. Exod xvii. 9 al. 

Los lat-d q Nonn: om Ni. om r 

KATA JQANNHN. 735 

d ver. iori. ch. ix. 7 

rec ins o bef igo., with CN rel Orig 

for 9 n N. 
exihey., ro Meyopevoy NI: rov exheyopeyon Nor. for srity, Aey. DV 1. 33 
lat-a 5. 

try. Origen (whose commentary on this 
chapter is lost) mentions this view (tom. 
xiii. 89, p. 250), but apparently does not 
approve it. S. A reads n» topri rwv 
ačvpwy K. r. A.) This is the view of Luther, 
Calovius, Scaliger, Grotius, Lightfoot, 
Lampe, Kuinoel. (2) Cyril Alex. and 
Chrysostom think it to be the Pentecost ; 
similarly Euthym. and Theophyl. This 
opinion prevailed in the Greek Church ; 
and has been defended by Erasmus, Cal- 
vin, Beza, &c., and more recently by Ben- 
gel in his Harmony. (3) Kepler first 
suggested the idea that it might be the 
feast of Purim, (Esth. ix. 21, 26,) almost 
immediately ing the Passover (the 
14th and 15th of Adar). This was adopted 
by Petavius, and has been the general view 
of the modern chronologists. So Lamy, 
Eran chronol, Hug, Lücke (lst ed.), 
lahausen, Meyer, Wieseler, Stier, Nean- 

der, Winer. (4) The feast of Tabernacles 
has been suggested by Cocceius, and is 
supported by one ms. (131, which adds 4 
oxnvornyia.) (5) Kepler and Petavius 
thought it also possible that the feast 
of Dedication (see ch. x. 22) might be 
meant. So that almost every Jewish 
east finds some supporters. I be- 
lieve with Lücke Grd ed.), De Wette, 
and Tholuck, that we cannot with any 

ability gather what feast tt was. 
ing as I do no distinct datum given 

in ch. iv. 85, nor again in ch. vi. 1, and 
finding nothing in this chapter to deter- 
mine the nature of this feast, I cannot 
attach any weight to most of the elaborate 
chronological arguments which have been 
raised on the subject. It can hardly have 
been a Passover, both on account of the 
omission of the article before opr (see ch. 
vi. 4), and because if so, we should have an 
interval of a whole year between this chap- 
ter and the next, which is not probable. 
Nor can it have been the Dedication, in 
the winter; for then the multitude of sick 
would have hardly been waiting in the 
porches of Bethesda. The feast of Purim 
would nearest agree with the subsequent 
events; and it seems as if our did 
not go up to Jerusalem at the Passover 

next following (ch. vi. 4; vii. 1), so that 
no difüculty would be created by the 
pon of the two feasts, unless, with 

Wette, we believe that the interval 
was too little for what is related ch. vi. 
1—8 to have happened. But it may be 
doubted, (1) whether it was & general 
ctice to go up to Jerusalem at the 
rim: (2) whether our Lord would be 

likely to o e it, even if it was. 
No reason need be given why John does not 
name the feast; it is quite in accordance 
with his practice of mentioning nothing 
that does not concern his subject.matter. 
Thus the Passover is mentioned ch. ii. 18, 
because of the buying and selling in the 
temple ; again, ch. vi. 4, to account for 
the great multitude, and as eminently 
suiting (see notes) the subject of His dis- 
course there; the feast of Tabernacles, 
ch. vii. 2, because of the practice alluded 
to by our Lord in ver. 87; that of the 
Dedication, ch. x. 22, to account for His 
being in Solomon’s porch because it was 
winter; but in this chapter, where there 
is nothing alluding to the time or nature 
of the feast, it is not specified. 
"In@ots] and probably His disciples : for 
the same ion is used ch. ii. 18, 
whereas we find, ch. iii. 22, that His disci- 
ples were with Him; compare also ch. vii. 
10 and ch. ix. 2. 2.] loriy has 
been thought by Bengel and others to 
import that John wrote his Gospel before 
the destruction of Jerusalem. But this 
must not be pressed. He might have 
spoken in the present without meaning to 
be literally accurate at the moment 
when he was writing (see Prolegg. to 
John, § iv. 6). In ti *poB., pro- 
bably near the sheep-gate,— mentioned by 
Nehemiah, see reff. The situation of this 
gate is unknown ;—it is traditionally sup- 

8 pus the same 2 5 that now agris 
tephen's ; but inaccurately, for 

no wall 1 that quarter till the 
time of Agrippa (Robinson, i. 472). Eu- 
sebius, Jerome, and the Itinerarium 
Hieros. speak of a pori!) xoAvp(350pa, 
so also probatica piscina, Vulg. The 
reading Aeyopí»g would be more usual; 
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feh. xix. 18 Ea r BnOeo8a, ture  arodc ty ovea. 3 
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Mak Lako v. 28 (20 reff). Acts ix. 83. xxviii. 8 only. Prov. v.Qoaly. Jaditb xiii. 15. Wied. xvit. 7. 132 
here only. Matt. nv. 80, 81 al. k = Matt. xii. 10. Mark Ii. 8. Lake vi. 6, S oniy. (Mast 120 
15. Lake xxili.S1. Heb. xi.99 only. Ia. ivi. &.) 

Bu0caida B vulg lat-c syr-txt copt sth Thl Tert Jer: ATT D, belcatha lat: 

Bnlaßa (or 8907. M) L 38 lat-e L Kus. 
3 ravrace ins ovy D. carektivro DA? lat-g? sah. rec aft Arent ins 

vov, with AI, rel vulg lat-c f syrr arm Cyr: om BCDLX 33 lat- a b eq r- 
coptt Chr,-mss. aft Enpwv ins wapaduricwy (addition, because thie man was 
paralytic) D lat-a b T. rec at end ins | eküsyoytvov roy rov vdaroc Œ exvgew 
(see note), with A*C*DI, rel Chr Cyr Euthym Thi Tert Ambr: om ACL lat 
syr-cu copt-dz sah. 

(4. rec ins dyyeAog yàp "xard "xcaipdy cariBatver Oly ry Proben SD csi 
9 irápacoty rà U0wp ò ody % TiuBac nerd rij Srapayny ros Séaroe reif 
tiyivero Ug rore Y zartixero Y voonpar: (insertion to complete that implied ia the 
narrative with reference to the popular belief: see notes), with AC*1,L rel latt Syr 
syr-w-ob copt-wilk ; card rjv ijnipa rij ayiag srevrgcoorijc Gyyedot caragetravric 
i£ obpavod rd rijg codkupByOpac ikerdparroy tdwp Cyr :—for yap, de L latt: af 
ayyeNog ins «vprov AKL vulg lat-a c arm; aft yap, 69: for ratpor, carps L: for 
careB., edovero A 42 forj(with fos) syr eth, Io, ro K: erapaccero CGHI,MUV A! : 
eyevero FL 69: for w dr., owdnxorovy A, vodnrore L, w & av K(— 42?]: cargyere 
L al, carnyerw C? :—om BC DN 33 harl'(with san) lat: I q syr-cu copt-dz sah srw- 
mes Aug. 

3. om ric D 11 lat- a b arm. om exei N: erte bef avGp. F al. rec om eat, 
with BKA (SV, e sil) am lat-a Chr: ins ACDI,N rel vulg lat-ö c syr-cu syr seth arm 

1 Acta xvil. 16. 1 Car. xi. 88. xvi. 1). Heb. x. 18. xj. 10. James v. 7 onlyg. Gen. xliii. 9 al. e bae 
only. Job xvi. 6. nw here only. (Rom. v. d.) see Num. iz. 18. o ch. ii. 3$ ref. pe. 
9 reff. q ver.7. 12 caly. Nah. In. 14. of embarking, Matt. vili. NN. ch. n 17 
al. s =— horo only. (Mark xili. 8 only.) Isa. xxiv. 19. t ver. 6 ref. u bere anly. 

v = here only, see Rom. vil. A. Jer. zili. 21. w bere only ¢. 

perhaps dr. implies that it had another 
name. Byéeo 8d = Syr. won m3, 
the house (place) of mercy, or of grace. 
Its present situation is very uncertain. 
Robinson established by personal inspec- 
tion the fact of the subterranean con- 
nexion of the pool of Siloam (see ch. 
ix. 7 note) and that called the Foun- 
tain of the Virgin (i. 501 ff); and has 
made it probable that the Fountain 
under the grand Mosk is also connected 
with them (i. 509 ff); in fact that all 
these are but one and the same spring. 
(See also some interesting particulars re- 
specting an attempt made subsequently to 
prove this connexion, and mention of a 
fourth fountain with the 5 
taste as the water of Siloam, in Williams' 
Holy City, pp. 381 ff.) Now this spring, 
as he himself witnessed, (i. 506,) is an 
intermittent one, as indeed had been re- 

rted before by Jerome (on Isa. viii. 6), 
dentius (in Trench, Mir. p. 247, edn. 

2), William of Tyre, and others. There 
might have been then, it is obvious, some 
artificially constructed basin in connexion 
with this spring, the site and memory of 
which have perished, which would present 
the phanomenon here described: see be- 
low. The spot now traditionally 

known as Bethesda is a part of the fosse 
round the fort or tower Antonia, an im- 
mense reservoir or trench, seventy -five fect 
deep. But, as Robinson observes (i. 4891, 
there is not the slightest evidence that can 
identify it with the Bethesda of the N. T. 

This pool is not mentioned by Jos- 
phus. Tévre croàg &.] Probably 
these were for the shelter of the sick per- 
sons, and were arches or porticos, opening 
SPON enc ae ne bhe reer ir. ered 
ariv ij wap piv Asyouivn capapa, $ c 
ò Gg. Euthym. is $.] inpar, those 
who were afflicted with the loss of vital 
power in any of their limbs by stiffness or 
paralysis. Of this kind was the man on 
whom the miracle was wrought. 
[énBey. . . . alynow, and ver. 4 The 
spuriousness of this controverted passage 
seems to me more clear than when I pre- 
pared my second edition. The very rea- 
sons which Stier and De Wette m 
its favour, and which then weighed with 
me, will on more consideration be found 
to range themselves on the other side. 
Let us conceive of the matter thus. The 
facte, of the assemblage of sick persons 
round the pool, and of the answer of tbe 
sick man in ver. 7, were recorded in the 
sacred text as we now find them, and 
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Tren-lat-mas Eus 
Meyer), with AC?I, rel 
arm Chr Cyr. 
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T. for awrexpsOn, Ayes A? D. 

Thi. rec om avrov Coana 
lat-b f q Orig Aug: ins 

om này N. 
ins wat bef cvpee CYEFGH. 33 syrr syr-jer Chr. 

nothing else. In the nd, and 
explanatory of both, was the edat ar belief 
of the Jews, not alleged by t 
In eed sb Dacca this delicióncy ss 
suppli the insertion of the spurious 
passage. I say, in very early times: for 
Tertullian refers to it in a way which 
leaves no doubt that he read it entire. 
* Piscinam Bethsaidam [ cf. digest on ver. 2] 
angelus interveniens commovebat : obser- 
vabant qui valetudinem querebantur. Nam 
siquis prevenerat descendere illuc, ma 
post lavacrum desinebat.’ De Bapt. c. 5 
p- 1205. So that the fact of so many 
different kinds of sick being men- 
tioned here (Stier), and that of the con- 
nexion of the account almost reguiring 
this passage as its explanation (De Wette), 
points to the reason why it was put in, to 
clear up a narrative otherwise obscure. I 
would not lay much stress on the varia- 
tions in the passage, which are only such 
as are ually meeting us in the un- 
doubted text : but the fact that there are 
no less than seven words used cither here 
only, or bere only in this sense, is strong 
against its genuineness: as is the concur- 
rence of B, C, D, and N in omitting it. Of 
N. T. critics, Griesb. brackets it, Tischdf., 
Meyer, and Treg. omit it, —while Lachm. 
retains it in his text. De Wette, Lücke, 
and Luthardt, are undecided, but in- 
clined more or lees strongly against it. 
As a marginal gloss, it certainly good 
service, as explaining both the obscure 
points—the assemblage of sick, and the 
answer in ver. 7. pa Nm sth 
here, apparently, at intervals: iid 
irregular ones, or the sick need not have 
waited there for them. 

imperfects continue throughout. ] 5.] 
There are two ways of taking the construc- 
tion of Éyev : (1) to regard ixw» i» r 400. 
as = dovevag ix, and rpidkovra óxre 
irn as the accus. of duration; which is 
objectionable on account of the article rg, 
(not on account of the present participle, 
as De Wette, for it is often found with 

VoL. I. 

duration of time,) and as alien from 
John’s usage, which is (2) to ates Exo in 
this sense with a» accusative of the time ; 
see reff., and ver. 6. So that. the con- 
struction is (xwv rpiac. der. rij iv ry 
ác0. Observe, he had been lame 
thirty-eight years, not at Bethesda all 
that time. 6.] yvos, i. e. iv lavrg, 
as on other similar occasions. Our Lord 
singled him out, being conscious of the 
circumstances under which he lay there, 
by that superhuman knowledge of which 
we had so ing an example in tbe case 
of the woman of Samaria. $y. 
v. ; Lightfoot and Semler would supply, 
‘licet sit sabbatum.’ But this is very 
improbable, see ver. 17. Our Lord did 
not thus appeal to his hearers’ prejudices, 
and make His grace dependent on them. 
Besides, the big yevioGa: had in the 
mind of the man no reference to a healing 
such as there would be any objection to 
on the Sabbath; but tothe cure by means 
of the water, which he was there to seek. 

The question is one of those by 
which He so frequently testified his com- 
passion, and established (so to speak) a 
point of connexion between the spirit of 
the penu and his own gracious 

. Possibly it may have conv 
to the mind of the poor ‘cripple the Diss 
that at length a compassionate person had 
come, who might put him in at the next 
troubling of the water. It certainly is 

ible that the man’s long and apparently 
less infirmity may have given him a 

look of lethargy and despondency, and the 
question may have arisen from this: but 
there is no ground for supposing (Schleier- 
macher) blame conveyed by it, still less 
that he was an impostor labouring under 
sometrifling complaint (Paulus and others), 
and wishing to represent it more important 
than it was. 7.] The man's answer 
implies the popular ief which the spu- 
rious but useful insertion in vv. 8, 4 ex- 
rosses. Bauer asks why the person who 

At him there every day, could not 
have put him in? But 3 person 
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is implied. The same slow motion which 
he describes here, would suffice for his 
daily coming and going. 8.] The 
&pov T. xp. cow has been treated (Stier, iv. 
168, edn. 2. Trench, Mir. 251, edn. 2) as 
making a difference between the man lame 
from his birth in Acts iii. 8, who walked 
and ed and praised God; and this 
man, who, since sin had been the cause of 
his disease (ver. 14), is ordered to carry his 
bed, ‘a present memento of his sin." 
Possibly; but our Lord must have had in 
his view what was to follow, and have 
ordered it also to bring about this his first 
opem controversy with the Jews. 
10.] of 'IovBeio, never the multitude, but 
always those in authority of some kind, 
wbom John ever puts forward as the pisa 
sentatives of the whole people in their 

jection of the Lord. ob iferi] 
e bearing of burdens on the Sabbath 

was forbidden not only by the gloeses of the 
Pharisees, but by the law itself. See Neh. 
xiii. 15—19; Exod. xxxi. 19—17; Jer. 
xvii. 21, 22. And our Lord does not, as in 
another case (Luke xiii. 15, 16), appeal here 

to the reasonableness of the deed being $e 
on the Sabbath, salvo sabbato, but 
together orter ground, 

ter than the Sabbath. 1 
ernel of this incident and de 

not, that it is to do works of oF" 
on the Sabbath : but that the Son of 
iere) ts Lord of 

The man's excuse 
sufficient; and for 
much as it goes into 
matter, uz is by the 
accepted. He who 
him whole, had power to suspend thet 
which was, like the healing, God's e 
Theauthority which had overraled o% "i 
pointment of Providence, coald rast- 
another. I do not mean that this 
ing "u pre to the man’s wind; 

och | 

* E ta 7 important, ff, 

very likely spoke only from intense 
of obligation to One who had deu, 

that healed thee?” but they 
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18. om 2: Di. for ıabeıç, acbever (from ver 7) D fos lat-d J. for cri, 
a» D latt. evevoey D'N!. for ron, peou M. 

14. om avrov, insg row reGepamwevpevoy bef ev rw ipo N'. om ó B. 
for terer, Aeyn N. rec rt bef co, with DEKN 1. 83. 69 lat-a ò e f arm Iren. 
lat Orig Chr Cypr,: txt ABC rel vulg lat-c Syr Cyr-jer Cyr. 

15. ins car 
om BCN' rel. for avnyye c, ut» 
vulg lat- e f ff, syr eth arm, aewnyyertcy DKUA 88. 69 Chr. 
DA? 1 lat-a e ff, l q syr-cu copt-ms arm. 

16. rec rov ij bef o: todo, with A rel lat-a e 
BCDLUN 33. 69 vulg lat-ó e f 9 Syr syr-cu 

ver 18), with A rel lat-e f g zia copt-wilk eth 
Chr-montf Cyr Hil: om BCDLN 1. 33. 69 latt syr-cu copt-schw arm Chr 
eZnrovy avrov anxocreva (to justify 

om ev D lat-a b e q Tert Hil. 
17. om eye. BN. awexpivero N: 

out the unfavourable side of what had 
taken , a8 malicious persons always 
do. md Difficulty has been found 
here from su improbability 
that some id not have told him, 
seeing that Jesus was by this time well 
known in Jerusalem. But this is wholly 
unnecessary. His fame had not been so 
spread yet, but that He might during the 
crowd of at the feast pass un- 
noticed. v, passed on un- 
observed: just spoke the healing words, 
and then went on among the crowd; so 
that no particular attention was attracted 
to Himself, either by the sick man or 
others. The context requires this inter- 

violated by the ordinary pretation: 
one, that Jesus ‘ conveyed himecif away, 
because a multitude was in the place: 
for that would imply that attention had 
been attracted towards him which He 
wished to avoid; and in that case he could 
hardly fail to have been known to the 
man and to others. Observe, ikivevoey 
** object, the man 
redde ;—eecaped his notice, a crowd 

in the lace: not referring to any 
1 which esus had done himself. 
14.) The knowledge of our Lord extended 
even to the sin committed thirty-eight 

ago, from which this sickness 
Lad resulted, for so it is impli here. 
The xeipór T», as Trench observes (Mir. 

arne A fos lat -b 78 syr-cu eth: add ov» DAN copt Chr Cyr: 
lat-a e q Syr syr-cu copt Cyr: txt AB rel 

for avrov, ps 

copt-wilk arm: txt 
reo adds cas -schw eth Hil. 

Cyr, Nonn. 

axezpe0 D. 

264, edn. 2), „ npee of 
the severity of God's judgments ;'—see 
Matt. xii. 45. e man ap- 
pears to have done this partly in obe- 
pis to the authorities; partly perhaps 

ag c his apology for himself (Ben- 
e can hardly imagine ingratitude gel). 

in E lim to have been ihe cause; especially 
as ò woihoaç abróy vysi speaks so plainly 
of the benefit Mr UE compare ver. 11 
and note. 3 16.] lerer is not used 
in the sense legal 5 in the 
N. T. :—persecuted is the best word for it. 

17.] The true keeping of the rest 
of the Sabbath was not that otiose and 
unprofitable cessation from even 
deeds, which they would enforce: the 
Sabbath was made for man ;—and, in its 
Jewish form, for man in & mere state s 
legal discipline (which truth could not 
be brought out to them, but is impli 
this verse, because His e are even = 
He is—in the liberty wherewith He hath 
made them free); whereas He, the only- 
begotten of the ather, doing the works of 
God in the world, stands on higher ground, 
and hallows, instead of breaking the Sab- 
bath, by thus working on it. “He is 
no more a breaker of the Sabbath than 
God is, when He upholds with an 2 
that knows no peuse the work of 
V 
moment to moment; My Father worketh 

3B 2 
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hitherto, and I work; My work is but 
the reflex of His work. Abstinence from 
outward work belongs not to the idea of a 
Sabbath, it is only more or less the neces- 
sary condition of it for beings so framed as 
ever to be in danger of losing the true 
collection and rest of the spirit in the 
multiplicity of earthly toil and business. 
Man indeed must cease from Ais work if a 
higher work is to find place in him. He 
scatters himself in his work, and therefore 
he must collect himself anew, and have. 
seasons for so doing. But with Him who 
is one with the Father,itis otherwise. In 
Him the deepest rest is not excluded by 
the highest activity." N Mir. p. 257, 
edn. 2.) 18.] The ground of the 
charge is now shifted; and by these last 
words (ver. 17), occasion is given for one 
of our Lord's most weighty discourses. 

The Jews understood His words to 
mean nothing short of peculiar personal 
Sonship, and thus equality of nature with 
God. And that this their understanding 
was the right one, the discourse testifies. 
All might in one sense, and the Jews did 
in G closer sense, call God their, or our, 
Father; but they at once said that the 
individual use of ‘My FATHER by Jesus 
had a totally distinct, and in their view a 
blasphemous, meaning: this latter espe- 
cially, because He thus made God a parti- 
cipator in his crime of breaking the sab- 
bath. Thus we obtain from the adver- 
saries of the faith a most important 
statement of one of its highest, and holiest 
doctrines. 19.] The discourse is a 

om 2nd aug» Nl. 
aft o wioc ins rov avôpwrov D 69 arm. 

om ay A D- gr 
N lat-a b 0 moter bef ogowwe D 
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wonderful setting forth of the Person a 
Office of the Son of God in His Minen 
tions as the Word of the Father. It a 
has reference to the charge of working 4 
the Sabbath, and the context takes in ov 
Lord's answer both to this, ver. 17, a 
to the Jews’ accusation, ver. 18. In 
verse, He states that He cannot wort of 
but the works of God: cannot, by b. 
very relationship to the Father, by ür 
very nature and necessity of the ent 
the å$’ davrot being an impossible supp” 
sition, and purposely ect here to exp™ 
one :—the Son cannot of Hiss 
because He is the Son: His pat pai 
presupposes the Father's will am 
as His will and counsel,—and His pens 
knowledge of that will and counsel. i 
this, because every creature may a 
freedom, and will contrary to God : " 
THE Son, standing in essential pov Pin 
God, cannot, even when become Hs 
commit sin,—break the Sabbath; for d 

L lat-e. 

is the v 
ever the Father doeth.’ Also, to o 

i „ 80 that there can be no d 
* 20. For (this ke 

is ensured by the fact, that) the Fatis 
Him (in ths 

t 
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in His Mediatorial office) all things which 
He Himself does (all the purposes of His 
secret counsel ;—for with the Father, 
doing is willing; it is only the Son who 
acts tn time); and this manifestation will 
go on increasing in majesty, that the 
wonder which now is excited in you b 
these works may be brought out to Jita fall 
measure (in the acceptation or rejection of 
the Son of God—wonder leading naturally 
to the rij of ver. 23). 219 It is 8855 
important to observe the Peas here 
between the working of the Eternal Son 
(in creation, e. g.) as He is iv obpavg, 
with God, and His working in the state of 
His humiliation in which the Father ahould 
by d advance Him to exaltation and 
put His enemies under His feet. Of the 
latter of these mention is made (ver. 20) 
in the future, of the former in the present. 
The former belong to the Son as His 

and essential work: the latter are 
opened out before Him in the process of 
His | passing onward in the humanity which 
He has taken. And the unfolding of these 
latter shall all be in the direction of, and 
in accordance with, the eternal attributes 
of the Son : see ch. xvii. 5; resulting in 
His being exalted to the right hand of the 
Father. So here,—as it is the Father's 
essential work to 1 the dead (see Rom. 
viii. 11; 1 Sam. ii. 6 al.), so the Son vivifies 
whom He will: this last obs An not im- 
plying any selection out of mankind, nor 
said merely to remove the Jewish prejudice 
that their own nation alone should rise 
from the dead,—but meaning, that in 
every instance where His will is to civi 
the result invariably follows, 
serve, this [wowo lays hold of life in its 
innermost and deepest sense, and thus 
finds its illustration in the waking both of 
the outwardly and the spiritually dead. 

23. the od ydp is implied 

that as the erg bg not Himself, by 
is own act, vivify any, but 

commits all N power to the Son: 
—8s0 is it with judgment also. And judg- 
ment contains eminently in itself the obe 
Gire,—when Zwox. is understood—as it 
must be sow—of bestowing everlasting 
life. Again, the raising of the outward 
dead is to be understood as a sign that 
who works it is appointed Judge of quick 
and dead, for it is a part of the office of 
that Judge :—in the vivifying, the judg- 
ment is made; see below, ver. 29, and 
Ps. lxxii. 1—4. 23.] This being so, 
the end of all is, the honour of the Father 
in and by the Son. He (the Son) is the 
Lord of life, and the Judge of the world ; 
—all must honour Him with equal honour 
to that which they pay to the Father :— 
and whosoever does not, however he may 
imagipe that he honours or approaches 
God, does not honour him at all ;—be- 
cause He can be known or honoured 
by us as ‘THE FATHER WHO SENT His 
Son.’ 24.] What follows, to ver. 30 
incl., is an expansion of the two assertions 
in vv. 21, 22,—the {wowowotw and the 
xpiva,—intimately bound up as they are 
together. There is a parallelism in vv. 24 
and 25 which should be noticed for the 
Hm understanding of the words. ò rà» 

yov pov dxovey in one, answers to ol 
vtkpol &xoócevrm riic terc rod wiob 
ToU Ot õ in the other. is a kind of 
hearing which awakens to life,—one ac- 
companied by miorevny rq rin pe. 
And this last is not berely ‘Him who 
sent Me, but Him, the very essence 
of belief in Whom is in this, THAT Ha 
SENT MA (see ch. xii. 44). And the 
dative here after torte expresses that 
belief in the testimony of God that He 
bath eent His Son, which is dwelt on so 
much 1 John v. 9—12, where, ver. 10, we 
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acc. 
vil.9. xxiv.19. Acts vil. 31. Jude 10 oe. Lev. xix. 18. Dan. vil. 37 Theod. 

25. om cai vvv tor Ni. 
Chr-mss Cyr : txt A rel. 

28. we DN!. 

eth Orig-lat Eus Epiph Cyr Tert Hil 
27. om xa: [at beg] R. 

akovdovaw B 22. 957 Chr-mas: -oway DR 1.33.8 

om 2nd ol Nil. 
rel Hippol Constt : txt BDLN 1. 33 Chr-mss. 

aft o raryp ins o Zw» D. 
bef cat rw viw, with AD rel vulg lat-a(appy) 

rec Zycorras (more ssal), with à 

Son bef exe N. rec dwar 

cesyrr syr-cu copt arm: txt BL hi. 
om last clause (Aomaotel) Ni. 

rec ins cae bef cpu, with D-gr rel am (with foli = 

forj ing mt &c) lat-f q Syr: om ABLN 38 vulg lat-b c d e l syr-cu syrjer ont 
arm Orig, Cyr Did Aug Leo Vig. 

have the same 6 yu?) marevey rg Ory. 
e: F. al.: so 1 John v. 12, 13. The 

morevey and the dye. F. al. are commen- 
surate :—where the faith is, the possession 
of eternal life is: — and when the one re- 
mits, the other is forfeited. But here the 
faith is set before us as an enduring faith, 
and ite effects described in their comple- 
tion (see Eph. i. 19, 20). els w 
obe Epxeras] xpiote being the separation, 
—the etfect of which is to gather out of 
the Kingdom all that offendeth ; —and thus 
regarding especially the damnatory part of 
3 who believes comes not into, 

no concern with, rpíc«c. Compare Ps. 
exli. 2 LXX. The reckoning which ends 
with «à d ya0i Qov^«, is not æpieig: the re- 
ward is of free grace. In this sense, the be- 
lievers in Christ will not be judged accord- 
ing to their works: they are justified before 
God by faith, and by God —4:óc ò Srl, 
ric ò cataxpivwy ; Their ‘passage over 
from death into life Aas already taken 
glace, —from the state of spiritual death 
into that dn alwvioc, which in their be- 
lieving state they éyovo« already. It is to 
be observed that our Lord speaks in very 
similar terms of the unbelieving being 
condemned already, in ch. iii. 18. The 
perfect sense of peraBéByxey must not be 
weakened nor explained away,—see ref. 

25] This verse oontinues to refer 
to spiritual awakening from the dead. 
The fpyera: dpa x. vuv do rw is an ex- 
pression (see ref.) used of those things 
which are to characterize the spiritual 
Kingdom of Christ, which was even now 
begun among men, but not yet brought 
(until the day of Pentecost, Acts ii.) to 
ita completion. Thus it cometh, in ite 
fulness, —and even now is begun. 

just uttered; the latter, ss 

transp «picti» and e£ovciay Ni. 

el vexpo(,—in reference to le (ordrer d 
the preceding verse the spiritually im 
—see below on ver. 28. eis dert 
His call to awake, in ite videt © 

deepest sense ;—by His own pres 
His His ministers, 

202 &c. &c b 

all these He s to the spiritasly 
dead. ol ., not gestis 
merely, which would be * and baring 
it, shall live: but of &«oós., sad TII 
wHo have heard it (or, whe bu? 
shall live. This determines the cert * 
be spoken of spiritual, aot bodily sit 
ing. ol dxovorarres are the P7 
sons to whom the Lord cried s #8 
6 iyw» Sra dxobuv, drowre :—the N 
sons who stand opposed to thoe » 
dressed in ver. 40, o Ours Dti 77% 
pt iva Qe)» syne. lieve? 
is ined in the next verse. , 
96, 27.j We have here again (eT 
and rpivuy bound together as the ™ 
great departments of the Son's working: 
the former, as substantiating the (rrt 

the great announcement of the pest i 
But the two departments from d 
distinct sources, united in tbe pre 
the Incarnate Son of God. The » 
hath given Him to have life in Hundt 
He is Tue Sow or Gop. We bare w 
us life in ourselves : in Him we lire » 
move and have our being. Bat He fr 

again the Father hath giveo Him putos 
to judgment, becesse He is tat 57 
or Max Em i» to be judged by gs 
by that Man whom God hath app»? p 
who is the inclusive Head of — 
to whom mankind, and man’s worl T 
tain by right of covenant-purchsst 
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1 Cor. x. 34, 88 al, Neh. M. 10. 3 

98. acovcovery B 157: -cworry LAN 33: txt AD rel. 
29. for 5 ö D. 

vulg lat- of syr: 
30. ar tpavrov 

N 83 Scr's c. 

rec aft 2nd o: ins de, with ADN rel 
f ot, Syr syr-cu copt Iren- lat: txt B lat-a e ff, Tert Aug,. 
zou» D 13.219 vulg lat-ó o f Syr (syr-cu) Eus: rouw bef sya 

e is not omd in B as Btly : see table.] rat over line in &, 1. m 
rec at end ins zarpoc, with E rel em(with tol) lat-5 c Orig, Eus: om ABDEL 

ASN 1. 33 vulg lat-a e f copt eth arm Orig, Eus Chr Ambr Aug. 

cpiocy wove leads the thought to the great 
occasion when j t shall be executed ; 
which accordingly is treated of in the next 
verse. 28.] ph ©., as ch. iii. 7, intro- 
duces a matter of even greater wonder to 
them ;—the astounding proof which shall 
be given in the face of the universe that this 
is 80. ipxeras Spa, but not xai vvv 
deri this time,—because He is now speak- 
ing of the great day of the resurrection : 
when not merely oi vexpoi, but wdvreg ol dv 
TOUS pynpelovs, shall hear His voice, and ol 
a roboavrec are not specified, because all 
shall hear in the fullest sense. Observe 
that here, as elsewhere, when the judgment 
according to works is spoken of, it is the 
great general resurrection of Matt. xxv. 31 
—46, Which (and the notes) compare. 80 
here we have not oi micrevcarrec and oi 
p) miorevoavrec, but the categories reach 
far wider, incl indeed in this most 

form the first resurrection unto 
ife also—and the two great classes are 
described as of T. dy. 4owjeavres and 
ol à $e$Àa xpdfavres. On the dif- 
ference between wotés and vpdoocw, see 
note on ch. iii. 20, 21. Observe, that 
ten} and xplavg stand opposed here, as 
in ver. 24:—not that there is so such 
thing as an dvacracc Üavárov (Schleier- 
macher, i in Stier, i iv. 194, edn. 2), but that 
it is involved in this xpicec. Olshausen 
observes (ii. 153) that this, and Acts xxiv. 
15, are the only direct declarations in the 
N. T. of a bodily resurrection of the unjust 
as well as ofthe just. It is implied in some 
places, e. g. Matt. x. 28, and less plainly in 
Mate. xxv. 84 ff.; Rev. xx. 5, 12, and di- 
rectly asserted in the O. T., Dan. xii. 2. In 

1 Cor. xv.,—as the object was to convince 
believers in Christ of the truth of the resur- 
rection of their bodies,—no allusion is made 
to those who are not believers. 80.] 
Here begins (see Stier, iv. 196, edn. 2) the 
second part of the discourse, —but bound on 
most closely to the first (ver. 28), — treating 
of the testimony by which these things were 
substantiated, and which they ought to have 
received. This verse is, however, perhaps 
rather a point of transition to the next, at 
which the testimony is first introduced. 

As the Son does nothing of Himself, 
—but His working and His judgment all 
spring from His deep unity of will and 
being with the Father, —this His great and 
last judgment, and all His other ones, will 
be just and holy (He being not separate 
from God, but one with Him); and there- 
fore His witness given of Himself ver. 17, 
and called by them blasphemy, is true and 
holy also. Obeerve, the urse here 
passes into the first person, which was 
understood before, because he had called 
himself the Son of God, — but is henceforth 
used expressly. 81.) This assertion 
is not to be trifled away by an accommo- 
dation, or supposed to be introduced by 
‘Ye will say to Me :’—see by all means 
ch. viii. 12—14 and notes. The words 
are said in all earnestness, and are strictly 
true. If such a separation. and indepen- 
dent testimony, as is here supposed, could 
take place, it would be a falsification of 
the very conditions of the Truth of God 
as manifested by the Son, Who being 
the Aéyos, speaks, not of himself, but of 
the Father. And in this sense ch. viii. 14 
is eminently true also, the $ec being the 
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88. for o:da, dare DN! lat-a e q syr-cu arm. 
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n ver. 40. 
Cor. vii. 8. 

ETATTEAION v. 

JI" 

9 Tim. id. 12. Ned. siii 18. ew. e. 
Gal. ii. 6. Philem. 15 only. sse | Tieas i T. 

aft q paprvpia ins pov Dl. er late; 
avrov D? 254 tol lat-b g Syr syr-cu copt Chr Fulg. 

34. av@pwrev DA? mm copt-wilk 
85. om de Ni. 

ray N. 

drabyacpa rije dn roù warpoc. 
83.] aAAXoc can, by the inner coherence of 
the discourse, be no other than THE 
FATHER, of Whom eo much has been said 
in the former part, but Who is hinted at 
rather than mentioned in this (xarpé¢ in 
ver. 90 is spurious). It cannot be John, 
—from whom (ver. 34) our Lord took not 
his testimony. Similar modes of alluding 
to the Father occur ch. viii. 50: see also 
ch. viii. 18, and Matt. x. 28 and ||. Many 
interpreters however understand it of 
John,—Chrysostom, Nonnus, Theophylact, 
Euthym.:—and lately De Wette has de- 
fended the view with some acuteness. But 
he has certainly missed the inner coherence 
of the . The reason why our Lord 
mentions John is not ‘as ascending from 
the lesser witness to the greater,’ but pur- 
posely to remove the idea that He meant 
him or principally by these words, 
and to set his testimony in its right place: 
then at ver. 36 He returns again to the dx - 
Aoc pap. wepi ipoù. xal olBa .. . ] 
This is the Son's testimony to the Father's 
truth: see ch. (iii. 33) vii. 28; viii. 26, 55. 
It testifies to the full consciousness on the 
part of the Son, even in the days of his 
umiliation, of the righteousness of the 

Father: and (for the testimony of the 
Father to the Son is contained in the 
Scriptures) also to His distinct tion 
and approval (Ps. xl. 6—8) of psalm and 
type and prophecy, as applied to Himself 
and His oak 33.) See ch. i. 19. 
The connexion is, —another testifies of Me 
(ver. 82)—'not John only, although he, 
when sent to, did certainly testify to the 
truth ; for? &c. Ty AA, not merely 
(Grot.) *modeste dictum ;’—but necessarily. 
iuoí would have been asserting what t 

rec ayalAiagÓgvai,, with BL 1. 69 Chr Cyr: txt ADR rd 
spog wpay bef ayad. A al vulg(not am forj fuld Xe) lat-s f; ( 

rec (for n) puto, with R rel: pecZova D Chr: pw 

next verse denies. 34.) ‘I take na Ey 
testimony (the testimony to Me of «lid 
I have spoken) from man, but I mate 
John's testimony, that you may make tk 
intended use of it, to led to Me fe 
salvation." $5.] This jv shews, v 
Stier rightly observes, that John was «f 
cast into prison, if not executed. i 
Aéxvos] The article has been taken b 
some (e. g. Bengel, Lücke, Stier) to pon 
to the prophecies concerning John. But 
we have no in the O. T. vbt 
designates Elias in such terms In ré 
Sirach we read of him, av n popr% 
we wip, rai ò Aóyoc abrod ec apte 
lcalero, which Stier thinks may be ref 
to here. We may, as indeed he ao sg- 
gests, believe that those words repetit 

ve rise to a common way of 
ias, as certain Rabbis were called ‘The 

candle of the Law,’ &c. (Light) = 
F 8 ‘the 

which was to lead 
kaiópevos, not caiwy, a it is ò lr 
not rò pg: lumen illuminaium, not lanes 
5 : see note m v. 14 i 

væv (lit up), shining. 
R port E Pi the derired, ad 

: nature of John's light. 
duet . . . J. See Ezek. xui. X. 

82. But you wished only to disport you" 
selves in his light for a time me om 
to him in crowds at first, and Hl 
silly children who play with the fire til it 
burns and hurts them, and then chrinb 
from and loathe it,—whon he began t° 
speak of deep repentance as the preparatiot 
for God's Kingdom, and laid the axe to th 
root of pe trees, you left epi ro 
cared, when he was imprisoned and pe 
death. And even those few who remained 
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& ch. vii. 62. Rom. will. . 1 Cor. H. 10. 1 Pet.i. 11. mr 
y Matt. xxi. 49. xxii. 99 | Mk. xxvi 64, 56. Lake 

true to him, did not follow his direction to 
Christ. For the mass of the people, and 
their leaders, his ee was in vain 
(Lücke, ii. 75). 86. Ex Thy p. 
Helke] literally, I have my witness greater 
(ueZw» being probably a solccism like 
xÀnpgc in ch. i. 14, a nominative in con- 

, cord with an accusative)... . ToU ‘ledy- 
t vov, not, ‘than that of John; en than 

John himself. John sas a testimony. 
: TÀ yap ipya, not His miracles 
: alone, although those Dec principally s ; but the 

whole of His life and course of action, full 
' as it was of holiness, in which, and as 
| forming harmonious parts of which, His 
| miracles were testimonies of His divine 

mission. His work (ch. vi. 29) 
was the awakening of faith, the Cwosouiv 

> of which we have heard before, to which 
í the miracles were but as means to an end. 

The repetition is to shew that His life 
working*was an exact fulfilment of the 
Father’s will. The works which the 
Father hath given Me to do, those very 
works which I am doing, . 
$7—39.] The connexion of these verses 
has been much disputed. I believe it will 
be found to be this: * The works of which 
I have spoken, are only indérect testimo- 
nies; the Father Himself, who sent Me, 
has given direct testimony concerning Me. 
Now that testimony cannot be derived by 

j you, nor any man, by communica- 
tion with Him; for ye have never heard 
His voice nor seen His shape. (Or per- 
haps have not heard His voice, as your 

— — — — — > | 8 07 7 

fathers did from Sinai, — nor seen His 
visional appearance, as the Prophets did.) 
Nor (ver. 38), in your case, has it been 
given by that inward witness (ch. iii. 33; 
1 John iv. 13, 14) which those have (and 
had in a measure, even before the gift of 
the Spirit—see inter al., Ps. li. 11), in 
whom His word abides; for ye have not 
His word abiding in you, not believing on 
Him whom He hath sent. Yet (ver. 39) 
there is a form of this direct testimony of 
the Father, accessible even to you; 
* search the ‘Scriptures, ” &c. Chrysostom, 
Euthymius, Lampe, Bengel, &c., under- 
stand di to refer to the voice at our 
Lord's baptism : but, as Lücke observes, 
re forbids this. I may also add that 
the perfect, axnrdare, excludes it. Had 
reference been to a distinct event, it must 
have been scobcart,—and (Lücke) rj» 
wvv. Observe that the testimony 

in the Scriptures is not the only, nor the 
chief one, intended in ver. 37, but (as De 
Wette well maintains) the direct testi- 
mony in the heart of the believer ;— 
which, as the Jews have sot, they are 
directed to another Jorm of the Father's 
testimony, that in the Scriptures. 
dpavvare, either indicative (Cyril, Erasm., 

Lampe, Bengel, Kuinoel, Lücke, 
Tholuck, Olshausen, De Wette » § Ye 
search the Scriptures, for ye believe ye 
have &c., and they are they that testify of 
Me: and (yet, ver. 40) ye will not come 
to Me that ye may have life :’ or impera- 
tive (Chrys., 3 hyl., Euthym., August., 
1 de Calvin, Wetst., Paulus, Stier), 
in which case generally a period has been 
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89. [spavvare, so B:N.) exei. bef ev avraic C. ac. D. for a: papropena. 
apapravovcat D!-gr. 

40. aft Zwyy ins aw» D 69 lat-e g Syr Chr. 
4L av0pwxev AK copt Chr Cyr 
49. [ak Aa, so BDL 83.) 

places Ni. om ev N. 

laced after duct, and a fresh sentence 
begini at ral où . I believe the 
imperative sense only will be found to co- 
here with the previous verses :—see above, 
where I have given the context. And no 
other sense will suit the word ipavvůre, 
which cannot be used, as in the indicative 
it would be, with blame attached to it, — 
‘ye make nice and frivolous search into 
the letter of Scripture ;* but, as tEeprvy. in 
ref. Ps., implies a thorough search (see 
also 1 Pet. i. 11) info the contents and 

irit of Scripture. Besides, the em- 
rhatic position of ipavyare before rdg 
ypagdc, while it does not absolutely ne- 
cessitate the imper. sense, makes it much 
more probable than the indic, which 
would be conveyed by rác yp. ipavvàrt. 
Luthardt (ii. 3) remarks, that the almost 
unanimous verdict of the Greek Fathers 
8 however is a remarkable exception) 
or the imper. decides him in its favour. 

To Op. .] Ye (emphatic) 
imagine that i» them (emphatic) ye have 
eternal life (Schóttgen quotes testimonies 
from the Rabbis: * Qui acquirit sibi verba 
legis, is acquirit. sibi vitam ceternam, 
dc.) but they, like all other secondary 
ordinances, have a spiritual end in view, 
and that end is to testify, from first to 
last (it is their office, ix. tiow al 
tupovoa) of Mx. 40.] I would 
connect these words with the former, and 

them as describing the inconsis- 
tency of those who think that they C= 
fxe» in the Scriptures, and yet will not 
come to Him of whom they testify, iva 
Lwr)v xwa. So that xal will be spoken 
in a fine irony, And ye will not come to 
Me! Observe, this command to the 
Jews to search their Scriptures, applies 
à fortiori to Christians; who are yet, 
like them, in danger of idolizing a mere 
written book, believing that in the Bible 
they have eternal life, and missing the 
personal knowledge of Him of whom the 

“ove exire bef rg» aar, D lat-b e : in và 

Scriptures testify. The e$ làm 
here sets forth strikingly ‘he om i! 
the will, on which the unbelievers cc 
demnation rests: see ch. iii. 19. 
41—44.] The connexion seems to be: 
the standing-points of our Lord and of t 
Jews were not only diferent, but ^ 
inconsistent with and exclusive of = 
another. He sought not glory from bel. 
from man’s praise or report: ile Far 
testified to Him, in all the ways which lar 
been specified; but this testimony de 
could not receive, nor discover Him in the 
Scriptures, because human regards and iz 
bition and intrigue had blinded their ene. 
and they had not the love of God (the 
very first command in their law, Deat. *- 
4, 5) in their hearts. e$ Map. v 
merely, I do not desire, ‘non caplo, — 
but, ‘I do not receive ; "—'no such prt 
nor testimony accrues to Me, nor has à 
Me that on which it can lay bold’ ‘Ms 
glory is altogether from another sour. 

trast. A. trial and b  _#yvexa u-] By € ne 
generations; and personally also :—' Hx 
radio penetrat corda auditorum. Benge 

&yérqv] Luthardt remarks, p 
baps refining somewhat too much— 
dydwny, because * the love which ge osh 
to have’ is imported: rev de of l, 
your God, the God of Israel’ So ths 
the words are spoken, not of au ungodly 
mind in general, but of an absence of that 
love which God’s covenant 
have for Him. They would none d 
Jesus: for they were not true Israelite 
This love, if they had it, would teach tbe. 
—the whole heart, and soul, and mind 
and strength being given to God, to re 
honour only from Him,—and thus to 3 
peaa the glory which He hath given 9 

is Son, and His testimon concerning 

Him. 43.] The first is cleat 
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- 11, 1 Mace, 

" karnyopwy quo 7125 
vg? ha U. 
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46 

sa. 11.5 bis. see Acts xxiv. 16, Rom. xv.19a). perf., 1 Cor. zv. 19. $Cor. 1.10. 1 Tim.1v. 10. v. 6. 
sat only. q 

44, morevew AL 1. 33 Chr Cyr. 
(homaotel) B lat-a b copt-dz arm - mes Orig, 

ins xpoc row warepa bef uevonc B. 
spov bef yap D al. 

A for lst vpev, vpac Di. 
46. [et, s0 ABD &c.] 

In the latter we have a prophetic declara- 
tion the Jews in the latter days. 
This is in contrast with the 
&AAXoc of ver. 82. e testimony of that 
Other, who is than I, ye will not 
receive; but if another come in his own 
name, him ye will receive.’ The words are 

haps spoken primarily of the false or 
ni -Meesiah, the Antichrist, who shall 

in the latter days (2 Thess. ii. 8— 
whose appearance shall be rar 

a rob garavà jour ue Sather, ch. 
viii. 44), n deriv 
s. 2 Thess. ii. 4;—snd, doubtless, in 
that their final al aie embrace also all 
the cases in which the Jews Aave more or 
less received those false Messiahs who have 
been foreshadowers of the great Antichrist, 
and indeed all the cases in which such a 

has been shewn by them, even in the 
ce of false Messiahs. 44.] wis 

evade (emphatic) is grounded on où 
@éAere—is the consequence of the carnal 
regards in which they lived. ung 
vovres ae a tae ur ser e 

T pem eee God 
and De Wette], wh which is 

5 (requiring póvov to be 
either after dieb, see Matt. iv. 4; xii. 4; 
xvii. 8, or before rod Oso, Luke v. 21; 
vi. 4: Heb. ix. 7. Lücke); but from the 

God: in contradistinction to the 
idolatry of the natural heart, which is 
ever setting up for itself other sources of 
honour, worshipping man, or seif,—or 
even, as in the case alluded to in the last 
verse, Satan, instead of God. The words 
foU pévow Geos are vé t, be- 
cause they form the- point of passage to 
the next verses; in which the Jews are 
accused of not believing the writings of 
Moses, the very pith and kernel of which 
was the sanity of God, and the having 
no other gods but Him. 45.) The 

w. dat., ver. 94 reff. 

wap, so BDK 69 Orig.] om sov 
for Turtirt, Lnrovrrec Ni. 

work of Christ is not xerwyogpelv, even 
as He is J ;—but wpívew, by the 
appointment of the Father. And there- 

He has said so much of 
the unbelief of the Jews, and charged 
them in the last verse with breach of the 
central law of God He will not accuse 
them ; nay, it is not needful ;—for Moses, 
whom they disbelieved, while vainly 
hoping in him (see above on ver. 89),— 
ira , vdpy, Rom. ii. 17,— 
already accused them : see Deut. xxxi. 21, 
26, and ch. vii. 19. 46.] The former 
part of this verse should not be rendered 
as in E. V. “had ye believed Moses, ye 
would have believed ne; but if ye be- 
lieved Moses, ye would m me. The 
im 

BL 
pot „„ non.’ Bengel. 
This is an im t testimony by the 
Lord to the subject of the whole Penta- 
teuch ;—it is wept dpo9. It is also a testi- 
mony to the fact, of Moses having written 
those books, which were then, and are 
still, known by his name. 41.] ypáp- 
paw here not =, ie the sense, 
reapaic: for rait irtivov ypaeaic. could 
not be used;—the ypady being ) Oela 
yeagn, not (ij rov) Mevciwc yuagn,—but 
the ypáppara were those of Moses; tho 
outward expression of the ypag7,—the 
letters, and words, as found on paper ;— 
just as the pipara in the other case are 
the outward expression of the Ab yoc. 
The meaning is: men give r weight 
to what is written and published. the letter 
of a book, than to mere word of mouth ;— 
and ye in 1 give greater honour 
to Moses, if then ye believe 
not what de has written, which comes 
down to you hallowed by the reverence 
of —how can you believe the words 
which are uttered by Me, to whom you 
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ytypager Ni. 
47. for micrevocre, mwicrevere 

e 2 
@ ETOH 

BV N(in the notes to Tischdf's edn) fos lat f, l 
Iren-lat-mss Orig-ms Chr-montf: -ogr« DGSA 1. 69 Orig-ms Chr-mss. 

Cuar. VI. 1. ins eig ra pepy bef rac riBepiadoc D 7T:(Treschow) 249 Kt e . 
mss Chr. 

2. rec (for neon. de) cat nro., with A rel vulg lat F syrr syr-cu eth arm Cr 
Chron : txt BDLN 1. 33. 69 lat-a d c e ff, l copt Cyr. 
rec (for s8swpovv) tepwv, with AN rel: txt BDL 83. 69 A 13. 

ch ii. 28), with E rel Chr,: om ABDFELSAN & 
h &th arm Chr, Cyr Chron. 

for de, ov» D 1. 69 latt goth 
th ANa rel: om BDN!.—om o «ge. à. 

rec ins avrov bef ra onpua 
latt syrr syr-cu copt got 

8. N DN' lat-a ff, pi eae . 
tye.) wi rat at beg, N. rec ins o 

are hostile?" This however is not all :— 
Moses leads to Christ :—is one of the wit- 
nesses by which the Father hath testified 
of Him: ‘if then ye have rejected the 
means, how shall ye reach the end? ‘If 
your unbelief has stopped the path, how 
shall ye arrive at Him to whom it leads?’ 
Meyer is quite right in maintaining that 
the opposition does not lie between 
péppacww and gina, but between 
etivou and roig ioc. Those who 

can, should by all means consult Stier, 
whose exposition of the above poi ola 
discourse is very elaborate and valuable; 
cem Jesu, vol. iv. pp. 170—238, 2nd 

it 
CHAP. VI. JESUS THE LIFE IN THE 

FLESH. 1—15.] Miraculous foed- 
ing of five thousand men. Matt. xiv. 
18—21. Mark vi. 80—44. Luke ix. 10— 
17, in each of which compare the notes 
throughout. Here we have another ex- 
ample of John relating a miracle with 
the view of introducing a discourse, and 
that discourse carries on the testimony of 
Jesus to Himself. In the last, He was 
the Sow or Gop, testified to by the 
Father, received by faith, rejected by un- 
belief: here He is 80N OF MAN, the in- 
carnate Life of the world, and we have 
the unbelief of the Jews and His own dis- 
ciples set in strong contrast with the feed- 
ing on and participating in Him as the 
Bread of Life. 1.] pera radra gives 
us no fixed date;—see on ch. v. 1. As 
Lücke remarks, the àw$A6. «pav ris 
0. ...., if connected with the aie 
discourse, would be unintelligible, —an 

soAvc bef oxlec K. 
Cyr, b 

for ess, mepi N. : 
: om à, me 

can only be understood by tbe fag 
mentary character of this Gospel as N. 
lates to mere narration, and the wel- 
known fact being presupposed, that Hs 
Ministry principally took place in Gaile 

att. gives this passage over the 
lake in ee with the execetion of 
John the Baptist : Mark and Luke, e 
the return of the Twelve from their e. 
sion. (The Twelve were probably g» 
thered, or their gathering finished, in the 
interval since ch. v. 47, during which 
time their mission also had taken pis) 

vie T. ris Ti.) The last appel- 
tion is probably inserted for the ske 
of Gentile readers, to whom it was be 
known by that name: thus Pauso. Y. 
7. 9, abrdc olda ‘lépdavow Aiprar 76. 
pida óvopatopávgv diode: bat it v 
more usually called, as by Josephus, I. 
cáp or Te“ , 1 Macc. Zi. 67, 
xvi. 3 (Ptolem. v. 15, Lücke). v1 
cannot mean that He came Tie. 
rias, however true that may have beet. 
ne von livo ben i or A T 
ot. It is possi ? not li , 

74s TB. may have unde ani hate 
found ite way into the text very early. Bet 
at all events we must not adopt the reading 
of D, &c. «ic rà pion r. TiB., — for the bct 
was just otherwise ; vv. 2 and 

3.] It is evident from this thet * 
circuit in Galilee and: works of healing 2 
presu (see Matt. ver. 18; Mark, ver. 
inde D : 3. ce 
per ‘the hill country on 
the take = lpnuov rószov car’ lò iar, Matt 
The expression is used by John only ber 

* 

ies 

| 
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5a £ápac ou» TOUC "nr Mis 

* dgGadpovc à o ‘Tnooug Kat beaodht oc 6 ore ToAUC OxAo¢ Dep 

PÉ tpxtrat. ™poc avrov, AAC Tpos Siam õ%, TloGey ayo- 

edowpey * aprovç tva Qaywoiw obrot; 

erað. bef ert D al: om exes N'.—exaOnlero D: 
4. yy. d n» D. 

STi, here 

(Acta vili. 18 

rovro & Aye 
e piar., Matt. iv. 3 reff. 

exaQeZero Ri. 

&. rec o ino. bef rove ogPadpove, with E rel Syr: txt ABDKLMN 1. 83. 69 latt 
Pert. syr copt 

c 
with A "rel: om BDLAN 
ABDN rel. ovros bef paywa N. 

and in ver. 15, but no inference can be 
drawn from that, for this is the only por- 
tion of the Galilean Ministry related by 
him. 4.] This will account, not for so 

a anda coming to Him, but per- 
Eee?) for the circumstance that the people 
at that time were gathered in multitudes, 
ready to set out on their journey to Jeru- 
salem. We must remember also that the 
reference of the sd. discourse to the 
Passover being ted, the remark 
would as, d be bee inserted by the 
Evangelist: but I would not, with Lu- 
thardt (i. 80; ii. 41) insist on this as the 
only reason for his making it. 5.] Here 
there is considerable difficulty, on account 
of the variation from Matt., Mark, and 
Luke, who relate that the disciples came to 
the Lord after He had been teaching and 
healing the multitudes, and when it was 
now evening,—and asked Him to dismiss 
the multitudes, that they might buy food ; 
—whereupon He commanded, ‘Give 
them to eat ;’—-whereas here a y 
on their first coming, the Lord Himself 
suggests the question, How they were to 
ls fed, to Philip. This difference is not to 

over, as it has usually been 
lish Commentators, without notice. 

Still less are we to invent improbable and 
hardly honest harmonistic shifts to piece 
the two narratives her. There can 
be no doubt, fairly and honestly speaking, 
that the narratives, in their mere 
disagree. But those who are not slaves to 

F eeper ce of whic 
(de Consensu Evang. ii. 46) speaks in com- 
menting on this passage : Ex qua universa 
varietate verborum, rerum autem senten- 
tiarumque concordia, satis apparet salu- 
briter nos doceri, nihil querendum in 
verbis nisi loquentium voluntatem ; cui 
demonstrande invigilare debent omnes 
veridici narratores cum de homine vel 
de angelo vel de Deo aliquid narrant.’ 

th eth arm Cyr.—om o Ni. 
Ins «at (29 Ge Syr syr-cu eeth. 

oxAog bef moive DN vulg lat-a 
rec ins roy bef A ror, 

rec ayopacsopey, with KU (V, e sil) Cyr: txt 

I repeat the remark so often made in this 
Commentary,—that if we were in posses- 
sion of the facts as they happened, there 
is no doubt that the various forms of the 
literal narrations would fall into their 
places, and the truthfulness of each his- 
torian would be apparent :—but as we can- 
not at present reconcile them in this way, 
the humble and believing Christian will not 
be tempted to handle the word of God 
deceitfully, but to admire the gracious con- 
descension which has given us the evidence 
of so many independent witnesses, whose 
very difference in detail makes their accord- 
ance in the great central truths so much 
the more weighty. On every point of 
importance here, the four sacred historians 
are entirely and absolutely agreed. That 
every minor detail related by them had ite 

und in historical fact, we fully believe ; 
it is the tracking it to this ground in each 
case, which is now beyond our power ; and 
here comes in the simplicity and reliance of 
faith: and the justification of those who 
believe and receive each Gospel as they 
find it written. “pes $.] Why to 
Philip, does not appear; perhaps some 
reason lay in the atrév, which 
is now lost to us. From his words in ch. 
xiv. 8, we cannot infer, as has been done 
by Cyril Alex. (in Cramer’s Catena) and 
others, that. he was weaker in faith, or 
lode in spiritual apprehension, than the 

the Apostles who appear in 
the phar narrative, something might be 
quoted shewing equal unreadiness to believe 
and understand. I would take the circum- 
stance as simple matter of fact, impl 
perhaps that Philip was nearest to our Ls 
at the moment. We must not fall into 
the mistake of sup that Philip being 
of Bethsaida the city of Andrew and Peter 
(ch. i. 46) throws any light on the qnes- 
tion: for the Bethsaida near which our 
Lord now was, Luke ix. 10, was another 
place, see notes there. 16 — 
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j — Juha, here only. Matt. vill. 19 al. Gea. X ii. 18. k eoastr., Gal. iv. 19. Phiem. 16. 83:3! 
l ver. 18 only. Nam. v. 15. na. wi. 18. 4 Kings lv. 49. Esek. iv. 120uly. (3. Revni A mes 

Diy Vii P. Ac ots id, ig i = 8 p Matt. t. xv Wk. o Mark — ni. € 4. 
i 40. ir &. 4g l. 

6. transp ĉe and yap Ni. nuse» DEFGMUVA 1 Thi. 
T. for awexpiOn, axoxpvera: D-gr Ni. for avrw, ov» Ni. ins o bef girre 

LN al. our . avrotc bef apro D: om avroç R. rec aft seors 

ins avrwy, with D rel Syr: om ABLN na latt syr copt goth wth arm Chr Cyr Aag. 
om ri (as BD lat-b e ff, g . ins AN rel. 

9. om šv (easily overlooked aft 2) B DLN 1. 69 lat-a b e 1 syr-cu sth Orig C 
Cyr: ins A rel vulg lat-o f T (38 def.) rec (for 8c) 5 (cr 
emendation), with D'N rel tzt ABD!GUA. (83 def.) 

10. rs MA temen ina Oy, with A e t err gh ov» DG vulg lat-c e f 9: (8 
BLN fos lat-a Syr syr-cu arm Orig. for xoproc. rowog Ni. [avewecer, 9 
ABDN &c. ] om o: DL 1. 88 Cyr. ins avy0pw*o: bef ayópec AK. 
[rec wea, with A rel: om Syr syr-cu copt: txt BDLN.] for sra 
fpc uoi KU. 

II. rec (for ovv) Je, with Nei rel Ist- syr-txt goth Aug: txt ABDLN vulg hte 
Ia g syr-ms-marg copt Cyr.—&a« Aaßwy G 1. 69 (Byr syr-cu wth). ins serr: bel 

whence—‘from what store.’ Hence relish, such as meat of all kinds, and o 
Philip’s answer. 0.) He knew: ments. Later however, from fish being, i 
—by this St. John must be understood  thedeeply coast-indented country of Greece, 
not only to rescue our Lord from the im- the most common animal food, it came to 
putation of asking counsel of Philip, but be applied to that alone or 
to refer the miraculous act, on His part, to i art. Opsonium in the 
His pu of exhibiting "Himself as the : f 
Son of the Life of the World in the yépros wens, in accordance with the 
flesh. T.] See notes on Mark. time of year, the latter end of spring. 
8.) Meyer remarks, that elc ix r&v na- after the rainy season. On 
r&v abrov may seem strange, seeing that seo Mark and Luke, who deseribe the 
Philip also was this: but that it has its manner. ol Ave] This is s pst 
le ben value, seeing that, Philip ticular touch of accuracy in the acconnt of 

asked in vain, one from an eye-witness which has not I think beet 
ri the circle of the disciples answers, noticed. Why in the other sccousts 
5 ified as having been should mention: De made only e ee 
Andrew. In the three other Gospels, in 3 them? Matt. bas, it » 
the loaves and fishes appear as the dis- true, yepic yur. c. valid., leaving it to bo 
ciples’ own ;—and we have thus a very inferred that there was some means of 
simple but very instructive instance of distinguishing - the others merely Fs 
bin dii d in which differences in detail [ése] drôpec wevraewy. withoat sny 

were their own,—but not explanation. But here we see how 
til ill they ad ht them. 9.) xpi- came to be so—the men alone were 
ape the usual barley bread of the lower ranged in companies, or alone arranged © 

Ba ig coo = ix06dia, ae that any account was taken of them: 
ire of later G at first used the women and childrea served pro- 
signify any thing subsidiary to bread a a  miscuously; who indeed, if the multitode 
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iva ™ romowory [JaeiMa, ? aN, maw eç ö 8 dads. 
o Y LAESA. , s Lake xxi. 18. 
opoc avrTOC OO. a Mark iv. 87 

e Lt ME ef r H . La Amie 
ali i Matt, xi. 8 rel ch... pres., ch. i, 40 reff. 
acte alll, de. oral. 1 4. X Thess. iv, 17. Rev. zii. 6. Judg. xxi. 21. m « eb. v. 
11 reff. n Matt. H. 12, &c. reff. o Joha, ver. S only. 

aproug D. gvxapurrgoey cat D: sai evyapiarqaev N. idr DN 69 lat-5 
e q syr Orig. rec ins row; pa@nracc ot de panra: bef rou avarepevoiç io 
correspond with ||), with Deb rel lat-) e Cyr: om ABLN! 1. 83 vulg lat-a c f ff, 1 
syrr m syr-jer copt goth eth-rom arm Orig Bes Nonn Aug. 
ins de D 

12. «tpisctvoyra B al. 
18. for ov», de DA lat-d. 

AN rel: txt BD. 
14. e er. onpua B lat - a arm. 

aft opowe 

Tec swepsooeucer (grammatical correction), with 

rec aft onu. ins o encove (beg of a lection), 
with A rel lat-/ syrr copt goth eth: om BDN am(with em forj fos fuld ing jac mt) 
lat- a b c g syr-cu arm Aug Bede. 
zov pov bef epyoutvoc DMN lat-a 5 fy 

15. for wa oiowotv, xav avaticyvra: Nl. 

om ors N. om aA 48wc D. ig Tor 

rec aft wosneworr ins avrov, with 
D rel latt syrr syr-cu coptt goth sth arm: om ABLN 1. 33 lat-g Orig Cyr. for 
avexupnoey, gevyer Nl. [aveywoncer so B, not as Btly : see table.] om «alu 
E rel Syr coptt sth Orig Chr Nonn Thi: ins ABDKLAN 1. 83 latt syr-cu syr goth 
arm Cyr. povoc bef avroc N. 

were a paschal caravan (?), or parts of many 
such, would not be likely to be very nu- 
merous ;—and here we have a point 
of minute truthfulness brought out. 
11.] On the of the miracle, see 
notes on Matt. John describes the 2 
ow as being the act of the Lord Himself, 
and leaves the intervention of the disciples 
to be understood. cos 
here answers to ebAdynoew in the other 
Gosvels. It was the‘ grace’ of the father 
of t..2 family; perhaps the ordinary one in 
use among the Jews. John seems to con- 
nect with it the idea brought out by Luke, 
tb. abroús, i. e. rode dprove: see ver. 
28. 12.] Peculiar to John. The 
command, one end of which was certainl 
to convince the disci of the power whic 4 
had wrought the miracle, is given by our 
Lord a moral also. They collected 
the fragments for their own use, each in 

aft povoc ins razu wpocygvyero D. 

‘ quorum sonhos Ages 
ellex,’ Juv. Sat. iii. 14), to 

bis food, lest he should be polluted by that 
of the people through whose territory he 
passed ; see note on Matt. xv. 32. Ob- 
serve, that here the 12 baskets are filled 
with the fragments of the bread alone: 
but in Mark, with those of the fishes also. 

We must not altogether miss the 
reference to the 12 tribes of Israel, t 
fying the church which was to be fed 
with the bread of life to the end of time. 

14.] On & rp. see note on ch. 
i 21,—ó wpog. d od; 15.] After 
such a recognition, nothing waa wanting 
but that the multitudes who were journey- 
ing to the Passover should take Jesus 
with them and Him king of the 
Jews in the holy City itself. The 
other three Evangelists, while they do not 
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p Jobn, ch. xx. 
IV only. ch., 

onig. 
q ek. li. 12. 
T jur s vii. 328 

reff. 
s ~ ch. xx.1 

(1.0 reif). 
t Matt. vil. y5, 

37 reff. 
a = here 
(Mark iv. 89 
ref.) only. 
Lee 
osah i. 13) 

v= Mark vi. 
48 (reff) only 

w ver. 10 ref, 
vat. xil. 9, 10, 16, 29 only. y e 

b J. ch. xviii, ö, 8. 6 = ch. 1. 44 v. 8b. viii. 44, 

17. for «uBavric, avaBavrsc AK Chr. 
om BLAN 33 goth. 

T. 

ETATTEAION 

16 "Qe & P opia eyévero, * xart(9nsav ot pabaras c 
eri rv Oaracaav, |? xai ' euBavrec tic wAotov noyorn | 
mípav rie Aadaconc tic Kapapvaovp. 
eyeyove, kai oUxw tdAndA0Oa TpOC avrovc o loc, 5 

re Üálacsa *avíuov putyáÀov "srvéovroc dur. 
19 * EXnAaxorec oUv “we * cradiouc eoaumtvrs n rpiicorn, 

I Ücepovciv rov ‘Inaovy " riprrarovrra * ext rue Gadeaox 
kai 4 yüe rov mÀoiov yiwopevor® Kai Ejo(3n0scav. * 
de Aéyer avroic " Ey eint, py poPeroGe. 21 * behov ovt 

x Lake xxiv, 13. ch. zi. 18. 1 Cor. 12. 24. Rev. ziv. 90. xxi. 16 ht. % Meer u! 
ke XXIII. 48 reff. si. Job iz. 8. 

for noxorro, epyovrat N. 
for ca: c£. nå. ty., cart Ag be avrove n exoria DN. 

VI. 

* asa 1 vt^ 7 

Kat  OKOTIO Ce - 
- 18 2 

agen, ch nc Sod 

rec ins ro bef Rotor, with AD r 
ins eic ro bef repar D% 

rec (for err» 
ove, with A rel vulg lat-c ff, syrr syr cu: txt BDLN 83. 69 lat-a b e f syrjer e 
goth sth arm Cyr Nonn. 
as Btly.] 

18. for re, de D- gr vu 
rel: txt B[sic: see table] GL 

19. wt «b AD 1. 

20. for o de, xai N. 

ive any intimation of this reason of our 
Lord's withdrawal, relate the fact, and 
Luke preserves in the very next verse a 
trace of its motive,—by the question 
‘Whom do the people say that I am?’ 
and the answer, expressing the very con- 
fession of the people here. 

16—31.) Jesus walke on the sea. 
Matt. xiv. 22—38. Mark vi. 46—52. 
Omitted by Luke. An important and in- 
teresting question arises, WHY is this 
miracle here inserted by 8t. John? That 
he ever inserts for the mere purpose of 
narration, I cannot believe. The reason 
seems to me to be this: to give to the 
Twelve, in the prospect of so apparently 
strange a discourse respecting His Body, a 
view of the truth respecting that Body, 
that it and the things said of it were not to 
be understood in a gross corporeal, but in 
a supernatural and spiritual sense. And 
their very terror, and reassurance, tended 
to impress that confidence in Him which 
kept them firm, when many left Him, 
ver. 66. 16.] Sa, here, will be 
during the time between the dia of 
Matt. xiv. 15, and that of ib. ver. 23. 

xaTéBuoav] By the command of 
Jesus (Matt., Mark). 17.) 4pxovro 
—denoting the unfinished action they 
were ma for the other side of the 
sea, in the direction of Capernaum ; mpóc 
B40cai)áy, Mark, which would be the 
same thing. It would appear as if the dis- 
ciples were lingering along shore with the 

wpoc avrovg bef Aue B. 
ó eno. bef poc avrovc D N(omg ò) 80 lat-a eth. 

lat-5 c 17 05 copt goth eth. 
A 69 

cradia stadia DN' 106. (txt N-corr! or N*)) 

[B has not sigle 

rec deqysipere, with ADR 

expectation of taking in Jesus: bet t=": 
had fallen, and He had not come to thz. 
and the sea to be stormy (ver. I^ 
Having therefore (ody) set out (ver. I 
and rowed, &c. The otv seems to me v 
render this supposition necessary, — to biod 
their having rowed twenty-five or that 
stadia, with the fact that the Lord bed m: 

come, and it was dark, and the sea ewellre 
into a storm. The lake is (Jos. B. J. in 
10. 7) forty stadia wide: so that, a * 
can hardly assume the 
to a point directly opposite, they were c 
where about picoy rijg dad, Matt 
ver. 24, 18 à ] was becomir 

thoroughly agitated: was rising. 
19. wep. I ris Gad.} There surely cn 
be no question in the mind of an uuf 
judiced reader, that it is John's intent? 
to relate a miracle ;—nor sgzin ibm 
there could be in the minds of the diicipi” 
no doubt about that miracle—so chams 
of a mistake as to what they saw. I han 
treated of In råe Gad. on Matthew, "€ | 
25. They were afraid: —dut v" 
being reassured by His voice, they 11 
willing to take Him into the sip: © | 
upon their doing so, the ship in & n 
ratively short time (or perhaps immediately, 

miracle, but 1 prefer the other) w= 1 
the land to which they had been going. u. | 
by the storm ceasing, and the ship paking 
smooth way (i«ówaat» ò d»epor, Matt- 
Mark). It seems to me that tber. 
interpretation of Ge oby Naß- is è 

| 
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s AaBew avróv tig rò sÀotoy, xai evOewe eyévero ro 4 teks 
mÀoiov € émi ric yne eie ny ur xov. 

2 T5 "tratpioy o XA o carnkaic mipay rüc bande. N 
onc Bow 8 ort ‘mÀorápiov aAXo ouk v ee & ur tv, Kat VELA 79 
Ore ovy * cue, bev roic nab nr avrov o Inooòbe tic rò AUC 

TrÀotov, aAa óvott ot paĝnrai avrov ami ov: 23 DL 727 72 

[30] nA Dev lla é e "TiBepradoc * EyyUc rov rómov 12 5r. E 

OTOV é$a yov Tov aprov eU xpate rov * kvolov' E 

24 ore oùv elde 0 Ox Aoc Ori Inooic QUK ! gore exet oisi 0i E — ch. iv. 
paĝnrai avrov, " tvt(9ncav avroi eic rd ‘wAordpta kai nAGov eae etA 

ver. 17. 

tic Kapapvaoùp Cnrowvrec rov Ino 25 cai edoovrec - * 

21. for no, nABow N. avrov bef A aB D 69 lat -e goth Aug. rec ro 
Tow bef syevero, with DN rel: txt ABGL 1. 33. 69 am (with forj fos fuld ing mt) 
lat-c e g l q coptt eth arm Orig Cyr Aug. tyevnOn D. ri yn» Rl. 
for vrnjyov, vrnvrycey Ni. 

99. for ecornewc, tre R. rec (for ndov) iw», with E rel: ew» A: dow L: 
tide» DN al vulg lat- c arm Chr-comm: txt AB lat-a f syrr copt goth eth. 
rec aft ev ins exevo tic o eveBnoay ot paOnra: avrov (explanation), with (DM) E rel 
lat-a e syrr syr-cu sah Chr Cyr.—(om senyvo D 33 ev-y lat-a syr-cu arm Chr.. 
ave. A.—for avrov, rov «910» D'N 69 lat-a syr-cu sah arm, avrov ino. D! J—om 
ABL 1 vulg lat-c f ff, g i copt goth th Nonn. for ovvtiggAOiy roc pab. avrov, 
ouve nàvh avro Ni. o encoug bef roig ua0nraig avrov A. rec (for moror) 
sÀoiaptov (as iia with E rel lat-a f q syr: wAoiaor(sic) M! : txt ABDKL 1. 83. 69 

lat-6 c e ff, go povov D lat-a. om ax9À0o» Nl. (ins Ni.) 
29. for aA. ò. Lis R., adAwy sÀotapuev cAOovrwv D lat-b syr-cu arm: eseAQovrov 

ovy vAowwy N.—om de BL 33 lat-e copt: ins A rel vulg lat.a c f f, syrr goth eth.— 
for wXorapeg, *Xoia. B 157 ev-32 vulg lat-c. 

ins zas bef egayor Nl. rov Torov, Ova nc Ni. 
erp. D 69! lat-a e syr-cu arm. 

24. for ore to «ett, kat idovrec ori ove ny ersi o ic Ri. 

ins ryc bef rıBepru doç B al. for 
om ro» N. om «vy. T. 

om avrov Ni. 
rec ins rat bef avro, with UT (1. 38, e sil): om AB rel lat-g syrr syr-cu copt wth 
Cyr Thl.—om avro SN goth arm.—for ivt. av. tig ra, tkafoy savrov D lat-b ff, J. 
avt(5cav N. 
marg Cyr Thl.—for ra A., ro whotoy RI. 

solutely necessary to account for the ob, 
and quite in accordance with John's usage 
of Gi (see reff.). Some of the German 
Commentators (even De Wette among 
them)hare created a difficulty, by strangely 
rendering j8eXov, ‘they wished’ (imply- 
ing, ‘but did not’), but (xai) the ship was 
immediately, &c.—i. e. they were already 
close to the land, and so there was no oc- 
casion. Prof. Bleek (Beitrage, pp. 103, 4) 
half adopts this view ;—adding to it, I am 

to see, that perhaps Jesus was on the 
land, and the disciples in the storm and 
darkness thought Him to be on the 
sea. 
22—59.) The multitudes follow Jesus 

to Capernaum, where, in the synagogue, 
He discowrses to them on himeelf as 
the Bread of Life. 22—24.] These 
verses are involved and parenthetical in 
fen but very characteristic of 

OL. 1. 

rec (for wAetapia) lola, with A rel: txt BDL 83. 69 latt syr- 

the minute care with which the Evan- 
gelist will account for every circum- 
stance which is essential to his purpose 
ih the narrative. ô 6yAos] We are 
not to understand the whole multitude 
who were fed,—but that portion of them 
which had remained on the coast over 
the night. Many had probably dispersed 
to the villages about, or perhaps taken up 
their night quarters more inland. 
*répav nis ., i. e. on the east coast. We 
are e to be at Capernaum. 
ivi is not pluperfect in sense—the meaning 
is regulated by 7d o they were aware 
that there was no other ship there but 
one, and that Jesus did not, &c. Then 
the $XA6« afterwards, belonging to the 
same set of facts, is in the same tense, but 
not pluperfect: came, not ‘had come.’ 
The whovdpra had perhaps brought some of 
them thither; or the spot ine T. ou, 
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n = Lako x. aùròv vip rnc Badacanc girov avr Papi, wore wee 
o Td Matt. v. 

p iir H. | „ 

q . 50, 81 anniv 

* yeyovac f 26 "amex pin avri o "Iasove Kai Are 

ane vmv, Cnrsiré ps oN Ort etere " amusia, GAN ori 
"Aum 

ipM x ipayere ° EK TOV apre» | Kai ' éxopraaOnre. ?7 * épyaieohs 
oy Lid 8 AÀ "T t " 

zi. 16, er un rij pwow THV "awo vptvav, adda Tw peso 
zzvi. i Bid pévovoav tic kwny eiten, ny o voc TOU are, 
Po SN : otv Sion" rovrov ye o warp " taped vie- o eoc. 

TA 25 rov oby moog autor Ti rowpey, iva h a re 
Ps. 6 
. r ya TOU Geou ; 29 

von „ ref. a @ Heb. i. 11 Erb uri James 
ech. fil. 8. Matt. zxviL 66. Rom. x v. 98. ? Cor. 

(xxl.) 8. x ck. i 21. Matt. Asvi. 10 ref. 

25. for 
arm: eth has 

96. om ó N. om &grtre pe Ri. 
D fos(with gat) lat-a b f goth. 

awexpiOn o Insouc kai Hu avro 
L1 eim. rk. 

VELIE 1 he. vLSap(Us .. Ene 

8 tAmrvOac D; gAO«c N; similarly latt Syr syr-cu sah-mnt g 

eid art D. aft npea ins cas meara 

27. lst Boworw bef un, omg ru, N.—om 2nd rg» Bpecw EFGHN 69 vulg h:« 
Clem, Constt Epiph Aug. 
Chr: wos vp. 69 Chr, Hil. 

28. om ov» A Syr syr-cu syr-jer arm. 

for vn wos, did E, DN fos lat-e ff, syrup 

Steph Totountv, with (EST 1. 33, e = 
Thl: -noopev 69 latt sah Chr,: -gewyty DG: txt ABLTN rel Orig Chr Cyr.—trazz-; 
tpy. and wo. D. 

&c. might have been some landing-place of 
merchandise. asi Bl Tépav r. 0. is now 
the west bank ;—we have been crossing 
the sea with the multitode. ve, as 
Stier remarks, includes àc in itam 
Our Lord leaves the question 3 
because it was not for a sign to these people 
that He had miraculously crossed the lake. 

26.) The seekin lim, on the part 
of these 3 Him, who saw the 
hearta,—was merely a low desire to profit 
by his wonderful works,—not & reasonable 
consequence of deduction from his miracles 
that He was the Saviour of the world. 
And from this low desire of mere satisfac- 
tion of their carnal appetite, He takes 
occasion in the following discourse to raise 
them to spiritual desire after HIMSELF, 
THE BREAD OF Live. The discourse forms 
a parallel with that in ch. iv. 21.) 
ie vat., imperative: another instance of the 
construction which I bave advocated in ch. 
v. 39. The E. V., ‘ Labour not for,’ 
does not give the sense of IdR. ey 
had not laboured in this case for the 
Bodi áxoXAupíivg, but it had been fur- 
nished miraculously. A better renderiug 
would be, Busy not yourselves about,— 
Do not weary yourselves for, —which they 
were doing, by thus coming after our 
Lord. Thy woh). ‘whose nourishing 
power passes away,’ De Wette. Rather 
perhaps more literally, which perisheth, 
E. V.:—the useless part of it, in being 
cust out; the useful, in becoming part of 

the body which perishes (see 1 Cor. vi. 13! 
ud v. Bp.] It is important + 

bear in mind that the ipyáZe Ge: spok.- 
of above, which also applies to this, wm 
not a wor for, or ‘dringeng abes: 
of,’ but a following Christ in order to ob- 
tain. Bo the meaning will be, but seek 

literal force, Do not.... 
pév. els b. al.: see ch. iv. 14 If ths 

Boso remains io eternal life, it must be 
iritual food. s : 

ipyáttaOt ly, and dwell upon it. 
They quite seem to think that the foud 
which is to endure uad aS is to be spi- 
ritually interpreted; and they therefore ask 
this question, —referring the io r- to the 
works of the law. ipye tes Bees 
must not be taken to mean ‘the works 
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.- „ 9 ow - e ef , , a 

' Tovro torv ro Epyov rou Geov, ’ iva " miorevnre tic Op = 
+ LÀ es y 

amícruAsv exeivoc. 0 
a - d Cd ıt b , 1 / 
cnuttov, iva lOwuev. Kai ^ miorevowpiv cor; ri tpyaly; ©. 
oi warépec NUWV TO © uavya to tv ry phu, xaÜoc 

tari» yeypappivor “Aprov ix rov ovpavoy "tOwktv avroic 

31 

* payetv. 
Up, OU 

vou rov An . 

29. om 6 N rel: ins ABDKLTA. 
with DN rel: txt ABT 1. 33 

om ov 69 al arm: onpecoy bef ev R. 
91. ecr. yeyo. eor., but the lst «cr. erased, D. 

y y ~ , y æ * ob 
tov ouy avre Ti ovv roteic ou iis 

83 o yap d proc rov Ükov tori» o , 

24. 

for ro epyov, ra epya T. 
Orig Bas Cyr, torture L. 

90. om 2nd ov» LN 83 fos lat -“ syr copt arm. 

vv. 39, 40. 
. v. 19. 

1 John iiL 11, 
Iv. 31. 

17. 
£ ch. ji. 11 reff, 
ach. ii. 11 reff. y 9 e e p Ca 0 a 7 a fd 

ei re ovy avroic o Incovc Aya» apny Aéyw base ev. 
— — * 5 — — 34 ref. 

Movong ? dr Upt» TOv üprov ix TOU ovpavou’ over. 383 
add’ o marno pov Sidwow ùpiv róv apro» ic rov ovpa- 

v.T.) Heb. 
ix.4. Rev. 
H. 17 only. 

e Nem. zi. 6, 
7, Y. 

4 

rec FIOTEVO NTE, 
amweoradcey TT. 

ow bef worse D vulg lat-c 6: 

om apro» Nl. 
Eu. [rec &ðwrev, with AT N(so also in ver 31) rel Orig Eus,: txt BDL Clem 

89. ins o bef rov deer DN: om ABT rel Clem Orig Eus. 

which God works, but, as in Jer. xlviii. 
10 (xxxi. 10 LXX); 1 Cor. xv. 68, the 
works well pleasing to God. 29.) 
The meaning is not, —that faith is A 
in us by God, is the work-of God; but 
that the truest way of working the work of 
God is to believe on Him whom He hath 
sent. Epyov, get pya, because there 
is but this one, y 6perly speaking, and all 
the rest are wrupt up in it (see James i. 
25). This is a most important saying 
of our Lord, as containing the germ of that 
teaching afterwards so fully expanded in 
the writings of Paul. I know not,” says 
Schleiermacher (cited by Stier, iv. 231, edn. 
2), “ where we can any even 
in the writings of the Apostles, which says 
so clearly and significantly, that all eternal 
life in men from nothing else 
than faith in Christ.” 80, 31.] This 
answers to ch. iv. 12, * Art thou greater 
than our father Jacob,’ &c. It is spoken 
in unbelief and opposition ; not, as many 
have supposed, as a request, for the Bread 
of Life, meaning it by the sign, but in the 
ordinary sign-seeking spirit of the Jews. 
Stier says well, They have been hesitating 
between better and worse thoughts, till at 
last unbelief prevails.’ The eqn here 
demanded is the sign from heaven, the 
proof of the sealing by God ; such a proof 
would be, in their estimation, compared 
with His present miracles, as the manna 
(bread from Aeaven) was, compared to the 
multiplied loaves and fishes. The 
manna was extolled by the Jews as the 
greatest miracle of Moses. Josephus calls 
it Oslov cai wapadokow Bpdpa: see also 
Wied. xvi. 20, 21. ‘They forgot that their 

8 

fathers disbelieved Moses almost from the 
time when they began to eat the manna ; 
and that the Psalm from which they quote 
most strongly sets forth this; that they 
despised the manna, and preferred ordinary 
meat to it.’ Stier. Observe our 
Lord's wior. els and then mor. go. The 
former, the casting their whole hopes and 
faith on Him, is what He requires: but 
they will not evon give the latter, common 

ence, to Him. Their ri dpydfq; 
Meyer remarks, is a retort of our "s 
question, ver. 27. There is no e$ ex- 

, but the stress is on the rf. 
.] Our Lord lays open the course of 

their argument. y have not mentioned 
Mowes,—nor was the giving of the manna 
a miracle ormed by ;—but He 
knew that the comparison between Moses 
and Himself was in their minds, and 
answers by exposing the error which re- 
pro ae oses as the giver of the manna. 

either again was that the true bread 
from heaven. It was, in one sense, bread 
from heaven ;—but not in thie sense. It 
was a type and shadow of the true breed 

(Bere, ae perhaps the abstract pret ids, or ps a re- 
5 gu you. Our Lord docs 
not here , but asserts the miraculous 

the manna. 83.] 6 
Epres vod dne = à áproc dy didwoiw ò 
waro pov. The words & wareB..... 
are the predicate of 6 áproc, and do so 
apply, in the construction of this verse, 
to Christ personally, however truly they 
apply to Him in fact. The E. V. is here 
wrong: it should be, The bread of God is 
that (not He) which oometh, &c. Not 

C2 
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EY ATTEAION VI. 

v ver. 29 0 aproç ric T o toy Opevoc TPOS m. OU t9] — 
ver. 29. e $5 rs a : Nds 

Tc 13, d. cal o “moreuwy eic Eat ov ur) | phos rwrort. o 
k Matt. asi. v e - @ A e 8 , U * LÀ 

fi. Lake FH TOY Unt OTe Kat kept pte Kal ov WtGTevere. 
iv. 99. ziii. 

3 say 

3. 1 f.. O SiSwolv por o marp wpóc tut TÉe, kai Tov tpyow 
Acts vil. 68, , , s ok? e k 7 38 * , a are 
is. 40. E *opoc pE OV u ec BAA Eo, ort xara Bene 
AI. 3 ony. 

Gidoug bef Zany AK 88 vulg lato f Ds syrr coptt goth wth Eus, Aug: txt BDTN 

us, rel lat - a b e syr-cu arm Clem Orig, 
94. wavrore bef cupte N. 
35. rec aft ecwev ins de, with A rel vulg lat-c syr-marg 

syr-txt sah: om BLT fos lat-a b e Syr syr-cu copt arm. 
] vt vacu D 

with B? rel Orig: /ujaca D: txt AB'HLTAN 1. 33 Eus Chr Thl. 
36. om pe AN gat lat-a b e q: ins BDT rel. 

om ¿w DN! lat-a ö e syr-cu Hil: ins BT rel 

AD rel Orig Eus: txt BTN. 

97. for us, «us EKTAN. 
88. ins ov bef caraBeBnea, omg ovy, Nl. 

Al, 61, where there is no varn: see on ver 42), with DN rel Ign 

till ver. 85 does Jesus first say, ‘I AM 
the bread of life.“ The manna is still kept 
in view—óüra» rarigu i àpοꝙ 
xaTéBawev rò uávva ix’ atric, Num. 
xi 9. And the present participle, here 
used in reference to the manna, is dropped 
when the Lord Himself is spoken of: see 
vv. 88, 41, 58, and especially the distinction 
between ver. 50 and ver. 61 (so Lücke, De 
Wette, Stier, Bengel). 84.] ch. iv. 
15 is exactly parallel. The Jews under - 
stand this bread, as the Samaritan woman 
understood the water, to be some miracu- 
lous kind of sustenance which would bestow 
life everlasting :—perhaps they thought of 
the heavenly manna, which the Rabbis 
speak of as prepared for the just in the 
future world ;—see quotations in Liicke, 
ii. 132, also Rev. ii. 17. TáVTOTEt, 
emphatic:—not now only, but always. 

95.] As in ch. v. 30, so here, our 
Lord passes from the indirect to the direct 
form of speech. Henceforward it is ‘I,’ 
‘Me,’ throughout the discourse. 
In the genitive týs [eñe is implied ô 
xaraßdc ix rob obp. cai Cur)» didoòg r. 
ch. So Séwp law in ch. iv. 
On the assurance of never hungering or 
thirsting, see note at ch. iv. 14. It is pos- 
sible that our Lord placed the all-satisfying 
bread of life in contrust to the manna, 
which was no sooner given, Exod. xvi., than 
the people began to thirst, Exod. xvii. ;— 
but I would not lay any stress on this, 

ó ipyóp.. wp. Ind is in the same sense 
as in cb. v. 40—that of acceptance of and 
faith in Him. 36.] elsrov ipiv—róre 

; o DIK 33. 8 

Tree (foe) p r 
T 1 Eus Chr ThL ree Cj 

aft r. ov ins p» T. 

e * rec (for ao) ars jn 

(à rovro slwer abroic ? got dail p 
ora piv ph ypagijva: ði. | 
perhaps, as Euthym. hi seems to =£ 
gest, and as Lücke and De Wette r 7 
clined to think, the reference may de: 
ch. v. 37—44, and the pir may be = 
generally. Stier and others think the! r? 
26 is referred to: but this is fart 
We have instances of apa iren 
not recorded, in ch. x. 20; xi. 
have seen the true Bread from heave, f 
anuro» greater than the manns, ee 
Myself: and yet have not believed Cane 
87.) The whole body of believers ò | 
are spoken of by Him, here mae 
xvii., as given to Him by the F 
But "s observation is very impr’ 
ant: ‘wav—vocula momen 
collatis iis sequuntur, conaiderstt d 
nissima. Nam in sermonibus Jeso Cun 
quod Pater ipsi dedit, id, et & 
mero et neutro genere, appellatur c 
qui ad ipsum, Filium, veniunt, i pen 
lino genere vel etiam plurali nome." 
scribuntur, —omais, vel illi Pater” 
totam quasi massam dedit, ut omnes ei 
dedit unum sint; id universum Filius 

9 e . P illod gulatim evolvit, in exsecutione. Hire 
in xvii. 2, ut omne dedists ei, de ̂  
vitam eternam. also 1 John 1. 
See further on way 8 did ie pet ò pias 
ver. 44, où ph êp. of Ged 
refer here to the office of the S00 0 7 
as Judge; but is another way of er e 
ing the grace and readiness with =h 
will receive all who come to Him- pt 
88, 39, 40.] His reception of me u 
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ach. il. II reff. 
only. Num. xiv. 27. 

txt ABLT 83. 69 (sah ?). 
end add varpog D 38 syr-cu syr-jer Did. 

. CR. XI. 

L 8 « es Cad a 9 es b a 

&yoyyutov ovv at lovðaiot wept avrov, Ort "Figa 
q 'E , e * C ow Ba v’ - 3 - 35 m 
sre Eyw em o aproc o "xarajjác “ex rov ovpavou, zi3 xi 

24 al.) only. 

Wal. 

. 87.) 

. J. 

cal ee you Ovx obróc torw 'Inaovc o vtóc Iwan, ov t l. 2 48 t ~ ch. xli. 
bis, ziv. 17. 

v here bis & ver. 61. ch. vil. 89. Matt. xx. 1). Lake v. 80. 1 Cor. x. 10 bis, 
w seo ver. 88. 

for sow, xotnow D L'(appy) N Ath Euthym. at 

39. om Ist clause (homaotel) CX al.—rec aft wenWavrog pe ins rarpoc, with E rel 
vulg lat-a c syr syr-jer: om ABDLT 1 lat-5 e f q Syr syr-cu coptt goth Ath Chr Cyr, 
Ambr Aug. or e avrov, pnt» D. for aM Na, aAX’ iva rec ins e» 
bef rn ecyarn, with ADER 69 (S 83, e sil) latt coptt Ath Tert Ambr Aug: om BCLT 
rel am lat-e Ath-ms Cyr Victorin. 

40. rec (for yap) de (from ver 89), with E rel syr(Tischdf) Chr Chrom: txt 
ABCDKLUN 1. 83. 69 am(with em fos fuld ing jac mt tol) lat-a b c syrr syr-cu 
coptt. rec (for rov war. pov) r. wep Wavrocg pe (from ver 39), with A rel Did 
Chr,: row vj. pe warpoc A 69 vulg lat-c f ff, g syr-jer Cyr Ambr A 
txt BcDPTUN 1. 33 lat-a 6 e 9 syrr syr-cu coptt eth arm Clem Ath-ms 

Chrom: 
ri Nonn 

pt Victorin. om eyw AD 1 fos(with tol) lat-b f copt Clem Chr Tert Hil : 
ins rel vulg lat-ace fg syr-cu sah goth sth arm. 

em : om BCT rel lat-e Tert. ecyarn ADKLSUN latt coptt goth 
4L for ovv, ĉe D-gr Syr syr-cu goth. 
42. ovx: BT. 

capricious, nor even of His own arbitrary 
choice; but as He came into the world to do 
the Father’s will, and that will is that all who 
come to Him by faith shall have life, so He 
receives all such ; — loses none of them 
and will raise them all up (bere, i» the full- 
est and blessed sense) at the last day. (&- 
odfcw again is not ‘destroy,’ ‘condemn,’ 
but lose: see ch. xii. 25; xvii, 12. tva pa 
££ uc airiag awéAnrai rig, ee) 
Olshausen remarks, thut ‘in ch. iv. we 
only the inexhaustible ing of the 
soul by the water of life ; but this discourse 
goes further ;—that not even death iteelf 
shall destroy the body of him who has been 
nourished by this bread of life’ (ii. 167). 

refers to the only resur- 
rection which is the completion of the man 
in his glorifled state;—it does not set 
aside the dváaracic xpíctec, but that very 
term is a debasement of aydoracic: its 
true sense is only ávácracic Tic. 
Bengel has beautifully given the connexion 
of this last promise with what went be- 
fore: “hic finis est, ultra quem periculum 
nullum.” But there is much more than 

ins rov bef tweng D. 

ins ey bef rn 

this in it. In this declaration (vv. 89, 40) 
is contained the key of the following dis- 
course, vv. 44—59. The end of the work 
of God, as regards man, is the glorification 
of his restored and sanctified nature,— 
body, soul, and spirit,—in eternity. With- 
out this,—salvation, restitution, would be 
incomplete. The adoption cannot be con- 
summated without the redemption of the 
body. Rom. viii. 18—23. And the glori- 
fication of the body, soul, and spirit,—of 
the whole man,—cannot take place but by 
means of the glorified Body of the second 
Adam. He who does not see this, will 
never understand either the Holy Com- 
munion, or this testimony of the Lord in 
its inner meaning.’ Stier, iv. 243, edn. 2. 

The dcp here is a different thing 
from the mere épgy of ver. 36. It is the 
awakening of the attention preparatory to 
faith, piri to the 3 on the 
serpent rass: roiç aA hoc TüC 
ex c. Euthym. ; but afterwards he makes 

hee pe = surtóuy, to which it is 
only preparatory. 41.) Not different 
hearers, nor does the scene of the discourse 
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Chr Cyr Aug.—Acyet tavrov axo T. o. caraBeBneevac D Chr. 

43. rec aft awexpe9n ins ov», with ADR 
om o BLTN 1. 88: ins ACD rel. 

44. rec (for sue) pe, with ACDTN rel Hippol Orig Did Cyr 

rec kot e „ With A rel Did Chr: eye T: tat ND 
am(with ing?) lat-e: ins ABCDT rd = 

lat-a e Syr coptt arm Cyr. 
avrotc bef cac ese» R. 

om ò rar A al. 
1. 18 Cyr. rec om «e», with AN 
coptt goth Cyr Thl. 

here change: they were the s&me,— per- 
haps the principal among them, the official 
superintendents of the sy nagogue: for 
Talia: generally uses ol 'Lovóaiot in this 
official sense. 42.] They rightly sup- 
posed that this maraya: èx rov oùpavoð 
must imply some method of coming into 
the world diverse from ordinary genera- 
tion. Meyer gathers from the ofd:per, 
that our Lord's reputed father was then 
still alive. But surely the verb will bear 
the sense of knowing as matter of fact 
who they were, and need not be confined 
to personal knowledge. 43.] Our Lord 
does not answer their objection, because it 
lay far from His present pu to disclose 
aught of those mysteries which tlie answer 
must have indicated. It was not till the 
faith of the apostolic Christians was fully 
fixed on Him as the Son of God, and the 
outline of the doctrine of His Person was 
firmly sketched out, that the Spirit brought 
out those historical records which assure us 
of His supernatural conception (sce Nitzsch, 
cited by Stier, iv. 244, edn. 2). — 44.) The 
connexion seems to be this: They were not 
to murmur among themselves because He 
had said this; for the right understanding 
of what He had said is only to be gained 
by being taught of God, by being drawn 
by the Father, who alone can give the desire 
to come to Christ, and bring a man to 
Him. That this ‘drawing’ is not irre- 
sistible grace, is confessed even by Augus- 
tine himself, in his Tractatus on this pas- 
sage. ‘Si trahitur, ait aliquis, invitus 
venit. Si invitus venit, neo credit: si non 
credit, nec venit, Non enim ad Christum 
ambulando currimus, sed credendo; nec 
motu corporis sed voluntate cordis accedi. 
mus..... Noli te cogitare invitum trahi ; 

rel vulg lat-b c syr: om BCKLT S 
prre B. 

Chr : txt BEMTVS 

aM animus et amore.’ imi pd 
fore: ‘Intrare quisquam ecclesiam 
nolens, 5 ad altare potest móc». 
accipere sacramentum nolens :-—~ 
dere non potest, nisi hole. He quo. 
‘trahit sua quemque voluptas (Virg. M 
ii. 65), to shew that the dra pingi: 
delight and choice, not of 
necessity. Calvin (7), Beza, and ext 
understand irresistible to be be 
meant: ‘Falsum est et profanum. 1 4 
nisi volentes trahi’ (Cslv., Lücke, i. hi 

note). The Greek expositors, Cyri. $e 
sostom, Euthymius, Theophylact, take ^ 
view which I have adopted above. (i7 
oe says, 9 xal abró 5 
vaipet, GA\d MA inte 

Bonbeiac Stoutvorg. See Article Xd ~ 
Church of England, in fine. à) 
drawing towards Christ may be exe 
fied in the legal dispensation, which "* 
to the Jews a watdaywryia tc x^^" 
It now is being exerted on all the world 
in accordance with the Lord's pr 
ch. xii. 33 (eee note there), and His ̂ ? 
mand Matt. xxviii. 19, 20,—by (rei 
preaching and missions; bot, after s 
the individwal will mast be ture t 
Christ by the Father, Whose corens” 
promise is, that He will so tum it” 
answer to prayer. ‘Nondum trabers: 
ora ut traharis’ n ibid). " 
The same solemn and joy mel 
Meyer well calls it, follows, as in vY. 39, à 

45.] iv rots „ may be 
general form of citation (Mark i 2. A% 
vii. 42; xiii. 40), or may mean thit ty 
sense is found in several oe 
prophets: see besides reff., Jer. u. , 
94. This clearly intimates the M 
drawing meant in the last verse 

— 
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45. rec ins rov bef deo, with Scr's t“: om ABCDTN rel Ser's mas Chr Thl. 
rec aft vag ins ovv, with A rel lat-g (syrr syr-cu) Cyr: om BCDLSTN 69 latt picis 
seth arm Orig, Hil. 
ig b e g q syr-marg goth Cyr Hil 

-txt coptt Orig 
txt Ach rel Orig, (88 85 der) 

latt Syr syT-cu 
varrpa, eov DN! MNA f N e Novat Queest 

47. ins ort bef o sio revo t N. 

for uA, acovwy (c 
: txt ABCKLTN 1. 83. 69 vulg lat-c f ff. Syr 

aft paw» i ins ry» aAgOuav A. oc DT Ori 

ch v. 24) D rel fos(with gat mm) 

gi 

rec rie bef E Brig Gye with A rel syr coptt Did Thdrt Chr: txt BCDLTN 88 
om rov B. for for 0tov, rarpoc N. 

om uç eve BLTN arm-zoh: ins (cf ver 85 4c) 
ACD rel latt syrr coptt goth mth arm-usc Hil. 

49. aft epayov ins rov aprov D lat-a b e. rec ro pavya bef ev rg epnpw, with 
AN rel vulg lat-a syrr coptt goth sth arm Thdrt Cyr Ambr: txt BCDT am(with ing 
san tol) lat-5 c e Orig Eus Chr Aug. 

50. awo8vnocn B Eus. 
61. aft eav ins ovy P- gr. 

„divine 
is an 

Épx. 1p 
pe This is the final decision of the 
uman will, acted on by the divine at- 

traction to Christ. The beginning is, The 
Father draws him : fhe progress, he hears 
and learns—here is the consenting will— 
Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth :'— 
the end, he cometh to Christ—here is the 
will acting on the whole man. 
48.) The connexion is: the mention of 
d coboag Tapà rod warpóç might lead 
them to think of a nal communica- 
tion from the Father to each man, and 
thus the necessity of the mission of the 
Son might be invalidated. This was the 
only way in which a Jew could misunder- 
stand ver. 45; 5 ith bodily. of a 
seeing of the Father wit es. 

m ó bv T. dd, is atl Him. 
self; see ch. vii. 29. His dndwlidge of 
the Father is complete and immediate; 
ours, partial, and derived through Him 
only. 47.) Our Lord now recurs to 
the subject of their murmurs, and gives 
the answer for which He has been pre- 
pering the way, repeating nearly ver. 40, 

opening the eyes of the mind 
teaching. &koócas x 

idi of d:dacréc. 

ruv aprov bef rovrov D-gr arm: rov tov aprov 

and adding, 48. | If so, (see ver. 47,) 
there is full reason for my naming Myself 
the Bread of Life. That bread 
from heaven had no power to keep off 
death, and that, death owing to unbelief : 
—our Lord by thus mentioning oi waripec 
dna and their death, certainly hints at the 
similar unbelief of these Jews. And the 
same dubious sense of &vo0ávg prevails in 
ver. 50. Death is regarded as being swal- 
lowed up in the glory of the resurrection, 
and the second death—which was hidden 
in the former &viÜavov—has over him 
who eats this Bread of Life, no power: 
nay, he is brought, even Aere, into a resur- 
rection state from sin and death ; see Rom. 
vi. init. and Col. iii. init. 5L] 6 Lev, 
‘ containing life in itself, not merely sup- 
plying the waste of life with lifelees mat- 
ter: see on ch. iv. 18, 14. cal & 
Ap ros. . .] From this time we hear no 
more of Aproc: this figure is dropped, and 
the reality takes its place. Some 
difficult questions arise regarding the 
sense and reference of this saying of our 
Lord. (1) Does it refer to Hrs DzaTH? 
and, (2) is there any reference to the 
ORDINANCE or THE LoRD's SUPPER? 
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(1) In treating this question I must 
at once reject all metaphorical and side- 
interpretations, as, that the teaching of 
Christ is the Bread, and to be taught by 
Him is feeding upon it (so Grotius, and 
the modern rationalists): that the divine 
Nature of Christ, or His sending of the 
Holy Spirit, or His whole life of pan d 
good on earth, can be meant: all suc 
have against them the plain sense of the 
words, which, as Stier observes, are very 
simple ordinary words; the only diff- 
culty arising, when we come to enquire 
into their application to His own Person. 
The Bread of Life is Himself : and, strictly 
treated, when we come to enquire what, of 
that body, soul, and spirit, which con- 
stituted Himself, this Bread specifically is, 
we have His answer that it is His Flesh 
which He will give (for this will be the 
meaning, whether the words ij» iyw dace 
are to be ed as part of the text or 
not) on behalf of the life of the world. 
We are then specifically directed to His 
Flesh as the answer. Then, what does 
that Flesh import? The flesh of animals 
is the ordi food of men: but sot the 
blood. The blood, which is the life, is 
spilt at death, and is not in the flesh 
when eaten by us. Now this distinction 
must be careful borne in mind. The 
Jlesh here, (see ver. 53,) and the eating of 
the flesh, are distinct from the blood, and 
the drinking of the blood. We have no 
generalities merely, to interpret as we 
please: but the terms used are precise and 
technical. Itis then only through or after 
the Death of the Lord, that by any pro- 
priety of language, His Flesh could be said 
to be eaten. Then another distinction 
must be remembered: The flesh of animals 
which we eat is dead flesh. It is already 
the prey of corruption; we eat it, and die 
(ver. 49). But this Bread, is living Bread; 
not dead flesh, but living Flesh. And 
therefore manducation by the teeth mate- 
rially is not to be thought of here; but 
some kind of eating by which the living 
Flesh of the Son of God is made the living 
sustenance of those who partake of it. 
Now His Flesh and Blood were sundered 
by Death. Death was the shedding of His 
precious Blood, which He did not after- 

wards resume : see ch. xx. 27, and Lake 
xxiv. 89. His Flesh is the glorified sb- 
stance of His Resurrection-Body, now n 
the right hand of God. It is then in Hs 
Resurrection form only that His Flesh at 
be eaten, and be living food for the lirinz 
man. I cannot therefore see bow sty 
thing short of His Death can be bere 
meant. By that Death, He has given H» 
Flesh for the life of the world : not mere. 
that they who believe on Him may, in te 
highest sense, have life ; but that 4 répa 
may have life. The very existence of +. 
the created world is owing to, and bei 
together by, that Resurrection - Body of the 
Lord. In Him aZ things are gai» 
together and reconciled to God: rá sayta 
iv abry cwviarquev, Col. i. 17. 
(2) The question whether there is here ong 
reference to the ORDINANCE OF TE 
Lonp's Surper, has been 5 
pst. When cleared of inaccuracy n 
terms, it will mean, Zs the subject ler 
dwelt upon, the same as that which is vt 
forth in the ordinance of the Lord's Ser 
per? And of this there can surely be » 
doubt. To the ordinance itself, there 5 
here so reference; nor could «di 
have been any. But the spiritual vert 
which underlies the ordinance is one 
the same with that here insisted on: 
so considered, the discourse is, as ay 
treated, moet important towards a right 
5 te the ordinan ] E Oo 
the history of the exegesis of thi à 
sco Lücke i, pp. 149—159 (3rd ed.), and 
Excursus ii, in his 2nd ed. (omitted in 
his 8rd) ;—also Tholuck and Olshausen. u 
loc. To attempt to recount the vanoo 
opinions, would exceed the limits of a note 
in an edition of the whole Testament: far 
the present subject is one in which th 
manifold dogmatical variations of indi- 
vidual belief have influenced Comments- 
tors to such an extent as to render ac- 
curate classification impossible. I may 
roughly state, that three leading opiz0"s 
may be traced: that of those who bold 
(a) that so reference to the Holy Com- 
munion is intended,—among whom ar 
Origen and Basil, of the ancients ; and of 
the moderns, the Swiss Reformers, Zwinge 
and Calvin (the former however not very 
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decidedly, see Olsh. ii. 178 note), Luther, 
Melanchthon. (8) That the whole passage 
regards exclusively the Holy Communion, 
—among whom are Chrysostom, Cyril, 
Theophylact, Euthymius, the Schoolmen, 
and the Roman Catholic expositors, with 
& few exceptions. (y) That the subject 
and tdea of the Holy Communion, not the 
ordinance is referred to: to which cluss 
belong the best modern Commentators in 
Germany, e. g. Lücke, Tholuck, Olshau- 
sen, Stier. Bengel’s note to the same 
effect is important: Jesus verba sua 
scienter ita formavit, ut statim et sem- 
per illa quidem de spirituali fruitione sui 
agerent proprie; sed posthac eadem con- 
sequenter etiam in augustissimum S. Coens 
mysterium, quum id institutum foret, con- 
venirent. Etenim ipsam rem hoc sermone 
propost in S. Cœnam contulit ; tantique 

oc sacramentum est momenti, ut facile 
existimari possit, Jesum, ut proditionem 
Juds ver. 71, et mortem suam hoc versu, 
ita etiam S. Cœnam, de qua inter bsc 
verba certissime secum cogitavit, uno ante 
anno przedixisse, ut discipuli t præ- 
dictionis postea recordari. Tota hsc de 
carne et sanguine J. C. oratio Paseionem 
spectat, et cum ea S. Cenam. Hinc sepa- 
rata carnis et sanguinis mentio constanter. 
Nam in passione sanguis ex corpore eductus 
est, Agnusque mactatus.' 52.] The 
inference conveyed in þayeiv, which first 
comes from the Jews themselves, is yet a 
right one. If He is the Bread, and that 
Bread is His Flesh, we must eat His 
Flesh, though not in the sense here meant 
by them. They contended against one 
another, probably some having more in- 
sight into the possibility of & spiritual 
meaning than others. 63.] Our 
Lord not only ratifies their $aytiv, but 
adds to it a more wonderful thing; that 
they must also do that against which a 
prohibition might seem to have existed 
from Noah downwards,— drink His Blood. 
But observe, this Blood is not to be eaten 
in the Flesh, which was the forbidden 
thing (Gen. ix. 4: Levit. xvii. 10—16), in 
its strict literal form: but to be drunk, 

for gaynre, AaBnre D lat -a Victorin. 

separate from the flesh : again presupposing 
death. Now as the Flesh of Christ (see 
above) is the Resurrection-Body which He 
now has, and in which all things consist ; 
sois His Blood (“the blood is the life,” 
Lev. xvii. 11, 14) the Life which He gave 
up, paid down, as the penalty for the ain 

the world. By the shedding, pouring 
forth, of that Blood, is remission of sin. 

It is quite impossible that these 
words should, as De Wette maintains, be 
merely an expansion of ry» onpea gaytiv. 
Even had the idea of rò alpa vive been 
one familiar to the Jews, the construc- 
tion would not have allowed such an 
interpretation; but sew as it was, and 
abhorrent from their rad and law, we 
must regard it as specially and purposel 
added. But what is this dating ud 
drinking? Clearly, not merely faith: for 
faith answers to the hand reached forth 
Sor the food,—but is not the act of eating. 
Faith is a necessary condition of the act: 
so that we can hardly say with Augustine, 
* crede, et mandncasti ;’ but ‘ crede et man- 
ducabis.’ Inasmuch as Faith will neces- 
sarily in its energizing lead to this partaking, 
we sometimes incorrectly say that it is 
Faith :—but for strict accuracy this is not 
enough. To eat the flesh of Christ, is to 
realize, in our inward life, the mystery of 
His Body now in heaven,—to digest and 
assimilate our own portion in that Body. 

To drink His Blood, is to realize, 
in our inward life, the mystery of His 
she foal Jor sin,—to digest and as- 

imilate our own portion in that satisfac- 
tion, the outpouring of that Blood. And 
both these definitions may be gathered 
into one, which is: The eating of His 
Flesh and drinking of His Blood import 
the making to ourselves and using as ob- 
Jectively real, those two great Truths of 
our Redemption in Him, of which our 
Faith subjectively convinces us. 
And of this realizing of Faith He has been 
rag to appoint certain symbols in the 

oly Communion, which He has com- 
manded to be received ; to signify to us the 
spiritual process, and to assist us towards 
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1 , 9 — 1 r 9 r d „ ta . 
4 2 l Kal Tigre avrov ro aipa, ovk " Eyere Tomy ev karren. 

xx. 31. 
1 John v. 12. 54 
eh. v. 
Mark iv. 7 

B = Matt ili. 9 
ref. 55 5 

a vv. 66, 57, 58. L , , ° 
Mat. iiv noy dAÀnÜnc sort» moog. 
18 only t. 3 H t 7 

bch. iii. 15,16, Kal WivwV pov TO auta 

0 " rpwywy pov rrjv sapka kai srive pov ro aipe “tyh: | 
* Zeon al, kaye “avacrnow aurov ry  tayarg nip. 

4 [4 » p » e - * L] ea | 

7? yap oap— pov aÀnÜnc tarw Bo,, kai ro ow: 

56 ò E rpurymv pov THY or 
h 9 * h , e q 8 * 

EV E MEVEL, KAYW EV abry. 
96 v. e N » € 1 pen 7 3 a - N 1 

1 Joha ii. 18 57 cg awtoreAly ue O Lu» warnp, Kayo (e &a ror 
o vv. 89, 40 é " 4 e g , > 2 , & es 
reff warípa' Kat o *rpwywy pe, kaketvoc. TH, & tpi. 
Sse Bo ese penny CI Zoles 5 LEE SOC C Cal. xir 7. o bro EGTLV O° dprog o M ovpavov xarapac, ov Ka 

only. Dan. i. 7 tk / LL. 0 e. tg , — 1 
10 only. o epayov ot rtr p, KatameVavoy® o " rowywv rovror for 

Seh. v.88 reft. 1 Rom. iz. 96, from Hos. 1. 10. 9 Cor. ili. 8 al. cer. St rl 

vo aipa bef avro» M: transp ro aipa and iure D lat-a Hil. ey tar. ry 
deny D. aft dn ins atwvioy N. 

84. for pov, avrov (twice) D lat-e Victorin. capxav D. [ree eas e 
with T rel Orig, Eus: txt BCDGKLUN 1 Orig, Chr Cyr Bas] „ 
rn coxary CKMTVAA 69 vulg lat-5 c f arm Orig, Eus Chr Cyr spec: om BIR 7 
lat -G e * 

55. rec (twice) aXg0uc (-Ünc seemed inap riate : 80 
(DN!) rel latt syrr syr-cu goth Orig,-lat, Hi Ambr Aug: txt BCKLIN “ f.6 

Orig tol(with mm) lat-g coptt eth Clem 
the latter clause 
toro Ni. 

Eus Bas Chr Cyr Procop Damax.—t 
—om from Ist an. to 2nd (Aomaotel) M. 

56. aft avre ins kaÜwc ev epo: 0 warnp ca ev ro warp. apmgw apy Aye me 
sav um AaBnre ro Capa TOV viov TOV avOpwrov wc Tov apro» TNC Zang ove tx wP 

ev avro D, simly lat-a ff, Victorin. 
57. aweoradkceyw D 69. 

58. om ovroç Ni. 
for xarajjac, zaraBawwv Ni. 

om $e T. 
rec (for (gos) Cncerat, with E rel: £9 C'(appy) D.gr, oie 

Ambr,: txt BC?KLTR 88. 69 Orig Eus Ch 
rec (for «E) ex rov, with DN rel Orig Chr Cyr: txt BCT. 

for rpwywy, Aapfjaver D Victor Y pa ick ret 

r Cyr-comm. 

rec ait a os marepec bef e$ayov R. 
warepec ins une, with D 69-corr' rel Chr; guo» Tr 69! al: om BCLTN copt Ore. 

rec adds further ro pavva, with E rel latt syrr syr-jer goth arm: om BCDLIR 

it. ove fx. Catv lv lavr.] Te have 
not in you that spring of life, which shall 
overcome death, and lead 04.] to 
the resurrection in the true sense:' see 
above, ver. 44, and notice in the solemn 
refrain. Tpéyev] It is not neces- 
sary to see any more literal ‘eating’ in the 
word than in $aywev:—it expresses the 
present of $ayov, which must be either 
rpwywy or icÜ0iev,—and the real sense 
conveyed is, that by the very act of inward 
realization, which is the ‘ manducatio,' the 

lon of eternal life is certified. 
bs. Ane is here not = 7 dM, 
nor is the sense, ‘My Flesh is the 
true meat &., but My Flesh is true 
meat, i. e. really TO BE EATEN, which 
they doubted. Thus dànĝöç is a gloss, 
which falls short of the depth of the ad- 
jective. This verse is decisive aguinst all 
explaining away or metaphorizing the pas- 

Food and drink are not here mere 
metaphors ;—rather are our common ma- 

terial food and drink mere shadows sd 13, 
perfect types of this only real recepte ' 
refreshment and nourishment intotbebem 

56.) He who thus liver T 
We, abides in Me (see ch. xv. 5 1 
note);—and I (that living power *. 
nourishment conveyed by the dpr« a 
Lic which = bye) in him. D 
ware of imagining, as Dr. Wordsw. ags? 
(see note on Matt. xvi. 18), that jn 
any especial emphasis on pov becasst of 
position. 57.] The same espe 
further —see ch. v. 36. The two brauche 
of the feeding ou Christ are now Unt 
under the general expression, peer F.. 

V ex the eficient cet". 
The Father is the Fountain of all Life: p 
Son lives in and by the Father: and 
created being generally, lives (in fl set 
sense) in and by Him; but he that esi 
Him, shall (eternally and in the higie 
sense) live by Him. 58.) forn Us 
solemn conclusion of the discourse refer" 
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aprov ! Chos tie rovatwva. 9 Tavra simev év cuvaywyy | nietis, 
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60 Nox ROl oUv axovoavrec Ex rw» naÜurovw avrov cimoy Hamet a 
: T &crtv 0 Aóyoc ovroc rie Obvarat avrov LE CNN 
™ axovav; 1° adic ài o Insovc ^ ey favre) on ^ yovye- rl 
Cova wepi TOUTOU ot s el aurou, ETEV avrog Tovro O ovr at, a 

wuac ° axavoadriZe ; 

avÜpirmov ' dva[jaivorra 5 oTov Jv ' ro mporepov ; ; 
wvevpa tory Tò "Cwomotovr, i; dp ova * wosst b 

(from P». cxvil. 28), 9,10. Rev. xr 
Zxxvil.(xxx.) see Heb. x. 82. 
24. Sir. XXI. peer v.) 38. 

33 lat-e syr-cu coptt sth. 
Orig Chr Cyr. 

59. ins ry bef covaywyn D arm. 
60. cx r. pad. av. bef axoveayrec D lat 

o Royo, with E rel latt syr: txt BCDK 

12. 
1 Pet. i 14. 

q 62 (dy oSv Orwphre roy viov Tov p Matt. v. 29, 
63 Lake x xli. 

TO " 48. xxiv. 8. 
, lil. 13. 

32. 17. 

ph. iv. 8 

o eh. iz. 8. CaL iv. 18. 1 Tie. i. 130only. Jer. 
t d. v. 21 reff. ach. ali. 10. Matt. xxvii. 

rec {noeras, with DHKMUT 69 Thdrt: txt BCTN rel 

at end ins ag Hr D lat-a ff, Aug. 
Syr-cu. uray D. rec ovrog bet 
TN 1. 88 lat-e g Syr syr-cu rt ?) Chr 

yr ; 
6l. for bid Oe, we ovy eyyw D Chr: v ov» Ni 69 (lat-5 e): .d. à C! copt. 

om o N. 
62. om ory Nl. 
63. om lst ro N'. 

back to the Bread with which it and 
to its difference from the perishable food 
which they had extolled :—and setting 
forth the infinite superiority of its effects 
over those of that 8 obrés 
tory, such is. araBds,— —past, now 
because He has dearly identified it with 
Himself. cat must = rotoUroc, 
Ov: if oua» rd udvva (see digest) is to 
Stand, the construction must be filled up 
ob cab Tò p. ö £9. c. r. A. 

60—65.) Murmuring of some of the 
disciples at the foregoing discourse, and 
the answer of Jesus to them. 
60.] Lampe shews by reff. and other 
citations that ocAnpéc non tam absur- 
ditatem quam impietatem designat. It 
seems clear that it was not the difi- 
culty, so much as the strangeness of the 
saying, which scandalized them. It is the 
whole discourse,—the turn given to it, 
—the doctrine of the Bread of Life, —the 
giving His Flesh and Blood to eat,—at 
which they take offence. Arobeiv, to 
listen to it—'Who can stay and hear 

for orov, ov D. 

such sayings as this ? not, ‘to understand 
E $ aj» lavre, by His divine know- 

03.] dav otv ĉa., what then, if 
- e diets meaning ‘ will ye not then 
be much more acandalized ? or, ‘what will 
ye say (or do), then ? — but appealing to 
an event which they shonld witness, as a 
certain proof of one part of the rA 
Aóyoc, with which indeed the rest of it was 
bound wp,—His having descended from 
heaven. All attempts (as those of Lücke, 

for ty savrw ort, ort sv savrou D Chr. ins cae bef aurer Ri. 
avaB. bef r. v. 7. av. N 

De Wette, and others) to explain this 
otherwise than of His ascent into heaven, 
are simply dishonest,—and spring from 
laxity of belief in the historical reality of 
thats event. That it is not recorded by 
John, is of no moment here: see Prolego- 
mens. And that none but the Twelve saw 
it, is unimportant; for how do T om 
that our Lord was not here 
some among the Twelve? o explain 
it of His death, as part d His going up 
where He was before, i is less disin- 
genuous. Lücke maintains 1 5 Gewptiv 
3 not mean bodily sight: which is true 

h in some constructions in John (ch. 
viii. 51 al.); but surely, as joined with 
åvaßaivovra, it must. The whole exegesis 
of the passage in the above-named Com- 
5 is a remarkable instance of the 

ing of the judgment by unsoundness 
of lief in the historical truth of the 
Evangelistic testimony. 63.) «vega, 
odp§, do not mean the spiritual and carnal 
sense of the foregoing discourse, as many 
Commentators explain them : for our Lord 
is speaking, not of teaching merely, but of 
vieifying : He is explaining the life-giving 
principle of which He had been ore 
speaking. ‘Such eating of My flesh as 
you imagine and find hard to listen to, 
could 1 you nothing. for i£ will have 
ascended up, &c.; and besides, generally, 
it is only the Spirit that can vivify the 
spirit of man; the flesh (in whatever way 
used) can profit nothing towards this.’ 
He does not say ‘ My Flesh profiteth no- 
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éXeyew Aid rovro eipnka Uutv Sri ovdeic Sbvara: Abu 
mpoc pe, av pn Y ‘Sedouévoy avr "tk rov Tarpo. 

. 86 Ex rovrov roddo: [ix] rov uaÜnrov avrov ar 
iv. 8. i aç rd OTriGw, Kai ovkért 

VI. 

b " p» L] U 

Tvtuua EOT cu 

S ga 

k » » a & e 

mer aurou  Teputarow. 

Mich 67 Are ovv o ‘Incouc roic dera M xai vpeic Hire 
.6. xx. e J 

en,, " UTAYEV ; 68 
1 ch. vil. 47 ref. 

rec Aae 

m = ch. zii 11. zviil. 8 al. 

BCDKLTUN 1. 33. 69 latt syrr syr-cu copt goth eth arm Orig lata Eus, Ath 5 
at . Bas Did Chr Cyr Tert Ambr Aug Gaud Vig-tape. 

tert N. 
84. o L. 

lat-a b e. for 2nd ef, ar N. 
revec bef «£ vn ST vulg lat F f, Chr: 

for ina., ewrgo N. 

om « 1 Tert. 

së vy bef usw DR 
om jg 

last clause, cat 3» o AMA avrov wapadidova M. (aft «at ins rec N'2.) fe 
wapaĝwtwy, mapadidoug D al. 

65. ene CR. om avrw Ni. rec aft rarpoc ins por, with C? rel vulg lte 
e f syrr goth arm Bas, Chr Cyr: om BC!DLTN lat-a b ff, l eyr-cu syr-jer copt rd 
Cypr. 
de. aft ex rovrov ins ov» DN 69 fos lat-b e f l. 

vulg lat-c: ins BGT 1. 33 lat-a b e f q Bas. 
(avrov), with E rel syr copt goth: txt BCDELTN 1. 33. 69 latt Syr syr-cu 
—om avrov N. 

67. for ovv, de D lat-b. ii 
68. rec aft awecpiOy ins ovr, with E rel vulg lat-g 

rec om 2nd ic, with CDR rà 
rec ax 8o» bef (ec) rer poten 

eth m. 

Bas Aug, : om BCELAX 
1. 33. 69 (GU, Treg) lat-a c e f Syr syr-cu copt arm Bas Cypr. 

thing, but the flesh.“ To make Him say 
this, as the Swiss anti-sacramentalists do, 
is to make Him 1 831. 4 us Ner words 
in ver. 51. ù AeléAqxa 
viz. the words Tir edges aud pov 1 
alpa, above. Mey are wvivpa and wh : 
—spirit, not flesh only: —livisg food, not 
carnal and perishable. This meaning has 
been missed by almost all Commentators: 
Stier upholds it, iv. 281 (2nd*edn.) : and it 
seems to me beyond question the right one. 
The common interpretation is, 24 words 
which I have spoken,’ i. e. My discourses,’ 
are wrvevpa, ‘to be taken in a spiritual 
tense, (? this sense of wviiua,) ‘and are 
life’ But this is any thing but precise, 
even after the forcing of 2 vu˙wsna. 
64. M elgly . . . . ‘This accounts for 
your murmuring at what I said, that ye 
do not believe.’ 8 yi» ; id 
Wette remarks, that the fore e of 
our Lord with regard to Judas renders it 
impossible to apply the ordinary rules of 
moral treatment, as ‘Why did He then 
continue him as an Apostle? Why did 
He give him the charge of the purse, 
knowing him to be a thief? &c.,"—to the 

case: and it is therefore better not t 
judge at all on the matter. The 
fact is, we come here to a form of te 
problem of divine foreknowledge and 

Observe the 5 between j del 
pivoy avrg here, and 3 di iv pon Ver. 
37. Both these gifts are in the Father! 

wer. po 
60—71.] Many of the disciple pples leave 

Him. T. RN of Teeiee 
through Peter: and the Lord's wert 
ing to them. 66. ix rere] W 
this. The femporal meaning 
but does not exclude the causal. 1% 
Aol, viz. of the pH weorevorrte: bot 
not all. } The first mention 
of the Twelve by John. The quest 
is asked in order to extract from them 
the confession which follows, and tha 

avtkpiÜn aurw Tinos  [lérpoc Kipu, —. 

(force of the perfect not perceived: cf ch xiv. 10), with E rd: tr 
I 

a 

— 
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70 azexotOn avroic o Insovc Owx 4 Aces li, 77 

tyw úpaç rouc Owórka ? efeAckauny, xai iE vov tic did- P zir. ce 
Bodoc tore ; mu 
piwrou" ovroc yap 
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69. D adds oe. 

Ayer d rov lovdav Zinwvoc Toxa- je, Nem. 
Eu] rapadtòd v avTOv, tic Ex Eu " 

Pa, cviii. 6 

eo Matt. ii 18. Lake x. 1 al. fr. 

rec (for o ayioc) o ypterog o veoc (from Mt xvi. 16), with C. 
(see Tischdf N. T. ed. 7) rel syrr goth arm Tert: o vic 17 lat-b syr-cu Chr- mas: 
txt BC'DLN Nonn Cosm. 
with E rel lat- 
seth arm Cyr onn Cosm Victorin Aug. 

70. om avro DN lat-a b c e ff, copt 
om 6 N. aft «no. ins 

lat-5 c e f Chr Aug: om ely Ni. 
71. om ro» DEN! 1. 

Cyr: orapw D san lat-a b ff. 
(attempts at explanation) : e 
rec mueAAsy, with D rel: epeAAov, prefixi 

rec aft rov Geow ins rov Zwrroc 
2 syrr goth Bas, Chr Cypr Ambr: om BCDLR 1!. 38 latt syr-cu coptt 

arm: avre 69 forj(with fos) lat-g q Nonn., 
eat erty avroic 

i bef éwdtca, omg rovc, R. (rovc insd by N32) 

Mt xvi. 16), 

for ove, ovy: N. 
ele bef e£ vpwy D al 

reo wrapwryy (more usual), with E rel vulg-ed goth 
axo kagwrov 69. 124 marg 
L 33 am(with forj gat harl) lat F g cop 

syr- , aro 55 N. 

txt BCK LUNA 1. 69 “Cyr Thl. cat, Nl: ing 
rec avrov bef xapačıčovaı, with N rel lat-a ff, goth Cyr Thl: txt BCDL 

69 vulg lat-be e f arm. rec ins wy bef ex Mk xiv. 43: had wy been omd 
to suit Mt xxvi. 47, ex would also have been omd), with C*N rel latt syr coptt goth arm 
Cyr: om BC'DL Syr syr-cu eth. 

to bind them closer to Himself. We 
must not forget likewise, in the m 
of our Lord’s human nature, that at suc 
& moment of desertion, He would seek 
comfort in the faith and attachment of 
His chosen ones. 68.) Peter answers 
uickly and earnestly for the rest, aa in 

Matt. xvi. 16. 1p riva) What 
they had heard and seen had awakened in 
them the desire of being led on by some 
teacher towards eternal life; and to whom 
else should they go from Him who had, 
and brought out of His stores for their 
instruction, the di^ (see ver. 63) of 
eternal life ? Terwrreóxa, 
seems to be used state as in ver. 
we believe, and have long done so. 
In the following words the readings vary ; 
the common text having been to all 
appearance introduced from Matt. xvi. 16. 
The circumstance of the Lord not being 
elsewhere called ò &yioç r. 9 by nee 
is of course in favour of the readi 
idea however is found (ch. x. 36). p Aek 
the coincidence with the 3 the 
demoniacs, reff. Mark || as a remark- 
able one. Their words appear to have 
been the first plain declaration of the fact, 
and so to have laid hold on the attention 
of the Apostles. 70.) The selection 
of the Twelve by Jesus is the consequence 
of the giving of them to Him by the 

Father, eh. xvii. 6,—in which there also 
Judas is included. So that His selecting, 
and the Father's giving and drawing, do 
not exclude final falling away. Meyer 
observes, that the solemn addition, rove 
SéS8exa after dc, heightens the contrast 
to the opposite result which follows. 
&BoÀos] It is doubtful in what sense 
this word should be taken. Whether we 
render it ĝ:ıaßoňixóç (= rob di aB 
vrovpyéc), or ixifovdoc, (both given by 
1 | it will be an wak Aeyóptvov 
in the T. Of the two however the 
latter is the harsher, and less analogous to 
N. T. diction. Certainly, in the dark act 
here prophesied, Judas was under the 
immediate instigation of and yielded him- 
self up to Satan (cf. our Lord’s reply to 
Peter, Matt. xvi. 23); and I would un- 
derstand this expression as having re- 
ference to that league with and entertain- 
ment of the Evil One in his thoughts and 
purposes, which his ultimate possession by 
Satan implies. This meaning can perhaps 
hardly be rendered by any single word in 
another lan . The E. V. ‘a devil,’ is 
certainly too strong; devilish, would be 
better, but not unobjectionable. Compare 
ò vg rc áxw tac ch. xvii. 12. 
71.] On the name 'Iecap«orgc (here ap- 
lied to Simon, Judas's father), see on 
att. x. 4. EpedAcv, not, intended; 
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Cuar. VII. I. om ca: CDN! latt Syr syr-cu sah: ins BC! rel lat-¢ syr copt. 
rec mepu mare otnoovc bef pera ravra, with E 
txt BCDGKLXN 1. 33. 69 latt Syr syr-cu coptt th arm. 

8. for toda, yaddaray D-gr. 

om uera Tavra Ter- : 
om ó B. 

ot ad. av, bef poc avron MK. 

rel syr goth : 

Tw 

Oewpnowcy (grammatical correction), with B'X rel: Orwpoverw N!: txt B'DLM3 
N38 gov bef ra epya B: at faye owt tha idi, i T 
Bas Thi-ed: txt LN? rel vulg lat. / syr 

4. rec ev kpurrw bef ri, hip 
txt BKLXN (lat-5 4) Syr syr-cu 

8 
t-a c f ff4 9 syr goth arm: om n rth: 
rot, omg «at, N. for ec. 

avro BD' copt: avrov E! : txt Dr i NN vulg lat-a c f ff, g syr goth arm.—e» wappqe.s 
bef avr. D 69. 

see ch. xiii. 2: but . 3 
wapadwcwy abróv, see ver. 64; vii. 
89; xi. 51 al. 
Cua. VIL —X.) JESUS THE LIGHT OF 

THE WORLD. The conflict at its height. 
VII. 1—02.] JESUS MEETS THE 

UNBELIEF OF THE JEWS AT JERUSALEM. 
The circumstances (vv.1—13]. I.] The 
chronology of this period is very doubtful. 
I have remarked on it in my note on Luke 
ix. 51. Thus much we may observe here, 
that perà ravra cannot apply emphatically 
to ch. vi., but must be referred back to ch. 
v., as indeed must the Jews seeking to 
kill Him, and the miracle alluded to in 
ver. 23. Bat it will not follow from this, 
that ch. vi. is not in its right place : it con- 
tains an independent memoir of a miracle 
and discourse of our Lord in Galilee which 
actually happened in the interval, and only 
serves to shew us the character of this 
Gospel as made up of such memoirs, more 
or less connected with one another, and 
selected by the Evangelist for their higher 
spiritual import, and the discourses arising 
from them. I would understand this verse 
as merely carrying on the time from ch. v. 
and ch. vi,—and its contents as intro- 
ductory to the account of Jesus not going 
up at first to the feast. Ch. vi. is in some 
measure presupposed in our ver. 8, as 
indicating that He had not constantly 
observed the festal journeys of late. 
2.] See Deut. xvi. 19—17. J osephus, 
Antt. viii, 4. 1, calla this opr) éywrárn 

ral peyiern. It began on the 15th (even- 
ing of 14th) of Tisri, and lasted till the 
evening of the 22nd. 3—5.) Re- 
specting the BRETHREN OF THE Lorn, 
seo note on Matthew xiii. 55. derm 
to have had at this time a kind of beixf 
in the Messianic character of Jesns, bat < 
the very lowest sort, not excluding the 
harsh and scoffing spirit visible in these 
words. They recognized his miracles, bet 
despised his apparan want of prodence 
and consistency of porpoes in not shewing 
himself to the world. In the Wa ie 
pod. gov «.7.A. there is perhaps a reference 
to the ion of many of his disiphs 
just before. Nay, more than this: the 
indication furnished by this verse of the 
practice of our Lord with regard to Hi 
miracles up to this point is very curious 
He appeare as yet to have made His 
circuits in Galilee, and to have wromght 
miracles there, in the presence of bat a 
emall circle of disciples properly so callei: 
and there would seem to have been a 
larger number of disciples, in the wider 
555 to be gathered in Jodra 

t t, who yet wanted assuring, 
d open display, of the reality of Hia wanderf 

works. In ver. 8 
Onrai gov; sak 8 we have these brethree 
absolutel luded from the number of 
the T! gen ch. vi. 69); and it is 
impossible to modify the meaning of = 
revoy 80 as to su that they ma 
have been of the Tw ve, but not believers 
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d - 4 gavipwoov aeauroy Ty KOGUUQ. 

KATA JQANNHN. 161 

od yap. oi adedgol dch. L 31 rof. 

are ° ewiorevoy Hc avróv, 6 Aye ouv avrog o Inaoic e ch. U. II ref. 

‘o! kaipóc 0 tude OUT pi adhe o àt f Kaipoc 0 outregoc fm Matt. 

T où Sbvarat o Koopoc di qwavroré tori *& erouoc. 

oͤude, € épi à Matt, Ort eyo ̂  naprvpu ° mepi avrov ort rd xvi. "ii a. 
ya avrov  vovnpá i toriy. 

EnpTHY’ ty OUK 
O tuüc 'kaipóc O 

7 — J [] e , 

avroic tutvey. ev rp Dadcdatg. 

d ueĩc 

* ava(Jaive tic rj toprTiv rairmv, 

= wewAnpwrat, 
10 

* avaBnre tie ru d;i di 
i ob. lil. 19 ref. 

ore k = Mair x2. 
8 reff. 

raura de eur Qv m 2 Mark 115, 

we ds * avéBnoay oL 

adeApoi avrov siç THY Sori, TOTE kai abròc * avin, ov 

5. aft avrov add rore D-gr fos lat-a c ff, q syr-cu Jer. 
6. om ovy D-gr Ni lat-e fos Syr syr-cu arm Cyr 

for sere, raptor B. 
om eyw N. 

8. rec aft 1st toprgv ins ravrgv (conformation to following : 
as Meyer, why is the omn so general and not found in any in the fol 

for ovrw, ov Ni. 
T. o coopog bef duvarae N'!. 

Aug. om 6 bef ine. Ni. 

paprvpov T. 
if omd homeotel, 

topr. rav. P, 
with Ni rel vulg lat F g q MU. syr-cu goth Ammon Aug Quest: om BDKLTX N-corr! 
: ys b c e ff, coptt Ch rec (for ove) our (to avoid offence: Porphyry, 

our Lord with j fickleness on account of ove), with BLT rel some-mas-of- 
val lat. S g q syrr sah goth: txt DKMN 33 latt syr-cu copt sth Porph-in-Jer 

er Au 

syr-marg 
33(sic) 69 lat-f f, q 8yr- txt goth æth. 
Judaa lat a. 

rec o &Gi0. 0 
txt BDLTUXN 1. 33. 69 Cyr. —(om 6 Ni.) 

9. om 2: DEN 1. 33 latt Syr syr-cu arm Chr Cyr: 
for avroic, avroc (corra from next ver) DKL T(Bch) XN 1 

coptt arm Cyr Aug: om al lat-e Syr syr-cu Aug: txt BD? T(Georgi E 

Epiph 
tp. (corre to ver 6), with E rel Chr: 

ins BT rel lat-e f syr yi 
lat-d 

tic ru yadtAaay D ev-2 lat-b c Thi: ix 

10. rec rore xa: avroc aveBn bef tic rg» eoprny, with D rel latt syr-cu syr goth 
arm: txt BELTXN 33 Syr syr-jer coptt æth Cyr. [rore not omd in B: see table.] 

in the highest sense. This verse also 
excludes all of His brethren: it is incon- 
ceivable that John should have so written, 
if any among them believed at that time. 
The attempt to make the words mean, that 
some of his brethren did not believe on 
him, is in my view quite futile. In that 
case we should certainly have had some 
such expression as cav yàp xai ix rev 
ads\ g abrob, oi obr imicrevoy tig abrór. 
Nosuchattempt would ever have been made 
by a Greek scholar,—except for the fiction 
which has been so long, and, strange to 
say, is still upheld with regard to our 
Lord's brethren. The emphatic ex- 
pression, ob yàp of 48., is a strong cor- 
roboration of the view that they were really 
and literally drethren ;—see also Ps. lxix. 
8. 6—9.] ô xaip. à lj. can hardly 
be taken as directly 
my sufferings and death,'— but as ij &pa 
pov in ch. il. 4: My time for the matter 
of which you speak, viz. manifestation to 
the world.’ That (ch. xii. 32) was to take 
place in a very different manner. But 
they, having no definite end before them, 

‘the time of 

no glory of God to shew forth, but being 
of the world, always had their opportunity 
ready of mingling with and standing well 
with the world. Then (ver. 7), ‘you have 
no hatred of the world in your way: but 
its hatred to Me on account of my testi- 
mony sri it, causes me to exercise this 
caution which you so blame.’ In ver. 
8, it is of little i import (see var. readd.) 
whether we read obe or o: the sense 
will be the same, both on account of the 
present, dvaBaivw (not dvaSnoopat, which 
would express the disavowal of an intention 
to go up), and of obe afterwards. ob 
d vg. would mean, I am not (at present) 
going "p. Meyer attributes to our Lord 
change of purpose, and justifles bis view 
by the example of His treatment of the 
Syrophenician woman, whom He at first 
sii but afterwards had compassion 
on. Matt. xv. 26 ff. The same Com- 
mentator directs attention to the emphatic 
ravrny, as implying that our Lord had it 
in His mind to go up to some 5 
feasts, but not to this one. 
aetd%p. is not yet fully come; see Luke 
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n Mark i. 45. 
Acts x.8 

vi. 1. 
Phil. Ii. 14. 12 

(-oce, Numb. 
ziv. 97.) q 

q Matt. xxiv. wAava rov öyÀov. 

o $avepoc, aÀÀd wc "tv kovrry. 
éLnrouv avrov & rg toprg xai tAeyov Too tero irum: 

kat f yoy yvenoc Feoi avrov y woAUe tv roc oy Aor. 
"PT uiv ÉA yov ore d ya tari". dx Abt & EA eor Ov, adhe 

3 ovdeic utvro rap ade 

ETATTEAION VIL. 

il oi ovv "loser: : 

. , e * 1 ONES mepi avrov dia rov $o[Jov rv lovdaiwv. 
. 8. 

alvi. 8. 
r ver. 26. ob. 
zii. 290 i | e Li © 9& 

Mark viii.g2. TO tEPOV, Kae EdidacKev, 
1 Cor. ili. 12. ? E [ 4 

Prov.. 20. Aéyovrtc “Iwc ovroc " 
s here ouly. i 
Exod. aH. 16 

t Luke xviil 

xxvi.94, Isa. xxix. II, 13. Dan. . 
X cb. viii. 44. 

| [aÀAa, so BT.] 

(iz. ode Zorty inh, dA Ad rob f Vavróc pt 
A Ld Lak s b.iv.9. 1 Cor je Ad 4X1 122 e KZ. 41. eh. v. y. . xt. " 

vi w Matt. vii. 38. II. 33. Mark i. 939p L. l Pairi 2: 

M "Hx è rnc Eoprnc 'pecovorc t avéĝn Icooc «r 

15 f hα,˖¾ ovv ot lowes 

yoaupara otékv un) utnaD cec: 
- e eè - ( X a ` 

avekpiün ovv avroic o [ncovc kat strev H nn ez: 
17 fav ric * be; 

vite hae c 

om we DN lat-a b e Chr-mss Cyr. 
19. rec transp woAvg and wept avrov, with E rel vulg lat-/ g: om role Dita: 

e f: txt BLTXN lat-b q Cyr. re oye DN 33 latt Syr syr-cu coptt goth. 
om ĉe DN rel lat-b e g goth arm Thl Euthym : ins BTX f. 33. 69 vulg latc / J. 
pref et lat-a Syr syr-cu. ovyt KT. 

18. [rapno:a B'(as elsewhere) DL!.] 
14. utcatovogc D 1.69 Ps-Chr. 

wept avrov bef edad N: om v. ar l 

rec ins o bef u., with D rel: om BLI In 
15. rec (for :Bavp. ovv) eat s8avp., with E rel vulg lat. F ayrr syr-cu: txt BDLTU 

1. 33 lat-a c e ff, l syr-marg coptt Cyr. 
16. rec om ov», with DLX vulg lat-a Syr syr-cu coptt Cyr: ins BIN rd 57 * 

goth Thl. om 6 BN 33. 

ix. 51 and note. 10.] ob $av., i. e. not 
in the usual caravan-company, nor pro- 
bably by the usual way. Whether the 
Twelve were with Him, we have no means 
of judging: probably so, for they appear 
ch. ix. 2; and after their becoming once 
attached to the Person of our Lord as 
Apostles, we find no trace of His having 
been for any long time separated from 
them, except during their mission Matt. 
x., which was long ago accomplished. 
II.] These ‘lov8. are, as usual, the dpyov- 
rtc, as distinguished from the multitudes. 
Their question itself (@xeivog) shews a 
hostile spirit. 12.] of SyA. (the dif- 
ferent groups of which 6 óyAoc was com- 
posed) would include the Galilsean disciples, 
and those who had been baptized by the 
disciples in Judes,—whose view dyads 
deri would represent, — as expressed 
mildly in protest against His enemies. 
wiavg TÓv ÉyÀov, possibly in reference to 
the feeding of and then the discourse to 
the multitude, which had given so much 
offence. 13. wagf.}] This was true 
only of the side who said éya0é— dy: 
they dared not speak their mind: the 
others spoke plainly enough. Here again 
ot ‘loud. are distinguished from the dyAor. 

14—839.] Jesus testifies to Himself 
in the Temple. 15— 94.) His teaching 

is fromthe Father. 14,15.) v. to pf- 
about the middle of the feast. Pri 
on a sabbath (see Wise at | 

It appears to have been : 
He ididaccey publicly at Jermes- 
whence (oiv) the w of the Jews, t: 
the rulers of the hierarchy. Lol 
para: generally letters; uda 

i 

ri in exposition of the aet i 
.: never having been te 

any Rabbi. He was beodidarrec. m 
words are spoken in the tree! Te 
prejudice of so-called learning. ge 
words of His enemies, testifying to 0 
of fact well known to n = Mee 
observes, decisive against an dd 
unbelievers to attribute our Lord’ eni | 
ledge to education in any human m 
learning. Such indications are» c, 
their valne in these times. d. 2% 
only does our Lord call His che 
dida xi, as being now among the p? 
rade, the Rabbis, in the temple ^, | 
often so called by the Evangelists . 

The words may bear two gary, 
—either, ‘the sense of Scripture ust ; 
teach is mot my own, but thai „ 
was originally penned as a f 
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TO A OP npa aurov * moti, yrooerat wept rnc " Oba nc, 7 Matt. . s 

“worepov "ex rov beou tari, N eyw dir tuavrov Aadw, " Joc vit a. 
18 ^b o ap avrov Aadwy ryv Sokav ryv idiav Gyre o 8 a Matt al, 

Cnrev riv Šokav rov wíujavroc avróv, ovrog aAnOng ir, 
15 t * 5 e , 4 

“at adikia tv auro OUK EtOTIV. 

Univ Tov vóuov ; kai oUÓtc E upov 
Ti pe *Cnreire amokreivac; 20 

17. om rov bef 0sov DN. 
19. rec 8educer, with TN rel: txt BDH. 

19 OU Me, voie e Akty e ch. L 17 ref, 

ad M ) 

d roni rov vopuoy' ao Boe. 114 
axekpión o öxÀoç f Aa- € ver. 1 rer. 

wiov kx ric oe " Qnret arocrewai; ?! 
Kai ert avroic “Ev io éwoinoa, kai wavreg Îavpáčere. 

: On Insopc Lus ud awskoiUm imgouc late rill, 37. 
49, 52. x. 20 
oniy. 

20. rec aft oxNog ins cat re (see ver 21, where there is no varn), with D rel latt 
syrr Cyr: om BLTXN 33 A 

D lat-o e. for rarrig, vue D. 

God; or, My teaching (generally) is not 
mine, but that of Him Vi, sent 2 The 
latter is preferable, as agreeing better 
with what follows, and because the former 
assumes that He was nding Scrip- 
ture, which, A Pro le, is not as- 
serted. 17.] 7d 0. abr. srowiv 
is equivalent to rij áyáxv roð Oto) 
xuv iv lavroic, ch. v. 42. The O 
should not have been slurred over in the 
E. V., for it is important. If any man's 
will be, to do His will Ke. As it now 
stands in the E. V., a idea is con- 
veyed: that the bare performance of 
God's outward commands will give a man 
sufficient acquaintance with Christian doc- 
trine:—whereas what our Lord asserts 
to the Jews is, that if the will be set in 
His ways, if a man be really anxious to 
do the will of God, and thus to fulfil this 
first great commandment of the law, be, 
as Meyer expresses it, in ethical harmony 
with God,—the singleness of purpose, and 
subjection to the will of God, will lead him 
on to faith in the promised and then 
apparent Messiah, and to a just discrimi- 
nation of the divine character of his 
teaching. 18.] This gives us the 
reason why he, who wishes to do God's 
will, will know of the teaching of Christ: 
viz. because both are seeking one aim 
the glory of God :—and the humility of 
him, whose will it is to do God's will, can 
best appreciate that more perfect humility 
of the divine Son, who speaks not of him- 
self, but of Him that sent him,—see ch. v. 
41—44, of which this verse is a repetition 
with a somewhat different bearing. In 
its general sense, it asserta that self. 
exaltation m self-seeking necessarily ac- 

Vor. I. 

ug.—awexpOnoar oc coud. e. tiov autre K al 
21. rec ins o bef «ne., with DKLTUA (S, esil) Cyr: om BN rel Thl. 

syr-marg. 
om avrog 

company the unaided teaching of man, 
but that all true teaching is from God. 
But then we must remember that, simply 
taken, the latter of the sentence is 
only true of the Holy One Himself; that 
owing to human infirmity, purity of 
motive is no sure guarantee for correct- 
ness of doctrine ;—and therefore in this 
second part it is not rov Ob, which would 
generalize it to all men, but roð wépy. 
atréyv, which confines it to Himself. 
19.] There is & close connexion with the 
foregoing. Our Lord now takes the offen- 
sive against them. The iA rd 0iA npa 
abroy wouiv was to be the great key to a 
true appreciation of His teaching: but of 
this there was no example among them : 
and therefore it was that they were no fair 
judges of the teaching, but bitter oppo- 
nents and persecutors of Jesus, of whom, 
had they been anxious to fulfil the law, 
they would have been earnest and humble 
disciples (ch. v. 46). The law was to be 
read before all Israel every seventh year in 
the feast of tabernacles (Deut. xxxi. 10— 
18) :—whether this was such a year is un- 
certain: but this verse may allude to the 

tice, even if it was not. UnreiTe 
wort.) In their killing the Lord of Life 

was summed up all their transgression of 
God's law. It was the greatest proof of 
their total ignorance of and disobedience 
to it. .] The multitude, not the 
rulers, replied this. Indeed their question, 
rig oe nre deoxreiva; shews their ig- 
norance of the purpose of their rulers, 
which our Lord had just exposed and 
charged them with. It would not now be 
their policy to represent Him as possessed. 

21. The one work was sabbath- 
3 
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srevostzia 22 did rovro Mavonc ° Ot&ukty du thy " wtorropm, on : 
Acte vil. 8 

Paal per - 
abeo sh. 2 , i 7 » 
ert = EV od rip Teotrenvere avÜpwov. 

vil. 19. ziii. 

Bon ix. vs , 
. 39. xv. 

Fi i. 1. voog 

only. ; 
i Lake i. 69 

Ld » =æ 7 U g ? 3 » - | , M 

Ort ex rob Mucke &griv, aÀÀ kx Twv 'wartoev, tu 

Bu'r 

ie I AA, avOpwrog iv caBBary iva u "Aobh ' 

Mutec, tuoi ' yoAare ore ™ oXov avOpwsor ‘rya 

? iwoinoa & Ar; “t An Y coivere car “öfa, oha 
M. 91. Acts vii. 8 (from Cen. xxi. 4). xv. 1, 5, 91 alf, 1 Cor. vil. 18 bia. Gal. fi. S eh. Col. i 11 only. 

v. 11 Mace. lii. 1 vat. B» e . k = Matt. v. 19. oh. v. 18 x. 85. 

xili, 10. Zech. iv. 2. sue eh. ix. 34 
al. 41. 

$9. om dia rovro Ni. 
ort R. om ev B lat-b e. 

23. aft « ins ovy D 29 lat- a anm. 
pwvoewc(sic) N. ins rg 

healing in ch. v. 22.] kà rodro is 
variously placed ; either at the end of ver. 
21, so as to come after OavpáLZere, (Cod. 
X, lat.-g, Theophyl, Beza, and many of 
the moderns, Lücke, De Wette, Stier, 
Lachmann, &c.,)—or at the beginning of 
this verse (Codd. D, E, G, K, L, T, U, A, 
A, vulg., the syriac versions, coptt., goth., 
Euthym., Chrys., Cyril, Grotius, &c.). I 
pe the latter arrangement : because (1) 

believe rovro would not be used in the 
sense required by the other, but aéró [nor 
can I see that the è» doro makes the 
rovro any more applicable (see Stier, edn. 
2, iv. 815) ; nay, it seems to me to take 
the attention off from tbe particular work 
done, and fix it on the mere ły y. toñ- 
cat, abstractedly—‘ Ye wonder that I have 
acted at ali^]: and (2) because I find did 
rovro joined with ör: to be a usual mode 
of speaking with our Evangelist, see ch. v. 
16, 18; viii. 47 (Üavpatuv did re is used 
Mark vi. 6; Rev. xvii. 7, see also John 
iii. 29). (3) I see an appropriateness of 
meaning in ver. 22 with the did roro, 
which it has not without it. Moses on 
this account gave you circumcision, not 
because it is of Moses, but of the fathers; 
[the repetition of de 7. Muu. ior., does not 
necessarily jmply a parenthesis: John con- 
stantly uses these formal repetitions: this 
in answer to Stier, iv. 816, edn. 2]—i. e. it 
is no part of the law of Moses, properly 20 

d 

the context so well, because it would leave 
the preceding dd rovro without any thing 
to refer to. Now you circumcise on the 
Sabbath, to avoid breaking the law of 
Moses, &c. 1f our Lord had said these 
last words (in ver. 23) merely, the argu- 

4 n ob. v. II, 15 only. 

ins o bef uevenc N. 

dere only f. 3 „Ir 3 

nis l. N u. -O. 2 r. 16. Nn si a” 

dre DL. aft a = 

ins o bef avOpe xoc B 33. ins ¢ bet 
tuos D coptt sth. 

ment would not have been strict: :7 
might have answered, that creme“! 
was not only a command of the hr. 
anterior to it; whereas ver. 22 takes = 
answer from them; reminding thes : 
though t its sanctio m + 
rived from Moses, it was in fact dd 
and tacitly approving their doing it o i- 
Sabbath. Then the argument is J/ ̂  
may be done on the Sabbath :—if 7 
dinance strictly Mosaic (which te ` 
bath in its Jewish mode of observacce t» 
may be set aside 5 Monte as 
ut more ancient, 

more general and direct command of Ud 
(* circumcisio est, antiquior rigido ct» «> 
bati per Mosen imperato’—Grotics) ^^ 
much more may if by a deed of mios 
benevolent exercise of divine pore ~, 
approval of which is anterior io > 
deeper than all ia] ente, 

33.) Tva ph Avg —n0.— % 
non solvatur, —'saloa lege; 
ungrammatical ;—but in order 
Law of Moses may not be drehn "+ 
that which (after the fathers) orit 
cumcision on the eighth dsy. 
&v0p.) The distinction is 
cision, which purified onl 

14,—whose healing is a mech 
benefit than circumcision, eren wert 
a sacrament : “nam circumcisio est ml. 
sanatio anime fisis? But this is pru? 
too subtle. The Jews could not "9" 
appreciated this meaning, and the = 
ment is especially addressed e 155 
Besides, it is by no means certain 
that passage that such was the en 

borrowed frat 

b 

that | 
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kai ids © wappnaig AaAd, kai ovdéy abre , v 

77) 

25 Ac yo oU» Tivic ex "het 
n 1 À - Où v ^» ^ b - b * 

Twv " lipocoÀvuro» Ovy oUroc ier ov ` Cnrovaww ° aro- 2 
con tx., as 

1. íi. 19. 
Mark i. 5 

ver. I. 
ver. 18 reff. d ^ e ? - of e: y LÀ 0 

pnrore "aÀAuÜGc Eyvwoav of apyovreç Ort à= nere only. 
oUróc iarv 0 yorerdc; J adda rovrov oidapev ' wobey 
&Griv" 0 St yptoroc Grav Epynrat, ovdeic yivwoxes ' móbev tX Matt. xxl. 

X ae y 35. ch. ix. 

eo æ eh. xvii. 8. 

Acts xli. 11 
only. Exod. 

&gTriv. — t ixpatey ob £v ry up SiSacxwv Ivo, f am, 
* U 

kai Aéywy Kapi olòart, kai ofdare röbtr eint kai " * 5» 13. 
QW gver. 87. ch. 

e - 9 , » $ o» a € xil. 

émaurov ouk tÀnÀvÂa. add’ tarw ‘adrnbivec o wéimpaç ^9. io rer. 
7 a e - , 18 4 99 2 Y q 9 „7 @ k 

ut, Ov Upsic ovK OLCQTE Eyw oia avro», Ori 
4 - Heb. x. 23. 

M. 

ix. 16, 88. Lekez.7. Phil. iv. 18. 

24. rec (for 2nd xeptyere) eptvare, with N rel: txt BDLT Constt Cyr. (83 def.) 
25. om se TR. 
26. for unrort, unre DN 49. 108 Chr,: semguid volg lat-a 5 (D-lat). ot 

apxorrec bef eyywoay D 
ins adn@wc, with E rel lat-f q syrr 
syr-cu coptt arm 

28. expafer D latt. 
ev r.t.ano. d. T al 

for au O, adnOnc N. 

syr-cu arm. — for apyovrec, apxseperc R. 
goth wth Chr- txt 

Orig, Epiph Chr-comm Cyr. (33 defective.) 
97. aft xovrroc ins ora» eXOn py wAcovacn pma moon 9 Nl. 
HXA!N 69 (F, e sil): 4409 G al: txt BD rel latt Orig, 

o ina. bef ew 7. ug. did. N 1. 69 vulg lat-b e L th arm: 
lat-q: o ino. d. ew r. 1. D: om o igo. A al.—om o bef ino. B*T. 

aft cer rec 
1: om BDELTXN 1. 69 latt 

elz epxerat, with 

29. rec aft eyw ins de, with DXN lat-ö c f ff, Syr syr-cu syr-w-ast copt goth sth 

24.] No stress must be laid on the article 
(rv) with cpivere: it is merely expressive 
of habit, —Let your judgment 6 «p. Uu dv) 
be a just one. «pívere implies habit 
—in all your ju ts: whereas the 
aorist (see var. .) would enjoin right 
judgment on the present occasion, directing 
the attention on what had just happened. 

25—31.) Hz HIMSELF is FROM THR 
FaTHER. 25, 26.] The inhabitants of 
Jerusalem know better than the óxyAoc the 
mind of their ae towards Jesus; and 
suspect some c in their purpose, on 
account of His being thus permitted to 
teach freely. —— I.] Perhaps they refer to 
the idea (see Justin Mart., Dial. c. Tryph. 
8, 110, pp. 110, 203) that the Messiah 
would not be known (dyvword¢ ior: xal 
obòl abróc ww lavróv iwicrara) until 
anointed by Elias, when He would sud- 
denly eome forth from obscurity. 
They may allude to lsa. liii. 8. The 
place of the Messiah’s birth was known, 
ver. 42. At all events we see here, 
that the Jews regarded their Messiah 
not as a mere man, but one to be super- 
naturally sent into the world. 23, 9l 
Éxpefev,—in the same open undisgui 
manner referred to in xafpneig Aare 
above; but éedaccwy, in the course of His 
teaching. lara. . . ] It has 
been questioned whether these words are 
to be taken ironically, interrogatively, or 

8 
tained by Euthym., Cyri 

D2 

affirmatively. I incline to the latter view, 
for this reason :—obviously no very high 
degree of knowledge whence He was is 
implied, for they knew not Him that sent 
Him (see also ch. viii. 14, 19), and there- 
fore could not know whence He was, in 
this sense. The answer is made ò» their 
own sense : —they knew that He was from 
Nazareth in Galilee, see ver. 41,—and pro- 
bably that He was called the son of Joseph. 
In this sense they knew whenoe He was; 
but further than this knew not. 
al dw dp. .... moreover—-and 
besides this—not = dat. The sense of 
Andre must be gathered from the con- 
text. I have not come of Myself, but 
He who sent Me is dAnfsi»dc—ye know 
Him not, but I know Him,—foer I came 
from Him, and He sent Me. The matter 
here impressed on them is the genuineness, 
the realily of the fact: that Jesus was 
sent, and there wae one who sent Hun, 
though they knew Him not, and conse- 

tly knew not wéGey icriv. The nearest 
Bagh word would be real; bat this would 
not convey the mean icuously to 
the ordinary mind aa ais the E. V. 
true is better, provided it be explained 
to mean objectively, not subjectively, true : 
really existent, not ‘truthful, which it 
may be questioned whether the word 
dA gOivóc will bear, alt it is so main- 

Chrys., Theo- 
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rr eH avrov tipi, kaktivóc ut amítortiAev. 
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zix. 20. id: Kat ovòsic ™ ert(QaAev Ew aurov ryv ™ yupa, on: 
a only. 

exo. acts it ovrw EAnAv0E 7 ° woa avrov. 

VII. 

260. . oe. 
30 iZnrovy ovy avr ^ 

5 » 7 d , ^ i» d i 9 

Sant. I. Pemlarevoay eie auTOv, kat EAE yov O Xr orer 
Bir. xxiii. 21 y 
only. 

m Matt. xxvi. 
80 

och, iL 4 reff. 
p ch. ii. 

ch. U e a , 

rait Mark ‘ vmrupérac iva ° widowoly aurov. 
ii 

` ' q - , rv * ANN 
EAOy un TÀciova "onusta momoe "wy ovroc trout. 

jxoveav oi Pagiaaioe rov dyAou " yoyyvlovroc ry 
ref. - a * e — e . 

q Matt iu avrov ravra, Kai awéoreAay oi apytepetc Kat ot Hp, 
y v e '| . 

sewer ovy o lacow 

IX Eri " xpóvov ue peð pov cuu, Kal vraye vpx 
t Matt. Axel. 58) Mk. vv. 45, 46. oh. xviii. 8, Ga. Acts v. 22, 96. 

(vi. 11) xz. 8. Isa. liv. 7. 

Cyr Hil: om BT rel vulg lat-a e g g sah arm Orig, Tert. 

for ere., BGR T, misit vulg lat-a c. 
az:oraàrey DN 131. 

80. for «for. ovv, or Ge Eur. N. 
[eAnA vba, 80 B: see table.] 

u ver. 86. v ch. M. in 

for avrov, avro X. 

3L rec transp rokke and ee rov oyÀov, with E rel lat-g syrr goth erm; rels 
Ós emi T. ex r. oy. DN; txt BKLTX 1. (33.) 69 latt eth Cyr. euer D. 

rec aft eAeyov ins ors, with E rel syr: om BDLTUXN 1. 33. 69 latt Syr srt 
coptt goth arm Cyr. 
Chr Cyr. areova DA. 

latt syr(Tischdf) sah-georg sth arm 
lat-a c e Syr syr-cu. 

rec (for un) wari, with A rel: txt BDEKLIIx 1.3 
rec ins rovrey» bef rougoe: (to 

struction), with E rel syrr syr-cu coptt: bef onp., M 
Chr Cyr. 

out the ce 
al: om B TXN 1.3. € 

for exorncey, vous DN! 6) vu: 

83. aft ron ins ov» KM T(Bch) U 1 tof f: sah; de DN al lat-e e goth 1. 
1 lat ravra bef wept avrov R: om ravra DL! -a b cel syr-cu ann Chr. 

wenperac bef o: apy. D M(prefg rovc) rel lat - a q syr goth Thl: om vr gp. rc vt 
BGKLUX 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-c Syr Cyr.—rec 

ELI 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-c f^ ff, l syr-ca coptt à lat-a g syr goth Thl: txt BDG 
transp gap. and apy- with E ™ 

33. rec aft ov» ins avroiç, with T (i, e sil) vulg-ed lat-(c) g eth: om BDX ris 
lat-a b c f ff, l syrr syr-cu copt goth arm Thl Euth ym Aug ree paspor bd 
xpovoy, with D rel vas Chr Cyr Aug: txt BLTXN 69 lat-e g. 

phylact, Lampe, Baumgarten-Crusius, Tho- 
uck, and many others. See on this, ch. 

viii. 16 and note. With the 84 of the rec. 
omitted the sense becomes more emphatic. 
It was probably inserted on account of the 
apparent want of connexion, as has been 
the case very frequently throughout the 
Gospel. We have here an instance of a 

of ixtivog which is very common in 
St. John, as emphasizing the main subject, 
not (as more commonly) diverting the at- 
tention to one more removed. In igno- 
rance of this usage, Hilgenfeld, Die Evan- 
gelia nach ihrer Entstehung, u. s. w.," has 
argued from ch. xix. 35, that the writer of 
this Gospel cannot himself have been an 
3 of the crucifixion, because he 

ere distinguishes that witness by ieeivoc 
from himself. In consequence of this as- 
sertion, an article has appeared in the Stud. 
u. Kritik. for 1859, pt. 3, by G. E. Steiss, 
in which the use of Ix by St. John is 
gone into, and Hilgenfeld's mistake (which 
Kóstlin had committed before him) is ex- 
posed. Referring to that article for the 

fall treatment of the subject, I merely a7 
from among many other instances d t» 
usage, ch. i. 18, 33; v. 11; vi. 57; T. 
xii. 48; xiv. 12, 21, 26; xvii. 24. 
30.] Namely, the rulers, — instigatel d. 
what had been above remarked by tr 
people, vv. 25, 26. There was sm = 
condary hindrance to their laying bands a 
Him, — possibly the fear of the people: bo, 
the Evangelist passes at once to thers 
cause ;—that God's inted time was 54 
yet come. 81] The & bere contra 
with what went before—nay, masy & 

The indefiniteness of Frer Oh 
implies their belief that the Christ b=! 
come. 
32 —30.] HE WILL RETUBN 10 TH! 

FATHER. 39.] The wavering of th 
multitude appears to the Pharisees 2 dar 
gerous sign: and the Sanhedrim (oi avr. * 
ol G.) send officers specially to jay bold * 
Him. 33, 34.] The omission or i 
tion of abroig makes very little differeno- 
The words were spoken, not to the c 
only, but to all the people. in da 

SI Ec TOU dx Ao & rolle 
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1. 1. 
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exivi. 9. SiSacxav rove ““EXAnvac;  * ric kor 0 Ab yoc ob roc aier bis & 
. zii. 20 a y w 7 , - iw °? e 7 7 te 

Ov emey " Znrnoeré pe “kat “ovy eupnoeré ut, kat Owou 

timi tyw vptic ov Svivaa0e EA Ce; 
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f — ch. xix. S1. Acts il. 20, from Joel li. 81. Jade 6. Rev. vi. 17. Mal. iv. 5. 

94. rec om 2nd pe, with DN rel latt goth arm: ins BTX 1 syrr syr-cu coptt eh. 
at end ins exes BI sie in cod: see table]. 

35. om vpoc savrovc Ni. 
ovyroc DLX Syr (syr-cu). 

36. for ric, re N. rec ovrog 
hari Chr: txt B D-gr EiKLX 1. 33. 69 

om nut DN 249 latt(not f q). 
for un, pnr: D 124, numquid latt. 

bef o Aoyoc, with E-corr! M rel latt syrr: om T al 
-cu arm. 

pou bef 

for ov, or: T. rec om 
n pt, with DN rel latt goth arm: ins BGT X(Treg, expr) Syr syr-cu syr-w-ob coptt 
seth. 

. . . J This a to be said in reference 
to ver. 30, to shew them the uselessness of 
their attempting to lay hands on Him till 
His hour was come, which it soon would 
do. 1p T. w. pe] It has been 
asked, ‘If Jesus thus specified where He 
was going, how could the Jews ask the 
question in ver. 36?’ but De Wette an- 
swers well, that the Jews knew not rdy 
wip favra abróv, and therefore the saying 
was & dark one to them. tyr. p., x. 
ovx «bp.] These words must not be pressed 
too much, as has been done by many inter- 
preters (Chrysost., hyl., Euthym., 
Meyer, Tholuck, but not in his 6th ed.), 
who would make them mean ‘ Ye shall seek 
My help and wot it (viz. in your 
need, at the destruction of Jerusalem) ; 
for this would not be true even of 
Jews, any one of whom might have at any 
time turned and looked on Him whom 
he had pierced, by faith,—and have been 
saved ;—nor again must it be taken as 
meaning, ‘ Ye shall seek to hands on 
Me, and shail not be able’ (Orig., Grot.), 
—which is vapid and unmeaning. Neither 
of these interpretations, nor their tes, 
will agree with the parallel place, ch. xiii. 
88, where the same words are used to the 
disciples. The meaning is simply (as in 
reff.), ‘My bodily presence will be with- 
drawn from you; I shall be personally in a 
place inaccessible to you: see ch. xiii. 36. 

elpé, am; not «lus go, which is 
never used in the N. T. Nor need we 
supply róre; the present tense is used in 
the solemm sense of ch. i. 18, and ch. iii. 
18, to signify essential truth. pare 
of deyvacGe addressed to the Jews, with 

ob Sévacai pos vUy ákoA., dxorovOnarc da 
Serepoy to Peter, ch. xiii. 36, and it will 
be evident that the Lord had their 
spiritual state in view: Te cannot, as ye 
are now, enter there.’ On the whole, 
see Luke xvii. 22. 85, 36.] The 
Jews understood not his death to be 
meant, but some journey which he would 
take in the event of their rejecting him. 

The Narr. r. “EAA. must not be 
interpreted the Hellenistic Jews,’ for the 
“EAAnvec are always distinguished from 
the Jews; and this would convey hardly 
any meaning. The sense of d:acwopa 
is, —eee reff. James, 1 Pet.,—' the country 

the —— itive, where one occurs, 
as here. 80 m B. 7. ‘EX. means the 
dispersed in the Gentile world ;'—and 
their intent is, to convey contempt and 
mockery. They do not however believe 
the hypothesis; but ask again, rig tony 
6 Mos ore; 

37—52.) JESUS THE GIVER OF THE 
Spreit (37—39). ConsEQUENCES OF THE 
DISCOURSE (40—52). 87, 38.] It is 
not certain what is meant by this q; d. 
An. 4 pey. The command, Levit. xxiii. 
84, 35, was to keep the feast seven days; 
the first to be a solemn -— a 
feast-sabbath,—then on the eighth day 
another solemn assembly and a feast- 
sabbath :—so also ib. ver. 89. (But in 
Deut. xvi 18 nothing is said of the 
eighth day.) In Neh. viii. 18 the feast is 
kept seven days, and on the eighth is a 
solemn un i ing unto the 
manner.” In Numb. xxix. 12—38, where 
minute directions are given for every day 
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cw, HOTARE o 'Incove, xai Sixpakey MTV "Eàv nic N, 
, , 7 e í , eo. 

ich li er £oxéoÜw mpoç pe Kal vr 98 „ 'sicrevwv dc iph 
k = aing., ver. 

44. nE Pa; 

XE. 9 al, pl. 
ch. v. 89 fed. 

87. expafew DN 1. 69 Chr, olamabat latt coptt. 

of the feast, the eighth day is reckoned in, 
as usual. Josephus, Antt. iii. 10. 4, gives 
a similar account. In 2 Macc. x. 6, we 
read guípac éxrw, ocnvwparey rpósxov. 
But the eighth day was not properly one of 
the feast-days ; the people ceased to dwell 
in the tabernacles on the seventh day. 
Philo says of it, dxrd dé huipag óyóónv 
imtogpayiZerat, cadicag bkóčiov abr, 
ove ixeivnc ec tout uóvov ric toprüjc, 
áAAd rasv ré» irnciwy ÓOcag rab- 
goOutjoopey" redevraia yap tort roù ivi- 
avrov. De Septenario, § 24. And though 
this, as Lücke observes (ii. 224), may be 
pure conjecture, it is valuable, as shewing 
the fact the reason of which is eg an 
tured; viz. that the eighth day was 
i» more than ordinary estimation. The 
eighth day then seems here to be meant, 
and the last of the feast to be popu- 
larly used, as in some of the citations 
above. But a difficulty attends this view. 
Our Lord certainly seems to allude here 
to the custom which prevailed during the 
seven days of the feast, of a priest bring- 
ing water in a golden vessel from the 
pool of Siloam with a jubilant procession 
to the temple, standing on the alter and 
pouring it out there, together with wine, 
while meantime the Hallel (Ps. cxiii.— 
cxviii.) was sung. This practice was by 
some supposed—as the dwelling in taber- 
nacles represented their life in the desert 
of old—to refer to the striking of the rock 
by Moses:—by others, to rain, for 
which they then prayed, for the seed of the 
ensuing year:—by the elder Rabbis (Mai- 
monides, cited by Stier, iv. 381, edn. 2), to 
Isa. xii. 3, and the effusion of the Holy 
Spirit in the days of the Messiah. But it 
was universally agreed (with the single ex- 
ception of the testimony of E. Juda Hakka- 
dosh, quoted in the tract Succa, which itself 
pretty: serre the vontrary), that on the 
eighth day this ceremony did wot take 

. Now, out of tbis difficulty I would 
extract what I believe to be the right in- 
terpretation. It was the eighth day, and 
the pouring of water did mot take place. 
But is therefore (as Lücke will have it) all 
allusion to the ceremony excluded ? I think 
not: nay, Í believe it is the more natural. 
For seven days the ceremony had been 
performed, and the Hallel sung, On the 

kaÜoc dme» y * yeagn, ordne Ex ric Koc aW 

om spoc pe DN et- e (yp 

eighth day the Hallel was sung, bu tk 

outpouring of the water did no
t take pao: 

‘desideraverunt aliquid.’ ‘Thea Jou 

stood and cried, Ac. Was not this 

most natural time? Was it not prob: 

that He would have said it at mei: 

time, rather even than while the cere» 
itself was going on? An az 

has been made to alter the punctatt 
thus: id» ric dup, ipxicbe v p. 

mivíre ò rere eic ipi" sabes «s7 

9 yp. worapol k. r. A. Of this I can ＋ 

say, that it is surprising to me bo ur | 

one accustomed to the style of ou bw 

gelist can for a moment suppose it ps 

ble. The harshness of cai muttu 97 

eic dpi is beyond all example Th ot 
nary punctuation, making ó wis. tic ips 

nom. abe, see ch. vi. 39, is the osh s 
missible one,—even were it beset mitt © 

greater difficulties than itis. [The r= 
tuation above mentioned is 1 M 

held against this note in Stier, 
In spite of what he there sys I am 
think it can ever make way among B^ 

scholars. It introduces feo et V 

the first part of the sentence, viz. ô kv 
and ô xiorevwr eg ipi, to the utter e 

fusion of both sense and metaphor
. | 

distinction, insisted on by Stier, betr. 
the believer on Christ, who was pot ot! | 

to come, but to drink,—and the pee 

the feast, who.only wi i 

pouring of the water,—and which b
e f 

as a reason why sire must es | 

ically before à wiar. its qualifying * 
ject, will be quite as marked w

ith bew, 

punctuation : nay even more 0. | S 

the first clauses, gas notes on cb. 1.
 3 

14. abe cla. J yp. Tie. 

must apply to worapoi ic r. . 
ò mer. tic ipi could not form part d 

citation. But we look in vain for : 

text in the O. T., and an apocryp™. 
lost canonical book is out of the qo 

I believe the citation to b d 

mately connected with the cee = 
ferred to, and that we mug loot ski 

place by consulting the passages she : 

flowing out of water from the temple 7 
above) is spoken of. The most ensi 
of these is found in Ezek. siri l- : 

There a morapóç of water of life(s 
especially) flows from wader the trei" 
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Aot éXeyov Obroc tore o xpioróç. oi i £At yov Mu 1A. l. 21 ef. 

89. for erev, MED N. 
with DN rel Hil: txt BLT. 
coptt arm 
further dedopevoy B latt Syr s 
D lat F goth th; ex avrovc 

Ath 
me sil): om BDTN rel 

[= 

40. rec at 
txt BDLTXN 1 vulg coptt arm. 

rec om rourwy, with E rel 

0 BEKMUVA Thi: o? DN rel. 
ins ro bef rvevpa D. 

Orig, Eus Cypr : ins BD rel lat-e f g syr goth wth Orig-lat Chr. d 
Jer sah Eus Ambr Victorin Aug; ew avroic 

TR rel fuld(with harl' san) copt goth sth arm 
Cyr Nonn Hesych Jer Ambr Victorin Aug. 

Orig, Chr Cyr Did Thl. 
T rel Orig, ; ovdexwre L.: txt * BON Orig,. 

rec TIOTEVOVTEÇ, 
om aytoy KTN latt S 

(for ins o 5 ubera 
for ovrw) ovderw, wi 

de de Bard Mt. 
beg ins woAÀAo: and places ovv bef e rav oyAov, with E rel lat: F g syrr: 

rec ro» Aoyor, with XA7A 69 (S, e sil) sah- mut 
seth arm: txt BDTN rel latt Syr coptt goth arm Ori Orig,.— 

Syr: ins BDLTUN 1. 33 latt syr-marg coptt goth 
pref avrov DN! syr-txt. 

arm, and (bef r. Moy.) G; rovro» X wth, avrov K.—ins avrov bef r. Aoy. N'. om 
ore T rel vss Orig, : ins BD. 

atg 1 om BTN rel Orig 
33 lat- BLTX 1/53 vulg at-a © o HA 

of the temple. Again in Zech. xiv. 8, 
Ie ebotrat ÜOwp Gov iE ‘lepovearAny. I 
believe these expressions to be all to which 
the citation applies, and the ix rijg «xo: 
Aíag abrov to be the interpretation of the 
corresponding words in the prophecies. 
For the temple was symbolic (see ch. ii. 
21) of the y of the Lord; and the 
Spirit which dwells in and flows forth from 
His glorified Body, dwells in and flows 
forth from His people also, who are made 
like unto Him, Gal. iv. 6; Rom. viii. 9— 
11; 1 Cor. iii. 16. 89.] The diffi- 
culties raised concerning this interpreta- 
tion of the saying of our Lord have arisen 
from a misapprehension. John does ue 
elus kas "da words were a porey 

ened on the day of Pentecost ; 
but of the ke aat which the believers were 
about to receive. Their first reception of 
Him must not be illogically put in the 
place of all His indwelling and working, 
which are here intended. And the sym- 
bolism of the N. T. is fully satisfied by the 
interpretation. Granted that the water is 
the water of life—what is that life but 
the life of the Spirit? Tò ọpóynpa rot 
v vebparog, Loot, . viii. 6; and again, 
Tò wvevpa, Lon}, ib. ver. 10. 
mentable to see such able and generally 
right-minded Commentators as Liicke carp- 
ing at the interpretation of an Apostle, 
and the one Apostle who perhaps of all 

aA n bef ovroc sory N. 
ies aft Ist aA ins de T f. 69 lat-b c f coptt Orig. ins or: bef ovroc DLX 69 

rec (for ot) aÀÀox DN rel syrr coptt goth: txt 
(seth) ) arm 

coptt (eth) arm Orig Cyr. 
om óe DN rel goth : ins 

Ayar Di, 

men living had the deepest insight into the 
9 analogies of spiri things. 

iv) T The: additions dedopivoy, ĝo- 
Pci ix’ abroic, are all glosses, to avoid 
a misunderstanding which no intelligent 
reader could fall into. Chr. in loc. quotes 
the verse thus: ò ebayyehoric Breyer, 
Obxo rap. yy wvedpa üyiov, rovréore ĝo- 
Oiv, iwei "Inoovg obw idokaatn’ ddkav 
carey róv aravpóv. It is obvious that Hy 
cannot refer to the essential existence of 
the Holy Spirit, as this would be not only 
in flat contradiction to ch. i. 32, 33; ii. 
5, 8, 34, but to the whole O. T., in which 
the agency of the Spirit in the oxtward 
world is recognized oven more vividly 
than in the N. T. The ý» implies not 
exactly dedopivor, but rather évepyoty, or 
some similar word: was 555 
come in; ‘the 3 of the Spirit 
€ not Wetten, through 

the 9 glorified Body of the Lord is 
the ig from under whose threshold 
the Holy Spirit flows forth to us; see ch. 
i 16; Rom. viii. 11; Col. ii. 9. 2 
é por is here clear! distinguis 
from à xpeorrés : mo tts ca ch. i. 21, and 
Deut. xviii. 15. EM The men- 
tion of the question about Bethlehem seems 
to me rather to curroborate our belief that 
the Evangelist was well aware how the 
fact stood, than (De Wette) to imply that 
ho was ignorant of it. That no more rc- 
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ovis. ric EK TOV apyovrwy “érisrevoey eic AVTOV y EK Te 
p cb. iv. 88 

4323. uree, Papisatwey ; “ adda o OxqAoc ovroc O un yureokeuv re 
8 = : 

reef. vóuov " éxaparol sow. © Néyer Nexodnmoc poc avrov 

42. rec ovyt, with DN rel: txt B*TL Orig; ove Bl. for screw, Myu Dal 
om rov DU 1. 69 Orig rec o yptorog bef epyerat (repetition from abore), 
DN rel: txt BLT 33 vulg lat-c f, g Syr eth arm Chr Cyr.—epx- 9 xP- bef oror Y 

D 
43. rec ev rw ox bef eyevaro, with E rel lat-q goth: txt B (D) LTXN 83 tt an 

coptt.— tig rov oyAow D-gr. . 
44. for M9 ede ag Ni. rec HAU (from ver 30), with DN rel wte, 

goth Chr Cyr: txt BLT vulg lat-a c. for er aurov, avre Ni; tr aere RY. 
45. for urov, eXeyor T(Bch): Aeyouow N. tf 
46. aft awecpiOnoay ins de D.—o de vrgperac arerp. R. rec ores Ore 

sA\aAncer, with E rel vulg lat-c: ovrwe avOpwxoc ehadnoeyw D: txt BLTX 
Chr, Cyr,. ovrwe avyUpw roc bef NA Ni. om wç ovToc o pies 15 
mœotel 7) BLITNI forj copt Orig Chr-comm, Cyr, Ang: ins X rel vulg t ($55 
sah goth wth arm, wç ovrog AN D lat-c fh: we ovrog Aade o avyOperoc N. 3 
4T. rec aft azekpiügcav ins ovy, wi rel vulg lat. Z T. om DN 51 
VA om avro; BK 69 fos lat-I arm: in- 

vss. 
48. for exicrevory, wicreves DN. PETTY 
49. [adAa, so BDLT 33.] rec exuaraparot (more common, cf Gal ii. 1015 

with D rel: txt BTN 1.33 Orig Chr-comm Cyr. 

Sanhedrim ; consultation on their npor: 
Either ies otoa het 

ing Jesus for some days, or 
section goes back a little from what i» 

The latter is more probeb 
49. 

marks aro Irene is natural, hay a 
one great design in writing his gospel, 
does not allow it to be interfered with by 
explanations of matters otherwise known. 
Besides, we may note that De Wette’s p 
« probability, that Joha know nothing There is no intention to P". 

birth at Bethlehem,” reaches mu 
further than may appear at first. If John 
knew nothing of it, and yet the mother of 
the Lord lived with him, the inference 
must be that she knew nothing of it, —in 
other words, that it never happened. 
Reha implies a violent dissension, — 
some taking up His cause, some wishing to 
lay hands on Him. 44.] These were 
from among the multitude. Those who 
wished to lay hands on Him were, as 
Euthymius remarks, invisibly restrained. 

45—62.] Return of the officere to the 

nounce a formal ban upon the followers 
Jesus ;—the words are merely a peser : 
expression of contempt. patting : 
stop at vópov, and supplying ixierto™ 
eig atréy, and then maki . dev» 
an exclamation (Paulus, Kuinoel 
to be thought of. 
had, since the eabbath-healing, 
Jesus, and were seeking to kill him. Bot 
in Exod. xxiii. 1, 2; Deut. i. 16, 17, Ju 
tice is commanded to be done in the "1y 
here insisted on by Nicodemus. Ov 
consistency, and development, of the chè- 
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e » a a * s o 9 * » > - 31 * 

o &X\Owy v ο avrov moorepov, tic wy iE avrov, Mu, sis 
p vópoç Tnuov Kpive * tov avÜpwzov, tav py ‘axovay rag. 

- , 9 — * - 2 32 ? 7 ren. 

Tpürov Tap avrov kai yuw Ti TOEL; 7^ asekpiÜncav t c. vi. 45 rel 
1v 2 ~ ^ a 8 = 7 4 , 7 2 xat trav avri. My) cal aù ex rnc l'aAaiac tt; ™ £pav- , g . . 

^^ 

50. for Nett, eme» de N. om o A0 poc avrov wporepoy N. rec ins 
vucroc bef xpoc avro», with E rel; aft, KUA vulg lat-o f lq syrr goth arm: vvxroc 
wp. av. ro mpor. 1. 69, xp. av. vucrog ro *owro» D 33 wth arm, wp. av. vve. ro 
Tporepov X al: txt B (L) T lat-a syr-jer sah.—ro zportpov L. ag wy cb avray 
bef o bwy D. 

81. rec rap avrov wporepoy, with E rel vulg lat-g syrr coptt Chr: wap. avr. 
mpwroy K 1.69: xpwrov, omg wap’ av., X(bef ac.) Ni lat.: txt BDLT 33 Orig, Bas 

. emsyvecdn D. exoujgty D lat-c Lucif. 
52. [ «rav, so BDKT 38.] tpavynaov, so B'TN.] aft iĝe ins rag ypagac 

D 229; scrutare scripturas vulg-ed(not am em forj gat ing? mm san) lat-a c e ff, l 
(not f g q) sah. rec spognrnc bef ex r. y., with DN rel am(with forj fuld ing 
san &c) lat-a c goth: txt BLTX vulg-ed Orig Chr Cyr. rec synyeprat (cf Luke 
vii. 16: to say, as Mey, that the pres was substituted to remove the historical diffi- 
culty, ie absurd, for it does not remove it), with L rel; eyeryeprae EGM: txt BDK 
S-marg TTAN 1. 33 vulg lat-a c syr goth eth Orig. 

Ver 53 to ch. vili. 11 is omitted in ABCLTXAN 33 ev-y 2-pe Scr's a! b 8. 91. 12-5. 
21-2. 88-6. 44-9. 72, 87. 95-6-7. 106-8-23-31-4-0-43-9-57-68-9-791-81-6-94-5. 210-3- 
28-32'-49-50-3-5-61-2?-9-84'. 314-31.53'-88-92. 401 (and about 90 evangelistaria : 
but see Scriv. Introd. to Crit. p. 441) lat-a b, f l syrr coptt goth arm-6 mss Orig Apollin 
Thdor-mops Chr Bas Cyr Cosm Nonn Thi Tert(see Tregelles on the Printed Text 
p. 289 note) Cypr Juvenc. A and C are defective, but from the quantity of space 
it is certain that they could not have contained the LA leave & space, but 
not sufficient for the whole. viii. 3—11 is omitted in 77. 242. 824. 

It is marked as doubtful in EMSA Scr's k I m n 4. 8. 14-8. 24. 34-5. 109.25.41-6- 
8?-56-61-4-6-7 -78-89-96-8. 202-12-5-26-30-13-41-6-71-4-7-85. 388-55-60-1-3-76-91*- 
4. 408.36, and viii. 8—11 in 128-37-47. It is placed at the end of the Gospel 
in 237, which however has vii. 53 to viii. 2 here as well; 37 (102 ?) 106 retain vii. 53 
to viii. 2 here, but place viii. S—11 at the end of the Gospel; 259 (and 102 ?) omite 
vii. 63 to viii. 2 altogether and inserts the rest at the end of the Gospel. The 
whole passage is inserted at the end of this gospel in 1. 19. 20. 129-35. 207. 801-47 
ev-86 leips-tisch-iv arm-mas, at the end of Lu xxi. in 13. 69. 124. 346; aft Joh vii. 36 
in 226. 

It is contained in DFGHKUT and about 290 cursive mss vulg lat -öl c e ff, g- marg 
syr-jer wth 5-later-mss-of-arm. (Scholz numbers 469 cursive mss of the gospels: of 
these all but those named above and the following contain the disputed passage. The 
following either do not contain St. John's gospel or are mere fragments, 41. 92-4-9. 
186-46. 197. 222-8-4-38-43-56-7-88. 300-2-83-4-6-10-1-2-8-20-8-84-6-7-64-6-62-6-9-78 
-81. 400-17-8-28-4-6-7-32-4. The following are also defective at this point, 67. 176. 
221. 317-72 evv-37-42.8-4. The following numbers ought for various reasons [see in 
prolegg.] to be considered as in abeyance, 42. 81.2. 93. 110. 203. 821-6-7-8-98-9. 
440-1-2. It is hardly safe to reckon 64. 90. 101-21 as distinct witnesses. We have no 
information concerning the reading of 104-14-32. 216-88. 318-48-50-64-78. 437-8-9. 
In ms. 115 the pericopa is found, but with ver. 12 written both before and after it. 
The remaining 270 (about) certainly contain the passage without any mark of doubt : 
to these we must add Ser's 15 mas and evv-18-19-20-87-41-67.) 

In evangelio secundum Johannem in multis et Grecis et Latinis codicibus in- 
venitur de adultera muliere que accusata est apud dominum Jer. adv. Pelag. ii. 17, 

racter of Nicodemus, Luthardt has some disposed to join those (mostly Galileans) 
valuable remarks, pp. 126 ff. 51.) who had attached themselves to Jesus. 
There is no nced of supplying zpırńc be- Whether we read dyelperas or lynytprar, 
fore drovcy and y»g—the judge is implied the assertion is much the same: for spo. 
in ò yópoç. He is only its representative cannot mean the Prophet, or the Messiah. 
and mouthpiece. dày pd Ax. see Deut. i. It was not historically true ;—for two 
16. 53. They taunt him with being prophets at least had arisen from Galilee: 



748 EYATTEAION VII. 3 

ee watt a v kei. "ic. Fri te rnc. l'aÀdAalac wpojérw oc 
i adv, Y Eyeiperat. : 

vol. ii. p. 762. 
fldei vel potius inimici vera fidei credo metuentes peccandi impunitatem dari male». 
suis illud quod de adulter indulgentid Dominus fecit, auferrent de codicbu a. 
quasi permissionem peccandi tribuerit qui dixit jam deinceps moli Ang. & 
Conj. Adult. ii. 7. Euseb. H. E. iji. 89 says: leréOeeras c cai dir r 
wepi yuvascdc iwi woddaic åpapriuiç & HAUDU⁰,j¶Gñ iwi row aupios, dy rè cef ion v 
ebay yéAdtoy vtpixti, which history can hardly be other than this. Nicon (cent 1) at 
cat the Armenians expunged it, thinking BAaBepdy elva: roic soXAoig ray rear 
kpóaci». 

Jonah of Gathhepher, and the greatest of haps also Nahum and Hosen. Ther ce 
the prophete, Elijah of Thisbe; and per- tempt for Galilee made them lose acht 

Sed hoc videlicet infidelium sensus exhorret ita of nonnelli eo: 

HISTORY OF THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY. 

" pe * — è 

[* xai éxopevOnoay Exagrog eic ray olco» avrov. ! geo t 

58. rec crop, with E rel: aryl U 69 : ade, A: tn DY | 
for ro» ooy, rov roxo» 1 copt-wilk arm: re se- 1 syr-jer arm. 

69. 

Los- onar. VII. 11] Tur zreronr or 
THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY.—See 
var. readd. ; and a very complete discussion 
of the authorities for and against the pas- 
sage in Lücke (third edition), ii. 243—256. 
The critical examination of the genuine- 
ness of this passage is attended with many 
and complicated difficulties. Setting aside 
here purely diplomatic evidence (for which 
see var. readd.), we may observe (1) that 
at first sight, the reasons given by Aug. 
and Nicon seem enough to warrant the 
inference that it was expunged on account 
of the supposed licence given by it to sin. 
And this has been the hypothesis generally 
adopted by those who would override cri- 
tical difficulties by strong autocratic as- 
sertion. Even Stier and Ebrard decide 
thus, without pausing to examine the real 
complications of the question. But (2) 
granting that such an hypothesis might be 
admissible as regards ch. viii. 3—11, I do 
not see how the whole passage can be in- 
volved in it, especially the opening verse 
53, which would naturally appear to form 
a sequel to what has preceded, and would 
surely never have been expunged with the 
offensive paragraph. (8) No such hypo- 
thesis as this will account for the co- 
existence of so many distinct and inde- 
pendent texts, apparently none of which 
owes its origin to any attempt to remove 
matter of offence, This phenomenon (not 
that of the abundance of various readings, 
from which it is totally distinct) points 
undoubtedly to some inherent defect in 

the text of the passage 
of all treatment to ite estabbs- 
ment as a part of the sacred unte 
(4) At the same time it is an emberns< 
circumstance, that the pare of E 
are of such a kind, as to gre €. 

ne to the ition shore ie 
with. Had they been otherwise, we b 
have been mu prono 
a critical decision for or agsins t 
Another difficulty is presented by tb v7 
general concurrence of the 1 
ing the passage, in placing it r. 7" 
was not originally found in the em. 
should this place, of all others, hare ^ 
selected for its insertion? It hat 
nexion with the context: d 
parently, to 5 ion of our b 
ministry : what coul £ 
lators to place it here? (6) Noran 
helped much by its variations of pot 
some MSS. The end of Lake x *'7 
most to approve itself as the fitting P”: 
but if it was the original one, it i U^ 
5 that we should find ie 
of the fact there, except in four ns 
(best) cursive MSS. Its occuro ^ 
then, seems to me much is ite Je, 
(7) After all, the most weighty ete 
against the is found in its, 

diversity from the style of sorrel” 
our Evangelist. It is not were f. 
many words and idioms occur whieh ^* 
never uses, but that the whole ce J, 
character of the passage is slien ffo > 
manner, in whichever of the existi 7 

induce the inte 

more free in pr⁰n-,”?t 

| 

| 
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VIII. !? Made ov avroic éÀáA got» o Incovc AL 

Cuar. VIII. 12. rec o aneovg bef avroic skaAgstv(with al?) : avro:c o ic ed. E rel 
Sera mss Th! Euth : eA. avrot; o ic D 83. 69 lat-a f f, g Syr copt th arm: 
txt BLSTUXN s k lat-b, and (omg avroic) Scr's s.—om o B. (om o ane. Scr's 

historical accuracy. (Bretschneider ab- 
surdly lays tbe inaccuracy to the charge 
of the Evangelist.) 

12—59.] THE CONFLICT BETWEEN 
JESUS AND THE JEWS, AT ITS HEIGHT. 

18—20.] Teste to Him- 
self as the Light. .] The at- 
tempts of Bengel, Schulthess, and Stier, 
to establish a connexion with the pre- 
ceding verses are forced and harsh. It 

HISTORY OF THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY. 

rope bin eic ro ^ ópoc “ray éhacey. d dpOpow dé wader © wapa-* Ret Jab, 

1. for ino. de, cat o «ge. UT 69. exopevero S al. at end add b Lab 2 AA 1 

povoç T 272 al. e ea, 
2. for opOpow de, cat ore T 272. aft va) ins Ba0tec U al. rece d 

oniy. Pre wil 18 al. o w. eit, Matt. H. 1. Aots ix. 36. xil. 14. xv. d only. } Kings x. 16, 

we read it. [It would be hardly worth 
while to cite an opinion which affirms that 
‘such a course of argument is very fal- 
lacious, leads to nothing but endless Logo- 
machies, and can never settle a question 
of this kind’ (Bloomf. ed. 9), —were it not 
earnestly to remind my readers, that the 
more the sacred text is really studied, the 
more such considerations, duly and cau- 
tiously weighed, will be urged and appre- 
ciated.) (8) Balancing all these difficulties, 
I am almost disposed, as a desperate re- 
source, to adopt the following hypothesis; 
not as by any means satisfying or even 
recommending itself to me, but as really 
the only one which seems at all to shew us 
a way out of the ænigma: That the Evan- 
gelist may have, in this solitary case, in- 
corporated a portion of (he current oral 
tradition into his narrative: that this por- 
tion may have been afterwards variously 
corrected, from the gospel of the Hebrews, 
or other traditional sources: that being 
seen in early times to be alien from John’s 
diction, it may have been by some replaced 
in the synoptic narrative, in its apparent 
chronological place, at Luke xxi. fin.: or 
inserted variously in this Gospel from the 
mere fact of having dropped out here. 
Then again the contents of the passage 
would operate with the above causes to 
its exclusion altogether from many MSS. : 
and the fact of some excluding only ch. 
viii. 8—11, seems certainly to shew that 
the moral element did operate in the 
matter. (9) Dropping all idea of the hy- 
pothesis just suggested, our conclusion on 
the data must I think be, fo retain the 
passage, as we retain Mark xvi. 9 ff., with 
a distinction from the rest of the text. 

With regard to the question, what tert of 
the passage ttself to adopt, it would seem 
idle to attempt to unite into one by cri- 
tical processes texts which seem to be due 
to different sources. Our solution of the 
question must be merely formal and di- 
plomatic. And, thus solving it, it has been 
thought best in this Edition to give the 
text as it is found in the only one of our 
most ancient MSS. which contains it: the 
amount and nature of the variations being 
fully seen in the accompanying Digest. In 
adopting this plan, it will be observed that 
no judgment whatever is given on the pu- 
rity of the text thus adopted, — no approval 
whatever of the Codex Bezs as a fons 
lectionum : our proceeding is simply a for- 
mal and objective one, adopted as a neces- 
sity where no other seemed even mode- 
rately satisfactory. 58.] The circum- 
stance that this verse is included in the 
dubious passage is remarkable, and seems 
to shew, as remarked above, that the doubt 
has not arisen from any ethical difficulty, 
as Aug. hints (var. readd.),—for then the 
passage would bave begun with ch. viii. 1. 

or can this verse have been expunged to 
keep up the connexion with ch. viii. 12— 
for that is just as good eith it,—if under- 
stood, as usually, of the members of the 
Sanhedrim. e must now regard it as 
fragmentary, forming the beginning of the 
account of the woman taken in adultery. 
It is therefore not clear to what the wo 
apply. Taken in conjunction with what 
follows (see on ch. viii. 5), I should say 
that they indicate some time during the 
last days of the Lord's ministry, when Ho 
spent the nights on the Mount of Olives, 
us the date of the occurrence. Certainly 
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a = ch. ix. 5. 
see Matt. v. 
14. 

€ qr.) pwc bef ei omg ro, N.. 

was, say they, the early morning (ver. 
2) and the sun was just rising, to which 
these words rò $ec roù rós. allude, — 
and tbe walking in darkness is an allusion 
to the woman, whose deed of darkness 
had been detected in the night. But not 
to dwell on other objections to this view. 
e. g. that such an allusion to the woman 
would be wholly out of character after our 
Lord's previous treatment of her,—how 
come these who on the hypo- 
thesis of the above Commentators are the 
same as those who accused the woman, to 
be again so soon present? Was this 
at al likely? We cannot éscape from 
this difficulty with Stier, iv. 363, edn. 2, 
by supposing & multitude of the people to 
have been witnesses on both occasions: 
the of $apisaiot of the one must surely 
extend through the other, if this con- 
nerion is to be maintained. On the 

ETATTEAION vim. 

Ey eint TO "$oc rov * koopou" o axoAovOer um 

for epo, poe BT Orig: txt DLR rd iv: 

other hand, this discourse comes i t=" 
well after ch. vii. 52. The last syn: : 

Jesus (ch. vii. 37, 88) had referred t : 
festal then just over: He nov s 
another of the same kind. It wat». 

held a festal dance by the light — 
Now granted that this was on the fre 

night only, —what is there improbe = 

the supposition that our Lord—stan i=: 

in the very place where the candis 
had been or perhaps actually ver- 
should have alluded to that proche. v 
He did to the outpouring of water: - 

vii. 37,38? Surely to say in boch ose. 

as Lücke and De Wette do, that & 

HISTORY OF THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY. 

o snooug U al. om last 

xli. 9). xvi. om T 272. 
18. xv.& rec at end adds ca: d ka0icacg edsdaccey avrovc, 
i . Matt. v. 

om D. 

the end of Luke xxi. seems to be ita fitter 
p Cuar. VIII. 1.] John sever 
elsewhere mentions the Mount of Olives 
(not even in ch. xviii. 1): and when he 
introduces a new place, it is his habit to 
give explanations (see ch. i. 45; v. 2, and 
Acyopévny ch. iv. 5; xix. 13, HA [Stier, 
who says (iv. 348, edn. 2), “The simple 
answer to Alford’s remark is, that John 
here, and here only, mentions the Mt. of 
O,” omits all allusion to this habit of the 
Evangelist, which alone gives weight to 
my remark.) wopevopas with ee is 
not found elsewhere in John; but (in the 
Gospels) only in Matt. and Luke, and 
the frag. Mark xvi. fin. Nor is óp0po», 
nor rapayivopat tlg: nor ò \aóç in this 
sense, but always ò óyAog (see & Aude 
ch. xi. 50; xviii. 14): nor such an ex- 

yirerac elg rò ip, kai rác å Aag Hpyero xpoc abrór. m 

Òt of ypappareic kai oi @apiouion éri ápapríg yvraua uy 

rec wapeyevero, with E rel: ANU) UA 69 syr-uss: txt D. 

3 ayoves 

sil 
pl for o Aaoc, o ok 

wi rel evi: 

om é Ul a= 
rec aft gape 

poe as rabigaç idiðaassv abror: 
ut all these are found in Luke. li? 

not in John's manner to relate that uns 
taught them, without relating wie" 
taught. .] John does not ext! 
connect with dí, more commonly with af 
but dé is found thus used Aere, v7. l =" 
(6, where the conjunction of à... Ps 
not in St.- John's manner, see Gal Re 
6 (twice v. r.), 7, 9, 10, 11 (twice 1 r. 
Thence, there is not one ĝi of mere à 
nezion (ver. 35 is no exception) iv 
the remaining forty-eight vere of 5 
chapter. Nor. does he ever mee a 
yeappartiy elsewhere, but usualy 9". 
the opponents of Jesus oi loerdaie, 7 ^ 
doxorrec. oi yp. c. oi G. is a very 
expressiou in the synoptic narrative 
The account gives no light as to the ™ 



12. 

ov py” 

rec weptwarnoa, with DEHMA (S 1, e sil) Cyr,: txt BTN rel Orig Cyr,. 
1 Ee, exu Ni. 

allusion could not have been made unless 
the usage took place on that day, is mere 
trifling. While the feast lasted, and the 
remembrance of the ceremonies was fresh, 

KATA IOANNHN. 781 

weoiwarnoy iv ry "ckorig, GAX eke rò jocos nm. 
e eh. i. 5 reff. 

for 

the allusion would be perfectly natural. 
70 $és T. x.] See on ch. i. 9, and 

xi. 9, 10. See also Isa. xlii. 6; Mal.iv. 2; 
and on rò pòc rfjg Len, ch. i. 4, and vi. 

HISTORY OF THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY. 

urn xai 8 oríjcavrecg abri Siy pésy ° Aéyovaw airy ! éx- 
weipalovreg abr oi iepeig tra ywer 
Arccaoxake, arn jj yur) kareiAgrrat ™ éx’ avropwew " uotytvo- 
pér 8 Mwijaijc ce iv rø rópø ExtAevatv rac roravraç? Hue. pévar, 

g Matt. xvill. 
; : 24 Mk. Acts 

Kxarnyoptay abrov p Wel. vir. b. 
Matt. xiv. 6. 
= at T. 

x2. 19,26. 
i Lake iv. 12 | Mt. (from Deut. vi. 16). x. 95. 1 Cr. x. 9only. Ps. lzxvil 18. k [Lake vi. 7 Vi r.] 

ch. xvii. W. 1 Tim. v. 19, Tit. 1.6 only t. l * here [bis v. r.] only. Exod. xxii. 4. 
m here only t. Thucyd. vi. 88. n pass., here and Matt. v. 82 v. r. only. 

on 
v. 2X. 10. trans, Matt. v. 28. 

p cb. x. 81 ref., &e. [AcBofod., see digest, Matt. xxi. 85 ref.) 

lkerreAnupryny, with M rel: karaAgg0ucay EGHK : txt D. 
ey ins rw A 69. 

4. for Aeyovoty, «xov UA 69 latt. 

aft 

rec om exretpaZovrec avrov oi 
upei ua execiy KaTHyoptay avrov (but see ver 6), with U rel; wepaloyrec 
(alone) EGHK arm: txt D. 
svpopey &T avroéwpe porxtvoperny U.—n yvvn bef avr, M. 

for avrg to potyevouern, ravryny 
rec 

I caresAngOn, with S(e sil); carsAngOq EGHK: esAnwrac MA 69: txt 
D1 

po. ins npiv, with E rel: bef rag 

syrjer copt 
rec (for AcGaZeir) P Abo BoN Eda, with E rel: txt DMSUA 1. 69. 

city in which these Scribes and Phariseos 
acted when they brought the woman. 
eee only as tempting Jesus, and 
not in the course of any legal proceedings 

inst her. Such would have required 
v. Xx. 10; Deut. xxii. 22) that the mas 

also should have been put to death. 
4.] The Aéyovsiv. abr ixweipalovrec 
abr savours much more of the synoptic 
gospels than of John : see Mt. xvi. 1; xix. 
3; xxii. 18, 35; Mk. viii. 11; x. 2; xii. 
15, &c. Obviously our ch. vi. 6 is no 
example to the contrary. (So Luthardt.) 
The diffüculty is even greater than the 
last, to say, in what sense this was a temp- 
tation, to lead to His accusation. The 
principal solutions of it have been, (1) 
that the command of the law had fallen 
into disuse from the frequency of the 
crime, and to re-assert it would be con- 
trary to the known mildness of Jesus (Mi- 
chaelis [first part], Aug., Euthym.). But 
what reason had any of His sayings,—who 
came to fulfil the Law, not to destroy it,— 
given them to expect such mildness in this 
case? And suppose He had re-asserted 
the law,—how could they have accused 
Him? (2) That some political snare was 

5. rec tv bef ds and ev ĉe rw vopw bef pw., with E rel: txt D.—rec aft o constr. w. 
: ins nuwy bef pw. S: om DH syr-uss pend aer] 

rec (for exeAevoev) ° everec\cro, with E rel: txt D. infact. 
Matt. xis. 7. 

Gen. xlii. 95. 

hereby laid for Him, whereby the Roman 
power might have been brougbt to bear 
against Him (Grotius and others). But 
this does not in any way a 3 for (a) 
the Romans certainly allowed to the Jews 
ey connivance) the power of putting to 

th according to their law,—as they did 
in the case of Stephen: (G) our Lord's 
answer need not have been so worded as 
to trench upon this matter: and (y) the 
accusers would have been more deeply 
involved than Himself, if such had been 
the case, being by the law the prominent 

in the execution. So that I 
ve the difficulty unsolved. Lücke 

(whose discussion on it see, ii. 261 ff.) 
observes: ‘Since Jesus seems to avoid 
every kind of decision on the question put 
to Him, it follows that He found in it no 
reference to the great subjects of His 
teaching, but treated it as a purely civil or 
ne matter, with which in His ministry 

e had no concern. Some kind of civil or 
political collision the question certainly 
was caleulated to provoke: but from the 
brevity of the narration, and our want of 
more accurate know! of criminal pro- 
ceedings at the time, it is impossible to 
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cane ric Canc. 5 
48. 
there was, that His own unsupp 

EYAT'Tl'EAION Vill. 

£LTOY OUY avri ot Dapicain Se n 

13.] See ch. v. 31. The assertion trustworthy, but that His testime: ro 
orted wit- supported by, and in fact coincident «i 

ness (supposing that possible) would not be that of the Father. The very mme mg — 

HISTORY OF THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY. 

r hr Aer av 6€ vdr ri At yteg; 6 ô òè "Ineove care I cwijac ry t cart 

i. 7 only. 
Ezod. vi. 81. t karéypaóev eig ray yijr. 7 we 0€ " éxéperoy tpurevra, `o 

s Matt. 318.4. cu kai er aùroiç O *¥åvapapryroç vuer xperoc ir a 
t here bis only. 
Ezod. xvii. 14. 

xif. Sv vat. (only f). constr., Aet» xii. 16 only 
only. [drag 
Deut. xxix. 10. 9 Maec. viii. 4. sil. 42 only. 

A syr-uss. 
a Lakezzie. DEGHM. 

1 T. emip»rovrec M 1. 

2 w here 
éw., see digest. = Jobn, Bere is (ch. ix. 11, &c.) only. Matt. xiv. 19 ref.) 

v (Sohn, bere only.) elew., Lake (Acts x. 48 al.) & Peal (Ram. vi. 1al) t 
i 9 here bis, Le 

anly 
ke ziii, II. W. 38 a)y. a 

ber a? 

aft uu in ra — 

6. rec at beg ins rovro s a QwapaZorreg avrov ma tyus tt^ 

Tpwrov EG rec uw "v 
bef A:@oy, with E rel: om DUA 1. 69.—rec ex’ arg, with 8: txt D 

lay down definitely, wherein the collision 
would have consisted.’ p. 267. 5.] I 
will just remark that the very fact of their 
questioning thus, Moses commanded, . . . 
bnt what sayest Thou ? belongs to the last 
days of the Lord's ministry, and cannot 
well be introduced chronologically where 
it here stands: nor does John any where 
introduce these questions between the law 
of Moses and Jesus; but the synoptic 
gospels often do. The command here 
mentioned is not to be found, unless 
* putting to death ’ generally, is to be inter- 
preted as = stoning ; — compare Exod. xxxi. 
14; xxxv. 2, with Num. xv. 86, 86, in which 
the special order given by God would sanc- 
tion such a view. But the Rabbis taught 
* omne mortis supplicium in scriptura abeo- 
lute positum esse strangulationem.’ Tract 
Sanhedr. ch. x. (Lücke, De Wette.) The 
passage Ezek. xvi. 38, 40 proves nothing, 
or proves too much; for it is added, * and 
thrust thee through with their swords.' 

I would rather suppose that from 
Deut. xxii. 21, 28, 24, an inference was 
drawn what kind of a death was intended 
in ver. 22, the crime being ed as the 
samo; “he hath humbled hie neighbours 
wife.’ We have similar indefiniteness in 
ib. ver. 25, where evidently the same pun- 
ishment is meant: see the whole matter 
discussed in Liicke, ii. 257 ff. 6. 

xardy. ele 7. vv] rep ee ros 
wortiy oi pù Vidovreg avacpivedte: T5 
rovc ipwreavrac dxa«qa cai Gratis. 177. 
yap abre» rýy pnyavipy aposte” 
ypagey siç ray yijv, cai pe n 
iAeyco. Euthym. The habit was s v^ 
one to signify pre-ovcupation of nt: 
intentional inattention eee instan 4 
Wetstein and Lücke. The one o 
cited from Ælian is irrelevant: we Lac 
ii. 269 note. The additions 1 

payog or pù wQocw. are glosses. 
does not follow that any thing M * 
tually written. Stier refers to Jer. 1. 

speaks sra 

P n i 

can hardly be that any of the Ta- 
should have held 3 N 
that all should have been mp Lae 
adultery) :—but—as dápaprelop * 
vii. 87,—of the si» of wnolesencts unt 
rally. Stier, who contends strong) " 
the genuineness of this narrative ae 
placa, finds in ver. 46 an allusion © A | 
saying. I cannot say that bis attemp“ i 
establish a connexion with the me | 
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cGtavrov “papruptic’ Ñ uaprvpia gov ovk. fari aAuÜnc. 

ment is here used, but the other side n self, because His testimony is the testimony 
presented to us. He does witness of of the Father ;—He being the Aóyoc rov 

HISTORY OF THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY. 

Buero Bor. * xai waAry  karagbijac rg & rr * varéypager 1r omp. 
sic ray yar. ? 
* áxó rev xpecBuripwr, Scre xárrac LMO xal d caredeigOn 

10 w 2 póvoc xui i) yuvg év nt oven, 
elwer rj yvrawi [lov eiow; obdeig ce ‘xaréxpirev; 

rel.—rec [rov] AQov bef ex’ av. Baderw, with (al ?): (r. 
E rel latt: trans (r.) 1/0. and ex’ av. UA 69 seth arm: 

£xagroc & r&v ‘lovdaiwy éüjpyero, ° áplápevor , Katt 12. 3 
ref, (Juba, 
here oaly.] 

* dvatipac ĉè 6 'Igeovc T Lr li. 
" cdxeivny i. Thess. 

1 Matt. xx. 18 reff. [John, here bis on.] 

A49. bef Bad. 
aà. bef er av. 

syr-uss syr-jer: txt DM 1.—8aXAere EGHK 1. 
B. rec care zvipoc, with E rel: evijjac H! : txt D 1. 

Sacxtvdw, with E rel: ins D lat-f,. 
E rel; eypavew M: txt D. 
&kacTov avrev rag apapriag U. 

9. rec (for exaarog de rwy sovdatwy) o d axovoayrec, with E rel: 

syr 
vxo rne * cuvednaews 9 eeyyepevor, with E rel copt-wilk: om DMUA 
1. 69 vulg lat-c e f} l syr-uss syr-jer eth arm. 
rel: avexywpnoay cat e£nAOoy 69: xat iEgAUty A: txt D. 

axovoavreg ds 1 arm: om A 69 

ree om Tw 

rec (for careyp.) eypager, with 
for ec, exe M. at end ins evog 

: txt D. rec adds rae 2. 20 
2 v i. lo omy. 

rec npxovro, with E S. I-. 
rec adds fen z, s 

bec cad’ uç, with E rel: pref, M vulg lat-e: e exagrog avrwy 1: om Mark xiv. 19. 
D. apřapevos El. rec 

om nor og 69. 

with 1 (F, e sil) vulg lat - syr-jer: txt 
10. Y avoflAejac A 69. 

rnc yvvauog bef «xiv, with E rel; üt» avrny rat UA 
DMS 1 vulg lat-c e syr-uss syr-jer copt-wilk arm. . 

J: yr. jer: om UA 69: txt D (lat-c) 5 Acts zzii 
rec ins 8 yuyn bef xov(with al ?): yuvac MSUA 1.69: ° 

rec aft sov ins Exesroe ot 
copt-wilk wth; o: «ar: cot, omg txt , HU 69: om DMA 

y vrai) avra, with E rel vulg lat-e 

syr- uss. 
E rel vulg-ed 
1 am lat- e syr- uss syr-jer arm. 

discourse are to me at all satisfactory: I 
am much more inclined to think with 
Luthardt (i. 16), that the whole arrange- 
ment and plan of our Gospel is broken by 
the insertion of this i The 
Lord Jesus was not sent to be a ruler and 
a judge in this or that particular case of 
crime, see Luke xii. 14; but tbe Ruler 
and Judge of all: and His answer ex- 
presses this, by convicting them all of sin 
before Him. róv (see digest), if genuine, 
refers to the first stone, which by Deut. 
xvii. 7 the witnesses were to cast. 
8.] iva nh, BAisrovroc tic abrobc, alexi- 
vevrat, pov obrec iAeyxOivrec, cai iva, 
we abrov dib doyodrorpévow ele rd 
ypaguy, ¿Eğ abroig vravaywpijcas xpd 
gavipwripag carayvuctwe’ &ai abréy 
yap igeidero d UwepBodrrHy xpnorórgroc. 

(for were rarrac c£iAOuv) ewe rwy 
eoyarwy, with B rel: om EGHKM vulg lat-e Z syr-uss: txt D (lat- f). 

aft povoç ins o enoouc, with E rel: pref in, 84, 
U lat-e: om D 1 am lat-e syr-uss syr-jer. 

rel lat-f^, syr-uss. 
rec ins cat pndeva € Otacapevoc f A 

ev. iv. 

rec (for vvea) er, e Laki pu 

69 wth: 
rec (for ra 

18 (Rev. xit h earnyopot cov, with 10 C. ront. 
Prov. z viii. 

Euthym. The gloss in U (see var. read.) 
is curious. 9.] had said, rác 
TotaóTrag—they now perceive that they 
themselves were rotovro:. There is no 
historical difficulty in this conduct of the 
Pharisees, as Olshausen finds ;—they were 
struck by the power of the word of 
Christ. It was a case somewhat analo- 
gous to that in which His iyw ede struck 

is foes to the ground, ch. xviii. 6. 
The variations of reading are very 

wide (see digest) in the latter part of the 
verse. We can hardly (with some) lay 
any stress on wpeafivrépev, as indicating 
the natural order of conviction of sin. 
If the consciences of older sinners have 
heavier loads on them, those of younger 
ones are more tender. póvos, i. e. 
with the multitude and the disciples; the 
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14 
f ch. iii. 8 reff. 
£ 9 Cor. xi. 18 

only. 
a. Sd pra, i 
Rom. . * - e 8 

vi i5 EOXOMaL N TOU UTGYyw. 
h ch. vil. 94. P , A cU ? 7 v: heb. bn > Koivere, EYW OU Kpivw ovòéva. 

14. ins o bef 190. DN 69 

ande pov eo. 9 p. D. 
Aug. om de FHKUN lat-a. 
lat-a bee 
goth arm-ed. 

0cov, and the Father witnessing in Him. 
14.] ri olda «.r.\.—see on ch. vii. 

29. This reason binds His testimony to 
that of the Father; for He came forth 
the Father, ch. xvi. 28, and was returning 
to Him. Lumen, says Augustine 
(Tract. in Johan. xxxv. 4), * et alia demon- 
strat et seipsum . . . . Testimonium sibi 
perhibet lux: aperit sanos oculos et sibi 
ipea testis est, ut cognoscatur luz.’ 

en again, he only who knows can wit- 
ness: and Jesus only knew this. 
Notice zee and Épxoua,—I know 
whence I came :—this goes back to the iv 
dpyg i of ch. i. 1; but ye know not 
whence I come,—‘do not recognize even 
My present mission.’ We must not 

ETATTEAION 

Orig. — rer avroig o ic, omg 
g paprupca h bef adnOn¢ eor. B al lat-5 sah arm Orig 

om last clause 
rec (from 

Syr wth arm-mss Amb?: txt BDKTUXA 1. 33 vulg lat. J, If str 

VIN. 

15 eic * xara "ray *eop 
16 1 1 os eat 

cal tdv xptve ‘6 

at. and cat, R. 
1 Chr Did Fanst-n-\~ 

homaotel) MA 33. 69 syr-jer Orig, - 
for n) cae above), with K > 

for a moment understand aly ty wr 
with Grotius, ‘even though I t 
ness, ke. ‘etiamsi nulla 5 * 
pragressa prophetarum, alla Jes 
Bapt. testimonia." It does net «& 
pose a case, but allows the feet. 
16, 16.) There is no xen to e te 

2 e ; thet a N c. 

gether another: * The end of al ‘r 
timony, is the forming, or pronoun 

Ye do this by fleshly rale ̀ - 
mission : I jedze + 
object nor hs: li 

bot even if!* 

cern 
man, i. e. it is not the 
this my mission on earth; 
called on to exercise : 
ment is decisive :? not exactly d. 
Dei, which rather means, gus% 
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k Lake v. 10 
rell. (Joha, exev avrg Obdeic xupie. 
bere only.) 

II. rec 15 ractivn re avro) n de tren, 
e evey) sixev de o inaovg, with E rel vulg (| 

Eney A: Kat o ing. ewy 69: eoru aur o iga. U: txt 
avurn, with (S, e sil) A lat-e (e) f} g syr-jer ath: om D 

rec (for o 

Syr-uss syr-jer arm. 
wopevov, with E rel: txt D. 
om 69: txt DM 1 (am) lat-c (syr-uss) syr-jer copt-wilk 
cai) lat arm. 

woman standing between Him and the 
disciples on one hand,—and the multitude 
on the other. 10, 1L] Thur is 
only found here in John, Gosp. and 

xaraxp(ve also is not found else- 
where in John, who uses cpirw in its 
strict sense for it. The question is evi- 
dently so worded for the sake of obò byw 
ct caracpivw: but it expresses the truth 
in the depth of their hearts. The Lord’s 
challenge to them would lead to a condem- 
nation dy comparison with themselves, if 

ô dé elwev OUéé Eyw oe cura 

Üraye, àrò rod vir unxér dudprave. ] 

with E rel: txt D. 
us): TT d 

. re . 

rel volg i 
for zarar., epiwe EFGK. rec yai 

rec (for aro rov yyy) za: wilh 5* ( v ver) d gn. 

they condemned at all: which they b. 
not done. The words of Jesos wer 
fact a far deeper and more solemn t^ 
mony against the sin than could be E, 
mere penal sentence. And in jodent 
them we must never forget that Her 
thus spoke knew the hearts —em *^ 
was the peculiar state of this woman * 
penitence. We must not apply inai a 
a sentence, which requires I dar 
knowledge to make it a just ove.) 

amexotOn "Incovc kai drt avroic Kay Eye hape. 
b - 9 L d ta j 

“wept tuavrov, adnOnc ET | paprvupia pov, On c. 

móUw A0 kai ‘wou vmüyw' Uutic & ovk otare von . 

judgment, nr. 
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eye, 5 kpiatc ń un JarnOuy = toro; ore nóvoc obe tini, Jay. EV 
17 i lsa. lix. 4. aAA Eyo kai 0 mémļac pe sari. Kat 8v TQ voy 

&& re bperéow Marre or Óvo avÜpirrev i h paprupia 
aA i tarty. Eyo du. o ° uaprvpov epi 5 
Kai ° paprupet * toi éuou ö rin Mae pe wari. 10 EA 
ovv avro [lov tativ o warhp oo; arerpiby Inoobe 

Oure € cue olòar: ovre roy Tarípa pov’ e fpi pore, Kat 
TOY rariga noe av goetre. rubra rd phuara Aa xn. ee 

ory tv T9 " yatopviarip Sidacxwy év ty LO kai EC 
ovezic ! ewiagey avrov, ore ob Au úber 5 n dp avrov. E arnt 
21 Eirev ouv ra avroic 'Eyo vráyw, rai ALLEE EGER 

xiv. 4. "Rev, 
pe, Kai Ev Ty auapriq vuov amoÜavito0s* ° Owov Eyo ziv. d only. 

16. rec (for ahn aH (from c» 18, 14), with M rel Orig, : txt BDLTX 38 
Orig e povoc ins syw D ev-40 (sah). . om sadi. DRi. 

19. rec ins o bef ine., wit ON 69 (S 33, e sil) Origi: om BD rel.—xa« «xev added 
in N. for 2nd ovre, ovde T 1 rec góurt bef av, with N rel lat-q 
em: Ph aS e J Victorin: txt BLTX 1. 33 (vulg) lat-c sth arm Orig, 

e ses dak gay ins o sqoove, with E rel vulg ed lee hg Ambr : om BDKLTK 
am lat-a b c e f l syrr coptt goth sth arm-mss Orig, Chr-comm Cyr. om é:dackwy 
ey TO ip. 

21. for me" N % N. 

awoGavnotoGe 

which a judgment can only be by being 
true and final; see ch. v. 80 and note. 

17.] The seems to give this 
sense to the claure :—* So that if you will 
have the mere letter of the law, and judge 
my testimony. by it, I will even thus 
satisfy you: Par thus implying, ‘The 
law vin you have made so completely 
your own by your kind of adherence to it.’ 

] Augustine (Tract. in Joan. 
x xxvii. 2) and others imagine that the Jews 
thought of a human father, in thus speak- 
ing. But surely before this, as Stier remarks 
(iv. 370, edn. 2), the Jews must have be- 
come accustomed to ò warnp pov too well to 
mistake its meaning. It is rather a ques- 
tion asked in mere scorn, by persons who 
know, but will not „the meani 
105 a word uttered by another. € 
do. voL] Seo 1 xiv. 9 ff. and note. 

.] See Luke xxi. 1, and note on 
Mark xii. 41. It was in the court of the 
women. ole ah... ] See ch. vii. 
8, 30. 21—59.] Further discourses 
of Jesus. The Jews attempt to stone 
Him.—This forms the great conclusion of 
the series of discourses to the Jews. In it 
our Lord testifies more plainly still to His 
divine origin and sinlessness, and to the 
up d their unbelief; until at last their 

oL. I. 

om xaX N. 
vulg lat-a (c) f copt) sah Chr: om BDLTXN lat-b e Orig Chr. 

rec aft avrotc ins o ic, with E rel 
Znoere Di. 

enmity is worked up to the highest pitch, 
and they take up stones to cast at Him. 
It may be divided into four parts: (1) vv. 
21—24,— announcing to them the in- 
evitable of persistence in their 
unbelief on Hie withdrawal them : 
(2) vv. 25—29,—the thinge which He has 
to say and judge of them, and the cer- 
tainty of their own future recognition of 
Him and His truthfulness : (3) vv. 30—47, 
—the first springing up of faith in many 
of them is by Him corrected and purified 

Jewish pride, and the source of such 
pride and unbelief detected: (4) vv. 48—58, 
—the accusation of the Jews in ver. 48, 
gives occasion to Him to set forth very 
plainly His own divine dignity and præ- 
existence. A.] The time and place 
of this discourse are not definitely marked ; 
but in all probability they were the same 
as before. Only no stress must be laid on 
the ody as connected with ver. 20, for it 
is only the 5 forward 
by the ) Evangelist e great self-manifes- 
tation of Jesus. kur. pe includes the 
idea ‘ and shall not find me, which is ex- 

king 
and shall die (perish) in (not eae of 
[Lempe, Kuinoel]) your m sin is 
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"orayw usc ov Sivacbe EAG. 
a Matt. vil. 18. " a , » — e e 2 t 
aira. Lovdacoe * Mire awoxrevet &avróv, ori AC 

ben Ul. 81 a UTayw, UuttC ov SuvacGe Y T) , 
reff, e - be e " c L » > de 

ehersonly, Yuerc ic ry ^ karo cork, tyw E 
d Gal. iv. 28. 

Phil. ili. 14. 
Col. ili. 1, 2 
only. 

e 1 Cor. xv. 17. 
ch. ix. 84. d " j "E 

4. L 18. raç apapriaiç vpwy 
f = (see note 
here oaly 
Gen. x 

. Dan. vill. 3 > sys „ *. af 2 oT 
w. Davi. oyy qur) Tü rie el; tiwtv aurotc o 

29. eAeyer Dl. avrov D'A 69 sah Orig. 

III. 

a At yo on u. 

n Oros iw ̀ 

Koi EXeyev arw - 
4 vro» ‘av ww 

Üutc Ex rovrov Tov KOGpOU tori, Eye ouk upi ic TH 
kócuov rovrov. N Aro ov» Upiy Ori robert "o 

ià» yàp py morso on tW 
5 7% 2 . f? e ^t A c - gr 

f. Eu, amollavitoÜs ‘ev ruiç auapriatc vise. dyn 
"Insow ‘Ty 

aft oxov ins ay N.. 
88. rec (for eye) urey, with E rel lat q syrr goth: txt BDLTIX Gi 
- Orig Cyr.—for cat eX. . ov» N- b. 

odis ^ 820 15 rov coopov bef rovrov (conformed to following), 
ayr Orig, Chr: txt BT 69 lat-a b o Syr coptt goth Orig 

aft micrevonre ins por 
25. rec ins rat bef aver, with T rel lat-/ g syr goth 
94. om ov» N. 

BLXN 1. 88. 69 latt Syr coptt Cyr. 

not unbelief, for, e M it is clearly dis- 
tinguished from : but, ‘your state of 
sin, unremoved, and therefore abiding and 

ing your ruin’ (see on ver. 24). 
e words do not refer to the destruction 

of Jerusalem, but to indicidual 5 
In these discourses in John, the public 
judgment of the Jews is not prominently 
brought forward, as in the other Evange- 

is the 
co , not the cause (by any absolute 
decree) of their dying in their sins (see ch. 
vii. 94; xiii. 88). This latter sense would 
have required $xov vg. 22.) It is 
ut least probable that they allude to the 
idea mentioned by Josephus, himself a 
Pharisee, in his at Jotapata, B. J. 
iii. 8. 6 +—Beoee dé aad nu liyávgoav 
al xripec, rodrwy piv ins iera: rdg 
Wuyde :—end with the bitter- 
est malice taunt Him with thus being 
about to go where they, the children of 
Abraham, could never come. 6 Hacki 
«+... 996l» bre wovnpõc CmdcyZépevce 
ol “lovdatos ra$ra Ayo, kal pei 
davroòg dwogaivéperos rod Zerüpoc rai 
dwrokapBavovrec brs abrol ply &vsAeó- 
corra: wpóc rà» Orde tig ávávavow 
alésuov, & 04 Eurhp tic 90opdy cai eic 
Odvaroy iavró» DOuytpwáptvec Sow 
davrodc ode dXoyitovro dr “. Orig. 
tom. xix. e. 4, p. 802. De Wette thinks 
this too refined, and that euch a mean- 
ing would, if intended, have been marked 
in our Lord’s answer. 28.) ‘Ye 
cannot come where I am going, because 
we both shall return thither whence we 
came: I to the Father from Whom (éx 
viv üve) I came: ye to the earth and 

aft eyw ins à CN a 

Ne 69 Iat-e wth. 
sth: add osr D-g a: € 

under the earth (for that more ruft see 
ing surely is not excluded) where: 
came’ (le v áru) Then s 

course does imply a 
prevent atate of things, bat imore > 
eeper meaning, of the of that & 

of see ver. 44) and its ead. ve 2 
] Sine this (ver. 23) ot» 

—if ye not believe that I 

Iw ye shall die im your sims (phrs 
as struck nearer home to their omom E E I 
IL i 1 i i 

m Hoste TLE 15 2, g H 

HEDL saigi Te 

EE in i k; un 
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ag o Ti cal Àaìð ù q iv. 
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* rod € iyw rept rd 
Masiv Kat kpivety" add’ 0 reh pe anne € taru», kaye 
a i 2 “Wixovea wap aurou, ravra ald 
z7 ouK tyvesav: ore roy : 

ov o “Incouc “Orav 

róre yvoctaÜs Ors "&yo eint, 

26. aft pe ins warnp R. 

UE simly lat-a b ff, . 
for avroic, avrov D al vulg(not am san) lat-7 Thl. 

add ye geo DN? al vulg(not am forj harl san 
. Tec aft ovr ins avrorc, with (D)EN 

Es avr. ins wadty D al syrr sah-woi : aft o ic, N 

stantively (as Aug. Ambr. vulg. principium), 
so as to mean The beginning, as I, &c.’ (so 
recently, Dr. Wordsw.) : but adverbi y. 
with all Greek interpreters (sce reff.). And 
MT LAT y mean UN in the begin- 
ning,’ ‘from the beginning, ut not firstly j 
(2) ‘ generally, at all, * omnino, usually 
with a neg. clause, but sometimes with an 
affirmative. Thus Soph. Antig. 92, dpy» 
ài Onpgy ob be rd yava: Herod. . 
9, ápyriv yap iyo pnyavhoopa: obre : iv. 
25, roro obr ivbicopa: ri dpx: Plato, 
Lysis. p. 265, rac o)» ol áyaðol roic dya- 
0oic yiv gidor isovra: r?)» dpynv; See 
many more examples in Hermann on Viger, 
p. 722. The common rendering takes the 
first of these ;—but the above 
remarks on AaAe will set that rendering 
aside ;—and together with the assumption 
of Made = Dua, the meaning, ‘ia Pn 
beginning,” or ‘at first, or from 
beginning,’ falls to the ground. We have 

generally, or "traced up io its principle! or up to its prinei 
— for such is the account to be ven ed 
this meaning of the word. 

Of xai, ‘even, and g EN 
before rr» dpy., as done fan a un- 

i It must be with Anka, 
5 bie from it by its position 
between the relative 8 rı the verb: as 
in the rige de cai wapiducey abróv. 

i ised, the sentence 
must b re ) thus: Esson- 
tially, that which I also diseourse unto 
you: or In very deed, that same which 
I speak unto you. He is the A 67 
His discourses are the revelation of Him- 
self. And there is especial in 
this:—When Moses asked name of 
God, ‘I am that «ich I AM, wes the 
mysterious answer; the hidden essence of 
the yet unrevealed One could only be ex- 

by self-oomprehension ; but when 
manifest in the flesh is asked the same 

8 

ins ga: bef 5 T. 
55 txt BDKLTUXAN 88. 69 Cyr latt syrr goth. 

k 
ec roy kóauov. i eh. vi. 46 reff. 

tpavrov Tow e e v. 15 rell. 

rec (for Aahw) Ayo, 
coco ins rovrov 

Aeyes DF Chr. 

Int (0) e J 4 
TS ce f f34: om BLT 1 lat-a. 

ins ors bef oray B. 

question, it is I am that which [ SPRAK ? 
what He reveals Himself to be, that He 
8 eee 
is maintained by De strikingly 
expanded and mit ty 80 Stier, iv. 378 
ff., edn. 2. The meaning maintained by 
Meyer, “Do ye ask, what I have been 
long telling you?” ia i but seems 
to be by implication ted 4 b what has 

e He oe a ro- 
sumé of the in 206.] He 
is, that which sac and that, He 

Father ;—He has 
His definite testimony to give, and His 
work to do: and therefore, though He has 
much that He could speak and judge about 
the Jews, He does it not, but overlooks 
their malice, —not answering it, —that He 
may go forward with the Aa «ls Tbv 

, the revelation of Himself: the 
AO of which is all-i 
eludes less weighty things. 
axéop., oat into the world, as sic rò» dipa 
AadAosrrec, 1 Cor. xiv. 9; see ‘Mark xiii. 
10; Luke xxiv. 47. This verse is in the 
ra connexion with the fi 
| They did not identify à 

is S Fe pov. 55 
be after 6 rina pr ps 5 

ver. EUN Wette), it ts skated aea fact, 
and the Evangelist certainly would not 
have done so without some sure ground :— 
sizòç abrodc Diaropáy w 4M ove 
A yore Tic dori ò vwipyag avróv; 

i ere is no accounting for the 

ch. iii. 14. * When ye shall have been the 
instruments of accomplishi oe 
which He shall enter into His glory? for 

787 

98 OTT rie 

raripa adroĩc Dey. ETEV 1011 „Fun. 

ye rov wir Tov arp, =a m ch. Sk 

cal ^um 



788 ETATTEAION Vill. 

p = ch. xiv. 18. ovt», adda cab ẽöi da bł/ ut o rarhp, ravra dale. 

q Acts vi. 2. 

a constr., cb. v. 
234 . 

dch. xv. P, 10. 3] 

1 Joba li. 10 0 i. * » [Y e - 

TN TM *Tuvdatoug Eav Upttc 
© ch. 1. 48 reff. 
dch. xvii. 19. 
Rom al 

Gal. v. 1 
only 1. (Sir. 1. 98 Ald.) 2 Maco. 1. $7. il. 22 only. 

g John, bere only. = Acts vii. 7, from Gen. xv. 14. 

* aÀnÜoc padnrai pov tort, 

eJohs,ve-36 kat. n aAzÜua " CAE, vuac. 
oniy. le 3 " f i á A 7 ` » 4 8 8 $ovÀ , 

avróv Trina ABpaap topev, kat ovdeve 5 OtbovAmtier 

xii. . i John 20 kai o xéupfaç pE per tou cri: ovK P agai 4. 

; Ore Eyw ra “apera 
ravra avrov AaAovrrocg woAAot * Ewiorevaay ‘He av. 

"EAeysv ob 0 'IncoUc spoc rove * srerortxoroc arv 
> utivnre év re AG te im 

- - é 

abr ole waves. 

82 kai yveatat: 4 env alor, 

S3 arexpibysar ro 

fe Bom. iz.7. Gali S lar. 

rec aft marnp ins nov, with B rel lat F g syrr coptt goth arm: om DLIIX G ;- 
coptt sth Eus Cyr Thdrt Hil Faustin. 

29. ove apnee pa novo bef per’ epou soriy Ni. 
for ravra, ovrec R. . 

rec aft povov ins 27 * 
with E rel lat g syrr: om BDLTXN 1. 69 latt syr-jer coptt sth arm Eos Cr i7 
Hil. (38 defective.) 

81. om 6 bef ige. Ni. 
1st rw, D. om gov. Ni. 

88. rec (for wpoc avrov) avre, with E rel vulg 
add «cat «xav D 1 lat-e (b c ff, coptt wth) arm. lat-e ff, i g. 

bef ovée»i, prefixing ov, D. 

the latter idea is clearly implied here. 
TÓT€ vr .] Perhaps, in different ways :— 
some, by the power of the Holy Spirit 
poured out after the exaltation of Christ, 
and to their own salvation; others by the 
judgments which were to follow ere long, 
and to their own dismay and ruin. 
The construction and connexion of the 
following appears to be this: xal åw’ dyav- 
TOU ..... depends on Sn, and is an 
expansion of Lye «lii: whereas ver. 29 is 
an independent assertion. The inter- 
change of wove and Aade is remarkable. 
The construction is not elliptical, so that 
morð x. AR should be understood in both 
cases; but the declaration of ver. 25 is 
still in the Lord's mind, His rote being 
all a declaration of the Father, —& XaAsiv 
in the widest sense. Cf. Bengel: “ cog- 
noscetis ex re, quod nunc ex verbo non 
creditis." 29.] Acer, aor. referring 
to the appoiniment of the Father by which 
His work was begun, and which the per’ 
êpot dort carries on through that work: 
see ch. xvi. 32. Fre, because; — not 
‘for,’ as if what follows were merely a 
token that it is so (Olsh.). The ra ápecrà 
at. o. wavr. is the very essential being 
of the Son, and is the cause why tho 
Father is ever with Him. 80.] They 
believed on Him with a higher degree of 
faith than those in ch. ii. 23, inasmuch as 
faith wrought by hearing is higher than 
that by miracles; but still wanted con- 
firming. $1.] dv Tẹ A. T. du. = i» 
éuoi, ch. xv. 7, though that perhaps is 

for puvnre, pevnre TA. re epu bef he, & 

lat-a b f: txt BDLTIK © 
de deu 

ken of a deeper entrance into th = 
o unión with Christ. Bemaisieg « 5 
word is not merely obeyiag His tx** 
but is the inner conviction of the tra: 
that revelation of Himself, which . 
NA, or Aóyoc. deri, for pris 
they had given some outward tokeo Sd 
lieving on Him, e. g. that of a 
themselves among His di „ 
In opposition to the mere kolding d i 
truth. The knowing of the trath abt 
to the feeding on Christ ;—is the n 
realization of it in the man. Aud in! 
continuing increase of this come -- 
freedom from all fear and error and d | 

, $33.] The answerers are tir ̂  
riortvrôrtc, not some others ama: - 

as many Commentators ilas | 
Lücke, third ~ 

è 

that we — su g 
meaning to have been a 2 
Aeóxapav, in which it may bare bem ~ 
rect. The words cannot be meant . 
generation only, for memore connects v 
orion. "AB. ia., and 5 the © | 
sertion. As usual (see cb. ii $; ̀ 
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29—38. 

TGTOrt' oc ov Aéyttc 6 ort epo. veriorabe; 

ex pin avroic o Insoic "Aunv a apy Aéyw ù vp ort waco if 

a wowy Thy , apapriav SovAóc é carey rc ápapríac.. 35 o a 

ài SovAoc ou ' pévar Ey TY otia. eic vOv ald o viòę 20 ri 

' péva ' eic TOY aiwva. 
* Ovrwe Neibepo. toecÓt. 

T Xoops ev dir. 86 i 

Aaw’ Kat ü ue lc m a 

Wied. vii. 33. 3 Mace. iii. 40. xv. 87. 

34. om o bef 110. B. 
35. for ev rn or, uc Tg» omay 

Syr syr-with-ob (æth) arm Cypr Chr Cyr. 
33 Clem 

36. shevOepwoe (i£acism) DHMA. 
88. rec (for d) ð (twice), with T rel lat-a c 

36 tay 5 vnaç ) ehevOeoway, 4.5 ie . 
7 oida à ort arg , Afpaán a yrs 

tore adda | Čnreiré pe amroxreival, ort o Aóyoc à 0 poc ov T3 d 

7 a e 

° nKovoare 
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ar- b 9 Cor. xi. 7. 
James v. 15. 

1 Pat IL 22 

{ here bis. ch, 

1 V, 

" wapd Ty marpi al. Num. 

1 Mott. all. & 
° mapa TOU Tarpoc a ref 

me bere only. 

B Matt. vi. 1. Acts ix. 43 al. o ch. vi. 46 rei. 

om rgc auapriag D lat-b Clem Orig Faustin. 
aft 2nd 6 ins de DT vulg lat-a 
om last eue (homaotel) XN 

3 gay odi alb Asie: txt 
BCDLXN 69 lat. J copt Orig Chr Cyr Tert.—d bef eyw (more usual order) BCN copt 
Orig, Chr, ö bef eye 1: eye de d 69. 
with DN rel vulg-ed(with fo 

ravra bef AaAe D 33 Chr. 

gxovcars rw warps 69: 

11; vi. 52), they take the words of our 
Lord in their outward literal sense. Per- 
haps this was not ae an unisten- 
tional misun rot v 

, not = ápaprávev, that 
all do; at = = ipyatópevog ri» dvouiay, 
Matt. vii. 23. It implies living in the 
practice of zin, doing sin, as a habit: 
see reff. The mere moral sentiment of 
which this is the spiritual 1 was 
common among the (Greek and 
philosophers. See Wetstein: also Rom. 
vi. 12; 2 Pet. ii. 19. 35.) I believe, 
with Stier and Bengel, the reference to be 
to Hagar and Ishmael, and Isaac:—the 
bond and the free. They had spoken of 
themselves as the seed of Abraham. The 
Lord shews them that there may be, of 
that seed, two kinds; the son ly so 
called, and the slave. The latter docs not 
abide in the house for ever: it is not his 
right nor his position —' Cast out the bond- 
woman and her son.“ But the son abideth 
ever.’ For the application, see on follow- 
ing verses, 6 dvtAog and ô vióc are in 
this verse generic merely. 36.] Ye 
then, being in sin, are carnal: the sons of 
the bondwoman, and therefore need libera- 
tion. Now comes in the spiritual reality, 
into which the discourse passes from the 
figure. This liberation can only take place 
by means of Him of whom Isaac was the 
type— the Seed according to promise; 

(for 2nd d, o N*.) 
san) lat-a b c e f ff, syrr goth æth-pl Tert spec: om 

BCLTX am(with em fos harl! ing jac) lat-g, 4 eth-rom Origen expr, Cyr. 
rec (for q«ovcare) ewpacare and (for rov xarpoc) re 

warps (both for uniformity with p preceding), with DT rel latt s 
twpakare wapa rov rarpog Ni: 

rec aft warps ins pov, 

ins 

sth-pl Tert: 
txt BCKLXN 1. 33 lat: 

those only who of His Spirit are born 
in, and after His image, are Óvres 
$ — truly sons of God, and no 

longer children of the bondwoman, but of 
the free. See by all means Gal. iv. 19 
(where the subject really begins, not at ver. 
21) to end, which is the best commentary 
on this verse. There is, and can be here, 
no allusion either to the liberation of 
the sabbatical year (Ecolampadius) ; ; nor 
to the subject of Heb. iii. 5, 6 (Euthym., 
after ). A ‘Ye are Abra- 
ham’s d to the flesh and the 
5 but — and here the distinction 
DUM ray 17 0 Edd by 

Me, because My Adyos (see 
aires on ver. 31) ob Xwpei — does not 
work (spread, go forward,—‘ne marche 
pas’) i» you’ (not, among you). Hero- 
tian, v. 3. 81, says of a report, were «ic 
way X Tò arpa riwTixóv, ‘it spread 
through the whole army.’ Such expres- 
sions as rd wpaypara xepti card Aóyoy, 
Polyb. xxiii. 15. 12,—ravra calog cara 
your ixépu abr, ib. x. 15. 4,—xa¢ ody 
oU xwpei ro)pyor; Aristoph. Pax 464, 
seem also to illustrate this meaning. 
$8.] We have the same remarkable rela- 
tion between AaA:siv and motiv, as in ver. 
28: except that here the soui» is applied 
to the Jews only; AaXeiv being used in 
the same comprehensive sense as there. 

But notice the distinction in the 



‘ABpacp fore, rd epya Tov AB trotelfre. 

ETATTEAION VIII. 

9 awexpiOycav Kai tian avrp O veri we 
At ye avroic M Inoobe E riæva ta 

u^ 

& ' Zyreiré pe awoxreivat, avdpwwor ò Oc rav aAdnGuer e» 

790 

TOITE. 
‘Appeap : tori, 

AshaAnea, 5 qv ° iKovga 
p Matt, av. 19 41 

ouK ETOL Aai 

° mapa rov Osov’ rovro Aere 

optic wore rd čpya TOU warpoc d 

Eee L srov avro Hyeic ic P wopveiacg ow " Cyervi per | on 

syr-marg coptt goth sth-rom Origen expr 
VES 5 
srouire D 

89. [erra», so BCD 88 Orig.] 
avrow N. om ò B. 

Bas Did 

Cyrjer Epiph Bas Chr. 
AeAaAnea bef vpi» D 69 7) 

grovoey Di (and lat) lat-e ff. 
41. aft vanc inte 5 T8 (wth). 
I lat F syr-with-ast sah goth 

h arm. 
5 LTRI; txt BDi. 

restored text between dwpaca wapd ri 
warpi and Heobcare rapd row sarpdc, ð 
warnp being a common term, and the ar- 
ticles possessive. Jesus was srpóc ràv Orde, 
in a relation of abiding unity with His 
Father: they were ix rod warpdg ros 
étaf. A was the bro. of sd 
eourse, the originator their acte. Jesus 
was the viéc, who remains in the house 
and sees the father's acts: they the dd - 
Aor, merely 3 rescribed to and under bond - 
age. e ed implies according’ 
by the same rule. 89, 40.] There is 
a distinction between and 
The former our Lord grants that th 
were (ver. 87), but the latter (by impli- 
cation ; see below on the construction) 
denies them. See Rom. ix. 7, oh ydo 
vávrec oi ik Tepas, ou rot 'lepagA: eóó 
Fri cleiv e 'Afpadp, rávreç véxva. 
The latter betokens likeness, true genuine 
descent in character and habita. The 
reading in the text is remarkable as con- 

ing together the present ere and the 
imperfect iwouire. In such a case there 
must be a suppressed change of meaning 
between the protasis and the apodosis. 
ha el „ in a certain sense: 

o iore es, by making an assum 
tion at variance vid. present fact. The 
sentence is in fact a combination of a pro- 
tasis of one form with an apodosis of 
another. It might have been, a) d fors 
oo „ Roire; or, b) ei re... ., dwoseive. 
But as it stands, protasis a) i is joined with 
apodosis b): and thereby the rérya rov 

| Chr Cyr. Tert Ambr: om BLT sah chrom Origcan expr) CYT- 

rec (for ove syerynOnpsr) ov ytyevynpeOa, with CD*K 

with CIM > rec adds vn, vi 
ins rarra k 

for Asye: avrosc, erer ovy D late: er 
rec (for eere) re, with C rel DE 

Kus, Cyr-jer : txt BDLTN vulg lat- 
ins av, with CKLMXA 1. 83 lat-h wth Orig,- 

d tater 

om B Dg TK rel Orig, Da. 

for yan. 

; Orig A 

roc aft seror ins ovy, with CD 7 
Cyr: om BLTN fos laica b e (PN em 

rel Org: e 

'ABp. alva: in any worthy sense is dez- . -t-- Fre 

Sail ve 

Mts must be neant and ew ré 
to God as their Fatber. This «md 
tion will rule tho sense of N sepr. 7^ 
must therefore be spiritual aho, g i 
ritually the réxva ref, Ba. 
idolaters. eres kee nP, 
fev wii rò» dA«403 waripe 7 
fojro wodd\ob¢ 4-0 ivècç yon 
evoc. Philo de Migr. aded t; fr 

tion be adopted, Neyo hi 
iva waripa [yopev ró» A re 
pere piv ix rand A : 
5 5 cei id #9 
sty TO i£ rope yeyt 

fva raripa xen póvov, riv Ger we 

children of farti 
: see Deut. xxxi. 16; Joni. 31; * 
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r =— Mart L 88. srarípa Exopnev rov Ükóv. © cixev avtoic o ‘Incovg Ei ra I 
o bç rar bnd jv, nyarara av ipê 
rou Gav "en\Gov xai new’ ovdi yap “ax tuavrov 4 fl. 5 
c AU, adr ixetvog pe amtoraAev. 

b XaXtay 
d 44 > p * , * 2 7 
axovey rov Àoyov TOV Epor. 

vov dH, “tori, kai raç "émiÜvplac rov marpoc sal 
d uu Gere rolf t xtĩvoc 
apync, Kat tv ry anni oUX 

` » b iv. 42 reff. 
yep EK c moh, Hi 10. 

Mark iv. 18. 
27. 

. 18, 
43344 ri ry L . 

ta ri rij F, ial 
ch. ill. 81 reff. * 9 a 9 e , á @ » r = 

Thy Fu m ov yivwexere, OTL OU ObyacÜ: 7 d 

vueic ° EK TOU WATPOC g Mark iv. 19. v. 

P € Rom. W. 7, 

ch. v. 85, 40. 
12 2 q , „ 17. 
avOpwroxrovoc yv GW 31 John di. 16 

is) only t. e E 3 » i 
EGTHKEY, OTL OUK tory r Matt xix. 4, 

al. 
Reel. tif. 11. 1 = Row. v. 2. 1 Cor. xv. 1. 

42. rec aft «st» ins ovy, with DMUXAN 69 (5, e HD valg ef nah Cyr: om BCT 
rel lat-a b c e ff, syrr copt goth arm 
srargp B. nue (carelessly) R. 

eAnAvGev D!. 
43. for XaXiay, al g8nay Di. gr al. 

F om o bef (go. B. ins o bef 
for ovde, ov D- gr G 69 lat-o e f ff, q syr. 

44. rec om rov bef Ist warpoc, with 83(e sil) goth arm: ins BCD rel Clem 
Heracl Origer Dion-alex Nyssen Epiph Bas Chr Cyr Thl. (om rov rarpoc K al em 
Orig.) adnGea bef ove tor) D lat-g Syr Orig, Cypr. 

xvi. 15 fl.; xx. 90 al 43.) ‘If you pose an accommodation to Jewish views, 
were children of God, the ethical or & horical form of speech, in so 

remarks that mere sending will not ex- 
c 2m which must be taken me- 
taphysi » of the proceeding forth of 

Bernal Son from the essence of the 

tually under- 
stood. Then à Adyes d is the matter 
of those discourses, the ord itself. 

being 
Adyov r. dpdv. 44.] The first article 
row is important, and to berendered (against 
Meyer) us in E. V., your father the devil. 
This verse is one of the most decisive tes- 
timonies for the objective personality of 
the devil. It is quite impossible to sup- 

solemn and direct an assertion as this. 
Ofere wowiy is important, and 

should have been in E. V. more marked: 
Your will is to do: or, as A. V. R. “ye 
love to do." It indicates, as in ch. v. 40, 
the Qf the human will, as the 
Soundation of the condemnation of the 
sinner. ] The most 
obvious reference seems to be, to the murder 
of Abel by Cain:—eee the A s own 
comment on these words, 1 John iii. 12, 
15. But this itself was only a result of 
the introduction of death by sin, which 
was the work of the devil : and Eve 
were the first whom he murdered. But 
then again both these were only manifes- 
tations of the fact here stated by divine 
omniscience respecting him: that he was 
dvOpwroardvoc. én’ dpyiis, the au- 
thor and bringer in of that hate which is 
ávOperorrovia, 1 John iii. 15. The 
mention of murder is introduced because 

414 (2nd edn.) ff. ovy toryxery, not 
* abode not, E. V.; a sense which iornca 
wil not bear, being always present in 
meaning, and = ‘I have placed myself,“ 
i.e. I stand: see Matt. xii. 47; xx. 6; 
Mark ix. 1; xi.6; John iii. 29; Acts i. 
11; vii 88; Rom. v. 2; xi. 20 al. fr.: 
whereas the pluperfect, elorx&», I had 
placed myself,’ i. e. I stood, is imperfect in 
sense; seo Matt. xii, 46. And that this 
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m Eph. iv. 95. 
Rev. xxi. 37 
al. Ps. v 

EYATTEAION 

àAnbe tv avro. Fray AaAg ro ™ Yevdoc, "x rw 
l. a a . 1 a e a * 

T3455 o 18% " Aahe Ori P ipebarnc &oriv cal o vara * evo. 
o cb. i. 

dE 10 5 eye &è ore ry aÀnbuav Ayo, o muorevert uot. ac 
only, exe. cE uum "sMyyt me wept apapriac ; & alben din. 
1 Tw. L 10. T. t. . 12. Ps. ex v. II. q indef. proa., om. H. 28. Lake xxii. 6L. 1 N A H N. 

t ch. v. 96 rell. s (ver. V.) w. wepé, ch. xvi. 8—11. Lake til 19. Judo 15 caly. ‘ 

45. om ds D al lat-a b c e f}. [ds is not omitted in B: see table.] for We | 
AR D. aft Ac ins vui Ci(appy) al lat-5 F copt Cyr. at el a 
unte D. 

46. om ver (homeotel) D al. rec aft es ins de, with E rel copt-ms eth: « 
BCLXN 1. 33. 69 latt syr syr-jer ooptt goth arm Orig Cyr. 

place forms no exception, is shewn by br: 
obe law (not iv) immediately following. 
But as the account of this present sense 
shews, it is not a mere present, but a pre- 
sent dependent on and commencing with 
an implied past fact. And that fact here 
is, the fall of the devil, which was not an 
insulated act, but in which state of apos- 
tasy from the truth he xev, —it is his 
status. So Euthym.: ippséve, ávataó.- 
erat. $ dA Gea, as De Wette remarks, 
is objective: the truth of God :—in this he 
standeth not, because there is no truth 
. subjective) in him. His 

ie has become his very nature, and 
therefore he is thoroughly alien from the 
truth of God. To take Sr as ‘not the 
cause, but the proof’ (for, i. e. ‘for we 
see it by this, that. ) is not only to 
do violence to construction, but to over- 
throw the whole sense of the passage. 

vd WevBos, a lie; generic: we in 
English have retained the article in the 
expression * to speak the truth,’ but not in 
the oip ning one. He Idle rd 
yebdoc to Eve. dx v. I., of his own, 
as E. V., not, * according to his character’ 
(De Wette),—but ‘out of his own re- 
sources, ‘treasures? see Matt. xii. 85. 

6 war. avTov] i. e. either rob d- 
dove — (absolutely, or as understood in 
Veborgc, —Orig., Euthym., Theophyl., &c. 
Nitzsch [Theol. Zeitschrift, 1822], De 
Wette, Lücke, Wordsw., and Winer, $ 22. 
8. b),—or rod Pedcrov (= ray j«vorov), 
of the liar generally. The former is sot 
the fact, —for the devil is not the father 
rod Wersous, but rv devarév, by being 
himself one whose very nature has me 
rò Med %,. Certainly by this he has be- 
come the author, promoter, of falsehood 
among men; but this kind of paternity is 
not here in question: the object being to 
shew that he was the father of these 
lying Jews. I therefore hold the latter 
interpretation, with Bengel, Meyer, and 
Stier. The construction of this pas- 
enge with the art. bef. warnp has pre- 

sented insuperable difficulty to Bp Y- 
dleton and others: see Midd. in x = 

renderi which he proposes T 
= aay of you) speaks that stt 
false, h A after the , he manner uc 

kindred (le re» Idi), for be 51 x 

and so is his father,” i e. the de. 
To which the late Prof. pv 

the e an emendation, to take away Ux c 
after icriv, and translate, For his 5-7 
also is a liar," not knowing, appe: 
that this was the ancient beretial! 27 

Doro was the Demiurge: 
8, and Hilgenfeld, referred 
supporting this rendering. M 
most incredible that learned men, -> 
of our Lord's discourses, should ei 
uphold an in ion so utterly gu 
and pre us. It is only an f 

how the judgment may be warped s 
adoption of canons respecting the i 
grounded on insufficient observatur. : 
instances which Middleton raden 
rove that according to the iiri 

ing, the article must be omitted be- 
wario, none of them touch the Av 
The article here is emphatic, ami 9 
be omitted, any more than in the i 
dye eim à dprog rig Lene. Id. g, 
account to be given of dm i 
that it = Sr: Diem ioriy, cat . 
abrév: but by pesorac you 
the pronoun is attracted into snis 
also. 45.] And the very fe) 7; 
1o do not believe Me (as cooke 
im) is, because I the teeth t 

not of the truth, but are : 
falseh 2 a 2 8 

nized truth. Euthymius 
text—el piv He Pedder, i 
pov dv, ec rd ior rev ear , 
Aiyovr:: see ch. v. 48. ipe 
here is strictly sin: not ‘error une 
ment,’ or hood.” Ther d 
meanings are found in classical b 
never in the N. T. or LXX. And 

Vit 
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xai lx aury Ov ca Atyousy jurc Ore Dapapeirne u = ch, xiii, 13 
b N ig , v y 

et ov xat " Gaui0vioy. Eg; 49 * 
arecpihn 'Insovc "Eye veh, vi 20 

v 5 U v* , T " a 7 t e " 

OaiiOvior ovk ENO, aÀÀd renò rov warépa pov, Kal veig 
" armadceré us, — 9 
o CnrGv Kai Kpwwv. B * 

L a A 9 es [Y P, s » 

eyw & ov Tr rr» Sotay pou’ Eorw 
auny aua As yu dulv, td v TIC -f 

w Mark xii. @ 
rell. 

X ch. I. 69 al. 
see Matt. 
18 reff. 

47. om last clause (passing from -ere to sare) DG. 
48. rec aft amixpiUncav ins ovv, with E rel vulg lat F g q syr: om BCDLXN 

1. 33. 69 fos lat-a b c e ff, l Syr coptt arm Orig Cyr. 
N! nptic bef Ary. DL syr coptt. om ov 

49. ins o bef «ne. D 69 Chr. 
pov bef rov ratepa D. 

they would introduce in this most solemn 
part of our Lord's discourse, a vapid 
tautology. The question is an appeai 
to His sinlessness of life, as evident to 
them all,—as a pl for His truthful- 
ness of word: which word asserted, be it 
remembered, that He «as sent from God. 
And when we recollect that He who 
here challenges men to convict him of sin, 
never could have upheld oxtward spot- 
lessness merely (see Matt. xxiii. 26—28), 
the words amount to a declaration of His 
absolute sinlessneas, in thought, word, and 
deed. Or, the connexion may be as stated 
by Euthym.: ef py diors rij dige 
AI amoreirs pos, ciwars, ric i£ bnd 
éMyxec pe wepi duapriag ux’ ipoU yevo- 
pisne, twa OoEnre Oc’ lein amioreiv; 

el AA. My.] And if it be thence 
(from the pareve | of convicting me 
of sin) evident, that I speak the truth, 
why do ye not believe 5 wor. els 
i but simply pos, give credence to v 

41.) gives the answer to the &à + 
and concludes the discourse with the final 
disproof of their assertion, ver. 41,—with, 
as it were, a quod erat demonstrandum." 
This verse is cited 1 John iv. 6. 
48.) The Jews attempt no answer, but 
commence reviling Him. These are now 
properly ol erb. —the principal among 
the Jews. Zap. ] So called *out- 
casts from the commonwealth of Israel :’ 
and so afterwards they called the Christians 
onn, from np (2 Kings xvii. 24). They 
imply, that He differed from their interpre- 
tation of the law,—or perhaps, as He had 
convicted them of not being the genuine 
children of Abraham, they cast back the 
charge with a senseless Tu quoque.’ 
There may perhaps be a reference to the 
occurrence related in ch. iv. 5 ff.; but 
Schöttgen (p. 371) has shewn that Sama- 

Leia, so BCD 33 Orig,.] 

aft ino. ins cat «rev. GN 1. 69 copt eth (arm). 

ritanus es is found in the Rabbis as ad- 
dressed to one whose word is not to be 
believed. x. Sap. IX.] As in the 
first clause they sundered Him from the 
communion of Israel, so now from that of 
Israel’s God.’ Stier. Or perhaps they 
mean the reproach more as expressing 
aggravated madness owing to dsemoniacal 
possession. The xeÀes Àéyopev connects 
with the charge twice brought against 
Him by the Pharisees, ‘of casting out 
devils by the prince of the devils.’ 
49.] The former term of reproach Jesus 
5 (‘cum jam inter Samaritanos 

„qui in eum credebant. Lampe; 
but qu.?), and mildly answers (1 Pet. ii. 23) 
the malicious charge of having a devil, by 
an appeal to his whole life and teachi 
(see ch. iv. 34), which was not the wor 
of one having a devil. There is no retort 
of the charge in the emphatic dyé, as Cyr. 
and Lücke; this, as Meyer observes, would 
have required ove iyo. At present the 
tye followed by dhets only brings out the 
two parties into stronger contrast. 
x. Up. Gr. pe) The tyes and ópeîs corre- 
spond strictly to the hne and ob of the 
preceding verse. ‘Our mutual relation is 
not that, but this: that I honour Him 
that sent me, and ye, in dishonouring me, 
dishonour Him.’ It is the same contrast, 
the ic roù soð and ode ir rod Otov, as 
before, ver. 47, which lies at the root. 

50. ‘Ye dishonour me ;—not that 
I seek my own honour, but His who sent 
me. There is One who seeketh my honour 
(ch. v. 28), and will have me honoured ; 
and who judgeth between me and you, 
between truth and falsehood.’ up- 
ply r. do ba pou after čnrěr, but not 
after cpivwy. §1.} There is no pause 
De Wette) between ver. 60 and this. 

is is the direct carrying on of the dis- 
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Gare vi. 5 asakoiUn Inode Ear iyo “Solace i &uauroy, 3 a 

EM pov b € dd tori o raring pov o oN ut, ! 
Jude 18 onig: meu vueiç Aéyers Ort beoc mr tory, 

3s dong auroy, eye oe olla avróv' kai tdv 
e ch. iv Gen. sii GUTOV, Loona 
f Matt. u. 6. Xxil. 2 al. Dent. v. 28. 

Lake iv. 16. Rev. A il. 7. Lam. i. l. 
7. ch. ix. 19. x. 86. 

] ver. 44 reff. 

51. for «av ric, oc av D Syr sah (seth P). 
tov epov, with E rel: txt BCDLXN 38 

62. rec aft urov ins ovy», with DL 
„ copt arm 
DM. 

k w. gen., here 

awya D al lat-5 e ff! Nonn. 
53. om rarpoc quo D lat-a b c e ff, l. 

eeavroy ins UT Ch v expr) j rel goth 
syrr ?) coptt r 
EH a o ind: Dain’ 89 ( 
below), with ACC LN“ rel vulg lat-b g eot Chr-montf 

rec vue», with B' 
1 Chr Cyr Tert: txt A B*(Tischdf) C rel am(with fuld em forj gut ing jæ 

eid 0 tol) lat g syrr coptt goth eth arm Thl Aug. 

ceff, i 12 S Chr-mss Ambr. 
ce 

56. [for ca: sav, «av BDN.] 
ABD 1 Thl: vuev CN rel. 

course, arising out of xpivuw i in the last 
verse, and forming a ‘novum tentamen 
gratis’ (Lampe). Ye are now children of 
the devil, but if ye keep My word ye shall 
be rescued from that dv@pwrocrévoc. 

Tiv dp. Ady. Tp., as dv r. Ady. r. 
ip. pivur, ver. 81, is not only outward 
obedience, but the endurance in, and obe- 
dience of faith. Üewpeéiv 0., as yu 
0., is a Hebraism for to die, —seo ref. 
and must not be to mean, ‘shall 
not feel (the bitterness of) death,’ in a 
temporal sense, as Stier has done (iv. 433, 
edn. 2). The death of the body is not 
reckoned as death, any more than the i$fe 
of the body is life, in our Lord’s discourses ; 
see ch. xi. 26, 26, and notes. Both words 
have a deeper meaning. 63, 58. D The 
Jews, not knowing what death real y im- 
ports, regard the saying as a decisive proof 
of their surmise ver. 48. ‘Their misunder- 
standing (says De Wette) keeps to the well- 

opoocg bef ecopa: D. 
Caa, so BDX.) 

t noroc vpov er , adXAa ota avro 
gh. z.83. xix. 7, 12. 1 Johal. 10. v. 10. 

i> Matt, zxili. 16, 18 ref 
Only. Bir. xiii. 16. Buca ro? bew. Hum. iè E. 

|» "X 2 
omar. Late xx» 

Orig C (for rov epow Xoyov) rer Ayer 

i auibus Ju A TRENT ROME om BON 
Orig. pow bef ri rov Xoyov D. 

rec yevoerat, with EFH: txt ACDN rel Orig Cyr. 
@avaroy ov ph berpnen (from ver 61) B al Syr.—om Oavarov N'. 

rapgea (idecnrs 
—for ov uq ytv. Gaver, 

Gm ec “Ww 

for ocric, ori D lat-a. ree 12 
(arm): om ABCDGKLAN 1. $3 x: 

rec dofale (more obvious: of beleger 
: txt BC DNR. 1. 69 be 
FX 69(as corrd 1. m.) lat: 

. . 
unte (more unz. 

3 — iti. 4; iv. 11 fl), det the 
is added to carnal sa- 

wh ere Saints died |” 

Isracl in the O. T. 5 
nor although ;’ the sense is, of When ye 
say He is our God,’ and know Him aot 
Then what diet sets forth the 5 
between them, the pretended children 
Abraham, who know not Abraham's God 
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59 pa ovv ° AtÜouc iva 

res., eb. L. 18. ale. d. xv.97. Coli. 11. N. KxxII. 2. Jr. 1. 5. 

p Lake xvii. 24. 
Acts iL 20 
from * b. 

56. for iðn, adn (itacism) AB'D*XN 69 Orig, (for «dev, dev ACKLMX Epiph.) 
N. for our, ovdsrea D. 

with ADN rel: om BC. 
Orig-lat Epiphon Ps-Ath Victorin 
Eus, 

(the liars), and Him who knows Him, and 
keeps His word, so that His word works in 
and by Him; yea, He is å Aóyoc roč Geos. 
His ing their demial of this state of 
knowledge and union would be as great a 
lie in Him, as their assumption of it was 
in them. dal oc tpew (instead of 
the more usual vpiv) signifies the being 
“one of them; as we say, ‘the like of 
them.' 56.] The Lord does not deny 
them their outward title of children of 
Abraham :—it is of spiritual things that 
He has been ing, in ing them 

might see. The object of his joy is 
treated as its purpose. The intent is to 
shew that Abraham did in his time keep 
Christ's word, viz. by a ive realiz- 
ing faith; and therefore that he, in the 
sense of ver. 51, | Me a han This 
is expressed by x. « . : see 
below. But what is r. jp. r. ipd» ? Cer- 
teinly, the day of Christ's appearance in 
the flesh (6 ric isióguiagc abro? xatpóc, 
Cyril Alex.). When that was over, and 
the attention was directed to another 
and future appearance, the word came to 
be used of His second coming, 1 Cor. i. 8, 
&c. &c. But this, as well as the day of 
His Cross (Euthym., al.), is out of the 
question bere ; —and the word Rabbinically 
was used for the time of the Messiah’s 
appearance. So we have it, Luke xvii. 
22, 26: but here as there, the expression 
must not be limited exclusively to the 
former appearance. From the sense it is 
evident that Abraham saw by faith and 
will see in fact, not the first coming only, 
but that which it introduces and implies, 
the second also. ically however, 
in the form of the sentence here, the 
First is mainly in view. And to see that 

ovat: ins ABCN rel 

for ewpaxcac, twpacev g: Ni. 
58. aft exer ins ov» DGK 1. 69 sah: pref ca: L al syr. 

om yeyeoUa« D lat-a b ce Sb. lead Mac o) 9 
vulg 24 Tenat Orig) 

day, is to be present at, witness, it ;—to 
ha ience of it. 

cupiverat sola videre fide... . quia fide 
jam Christi diem videbat. . . . . Vidit 
ergo diem Christi re ipsa, quemadmodum 
et ille et patres omnes videre concupiverant. 
Non quod virus viderit, sed quod mortuus 
Christum venisse noverit, tempusque illud 
exactum esse quod usque ad ejus adventum 
& Deo constitutum faisse sciebat. Quod 
enim dicit, Kxsoltarit ut videret diem 
meum, perinde valet ac si diceret, Cupivit 
ut veniret dies meus: venit, et gavisus est. 
Quis enim dubitet Abraham et cæteros 
patres qui cum eo erant (sive ex revelatione, 
quam in bac vita habuissent, sive ex reve- 
latione, quam tunc, quum Christus venit, 
babuerint de ejus adventu) non ignorasse 
Christum ventsse, etiam antequam ad eos 
post mortem veniret?' Only that ] would 
rtther believe, as Stier does (iv. 444 f. 
edn. 2), that the ‘seeing of Christ’s day’ 
was not by revelation, but actual —the see- 
ing of a witness. ‘Abraham then has not 
seen death, but lives through my word ;— 
having believed and rejoiced in the promise 
of Me, whom he has now seen manifest in 
the flesh." Meyer quotes the Socinian 
interpretation as a specimen of ** monstrous 
perversion :" *exwitaterus fuisset ... . 
et si vidisset, omnino fuisset gavieurus." 

UT.) No inference can be drawn 
from this verse as to the age of our Lord at 
the time, according to the flesh. Fifty 
years was with the Jews the completion of 
manhood. The reading teewapdxovra 
(see vur. readd.)—P «p doce’ depisiarepor, 
says Euthym.,—has probably been intro- 
duced for that very reason. ] As 
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CHAP. IX. 1. at end ins caOnpevow D Ps-Ath. 
2. om avrov Aeyovrec D lat-e. 

Lücke remarks, all unbiassed exegosis of 
these words must recognize in them a de- 
claration of the essential pre-existence of 
Christ. All such interpretations of «piv 
A. yev., as ‘before Abraham became 
Abrakam,’ i.e. father of many nations 
(Socinus and others), and of 
‘I was predetermined, promised by God’ 
(Grotius and the Socinian interpreters), 
are little better than dishonest quibbles. 
The distinction between yevíoUa and 
tini is important. Antequam nasceretur 
Abraham, ego sum’ (Erasmus) The pre- 
sent elal expresses essential existence, 
as in reff., especially Col. i. 17, and was 
often used by our Lord to assert His 
divine Being. In this verse the God- 
head of Christ is involved; and this the 
Jews clearly understood, by their conduct 
to Hun. 59.] Probably there were 
stones (for building) lying about in the 
outer court of the temple, where these 
words seem to have been spoken. The 
reason of the Jews’ doing this is given by 
them on a similar occasion, ch. x. 38, drs 
od dvwÜpw*roc ðv rows ceavrov Gedy. 

There does not appear to be an 
miraculous escape intended here, althoug 
certainly the assumption of one is natural 
under the circumstances. Jesus was pro- 
bably surrounded by His disciples, and 
might thus hide Himself (see ch. xii. 36), 
and go out of the temple. 

CHAT. II. X.] JESUS THE LIGHT, ron 
THE HEALING OF THE WORLD AND THE 
JUDGMENT OF THE JEWS. IX. 1— 
41.] Manifestation of Jesus as the Light 
by a miracle. Judgment of the Jews 
the healed man, and by Jesus. 1. 
This, if the concluding words of ch. viii. i 
the rec. are genuine, would appear to have 
happened on the same day, which is hardly 
likely, for we should thus have the whole 
incidents from ch. vii. 37 (omitting ch. vii. 
53—viii. 12), belonging to one day, and 
that day a sabbath (ver. 14). And besides, 

the circumstances under which Jew 27 
appears are too usual and tranquil t ^ 
succeeded immediately to His eap - 
ch. viii. 59. I would rather there: --- 
pose that there is a break befor > 
verse: how long, we cannot of coare s! 
Thus we have the commencement d 1 
narrative here, as in ch. vi. I. end. 
This is the view of Lücke, Tholock. = 
De Wette; Olshausen, Meyer, and 5o" 
believe it to have been the same day; U 
the former refers the jj» ef. (ver. li: 

its being the last day of the feast (ch. 
37, where see note). The bind cx 
was sitting begging (ver. 8), possbly i^ 
claiming the fact of his having bes © 
born; for otherwise the di in ex 
hardly have asked the following G 
The incident may have been in the «+ 
bourhood of the temple (Acts üi 2): “~ 
doubtless there were other cee 
beggars sat, besides the tempie entr 

2.] According to Jewish i» 
every infirmity was the E 
sin m ver. 84). From Exod. 11.5 £- 
the prevailing views on the sabct. 9 
isciples may have believed that the t= 

was visited for the sins of his pré», 

before his birth ? . 
the question to the doctrine of mee 
chosis; that he may have sinned P. 

. dee by Leber end Let is disprov i 
The Peso diese that the good 1 
only into other bodies, which wx: 
exclude this case (see Joseph. Anti 7 
l. 8, and B. J. ii. 8. 14). Light 
Lücke, and Meyer refer it to tht pp 
bility of sin in the womb; Tholod “ 

inated sin, punished by antc 
tion: De Wette to the general doctrnt 
the prm-existence of souls, which P 
vailed both among the Rabbis and *^ 
andrians; seo Wisd. viii. 19, 0 | 
applicability of which passage is doc 
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avrov roy x Emi rove oA, 7 kai etmtv avro p E oaly. 

ob. L 
b ch. Ea sais Job 1. 90 

bis. vv. 1), 11. 

g Mark vii. 33. viii. 28 only. 
Dan. vill. 19. Jadith zii. 15. 

6. Noe tx. 31 only. a iv. 19. 

f Matt. v. 14. 
Nam. xil.14. Sir. xxviii. 12 only. 

xiv. 18 only. see Esdr. vili. 91 (88). i 
k here only t. | ver. 11 only 1. 

8. rec ins o bef ınce., with D al Cyr: om ABCN rel. 

4. nuac B(D)LN! coptt weth-rom Cyr Nonn (dec bef np. D): «ua ACNa(or N-corr!) 
rel latt th - pl Hil. 
2. m.) 

for us, gpac LN' copt æth-rom Cyr. (corrd in N 1. m. or 

5. ’?» DLE 38 vulg lat-a b g q Chr Cyr. 
8. for exexp., exeOnaty B Cappy). 

Ps-Ath: ins ABC?LN 1. 33 copt 

BLN 1. 33. 

by Stier, iv. 455 note, edn. 2). So Isidore 
of Pelusium in the Catena (Lücke, i ii. 372), 
obroc, és gau Des, —i) oi yoveic 
abrov, Ge dacw ‘lovBaior. The 
question may have been asked vaguely 
without any strict application of it to the 
circumstances, merely taking for granted 
that some sin must have led to the blind- 
ness, and hardly thinking of the non- 

licability of one of the suppositions to 
this case. Or perat as Stier inclines 
to suppose, the otros, 4 may mean, this 
man, or, for that is out of the ion 
(dieſer ſelbſt, ober, da uns dies doch nicht 
denkbar ift, . . . . ), his parente ?' 
Tva as a cause why e should be. .— 
used Tòc :—not icBariedc (Olsh.), ex- 
pressing 35 mere consecution of events. 

After abrov supply Wwa T. 
mS. of these was the cause ; but 
vp. lysvy 85, in order that. But 
how so P ob coAacricec, àÀAX' oltov. 
Euthym. In the economy of God’s Pro- 
vidence, his suffering had its place and 
aim, and this was to bring out the teye 
red 0. in his being healed by the 
deemer (see Rom. xi. 11 and note). So 
Lücke :— De Wette denies the interpreta- 
tion, and refers the saying merel oe 
view of our Lord to bring out 
practical design, to make use of this 
man to prove His divine power. But see 
ch. xi. 4, which is pier: parallel. 
4.) Connected b . T. Ip to the 
former verse. is certainly seems to 
be some reference to its being the sabbath ; 
see the similar expressions in ch. v. 17. 
From Fray. . „ in ver. 5, it seems 

(goth eth), avre D. 
rov rv$Àov, with AC rel lat-b e f syrr : avrov D lat-a c ff, 

rec om avrov, n C! rel latt Syr 
rec aft og@aApouc ins 

Iren-lat Arnob Aug : om 

evident that ànipa is the appointed course 
of the working of Jesus on earth, and vof 
the close of it (see the parallel, ch. xi. 9, 
10). It is true, that, according to John's 
universal diction, the death of Jesus is His 
glorification ; but the similitude Aere re- 
gards the effect on the world, see ver. 5; 
and the of Rom. xiii. 12 is in 
accordance with it, as also Luke xxii. 53; 
John xiv. 80. 53 This partly ex- 
plains the n. and voE of the former verse, 
partly alludes to the nature of the healing 
about to take place. As before the 
of Lazarus (ch. xi. 25), He states that He 
is the Resurrection and the Life ; so now, 
He sets forth Himself as the source of the 
archetypal spiritual light, of which the 
natural, now about to be conferred, is 
only a derivation and symbol. 
6.) see reff. Mark. The virtue especially 
of the saliva jejsna, in cases of disorders 
of the eyes, was well known to antiquity. 
Pliny, H. N. xxviii. 7, says, ‘ Lippitadines 
matutina quotidie velut inunctione arceri." 
In both accounts (Suet. Vesp. 7; Tacitus, 
Hist. iv. 8) of the restori of a blind 
man to sight attributed to Veepasian, the 
use of this remedy occurs. See also Wet- 
stein in loc. (Trench, Miracles, 293 note, 
edn. 2). The use of clay also Md nasa 
the eyes was not . 
Samonicus (in the time of 0 ays: 
‘Ri tumor insolitus typho se tollat inani, 
Turgentes oculos vili circeumline ccno.’ 

No rule can be laid down which 
our Lord may seem to have observed, as 
to using, or dispensing with, the ordinary 
human means of besling. He Himself 
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mwn Traye via ec rv ° coAvu[3nÜpa» tov Ledeen, . 16. 
6, Ke. Joba, p * , * 7 Gorp. oniy, " £pumvterat aTtoraA uévoc. 
17. xv. 9 INF. 1 Tis. 

L Ly 

7 ioa. e. dur ‘ro 'wportpov Ort rpocalruc vv, EXeyor Osy 

a Mak 9,89. oUróc toT» 0 kaÜnusvoc Kai ‘swpocarrwy; ? aAÀo Ar 
o eh. v. eat. la. Dr oUróc corey’ aAAot HAV Ovyi, dA Opec avrv 

vit. 8. 2 2 = # @ wo» 7 10 . q 

. Mb ariv, exelvoc EÀeyev OTe `Eyw eint. theyor ow 
Z only. Esra iv. 7 only. 

s Marks, & only’. nd 

7. om avre D al forj lat-a e i. 
peOcopnveverar D. 

Lake xiv. 18. zv.6,9 , We. XXX. 1l. 
t here (Mark LAIL. v. T.) xi So ivil M only. 

rch vi. E-i 
constr, ch xvm: 

om vias A! lat-a 5. om @wlwag A. 
om ovv cas emparo kac qXA0ev ( B. 

8. rec (for rpocairgc) rv$Aoc, with C? rel: rvghog qv cas soocairac 69 G, i 

jer): txt ABC'D 
-comm gh Aug. 

8. om or: Ni. 

syr-marg coptt th arm Cyr Aug. 
latt Syr syr-with-ast coptt sth arm 

: om last or: Nor, 
10. for eXeyor, evo» D latd. 

determined, by considerations which are 
hidden from us. Whatever the means 
used, the healing was not in them, but in 
Him alone. The ‘conductor’ of the mi- 

accounted for. 7.) 
being sent to Siloam is uncertain. It may 
have been as part of the cure, —or merely 
to wash off the clay. The former is most 
probable, ially as the «lg must be 
taken with vipate not with brays, and 
thus would imply immersion in the pool. 
So Athen. x. p. 438 F (in Meyer), Ae 
eig Aovrpévac. A blind 
from his birth would know the localities 
sufficiently to be able to find his way; so 
that there is no „ 
partial restoration of sight his 
going. The situation of the fountain 
and pool of Siloam is very doubtful. 
Robinson makes both at the mouth of the 
ancient Tyropoon, B. x. of the city. He 
himself explored a subterranean passage 
from this spot to the Fountain of the 
Maa hotel al up on the banks of the 
K . Josephus, B. J. v. 4. 1, says, $ ĉè 
Tuy TrUpowous» spocayopsvopivg $ápayt 

cabeca piypi Zl obre yp ry 
tuy)», yAucsiay te cai roAAhy odaay, 
ieadovpery. Jerome sets it ad radices 
montis Zion’ (on Isa. viii. 6), and mentions 
its intermittent character: but he also says 
(on Matt. x. 28), * ad radices montis Moria, 
in quibus Siloe fluit :’ so that his testimony 
exactly agrees with Josephus and Robinson 
(see Robins. i. 4998 ff., and “The Land and 
the Book," pp. 669 ff.). It is mentioned 

XM 1. 33 vulg lat F ff, g syre coptt goth 

for Bnd aÀAo:, erepos D. 
with AD rel lat-(a c e) f syr goth: ec) N(retaining à») 1. 33 

aia 
: om BO rel am(with forj ean) syr gw: 

ject of a recent i 

v 

aft 

seth arm P»-4z: 

reo (for eXeyow ovys aA) de ex 
mig lat 9 «1 

. aft execroc ins de AC* KUEN! 33. ~ 

aft Ist ovv ins ex sovda: N“: om Noer, 

Neh. iii. 15; Isa. vii. 6. On tbe sb 
suggestion respect; 

the identity of Siloam and Bethesis 
seo supplementary note at the ead ;/ 
this volume. $ ipp. zwr. 
The reason of this derivation (Zee, = 

rive) being stated has been much doshtdd 
Some (e. g. Lücke) consider the words z 
have been inserted as an early gios of sx 
allegorical interpreter. But there is = 
external authority for this; every MS. æi 
version containing them, except the Scr. 
and Pers. Euthym. says, oipex dod rev 
d reerak lv icei rére rA. So abe 
Nonnus: ,p er Roh- e 
ic cio ren rig: and Meyer takes ths 
view. But it would be a violent 

Thi., Erasm., Bem, 
and Ebrard and Luthardt, similarly 
dweerad. to the Lord Jesus: Stier, to 
Holy Spirit,—but as one with, 

i Christ. 
4 

present i 
ment gest rd hr. vrec. 
The choice word Gsapetureg im- 
plies attention and babit. 

g 

axnAGev ob» xai ™ evrgere. : 
cal Ak». BAérwv. 9 Oi ody * ysirovic Kai ot Ge 
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a A MM ND 
HO. 

expidn éktivoc Lo] dvb p [o] Aeyóutvoc [S la sane do 

1A &: kat * ewéxpraly prov robe oġÂa\poùç kai vr. rer. 

erke por Yraye E vov SiAwap cal 
12 ov» kai ° vulápsvoc "avia. 

EK£(VOQ 5 Aiye Ovx oia. 

Paęloaioue rov 5 wove re hv. 
ö "pipe Tov 
avrov TOUC oha poc. 

i yeso avtov vp rode Thus 

> gyAoy éwoinoty o 'Tnooùe kai * avély " 
15 ra oU nr avrov 

cal oi ,,?’ Tic : aviAejev. 

er. 6 only. 

* vipa. are bor ira.” rt 
aray abr [lov s coriy f = Matt, xi. 8 

pair. 
at 

4 iy ài o6B Baroy i ey EAT 
9, 
8.1. i. 18, 23 

o 8 eier abroĩg 

> [InAoy ihne pov iri rovc o90aAuobc, xai k ανEÜ, 

rec om 2nd ov», with AB rel vulg lat-b c e f ff. 
rec GrtwyGneacay, wi 

elz cot, with (Scr's a o, e sil) vulg lat-a ce f 
aye Jer core goth arm Chr Cyr 

A rel 

-with-ast arm. 
table] CDN rel. 
txt ABC D-gr N rel fos(with tol) lat-b s 

ll. rec aft extsvoc ins cat urey, wi 

coptt goth: ins CDLXN lat-a ? 
with AKUS Chr Cyr: tat B[sic: see 

Aug. 
lat-a 6 f eyrr syr-jer copt goth eth: 

om BCDLN t. 33 "wr 21sah arm Cyr Aug. rec om ò (twice), with AD 
rel goth arm: ins B vulg lat-c e syr-with-ast, ins only the 2nd o C. 
aft pot ins ort eg coptt: om AD rel latt. rec (for rov) rgv cokupBnOpay 
Tov, with A rel rag i t-e cog ee g syr goth wth Chr Aug: txt BDLXN f lat-a bc ff, syr-jer 
coptt arm Iren-lat rec (for ov») de, with A rel syr goth: txt BDLXN 1. 33 
syr-marg coptt Cyr [B does not omit cat bef snjaptvoc: see table.] for 
last clause, ar Ne, ovy cas rial ate xai ADD cse D. 

19. rec aft e. ins ov», with D 
lat-2 eth Cyr: om A rel am(with 
BDR. aft At yet ins avrorc 

18. ins rat bef ayovorw D Syr eth. 

mm lat-a b c ff, g syr-marg Cyr. 
15. ewnperwy D al. 

Pan fos lat-a c syr: pref cas BLXN 1. 88 vulg-ed 
ing) lat-e Syr coptt arm Aug. 

De foe lat-b Syr eth arm. 

14. rec des as s» 5 nuspa) ore, with AD rel vulg lat-e 7 

[euray, so 

coptt goth: txt BLXN 33 
for avewEsy, nvvčev (i.e. nvoker) D aL 

rec exi rovc oO uovc bef pov, with D (33, e H) lat-a ö: 
pou sxeOncey cxi rovc opPadpouc A vulg: txt BLN rel. (A doubtful: uo. H 

be much more likely to turn on whether 
he was really the person who had sat and 
begged (the blindness being involved in it), 
than on the fact of his having been blin 

U.] évipA., strictly speaking, is in- 
appropriate in the case of one bers blind. 
Lücke refers to Aristotle as using tho 
word thus, and cites Pausanias, who speaks 
of '0$9sovíia .... rdw ix yeveriic ros, 
whom ériAaBe rig Keganc áAygpa loxv- 

v, cai dvipAedyev dx’ ubrov. Sight 
natural to men, the pones of 

it is regarded as a loss, and the reception 
of AUT h never enjoyed before, as & 

Grotius: “nec male reci- 
e pere quis dicitur, quod communiter tri- 

utum humane nature ipsi abfuit." 
There is no emphasis on pov here (as Dr. 
Wordsw.) nor in vv. 15, 30: nor on cov 
in vv. 10, 17, 26. See on Matt. xvi. 18, 
and compare Luke xii. 18. 18.) The 
neighbours appear to have brought him 
to the Pharisees, out of hostility to Jesus 
(seo ver. 12): and ver. 14 alleges the rea- 

son of this :—or perhaps from fear of the 
sentence alluded to in ver. 22. The “ Pha- 
8 ney have been the court 

over the synagogue, or one of the 
Loser local courts of Sanhedrim. Lücke 
inclines to think they were an assembly 
of the great Sanhedrim, whom John some- 
gs names of tap. 50 ch. vil 47; xi. 

er em as some formal 
section of the Pharisees, as a : but 
were there such ? 14. Lightf. cites 
from 5 treatise on the Sabbath, 

etiam super palpebras 
hi itum.’ Bot the mating the day, i a 
servile work, seems to be here 
mentioned. M 
is interesting, as a minute mark of accu- 
racy,—that the man ouly relates what he 

as being blind, had felt: he says 
nothing of the spittle. 15.] us re- 
fers to ver. 10. The enquiry was official, 
as addressed to the chief witness in the 
matter. We cannot hence infer with 
Lücke that no one else was present at the 
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Kat BAgrw. 16 eXeyov obo EK TV Papicaiew rm ( 
ra vii. 29 h 

igs où ruft. aÀAot FAeyov IIoc Sbvarat * avÜperoc ope: 
E xvii. rwXOc rotavra ' musta motiv; cal oyicpa qv & avv; 

tegen 17 Néyousty ovw rp rupdw rä Ti ov Myuc m 
M. iu avrov "Gre yvépčév cov roUc ° ó$8aAXuobc; o & are s 

Sr  mooónrnc éoriv. |8 ove Péwiorevaay ovv ot love: 

* — t W * 7 ' 
koriy ovroc mapa bou o avÂpwroç, ort ro capies | 

eonstr., here 1 > = Ø y M Li , "T „ 
p only. see Sh. wepi avrov, Ort Ñv ru$ÀOc kai dv ANνν, ' tuc o 

NE. t$urnsav roUC yoveic avrov row * avaf3Adparroe a 

» 

P [4 e [E - 6 

2 nowrnaay avrovc Aéyovrec Obròc &ariv 0 vtoc opw, „ 
w Matt. xz. -. A ^ M E 

ear. „ oh. UMeLC Aéyere Ore rv$A Oc eyevynOn ; Two ovr Bun 

iti. 64. » . * / e e " on a F a " 

S. Os. n. dri; 20 amexptOnoay ot yoveiç avrov kat srar Oitas? 
u Matt. fii 16 « 1 P ? e ea e — ıt Ø Xe Ld r^ 

al. Ort OUTOC Formy O VLOG uur kat Ori TvQAOG eye” 

; 21 wig de vuv Bime ovK ot&apev, N ric ^ nro eco 
a = Matt. vi. robe ° oha mete OUK oloaper® aurov term. 

bo ch. rli 87 * Suclav Piye avroc wept avrou Au O. rer 

18. rec Ns our to o avOpwroc) ovroc o avOpwroc ove ears Tapa rov $us, 2- 
rel, but of these AGK 69 om rov: o adp reg bef vvroc rapa Oto» 33 vale h. 
arm: txt BDLX N(omg ô) lat -. aft aÀXo: ins de BDN 1. 69 vulg- A © 
lat-c Syr coptt Cyr. — 

17. for Aeyovoiy, eAeyov D lat-a b c e. rec om ov», with E rel lst- SF- 
goth Chr: ins ABDLXN 1. 69 latt syr-with-ast Cyr. ins wore bef rule K R 
om sai D lat-a b c ff, l. wakty ins ovy» Ni. rec av bef n, . 
rel vas: txt BLXN copt Cyr. for avrov, ctavrov R. rec gree, *- 
ADN rel: avewEew KL 1: txt BXA. (83 def.) 

18. om ov» D 69 lat.a d f ff, l copt (eth arm). rec ru$Aoc bef 27 (sert ̂  
order), with A rel vulg lat-a c e f f}: txt BLN lat-b copt Chr,. (83 def) 
aveBA. D. for orov, ov DX ; om avrov D al sah-mní arm. a 

19. ewnpwrycaw D. for Aeyovrisc, es Nl. for ovrog eri, « ter» OFS ; 
Syr. rec apri bef Bure, with A rel vulg lat-a e g: txt BDL U(Treg oF 
83 Int-b c ff, l Cyr. ex 

90. aft axecp:8ncay ins ov» BN al; ĉe A rel lat-/ g syrr goth: om DGLUS S s 
coptt rth. rec ins avroic bef or yovec, with AD rel vulg lat-b c Syr (ub) £“: 
om BLXN 33. 69 lat -a e f ff, Syr copt eth arm Cyr. 

91. nvewksy A 1. 38: txt b LN rel. avrov bef vo D lat) 0 * 
rec aft 2nd o:dapey ins avroc, with AN rel lat-g Syr goth (avrog aft exe R ) ] 
B(sic: see table] DLX 1. 38 latt stb Ps-Ath Cyr Aug.—rec gAunaw exe be miy 
spwryoare (as in ver 23), with A rel syrr goth: om avrov epergaart Ri: tt B " 
N 1. 38 vulg lat-a c e f g copt mth anrm.—emipergsare D. om ev 

for avrov, eavrov ABEKMXAN 1. 83: txt D rel. 

healing but, Jesus and His disciples. own view to corroborate theirs. * 
16. wis . -A] Among the latter party and therefore wapå roë Oe. 
would be such as Nicodemus, Joseph, The hostile party (ol "levisio tne 
[Gamaliel f]; who probably (Joseph cer- authority among these varius] 
tainly, Luke xxiii. 51) at last withdrew, Pharisees), disappointed st his a: 
and left the majority to out their timony against them, ] 
hate against Jesus,” .] The question to sifüng more closely the evidence , 
is but one, as in E. V. What sayest thou fact. The parents are summoned f. 
of him, that he hath opened (i.e. for ‘nesses. 19.] The question i H, 
having opened) thine eyes? The stress is fold, and in strict legal formality: 5 =: 

on o What hast how to say to it, this your son? Was he born blind! i 
seeing we are divided on the matter? is it that he now sees?" 1. 
Both parties are anxious to have the man's the emphatic atrov—dpeus—60™™ 
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* e Dd > =æ ØQ » — N 3 7 
ELTTOV ot yore autov, Ort EpoBouvro TOUC Iovóatovc: c Lake ians 

nón yap * ouver’Bevro oi 
" oporoynoy Xeuróv 

épuriia gie af 

» = d 2 * > A 

Iovdaton. wa av ric avrov 
9 

* anoouváywyoc yévnrat. 

Touro oi yovtc aurov «may ore 

(aniv b we. 

Saig. AE 
23 did ezan constr. " 

[4 

* uxtay "Exe, avrov e a 
i) r 0 F 8 Liche 5. i$ iid ovy TOV dy perroy sx Ótvré- E ern 

pov de Jw rv$Aóe, | kai ro abro h Aoc do kau ry Beg p 23st. 

nueig oibapev 8 ore ô dvÜpuoc ob roc Guaprwndc é toriy, 
anecgibn od v exeivog E Suaprwhég sarv obe olda · 

* dpre BAEre. 26 

25 

Ev oióa, & ore ruprdc ov 

g Matt. zzvi. 
43 reff. 

b Lake 

20 
tl roy ou 

aury Tis ewoinaty got wag | zroikiv oo robe ban nobc; 117 Acta nix. 2. 
27 

Tl wadw Oédere axoven ; 
amekpiÜn avroic Etwov opt» nòn, cal ovk 

vil. 16. Jer. 
a yxovca TE =) 8. M - „ « GEL 

"yn xat vut Ge Aer avrov ryn in., 
m e eh. vili. 48 reff. a ch. vil. 47, 57. 

22. for ovverebuvro, ovviriDevro AM syr-marg-gr : evi G al: ovver:ðovro 
69. opodoyyon bef avrov DK 69. 

33. om ors DL fuld lat-a c e I eth. 
estpwrgcare BN: epwrare D. 

aft ypicrow ins eva: D lat-e. 
om exe Ni. ins xa: bef avrov A. 

24. rec ex devrepov bef rov ayOposwov, with A rel vulg lat-a fsyr goth: txt BDLN 
33 lat-b ce ff, lq 8 
BLN latt Syr goth 

—for avOperoy, avrov D. coptt. 
r: txt AD rel lat-e Syr.—om ô N? (and corr’). 

ovroc bef o avOpwroc 

26. rec aft execvoc ins ca: eese», with E rel Syr copt eth Chr: om ABDLN 1. 33 
latt syr sah 
lat-a e f ff. 

26. rec be ees be, wi 
1. 33. 69 vulg lat-ó c coptt goth Cyr. 

b arm Cyr. 
yr Cyr Ambr. 

aft e» ins de Ni. for wy, nuny cas DL 1. 38 

ith A rel syr eth: om N lat-a e Syr copt arm: txt BDKLX 
rec aft avre ins ral, with A rel lat-f g 

syrr goth arm : om BDN latt coptt Nonn Aug. exornoay Nl. 
27. for awexprOn avro, o ĉe urey D. aft r: ins ovy B wth. Osrere bef 

zraluv D al lat-a e syr. for akxovtiv, axovoa: D. 

rós. 22.] It is not said when this 25. Gv] See on ver. 8. The man 
resolution was come to; and this also 
speaks for an interval between ch. vii., viii., 
and this incident. It could hardly have 
been before the council at the conclusion 
of ch. vii. rec.] Probably the 
first of the three stages of Jewish excom- 
munication,—the being shut out from the 
synagogue and household for thirty days, 
but without any anathema. The other 
two,—the repetition of the above, accom- 
panied by a curse,—and final exclusion,— 
would be too harsh, and perhaps were not 
in use so early. Trench (Mirr. 299, edn. 2) 

the resolution a as a token that 
the Sanhedrim had nced Him a false 
Christ, but as shewing that they forbade a 
private man to anticipate their decision on 

int by confessing Him (?). 24. 
. T. 0.] not, *Give God the praise' 

(E V.) i i. e. 5 for 
the Pharisees want to overawe the man by 
their authority, and make him deny the 
miracle altogether. The words are a form 
of adjuration (see ref. Josh.), to tell the 
truth, q. d. ‘Remember that you are in 
a prem ce, and speak as unto Him.’ 

OL. 

shrewdly evades the inference and states 
pain the simple fact. Bear in mind, that 

ust here be strictly kept to ite pre- 
sent sense as being joined with a present 
verb BAixw : the rule for the construction 
of a pres. part. being, that it is contem- 
poraneous with the verb which rules the 
time of the sentence. So that we must 
render, not whereas I was blind, now I 
see,” as E. V.: but as A. V. R., being a 
blind man, now I see. The shrewd and 
naive disposition of the man furnishes the 
key to the atical expression. He 
puts it to them as the problem, tbe fact of 
which he knows for certain but the reason 
of which it was for them to solve, that he, 
whom they all knew as a blind man, now 
saw. So that the &v carries not so much 
present matter of fact, as common desig- 
nation and title. 96. ] They perhaps 
are trying to shake his evidence,—or to 
make him state sometbing which should 
bring out some stronger violation of the 
sabbath. N.] oix rotor must be 
in ite special meaning of * did not heed it." 
i Mile CABOS. 8 
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1 8 7 iE. uab ura! yevéoBar ; 28 o oddpneav avrov Kai uso d 

buis Seat: uaÜnric d e Exsivou, ius ic 66 rov Mevotx € topiv pohn- 
zxxifi. 8. 
(pot, 1 Qr. 2 sptic oldapey Ore Muvo P XcAGAnxev o toc, rovro 

„ bie . M 04 ob otdapev robe coriv. ™ awsxpiln o aspero u 

q eh. rii, 27 bis, eise avroic 'Ev robte : yae A Bavpacrov foro, v 

rok, v „al. Untic ovx olðare re &aviv, kai art nw Ta; 

s Matt. xxi. 49 op ha) obe. 3l oldanev o ort o beoc ane ou aco 

aii aa, dA tav e Geo ne 5 7 Kat rò Amn avrov "zw. 

i.e Rer. robr ou axobet . 32 i roù Y aiwvoç ovK "ioi in 

qu zair. ros nr og he node ru Aoð ve ve. os 
x 

"Exod. 4. Lem ny ovroc "wapa tov, ouK _nebvaro wouiv ovdi». ur 

E Tim. 11 100) argihnoar kai irav avr Ex Gpapriatc ov igén 

E * 6A oc, cal ov Sidaoxac 7 mac ; kai Behr 
avrov "Es 

vherponty, 35 YH kovoev o Inooug ore * t&tjaAov avrov LZ kei em 
af 

Luke i. 70. Acts Hl. #1. zv.18. Isa. Inv. 4. a e Mark H. I reff. baa’ 
c oh. vili. 94 bis, 1 Cor. zv. 17. d eb. vil. . e ch. vi. 37 se. 30m 

pa0nrai bef avrov DLXAN 33 latt Chr Cyr: txt AB rel. 
28. rec aft ehowopgeay ins ovv, with 69 vulg-ed Jat-c goth: pref es: BX! sè . 

Cyr Ambr : pref o: de DLN? 1. 83 (lat-a f) Syr syr-with-ast copt: om A rel . 

falà em forj fos ing jae tol) Aug ) Aug rec el bef paOgrac, with E rel late 117 
seth arm Chr Ps-Ath : ecevov bef «1 D al latt : om "UL copt: txt ABN 1. (33) Ces» 

om é¢ D lat-b c e ff, l arm. » 
29. for AcAaAncev, (AA A. aft o Üroc ins cas or: Grog are 

QROVE: D. KI 

30. om avro« D al fos lat-b c. rec yap bef rovre, with A rel: is 
Duy syr Chr Cyr.—for yap, ovv D. ins ro bef Gavpacrey BLE 
Chr Cyr: om AD rel arm. oer BDLN Cyr: eke X: tat A rd. pni 

S1. rec aft orðapev ins de, with A rel vulg lat-f yr goth ; yap 69 Hil : om m 
1. 33 fos lat-a b c e ff, l coptt arm Cyr. rec apapreAe» bef o Gc, with i” 
VE txt BDA lat-a e Syr coptt goth 172 
carth Chr, Cypr Aug 

83. veut BXA Ath. o pov A. yiyevgp. AX. 
88. ovrog rapa Otov bef nv D sah. = 
35. ins cas bef yxovsew DN! Syr wth. om 6 BN. om de . 

seem so anxious to hear particulars be a pious man: and (ver. 33) «ey © 
about Him, that you must surely be in- senély so, since this x 20 
tending to become His disciples.” cedented. Ver. 32, says Meyer, ? 
29.] AcAdAnxev, not MAR, is impor- minor proposition: ver. 33, the 
tant: it betokens the abiding finality of both in a popular form. ud 
God's revelation to Moses, in their esti- nothing of this kind, much ks n; 
mation: q. d. We Mer God's reve- thing as this. $4.] See ones 
lation to Moses —' whether kes, altogether, — deeply and es * 
from God or not.’ 8 vii. 27, 28, thy infirmity proved. v 
where a very different reason is given for the two charges, —one that he bel 7 

eving Him to be the Christ. been born blind, and so was un 
30.] Wy v. is well ex in E v. —the other, that he bore the u, 
Why herein lotz, p. 243: God's anger in a blindness tbat ? 
“ yap respicit pen ea NU. “alter antea dix- back to his birth,— will not w 
erat, et continet cum affirmatione con- gether.’ ch, Mirr. 306, eln. 2 ie 
clusionem, que ex rebus ita comparatis 4B.) They excommunicate! 5 
facienda sit." eis, „whose busi- see on ver. 22. It cannot ere pn 
ness it is to know such t ings. 9L] ‘they cast him out of the osd | 
He expresses a general popular conviction, Mald. Grot. Fritzsche, Tholudk. wi n 
that one who could do these things, must sec next verse, whero it would 
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ðròy el rer [abry] ö rtortbeic eie ror viov rov Beov ; r 
6 

mearebow ec avrov; ; 37 Arer abr o Insoüc Kai i ewpaxaç 3 ii. s 

vrov, kai 0 ! Nadav pera gov exewwoc corty. 
dient copes. cal rocecbrnoer abr. 

Insowc Eg 

Loke x. 39. amekoin c Exeivoc [xai rer]; Kai rig tart, eiu, tva TE F^ 

Kpa €ye eic rov Koopoy rovrov NA Gor, 

. 

F. 
88 5 ài Jon k Mark ix. 94. 

Matt. vill. 3 
kat siz&v LIE as. 

1 Tim. iij. 6 
^ Job xiii. 

wa oi un " BAéwovrec HAD kai ot BRN %, rugroi E 
vévwvrat. nKovoay ex TOv Papicaiwy rubra Oi per oT Mat xr. 

vr ovrec, kat sirov avro P My xat mete ruprot é EO MEY 5 p ver. $7. 
1 

nd aft avrov ins ca: D lat-a b q Syr. 

qa ir n 

simev avrotc o Iuoobę Ei rupA0ot frt, ovK ay 3 éixere CEA 

v.18. 1 John i 8. 

om avrw BDN! lat-e copt-ms: ins A rel. 

qvÜpi mov BDN sah mth-rom Chr-2-mss: Osov A rel latt syrr copt goth 
eth-pl arm Tert Hil. 

36. om az:xpi05 ekurvoc cas sixey, and aft griy ins tn, B: cas ares is also omd in 
4 allat-a copt-wilk: txt DN 
vith ALN latt Hil Victorin: ins B 
re N. 
oritten ci 

87. for axev, awecptOn D syr-marg: en K. 
&t-g goth: om BDXN 33 lat-a b e syrr coptt arm. 
30. for avrw, avrov J) al. 
39. om «a: ttv o eno. Ni. (o omd N33.) 

om ver Ni. 

rel vss. (ra: interlinear in R.) 
rel 

ian and kai were satily confounded by the scribes, each being frequently 

rec om sa: [bef ric], 
syr goth arm Chr Cyr Thl.—cé bet rc 

rec aft «x. ins £e, with A rel 
om lst ò A. 

ee bef he cp. D. Ho 
def uc rov xospov rovrov D lat - a b c f eth (arm) 

40. rec ins cas bef gxovcav, with A rel latt 
Im BLXN 33 t arm 
rec ovrec bef uar. avrov, with A rel 

stated that Jesus heard of it, unless it had 
been some public formal act. 86. 
Tune ille es, propter fidem in Jeaum 
quem dicunt ine, acerbitatem nos- 

magistrorum expertus est? An tu 
post has molestias etiamnum in filium Dei 

36.} This 
. surpasses present compre- 

hension: and therefore, true to his simple 
und character, he asks for further 
information about Him. xal rie] 
See reff. and Mark x. 26. N.] These 
words nai dépaxag ary. serve to remind 
the man of the benefit he has received, 
and to awaken in him the liveliest grati- 
tude: compare Luke ii.80. They do not i 
refer to a former seeing, when he was 
healed: this was the first time that he 
had seen his Benefactor. $9.] There 
seems to be an interval between the last 
verse and this, and the narrative appears 
to be taken up again at some subsequent 
time when this miracle became again the 
subject of discourse. The blind man 
had recovered sight in two senses,—bodily 
and spiritual, And as our Lord always 
treats of the spiritual as paramount, in- 

3 F 

om ravra 
goth æth arm: txt BDL 

41. aft user ins ovy Dal; de Sal: pref cas A 69 lat-g I wth. 

th mth: add de D al lat- 
Duo al iat gf sahmat arm. 415: 

1. 33 latt Cyr. 
om ó B. 

„ sitet gh nr proceeds to 
=pina, the 

mee A icpicic, not pond distinction, but 
judgment; the following out of the divine 
serps Matt. xi. 25, 26. * We are 
ali, according to the spirit of nature, no 
better than persons born blind; and to 
know and confess this our blindness, is our 
first and only true sight, out of which the 
grace of the Lord can afterwards bring 
about a complete receiving of sight. The 
*5 becoming blind,” on the other hand, is 

an ironical 

(Sr, iv. 668; dns, edn. 2. The BM. 
*ovres here answer to the lexéovric and 
di cats of Matt. ix. 12, 13; see note there. 

40. ] They ask the , not 
und the words of Jesus in a bo. 
dily sense, but well aware of their meaning, 
and 5 joining, ‘Are then we 
meant blind, we, the leaders of 
the * 41. ] The distinction in 
expression between the two clauses must 
z carefully borne in mind. Our Lord is 
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gg. v. s Guapriay’ VU & Aéyere Ore QAEsope 3 dpepra we | 
= ver. 16 7 

r only f. (Matt. MEVEL. 
xzvi. 8 reff. ) p a a e= Acta wiil. did rnc Üvpac ac rm 

X. I aun aun» Aéyw vuy, o u " excep yose 
able rov spoparer, d 

2 ' avaBaivwy " adrAay ober, exeivoc “7 kAéwrac tonr . 
n here only. 

Esth. iv. 14 
Ald. only. 

- L ‘on 

(xo^ Mark tor riy TPO 
v Matt. vi. 19, 

a w ver. 8. Obad. 6. 
)7oaly. 4Kings vii. 11. 

om ov DK 69. 

TOV. 

DLXN'* 83 syr-marg Cyr. 

CHAP. X. I. vuv bef Asyw B. 

x Matt. xxi. 18 ref. 

"*Ayornc. ? o & 'ecepyousvoc. Sta ryc Üvpoc rw 
; 3 TOUT o" Üvpwpoc aroia, c 

y Mark Mn dors 

rec ins ov» bef apgapr., with A rel syrr goth sh: om BU 
1. 33. 69 vulg lat-b c e f f, g q coptt wth Cyr Aug. ai apaprwt and poer 

aħayoð:y bef avagaev D arm. 
9. for roiv tari, avroc eariy o rony D (lat-5 e f ff, q copt) sh Chr. 

referring primarily to the unbelief of the 
Pharisees and their rejection of Him. And 
He says, ‘If ye were really blind (not, 
‘confessed yourselves blind; Kuinoel, 
Stier, De Wette), ye would not have in- 
curred guilt; but now ye say, We see? 
ye believe ye have the light, and boast 
that ye know and use the light; and 

ore your guilt abideth, remaineth on 
you. Observe there is a middle clause 
understood, between ‘ ye would never have 
incurred guilt,’ and ‘ your guilt remaineth ;’ 
and that is, ‘ye Aavg incurred guilt ;’ 
which makes it n to take the Aé- 
vere. ri BAdwopev as in a certain sense 
implying BMI vert: viz. ‘by the Scriptures 
being committed to you, by God’s grace, 
which ought to have led you to faith in 
me. CHAP. a 1—3 :] AA) and 

lse shepherds. Jesus the g Shep- 
seed. Ts discourse is connected with 
the preceding miracle; and the conduct 
of the Pharisees towards the man who had 
been blind, seems to have given occasion 
to this description of false shepherds, which 

in introduces the testimony of Jesus to 
imself as the true Shepherd. So that, 

as Meyer remarks, the paragraph should 
begin at ch. ix. 85 properly. Ihe more we 
study carefully this wonderful Gospel, the 
more we shall see that the idea of this 
close connexion is never to be summarily 
dismissed as imaginary, and that our Evan- 
gelist never 'passes without notice to an 
entirely different and disjointed occurrence 
or discourse,’ as I stated in some of my 
former editions. See on the whole subject 
of the parable, Jer. xxiii. 1 —4; Ezek. xxxiv.; 
Zech. xi. 4—17. These opening verses 
(to ver. 5) set forth the distinction be. 
tween false and true shepherds. Then 
(vv. 7, 8, 9) He brings in Himself, as the 
door, by which both shepherds and sheep 
enter the fold. Then (ver. 10) He returns 
to the imagery of the first versos, and sets 

forth Himself as THE Goon Sur 
and the rest (to ver. 18) is oc; - ` 
the results and distinctions depends" 
that fact. I. ry ] o rerem“. 

voc r. bat róroç (Frame 
ii. 403); just answering, erft 2 

ing a nent enclosure, t. « > 
This fold is gr Auto ate 
rimarily, as His people : 

Deculi Tu; the possibility of ther * 

other folds has been a 
luded to in ver. 16: but see n E 

The terms in this first pat © 

neral, and apply to all leaders 5" 

people; in ver. 1, to those who en 

office without having come in by t : 

(i.e. Christ, in the sense, € * 
the O. T. faithful looked to and 17 0 
Him, as the covenant promise E 
God); and in ver. 2 to those who gm 
this way; and whosoever does is th 
herd of the sheep (not T 
€ tho Good Shepherd,” as 4 x 

but here it is merely pre "T 
who thus enters, that he is the . 
of that particular fold : it is the wt, 
of a shepherd thus to enter 

are 1 

the real sheep, the faithful, wbo et^" 
all in the fold should je. The Ge * 
(goats, Matt. xxv. $2) do not yi 
it is not the character of the Jo" 
that of the shepherd, and the ret: | 
tween him and his sheep, "e e 
prominent. 8.] Perhaps the i^ 
should not be too much pe 
cant; but certainly the Hols m 
especially He who opens the dv". 
shepherds; see frequent uses o 2. M 
bolism by the A Acta nrt, 
xvi. 9; A Cor. ii. 12; oa n uuo 
stances of the Ovpepéc shu 
Acta xvi. 6, 7. (So Theodorus gem 
and Stier, iv. 482, edn. 2) T 
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E * » æ — 7 e , , 1 ^g» . j 

ra Hara TNC gwyn¢g avrov akovtt, kat Ta iota mpo- * Matt. xxv. 14. 
ch. 1. 20 reff, 

3 a ^b » x t @ tyre * P 4 €" *a ara “gw "kar Ovoua kai "sLáya aura. OOTAV TA b8 Joba 15 
'$ , d? , ew eee , : Nik ca Tavra “exBady, * £urpooÜtv avrwy wopeverat, kai e Mot xe. 

a e ? -~ > — 

ra mpóßara aury akoAovÜu, Ore ' oidacw rj Dj anii. 
7 S 

*YUTOU. 

' eimsv oUv madw o [noove Augv apny Aéyo vuv [971] 
yo syu n Oopa rov rpoßarwv. 

h = here on! . (rh. xvi. 
i = Lake 9re Acts 

. 9. for ra 18. xpof., ra xpoB. ra 18. D. 
ABDLXN t. 33 Cyr. 

bs aAAorpip òè ov py akoAovÜncovstww, ada 
e x. 9. 

müvrec ooo AO 

25 Veri 2 Pet. H. 99 only. Prov. i.1al% Sir. vi. 35 AH. only.) 
xv 19. 

rec (for gwyes) cade, with E rel Chr: txt 

4. rec ins «ai bef orav, with AD rel vulg lat-a e Lucif: add de K lat-3 c ff, I copt 
yr: om BLN 1. 33 sah. 

D lat-b c ff, g. 

| rec (for wayra) rpoGara, with A rel lat.f syrr: 
om N: txt BDLX 1. 38 lat-a e coptt (eth) arm Lucif Cyr. I. avrov bef ry» gwrny 

5. rec akoXovOgceciy, with N rel: txt ABDEFGA Chr Cyr. 
6. for nv, n B[sic: see table] EFG 69. 
7. rec 

lat-b c syrr; 
ò B. upy bef Ae B. 
Lucif. 

$. ab. Ax. ] The voice of every such true 
shepherd is heard (heeded, understood) by 
the sheep (generally): and he calls by 
‘name his own sheep, that portion of the 
‘great flock entrusted to him, and leads 
them out to pasture, as his office is. 
This distinction between rd «pof. and 
Tà TB mpód. has given rise to exegetical 
and doctrinal mistakes, from not observing 
ropy above. It has been i ined that 
Christ is here spoken of, and that there- 
fore these two descriptions of sheep must 
be different, and so the whole exposition 
has been confused. Even Stier has fallen 
into this mistake. 4.] When he has 
led forth (ixBáAAew = lEdayecv) to pasture 
all his sheep (there shall not an hoof be 
left behind), he goes before them (see the 
Land and the Book," p. 202); in his 
5 pointing out the way to them; 
they follow him, because they know his 
voice; his words and teaching are familiar 
to them. But observe that the expression 
here becómes again more general; not rd 
T8. rp., but rd wp. as in ver. 8. The sheep 
know the voice of every true shepherd. 

5.] So that the DArptes is not 
the shepherd of another section of the 
flock, but an alien: the Ayorig of ver. 1; 
—and rév dAA. is generic, as in E. V. 
Meyer takes it as merely meaning a stran- 

rat ins avrog, with D rel lat.a sah 
aft o ic X 38: om B.—om wade» N-corr 1. 69 lat-e Lucif. 

for execvos de, cas Ni. 
goth; pref, AKAN vulg 

om 
om ors BGKLUX 33 mm lat-a Syr wth arm Cyr 

ger, one who is not their Shepherd : but 
this hardly seems strong enough for the 
context. 6.] raporla is not = rapa- 
Born, as so generally set down. This is 
not properly a parable: but rather a para- 
bolic allegory. The parable requires nar- 
rative to set it forth; and John relates 
no such. The right word for apo 
would be allegory: etymologically it is, 
any saying diverging from the common 
way of speech (wap oluov): cf. Meyer. 
We have other examples in ch. xv. 1 ff. 
and in Matt. ix. 37, 38. 7.) What 
follows is not so much an exposition, as an 
expansion of the allegory. The key 
to this verse is the right understanding 
of what went before. Bear in mind, that 
vv. 1—5 were of shepherds in general. 
But these shepherds themselves into 
and out of the fold by the same door as 
the sheep: and Christ is that door; THE 
Door OF THE SHEEP: the ose door both 
for sheep and shepherds, into the fold (see 
Á Opa, absol. ver. 9), into God's Church, 
to the Father. B.] I believe that 
the right sense of these words, Soot IA 
pd (poU, has not been apprehended by 
any of the Commentators. First, they 
can only be honestly understood of fime: 
all who came before me (not, ‘ without re- 
gard to me,’ Olsh. &c., nor ‘ passing by me 
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Tom Batt. xvii. po Eno K cXdwrat tiot kai * Agorai* au ove nw: 
Dal. Deut. > > a „ 
zni. aure» rd mpo[Jara. 

m vv. 1, 2. 

9 eyw sipe n Oopa’ Se Epo tar x 

EN CHI tt tA by, awÜnosrat, xai | iceAcvoerat kat ite. a 

SM r " youmy ° evpneee. 
9 = Lake ix. 

ri E d u À , 

Aris x. 15. Mur 8 1 Kin wilt. 94 „7 only. xiv. wurtlt. 94. 
5 dee a vl. . xi 

18. ch. ziii. 87, 88. xv. 18. 1 John iil 16 bis only. J. 

8. om rarreg D fos lat - Did Quest. 

q = Matt. H. 13 al. 

10 e 4 > wv eo ve 

O kAtwrnc ouk Epyera R ji 
1 ‘ P 192 [À . 1s. Reiz. AE Kat i Soy Kat aroltoy 

P = Matt. 22. EXWoLY, KAL TtoioGOv EycGty. 

250 Je, ie 2 
n eye eun o row 

o mony o KaÀoc THY " yuyar aurov ' thm! 
ran 
vu". 

| 

rec rpo exow bef Mer, vith l * 
expr) fos arm Orig, Nonn Quest: om po spov (possibly on accownt of Ur nw 
of the expression by the Gnostics and Manichees as applying to the O.T.) K € 

Syr-ed ayr-jer sah goth Bas Chr Cyr Thl Euthym Augenpr: txt ABDKLXIAN” 3 Fa 
yr-ms syr-with-ast copt æth arm Orig, Clem, Did Isid-pel Manichæans-in-Th b~. 

Lucif Faust Jer 
10. aft eyw ins de D lat-a copt(not dz) goth sth Chr. 

tel D. om Kas Wepeacoy exwory ( 
II. for ridge, dudworw DN! vulg lat-e Aug. 

as the door,’ Camer., nor ‘instead of me,’ 
Lampe, &c.: nor ‘pressing before me,’ 
(ch. v. J,) which would have been fpyovras, 
not 5A0.: nor before taking the trouble 
to find me, the door,’ Stiér, iv. 492, edn. 2: 
nor any other of the numerous shifts which 
have been adopted). What pretended 
teachers then came before Christ? Re- 
member the connexion of these discourses. 
He has taught the Jews that Abraham 
and the propheta entered by Him (ch. viii. 
56): but He has set in strong opposition 
to Himself and His, them (these Jews) 
and their father, the Devil (ib. ver. 44). 
He was ‘the first thief who clomb into 
God's fold; and all his followers are here 
spoken of inclusively in the language of 
the allegory, as coming in by and with 
him. His was the first attempt to lead 
human nature, before Christ came; be- 
fore the series of dispensations of 
began, in which pasture and life is offered 
to man by Him. Meyer understands 
the Pharisees, &c. who taught the people 
before Christ appeared as the Door of the 
sheep: but this does not seem to reach 
the depth of the requirements of the say- 
ing. sloty, not joa, because their 
essential nature as belonging to and being 
of the evil one is set forth, and the in- 
clusion of these present Pharisees in their 
ranks. AMX oùx . . .] This of course 
cannot be understood absolutely. — the 
sheep never for one moment listened to 
them ;’ but, did not listen to them in the 
sense of becoming their disciples even- 
tually. So that the fall of our first Pa- 
rente would be no exception to this; whom 
of all men we must conclude, by the con- 

aft Zwqv ins a 

tin grace and mercy of God v ̀ : 
after that to have been d E> = 
sheep. And since then, the sme v 
however the may for a shik ~ 
to these false 

9.] expands and fixes ver. 7. X. | 
utaris aditus in ecclesiam, ms p” * 

sive pastor esse velis, sive oris * 
hr. See Numb. xxvi. 16, 1. 

sequel of the verse shews that re 
bined meaning is the true we. Kc 
who understands it all of shepherd ̂ 
finds great difficulty in the intep- 
of the latter words: “shall go 0 
before the „ and find Pan 
them.” 10.} the gracow 5^ 
the Saviour in this; — to 

. life, > 

abundance. This verse ae 
sition from Him as s Sipe, to Hs 
mousy. He is here set in opposot 
és rac (ese on ver. 8), and t gt 

into the place of a ..,, " 
hitherto thus opposed. Tb? 

de xurw binds on to sopir tt^ 
and xal wepw. Éx.: . à not mers! 
door to pass through, actives. + 
dantly, to bestow abundance Aa 
are thus prepared for— D s 
5 of Himself ' Me- 
the great antagonist of 9 : 
pattern and Head of all good a 
as he of all thieves and robbers: ! i 
siah, in His best known and mot 
office: cf. Erek. xxxiv. 11—16 B. , 
24, and Isa. xl. 11. But He * Ur. 
in this verse, as having most 09^ 
the qualities of a good shepherd, © 
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orig Twv , "poro: 12 6 
mou, 7 ov OUK forty rd xpóßara T 
* Abkov Ep xóuevov Kat *aginow rd Bre kat $evyec rere ris 

apráče aura kai 

5 éorty kai ov ble avr y cond Acts 
t eye eint o rony 5 ene „ 

sat Vince, rd pà kai yveoxovaty pe Ta ea. x16 La 

e 

cal o orsa: B 

Bara]: 18 ore 

i mepi TOV rear. 
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o * mraBwroc òè kai ovk ov ht iy 

7 ida, Bewpet rov oa 
bere bis and 

Exod. 
ech [rà "i xii s. 

15. 
5 k abw : ar Lake 

Acts 

vir Gore pe o wartip Kayw vir tov warioa’ kai rijv m ‘onl. 

* Wuyny pou * rine Vip TOY oB 

para kx, a obe tory er ric 

Esek. xxii 
kai aAAa g7 

aw Matt. jv. 11 

abhñe rab rue z 5 "vere oniy. 

6 

vii. 3. 
kaktva oe pe d ayayely, Kat rie $wvnc pov axovcovary, o Laie xi 281 

2 Cor. ix. 9 only. „ 
ever. 11 reff, f vee 

(Ssackope., Matt. xxvi. 31.) 
g = Matt. 

d Matt. XII. 16 reff. 
Ixi. 7. ch. vil, 45. 

12. às bef uio0uroc DXAN 33. 69 Constt Cyr: om ò BGL 1 am(with fuld forj i ing 
mt) lat-a copt-dz (Lucif). rec (for or) uo: (cf neovoay above : but there the 
35ͤͥ 8 D rel: txt ABLXN 1. 33. 69 Eus Constt Chr Cyr. 
om epyopevoy Al. om avra D vulg lat-5 ff, g l syrr sah-mnt Aug. om last 
Ta 19 BDLN 1.88 syr-jer (coptt sth) arm Lucif: ins A rel latt syrr sah-mnt 

18. rec at beg ins o de pisOwroc $evyet, with Acor rel latt syrr goth: om BDLN 
1. 38 syr-jer coptt «eth arm Lucif. A has o de proOwrog evye ors uioOoc(sic) soriy 
kat ov HN: the words from $evy« to ov pe being written on an erasure. 

14. for o r. o ca., o ead. v. D. rec (for yswworovety pe ra epa) ywwox 0 
VTO TWV sper, with A rel syrr arm: txt BDLN latt coptt goth eth Eus Epiph Cyr 
Nonn. 

15. om pov D al. 
16. aft rat adAa ins ĝe D al syrr. 

txt BDLAN 1. 33. 69 latt syrr Orig-lat,. 

which is to Jay dow» His life for the 
sheep. These words here are not so much 
& prophecy, as a declaration, implying 
ANY T Ti ver. 15 — expli- 
citly. . imagery is here again 
somewhat changed. The false shepherds 
are here compared to kirding, i. e. those 
who serve merely for gain; the picOwrde 
who fulfils the character implied by the 
word. The idea is brought in by rjv Wry. 
ab. rid. bp r. kde „which introduces a 
time of danger, when the true and false 
shepherds are distinguished. T. \Suov ] 
The purposes of this wolf are the same 
as those of the thief in ver. 10, and in the 
allegory he is the same ;—the Foe 
of the sheep of Christ, Lücke and De 
Wette deny this, and hold *any enemies of 
the theocracy’ to be meant ;—but no ud 

wit view of the parable will be content 
ihis,—see Matt. vii. 15, where the Azor 
üpraytç are Wevdorpogirar, the rA; vr. 
c. Agoraí of ver. 8;—and their chief and 
father would therefore be å Adnos, just as 
ó Tou is the Shepherd. 14, 15.] 
The knowledge of His sheep here spoken of 
is more than the mere krewing by name ; 

for ribnut, didnt DN. 
rec us bef de, with A rel Eus Thdrt Cyr: 

acovcecity AGXAAN 33. 69 Eus Thi. 

it is a knowl corresponding to the 
Father’s know of Him ;—1. e. entire, 
arise , all-comprehensive : and their know- 

of Him corresponds to His of the 
ice e. is intimate, direct, and per- 
sonal: both being bound together by holy 
and inseparable Love. Beware of 
rendering ver. 15 a as in E. V. as an inde- 
pendent sentence, ** 4s my Father knoweth 
me, even so know I the Fuller: it is 
merely the sequel to ver. 14, and should 
stand, as the Father knoweth me and I 
know the Father. tip T. x.) for 
those my shesp—not, for all; that, kow- 
ever true, is not the point brought out 
here : the Lord lays down His life strictly 
and properly, and in the depths of the Di- 
vine counsel, a those who are his sheep. 

16.] pg. are the Gen- 
tiles ;—not the dis vagas of the Jews, who 
were already in God's a$As$. By these won- 
derful w as by those in Acts xviii. 10, 
and by the conclusion of Matt. xxv. (see 
notes there), our Lord shews that, dark 
and miserable as the Gentile world was, 
He had sheep even there. 5 
are not in other folds, but ecattered ; 
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b. xili 
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1 Macc. x. 85. 

Col. iv. 10 
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roluvn, sic mony. lb rom 
Zech. xill.7. we O waryp ayazq, Ort eyo °rtOn ray vel w. 

b tva TáÀw Ad aurny. 18 oiSeic aiptt aurqv ar gu. 

, Zehn donly. Aoyovc rovrovc. 2 Ac yo && ro A0 & aurov " luu 

only. Jer. 
REX 
auxix.) 90. 
isd. ziv. 28 

10, &c. reff, 
ib. 88 P.) 

rec yevnoerat, with AN?* rel Eus Cypr: txt BDLXN' 1. 33 forj lat sa 
r-2 “mss. coptt goth arm Clem Ch 

17. rec o xarno bef pe, with A rel goth Thdrt: txt BDLXN 33 latt Hil, 
18. for aipu, he BN! : txt ADN* rel vas 

for Aa BU, apa: D lat-c. to exavrov D al lat -I goth. 
pov D al lat-a b Chr Tert Hil, Novat. 

q John, here only. Matt. iv. 94 aM. Mark I. 88 . Lake rvii. 86 oalyt. Ps. xe. 6 Aq 
s Mere only. r Esra vi. 16,17 al. (-viQew, Heb. ix. 18. x. 20. -mopét, Nun. vi. 
t ch. v. 

22 'Eyérero & ra ‘éyxaina év ‘rotc [egosohwor. 
41 

a *. 

Origen Eus, Cypr Hil. om fran s 

19. rec aft ok eν,ν ins ov», with AD rel tol syr copt Chr Cyr: om BLIN bts 
arm. om ra D al tol copt Chr. 

20. for de, ov» DN'-?b 1. 
21. transp ove cori and ravra D. 

ins or: bef óauosviov D sah. | 
5 bef rv$Aev D al late f 5 

rec (for avov£ai) avotyery, with AD rel: txt BLXN 1. 88. 69 Orig Chr. 
13. eyevovro D. 

Ae xi. os Cf. also Eph. ii. 14 ff. i 
& pe AVW. i. e. in the purpose an 

covenant of the Eier The Lord speaks 
of His bringing them, and their hearing 
His voice: meaning that His servants in 
His name and by His power would ac- 
complish this work. Admirably illustra- 
tive of the converse method of speaking 
which He employs Matt. xxv. 40, 45. The 
pla wolyvy is remarkable—not pla GR, 
as characteristically, but erroneously ren- 
dered in E. V.:—not ONE FOLD, but ONE 
FLOCK ; no one exclusive enclosure of 
an outward church,—but one flock, all 
knowing the one Shepherd and known of 
Him. els srotpyy compare Heb. xiii. 
20. T.] The Aale iv wapompiace is 
now over, and He speaks plainly,.— Hy 
Father. In this wonderful verse lies the 
mystery of the love of the Father for the 
Son ;—because the Son has condescended 
to the work of humiliation, and to earn the 
crown through the cross (see Phil. ii. 8, 9, 
84). The Tva here is strictly rex 
in order that. ‘Without this purpose in 
view,’ says Stier (iv. 604, edn. 2),‘the Death 
of Christ would neither be lawful nor pos- 
sible,’ 18.) The truth of this volun- 

for às, rore (error from -ro à) BL 39 (gat) coptt sm. 

: rar tary rendering up was shewn by Bs: 
sufferings, from the falling of His e^ 
to the ground in the garden (ch v=" 
to His last words, Taran f f, 
pov, Luke xxiii. 46 (see note there). ^ 

ion also was eminently ae 
work, by virtue of the Spirit of the 
dwelling in and filling Him: the foe 
in both these cases being the terme 
pointment, ordinance of the pe 
the counsel of whose will the whole 
torial office of Christ : mech r- 
49. 19 91] The concuding * 
bind this discourse to the miracle 4: 
ix., though not necessarily in imaeh 

Galilee, we should have 
mention of it. Still, by the 
roic "IsposoAópoic, it would seem 1^ 
fresh period and a new visit 5 
why should such a specification be sederit 
if the narrative proceeded continoeas 

ifs 

om ry R 

words " | 
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Kai weoueware O Inode i ty Ty ipg Ev ry NE 
v ob. v. 9 reff, 

" exdxAwoay od avrov ot lov- vl xxi. 
Acta 

“Ewe wore riv ux uo ate. 20. 
Heb. xi. 80 
(Rev. 12.9 
v. T.) oat 

ar- arif. 10. 

ec avroic o Insovc Eiror ö nv, kat ov WloTEvere. "Exit, 

rà ép ya a | éyo Tot £y TP ovdpare rov rarpõc pov, ravra oniy. P». 

Aar. vost "mepi EHOVU" 

P. M 
Td 10 

om roc DN rel 1. 69 Chr Thi: ins ABL 88. 

rec ins rov bef goX., with B(Mai) LX (83, 
om BDGLXN 1. 33 coptt seth Chr-ms. 

23. wepiware AL. om ò B. 
e sil): om ADN rel Chr. 

24. ezucAtvcay B. 
35. om avro«c DN goth. 

om avrov N!. 

for ov sricTsvere, ove excorevoare B al Chr-2-mss. 
for ravra, avra D lat-a e Tert Vig. 

for Chr Gyr yap, ors ove BDLXN 1. 88. 69 
om rw N. 

26. [adAa, so A B(sic) LAN.) 
VV 
33 vulg lat-c f, g coptt arm Nonn Chr. 

26 adda vpsic ov morevere® 
7.23. tore EK rev mpoparey r&v tuev[, «aD ei ti roy ùp]. 2455 x14 

ra ta eu rie $wvne pov dhe, Kayo , Maré lila. 

for urov, AAN D vulg lat - ö o e 

= her . ou y - srecaly’ 

kayo did è LV 
e piar., ‘ma v »" = 

rec ins ca: bef xtipwy, with A rel: 

for add, uroy N35, 
a g l Tert. 
69 sah arm Chr. 

lat-Ü 
om cab uroy vuy BKLM!K 

add po: 

27. rec (for akovovsiw) arne, with AD rel Clem Orig, hom-Cl-ed Eus: txt BLXN 
33. 69 Orig, hom-Cl-ms. 

See on Luke ix. 61 ff. 22.) This 
feast had become usual since the time 
when Judas Maccabseus purified the temple 
from the profanations of Antiochus. It was 
held on Chisleu (December) 25, and seven 
following days: see 1 Macc. iv. 41—59; 

Xen. dv] i was winter (uot lee * t was no 
e ' as Lampe, al: Matt. xvi. 3) : see d 
above. The notice is inserted to 8 to to 
Gentile readers the reason of our Lord's 
walking in Solomon's portico. This latter 
was on the east side of the temple, called 
also by Jos. rod dvaro. He says, Antt. 
xx.9.7,that it was an work of Solo- 
mon, which had remained from the former 
temple. — 24.] Wuxi alpes is generally 
explained, ‘keep ws in doubt,’ alwpsic, 
ávaprdc perakd wiertec x. drieriac, 
Euthym. But there is some question whe- 
ther W. alp. is ever so used. In Josephus, 
it signifles ‘to uplift the soul,’ ‘raise the 
courage; ixl rò cid. rác Y. zouivot, 
Antt. iij. 2. 3; 5. 1. So also Aquila, Prov. 
xix. 18, mpóc rò Üavarécav abràv p) 
apye v. wie 5 exlii. 
8 (LXX) however, as all 
the 2s s in the comm., are 
nen Gs ee af E Ga Wie cen 
soul: when the term applies to effects 
produced on another, it seems to imply 
any strong excitement of mind, whether 

for hope or fear. How long dost thou 
excite our minds? 25.) He had 
often told them, in unmistakeable descrip- 
tions of Himself: see ch. v. 19; viii. 36, 
56, 58, &. &c. But the great Teference 
here is to His works, as in ver. 37. 
Observe the sharp contrast of / and 

is. 26.] The difficulty of gabs 
elrov opiyv is considerable warrant for its 
genuineness: and it comes much more 
naturally with this than with the follow- 
ing verse. I believe it to refer more to 
the whole 45 Ene than to any explicit 
saying of this ki and this is shewn to 
my mind by the following words in ver. 
27 :—the minor i 

from the allego: „and 
thus it might be said — doer y. 
This reference to the allegory some two 
months after it was spoken, has been used 
by the rationalists as an argument against 

authenticity of the narrative. But, 
as Meyer observes, it in reality implies 
that the conflict with the Jewish authori- 
ties is here again taken up after that 
interval, duriug which it had not broken 
out. 21—29.) This leads to a fur- 
ther description of these s The form 
of the sentence is a climax ; rising through 
the yò didnt and ix r. , to 4 
waThp pov ð diduciv pon as ic r. Xe 
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d ch. viti. 51 
reff. 

om Matt. xiii. 
In. dade 23. 
2 Kisgszxii. 

f comp. Matt. 

d 
aiva, «ai ovy 

ETATTEAION 

o warnp pou 8 d d elv Hos wavrwy f et 

3 

9 € 1 os 1 2 4 9, „ à — 
abr oc Cony BIMVION: cal ov pn awohevrat ae re 

* apwace Tt¢ aura EK es Nu on. 

ESTI, 

LU zr. 1 Kat oudeic Sovarat 3 €x THC Xeipòc 10 Ye 

g cb. xvi.11, 30 2 
„ 22. dee 

i on iie, i AiBoug ot "Iov8atot, tva 
h = here on! 

1 5 T. avroic o noob IIoxAd 
v. 28. 

air. 10. warooc’ LB 
Tor a 

nm 210 
cai n 
voly. 

k Matt. v P Bed 

S cb 21.8. ov morsig ceavrov Ücov. 
RE dn 21 
a 

m = Acts iv. 7. 
xxiii. B4 al. „ 3. 
Bsek. x xx p cà. vili. 88 rof. 

eyo Kai o rar E ty écuev, 

u «en Acts xis. al. 

fis dera ovv faln 

Aub avrov, | arp 

cad Epya Saka va E: Tw 

oiov aur io pe Abl rt: * 
expiOnoav avr oi ‘Tovdatas " Iep: * ca diere, ov m 
Couey oe, aA Ad reg ? BA M,, xai Ori aw a 

8⁴ 8 avroic 0 Tr 

Ovx tore yeypappivoy ty ry vóuq: vuv Ore Eye an 
o Matt. 211. 81. Lake v. B. Re 23". 

98. rec Zuny manov bef didnt avro, with AD rel latt syr goth arm Or: E 
Hil: txt BLM'XN 38 Syr coptt sth. 

agowra: Ni. 
29. om pov Nl. 

M rel Tert-ms: xen A d. qu 
rec utt. bef wavrey, with A 

Syr Cyr. rec aft rov Tarpoc ins pov, with AD 

for ovy, ov pa DLXN 69 Bas Cr = 

apracn (s£acism )) DELMXN. 
rec (for 3) öç, with AB? rel sah wth Tert-ms ; es 4: tu? 

(D) LN latt copt goth Tert-ms Hil, —for dedener, dedwxwc D. 
h Cyr Tert-ms Bis 

vulg lat-b c: scorer 

rec paler, 12 

Ambr Jer Avg Fx 
bef peg. I: tt DL 

rel vss Hil: om Bl. & Orig. 
31. om ov» BLN 33 am(with fuld em forj ing jac mt) lat. , g sah goth m 1x 

Bede. om wakcy D 69 latt copt Hil Aug Ambr. 
88. ep ya bef cata AKAN 1. 33 am(with fuld forj fos ing) lat-a cef sym ox 

arm Ath: 
rel: om BDN' lat-e Ath. 

epya edecEa vey bef cada B al. 
rec AsGaZers bef pe, with AD rel lat-c f rr 

rec aft warpoc ins pov, with AR" goth Er 
Thdrt Hil: txt BLN 33 vulg lat-a ö «.—ene N. 

33. rec aft io, ins Asyorrec, with D rel lat-e: om ABKLM'XN I. . * 
Hil. om xa: N. om ov DK vulg-ms lat-e Syr Chr Quest. 

94. om à B. aft o «gc. ins cei erer D cop. om epe» DN! al b 
e ff, l Eus Tert Cypr Hil: ins N-corr! &c. om syw N'. (ins corr.) s 
ort, with AN2 tf goth eth arm Ath Thdrt Tert: ins BDLXN'! 33 latt ab ^^ 
Ath-ms Cypr Hil. for exa, «xov ADMSUA 33. 69: txt BN rel. 

ToU watpés. Then the apparent diversity 
of the two expressions, ix r. x. pow and 
ic r. x. TOU war. pov, gives occasion to 
the assertion in ver. 30, that Christ and 

7 the Father are ONE; one in essence pri- 
marily, but therefore also one in working, 
and POWER, and in will. iv card divapey, 
Hyouy ravrodvvapos Euthym. ; who adds, 
el. dt i» card dahin, iv Epa cai card 
TÀ» Ora cal oiciay cal $ócw. This 

y is implied in the words, and 
so the Jews understood them, ver. 33. 
Bengel remarks after Augustine, per eu. 
mus refutatur Sabellius, per umum, Arius.’ 
It is perhaps more than is actually con- 
tained in the words: but, as Meyer says, 
they are founded on the unity of essence 
of the Son and the Father, and so pre- 
suppose the homousian doctrine. iv, 
not P e not 5 one, but essen- 

] i. e. as having spoken 

blasphemy, Levit. xxiv. 10 ff. * 
eee 
in the air, in act to throw at uA 
more than aipsy,ch. viii. 59. ct. 
A. 594 (Adar BacráZovra rale «P 
ripyeiv), Pol b. xv. 26. 3 (Geric 
rade $2.) See Mai 

= 

. 37. i „be Cae v. sm, S8) H, Hire eed 
ort h from the Father, 

xv. 25. The Psalm (xxxii) ¥ 
agait e the injustice and tyan TA 
(not, the Gentile rulers of the word J 
Wotte], nor, the aagels Do 
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et Exeivoug elxev Üsovc xpoc obe ô Aóyoc *5 pene 
Ë tans jii. TOU beo éytvero, kai ov Obrarat " AvGnvat n ' ypagn’ FD la. 

" ámtortiuy " tic TOY Koopoy* 2 Ja: on 

- Aéyere Ort Bracgnusic, ö ort sirov Lide rob td tá vit. 88 

87 1 2 OU ro Td Epya rob warpoc mov, um riorsberł nh 

88 ( 8 wow, Kay aol un rierte, roig Epyorc Ie 1. 6. 
Sir. zlix.7. 

* cb. lii, 17. 
1 Josa tv. 8. mioreboare, tva yes Kai vivre Ore tv tpoi o Tarp , nn 

sal iv TQ rarpi. 

y e^. vil. sorer, 
; XXIII. 18, 14, 

85. syevero bef rov eov D lat-a b e ed: 
$6. om rov DEGN 69 (goth ?) Eus Did 

7 ičhrouy [ow] wade aurov I miasa 
at * ekgA bev “Ex rne xepòc avrov, 

s — here only. see 3 Cot. vi. 17. 

l Eus Hil. 
Chr Cyr Damasc. 

88. 8. il be 
al. v. fl. 

cal awnAGev wadw x Mait. s 
a Acts xii, II. 2 Cbron. 

40 

88. for micrevnre, riert verre AEGHUXAAN 1 11. 33. 69: Oedere rue) D latt 
Tert Cypr Hil Zeno. for riorevoart, riorevere BDELUN 1. 33. rec (for 
praeri) miorevanre (see note), with A rel vulg lat-f q syrr goth, 3 N: txt 
LX 1.83 coptt arm Ath Thdrt H 

lat-b f t-b f ff, syr-txt go 
coptt mt eth arm Orig- pn Eus Ln Ach 

39. om ov» BEGHMUA copt goth 
kat etgrovy D Syr eth. 

il.—om «cat yivecinrt 
dor Nod re warp) avre (not noticing the emp 

h bene Hi txt ROT 83 vulg lat-a ce g 

ana ins A rel 
avrov bef saw AKLXAN 1. 33 lat- y goth: om radiy 

lat-a bce l Tert 
Jasin), i A mi 

yr syr-marg 

syr sah.—for eZnrovy [ovy], 

DRN 69 latt (copt ?) Chr Aug: txt B rel. (x:acat bef avrov U th. 
40. for cas a, NNO ovy A. 

And in the Psalm reference is made by 
elra to previous places of Scripture where 
judges are so called, viz. Exod. xxi. 6; 
xxii. 9, 28. 85.] apis obs ó À. v. 6. 
èy.. to whom God (in those passages) 
spoke. We can hardly build on this 
passage, as Luthardt has done, a theory as 
to the distinction between those to whom 
 Xóyoc rov Oed came merely in utterance, 
and those to whom He came is Person. 
See below on ver. 36. The expression, 
xal ob Suv. X. à yp. (which is not a paren- 
thesis, but constructionally part of the 
sentence, depending on ci), implies, ‘and 
if you cannot explain thie expression 
away,—if it cannot mean nothing. for it 
rests on the testimony of God's word,'— 
3 The argument is d minors ad 

nau f in any sense they could be 

He, whom c. te ay we — e, whom were y 
s0 called, onl Geoi—but He, 
the only One, enel and ded fad hallowed by the 
Father, and sent into the world (the aorists 
refer to the time of the Incarnation), is 
essentially 6468, inasmuch as He is vlàs 
TOV Ó«ov. The deeper aim of this 
argument is, to shew then that the idea 
of mas and God being one, was not alien 
from their O. T. spirit, but set forth there 
in types and shadows of Him, the real 
God-Man. Observe ue, set in em- 
phatic contrast to the au rity of Scrip- 
ture,—as Óv ô xarip eee cob to 

ixelvous above. 37, 88.] Having put 
the Sae a of blasphemy aside, our Lord 
again has recourse to the testimony of His 
works, at which He hinted ver. 32; and 
here, to their character, as admitted by 
them in ver. 88. ‘If they bear not the 
character of the Father, believe Me not : 
but if they do (which even yourselves 
admit), though ye may hate and disbelieve 
Me, di ne the unquestionable testi- 
mony of the works :—that ye may be led 
on to the higher faith of. the unity of 
Myself and the Father.’ yore x 

] The distinction lies in the 
force of the present as denoting the con- 
tinuance of a state, whereas the aorist im- 
plies an act of a moment. The nearest 
approach to it in English would perhaps 
be, that ye may perceive (the introduc- 
tory act) and know (the abiding state). 
This 5 between the gos nds 

ysveokcnre n 
enk marily changed to rierte. Cf. 

. viii. p. 849 a, rey 82 iv dert 
xe rd aórà rien j «al ixipedtio- 
Oat rv Trey acruvéper dpxijv. 
89.] The attempt to stone Him seems to 
nda been abandoned, but (see ch. vii. 30) 

tried again to take Him into custody : 
exi as before, He (miraculously ?) with- 
drew Himself from them. 

40—49.| Jesus departs to Bethany be- 
yond Jordan, and is there believed on by 
many. § 40.] Scech.i. 28 and note. 
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2 , , LY , e bet FF # 
b Matt. xix. 38 wipay TOV IopSávov ec TOV Torov OTOU ny lvarrx 

A |» " p" 1 1 

422 5 ont rò wporo» Barrie, kai tuevew exer. I xai rolle 
ob. H. lla * 1 L4 , e i.d 5 

2 4 . . 0 mpoc avróv, Kat EAcyov Ore Iwavynç pty ' ewm 
U , 9 . * ? 2 : 1.2. 313. emoigctv OvOtv' Tüvra & Oca ert Lwarvenc wept rovrov 38. xxi. 2. 

EC "sa aAnOn qv. 4? kai rA * &xiorevcav tic avróv icu. 

(La, via XI. "Hv & ric aotevov Aalapoc * awe Bafars, 

ans, “ex tne ropne Mapiac kat MápÜac rnc adeAgne avr 
3 23 & M , e * Pel ` » L E ean was 

lch. s OP apia 7 ali ν, rov KkUpiov pvoy 
k Matt. vi. E. pataca rave róðaç avrov raiç hp aurne, "ic o aded por 

ark vi. , M e 9 * MAS 

aril dake AáLapoc nobéver. P awéoredav ovv ai adeAgat mpac ef 
rim Abyovsat Kópie, "We Ov piece acBever. — dc, 
Fer m 1 Matt. xxvi. 2 reff. m Lake vil. 38 reff. n = ch. K 8 al. — 

om tc row romoy N'. 

1. 33 latt Syr coptt sth arm Chr. 

for wperov, wportpoy X. 

twavenc bef erev D. 
42. rec excorevoay bef voor, with A rel syr 

rec ect 

for epeivev, epever B ats 

: txt BDLM X(Treg expr’ K 
tc avrov, with E rel: om 16 is: 

Syr Chr Aug: txt ABDKLMUXN 1. 33. 69 syr coptt goth sth arm. 

Cuar. XI. 1. ins ryc bef papiac DN. 
avrov A ev-82. 

9. om avrov D. aft yc ins cat D. 
8. poc avrov bef a: afe $a: R. 

avrov, roy ujcovy» D lat-b o e yr. 

a The locality reminds them of John 
and his testimony. The remark seems to 
have a double tendency :—to relate their 
now confirmed uasion, that though 
John did not their expectations by 
shewing & sign or working miracles, yet 
he was a frue prophet, and really, as he 
professed, the forerunner of this Person, 
who in 5 must be, what John 
had declared Him to be, the Messiah. And 
(ver. 42) the result followed :—many be- 
lieved on Him. The led] repeated, 
ver. 42, belongs to the simplicity of the 
speech, which is reproduced literatim, and 
expresses the honour paid by the people to 
the holy man whose memory still lived 
among them." Meyer. 
CAT. XI, XII.] JxsUS, DELIVERED 

TO DEATH, THE RESURRECTION, AND THE 
LIFE, AND THE JUDGMENT. XI. 1— 
44.) The raising of Lazarus. On the 
omission of this, the chief of our Lord’s 
miracles, by the three other E lista, 
see Prolegg. ch. i. § v. 1. 1.] &, not 
transitional, —but ing a contrast to 
the sojourn in Perwa, and thus conveying 
the reason why our Lord’s retirement (see 
ch. x. 40) was broken in upon. Meyer 
(but not in edns. 2, 3), and Greswell, main- 
tain that åró means present residence, — 
èx, nativity. But this distinction is who 

ins ryc bef pap@ag D'. for erry, 

aft adseAgas ins avrov DS 1 Ang. ir 

yond Jordan, which has just been slledd 
to (not named perhaps to avoid the cn 
fusion), ch. x. 40. Mary 

xii. 3, being 
his narrative. 3.) The mesage (te 
vv. 21, 82) evidently was to request the 
Lord to come and heal him : and impe 
that the sickness was of a kind 

4.] The only right 
of this answer, and our Lord's whole p> 
ceeding here is,—that He knew ssd fort 
saw all from the first, — as well the ter 
mination of Lazarus’s sickness sad bis 
being raised again, as the part which th» 
miracle would in bringing about the 
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"Incovc et ere Aurn n do,, ovk torw rde Bavaroy, uri x heme 
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? nyawa St o ‘Inaove ru Mapa» Kai pm Acts v. 12. Oo Òe avre. 

Tiv adi arne kai Tov Aáütapov. 

CoL il. 38. 
1 

6 we ouv nKovaty 4 E [Ls 
vili. 54 al. 

Ort * acÜcvet, rors uiv ÉLELVEV £v 9 iv romp doo 7 nuipue. s pres, eb. L. 40 

7; ewera uera robro A roi nabnraſe 
rue Iouòalav ran. AE ov avrQ ot naÜnrai Papi, 16. ch 

9 xxvi, 
4^. Marki. 
88. 2 15, 

. ziv. 

Ayu eic 

vuv ° eZnrovv os ° Abasai oi Tovdajot, xai rah ù brayac T 
ext; 9 arecpibn Insovc Ovi Sodexa par aiv rij 

Pade 2, Cyr. ir. 

eMatt xil. 46, 

nuépaç ; ; €ay rie reptrarp ev Ty nuépa, ov * mpocKomret, doh. x 81, e. 
Ort TO wç rov xoopgov rovrov (QAérw 

Lake xxl. 2. ch. xviii. 8. Rom. xv. 43 Deut. 1. 87. 17 
. Rom. ix. 32. xiv. N. ) Pet. i. 8 only P». xc. 19. (Matt. vil. .) Jer. xiii. 16. 

4. om 1st ó D. 
5. for nyawa, t$ amabat D lat - a e. 
0. aft spuvev ins o igcovc D lat-b (c) L 

aft ua0nraic ins avrov ADKAA 69 lat-ó c f 
syrr copt wth: om BN rel lat-a goth Chr Andr. 

T. for xera, ara D al Chr. 

8. aft pa8grai i ins avrov D al lat-a c e syrr coptt 
om ABCDN rel. 9. rec ins ó bef igsovc, with U (1, e sil): 

with E rel vulg-ed syr goth: txt ABCK 
sxe q nyepa D. 

close of His own ministry. aðr 5$ 
åg®.] * Ostendit Christus, notum sibi, quod 
tanquam nescienti indicabatur.' Grot. 
obe tox. 1p 0.] Its result as La- 
zarus will not be death (see Matt. ix. 24 ||, 
a 57 805 :—but (see vel im, ron it 

a higher purpose,—the glory o j— 
the glorification, by its means, of the Son 
of God. And this Bofas$—how was it 
accomplished? By this smracle leading 
to his death,—which in John's diction is 
so frequently implied in that word. (It 
need hardly be remarked, with Olsh. and 
Trench, that the g of the Son of 
God in Lazarus Aimself is subordinately 
implied. Men are not mere tools, but 
temples, of God.) It is doubtful 
whether these words were the answer sent 
back to the sisters, or were said to the 
disciples. In either case, they evidently 
carried a double „ as those 
in ver. 11. 52 explains bv $uis. 
Observe yára here; while we have àv 

ts in ver. 3, where there was no pos- 
sibility of misunderstanding the import: 
cf. note on Matt. v. 46, and Trench, New 
Test. Synonyms, p. 45. 6.] oiv 
connects with ver. 4, ‘Having then said 
this, —although He loved, &c., He abode,’ 
&c.: ui pointing on to imera p. r. in 
next verse, In all probability Lazarus 

aft ac0tv»ta ins avrov D 69 wth. 

10 caw & ric e T 9. 
„ 6 L. from 

ins ao bef eva &. 

for ev w HY roo, txt Tw Tore D 

for raus, voi» A ev-y: 

th. 
rec uoy bef wpai, 

1. 33. 69 latt Syr Chr Cyr Thl.—wpac 

was dead, when He spoke the words ver. 
4;—or at all events before the messenger 
returned. 7T.) If the o$v in ver. 6 
referred to this verse, the connexion must 
have been made by cai nerd r.: the ie 
cuts of all connexion (Gal. i 18), and 
throws back the ody as explained above. 

The question, why our Lord did 
not go on sh tag Sh the aser id is not to 
be answered b reasons, 
such as the tri of f o faith of of those con- 
cerned, or the pressing nature of His own 
ministry in Pera, — but by refi back 
to ver. 4, - because, for the lory of God, - 
He would have the miracle Pappen as it 
did and no otherwise. Compare Meyer. 

8.] viv = dpriwc—but now. j - 
Tovv, were seeking: twdyas, art thou 
erg 9, 10.] Our 5 answer is 

, vv. 9, 10, — then particular, 
ver. 11. oùxì 848.] See on ch. ix. 4, 
where the same thought is But, 
here it is carried further,—‘ I have a fixed 
time during which to work, appointed me 
by my Father ; during that time I fear no 

,I walk in His light, even as the 
traveller i in the light of this world by day : 
and (by inference) ye too are safe, f 
in this light, which light to you is myse 
—walking with me: :—whosoever walks 
without this light, —without me,—without 
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b= 1 Juba L8, repirarp ev Ty vuxri, * wpockomret, ort ro éec ovr | 

7 ravra tire, col pera Tovro Aéyer a | Lake zl. i 45. Acta xil Aáľapoç ó o pic nu. cecoinnren dAAd w 
zxvili. 18. £v avro. 

ee ' Evnviow avróv, 12 
AV-. 6a 

1. ep. ! cexotunrat, ora! 
X bes eal. 
"huis - 

xiv. i3 only piste TOU barvou i Abya. 
mde Tneovc ° wappnaig Aalapoc andern, 

xivill 1$ rp avróv. 16 
m pron. 

ww oh. X. 96 reff. 2 ch. z. 89 
9 = Matt. EE xx. 16, 94. xxi. 2 Acte ix. 86. 

plur. only, Gen. xxv 

10. for avro, aurn D'(and lat) sah. 

EYATT'EAION XI 

* upire. & o j Tip 

Tov Üavárov avrov EKELVOL . otav å ore wept THC Kon- 
4 sore ovv erer er o 

15 kat xai re 

bere oniy te ö nac, 47 tva tore bre, Ore ob Ben ixe. AAA d 
erer ovv Owpac o * Meyopevoc N 

al. q = 1 Cor. v. 
t c. 2x34 ETE wake tL 

11. kopara: and (for a ter) rov eEurvicas D. 
12. om o: pa@nra A: ins 

DEN lat-b Syr syr-marg sah 
gyr-txt 
dormit D latt. 

18. om avrov (homootel ?) N. 
14. om ov» A al lat-a Syr coptt sth arm. 

aft AaXapoc ins o $i oc nuwy D. 
15. [ax Aa, so ACDEFGHLMUAN 33.) 

the light of the divine purpose illumining 
the path of duty, stumbles,—because he 
has no light in him.’ In him, for the 
light of the body is the eye,’ and the light 
must be in «e in order to guide us. Shut 
it out by blinding the eyes, and we are in 
darkness. So too of spiritual light. 
The twelve-hour division of the day was 
common among the Jews by this time, 

probably wed from Babylon (oi 
“BAAnvec ra óvod:i«a pipea rie niger 
rap BaBuAwviwy ipabo ov, Herod. ii. 109). 
As the day in Palestine varied in length 
from 14h. 12m. in sammer to 9h. 48m. in 
winter, these hours must also have varied 
considerably in length at the different 
seasons (see Winer, Realwirt. art. Tag). 
I may remark that this verse refates the 
fancy of Townson and others, recently up- 
held by Dr. Wordsworth (who passes this 
verse without remark), that St. John adopts 
the so-called Asiatic method of reckonmg 
time: see on ch. i. 40; iv. 6, al. 
Notice 808exa emphatically prefixed, im- 
plying (as Bengel, jam Salta erat hora, 
sed tamen adhuc erat dies’) that though 
the conflict was far spent, there were yet 
more hours of daylight, and it could not 
yet be said jAjvOrv " &pa, ch. xvii. 1. 
Cf. ch. vii. 30; viii. 20; xii. 27: and con- 
sult Meyer's able and exhaustive note. 

U.] The special reason for going, 
which the disciples appear not to have 

BC rel vulg lat-e f syr copt goth, and (but 
rec (for avre) avrov, with C? rel vulg lat- f 

h Andr: txt ABC'DKXN 33 lat-3 coptt arm. 

aft r. 

for gacoep grae, copara: 

[o insd above the line dc. 

borne in mind, having pro supposed 
from ver. 4 that Lezarus recorer. 

8 $0. &.] ‘quanta bhumanitete 
Jesus amicitiam suam cum ipols 

least of the disciples that other enying. 
Matt. ix. 24. But the former eb sre 
Od. had not been understood,—and that 
error ruled in their minds. 
oi ob yp) MByte, GAA’ Mere. 

evidently v understan the aleep anaounced 
to them b 3 as a ph iai fact, — if 
he has a token of a 
favourable e ani (as in 
E. V. he shall do well), = his recovery,— 

— Marii ges ee 
allatum esse." Herm. ad Viger. p. 811. 

16.] Gepas, in Aramaic . = 
di dvnoc. The remark means, Let us 
also go (with our Master, implied in the 
wal), that we may die with Him (not, 

tern 

euro» oe [ot paÜsrai] Sid Köpa, 
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Avon Kat nete, iva ẽrob h a bere ouly t, Fiat. 77270 

mer avrov. I/ Abov od d Insovc ebper | avrOy ríacapac VER CSS 

nn i ńmépaç Norra ty r " pvnuti. 
e rh tposoMnwv, we aro 

mene: 19 

“ray Map@av kai Mapiap, í iva 
mepi TOU 48. 20 j ow Mápba wç nkoveey ore 

Inoobęg ᷑hxera 

oiky *exabéZero, 21 
K die, 

o rhrrnoer avro Mapía ài ty TQ a1 
ciney ob n Mao@a ™poc roy Inooõꝰ 28 T 

‘a he Woe, ovx av ereOynxer o adeAgoc pov" DUM 
* „ -6o», Phil. il. 3.) 

80. ch. iv. 61. AH. 18. Acts xvi. 16 only . Tobit vii. 1 al. 

ref, 
18 3 nv Sen n BnOavia w Matt. viiL 28 

rw 9. 
* sradiwy b Sexa- x cb. lii. 93 

ref 
woAXot à c ex rwy lovdaiwy tÀqAUOGcav poc y ch. v. 2 reff. 

2 ge at . 8. 

" wapauvÜmowvrat aurac . a. zx 

vill. a's 3. 
ach. vi. 19 reff. 

d Lake vill. 37 | Mt. 1 v. 1 
e Matt. 81. ver 

feunstr. "chiefly Jchn, ch. xv. 190 al. Lake vil. 0. Ast xviii. 14. 1 Cor. xii. 19. 

18. aft evpua0graic ins avrov D tol lat- 
17. Mer and za: svpev C'(appy) D latt (n 

A (as corrd b 
bef dn, wit 

igl scribe) DXAN?* 38 Syr 

nòn being omd was dad: reinserted : 
DL vulg lat-b c ff, l 

18. om j Ni. om we D 

S ff, coptt goth. 
(aot 7) aft o «goovc ins «tc B90aviay 

ga [A!] ! re] vss. rec nyuepac 
3N rel d lat-b c f syr To om nôn A'D fos lat-e Syr coptt sth 

arm: txt BC" à 69 (lat-a g D) goth. (ndnnp Bard to have produced the confusion, and 
er.) ey rw pynpew bef cxovra 

Cyr. 
19. rec (for wodAot de) zas wodo, with A rel lat-f syrr goth i æth : txt BCDLXX 

33 latt coptt. for tovdatwy, upocotupwy D. 
rel: om D: rag, wept, M: 

apap, 80 BCDKLA.] 
t arm. 

rec TAÇ TEP, with AC? 
try» BC'LXN 33 latt Syr coptt goth sth arm. 
rec aft adsAgov ins avrw», with AC rel: om BDLN 

20. . om ABCD rel Cyr Thl. 

rec o adeXgoc pov bef ove ay 
om rov BN. om zupie (soe 

ver 82), 
arm; bef the verb AD: order of txt BC'LXK 

31. om j A rel Thi: ins BCDKLX 1. 33. 
wer wie B mal Cote tae. ins AC*DN rel. 
with t-b c e f yr 
1. riis 257 th eth Chr 
none vary) BCODKLXN 1. 33 Chr Cyr: txt A rel. 

with Lazarus, as Grot.). This is in exact 
accord with the character of Thomas, as 
shewn in ch. xiv. 5; xx. 25 ;—ever ready 
to take the dark view, but deeply attached 
to his Lord. 17.] Jesus remained 
two days after the receipt of the mes- 
sage: one day the journey would occup 
so that Lazarus must have died on 
day of the messenger’s being sent, and 
have been buried that evening, according 
to Jewish custom: see ver. 39, and Acts 
v. 6—10. 18.] The geographical no- 
tice is given, to account for the occur- 

in the next verse. A sta- 

Meyer 1 that j» does not seces- 
sarily imply that the places no longer 
existed when the Apostle wrote, but may 
arise from the word occurring in con- 
text with a history which is past. Bo 
Xen. Anab. i. 4. 9, ai Jà cha. iv alc 
donnvouy IIapvcáridoc 7j joay. But seeing 
that John alone uses this form of 
tion (cf, ch. xviii. 1; xix. 41), and that he 

—for ereOvnce, asiDavsy (from ver 32, where 

probably wrote after the destruction of 
erusalem, it is more natural (as Meyer 

himeelf confesses) to explain the past 
tense by his Jerusalem and its 
neighbourhood as waste at the time 
when he published his Gospel. 19.] 
3 18 Hebr. in loc.) gives an 

account of the ceremonies practised duri 
the thirty days of mourning. The rec. 

, tas wept M. c. M., would mean 
Marthe and Mary and their friends—the 
women mourning with them. The dad shed 
8 is foreign to N. T. diction ee 
T at be used here for 

t they were men who c or 
as 5 that the house was one of 
large hospitality and acquaintance. 
20. The behaviour of the two sisters is 
uite in accordance with their character, 
uke x. 88—42: and thus we have a 

most interesting t of connexion be. 
tween two gospels so widely various in 
their contents and character. Stier thinks 
(v. 19, edn. 2), as also Trench (Mirr. 898, 
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got 0 0soc. 

RE E ap cov. 24 Aéyee aury n  Mäpßa Oia 5 Ort bere . 
h Matt. xx. 19. i? 

1 Th 

zxei. 19. 
j Matt. zxil. 
23, Nc. reff. 

k ch. vi. 89, 40 

Ich. il. 11 reff, 
m cb. vat 61 Í 

“acts — WiGTEUEQ TOUTO ; 
E 41, from 

ab. I. 8. 1 Cor. zii. 7. 1 Joba lv. 16. 

83. rec at beg ins aÀÀa, with ACD rel vulg lat-b c e f F: om 
Chr. [cav acrnoe R.] 

23. om lst ô A. 
94. rec om , with ACN rel: 
25. aft «riv ins dg NI; ov» X al 
27. om aurw D- gr al copt. 

th. 

edn. 2), that Mary did not hear of the 
approach of Jesus, and that we must 
not bring the characters to bear on this 
case es $1.] This saying bas evi- 
dently been the leading thought of the four 
days since their brother's death. 
repeats it, ver. 82. 22.] She seems 
to express some expectation of the raising 
of her brother; but it is too great a thing 
for her to venture to mention :—possibly 
she had not dared to form the thought 
fully, but had some vague feeling after help, 
such as she knew He would give. I can 
hardly see, as some have done, a ‘ verbum 
minus dignum ' (Bengel) in the form of her 
expression, Sea d» airnog rò» 0. K. r. A. 
It was said in the simplicity of her faith, 
which, it is true, was not yet a fully ri i: 
faith: but it differs little from our 
own words, ver. 41. The repetition of 
o Oeds after TÓy Oedv is to be noticed, as 
expressive of her faith in the unity of pur- 

and action between Jesus and God. 
28.] I believe these words of our 

Lord to contain no allusion to the imme- 
diate restoration of Lazarus; but to be 

ically used, to lead on to the 
requisite faith in her mind. I have to 
learn whether dvaerijets rat in this direct 
absolute sense could be used of his recall 
into human life. 24.| She under- 
stands the words rightly, but gently repels 
the insufficient comfort of his ultimate 
resurrection. 25, 26.] These words, 
as Stier observes, are the central point of 
the history ; the great testimony to Him- 
self, of which the subsequent miracle is 
the proof. The intention of the saying 
seems to have been, to awaken in Martha 
the faith that He could raise her brother 
from the dead, in its highest and proper 
form, This He does by announcing Him- 

EYATTEAION 

Kai vU» otóa Ori bea av § 
23 Àéye aury o Iqcovc "' Avacrüerra 0 

gerat ev Ty avacragtt ev "y 
aury o Insoc Eye eiu 3 ‘avacracic kot 9 Cwn. : 

riortbor eic in kay awofavy Cnoerat, 

hoy xai | mtorevewy cic Ead ov prj azolavy ™ 

7 Mya abr Noi cute tye ztst- 

XI. 

° 

a avacru- 

25 ez * egy arg " uipe. 

26 kal wa o 
E 

Ete TOV aue. 

om BC'XN 1. 33 hts 

cov bef ò adeAgoc D. 
ins BC'DKLX 33 Chr Cyr. 

OP vat kvpit, o «oovc A. 

li ie ota gy arr rg -) 26 sra 
RESURRECTION’ that Taraa 
in the last day s shall be only by sey Pore 
and therefore 1 can raise now as ve) 
and more than that, THE LIFE ITSELF: » 
that he that believeth in me (= Lr. 
in her mind), even kh e he have 
(4r08a past) shall li 
liveth (physi 

Choi rat: in the second, that he Zev, v 
p) áwo0ápg. Olshausen’s remark, the: 
ley and áso0. in the second clause mus 
both be physical, if' one ts, is wrong ; th 
antithesis consisting, in clauses, in the 

There can hardly be any referee 
in ver. 26 to the state of the living farb- 
Jul at the Lord's coming (xarrag o6 
corunOnadueOa, wávrtc dt dk ned. 
1 Cor. xv. 51), —for although the Apost 
there, 5 of believers primarily an! 
opoo T, uses the first —the mr- 
ing would be equally true of unbelievers 
on whose bodies the change from rà 98a; 
róv to á$0apcía will equally pass, and e 
whom the o9 pù) awo@dry here would be 
equally true,—whereas the saying is om 

airnoy rov Gor N 
*4 

| 

| 
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oreuKka ort où &o Werde o o vidg rov Geov o tic roy o Matt, zi. 8 

pps ° spy p£voc. 

O * d. Sd rοẽ,ỹꝭ 

P 

Kat TOUTO tixovca axiA0ty cal Ff . 
P Eġpwvnoev Mapiin rv ade pny avrüc Add ein ob e. aots 

rãęsoriv kai 
we Tkovcty, nylpbn rax xai fip Xero "poc avróv. 

ob àt EAndobe o o Tnoove tie ru cu aux zv. K. ens 
[ere] é EV TQ Tomy ö rob v růrrneur avro n Mápla. 

Avi. 87 frre 
Deut. 

29 f exeivy r Hatt. viii. 10. E $ova ct. 

2 3 Mace. i 10 

31 ol 11 1, 
r. 20 

ovr ’loudator oi OVTEÇ utr auriig ev TY oicig kat ̀ mapa- 233 e 
zii. 

nvÜoUpevot. avrQv, iCOvrtc Thy Maou ~ ort ' rayéwç x Lake ziv. 21 

aviar kat EnA bev, col obbnoav air Y Sokavrec Ort y Matt. vi. 7 

vrt eic TO pynpeiov tva kAabog exe. 

pup ws nher! oTov “ny Incovc, iSobca auroy "Eta 22. 

8 pres. pe 
ME Ma- "wres 

uurov * wpo¢ TOUC v róðaç Ac you avro Kopie, & ne woe, Eur n. 

38. rec (for rovro) ravra, with AD rel latt syrr 
so ABCDKLA 33.] seth. (83 def.) [papia 

for Aa0pa, 3 
(33 def. 

latt. 

got 
expr) X 33 lat-a bce 

for eixovea, exaca BCi: 

Rev. 1. 17 only. 5 

sah arm: txt BCLXN copt goth 
ru adi. av. bef pa. D. 

txt ACD rel. 
) add or 

29. om de ACID rel vulg lat-a c e arm: ins BC'LXN 88. 69 lat-f syr-with-ast coptt 
h. rec (for ion) eyecperac, with AC? rel vulg syrr: txt BC'DL X(Treg 

6 sel wog i syr-marg (sah?) goth sth arm Andr. rec (for 
pexero) epyeras, with AC? lat-c e f syr copt: txt BC'L X(Treg expr) N 33 
s b ff, L Syr goth th an 

or ovxe, ov D-gr. for de, yap D latt (copt Ü goth. «go. bef cAnA vba, 
ankd, D. om ers AD rel syrr wth: ins BCXN 1. 33 latt copt goth arm Aug. 

(ere bef 9» F lat-a e sah Andr.) om j D al. 
31. om rat bef zapapv0. D fos lat- h. [papeap, 80 "d 83. J 

rec (for dofayrec) sd bt with AC? rel latt syr sah goth: txt B C'(appy 
DLXN 1.33 S m Ri corn 1 * syr-marg copt sth 

1 so BCI EL.] 
DKXN 83.—4196. bef ny C'(appy). 
with D al latt arm Chr Cyr: 
AC? rel: txt BC'DLXN Cyr Andr. 

setting forth an exclusive privilege of à 
Zuv x. miorebwy tic ivi. Besides, such an 
interpretation would set aside all reference 
to Lazarus, or to present circumstances. 

N.] Her confession, though em- 
bracing the great central point of the 
truth in the last verse, does not enter 
fully into it. Nor does she (ver. 40) seem 
to have adequately apprehended ite mean- 
ing. Ör: piv psyáña wepi lavrov tlxey, 
lyro xas 8d Tavra drev, Sydnee’ dd 
rovro Írepov lpur nÜrica, trepuy dwoxpive- 
ra. Euthym. MW, I, for my part: we- 
aiotevea, ‘have d m euch d 
firmly believe.’ siex) 
come: see reff. er calling. her 
sister is aes of one who (as in 
Luke x. 40) had not been much habituated 
herself to listen to His instructions, but 
knew this to be the uu be of Mary. 
tene e she evidently has hopes 

OL. 1. 

arm Andr Nonn. 

rec ins o bef ino., with C3LN4 rel: om ABC!? 
om avroy D. 

txt ABCR rel goth Andr Thl.— rec (for poc) eic, with 
om avro DX lat-s copt arm. wee bef 

ins inf bef vrayes 

rec tig rove roòag bef avrov, 

raised, though of a very faint and indefi- 
nite kind. 5 rt áya00y axd 
rev Aóyev abro). Euth Ad Opa ] 
iva p) ol wapovrec 'Jovóa ion rovro yen, 
cai oc carapnvicway abroy roig imi- 
BovAsiovory. Euthym. This fear was 
realized (ver. 46). toe} This is 
not recorded. Stier thinks that the Lord 
had not actually asked for her, but that 
Martha sees such an es fitness for her 
hearing in the words of vv. 26, 26, that she 
uses this expression. But is it not some- 
what too plainly asserted, to mean only 
Pied by inference ? Meyer regards the 
quee j] roving it to have been a fast. 

va R. dxei—as is the custom 
even E d the East. 82.] The words 
of Mary are fewer, and her action more 
impassioned, than those of her sister: she 

haps pup E the arrival of 
the Jews: cf. ver. 93 Kahne, Gram. 
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comtr, Merk oye Gy pov awlOavey o adeAgoc. 99 "Insovc ovy vc ncr: Alv. 63, 
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ii. 1 » 2 ar 
b^. "Acta ix. aufi» kAatovca» Kat rove ^cvvtADovrac awry lovai. 
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-~ s. KAatovrac, “eveBpynoaro ry °mvebpari Kat träger 

-EYATTEAION NI. 
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. s y e 2 

Tir. ö day t cauroy % cat sire». [lov *reOeicare avrov; Aren 

. M. 6. e v» Mark ij. 
zlili. 80. 
ouly. Job ill, 34. 

nc D. 
adeXg. bef pov 69 latt : txt BC! LAN 38. 

89. om we Nl. 
per’ auric D lat-a bce ff, . 

§ 627, anm. 4, remarks that when the ge- 
nitive of the enclitic personal pronoun is 
prefixed to its substantive, a slight sense of 
the dativus commodi is given: non mibi 
frater mortuus esset. 83.] In ex- 
plaining this difficult verse, two things 
must be borne in mind: (1) that in- 
Bacpdopa: can bear but one meaning, that 
of indignor (‘infremuit,’ Vulg.),— the ex- 
pression of indignation and rebuke, not of 
sorrow. This has been here acknowledged 
by all the expositors who have paid any 
attention to the ug ed the word. (2) 
That both from és eiðev, &c., from «el 

. dav., and ver. 35,—the feeling in 
the Lord was clearly one of rising sym- 
pathy, which vented itself at last in tears. 

These two things being premised, I 
think the meaning to be, that Jesus, with 
the tears of sympathy already rising and 
overcoming His speech, checked them, so 
as to be able to speak the words following. 
1 would read I Bp. r. x., cai ir. bav, enè 
elrey in immediate connexion, as express- 
ing the temporary check given to the flow 
of His tears,—the effort used to utter the 
J'ollowing question. And I would thus 
divest the self-restraint of all stoical and 
unworthy character, and consider it as 
merely a bor requiring indeed an act 
of the will, and a self-troubling,—a com- 
lication of feeling,—but implying no de- 
iberate ion sla of the rising emotion, 
which indeed immediately after is suffered 
to prevail. What minister bas not, when 
burying the dead in the midst of a weep- 
ing family, felt the emotion and made the 
effort here described ? And surely this was 
one of the things in which He was made 
like unto His brethren. Thus Bengel: Ita 
Jesus austeriore affectu lacrymas Tic cohi- 
buit, et mox ver. 38 abrupit. Eoque major 
earum fuit auctoritas.’ Meyer's ex- 
planation deserves mention: that our Lord 
was indignant at seeing the Jews, His 

pa f = ch. 
g = Matk xv. 47. xvi. 6. ch. xiz. 4 | Mt. L. 2x2. 2, 18,16. Acts 

abr Kipie, Epyou cal ide. 3 ^ eSaxpuaev o lares 
ü. 27. . 21. ziv. „ Mat ida cn xii. 27. A. 21. ziv E ius 

rec amtÜavty bef pov, with AC? rel: o adiA$oc bef esitare D: er.: 

for rove to cAatovrag, wvõawve eAaiovrac rovc eviter: 
for avifpingcaro to cavrov, erapayOg Tu 17.1 

&vBpepovpivoc D 1 sah-mnt arm: e8geznearo AN'. (corrd by 
85. ins «at bef edaxpycey DN! 69 latt Syr copt goth sth arm. 

origl corr in R.) 
om o Ni. 

bitter enemies, mingling their hypo: 
tears (C rocodilsthrànen) with the tre * 
of the bereaved sister. But, not t~ 
how unworthy this seems of the P^ 
and occasion, the tion will f» 
place in ver. 88: for surely the que: 
of the Jews in ver. 37 is not enou: ` 
justify it. Still any conin c: 
to "e solution of this difficult gie 
to summarily rejected. Tw" 
not the dat. she s rebaked £ 
epirit,;—bat in Spirit: see iv^ 
ver, 88. Indignation over m-; 
and sin, and death the fruit of ax, d 
lesa lay in the ; bat toie 
the words (with Oish,, Stier, and Te. 
seems unnatural. deve ̀ 
understood by Meyer, and perbapent? 
as describing an outward motum = 
body,—He shuddered: and so Bu- 
Zibettot· (not, as Bloomf. somewbst c 
dently asserte, a blunder of the erin 
die ot ion, but the (eo-called) intraz* ee 
of orie, in which it was used of ti 7 
act of ‘shaking ’ bodily; cf. In 
ili. 4, al & rd dra pèr deivgra tom" 
áxpg dt rj obpg asiovsiw : ib. si 15 rf" 
raic obpaic dcactiovea: cf. also the | 
persona Thuc. iv. 52, roc d. 
pnvic lerapivov, tanc.) er : 
le Bone pl» rd dv rp pipt m 
vB peypwptyer. Cyril’s comment 7; 
ob 19 Bròc card gény dM ™ 7 
Opwrroc Hy ð yprorée, 
drOpaxivor ápyopérgc ði T 7. 
mivetoOat ric vrne, cal viet d 
roc tò dárpvoy ric àyiaç rer 
leine abriy robro wady isita” 
Garep lOoc n, ipSprparat ü rg t 
part, rovrieri rj feve rop if 
paroc bxirA irre. rpósoy rud n 
capti j di, rà rijc dien O° 
rurog obx lyeyrovod civype, THR! Oe 
ire eAárretat Oy ga cai m. 
wt ydp older dvappirtliu- 
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36 FA. oU» ot Lovdaiot "Ide zc epider avróv. 
ds c£ avrov srov Ovx tòuvaro ovroc 6 ‘avoikac robe 
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1 
37 tete FE Ja, So. 

T Cal, T M: 
ev. K. il. 12 

18, 18. Beck. 
ili. 14. 

l ver. 33 reff, 

Bavy; „ 'Insovc oiv rA 'enBorndpevog év aur "ish eo xt 
Eoyerac uç TO pvnpsiov’ jv Ò " amqAator, Kai Atfoc 

Rev. vi. 

a éxixerro ew avre. 79 Aéys o "[ncovc " Apare róv Abov, . ate. 
Ax ye avro " acA $n TOU rereAcurnxoroc Magda Kopie, 

mon ode P rerapratoc yao torw. 0 
"Inoovc Ovr sirov oot Ore éar riore bop ody vy» * dokay 

obere only. Exod. vili. 14 (Id., Ald., &c.) onls(?). 
) q ser 4, b, veu m raso, of (he dead. 

87. for «mov, Ne AK Chr-mss. 

em D. om ex Ni. 
39. om 6 AD: ins BCN rel. 

syrr coptt sth arm. 
DKLN 33 syr-marg Andr. 

40. om à A 1. 

ydp pa: onpaivey rò Ira pater davrév. 
35—88.] It is probable that the 

second set of Jews (ver. 37) spoke with a 
scofing and hostile purport: for John 
seldom uses ĝi as a mere copula, but ge- 
nerally as but: see vv. 46, 49, 61. 
It is (Trench, p. 407, edn. 2) a mark of 
accuracy in the narrative,, that these 
dwellers in Jerusalem should refer to a 
miracle so well knuwn among themselves, 
rather than to the former raisings of the 
dead in Galilee (Strauss has made this 
yey pani an objection), of which they 
probably may have heard, but naturally 
would not thoroughly believe on rumour 
only. Again, of raising Lazarus none 
of them seem to have thought, only of 
preventing his death. This second 
¿uBpıpãäcðaı of our Lord I would refer to 
the same reason as the first. idázpvot piv, 
ageic rý» gbow lvòtikachat rd lavrüg 
.. 5 Era xáX ipfpeipárac ry wade. 
Euthym. Only he assigns a didactic pur- 
pose, to teach us moderation in our tears; 
I should rather believe the self-restraint 
to have been exercised as a preparation 
for what followed. The caves were 
generally horizontal, natural or artificial, 
—with recesses in the sides, where the 
bodies were laid. There is no necessity 
here for supposing the entrance to have 
been otherwise than horizontal, as the 
word e«5^ato» would lead us to believe. 
Graves were of both kinds: we have the 
vertically sunk mentioned Luke xi. 44. 
See on the whole subject, Winer, RWB. 
art. Graber: and cf. Ise. xxii. 16; 
2 Chron. xvi. 14; 2 Kings xziii. 16. 

40 Aéyer abrp 0 

p here only. Herodot. H. 89. (Xen. Ans b. vi. 
vi. 4. 

[«dvraro, so BI CDK.] 
38. euBprpovpevoc (Macism ?) AU 69: «uBpipnoapevoc CX Andr. for tic, 

pap0a bef n adeXgn D(prefixing /) vulg lat - af g 
rec (for rere Ac vrijcorog) reOynxorog, with C? rel: txt ABC! 

om yap D th Chrysol. 
rec (for o/3) opa (i£acism 7), with KU: txt ABCDN rel Orig 

Probably, from this circumstance, as from 
‘the Jews coming to condole,—and the 
costly ointment (ch. xii. 3),—the family 
was wealthy. 39.] The corpse had 
not been embalmed, but merely ‘ wrapped 
in linen clothes with spices, as the manner 
of the Jews is to bury,'—5see ch. xix. 40, 
and ver. 44 below. ) déeAgH roù rere- 
Aeurnedrog, as Meyer remarks, notes the 
natural horror of the sister’s heart at what 
was about to be done. There is no 
reason to avoid the assumption of the 
pain fact (see below) stated in 48y öter. 
cannot see that any monstrous character 

(Olsh., Trench) is given to the miracle by 
it; any more than such a character can 
be predicated of restoring the withered 
hand. In fact, the very act of death is 
the beginning of decomposition. I have 
no hesitation, with almost all the ancient, 
and many of the best modern Commen- 
tators, in assuming ðn óZju as a fact, 
and indeed with Stier, believing it to be 
spoken not as a supposition, but as a (sen- 
sible) fact. The entrances to these vaults 
were not Built wp,—merely defended, by 
a stone being rolled to them, from the 
apn and beasts of prey. 40.) I can 

rdly think she supposed merely that 
Jesus desired to look on the face of the 
dead ;—she expected something was about 
to be done, but in her anxiety for decorum 
(Luke x. 40) she was willing to avoid the 
consequence of opening the cave. This 
feeling Jesus here rebukes, by referring 
her to the plain duty of simple faith, in- 
sisted on by Him before (vv. 26, 26? or 
in some other teaching ?) as the condition 

8G3 
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g- , rod Ürov; 1 Hay ov» row AiBov. o & Incow d 

W. Tale Toug ' o¢ Bad nove avw xai sev L[larep, * zu yapar - 
xvii. 18. Arts e » 7 42 2. S t LÀ ’ ' " ie 24. Jedi. got Ort T]KOUGGC MOV. eyw & goer or wavrori pa ̀ 

„ , adcob, aÀÀd ‘da rov OyAov roy “ weptectuta HTO, 
1Cor.i. 14. «4 , e , , ? À 43 1 — . 

ZEE wa wiorevowow OTL OU ut amtartiAac. Kal re 

i. T etr $ovy peyady " ékgabyaaty Aáčapt, "Mie * 

ue Aca xav. “4 CU dev o reOunxwe * dedepévocg rob " xoóac xoi r« 
ae E „ y 4 ino yrov * Savio " Tepe li Vj asig- xetpac ” xeiptaic, Kat N oxic avrov " govdapiy l he 

L pè 3 e 8 » a LÀ 

a Sero. Atyet avrotc o [ngovç © Avoare avrov cat ape 
95 «4 e e 

% QUTOV Vrat. 
f * « » es » ' 2 è , * ` 

lita, Rer. 45 TloAAot ovv ix rwv Lovdaiwy oi EAGovrec reo rv 
vii. 1. 

v - x Matt. zzii. 18. here only. Prov vii. 16 only. 6 
‘only. Cant. lj. 14. a Luke ate. 20. ch. zz. 7. Actaxix lz only *. ef: 
xii. 18 vat. only. c= Acts xxii. 30. Rev. Iz. 14, 18. Jer. xlvii. (x1.) 4. d= Mak 1. Ers 

| 

41. for noa ovy, ort ov» npa» D al lat-e arm. rec aft AcGoy ins ev p 
reOvncwe ceipevoc, with C? rel Chr-montf; ov g» AK 1 lat-f syr goth: om BC'DLU 
33 latt Syr syr-jer eth arm Orig, Chr-mse. aft opPadpove ins evrov D S. * 

ig, Eus Chr,. 
. om ĝe D (69) lat -o. 

43. ect C! Chr: expavyafsy NI. 
44. rec ins rat bef eEn\Ger, with AC rel lat-a b c Iren-lat; cat tub, D — 

lat-f Andr: om BC'L sah Orig. tra xupaç and wodac AA 69 fos(mitè er 
lat-a b c syrr wth Andr Jer. rgpusic (i£acism) AXAA 33. srigeétéer, .’ 

ó in bef avro; (B) L am coptt Orig: txt A C(appy) DR rel ver^ 
lat-c ff, syrr eth.—om ò B Orig. rec om 2nd avrov, with AC*DN rel latt tyr © 
goth arm Iren-lat Cyr Andr: ins BC!L 33 copt seth Orig, Bas-sel Chr. 

45. for ovr, de LN sah. om ex D 1 (copt ?) Orig. for os eder. f. 

of beholding the glory of God (not merely suppose that the revivification hed uie 
in the event about to follow,—for that place before ebyapesrs D. and tre 
was seen by many who did not believe,— words were merely a summoning fY 
but in a deeper sense,—that of the un- But this is highly improbable. The cm 
folding of the dvacracic r. Ce? in the ison of ch. v. 25, 28, which are = 
personal being). 41, 42.) In the filial logically applicable, makes it cler ths 
relation of the Lord Jesus to the Father, dxevoavres Zycovra: is the phy&s* 
all power is given to Him: the Son can well as spiritual order of things. 
do nothing of Himself:—and during His «pevyélew was not His wont; see Y^ 
humiliation on earth, these acts of power xii. 19. This cry signified that gree” 
were done by Him, not by that glory of ose, which all shall hear, ch. v. 23. 
His own which He had laid aside, but by 44. ] rp, soc Ce le exowiwy, Te 
the mighty working of the Father in Him, — towóc ipavri, j deopovar rác chives © 
and in answer to His prayer: the dif. ref.), Suidas. tpía ò r&v vier Lees 
ference between Him and usin this respect ffyovy ij zoivwç gaccia (fascia), c"! 
being, that His prayer was always heard, deepover robe vteposc, x 
—even (Heb. v. 7) that in Gethsemane.  Kuinoel) It does not appear whether *- 
And this fxovods pov He states here for bands were wound about each limb, » * 
the benefit of the standers-by, that they the Egyptian mummies, so as meni! 
might know the truth of His repeated impede motion,—or were loosely wrap? 
assertions of His mission from the Father. round both feet and both bands, so . 
At the same time He guards this, ver. 42, hinder any free movement altogetber. Ty 
from future misconstruction, as though latter seems most probable, and has bes 
He had no more power than men w supposed by many, e.g., Basil, Homil « 
ray, by dy dt öden kre wdvrori pov tiar. actione, c. 5, vol. iii. p. 29, ¢ »«£*. 

d robe, ‘because Thou and I are One.  iZwosxotiro kal à dedepivog Tinta 
When He prayed, does not appear. Oaipa i» Oaópar:, repiaiç d- dd t. 

Probably in Perma, before the declaration wédac, cai pý twAótoÜat mpòç cov 
in ver. 4. 43.] Some (Chrys. Lampe) Ancient pictures represent Lazarus 
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Mapian xai ° Bearausvor © o eroina, ‘ iwiorevoav ei eic avróv. e Lake xxiii. 
ta n n: 46 ric & & or awnAGQov TpOc TOUC Qapisaíovc kat 2 = Matt. ii. d. 

eiroy avroic a ewoinaey "Incouc. 47 f xiii. 10 ouvij ya yov ouv oi Be. 2 Chron. 
E. h 
E apyiepetc kai oi SPaptcatot cvuvéOptov, xai Deo Ti n John, bore, 
X worupty 3 ort obroc o avôpwroç xoÀÀd moet * ansia. xxvi OY, l 
19. 48 idv ‘agw@pev avrov Org, TüvrtQ , moreboovet eic 1 Hark Al. 8 

avróv' kai eXevaovrat ot ‘Pwpaior ai a aoovaty "nov k ~ eh. iL u 
xai rov " rózor kai ro &Üvoc. — *9 c SE ? ric & avrov DAE 

v. 6. 

n "oman Ol. Labores © a es 

sAOovruv D. for cat Ütacapgtvo,, ewpacorece D. rec (for 5) 4, with A!N 
rel latt Orig,: txt ABCD 1 lat-e sah goth sth. rec aft Zoner add o 
enaouc, with C*?D rel vulg-ed lat-a f f, g Syr wth igp sggoug N: om AB 
Mis ue LX 1 am(with fuld em forj fos gat ing jac mm tol) -b c (e) coptt goth 

48. for 4,8 CDM 69 lat-5 e copt goth eth: oca A Syr: txt B rel vulg lat-ac f 
r sah arm Orig, (S omits ver.) 

BCDL. 2 
47. om or: D. 

rec ins o bef syc., with AN rel Orig: om 

for rok Aa, roxavra D lat-b c e ff. rec onpeta bef rore, 
with D rel vas: txt ABLMXN 33 sah Orig Ath. 

48. ins cas bef «a» D al Syr copt-wilk sth. TiOTtvovoiy Ni. om rai 
bef ro» roro» DK vulg.ed(not am) lat-a b c e f l Syr.—row rorow bef gue» D 
lat-a e f. 

forth from the tomb, not stepping: and 
that apparently is right. The gov- 
Bépiov appears to have tied up his chin. 

irráyew, probably, to his home. 
45—57.] Tux DEATH OF JESUS THE 

LIFE OP THE WORLD. 
the miracle. Meeting of the Sanhedrim 
and final determination, on the prophetic 
intimation of the High Priest, to put Jesus 
to death. He retires to Ephraim. 
46.) Meyer, with his usual philological 
acumen, takes pains to set right the un- 
derstanding of this. In the last verse, it 
is not woAAoi . . . rev lAOóvrev, but mod- 
Aoi... ot dABóvTes : thus identifying the 
wo Aoi, with those that came: “ many .. 
to wit, those that came." All these iwis- 
revoay elg abróv (see a similar case in 
ch. viii. 30 ff.). Then, rivic & abre», Viz., 
the . and sicTtvÓvTw», went, 
&c. 84 (see on ver. 37) certainly 
shews that this was done with a hostile 
intent: not in dowbt as to the miracle, 
any more than in the case of the blind 
man, ch. ix., but with a view to stir up 
the rulers yet more inst Him. This 
Evangelist is very simple, and at the same 
time very consistent, in his use of 
ticles : almost throughout his Gospel the 
great subject, the manifestation of the 
Glory of Christ, is carried onward by oóv, 
whereas 84 as generally prefaces the de- 
velopment of the an iat manifestation 
of hatred and rejection of Him. If it 
seem strange that this hostile step should 

wences of 

be taken by wiorsvorrec € eie abróv, we at 
least find a parallel in th above 
cited, ch. viii. 80 ff. 47. j Their words 
may be read two ways; with, or without, 
a question after . (1 is the or- 
dinary way. (2) as in A. V. * What 
do we, seeing that, — because, —this man 
doeth many miracles ?’ 48.) They 
evidently b re the result of all be- 
lieving on as likely to be, that He 
would be set up ae king : which would 
soon bring about the ruin here mentioned. 
Augustine (in Ev. Joh. Tract. xlix. 26) 
understands it differently : that, all men 
being persuaded by Him to peaceful lives, 
they would have no one to join them in 
revolt against the Romans; but this seems 
forced: for no IA bh rot would in that 
case be provoked. TÓv not, 
the temple (sc. dy:ov, Acts vi. 13. 2 
v. 19 hardly applies, being the place which 
the Lord chose to put His Name there, 
not ò rómoc Aud) but our place, as in 

: i. e. our local habitation, and our 
ational existence. Both these literally 
came to pass. Whether this fear was 
earnestly expressed, or only as a covert 
for their enmity, does not appear. The 
Aue is emphatic, detecting the real cause 
of their anxiety. g this man’s 
pretensions, they do not pretend to decide : 
all they know is that if he is to go on thus, 
THEIR status is gone. 5 e 
counsel is given in subtilty, 
intended by Caiaphas in the seine "et 
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P Pru a Katagag, à adoytepeuc Qv ic^ evtavrou EKELVOV, eire avret 
4 
(fro 

xv. 28 
vr.) Ram 
A 8. viil. TY t 

q constr., 

xvili. 6 onl 

Mut rix: 10 y 52 

reft.) ace ch. vove, 
r Rom, 1 , ae. 

liii. m aal! Yueig QUK old da ob &, 50 
Mark xi. 3i 

ovee Y O yiii 6 en opt 

_ fpe ouv iva tic avÜpumoc ' olay ' Uzip rov ‘has 
p Kai un ] 9Àov TO t bvoc awoAnrat. 51 rovro & ag i tavra $ à 

3E 7 Mat. QUK elmev, e adXa a apyttptüc Qv TOV É£VLQUTOU Exeivoy tape i : 

1 gnrevoev ore due ler Inode ‘ awobvaoxey ' rip tov 

cal obx vxip rov tÜrvovc uóvov, aA tre tu 
* ríkva rou 0tov rd y Suexoprisutva * our "uc 

aes ede, MP 53 aw exeivnc ovr rie npépac suveBovdebaarre t oe 

Tals awocreivwow avrov. 
4. xxvii. 28. 
Acts Axl. 28. xxvi. 17, 28. zxvill. 17 

v ch. v. 19 ref. D Met eo rali 
Zech. xiii, 7 F. Lake i. 81. Acta v. 87. 

se pe uu En nr 2 85 8.) 
C o ch. vil. 4. 

t Matt. v. b dur 

o ob '[ncovUc oux Ere ^ sappwis 
1. vell. Pt: n v ore ch. srl PI : 

t in. 13. xta, so! M iv Qe. Ir fra. 
b dnd wir) Met. Sas. 4 (rh. xvin. 14 Acting Ber > 

50. rec BiahoyıZeoðs, with X rel: txt ABDLN 1. 69 Orig, rips 9 Cyr Ib. 
rec * rel am lat - f g syrr sah eth arm Orig, : om 

rec en A, with N rel Orig: 
vulg - ed lut -a b e ff, l 

81. om exetvou B. gr. 

: txt BDL 

txt ABDI,LUs 1.3 
69.] rec ins o bef u., with 69 (S 88, e sil): om Ah DI, & rel Orig Chr 

ena. bef nusAX. D. 
52. rov tov bef rerva A. 

D lat-a e. 
for duox., escopricpeva D. tig ew bef evreqe 

es for ev»ef., BoD , r%ſ BDN 69 Orig, Chr Ath: txt AI, rel Orig, Cr 

54. reo (for o ovv ino.) «go. ovv, with ADI, rel: txt BLMXN 1 Orig, Ath 

political expediency only. But it pleased 
God to make him, as High Priest, the 
special though involuntary organ of the 
Holy Spirit, and thus to utter by him a 
prophecy of the death of Christ and its 
effects. That this is the only sense to be 
given, appears from the consideration that 
the whole of vv. 51, 52 cannot for a mo- 
ment be supposed to have been in the mind 
of Caiaphas; and to divide it and suppose 
the latter part to be the addition of the 
Evangelist, is quite sat rpg dex · 
res dv. lcelrov] repeated again, ch. xviii. 

He was igh Priest during the 
nds Procuratorship of Pontius Pilate, 
eleven years: Jos. Antt. xviii. 2. 2, and 4. 
8. In row dv. ix. there is no intima- 
tion conveyed that the High Priesthood 
was changed every year, which it was 
not: but we must understand the words 
as directing attention to ‘that (remark- 
able) year,’ without any reference to time 
past or to come. THAT YEAR of great 
events had Caiaphas = its High Priest. 
See on ver. 57. ob ol. o$8. 
bably various methods of action h been 
suggested. Observe Macs here, the 
usual term for the chosen people (reff.) and 
then ¿ðvoç, when it is regarded as a na- 
tion among the nations: cf. also ver. 53. 
Meyer otherwise: but Scripture usage is 

bably originally from the use of tbe X the [rs 
and 'Thummim, that the High Priest, = 
indeed every priest, had some gr 
of dreams and utterance of 2 

wpo$iürnc. 
account for the 
however does not confirm it in al] ast 
but asserts the fact that the Spirit i» & 
oase made use of him, as High Pret, f! 
this purpose. This confirms the ah" 
view of ToU Mavrod dux(vov, bere 1e 

ted. See on ver. 49. inte. 
.] the purport (unknown to hime“ 

of his prophecy. And ro? dv. is 
from misunderstandi 

v. in. r. & are the ig? 
cóptro: tic Lev aliia, | rieva 6. 1 
ch. i. 12, among all nations; see ch 1. 16 

53.] The decision, to pat Hin! 
death, is waderstood : and from that & 
they plotted that they might slay Eis 
(not, kow they might shy Him) 
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repier drei iv Toi ‘Lov8aiore, a dr, ixeiDev ‘cic 6 na 
THY wpa “eyyue me Epnipou, tic Eepain Aeyonivav te c on 
rod, kaxei é euewvev perd rev paÜnrav. 55 h de ' tyyòc | i 
rò ‘wacxa rov LJoudaier cal aviGnoay wodAol eic e 
Ispooódvpa ir rnc yepac po rod dex, iva a yvi- la. 1Jobe 

iil. 8) only. 

n tavroóc. "$ cLirrouy oiv roy ‘Inoovy, Kat evo, pore 

pir GdAnAwy € ey rp icp earnxorec Ti Soxei ù umiy ; ; Ore ov [x XM * 
"n EA Oy tic Thy topri» ; 57 Ard csu à ot àp xtepsic ane 

j Late xz 37 
xai oi Paproaior ' evroAag i xd tay Tic yv TOU toriv, oe) ae 

! unvioy, dre Hilo. aurov. 1 Oor, = 

XII. l 'O ovy Insoic „160% dE 1 qup TOU mácya m 

coostr., here 

nA tic BnÜavíar, orou i» Aalapoc [o reOvnxwc] ov 05; G9 
1. 9. Tit.1.$) Amosi. I. iv. 7. 2 Maco. xv. 86. 

om exeOev (komaotel) D al latt eth Orig, Th! Nonn. aft ywpay ins capgoupery 
sapfurim D; longinquum lat-b; prozimam H rec (for speurvev) i pr^ 
(see ch iii. 22), with ADI, rel latt Syr: txt oT marg arg Orig, 
Seu ins avrov, with A rel vss Chr Chron: os BDI,LAN 1 am(with fad) ia 

g3 VJT. 
bb. Hp me and nv D vulg lat - ö c. for cat aveB., ave(3. ovy D fos lat-b 

c fy upocoAvpa bef roho: D. for xpo rov, * (i ro D. 
. ins ES Tow ing. D. eoreree D al. 

BT. rec aft dad. de ins ear (see note), with DI, rel sah: om ABELMUXAN 1. 69 
latt syrr coptt (sth ?) arm Orig Chron. rec eyroAny (because but one is men- 
tioned), with rel latt syr coptt Chron: txt BI. MN 1 syr-marg Orig, for 
say, ay D. yya Di. 

Cuar. XII. I. om o reOvnewe (as superfluous, the fact being sufficiently indicated 
without it) BLXN lat-a c e Syr syr-jer sah sth Chr-2-mss Ps-Chr: ins ADI, rel vulg 

54.] Observe the “Iovdaio: here as the ob ph An. . . 3 are two separate ques- 
official body. He was still among Jews at fions, as in E. V. The making them one, 
Ephraim. This city is mentioned 2Chron. is hardly matical, seeing that ob pù 
xiii. 19 in connexion with Bethel, as also As. uA, barca uiure sense; whereas in 
by Jos. B. J. iv. 9. 9. tnr T. åp, that case it would be past: ‘what think 
near the desert of Judah. Its situa- ye, that He is not (i. e. of His not having) 
tion is at present unknown (see Winer, come to the feast?’ 57.) The im- 
RWB. ed. 3, sub voce). Robinson (Har- port of this verse depends on the insertion 
mony, iral supposes it to be the same or omission of the xal before oi ápyuptic. 
with (Josh. xviii. 33; 1 Sam. Without it, it is merely an explanation of 
2 17: not Judg. vi. 11, 24; viii. 27) the people's question: For the chief 
en of the O. T. (2 Chron. xiii. 19, seta &c. : with it, it would mean, ‘ And 

rm prop. Cetibh), and the modern des, the chief priests’ &c. ; i.e. js 
et-Taiyibeh, twenty R. miles from Jeru- only d did the people question, but &. 
salem. See also Van de Velde, Memoir The former is in my view most probable; 
to accompany the Map of the Holy Land,” for the command, having been given, 
under Opbrah, p. 388: and Stanle RE would satisfactorily account for the ques- 
« Sinai and Palestine," p. 214. ] tioning, and not be stated merely as co- 
dx T. xp. not ‘from that country, —the ordinate with it. 
connexion with eic rjv xepav above having Cuar. XII. 1—36.) PBOPHETIO ANTI- 
been severed by the note of time, #» dg  CIPATIONS OF THE ORD’S GLORIFICA- 

éyyüóg r. r. A.: —but, from the couatry TION BY DEATH. 1—11.] The anoint- 

generally. (vao åw. d.] To purify ing at Bethany. Matt. xxvi.6—13. Mark 
themselves from any Levitical uncleannesa, xiv. 3—9, where see notes. 1.] On «gà 
that they might be able to keep the Pase- 1È dps, see reff. It is an expression fre- 
aver; seo Num. ix. 10; and reff. 3 Chron, quent in later Greek; so perà rpiácovra 

and Acts. 56.] +h Sox. ch., and m n. THY yápwr, Dio lix. 20; pera dice 
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m Matt. xvii.9 n fyecpav ™ EX VEKOWY o 'Incovc. | 
Seiwvov sxe, xai n MapÜa ° Sencover’ o & Aalapor u a Matt. xxii. 

9. Mart vi. 

EYATTEAION XIL 

7 q ee 

2 * iroigcay ovy arv 

5 zy ix ro» Pavaxepivwy où aùr. m$ ow Maga 
2. r. AaBousa Air ' pópov * vapOov ‘ srtarucuc " wolrrae. 
Fir ix 10, * gpAeujev rove wodac rou [ncov kat AE uaber raiç d 
Bariri abric robe móðoç avrov h & oixia e tx ric 
M 'ocunc rov 'uüpov, * Myu lobdac 9 "loxepur«: 
bru. eic ex Twy pabyrwv avrov, o piv erg en, 

I,, Aid vi Tovro TO "uUpov ouk “expa rpiekocwn : 

70.5 .. , beef. 2 re ar’ adras, Tes. yr. EA .. 550 RLM Ea: 
5. "rai Z. %%. 71 aces la 10, 12. gh. Mt. xiii. 46 ref. a asd . | B. 

lat-b f F. g leyr copt goth arm. rec om o 10., with H rel lat-s b e e Chr 
tna. (omg ò 1. m.) bef ex M: txt A B(omg 6) DEGI,LAA? vulg lat-/ f, in er^ 
goth sth Thi. 

2. for «soi. ovy, cas er. D lat-c e Syr eth. 
rec om ec, with ADIN rel: ins BL latt syrr Orig 

8g: ovvac. ovy 33: ouv) Curavactipevwy, with 

dincorei bef papOa, omg $, D 1 
ig. rec (for everupre 

txt AB DI. & rel Orig. 
3. for Xoovaa, AapBave and ins cas bef gAenyry D vulg-ed(not am) lat; b+! 

meorane bef pupow, 
rug reġaànc I,X coptt. 

vapéov, D lat-e. 
ry õe, ca: g D latt. 

om rov B. bef arr 2 
exryaOn B. 

4. for ovy, da (from ||, Mt xx. 8, Mk xiv. 4) BR copt goth: om L 33 lat-s e. 
rec aft vovdag ins aipwvog (see ch vi. 71, xiii. 2, 26), with AI, rel fos lat-f f, Ar . 
xth-ms: eiue» E (Cappy) Fd HU lat-b c ff, copt-wilk : om BDLN 1. 33 volg bty ̀T 

A syr-jor copt-dz sah wth arm Cyr Aug. 
HLUN 38.—for o 0x., aro xapywrov D. 

copt goth arm: txt BLN 33 Syr sah 2th. 
R rel latt Syr. 

tovdac, with ADI, rel y 
B(Mai expr) QL $3: ins AD 
lat- c f 

I 

irn ro) olcijoat 'ABpaàp iv yj Xavaay, 
Philo de Congressu, p. 434. See numerous 
instances in Greswell, vol. iii. Diss. 1, where 
he defines the ex ion to be exclusive of 
the period aned as the limit ad quem or 
a quo (according as wpo or pera is used), 
but inclusive of the day or month or year of 
the occurrence specified. Thus the arrival, 
and anointing, at Bethany, will be on the 
eighth of Nisan, if the passover was on the 
fourteenth. That day wasa Sabbath; but 
this makes no difficulty, as we know not 
from what point our Lord came, or whether 
He arrived at the commencement of the 
Sabbath, i. e. sunset,—or a little after, on 
Friday evening, from Jericho. 3. 
éwolycav] It is not said who. It was 

t. Mk.) in the house of Simon the leper. 
m Lazarus being there, and Martha 

serving, he may have been a near relative 
of theirs. See notes on Matt. Laza- 
rus is mentioned throughout the incident, 
as forming an element in the unfolding of 
the hatred of the Jews which issued in the 
Lord’s death: notice the climax, from 
mere connecting mention in ver. 1, then 
nearer connexion in ver. 2,—to his being 
the cause of the Jews flocking to Bethany 

rec om lst ô, with AI, G rel: im ABIT 
rec elg ex rer pab. o 

o 

oc npedAew wapadovva: a 

in ver. 9,—and the joint object with Jew 
of the enmity of the chief priests, m '* 
10. 8. Mrpar] What weight 5i» 
ported, is uncertain: hardly (se gs 
$9) so much as a Roman poand | 
word, originally Greek, was adopted m» 
the Aramaic, and is found in the B 
binical writings as equivalent to a win 

nee a n chichte, p. 33 . SWT- 
note on Mark. X. v. 1. D 

note on Luke vii. 88. 
we have oi pad. ubrov, : 
iere Mere See note on Mu 

pa 
not inserted, nor are any sach notices 3 
St. John without signi It e: 
pragmatic connexion with the narrat 
in hand. Only one with thought: 1 
from Jesus could have originated sb! 
murmur. And on the other hand, 5 
well be, as some have d, that: 
the rebuke of the Lord on this om 
the traitorous scheme of Jodas, hr 
hidden in his inmost soul, may bare be! 
stimulated to immediate piene "m 
vpiexog. Syv.) Common (with | 
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6 Her dd rovro ovy b Matt, xxi. 
o eb. x. 1 reff. 

Sri “wept rov rr "fuer abr, GAA’ Ore Ar- deb: N 
Tne "Ww Kat TO * yAwoodxopov éxov ra * Baddopeva 

7 amey ovv o ‘Incovg As avrrjv "tva Jes. Ant. vi. 
‘Evragtacpou pou “rnohey avro. °= Mut, 

robe rox ode yap rávrore êytre pel suf”, tpi 

f eBacralev. 
tic THY nulpa rov 
8 Mark xii. 41, 

441 
f = ch. A. 15. 

de ov wavrore Eyers. 9 Eyvw ovv oyÀoç woÀUQ £k me Mark air. 13. Acta 
- 0» e - Y , ` 1. 28. ro ‘lovdatwy ore exet tor, kai NA ov ° dia TOV g= Matt. xe. 

2 " , , ` 14, ch. xi. 

Igcovv porov, GÀÀ' iva xai róv Aaľapov ‘wor Ov ki. 
zi. 48. 

Y yup ix vexpiov, 10 P iBoudsbaavro 88 oi ápyteptic à Mark 11. 16 

w 

vnly. 
iq ul only 4. 

(eii, | Mt.) k and constr., Acts xxv. 21. 1 Matt. I. O reff. Acts xil. 44, 
m pres., ch. I. 40 r B ob. x. 59 reff. o ver. 1. p Luke ziv. 81. (ch. xi. 68 v. r.) 
Acts v. 88. zv. 87, xxvii. 89. 3 Cor. 1. 17 (8ce) caly. Esth. iii. 6, 

. ins row bef wrexore D m m "Te roped ü 
. transp rovro and ere» t-a c e f Syr copt goth. tuse», 80 B: not as 

Verc. rec (for exev) «xay cat, with AI, rel mm lat-a b o goth: txt BDLQN 
1. 33 vulg (coptt). (ro yAwosoxopoy tyev was supposed to be a joint predicate with 
x Arg. and thas ca: was inserted after it, and it afterwards became corrected to 
„X: this agst Meyer, Lücke, and De W., who hold iywv to be a grammatical 
correction 

7. rec om wa, and (for rgpgon) rergpneew (see note), with AI, rel lat Syr 
syr-txt goth: txt BDKLQXN 38 latt syr-marg coptt eth arm Nonn Ambr Gaud 
Aug. 

8. om ver D (probably from the influence of ||). 
9. for ey to iov., ox. de wok. ex r. o. neovoay D lat-a. 
LAN om novo D al lat-d e. 

aft nyspew ins o iggove D; aft vex«pey, A 33: om BQN rel. 
yvexpey D. 

10. aft às ins «a: B. 

difference of the insertion of ixá»w) to 
our narrative, and Mark. The sum is 
about 9/. 16s. of our money (Friedlieb, p. 
81). 6.] Mero, dyytioy ray 
abAnrieey yAwrrey. Phryn. (De Wette), 
to keep the reeds, or tongues, of wind in- 
struments :—thus, orig S any, kind of 
pouch, or money-chest. See LXX, and 
Josephus, in reff. iBáereLev] It 
seems hardly possible, with St. John's use 
of sy in ch. xx. 15 before us, 
altogether to deny 5 the — 3 of 
carrying off, i. e. ining, may ere 
intended. ye wa have e e in Jose- 
phus somewhat analogous: e. g., Antt. vii. 
16. 8, where Hyrcanus the High Priest, 
wishing to give Antiochus Eusebes money 
to raise the siege, cal dAAayó8ev ote 
tbrop , ávoitac Iva olco r&v iv rg 
Aavidow pvýparı, cal Paoréoas pe 
radar, pipoe (wav ’Arridyy .. .t 
See also ib. ix. 4. 6: xii. 5. 4: and Polyb. 
1.48. 2. And so Ori Theophyl., al.; 
contra Lücke, De „ Tholuck, al. 

7.] See note on Matt. ver. 13. To 
Mac ya that it was a remnant from that 

at the burial of Lazarus, is not only 

ins o bef ox og 
om ca: D latt (not tol f) Vig. 

ins rw» bef 

fanciful, but at variance with the character 
of the deed as apparent in the narrative. 
The rec. reading, eic r. uu. v. ivr. pov 
rernpncey abró, seems to be an adaptation 
to Mark xiv. 8, in order to escape from 
the difficulty of understanding how she 
could keep for His burial, what she 
poured out now. Meyer understands the 
text of the remnant : but Luthardt rightly 
observes that the history clearly excludes 
the idea of a remnant; cf. impáðn and 
uon He himself, VF 

es rujpijoy as d have kept 
it, i.e. blame per for having kept 
it: but this is vapid in sense, and un- 
grammatical. I understand the words, 
which, like all our Lord’s proleptical ex- 
pressions, have something enigmatical in 
them, of her whole act, not regarded as a 
thing past, but spoken of in the abstract 
as to be allowed or disallowed: Let her 
keep it for the aay of my rien not 
meaning a future day or act, but the pre- 
miren He one to be allowed. 79.5 
See note on Mark, vv. 7, 8. 17 im- 

ies the ipyow caddy tlpyácaro sic ipá of 
att. ver. 10, 0 ff.] Remember, here 



xci. 12. 
v Matt. vill. 84. 9 

Ezrv.0. 
w Matt. zzv. 1 

only. Judg. 
xl. 34 vet. 

x cb. xi. 44 
ref. 

, 800 Q 
. Sce 

Luke xilt.1 
(xiv. 5 v. r) only. Gen, xxxil. 18. 

U. rwy sovdaiwy bef dt avrov urnyov D lat-a e e Ir 8yr. 
om 6 (bef ex ; 19. ins o bef oxAoc BL. 

EYATTEAION 

iva kat rov Aalapov azoxreivwoiy, Ii Ori rolle à 

cabec tarw yeypaupivoy 15 å Mg 
agdiÀteUCc cou épyerat xa 

16 ravra ob € i naÜnrai avrov 'ro spe | yrwcav ot hi ai avrov * ro sv 
gch. 2. 40. xix 89 only. 

XIL 

a? 

$oBov Üvysrso 
Onpevoc ixi * volo ^ 

AN rec ins o bef ur. #2 

B(Mai) S(e sil) 69(e sil) Orig: om ADLQN rel.—:(5o. bef epxerar ALX 33 hi«: 
syrr coptt. 

18. evwravrgew DGLX 69: awayrnow AKU Orig,: txt BON 
rec (for ecpavyatov) ec“ (from || Mt Mk), with A rd Ox 

add Aeyowree ADKQXN 1: om B rel volg lat-b c sah gotb (. 
avrov D. 
txt BDLQN. 

for evroynpevog, evroynrog D. 
ins BLQN sth Orig. t 
QXN' (i, e si). (83 def.) 

rel. for ere 

rec om 8rd rat, with AD rel let 4 

om o bef Sacikeve A N-corr(?8 P) rel Thi: ins BDIL 

15. rec Ovyarep, with N rel Orig: 5 Ovyargp Ber: txt AB'DKLQXAA. E. 
gov A. 

16. rec aft ravra ins de, with AD rel lat-a c f copt Orig 
lat-b e sah. for eyvecav, tvogcav D. 

as elsewhere in John, the 'Iovjato are not 
the people, but the rulers, and persons of 
repute: the representatives of the Jewish 
opposition to Jesus. 10.] BR., 
not, ‘came to a (formal) resolution,’ but 
were in the mind,—had an intention: 
see Acts v. 33; xv. 37. The High 
Priests, named here and in ch. xi. 57, were 
of the sect of the Sadducees; and there- 
fore disbelieved the fact of the raising of 

us; only viewing him as one whom 
it would be desirable to put out of the 
way, as an object of popular attention in 
connexion with Jesus. II.] yer, 
went away (to Bethany); there is some- 
thing in the òr- which almost always im- 
plies away, out from under, the persons or 
the place in the narrative. And so here, 
the dpyupeig being the main subject of 
the sentence, the word gets the sense of 
‘fell away :' scil. from under their hand 
or power. 

19—19.] The triumphal entry into Je- 
rusalem. Matt. xxi. 1—17. Mark xi. 1— 
ll. Luke xix. 29—44. On the chro- 
nology, see note on Matt. xxi. 1. 

: om BLG = 
avrov bef os pa8gra; BR: œb 

19.] rñ èr., i.e. on the Sundey;—= * 
ed 1— &xoég.] From the m 
who had returned Bethany, W # 
The order of the narrative seems t T 
uire that these people should hare u 
thany late on the Sabbath, after st 

and the anointing. 13. va fet 
Nur an 

to su his readers already ae 
with the circumstances of the trumi^ 

their details. 15.] The 
more fully cited by Matt. 

rtant, as shewing that this and F. 
bly other prophetic citations onde * 

milar circumstances, wore the effect of t> 
light poured into the minds of the A. 
by the Holy Spirit after the Ares 
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vov, an' Ore "tokaoðn "Iucovc, róre iumafnoav dri vu. s 
ravra Jv ‘er avr ' yeypappéva Kat Tavra troinoay ' 

17 * ékaprüpet oUv o oyÀoç O wv per avrov, Ore abre. 
w dat., bere 

rov Aatapoy 's$üwnstv tk rov uvnuetov Kat " hyepev "Sg ce. 
» 9 m ?’ — . 18 8 s E toer ? » 9 € 

avrov " ek vekpuv (à rovro Kal ° urmvracev avr Q 
» LÀ e 9 æ 

ox Aoc, Sri Nkovsav rovro avróv mewomxivat ro oh v. 
19 n d 

37. xix. 35. 
1 Juba v. 6 
al. 

l= Matt. xx. 
ref. ennir., 

7 y q M 1 N r — bere ouly. 
ot oUv Gapiwator sirov ° mpoç tavrouç ‘ Oewpeire mre i Man. 

e 7 , — E AA e 
"Ori ovk Are ovdiv; ids, o 
t aA. 

2 Heu & EMMA rivec Ex 

wa " epockuynsovaty £v ui) topry* 

nÀ0ov diua Ty “ano ByOoaiSa rnc loAÀuatac 

Kai nowrewy avrov Atyovrig Kugre, 
Feb. xii. 9. Sir. xxxi. (zzxiv.) 23. 
Neh. vii. 6. Y ch. iv. 90. 

t Mark i. 20. 
Acts vill. 27. 

rec ins o bef «go., with DHA: om ABQN rel. 

, tel a och. 21. 20 reff 
K«oopnoc OTida) avTov p eh. ii. 11 reff. 

q Mark x. 26 
refi. 

T constr., Mark 
avi. P 
jv. 19. cix. 8.) 
Acts zzvi. 
In oniy. 
M 

~ u ? [4 

ro» "ava(Jawovrev 

N otro: ov» Tpoc- 

ON on,, rov Igaovr Af xxvi. 
$1. ch. vi. 63 

u e» ch. vil. 8, 10. Acts x vill. 23 al 
w ch. xi. 1 ref 

for ex’ avrw, t» avrov D latt. 
17. elz (for ore) or, with DE'EL lat-a b c e ff, Syr coptt arm: txt ABN rel vulg 

lat syr goth eth. (33 def.) 
18. om «cas B'EHAA tol lat-a bce J Syr coptt 

uxnyrncary aurw ox N. 
for o oyAoc, oxAog *olvc R. 

rel vulg lat F syr eth. 
o oxAoc B. 
txt ABDQN rel latt Syr coptt. 
515 ca BN.) 19 

20. aft nn de ins «a: D Syr wth. 
lat-a g syr arm goth Chr Cyr: txt BDLMQXN 1.83 am lat-dce f ff. 
erpocevvgouciy, with ABQN rel: txt DLA. 

21. ins re bef (Aer te D. 

ix’ abr] So Esch. Eum. 343, yty- 
vo vν,4t Adyn tad i$ apiy ixpáy0n,— 
Soph. Trach. 997, otay iri pot yapiy cjvvow ; 
Plat. Euthyd. 278 4, õvopa ix’ ávOpermotc 
dvavriug Lore: Kei ptVov. ravrTa 
dwoincay atrg] viz. the going out to 
meet Him, strewing clothes and branches 
in the way, and shouting ‘Hosanna’ be- 
fore Him: also perhaps, the setting Him 
on the ass implied in the concise nar- 
rative. Notice the thrice-repeated ravra, 
each time signifying “thes which was 
written by the prophet,” ‘the above ci- 
tation.” H.] The testimony which 
they bore is given in Luke xix. 37, 38. 
Meyer regards the igwsncey ic roù pyn- 
ptíov c. hyepey ic vtkpev as an echo 
their song of triumph. 18.] I see no 
necessity for supposing this multitude dis- 
tinct from that in the last verse. We 
have had no account of any multitude 
coming from Bethany with Him, nor does 
this narrative imply it: and surely 6 dx A 
in the two verses must mean the same 
persons. The gal here does not imply 
another óyAoc, but And on this account 
the multitude also went out to moet 

for savrovc, avrovg D al Chr. 

pu ins A Bor D Q(appy) N 
lat-o Syr. ins cat 

rec grovce, with EGHUA syr : 
avrov bef rovro M. 

aft o rohe ins oÀoc 
33 latt Syr syr-with-ast syr-jer copt eth arm Cyr Nonn Andr Ambr Ambrst. 

rec reveg bef MA, with A rel vulg 
Tec 

Him: i.e. their coming out to meet Him 
and their paprvpia on the Mount of 
Olives, pe one and the ^9] oe 
raising of Lazarus. ] xógpov, r 
1A Aiyouow. Euthym. Arbe 
can hardly be altogether without allusion 
to the fact, or likelihood, of apos 
from Judaism. It is used to signi 
entire devotion to Him whithersoever 
He might lead them, as in ref.: and 
thus implies escape and alienation from 

ves. 
20—36.] FUTURE sPREAD OF THE 

KINGDOM OF GOD AMONG GENTILES 
FROM THE DEATH OF JESUS. Some Greeks 
desire to see Jesus. His discourse there- 

; 20.] These EAAnves were not 
ecian Jews,—who would not have been 

so called: but Gentiles, * proselytes of the 
gate,’ who were in the habit (implied by 
the prea. part. évaBawóvrev) of coming 
up to the feast; see cb. vii. 85 reff. and 
note : also Acts vüi. 27. 21.] For what 
reason Philip was selected, it is impossible 
to say. The Greek form of his name may 
imply some connexion with Hellenistic 
Jews, who may have been friends or re- 
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= Mark xi e a e 

* aL " ey. 
y ch. Till. 1. 

EYATT'EAION MIL. 

22 goyerat o Didewwoc kat. Aiye ry Ap ip- 
f$. yerat "AvOofac kai Didewwoc, kai Aéyouew re lya. 
„ o & Inoobc axexpivaro avroic M EMAIl d i 

see Matt. v RA x = i : Ta 

LEE wpa "tva "GoLacÓy o “vioc rov * avÜporov. A uy 
20 i. "Fear aunv Àéyw ùir, tdv uù 0 © kókkoc rov cirov * stor * 

. 37 . ` - , ` 2 * , 

(Cam. iv: Thy Y arobávy, avroc novoc pever tav & arolery. 

e zoÀ)v *xapwor “gion. 2 0 A ray NN erm 

“Tue!” awoAgos avri», Kai o " powy riv © puyny erros n 
Erk. xvi. 2 p s * »5 h Aat * 27 * 

8 only. Koc ToUr( tc Cony auviov ` pvàaču ar "in 

Lan. M. a. noi ric Saxovy, epoi akoAovÜkire»* Kai Grow epi ey, 
dsdovas Key 

Matt, xiii. 8. à09i9. x., Rev. zxli. 2 sapso$epeiv, Matt. xiii. 98) 
ath refi. h == and cunstr., $ Tim. i. 13. g Lake xiv. 

92. rec om 6, with ADN rel Cyr: ins BLX 33. 
Tay, omg xat bef Meyovoiw, with X rel; rat o D; c. sa. c. 

Com Mate! 

i Matt. xxv.44 Acts siz da^ 

reo (for 2nd «pyran a 
H: cat rex 

spxtrat, retaining cas bef Aey., N: txt ABL 33 lat-a e sije æth. 
for axtxpivaro, aworgevera: BLXN 33: txt AD rel latt syrr. | 

25. for awoXece, awod\vee B(Mai «T LN 33: txt AD rel vss Clem Cyr L-. 
[viat aurny on margin in N. 

96. rec Ist d:axovn bef ric, with E 

latives of these Greeks. If they were from 
the neighbourhood of Bethsaida, they 
would indeed have been familiar with the 
person of Jesus: — but what they here re- 
quested was evidently a private interview. 

22.) Andrew (ch. i. 45) was of the 
same city as Philip: and this reason of 
Philip conferring with him is perhaps im- 
plied in the vg éwd B. v. T. ] re. 
marks on this touch of nature: cum so- 
dali, audet." Épyerau— 50 F renwi pe 
"Apiatoc x. 'Apráoloc, Xen. Anab. ii. 4. 
16. 23.) Did the Greeks see (i. e. 

with) Jesus, or not? Certainly not, 
if I understand His discourse rightly. But 

may bave been present at, and have 
understood it. The substance of His an- 
swer (ahr, to Philip and Andrew, not 
to the Greeks) is, that the time was now 
come for His glorification, which should 
draw all nations to Him :—but that glo- 
rification must be accomplished by Hi 
Death. The very appearance of these 
Greeks is to Him a token that His glori- 
fication is at hand. Stier strikingly says, 
* These men from the West at the end of 
the Life of Jesus, set forth the same as 
the Magi from the East at its beginning; 
—but they come to the Cross of the King, 
as those to His cradle.” (R. J. v. 69, 
edn. 2.) The rejection of the Jews for 
their unbelief is the secondary subject, and 
is commented on by the Evangelist, vv. 
87—48. Tra, not ‘eventual,’ nor “for” 
any thing, but most strictly of the par- 
pose—tho hour has come, that (whose ob- 
ject of preparation, and aim, in the eternal 

: for por ric, Ttc poi D 1.33 latt arm: . 
epo: 69 : txt ABK L(por) MUXR syrr copt goth Chr. aft oro ins ay D. 

counsels, it has been, that) the Send Ks 
should be glorified. N. 
thinks, that our Lord begins His de 
tion with the double asseveratia &* 
émyv, on account of the unreceptiw. 
the mind of the disciples for the - 
ments of His Death. But St. John a - 
uses dug» dür. The gros of *: 

ishes, and is not apparent (as the + 
of dicotyledonous plants are) is ik ̂  
plant: — ee 1 Cor. xv. 36. The ar: ' 
more than a mere parabole smit- 
the divine Will, which has fixed th ^ 
of the springing up of the wheat-or. - 
also; deter law of the lr 
tion of the Son of Man, end the © 
anslogy with the other: i. e. both r- 
Death. The symbolism here bes u 
root of that in ch. vi, where (ir 
S &pros ric Zwiic. siris piro. * 
itself alone, with its life uncommon * 
lived only within its own limits, ab ` 

vine w prevails the disciples, 2 
as for their Master :—see Matt. I. & 
note. But the saying here prociaim © ̀ 
plainly its true extent,—by its immi- 
connexion with ver. 24, and by els L 9» 

ui is not really in a 4* 
sense: as the wheat-corn retains it 
tity, though it die, sọ the yeyr: * '- 
the two senses are, in their depth | 
one. wPoyn is the life in both case :-* 
the soul, in the 
that term. * ] 
ministering to, or intimate unio eR 
Christ (the position of Philip and A» 
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&xtt kai o " Staxovog 0 inòc øra: táv rig Epot ' Ótaxovg, k Matt zzii. 
„ > s M , 21 Nv e „ 1 , 1 

riuhett avrov O Tarn. uy n VM pov  rerapaxkrat, nd. Ps. 

kai ri lr; marep, " awoov pe ex THC °” wpaç raurmnc* e 

adAa &d rovro IAH uc rr» " opav ra. , . 3U. Jud 
Tarsp, Sealy: Fa- 

p KI. 7. 

*PÓGLacó» cov rò "ovoua. Ade ob» pwy tx TOU ul 

* oupavov Kat ° ¿otaca kai waAdw ° Sotacw. 

oxÀoc O tOT(C Kai akoUgac Ar ye * Bpovrny yeyovévat. 

d A AO ÉAeyov “AyyeAoc abr AcAaAmxe». 

= Mark xiv. 
e q 7 

Q UUV o ach. xvii. d, 
p Rev. xv. 

Mal. 1. 11. 
: „ e iih izt 
arecpihn zie gn s 

29 

LXI. r Mark ki. 17. Rev. al. 19 B. only. Job xxvi 16 

eyw bef «pi D lat-a b e Syr. om eu D. rec ins ca: bef 2nd «ay, with A rel 
an syr copt goth th: om BDLXN 1. 33. 69 latt Syr sah. 

. for cov, pov B al. 
yevecBa: (see ch xvii. 5) D Aug Jer. 

add ey rm obg n etyor wapa Gat $po rov roy xoopor 
for nAGew ovv, car eyevero D. aft 

ovpavov ins Atyovca D lat -a c e syr copt seth. 
29. om ovv B lat-a. 

om cat DN 1. 69 lat - coptt-goth. 
ins er: bef ayysAoc D 69 coptt. 

and the rest, and that into which these 
Greeks seemed desirous to enter) implies 
Following Him,—and that, through tribu- 

lation to glory. elui] the essential 
present—in My true place, i.e. (ch. xvii. 
24) in the glory of the Father. 
ieee] By glorifying him in My glori- 
fication, ch. xvii. 24. aig ncur- 
rebat horror mortis et ardor obedientiz’ 
(Bengel). And to express both these to- 
gether in human speech was impossible: 
therefore +f dre; The following 
words must not be taken interrogatively 
(as by Theophyl., Grot., Tholuck, al.): for 
thus the whole sense is destroyed, besides 
the sentiment being most unworthy of 
Him who uttered it. The prayer is a 
veritable prayer ; and answers to the pro- 
phetic Messianic prayers in the ms, 
which thus run—* soul is troubled ; 
Lord, help me (Ps. Iix. 1; xl. 12, 13; 
xxv. 17; vi. 8, 4 al.); and to that prayer 
afterwards in Gethsemane, Matt. xxvi. 39. 

Sià Tovro] The misunderstanding 
of these words has principally led to the 
erroneous punctuation just noticed. 81d 
rovro = iva owes ic rijc épac rairac. 
* I came to this hour for this very pur- 
pose,—that I might be safe from this 
hour: i.e. ‘the going into, and exhausting 
this hour, this cup, ts the appointed 
way of m glorification Bas Hinein⸗ 
kommen it ſelbſt das Hindurchkommen, 
das Leiden ſelbſt die Erloͤſung! Stier, v. 
77, edn. 2: so also Lampe. This inter- 
pretation does not, as Luthardt says, fall 
with the interrogative punctuation of the 
previous clause, but holds equally good 
when that is relinquished. The other in- 
terpretation, that of Meyer, al, is, that 

for sorwe, toric ADGEMX 88. 69: txt BN rel. 
for Bpovrgv yeyorevat, orc Booyrn yevovew D. 

Thy Name may be glorified. But surely 
this is to do violence to the order of 
thought. This particular does not come 
in till the next clause, and cannot without 
an improbable trajection be drawn into 
this. 28.] The glorifying the Name 
of the Father can only take place by the 
glorification of the Son; and this latter 
only by His death: so that this is the 
‘ardor obedientisg' triumphant. devi | 
This ‘voice’ can no otherwise be under- 
stood, than as a plain articulate sound, 
miraculously spoken, heard by all, and va- 
riously interpreted. So all the ancients, 
and the best of the modern expositora, 
Meyer, Stier, Luthardt, &c. On the say- 
ing of the crowd (ver. 29) has been built 
the erroneous and unworthy notion, that 
it waz only thunder, but understood by 
the Lord and the disciples to mean as 
here stated. The Jewish Bath Kol has 
no applicability here. &dEaca]} In 
the manifestation hitherto made of the 
Son of God, imperfect as it was (see Matt. 
xvi. 16, 17); in all O. T. type and pro- 
phecy; in creation; and in (Aug. in 
Joan. lii. 4) * antequam facerem mundum. 

uv is here no mere repetition, 
but an intensification of the óéoKáZu», 
a yet once more. 29.] Some heard 
words, but did not apprehend their mean- 
ing; others a sound, but no words. I 
should rather believe this difference to 
have been proportioned to each man’s 
inner relation to Christ, than fortuitous. 

30.) The voice had been heard by 
those, who did not apprehend its meaning, 
as thunder. But atrn Sri could not 
by any possibility have been said to them, 
Fit had only thundered. Our Lord 

eS — 



EYATT'EAION All. 

TX Inoobc kai erer Ou & £pi u pn abra yeyorr, QUI sch. x 82 reff. 

Metri dc Guac. zl voy 
axxiv. 8 

t 7 9 1 es e , "EL 
KOIGIÇ EGT(V TOU KOGLOU TOWTOV MU! 

h ziv. 80. u u , v t ach aiso o “apywv rov “Kospou robrou “ekBAnbhora `K 

vi. | $ ? 
veh tS karo. 33 

each, iii 14. * a? , 
TU #8 caly. LITT 9 YT. a:xoÜvnokttv. 

. *. 

y oh. vi. 44 Kerk 19; 225. N. 
XXI. 18. Aets Al. 28. xxv. . Rev. i. 1 only. 2 

Acts xvi. 19) wiy. m XXE VIR. (xxxi) 3. 

Kayo tdv "" upwOw er rnc ync, wavrac ? tvev vo 
rovro & ÉAeyev * onuaivesy roi * bava: 

u awexoiOn OUv aury 0 oye 
Bc. 

a ch, grii. 32 aiy. ove br.: : 

30. rec ins o bef ino., with A U(Treg expr) rel: om BDGKXN 33. 69. t 
ursy bef «go. BL: om cat «rey N: txt AD rel vus. rec aury bef q forg. v. 
E rel 110 Bia lat-g "m (goth ?) Tert: txt ABDLMU?XN 1. 33 am(with fuld forj, |- 

] r y6yovty, Cyr Hil Ade, D. 
8L om Ist rovrov D al vulg lat-b g l syr-jer sah Leo Promiss. 

apyer rov como rovrov (komootel) Ri.. 
2. cat eyw 69. av B. 

Om ver: 

ins cat bef exSAnOneera R. 
for ex, axo DL vulg lat-5 c e f ff, g Chr. 

for xavrac, ravra DN! al latt goth Iren-lat Augexor. 
88. rovrov Ri. 
94. rec om ovy», with 

does not say that the assurance was sot 
made for His sake ;—He had prayed, and 
His prayer had been answered :—but that 
it had not been thus oute expressed 
for His, but for their sake. This is like- 
wise true in the case of all testimonies to 
Him; and especially those two other 
voices from heaven,—at His Baptism and 
His Transfiguration. e is the 
whole multitude, not merely the disciples. 
All heard, and all might kave understood 
the voice: see ch. xi. 42. 31] All 
this is a comment on iAgAÀvOrmv ) Sopa, 
ver. 23: and now a different side of the 
subject is taken up, and one having imme- 
diate reference to the occasion: viz. the 
drawing of the Gentile world to Him. 

viv] He speaks of Himself as 
having actually entered the hour of His 
passion, and views the result as alread 
come. lors] not (Chrys., Cyril, 
Aug., Grot.) ‘the deliverance of this world 
from the devil ?—nor, decision concernin 
this world,’ who is to possess it (Bengel) : 
—but (see ch. xvi. 11) judgment, pro- 
perly so called, the work of the Spirit who 
was to come, on the world, which Rog iv 
re TormnpQ reiras 1 John v. 19. 
ó Kox. T. x. v.] The niin of the Jews, 
Satan, the à Bròc roù ai&voc robrov of 
2 Cor.iv. 4: see also Eph. ii. 2; vi. 12. 
Observe it is éxBAnOicera, not ixGáA- 
Asrat, because the casting out (IEC, be ric 
dpxic. Euthym., Grot., or better perhaps, 
out of ò rócuoc ovroc, his former place) 
shall he gradual, as the drawing in the 
next verse. But after the death of Christ 
the casting out began, and its first-fruits 
were, the coming in of the Gentiles into 
the Church. $2.] See reff. Here 
there is more perhaps implied in d. than 

euedAXey HKUXN 1. 
rel latt syr copt r: ins BLXN syr-marg b. 7^ 

in either of those places: vis. the D^. 

crucified, is in fact the Saviour gir: 
so that the exalting to God's right h 
set forth by that uplifting on the (r- 
There is a fine touch of pathos, c 77 

nding to the feeling of ver. 77, t U 
ô.  Hermann's description f 

meaning of la rovro yirgre en 
gives it: “sumo hoc fleri, et potet 
nino fleri, sed utrum vere fates | 
necne, experientia e Nu 
832. The Lord Jesus, though i. 
all this, yet in the weakness of his hz 
ity, puts himself into this seeming ar 
* if it is so to be: cf. Matt. x. 2 
this is missed by the shallow x = 
scholarlike rendering eien ca 
need hardly remind my readers i^ * 
never bear. See on ch. xiv. 8: 1 J. 
2. Duce] By the diff . 
Spirit in the Church: manifested in 
preaching of the Word medistely, a»! 
pleading of the Spirit immediately. ^ 
ore the glorification of Christ, tbe F- 
drew men to the Son (see ch. vi. $5 *' 
note), but now the Son Himself to E 
self. Then it was, ‘no man ean po 
except the Father draw Him: nor ` 
Son draws all. And, to Himself, s | 
uplifted, thus exalted ;—the great ^* i 
of Faith: see ch. xi. 52. 2 
can hardly mean more than by wht! E: 
of death. Lampe ( non nude signifcs | 
genere morlis, in sensu latiori ꝙ· 
tatem mortis, etiam internam n B 
adeoque ad fructus etiam hujas me^" 
spicit") and Stier find in the wor: a 
whole consequences and character ^^ 
Death; but see ch. xviii. 33. 
does not say that this was all thst * 
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| +» ^ P s š a ~ * on — ch. viii. 

tie TOv awva’ Kat ting Aéystc ov ore Se üer 4 
` es — 9 7 ? , + e PEN . Gen. vil. 

TOv viov rov avlpwrov; Tic eriw obroc o viüQ Tov, „ o, 
> 

avOpwrov; 9 f — Acts iv. 43 y y 9 - e » e! 9 d 4 

eirev. ovv avroic © Ingove “Ere * uuxpov "as 

d yodvow rò * poç iv diy eon. 
os g e ` c % k xii, 

WEOLWATETE we 70 5 e. . 6 reff. 
gc EXETE, iva un “oxoria Upac ! karaAa(9y* Kat 0 2 Nemo.” 

1 

WEOLTATWY tv ty 
* : : 93 

“axorla ove oidey ‘rou Uráya. Fd. fig 
8 ref. 

* mch. ii I reg, 36 5c rò ° poc éyere, ™worevere " eic TÒ Sc, tva " vioi 2 Thes. v.b. 
pwròc yivnobe. 
o 5 8 7 9 U ee 

expvBn ar avrov. 
ravra tAaAnaev 'Incovc, xat dre bwy Eph. 3. 

Deut. vii. 90, 
ch. fi. 11 reff. 

37 Tocavra & adrob " onutia werotnxdroc * tuspooÜty q =; Matt v 
3 - » m? 7 m ° * 2 

d ura OUK ETIGOTEUOP  ELC avTOv 
= $ $ "^ s , 7 og? ! a dat, Lak 

TOV po o wAnowOy OV ELT EV, Köpie, Tie EMLGTEVCEV 2. ch.i 

al 
, * Ei 

iva o Aoyoc Hoatov : ist iria. 
n i, 

23 
al. isa. liil. 

. Bre e 

9 t? e e e " 1 * g p , v ? 1 

TQ ako} nuwy, kat o Boa x io cupiou rive AT- . nen. x. 18, 
rE 0 „ 39 Sta = , 297 , . 9 from 1. c. 

ca AU.; d Tovro ovx üvvavro TiGTEUE" OTE In 
9. 3 Rings SH. 09. 
1. 17, 18 al. 1 Kings H 7. 

u Lake i. 51. Acts xfil. 17 only. Deut. v. 15. 
13. Heb. iv. 

v Matt, 2. 26. Rom. 

ov bef Aye, with ADN rel latt sah arm Ath Cypr: txt BLX syrr copt Chr. 
aft cari» ins ovy D. 

35. rec (for ev vy») pe®’ vwy, with A rel Syr sah(appy) Chr Cyr, : txt BDKLMX 
1. 33. 69 latt syr copt goth Cyr Nonn Victorin. 

rec (for ec) ewe (from : preceding), with M rel latt syr copt Ang. 
Cypr: txt ABDELX 1. 83 syr-marg coptt Cyr Did. 

aft vspirartire ins ov» D lat - e 
goth ann 

vn ag bef oxoria D vulg-ed 
(not am) lat-a Cypr spec.—ins 4 bef oexoria N'. 

80. rec (for wc) ewe, with E rel: txt ABDLN Did Ath-mss. 
with AN a rel: om BDL N'(perhaps). 

89. for ors rau, cas yap D copt- ma. 

meant, but that it was its first and obvious 
reference. 94.] In such passages as 
Ps. Ixxxix. 86, and perhaps cx. 4; Dan. 
vii. 13, 14 TOV J The O. T.; 
see ch. x. 84. The actual words & Set 
by. r. ul. v. dv., had not been on this occa- 
sion used by Jesus; but in His discourse 
with Nicodemus, ch. iii. 14, and perhaps 
in other parts of His teaching which have 
not been recorded. +h Visas] 
They thought some other Son of Man, 
not the Messiah, was meant; because this 
lifting up (which they saw implied taking 
away) was i licable to their idea of the 
Messiah, usually known as the Son of Man. 

85.] He does not answer them, but 
enjoins them to make use of the time of 
His ce yet left them. &, as, not 
exactly ile: walk, according to your 

t state of privilege in possessing the 
Light: which indeed can only be done 
while it is with you. Tò , Myself’ 
—see ch. vii. 38; viii. 12; ix. 4, 5. 
dv dk., among you: see ref., and ch. xv. 
24 (or in the deeper ing of ch. xi. 10, 
which see, and note). e light is an 

rec ins o bef igo., 
for art AO, axnàbeyv xax D latt. 

easy transition from their question, if, as 
above supposed, Ps. Ixxxix. 36 was alluded 
to: ‘His (David’s) seed shall endure for 
ever, and his throne as the sun before Me.“ 

sepurar.] i.e. ‘make use of the 
Light, do your work in it, and by it, 

ob« olb. w. br.] Has no guide nor 
security, no principle to lead him.’ 
80.] It is by believing on the Light, that 
men become sons of Light: see ch. i. 12. 

Our Lord probably went to Bethany, 
Luke xxi. 37. 

97—50.] FINAL JUDGMENT ON THE 
UNBELIEF OF THE JEWS. 37—43. ] 
The Evangelists judgment on their un- 
belief (37— 41), and their half-belief (42, 
43). Ido not regard these verses as form- 
oa, He conclusion to the narrative of the 
public ministry of the Lord, on account of 
vv. 44—50 (w seo note): but doubt- 
less the approaching close of that ministry 
gives occasion to them, and is the time 
to which they refer. 97.] Tocavra, 
so many: not, eo great: see ch. vi. 9; 
xxi. 11. obe ivío.] i. e. the gene- 
rality did not ;—they did not, ae a people : 

consir., 2 Cor. 
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ETATTEAION XII. 40—». 

wadty amey Hoatac 9 " Terb$Aoxtv. avrov rovc oe 
ony. lsa, 7 | x^ 25 y =» ` ’ y* 
du f uoUC, Kal “ExwpWoEY avfür THY kapdiav, "im p 
Isa. vi. u. 

2 joi vi. 9. Mark vi. Tuoi roic o, xai * vonowoty rg cap Kai ‘orp 
Al. 7. 2 Cor, - A 5:7 9 e 
lii: 14 only. Q$wciv Kat tagouat avrovc. 
n y ~ bar NEM eu N 

eld rj dCi avrov’ c sAaAnoey Tipi ara 

. 2 4 d ume 

Cal. ili. 16 
nuniy. 
2 Mae. xv. ` e - - 
$193". ony otar | rov Ütov. 

d here only. 
Herod. i. )89 
end. 

e « ch. ill. 1 reff. f ch. H. 1! ref. g ch. 
12 Tim. iv. ju. 1 Pet. lii. 10, from P». xxxiii. 1$ Rev. xil. t1. 

m here only t. 3 Maco, xiv. 42. l gen, | Pet. Hii. 14. 

40. om rove oq0aXuovc cat crepectv avrTev 

a » E 

^utvyrot wai & Tay "a 
f£» > f * 9 » , a * a , I 
ewiorevoav ‘etc avro», aAdAd & rovc Oapwatow v 

8 reff. g . a sh? , 2 ‘ 
bissvi.1. © @porXoyour, iva py | arocvvayeryor ytvevrat. 
€ } Cur, xiv, 7 ` nn 1 ~ , , » a’ 

rv yap thy dE 'rov avPowmawy pallor "yr 

4l ravra rtr Hooie &. 

* apyovrey voi 

6 % 

44 '[ngouc & "Expalev kat. erer O f morebur uc . 
iz. 29. Rom. z. 10. h eh. ix. . zun 2 

k = eb. v. 41,44 1 Then! 
n ch. i 15. cil. 29, 87. 

FOC GTi Twhet! (Aomaotel) D. 
(conformation to preceding), with B'[sic: aee table] rel Es Chr Thdrt: tit 4B L 
XN 33. 69 Eus. ins ug bef vons. D vulg-ed lat-a. (-cowerw D 69.) iz 
vonne rn capdia, ry capita cuvwow R. rec ewicrpa$em, with AD r: 
excorpepwos (80 cxx) KLMX Eus Did, -jovei 69: txt BD'N 33. rec u. 
(conformation to foregoing : the a ity ts too strong, to su the fut to be fra 
Lxx), with LU? (i, e sil) Eus,: txt ABDN rel lat- Eus-ms Di 

41. aft ravra ins à: D Did Chr Hil Jer. rec (for ori) ore, with D rel laut «7 
goth eth Eus, Chr Hil Ambr Jer: txt A B(Btly) LMXN 1. 33 lat-e coptt arm Ip 

ins rov 0tov bef lst avrov D: for avr. r. 0. 69. 
43. for nrep, vrep LXN 1. 83. 69 Chr-ms. 
44. for de, ov» D al. 

Eus. [adAa, so BDLA.] 

see ver. 42. 38.] On tva wi. see note, 
Matt. i. 22: beware of the ecbatie or 
‘eventual’ sense, which has no existence. 

$9.] StA Tovro refers to tbe last 
verse, and n sete forth the reason more 
in detail; see ch. v. 16; 1 John iii. 1; 
Matt. xxiv. 44. The common interpreta- 
tion (Theophyl, Vulg., Lampe, Tholuck, 
Olsh., al.), by which õi rovro is referred 
forward to re, would require some par- 
ticle, cai, or ĉi, to denote a transition to 
the fresh subject. De Wette, Meyer, 
Liicke, edn. 3, Grot. al. oùe 56. 
could not—i.e. it was otherwise ordain 
in the divine counsels. No attempt to 
escape this meaning (as nolebant, Chr. 
Thl. &c.) will agree with the prophecy 
cited ver. 40. But the inability, as thus 
stated, is coincident with the fullest 
freedom of the human will: compare ob 
Oidere, ch. v. 40. én, not ‘for,’ but 
because. A more special ground is alleged 
why they could not believe :—see above. 

.] The prophecy is freely cited, 
after neither the Heb. nor the LXX, which 
is followed in Matt. xiii. 14 f. What God 
bide the prophet do, is here described as 
done, and by Himself: which is obviously 
implied in the Heb. text. The reading 

for sxpakey x. ewer, expaley r. seXeyey D 60 nt cf. 

abr&v (Morus) lying ô Asc = 
the subject of rerog. and werep., v 
the question, —as ical, snd = 
consistent with the context, whid "- 

is judgment,—having (Luke xuv. 
nahen pear ing opened to e 

spaks : 
: 49.] e. g. Nicodemus J. 

and others like t : On aroen. ® 
note, ch. ix. 22. 43.] isa referent v 
ch. v. 44. TEO (in ij ri). in th ar 

augments the disjunctive force of $. = 
Kühner, ii. § 747, anm. 4, where man; T 
amples are given. 44—50.) Pr». 
the guilt of their unbelief, from ibe r^ 

Jesus Himself. It was by Ue -' 
mmentatorsgenerally thought that l. 

verses formed part of some other d. 
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exvili. 9. see 
oh. viii. 61. 

a — ch, iil. 18 

bi. James 

Koivw aurov’ ov yep 
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Gal. ii, 91. 
1 Thess. iv. 8. 

. EXiv. In. 

Y eXaXnoa, ard o zíujac ue warno avróc pot * évroAny "s e. tl. 
e > . 38. 

* Sédwaxev ri er cal ri AaAnow® © kai oda Ore h EvroAn xh, vL, 40 
vil. A. 

3 - * ae , » a y 2 T - a E 
avrov Can abriss “torw. a OUV eyw Aaw, cadwe SA, 2. 

Matt. zi. [ 4 2 * L4 LÀ æ 
&tonktv pot O Taro, ovrec ÀaÀw. S « ch, zi, 67 

XIII. 1 [ps à rūc éoprüc rov "zácya, dioc ó'z rt 

45. om za: D. 
47. om an D fos lat - a 5 e ¢ Ambr. 

lat q syr-marg goth : txt b 
or aA iva, Ma D!-gr. 

49. E epavrovw bef eyw D: om eye G. 
Chr: txt ABMX 1. 33. 69 Did Cyr. 

50. aiwstoc eariy bef Zug D: orev bef at. 69 al. 

1 Johan fi. 20. b Matt. xxvi. 9 rell. 

48. om rag B. 
rec (for gvAakn) rierten, with E rel 

KLXN 1. 33. 69 latt syrr coptt sth arm Ath Nonn. 

rec (for dedwxev) eCwxev, with DM rel 

rec AR bef eyw, with A rel 
sah: om eye D em lat-a: txt ABLMXN 1. 38. 69 vulg lat-b c f ff, g copt arm 
Bas Tert. 

Tia Pigs period. But this is im- 
probable, no occasion being ified, 
—from ver. 86,—and from the forma and 
contents of the passage, and its reference 
to the foregoing remarks of the Evangelist. 
I take it—with almost all modern Com- 
mentators—to be a continuation of those 
remarks, substantiating them by the tes- 
limony of the Lord Himself. e words 
are taken mostly, but not altogether, from 
discourses already given in this 

44, 45.] xp. x. «lw. not pluperf. 
(nor ever), but indefinite, as iwicrevcay, 
wpoÀ., and pyar. above. xp. is used 
of open public teaching, see reff. On 
the close connexion with the Father, see 
ch. v. 24, 38; viii. 19, 42; xiv. 10. The 
words are in logical ence to ver. 41, 
in which the Evangelist said that the 
glory of Jehovah and His glory were the 
same. 40.] See ver. 35; ch. viii. 12; 
ix. 5. The pelvp here expresses that all 
are originally in darkness,—as pive, ch. 
iii. 86. 47.) See ch. iii. 17; v. 45; 
viii. 15. The omission of pý (see var. 
genre tage to have been occasioned by 
a mistaken idea that vv. 48 and 47 were 
in contrast to one another. 48.] See 
ch. iii. 18, also v. 45 fl., and Heb. iv. 12. 

ééeróv and pù A. seo reff.: and 
Vor. I. 

on the emphatic destvos, referring to the 
primary subject, cf. note on ch. vii. 29, 
also on ch. iii. 28. 49.] See ch. v. 30; 
vii. 16, 17, 28, 29; viii. 26, 28, 38. 
lvroM, ch. x. 18. There does not ap- 
pear to be any real difference here, though 
many have been suggested, een dro 
and Aale: both are summed * in 
Aaò in the next verse: com att. 
x. 19. 50.] See ch. vi. 63 (and note), 
68. On olBe, ch. iii. 11; v. 32; viii. 55. 

The £vroAi) abro is, results in, not 
as a means merely, but in its accomplish- 
ment and expansion, eternal life; see ch. 
iii. 15; v. 24; vi. 40. Thus all who 
do not believe are withont excuse;—be- 
cause Jesus is not come, and not, 
of Himself, but of the Father, ose will 
and commandment ing Him is, that 
He should be, and give, Life to all. They 
who reject Him, reject Life, and (ch. iii. 
19) prefer darkness to Light. N 

Cuar. XIII.—XX.] Third division of 
the Z. Jesus AND HIS OWN. 

XIIIL—XVII.] His LOVE AND THE 
FAITH OP His own. XIII. 1—30. 
Hrs Love rx HUMILIATION. 1—11. 
His condescension in washing their feet. 
On the chronological difficulties, see notes 
on Matt. xxvi. 1 e 
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"EET per &uov. ? Aéya avro Zipwv [lérpoc Koper, me 
2f«1.:t wadag pov uóvov, ada Kai rdc yeipac xai ri» 
EE bam H Atye o 'Insovc avrp O Achoupivoc ovK "tu * 

n , E un roUc “wddac vida, add’ Eon xabapec e. 

af, M. 4 kat dee KaDapol tort, GAA ° OVX! sávrtc. : yes 
Lim die Ga. ro» wapadtcovra avróv' Sia rovro sixt» Ori ovyi to 
Nen. ab. eaQapot tare. )?"Ors ovv ner rovc "oec on 

toh:x.17,18 Kat k Aae rà imára avrov kat "avins vélo, i: 
uu abroic Twwaxere ri rer oinca ond; © zie — 
ima take” O StdaaxaAog kai O0 kUptoc, kat ca M, i- 
ie e x) Cf Sumy rouc roc o ap. & ouv tyw ^tvuja vpwy rovc rob om 
ais k = ch. iv. 17. vill. 48. Matt. zv.7 al. Jer. 1. 12. 

9. werpoc bef ewwy B: om ceipwey D: txt ACN rel ves Orig. em ow 
nuovo bef rovc xodac D latt copt. om pov DEGH Ohe 

Euthym Ambr spec. E 
10. om o bef ine. B Orig. rec (for ove extt xpecav) ov AD im, T= 

rel Chr Jer Ambr: txt ABC!M lat-a e g Orig, Tert. add rp a. 
vujac0a: D. rec (for ei un) 4, with AC? rel: om EFH: txt BCDLBS 
Orig, Chr Dion-areop.—om u py rovc wodac R. for vipacdai, porer D. 
for aAX' «art», cori yap D Syr arm Chr Cyr, "T 

11. aft yap ins «go. D ET 95 2nd clause D. Cyr rec om ort, with IF 
lat-e g Orig, spec: ins BCL 83 lat-a b c i ` ; 

"i om «at ehaBew AC? L(appy) N 33 225 Bx lata b c Syr copt atà s2 - 
BC!-3D. for avrov, avrwy N: om D lat-5 e spec. ree om di: 
with D rel mm: ins ABC!LN 33 Syr copt th Orig Dion-alex. rec avast" 
was not perceived that the apodosis began at «wey : hence the oma of n kf e 
and the other changes), with ADN* rel vulg lat-b c syr goth arm Chr spe: 7 
Ni lat-a e Syr copt sth Orig. [kat avawicwy wadsy sity avro write 2 - 
ma of A, possibly by the original scribe. ] Mt 

14. rove wodac bef vue» DK vulg lat-a c e ff, r. ins resu paler 

the spiritual sense of washing, this is not one exception, had ; and this fe 
80. Whoever is washed by Jesus, has part represented to them, besides ii^ rx 
in Him. We are here in the realm of humility and brotherly love, Ue — 
another and r logic: the act being seed of cleansing from daily pe? : 
no longer symbolic, but veritable. even after spiritual regenerates": 
9.] The warm-hearted Peter, on learning hands of their divine Master. wee 
that exclusion would be the consequence  vii.1; James i. 21; Acts rv. &3;: 
of not being washed, can hardly have ii. 22. On rað. lere, oe 
enough of a cleansing so precious. There xv. 3. U.] v Wee 
surely is implied in this answer an in- ipydépevoc, him that betray 
cipient apprehension of the meaning of our the indefinite characteristic s 
Lord's words. The dà» ph vide oe has 19— 90.) This act, a potters * 5 
awakened in him, as the Lord’s presence ing for His sercests. — 7 
did, Luke v. 8, a feeling of his own want Gow. rf w. d.] These words se” 
of cleansing, his entire pollution. This not so much in ion of 
sense (Stier, Bengel, Bau -Crusius) as to direct their attention to the fiks- | 
is denied by Lücke and Olsh. 10.] 18.] à 8.84. and é f. M 7. 
Reference appears to be made to the fact nominatives, as in ref. (Wit. ` 
that one who Aas bathed, after he has 1, edn. 6) 14.] Feb 
reached his home, needs not entire wash- Dominus discipulis adhibuit, p 
ing, but only to have his feet washed from et ad beneficium conferends parite? — 
the dust of the way. This bathing, the talis, et ad wacdeav done die?” | 
bath of the new birth, but only yet in its humilis, ver. 84, coll. ver. I. 1% ™ | 
foreshadowing, in the purifying effect of lavium discipulorum inter s? © P^. | | 
faith working by love, the Apostles, with ut alter alterum quoquo modo 
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16 a áp» apiy 2 

17. n ver. 34. 

18 1. ch. xiv. 
ov evi an RY. on a 

hie xiv 

* edam" Ey „rer, vil 

{aot vat} 
"ar apri ig. see 

Hetod. i. 31 
88. 

q ch. vi. 70 reff, 
s Matt. xxiv. 88. 6 tł. t (Psa. 

22 H.4. Pa. cv. 96, 
i: All. 38. xxvi. 29, 64 eb. (1.53 v. r.) 

verruy bef au N. 
69 Cyr. wore (ifacism 7) DEFGHMA 1 Cyr. 

„5 Sono a rec (for r«ac) ove, 
rel Eus: txt BCLMN 33 wAnpwOn bef n ypa$n D Me 
oth. rec (for pov) ner ijas, with ADM rel vulg lat-a b syrr copt 

Orig, Eus, Cyr-comm. em pev AUN 1. 1 Eus, : txt BCL tol sth 
$, 
© orav yernras bef micrevanre, with ACD rel vulg-ed lat-c f Orig. 
txt BLN Frag-nitr am(with fuld forj ing mt) lat-a5 e g 277 Lori E 
't BC Orig,: txt ADM rel. (Frag-nitr def.) 

ndam puritatem anims; et ut 
ri pedes lavet,—vel proprie, 1 Tim. 
jue serio, si scil. accidat, ut opus 
mim preeceptum affirmativam, ob- 
mper, sed non ad semper: quale 
id, 1 Joh. iii. 16—vel synecdochice, 
genus officiorum, que alter alteri 
vilia et sordida, modo opportuna, 
potest. Dominus igitur per ipsum 
m purificavit discipulos : P reni 
trum amanter codgit: sed disci- 
avium mutuum non hoc nomine 
; neque adeo tanta est pedilavii 
is imitandi necessitas, quantam 
itatuerunt : quum Johannes v. gr. 
edes n laverit; et tamen 
lilavii Dominici et fraterni m. 
1am plerique agnoscunt. i 
et principes pedilavium ad lite- 

antur; magis autem admirandus 

pauperum 
Jengel. custom of literally 
1onially washing the feet in obe- 
this command, is not found be- 

l, and is best imitated in His 
endeavouring, ‘if a man be 

| in a fault, to restore (rarap- 
ch an one in the spiri meek- 
1. vi. 1. 18, 17.) The pro- 

verbial expression ob gonv 8... . is used 
here in a different sense from ch. xv. 20. 
Here it is, ‘if the Master thus humbles 
Himself, much more gris His ran 
and messengers; see Matt. x. 24; uke 
vi. 40; and on ver. 17, Luke xii. 47, 48. 
The mere recognition of such a duty of 
humility, is a very much more easy matter 
than the putting it in practice. 18. 
I say it not (viz. the id» roire aérá) 
you all: for there is one who can never 
be parápioç. Our Lord repeats His dA)’ 
obyi wávreç of ver. 10, and the sad recol- 
lection leads to His trouble i in spirit, ver. 
21. dye ol8.] The ys is emphatic ; 
and the reason of its emphasis is given in 
ver, 19. Connexion: ‘It might be 

part) know whom I have selected 
the whol twelve ; see ch. vi. 70, not 
the true ones [Stier], as in ch. xv. 16, 

mil when Judas was not present) : but this 
has been done by the determinate counsel 
and foreknowledge of God, declared in the 

E Me unawares; but it is not so: I 

Scriptures." On the citation, see 
. The words here are given freely, 

the LXX having ipeyáAvyev p iu wrep- 
vin. is is another instance of 
the direct and bo Rains By application of 
the words of the Psalms 
Himself, Thr er. | S eomgrait hic 
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muti,» E uus» mapaðwou pe. Z Perov uç AMA o 
2 Cor. iv. 8. 0 t qd? e 1 ’ xd 98 7 e cea 

Slingo paĝnrat ` awopoupevor wept riroc NA A f 

„ Lad. l. iu, Keiuevoc tic Ek rwr uaÜügrov avrov ev re "xoXry rev 
11 U . a € LI a e 1 - o 94 b e + e P 

f Lake avi, 39 [ncov, ov * nyara o Inaouc vebet ovy roury pur 
2. S. -&. l f. Ges 21. 20. — Prov.ie. 96 ouly. (lovesem, babes t 

20. [rec «a», with D rel Orig,: txt ABCKLMXN Frag-nitr 83 Cyr.) b. 
Aap. n. D Syr Chr [not 83 as Tischdf ]. 
K. rec ins à bef u., with ACD rel: om BLN. vuv bef A\sye B. . 
99. rec aft «Aero» ins ovy, with ADLN rel Cyr; 3e al lat-a Syr th Orig: om BC 

lat-e arm Orig,. ins ot ovaio: bef tic aM gAove Mi(but marked for o by 
the original corrector). aropovyreg D 69. 

$3. rec aft nv ins de, with AC- DR rel lat-a c f V. 8 ae wees ae copt goth: oa 
BOL Oriy ACE mE HO) rec om ee, with EFG UA (S 1, e sil) goth Org: 
ins 5 g-nitr rel latt Syr coptt sth Orig, Cyr. aft e» ins cer D. 
om ó B. 

24. om ovy C! A(Treg expr) 69 lat-c ff, Syr arm. 

sermo imprimis ad lotionem pedwm, et ad 
morem veterum discumbentium ad panem 
edendum.' Bengel. 19.] * Now, from 
this time, J announce it to you, that when 
it shall have happened, you may believe 
that I am (the Christ)" See ch. xvi. 1, 
and above on iye ofé., ver. 18. 30. 
See Matt. x. 40. The connexion is very 
difficult, and variously set down. It 
has been generally supposed (Euthym., 
&c.) that the words were to comfort the 
Apostles for the disgrace of their order by 
Judas, or in prospect of their future la- 
bours. But then would not dv riva s. 
have been expressed by ùuãç? Another 
view is to refer back to vv. 16, 17, and 
suppose the connexion to have been broken 
by the allusion to Judas. But is this 
likely, in a discourse of our Lord? 
I rather believe that the saying sets 
forth the dignity of that office from 
which Judas was about to fall: q. d. *not 
only was he in close intercourse with 
Me (ver. 18), but invested with an am- 
bassadorship for Me, and in Me, for the 
Father; and yet Ae will lift up his heel 
against Me.’ And the consideration of 
this dignity in all its privileges, as con- 
trasted with the sad announcement just to 
be made, leads on to the irapáy05 ry x». 
of the next verse. 

21—30.] Contrast of the manifesta- 
tions and hate. See notes on 
Matt. xxvi. 21—26. Mark xiv. 18— 
21. Lake xxii. 21—39. 321.) See 

rec (for cat \eyu avtu art 

above. One of those mysterious trod 
lings of spirit, which passed over «c 
Lord,—ch. xi. 33 and xii. 27. 
lnaprip. implies the delivery of some wen 
and important announcement. This wa 
the first time He had ever spoke» © 
plainly. All four agree n 
the substance of the announcement. 
33.) In Matt. and Mark they esp" 
their questioning in words. St Lak: 
cvrigrüv wpóc éavroóg would apa o 
imply the same. We seem called on bere 
to decide a much-controverted questxe,— 
where in John’? sarratice the tnstitetwe 
of the Lord's supper is to be inserted’ 

believe certainly before this announce 
ment, as in Luke: and if before it, perhen 
before the washing of the disciple fot: 
for I see no b which admit 4 
between our ver. 1 and ver. 2]. * 
Since the captivity, the Jews ley at tabs 
in the Persian manner, on d 

nated thus, ch. xix. 36; xxi 7 (see Pr- 
legomena to Jobn, $ i. 6). 24—9 
See note on Matt. ver. 23. Poe e 
teristi imagines that John, = 
beloved disciple ald kow but he, a 
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Rom. xii. o Prov. axv. 21.) 1* Lake 
14. Heb, xiii. 28 oniy f. Wied. xiii. 9. 1 Macc. ii. 40 only. 

Rev. xix. 13 

21 kai pera ro ° Vuptoy, 212. 10 Ul. 
X i y 5 Ca 2 Sai ij. 

- qu idi posi a o here, &e. 

rovro & ovOuc Sie” 
(- ess, 

XXII. 8. Ach. XX. 4. 1 Tim. ili. 

y) roc rig av un (see note), with AD rel syrr cope goth Cyr: uv. ric 
reps ov d bid kat Neyes aur twe Tic tor N: txt Frag-nitr 83 vulg 

N Eaite.—[. 
ac EN'VTEOUV 

: txt BC'K 
om Lek 
N32 33 Orig, Orig 

goth Cyr; ovy» DLMXAN 1. 33. 69 vulg 
rec om ovrwc, with ADM 1.69 vas 

‘ttaciem 7] KSUA.) 

e xv. 20, avar. not seeming 
wept ov Aeytt as well as wep: ov u ev.] 

appropriate), with AC DN 
rec adds de, with A rel lat. 5, g syr 

-marg copt-wilk : om BC lat-e 
ig: ins BC rel goth Euthym. 

2c om ov», with ACSDN! rel vulg lat-5 o; avre D 69 lat-e: txt BO'LXN!s 
r- marg Orig. 
opt sth. ins av 

om ò BIC sie: see table] M. 
bef «ye D 1. 

rn for elegance ; id., which Meyer thinks genuine, from its not being e 

aft ine. ins rat \cye: DN 
rec Papas ro jjeyio» emdwow, omg 

lsewhere 
John, might well be a copier’s reminiscence of such passages as Mt vii. 9, 10 ||, 
Luke xxiv. 90, 42), with ADR rel, but n H,,, (from | Mt, Mk) AD 

Bay. ro W. dee avrw MX: txt BCL copt eth arm 
loriy @ ly oco rÒ V., Ad nerd pocOnenc rod BA 
ó * 

% yiyparras 
w yap, Da 

rec (for Bawag ov») «at H), with A rel: cas Gay. D 69 wow). 
txt BC'LXN (lat-a) Orig, 

ry (as ch vi. 70), with AM rel copt: axo kapvwrov D: txt BC 
DN!-3b rel latt : ins 

Orig, mas. 
n pera TO Ywpiov D lat-e. 
: copt Orig. (ins,) Cyr Ambr. 

m de B al, 

„ asks of the Lord. It is an 
Yt for the reading in the text, 
hulz) John never uses the optative. 
)5.] ávawecév, sitting (lying) at 
the bosom of Jesus. ; 
. I understand it, that John, who 
re lying close to the bosom (i» rq 
of Jesus, now leancd his head 
ly upon His breast, to ask the 
. This escaped the notice of the 
he table :—see on Matt. as above. 
8.] This = Matt. ver. 28, Mark, 

Meyer remarks, that the 
expressed as a contrast to the 

7b ., probably a piece of 
avened bread, dipped in the broth 
k bitter herbe. 27.) ‘post 
non cwm offula.“ Bengel. Ob- 

ie wepiov stands for the act in 
t played a principal part. This 
he sop was one of the closest tes- 
| of friendly affection. Tóra 

BCLMXN*: 83 syr-marg 

om à Dla. 
rec ins o bef 130., with ACDN Frag-nitr rel: om B 

om ro B. rec om Aapfave: cat, 
seth ; rec 

X Frag-nitr 

om rore DLN vulg-ed(not am forj 20 
for Ae yt ovy, cas Ae 

carries a graphic power and pathos with 
it: at that moment. els. ele du. 
S.] See ver. 2 and note. Satan entered 

into him, took full possession of him, 
—so that his will was not only bent upon 
doing the deed of treachery, but fixed and 
determined to do it then and there. The 
words must be understood literally, not as 
Theod. Mops., as merely betokening rjv 
rópeci» Two» xaraÜvuiey TQ OuiBoNy 
Aoytopov. + «e+ +] These 
words are not to be evaded, as being per- 
missive (Grot.) or dismissive (obòl wooc- 
rérrovrog 0602 ovpßovňsúovroç, dx 
évediZovreg cai Sucviovrog ri abróe 
piv lBobdrA(rro stopOwcacOa, loved) d 
adiwplurwc ext, &dinow abréy. Chrys. 
Hom. in Joan. lxx. 1.2). They are like 
the saying of God to Balaam, Num. xxii. 
20,—and of our Lord to the Pharisees, 
Matt. xxiii. 82. The course of sinful ac- 
tion is presupposed, and the command to 
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LMUXN 1. 33. 69 Orig. 

90. rec «vO. bef ENA Oe, with A rel lat-a f q syrr goth 

3 Aaa» ovr 
y» & vot. bn 

z ch. vi. 39 reff. 

rec ins à bef ode, with CD rel : om ABF 
rec ins 6 bef ino., with ACD rel: om BX Orig. 

: txt BCDLMXIX & 0 
vulg lat-b c copt arm Orig, Ambr.—rec evSeuc, with A rel: txt BCDLXN Orig, 

Sl. om ov» (joining for the most part ors tk. to ver 30) A rel fos syrr goth ara 
Chr Thi: ins BODLXN 1.33.69 copt arm Orig 
rel: om BLAN. 

go on is but the echo of that mysterious 
appointment by which the sinner in the 
exercise of his own corrupted will becomes 
the instrument of the purposes of God. 
Thus it is not 3, or ef re, reien, but 3 
reads: that which thou art doing, hast 
just now fully determined to put in pre- 
sent action, do more quickly—-' than t 
seemest willing :’—or perhaps better than 
thou wouldst otherwise have done,’ which 
seems the account to be ordinarily given of 
this use of the comparative :—reproving 
his lingering, and his pretending — (Matt. 
ver. E Ee share in the general doubt. 

.] Not even John: who knew 
he was the traitor, but had no idea the 
deed was so soon to be done (Lücke, De 
Wette). Stier supposes John to exclude 
himself in saying oótic v. avac., and that 
he knew. "$9.] The first supposition 
agrees with ver. 1,—that it was wpd rc 
doprüc rod wacya. Had it been the night 
of the passover, the next day being hal- 
lowed as a sabbath, nothing could have 
been bought. On the whole 8 see 
notes on Matt. xxvi. 17, and ch. xviii. 28. 
On the second supposition, see ch. xii. 5. 
The gift to the poor might be, to help them 
£o procure their paschal lamb, 80. 
The remark 4v N vit (which certain 
concludes this period, see öre ody, ver. 12 
seems to be added to bring the whole nar- 
rative from ch. xiii. 1 to ch. xviii. 3 into 
precision, as happening on one and the 
same night. It is perhaps fanciful to see, 
as Orig., Olsh., Stier, &c. have done, an 
allusion to the ezoría in Judas’s soul, or 
to iua» .. ij &pa cai ij iEovcia rod oró- 
rov, Luke xxii. 53; though doubtless there 
the Lord alludes to its being also night : 
but I quite feel, with Meyer, that there is 
something awful in this termination—it 
was night. 
81—XVI. 33.] His LOVE rx KEEPING 

Cyr. rec ins 6 bef ., with AD 

AND COMPLETING HIS OWN. And herein, 
31—XIV. 3L] He comforts them wiih the 
assurance that He is going to the Father. 

tard Seager tangi of the fec — 

most holy place. He beautifully remarks, 
‘These were the last moments which the 
Lord spent in the midst of His own before 
His Passion, and words fall of heavenly 

conversation with the disciples takes more 
the form of usual di : ing st 
the table, they mournfolly reply to asd 
question Him. But when (ch. xis. 31) 
they had risen from the » the 

to the Words of Life, and spoke 
(only ch. xvi. 17, 29). Finally, in the 
sublime er of the great s peg 
the wh Soul of Christ flowed forth a 
earnest intercession for His own to His 
Heavenly Father.’ Olsh. ii. 329. ü. 
y dBo[.] It was not that the prassace of 
Judas, as some have thought, hindered the 

t consummation im by Sef. 
ut that the work on which he was goot 

out, was the ACTUAL COMMENCEMEST of 
that consummation: ‘ab hinc enim pst 
siones Christi initium capiebant.’ Lampe. 
It is true that his presence hindered the 
expression of these gracious words: ‘Jaz 
E rent ctn rupto torrentes gratis a labis 
ecd effunduntur.' Id. » si 
poken pro as if accom 

because rires type actually in dome, 
which was to accomplish it. The glorifying 

of here, in Jede, ver. 32, is 
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» t a 
52 [et o Bedg 7 Joh Q Jon 

7 v. rJ 
18. iv. 4. v. 
91) oaly, exe. 

liv. 19 4. 
a Ere = ur pet as xiv. 19. 

» , 7 1 ^ y - >p r] Heb. x. 87 
cyt. Turner pe, Kai xaQwe eiwov roic lovOatotc, only. Jer. 
OTOV tyw rd, due ov Suvacbe EXOetv, xat univ eeh: vii 

Gor. M? 

1AAnAoug. 3f 
al tore, tav ayarny ex nre Sev AA. 99 Abyss 
ver. 88. ch. vidi. 31, 28. xiv 4. Rev. niv. 4 only. 
tate. xii. 16 al. f1 Joban 11. 8 & 
. 12, ze. b only. 

m e o Geog edofac8n v avre (homaoctel) 

EvroAny kaivnv * Sidwue vpty, ° fva aya- 2 
AAA oc rade n yar na upac, tva kai vuttc aya- 

a as above ‘s). 
. xvi. 16, 

£v TOUT woovrat wavric Ore not s p 
e d a ba Matt. vi 

€ ver. 15. ch. xv. d ch. xi. 67 ref. 
= 1 Cor. lv. 6. Gen. zlii, 88. g Mark ix. 60. 

BC'DLXN! 1 fuld(with harl) 
' ff g syr sth-mas Tert Ambr: ins AC rel vulg-ed lat- f Syr coptt goth 
1 Orig, Hil, for ceavrw, avrw BHA Orig. 
m ore DN al vulg lat-d cad eth Cyr. rec vrayw bef eyw, with EFGH 
-a b q syrr Chr, : txt DN rel vulg lat-c f ff, l goth arm Orig, 
ft cab ins xaye D. om «va N. 
r ew aÀÀ gode, per’ adAnAwy K. 

same. This is the glorifying of 
Christ on earth, in His course of 
xe as the Son of Man, which was 
ed by His death (b riroog ui x. 
„ Phil. ii. 8). And His death was 
nsition-point between God being 
| in Him, and He being glorified in 
ianifested to be the Son of God 
wer by His resurrection, and re- 
p to the Father, to sit at the right 
T God. This latter (ver. 32) is 
of by Him here as future, but im- 
(tb bc) on His death, and leads 

he address in ver. 33. dv lavro 
tod (the Father), not in Christ. 
flects back on the subject of the 
+; and i» is not ‘by means of,’ 
by the resurrection of Him into 
ry, which He had indeed before, 
has as the Son of Man, with the 
[anhood; so wap ceavry, ch. 
Grotius compares 1 Sam. ii. 30 

EaZovrag pe dofaow LXX). ávri- 
arp à rare Tò ploy ob à 
i dvOpewov wewolneey. Origen. 
tom. xxxii. 18, vol. iv. p. 451. 
wla—here used by Christ— 
ly expresses His not only bro- 
out fatherly love (Isa. ix. 6) for 
, and at the same time their im- 
and weak state, now about to be 
out Him. xaĝòs d.] No- 
ipulis citius hoc dicere: infideli- 
citius. Bengel. But naturally the 
ses, ‘ Ye shall seek Me and not find 
shall die in your sins,’ also spoken 
ews (ch. vii. 33; viii. 21), are here 
: and by this omission the con- 

nexion with ver. 94 is supplied ;— Ye shall 
be left here: but, unlike the Jews, ye shall 
seek Me and shall find Me, and the wuy is 
that of Love, —to Me, and to one another 
(so Stier, v. 140 ff. edn. 2)—forming (ver. 
35) AE united us Cines urch, iu which 

recognize My presence among you 
as My disciples. 34. The m das 
airs peces ent consists in its sim- 
plicity and (so to speak icity. The 
same kind of love was 3 the 
O. T. (see Rom. xiii. 8): — as th ” is 
the highest measure of love, and it is there- 
fore not in degree that the new command- 
ment differs (Cyr., Euthym., Theod. Mops.) 
from the old, nor in extent, but in being 
the commandment of the new covenant, — 
the first-fruit of the Spirit in the new dis- 
pensation (Gal. v. 22); see 1 John ii. 7, 8 
(and note), where cai» is commented on 
by the Apostle himself. I cannot 
agree with Stier (v. 148, edn. 2), that tva 
in the second sentence is not || with Tva in 
the first, but TP (‘I bave loved you’) 
‘in order that &c.' The sentence is ana. 
logous to ver. 14, and the sew point in it 
is the rage ny. ùp., which is therefore 
set first, and should be (as in E. V.) 
retained so. 35.] wdévres,—all the 
world,—and the object is to be, not mere 
vain praise or display before the world, 
but that men may be attracted by the 
exhibition of the Spirit of Christ, and 
won over to Him. The world, notwith- 
standing this proof of His presence 
among them, shall hate them: see 1 John 
iii. 10—15. But among wávreç they 
themselves are also included—brotherly 
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b = ch, ili. 8 
reff. 

ETATTEAION XIII. 37, 38 

avry Tuo IIkrpoc Kópu, “wou vrdyuc; aruph 
'Insouc Oro * vira yo ov Sévacai uot vuv arohovbyes, Y 

i Matt. ix. II, 
Mal : E ji 

Job. x. 11 ref. uov unto gov ! now. 

k Matt. xxvi. 
34 

axoAovOnoac S& vorepow. 7 Ayu avro [Hérpoc 
‘Sa ri ov Òuvapai coe akoAovÜqsar aori; riv’ 

38 

Kiga, 

aroxpiverat [yoovc Ty ’ yyw 

cov d rip tipov JÜ5ncuc; auüv au» Afye co, o» ji 
jen. Lake : aAíkrep x gwvncy, rg ov ™ apvheꝝ pe roic. 

xii. 50. 
m Matt. x. 83 

80. for awexp:On, Asye: D latt. 
(with fos) lat-g syr eth: om BC'L copt goth arm. 
rel Chr : om ABCILX. aft orov ins eye D 

ig, Chr Cyr Thl. 
axohovOneat add apr: (see ver 37) D lat-e. 

XIV. I Mi " rapacaícÜw vpov ù kapóta* viortbert 
„die tic yòy Oe, Kat " &c tut viorebert. 

9» - D 1 * 

ev TY Oum T99 

rec aft awecpi0y ins avres, with ACD rel fad 
rec ins à bef :ge., with CD 
5 

for vv», cv D! gat(with mt); pec er. Di. 
reo v and anale transp vertpo 

with AC? rel vas: txt. BC!'LXN 1. 33 latt Orig, Chr Cyr Ambr Aug.—Aaft ase). ins ya 
C? rel: bef, D: om ABC!LXN 1. 33. 
Si rec ins 6 bef rerpoc, with BL'MN 60 (1.33, e ail) Cyr: om AC rel.—om sırp 

al for , om &vpu NM! 33 vulg. 
vuy (see ver 36) CIDLX : om ABC N rel. 
AC?DN rel. om eprı CILX. 

duvyapas sot, Üvvagas poe A. aid 
for acohov8yca:, azoħovôuv BC': txt 

uwep cov bef ray Yuyay pow XN. 
38. rec (for awoxpevera:) arecpcOn, with C rel C : txt ABC LIN 1. 83. 69 qr. 

rec adds avrw, with C'EGHSUAA! vulg-ed lat-5 f g Syr copt eth Cyr: oa 
ABC!N rel am lat-a e 
ABC!DELXN 38. 69. 
D lat-c syrr goth. 

Jf3 syr goth arm. 
add cat ee» avro D lat-c 8 

rec gwyvnoa, with CD rel Orig 

rec ins 6 190., with C? rel: om 
ins ori be ov 27 

yr: txt ABGKUIAR 35. 
rec awapyneon (from ||), with ACN rel: txt BDLX 1 Orig. 

Cuar. XIV. 1. pref cas carey roig pad. avrov D lat-a c. 

love is the true sign to them of being 
children of God, 1 John ii. 8—5. 
36.} This announcement of Peter's denial 
is probably the same with that in Luke 
xxii. 88 ff, where see notes: but distinct 
from that on the way to Gethsemane, Matt. 
xxvi. 34; Mark xiv. 80. dx. 8à For. 
alluding probably both to the future recep- 
tion of His Apostle into His glory, and to 
the particular path by which he should 
come to that glory ;—as in ch. xxi. 18, 19. 

87.] Peter understands our Lord's 
death to meant ;—see Luke, ver. 33. 

88. | The &a ef is not answered but 
Peter’s solemnly questioned. See a 
somewhat similar question, ch.i.51. There 
was at the same time a startling inversion 
of the subsequent facts, in this boast; to 
which our Lord, I think, alludes in His quee- 
tion,—r. v. gov drip nod Onenc; 
The ob ph ddd. $ev. necessarily implies, 
as it was night, iv rà) vvxri ravry,—and 
binds the whole events of this chapter to 
ch. xviii. Cuap. XIV. 1—31.) This 
first division of the t discourse (see 
above on ch. iii. 81) t in more di- 
rectly comforting the disciples for their 
Lord's departure, by the assurance of His 

going to the Father, and its consequences. 
1—10.] Hz, i» Ais anion with the 

Father, will take His own to Him 
1] A has intervened; Peter 3 
hum and silent’ 
rapacodpever br 

w 

Cyr, Nonn., Thl, Euth, Aug., Hil.— 
Lampe, Lücke, De Wette, Stier, Tholuc 
ed. 6), and A. V. R. Many (E. = 

Grot., Olsh., also E. V.) take the 
first as indic., the second as imper. ‘Ye 
believe in God : believe also ia me.’ Bu 
i is 5 with the whole tenour 
of the ree, which a wan 
of belief in God in its fall asd trae sox, 
as begetting frust in Him. Lather take 
both as indicative. The command is int- 
mately connected with ch. zit ak we 
aith in the glorification of Christ in 

Wether and of the Nals, l. Hin. 
2.) This comfort—of being reunited 

to their —is administered to them ss 
reevia, in forms of speech simple av 
adapted to their powers of apprehensio 
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only. (Cbron. 
4 a @ è? * gt , "Sa ^ 09 id “ait: 

Ket  omou eyw ara Ota re TW OOO. Krell. 8 eit 

t Mark ix. Brett. Cast. viil. 2. 

rec om or: (mistakes for the mere or: recitantis, and so, as often, 

u ch. xiil. 83, 86 ref 

ied), with C?N rel lat-a e f g goth wth Chr: ins ABC'DKLXN 38. 69 vulg 
p 
g q syrr copt arm Cyr. 
p we 
| latt syr eth arm. 

pxopas bef rab D Ambr,. 

it ins (a 2nd) odare (mistaken 

eroj. ADEGHEMA lat: Syr (copt) goth Phat: ins B[sic: see table] 
erouuacas DM lat-f g Syr copt Thl Euthym. 

'roxov, with AC rel vulg lat-¢ f ff, g: txt 
for gre, c eritis D. 

, eyw DLX 1. 69 lat-a b e ff, q arm Chr Ambr. 
ing wp of sense), with AC*DN rel vulg syrr 

Tec 

DKLNXN 1. 83 copt Cyr Thürt. 

rec ins cas bef r3» odo» 

r Cyr: txt BC'LQKN 33 copt (eth). 

ual things. The olx(a is Heaven: 
ii. 18, 14; Isa. lxiii. 15. In it are 
a number—not in degree of dig- 
Clem. Alex., Basil., Theod., Chrys., 
lact, Tert, Hil, Aug. &., at 
such meaning is here conveyed) 

places ; room enough for them all ; 
i dt ka kal opac avvecopivouc 
j. Euthym. If not, —if they could 
w Him thither, He would not have 
d this from them. This latter as- 
is one calculated to beget entire 
id confidence; He would not in 
ter hold out vain hopes to them ;— 
d to them would plainly state all 
es and discouragements,—as in- 
does, ch. xv. 18; xvi. 1, 4; which 
se tva nynp..... Sri dd eror 
decisive for the above interpreta- 
re, against those who would join 
boͥπʒ Ü i with elxoy àv opip 
n., Aug., Erasm., Luther, Bengel) : 
| besides does violence to the next 
vhere the ‘going to prepare a 
stated as a p» The F may, 
e, have been inserted as a ör: re- 
to favour the view just contro- 
but it is much more probably 

, Signifying beeause, and belongs 
rhole sense of vv. 1, 2, as a reason 
eir heart should not be troubled. 
The sense confidently proposed for 
iy mansions by a correspondent,— 
e was going to one part of His 
3 house, while they would remain 
ter, that house being not Heaven, 
Universe,—is entirely put out of the 
i, as being frigid in the extreme 
he solemn circumstances,—as being 
y to all Scripture analogy of ex- 
„—and as inconsistent with the 
ras 6 TÓTov bpiv, where 
‘og is of necessity correlative with 

the poral, which are in that olkia whither 
He is going. Besides, their earthly pexpdc¢ 
xpóvoç could in no sense be called a 
pová. The éroupdoat TÓwov is that of 
which we sing,—' When Thou hadst over- 
come the sbarpness of death, Thou didst 
open the Kingdom of Heaven to all be- 
Hevers: see note on Luke xxiii. 43. And 
thus it is téwov, not rác porde :—the 
place as a whole, not each man’s place in 
it. 8.] On las (not ‘when, here or 
any where), see note, ch. xii. 32. Here 
there is no translation of feeling : only in 
the extract from Hermann there, we may 
read *'experientiá (vestrá) cognoscefwr.' 

In order to understand this, we 
must bear in mind what Stier well calls 
the ‘ perspective ' of prophecy. The coming 
again of the Lord is not one single act, — 
as His resurrection, or the descent of the 
Spirit, or His second personal advent, or 
the final coming to judgment; but the 
great complex of all these, the result of 
which shall be, His taking His people to 
Himself to be where He is. This &pyopas 
is begu» (ver. 18) in His Resurrection— 
carried on (ver. 23) in the spiritual life 
(see also ch. xvi. 22 fl.), the making them 
ready for the place further 
advanced when each by death is fetched 
away to be with Him (Phil. i. 28); full 
completed at His coming in glory, when 
they shall for ever be with Him (1 Thess. 
iv. 17) in the perfected resurrection state. 

4.] And where (whither) I go ye 
know the way. They might have known, 
and doubtless did know in some sense; 
but, as Lampe remarks, ‘interdum quis 
laudatur ut officii sui moneatur.’ We use 
thus ‘you know,'—leaving to be supplied, 
‘of you would give the matter thought.’ 

Swov, to the Father; thv é8év (in 
our Lord's own case, of which this verse 

ome 
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L 
5 Ae. abr Ownac Kip, ovK oiapev TOV Prey, 
Kai rae oldaner my oo; © Aye avr o "Insowc Eye 

voce: 1.14 eiu ) doe Kal 77 „ Aübeta cal a 7 wh ovbeic i B d de 

‘Ghia "poc TOV maripa, & de 7 , € py oe Epov. e Eyvoxtir pt, ca 
1 John 1. 3. 

5 Tov waripa pov av pdòerre- ar a rt yivwoxere evro 
Bist. rri, kai ewpdxare [avrov]. j MOM avro RIA KE Koen, = 
89. xxvi e c: a. | 

oe Rev. e &et&ov hu, TOv xarépa, Kat Y apxe nut. 3 diye avry e 
1 . Incobe *Tosovroy * Xpovov pe Upwey ein, 
only. 15 *. Eyvwxac ue, oiuurre; 3 0 ewpaKws fpi cwpaxey ror waripe’ 

us kat robe d Al yeie Anto np TOV rariga; 

NN TiGTEUELC Ort eye tv TU warp: kai o rar ty uot egi ; 

5. aft nag ins ô Aretes Sid vnor D al Nonn. om rac BC'L lat-s b. 
rec (for ocdapew u v) )vvausÜa ry odo sučeva, with AC: NO) rd: tt 
BC'D lat-a b e Cyr Tert.—(Ovvoue0a N.—r. o8. bef dur. KN.—r. od. bef of. D 
lat-5 e Tert. 

6. om à C'LN: ins ABO DN rel. 
T. eyywcare D'N. «ut DN Chr: om A al. rec (for av nègre) ryvecurt 

av, with AC*D'N rel: txt BC'LQX 1. 33 Cyr Ath. wetaÜa: D'R. 
xai bef ax’ apri, with AC DNR rel vulg lat-d c e f ff, Iren-lat, Tert Novat Hil spe: 
om BC'LQX I lat-a Victorin. for ytvecesre, yvworabe (written - R. 
om last avrov BC! Iren-lat : ins Ac DNN rel latt Iren-lat-mss Tert Hil. 

8. ins o bef g R. 
9. om ó AL. rosoure xpove DLQN!3* Iren-lat Orig-lat Cyr Marcell, but I 

(appy) had rogovroy: txt ABNN* rel Hi Orig. om eat sec BQK isit 
Cyr Hil Iren-lat Aug Ambr, : ins ADN rel lat./ syrr goth arm. aft u ims 
ore Ni. 

10. zwrevortig B'[sic]. rec (for Aeyw) Aadw, with Act rel: AAA Dal 

treats), His death. 5.] Thomas is live can come to the living Father (ch. v. 
slow of belief and apprehension. The an- 57). bd px. ...] This pisiniy 
swor to wow ùráyuç; ch. xiii. 87, which states the row vraye, and the way ale. 
Peter seems to have apprehended, was not B. dnod as ric édos. 
sufficient for hint; see ch. xx. 26: ero ch. viii. 19. Ga” čom) There & w 
Yéo d Euthym. „ GleÜnróv elvai riva difficulty, if we bear in mind 
rórov H nae cai dddy dpoiwe roi - ch. xiii. 31. The heneeferth is 
5 Our Lord, as Lücke (after time, beginning with our Lord’s 

) 8 (ii. 596), inverts the order tion, which was now at hand. 
of s question, and in answering it marks: ‘dw’ dor: is not entirely fetore 
practically, for them, speaks 5 nor entirely present, but the momest of 
first. He is THE WAY; not merely 
Forerunner; which would imply on our sent and future. Christ ks 
part only an outward connexion with Him  leptically, in reference to the hour of 
as His followers :—but the way, in and ou glorification being come (ii. 598). 
which we must go, having an inner union  8.] Philip misunderstands % to maa 
with and in Him (De Wette) (see Heb. x. ‘seeing i» a vision, — and intimstes thst 
20). J.] more than ör: dÀgOtóe one such sight of God would ect st ret 
c. wayrw¢e orai rabra, Euth. It is all their fears, and give them 
another side of the same idea of the We fidence. 9.] The Son is 
—God being true, and only approached y ponent of the io men: see ch. ri. 
and in truth. Christ 18 THE TRUTH, in 44, 45; CoLi.15; Heb. I. 3; 1 Tim. ri 16 
Whom only (Col. ic) tut Knowledge of This seeing of the Father in Him, is at 
Him is gained, which (ch. xvii. 3) is eternal only seeing His bodily presence, 
life. J il] not merely because odd? à ing Him (eie Freude 
Odvaroc òiaerije vpác ipo, Euthym.,— ch. x. 30, 88, and for 8 clause cb. 
bol a bong THE LIZE Oo ae Gal. viii. 28, where the contrast is, as bere, 

0 ii, 20) His, in Whom only they who purposely inexact iu diction,—words being 
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1 Mate. xiz. v ratno £v P we. 

Ins sei, HOU, eye wore. 
A 1 tu 16 AE ayt. EMAC “Tagheare. 
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4 tà» rt air er. 8 „ Ty oscam ir 

is; tdv ayararé ue, rác irre rici 

Kaye ber TOV maripa, ca · = 

x . ara aA ropurhnror DWEL Ù in, iva 5 pô ? ug rov 
x*l 18. see 
1 Jone iv. 

l = ch. 1.18 

m = ch. vi, 40. xii. 

k alva, 17 rò Tva 

14. aft airnonre ins pe BEH U(Treg expr) AN 83 vulg lat-e f 
arm-use: om ADQ rel lat-a e g Syr-ms 

TAC * aAwGtiag, 8 o Keener e 

divara ae, Ort où ™ Oewon avrò ond Ye 

po 
last cer t. for eyw, rovro 

nne: see table] L 33 vulg lat-c e g q copt arm Cyr Aug: eye revre M: ut 
DON re 

15. om pe Ni. 
16. [«ayw, so BDQN 1. 

tei BL apis Cyr: rapyonre N 33. 691. 
for epurnew, rypyce M'(sic). 

(from ver 17), with AD 20 fumi txt (B)LQX(N) „ 8e 
-cu syr-marg goth ‘Cyr-jer 

y B: p? vn bel o. 
17. for 3, ov Naut o restored). 

He who prays to the Father, prays to the 
Son. This rothe answers to the 
womoe in ver. 12; the reason why you 
shall do these greater works, is, om ac- 
count of the ee in Spirit of grace 
and supplication which my going to the 
Father shall bring down upon the Church; 
i» answer to which Spirit, I will do by 
you whatever in my Name (i. e. in union 
with Me, as being Mine, manifesting forth 
Jesus as the Son of God) ye shall ask. 
And the end of this is, that by these pel- 
Love roúruv, the wonders of grace and 
pner ac the Spirit, the Father may be 
Ls (His glory shewn forth) i» asd 

14.) solemnly repeats ae 
a eer ‘what was incidentally asserted 
before: ‘For this is a truth, that what- 
ever’ &c. And besides, adds the T: it 
is I that will do it: shewing that 
of the first person before was emphatic. 
siyé hoc jam indicat gloriam,'— 

15.) is r 1 8 8 out of iv re in 
pari pov: ‘That way o er 1s the 
way of loving xd fn which the 
Spirit is ever found, and which is only 
trodden by His help:'—and also of iva 
Gok. & r. iy r. vi., ‘As the Father is ho- 
noured in the Bon, so must the Son be 
honoured in you :^—8ee ch. xv. 10. 
16.] And then the Spirit shall proceed 
forth upon you. Not air ijoa, but pa- 
10 .— familiaris petendi modus," 
—rather perhaps, a manner of asking im. 
plying actual presence and nearnoss, — 
and here used of the mediatorial office in 
Christ’s state. wapdahy- 
Tov] Olshausen remarks that the inter- 

tions of this word range themselves 
in fwo classes, which again by no means 
exclude one another: — those of ‘Com- 

Ambr Hil Lucif.—ys? spe uç rov awra bd 

for avro (8 times), avre» DL, and (Is) 

FORTER, and those of *'AprociTE 
poe Teacher’ (Theodore > 
rnesti) is out of the spiral 

seh rag he of the word. 
as its strict 5 strict 
meaning it satisfies atisfea 1 John il. I. sapi- 
KAwrov ix wpòç rà» maripa Igoer 
xetoréy: but not so all the places where 
it is used of the Holy —eor Uns 
verse, where of the Son and Spirit both 
And therefore the other . 
forter, including as it does in it» folum 
(see Rom. viii. 26, where both, the ewerrr 

vol. ii. note J a. "He chews thet Wielt, 
from whom we have our Comferter, oftes 
used ‘comfort’ for the Latin conforten. 
as e. g. Luke xxii. 48; Acts ix. 19 al 
Thus the idea of help and strength is o- 
veyed by it, as well as of consolstion. 
It was this office Soter which Jaw 
had filled to His je with thers: 

on the removal of Jesus from them. 
17.) * wv. 7. AM., not ‘ the true Spirit, — 
but ‘THE SPIBIT OP TRUTH ;’—the Spiri 
Who is trath, 1 John v. 6,—of Whom el 
eee who alone leads into the 
whole treth, the trath of God, cb. zei 14 

néop.] = vii, 1 Cer. & 
iiiki cul ive Cee the desire 
ofthe Both andthe mind, ud lar v 
receptivity of the things 
Coupe?) sometimes = yweere, bet not 
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bite TAC errod ac pov Kai * npe avrác, * exeivog ben 
ayaTwy ue 0 à ayanwy pe ayarnOnoeras wro ree 

€ act., here bis.‘ 
Acts x xii. 
15, 29. xxiv. 

Bab z warooc pov, KayW ayarnow avrov Kat ^tséavice evry 
only. Exup, ? , 22 Ai ‘= 1 08 » e 1 , xxi.. " EMAUTOY. iye aur lovdac, ovy o loxepwrw, 

Kõpu, [xat] “ri yéyovey Ore nuw NA 

o Te vil 41, CEAUTOV Kal OVX! TQ Koop ; 
from Exod y 9 ~ 9 e 3 - ry e P e E 

etwev abr Eav ric ayara pe, rov ° Aoyov pow *rapasu, | 
Kai o marh pov ayarhou br, kai srpoc 

pass., Matt. 
xxvii. 53. 
Heb. ix. 24. 

xxxli.1. ° 
ech. vill. 51 al. 

ETATTEAION XIV. 

* * 

2 
8 

awexpily Irre cay 

e 

avro» Àm- = 
M f ver only +. od kai ' povnv rap abr wownoopea. o ua aye- | 

4e» wav pe robe "Aóyovc pov ov "rogos xai o Àóyoc w — 
woh, > 2 * » ) ^5 5 ` — , " | 
Tec Lisi. QKOUtTE OUK Forty EMG, adda rov wínbLavroc ut rerpe. 
ot, P5 Tavra. ArAáAnka piv "wap pw péivov Bo à 

1 Kayw, 80 0 1. ] S 
„for avrw, avro M?*(but avre subsequently restored). N. 

avo rapuwrov rec om Ist rat (as e ege and misunderstood : or 
perhaps from «i ing), with ABDELX 33 latt Syr syr-cu coptt eth arm 
Orig-lat Cyr: ins QN rel syr lat-g Chr Thl. for yeyovitv, ceri D Chr. 
pt uc bef npiv D. su$avies A lat-a Lucif. 

28. rec ins o bef u., with MXA 69 Orig: om ABDN rel Cyr Tbl. 
eevcoyutÜa, shevoopac D lat-e gyr- eu. 
Syr. 
wonowpey MAA: Tonen 

for 

for pov_y wap’ avre, wpec evrev sever D 
rec (for moigeoptÜa) rorncopey (more usual), with A rel Orig Ath Epiph; 

D lat-e syr-cu: txt BLXR 1. 33. 69 Orig, Eos Ath-m 
Did Naz Nyssen Epiph Chr-ms Cyr Thdrt Antioch. 

34. rn 
warpoc B 

Aug. in loc. Or perhaps more accuratel 
(with Stier), He who as my command - 
menta, as my disciple by outward 
5 (not thus only: but Aolds them, 
y the inner possession of a living faith. 

So Meyer), and keeps them:’ see Luke 
xi 28. And Twp. is more of the inner 
will to keep them, than the absolute 
observance, which can only follow on high 
degrees of spiritual advancement. 
np. atr. ih ·] by the Holy Spirit: see ch. 
xvi. 14. This (as Stier observes) is the 
highest promise which can be made to man 
(see ver. 23), and yet it is made to 
man who fye r. rnoet the commandments 
of the Lord Jesus. Cf. Exop. in reff. 
.] 'Io$Bas, oby ô lex. — lobòac ler- 
Bov of Luke vi. 16: see note on Matt. x. 
8. Meyer remarks that the oby à 'Ioxe- 
pions is pragmatically superfluous, after 
ch. xiii. 80, but is added by St. John from 
his deep horror of the Traitor who bore 
the same name, The question seems 
to be put with the Jewish idea, that the 
Messiah, the King and Judge of the nations, 
must necessarily manifest himself to the 
world, [xal preceding an interroga- 
tion, expresses astonishment at what has 
just been said, and, assuming it, connects 
to it a conclusion which appears to refate 

« D copt. aft o Aoyoc ins o eng D lat-a e syr arm Gaud. om 
) 69 ev-y Did Chr-mss. (see ch v. 30; vi. 38, 89, 40; vii. 16 al) 

or cast doubt on it. 80 Eur. Med. 1388. 
—à ricva gidrara! uri yt, ec Fo. 
rũ rer icrag; See more examples in 

E : 

, 

be. jir ri AT 
i i itf $ 5 | i 3 i p i i; 

For (cal, and hence you tay infr ei 

us MI n ani 1 ring, as sirov (ver. 26), 
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constr., Matt. JS 39 221 vow E Pune * oi : fn sy 
qoin daa MOV EtOTLV. Kat vuv ENKA viv "Wow yirtofa, we i 

ima zivi. 10. 
rch. zii. 31. 

Avi. II only. 

P d 

Orav yévyrat, tortbonrt. 

xeEph. ii? ue’ upaw' čoyerai yap "O row kóspov apyew, Kei uni 
s Lake s xii. A » LÀ L b , 

$7. xxii. ài. EMOL OUK EXEL o 31 OX 
] Cor. iz. 15. a 

ta iva yvy o xócpoc er dye 
A * 2 t e 9 © 

telips.ch-lt. coy qwaréoa, Kat cad “evereiAaro pot 0 srarnp, eres 
u w. dat., ch. — 

Av. 14. 17. TOG. 

Actsi 3 

xil.47 al. Exod, xii. 98. (w. So, Heb. iz. 90.) 
w= ch. xi. 7 reff. 

29. aft meorevonre ins poc D. 

k yeiptobe, aywpev evrev0er. 

$0. rec aft rov cospov ins rovrov, with 1 latt copt Orig,a Ath Thdrt Hi: œ 
AB D-gr & rel syrr Cyr Thdrt Thl-comm Nonn Hil, Aug, 

for everscA\aro, evrodgy educew (cf ch xii. 49) BLI 
(t =) latt wth-pl Cyr: txt ADM rel syrr goth(appy) arm. l- 
e 

D lat-a. 
81. om xa: A! E lat-5 f} 

Tholuck). And this removes all reason 
for fear, as they will be exalted in Him. 

The whole doctrinal controversy 
which has been raised on these words 
especially by the Fathers against the 

i see Suicer, Thes. ii. pp. 1368, 9), 
seems not to belong to the sense of the 

That there is a sense in which 
the her is greater tban even the 
glorified Son, is beyond doubt (aee espe- 
cially 1 Cor. xv. 27 f.); but as on the 
one hand that concession is no concession 
to Arianism, bocause it is not in the es- 
sential being of the Son, but in His Me- 
diatorial office that this minoritas consists, 
—s0 on the other hand this verse implies in 
iteelf so such minoritas, the discourse 
being of another kind. 29.] . 
viz. ‘the prophecies of My Resurrection 
and Ascension,’ &c. wurreveyte} See 
ch. xiii. 19, where 8r: lyo eipe is supplied. 
That ye may believe, in the fullest sense 
of the word. Neque enim Kum Dei Fi- 
lium non et ante credebant: sed cum in 
Illo factum esset quod ante predixit, fides 
illa que tunc quando illis loquebatur fuit 
parva, et cum moreretur peene jam nulla, 
et revixit et crevit, Aug. in Joh. Tract. 
Ixix. 1. 90.] ob rA À.:— 
then, as Stier remarks, He had some words 
more to say, and was not about to break 
off at ver. 91, as some have supposed : cf. 
Grotius: g. d., temporis tim abri- 
iunt verba." é c. u. exer) i. e. 
tan :—not, Satan in Judas, but Satas 

himself, with whom the Lord was in con- 
flict during His passion: see Luke iv. 18 
and note), and xxii. 68. dv 

. o08.] ‘nullum scilicet omnino preo 
tam.’ Aug.ibid.2. This is the only true 
interpretation: has nothing in Me—no 
point of appliance whereon to fasten his 
attack. Hut Meyer well observes, that 

aft onde ins tee 

om o sarso D 

this is rather the fact to be . 
the of what is here mid. than the 
thing itself which is said. De Wau. 
Liicke, Tholuck, and many others render 
it, * hae no over me, dr aine 

that it 
obey the Father—that the glory of the 

in and by Me may be manifested 
The construction is elliptie: supply. 

‘But (his power over me for dmtà vil 
be permitted by Me) that,’ A. And si 
a period at zou», as usually dose. 
Meyer, al., and Luthardt, would carry @ 
the sense from ros, Dut that the eer 
may know that I love the Father, end € 
the Father commanded me, thas I de. 
arise, let us go hence.’ I need oniy pot # 
to the inner feeling of any who hare 
to appreciate the majesty and calmnes 

doubtedly express the holy boisa 
Lord in going to meet that which ws t 
come upon Him, and is for that resm 2 
serted by St. John. E. br. 
These words imply a movement from 
table to depart. Probably the rot di 
discourse, and the prayer, ch. ü. T 
delivered when now all were amit 
ready to d There would be m» 
little pause, in which the preparations fy 
departure would be made. But the pler 
is clearly the eame, see ch. xviii. I. rex" 
er à laeobt Emer :— besides which 
we can hardly suppose (Grot, Ae.) & 
courses of a character like those in ch n. 
xvi. to have been delivered to as mety 9 
eleven persons, while walking by the ett. 

2t 

ovk tri xoÀÀà Àeww i 
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à ien. kor: did rov Aoyov Ov A AAA vuv. * ptivare ev ige, 

ters Kayo tv wu». kac rò 'xAnua ov Sbvarat ‘xeprer * 
veri "Rot pp j ag Eavrov, edv Bn utivy * TY apte, or Cg 

er CA Ouse umsic, éd» ur] ev ipot utvgre, 5 Eye upt à ds 
reu. e 

m ie. TEÀOÇ, UME ra ! kAnpara. oO uivwy tv Epot Kaye i 

„ef ory, oUroc * pépet cpr moAÀUv' Ori | xwpic tov o 
p = Lake xv. 7 - 908 6 2 , 7 > 5 I B’ , 
«PES. uu. UvaaÜ« roiv ovdev. © iav py ric pévy Ev tuoi, " «uh 

* e N - * ® d 1 , 

213 28. anl. EW we "ro 'xAnpa kat ° s&npavÜn, kat " avveyovon 
8. 9 p 1 ° os 

za in ds avrd kai &c TO r vg Bax Aovolv, KaL ° xacerat. qe» 
r : 7 » , * A 27 , a 2 s e A * 

ach. v. 88 reff, : PEINTE EV tut kat Ta pnuara HOV tv UMW eO, O CEP 

4. pevn BL lat-a. rec petvyre, with D rel Eus: txt ABLN. 
5. aft eyw ins yap D'(and lat) lat-a. om ey bef «yo D'-gr. 

D! (and lat): ovds e» B. 
6. rec pevn, with N33 rel Cyr: txt ABDN!. N Di. for avre, ev? 

DLXAN 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-e g g Syr sth arm Cyr: txt AB rel am lat-a b cf ff, i 
copt. rec om ro bef mvp (less usual, cf Mt iii. 10, vii. 19; Lake ii. 9), st 
DHX Orig Cyr Thdrt : ins ABN rel Chr. 

om esty 

T. aft ea ins de D fos lat: copt goth. 

(see ver. 7) is the purifying principle (ch. 
xvii. 17) But the „ is not 
= «ecaGappivor, ned, in the sense of 
ver. 2. The é limits it to their present 
capacities and standing. was more 
runing at hand, when the sap should 

in to flow,—when the Spirit shonld be 
shed abroad; and this future handling of 
the yrepyóg is indicated by peivars iv 
ipol .... 4.] xà yà i» vp. must not 
(with Euthym., Meyer, and Lücke) be 
taken as a promise, which (see on iy ipoi 
above) would be contrary to the sense: 
but (with Aug., Tholuck, „ Stier, 
who however modifies it by rendering ‘so 
abide in Me that I may abide in you") as 
a clause dependent on peivare iv ipoi, 
‘Take care that ye abide in Me and I in 
ou:' both these being necessary to the 
ringing forth fruit: see ver. b, where the 

two are similarly bound er. 
Here the natural strictness of the simili- 
tude is d from. The branch cannot 
sever itself from the vine: but, exch a 
55 es Ed ie * 
evitable consequence. says w 
* Hic locus egregie declarat discrimen na- 
turs et gratis.“ It is the permitted free- 
will of the creature which makes the dif- 
ference between the branches in the two 
cases. b.) The interpretation of the 
allegory which each mind was forming for 
itself, the Lord solemnly asserts for them. 
Notice obrog—he and no other: “it is 
he, that. xepis dp. is more 
than ‘without Me,’ it = ywpiobivrec dr 
ipo) (Mey.), separate from Me, from being 

for uev o, 3 oca R. 

in Me and I in you. The én regard 
what is implied in xepig lp. où 3. s. œ. 
rather than the words themselves: for 
union with Me (nivei i» ipoi) is the xo 
efficient cause of fruit being produced, 1 
having no power to do any thing (n. 
rot ĩ capwov: 5 gipecy is here wed 
throughout), to bring any thing to pr. 
fection, 10 0 any of the óprrai of um 
which ye are, separate from Me. . 
This verse is a most important testumey 
against supra-lapearian error, 
that falling from grace is leer 
point out the steps of fall. 
serve this is wot said of 

15 JEL BEL i iu uu 
ine) like a (Tò «A. scil. rà. dygeere» 

Nun been in such a case: (2) become 
dried up, having lost the supply of lá 
giving sap ( quenched the Spirit, 1 Thee. i v. 19): (8) is thered up with otber 

att. xiii. 40) by the s 
y : (4) is cast into the 

of that judgment; and 
eth ;’ not, ‘is burned,’ in any 
being consumed; * unb 
mises The ber ts 

er as a consequence 
ken by our Lord as if the 
were come : hence also the 

di n a 
1 : a, 

aid 
Aovery and caisrat. T.) All bringue 
forth fruit is the result of answered prase 
for the assisting grace of God: and tbere- 
fore the answer of all prayer is here pre 
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. is, 12 airy cor qj er n imh, "tva. ayaware dil. 
ECCLE, KaÜuc nyámnoa unas. 'S peičova rabroe aur e 

e Luke xil. 4. ves, tva rie rv xu, aurou 05 ù ore rev 1. r 
e Mark x. s Mu nete ` piñor pow cart, Eav- wonte a . * evrih oper 
ch ol fl. J. yutiw. 15 ouKért "Ayo pac dob Roc, 5 Ors o Cor log ov ̀  = 

Acta ti. 98, older ri moei abe o cbpioc- dude oe eic pidon, i oti 

22 al. 5 

scr, cat tÜnka upac tra vutic " vrdynrt Kai ! kapsov ' pipri 

14. aft vntic ins yap D'N!. "Orgy rec uri &) ova, with Al, 

15. rec vpac bef à; 
mes Cyr Cypr Hil Lacif. for à, eva D'S 3 

M. Rom. ix. 

16 ovy vpete pa "eEeAtEaaBe, Grd’ eye " sEcaEagmr v we, -- 
i = Acte xx. 

18. ovt eig B. om ric D!N! lat-a b ce 
ne T 

syr-marg copt. 
e, with cult ls rel lat-¢ goth Orig: txt ABLIN 33 bt «7 

vulg lat-b c f Chr Thi Ambr. 

11. Row. wavra a cov * wapa Tov marpóc pou bf v d 

b aer vi.70 re. 

e 2Tim. L u. Ach. I. 2. Ps. xo. 9. k Matt, m. 44. TY 4 

rel syrr : 8 B lat-a e g goth eth Cypr La Lucif: tat DLXN 1. 69 vulg lat e f f. 

copt Consti Iren; lat -lat, Chr- 

16. ins roc) bef capxow A (Ambr). 

19—17.] Union in love with one another 
enjoined on them. 13.) That He 
may shew them that it is no rigid code of 
keeping commandments in the legal sense, 
ver. 11 is inserted, and now te command - 
ment (as including all others) is again 
explained y ch. xiii. 34) to be, mutual 
love, —and that, after His of 
Love to them. 18.] A difficulty has 
been unnecessarily found in this verse, 
because St. Paul, Hom. v. 6 ff., cites it as 
a nobler instance of love, that Christ died 
for us when we were enemies. But mani- 
festly here the example ir from common 
life, in which if a man did lay down his 
life it would naturally be for his friends; 
and would be, and is cited as, the greatest 
example of love. Nor again is there any 
doctrinal difficulty: our Lord does not 
assert of himself, that He laid down his 
life only for his friends (as defined in the 
next verse), but pute forward tlie side of 
his Love as a great and a practical exam- 

for his followers. is own great 
ifice of Himself lies in the back- 

Ar of this verse; but only in the 
ckground, and with but one side of it 

seen, viz., his Love to them. See 1 Tim. iv. 
10, and compare 1 John iii. 16. wa, 
as in ver. 8, depends on ors», not on any 
will im in dyazy (De Wette), nor 
used i ruit (Olsh.),—and answers to 
* scilicet, ut: see om this use of iva, note 
on 1 Cor. xiv. 18. 14. el to 
ver. 10, —and, like it, guard » in vv. 15, 
16, 17, from dst misin terpretation. 

. 1 og day spoken, of the 
state in which Ho would place them under 

Om «va Ni. 

the Spirit. Nor is there any disereperry 
with ch. xiii. 18, 16, and ver. 20 ben. 
which are also spoken of their fotare c 
dition: for in that sense both relate 
subsist together. It is the lower c & 
Bozo which is brought ont in this vere. 
The | character of tbe saying is 

love, in his choosing His, when they be! 
not chosen Him. hare s 
pointed: see Acts xiii. 47; 1 Thes. . 
and reff. Euth., Chrys, T it 
ipirevoa, in the bolie e f 
parable seems to be no farther retarsed 
than in the allusion implied in ieri 
* Ordained,” in E. V., is i oui 
conveying & wrong idea. d Hr 
nap. $.] òr. pro bably merely e 
(sce ref. and Matt. xviii. 15; xix. 21. = 
sropevópevot, Luke viii. 14) the activity d 
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He 8 ESukay, kal vpac " OuoLovoiw' e row ` AGyov pov " irg- 

Ex 1. nav, Kat Tov wurtpov " rwpnooveiv. A eda ravra 

dj müyra woioovew tic vpac "Oud rò Ovoza pov, OTt ove 

ler- f “oldaow rov wéupavra pe. 2 e py IAO kat sXàÀwss 
eo abroic, apapriav oux tiyooav’ vvv && wpó$aci ow 
Acts v. 41. 2 5 d . 

mors t Oe “wept rnc üuapriac abr. 3 o gut prcew Em 
172“ rov waripa pov piot & rà fpya py Ewoigea iv 

Matt. xix. 99. auroic a ovdeic GAXog trol, apapriav ovk tiyosar 

*. r vow Bb cal Ewpaxacw Kai nepicükagw Kai &u& Kai Text = 
y = here osiy. 
‘aye poy (eei oba eicdéyevat, Plat. Crat. n d. (Mark xii. 40 L. Ae zzvii. 80. POI i. 38. 1 Them 8. 5 

" Pilato, only. . eal. bere -— 
a= Heb. x. 6, &c. 1 Pet. Hi. 18. 1 John ii. 3. iv. 10. 

91. om wayra DX arm Chr-ms. 

ee aem 19. 

rec (for eig vnac) vn, with ADT. N rel vaig 

52. 15. Rep. 5, p. 4096. Xen. Cyr. il L F. 

lat-a e f syr copt goth Cyr Novat: vnag X al: om Ri: txt BDI 1. 33 (lt- 
b "o Syr syr-marg Chr 

om de Ni. Orig mae Cyr, 
24. rec (for exoujoev) wewouncey, with E rel: txt ABDI 

rec (for «xocav) xov, with AD!I, rel Cyr: exay 

uxocay) ayov, with ADII,N! rel Orig: uya» Di; txt BLN 1.33 

KLEN 1. 33. 69 Chr. 
bi; txt BL'K (i.) & 

for ca: epe, pe D lat -a c e ff, copt arm - mas. 

diffculty has been raised on iron 
Batis rnprjgovctv, and some have wanted to 
give this word a hostile sense, (as rapary- 
priv,) quoting Matt. xxvii. 36, and Gen. iii. 
18 (which is altogether an exceptional use, 
the resding being undoubtedly genuine); 
see also Jer. xx. 13. But in John this 
cannot be. Nor is i (Lampe, Stier) 
in this latter clause at all in keeping with 
the solemnity of the discourse. e words 
simply mean (as Thl), *the keeping My 
word and the keeping yours are intimately 
joined, and when you find the world or 
any of the world do the first, you 
may infer the other.“ The issue of el r. A. 
p. rnp. was to be proved by their rejec- 
tion and killing of the Lord Jesus. 
Beware of rendering as Kuinoel, “ If they 
had kept my word, would keep 
yours,” which is ungrammatical. The 
only idiomatic rendering in English is that 
of the E. V., If they have kept my word 
they will keep yours. 21.) 
nay, so far is this from being so, that it is 
on this very account, because ye belong to 
Me, that they will thus treat you. 
taŭra rävra—all that is implied in uui» 
and &i ctv. T. £., “ these things, all of 
them: not x. r., all, every one of, these 
things: the former order gives the raéra 
in the gross, —“ all this treatment,"—the 
latter in the particular, so that not one is 
excepted from the category. It 
was on account of bearing the Name of 
Christ that the Christians were subjected to 
persecution in the early ages, and that they 

are even now hated by those who know 
Him not: but this is to them comfort sad 
joy, see Acts v. 41: 2 Cor. xii. 10: Gal. vi. 
17 : 1 Pet. iv. 14. eee Por 
f know Him not as having sent Me'— 
bat know not (absolutely) Him whe 
has sent Me. of God (net 

noa, discoursed, i not, ax 
The sa» 

8 sS K i 8 ; 1 E 
with them, had no excuse, since He had 
plainly shown them the proofs of his mis- 
sion from the Father. Euthym. ave 
well axocrepei rove 'lowjaicwc wees 
ovyyvopne iQ okarebrrac. 23. , See 
ch. xiv. 9. Human whether of 
love or of hatred, Him who is the 
only manifestation of the Father to Hs» 
creatures, are in fact directed towards the 
Father Himself; see Ps. lxix. 9, cited im 
Rom. xv. 8. 94.] He refers to the 
testimony of His works among them also, 
as leaving them again without excuse > 
they had had ocular witness of His mission. 

iv ebrois—not fo them (as Aug.). 
but as Acts ii. 22, iv piey spew. 
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kun ze XVI. ! Tavra Aaga wutv, iva u — 8 —— 
J Ww. , r 2 2 , s 4, mare 
ix. aad 2 ! awoouvaywyoug ^ omgouvctr vpgac" GAU ip o, 
R. zxxv. " P — 1 3 ; PA $ q i : 

Grx)18 woa Piva maç o awokrtivac vpaç oky *Aarpaay ' spe- 
7 - = - v 9 €. | 

4 peony Ty few. 5 kat ravra worjcovery, Ort OVK tyre | 

r l TOV warépa ovce nt. dAAd ravra AcAaAgua wu», m - 

Phu. i a Orav Aby 5) woa avrev, 'uvnuovtUgre avrwv, on tw - 
a ch. iv. 3, e æ - t =» » 9 - 9 * LÀ x 

re ie iig el ro VAM. ravra de uuy ER dpync OVK tivo, Ort uf — 
P 

82. ch. zii. 98. xii. l. Rom. ix. 4. 211. 1. Heb. iz. I, 6 o Exod. nii. 28, 98. teins 
vil. 42, rom Amos v. 95. Heb. Al. 4 al. Nem. X AI. $0. * ace. z*. 20 . t ck. vi. 64 41 

Cuar. XVI. 1. om py Ni. 
2. aft axocvvaywyovc ins yap R. woncecy NR. om ud vpaç R 

for Otw, xvpie A. 
9. voce N. rec aft woinoovary ins vuy, with DLN 1. 69 lat-s e f Fi 

syr - with - ast copt; «c vpac 33 al: om AB rel am(with em forj fos gat mm m v 
lat-6 e l q syrr goth Chr Cyr Thi Cypr Lucif. 

4. om adda pi lat-a e I Syr Chr. for ora», av Ni; caw LRM. rec om 
lst avrwy, with DN rel copt: ins ABL 83. 69 vulg lat-b c oS Ds lim goth Cyp, 
Aug. pvuuovevre Di; ponpovevonrs D? 69. om avrw» DL Reor & 
valg c: 0 ef fg 1 Cypr om 2nd wu: Ni. eK. apxec bef ard vpo 

WHICH OUR INSPIRED GOSPELS ARR THE iv. 13. Bat the sense of eri 
SUMMARY : the Divine side being, Hisown must not be too much pressed, as Stier r- 
indwelling testimony in the life and heart marks, to mean in iu S an exp 
of every believer in all time. But both offering; see reff. ) See Lake mi- 
the one and the other are given by the 34; ch. xv. 21; Actsüi.17; and 1 Te. 
self-same SPIRIT;—neither of them in- i. 13. 4] AA bere indicts » 
consistent with, or superseding the other. contrast, but only breaking off the moarn- 

Beware of taking uaprvpeire impe- ful details, and ing back to the mb 
rative as Hofmann, Schriftb. ii. 2, p. 15. ject of ver. 1. be Each. Agam. 501—3. 
It would thus be very abrupt un- Hartung, Partikellehre, ii. p. 35. lf ve 
natural. The cai... i, and the reason, VV 
Ör: r. r. A., seem decisive against it. tween the ov« iy 
Ar åpxñs, as in ref. and in the sense of the avnpovsénre of the church. The ons 
Acts i. 21 ;— from the beginning of the know not what they are doing: the otber 
Lord’s ministry.’ The present tenses know well what they are suffering. $ 
set forth the connexion between the being pa abrév, the time of their happening. 
continuing to be) witnesses, and the being W before erer is emphatic. ‘| 

ving been throughout) companions of wyszLr:’—that it was I mys: vh 
the Lord in His ministry. Cf. ar ápyüc told you. A difficulty hes been found ia 
6 QiajoAoc apaprava, 1 John iii. 8. the latter part of the verse, became o7 

Cuar. XVI. 1—33.] The promise of the Lord had repeatedly announced to tha 
Comforter expanded im its fulness. And future persecutions, and that at ke = 
herein, vv. 1—15, the conditions of His plainly as here, Matt. v. 10; x 16, - 
coming and His office. 1.) Nr, 28, al. freq. And hence, De Wette, Meret, 
scil. ch. xv. 18—27,—not only the warn- and Lücke, and even Olsh., find ground for 
ing of the hatred of the world, but the supposing that the chronological order d 
promise of the testifying Spirit (Stier). the discourses has not been followed is Ur 

2.] On ésrocvv. see reff. A, Synoptic Gospels, But there is in realty 
yea, and,—see reff. It introduces a yet no inconsistency, and therefore no need fer 
more grievous and decisive proof of their such a supposition. This declarative. = 
natare. Iva) ‘That which shall Aere meant, was not made before, ben 
happen in the dpa, is regarded as the He was with them. Then clearly it s e 
object of its coming.’ Meyer. wpos- made, in reference to His immediate d 

pew, the technical word for offering a parture. And if so, to what will terte w 
sacrifico—see reff. narpia] ‘Quis- most naturally refer? To thet fell ai 
quis effundit sanguinem impii, idem facit complete account of the world’s mous 
ac si sacrificium offerat. Jalkut Schi- and their own office, and their amiet 
meoni, cited by De Wette, &c., seo 1 Cor. under it, which He has been giving tiee- 
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wept aͤuagriae Kai wipi Sucatogbwnc Kal Ep ct · 
tes. u. nei. 9 reh apapriac pév, ore ov  siorevovatw tic tpi nuce 
ETE Sixatogbyng &, Ort rp Tov rar [nov] ö vráyo cel 

9. om ov Nl. 
10. om pov BDLN 1. 33 vulg lat-a b e f, g coptt wth Chr Cyr Aug Victorin : i» 

A rel lat-c f q syrr goth. 

and works subjectively in both the above- 
mentioned ways. See the whole question 
amply discussed in Archdeacon Hare’s 
Mission of the Comforter, vol. ii. note K. 

Liicke’s comment is valuable: ‘The 
testimony of the Holy Ghost in behalf of 
Christ as opposed to the unbelieving world 
(ch. xv. 26) is essentially a refutation, 
Aeyxoc, a demonstration of its wrong and 

error. All the apostolic preaching, as ad- 
dressed to the world, takes necessarily this 
polemical form (1 Tim. v. 20; 2 Tim. iv.2; 
li. 16; Titus i. 9,18; ii. 15). And the 
more difficult was the disciples! conflict 
against the power of this world with only 
the Word for their weapon, the more com- 
fort was it for them, that the power of 
God the Spirit working by this £Aeyxoc 
was their help. In Matt. x. 19, 20; Luke 
xii. ll, 12, the apologetic side of their 
conflict, which wasin close connexion with 
the polemical, is brought into view. In 
IVM is always implied the refutation, 
the overcoming of an error, a wrong,— 
by the truth and the right. And when, by 
means of the EA y xc, the truth detects 
the error, and the right the wrong, so that 
a man becomes conscious of them,—then 
arises the feeling of guilt, which is ever 

inful. Thus every £Aeyyoc is a chasten- 
ing, a punishment. And hence this office 
has been called the Strafamt (punitive 
office) of the Spirit. The effect of the 
éXeyxoc of the divine Spirit in the world 
may be to harden : but its aim is the de- 
liverance of the world. 6 kócpoc, in John, 
includes those who are not yet delivered 
(from the power of Satan to God), who 
may be yet delivered,—not the condemned. 
If the exo of the world is a moral pro- 
cess, its result may just as well be con- 
version, a8 non-conversion. Only thus 
did the fAcyxo¢ of the Spirit answer the 
end of Christ’s coming ;—only thus could 
it be a cheering support to the Apostles. 
Certainly, the cpioig with which the 
tAeyxo¢ closes is condemnation, not how- 
ever of the world, but of the Prince of 
the world’ (ii. 649 1 De Wette 
denies the salutary side of this bAiyyey 
—but he is certainly wrong: see below. 

These three words, ásapría, Sa- 
n, xplaws, comprehend the three great 

of advance in spiritual truth amcor 
men. Of itself the world does not kaos 
what Sia is, what Righteousness is, vh 
Judgment is. Nor can either of these be 
revealed to any man except by the Sart 
of God working within him. mat 
conscience has some glimmering of light 
on each of these; some conscioumes 4 
guilt, some sense of right, some power d 
jodgmeut of what is transitory and worth- 
ens: but all these are unreal and iz- 
practical, till the Ae yxec of the Spirit hw 
wrought in him (see Stier, v. 306, eds. 21 

9.] And the great opening of 3s 
to the world is to shew them that its rax 
and essence is, unbelief im Christ as the 
Son of God. UNBELIEPF :—for, mankiad 
being alien from God by nature, the find 
step towards their recovery must be to lay 
hold on that only safety which He bas pr» 
vided for them; and that laying bold i 
faith, and the not doing it, when revesled 
and placed before them, is sia. 
it was also unbelief ;—' The fool bath sl 
in his heart, There is so God but ws, 
—for we can only believe as God bs 
Pr Himself, —it is unbelief is aie 

Son of God,—the ob (fere ip 
vpóc pe: see this intedly amerted | 
John v. 10—12. ber, this ur 
belief is not a mere want of 
faith,—but unbelief is ile cery root, ur 
want of a and living recogutxs 
of Jesus as the Lord (1 Cor. xii. 3), bi 
wherever the Spirit has opened His cue 
mission? by the planting of the viable 
Church, is the condemning sia of th 
world. Of this He shall coswiace ther 
who are brought out of the world, i 
ultimately convict those who remin U 
it and die in their sins (see Hare, D 
of the Comforter, vol. ii. note Q). 
10.] Str. cannot be only the righe 
ness of Christ, the mere conviction d 
which would only bring condemnatioa 5 
that world which rej 
Him: but, as Stier remarks rightly (. 
312, edn. 2), rod xócpuv must be vu 
after each of the three dpaprie, ‘ee 
guy, cpioig: the conviction being of 
sin that is /Aeirs, a righteousness Us! ” 
(or, in the case of condemnation, zie 
have been) theirs, a judgment which » 
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16. rec (for orcere) ov, with A rel lat- e f q Syr copt goth(Treg) eth Chro: 
Cyr: txt 

of individuals, and condemnation of the 
unbelieving. 19.] The woAAd are 
the things belonging to rdod ù áAg8ua 
in the next verse, which were gradually un- 
folded after the Ascension, by the Spirit. 

18. ] éxetvog, emphatical, as in ver. 8: 
see note, ch. vii. 29. Thy AA. va 
all the truth, viz. on those points allud 
to in ver. 12. Lücke observes that the rec. 
reading connects rãcav more with óy$- 
ett, the other with 4450. The Lord had 
ever told them the truth, and nothing but 
the truth, in spiritual things,—but not yet 
the whole truth, because they could not 
bear it. This the Spirit should lead them 
into, open the way to it, and unfold it by 
d No promise of universal 
knowl nor of infallibility, is hereby 
conveyed; but a promise to them and us, 
that tbe Holy Spirit shall teach and lead 
us, not as children, under the tutors and 
poon of legal and imperfect know- 
edge, but as sons (Gal. iv. 6), making 
known to us tho whole truth of God. 
This was in an especial manner fulfilled to 
them, as set to be the founders and teachers 
of the Churches. où X. 40 
dav.] The Spirit does not, any more than 
the Son, work or speak of Himself: both 
are sent, the one from the Father, the 
other from the Father and Son: the one 
to testify dea dcovce of the Father, the 
other of the Father and the Son. 
Sea àx.] from God, the Father and the 
Son. Tà dpx. dvay. m. As the 
direct fulfilment to the Apostles of the 
leading into the whole truth was the un- 
folding before them those truths which 
they have delivered down to us in their 
Epistles, —so, though scattered traces of 
the fulfilment of thes part of the promise 
are found in the Acts and those Epistles, 
its complete fulfilment was the giving of 
the Apocalypse, in which rd fpydpeva are 
distinctly the subject of the Spirit's revela- 
tion, and with which His direct testimony 
closes: see Rev. i. 1; xxii. 6, 20. On the 

D-gr LAN Frag-nitr 1. 33 vulg lat-b e ff, g syr arm Ong Cyr Nom Or 

whole of this verse, see iv. 7—18 
14] Notice the emphatic ipi. j* 

fixed to the verb. This is in connesse 
pgs ver. 12—and sets forth c 
pirit guiding info truth is in fact t 

forth the glory of Christ, by revealing the 
matters of Christ, —the riches of tle 
Father’s love in him (ver. 15). “(conoma 
trium testium: patrem glorifiest fio. 
filium Spiritus sanctus." 
This verse is decisive against all additius 
and pretended revelations subsequest t: 
and besides Christ ; it being the work 4 
the Spirit to testify to declare 11 
THINGS OF CHRIST; not any thing nes 
and beyond Him. And this e3 
coincident with inward advance ia t* 
likeness and i of Christ (2 Cor. » 
17, 18), not with a mere external devebp 
ment. 15.] Here we have p'a 
us a glimpse into the essential relation í 
the Blessed Trinity. The Pather het? 
given the Son to have life and all thar: 
in Himself (Col. i. 19; ii. 2, 3) the reb: 
tion being, that tbe Son giorifes n: 
Himself but the Father, by reveshng tx 
Father, whom He alone knows (Mat: = 

. And this Revelation, tbe Revesbt 
of the Father by Christ—is carried o Wr 
the blessed Spirit in the hearts of the d- 
ciples of Christ; Who takes ( 
indefinite, of the office of the Spirit) of th 
things of Christ, and declares, mo 
them. bà ovre] I 
(rightly) said . . . . I. e. ‘this was d. 

Around. of My ing ;'—not the nees 

why it was said, but the justification d t 
when said. This verse contains th 
plainest proof by inference of the orth. 
doctrine of the Holy Trinity. 
16—94] The Lord speaks of His «> 

drawal, and ite immediate moorefel, be! 
ultimate (and those soon to begin) jer 
consequences for Hie disciple. — 
connexion is: Very soon will the Sart 
the Comforter, como to you: for! 2° 

wns, 1 
t Tex rob spov Anpyera:, cu +- 

eum, | wavra Soa Eyet 0 rer tpa toro is 
dia rovro sirov Ort Tex rov pov AcpBave «at dre“ s 

4 
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4 fl en. n. 50 é EN t, Gre Ahe h wpa obric' Grav & yeep n 
e ch. xv. 20 à > x e 7 — t dia ` ` 

rutòtov, OUK ETL " nvnpovevst TNC eg. cea rw» N 

gels diat bort eyevrnOn dvb pro tic TOY KOGHO. 73 kot opre e- 

only. fee vuv piv “downy ^fyrreé madw Se oN spac, a. 

(IP fatui uM qos TI a ard aca a 
Qi 2 GPEC aS Una, ^ kar Ev Extivg TD Tua tut ove pere : 
clp. ) gere obò % aun» anny Ab yu univ, ' Gy re ameme ror: | 

| 
LE 

f = here only. 

91. for wpa, npepa D al lat - a b c e ff, Syr Ambri. 
Avwnc D fos lat-c Ambr. 
N'(but corrd 1. m. ). 

eyevnOn 
Jet for Odeo: 7 

: txt AD ins o bef cher.: 

rec transp Avwyy and vuy, with AC? rel: yvy her ovv Awmgy Ni: txt BC DL 
MN“ 1. 33 vu lat-b c e f ff, syrr (copt goth arm) Chr-ms Hil Ambr. 4n 
55 to fut above, ver 20) ADLN?* 33 am (with fuld mt) lat- b e Ar 

r-mss, Eyre L. 
goth: txt BD!T vulg lat-a c ff, copt 

$3. [«purnonrat (itacism) N 

changed for joy, but changed into so as 
ttself to become,—so that the very matter 
of grief shall become matter of joy; as 
Christ's Cross of shame has become the 
glory of the Christian, Gal. vi. 14. 
1.] The ‘tertium comparationis’ is 4 

Abri tig yapdy yewhoerar: but the com- 
ison i goes far beyond this mere 

similitude. is not merely 
generic, but allusive to the frequent use 
and notoriety of the comparison. We 
often have it in the O. T.,—«see Isa. xxi. 
8; xxvi. 17, 18; xxxvii. 3; lxvi. 7, 8: 
Hos. 11 13, 14: Mic. iv. 9, 10. 3 
TÜcry bringing viz. watdloy, 
expressed in +d . below. $ Sp. abr. | 
her (appointed) time. TÓ r.] n 
necessarily mascoline (‘non puella sed 
puer, Aug.) but indefinite. The 
deeper reference of the comparison has 
been well described by Olshausen : ‘ Here 
arises the question, how are we to under- 
stand this similitude ? We might perhaps 
think that the suffering Manhood of 
Christ was the woman in her pangs, and 
the same Christ glorified in the Resur- 
rection, the Man born; but the Redeemer 
(ver. 22) applies the pangs to the dis- 
ciples : how then will the dy@pwxoe¢ who 
is born apply to them? Then, after con- 

- demning the shallow and unsatisfactory 
method of avoidi research by as- 
serting that the details of parables are 
not to be interpreted, he pou 
* Henee the proper import of the figure 
seems to be, that the Death of Jesus 
Christ was as it were an anguish of birth 
belonging toall Humanity (ein ſchmerzvoller 
Geburtsact der ganzen Menſchheit) in 

rec (for apu) aito with AC DN rel am lat-b e f syrr(Tre 
eth Orig-lat Cypr Hil 

1 rec aft vjuv ins ort, with ADR rel iste: 
syrr(Treg) goth Chr: om BCD'LY vulg lat-6 Orig Cyr Ambr. ree (for er ni 

man was bora into Ux 
world; and in this very birth of the ms 
man lies the spring of eternal jor, nere: . 
be lost, for all, inasmuch as throagh Hr- 
and His power the renovation of the xb.: 
is rendered posible (ii 379). And ix 
deed the same is true of every Christie: 
who is planted in the likeness of Chr«. 
His ing from sorrow to jott 
© Christ be formed in him, is this bith d 
pain. And the whole Church, the Spe 
of Christ,—nay, even the whole Crestia, 
curvweive till the number of the elect be 
accomplished, and the eternal joy brought 
in. And thus the meaning which Lutbardi 
insists on as against the above remarke 4 
Olshausen, viz. the new birth of tk 
Church, is in inner truth the mme ss bis 

23. in the same mn 
meaning as before noticed — will ses ye 
—at My i My Spirit —€ 
My second Advent. $3.) b ij 
T. A., in ite fall meaning, cann m* 

the forty days: for, Acts i. 6, Ur! 
id then ask the Lord question: (Uv 

sense of lords, see vv. 19, 30, mt vet. 
26, where the construction is diferent): 
—nor this present dispensation of tbe 
Spirit, during which we have only te 
first-fruits, but not the full unden 
ing so as not to need to ask sny thing: 
(for is not itself an asking Y- 
that great completion of the Christan’ 
hope, when he shall be with bis Lord, «be 
all doubt shall be resolved, and prayer «sl 
be turned into prei The Resorreti 
visiting, and tbe Pentecost-visiting of thas 
were but foretastes of this. Stier well © 
marks, The connexion of the latter pot d 

which the 
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„ wands roy rar ige mepi vna 7l avrüc yap o reri gra **. ac 
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el. zl a, kA eig rov kóouov' wadcy “apinu ròv Kooper cai 
w*e.ss, — " mopebopar " wpoc tov vartga. P Aiyovow oi pedyra 
ch. vil. 4 9527 - , w oc = 3 8 f 
Bon L 20. aurou Ide vuv tv wappnaa AeÀttc, «ai sapoquev 

2 wud. ovdewiay MC eg. 90 „dy oldant OTe Olcag ravra Kai e 
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Def. Ore “awe Ürov "tEgAQkc. — 9 axexpiOn avroig loc, 
a eb. xiii. 8. see mf. (a) above. 

26. aft xarepa ins pov D. . 
27. om rav AN 33 Chr-mes Chr-montf. rec (for rarpoc) dtn dz. 

with ACN rel latt goth eth arm Hil: txt BC'DLX Syr 1 v 
28. rec (for ex) wapa (repetition of preceding), with AC rel : tst BOLI B 
t Hippol Epiph Hil. for ex MAY, INGO D. 

"bo. rec aft Acyouety ins aurw, with AC*D* rel Syr syr-marg Cyr Hil: om BC'D'ANI 
lat-e q syr goth Hil-ms. for avrov, avre (ifacism 7) Ni. rec om o 
(overlooked after v, or conformation to ver 25), with A N-corr rel Chr Cyr: 
ins BCDN'. 

30. for aro, xapa D. 
SL. rec ins o bef :qo., with ADN rel: om BC.—(om «ge. S al.) 

though it does not express the whole mean- 
ing. The Lord is now describing tbe ful - 
ness of their state of communion with 
Himself and the Father by the Spirit. He 
is setting in the strongest light their re- 
conciliation and access to the Father. He 
therefore says, Ye shall ask the Father 
in My name: and I do not now say to 
you,—I do not now state it in this form, — 
that I will ask the Father for you—as if 
there were no relation of love and m 
between the Father and yourselves :—( 
for the Father Himself (aùróç, i. e. ob- 
roxt\evroc [Nonnus] —* proprio motu?) 
loveth you;—why? Because ye love and 
believe on Me. The whole mind of 
the Father townrds mankind is Love : both 
in Redemption itself (ch. iii. 16), —and then 
in an especial manner by drawing those 
who come to Christ (vi. 44), — and again 
by this fuller manifestation of His love to 
those who believe on and love Christ. The 
aim of this saying is to shew them that 
His intercession (which is still going on 
under the dispensation of the Spirit, 1 John 
ii. 1) does not imply their exoiusion from 
access to the Father, but rather ensures 
that access, by the especial love which the 
Father bears to them who believe in and 
love His Son: CunreT being still the effi- 
cient cause of the Father's love to them, 
and the channel of that Love. No 
stress must be laid (Lücke) on zer 
here coming before semicreóxare, as to 
Faith coming after Love: probably wegsA. 

is placed first as corresponding to $a jut 
before :—and it might be said with just a 
much reason that cai wemeerebeat..-- 
contains the ground of the r. ss the 
converse. 89.) 
maximam habet hic versus,’ ‘bad 
your belief is sound: for I did inde 

Patre, quia de Patre est; in muadum re 
nit, quia mundo suum corpus ostendit qal 

reliquit mundum 

q.d» «Ny sascunee that as future, which 

yet come for the i» wappacig N; 
so that we must understand the disciples’ 

cutum eese negent. pe, vol. if. 350 
But by vi» probably onh 
ver. 28. 20. hast poba 
so clearly of our feeling towards Thee, ss 
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och. in. odÜaAuoUc avrov tic roy ovpavoy cistv Tlarep, * aber i- 
a= Matt v.16, 9) wea’ P SoEacuy cou rov viov, tva o vioc [cou] dE Y 

2 kac tówkac avr "tLovciav dc oa, íve.. 
2 c. 

1 w. gen. obj. 4 
Mat x. p * G& 
ref. 1 Cor. 
ix. 12. Bir. x.4. 

txt BC'DL M-marg-eccles XN 1. 38. 69 lat-a bg copt Orig Cyr 
ins gat with C! rel lat-q sah seth arm Orig, Chr 

Nonn Hil Ambr. 
cow (to y 

the style) BC N lat-e f, Orig, Victorin: ins AC 

latt syrr copt goth Orig 
the Btly collation states. 
belongs to the solemnity 
latt Orig, Hil. 

natio, sed etiam ipsius pro ipsis ad Patrem 
oratio discipulorum est edificatio. Et si 
illorum qui hsc dicta erant audituri, pro- 
fecto et nostra, qui fueramus conscripta 
lecturi Aug. Tr. civ. 2. ‘ 8 
the foregoing discourse. 
very seldom, Lee the 
of our Lord, as here. But this was an 
occasion of which the impression was in- 
delible, and the upward look could not be 
pee over. els tòr obp.] Nothing 
ereby is determined as to the locality. 

The guest-chamber no doubt was the place 
of this prayer. The eyes may be lifted 
to heaven in as wel as out of doors; 
heaven is not the sky, but that upper re- 
gion, above our own being and thoughts, 
where we all agree in believing God to 
be especially present; and which we indi- 
cate when we direct, our eyes or our hands 
upward. The Lord, being in all such 
things like as we are, lifted up His eyes to 
heaven when addressing the Father (not 
His bande, for He prays not here as a 
ppa o as an intercessor and a 
High Priest, standing between earth and 
heaven, see ver. 24, 64. 0a .....) 

cal elwev] It is impossible to re- 
gard the following prayer otherwise than 
as the very «words of our Lord Himself, — 
Jaithfally rendered by the beloved Apostle 
in the power of the Holy Spirit. The 
view which has led so many of the best 
German Commentators (even Olshausen) to 
see in parts of it the words of the Evan- 
gelist, and not of our Lord, is, it seems to 
me, inconsistent with any earnest reception 
of the Gospels as truthful. If such a pro- 
mise as ch. xiv. 26 was made, and fulfilled, 
then these must be the words of the Lord 
Himself;—and the Greek form of them 
only (and query whether even that? see 
Prolegg. ch. ii. § ii. e) can be ed 
as bearing evidence of the style and man- 
ner of John. ra rep] not, Our 
Father,—which He never could say,— nor, 
My Father,—which would be too ta 
separation between Himself and His for 
such a prayer (see Matt. xxvi. (39,) 42, 

F K 122 Victorin Vig: 
B does not omit e 

bat the 7 

BEER KH ji 
"vm 

B E 
"rit nue 

but in virtne of His Godbead, ver. 5. 
vor vlóv] He prays first objectively, to « 
tbe great matter forth in all it» maj. 
then subjectively, óófae. pe ov, wer. & 
putting Himself into the place of rèr 
vic» here. toa . . .] “These word 

say, Glorify Thou me, that I may gr^ 
Stier.) This glorifrag d 

the Father by the Son is, the whale gresi 
result of the glorification of tbe Son by ti 
Father,—the manifestation of God to ud 
in Es by the Son through the Spur- 

the Son.’ (Lücke.) 
mind that the ‘giving 
verse is the ground, as well as the .: 
the glorification, see Rom. i. 28; 1 Ua.» 
6: so Stier (v. 383, edn. 2). sers 
vép£ i only ‘all mankind,’ bet (1 
Gen. vii. 15, 16, 21) all that hes lifi, > 
that is subject to death, is corer. 
on account of sin. 

crown, 
full blessings of the Lordship of Cirit 
mankind only can icipate. vee 
capt is given by the from bén 
the foundation of the world to Chr 
the whole creation is His to rule, Hv t 
judge, by virtue of His being, in the ro* 

a, E FE 
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beh. v4. v. P rA EUũð,ꝛä o „ diSwaac poe * tva rohe 5 cel ver 
165 Neh. vi. 80 

3 ch. v. f 

d = Rev. ii. 13. 
Matt, vi. 1. 
Prov. il. 1. 

P * , 

kagov pe ov wartp 

e attr 11. 
Mark vi vii. 13 ch 

f Matt. vi. 8 rell. 
Prov. N 
ch. i. 81 re 
Matt. Ui 8 22. Mark H. 18. ch. iv. 49 al. 

„ h 

100 rou TOV cb eivat 
gov TO Ovopa To avbpisworc ode did c poe ex res 

coi joa, Kat tuoi avrouc Sed. cac, KGi TOY 
; Aóyov gov ! rernonxay’ 7 voy t yrocu Ore wavra oce 

1 eh. viii. B1, 52 ref. 

s wopa cot, FF 4 

rec (for ib g. ereAtswoa, with D rel vulg lat-c e g l g Syr goth arm Hippo! Ce-t 
Did Ath Bas Chr Cypr Hip Ambr Zeno: txt ABCLN 1. 33 at es Dy) syr- with-est 04: 

K. eth Jer Hil, for de 
5. xaryp Dl. 
6. ro ovopa bef cov D latt 

DKN Eus: txt C rel Orig. 
to the solemnity of the he ety): es ACDN rel. 

rec rernpyneact, with AC rel: 1: txt C rel Orig Eus. 
BDL. 

Dr. Wordsworth's explanation here, —" the 
aorist is used, not the perfect, inasmuch as 
the work of glorification was still going on, 
and not to be completed before His Passion, 
when He would say re rk r, —I am 
quite unable to imagine. That the aorist 
implies continuance, is at least a 
startling doctrine. The force of it here 
surely is, that our Lord stands by antici- 
pation at the end of His accomplished 
course, and looks back on it all as past, 
as historically gathered up in one act: 
which is the very sense and propriety of 
the aorist. 15 Épyov is not only the 
ministerial life of our Lord, but the whole 
Life, with all its appointed manifestations 
of humility and purity;—the perfect 
righteousness which by that life He has 
planted in our nature,—and His prophetic 
and declarative office, terminated by His 
Passion and Death. Bófacóv 
Notice the correlation, which Meyer pe 
pointed out, between dy ae before and 

ov now. The same Person (iy#) who 
bad with the Father glory before the 
world, also glorifled the Father in the 
world, and prays to be again received into 
that glory. 4 decisive proof of the unity 
of the Person of Christ, in His three 
estates of cternal præ-existence in glory, 
humiliation in the flesh, and glorification 
in the Resurrection Body. This 
direct testimony to the eternal 
existence of the Son of God has been 
evaded by the Socinian and also the 
Arminian interpreters, by rendering elxov, 
— ‘habebam destinatione tua,’ Grot. 
Wetst. On the identity of the éd&a in 
ver. 22 with this dé, see note there. 

elyov] ‘Hie non dicit accepi. 
Semper habebat : nunquam cœpit habere." 
Bengel. apd ToU T. x. dv. ] before 

td c CDK Hippol Constt Bas. 
for r. r. eta, yevecOat r. c. D. 

for let dedwaac, td. A B(sic: see tabi 
zapo: BY 1.33 (but xax epos hore 

for poe, pe 
for 5, av Nl. 

beive; 

for 2nd dedweac, ec ABDRLX 
ergo qao» R 33: c.t 

the rarae) zócpev, ver. 24 ;—* befor 
all creation.” ‘Antequam fieret mart.. 
gloriam illam habebat Filias; sed euz. 
e e gue illa se ccepit (?) ez- 

= re 
i 1; ele rer rer r. ? 

"arpóc, ch. i. 18. 6—19.] He pror 
Jor His disciples. 6.) This verw 
particularizes ver. 4, and 8 the tras- 
sition to the intercessory pra 
vov Tò Svoua] Thy Name of of Farusn. 
which was so constantly on the lips af vcr 
Lord ;—and which derived its living man- 
ing and power from His teaching; <- 
Exod. xxiü. 21. No emphasis c. 
eov: it carries on the strain of addrum, as: 
5 gel which ſoll 
and ey 9 wapa s m ver. 
7. The Father gave tha 
ea by ing them to Christ, an 
ch. vi. 37, 44, 46. 

rò» 1 

Leraelites— Thy le, pe ess — Bot ou. 
outwardly, but ites indeed, see ch. 1. 
48, and thus to receive Chri- 
( Stier, Y. 411 ff, edn. 2). And tha 
the dx tow answers to Aafeiv 
laure i0voc te pisov losen, Deut. iv. 31. 
But see the fuller sense below, on ver. :« 

ripeĩ means; sce ch. ziv. and ref. 
Stier understands their walking u 

the O. T. ordinances blameless, as Lake : 
6,—and thus (compare ch. i 49, 86) r- 
5 Messiah when H- 

came. is perhaps hardly Ele: 
to have been set at the end of the sec- 
tence, ipoi aùroòç Sid g. dt» 
more likely that rò» Aéyo» = res 
Pnpara à did cd pow ver. B, amd » 

y 

L] 

" waga araur "y soty 5 syor? 

ipavépwsa - 
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tame. Türe p ayie,  Tüoncov aurouc tv Ty OvOMGTL COV vi 
5 : ` e - v L4 ‘os 

Jedi SiSaxae pot, tva wow * tv kabwe nasie. 12 Ore Sur pur a 
a atir. 

A . e b 

y 2 Thess. il 8. 
ace Eph. v. 6. 

eint D; and, except last clause, lat-e Orig. 

S — Matt. vil. 18 al. Isa. ivii. 4. 

ver. 6. — 28 2 2 2 - > 9 ' DA I. : 
W. aurov, eyo 'érüpovv avrodc tv ry Ovópari cov Y d- I 

aware B. aft ovoparı sev ins 
rai ore num per’ aurwy [ey Tw kocuo] eye erypovv avrovg er rw ovoparı gev (ani 
repeat again in ver 12) 

E. copt -ms arm Ath Cyr Thl Euthym. 

t» rw coop Di-gr.) 
fag 9 goth wth Ath Ang: 5 D'UX fald 8 : txt ABON rel syrr syryt 

for 6e6., td g · LMN. ins cai 
bef suec B'MSUY 69 vulg lat-f g syr arm Ath Ambr Aug: om AB*CDM rel Syr copts 
goth eth. 

19. rec aft per’ avrwy ins e» rw coopw ver 11), with AC? rel latf g srr 

Cyr Hil. for egviaka, epuiaccoy Ni. 

cluded,—of which this is asserted. to be in the Angel of the Covenant, Krol 
dv abrois] not ‘by their means, but in xxiii. 21, see Isa. ix. 6 ; Jer. n. 6. 
them; by that iyw iv abroic of ver. 28, 
the life of the vine in the branches; so 
that the fruit of the branches is the glory 
of the vine, by the sap of the vine living in 
the branches. All this again is proleptic. 

11.] The occasion, and substance 

green 

the being kept in this, the trath and em- 
fession of this, for which He 

of His = for them. obe Fm dn. That which the Son given to His 
dv T. «11 is shews us that ó rück. is not disciples is no other than that which He 

is himself has received from the Father, vir. said of place alone, for the Lord Jesus is 
still Aere; but of state, the state of men ia 
the flesh ; sometimes viewed on its darker 
side, as overcoming men and bringing iu 
spiritual death,—sometimes, as here, used 
in the most general sense. cal, not 
but; it expresses the simultaneous state of 
the Lord and His, see ch. xvi. 32, and 
note. &yve] Holy, as applied to God, 
55 expresses that penetration of all 

is attributes by Love, which He only 
who here uttered it sees through in its 
length, breadth, and height :—which an- 
gels (Isa. vi. 3; Rev. iv. 8) feel and ex- 

:—which men are privi to utter, 
ut can never worthily feel :—but which 

devils can neither feel nor worthily utter 
(see Mark i. 24). They know His Power 
and His Justice only. But His Holiness 
is especially employed in this work of 
Ty»péiv now spoken of. év T èv. cov 
not ‘through Thine own Name, as E. V. 
which yet renders ‘is Thy Name ver. 12 
(so Chrys. Theophyl Euthym.),—but in 
the 6roua of vv. 6 and 12; see below. 

J] not only the best supported, but 
the best reading, though Stier maintains 
that it can bear no meaning ypitroxperic. 

The Name of God is that which was 

the essential revelation of 
Lothardt. Cf. Matt. x. 27. 

ot 
some have interpreted it, and then tried 
to weaken the Oneness of the Godhesd by 

covenant (1 Cor. vi. 17), and ultimately 
oneness of nature, 2 Pet. i. 4, where the 
iwayyi\para d. d pra answers to the 
óvoua 8 Sidwade pos here. ‘ Non at, & 

i sint «nem,— nut simas aum ipi 
et nos, sicut unum sumus nos,—eed sit, ti 
sint unum sicut et nos. Aug. Tract. cri. $ 

19.] Asta: see ch. x. S 
The aor. should be adhered to agsm: 
kept them. The Lord here, as Cyni Te 
marks, com His keeping of His on, 

by the Father, —in a way only s 
HE 

od di dec pot of ver. 9,—sbewing w 
i those words mut 
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uS" o AG og o oòç dA¹⁰˙⁰eNt tory. — 19 case tni aristudaç - 
) * [d 9 a > 8 ? a Ld A [4 š ! 

tic TOY KOGLOV, Kayw awtereiAa evrouc tc TOV r 
EH 19 car k ori y = 2 A je ač s 4 s < © al . Col. iv. p avrTev tyw aytalw epauroy, wa wow ce 
aa Eph. vi. 7 a h e 7 b 2À 8 7 20 Os t5 4 b A 

e, AUTOL 'Wyingnévor Ev aÀnÜtig. v "o wept rovren d 
se a - a 4 

iid Dat.” EpeT() A, GÀÀd Kai mepi rev "^ wicrtvorrem 80 
* - [4 3 ~ ? e ? P a g ` 

mrt* rod Adyou avrov ° sç iht, A iva wavrec " Ev wow, ralu 
. bd 4 * q e 1 «4 4 d 3 e e œ 93 

OU rarmp EV EMOL ka-yu £&v col, tva kat AUTOL EV b UTE, 
ef e 

6 
I Pet. . 

ochiuri {ya & kospoc TiGTtbcQ Ort ad pe aréoredec. P cay 

Ambr Aug. ins y bef aA 50«a B. om o Aoyoc o voc alg Gna Ni. 
18. ins rovro» bef rov coopzoy (twice) D lat-a b c Ambrst. 
19. om eye AN al fos lat-3 c e q Ath Did. rec «ai avro: bef m, with O n 

syr sah: txt ABC!'DKLXYN 1. 33. 69 latt copt goth arm Ath, Did, Cyr. 
20 al lat-a c sah Cypr Hil: ts: 

91. om I» Ci. rec xar«p, with ACN rel Clem Orig: txt BD Eus] rwe 

Rev. xx. 6. dy, not ‘dy,’ but in: see begun. But perhaps it is best to take È 
on ver. 11. The truth is the element in pres. as proleptic. It is striking: 
which the ay. takes place. å AGV. 4 set forth here that aA su t beef 
ods] compare Acts xx. 32. Thy word, in on Christ would take the 
its inner subjective power. Ver. 18 apostolic word: see Rom. x. 16, 17. 
is proleptic,—and received its fulfilment TI.] The iva here hardly can regard th: 
ch. xx. 21. He does not merely leave subject-matter of the dpd, ver. 20. ba: 
them in the world, but sende them into it, we should supply after thm word 
CC ravre, and understand i 
ch. xv. 16. 19. abovo on ver. ing the object of the prayer re. 
M. Notice, says Meyer, the emphatic Ing both. dd A 
correlation of atrév—dyo ipawróv—Fsel is, that they may be kept im God's . 
abrol. It is clear against all Socinian and sanctified in God's truth; and if this 
inferences from this verse, that all that be so, their unity with the Son and tbe 
part of åyıáčuvy implied in ch. x. 86 is Father follows, 1 John i. 3. Bat beens 
here excluded: and only that intended not merely ‘with,’ but im, the Son 
which is expressed Heb. ii. 10 by did ra- the Father the Spirit 
Oguáre» redkcwoa. Of this, His death from the Father ond the Sou, 
was the crowning act, and was also the is j i 
one to which the trip abrà» most di- see ver. 11. This unity has its 
rectly applies ; but the whole is included. only grownd in i 
The confining the meaning to His sacri- the Word of God as delivered by 

: I 
A i HAH 

the Apo 
fice (Chrys, Euthym.) and the iva rei tles; and is therefore not mere outen 
abroi..... to their mart or uniformity, nor can such uniformts pt 
their spiritual self-offering, Rom. xii. 1 duceit. At the same time its effects st i (Euthym.), is insufficient for the depth of to be real and visible, such that the 
the words. iv ne.] in truth: may see them. te mør.) not pan 
what truth, is evident from ver. 17, where, with the former Iva, as if wer. » . 
in the repetition, 6 Ady. à cóc dAg8uá meant the same as sávric 1» òn, tent u 
dori», the article is also wanting: see also may be brought to believe. Nor Err 
ch. i. 14; iv. 24; 8 John 8,—for aA %. can the words mean that the eben, 
without the article. But the distinction and condemned world, af the end, a * 
is perhaps somewhat obscured after a pre - persuaded that Thou hast sent Me. Sen 
position. 20.] The connexion is the a rendering would surely be repuguss! t 
axioradka abroòg ec r. xócp., ver 18. the spirit of the prayer, and tbe ost of the 
The present part. expresses the state of word mierevw in our Gospel. Rather? K. 
faith in which all believers are found: the —‘that this their testimony, being ber 
future (of the rec.) would refer more to by them all, and in all ages, may conus» 
the act of belief by which that state is to convince the world, so that many in t> 

Lt 



only 25 

Cd . $6. 1 * » L4 , , 
zTin.lv.8. Éyvev, Kat OUTOL Fyvegav Ort ov pe artec, 

" 7 e Y lf 

pice’ we wie 
, ? 

w here oaly. 
4 Kings x. 
38 al. 

x here 
2 Kinjs xv. . 

25. rec warep, with CDN rel Clem Hi : txt AB. 
). aft e rocpoc ins resrec sic. D 

for syvwv, Ayr D. 
for pe, avrovg R. 

am fuld forj ing) lat-b e coptt(not copt 
(lat-a f). om 2nd oe A. 

26. for fjv, y qua D latt. 

Cuap. XVIII. L rec ins o bef iye., with ACD rel: om BL'N. 
for rev mà evroc but corrd Ni. 

ETATTEAION 

"£yvépiga avroic TO Ovoua Gov Kat ` 
" ayarn "ny " nyawnodc ue Ev avrotc ö. ca £v avro. 

XVIII. I Tavra urwv 'Insovc cEnAGew ovv row ne- 

Ünraic avrov sípav rov " yepappou rov" kibper, ores 

XVII. 25, 26. 

om lst ea: D valgint 

[res writtes 
„ Tow rtópwy ASA vulg-ed(with forj 

fos gat mm) lat f ff, g Ambr Jer: rov cedpov DN! lat-a b sah: txt BCN rel Orig 
Chr Cyr. 

behold and partake—the very case sup- 
poses it. No mere spectator could behold 
this . See Rom. viii. 17 end, and 2 
Cor. iii. 18. ön ty. pa... ] The 
most glorious part of this sight of glory 
will be to behold the whole mystery of re- 
demption unfolded in the glory of Christ’s 
Person,—and to see how, before the being 
of the creature, that eternal Love was, 
which gave the glory to Christ of which 
all creation is but the exponent. On 
car. Kóg. seo reff. , 26.] Slxase is 
connected with the final clause of ver. 24. 
The Righteousness of the Father is wit- 
nessed by the beginning (xpd xar. céop.) 
of Redemption, and Minas čev) by the 
glorification of the elect from Christ; but 
also by à «éopog cs oix Lyyw,—the final 
distinction made by His Justice between 
the world and His. The first «al is 
in the quasi-disjunctive usage so common 
with our Evangelist, see ch. xvi. 32, note, 
—and contrasts with the 84 immediately 
following : the more classical construction 
would be re—déi (Lücke). The second caf 
merely couples the preceding to the follow - 
ing as depending upon it: see Matt. xi. 27. 
This i ; pica, yvepícae, 
shew that our Lord spoke here of the then 
present time and disciples again, at the 
close of His prayer. The yvepiow is 
by the whole work and testimony of the 
Spirit completed in the Kingdom of God. 
This promise has been in fulfilment throngh 
all the history of the Church. And the 
great result of this manifestation of the 

ather’s name is, that the wonderful Love 
wherewith He loved Christ, may dwell in 
(not the Apostles merely —the future 
yrwpiow has again thrown the 
onward to the great body of believers) 

them,—i. e. the perfect, living knowledge 
of God in Christ, which reveals, and in fact 
is, this love. And this can only be b 
rd y iv abroic—Christ dwelling in ther 
hearts by faith, and renewing 
ening them by His Spirit. He does not 
say, Tos in them’ t I in them sal 
Thou in Me: see ver. 23. 

Cuar. XVIIL—XX.] Fovar Masi 
FESTATION OF JESUS AS THE Lon, u 
BREFERENCR TO THE NOW ACCOMPLISSID 
REJECTION OP Him BY THE UJBELI? 
OP ISRAEL, AND THE SORELY nu SUT 
EVENTUALLY CONFIRMED FAITH or His 
own. And herein XVIII. I-III. 16° 

Fimeelf to 

would remind the reader of what has bees 
said in the Prolegomena on the character 
of this Gospel. The attempt to find in this 
omission a di between the setting 
forth of the by Jobn and the 
Synoptic Gospels, is, as usual, unsuccessful. 
John presente us with most striking in. 
stances of the troubling of the humes sol 
of Christ by the ing which was before 
Him: see ch. xii. 23—27 ; xiii. 21. Com- 
pere notes on Matt. ver. 36, and 
out the section. 

accounted for. Suidas, under ‘leplir, que 
Ps. xxxii. 9 thas, lags iy rẹ 

ET, ve ? * g » 4 
warno 'Oikat, Kat & kocuoc of ouk Eyve, iyw N a uN 

2 *. 

1* 1 
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ELI JN, e e M * 8 ° , > 6 * 
1 Mark ziii. 16, KAE Jovdac 0 wapa dove auro» per gro. we — 
Luke ix. 62. y 6 

g 9 — " k’? „ ? 3? ~- | ? a ? 7 - 
aril Si. eh. oV» etre avrotc Ort ` tyw up, awgAÜnuv uç ra orie i 
14 only. |» m ' 7 $1 q » , yy ll. 
4 King az. Kat EmtGav " yapa. madw oU» ewnpwryotv avrov `: 
10, 11. è - 5 € 4 » p ` - 8c a 

m chi. d Tiva Ünre&re; ot & ro Incovv rov NaCopatov. er- 
h vv 5.6 ^ rais tu. EIn Inoobe Eiwov vutv Ort ° eyo eint: et ovy eut Orari, 

14a. 2Kings o * 
xvi. 11. 

p = Matt. viii. 
18 al, fr. 

q ch. vi. 80, 

6. om ev» A al. om avroic Ni. 
DUE OE ins C rel syrr goth arm 

rec avrove bef exnowryceyv, with DN 
Orig: txt ABCLUXY (38) 69 lat-e f q syrr coptt sth arm Orig Cyr. 

rats, D. 
8. aft arecpiðn ins avro«c DX 1. 69 fos lat-f g sah arm Orig. 

with DX 1. 69 Orig: om ABCN rel Cyr Thl. 
for avrwy, avrov A. 

bef r«va D sah. tit ru, ad 

9. edweac D al. 

Roman soldiers, who had it in command 
* to apprehend Jesus of Nazareth.’ 
Ps E er au] I believe these 
words be the description of an eye- 
witness;—John detected Judas standing 
among them, and notices the detail, as is 
his constant habit, by way of enhancing 
the tragic character of the history. The 
synoptic narrative related the kiss which 
presently took place; but this self-tradi- 
tion of our Lord was not related in it. 
John therefore adds this touch of exact- 
ness, to shew that the answer Is r. 
N. was not given because were igno. 
rant of His Person, so as sot to be able to say 
* Thee ;'—but because they feared to say 
it. 6.] The question on the mira- 
culous nature of this incident is not whe- 
ther it were a miracle at all (for it is 
evident that it must be as one), 
but whether it were an act specially in- 
tended by our Lord, or a result of the 
superhuman dignity of His person and the 
majestic calmness of His reply. I believe 
the latter alternative to be the right one. 
Commentators cite various instances of the 
confusion of the enemies of innocent men 
before the calmness and dignity of their 
victims : how much more was this likely to 
be the case when He in whom was no sin, 
and who speke as never man spake, came 
forth to meet His implacable foes as the 
self.sacrificing Lamb of God. So that I 
regard it rather as a miracle cons 
upon that which Christ said and did, and 
the state of mind in which His enemies 
were,—than as one, in the strict sense, 
wrought by Him: bearing however always 
in mind, that to Him nothing was uner- 
pected, or a mere result, but every thing 
foreknown. With this view what follows 
is also consistent, rather than with the 

dere rovrouc P wrayev. 
elwev, Orc où dl drag por, ove TewwAeoa * i£ avror 

9 iva wAnowOy o Aéyoc ov 

om ort (as eer 5) ABDLXM 1. 33 lan 
aA, so BD. 

rel M sh fald forj ing) lat-a be g 
ins Ae 

rec ine e bef sae, 

ef avr. oder bef auen D. 

other. The distinction is an impor- 
tant one, as the view which we take of 
our Lord's mind towards His captors nus 
enter, as an element, into our understani- 
ing of the whole of this scene, and indeed 
of the solemn occurrences which folkw. 
Such incidents as this are not related by 
the Evangelists, and least of all by St. Joh». 
as mere astounding facta, but as groands 
on which we are to enquire, and determine 
for ourselves, as to the * glory, fall of grace 
and truth,” which was in Him, whom, «t 
having seen, we love. 8.] Bene 
strikingly says of this iyó eig Herne 
dicet olim." And Augustine, ‘Qoid jañ- 
caturus faciet, qui judicandus boc fecit? 
Quid urus it, qui moritcre 
hoc potuit?” Tract. exii. 8. Shere 
vo$Tovws] ‘quos illi ceci . 

appointed course for them ;—the åp. r^. 
ora yu to the band, is erayere dp 
to the Apostles. 9.] See ch. r. 
12. An unquestionable , if any were 
wanted, that the words of ch. xvii. ere m 
mere description of the mind of our Lord 
at the time, nor free arrangement of Hi 
words, but his very words themselves. Ths 
is recognized even by De Wette. Os 
the application of the saying, we mey re 
mark that the words unquestionably bed 
much deeper meaning than any belonging 
to this occasion; but that tbe remarks m 
often made in this commentary on tbe fu 
filment of prophecies must be borne 2 
mind ;—that to fulfil" a is not 
to exhaust its capability of beng art 
and again fulfilled :—that the words d 
the Lord have many stages of unfolding: 
—and that the temporal detiverance of the 
Apostics now, doubtless was bat è [s' 
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n éxelyov. 14 Fy & Kata pac o? ounPovreboac roic Io 
En . E P cupgipa Eva _ävðpwrov avoÜavev v v rep row * Àaov. 
Tan n 15 nico bh. & rw 'Insov Zine [lérpoc xat [9] A 

p Mat. Ane.  naBnrfic. o & pabaric é Exetvoc jv * yvecroc T ae 
ch. 1. ee 

EL. rai ‘ovvuchàbev ry Incov c rüv ab ij: rov — 
n : 6 o & [lérpoc torre. t poc Ty iia tEw. EEA dev | ov» 

A aa O ' naÜnrric d o ee o 9 " yrworoe TOU apytepiwc, Kat einer 
test 2 ry bee, Kat , eignyayev roy Iitrger. 17 Aiye ome 
a Mat. xz". TQ Hero 7 a raidioxij 1 " Oupwpoc * Mq xai ov EK TUP 

fete paĝnrwv e rov avÜperov robrou; Aya. EKEWOC Ove 
where eh. epi, 18 seviktgav à ot dodo xai oi reer, a ar- 

Si 34 ool ‘at oniy, Hande weWOUNKOrEC, Ore ” puxog i», Kat ` Ocppatverre’ 
kas ; King ny oe at o [Iérpoc utr avréy toro Kat 1 
d acte pevoc. I O obv apytepeve npwrncey róv ‘Iqacovy stp: 

x Lake ii. 37. ar z Gaspp. & Acts only, exo. Heb. 1. 6. Gen. xivil. 7. y |. Lake xii. . Cal. iw. 23, 
&o. Gen. 8 ch. vii 47 reff. a ch. x 2i. ig An Bir. 21.32 (-e. Ram. sic. 3 

b Aets xxviil. £C 2 Coe. Al. $7 only. Gen. vill. 99. bero his, ver. 2b. Zziv.b4, 47. Aen 
H. 16 oniy. Hagg. 1.6. 

14. rec (for axo8avey) axoAsoOat with AC? rel syr goth: txt BC DrLIN 33. 69 
Chr Cyr Nonn Chron. 

15. for rw «goov, avroic Ci. om o bef akg ABD! coptt arm Nosa : 
ins CN'* rel. ß 

16. om «£e N. rec (for o yveoroc rov apxuptrec) oc 9» yrworeg Te apyups 
(from ver 15), with ACIN rel: txt BC!L copt. for ercnyayty, ecuveycs N 

1T. rec n watdtonn q Üvpepoc bef re werpw, with ACN rel: txt BC'LX 33 volg 
b 

1. El. ru om L arm. rec ner avrwv bef o werpog and om preceding 
„55 txt BCLXN 1. 83 lat-a Syr arm Cyr. 

sige that in the other Gospels. There, disciple whom Jesus loved. The iden that 
o questions are asked of Jesus about His it was Judas Iscoriot (Heumann), is surely 

disciples or doctrine (ver. 19): there wit- too absurd to need confutation. The» 
nesses are ee and T whole pro-  &AAec, unn. r9. Tye. jv yruertc ry 
ceedings are after a legal form. That dpx. (as a matter of individual notic), 
hearing was in a public court of justice, and the whole character of the incident, 
before the assembled Sanhedrim ; this was will prevent any real student of St. John's 
a private and informal questioning. That style and manner from entertaining sach 
Annas should be so often called the High a supposition for a moment. How Joba 
Priest, is no objection to this view: see was to the High Priest we have no 
on Luke as above: see also note on means of formi a conjecture. The 
ver. 24. The fwo hearings are main- palace of the High 
tained to be one and the same by Luther, the dwelling of both 
Grot., Bengel, Lampe, Tholuck, Lücke, It was not to 
De Wette, Friedlieb, " Wordsworth, &c.; female porters among the Jews: see ref. 
—the view here taken is maintained by 17.] Bee the whole $ of 
peak bes Aug. Eutbym., Olsh., Nean- Peter's denials discussed in notes on 
der, Ba -Crusius, Meyer, Ebrard, vv. 69—75. This first sal was to 
Wieseler, ee Hess, von Meyer, all appearance rashly and 
ea Gerlach, m and Stier (vi. 284, vertently made, from a mere 
edn. 2). J Ses ch. xi. 49-52 and shame. Lücke suggests that Peter may 
notes ; also E "d ivtavroo ixeivov, ver. have set himself among the servants of the 
18. 16. [9] 5 High Priest to bear out Ais denial. The 
tioned for the first time ere is no rea- p} xal ow (ver. 26), as Lothardt remarka, 
son to doubt the universal persuasion that implies that the other disciple had already 
by this name John intends Beef, and been recognized as a follower of Jesus, end 
refers to the mention in ch. xiii. 23 of a bad escaped annoyanco. 19.) This 

E- 
rY a 

Wo 
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o ver. 18 ref. 2 H & Liner Tlérpoc torwc kai ° Deppatvopevoc’ in 
p en rn y E 2 P Mà 1 «4 - On - * e. ©. v 

«Murena SUrOv OU GUTU n kat GV tk rov paÜnruv avrov u; y: 

r ver. 10 reff 7"pvügaro extivoc, kai El rer Oux epi. 28 Ab yes fic tK Tur. - 
s Matt xxvi. B a 1 : 

& rer o i SobAwy rov apyipéec, ; avyytvric ov ov drehen Th- 
v T.) oniy. M 2 Ld ) oniy 
Deut. 27.17. T 

t ver. 1 reff. poc ro 

sey avroð 5 
w here bis. ver. u 

*wriov, Oux éyw ce rior év ry ‘Kiry per 
7 ray ov» novnearo Tlérpoc, kat troc 

? 7 a Ld 

3.c.zix.  GAÉKTO " epwyncer. 
9. Matt. 9g * yq a » - > A -æ 22 > * 

ME. Acts Ayovaw obv rov msovv aro rov Kow$a uc ro 
. . id a * 3 7 > = U 

Arn “mpatrwpiov. iv & " wpet xai avroi ovx. ecndOor uc 
only f. ^. P d ` y - , XX 21427 

* Hat Fa; l yò “apatrwpiov, iva py 7 mavÜocw, adda Nn 
Mark |. 85 al. 
Gen. xxxii. 24. y Tit. I. 16 bis. Heb. xil. 16. JedeSonly. = Levit. v. s Wai 
Xvi. 17 l. 

95. for avrov sı, & sxetvou CI; ( rov avOp. extivov C*. for «sev, Ar. A SS. 
27. rec ins à bef rerpoc, with CÀHMSUXN 69: om ABC! rel Cyr. 
28. rec (for wpw:) xpoe, with EGHKYT (S, e sil) Chr: txt ABCN rel Cyr. 

rec (for Aka) aAd’ eva, with C? rel vulg lat-a ef f, syr: tat ABCI DAN í reg 
lat-5 (c) g (Syr) sah goth. 

rendering of axiocreAcy, to bring about 
which the od has a 
omitted. I believe the verse simply to 
describe what followed on the preceding : 
—Annas therefore sent Him bound te 
Caiaphas the High Priest. etre, u 
oUrec evpiccovri¢c re wAéoy, wipxovew 
abróv dedspivoy wpdc Kaidgays, Chrys. 
"There is no real difficulty in this rendering, 
if Annas and Caiaphas lived in one palace, 
or at all events transacted public affairs in 
one and the same. They would naturally 
have different apartments, and thus the 
sending from one to the other would be 
very possible; as also would the incident 
related by Luke xxii. 61 :—see the extract 
from Robinson, Matti. xxvi. 69, note. 
«The E list bad no need to relate 
the hearing before Caiaphas, for he has 
related ch. xi. 47 ff.: and we have ere this 
been familiarized with the habit of our 
Evangelist not to narrate any farther 
the outward process, where he has already 
by anticipation substantially given us ite 
result.” Luthardt. N.] Matt. 
xxvi. 71—74. Mark ziv. 69—72. Luke 
xxii. 58—61:—see note on Matt. xxvi. 
69. Peter was in the court-yard of 
the house—the aj. 
about an hour after the former, — Luke, 
ver. 59. Notice the emphatic M: as we 
gay, with my own eyes. 
28—Cuap. XIX. 16.] Jesus before the 

Gentile governor. Matt. xxvii. 3, 11—30. 
Mark XV. 1—19. Luke xxiii. 1—36. Be- 

fore this comes in the section of Luke 
ch. xxii. 66—71, containing the close 
of the examination before the Sanhedrim, 
which did not happen till the morning. 

$6.) This was - 

attempt to deliver Him. $5. . 
avrol ob elsqA.] I have already d 
the difficulties attending the subject of ocr 
Lord’s last Passover, in the note on Matt. 
xxvi. 17—19. I will add bere me re- 
marks of Friedlieb's, Arch. der Leid. f 3R 
‘The Jews would not enter the Pre 

and His disciples had already eaten it 2 
the previous 
prising, that the Jews in the moming 
should have been afraid of rendering them- 
selves unclean for the Passover, —sines the 
Passover could not be kept till eeemag. . 
o» the nert day, and the uncleannes which 
they dreaded did not, by the lew, last tu! 
the next day. For this reason, the passez 
in John under no small exegetic 
difficulties, which we cannot altogether 
solve, from want of accurate knowledge of 
the customs of the time. Possibly the lav 
concerning Levitical defilements and per. . 
cations had in that age been made mere 
stringent or otherwise modified ; p, 
they called some other meal, bemdes tbe 
actual Passover, by its name. This last se 
certainly, with our present knowledge 
Hebrew antiquities, must assume ; for the 
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awtkpiÜnsav xai wav aure Ei pù 3v ovrog ara 
* A. 

A a - * v , * e : 

4 gt. hi us, d caxov Í TOWY, ovk AV aot rape cν avrov. urey ¥> 
from Ps. - e , * 8 t€ œ~ L| < e ts 
xxxiii. 16 ovv avroic [l:Aaroc Aaßere avrov vpetc, kat * xara ror: 

e cb. vi. " pm $ y » P [] e - 

vóuov Upwv *xpivare avróv. timov avrp ot lo 
e v , fr 3 - vet . R e X Ld - 

f ch. v. 10 reff. Hyutv ouk 'tLegTLV üWOKTElVat ovdéva tva o AO yo Tov 

"Incov wAnpwOy, Ov Are € onpaivey *xoiw * Bava woh xi. 5 noov wAnpwÜy, ov uu nu ry 

nue MAE © amolvnokew. acnAGev ovv wadcy ac ro 

80. rec (for cacov wowy) cacorooc (corra of constr; the word from 1 Pet B. 12, 
14, iii. 16, iv. 15), with AC? rel vulg lat-b c f Eus: cacov wayeacg RI: cazomoswr C 
83 lat-a: txt BLi?* lat-e. 

aft «rov ins ovr, with N rel vulg Chr 
coptt arm. 

32. om ov eure» Ni. 

wapsdweapuer(sic) N. 
31. rec ins ò bef Tiro, with AC?N rel: om BCi. 

; de AD'KU f syr goth: om BC lat-e Syr 
[aft ovò v ins covdeva(sic) N: corrd eadem manu.] 

om avro» Ni. ree 

88. rec ec ro xpairepiov bef raus, with AN rel syr: om ral C? 33 Syr sah: txt 

under which Jesus was brought before him, 
he demanded a formal accusation on which 
legally to proceed: “se scire dissimu- 
labat," Rupert. in Meyer. 80.] They 
do not mention the iare of blasphemy 
brought against Him by the Sanhedrim, 
for fear of the entire rejection of their 
cause, as by Gallio, Acts xviii. 16. The 
Procurators in such cases had a dis- 
cretionary power. On what they did say, 
Grot. observes, '* Quod probationibus de- 
erat, id supplere volunt sua auctoritate." 

31.) This answer is best 
as an ironical reproach founded on their 
apparently proud assertion in ver. 30— 
and amounting to this :—* If you suppose 
I am to have such implicit confidence in 
your judgment concerning this prisoner as 
to take his guilt on your word, take him 
and put him to death (for rpivart must be 
thus understood, see below) according to 
our law; reminding them that the same 
man power which reserved capital 

cases for his jurisdiction, aleo ex 
proper cognizance to be taken of them, 
and not that he should be the mere execu- 
tioner of the Sanhedrim. Hp. ovx k.] 
From the time when Archelaus was de- 
p (a.D. 6 or 7), and Judæa became a 

man province, it would follow by the 
Roman law that the Jews lost the power 
of life and death. Josephus tells us, Antt. 
xx. 9. 1, that ohr io» jv xepic rig 
ixtívov (the Procurator’s) yyepnc ca0icat 
cvvéOpioy,—i. e. to hold a court of judg- 
ment in capital cases. Some have thought 
that this power was reserved to them in 
religious matters, as of blasphemy and 
sacrilege ; but no proof has been adduced 
of this; the commonly alleged— 
Jos. Antt. xiv. 10. 2; B. Jud. vi. 2. 4, and 
Acts vii. 58, not applying (see note on Acts 

ut supra). The Talmud relates that tins 
had taken place forty years (or more, see 
Lücke, ii. 737 note) the destructi« 
of Jerusalem. Biscoe, on the Acts. 

. 184—167, argues at great length that 
the Jews had this power; and that the 
words here merely mean that they could 
not put to death om the Sabbath, which, 
according to the usual custom of executing 

the text to imply it? 
the day for such forced 
is fast passing away. 
gives the most consistent account of the 
matter. In the Roman provinces gene- 
a 5 or Proconsul cos- 

ucted ju proceedings. 
which belonged to the province of Syria, 
was an exception. 
curator cum potestate, who ezercised the 
right of judicial cognizance. Jerusalem 
however possessed the privilege of judginz 
al lighter causes before the fárec-aad- 
twenty, and heavier causes, with the ate 
exception of judicia de capite, befure the 
great Sanhedrim: so that none bat tbere 
reserved cases remained for the Procarator. 
Pilate seems to have judged these cases at 
his visits during the festivals; which would 
fall convenien T for the purpose, it being 
the custom in Jerusalem, to execute great 
criminals at the Feasts. In other provinces 
the governors made circuits and beld assizes 
throughout their jurisdictions. See on this 
subject Lücke's note, ii. 736. 33. 
See Matt. xx. 19 al.;—ch. xii. S2, 33. 
Had the Jews taken Him and judged Him. 
He would have been stoned, not cracifed. 


